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FOREWORD

The current volume entitled "USAF Stability and Control Datcom" has been
przpared by the Douglas Aircraft Division of the McDonnell Douglas Corporation
under Contracts AF33(616)-6460, AF33(615)-1605, F33615-67-C-l 156,
F33615-68-C-1260, F33615-70-C-1087, F33615-71-C-1298, F33615-72-C-1348,

F33615-73-C-3057, F33615-74-C-3021, F33615-75-C-3067, and F33615-76-C-
3061. (The term Datcom is a shorthand notation for data compendium.) This effort
is sponsored by the Control Criteria Branch of the Flight Control Division, Air Force
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio. The
Air Force project engineers for this project were J. W. Carlson and D. E. Hoak. The
present volume has been published in order to replace the original work and tc
provide timely stability and flight control data and methods for the destgji of

manned aircraft, missiles, and space vehicles. It is anticipated that this volurmie will
be continuously revised and expanded to maintain its currency and utility.
Comments concerning this effort ar-t invited; these should be addressed to the
"procuring agency,
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SECTION I

GUIDE TO DATCOM

Fundamentally, the purpose of the Datcom (Data Compendium) is to provide a systematic
summary of methods for estimating basic stability and control derivatives. The Datcom is organized
in such a way that it is self-sufficient. For any given flight condition and configuration the complete
set of derivatives can be determined without resort to outside information. The book is intended to
be used for preliminary design purposes before the acquisition of test data. The use of reliable test
data in lieu of the Datcom is always recommended. However, there are many cases where the
Datcom can be used to advanthge in conjunction with test data. For instance, if the lift-curve slope
of a wing-body combination is desired, the Datcom recommends that the lift-curve slopes of the
isolated wing and body, respectively, be estimated by methods presented and that appropriate
wing-body interference factors (also presented) be applied. If wing-alone test data are available, it is
obvious that these test data should be substituted in place of the estimated wing-alone
characteristics in determining the lift-curve slope of the combination. Also, if test data are available
on a configuration similar to a given configuration, the characteristics of the similar configuration
can be corrected to those for the given configuration by judiciously using the Datcom material.

The various sections of the Datcom have been numbered with a decimal system, which provides the
maximum degree of flexibility. A "section" as referred to in the Datcom contains information on a
single specific item, e.g., wing lift-curve slope. Sections can, in general, be deleted, added, or revised
with a minimum disturbance to the remainder of the volume. The numbering system used
throughout the Datcom follows the scheme outlined below:

Section: An orderly decimal system is used, consisting of numbers having no more than
four digits (see Table of Contents). All sections are listed in the Table of Contents
although some consist merely of titles. All sections begin at the top of a
right-hand page.

Page: The page number consists of the section number followed by a dash number.
Example: Page 4.1.3.2-4 is the 4th page of Section 4.1.3.2.

Figures: Figure numbers L.re the same as the page number. This is a convenient system for
referencing purposes. For pages with more than one figure, a lower case letter
follows the figure number. Example: Figure 4.1.3.2-50b is the second figure on
Page 4.1.3.2-50. Where a related series of figures appears on more than one page,
the figure 'number is the same as the first page on which the series begins.
Example: Figure 4.1.3.2-56d may be found on Page 4.1.3.2-57 and is the 4th in a
series of charts. Figures are frequently referred to as "charts" in the text.

Tables: Table numbers consist of the section number followed by an upper case dashed
letter. Example: Table 4.1.3.2-A is the first table to appear in Section 4.1.3.2.

Equations: Equation numbers consist of the section number followed by a lower case dashed
letter. Example: 4.1.3.2-b is the second equation (of importance) appearing in
Section 4.1.3.2. Repeated equations are numbered the same as for the first
appearance of the equation but are called out as follows: (Equation 4.1.3.2-b).
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The major classification of sections in the Datcom is according to type of stability and control
parameter. This classification is summarized below:

Section 1. Guide to Da.,om and Methods Summary (present discussion including the
Methods Summary)

Section 2. General information

Section 3. Reserved for future use

Section 4. Characteristics at angle of attack

Section 5. Characteristics in sideslip

Section 6. Characteristics of high-lift and control devices

Section 7. Dynamic derivatives

Section 8. Mass and inertia

Section 9. Characteristics of VTOL-STOL aircraft

The information in Section 2 consists of a complete listing of notation and definitions used in the
Datcom, including the sections in which each 'symbol is used. It should be noted that definitions are
also trequently given in each section where they appear. Insofar as possible, NASA notation has
been used. Thus the notation from original source material has frequently been modified for
purposes of consistency. Also included in Section 2 is general information used repeatedly by the
engineer, such as geometric parameters, airfoil notation, wetted-area charts, etc.

Seciions 4 and 5 are for configurations with flaps and control surfaces neutral. Flap and control
"characteristics are given in Section 6 for both symmetric and asymmetric deflections. Section 4
includes effects of engine power and ground plane on the angle-of-attack parameters.

The Datcom presents less information on the dynamic derivatives (Section 7) than on the static
derivatives, primarily because of the relative scarcity c data, but partly because of the complexities
of the theories. Furthermore, the dynamic derivatives are frequently less important than the static
derivatives and need not be determined to as great a degree of accuracy. However, the Datcom does
present test data, from over a hundred sources, for a great variety of configurations (Table 7-A).

If more than preliminary-design information on, mass and inertia (Section 8) is needed, a
weights-and-balance engineer should be consulted.

Section 9 is a unified section covering aerodynamic characteristics of VTOL-STOL aircraft, with the
exception of ground-effect machines and helicopters. The Datcom presents less information in this
area than that presented for conventional configurations because of the scarcity of data, the
complexities of the theories, and the large number of variables involved. In most cases the Datcom
methods of this section are based on theory and/or experimental data such that their use is
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restricted to fust approximations of the aerodynamic characteristics of individual components or
simple component combinations. However, the Datcom does present a literature summary from
over six hundred sources for a great variety of VTOL-STOL configurations (Table 9-A).

It should be noted that the characteristics predicted by this volume are for rigid airframes only. The
effects of aeroelasticity and aerothermoelasticity are considered outside the scope of the Datcom.

The basic approach taken to the estimation of the drag parameters in Section 4 has been found to
be satisfactory for preliminary-design stability studies. No attempt is made to provide drag
estimation methods suitable for performance estimates.

Each of the major divisions discussed above, notably Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7, is subdivided according
to vehicle components. That is, the information is presented as wing, body, wing-body, wing-wing,
and wing-body-tail sections. The latter three categories generally utilize component information as
presented in the frust two categories and add the appropriate aerodynamic interference terms. In
some cases, however, estimation methods for combined components as a unit are presented. Each
section of the Datcom is organized in a specific manner such that the engineer, once familiar with
the system, can easily orient himself in a given section. A typical section is diagramed below:

Section Number and Title

General Introductory Material

A. Subsonic Paragraph
Introductory Material
Specific Methods
Sample Problems

B. Transonic Paragraph
Introductory Material
Specific Methods
Sample Problems

C. Supersonic Paragraph
Introductory Material
Specific Methods
Sample Problems

D. Hypersonic Paragraph
Introductory Material
Specific Methods
Sample Problems

References

Tables

Working Charts
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In geNeral, eacti section is organized according to speed regimes. However, Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2
are restricted to the hypersonic speed regime and Section 9 to the low-speed transltion-flight
regime. In a few sections, where applicable, material is included for the rarefied-gas regime as
paragraph E. Tihe material for each speed regime is further subdivided into an introductory
discussic., of the fundamentals of the problem at hand, a detailed outline of specific methods, and
sample problems illustrating the use of the methods presented. In the selection of specific methods,
an attempt has been made to survey all known existing generalized methods. All methods that give
reasonably accurate results and yet do not require undue labor or automatic computing
equipment have been included (at least this is the ultimate goal). Where feasible, the configurations
chosen for the sample problems are actual test configurations, and thus some substantiation of the

* = methods is afforded by comparison with the test results.

To facilitate the engineer's orientation to those Datcom sections that use a build-up of wing,
wing-body, and wing-body-tail components, a Methods Summary has been included at the end of

" " this section. In addition, the methods of Sections 6.1 and 6.2 are also included in the Methods
Summary. The contents of the Methods Summary present the following: (1) the wing, wing-body,
and wing-body-tail equations available in each speed regime, (2) the sections where the equation
components are obtained, (3) the limitations associated with the equations and their respective
components (limitations from design charts are not included), and (4) identification of the
"parameters that are bawed on exposed planform geometry that are not specified by the subscript e.

Sometimes tha senre limitntioiz, svch as "linear-h'it range," may occur for more than one
component in an equation. To av,'id repetition, the same limitation is not repeated for each

component. The list of limitations should not be construed as effectively replacing the discussion
preceding each Datcom method. It remains essential to read the discussion, accompanying each

- . derivative to ensure an effective application of each method.

Proper use of the Methods Summary will enable the engineer to organize and plan his approach to
minimize the interruptions and the time needed to locate and calculate the independent parameters
used in the equation under consideration.

The Datcom methods provide derivatives in a stability-axis system unless otherwise noted.
Transformations of stability derivatives from one axis system to another are developed in many
standard mathematics and engineering texts. In FDL-TDR-64-70, several coordinate systems are
defined and illustrated, and coordinate transformation relations are given.

All material presented in the Datcom has been referenced; plagiarizing has been specifically avoided.
In general, material that has not been referenced has been contributed by the authors.

In many of the sections, substantiation tables are presented that show a comparison of test results
--4

with results calculated by the methods rccommended. Geometric and test variables are also
tabulated for convenience in comparing these results. Wherever possible, the limits of applicability
for a given method have been determined and are stated in the text.

j •The working charts are presented on open grid, which in general constitute an inconvenience to the
user. However, with a few exceptions, the grids used are of two sizes only: centimeter and half-ihth
grid sizes. This enables the engineer to use transparent grid paper to read the charts accurately.

Another set of documents similar in intent to the Datcom is the "Royal Aeronautical Society Data
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Sheets," available from the Royal Aeronautical Society of Great Britain. These documents are
particularly useful from the standpoint that foreign source material is strongly represented in them;
whereas the Datcom emphasizes American information.

As stated in the introduction, the work on the Datcom will be expanded and revised over the years
to maintain an up-to-date and useful document. In order to help achieve this goal, comments
concerning this work are invited and should be directed to the USAF Procuring Agency so that the
effort may be properly oriented.

METHODS SUMMARY OUTLINE

DERIVATIVE PAGES DERIVATIVE PAGES

CLa 1-7 through I-11c26 . 06 1-49 to ht-50

Cma I-l1 through 1-15 (.). 1-50

CLq 1-15 through 1-18 Acemax 1-50

CMq 1-19 through 1-23

CL 1-23 through 1-27 (Cm) 1-51

Cm& 1-27 through 1-31 Acm 1-S1

C 1-31 through 1-34 Ch* 1-52

C1, 1-34 through 1-38 Ch 1-53
6

C 1-38 through i40 (-h 1 1-53

CIyp 1-40 through 1-41 CLS 1-54 through 1-55

C,, 1-41 through 1-43 (CL )6 1-55

Cn 1.43 through 1-45 ACLmSX 1-56

Cr 1-45 1-56 through 1-57

Cir 1-45 through 1-47 Clio 1-57 through 1-58

Car 1-47 Chs 1-58

'-S

. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .



DERIVATIVE PAGES

CD 1-59

C16 1-59 through 1-61

Cn 1-61 through 1-62

Cn6  1-62

1-61

Si

.4I

Ii
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SPEED LQ-U ATIO-
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME (I)atconr

C W SUBSONIC C _ 2ir

A A,1/
1F+4

C (CL.)theory 

-(C)]

4.1.3.2 4.1.3.2

TRANSONIC Faired curve between ( C L&Sboi n i

SUPERSONIC Figures 4.1.3.2-56a through -60

K S bw
KNI L [ (CN)bw W(c LE) bw +~

4.1.3.2 4.1.3.2 4.1.3.2

CNO) CN[ ( ,) I + p

4.1.3.2

HYPERSONIC Figures 4.1.3.2-56a through .60

4

(cN) an2 LE
I - - 2

WB SUBSONIC (a) () K + Kw(.) + KB(W) 4C

4.3.1.2 4.1



THODS SUMMARY

)R DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD LLMITATIONS ASSO('IATED WITH
ion for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

Fig. 4.1.3.2-49 Method I
I- No curved planlorms
2. M< 0.8. tI!c 0. I. if lr-nked planlform% witlh

round LF

Method 2
I. Constant-sectirn. delta or clipped-deltaEq. 4.1.3.2-b oiuatos(, 0configurationts (A-rE• = 0)

2. 0.58 < A < 2.55
3. 0< Q0.3
4. 030 ° ALE < 800
5. 0. I10 < tic < 0.30
6. M=0.2

I. Symmetric airfoils of conventional thiIckInc%
look distribution

2. A < 3 if composite wings
3 as0

I. Straight-tapered wings
2. M• >.4
3. Linear-lift range %

S SE * 1. Double-delta and cranked wings
S+ C) E 'Eq. 4.1.3.2-h 2. Breaks in LE and TE at same spanwise stition-/E-w]IF 3. 1.2 <M <3.0

4.1.3.2 4.1-3.2 4. Linear-lift range

I. Curved planforms
Eq.4.1.3.2- 2. 1.0<M <3.0

3. Linear-lift range

I. Straight-tapered wings
2. Conventional wings of zerothickness
3. Two-dimensional slender-airfoil theory
4. a 0

I. Straight-tapered planformsFig. 4.1.3.2-65 2. Wedge airfoils
3. Two-dimensional slender-airfoil theory
4. aa0

Se Method I (body diameter)wing semispan) < 0.X

Fig. 4.3.1.2-a (see Sketch (d), 4.3.1.2)
3W (a) Zero wing incidence; wing-body angle of attack

varied
KN (based on exposed wing geometry)

I. Bodies of revolution
2. Slender-body theory
3. Linear-lift range

(CL.)

4. No curved planforms
5. M < 0.8, I/c < 0. 1. if cranked wings with

round LE



METHODS
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. SPEED EQUATIONS FOR DERIVATI

REGIME Datc rn section for compor

SeCL we SUBSONIC (b) Ikw) + kt

Cnt (Contd.) (C)w BB (CL) W
o d.) (C t) 4.3.1.2 4.1.3.2

(C,) K(wB) (CL°)W

4.3.1.2 4.1.3.2

TRANSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)
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IlARY

ATION METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATLD WITH
ted) EQUATION COMPONENTS

(b) Body angle of attack fixed at zero; wing incidence
Eq. 4.3.1.2-b varied (same limitations as (a) above)

Method 2 (body diameter)/(wing span) is large with deltaEq. 4.3.1.2-c wing extending entire length of body

(see Sketch (c), 4.3.1.2)
(CL,)W

I. No curved planforms
2. M - 0.8, t/c - 0. 1, if cranked wings with

round LE

Method- I (body diameter)/(wing span) is small
(see Sketch (di, 4.3.1.2)
KN (based on exposed wing geometry)

I. Bodies of revolution
2. Slender-body theory
3. Linear-lift range

KB(W) and kw(B) (based on exposed wing geometry)

(C L)J
4. Symmetric airfoils of conventional thickness

distribution
S. A ( 3 if composite wings
6. a=0

Method 2 (body diameter)/(wing span) is large with delta

wing extending the entire length of the body

(see Sketch (c), 4.3.1.2)

(CL,)w

I. Symmetric airfoils of conventional thickness
distribution

2. A 4 3 if composite wings
3. a = 0

Method I (body diameter)/(wing span) is small
(see Sketch (d). 4.3.1.2)
KN (based on exposed wing geometry)

1. Bodies of revolution
2. Slender-body theory
3. Linear-lift range

KBcw) and k (based on exposed wing geometry)WCN ) (

4. Breaks in LE and TE at same spanwise station
5. M > 1.4 for straight-tapered wings
6. L.2 < M 4 3 for composite wings
7. 1.0 • M < 3 for curved planforms

2A



SPE FI)
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME

CL WB SUPERSONIC
(Contd.) (Contd.) (Contd.)

WBT SUBSONIC CLa (Ct 0)e jKN + KW(B) +

4.1.3.2 4.31.1

CL= C ' IK:

4.1.3.2 4.3.1.2

/



METHODS SUMMARY

EQUATIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION MlETHOI) LIMITArIONS ASSO(IA! LI) WITH

(Datcorn section for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONUNTS

Method 2 (body jiameter)/(wing %pan) is large with de

kiiz cxtending entire length of body

(we Sketch (c). 4.3.1.2)

I. RreaKs in LE and rE at same %panwise st
" M > 1.4 for straight-tapered wings
3. 1.2 < M < 3 for composite wings

4. 1.0 < M < 3 for curved planforms

5. Linear-lift rangeSt q"- S"Mehd
'e(W) so (CL/ Kw() + (w) I. (Body diameter)/(wing sernispan) < 0.8

4.1.3.- , ( .4 . (see Sketch (d), 4.3.1.2)
4.1.3.2 4.3.1.2 4.4.1 4.4.1 2. a*' a t,•l if high aspect ratio and unswepl

Eq. 4.5. 1. 1-a 3. a <<+astall if low aspect ratio or swept wf

(CL) and (CL."

4. No curved planforms
5. M • 0.8, t/c < 0.1, if cranked planforms

round LE
KN (based on exposed wing geometry)

6. Bdies of revolution
7. Slender-body theory
8. Linear-lift range

ae
(depends upon method)

9. Straight-tapered wing
af

10. Other limitationi depend upon predit:
method

q*

II. Valid only on the plane of symmetry

S" " Method 2 bw/bH < 1.5
'-- + + (CL.); KWiB+ K91w) q0  S' S" + (CLJW "(Y) (same limitations as Method I above omitting tho,4

, 4.1.3.2-- - 47 1.2 4.4.1-"of 3C )
4.5.1.1 KN and (C'L"j)w- (hased on exposed wing genmetl

Eq. 4.5. 1. 1-b

.. . .. . .. . .. . .. ..... ..., ~-



METHODS SUMMi

DERIVATIVE CON FIG. SPEED -UQ .%T IONS FOR )ERIVA I IVF I-STlM, VI
REGIME Ma)jl ,comn .e 'lio ll for c ,.llipoo en% indaid':le

CL WBT TRANSONIC (Sime as subsonti equ,itiofns)
(Contd.)(Contd.)

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)
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PARY

I!ON ,NIFTHOID L.IMITATIONS ASSO(. I.AI L) %II 1il
EQUATION COIPONrIN'TS

MW1hod I bw/h 11f > 1.5

(CL) andt (CI..).
1. Symmetric airloids otf ot entrional thickness

distribution
2. :A < 3if Composi te planiormis
3. a = 0

KwW (based on exposed wing geometry)

Kn (based on exposed wing geometry)

4. Bodies of revolution
5. Sklnder-body theory
6. Linear-lift range

(depends upon methodi

7. Straight-tapered wings
8. Proportional to CL

q

9. Conventional trapezoidal planlorms
10. Valid. only on the plane of symmetry

Method 2 bw./bH < 1.5

(same limitations as Method I above omitting those ot
ac/aa)
KN. K,w,, and (CL)w..*)-(V (rased on exposed wing

geometry)

Method I bw /bH > 1.5

CN and (CN)

1. Breaks in LE and rFE at same spanwise station
2. M > 1.4 for straight-tapered planforms
3. 1.2 < M < 3 for composie planforms
4. 1.0 < M <; 3 for curved planforms
5. Linear-lift rainge

KN (bastd on exposed wing geometry)
6. Bodic, of resolution
7. Slender-body theory

KR(W) (based on exposed wing geometry)

ac-

8. Straicglit-tap.'red wing%

4. Other hinitlions depend upon p rredition
method

..'.. . . .



1VAETHQDS

SPE[-l) I Q1 I I7Nk 10tR. I) -RIVAl
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME (I)atcniii ,, , , cImp.

CL WBT SUPE, RSONIC

(Contd.) (Contd.) (Contd.)

Cm W SUBSONIC Cm nfl - -4- C
Mc Cr/C CLo

4.1.4.2 4.1.3.2

TPMANSONWC (Same as subsonic equation)

SSn

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equation)

4HYPIERSONIC (Sare as subsonic e.quation)



LAJETHODS SUMMARY

-OF)EIAIVE ESTIMATION )ATDW H
•-~t. FOR DERIVAm ed NIV I[I-1OD L IM i rATIONS ASSOCIA( LI) W Ii1

10f ,:• coponents indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

q

q~.

I W it' nonviscous flow field, limited to unswept
11I. If viscous flow field, valid only on the plaine

symmetry

Method 2 bw/bH < 1.5

(same limitations as Method I above omitting those of

KN, K w, and CL "((based on exposed wing

geometry)

1. M < 0.6; however, for swept wings with
Eq. 4..4.2-d t/c < 0.04, application to higher Mach numbe

is acceptable
S2. Linear-lift range

CL
La

3. No curved planforms
4. M < 0.8, t/c < 0.1, if cranked planforms wit

round LE

1. Straight-tapered wings
2. Symmetric airfoil sections

3. Linear-lift range
CL

La
4. Conventional thickness distribution

5. a= 0

1. Linear-lift range
CN

a

2. Breaks in LE and TE at same spanwise statioi
3. M > 1.4 for straight-tapered wings

4. 1.2 < M < 3 for composite wings

5. 1.0 -ý M < 3 for curved planforms

1. a 0

N

2. Straight-tapered wings
3. Conventional wings of zero thickness and wed

airfoils
4. Two-dimensional slender-airfoil theory



METHODS S

I SPEE.I) i QATIONS "(I I)F.R IV ,\IV|E
DERIVAT.E ICONFIG. REGIME Diialcom s.o'clio<n for coitpioneml

C WB SUBSONI(C (" (n ...) nr

(Contd.)
4.3.22 4.3.1.2

TRANSONIC (Same as subsonic equation)

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equation)
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DS SUMMARY

:.i"ATIVE ESTIMAlION NJM.THOf.) LIlIT.A I IONS ASSO(IA I FI D IH II
mponents indicated ) uit AVON t.}\ PON f- NI S

!-,,1  4 1.4 d . l, I.It i& ii5 l on .'N l 'd i ng g .c(Ji1ictJso

1. Siiiplk-' whg Nvith body (i.e. no cruciform or
011 fl III Ultipanel arraigeme ,nts)

2. MI ,- 0.h,. howuver, if sweot wing with tCc s 0,04,
application to hig!.rr N;,'h ntumnbers is acceptable

3. Linear-lift range
CL

4, (Body diarneter)/(wing span) eý 0.8
5. No curved planforms

6. Bod' . of revolution
7. Slen-r-body thqory
8. M < 0.8, t/c < 0.1, if swept wing with round LE

xai c.

-(calculations based on exposed wing geometry)
cr

1. Straight-tapered wings
2. Single wing with body (i.e., no ,,,uciform or

other multipanel arrangements)
3. Symmetric airfoils of conventional thickness

distribution
4. Linear-lift range

CL

5. Bodies of revolution
6. Slender-body theory
7. 0

S(calculations based on exposed wing, geometry)

I. Single wing with body (i.e., no cruciform or
other mulkiparnel arrangements)

2. Linear-lift range
CN

3. BreAks in LE and TL" at same spanwise station

4. Bodies of revolution

5. Slender-body theory
:. M Ž 1.4 for straight-tapered wings
-7. 1.2 < M N 3 for composite wings
8. 1.0 < M < 3 for Curved planforms

4'
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METHODS SU

SSPELlD F.QUATIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ES
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME )Iatcorn S.c lion for components ii

Cm' WBT SUBSONIC Cm ... ;.. JKN + KIF••w ) KWI( 1 ) CI, j -

(Contd.) 4.52. 1 4.3.-1.24312 T 4.t3.2

xc. - : r.],, ,, /) q" Se S"
" KBW 4- KwI3 CL • "S

C L 0 '"' 'QJ(B~/ 3a dcx/ S" S
4.5.2.1 4.•.T 2 4.13.2 4.4, 4.4.

-7-5 Tr 4.r-l24.41.1

*Drag and z terms have been omitted, and small-angle assumptions

to angle of attack, equation as given is valid for most configurations

"".9 x [N + K B w) + Kw (B

4.5.2.1 4.3.2 4.1.3.2

x 1g , -P, c( ) { [ K w," + K 8( w " ( C L a ) " S " S ' +

"4.5.2 I 43.1.2 4.1.3.2 4.4.1

TRANSONIC (Sanic as subsonic equations)
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METHODS SUMMARY

*-ATIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMAlION M ETJ0t1) LIMIIATIONS ASSOCIAE1) WITH

,;'Datcom section for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

S' Method I b~l /bl 1.K c( e I Bedy dianeter)/(wing semispan) 1- (J.8

4.1 3.2 ,ec Sketch (d), 4.3.1.21)
2. Linear-lift range

J,36-\. ... q .. .. S " 4c (calculations based on exposed planform geonietriL ) -- SIS E q . 4 .5 . 2 .1 -A ' c I

-- ,- q_ c" 3. Single wing with body (i.e., no cruciform or othei

4 1.3.2 4.4.- 4.4.1 multipanel arrangements)
4. M < 0.6; however, for swept wings with t/c < 0.(

application to higher Mach numbers is acceptable

KN (based on exposed wing geometry)

ud, and small-angle assumptions made with respect 5. Bodies of revolution

is valid for most configurations 6. Slender-body theory

:C(J and (C.

7. No curved planforms
8. M < 0.8, tic < 0.1 if cranked planforins with

round LE
ae

[oT,

,--- 9. Straight-tapered wing:,'-"ac
. 10. Ottier limitations depend upon -" prediction

method
q

Hi. Valid only on the place 'of symmetry

S ",[ (\, S; Method 2 bw/bl1 < 1.5
"":K / W) 3  L 7 (same limitations as Method I above, omitting those for

S-,4.1.3.2 -- x'
•-'.X Xeg

" S i (calculationsbased on exposed planform geometr

-It +W ~ CL q- W K...- and (C' (based on exposed wing geometry)
_S _S +~ ,L 1 w()KN Li.t)

E.2 413.2 4.4.1 4.5.1.1

Method I bhv/bi -- I 5
°i"X X.
.''i cg

-, I valculations based on exposed planiform geotietr

I Single wing \;itli body (i e., no cruciform or othcr
* mu!tipanel arramngementis)

2. Straiighi t-ta pnle'd wings
3. Symmetl.L airfoils of conventional thickness

"4,,'din.ribuftion
.'.'.4 Line•ar-lilt range

I-1-



METHODS SUMMAI

SPE.I• 1) EQUATIONS IW()R I)f-RIVV E[] II..TI10
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME I)taicom ,c't ion for comipoinent indicalted)

Cm W BT TRANSONIC(
(Contd.) (Contd.)

(Contd.)

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)

7

6

1-14 /

7
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),..-DDS SUMMARY

KRIVATIVE ESTIMA]TION All.I I I I IIIONS NSSUc I A.lI1)Slil
Scomponents indicated -QUATION (OM PON l NI S

.- K€ (lad on exposed wing geowetry)

K\ (hasked onr exposed wiog geoliletr\ I

5. Bodies of revolution
6i. Slender-hody theory

C andC

7. c 0

8. Proportional to ('L

q

q_
9. Conventional trapezoidal planforms

10. Valid only on the plane of symmetry

Method 2 bw/bHj < 1.5

(same limitations as Method I abovc, omitting that for
ae,/aa

x -xXc.g. - x

(calculations based on exposed planform geometry)

K, KB(w. and (C 1, ) (based oi exposed wing geometry)

Method I bw/bH > 1.5

Xcg" x
(calculations based on exposed planform geometry)

I. Single wing with body (i.e., no cruciforrn or other
multipanel arrangements)

2. Linear-lift range
KN (based on exposed wing geometry)

3. Bodies of revolution
4. Slender-body theory

K B(W) (based on exposed wing geometry)

CN and (C
5. Breaks in LE and 11-. at same spariwise station
6. M Ž> 1.4 for straight-tapered planforms
7. 1.2 17 M 3 tor composite planforins
8. 1.0 < N1 - 3 for curvvd plinforms

iaE

acee

10. Other limitations depend upon - prediction
method

,.€1

0 z , • , '= • • • • _ ' = " , • r , - • • ._• = , . . • • , , , . " . . . .



METHODS SUM

l)l.RVA I-lC N t. t' \ I IONS lOR I)ERIVAlIVI-. '• IlIf
DERu IVAT IV CON IG. R .;1G I+i E 1):1jcom wection for compoients widii

Cm ', PI RIIRSON W
" tL ond.) ('o(t,

(('on d.)

CL W SUBSONIC C = ( +2

4.1.4.2 4.1. 3. 2

1TRANSONIC (Same as subsonic equation)

,-UP

"SUPRS()N I(' C2(I

"I , 4,1. 4._ 1, 3.2

I ' 'l• . 9 • . _ : _. _ • L -: ,• ' • , - ..._' _ .2:_,. _ _._.....-& -.-- '. . . .. .



METHODS SUMMARY

[.1QI T1IONS FOR t)ERIvArI'VEL1STINtATION %i11 11101) L Iu %I WOS.SO U I) VI II
(I)atCofl1 secCiion for components indlica~ted) LQUATHON (iO'tPONLNIS

I j It' 1111 III ,.QLIS t1o1V fiddL, Iinl~titd to MINsW0c t '
I -,Iscus tiovs eld, Valid mllIy oil pItlo.e .t

Method 2 h~bn < iS
(saime limitaItionfs ISý Method 1, Onlitting thoseO ol t on'

_______________________________________________geometry)

Eq. 7. 1. 1I1-a c
I1. MI 0.6: hlowe~ver, ffir swept wing,, With

-tic <- 0.04, aIpplicatilon to I igher Mach lHI in hk
is acceptable

I. Line~ar-lift rangeC

3. No cuirved pla niornis
4. M <C (JAX, t/e --ý 0.1, ii* cranked wings with

round LE

St raigjitt-tapered wings
2. No camber

CL

3. (\tnventional tlicknless dlist ribu tiotn

I. Straight-tcapered wings

1 i. '7 1

(a) SlILSolito Li: (0 cot A,., < II

1 IiiiLcre:[ toprain vinc taypso

(bý Su~personic I-F..I (0i cot A >II
\',t V lid oi~ll I1 \%ch liite' I ruil I F v I ,-

5 1 urcmnisI NacI ~Ilt tme~- Irii ititer in tip) nilt
[It I lltvrwut ICuIl te Itt1 I11 (i wing

x

Li erIttii g



METHODS SUMMA

S.PDI) i-QIAi IONS FOR DFRIV F\IVE I SITI'TH
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. RE(IME I),ilcon %ec'ill for c'onlolerls n11(ficitdl

C W SLJPERSONIC
Lq (Contd.) (Contd.)

(Contd.)

S '[

4.3.1.2 7.1.1.1 7.21.1.1

(C L)w = K~wB8 (CLq)W +(CLq),, ()(-+
4.3.1.2 7.1.1 1 7.2.1.1

TRANSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)

II
I: '::•:rr : :"• :• - i "•':- i i::: • ': ,... : ...... •. :i_.. . ',- - ". -'• . .. . .. ....



'."SUMMARY

!-'VE ESTIMATION NI HI 1101 LIII IAl IONS *\SSOI. II-I) l% I I i
".,ents indicated,) UIQIATION (O\1PON I -N S

(N,

N1. I Ž1.4

.M etlhod I [ b 'o ' dialkllet .Cl) i(W ing p3ill) is sniall

q. 7.3.1.1-a (se 4.3.1.2 Sketch (df8

I. No curved planl'olii,

2. Linear-lift range
3. M 0.0, however, for swept vings with

Cc 0.04, application to higher Mach nubnher,;
is acceptable

4. M zi 0.8, t/c 1 0.1, if cranked wing with
round LE.

5. Bodies of revolution

"Method 2 (body diameter)/(wing span) is luage, with delta
q. 7.3. I.l-b wing extending entire length of body1(see 4.3.1.2 Sketch (c))

(same limitations as Method I above)

Method I (body diameter)/twing span) is small
(see 4.3.1.2 Sketch (d))

K (w) (based on exposed wing geometry)

(C1

I. Straight-tapered wings
2. No camber

3. Conventional thicki jistribution
4. a 0"" ~(CLq)

.5 Bodies of, revolution

Method 2 (hody dialne te r)/(wi lig span I is large,
with dielta wing extending entirt' length of body
(sLT 4 3 .. Skkt'ckh (0))
((same hmitations as MWtll d I hose)-

Method I (body dianmetcrV/(wing span) is small
(see 4 .ý I ' Sker:h idl))
K11(wI 1based on exposed wing gcmnctry)
(CL),.

I. Straight-tapered wings
2. iNt 14

i.t a r,-lDt rang.

U1



METHODS SUMMA

r *RIVATIVf CONI-16. (ý ,WVUIONS FO 0R 1) L RI V All V LS I IM NiIAK I~ ( ~I NI I~ ):Iwomnwctioii for c nmpooejitý ioldicaIC(I

CL Wu SUPI-RSONIC
qCnd (Coiltd. ) ((ofltd.)

WBT SUBSONIC C Lq (t4wg+ 2 [w,)+ Ks~ ~#-.--)( )(C~4

7.3. 4 .3.1.2 4.5.2.1 4.4. 4.13.

44

7 3.1.1 4,52.1 '1. 2 4 41 4.1 32 7

4TRANSON IC (Same aý sub-Isonic equations)
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,P.

I.THODS SUMMARY

!•-1% i I)-R!VATIVi ESTIM AI"ION ',T-HO) LIMIT AT IONS ASSOt IATI ) Wl1l II
;%-,,ion for conmponents indicated) EQUATION CO'MPONI1 NI S

(a) Sutbsonic Li" tk3 cot At.. <- I)

.. ,Macli lines from 1F ,crtex may inIo

intersect LIE
5. Wing tip Mach lines may not intersect

o0l wing nor interscct opposite Wing tips
, t~b) Supersonic LE (0 cot A 1. > I)

6. Valid only if Mlach lines trom LF \ertex
intersect TL

7. Forcniest Mach litne irom t¢ither wing tip
may not intersect rernote hall of wine

CL 4
8. Bodies of revolution

Method 2 (body diameter)l(wing span) is large,

with delta wing #xtending entire length ot'lbody
"(see 4.3.1.2 Sketch (c))
(same limitations as Method I abov'.)

XC4- x q Method I bw/bH > .
F -, . C Eq. 7 .4.1.1-a I. Linear-lift range

4.5.2.1 4,4.1 4.1.3.2 •Lq), (based on exposed wing geometry)
2. No curved planforms

3. Bodies of revolution4. M ,< 0.6; however, for swept wings with

t/c < 0.04, application to higher Mach numbers
is acceptable

5 M < 0.t., t/c - 0.1, if cranVed wings with
"round LE

q"

6. Valid only oil the plane uo symmetry

7. Additional tail limitations are identical to
Items 2 and S immediately above

Method 2 bw /thj < I.S

S( ( (C + )LI. 
7 .4,1.1-b (sayc l hltadtions a, Method I abovue

I -o- (t .. Sed (ii C\posed %kiilg P1uii
"12 4.4 -4;.2 741

Method I h 0!,ih , I.S

C( (L) i baswd oil expowed •%,ng gconiiiel)

I. Str.lighit-tapred w'ing,.

2 No c• niiihet

C. ('ooveltioi•al llu t knes, distribution
S •- -- _ _ _ _4 . b o dl .,s tI te iltit it( l

1-17



METHODS SUMM,

SPU I 1) 1 Q( A IIONS OR [A.•DlR I, A I IVI.V ES I I*\I Al
D)ERIVATIVE CONFIG. RLGIME <itcuLn •t'tjol Inr t'i ,,i i llŽnl

CL WBT 'RIN SNIC
(C q (Contd.) oi td.)

(Counid.)

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic eqnations)

n

6

•
-(

I ,-



ý0 MARY

"Ul ION 4I f101) LI.N11 I -k IONS \VSO( I .1[1) I \ I Ili

;-'l•di'atdt'd I-QUA1 Ik '-•(IPON I) NI S

0"i"'d oni expowed \.k Ing gcoifett

" (Xmnw..lntiolial tiape/oldil pltiitorin,

"Vahd only on1 the plalic ot Ssmlniet.ly,

8. Additional tid liminat:,wi are identical to

Items 2. 3, and 5 inimeditcly jbove

Method 2 bw/btt <. 1.5

(same limitations as Method I ahove)

(CL) KB(%, and (CL) W, Iv) (based on exposed

wing geometry)

Method I bw/bH > 1.5

1. Lineai-litt range

(C.) (based on exposed wing geometry)JWB

2. Straight-tapered wings

3. Bodies o! revolution
4. MI.4

K0 1w tbased on exposed wing geometry

(a) Subsonic LF. (0 cot ALI: < I)

5 Mach line from TE vertex may not intersect Lb
6. Wing-tip Mach line.,, may not intersect on wing

nor intersect opposite wing tips

(b) Supersonic Lb (0 cot AL, "> I)

7. Valid only if Mach lines from LE vertex
in t ersect IE

8. lorernost Macl line from either wing tip may not

intersect remote hall of' wing

t) It rliu nvi mi, s flow field, lim ited to) tinirvis t wings

10i. It . lr, . ou, v I eld, .hlid only on iI.nc ,,I
'y ii in llle ht

I .Athhin mal tail hinitattlns arv identiL.tl I() Items I

artd 4 ilmmnediately ahort

SMelhidt 2 bw'bit < I.S

ti-.Liie IiiiittIoI1h, ii' NILc h1d I aibove)

(C'I.q)Wtb , and (I t ()w.i, ii,s'd on exposed vong

geornetry I



METHODS SUMI

SPEED I j)L \I IO)NS I-OR I)I:RIVATIVI5 EgSllDERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIMl (1).1 com set ti,, for comlV Innis indi,

/ 1 .I 7.1 1 1

( " + (A

Cm wSUBSONIC ~ 2 0. 7 cos 4O . cs, 4ACraqW S BSONC (ina 1 ,0.2 , A + 2 cos A.1 24 ,--

4. 1.14. I.i.2

A4 + -3o

(CA t 4 8

m >0..1 A3 tan2 Acl, -0.

"+ 3 •

A+COSA 4  7 12

(nq CLQ)M1 (CLa)sder j =12 qIl) m m. ~q m/

".-- -- ,--- •7.1,1.2 7.1.1.2 7.).1.2

4.1.3.2 41.3.2

" SUPI m

71.. 7.1.1.1 7 7.1.1
"4

I
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K METHODS SUMMARY

.)CATIONS I OR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION ME-TIHOD LIM Ilk IONS ASSO.IT,% IFL) ,ý1 I I!
".Da.tcon secrimn for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

7 . I I. 1 7 . .I !

t ý _A' ta n' A,/ 4 \ NJ • 0.0; however tor swipt wings &wtth

~ A" LX J ~ i~ XTY s X4,I~ Eq 71.I.-a c •_ 0.04, application to higher MacI: nuinherýis acceptable

2. Linear-lift range

3

SEq. 7.1.1.2-b

:+3
+ 7.1.1.2

+. Cm Eq. 7.1.1.2-c 1. Symmetric airfoils of conventional thickness
(,- -1.2 H distribution

X 7.1.1.2 7.1.1.2 7. 1.2 1. C'.:( j M 1.2

"3. Straight-tapered wings
(a) Subsonit LE (0 cot ALE < K )

4. Mach line from TE vertex may not intersect LI
5. Wing-tip Mach lines may not intersect on wing,

intersect opposite wing tips

(b) Supersonic LE (P cot AjE.> I)
6. Valid only if Mach lines from LE vertex interM,

TE

7. Foremost Mach line from either wing tip may
intersect remote half of wing

C
q

Eq. 7.1..2-d (a) Subsonic 1i, (0. cot A.(F < I1

I. Mach line from rl- vertex may nrot intersact 1LI
. WVing-litp Mach liles may not in t'rsec t ol wing!

intersect opposite wing tips
(th Supersonic LL: (03 cot A11 > I)

3. Valid only if Mach lines from LE vertex inters1
"I l

4. For..niot Mach line from either wing tip mayViitcrse.t r,'mote hnall of wing

CL.
q 5. Straight-tapered wings

i. M > 1.4
7. Linear-lift range

-.. • - -. --.. m .- t
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METHODS SUMMAR

SPEED EQUATIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME (l atcCom stctioki for components indicated)

Cont WB SUBSONIC (Cmq) = =IKYi. + K((w ) 2-(c- n \ + (.
(Contd.)7.1.1.2 7.2.1.2

(Cr)W K(WB)(Cmw

4.3.1.2 7.1.1.2 7.2.1.2

TRANSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)

I 2 I|

1-20 ./
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\lEI1OD) LIMI iA [IONS ASSCKIA I LE) i, I I H
LQtJATION (OMPONI-N IS

Methd I (body di1nleterl Wlving spall) is small

Eq. 7.3.1.2-a (see 4.3.1.2 Sketch (d))
I. Linear-lift raige

(Cm q)c

2. <i • 0.6; however, for swept wings with
t/c < 0.04,:appiication to higher Mach iiumbers
is acceptable

Cmq

3. Bodies of revolution

Method 2 (body diameter)/(wing span) is large with

Eq. 7.3.1.2-b delta wing extending entire length of body
(see 4.3.1.2 Sketch (c))
(same limitations as Method I above)

Method I (body diameter)/(wing span) is small
(see 4.3.1,2 Sketch (0))

1. Linear-lift range
KBRw) (based on exposed wing geometry)
(Ctnq)

2. Straight-tapered wings
3. Symmetric airfoils of conventional thickness

distribution
4. a = 0

(a) Subsonic LE (0 cot ALE < I)

5. Mach line from TE vertex may not intersect

0. Wing-tip Mach lines may not intersect on wings
nor intersect opposite wing tips

(b) Super-onic LE (03 cot A1, > I)

7. Valid only if Mach lines from L F vertex
intersect 'I E

8. Foremost Mach line front either wing tip
may not interctect remote hailt of wing4 ~(Ciq)jj

9. Bodies of revolj tloll

Method 2 (body dillileter)! wing span) is laige, with

delta wing extending entire length o,(f body

(see 4.3.1.2 Sketch (c))
(same limitaotios ais Method I aboe)



METHODS SUMI

DERIVATIVE CONFIG. SPL) :Q[. kliIONS FOR DE1RIVATIVE ESTIN
REGIME 1 Pt('oiU Wectioll for k-omponents illdic

Cm q WB SUPF.RSON IC (S~ilne 4S SUh)SOn1C Cqiuatio1S)

(Conitd.) (ot.

WBT SUBSONIC Cmq =(mw 3 --2 K~~B + IKBW 1 (jIA

7.3. 1.21 4.3.1.2 4.5.2.1 4.4.1 4.1.3.2

4s

rni 2 , (---1,-){Kw + k,~ n, <I() '

7.3.1.2 4 5. 2.1 4 3 44.1 4-



"IETHODS SUMMARY

FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD) LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
'.ection for components indicated) E' .TION COMPONENTS

,Method I (body diameter),'(wing span) is small
' . (wee 4.3.1.2 Sketch (d))

I. Linear-lift range

KR(w) (based on exposed wing geometry)

2. Straight-tapered wings
3. M> 1.4

(a) Subsonic LE (3 cot ALF. < I)

4. Mach line from TE vertex may not
intersect LE

5. Wing-tip Mach lines may not intersect on wings
nor intersect opposite wing tips

(b) Supersonic LE (P cot ALE > 1)

6. Valid only if Mach lines from ILE vertex
intersect lE

7. Foremost Mach line fiom either wing tip may
not intersect remote half of wing

8. Bodies of revoiution

Method 2 (body diamctcr)/(wing span) is large with delta
wing extending entire length of body
(see Sketch (c) 4.3.1.2)
(same limitations as Method I above)

"/ " 2  Mq,, ethod i lw/b, _ 1.5"Eq. .4 .. 2 -a C (based on exposed wing geometry)
/ \lm wB

I - 1. Bodies of re%,olution
1 2. M < 0.6; how'ever, if a swept whig with

t/c < 0.04, application to higher Mach numbers
is acceptable

3. Linear-lift range

q"

4, Valid only oni the plane of s% iiiiCtry

5. No curved planforms
6. KI < 0.8, 'c 4! 0.10, it cranKed planforms with

round L1,

IS"\ "\ - ~Method 2 hw/bit < 1.5
vs + Ka[: .(L( e q. 7.4.1.2-h (same limitations ,Th Method I above)

- (") and C W h, adsd onl expowed wing geomnctry)
-4.3.1.2 4.4.1 4.1.3.2 4.5.1.1

1-21
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METHODS SUMMAR

SPilt) :QLA'ATIONS FOR DERIVA FIVE ESTINI Al ION
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME (Da como section for components indicated,

Cm W B TRANSONRI (Same as TWi cqtaulionf)

4 (Contd.)(Contd.).

!S

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)

1-22



'RY

F ýr ,W . -W

,".ON M ETHOI) LIMITA lIONS ASSOCI.% I 11) *1 tI
LQ.UAIION -OM IONt N I S

Method I I hý , 1.5

(' Jm H)w ( based Oil C.~posed wing geolnet vI

I . Stiaiglt-tapered wings
2. S•y'n1r11tic dirfoils of conventional thickness

(dist ribultion

3. Bodies of revolutionS4. a = 0
(a) Subsoni I.E (,. cot A1  < )

"5. Mach line from IF vertex may not intersect [,F
6. Wing-tip Maclh lines may not intersect oni wligs

"nor intersect opposite wing tips
"(h) Supersonic LE (03 cot Atl[ > I

7. Valid only if Mach lines from LE vertex
intersect TE

8. Foremost Mach line from either wing tip may no(
intersect remote half of wing

ICBKM (based on exposed wing geometry)
S~q

-q

9. Conwveitional trapezoidal planforms
10. Valid only on the plane of symmetry

-"" ( ['j e

"I" . Additional tail limitations are identical to Items 2
and 4 immediately above

Method 2 bw/bni < 1.5

(same limitations as Method I above)
C ) Kn w., and C (based Oii exposed wing:'. n q) B 'W "(V)

- geometry)

Method I bw/b 1i > 1.5
(C W (based on exposed wing geometry)

Straight-tapered wings
2. Bodies of revolution
3. M> IA4
"4. Linear-lift range

1KBW) (based on exposed wing geOLmetry)

(a) Subsonic LE (03 cot A IL < 1)
5. Mach tine fromn TE vertex may not intersect [ F

4 6. Wing-tip Maci lines may not intersect on wings nor
intersc..t opposite wing tips

(b) Supersonic L.E 03 cot ALFF > 1)
7. Valid only if Malt lines from IT vertex intersect

"" _ _ _TE

q

-, . , ' .÷ . . L. & . .t t- -- . -. .... L ... a a a - - - - -



METHODS SUMMA

SSPI-.I)D
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. RFSPINE ).QUAT' ION S FOR IDERIVATIVEf ESTINI A te1REG INI FIa tcol Setio lo compnent indicated)

Cm" WBT SUPERSONIC
(Contqd.) (Contd.) (Contd.)

CL. W SUBSONIC CL = 1.5 (X) CL 3 C1(g)

4.1.4.2 4.1.3.2 7.1.4.1

'rRANSONIC (Same as subsonic equation)

SUPERSONIC cL 2 - - 3G,(0C) F3 (N) + -1"i() FN) + L:"(0C) F1 (IS,12
7,.1 .1 7A 4.1 7.1 .- .1 7.1,4.1- 7.1.1.1 7.1.4
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METHODS SUMMARY

,)NS FOR PIERIVATIVE USINIMA IlON Ni HTHO( TI 1.1A I IONS ASSOCIA[ 1l) I,' II It
.'ni sectiopi for components indicated) EQUATION (ONIPONENIS

, -o. remoVC t M ach 1ine0 truflr either wiN g tip II0 1,1 [oW

intý-rwct I*C:lOtC halt11 ot Win)g

9. 11 n onviscous flow fild. lirnmited to unsweept v. IgN
10. If viscous fluw field, vilid only on the plkic ot

symmetry
(CL

I 1. Ndditional tail limitations arg identical to Items 3

and 4 inimediately above

Method 2 bw/bH < 1.5

(same limitations as Method I above)

--(CM , KBW) IaInd L. ) - (based on exposed wing

geometry)

1. Triangular plaoforms2. Linear-lift range

Gr 3. M < 0.6; however, if swept wing with t/c < 0.04,

application to higher Mach numbers is acceptable
CL (g)

N 4. 0 </OA<4

"1 Triangular plan forms
"'2. M M < I.0
3. Linear-lift iangc

"4. No caber

'-i" CL
", •.~ S•y nielt'ric airtlroik' ct: conveitional thickies~

'(I 't i hrlb ion

m ti c =- 0

0 < iA <4

S."3C ) F2(N) c 1 I."(13C) FY N) [ 'q. I Method I

M2r (i I Straigit-tqip d Wiii)

* ~..--- -- ~2. Xil0
7.1 I I 7.1.4.1 7.1.1.1 7.1.4.1 3 Subsonic 1I - ('3 cot At\ : <. I

4. Math line trom IT' vcrte\ may not interscct LI:

.............................



METHODS SUMMAF

DER- 1.1)k [AI) IONS FOR I)LRiVAIVTIVL [-,SI IM)I 101 1DEIV1IE 4JF~~. R[GIMI4 I )aiconi seclioii for comp~ooentr in~ijc.ledJ)

cL w StUP[RS(.N[W
Lent. (Colltd.) (Contd.)

mi2

1 ~~71.4.1 74.

WB SUBSONIC (C1,)W =K( + KB() ~(~)r + (') -)

B(H (WL + ( L ~(b(B

4.3. 1.2 7.1.4.1 7.2.2.1

4TRANSONIC (Sdrne as SUbsonlic equattions)

1-24



:''MARY

' ]: .IlON ll. llMOl , I|It .\l IONS NsOs I m I I Itw\•IIl
I QI" A I ION ( O\l|'ONI-N I S

S .nrig lip Mih Ii11cN r1.i,.r not ilicrwe t on wingS nor
retcrk, t i le O r•mg.l, rig tips

Cv lil|ear-.Ith range

Lq. 7.1 .4.1. MCthod 2
I. . St r i Iz~ t-l f UII re'd A,• it1 i,

2. 1 ricct p-hl'i r, ewn

(.,) Subrsonic IT (d cot AtF < I
3. 0_'S -_ X• < 0
4• M -th 111m. l'(Ulm 11: vewrtex mlay nII/) InIC'tersct LF

5. \Vg-hip Nia.'h lino, maý not in'er~led oil wing,, nor
inl•test0 ,)pposit',,e wing titl),,

b)Sul)ersonli LE' 113 cot AtH > I)

6. Valid Only it Mich lines from LLI vertex intersect

7. :oiernst Ma1ch line front either wing tip mlay not

intersect the remote halt-wing

Eq. 7 3.4.1 -a Method I (body di-'meter)/i wing ,pan) is small
(see Nketci (d) 4.3.1.2)

1. Linear-lift range

(Cj

2 friangular planforrus

3. 0<O3A <4

4. M < 0.6; however, it swept wing with t/c < 0.04,
application to higher Mach numbers is acceptable

5. Bodies of reNolution

.Eq. 7.3.4 1-b Method 2 ibody dnarneter)/( wing ,pan) is large with dr'Ita wing
c\tcrdirrg entire length of body

,tse Sketch (, 1 4. 1.1.2)

(-,inie hInntation'S , Method I above)

MN Il' tt I (1h1t0 d, thIA-IT!( r i A Ing 'plitl) IN i 1111l1
(see Sketh (d) 4 3.1.2)

I. I ilvi -hi t r irq.:-
kti,w) (fmsc, ol ()1L-Xp'osed W ing gcollwllh'l. -

I 1 ri.llrgril'rr plallrf tillls

"• , rll)triitt l.c nlttoils with . c)ll rtltl laI thrrlctlc,

4 0 ) .--. 4

5. M r • M - I C)

,I



METHODS SUMMARY

DERIVAT:-F CON"G. SPEED L- •I IONS IOR DERIVA IV [ FS'iMAiION
REGIME ý,)atcom sectioll for kurniponnt•s indicated)

S CL. WB TRANSONIC
(Contd.) (Colntd.)

(Contd.)

SUPERSONIC (Same qsusonc equations)

WBT SUBSONIC CL * [Kw(jH)+ KB~w \1"

7 3.4I.1 4.3. 1. 4.5 1 4.4.1 4.4.14.13.2

' -' '.-



METHODS SUMMARY

. ATIONS FOR DFRIVAI IVEi ESTlI &%TION NIL 14101) IMF.11I A I 0NSS(RAL)WTH
!halcom section (ur components indic, ted) [QUATION CO%I PON EN I S

t), Bodit-. of re%0olution

Method 2 (b.ady diamneteriA wing spanl) i., ;arge with delta wing
extending entire length of body
(see Sketch (0) 4.3.1 .2)

-- (same limitations as Method I abu,.r)

Method I (body diarneler)(i~gsin ml
(iee Sketc:h (d) 4.3.1-2

I Straight-tapered wing
2. Linear-lift range

KU) based on ckposed wing geometry)

(CL)

(a) Subsonic LE (0 cot A,,, < I ll
3. Mach line from TE vertex may not intersect LE
4. Wing-tip Mach lines may not intersect on wings

nor intersect opposite wing tips3 h) Supersonic LE (0 cot ALE > 1)
S. Valid only if Mach lines from LE vertex

intersec:t TE
6. Foremost Mach line firom either wing tip mnay

not intersect remote hialf-wing
(CL,;)B

7, Bodies of revolution

Method 2 (body didmeter~fwinespan) is large with delta
wing extending entirc icngth of body
(wee Sketch (c I 4.3.1.21) limitatiorns if Method I)

Eq, 7 .4 .4 .1-a Method 1 1) /b ;ý 1 5

Io . ILinear-li ft range

4. 1,ilies ieiv(Ilfluion

5. .\l Jo. h1) vcr it swept vig Withi t U 04
q)Iptlik~llilol to higher MaichI nnrihvrsý is mu .pt~lidl

0 'Valid on lý (n the planr it of ,ini nvtrI

aa



METHODS SUMMAI

SPEED i QUA I IONS F-OR DERIVATIVE ESIIiX I i4.)
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME $ IIatlcum wcn thoni componenlt indicatedl

Cl WBT SUBSONIC

(Contd.) (Contd.) (Contd.) C1 - = ) - 2 ('L,• "v)

73.41 45 2.1 4.5-.1.

TRANSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)

m

- . l-2(i
4



.,ARY

I()N MI l1101) L.I [1 M IONS %SSO(- IA 11-,) "I iH'•1" tQI UAHINC OM PONEUN I S

Method - b\ h . 1.5
Eq. 7.4.4.1-b (same hinitations as Itcws I through 5 immediately above)

('t and (based on exposed wing geometry)

Method I hb'bl bi 1.5

Linear-lilt range

CL tbased on expo ,ed wing geometry)(d, WB
2. Triangular plantorms
3. Symmetric airfoils with conwvcntional thickne.,s

distribution
4. 0 <A< 4

5. Bodies of revolution
6. M,, M; 1.0

KB(Wi (based on exposed wing geometry)

q

q00

7. Conventional trapezoidal planforms
8. Valid only on the plane of symmetry

au
9. Proportional to CL

L)e

10. a 0
II. Additional tail limitation is identical to Item 3

immediately above

Method 2 bwlbH < 1.5

(same limitations as Items I through 6 immediately above)

(CL ) and (Li (based on exposed wing geometry)

Method I bwIhH _> 1.5

1. Straight-tapcred wing

2. L.inear-lit t range

-d on evxpoed wing geometry)

3. l3odhivs ot rc•\olution
(a) Subsonic LE (03 cot ALE < )

4. Mach line front 'I vrtcx may not intersect U.-
5. Wingg-titp NIach linets may not inler-e.t on wings

noir intr-ect iopposite wing tips

i Z :_ ;, ..
: -': "":"" • : '" ....----- ---- --- - ---...-=:.. . '---------- . . . .....



METHODS SUP

SPELL) -Q..LA IIONS FOiR I)DFRIVATIVE ES]

DERIVATIVE CONFIG. [)i se)aco ti eion for components in4

CL WMIT AlItRSONIC
o t(Contd.) (('ontd.)

(Con td)

C W SUBSONIC Cm C" (-&mC

7.1.4.2 7.1.4.1

TRANSONIC (Sarne as subsonic equation)

SUPEROI Same ais subsoruc f'qc~tiai I

U

, .* * *-. I- ---



METHODS SUMMARY

-C|TiONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION NI ELTI( ) LIMITA IONS ASSO'IAlLI Wt Ft
-. •tcom wtion for components indicatedi FQLJA[ION COMPONENTS

(b) Sut'erson ic L.E (0 cot AL, I)
(i. \:iid only it Matih lines Irom LI: vertex

i~tilcr ¢.'t iL"

7. Foremost Mach line fronl either wing tip may nut
intersekt iemote half-wing

KBIw) (based on cxpo.ed wing geometry)

qQ
0

8. If nonvisCous flow field, limited to iinswept wings
9. If viscous flow held, valid only on the plane of

symmetry

10. Straight-tapered wings
pr 3e

1I. Other limitations depend upon prediction
method

12. M 1.4

Method 2 bw/b < 1 5
(same limitations as Items I through 7 immediately above)
(Ct,)w and (CL)w'v (based on exposed wing geometry)

Fq 7 .1. 4 .2-a
I. Triangular plan forms

2. 0<O3A< 4
3. M <- 0.6: however, if swept wing willh t/c <_ 0.04,

application to higher Mach numbers is acceptable
4. Linear-lift range

CIL.

1. TriangUlar planforms,
? Svymmtric aifoils o1 con'ntioital thickniess

distnriutimo
3. 0{ 3A < 4
4.. NI ... I - I (?

5. Linear-ihft range

Cni
(aG Subonic 1. IT (:ot AtL < I

M -c1 linc frorn TI.. ,crtex nwai,' not intcrw,, t 1 1.
2. Wing-tilp Mach lines may not intersect on wing;

nor itersect opposite wing tjip:

t?< ; " " [7 =, " "



-. n n

METHODS SUMMAF

SPEED )EQUATIONS FOR I)ERIVATIVE ESTIMATIO(
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME (I)atcom wction for componen s indicated)

C W SUPERSONIC
(Contd.) (Contd,)

(Contd.)

WB SUBSONIC (C)w K + K(Crn) + (Cm)I (~)(-)

(Cm ~=(H) (Cm) +(C (SC(Q)

4.3,1 .2 7.1.4.2 7.2.2.2

4.3.1.2 7.1.4.2 7.2,2.2 "

5TRANSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)

1-28



IMARY

.IMATION MI.TIIOD ltIM 1.41 IONS ASSOCI A I LI) X% lI H
idicated) IQU AIrION CON PON E NI S

(b) Supcr•ronic I.+ (tf cot A, I >
3. Valid only if Mcclh linc- trom LI: FCitC\ inltelect I F
4. jA)J\[: (l r- Mach line fronm either wing tip mai not

intersect relmote half-\ ,ing

C

5. Straight-tapered wings
6, Linear-lift range

2 Method I (body diameter!( wing span) is small

Eq. 7.3.4.2-a (see 4.3.1.2 Sketch (d))
I. Linear-lift range

(
t
'-. Triangular planfors due to((

3. O<A < -4
4. M < 0.6: however, if swept wing with t/c 5( 0.04,

application to higher Mach numbers is acceptable
(Cm JB

S. Bodies of revolution

Method 2 (body diametcrri(wing span) is large, with delta

Eq. 7.3.4.2-b wing extending over entire length of body
(see 4.3.t2 Sketch (c0)
(same limitations as Method I above)

Method I (body diamniter)/(wing span) is small
(see 4.3.1.2 Sketch (d))

i. Linear-lift range
KB(W) (based on expoled wing geometrv)

(C)

2. ring)a1 iln forros [due to (j

3. Symmetric airfoils of conventional thickness

distribution
4. 0 < O3A 4

5. M~r C I "-. I 0

0 Itt .ic, tit iA tilli I 00

Method .) rl;odv lramner'm) (wing span) is large, with dCltai

wing stertdundg entire length ot body
(,,ee 4 .3 1.1 ketch (uil

(4ille Iillitlt ioll-s s Method I above}

My1thod I (hi dy (lhdli trh'l"wig "spa ill ' I i

(see 4.3.1.2 Skctlrh (d))
I. Strl.ghtltapered s rigs

2. L.inma rift range



METHODS SUMMARY

SPEED EQUATIONS FOR I)ERIVATIVE ESTIMATION
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME ()atcom section for conponents indicated)

CIA,; WB SUPERSONIC

(Contd.) (Contd.) (Contd.,

WBT SUBSONIC Cm,, (Cm)W -- 2KW(8) + KB(w)I(~(s ~ $ ~ (

(Con(CL

7.3.4.2 3 . 4.5.2.1 a-TT 4.4.1 4.1.3.2

C, +

(m (C m6) Ri-- -• (c.o .,,

7.3.4,2 4.5.2.1 4.5.1.1

TRANSONIC OSame as subsonic eqUmtions)

4" " ' ""/-" ' , " -"" , .° _o 2 -.... "... ."



METHODS SUMMARY

,..TIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH

"."4comn section for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

KB(w) (based on exposed wing geometry)

(Cm)

(a) Subsonic LE (0 cot ALE < I)

"3. Mach line from TE vertex may not intersect LE

4. Wing-tip Mach lines may not intersect on wings

nor intersect opposite wing tips

(b) Supersonic LE (0 cot ALE> 1)

S. Valid only if Mach lines from LE vertex
intersect TE

6. Foremost Mach line from either wing tip may not

intersect remote half-wing

(CM)1

7. Bodies of revolution

Method 2 (body diameter)/(wing span) is large, with delta wing
extending entire length of body
(see 4.3.1.2 Sketch (c))

(same limitations as Method I above)

"-I , S¢ \/c__X\
2

q* / Method I bw/bH >' 1.5x x2C Eq. 7. 4.4.2-aMehdIb

q) E.74 I. Linearlift range

a 4 T.2.1 4.4.1 4.1.3.2 (Cm),ws (based on exposed wing geometry)

2. Triangular planforns due to (CL)J

3. O<OA<4
4. Bodies of revolution
5. M < 0.6; however, if swept wing with t/c < 0.04,

application to higher Mach numbers is acceptable
q"

qw
6. Valid only on the plane of symmetry

ace'0e

7. Limitation,, qlepend upon prediction method

Method 2 1. btt <K 1.5
IC) Lq. 7.4.4.2-b, (same limitations as Items I through 5 immediately atove)

"4.5.Cm * 1 and (based on exposed wing geo:netr

Method I b''/bH H) 1.5
Linear-lift range

-L



METHODS SUMMAR'

SPEW-) IQUAIIONS FOR [ID.RIVATIVE ESTIMA] ION
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME iliatctm section for comtTonllents indicaled)

Cm WBT TRANSONIC

(Contd,) (Contd.) (Contd,)

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonik equations)

-.0

I , . " . , . - ' ' . " " "i • - - ' • - . . .



]MARY

-All AI ION M1I 11101) IiNIH I A IONSA'ISO( I F 1 1) h~ I I if
tcat1A) [I A T ON W.Nt PON I NI S

S( hased onf exp('\Cd 'viTIF gekurneiry

Iriaingul~i! phiiiboiiii\ tue to )

-4 (J 13\ . 0

* odi rovolutioil

K10 (ba-w d onl C \I)"O[LI WIT IV,ýC )~cIfet I\,

Ll

7 Conventional trapezoidal plin tormsl,
8. Vailid only on thie plane ot symnierv

L.Proportional to CL.

(C'
10. ca0

UI II- Addidtional tail limitation is identical to Itom 3
immediately above

Mvethod 2 bw Wb 11 < I .5

(samei li mitations aS Items I through 6 immediately Ahove)

('1m &)W an ('L)" (based on exposed wing geomeitry)

Method I bw Hb I-

1. Straight-tapered wings
Lin ear-lit t range

('111) ( baSed on ex pose.d wing ge~ornetiý

03. INHBodi; of r1evo'luition

(a) Siubsonic 1-Li: 3 t'it A Lf- <I

4. Wichlir 1wromn TE srtex m'iy niot interweo LF
S. WietpMach lines may not 0 trir-t nnU winpN 001

i i,,I:tipiisltec Wing fIi ,

(bh) SukrtmwC'dii I1t. ii .otA 01 ~ > I)

6. \'alil ýr~ly it Nl,icli lineS tror'i I I- %cjIt,. itr%

-I orcilk ' I -11 line (rni cit tC01r ýkf inc I!' 111,1 niot

ilL. iL . i thre r~inow 1,11 hi llt Irg

K it~:sdrir t\powkt Wing gcuinctr\

I I VS SI vis Iw iloy ieldl. Vilid irii.v o11 t11r2 ILIneC I)

'r n: n'Ic \



METHODS SUMMAI

DSPEEI) T (f ,\TION% t01< I)LRIVATIVE ESTIMA IO

DERIVATIVE CONIFIG. ! REGIME jjl{jIVatcofleio' tor coipopiiclits indicated)

C WH[ SIUPFRSONIC
(Coritd.) ('ontd.)

(Contd.)

16 tan A M4 sin A,/4 I -000 lI'

CYWSUBSONIC C C2 0.0001 In

(Low Speed) cy " = t -(A + 4 cos A,, 4 ) 57.3

(Subcritical) 4 cos
CL/M AB+4cosAc/ 4 \C./zbw

5 1.1.1

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC C 9 8M2  1 0.0001 1l
0e: 2 7AO32 57.3 a ,2

i"rr 1 0.0001 Ii

-AM 2 Q((C) - a-,.":!' o2 4 A 2 (/ ') 57.3 23

5.5 . 1.1

WB SUBSONIC CK, (+d (.1c',cAr~r

SUPFRSONI{" (Same as subsonic equation)

4?



METHODS SUMMARY

LIONS FOiR DERIVATIVE IESTUNIA1 ION Nl11IO1) 0DLIMIIIAIIONS ASS(MIAHI) D'Al1iI
;corn ectiolt for comlponenfts indicaite~d i:QUAT ION (. 0-IPOI Ns I S

0. liinhtdtldils dcpend ullon -prvd ictiori method
Ca

0

11. Nl :-11.4

Method 2b.b 1  1.5
(saiie wint fit on', as 1k ms I through 7 irrmediatelN abouse

(11 (r )H 1h ~) tased on exposted WIn~g geofiletrVY

.. .0.0001 Frl Eq. 5.1 .1.-1- 1. Constant-hr etwig

2 Linear-lift range

Eq. Sl-

Eq. 5.1.1.1 Al-, -b I . Rectangular planforms
2 Nlach number and aipeet iatio greater than that

for which the Mlicch line I ruin 11 oit tip %e cton
intenects _11 of oppo,,ite tip section

(As/"Ir2 -- _ I I

J(N)0l tFi)I. I. I S'Aepthaick plan tirins

3 VAing 1, Lontained within Mach -mies springing
trorn ipsc, viid 11 at Lctri ofs'i

. r etnnL t A I k'l+(A ,

C saniiiii aton l'sn.~bs

I c II-IIIt. i

IJ



METHODS SUMMAR'

SPEEDI) LOQIA1 It)NS FOR I)1 VI AI IV!- I-STIMA1 ION
D)EKIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME (DI)alco. &'iWL lo1 for componten ( in(icaled(

cy TO SUBSONICJ* k (CI~)( +2-
(Contd.) .- i4 4.132 ..

C y Ok 14H2Sl

53.1 I 5.3.1 7

s

A .CY~) (CL.), SW
5.3.1.1 41 .3.2

S e

5 -3.1.1 7.271.

TRANSONIC (No nethod)

SUPERSONIC

5.3 .1 4.1 3.2

(,( y S'

HYPERSONIC

.*



UHIM 1 Q11 AIIN ( UIP I NI ID S l

F ~Lq. 5 3 1I lb .W11,1 1iodel (4it )AW0

Methiod 3 (honion tat tail moun ted on hody oIr no ho(riio~ntal

hq. ~ ~ ( ).. C d tt(olitrihution of velitica! paniel
C1, (~h:i'wd on t~posed vertical-Ijit geomontyi

1. No cinivcd plin tornis

M. NI, (ix. tt < 01., it' cranked pIhnt rmN with
round I.E.

Eq. 5 _3. 1.I -v ( I (rtlihititin 0t horizontal fall

3. odtiesotot t to6lUIn

I Hlorizontal tail mounted onl bo(!y. or no horizontal

E~q. 5.3. 1. *t (a) Vecticat-ladt contrih-Iitinu
4 ~~K' (bawed on e xpow~d veiti ct-tal vi ~otnctrv i

(C, ( h.med on ex ;u)i'cd ýetw.c tl-tail geomet iv)

3 iirea:k', in I I- indl I I- it %mmo ~a1W~ \itinn01

4 li, 1 -4 A tim l.tr:ightit-t.i perud 11 it O1n m

5. 1 h NI tor w.OijIo'i~t? tIdntowtom

f.1 la inntil~ i-,I i Nih't

______________________2. Not______ - ---.---.-. J
36 ni-i v



METHODS SUMMP

SPLI.!) -I IAIONS U0K DFRIV AI lyEL ES IM.\i1DERIVATIVE~ 1:II; RG FI EI I)a(c'om '.&clion for kompJonell Cs inidicated]

CYTB HYPFRSONIC (a) Ac (cN f(Contd.) (Conid.) pN, S(Contd.) p A

5.3.1.1 4. 2 1 .1

42 L4
cp +62 ++ I /T+i~

_________4 (M 2 - 1)(d 6)21

WBTr SUBSONIC Cy + c

5.21.1 5.3.T. '

C (U), 1, + 
-

I R A N SN I U (ol ild



METHODS SUMMARY

.-. NS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION METiOI LIMIT A-IONS \SSOCIAThI) WITh
"-',m section for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENI S

(a) Vertical-tail contnbution

I'.l. 5.3.1.1-f K' (based on exposed vertical-tail geometry)

(CN ,4~
4. M>3

i/

, S (b) Horizonta!-tail contribution

SW EqI. 5.. -g (CvS. 
Bodies of revolution

4 Method 2
M 1 Eq. 5.3.1.1-h 1. Sharp-edged sections

•:• (M2 - I (• +- )22. 6 < < I" 1

Eq. 5.6.1.1-a Method I (single vertical stabilizer, ad horizontal tail at
any height or no horizontal tail)

I. Linear-lift range
(cy

2. Bodies of revolution
(ACY 0) V(WBH,

3. Straight-tapered planforms

Eq. 5.6.1.1-a Method 2 (twin vertical panels)
I. Linear-lift rarage

(;O)WB
2. Bodies of revolution

Lq. 5.6.1.1-b Method 3 (horizontal tail mounted on body ur no
horizontal tail)

l.inear-lift range

Bt dlc' of rc')olution

,(A('Y• J (bawd 011 expo,,ed vertical-tai, geoin erry)

3. No ,," vc1 plantornis

4. M < C.• . t'c 0. I1. if cranked planlformns with

rou.id I-

1-33



METHODS SUMMA

SPEED i.LQUA HiONS FOR D)ERIVAIIVE ESTINIk ,116
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME jI Dacom section for components indicated)

CY WBT SUPERSONIC C ( ,(Con td.) CJ3 CyA 1ýp Y)

(Contd.) 
---- '-(C nt. (ot)5.2,1.1 5.3.1.1

Ct W SUBSONIC C1  CL K + + fKM , + 0 tan A, --

5 .1.2.1 5 .21 5.1.2.1 5.1.2.1 5.1.2.1

IC,~ CL[ 3I- rY)ý7V7 57.3 TX - -

CL L) ,,,

5.1.2.1 4.1.3.2 5.1.2.1 5.1.2.1 5.1.2.1[I-
s,' C

. 4 .1.3 .2 5 .1.2 .1 5 .1.2 .1 5 .1.2 .1

5 ~1 2 1 5 . .

CL( C L.),~ S 573 3 ;x W + ~SW [CL/

.35 .1 -2 1 1 .3 ,2 41 .3 .2 5 - . .

1-34



METHO[) LIMI IArIONS ASSOU_'A I LI)D I•VIH
EQUATION COMPONENTS

I. Iori.i/iLtal tLid iounted on body or no honzontal

Eq. 5. I.I .A-b taIl
2. L.near-li ft rangie

3. Bodies of lwvolution
,CY) (based on exposed vertical-tail geometry)

4. Breaks in LE and TF at same spanwise station
5. M > 1.4. for straight-tapered plantorms
6, 1 .2 < M < 3 for composite phlanforms
7. 1 .0 -ý M - 3 for cur\Cd planfornms

I. Straight-tapered wings
--Eq. 5. 1.2.1-a 2. A - 1 .0
Eq.--.1.2./-a3. Uniform dihedral (alternate form is availahle to

account for dihedral)
4. M < 0.6
5. _5 < 3 +50

6. Linear-lift range

Eq. 5.1.2.1-a' I. Straight-tapered wings
2. A < 1.0
3. Uniform diledral

4. M<0.6
5 . -5) ,< f 5°

6. Linear-lift range

I. Double-delta and cranked wings
2. A, and A' • 1.0

U

3. No twist
4. No dihedral
5. M<0.6
6. -50 - 3 < +50
7. Linear-lift range

Eq. 5.1.2.1-b (C1.) and ( L)°

8. t/c < 0.10 if cranked wiigs with round LF

~ 1] DOgLe-deltIa Mnd :ranked wings
%~ ,,

KMA L.A A, and A') I
Sao 3. No tis,t

. 5 .- - 512.1 4. No dihdral
5 M • 0.6

1 Lq. 5.1.2.1-b 6. 5 K [j . -
7 [.i car-h i U ,1gc

(CL) an (l,

8. t/c 0 0. iti franked wings with round L.E

"" ___________________1."________________________________________________



METHODS SUMP

DEI VSPEED QLTIONS FOR I)ERIVATWE ESTIM,

D RIVA. REGIME atcom lion for Qompr ients indica

5.1.2 1 5. .2.15 /.2 ,1

C (Con td.) c(Contd.) (c/o)•

C L L 2) M = ,4 . 4  2- ) M =06 J 2 M = 0

4.1.3.2 4.1.3.2 4.1.3.2 4

CN AE tan ALE M2 co
SUPERSONIC C1  - -0.061 CN 5 I + X I+ A I i + "'LE)

4A1.3.2

--0.061 KL ( )osj ALE,

CN .3 Ap
"4.1.3.2 4.1.3.2

:JVK, 
(CNý) bw S•

"-0.061 + X (l + ALE:i ,5 7 .3 b )

A 
w +

CL " K ( (( I +I N +

W B S U B S O N IC c't +)K

5.1.2.1 5.1 2.1 5.2.2.) 5.1..115.1 S. 21522 I

', /

-- . . .



L METHODS SUMMARY

".'tAIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIlMA NON M1ETHOD) LIM I1AI IONS ASSOCIATED WITH

iDatcomisectiou for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

I. Straight-tapered A-ings
2. --ý0< 9zý

( 3. Linear-lift range
S+ " Lt Eq. 5.1.2.1-c, =0.6 j< .o ---- /v%1,1-4

4.1.3.2 4.1.. 3 4. Wing tips parallel to free stream
5. No twist
6. Uniform dihedral
7. Foremost Mach line from wing tip may not

intersect remote half-wing

A tan AL MCos2  4/ t1 . Straight-tapered w~ngs
A.~ tanA tan ALE 4/31-2. No twist

A AJ I + A + 4 3. Uniform dihedral

4. Linear-lift range
CN

5. M> 1.4
Eq. 5.1.2.1-e CO

6. Wing tips parallel to free stream
7. Foremost Mach line from wing tip may not

intersect remote half-wing

SI , Double-delta and cranked wings

2. No twist
J A "tan A r.2 cos2 A /tan AL X4/3] 3. No dihedral
+ _ 9 9 . +LEs ,t g 4. Straight trailing edge

2 All+I 4 AsI "w 5. Low angles of sideslip
6. Linear-lift range

(CN)A and ( CN

7. 1.-2 -1' M ,- 3
8 M>1.4, if A > A.I + •' w I + A.L E g , ,9 . A

9. < 601, if A,, > A,

F cos 2 AIF + ( J Lq. 5.1.2.!-f
.', ~Ab..'

-: C l f' 01+ -A i / .A( 1 . Str - raiht-twpenrd wingsK ' + t + + 0 2 . lA-.4t n if,- rm d !h led rd l

"' 5 1 5.1.2.1, 5.1.. . 2 2 I 2 2 ">.1 4. 5" J <
I": . 5. 2.I-i 5 1 near-lilt range



METHODS SUMMAI

DERIVATIVE CONFIG. S-)U. IONS FOR DERIVAIIVE ESIIMATOIQ
REGIME &)atconl 'AeC(ionl for components indica led)

C, W B SUBSONIC
(Contd.) (Contd.) ((Contd.)

TRANSONIC5 5.2.2.1 522.1

~- - C

4.1,3.2 4.1.3.2 41.3.2 4.1.3.2 4.1.3.2

SUEROIC c -. 01CNC( At'/tan A~: 2 c~"A1

1 .4 4 .1 .3 .2

4 3 .5.1.2.1 .52.2. 3 5.2.2.1

.SUPESONIC C -W

5.3.1.1

TRANSONIC (No nethod)

* SUPLRSONIC (Same as subsonic equation)

1-36
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,q.

_METHtOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIA I IA) Vsl I It
EQUATION COMPONENI S

C/

0. M < 0.6 0_________

I. Straight-tapered wings
2. Mfb < M < 1.4

3. _-50 -< g < +511

Eq. 5.2.2.1l-d
\ý CNM =1.4

4. Wing tips parallel to free stream
S. Foremost Mach line from wing tip may not

intersect remote half-wing

6. Uniform dihedral

7. Linear-lift range

(CL. f and ( C)

8. Symmetric airfoils of conventional thickness
distribution

9. • - 0

tan A I. Straight-tapered wings
4 2. M > 1.4

3. Linear-lift range

C,

P

Eq. 5.2.2.1 -e 4. Wing tips parallel to free stream
5. Foremost Mach line from wing tip may not

intersect remote half-wing
6. Supersonic TE

Eq. 5.3.2.1-a ACy (based on exposed vertical-tail geometry for
0) P (ACY 0) PMethod 3)

1. Limitations dupend upon A prediction
method ____

I. Hlori(ontiil tad mounted on body or no horizontal
tail

(A.y ) (based on exposed ',ertical-tail gometryl

2. Breaks in. LF and I1 must be at same spanwise
station

4"L



METHODS SUMMAiR

SPELE!) ()UATIONS FOR i)FRIVATIVE ESTIMATION

REGIME [1)b rorn ,,ection for components indicatcdl)

TB SUPERSONI(C
Ctd. (Contd.) (Con td.)S (Contd.)

HYPERSONIC cos z sin a

OZ aa p O - p O

( O')W loc,)Y))

5.3. 1.1

TR NO I2N i 5 3.J.1

TRANSONI(' (No) nitthod)

/



,,..METHODS SUMMARY

"::)NIS FOR DJERIVATIVE ESTIMATION ~INIErri01 LINIFTATIONS ASSOCI-. XIAI) WITH
.)~m section for components indicated) FQU ATION C-ONI PON FN] S

4. t\1 1 .4 for strarglit-tapkcied pI~ilirfor ils
5. 1 .2 I NI 3 for composite plariforins
0. 1.0 M 3 for curved plantorors

7. Linear-lift range

t Method I
Eq. 5.3.2. I 1 1. Horizontal tail moun ted onl body or no horizontal

tail

(andi 2 (baed on exposed vertical -panel geomnetry)
p

4. 1 orizontal3 tal cmpounted o lnbdyormns oizna

( 5.v (bse on expos f17CLed vriIplanfIgorm ety

2. Linarp-edt age sin

Zand 9, (based on exposed vertical-panel geometry)

rMethod 3
I . Horizontal tail mounted or) body or no horizontal

tail

(AC, (based on exposed vertical-panel geometry)

z zP and V P (based on exposed vertical-panel geometry)

3. UnHorm iz edraltalmutdo' yo ohrznl

2. Uppe rag Of06roi Mc ~br

(AC) (base d onl exposed vertical-tarif geometry)fo

0133
zpadRP(ae i xoe etu-Ne emty



METHODS SU 1M

SPEED EQUATIONS FOR DERIVATIVE A I
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME i I)atcorn ,ectioI1 for componev;t¢ undicale(

WBT SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equation)
0 (Contd.)

(Contd.)

Cn tnAJ

W SUBSONIC - 4I._ tan Ac14  A A2

(Low Speed) C 2  57.3 j4A ,A(A + 4cosA 4 ) AAc/ 4  2 8 cos A,, 4

(Subcritical) . = (A+4 cos A. (A2 B2 + 4AB cos A 8 co 2

Luct ,AB + 4 cos A, 4/4) A2 + 4A cos Ac/ 4 - 8 cos 2 A,14  L

TRANSONIC (No method)

C. 1 2A(1.-.a 2 ) 30
SUPERSONIC _ = I 1 4M2 +8M 2 X r A 3.2 3 i

a 2  irA 2 p2 3 I 0 32 157.3

C _ PL CE" ) Fg(N) + (A F1 1(N) + Q 2IM2

a 2 3 1 6 F , I( ) C 5 7.'- -

7.1.1.1 5.1.3.1 7.1.1.2 5.1.1.1

WB ALL SPEEDS (Clo) = - KN KR -S b

5.2.3.1 5.2.3.1

TB SUBSONIC (ACn#)p = - (ACY) w

S~5.3. I.1

1-38 /
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MEIHOI) L.INITA IIONS ASSOC I ATEl) D, I I
EQU ,TION ( OMPONiLN1 S

I. |I;es r-h! t r.•,Lee

2.Straigeht-tapered %mIgs,

3. Wing tips parallel to free streim

4 For-,m(,,t Mach line front wing tip may not

interrcl remote hall-wing
S M > 1.4

(C\ ) (based on exposed vertical-toil geonetryl

6. Additional tail limitation is identical to Item 5

immediately above

snEq. A..3.-a I. Linear-lift range

Eq. 5.1 .3. 1-b

I. Rectangular planform

Eq. 5.1.3.1c 2. A vM' - I > 1.0 (Mach number and aspect

ratio greater than those for which Mach line
from LE of tup section intersects TE of opposile

tip section)

Eq. 5.1.3.1-d 1. X = 0

2. v/M u lot ALF < 1.0 (Mach numbcr and aspect

ratio for which wing lies with;n Mach cones

springing frnm apex and T'E at center of win z)

*I. Line~sr-h f!ranpge

Eq. 5 2.3.1 -a

Method I

Eq. 5.3. 3.1 -a (AC ) (based on exposed vertical-tail geometry for
N." (Cy)p Method 3)

I Limitations depend upon "%C(Y. predicluon

method

'IJ



METHODS SU

SPEED " AIoVNSI.OR D-RIVATIVEE
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME 1)a'orm %Cction for cimnponents

TB SUBSONIC 4A 2

(od (Contd.) lContd.)"(C o td.)n ! . 'p + •

I. bw
= T -(c?

5.3.11

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equations) %

WBT SUBSONIC C. C) + [

= ~j. + [ (.)(f b.Z)

5.2.3.15 I

.........................
•,iu! !! "• • ! !!!! .... .



IETHODS SUMMARY

I OR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD LMI1 ATIONS ASSOCIATEI) WITH
vc (ion for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENT S

Method 2
(based on exposed vertical-tail geometry lor(ha'se Method 3)

Eq. 5.3.3.1-h C (ACY) P ephod 3e

I. Limitations depend upon '_y.) prediction
method

(xI C.)p
2. M < 0.6; however. if swept planlforms with

t/c < 0.04,application to higher Mach numbers
is acceptable

3. Linear-lift range

Method I
1. Horizontal ta" mounted on body, or no horizontal

tail
(ACyo)(based on exposed vertical-tail geometryf

2. Breaks in LE and TE at same spariwise Station
3. Bodies of revolution
4. M o L.4 for straight-tapered planforms
5 1.2 < M < 3 for composite planforms
6. 1.0 < M < 3 for curved planforms
7. Linear-lift range

Method 2
(same limitations as Method I above)
( AC)P (based on exposed vertical-tail geometry)

Eq. 5.6.3.1.a Method I

I. Linear-lift range
(Cy) (based on exposed vertical-tail geometry for (ACyt)hd

,PMtod 3)
2. Limitalmon- depend upon (ACy prediction

method

Eq. 5.6.3.1-b Method 2

I. Linear-lift range
(Acy (based on exposed vertical-tail geometry for (ACYA

Method 1i
2. Limitations depend upon(ACY\ prediction

method

1-39



METHODS SUMMAR'

SPEED EQUA rIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMAI ION
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME [)a com section for components indicated)

C, WBT SUBSONIC
(Contd.) (Contd.)

(Contd.)

rRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC (Same as subsonic equations)

CY W SUBSONIC Cy = K CL]I (AWYp)r

7.1.2.1 7.1.2.1 7.1.2.1

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC Figure 7.1.2.1-10

WB SUBSONIC Cv = K [ C..O CL + (ACyr
WB \ CL/CL-O /

7.1.2.1 7.1.2.1 7.1.2.1

1-40



METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCI ATEi) %%,ITH
FQUATION COMPONENTS

3. M < 0.6. hoe ever. if swept planforins with
t/c < 0 04, apphcation to highe!r Mach numbers

is acceptable

4. Linear-lift ranize

Method I
1. Hlorizontal tail mounted on body or no

horizontal tail

(Cf,)Wl

2. Linear-lift range

ACy )p (baseJ-•rt•iposed vertical-tail geometry)

3. Breaks in LE and TE at same spanwise station
4. Bodies of revolution
5. M > 1.4 for straight-tapered planforms

-. • <.2 •M < 3 for composite planforms
7. 1.0 < M < 3 for curved planforms
8. Linear-lift range

Method 2
(same limitations as Method I above)

_ _Cy _ _)_P (based on vertical-tail geometry)

Eq. 7.1.2. I-a I. a ,

K
2. Test data for lift and drag

-LCL/LO
M

3. M < Mc,

I. Thin, swepthack, tapercd wings with
streamwise tips

2. Low lift coefficients

Eq. 7.1.2.1-a 1. (Body diametev)/(wing span) < 0.3
2. a • asian

K
3. Test data for lift and drag



METHODS SUMN

SPEED oQUATiONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMA
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME l)atcom section for components indical

CY WB 2U BSON IC
P (Contd.) (Contd.)

(Contd.)

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC Figure 7.1.2.1-40

WtIST SUBSONIC C¥ (Cv) + 2 [z zPJ O CY)
P bw

7.3.2.1 573.1. 1

r 2zb- Z

7.3.2.1 5.3.1.1

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC (No method)

41.3.3

C1  W SUBSONIC Cr = 0C ( (CL) + ACp drag

7.1.2 2 4.1 I12 4.1 7. .2 7.

TRANSONIC (No melhod)

/

.. . -.-. -. -. .. ...... .... . . . ... . ... -. . .. . ... . . - .- . . .. : .. . ' . . .. - i : . -• -2 2.2 " " "



METHODS SUMMARY

FQLATIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
SDalcom section for components indicated) EQUATION COMPON ENTS

Y LYP )cL=
-LL-

M

4. M <Mcr

I. Thin, sweptback, tapered wings with streamw
tips

2. (Body diameter)/(wing span) < 0.3
3. Low lift coefficients

,-Y p• V( VBH) Eq. 7.4.2.1-a Method I (conventionally located vertical tails)
5711,p 

WB

5.3".1.1 1. (body diameter)/(wing span) < 0.3
2. a < %.u

3. Test data for lift and drag
4. M < Mc,

5. Additional or identical tail limitations depend
on (ACy )VWH) prediction method

C') Eq. 7 .4.2.1-c Method 2 (vertical tail directly above, or above and slightlyDIV(WOH) behind wing)
5.3.1.1 (same limitations as Method I above)

.3.3

L O L (Cp) r 
(+ 

A7
C L 0 ( =0 ,,,,, • CI..) C

.3.2 7.1.2.2 7.12 2.2 2. Symmetric airfoils

3. 1 x 106 < Re < 15 x 106 based on MAC

(CL) C L =

4. Straight-tatered wings



METHODS SUMM

SPEED ItQU AT IONS FOR I)ERIVATIVE ES'I MA!

DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME (D)i(comr .sction for components indicait

W SUPERSONIC C, A P
(Contd.) ( ) theory

(Contd.) 7.1.•.. • •7.1.2.2

4.1.3.3

WB SUBSONIC CI,,= ( )c" (i)(•'o),7 (c',) i (• p r•i

7.1.2.2 4.1.1.2 4.1.3.2 7.1.2.2 7.1.2.2

!F

TRANSONIC (No method)

C,
SUPERSONIC ( w, = () w (p

(CPW(Clpd/

7.1.2.2 7".3.2.•.

WBT SUBSONIC CI CIt ~)W -. + LbJ
.,°• (( N j ) b H

7.1.2.2 T 1.2-2

4
'4



-'.

"MMETHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOC(IATED WITH
"EQUATION COMPONENTS

I. Straight-tapered wings
Eq. 7.1.2.2-d 2. Wing tips parallel to free stream

3. Foremost Mach line from tip may not
intersect remote half-wing

4. Supersonic TE

Eq. 7.1.2.-a L. (Body diameter)/(wing span) < 0.3
2. M < MC,

(CL •) CL

3. Symmetric airfoils

4. 1 x 106 < R' < 15 x 106 based on MAC

(C L.) C L,'O

5. Straight-tapered wings

Eq. 7.3.2.2-a 1. Straight-tapered wings. If (body diarneter)/(wing
span) > 0.3, valid only for triangular wings)

2. Cylindrical or nearly cylindrical bodies
(C 1 )/

3. Wing tips parallel to free stream

4. Foremost Mach line from tip may not
intersect remote half-wing

5. Supersonic TE

Eq, 7.4.2.2-a Method I (conventionally located vertical tails)
""P "'. and.. (ClP H

3 1 1 . Straig!it-tapteid planforms
2. Symmetric .irloilm,
3. (Body diamei-,r)Awig span) < 0.3
4. M<M

5. X I R 15 x I06 based on MAC

"l) V(WBiI)

6. Additional or identical tail limitations depend
on (CYj V(WH,) prediction method



METHODS SUMfI

SPI-EI) !t . l 41IONS UOR P t.IIVATIV I ESII
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIMdE l) t't i ion for component indica

C, WBT SUBSONIC ".'l 0 +I(Co td.) (C on td.) (C ,f) ntd. ) w

7.1,2.2 7.1.2.2

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC (No method)

C ', W SUBSONIC (n = --C1  tan a - K L -0' tan (. .. C ] -( -

7.1.2.. 7.1.2.3 7.1.2.• 7.1.2.3 71.2

TRANSONIC (No method)

C 2
S U P E R S O N IC _ + .ApIX ( g . c. C ,

l Q c b o d y A ( I - ) , c

7-1.2.3 7.1.2.1 7.1.2.2 7.1.3.3

.. .. . 1. . t ' A l p"

~abcoiy Qii+ L.~C,
a %is j

7.1 2.3 7 1.2 I 7.1.2.2

WB SUBS(.NI( R, C tall K C' tan a ( ), ('C .IpI
7 . 1 .2 . .2 7 . 1 2 .3 7 1 .2 - 7 .2 .3

+-2 0 +

7 .1 .2 .3 7 . 1 2 3 1. . I

7-p
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METHODS SUMMARY

.)IJUATIONS FOR [)ERIVATIVE ESTIMATION ML-[11101) LIMIIA HONS ASSO(IAILID WITH
.()acorn seclion for components indicated) EQU ATION COMPONENTS

Iq(it 21+ P1 (c Eq. 7.4.2.2-b Method 2 (vertic.id tail located diie tlly above, or above and
+S -I L b' / V(I)w• .slightl, behind wing)

.I. I (same limitalions ;1, Me thod I above)

mLCL] (O3j) 1 Cdrag data are available)

3 7 1 2 3 7.1.2.3 3. Straight-tapered wings

Eq. 7.1.2.3-a 4. Symmetric airfoils
5. 1 x 106 < R• < 15 x 106 based on MAC

Cin C'nFq 7..2.-eMethod I Subsonic leading edges (9 cot A1 ,<I)

'yI r. Straight1-tapered wings
2. Streamwise wing tips

7.121 7.1.2.2 7.1.3.3 3. Low lift coefficients
C,

p
4. Foremost Mach line from tip may not

intersect remote kalf-wing
S. Supersonic IT

1 Cy p C72 Method 2 Supersonic leading edges(0 cot AtF > I

2tan A . t'q. 7 1.2 3-g (same limitations as Method I above)

7.1.2 1 7.1.2.2

c(' Fq 7.1.2t3-,, a n Pid) di"mleter()lj0(v r 0.3
I P --- C 1 LN

\ L *.", [Iltt uotlfi, ltS LIp t) stall (il rthlihle lit(

:1.2 2 7.1.2.3 and d.[ d it: a a% a\'i bd .)
('I

34 Straigh t-t.iwi'td wing,.
6f .. Syninietric aiir'oils

C' h1')6. I I I, : i)'. b, ,ed on M AAC

- 6.2 ___________1________



METHODS SUMMA

SPEED EQUATIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATIO
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME iDatcom section for components indicated)

C. WB TRANSONIC (No method)
(Contd.) (Contd.)

SUPERSONIC Cp + Ax).-

0, body a(I H )
axis

"7.1. .3 7.1.2.1 7.1.2.2 7.1.3.3

C. p C 2x. C4 C y p
= ~~)o~y A ~ -x~ tan A LF] - --of a )bo~dy + .A0i + X) 2 tan AE• Cp

7.1.2.3 7.1.2.1 7.1.2.2

WBT SUBSONIC C.= (Cnp 2 Q Coso + z sin)[ P] (c)

7.3.2.33

Cf. C.) + 2 L0)

7.3.2.3

- [Q~ co + ZP sin a 2 ~ P(

7.3.2.3 5731.1

C. = nP vl + b 1("C-0);

7.3.2.3

1-44 /



METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATEi) WITH
EQUATION COMPONENTS

Eq. 7.1.2.3-c Method I Subsonic leading edges(03 cot At E < I)

I. Straight-tapered wings
2. Streamwise wing tips
3. (Body diameter)/(wing span) < 0.3
4. Lift coefficients where C,, varies linearly

with CL

C,

5. Foremost Mach line from tip may not
intersect remote half-wing

6. Supersonic TE

Eq. 7 .1.2.3-g Method 2 Supersonic leading edges (ý cot ALE > I)

(same limitations as Method I above)

Eq. 7.4.2.3-a Method I (conventionally located vertical tails)
(Cn,) wB

1. Straight-tapered wings

2. Symmetric airfoils
3. (Body diameter)/(wing span) < 0.3
4. M < McT

5. 1 x 106 < RR < 15 x 106 based on MAC

6. Lift coefficients up to stall (if reliable lift

and drag data are available)

7. Additional or identical tail limitations depend
on ) prediction metiiodon )~ V(WBH I,

(same limitations as for Eq. 7.4.2.3-a above I
Eq. 7.4.2.3-b (AC)

I. Test data

Eq. 7 .4.2.3-c Method 2 Ivertical tails located directly above, or above
and slightly behind wing)
(same limitations as for Eq. 7.4.2.3-a above)

Eq. 7.4.2.3-d (same limitations as Method I above)
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METHODS SUM!N

DERVATVE ONFG. LI QL'A"IIONS FOR DERIVATIVE [S1 [.INA

D RV riL C N I. R FG I-NIE, fj),itc( wl~ct ion for componenths imidicat

l WI3T TRANSONIC (No method)

(Contd.) (Contd.)- ________ -________

SUIJPRSON IC (No method)

C W StUBSONIC (No method)

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC (No methled)

WB SUBSONIC (No method)

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC (No method)

WBT SUBSONIC Cyr y (C1r ~ - b- (p Cos a + z psin /t ACY~/VW

CY (',v + 2 (AC,)

rRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC (No method)

C1  W SUBSONIC CI CL & . . + 0~~ ~7)I i4

7162 ~ .3 7.1 3.2 7I

TRA NSONIC (No mcthcd)

S LPE.RS( N IC [(No lilt I hod)



METHODS SUMMARY

lr-?TIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD LIMIl ATIONS ASSOCIATED) WITH

ý1 -.tcom srction for componenIs indicated) EQLUATION COMPONENTS

+ si a) (ACY) Eq. 7.4.3. 1-a I . Aperiodic mode only

5... (c) r)BH C

.Y)W.,

2. Test data
"(ACy )vtwB

3. Additional tail limitations depend on
(AC' ) V(WBHi prediction method

Eq. 7.4.3. 1-b (Cyr w and (ACn) ,

"'__1. Test data

+ 1 Eq. 7 .1.3,2-a I \ M

2• No cturved planforms7.1.3.2 7. i 0"7.1.3)"3, 3. No) Mxist ot (lihedral, d' n ~n'straight-tapured

-- 4 . t c 1ý -'- U. 1 0l (-tii ked w ing w ith round LE

5. M ',0.t,- O~. [.n-ar-lt't rwrige.

7. 5" <. 5

'-I-



METHODS SUMMAR

DERIVATIVE CONFIC. SPEED EQUATIONS FOR I)ERIVATIVE ESTIMATIONDERVATVE ONFG. REGIME Dlatcow section for components indicated I

CIr WB SUBSONIC C"+1' + + +(Contd.) ("r = L I L Crc

M 1• /r

7. 13.2 7.1.3.2 7 32 7. 1.3.2 7.1.3.'

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC (No method)

WBT SUBSONIC C. ICI) .- Cos a+ z sin apCos a - sin a) (CY ~,r r wB b, P2 p pZ( A v (w

7.3.3.2 5.3.1.1

ct" = C, wB "- "b-w p Cos0u + zp sin0 a . pAl

7.3.3.2

c (, ((. o)p n

L ~~7.3.3.-) ( c

S.......5.3.!.1

TRANSCONIC (No method)

-46 I~.1 1

V.



7K4

-UMMARY

ESTIMATION METHOI) I.MIT AI IONS ASSO(IA ]1I1) D,% II H
'Is indicated) QUJAI ION COMPONEN-I S

K. ~AC. cI(-+ Eq. 7.1.3.2-a 1. (Body dianieter)(wing span) < 0.3
( T3•6a 2. M C,

7.1.3.2 6.1.1.1 
No tuned plarifornis

4. No twist or dihedral, if non-straight-tapered
wing

5. t,/c < 0.1 if cr:'nked wing with round [F_
'6. M .< 0.6

7. Linear-lift range

8. -50 < <3 +50

~W AC~ V(i) Eq. 7.4.3.- (Cr)

i 1. No curved planforms
5.3.1.1 2. No twist or dihedral, if non-straight-tapered

wing
3. tic < 0.1 if cranked wing with round LE
4. (Body diameter)/(wing span) < 0.3
5. M < 0.6
6. M < M,,

7. Linear-lift range

8. -5 0 •0 f< +50

13) V(WBH)

9. Additional or identical tail limitations depend on
'0 ) prediction methodV (W t1H)

Eq. 7.4.3.2-b e W1

(same limitations as for Eq. 7.4.3.2-a)
(A(c1 ,)

I lfest data

(r)WB
Eq. 7.4 .3.2-c (same limitations as for 'q. 7.4.3.2-a)

/A ( A ,v and (A"

I. 1.cst data

. ,"a .



METHODS SUMMA

SPEED E.QUATIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMATI
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME (Datcom wction for components indicated)

SUPERSONIC (No method)(Con-td.) (Contd.)

K U, W SUBSONIC CL = C____

C. C2, C 1

7.1.3.3 7.1.3.3

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC (No method)

'I ) C (-) + n

7,1.3,3 7.1-3.3

TRANSONIC (No method)

"SUPERSONIC (No method)

WIT SU MONIC C3 t  Cr) wB + 2. Q. coso + sin o)2 ACy) VO BH)

b22

7.3.3.3 5.3.1.1

13 V (WEH)

7.3.3.3 S.31.1

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC (No method)

_ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _

d*



!:I!ODS SUMMARY

.- RIVATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATE) WITH
• " components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

* Eq.7.1.33-1. No twist nor dihedral
E, 3 2. Lift-coefficient range for which C, varies

linearly with CL

1. No twist nor dihedral
Eq,. 7.13.3-a 2. Lift coefficient range for which Cn varies

linearly with CL

'tlcEq. .4.33-a1. Aperiodic mode only
Y0V(W1lH) 'rWS

2 . No twist nor dihedral
5.3.133 3. Lift-coefficient range for which C. varies

linearly with CL

4. Additional tail limitations depend upon
(AC prediction method

;•~YO V. W]VH•H

(same limitations as for Eq. 7.43.3-a above)
Eq. 7.4.3.3-b (AChe)p

1. Test data

"1-47
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iMETHODS SUN

SPEEI) EQUATIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTI
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME 'I)atcoli ,Sction for components ndi

c4 W SUBSONIC c q 3c

and (two dim)

(C2a - -
( cQa) 6

Ac 6 ,K

Ac2  = Cf f

testdata 6.1.1.1
Ac2  = 2 -C 6 Cf

Cp

Ace = cbs fet -
6.Li.1~ 6,1.Lii

fc + 6 f 1 2

6.1.1.1 6.1.1.1 __ 6.1.1.1 6.1.1.1 6.1.1.1_

Ac2 = -c 2  a 5

4.1.1.2 6.1.1.1]

ACV Ifl +k(i) 5C. (c2  + kt(t

6.1.1.1 6.1.1.1 6.1.1.1 6.1.1.1 6.1.1.1 6.1.

7IS -LANK



I*HODS SUMMARY

DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION MNETH OD LIM ITATIONS ASSO(:I ATLI) W II H
for coniponet,•s indicated) EQU ATION COMPONILNIS

.Eq. 6.1..11-a I Linear-lift range
2. Other limitations depend upon type of flap

(see Equations -c through -j below)

Eq. 6.1.1.1-b 1. Linear-lift range
2. Other limitations depend upon type of flap

(see Equations -c through -j below)

Eq. 6.1.1 .1-c 1. Plain trailing-edge flaps with sealed gaps

2, No beveled trailing edges
1- 3. No compressibility effects

(a) Single-slotted flaps
Eq. 6.1.1. 1l- (b) Fowler flaps

I. Near fully extended position
2. Slot properly developed

Eq. 6.I1.1.-e (a) Single-slotted flaps
(b) Fowlet flaps

' Eq. 6. 1. 1. 1-h I. Double-slotted flaps
f 6 )c 2. Ratio of forward-flap chord to aft-flap chord < 0.60

;2:6.1.1.1

c 5 1 + Cca Eq. 6.1.1.1 -i I. Double-slotted flaps7
6f2 c 2. Ratio of forward-flap chord to aft-flap chord 1.0

"3'.i.1 6.1.1.1 _ _ _ _ _

Eq. 6.l..A-j 1. Split flaps

I, + kt 5j c• -' + 6i Eq. 6. 1. 1.l1-k I1. Jet nlaps (first approximation for multislotted flaps)) [ ] - ) 2. Linearized thin-airfoil theory

S. 3. No trailing-edge separation

6.1.1.1 6.1.1.1 6.1.1.1 6.1.1.1 4. No augmentor-wing concept
5. Not valid for low values of C

p.A



METHODS SUMI

"SPEED IQUATIONS FOR D)ERI•ATIVE ESTIIS
, DERIVATIVE CONFIG REGIME latcon Wtion for colpynenus indic

SW SUBSONIC Ace c2 6 S

(two dim) (Contd.)
~ (Contd.) 6..

(Contd.) A C c

ef

Acz -ce Aa's

4.1.1.2 6.1.1.1

(tWo SUBSONIC 7 c% ( c•€)426.o1 (same as that for flap-retracted section -see S

(e SUSOI (Cf.) 0

, - , ~( t w o d i ra )

4.1.1.2

I + k,(- d (c .- C,) + C~

- - ~1

(ce) (CR) (same as basic airfoil)

(ttxwo SUBSONIC in2 axk A~mXbs

--"--- -),0~a

6.1-1.3 61.13 6.1.13 6.1.1.3

= . Cc

6c. 1.. 2 ~ 6.!1.

Q 6max (tWO c

5.1.1.3 6.1.1.3 6.1.1.3

-.so
50 /

F-..•= ) ..•.:.:.,:.•_ ",,'_-:,_ _.....:, :.=.• .. .... .. ..:,• ....- .•,_....:.£r ._..: ' • _.,_,_ .. ,' .. j.



SSUMMARY

''AlIVE ESTIMATION T If1HO1) I.I ITATIONS ASSOCI AIII) WI I'IW. iponents indicated) QI J, AI'N (OM PON EN FS

Eq. 0. 1. 1.1 -C . leading-cdwg flaps
2. 1 hin-airfoil theory

Eq. 6. 1.1. I-n 1. Thin-airfoil theory

(a) Krueger flaps

(b) Leading-edge slats

Eq. 6.1.1. 1-n I. Plug or flap spoiler
2. Zero-lift region

,ction see Section 6.1.1.2) 1. Fixed-hinge trailing- and leading-edge flaps
2. 6( < 20' for plain flaps

3. 6f <• 30' for single-slotted and Fowler flaps
4. 5f < 600 for double-slotted flaps

5. 5f t 45' for split flaps

6. No separated flow

Eq. 6.1.1. 2 -a I Translating trailing-edge flaps and leading-edge

slats

Eq. 6. 1. .2-b I Jet flaps (first approximation for multislotted flaps)

2. Linearized thin-airfoil theory
3. No trailing-edge separation
4. No augmentot-wing concept
5. Not valid for low values of C

I. Spoilers
2. ot>0

3. ce <0

Eq. 6.1.1.3-a I. Trailing-edge flaps

Eq. 6.1.1.3-b 1, Thin-airfoil theory

(a) Leading-edge flaps
2. No Krueger flaps
3. 5ft < 30l

(b) Leading-edge slats
4. 5 < 200

L



METHODS SUMI
SPEED t'IQI~A11()NS FOR I)|RIVAI'IVE ESTim

"DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME (a Itol sect;,,i for cornporVents indicM

Ac W SUBSONIC Ac = A -V p.

(two-dim) c-, -

.1.1.1 6.1.2o .

Figure 6.1.2.1 -35h

AC m rMf + + C.... Ac2  + c, [( ) I

6.1.2.1 6.1.1.1 4.1.2.1

ACm = (Acm) + ACM +(ACm) -+(AcM)

'LE

6.1.2.1 6.1.2.1 6.1.2.1 6.1.2.1

(em,)s W SUBSONIC (Cm) (Cm). (same as that for flay-retracted sections)
(two dim)

(ACm) Ac 4 x 2 + Acre4

6.1 2.1 6.1.2.1

Ac. W SUBSONIC Figure 6.1.2.3-3

(two din)

1-



SODS SUMMARY

.IRIVATIVE ESTIMATION MIETHOD L IMITATIONS ASSOCIAT'ED WITil
r components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

= M uthiod I
lq 1. 2. 1..a I. Plain, split, and multislotted trailing-edge flaps

2. Linear-lift range
ACQ (depends upon type ot flap)

Method 2

I. Plain trailing-edge flaps
2 Subcritical Mach numbers
3. Linear-lift range

- 1 + 0.75 cr (9 - - i. Small leading-edge devices

I \)c 2. Thin-aiioil theory

..1.2.1 4.1 . I, :Ac (depends upon type of flap)
. ." 4.1.1.2

"Eq. 6.1.2.1-b

Eq. 6.1.2.1-c !. Jet ilaps (first approximation for -multislotted
flaps)

2. Linearized thin-airfoil theory
I. No trailing-edge separation
4. No augmentor-wing concept

5. Not valid for low values of C

"ted sections) 1. Leading- and trailing-edge mechanial flaps
2. No separated flow

Fl. 6.1.2.1-k 1. Jet flaps (first approximation for multislotted f laps)

2. Linearized thin-airfoil theory
3. No trailing-edge separation
4. No augmentor-wing concept

5. Not valid for low values of C

I. Portion of cnc curve below the moment break

Ac (depends upon type of flap)

r7.



METHODS SI

SPEDI) I Q .l.\ IONS FOR l)kRIVATIVt,:

DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGINI.F i )a lcoTm tc<,tioi for compoinent

ccW SUHSONIC ':b(two dim) a ' -

+v th (eoryI - ~
6.1.3. 1 6.1.3.1

S (aNotheory 
'9 theory

S.E.3,1I 4.1'. 1.24.+.1,

6.1.3.1 6.1.3.1

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC ch -C + C T

C 1  2IP

,1. 3.1 6.1.3. 1

6.1.3,1 6.1.3.1



.' I

SSUMMARY

W-IVE ESTIMATION NI-TIIOI) LIMITATIONS ASSO(IA I LI) WITH

",nents indicated) IQU.IATION C)MPON I. N-S

q. 6.1.3.1-a . Radius-nose, wealed, trailing-edge flaps
2. Tangent of half the trailing-edge angle t/c
3. No separated flow
4. Low speeds

_ - Eq. 6.1.3.1-b Cb

I. Radius-nose, sealed, trailing-edge flaps
2. Tangent of half the trailing-edge angle *t t/c
3. No separated flow
4. Low speeds

Eq. 6.1.3.1-c 1. Control with nose balance

2. Radius-nose, sealed, trailing-edge flaps
3. No separated flow
4. Low speeds

Eq. 6.1.3.1 -e 1. Airfoils with sharp leading and trailing edges
2. Symmetric, straight-sided flaps

3. cc/c < 0.5

4. Small flap deflections
5. Small angles of attack
6. Flow field supersonic and inviscid
7. No separated flow

Eq. 6.1.3. 1-f i. A-irfoils with sharp leading and trailing, edges
2. Symmetric, circular-arc airfoils
3. c /c < 0.5

4. Small flap deflections
5. Small angles of attack
0. Flow field supersonic and inviscid
7. No separated flow



METHODS SUIV

" EI ISPEED }-0QtI,.\1'ONS FlOR pIERIVA FIVi -STI
[DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME 11d, , fr .ooes d

c W SUBSONIC c ---
ch8  (two dim) h the),ryJ thcory

o.1.3.Z o.1.3.2

Ch Ch + 2 c Q [heor t  a n E

6.1.3.2 6.1.1.1 6.1.1.1

6.1,3.2 6.1.3.2

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC ch -CI + C2 rTE

6.1.3.2 6.1.3.2

6.1.3.2 6.1.3.1

-h), SUBSONIC ac a~)~ })1j)Vf

VT•IL61 t /f 86J ,f \ ,1t61. oq•/r t , f . ft

'.:2j
V ,-



IODS SUMMARY

:- )ERIVAIIVE ESTIMATION METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATED WITF"•or components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

Eq. o. 1.3.2-a I. Radius-nose, sealed, trailing-edge flaps
2. Tangent of half the trailing-edge angle t/c
3. No separated flow
4. Low speeds

OTE t
'n Eq. 6.1.3.2-b I Radius-nose, sealed, trailing-edge flaps

2. rangent of half the trailing-edge angle = t/c
3. No separated flow
4. Low speeds

L Eq. 6.1.3.2-c 1. Control with nose balance

2. Radius-nose, sealed, trailing-edge flaps
3. No separated flow
4. Low speeds

Eq. 6.1.3.2-<d I. Airfoils with sharp leading and trailing edges
2. Symmetric, straight-sidcd flap
3. (f/c,'< 0.5
4. Small flap deflections
5. Small angles of attack
6. Flow field supersonic and inviscid
"7. No separated flow

Eq. 6.1.3.2-e 1. Airfoils with sharp leading and trailing edges
'= 2. Symmetric, circular-arc airfoil

3. cf/c < 0.5
4. Small flap deflections
5. Small angles of attack
6. Flow field supersonic and inviscid
7. No separated flow

1 1. <-8 6 t < 180
Eq. 6 .1.3.3-a 2. Does not account for effects of airfoil thickness,

f •control-surface gaps, control nose balance, and
TE angle

S3. Low speeds

4. Linear hinge-moment range

I..q



METHODS SI

SPFED [.QU,\ LIONS ,OR I)ERIVATIVIE
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME l)alt((1n sectimo 1'4)r comnponent

(two din,) 5f Fa6] q = - ) . ... t
•6f~,• tC 6 •r (at 6t~a~t , at~h

4.1.3.2(Cc WSYN -L

C W SUBSONIC ACL Ac• K8 ( c (a . b

6.1.1.1 4.1.1.2 6.1.4.1 6.1.4.1

[ 2C]

AC = AceAC =Ac At + 2 + 0.604(C,)'/' + 0.876 C,' Sw

6,1:1,i

r 6.1.4.1

irAt + 2C' I Jeff SWf
ACE = 4ird0  + 2.01 C; 57.3

L S

TRANSONIC C C 6

6.1.4.16. 1 1

t .6 1

"•. : " • .• :,•: • ••.• • " .• •_t.... ' ,• . .......... ... '_ e . -. .. .- - --.. ......- -... . . ..



tIMARY

i ,ATdON Nil.F1 HOD I iiNlIr.TIONS ASSOCIIA I [A) W 1 Ii
.icated)

I. 180 6~- 18°

Eq. 6.1.3.4- a 2. Does not account for effects of airfoil thickness,
control-surface gaps, control nose balance, and
I'E angle

3. Low speeds

"4. Linear hinge-moment range

Eq. 6.1.4.1-a Ace (depends upon type of flap)

CL

1. Mechanical flaps
2. Straight-tapered wings

Eq. 6.1.4. 1-b I. Jet flap IBF configuration
2. Small angles of attack
3. Linearized thin-airfoil theory
4. No trailing-edge separation
5. No augmentor-wing concept
6. Not valid for low values of C3

Eq. 6.1.4. 1-c 1. Jet flap EBF configuration
2. Small angles of attack
3. Linearized thin-airfoil theory
4. No trailing-edge separation
5. No augmentor-wing concept
6. Not valid for low values of C,

Eq. 6.1.4.1-e CL
M M 0.6

I . Straight-tapered wings
C M =0.6

2. Plain trailing-edge flaps
3. OA >2
4. A0 < 600
5. No beveled trailing edges
0. No compressibility effects

C1

7. Symmetric airfoils of conventional thickness
distribution

8. az0



METHODS SU

SPEDI) EQUATIONS FOR 1)ERIVATIV" E'S
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGMIE (DARCor section for comnponenlts il

C,5 W SUPERSONIC CL I - - 0,1 i

(Contd.) (Contd.) C I TW
6. 1.4. ! 6.1.4,1

(Cl~a)6 W SUBSONIC (CL, (CL 0 (same as for unflapped wings)
(CL.)S (Cl.) (L6-0.

4.1.3.2

(C) [(~- )~ (CL) +!L-)ý

4.1.3.2 4.1.3.2

C = (CL �,{[K(AC,) - I] Kb + 1.01 + )•_,._ j • •57.3
6.1.4.2 6.1.4.2 6.1.4.1

• .' ,, ,':, ,.'- .". 'i•• . i i .', . , ":2 ... ,:,.= . .. a .: . t- . .......... ... -..... - .. ... . . ................. - -



HODS SUMMARY

DERIVATIVE ESI LMATION METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

Eq. 6.1.4.1-f 1. Leading and trailing edges of the control surface

are swept ahead or Mach lines from the deflected

controls
2. Control root and tip chords are parallel to the

plane of symmetry
3. Controls are located either at the wing tip or far

enough inboard so that the outermost Mach lines

from the deflected controls do not cross the

wing tip
4. Innermost Mach lines from deflected controls do

not cross the wing root chord

5. Wing planform has leading edges swept ahead of

Mach lines and has streamwise tips

6. Controls are not influenced by tip conical flow from
the opposite wing panel or by the interaction of
the wing-root Mach cone with the wing tipeLA

7. Symmetric, straight-sided flapl

I. Nontranslating leading- and trailing-edge flaps
2. No separated flow on wings and flaps

(CL.).o

3. No curved planforms

4. M < 0.80, tic < 0. I4 cranked planform with round L

Eq. 6.1.4.2-a I. Translating leading- and trailing-edge flaps
2. No separated flow on wings and flaps

3. No curved planforms
4. M < 0.80, tIc ' 0.l,if cranked planform with round L

6.1.4.1 Eq. 6.1.4.2-b I. Jet flaps
S2. A)5

os ahir - 1) ( 2L. A>

57.3 3. No separated flow on wings and flaps
4. No curved planforms

5. M 4 0.80, t/c 0. 1, if cranked planform with
round LE

.- - -. -. - -

--- -- --- -- --- -- --



METHODS

" 'SP EEl i:.,U ATIONSR FOR L)E5R 1V,.\iI•I

"DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIMED IoNs FOR comP,

REG.M I(h tcoi Sect~ion foi. corilporil
Z. w f

ACwLmax W SUBSONIC ACt .a K A

m lax S0).1.1.3 6.1.4.3

r =, :1.28 1:6.- _k•- ,os2 Ac/

Figure 6.1.4.3- 12

m W SUBSONIC ACmf =Cm + "A A)CL tan AA/4

6.1.5.16.1.5.1 6.1.4.1

0 A ,Ca- j

6.1.5.1 6.1.5.1

AC [cm LE XE)

(LE SW +f~

6.1.2 ' 6, .I~ltest
61data

61.4.1 6.1.5.

A c ±m + 7t c- + LI•75
6.1.5.1 6.1.4.3 6.1.5.1 6.1.5.1

Cma W TRANSONIC C =- 4
6 6

6.1.4.1 6.1.5.1

Vo."

1-5



IHODS SUMMARY

R DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
in for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

Eq. 6.1.4.3-a I. Mechanical trailing-edge flaps

Eq. 6.1.4.3-b I. Slats (first-order approximation)

I. First-order approximation for EBF configurtion

Eq. 6.1.5. 1-a I. Linear-lift range
2. Ac/4 < 45°

&CL (depends upon type of flap)

3. Mechanical flaps
4. Straight-tapered wings

I. Linear aerodynamic control characteristic region

Eq. 6.1.5.1-k Cg^ (depends upon type of flap)

x/F
2. Linear-lift range
3. Subcritical Mach rnumbers

Z? )2 1. Mechanical leading-edge devices
+ - -I + 0.75 C (C -c 2. Constant flap-chord-to-wing-chord ratio

1Cm IQ 0 \ c '- c 3. Thin-airfoil theory
test test

6.1.5.1 data Eq. 6.6I..1.5

!-. Jet flaps (first approximation for multislotted flapS SKk 2. Linearized thin-airfoil theory

O- Sw Z CEq. 6 .1.5.l-u 3. No trailing-edge separation
-5-. 

4. No augmentor-wing concept6.1.5.1 6.1.5.1 6.1.5.1 5. Not valid for low values of C

Eq. 6.1.5.1-w aI. Linear aerodynamic control characteristic region
CLs

2. Straight-tapered wings
3. Plain trailing-edge flaps with sealed gap
4. No beveled trailing edges
5. PA>2
6. A$ < 600

7. Symmetric airfoils with conventional thickness
distribution

8. No compressibility effects
9. 0

Ii



METHODS SUn,

spIu SP )I}I )I \1 II0,ION S I)( I)I,.RIV,\ I I.S|
D E R I V A T I V E F I G . R L G NE; I t . ( I~ o): • ' w , , l i -M 1 0,u C omon e n t t'l l l i llls 1 1

I I K , ,Ki '

SW 

SUPERSO N IC C - , , K - -- /K SW
(Contd) (Contd.) ., .-. _.

=A+2cosAci (oh) + A ,

SUBSONIC Ch A cos Ac/4  baa + a

6.1.3.1 6.1.6,1

TRANSONIC (No method)

SUPERSONIC (Ch,) ,,,,F) ( h a) t C0

6. 1.0. . 1

,I



HODS SUMMARY

DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATEI) WITH
for components indicated I EQU ATION COM PON ENTS

C3 -K- CL Eq 6.1.5.!-q 1. Linear aerodynamic control characteristic region
" Sw Symmetric straight-sided controls

2.1.1 6.1.5.1 6.1.4.1 3. Leading and trailing edges of the control surface ara
swept ahead of Mach lines from the deflected
controls.

4. Control root and tip chords are parallel to the
plane of symmetry

5. Controls are located either at the wing tip or far
enough inboard so that outermost Mach lines from
the deflected controls do not cross the wing tip

6. Innermost Mach lines frnm deflected controls do
not cross the wing root chord

7. Wing planform has leading edges swept ahead of
Mach lines and has streamwise tips

8. Controls are not influenced by tip conical flow
from the opposite wing panel or by the interaction
of the wing-root Mach cone with the wing tip.

co %

9. Plain trailing-edge flaps
10. Thin wings

Eq. 6.1.6.1.-a I. High aspect ratios (A > 3)
2. Ends of control surfaces parallel to plane of

symmetry
3. Neglects subcritical Mach-number effects
4. Sealed, plain trailing-edge controls

ch

5. No separated flow
6. Low speeds

Eq. 6.1.6.1-b I. Symmetric, straight-sided controls
2. Control root and tip chords are parallel to the

plane of symmetry
3. Wing planform has leading edges swept ahead of

Mach lines and has streamwise tips
4. Controls are not influenced by tip conical flow

from the opposite wing panel or by interaction of
the wing-root Mach cone with the wing tip.

:~~~~.-.... .... ? -.. •. :, ,.....-...-....,..-...... .-. _. -......... . .+



METHODS

DERIVATIVE CONFIG. DQUATIONS FOR I)ERIVT\

REGIME (Illco' T s ection fot r tonpu

W SUPERSONIC C ________'2

Ch. I . C

(Contd) (Contd.) (Contd.) h 2 3C 1 (I + k) cos (ALr - + -

6.1.6.1

W SUBSONIC Ch = cos A cos AHL 6)batance + 0",an

6.1.3.2 6.1.1.1 6.1.3.1

TRANSONIC (No method)

I/ C2
SUPERSONIC Ch O ' - TE ( Ch6C (\ C1  / 6

6.1.6.2 6.1.6.2

S 4 C2 ( Xh[ ")']

Ch - - I l+ 2 B

6.1.6.2 6.1.6.2

I 6



SSUMMARY

vi-.'VE srI'I,IA lION Nl I IiO1 I If IA I IONS A 1O A I I ,
:-lnen ts indicated) IQU I ION MP(NI NI

h \1 ~ I S'~Nuailct itc bicolivx aIII-oill"/Ji (- -k(). Othie limitatiols identical to Items 2 through 4

o •v

6.q 1.. 6. 1 o.1.0.

with different

correction factor

' 2 Cos AV4 1
_ .. . . . .._+ A/'hI E q . 6 .1 .0 .2 ,a I. tlig h asp e c t ra tio s tA > 3 )

A + 2 cos A,/4 2. Ends of control surfaces parallel to plane of
"symmetry

3. Neglects subcritical MIaIch--nimber effects

4. Sealed, plain trailing-edge flapsS~Ch

5. No separated flow
6. Low speeds

Eq. 6.1.6.2-b I. Symmetric, straight-sided controls
2. Leading and trailing edges of the control surface

are swept ahead of Mach dines from the deflected
controlsC.ontrol root and tip chords are parallel to the

plane of symmetry

4, Controls are located either at the wing tip or far
enough inboard ,,o that ou termnosl Mach lines from
deflected controls do not cross the wing tip

5 InrlIermost Mach lines from detflcted controIN do
not cross the w ing root chord
' Fhe wing planforin has leading edges swept ahead
of Macli lines and has streaiiiwisc tips
Cm(N) trols are not influenced iyv lip conical flow

lro iil he opposite wine, panel or by intieractinl of

* ..."" the wIr9g-root Mach cone11 w ith fle Wing lip

Eq. 6. 1 1.2-h I. Nyflllmletric Ii onve \ aiifoil
withI different 2. Otiher Iinlitatiions ideliticil to Iteims 2 thiroug.f 7
correction factor inmmediately above



METHODS SUI

DERIVATIVE CONFIG. SPEED) IOiiAIONS FOR I)t-RIVAI IVE L:.S
REGIME I 1); lnl Section fok t.Oh)olll lls

CD W SUBSONIC CD - +-
+ I k 'kb k ("k 1~ BknG

+ 2 G, {b b G, -- (1-5,,l) B,, G,} sii

V-1 n1

6.1.7 6.1.7 6.1.7 6.1.7 6.1,76.1.7

6.1.7 6.1.4.1 6.1.7

TRANSONIC (No method)

D- v -I- wv)=

6..74.1 5.1

C W SUBSONIC C,6 I I•6 C;
C-16 6

6 .1.1 6.2.1.1
TRASON C (No ..ethod)

Au'
S I S)

. ( ( )' ler.lol.dUlector • K ( 1 nspoiler

62"...1.1 6.2.1.1

, . . . . .
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-DS SUMMARY

-IVATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
!omponents indicted) EQUATION COMIPONENTS

G~} 1. No separated flow over co3ntrol surface

2. Induced drag due to control deflection

6.1,7 Gik, (; Gv (depends upon type of flap)

-. V Gn} sinJ Eq. o. 1.7-c

1.76.1.7

Eq. 6.1.7-p I. No separated flow over control surface

2. Profile drag due to control deflection
XCLf (depends upon type of flap)

Eq. 6.1.7-q

Eq. 6.2.1.1-b 1. Plain trailing-edge flaps

2. P3A> 2
3. A0 < 600

4. M<0.6

5. No separated flow
Ct 6

6. No beveled trailing edges
7. No compressibility effects

I . Plug or flap-type spoilers
L,' Eq. 6.2.1 .- c 2. No separated fl..w

Ic
t, 3. Other limitations identical to Items I through 4

immediately above

Spoile r-slot-<deflector
Eq. 6.2. .1-f 2. OA >-

3. A0 60)

5 No separated flow
,It -plain qpoiler

.. Plain 'lap-type spoiler
P I' 1 5,,

H-



METHODS I

SPIl 1) IQI ATIONS FOR DERIVAI[IV
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME {Da)comr section for compone

A. C

CisW TRANSONIC C, (c)M=o6 ('L.

(Contd) (Contd,.) k =f .

4.1.3.

6.2.

~ C2  Sr y Ib\ C'
SUPERSONIC C, = I -- -E) c ý - [-b C) -

6.2.1.1 6.1.4.1 6..

Figure 6.2.1.1-30

SUBSONIC C =- 1(, + ((
2 7. p /2)

4.4.1 4.3.1.3 4.3.1.3 6.2.1

-6

L1-60

.----.. - . - . -- ---



HODS SUMMARY

-DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
-n for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

(Cd)M.0. 6 (depends upon type of control)

Eq. 6.2.1.1-g CLa
I. Symmetric airfoils of conventional thickness

distribution
2. A < 3 if composite wine
3. a0

(CLM)M -O.6

4. No curved planform
5. t/c < 0.10, if cranked planform with round LE

6.2.1.1

/b 11. Plain trailing-edge flaps
SEq. 6.2.1.1-h 2. Leading (hinge line) and trailing edges of control

1VL sarfaces are supersonic (swept ahead of Mach lines)'
b C56 3. Control surfaces are located at wing tip or far

6.1.4.1 enough inboard to prevent outermost Mach lines
from control surfaces from czossing wing tip

4. Innermost Mach lines from deflected control
surfaces do not cross root chord

5. Root and tip chords of control surfaces are
streamwise

6. Controls are not influenced by tip conical flow
trom opposite wing panel or by interaction of
wing-root Mach cone with the wing tip

7. Thin wings

8. Symmetric, straight-sided controls

1. Plug or flap-type spoilers

j (H) yH SH Eq. 6.2.1.2-a 1. Differentially deflected horizontal stabilizer

Sbw Sw (LH)e 2. Horizontal tail mounted on body

S4 3. No separated flow on horizontal tail6.2. 1.2 4.1i.3.2 a~

4. Straight-tapered wing

5. Other limitations depend upon - prediction
method

(L)

6. No curved planforms
"7. M 4 0.8, t/c < 0.10. if cranked planform with

round LE

.



METHODS SUMI

" SPEED UQlJAIIONS FOR DERIVATIVE ESTIMK DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME I.)atconm isction for components indic;

CK8 T TRANSONIC (Same as subsonic equation)
(Contd.) (Contd.)

(Same as supersonic equation)

SUPERSONIC C,6 0.35 iv k'(H (L..)(, + (kB) tk B(H J No

4.3.1.3 4,3,1.3 4.31.2 4.1.3.2

C0  w SUBSONIC C = K CL C- 6 L2
- 2

6.2.2.1 6.2.1.1

Figures 6.2.2.1-10, 6.2.2.1-11

(Cn) spoiler-slot-deflector = K (Cn)plin spoiler

6.2.2.1 6.2.2.1



ý'WHODS SUMMARY

R DERIVATIVE ESTIMATION NIETItOD LIMI JATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
.,.n for components indicated) EQLJATION COMPONENTS

I Differentially deflected horizontal stabilizer
2. M < 1.0
3. Body-mounted horizontal tail
4. No separated flow on horizontal tail

5 Straight-tapered wing
6. Proportional to CL

7, Symmetric airfoils of conventional thickness
distribution

8. A < 3 if composite wing
9. o• 0

1. M>1.0
(Same limitations as for M < 1.0 above except
those of a/aci)

t::. , ( YH SH 1. Differentially deflected horizontal stabilizer
IEq. 6.2.1.2-c 2. Body-mounted horizontal tail

H Jw Sw 3. No separated flow on horizontal tailF ., 1___V )
4.3 .1.2 4.1.3.2 N 41H

4. Breaks in LE and TE at same spanwise station
5. M > 1.4 for straight-tapered planforms
6. 1.2 < M < 3 for double-delta planforms
7. 1.0 < M < 3 for curved planforms

Eq. 6.2.2.1-a I. Aileron-type controls
2. No separated flow
3. Neglects contributions due to profile drag

4. OA ; 2

5. A < 60 E

6. No beveled TE
"7. No compressibility effect

'1 8. M < 0.6

I . Plug and flap-type spvilers
2. 0.02 < 6,/c < 0.10
3. a= 0

,Eq. 6.2.2.1 b 1. Spoiler-slot-deflector
"2. ac4O

"." ~3. /8 = 10

(C )plain f pol r

4. Plain, flap-type spoiler

-pj



METHODS!,

SPEED E[,QIJATIONS FOR DERIVA' iv
DERIVATIVE CONFIG. REGIME il)atcom section for compone

tL•

C', W TRANSONIC C (C Om .0.6

(Contd.) (Contd.) T -

6.2. 2.! 4.1.3.2

SUPERSONIC Figure 6.2.2.1-13

Figure 6.2.2.1-14

Cn T ALL SPEEDS (No method)

1-62
il..



SJETHODS SUMMARY

"> FOR DERIVAI iVE ESTIMATION METHOD LIMITATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
.' 'ection for components indicated) EQUATION COMPONENTS

(CflN O(n)M = 0 6

Eq. 6.2.2.1-c I. Aileron-type controls
2. •3AŽ2

3. A < 600

4. No beveled I1.
5. No separated flow
6. No compressibility effects
7. Neglects contributions due to profile drag

(CLCL.•)M =0.6

8. Straight-tapered wings

CLa

9. Syninetric airfoils of conventional thickness
distribution

10. 0

1. Aileron-type controls

2. Neglects contributions .due to profile drag

1. Plug and flap-type spoilers

N • , ' " • " , " . .



Revised April 1976

2.1 GENERAL NOTATION

A complete summary and definition of all notation used in the Datcom is given in this section. The
summary is divided into upper and lower case English, uppe- and lower case Greek, derivatives, and
abbreviations. In all cases a general alphabetical listing is used. Throughout the Datcom units are in
pounds, feet, seconds, and degrees unless otherwise specified.

"A. ENGLISH SYMBOLS

SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS
b2

A aspect ratio of surface, based on total planform, SeveralS

A', A" aspect ratios of forward and aft surfaces, respectively 4.5.1.1
7.4.1.1
7.4.4.1

A transonic aspect-ratio similarity parameter, A(_L.)'/3 4-1.4.2

d
AD duct aspect ratio, - 9.3S • c9 . 3 ý 1

9.3.2
9.3.3

bH 2

b1
AH aspect ratio of auxiliary horizontal surface, aft tail or canard, SeveralSHl

AHe aspect ratio of exposed horizontal tail 6.2.1.2

A eH effective aspect ratio of horizontal stabilizer 4.5.3.2

A1  inlet duct area for jet engine 4.6
4.6.1
4.6.3

AUe aspect ratio of exposed lower vertical panel Several

(A)v geometric aspect ratio of isolated vertical panel, with span and area of panel measured Several
to body center line

Ave aspect ratio of exposed upper vertical panel Several

(A)v (B) aspect ratio of vertical panel in presence of body Several

Li 2.1-1

-.. .. . •
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

(A)v (HB) vertical-panel aspect ratio in presence of horizontal tail and body Several

aspect ratio of wing Several

A bw aspect ratio of the basic wing Several

be 2

A, aspect ratio of exposed (panels joined together) surface, Several

At A' aspect ratios of forward and aft exposed surfaces, respectively 4.4.14.5,1.1 "4)

4.5.1,2
7.4.1.1

Aeff 1. effective aspect ratio of surface as determined by tip flow separation 4.4.1
5.3 1.1
5.6.1.1

2. effective aspect ratio of the vertical panel Several

Aeff effective aspect ratio of forward surface as determined by tip flow separation 4.5.1.1

-:(Ae aspect ratio of exposed inboard panels of wing 4.3.2.2

Sb f 2 14,

Am aspect ratio of flap o. control surface, - -- 6.1.6.1
f Sf 6.1.6.2

6.2.11

Ag aspect ratio of glove of a double-delta or a cranked wing 4.1.3.2
5.1.2.1

b.

S1. aspect ratio of that portion of main surface immersed in propeller slipstream, - 4.6
PO ci 4.6.1

2. aspect ratio of planferm formed by the two int -,d panels of wing Several

A. aspect ratio of planform formed by the two outboard panels of wing 4.1.5.1
e4.1.5.2

A' aspect ratio of pianform formed by the two constructed outboard panels of wing 4.1.4.2
0 4.3.2.2

5.1.2.1

A5  aspect ratio of a particular spanwise wing section 6.1.5.1

At 1. aspect ratio of wing based on total wing area, including flap extension 6.1.4.1
"6.1.4.2

2. aspect ratio of total wing based on extended wing chord, using the particular 6.1.5.1

section value for the chord

A 1 , A2  aspect ratio of constructed panels of non-straight-tapered wings 4.1.3 2

a 1. difference in lift-curve slope, or (CL, at Mfb) - (CL, at Ma) 4.1.3.2

tan AHL
2.

"2.1-2



SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

3. distance from the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the horizontal tail to the 4.4 1

plane of tip vortex cores 4.5.1.1
7A4.4.1

4. major axis of elliptical-body cross section 4.2.1.2
4,2.2.2"L' 4.2.3.1

4.2.3.2

5. propeller inflow factor 4.6
4.6.4

6. forward diameter of a cone frustum 4.2.2.1

7. linear acceleration 8.1

8. nose diameter of forebody or base diameter ofafterbody 4.2.3.1

9. speed of sound 6.3.2

at speed of sound at nozzle throat 6.3.2

a0  blade section lift-curve slope 9.1

a1 , a2, a 3, ... diameter at forward end of given body segment Several

a.c. aerodynamic center of wing Several

(a.c.)V aerodynamic center of the vertical panel 5.3.3.1

B 1. 1 M2 cos2 Acf4 Several

2. parameter accounting for cha-nges in circulation 4.7
4.7.1

3. number of propeller blades 9.1
9.1.1
9.1.3

1kn parameter in span-loading calculation 6.1.7

B parameter in span-loading calculation 6.1.7
vn

B , B, B15 drag-due-to-lift regression coefficients 4.3.3.2

B 2  parameter accounting for effect of control-surface and balance-chord ratios on 6.1.6.1

hinge-moment derivative 6.1.6.2

b 1. difference in lift-curve slope, or (C2Lat Mfb) - (CLQ at Mb) 4.1.3.2

2. surface span Sev-ral

2. 1-3

", "% - " " " " ' • " • iJ



SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

3. minor axis of elliptical-body cross section 4.2.1.2
4.2.2.2
4.2.3.1
4.2.3.2

4, span of slot nozzle (normal to flow direction) 6.3.2 *1

bp propeller blade chord 9.1
9.1.1
9.1.3

b', b" total spans of forward and aft surfaces, respectively Several

b' average blade chord 9.1
9.1.1

bE span of trailing-edge extension of double-delta and cranked wings 4.1.3.2

bH total span of auxiliary horizontal surface, aft tail or canard Several

He. bue total span of exposed horizontal tail 6.2.1.2

b span of vertical panel below body center line Several

b span of exposed lower vertical panel Several"U e

bV 1. span of vertical panel extended to body center line Several

2. span of vertical panel for twin ve rtical panels 5.3.1.1
5.6.1.1

bV partial span of vertical panel for twin vertical panels (see Figure 5.3.1.1-24b) 4.5.1.1
4.5.1.2
5.3.1.1,., . •5,6.1.1

bye span of exposed vertical panel Several

b span of vertical stabilizer (tip to fuselage) Several

sban of wing Several

b' effective span for unflapped wing 4.7
4.7.1

bbw span of basic wing 4.1.3.2
4.1.5.1
4.3.3.1
"5.1.2.1

77.7 2.1-4
- 0 • . . .



K SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

be total span of exposed surface Several

b' b" total spans of exposed forward and aft surfaces, respectively 7.4.1
e

(be)i, (b), total span of exposed inboard panels of wing 4.3.2.2
4.3.3.1

bff effective surface span 4.7
4.7.1
4.4.1

b? effective forward-surface span 4.5.1.1eff

bf total span of flaps or control surfaces, measured normal to the plane of symmetry Several

bf effective span for increment in load due to flaps 4.7
4.7.1

b span of glove of double-delta and cranked wings 4.1.3.2
5.1.2.1

bi 1. span of planform formed by.two inboard panels 2.2.2
4.1.4.2

•'•_ •4.1.5.1

5.1.2.1

2. total span of a given portion of main surface immersed in propeller slir -'ream, 4.6
4.6.1

2 - (zs 4.6.3

bkk parameter in span-loading calculation 6.1.7

bmax minor semiaxis of body cross section 4.2.3.1

bo span of planform formed by joining two outboard panels of wing Several

bo span of planform formed by joining two constructed outboard panels of wing 4.1.4.20

4.3.2.2
• 5.1.2.1

K' b propeller blade width at any propeller span station 4.6
p 4.6.1

b span of spoiler, on one wing panel 6.2.1.1,'11 s6.2.2.1

blat total span of slats 6.1.4.3

bv span of the wing-tip vortices at a given longitudinal station behind a lifting surface 4.4.1
4.5.1.1
7.4.4.1

2.1-5



Li-

bpLTb vortex spans at the forward and aft surfaces, respectively SeverONl
:-'-"SYMBOL DI NIiNSCIN

bvn parametei in span-loading calculation 6.1.7

bvv "pa.;ameter in span-loading calculation 6.1.7

b span of completely rolled up wing-tip vortices (at distances far downstream from 4.4.1

l Iting surface) 7.4.4.1

bl' b 2  span of constructed panels of non-straight-tapeted wings 4.1.3.2

bI, b 2 , b 3  vertical span ofa given region as defined inSketch (b) in Section 5.3.1.1 5.3.1.1
5.3.1.2

rb 25  50 propeller blade chord at 0.25, 0.50,

9.1.1
- . 9 .1.3

b/(29), -" wing slenderness parameter Several
1R

C 1. thickness correction factor for supersonic wing lift 4.1.3.34.1.3.4

2. roll-moment-of inertia correction factor for solid component 8.2

(CLE)bw leading-edge effect of basic wing on normal-force-curve slope 4.1.3.2

(CLE)g leading-edge effect of glove on normal-force-curve slope 4.1.3.2
4.1.3.4

SCa, Cb, Cc wing parameters measured to plane of symmetry (see Figure 8.1-22) 8.1

CO, C 1 ... Cj 8 regression coefficients as a function of Mach number 4.3.2.1.

C 1, C 1. emp* rcal taper-ratio constants Several

2. empirical constants that determine propeller downwash gradients 4.6
4.6.1
4.6.4

3. Mach.number functions that determine thickness correction factors to supersonic Several
-• flat-plate aerodynamic derivatives,

2

(.1+ M 4 (M2  1)
C2  2-1

2 (M2 
- 1)

C3  1. taper-ratio correction factor for wing aerodynamic centei 4.1.4.3

2. maximum lift-correction factor at transonic speeds 4.1.3.4

2.1-6

.........................



SYMBOL. DEFINITION SECTIONS

C 1. transonic wing lift-curve slope at Msfo 4.1.3.2

2. chord of airfoil section Several

3. duct chord 93
9.3.1
9.312

9.3,3

4. nozzle discharge coefficient 6.3.2

CP 1. effective chord of airfoil with dellected extensible-type hlap Several

(see Figures 6.1.1.144, -45, -46. -48, -51, and 6.1.5.1-6'0T

2. airfoil chord measured perpendicular to the wing qua;ter-chord line 6.1.6.1

6.1.6.2

C' C-w wing mean aerodynamic chord Several

mean aerodyn, mic chord of the wing segment affected by the leading-edge device 6.1.5.1

(see Sketch (h), Section 6.1.5.1)

F, c"mean aerodynamic chords of forward and aft surfaces, respectively Several

C chord at break span station 2,2.2B 4.1.3.2
i 4.1.3.3

C14 mean aerodynamic chord of auxiliary horizontal surface, aft tail or canard 4.4.1
4.6

4,6.17.4.2.2

Cfe mean aerodynamic chord of exposed horizontal -tail panel 4.5.3.1

CýE airfoil chord with only leading-edge device extended 6.1.2.1
6.1.5.1

vertical tail chord at the distance zH above body center line (se: figure 5.3.1.1-22b) Several

e mean aerodynamic chord of exposed vewtical-tail panel 4.5.3.1

C we mean aerodynamic chord ol exposed wing 4.5.3.1

Ca hypothetical airfoil chord including Irailing-edee flap extension and subtracting 6.1.2.1
leading-edge flap extension 6.1.5.1

tCa extended wing chord due to complete forward-flap extension 6.1.1.1

(see Figures 6.1.1.1-45, -46)

C area not mean aerodynamic chord oiý the wing area not immersed ir, the slips ream 4.6
areap, not4.

i'mmersed 4.6.3

Ca5  average chord of airfoil 6.1.5.1

Cb balance chord of a control or flap surface 6.1.3.1

6.1.3.2
6.1.6.1
6.1.6.2

Cb balane, chord of control or flap surface measured perpendicu!ar to the wing 6.1.6.1
quarter-chord line

2.1-7
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

t 6.1.3.2nCtchord of tab balance 6.1.3.;6131..

6.1.3.3
6.1.3.4

Cbw chord of basic wing 4.1.5.1
4.3.3.1

c mean aerodynamic chord of a particular control surface 6.3.4

Ccp "ing chord at spanwise center-of-pressure location 6.1.5.1C. p.

C 1. mean aerodynamic chord of exposed panel Several
0

2. mean aerodynamic chord of elevator 6.3.4

Ce $" mean aerodynamic chords of exposed forward and aft surfaces, respectively 7.4. 1.
7.4.1.2
7.4.4.1
7.4.4.2

"Cf flap or control chord measured parallel to plane of symmetry Several

Cf flap or control chord measured perpendicular to the wing quarter-chord line 6.1.6.1

Cf mean flap chord 6.1.7

Cf chord of a particular segment of a flap of n se-gments 6.1.2.1k- :': c.,6.1,5.1

"incompressible turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient 4.2.3.1
-tinc

I•.. -Cf chord of the leading-edge flap 6 1.2.1
LE 6.1.5.1

. Cf root chord of flap or control surface measured parallel to plane of symmetry 6.1.6.1

Cf tip chord of flap or control surface measured parallel to plane of symmetry 6.1.6.1

Cf_, ICf. Cf, effective chords of combinea flap segments as defined by the principle of 6.1.2.1
. f2 C superposition, shown in Sketch (g), Section 6.1.2.1

F Cf chord of 1eading-edre flap perpendicular to leading edge of airfoil 6.1.5,1

LLE

Ci average chord of that portion of wing immersed in propiller slipstream 4.6
4.614.6.3

Ci mean aerodynamic chord of inboard panel of wing 4.1.5.1
4.1.5.2

(Ci), (o mean aerodynamic chords of exposed inboard and outboard panels, respectively, of wing 4.3.3.1

mean aerodynamic chord of that portion of auxiliary surface immersed in 4.6.3il! propeller slipstream

"•o mean aerodynamic chord of outboard panel of wing 4.1.5.1

0P 4.1.5.2

4.3.3.1

C mean aerodynamic chord of e).posed tail panel 4.5.3.1

-,. _ Cr surface root chord Several

2.1-8



SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

C', Cr root chords of forward and aft surfaces, respectively 4.5.2.1r? rt 

...

C rB root chord of basic triangular wing ' .see Sketch (a), Section 7.1.1.1) 5.1.3-1
7.1.1.1
7.1.4.2

C root chord of basic wing of double-delta and cranked wings 4.1.5.1'" , 
4.3.3.1• " 

5.i.2.1

C root chord of trailing-edge extension of double.delta and cranked wings 4.1.3.2

C root chord of exposed surface Severalre

C' root chords of exposed forward and aft surfaces, respectively 4.5.1.2
re ' t r 

7 .4 . 1 . 1

( C r e ) H root chord of exposed hodzonh , surface 5.3.1.2

C root chord of exposed inboard panels of wing 4.3.2.2

root chord of control surface 6.1.5.1

root chord of glove of double-delta and cranked wings 4.1.3.2
V g 5.1.2.1

root chord of horizontal stabilizer 8.1

4.1.4H
root chord of inboard panel of wing 4.1.4.2

4.3.2.2

.Cr) root chord of inboard panel (exposed) of wing 4.3.3.1

C root chord of outboard panel of wing 4.1.4.2
0r 4.1.5.1S- 

4 ,.3.13ý

Cr root chord of constructed outboard panel of wing 4.1.4.2
h,0 4.3.2.2

SC r V root chord of vertical stabilizer (at fuselage) 8.1
•'iV

lSe
"C root chord of wing Several

C1r , t r2 root chords of constructed p anel of non-straight-tapered wings 4.1.3.2

,," C s •chord of spoiler 
6.2.1.1

'6.2.2.1

Ct 1. tip chord of surface Several

2. chord of tab, aif of hinge line 6.1.3.1
6.1.3.2

SI 
6.1.3.3

6.1.3.4

mean aerodynamic chord of control tab 6.3.4

(Cte) tip chord of exposed inboard panels of wing 4.3.2.2

S2.1-9
- ,, .~..



SYMBOL DEFINITIU N SECTIONS
C tip chord of horizontal stabilizer 8.1tH

Cti tip chord of inboard panel of wing 4.1.4.2
4.3.3.1

C tip chord of outboard panel of wing 4.1.4.2to 4.3.2.2

'"tip chord of vertical stabilizer 8.1
S~CtV

"C tip chord of wing 4.1.3.2
• :'-': tw5..1

•, extended wing chord due to deflection of leading-edge and trailing-edge flaps 6.1.2.1

(ee Sketch (f), Section 6.1.2.1) 6.1.5.1

W)(cr (C) effective chords of airfoil with deflected extensible-type flap, at the inboard and
. n,.,o outboa edge, respectively, of the flap

C1 C2  chords of forward and aft flaps, respectively, of a double-slotted flap 6.1.1.1

C1 , C2 , C3  intersecting flar chord segments that approximate -he mean-camber-line 6.1.2.1
distribu tion of the flap components (see Sketch (e), Section 6.1.2.1) 6.1.5.1

Ac 1 , AC2 , terms Pnalogous to section lift coefficients used in calculating section pitching 6.1.2.1Ac4,Ac6  moments 66.1.5.1
moments

edge flap segments, respectively 6.1.5.1
Ac

5i

C'l flap chord of the forward-flap segment; i.e., for a broken trailing edge the forward- 6.1.1.1
flap segment is extended to form a complete airfoil (see Figure 6.1.i.1-46)

the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the vertical panel extending to body center line Several

O(/2)Ve 50-percent-chord point of the MAC of exposed vertical panel 5.3.2.1

5,3.3.1

.(•4 )w the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the total wing Several

D 1. total drag 2.1
4.7

"2. empirical factor used in calculating wing lift at high angles of attack 4.1.3.3 '"

3. diameter of a hemisphere 8.2

4. propeller diameter Several

5. drag force 4.1.3

D' base diameter of spherical-segment shell 8.2

Do body diametei 4.6.4

D nozzle-exit diameter 4.6.4

d 1. maximum fuselage diameter Several

tan ATE
2. 6.1.6.1

2.1-10
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

3. average maximum diameter of fuselage 8.1

4. outside diameter of a hollow cylindrical element 8.2

5. equivalent-cylinder diameter for a hemisphere 8.2

6. base diameter of a spherical nose segment or given frustunm 4.2.2.1
4.2.3.1
7.2.1.1

'7.2.1,2

7. average body diameter at the exposed wing root Several

8. maximum diameter of forrbody or afterbody 4.2.3.1

9. 2/3 root chord of basic triangular wing 7.1.1.1
7.1.1.2
7.1.4.2

10. maximum body height at wing-body intersection 5.2.1.1

d', d" body diameteis at the midchord points of the MAC of the forward and aft 4.4.1
surfaces, respectively 4.5.1.1

4.5.1.2
7.4.1.1

dCB duct center-body diameter at exit plane 9.3
9.3.1
9.3.2k: • I9.3,3

dH average fuselage width in region of horizontal tail 6.2.1.2

dLE diameter of leading edge 6.3.1
6.3.2

da diameter at forwaid end of miisile component 8.2

db 1. base diameter of body Several

2. diameter at aft end of missile component 8.2

3. base diameter of jet nozzle 4.6.4

(db)equiv equivalent base diameter of a non-body-of-revolution configuration 4.2.3.1

dcyI diameter of cylinder 4.2.1.2
4.2.2.1

d 1. average maximum diameter of engine 8.1

2. exit diameter of duct or nQzzle Several

equiv equivalent diameter of a non-body-of-revolution configuration 4.2.1.2

4.2.3.1
(dequiv) av average equivalent diameter of non-body-of-revolution configuration 5.2.2.1

4d diameter of nozzle exit 4.6.4

dmax maximum diameter of body 4.3.3.1
4.5.3.1

, 2.1-11
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

d base diameter of one of n segments of a body 4.2.3.1

do 1. base diameter of a spherically blunted body nose 4.2.3.1

2. theoretical effect of blowing on lift derivative 6.1.4,1
d p diameter of ducted propeller 9.3

9.3.1

ds diameter of sphere for spherically blunted body noses Several

dt width of nozzle throat 6.3.2
do inside diameter of a hollow cylindrical element 8.2

d upstream pressure interaction length 6.3.1

d2 downstream interaction length 6.3.1

d3 distance from reference line to point of intersection of two lines tangent to pressure 6.3.1curve (see Sketch (d), Page 6.3.1-9)

d d2 d... diameter at aft end of given body segment Several3d

ratio of maximum body width to wing span 4.3.2.1

E empirical constant used in calculating wing lift at high angles of attack 4.13.3.3
4.1.3.4

E'(0C) elliptical integral factors of the stability derivative Several

e 1. Oswald (span) efficiency factor for induced drag SeveralS 2. value of error Several

e* induced span efficiency factor (inviscid) 4.1.5.2

eH Oswald (span) efficiency factor for induced drag of horizontal stabilizer 4.5.3.2

F 1. general force 4.1.3
8.1 *.

2. resultant force 4.7
9.2

F0  I. control force 6.3.2
2. control-column force (pilll force positive) 6.3.4

F. 0 vacuum thrust 6.3.2

F rudder-pedal force (push on left pedal positivej 6.3.4

Fs elevator stick force (pull force positive) 6.3.4

F 1. propeller-wing combination negative-drag force 9.2x

2. duct negative-drag force 9.3 I
2.1-12



SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

Fw (IYi 0 I), functions used to determine w 4.4.1
':?f-iFw (Yi o), Fw,o

F1 (N), F2 (N), F(N) factors of tile stability derivative Several

F3 (N), F 4 (N),
F (N), F6 (N),

F7 (N), F8 (N),
"F9 (N), F, 1 (N)

F/T turust-recovery factor 9.2
9.2.1
9.2.3

f 1. fineness ratio of body Several

2. inflow factor of propeller 4.6
4.6.1

f fineness ratio of body minus the nose Several

fineness ratio of cylindrical segment of body 4.2.3.2

SfN 1. fineness ratio of'body nose Several

2. fineness ratio of body nose and forebody 4.3.2.2

fN fineness ratio of spherically blunted cone extended to cone apex 4.2.3.1

fb fineness ratio of boattail 4.2.2.1

( 0 equiv equivalent fineness ratio (see Equation 4.3.2.1 -d) 4.3.2.2

ff' (f)forebody fineness ratio of body forebody (see Sketch (a), Section 4.3.2.1) 4.3.2.2

ffus fineness ratio of fuselage 4.3.3.1

f"n' (fnose fineness ratio of nose 4.3.2.2

Gc main-control-surface stick gearing 6.3.4

Gmax maximum control-surface stick gearing 6.3.4

G maximum elevator slitk gearing 6.3.4
max

Gk' Gn Gv span-loading coefficients at spanwise stations k, n, end v, respectively 6.1.7

Gtc control-tab stick gearing 6.3.4

G(PQC) elliptical integral factors of the stability derivative 7.1.1.1
' ' ' 7.1.1.

"7.1.4.1
"C" 7.1.4.2

a subsonic spanwise loading coefficient 6.1.5.1
6.1.7

A - increment in spanwise loaiin3 coefficient 6.1.5.1

2.1-13



SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

spanwise-loading coefficient at spanwise station v 6.1.7

spanwise loading coefficient at inboard and outboard ends, respectively, of a flap 6.1.5.1

tan ALE
6.1.6.1

g , distances parallel to the plane of symmetry from panel apex to the forward end of 4.5.2.1
the MAC of forward and aft panels, respectively

H height of the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the wing above the ground plane 4.7
4.7.1
4.7.4

:c hinge moment of main control surface 6.3.4

HH height of the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the auxiliary horizontal surface 4.7
above the ground plane 4.7.1

Htc hinge moment of control tab 6.3.4

h I. average height of fuselage at the wing root chord 5.2.2.1
5.2.3.1
5.6.2.1
5.6.3.1

2. downward displacement of trailing-vortex sheet from z 0 plane (in this appli- 4.4.1
cation z = 0 is chosen at the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the forward surface) 7.4.4.1

3. altitude 4.6
4.6.1

4. maximum height of sonic line above surface (effective jet height) 6.3.2

5. average height above the ground of the quarter-chord point of wing chord of 4.?
75-percent semispan and the three-quarter-chord point of the wing root chord (see 4.7.1
sketch on Figure 4.7.1.14)

hH height of aft-surface MAC quarter-chord point above or below the forward-surface root Several
chord, measured in plane of symmetry normal to extended-forward-surface root chord,
positive for the aft-surface MAC above the plane of the root chord
height of the quarter-chord point of the wing root chord above the ground 4.7

4.7.1

hd distance of deflector lip below surface of wing, perpendicular to wing chord plane 6.2.1.1

hs 1. distance of spoiler lip above surface of wing, measured from and normal to the 6.1.1.1
airfoil mean line 6.2.1.1

6.2.2.1

2. maximum height of seuarated boundary layer above the surface 6.3.2

hv distance of wing vortex above horizontal tail at tail center of pressure, measured 4.4.1
"normal to body axis

-e 2.1-14
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"SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

hI h2 fuselage depths as defined in Figure 5.2.3.1-8 5.2.3.1

5.6.3.1

h
ratio of maximum canopy height measured from body centerline to body height at 4,3.2.1

d the point of maximum canopy height

l moment of inertia (see Figure 8.1-22) 8.1

Ioy moment of inertia about centroidal axis of section 8.1

Ioy IoxIoz pitching, rolling, and yawing moments of inertia, respectively, about the centruidal 8.1
axis of the body

1sp jet vacuum specific impulse 6.3.2

I vortex interference factor for a lifting surface mounted on the body center line 6.2.1.2

I interference factor for effect of body vortex on horizontal panel 4.3.1.3VB(W) 4.3.1.4

IVB(W,), Iv13(W") interference factors for effects of body vortex on fore and aft panels, respectively 4.5.1.2

.IV interference factor for effect of forward panel vortex on aft panel 4.4.1S. w '(W "1) 4.5.1. 1
4.5.1.2

!it:7.4.1.1

I moments of inertia of the vehicle about x-x axis, y-y axis, and z-z axis, respectively 8.2xxI yy' zz

Ixx I moments.of inertia of body component about x-x axis, y-y axis, and z-z axis, 8.2
respectively

Iy, IX) I pitching, rolling, and yawing moments of inertia, respectively, about a remote axis 8.1a ltxfg6

a particular segment of a trailing-edge flap of n segments 6.1.2.16.1.5.1

• , 1t angles of incidence of forward and aft surfaces, respectively 4.5.1.2

4.6.1
7.4.1.1

iH incidence of auxiliary horizontal surface, aft tail or canard, positive nose up 4.6
H 4.6.1

4.6.3
4.7.1

incidence of thrust axis, positive nose up 4.6
T 4.6.1

4.6.4

iw incidence of main surface, positive nose up Several

"Aiv total body vortices interference factor 5.3.1,2
5.6.1.2

v"1  "2  body vortex interference factors 5.3.1.2
V lvl 2 5.6.1.2

i 2.1-15
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

J 1. empirical factor for estimating the lift of wings at high angles of attack 4.1.3.3
4.5.1.2

V_
2. ducted-propeller advance ratio, - 9.3

ndp 9.3.1

9.3.2
9.3.3

V,0

3. propeller advance ratio, 9.1
9.1.1
9.1.3
9.2

4. jet momentum at the wing trailing edge, mjVj 6.1.1.1
6.1.4.1

J' modified advance ratio, J cos a 9.1
9.1.1

advance ratio at zero power 9.1OP 9.1.3

JOT advance ratio at zero thrust 9.1
9.1.1

9.1.3

j one section of a wing of n sections having constant sweep angles within its 4.1.3.2
boundary

K 1. factor used to estimate the maximum lift inc-.ement of a surface due to 4.6
propeller power effects 4.6.2

2. ratio of rolling-moment coefficient of a spoiler-slot-deflector to that of a 6.2.1.1
plain spoiler

3. parameter accounting for effective wing thickness 4.7
4.7.1

4. factor accounting for the lift carry-over due to flap deflection on wing sections 6.1.5.1
adjacent to flaps at subsonic speeds

5. factor used to estimate the pitching effectiveness of trailing-edge flaps at 6.1.5.1

transonic speeds

6. surface-element pressure-coefficient constant 4.2.1.2
4.2.2.2

7. apparent-mass factor Several

8. upstream amplification factor (control force normal to the surface normrlized 6.3.2
with respect to vacuum thrust of sonic nozzle)

9. pitching-moment-of-inertia correction factor for soliC component 8.2

10. drag-due-to-lift factor 4.1.5.2

11. ratio of extended wing chord, including extensions of both leading- 6.1.21
edge and trailing-edge flaps, to retracted wing chord, K =

12. theoretical correction factor for finite aspect-ratio effects on c1  ,as 6.1.5.1
defined in Equation 6.1.5.1 -p 6 f

2.1-16
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

13. constant factor for a given sharp-nosed airfoil section 4.1.5.1
"4.3.3.1

14. empirical correlation factor correspoiding to lift-interference factor KL 4.1.3.2

1' 15. empirical correlation factor depending upon plariform geometry 6.2.2.1

16. ratio of yawing-moment coefficient of spoiler-slot-deflector to that of a plain 6.2.2.1
spoiler

17. dimensionles correction factor used to extrapolate the potential-flow values 7.1.2.1

to high lift coefficients 7.1.2.3

IS. number of propellers 9.2

9.2.1
9.2.3

K' 1. effective apparent-mass factor Several

2. flap-span factor 6.1.7

3. empirical correction fa-)•, t•1 .ittion lit? nrcstur.cnt to. nonlinear ef.,'tzs at Severalhigh flap doftections

KA wing-aspcct-ratio factor 4.4.1
6.2.1.2

K8  ratio of the lift of the body in the presence of the wing to that of the wing alone SeveralB (W )

KD propeller drag factor 4,6
4.6.4

KH 1. factor accounting for relative size of horizontal and vertical tails Several

2. hoiizontal-tail-location factor 4.4.1
6.2.1.2

KH (B) apparent-mass factor ( the horizontal tail in the presence of the boJy Several

K11 1. lift-interference factor for normal-force-curve slope 4.1.3.2

5.1.2.1

2. pitch-moment-of-inertia correction factor for liquid mass 8.2

KM r compressibility correction to the dihedral effect used in estimating 5.1.2.1" ' " " 5,2 2.1

- , 5.6.2.1

KMA compressibility correction to the sweep contribution used in estimating C(2 5.1.2.1
5.12.1

5.16.2.1

M M :ompressibility correction to sweep contribution used in estimating C1, for 5.1.2.1MAi' KM o constructod inboard and 3utboard panels, respectively, of a composite wing

2.1-17
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

KN 1. ratio of body-nose lift to that of wing alone 4.3.1.2
4.3.1.3
4.3.1.4
4.5.1.2

2. propeller normal-force factor 4.6
4.6,1

3. correlation factor for pressure drag of ogive noses 4.2.3.1
4.3.3.1
4.5.3.1

4. empirical factor related to sideslip derivative C for body and wing-body 5.2.3.1
interference 5.6.3.1

KRQ empirical Reynolds-number factor 5.2.3.1

R(B) apparent-mass factor of the upper vertical panel in the presence of the body Several

Kv (BH U) apparent-mass factor of the upper vertical panel in the presence of the body, Several

horizontal tail, and lower vertical panel

KV(B U) apparent-mass factor of the upper vertical panel in the presence of the body and Several
lower vertical panel

KV (B W) apparent-mass factor of the upper vertical panel in the presence of the body and wing 5.3.1.1

Kv(BWH) apparent-mass factor of the upper vertical panel in the presence of the body, wing, Several
and horizontal tail

KW (B) 1. ratio of the lift of the wing in the presence of the body to that of the wing alone Several

2. apparent-mass factor of the wing in the presence of the body Several

K(WB) ratio of the lift of the wing-body combination to that of the wing alone 4.3.1.2
7.3.1.1
7.3.1.2
7.3.4.2

KN' KW , appropriate wing-body interference factors for the forward surface Several
K B(W)f

KW(B)"' K( appropriate wing-body interference factors for the aft surface Several
B(w)

Kb factor used in estimating the lift effectiveness of flaps and control surfaces at 6.1.4.1
subsonic speeds 6.1.4.2

6.1.5.1
6.1.7

Kbk, Kb values of the span factor for outboard and inboard ends, respectively, of the 6.1,5.1
b k -b. kth wing section

(b (value of Kb due to a flap extending from the plane of symmetry to the inboard 6.1.4.1
Kb K o and outboard span stations, respectively, of the actual flap 6.1.4.2

Kf factor used in estimating the body contribution to wing-body CI, 5.2.2.1
5.6.2.1

Ki factor used to estimate the body contribution to wing-body Cy21 5.6.1.1

Km empirical nonlinear pitching-moment factor 4.1.4.3
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S'kMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

Kn 1. factor used to estimate the body contribution to wing-body Cn 5.2.3.1

2. Knudsen numoer 4.2.3.1

K. upstream amplification factor of normal sonic nozzle 6.3.2

K 1. potential-flow lift parameter 2.2.

2. conversion factor for a partial-span flap on a sweptback wing 6.1o$.

(Kp)1i' (Kp) value of K. due to a flap extending from the plane of symmetry to the inboard 6.1.5.Is
So.and outboard span stations, respectively, of the actual flap

SKt t
K hypersonic similarity parameter, M -, for a wing 4.1.5.1

t c'

K, viscous-flow lift parameter 4.2,1.2

Ka factor accounting for the effect of control-surface span in the estimation of the 6.1.6.1
parameter Ch

Ks factor accounting for the effect of control-surface span in the estimation of the 6.1.6.2
parameter Ch,

K0 pressure-surface slope integral 4.2.1.2
4,2.2.2

K A 1. empirically derived correction factor accounting for the effects of the wing 6.1.4.3
planform

2. flap-span factor 6.1.5.1

(K (K value of KA due to a flap extending from the plane of symmetry to the inboard 6.1.5.1
(' o and outboard span stations, respectively, of the actual flap

KA wing-taper-ratio factor 4.4.1
6.2.1.2

K cross-coupling interference factor of lower vertical surface 5.3.1.2
5.6.1.2

K cross-coupling interference factor of upper vertical surface 5.3.1.2(PV 5.6".1.2

K1  factor accounting for the effect of nacelies and fuselage on wing lift due to 4.6
power effects 4.6.1

K1' K2, K 3  Mach-number functions used in determining supersonic flap pitching effectiveness 6.1.5.1

K1 , K 2 3 K 3 , '.. empirical factors used in calculating moments of inertia 8.1

oK 1 , K 2 , . K 12  geometric and Mach-number parameters used in supersonic hinge-moment-derivation 6.1.6.1
calculations (Page 6.1.6.1-7)

K (At, C's) correction factor for blown flaps as a function of jet momentum and aspect ratio 6.1.4.2

k 1. surface.roughness height Several

"2. factor used in estimating super.,onic parameter Ch 6.1.6.1

3. the number of the wing section, numbered from fuselage center line outboard 6.1.5.1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

4. empirical factor used in estimating sideslip derivative Cy Several

5. spanwise station, 2 6.1.7
2

6. factor used in determining the a.c. location of wing-iift carryover on the body, d/b 4.3.2.2

7. tab spring effectiveness 6.3.4

kB(H)' ktl(E) tail-body interference factors 6.2.1.2

kB(W) ratio of lift-curve slope of body in presence of wing to that of wing alone, fuselage at 4.2.1.1
zero angle of attack and wing incidence varying 4.3.1.2

4.3.1.3

kw()ratio of lift-curve slope of wing in presence of body to that of wing alone, fuselage at 4.3.1.2
zero angle of attack and wing incidence varying 4.3.1.3

kw() kB() wing-body interference factors for the forward and aft panels, respectively 4.5.1.2

kw(B k',

kt airfoil-theory thickness factor 6.1.1.1
6.1.1.2

6.1.4.1

k , Ic2, k3  empirical factors used in determining the maximum lift increment due to flap 6..1.3deflection 
6.1.4.3

(k 2 - k 1 ) apparent mass factor used in determining the subsonic lift and moment of bodies Several

k(a) angle-of-attack correction to the horizontal-tail-body interference coefficient 5.2.1.2
5.3.1.2

L 1. general lift force 4.1.2

4.7

2. equivalent-cylinder length for a hemisphere 8.2

3. duct lift force, L CL q_ SD 9.3
9.3.1
9.3.2

4. airfoil-thickness-location parameter 4.1.5.1
4.3.3.1
4.5.3.1
7.4.2.2

5. reference length 6.3.1

6. distance of nozzle from plate leading edge 6.3.2

L.75 left-blade position at 3/4-radius point 9.1
9.1.3

LL 1 parameter accounting for effect of image bound vortex on lift 4.7

4.7.1

(LER)i, (LER)o leading-edge radius of the inboard and outboard panels, respectively, of a wing 4.1.5.2

LER
ratio of leading-edge radius to mean aerodynamic chord taken at the mean 4.3.2.1

C aerodynamic chord
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

21. reference. length Several

2. over-all length from wing apex to most aft point on the trailing edge 2.2.2
4.1.3.2

TI 4.1.5.2
4.3.3.2

3. control-surface linkage arm (see Sketch (f). Section 6.3.4) 6 1.4

""2"distance parallel to longitudinal axis between quarter-chord point of MAC of total Several

"forward panel and quarter-chord point of MAC of total aft horizontal panel

A 1. length of body minus nose Several

2. length of afterbody (see Sketch (a), Section 4.3.3.2) 4.3.2 1
4.3.3.2

3. length of the boattail segment of a jet nozzle 4.6.4

1B 1. total length of body Several

"2. total length of body used as reference length in place of Z 7.2.1.1
7.2.1.2
7.2.2.1
7.2.2.2

3. length of ogive-cylinder or cone-cylinder segment of body 4.2.2.1

length of cylindrical segment of a body 4.2.1.1
4.2,1.2
4.2.3.1
4.2.3.2

RE length of nozzle pist afterbody 4.6.4

length of flare 4.2.3.2

I . longitudinal distance from quarter-chord point of the MAC of mnain surface to Several
quarter-chord point of the MAC of the auxiliary horizontal suifac,., positive for
auxiliary surface behind riain surface

2. distance to the center of pressure of a horizontal stabilizer, measured parallel 5.6.3.1

to the body center tine, from the moment reference center

3. distance from the moment reference center to the center of pressure of a 5.3.3.2

horizontal-tail interference side force, measured parallel to tise body center line 5.6.3.2

RN 1. length of body nose Several

4 2. length of body nose and forebody 4.32.1
4.3.2.2
4.3.3.2

RN length of spherically blunted cone extended to cone apex 4.2.3.1
0

Lj ~ distance to the center of pressure of the lower vertical stabilizer (ventral) measured Several
parallel to the body center line, from the moment reference center

"distance to the center of pressure of the upper vertical sthbilizer, measured parallel Several

to the body center line, from the moment reference center

2W(B) distance to center of pressure of the wing-induced body side force measured from tile 5.2.3.2
body nose, defined by Equations 5.2.3.2-c, -d

"" a' b longitudinal distanceb from Z-axis to beginning and end stations of body component, 8.2
respectively

"length of boattail 4.2.2.1

_c.g. longitudinal distance from beginning station of body component to the center of 8.2
gravity of the component~2.1,-21



SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

length of engine including propeller 8.1

K9 eff distance measured parallel to the forward-surface root chord, between the effective- 4.4.1
forward-surface tip quartet chord point and the aft-suiface MAC quarter-chord point 4.5.1.1

7.4.4.1

equiv length of equivalent body nose, fequiv d 4.3.2.2

f 1. longitudinal distance from nose of body to midpoint of wing tip 5.2.2.1
5.6.2.1

2. length of body forebody 4.3.2.2

3. length of control 6.3.1

Qf free interaction length 6.3.1

£ distance from intersection of wing trailing edge with fuselage and the quarter-chord 4.2.2.1
point of the MAC of the horizontal tail

2.. 1. longitudinal distance from nose of body to exposed root chord of the wing 5.2.2.1
5.2.3.2

2. length of body nose 4.3.2.2

p 1. length of nacelle structure 8.1
P

2. distance to the center of pressure of a panel in the empennage, measured parallel Several
to the center line, from the moment reference center

s ceparation length 6.3.1
s

t control-tab linkage arm (see Sketch (f), Section 6.3.4) 6.3.4

distance from moment center to a transverse element, positive where element is 4.2.2.2
forward of moment center

Q 0 distance from apex of forward-body theoretical cone to face of forward-body 7.2.1.1
segment (see sketch, Page 7.2.1.1-5) 7.2.1.2

k1 ' V2 control-surface linkage arms (see Sketch (f), Section 6.3.4) 6.3.4

2P R2, R3P ... length ofagiven segment of a body Several

distance measured parallel to the forward-surface root chord, between the forward- 4.4.1
surface root-chord aft end and the aft-surface MAC quarter-chord point 4.5.1.1

7.4.4.1

distance measured parallel to the plane of symmetry, between the forward-surface. 4.4.1MAC forward end and the root-chord aft end 4.5.1.1
7.4.4.1

M 1. Mach number Several

2. moment 2.1

3. length of molecular mean tree path for rarefied gas 4.2.3.1

4. duct pitching moment, M Cm q_ SE c 9.3

9.3.1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS
V.

AM Mach-number increment 4.1.3.2

(MAC)V mean aerodynamic chord of exposed upper vertical panel 5.3-2.1

"N'D Mach number for maximum wave-drag increment for swept wing with AC/ 4 = n 4.1.5.1
%tDwpeakAc/4 4.3.3.14.5.3.1=/4n=4.5.3.1

MAC,, Mach number for maximum wave-drag increment 4.1.5.1
peak 4.3.3.1

4.5.3.1

M Mach number at which the numerical vatue of the slope of the curve of CD vs M 4.1.5.1
a_ = 0.10 is0.10

-)CL = const

MD Mach number for drag divergence 4.1.5.1
4.2.3.1
4.3.3.1
4.5.3.1

MD - Mach number for drag divergence for swept wing with Ac/4 Zn 4.1.5.1
4.3.3.1
4.5.3.1

M initial drag-rise Mach number 4.5.3.1

MN Mach number determining if leading edge of wing is supersonic 4.1.5.1

M 1. Mach number used in estimating transonic lift-curve slope (see Page 4.1.3.2-13), 4.1.3.2
Mfb + .07

2. moment-area of a control surface about its hinge axis 6.1.6.1

Mb Mach number used in estimating transonic lift-curve slope (see Page 4.1 3.2-13), 4.1.3.2
Mfb + .14

M,. 1. Mach number normal to a circular cylinder in steady cross-flow, Nl_ sin a 4.2.1.2c 4.2.2,2

4.2.3.2
4.3.3.2

2. Mach number normal to a circular cylinder in steady cross-flow. M_ sin c' 5.2.1.2

5.3.1.2

3. control-surface moment 6.3.4

M critical Mach number 7.1.1.2cr

Me nozzle-exit Mach number 6.3.2

M force-break Mach number 4.1.3.2
4 !.4.2
5.2.2.1
7.1.1.2

(Mm) sweep correction for transonic force-break Mach number 4.1.3.2
A 4.1.4.2
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(Mfb) transonic force-break Mach number for zero sweep 4.1.3.2
4.1.4.2

M slope of leading edge 4.4.1

M propeller pitching moment 9.3.1

Mte tab-surface moment 6.3.4

Ma local Mach number upstream of interaction 6.3.1

M local Mach number 6.3.2

M Mach number at nozzle exit 4.6.4

M free-stream Mach number Several

upstream Mach number normal to the leading edge of the wing 4.1.3.3

upstream Mach number normal to the leading edge of wing at zero angle of attack 4.1.3.3

m 1. number of spanwise stations on full-span wing 6.1.7

2. mass 8.1

3. slope of lifting line 4.4.1

m, n nondimensional chordwise stations in terms of c 2.2.2

Snozzle mass-flow rate 6.3.2

m duct internal mass flow 9.3
9.3.1

mas,- low rate of gas efflux (per section) 6.1.1.1

N 1. normal force 4.1.3

2. propeller normal force 9.1

3. ducted-propeller normal force 9.3
9.3.1

N1  normal force. acting at inlet of jet engine due to inclination of inlet to oncoming flow 4.6

Np propeller normal force 4.6

n 1. chordwise distance from the wing apex to the pitching-moment reference center 4.1.4

measured in root chords, positive for reference center aft of apex 4.1.4.2
4.1.4.3

2. chordwise distance from wing apex to moment reference center measured in wing 4.7

mean aerotlynamic chords, positive aft 4.7.3
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

3. number of engines 4.6
4.6.1

4. nondimensional coordinate used in integration of wing-root and wing-tip conical 6.1.6.1
pressures

S. value of sweep angle 4.1.5.1

6. distance from the face of a given body segment to the desired moment reference 4.2.2.1
axis ol the conflAuration 7.2.1.1

7.2.1.2

7. spaiwise station along wing 6.1.7

8. propeller rotational speed, r.p.s. 9.1
9.3
9.3.1

9. number of segments of trailing-edge flap 6.1.2.1
6.1.5.1

n load factor 4.6

4.6.4
6.3.4

ni distance of the desired moment reference center behind the forward face of any 4.2.2.1
given body segment, positive for reference center aft of forward face

n ' n2 value of i at left- and right-hand wing tips of a swept wing, left cnd right as viewed 4.4,1

from ti-ailing edge to leading edge

SP pressure 6.3.1

P' ratio of local pressure coefficient to two-dimensional pressure coefficient 6.1.6.1

"P plateau pressure 6.3.1

nozzle-exit pressure 6.3.2

P pressure upstream of separation 6.3.1

Ps separation 1vrpssure 6.3.1

P local pressure upstream of interaction 6.3.1

- jet plenum pressure 6.3.2

P 1  local pressure 6.3.2

P 1. pressure peak value 6.3.1

2. plateau pressure 6.3.2

P upstream over-all pressure 6.3.2

P 3  pressure immediately downstream of a transverse jet 6.3.2

4 P4 downstream over-all pressure 6.3.2

2.-.
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

icc free-stream pressure 6.3.1
6.3.2

p 1. static pressure Several

2. cross-section perimeter 4.2.3.1

3. planlorm-shape parameter, S/(bQ) 2.2.2
4.1.3.2
4.1.5.2
4.3.3.2

4. angular velocity in roll Several

5. total number of wing sections 6.1.5.1

A p static-pressure increment from ambient, p .- p 4.6
4.6.1

eTe total presture at jet exit 4.6.1

Pb base pressure 4.6.4

jet total pressure 4.6.4

Hii
P internal jet pressure 4.6.4

p_ free-stream ambient pressure 4.6.1
4.6.4

q 1. dynanic pressure Several

2. angular velocity in pich Several

q slipstream dynamic pressure 9.2

qH average dynamic pressure at an aft horizontal tail Several

qv dynamic pressure at a vertical tail 7.4.2.1
7.4.2.2
7.4.2.3
8.1.2

qp avwrage dynamic pressure acting on an aft panel 4.5.3.1

qs dynamic presstare in propeller slipstream 4.6

iq local dynamic pressure 6.3.2

q,. free-stream dynamic piessure Several

q/pt, ((Its)re1  dynamic-pressure ratio for Prandd-.Mcyer expansion 4.4.1

q/q_ average dynamic-pressure ratio Several

r rtio
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q' average dynamic-pressure ratio acting on the forward surface 4.5.1.2
q_

q average dynamic-pressure ratio acting on the aft surface Several
•q

Aq dynamic-pressure-loss ratio for points not on the wake center line 4.4.1q

q11
Seffective dynamic-pressure ratio at horizontal tail 4.7"::':q*. 

4.7.3

AqH
ratio of the change in dynamic pressure at the horizontal tail 4.6.3q.

Aqs
ratio of the change from free-stream dynamic pressure to slipstream dynamic 4.6.1

q** pressure to the free-stream dynamic pressure 4.6.3

""/ 0aq dynamic-pressure-loss ratio at the wake center 4.4.1

"R 1. Reynolds number Several

"2. radial distance from thrust axis to centroid of incremental tail area 4.6.1

"3. reference radius of arbitrary body of revolution 4.2.1.2
4.2.2.2

4. radius of hemisphere 8.2

5. propeller radius Several

6. leading-edge-suction parameter defined as the ratio of the leading-edge suction 4.1.5.2
actually attained to that theoretically pnssible 4.3.3.2

.R leading-edge-suction parameter that accounts for the portion of the inboard panel 4.1.5.2
submerged in the body

RL aerodynamic boost link ratio 6.3.4

RL.S, lifting.surface correlation factor 4.1.5.1
4.3.3.1
7.4.2.2

(RL lifting-surface correlation factor of the horizontal-tail panel 4.5.3.1
k.'•] (L'S')H

(R (RL.S.) lifting.surface correlation factor of the inboard panel and outboard panel, 4.3.3,1
"0"" respectively, of the wing

"(RLS) lifting-surface correlation factor of the tail panel 4.5.3.1
g-" p
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS
S(RL.S.Iv

(R. lifting-surface correlation tactor of the vertical panel 4.5.3.1

(RL.S) lifting-surface correlation factor of the wing 4.5.3.1

RwB wing-body interference factor 4.3.3.1

4.5.3.1

Rb base radius of body 4.6.4

Rf0 s maximum fuselage radius forward of propeller plane 9.19.1.3

Ri' R° leading-edge suction parameter of inboard panel and outboard panel, respectively, 4.1.5.2
of the wing

R. radius of jet exit 4.6
4.6.1

R' j radius of equivalent jet exit 4.6
4.6.1

R Reynolds number Several

R Reynolds number based on length 6.3.2

R Reynolds number based on the leading-edge radius of the MAC 4.1.5.2S4 .3 .3 .2
P.. , Reynolds numbers based on the leading-edge radius of the MAC of the inboard panel 4.1.5.2

"LER) and outboard panel, respectively, of the wing

(R)

RQMAC, RQ Reynolds number based on the length of the mean aerodynamic chord Several

R f fuselage Reynolds number 4.3.3.1
fus 

4.5.3.1

""Rls Reynolds number based on distance -.o the separation point 6.3.2

IQ local Reynolds number upstream of interaction 6.3.1

a 6.3.2

B. reference Reynolds number upstream of interaction 6.3.1

Reynolds number at control hinge line, referred to local Reynolds number upstream 6.3.1R9i( L of interaction

""1
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RQ ) Reynolds number at the point of the beginning of interaction, referred to local 6.3.1

Reynolds number upstream of interaction

"(R)- Reynolds number at transition point, referred to locoul Reynolds number upstream 6.3.1
t of interaction

tR freo-stream Reynolds number 
6.3.1

6.3.2
Ro body radius- 4.6.4

R' propeller radius,-:. SeveralKR" nozzle-exit radius 
4.6.4

R 75  right-blade position at 3/4-radius point 
9.1

9.1.3
r 1. radius ofbase of body no: i 

4.3.1.3
2. body radius at any station 

Several

3. radius of spherical nose segment" . ' 4 .2 .3 . 1

4. body radius 
4.3.1.2

b b 4.7
4.7.
4.7.4

6. radius 
8.1

7. radial distance to propeller blade element 
9.1

9.1.1
9.1.2
9.1.3

8. angular velocity in yaw 
Several

9. average radius of body at vertical-tail exposed root chord 5.3.1.2
10. average radius of body in the region of the horizontal tail 6,2.1.2

. : .' r nondimensional coordinate used in integrating wing-root and wing-tip conical pressures 6.1.6.1
r', r" body radii at the midpoints of the exposed root chords of the forward and aft panels, 4.1.5.2

respectively

r distance from the axis to the ..entroid of the total mass 
8.1

SLEb leading-edge radius of basic wing 
4.1.5.1•+" 4.3.3.1

rb average radius of the body at the wing-body juncture 
4.3.3.1

W. body radius at point where flow ceases to be potential 4.3.3.2
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r 1, radius of spherical body nose 4.2.1.1
7.2.1.1
7.2.1.2

2. average body half-depth in the region of the tail panel(s), measured from center line Several

"2average body half-width in the region of the tail panel(s), measured from center line Several

r
ratio of body radius at exposed-wing-root quarter-chord point or midchord point of 4.3.1.3

bW forward lifting surface to span of forward surface

r ?
ratio of body radius at root-quarter-chord point or midchord point of exposed forward 4.5.1.2

br lifting surface to span of forward surface

rI

Sratio of body radius at exposed-wing-root quarter-chord point at midchord point of aft 4.5.1.2
lifting surface to span of aft surface

(r 1/b)u ratio of average body half-depth in the region of the lower vertical panel to span of lower Several
vertical panel measured to body center line

(r,/b)V ratio of average body half-depth in region of the upper vertical panel to span of upper Several
vertical panel measured to body center line

r ratio of average body half-width in region of horizontal panel(s) to horizontal panel Several
2 semispanj

S 1. cross-sectional reference area of the cylindrical portion of body 4.2.1.2
4.2.2.2

2. cross-sectional area of body at any point x 4.3.3.1

3. reference area 4.6
4.6.4
6.3.1

S, SW wing area Several

S' nose area of forebody or base area of afterbody 4.2.3.1

Se, s" gross planform areas of the forward and aft surfaces, respectively Several

SB frontal area of body Several

body reference area 4.3.3.2
S ref 5.3.1.1

S projected side area of body 5.2.1.20I 5.2.3.1
5.6.3.1

SD duct planform areaSD = deC 9.3
9.3.1
9,.3.2
9.3.?
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SE area of trailing-edge extension of double-delta and cranked wings 4.1.3.2

SH area of auxiliary horizontal surface, aft tail or canard Several

"ASH incremental segments of horizontal-tail area 4.6.1

SHe area of exposed horizontal-tail panel 4.5.3.1

6.2.1.2

SHi area of portion of horizontal tail immersed in propeller slil .n 4.6.3

S1 total surface area immersed in slipstream 4.6S~4.6.4

Si streamwise basic wing area ahead of jet flap 6.1.5.1

S area of a loaded region of wing in pressure-moment-area calculations 6.1.6.1

ref base area of body nose, irr2  Several

SS wetted or surface area of body excluding base area Several

(SS) exposed wetted area of body (isolated body minus surface area covered by wing at 4.3.3.1
Ste wing-body juncture) 4.5.3.1

"SU area of exposed lower vertical panel Several

SV 1. area of single vertical panel fo. configuration with twin vertical panels 5.3.1.1
5.6.1.1

2. area of upper vertical panel measured to body center line Several

S area of exposed upper vertical panel Several

wing area Several

area of exposed wing 4.3.3.1
SWe 

4.5.3.1

"SW 1. wing planform area including Pnd directly forward of flap area (flap area 4.6
f not included) (ee Section 2.2.2) 4.6.4

6.1.4.2

6.1.4.3

2. flap-affected wing area, including increase in taea due to flap extension 6.1.4.1
6.1.4.2
6.1.5.1

SW wing planform area including and directly forward of flap area immersed in propeller 4.6.4i12i slipstream

"Sb body base area Several

Sbw area of basic wing 4.1,3.2
L "4.1.5.1

4.3.3.1
5.1.2.1
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(Sbw) area of exposed basic wing 4.3.3.1
Se

Sc main-control-surface area 6.3A4

S 1. area of expos-!d wing Several
Se

2. area of elevator 6.3.4

de d CB 2

3. flow area at duct exit plane, -- F E 9.3.1

S~'S s" exposed planform areas of the forward and aft surfaces, respectively Several

(so) area of exposed inboard panel of wing 4.3.2.2

Sf area of flap or control surface 6.1.4.1
6.1.5.1
6.2.1.1

Sg area of glove of double-delta and cranked wings 4.1.3.2
5.1.2.1

Si 1. total area of inboard panels of wing Several

2. area of portion of wing immersed in propeller slipstream, bici Several

3. primqry-surface planform area forward of and including the flap area inside the 6.1.7

prinary-surface tip Mach cone (Figure 6.1.7-28b)

(Si)e, (So) areas of exposed inboard and outboard panels, respectively, of wing 4.3.3.1

S. area of one iection of wing of n sections 4.1.3.2

4.1.3.3

Sk area of kth wing seý,m.-n'- ith all flaps retracted 6.1.5.1

Sni primary-surface planform area forward of and including the flap area outside the 6.1.7

primary-surface tip Mach cone (Figure 6.1.7-28b)

S 0  1. total area of outboard panels of wing Several

2. cross-sectional area at body station xo Several

'So total area of constructed outboard panels of wing 4.1.4.2
0 :4.3.2.2

:,•.. 5.! .2.1

"S p 1. body planform area 4.2.1.2

p 4.2.2.2
4.2.3.2
"4.3.3.2

2. propeller disk area, nrRp Severalip

Sef reference area Several

r1 f
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S total wing area, including increase in area due to flap extensions 6.1.4.1
t 

6.1.4.2

S control-tab area 6.3.4

Swet wetted area 4.1.5.1
4.3.3.1
7.4.2.2

(Swet) wetted area of exposed wing 4.3.3.1
,."e w4.5.3.1

1 19wet wetted area of exposed horizontal-tagl panel 4.5.3.1

(Swetdi'(Swet)o0 wetted areas of inboard and outboard panels, respectively, of wing 4.4...1.5.1
4.1.3.1

Swet wet wetted areas of exposed inboard and outboard panels, respectively, of wing 4.3.3.1

r•'•' (Swet~] wetted area of exposed tail panel 4.5.3.1

r . [wSwe)V wetted area of exposed vertical-tail panel 4.5.3.1

V.

[(Sv,)] wetted area of exposed wing 4.5.3.1

Sx, S(X) body cross-sectional area at any body station, irr 2  
Several

1 S2 arec: of constructed wing panels used to obtain wing lift-cnurve slope 4.1.3.2
•; " 5.1.2.1

S) S2), S3 , areas on added vertical panel affected by Mach lines emanating from the intersection Sevelal
of exposed leading and trailing edges of all other panels with the body

1 S2, S3 areas of constructed wing panels affected by jet flaps 6.1.5.1

Sact/S.xt ratio of actual projected side area of fuselage to that of extended fuselage as Several

determined by Mach lines emanating from leading and trailing edges of exposed
roct chord of the horizontal panel

T 1. thrust per engine Several

2. temperature 6.32

"3. factor that accounts for the reduction in longitudinal velocity for wings of infinite 4.7
span 4.7.1

4.7.4

4. product of force and radius 8.1

5. thrust per propeller or total thrust when used in thrust-recovery factor 9.1
9.1.2
9.2
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6. ducted-propeller thrust
9.3.1

TR transition-strip indicator 4.3.2.1
4.3.3.2

T adiabatic wall temperature 6.3.1
aw

T1
Tc 1. thrust coefficient based on free-stream velocity and propeller disk area, - 9.1SqSp 9.1.2

9.1.3

2. propeller thrust coefficient based on free-stream velocity and wing area, - 9.2
qS 9.2.1

9.2.3

2T
"F' thrust coefficient per engine, Severalc 2PoV,• SW

T
T" propeller thrust coefficient based on slipstream velocity and propeller disk area, - 9.2c q" Sp 9,2.1

9.2.3

Ti total internal axial thrust 9.3
9.3.1

9.3Tnet ducted-propeller total net thrust, (T, - CDeq.SD) 
9.3.1

TO 1. free-stream temperature 4.6.4

2. hovering thrust 9.3.1

internal jet temperature 4.6.40

T propeller thrust 9.3.1

mw wall temperature 6.3.1

ýT local temperature upstream of interaction 6.3.1

T free-stream temperature 6.3.1

I airfoil maximum thickness Several

tc thickness of control device at hinge line 6.1.3.1
6.1.3.2
6.1.6.1
6.1.6.2

t nondimensionai parameter used in calculating moment-arm parameter 6.1.6.1c.P

t/c, (t/c) av average streamwise thickness ratio of lifting surface Several

t
airfoil thickness ratio, based on extended wing chord 6.1.1.1

C 6.1.1.2
6.1.4.1

maximum airfoil thickness ratio measured normal to control-surface hinge line 6.1.6.1
6.1.6.2
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t
wing thickness ratio at iean aerodynam~ic chordS~4.3.2.1

(t/c) bw average thickness of the bsic wing

(t-cff effective thickness ratio

4.3$.3.1

(t/c)i, (t/c)0  average streamwise thickness ratios of inboard and outboard panels, respectively, of a 4.1.5.1lifting surface 4.3.3.1" ~4.3.3.1
"(t/c) max maximum thickness ratio 4 41.3.4

4.5.3.1
4.7
4.7.10t/0) p thickness ratio of tail panel(t/c)4.5.3.1

V, VW free-stream velocity 
Several

"V transonic velocity similarity paranseter, • 
4.1.4.2

VB total body volume Several

VN volume of nose 
7,3.1.1

VT vertical-tail indicator 
4.3•2•1

VC 1. duct exit velocity 
9.3

9.3.1
"2. nozzle exit velocity 

6.3.2
3. equivalent airspeed 

6.3.4"* Vi velocity increment of internal mass flow due to power 9.3

"9.3.1
-V internal mass-flow velocity with power off 

9.3

SWj 1. jet exit velocity 4.6

4.6.1

2. velocity of gas efflux leaving the trailing edge of the airfoil

"j equivalent jet-exit velocity 46
4.6.1

' Ve

. exit-velocity ratio 9.3
-- 9.3.1

9.3.2" 9.39 3". 1. any spanwise station on wing 
6.1.7

2. induced-drag factor
4 1.5.2
"4.3.3.2
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W weight 4.6
4.6.4
6.3.4
8.2

W weight of horizontal-stabilizer section 8.1

WL wing-iocation index 4.3.2.1

wP' weight of power-plant section 8.1

W weight of vertical stabilizer 8.1

V~tW weight of wing section including wing carry-through structure 8.1

W, weight of engine and propeller 8.1

Wf weight of fuselage section 8.1

Wf weight of fuselage structure 8.1

W 1. average body width at the exposed-wing or exposed-tail root chord 5.2.2.1
5.6.2.1

2. maximum body width 4.3.1.4
5.2.3.1
5.6.3.1

3. factor used to determine the aownwash gradient at a particular point in the flow field 4.4.1
not close to the trailing edge of the wing

4. weight per unit length of element 8.2

5. induced drag factor 4.1.5.2
4.3.3.2

6. local vertic.I disturbance velocity 7.1.1.2

War Wb weights per unit length at beginning and end stations of body component, respectively 8.2

X axial force 4.1.3

X longitudinal distance of vehicle center of gravity from nose apex 8.2

X 1. distance along akfoil chord, origin at LE 2.2.1
2.2.2
6.1.2.1
6.3.1

2. distance between the moment center and the a.c. of the lifting surface afftcted by 4.5.1.1
0 .downwash, positive when a.c. is ahead of moment center

3. parameter accounting for effect of image trailing vortex on fift 4.7
4.7.1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

4. distance of centroid of the area affected by jet power effects from moment 4.6.3

reference center, positive for area forward of reference centir

5. distance of the local center of pressure aft of the quarter-chord of the MAC 6.1.5.1
(see Equation 6.1.5.1-j)

6. longitudinal distance from the nose to quarter-chord point of the MAC of the 4.3.1.3
exposed wing panel

7. any station along body Several

8. longitudinal distance measured from the wing-root trailing edge aft 4.4.1
7.4.1,1

9. longitudinal coordinate measured forward from wing leading edge 9.1
9.1.3

10. longitudinal distance from the body nose to midchord point of the MAC of 5.3.1.2
exposed vertical panel 5.6.1.2

11. distance of origin of moments from the 2/3 crB point of the basic triangular wing, 5.1.3.1

measured along the longitudinal axis, positive ahead of the 2/3 cl. point 7,1.1.1

12. distance of origin of moments from the wing midchord point, measured along the 5,1.3.1

longitudinal axis, positive ahead of midchord point

13. distance of center of loading of a conical-flow region from control hinge axis 6.1.6.1

measured normal to the hinge axis

SuI1 14. longitudinal distance measured from vertical-tail leading edge to projected quarter- 5.3.1.1

chord of horizontal-tail MAC on to root chord (see sketch, Figure 5.3.1.1-22b) 7.4.2.17.4.2.2

7.4.2.3

15. distance from body nose to quarter-chord point of the MAC of exposed horizontal 6.2.1.2
tail in subsonic flow

16. distance from body nose to midchord point of the MAC of exposed horizontal 6.2.1.2

tail in supersonic flow

17. distance from nose to center of pressure of given body segment 4.2.2.1

Ax 1. increment between successive longitudinal stations 4.2.3.2
4.3.3.1
6.1.7

2. the chordwise distance from the quarter-chord point of the 75-percent-semispan chord 4.7

to the three-quarter-chord point of the wing root chord, positive when the latter is aft 4.7.1
of the former (see Figure 4.7,1-14)

3. distance between forward and aft faces of given body segment 4.2.2.1

X stations measured from leading to trailing edge of airfoil surface 4.4.1

X, X longitudinal distances used'in estimating wing pitching moment 4.5.2.1
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X, Z' corresponding point on the airfoil for a point x, z in the flow field 4.4.1

X location of quarter-chord point of MAC of total aft horizontal panel 7.4,1.1.
7.4.1.2

. 7.4.4.1: ... ! .. 7 .4 ,4 .2" .
-.1

X 1. distance between a.c. and e.g., positive when c.g. is ahead of a.c. Several

"2. longitudinal distance from axes origin to c.g. of component 8.2

3. chordwise distance between duct moment reference center and installed duct 9.3

. cnter of pressure, positive for center of pressure ahead of moment reference 9.3.2
center

?.f- distance between vehicle center of gravity and quarter-chord point of horizontal 4.5.3.2
stabilizer MAC (see Figure 4.5.3.2-4)

XH distance from jet wake origin to the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the horizontal 4.6
tail, parallel to the thrust axis 4.6.1

,.- 8.L distance from nose of configuration to control hinge line 6.3.1oXHL

XI longitudinal distance between jet inlet and quarter-chord point of wing MAC 4.6
4.6.1
4.6.3

""XLElongitudinal distance from aircraft reference-axis origin to leading edge of mean aero- 6.1.5.1:,...XLE

dynamic chord of wing segment affected by leading-edge device

XLE chordwise distance f..om apex to leading edge of MAC 2.2.2

XMRP distance from the leading edge of MAC to the moment reference point, positive for 6.1.5.1
the moment reference point aft of the leading edge of the MAC

XR point of reattachment pressure rise (see Sketch (a), Page 6.3.1-2) 6.3.1
6.3.2

Xw longitudinal distance from aerodynamic center of that portion of wing immersed in 4.6
- - propeller slipstream to moment-reference-center location, positive for a.c. forward of 4.6.3

-. . moment reference center,

S. -Xa center-of-lift location of incremental load due to flap deflection, measured 6,1.2.1
positive aft from extended airfoil leading edge parallel to free stream

-" :. • -'. Xa.c. 1. distance between aerodynamic center and wing apex, parallel to the MACpositive Several
for a.c. aft of wing apex

2. airfoil-section a.c. position 4.1.2.2

,. 3. distance between aerodynamic center and airfoil leading edge, parallel to free stream, 6.1.2.1
S""positive for aerodynamic center aft of leading edge

SAXac shift in wing aerodynamic center at transonic speeds due to flow separation 4.1.4.2

Xa.c. aerodynamic center of the forward panel, referred to forward-panel apex 4,3.2.2
-. 4.5.2.1

Xa.c. aerodynamic center of the aft panel, referred 'o aft-panel apex 4.5.2.1

" (Xac. aerodynamic center of the constructed outboard panel of the wing 4.3.2.2

X distance between quarter-chord point of MAC of added panel and aerodynamic. 5.3.3.1
a'c')P center of added panel. For supersonic case the distance between the mid-chord 5.6.3.1

point of MAC and aerodynamic center
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(Xa..)v distance between quarter-chord point of MAC of vertical panel and aerodynamic 5.3.3.1a.c.-Vcenter of vertical panel

Xc 1. axial distance from vertex of body rose to centroid of body plariform area Several

2. location of hinge line (for corner flow) 6.3.1

3. fore and aft displacement of control column, positive forward 6.3.4

- maximum displacement of control column, positive forward 6.3.4Xc max

Xcentroid distance of the centroid of area of a wing behind the wing apex, parallel to wing 2.2.2
MAC and plane of symmetry

Xc.g" 1. distance between center of gravity and quarter-chord point of wing MAC, parallel 4.5.2.1
to MAC, positive for e.g. aft of MAC 4.6

5.3.3.1
7.1.3.3

2. distance from wing apex to center of gravity, parallel to MAC, positive for e.g. Sever,i"aft of wing apex

Xc.p. 1. distance from wing apex to center of pressure, parallel to wing chord and plane of 4.1.4c -. symmetry, positive for c.p. aft of wing apex 4.3.2.2

2. distance from body nose to body center-of-pressure location, positive aft 4.2.2,]
5.2.3.2

3. disonce from airfoil leading edge to center of pressure of incremental load due to 6.1.2.1
flaps, i, arallel to wing chord, positive for center of pressure aft of leading edge

4. chordwise center-of-pressure location aft o~f the leading edge for a flapped wing 6.1.5.1
section

5. center-of-pressure location measured relative to the leading edge (two dimensional) 6.3.2

6. chordwise distance from duct leading edge to center of pressure of unstalled duct, 9.3
positive aft of duct leading edge 9.3.2

Xc-p-b chordwise center-of-pressure location aft of the leading edge for the basic loadiag of 6.1.5.1
c~p~ba plain flap

(Xp. center-of-pressure location of boattail, measured aft of the forward face of the 4.2.2.1

boattail

(Xp) distince of center of pressure of normal-force increment from moment reference point, 6.3.1cp.ACN negative aft

Xcv parameter accounting for relative positions of the horizontal and vertical tails 5.3,1.1

(XZ/4)V longitudinal distance between quarter-chord point of MAC of vertical panel and 5.3.3.1
the forward end of its root chori

X location of nozzle exit (see Sketch (a), Page 6.3.2-3) 6.3.2

X distance from jet exit to the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the horizontal 4.6
tail, parallel to the thrust axis 4.6.1

Xf 1. distance from airfoil leading edge, parallel to free-stream, where total 6.1.2.1
lift increment due to flaps acts

"2. distance of the leading edge of the control root chord behind the wing axis of pitch 6.1.5.1

.f longitudinal centroidal distance of fuselage from nose 8.1

X f X center-of-lift location of incremental load due to deflection of first, secord, and ith flap 6.1.2.]
ft X-1 Xfi segment, respectively, measured aft from airfoil leading edge parallel to free stream 6.1.5.1
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Xi(a) distance to center of pressure of wing-induced body side force from juncture of wing 5.2.3.2
leading edge and body at angle of attack

X 0) distance to center of pressure of wing-induced body side force from juncture of wing 5.2.3.2
leading edge and body at =ero angle of attack

Xi distance from airfoil leading edge, parallel to free stream, where total lift increment 6.1.2.1
due to jet efflux acts 6.1.5.17X longitudinal distance from jet wake origin to jet exit, usually cu-,nsidered to be 4.6
4.6 times the orifice exhaust radius 4.6.1

AXk longitudinal distance from moment reference center to chord for zero swetep, defined 6.1.5.1

in xm definition 4 below, for the kth wing segment

X 1. longitudinal distance from the body nose to the chosen moment center, positive aft Several

2. chordwise distance from duct leading edge to moment reference center, positive aft 9.3
of duct leading edge 9.3.2

3. desired pitching-moment reference point measured positive aft from basic airfoil 6.1.2.1
leading edge paraiiel to wing chora 6.1.5.1

4. distance from wing leading edge to uniuue unswept reference line so that the ratio 6.1.5.1
ot xm to local cnord is constant for straight-tapered wings (see Sketch Qw), nection
6.1.5.1)

X0 1. body station where flow ceases to be of a potential nature Several

mx2. function of the slope of the liftirg line (in), - 4.4.1
b/2

3. beginning of pressure interaction 6.3.1
Xp 1. longitudinal distance from intersection of propeller plane with thrust axis and the 4.6

quarter-chord point of the MAC of the wing 4.6.1

4.6.3

2. fore and aft displacement of right rudder pedal, positive forward 6.3.4

Xr distance from foiward end of root chord to intersection of control hinge line with 6.1.6.1
root chord, parallel to wing root chord

AXr distance from wing apex to desired moment reference cenier, measured positive aft 6.1.5.1

Xref desired pltch:ng-moment reference point, measured positive aft from basic airfoil 6.1.2.1
leading edge parallel to wing chord

0 s 1. longitudinal distance froni model vertex to point of vortex separation 4.3.1.3

"5.3.1.2
5.6.1.2
6.2.1.2

2. distance from nose ý.f airfoil to spoiler lip, parallel to wŽ,g chord (Figure 6.1.I.1-52b) 6.1.1.1
6.2.1.1
5.2.2.1

3. point of sepa.ration pressure rise (see Sketch (a), Page 6.3.1-2) 6.3.1
6.3.2
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Xs distance from wing leading edge to spoiler hinge line (see Sketch (g), Page 6,2,1.1-6) 6.2.1.1

X 1. chordwise position of airfoil maximum thickness 2.2.1t 4.1.5.1

4.3.3.1

2. distance from forward end of tip chord to intersection of control hinge line with 6.1.6.1
tip chord,; parallel to root chord

3. transition distance 6.3.1

"X(yc)max chordwise position of maximum camber of airfoil 2.2.1

dSX
K1  1. body station where -T- first reaches its maximum negative value Several

2. distance from intersection of wing leading edge or trailing edge with fuselage and 4.2.2.1
the center of pressure of given body segment (see Sketch (a))

"" distance from intersection of wing leading edge with fuselage to forward face of body 4.2.2.1
segment adjacent to the intersection (see Sketch (a))

X1 , X2 , x3  distance parameters used to define section thickness-ratio factor for hexagonal airfoils 4.1.5.1
4.3.3.1

X 1 , X2 , X 6  moment arms corresponding to section lift terms AcI, Ac2, Ac6, respectivcly 6.1.2,1
6.1.5.1

L--.

point of beginning of downstream pressure rise (see Sketch (a), Page 6.3.2-3) 6.3.2

X4  point of peak downstream pressure rise (see Sketch (a), Page 6.3.2-3) 6.3.2

' , (X 5 ) moment arms co~responding to section lift terms Ac5l, Ac5 2 , ,c 5 i, respectively, 6.1.2.1
".1' X52' (Xs) ifor the first, second and ith flap segments, respectively 6.1.5.1

parameter accounting for relative positions of horizontal and vo-dical tails 5., 1',-•' ". -• Cv5.6.L1.

Xa.c.
distance of aerodynamic center of wing aft of wing apex, measured in mean 4.1.4.3

aerodynamic chords, positive aft

Xa~c.
distance of aerodynamic center of wing aft of wing apex measured in root chords, 4.1.4.2

Cr positive aft 4.1.4.3
,• 4.3.2.2

2 4
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Axa.c. incremental a.c. location accounting for separation effects 4.1.4.2

Cr

r,
x avalue of parameter for body in presence of wing 4.3.2.2

Cr /B(W)

\ ( aerodynamic-center location at zero lift 
4.1.4.3

\ C L>=0

a.c. distance of a.c. location of inboard panel of wing aft of apex of inboard panel 4.1.4.2
measured in its root chords

value of parameter for body nose 4.3.2.2
Sr /N

( Xa.c. • distance of a.c. location of outboard panel of wing aft.of the apex of outboard panel, 4.1.4.2
I-: (ax.)measured in its root chords

Xa.c.\ distance of a.c. location of constructed outboard panel of wing aft of the apex of the 4.1.4.2

( - constructed outboard panel, measured in its root chords 4.3.2.2
L/

)value of parameter for wing in presence of body 4.3.2.2
S r /W(B)

"Xa.c. distance of acrodynamic center of wing-body configuration from apex of exposed 4.3.2.2
wing, measured in exposed-wing root chords

Cr

Xa. distance of aerodynamic center of body in presence of the wing from apex of exposed 4.3.2.2
wing, measured in exposed-wing root chordsX er /B(W)

Xa,c. distance of aerodynamic center of inboard panel of wing from apex of exposed wing, 4.3.2.2

measured in its exposed-wing root chords

Xa distance of aerodynamic center of body nose ahead of wing-body juncture from apex 4.3.2.2
of exposed wing, measured in exposed-wing root chords

e.
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value of parameter for wing 4.3.2.2

"X Xa.c. distance of aerodynamic center of exposed wing in presence of the body from apex 4.3.2.2

C W of exposed wing, measured in exposed-wing root chords

Xc.p. empirically derived chordwise center-of-pressure location of the incremental load 6.1.5.1

due to surface deflection
Cc.p.

/Xc'p" atro xc'p'

empirically derived factor of 6.1.5.1
\.ccp cc.p.

Xc.p.

distance of wing center-of-pressure location, in wing root chords, measured 4.1.4.3
CX. positive aft of wing apex

( XC--- O wing center-of-pressure location at zero lift 4,1.4.3-Cr, /CLO

(., rCL wing center-of-pressure location at maximum lift 4.1.4.3

"" /e wing reference center-of-pressure location 4.1.4.3•t.L-C-r / ref

component of wing center-of-pressure location at maximum lift Jue to 4.1,4.3

Cr/i , increments of wing center-of-pressure location due to planform geometry 4.1.4.3

AXc.p.)

r44
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•2 ratio of center-of-lift location of a finite-aspect-ratio wing to center-of-lift 6.1.5.1SX2 D. /location of an infinite-aspect-ratio wing for the incremental load due to
deflection of the ith trailing-edge flap segment

ratio of center-of-lift location of a finite-aspect-ratio wing to center-of-lift 6.1.5.1
X2D1 location of an infinite-aspect-ratio wing for the incremental load due to jet

momentumn acting at some angle to trailing-edge camber line

/Xh distance of the hinge axis behind wing leading edge measured in plane normal to 6.1.6.1
"control hinge axis 6.1.6.2

Y90 , Y9 airfoil ordinates at 90- and 99-percent chord, in percent chords 4.1.1.2,ii" 6.1.5.1

7.1.2.2

Y90' Y00 upper-surface ordinates of flap in retracted position at 90- and 100-percent 6.1.1.1
chord, respectively, in fractions of the chord

1. airfoil ordinate at some value of x 2.2.1

2. coordinate with origin at midspan of wing leading edge, perpendicular to plane 4.4.1
of symmetry

3. lateral coordin'.z measured positive to right of plane of symmetry Several

Ay 1. difference between airfoil ordinate at 6% chord and ordinate at 0.15% chord Several

2. lateral distance from thrust axis of one propeller to blade element of another 9.1
9.1.3

k.

3. spanwise distance on constructed inboard panel 1/2 bi 4.1.4.2
4.3.2.2

y (x) thickness distribution of airfoil 2.2.1 ]
y lateral distance from axes origin to c.g. of component 8.2

YB spanwise location of break span station 2.2.2

*H1. lateral center-of-pressure coordinate of the horizontal tail, measured from and 6.2.1.2
normal to the longitudinal axis

2. lateral centroidal distance of half horizontal stabilizer from aircraft plane of 8.1
symmetry

r.IU
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YMAC distance of the wing MAC from the plane of symmetry 2.2.2

YT spanwise distance from thrust axis to body center line 4.6
4.6.1

YW lateral centroidal distance of half-wing from aircraft plane of symmetry 8.1

yu lateral distance to wing mean aerodynamic chord from fuselage center line 6.1.4.2
• 6.1.5.1

"YU lateral dislance to mean aerodynamic chord of wing segment affected by the 6.1.5.1
leading-edge device from fuselage center line

Y(x) camber-line distribution of airfoil 2.2.1

L•(yd) max maximum ordinate of mean line of airfoil 2A
4.3.2.1
4.3.3.2

Y-, spanwise distance from center line to inboard edge of flap or control surface 6.1.6.1

6.1.6.2
6.2.1.1
6.2.2.1

ri y.io distance of inboard corners of horseshoe vortices from plane of symmetry 4.4.1

Ymax vertical distance from airfoil chord line to airfoil maximum upper-surface 4.1.4.3

ordinate (see Sketch (a), Section 4.1.4.3)

Yo 1, distance of theoretical lateral vortex from plane of symmetry Several

2. spanwise distance from center line to outboard edge of flap or control surface 6.1.6.1
6.1.6.2
6.2.1.1
6.2.2.1

y. "o coordinate axe, with origin at e.g. of component 8.2

yvt Yv2
- ' body vortex lateral position at the vertical tail spans (defined by Equation 5.3.1.2-") 5.3.1.2

bv by 5.6.1.2

Ay 1 . value of Ay for chord perpendicular to wing leading edge, where Ay is defined Several
above in 1.
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SLC I IUNb

Z parameter used in determining horizontal stabilizer lift coefficient; defined by 4.5.3.2
Equation 4.5.3.2-h

Z 1. vertical distance between e.g. and quarter-chord point of wing MAC positive for 7.1.3.2
MAC below e.g.

2. vertical distance between e.g. and quarter-chord point of wing root chord, positive 7.1.2.1
for quarter-chord point of root chord below e.g. 7.1.2.2

7.3.2.1
7.3.2.2

3. vertical coordinate with origin at midspan of wing leading edge 4.4.1
4.5.1.1
4.5.1.2 '.,~

4. vertical distance from the vortex sheet to the point of interest (usually the quarter- 4.4.1
chord point of the MAC of the horizontal tail) 7.4.1.1

7.4.4.1

5. vertical distance of vertical-tail center-of-pressure location above or below 7.4.2.1
moment-reference-center location 7.4.2.2

7.4.2.3

AZ vertical distance between desired moment-reference-center-chord location 6.1.5.1
and quarter-chord of MAC, positive for wing below desired location

Z vertical distance of the horizontal tail below the body center line 6.2.1.2

Z', 7 vertical distance between e.g. and quarter-chord point of forward and aft panel MAC's, 4.5.2.1
respectively

Z vertical distance from axes origin to e.g. of component 8.2

ZH 1. vertical distance between quarter-chord point of horizontal tail and X-axis, Severalpositive for tail below X-axis

2. distance measured normal to the longitudinal axis between the horizontal tail c.p. Several
and the moment reference center, positive for c.p. above longitudinal axis

3. distance to c.p. of horizontal-tail-interference side force, measured from and 5.3.3.2
normal to the longitudinal axis 5.6.3.2

4. distance from quarter-chord point of wing MAC to quarter-chord point of 4.5.1.3
horizontal-tail MAC, measured normal to longitudinal axis, positive for tail
above wing

Z vertical distance of center line of propeller slipstream from quarter-chord point of 4.6Heff horizontal tail MAC (see Figuie 4.6-13a), positive for slipstream above horizontal tail 4.6.3

ZHL distance of hinge line measured from and normal to the X-axis, positive down 6.3.1

vertical distance from :,uarter-chord point of horizontal tail to propeller thrust axis; 4.6
HT positive for quarter-chord point above thrust axis (see Figure 4.6-13a) 4.6.3

ZT vertical distance from propeller thrust axis to coordinate origin, positive for thrust 4.6
axis below origin (see Figure 4.6-13) 4.6.1

4.6.3

ZU distance normal to the longitudinal axis between the lower-vertical-stabiliz. r (ventral) 5.3.3.2
center of pressure and the moment reference center (normally negative) 5.6.2.1

5.6.3.2
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ZY 1. distance normal to the longitudinal axis between the upper-vertical-stabilizer Several
center of pressure and the moment reference center (always positive)

2. vertical centroidal distance of vertical stabilizer from root cho d (at fuselage) 8.I

ZW 1. vertical distance from the quarter-chord poin of the wing M/AC, to tile coordinate Several

origin, positive for wing below the origin (see Fig:i,,, .5-. I 3;

2. vertical distance from body center line to quarter-chord point of root chord, Several
positive for quarter-chord point below center line

3. half-width of the wake at any position x 4.4.1
4.5.1.1
4.5.1.2
7.4.1.1

Ze.g. vertical distance between e.g. and X-axist positive for e.g. below X-axis 4.5.2.1

4.6

Azc.g" vertical distance between e.g. and wing MAC quarter-chord, positive above 6.1.5.1
quarter-chord

distance of center of pressure of axial-force increment from moment reference 6.3.1
( •\Zc'P'CA point, positive down

Z distance from jet thrust axis to quarter-chord point of horizontal tail perpendicular 4.6
to thrust axis, positive for quarter-chord point above thrust axis 4.6.1

Z vertical distance of theoretical vortex above reference plane Several

Z distance normal to the longitudinal axis between the center of pressure of a vertical 5.6.2.1
Zp panel and the moment reference center, positive for the panel above the body

Zs vertical distance from X-axis to propeller-slipstreamn center lne at the quarter-chord 4.6

of the wing MAC, positive for center line above X-axis (see Figure 4.6-13a) 4.6.1

4,6.3

( )effective value of height parameter relative to tile displaced vortex 4.4.1

2 ef value of parameter for forward panel 7.4.4.1
Eleft

I .

ZH ratio of height of horizontal tail to average half-depth of body in region of horizontal 5,3.1.1

tail (ratio is positive for tail below body center line)

,-7 ZvI Z2 body vortex vertical positions at the vertical tail spans; defined by Equation 5.3.1.2-f 5.3.1.2

-bv by 5.6.1.2
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U 1 X. angle of at.. Ak, positive nose up Several

2. angular acceleration 8.1 "8.1

3. flow deflection angle 6.3.1

1. angle-of-attack increment from incipient shock detachment to full detachment, 4.1.3.3
0-e

2. change in wing angle of attack due to propeller upwash or downwash, 4.6.1
u

1+-

3. increment in angle of attack 437
4.7.1

a' 1. angle of attack at end of shock-detachment transition region 4.1.3.3
2. angle of attack of forward panel Several

3. angle of inclination, f.2 a2 Several

4. an incidence angle defined as a' sa for 0 < i < 90e, and le' v180 a - ra 4.2.1.2Sfor 900 < a ,< 1800 4.2.2.2

4.2.3.2

2."angle of attack of aft panel, ci - e + i" 4.1.5.2
4.5.! . 2
4.5.2.1

S~transonic similarity parameter, t-o 4.1.4.2

aX 1. angle of attack at which section lift curve begins to deviate from linear variation Several

2. angle of attack at incipient shock detachment 4.1.3,3

a wing angle of attack at maximucm lift coefficient Several
max

A•a incremental value of parameter (see Figures 4.1.3.4-2-,b, -25b) 4.1.3.4

a wing angle of attack df forward panel at maximum lift coefficient 7.4.4.1
CL

max

*(Ca base value of parameter 4.1.3.3
CL base 4.1.3.4

C1 )b, e subsonic angle of attack for CL of exposed aft panel 4.5.1.2
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

( uangles of attack at maximum lift coefficients of exposed fontmird and aft panels, 4.1.5.2
respectively

( CLmax) incremental velue of parameter for exposed forward panel 4.5.1.2

value of parameter for wing 4.3.1.4

I.Oa value of parameter for wing-body combination 4.3.1.4
* .1C \Lmaxlwa 4,5.1.3

OiD angle of attack between duct axis and free-stream direction 9.3
9.3.1
9.3.2
9.3.3

OfFRP angle of attack for ftuselago reference plane 4.3.1.3

(Ai)G Increment in angle of attack at a constant lift coefflcier.. in the presence of the ground 4.7
4.7.1

angle of attack of horizontal tail or canard surface 4.6.3
4.7.1
6.3.4

(AH increment in angle of attack of the horizontal tail In the presence of the ground 4.7
"G 4.7.1

.. L local angle of attack fur a particular spanwise wing section 6.1.5.1

a 1  angle of attack of thrust axis 4.6
4.6.1

4.6.3
4.6.4

01V angle of attack of vertical tail 6.3.4

angle of attack of wing Several

AaW change in wing angle of attack ahead or behind the propellers 4.6.1

.- a O!WB wing-body angle of attack 4.5.3.2

.4break angle of attack of wing at which the lift-curve slope becomes nonlinear 4.1.3.3

, section angle of attack at maximum lift coefficient 4.1.1

4.1.4.3
•" • 6.1.1

""a equivalent angle of attack for cambered wing 4.1.3.3

(a-cL equivalent angle of attack for cambered wing at maximum lift coefficient 4.1.3.3
max

ai angle of attack for section design lift coefficient Sdveral

""•tn inflow angle at piopeler disk 9.1
"9.1.3
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

a1  angle between jet thrust axis and local velocity at jet intake, aT + 'u 4.6
4.6.1
4.6.3

Ofp angle between propell'r thrust axis and local velocity of propeller plane 4.6
4.6.1
4.6,4

as angle of attack of surface to which main control surface is attached 6.3.4

Aa change in section zero-lift angle of attack due to plug-type spoiler 61.1.1.. -

6.2.1.1

av angle of attack where onset of vortex lift begins 4.2.1.2

r.. -a control- or flap-effectiveness derivative, Several

(0)6 )L value of a6 for a wing 6.1.4.1
L 6A.15.1

6.1.7

(as ) value of a6 for an airfoil 3ection 6.1.4.1

6.1.7

angle of attack at zero lift Several

A00 change in wing zero-lift angle of attack due to linear wing twist 4.1.3.1

( body zero-lift angle of attack 4.3.2.1

(ao)W wing zero-lift angle of attack 4.3.2.1

S (a0)WB wing-body zero-lift angle of attack 4.3.2.1

(cr0 •6=O angle of attack for zero lift of untwisted, constant-section wing 4.1.3.1
4.1.4.3

free-stream angle o! attack 6.3.2

01  effective ante of attack perpendicular to the wing leading edge, tan- 1  tan-_ 4.1.3.1
cos ALE 4.1.3.3

dctyidOin
propeller inflow angle of attack gradient 9.1.3

dca

Li rate of change of angle of attack 7.4.4.1 "
7.4 4.2

j3 1. Mach number parameter,iM- 1 or I t/1-M2  Several

2. propeller bladc angle at .75 R blade station Several

3. angle of sideslip, positve nose left Several

4. boattail angle 4.6.4

5. control-tab gear ratio 6.3.4
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

* .- : ,'" (listed under C1 )
Ka

hr dihedral angle, positive wing tips up Several

K F', r" dihedral angles of forward and aft surfaces, respectively, positive for wing tips up 4.5.1.1ii!•i -7.4,1.1

r y value of circulation at any spanwise station 4.4.1

o circulation at zero spanwise station 4.4.1

r

4.3.1.4

4.5.1.2
6.2.1.2

r
2 dr V¢•Wr nondimensional vortex strength from Figure 4.3.1.3-15 with a replaced by a' 5.3.1.2

21r c5.6.1.2

L2,V'rc. nondimensional vortex strengths for the forward and aft panels, respectively 4.5.1.2

yl~
Scirculation strength at Yi,o 44.1Sva b/2

r yi b/ incremental circulation strength 
4.4.1Va• b/2

71. ratio of specific heats Several

2. angle with origin at wing trailing edge, measured between the zero-angle-of-attack 4.4.1
line and the point under consideration 7.4,1.1

3. dihedral angle of tail 4.5,1.1

4. jet spreading angle (see Sketch (i), Section 6.1.5.1) 6.1.5.1

rr atio of maximum deflections of contiol tab to main control surface 6.3.4

1. semiwedge nose angle of sharp airfoils or cones 4.1,3.2
4.4.1
6.3.2

2. flap or control deflection angle (also 6 f), elevators and flaps, positive trailing edge Several
down; ailerons, positive such as to give positive rolling moment; rudder, positive
trailing edge left

3. local slope of the surface of the vertical panel 5.3.1.1

4. boundary-layer thickness 6.3.1

L. slope of airfoil surface with respect to free-stream velocity 4.4.1

5.3.1.2
"- 5.6.1.2

2. flap deflection in plane normal to constant-percent-chord line through x 6.1.5.1V 2. !-51



SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

L deflection of left-hand control surface 6.2.1.1
6.2.2.1

L E slope of airfoil surface at leading edge 4.4.1

g deflection of right-hand control surface 6.2.1.1
6.2.2.1

6 Or , deflection of left or right aileron o.2.2.1
aL aR

Sc deflection of main control surface 6.3.4

c mmaximum deflection of main control surface 6.3.4
max

distance of deflector lip below lower surface of airfoil 6.2. 1.1
6.2.2.1

1. elevator deflection 6.3.4

2. equivalent flap deflection due to wing camber and incidence 9.2
9.2.1
9.2.3

mmaximum elevator defleation 6.3.4emax

6eff effective nose wedge angle for sharp-nosed airfoil (see Figure 4.1.3.3-6 1 b) 4.1.3.3

6effL effective nose semiwedge angle for sharp-leading-edge wing, perpendicular to leading 4.1.3.3
edge (see Figure 4.1.3.3-61b)

6f 1. deflection of flap or control surface (see 6) Se,,eral

2. force phase angle 9.1
9.1.3

Sf deflection of the ith segment of trailing-edge flap6.1.2.1
6.L.5.1

f deflection of leading-edge device 6.1.2.1
fLE

6 6f deflertions of forward and aft flaps, respectively, (see Figures 6.1.1.1-45, -46) Several
1 2

,f 's 2 , deflection of first, second, and third segments, respectively, of trailing-edge 6.1.2.1
Il i2 1 flaps (see Sketch (f), Section 6.1.2.1)

•f deflection of leading-edge flap, measured perpendicular to airfoil leading edge 6.1.5.1

LE
5. net turning angle of internal flow including power effects 9.3

if 9.3.1
9.3.2
9.3.3

0 o turning angle of internal flow with power off 9.3
10 t 9.3.1

6j trailing-edge jet momentum angle, with tespect to trailing-edge camber line Several

... effective jet deflection angl. with respect to airfoil chord Several
3eff

"deflection of aft flap segment, measured between trailing edge of lower surface 6.1.2.1

of flap segment and line parallel to wing chord 6.,4.
6.1.4.2
6.1.4.3

Max maximum plain-flap dtflection for linear aerodynamic characteristics 6.1.3
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

Sn slope of airfoil surface with respect to chord plane 4.4.1

so boundary-layer thickness at point where interaction begins 6.3.1

8, height of spoiler lip above upper surface of airfoil 6,2.1.1
6.2.2.1

deflection of control tab 6.3.4

6 tcmax maximum deflection of control tab 6.3.4

btt deflection of trim tab 6.3.4

8u deflection of primary flap segment, measured between trailing edge of upper 6.1.2.1

surface of flap segment and line parallel to wing chord 6.1.4,1
6.1.4.2
6.1.4.3

6 vn parameter in span-loading calculation 6.1.7

semiwedge angle measured perpendicular to wing leading edge Several

LHL control deflection measured perpendicular to hinge line 6.1.5.1
6.2.1.1

- downwash angle in plane of symmetry Several

AE C1. downwash increment due to flaps 4.4.1
2. downwash increment due to subsonic jet in a subsonic stream 4.6

4.6.1

1. average downwash over aft surface 4.4.1
6.2.1.2

2. effective downwash over the wing span 4.6
4.6.4

An mean-effective-downwash iacrement 4.6
4.6.1

(Ae)G increment in downwash due to ground effect in the linear-lift range 4.7

V- 4.7.!
4.4.1

f .eH average downwash angle at the tail 4.4.1
4.5.3.2

* . (AC)4.6.3
(Ac increment in downwash at the tail 4.6.3

C downwash due to propeller power effects 4.6
4.6.14.6.3

•.4 4.6.4

"power power-off downwash angle 4.6.3
Aff

Eu upwash angle ahead of the wing 4.6
4.6.1

j 4.6.3

downwash at plane of symmetry at height of vortex core 4.4 1

Ezslip upwash induced by propeller slipstream, positive dowrn 9.1Z i9.1.3
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

y
1. dimensionless span station, ; Severalb/2

2. ratio of the drag on a finite cylinder to the drag of a cylinder of infinite length 4..2.1.2
4.2.2.2
4.2.3.2 .-

4.3.3.2

3. angle of sweep of the line intersecting conical-flow regions of wing at angle of attack 6.1.6.1
Kv~i nIT

4. dimensionless span station, cos .T , cos - - 6.1.7
6.1.7

.ontrol-surface efficiency 6.3.4

At7  increment in dimensionless lateral direction, -A. 6.1.4.1
"6.1.5.1

lateral distonce of wing MAC from body center line in semispans 6.1.5.1

1. dimensionless distance from plane of symmetry to break span station Several

2. Mach-number correction to the interferencc force 5.2.1.2
5.3.1.2

-7W tail-effectiveness parameter 5.6.1.2

lrw(u) Iower-vertics -stabilizer effectiveness factor 5.6.1.2 -

17Wt.V) upper-vertical-stabilizer effectiveness factor 5.6.1.2

77F dimensionless span station of mean aerodynamic chord of wing segmnt 6.1.5.'
affected by leading-edge device

spanwise location of the center of pressure of the exposed horizontal tail 6.2.1.2

y
'7f dimensi, less distance from plane of symmetry to edge of flap or control surface, - 6.1.5.1

T/2

17i dimensionless distance from plane of symmetry to inboard edge of flap or control Several
Yi

surface, -

b/2
A.1 i, A17.o effective increments in spoiler spanwise inboard and outboard locations, respectively, 6.2.1.1

due to spanwise flow of spoiler wake for partial-span spoilers

1.ieff oeff effective locations of inboard and outboard ends, respectively, of spoilers 6.2.1.1

. , •k- 1 dimensionless span stations denoting outboard and inboard ends, respectively, 6.1.5.1
of the kth wing section

i" nax empirical factor accounting for maximum lifting efficiency 6.1.1.3

dimensionless distance from plane of symmetry to outboard edge of flap or control Several
Yo

surtace, -
b/2

77, 1. turning-efficiency factor of the aft flap segment 6.1.1.1

2. static turning efficiency defined as resultant force divided by gross thrust 6.1.4.3
6.1.5.1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

70( lumped parameter containing the effects of downwash, dynamic-pressure ratio, and 4 5-1.2
Mach number

f76  empirical factor accounting for changes in flap deflection from the optimum 6.1.1.3
deflection

f.l2. ,0 ~17 • 2 ' 3  dimensionless span stations, from center line outboard on wing 6.1.5.1

771 empirical lift-efficiency factor of a single-slotted flap, a vane, or forward-flap 6.1.1.1
segment of double-slotted flap

172 empirical lift-efficiency factor of the aft-flap segment of a double-slotted flap 6.1.1.1

talefetvnssfco for configuratior', with body-mounted horizontal tails 6.2.1.2

0 1. slope of airfoil mean line at leading edge 2.2.1

2. linear angle of twist of wing tip with respect to root, negative for washout Several

3. ratio of ambient static temperature to jet-exit static temperature 4.6.1

4. surface slope of cozse frustum Several

5. shock-wave angle 4.4.1
6.3.1

6. leading-edge shock angle 5, 1. 1.2
5.6.1.2

7. angular pitching velocity 7.1.1.2

8. slipstream turning angle measured from thrust axis 9.2
9.2.1
9.2.3

9. spoiler deflection angle 6.2.1.1

10, body surface slope 4.2.1.2
4.2.2.2

11. angle of conical divergence 4.6.4

12. angle of secondary shock 6.3.2

A0 increment of slipstream turning angle due to wing camber ard incidence 9.2
9_2.1

0 angle between airfoil chord line and line connecting airfoil trailing edge with 4.1.4.3
maximum airfoil upper-surface ordinate (see Sketch (a), Section 4.1.4.3)

Ssurface slope of flared afterbody 4,2. 1.1
4.2.1.2
4.2.2.1

ON 1. surface slope of conical body section having a blunted nose 4.2.1.2

2. surface slope of nose .4.2.3.1
4.3.3.1
5.3.3.1

f'" 
0  cone angle 4.2.2. 1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

slipstream turning angle adjusted to the condition of zero camber and zero incidence 9.2
9.2.1

-01 trailing-edge shock angle 5.3.1.2
s.6.1.2

0a 02 03, local surface slope of body segments 4.2.2.1

K ratio of two-dimensional lift-curve slope at appropriate Mach number to 211/0; or, Several
ratio of incompressible two-dimensional lift-curve slope to 2w

AlL sweepback angle of hinge line of flap or control surface Several
-:4

A sweep angle of horizontal-tail quarter-chord 4.64.6.3

ALE, ALEw, A sweepback angle of wing leading edge Several

AlE sweepback angles of leading edges of forward and aft surfaces, respectively 4.,114.5.1.2
1.4.1.1

AL .w sweepback angle of leading edge of basic wing 4.1,3.2
4.1.5.1

4.3,3.1
5.1.2.1

ALL sweepback angle, of leading edge of exposed wing 4.3.2.2

(ALE ) sweepback angle o! leading edge of inboard panel of exposed wing 4.3.2.2

A, sweepback angle of leading edge of glove of double-delta and cranked wings 4.1.3.25,1.2.1

ALE sweepback angle of horizontal-stabilizer leading edge 4.5.3.18.1

ALES ALEA sweepback angles of leading .dge of wing inboard and outboard panels, respectively Several

LE. sweepback angle of leading edge of constructed outboard panels of wing 4.1.4.2
4.3.2.2

ALE1  sweepback angle of lower-vertical-stabilizer leading edge Several

Al.Fv sweepback angle of upper-vertical-stabilizer leading edge Several

ALE, ALE2  sweepback angles of leading edge of constructed panels of non-stualght-tapered wings 4.1.3.2

ATE sweepback angle of wing trailing edge Several

ATEhw sweepback angle of trailing edge of basic wing 4.1.3.2
4,1.5.1

4.33.1

A sweepback angle of trailing edge of extension of double-delta and cranked wings 4.1.3.2TEE
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

ATE, ATE° sweepback angles of trailing edge of wing inboard and outboard panels, respectively 4.1.3.2
TE 1 ' TE 0 4.1.4.2

"4.1.5.1

A b sweepback of constant-percent-chord line through center of pressure of basic loading 6.1.5.1
(see Equation 6.1.5.1-0)

Ac complement of leading-edge sweep angle; Ac . 900 - ALE 4.1.3.2
4.1.4o1

AC/( ) sweepback angle of a constant-percent-chord line Several

AC/2 , AC/2w sweepback angle of wing 50-percent-chord line Several

A,/2, AC/ 2  sweepback angles of 50-percent-chord line of forward and aft surfaces, 4.5.1,1
respectively 7.4.1.1

3c/4 sweepback angle of the three-quarter-chord point of the wing 4.4.1

Ac/2e sweepback angle of midchord line of exposed wing 4.3,2.2

ceffective sweepback angle of midchord line of exposed wing 4.1.3.2

4.1.3

Ac/ 2 , Ac 2  weepback angles of mnidchord line of wing inboard and outboard panels, 4.1.3.2c/0 respectively 4.1.3.3

4.1.4.2
5.1.2.1

Ac/2. sweepback angle of midchord line of one section of n sections 4.1.3.2
4.1.3.3

Ac/o sweepback angle of midchord line of constructed outboard panel of wing 5.1.2,1
0

Ac/ 2  sweepback angle of the inklchord line of the lower vertical stabilizer 5.3.1.1
5.6.1.1

Ac/2 sweepback angle of the midchord line of tl- upper vertical stabilizer 5.3.1.1

Ac/ 4 W, Ac/4 sweepback angle of the quarter-chord line of the wing Several

APc/4,AC/4 sweepback angles of quarter-chord line of forward and aft surfaces, respectively 4,5.1.1
7.4.4,.

AmAn sweepback angles of arbitrary chordwise locations 2.2.2

SAs sweepback angle of spoiler hinge line 6.2.1.1

A sweepback angle of airfoil maximum-thickness line of wing 4.1.5.1
A(tlc)M& ...4.3.3.1

i• 4,5,3.1

A(t/C)maxi, sweepback angles of airfoil maximnum-thickness line of wing inboard and outboard 4.1.5.1

Spanels, respectively 4.3.3.1

A(t/C)rSx

0
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"SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

r4tan A c/4•

A# compressble sweep parameter, tarfl(-A- !') Several

"tip chord
1. taper ratio, Several

root chord

2. mean free path (average distance traveled between molecular collisions) 6.3.2

X• •: •k, Ak" taper ratios of forward and aft surfaces, respectively 4.5.1.1

7.4.1.1F 7?.4.4.12

)H taper ratio of horizontal tail or canard surface Several

taper ratio of exposed horizontal tail 6.2.1.2

U taper ratio of lower vertical stabilizer, measured from fuselage center line Several

t. 4u taper ratio of exposed lower vertical stabilizer Several

taper ratio of upper vertical stabilizer, measured from fuselage center line Several

AVe taper ratio of exposed upper vertical stabilizer Several
e

X wing taper ratio Several

•bw taper ratio of basic wing 4.1.3.2
4.1.5.1
4.3.3.1

5.1.2.1
Xe taper ratio of exposed wing panel Several

Xe taper ratios of forward and aft exposed surfaces, respectively 4.4.1

e 4.5.1.1
7.4.1.1

(1 or (xi) taper ratio of inboard panel of exposed wing 4.3.2.2
.7i 4.3.3.1 :

Xf taper ratio of flap or control surface 6.1.4.1

6.1.5.1

X taper ratio of glove of doubls-delta and cranked wings 4.1.3.2
S i.l..2,1

Xi) X0 taper ratios of wing inboard and outboard panc s, respectively Several

0ko taper ratio of constructed outboard panel of wing 4.1.4.2

5.1.2.1

e A1 , A2  taper ratios of constructed panels of non-straight -tapered wings 4.1.312
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

A Mach angle, sin- SeveralM

V Prandtl-Meyer angle 4.4.1
5.3.1,2
5.6.1.2

AP increment in flow angle between two points on the body surface 4.4.1

4 1. any station along body 4.3.3.1

2. pressure ratio along secondary shock 6.3.2

distance required for complete rollup of winj,-tip vortices, measured parallel 4.4.1
to the wing root chord from the tip quarter-chord point, in semispans 7.4.4.1

1. ritio of weight to chord for wing 8.1

2. air density 4.6
6.3.2

Pp pitch radiusof gyration 8.2

PR roll radius of gyration 8.2

P ' Pyo, P° radii of gyration at the c.g. of the component 8.2

A
o 1. geomctric phnform parameter, - (1 + X) tan ALE 2.2.2

.4 4.1.3.2
4.1.4.3

2. Prandtl interference coefficient 4.7S4.7.1
4.7.4

3. sidewash, positive out the left wing 5.4.1

4. boundary-layer separation angle 6.3.2

5. air density ratio, P/P0  6.3.4

6. propeller solidity, ratio of blade elemen" area to annular area at 0.75R 9.1
S"• 9.1.1

9.1.3

"effective propeller solidity 9.1
,,' 9.1.1

9,1.3

7' 1. one-half the thickness ratio of the forward-facing surface of a wedge airfoil 4.1,5,1

2. angle denoting an arbitrary position of the ray in the conical-flow field 6.1.6.1

,p asgle of a ray in the conical-flow field which passes through the center of 6.1.6.1
pressure

effective turning angle 6.1.1.1

I 4
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECT IONS

S1. angle of bank of elliptical-cross-section body about its longitudinal axis, 4.2.1.2

measured from the major axis 4.2.2.2
4.2.3.2

2. roll angle 4.3.3.1
6.1.7

-13. angle of inclination normal to body center line, tan 5.3.1.2
Ci 5.6.1.2

4. angle associated with geometry of separation 6.3.1

5. inclination of nozzle center line relative to an axis normal to surface 6.3.2

TE 1. streamwlse trailing-edge angle Several

2. trailing-edge angle measured normal to control hinge line 6.1.4.1

6.1.5.1
6.1.6.1
6.2.1.1

OTE trailing-edge angle based on airfoil ordinates at 90- and 99-percent chord Several

trailing-edge angle based on airfoil ordinates at 95- and 99-percent chord 6.1.3.1
6.1.3.2

6.1.6.1
6.1.6.2

Y9 0 - Y.10
tan- - 6.1.1

TEupper 0.10

nwf

On span-loading angle calculated at spanwise station n, - 6.1.7
m+ 1

vsr

0,,. span loading angle calculated at spanwise station v, - 6.1.7
mr+I

lift-efficiency factor for a geared tab system, I + p3C2 /C1  6.3.4

angle used in determination of trim drag (see Figure 4.5.3.2-4) 4.5.3.2
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C. CAPITAL-LETTER COEFFICIENTS AND DERIVATIVES

SYMBOL DEFIN IT ION SECTIONS

AC increment in axial-force coefficient 6.3. I
A

drag
"" CD drag coefficient, - Several

qS

(CD )' total drag coefficient of the forward panel and body, including wing-body 4.5.2.1

interference

(CD )" total drag coefficient of the aft panel, including wing-body interferences 4.5.2.1

AC D zero-Lift drag coefficient due to flap deflection based on free-stream velocity 9.2
9.2.3

CD (o) drag due to angle of attack 4.2.3.2
4.3.3.2

[CD (ar) ] B body drag due to angle of attack 4.3.3.2

[CD () a) b drag due to angle of attack of a body having an elliptical cross section 4.2.3.2

SCD wave-drag coefficient based on max×-in frontal area of afterbody Several
A

ac reduction in afterbody wave-drag coefficient ofa body of revolution with 4.2.3.1

CA elliptic cross section

C coefficient of interference drag acting on the afterbody due to the nose and 4.2.3.1
DA(CA(NC) cylindrical section 4.2.3.2

4.3.3.1
4.5.3.1

C base drag coefficient SeveralD b

CD base-pressure drag coefficient for the body 4.3.3.1
)B

-F e

Cn external duct drag coefficien', 9.3
e q*S 9.3.1

CDf 1. skin-friction drag coefficient Several

2. power-off zero-lift drag coefficient 9.2
9.2.3

A(CDf increment ef skin-friction drag due to control-surface or flap deflection 6.1.7

"CD) body skin-friction drag coefficient 4.2.3.1
4.3.3.1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

(CDt zero-lift drag of body exclusive of the base drag, based on body base area 4.2.3.1
f/b 4.2.3,2

4.3.3.14.3,3.1

D compressible skin-friction drag coefficient of horizontal stabilizer, based on 4.5.3.1
Cf H total horizontal stabilizer area

(C D compressible skin-friction drag coefficient of vertical stabilizer, based on 4.5.3.1
DfrV vertical stabilizer area to body center line

CD compressible skin-friction drag coefficient of wing, based on total wing area 4.3.3.1fW 4.5,3,1

horizontal-tail drag

C drag coefficient of horizontal stabilizer, 4.5.3.2qSH 4.6.2

- )Hhorizontal-tail-body drag at stall angle of attack 4.5.1.3

max

C Di induced-drag coefficient 6.1.7

CDL drag coefficient due to lift Several

AC increment in drag due to lift resulting from a breakdown in leading-edge 4.1.5.2D L suction at lift coefficients above parabolic-drag-polar region

CD pressuie-drag coefficient of a swept, cylindrical leading edge 4.1.5.1
4.3.3.1

(AC change in drag due to lift caused by ground effect 4.7
DL)G 

4.7.4

CD) drag due to lift of the wing, based on total wing area 4.3.3.2

IC drag due to lift of a wing-body configuration 4.3.3.2
\ WB

(CD rain minimum drag coefficient 6.1.7

ACD min increment in minimum drag coefficient due to control-surface or flap deflection 6.1.7

C D flaps up minimum drag coefficient for undeflected control or flap 6.1.7

or

S (C D min)e 6 0

CDN wave drag coefficient of spherically blunted noses 4.2.3.1
4.3.3.1
4.5.3.1

I.



SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

ACDN reduction in forebody wave-drag coefficient of a body of revolut ion with an 4.2,3.1
DN elliptic cross section

• -- wave-drag coefficient of conical or ogive-profile nose, based on inam imlonm 4.3.3,_1.I
DN2  frontal area of nose 4.3.3,1

4.,.3.

CD power-off drag coefficient based on free-stream velocity and wing area, 9.2
d ra9 

2

qS

CD p subsonic pressure-drag ,.Lcffcient 4.2.3.1• ., .

4.3. 3, 1

4.5.3,1

CD pressure-drag coeffici:nt of any of n segments of a body 4.2.3,1

C , Cl p2, pressure-drag coefficient of given body segments 4.2 1.1

P1  2

CD
Dp

3

incremental drag coefficient of horizontal stabilizer including both 4.5.3.2
A rflrimn zero-lift and induced drag

CD viscous drag coefficient due to lift 4. I,.2

C D supersonic wave-drag coefficient of the body Severa I

CD wave-drag coefficient 6, .i

A(CD)Aincrement in wave-diag coefficient due to control deflection 6.1.7
• " (CDwave)

(C D) zero-lift wave-drag increment at transonic speeds for undclectid control or 6.1.7
wv 6 =0 flap

or

CDw) wave-drag coefficient of the body 4.3.3.1

CD wing-body drag coefficient in absence of ground plane 4.7
SW 4.7.4

C D B
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CD) drag coelfictent of a wing-body combination at angle of attack 4,3.3.2

(CD) wing-hody drag coefficicnt in the presence of the ground 4.7D B 
4.7.4

(C'D) suptrsonic wave-drag coefficient of the horizontal-tail panel 4.5.3.1

C w maximum wave-drag-coefficient increment for swept wing with A,,= n 4.1.5.1

peakA = n .3.3.1
c/4

CDwpak c4 =0maximum wave-drag-coelficient increment for an unswept wing 4.1.5.1Sw peak A4.0

C ) supersonic wave-drag coefficient of the vertical-tail panel 4.5.3.1D)V

( Dw supersonic wavodrag coefficient of the wing 4.3.3.1
W 4.5.3.1

C D) total drag-curve slope of the forward panel and body, including in terferences 4.5.2.1
c,.

(CD)" total drag-curve slope of the aft panel and body, including interferences 4.5.2.1

C D) drag coefficient for control surface or flap deflection 6.1.7

(CD)6 drag ooffitcins for zero control surface or flap deflection 6.1.7

C 0  1. zero-lift drag coefficient Several

i 2. profile-drag coefficient of the wing at any given lift coefficient 7.1.3.2
7.1.3.3.$i 7.37"2.2

ACD increment of zero-lift wave-drag coefficient at transonic speeds 4.1.5.1
0 4.3.3.1

4.5.3.1

C D tota Izcro-lift drag coefficient of body 4.3.3.1
4.5.3.1

"(AC o) increment of zero--lift drag coefficient due to flap deflection 4.6.4

flap

4 ( AC ) increment of zero-hfl drag coefficient for the flap extended and immersed in 4.6.4
-- flaps the propeller slipstream

power on
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"SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

CDo) zero-lift drag cotfficient of horizontal stabilizer, based on total horizontal- 4.5.3.1H % stabilizer area 4.5.3.2

C D D zero-lift drag coefficients of wing inboard and outboard panels, respectively 4.1.5.1
S O~i \C 0)0 4.3.3.1

(CD ) zero-lift drag coefficient of lifting surface 4.5.3.1
f.'i• 0lifting

surface

(CD) zero-lift drag coefficient at drag-divergence Mach number 4.5.3.1

MD

zero-lift drag coefficient at initial drag-rise Mach number 4.5.3.1

AC increment of zero-lift drag for propeller power 4.6.4
(ADO-power

on

(ACDO)s increment of skin-friction zero-lift drag coefficient due to propeller slipstream 4.6.4

C zero-lift drag coefficient of vertical stabilizer, based on vertical-stabilizer area 4.5.3.1
V to body center line 4.5.3.2

CD zero-lift drag coefficient of wing, based on total wing area 4.3.3.1
S)w 4.5.3.1

CD zro-ift drag coefficient of wing-body combination 4.3.3.1
(C )B 4.3.3.2

4.5.3.1
"4.5.3.2

"CDI1 CD2, drag coefficients of various componfmn ts of body 4.2.3.1nC
CD3,...

"CFc control- force coefficient 6.3.2

C corrected control.force coefficient 6.3.2

CF 1. negative-drag coefficient based on free-stream velocity and wing area, 9.2
.x q ,S

4• 2. duct negative-drag coefficient based on free-stream velocity and duct 9.3
Fx 9.3.2

"planform area, - 9.3.3. . q _ .S D

2.-6
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECT IONSVC.,.

F negative-drag coefficient based on slipstream velocity and 92
X F 9.2.3

X

wing arsa, -
q"S

CF external duct negative-drag coefficient based on free-stream velocity and duct 9.3
Xe F 9.3.1

e 9.3.3
planform area, q_.SD

C1 three-dimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient for jet-flap configurations 6.1.4.1
6.1.4.2
6.1.4.3
6.1.5.1.-

CI three-dimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient, based on blown-flap affected area 6.1.4.1
6.1.4.2

lift
CL 1. lift coefficient, - Several

q S

lift
2. duct lift contribution, - 9.3

q.SD 9.3.1
9.3.2

ACL 1. increment in lift due to leading-edge vortex at particular angle of attack (see 4.1.3.2
Sketch (b), Section 4.1.3.2) 4.1.4.3

2. increment in lift beyond the lift coefficient at abreak 4,1.3.3

U4
3. increment of wing lift coefficient due to flap or control-surface deflection 6.1.4.1

6,1.5.1

(CL)' total lift coefficient of the forward panel and body, including wing-body 4.5.2.1
interference 7.4.1.1

tC lift
*CL lift coefficient based on slipstream velocity, -" 9.2

qS 9.2.1

(CL )" total lift coefficient of the aft panel, including wing-body interferences 4.5.2.1

(CL) lift coefficient of a body with elliptical cross section 4.2.1.2

CL basic wi.ig li.t coefficient excluding leading-edge vortex-induced effects 4.1.4.3

C e lift coefficient where lift curve becomes nonlinear 4.1.3.3

-Cl "critical" lift coefficient, where drag-due-to-lift factor is no longer a constant 4.1.5.2c

ACL lift increment due to control surface 6.3.4c

CL cornical-cam ber design lift coefficient for a M 1.0 design with tte designated camber 4.3.2.1Ld ray line intersecting the wing trailing edge at 0.3 b/2

CL lift coefficient resulting from external mass flow 93

9.3.1
5.3.2

(CL) e lift coefficient of the exposed forward panel 4.5.1.2
e
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

ACL increment in wing lift coefficient due to symmetric flap deflection 4.7
f in absence of ground plane 4.7.1

6.1.7
'647

wing-body lift coefficient including flap effects in absence of ground plane 47.1

ACL flap empirical factor accounting for flap effects in the peseground 7

flap 4. ?.1

CL (g) lift-coefficient correction term 7.2.-.1
7.3.4.1

(ACL increment in wing or horizontal tail lift due to the presence of the ground 4.7
G plane

,. horizontal-tail lift

CL lift coefficient of horizontal tail, 4,5.3.2
L H qSH 4.6.3

4.7.1
"6.3.4

(eC)increment in lift coefficient due to horizontal tail 4.6"H H 
4.6.1

(ACL) increment in horizontal-tail lift in the presence of the ground 4.7

,H G 4.7.3

"C horizontal-tail-body lift in presence of the wing, body, and vertical tail 4.5.1.3

SCL lift coefficient resulting, 'rom internal mass flow 9.3
- .9.3.1

9.3.2

(C L rate of change of lift coefficient with wing incidence (fuselage 4.3.1.2

WB angle of attack held constant)

S maximum lift
CL maximum lift c6efficient, Several

max qS

ACtL 1. increment in wing mav,.num lift coefficient accounting for Mach-number 4.1.3.3
max effects 4.1,3.4

2. increment in wing maAmgnum lift coefficient due to propeller power 4.6
4,6.2

3. increment in wing ma imum lift coefficient due to flap deflection 6.1.4.3

"CL* maximum lift coefficient wing as determined by the low-aspect-ratio method 4.1.3.3L max

- base value of parameter 4.1.3.3
Lm base 4.1.3.4

L mC a ) s" subsonic maximum lift coefficient of exposed aft panel 4.5.1.2

(CL ) maximum lift coefficient for exposed wing 4.1.3,4
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

Lma) , maximum lift coefficients of exposed forward and aft panels, respectively 4.1.5.2

(C L 
It

m a x ) ,

(ACL)' increments in wing maximum lift coefficients accounting for Mach number 4.1.5.2

x effects on the forward and aft panels, respectively

S (ALmax)':

(CLm4,x) value of parameter for wing 4.3.1.4

W "

/CL \ax maximumn lift coefficient for wing-body 4.3.1.4
\mxWB 4.5.1.3

(C) increment in lift coefficient acting at jet-engine inlet due to inclination 4.6
Nj of thrust axis Lo oncoming flow 4.6.1

4,6.4

( ) increment in lift coefficient due to inclination of propeller plane to 4.6ACL p oncoming flow 4.6.1
4.6.3

CL lift coefficient above point where the lift curve ceases to be linear 4.1.3.3
nonlinear

CL power-off lift coefficient based on free-stream velocity and wing 9.2
o L 9.2.1

area, - 9.2.3

CLC lift coefficient due to propeller effects 4.64.6.4

S) lift coefficient of configuratiun, power off 4.6.1
CLpower cniuain oe

off

increment in lift coefficient due to propeller power 4.6.1

power 4.6.2
on

OcIL

CLq pitching derivative, Several

(ACL) increment in lift coefficient due to change in dynamic pressure behind propeller 4.6
q 4.6.1

4.6.3

" C Lq 'nvaiue of pitching derivative referred to body axes with origin at wing 7.1.1.1-•q- aerodynamic center 
7.1.1.2

-. "7. 3.1.1
C "I

CL value of pitching derivative referred to body axes with origin at wing 7.1.1.1
q leading-edge vertex 7.1.1.2

CL contribution of the body to pitching derivative C 7.3.1.1

"qB 7.4.1.1

' 2.1-68
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SYMBOL. DEFINITION SECTIONS

(CL\ contribution of the exposed wing to the pitching derivative CL 7.3.1.!Q 7.3.1.2

L (CL contributions of exposed forward and aft panels, respectively, to the pitching 7.4.1.1

eC J, q)e derivative CL
q

(C~)~contribution of the wing to the pitching derivative CL 7.3.tL.I

( )CLq B contribution of the wing-body -ombination to the pitching derivative CL, 7,3.1.1
/WB 7.4.1.1

CL lift coefficient of surface to which the main control surface is attached 6.3.4

(AC increment in lift coefficient, accounting for the direct influence of the wing shock- 4.4.1

SE expansion field

(ACL) increment in lift coefficient due to angle of attack of thrust axis 4.6
LT 4.6.1

4.6.4

ACL lift loss due to tab 6.3.4

AC incremental lift coefficient required for trim 4.5.3,2, . Ltrim

SLv vertical-tail lift coefficient 6.3.4

C LW 1. wing lift coefficient with power effects 4.6Lw •4.6.4

2. wing lift coefficient, including tab and control deflections 6.3.4

CLwB wing-body lift coefficient in absence of ground plane 4.5.3.2

4,7
4.7.3

ACL increment in wing-body lift coefficient in the presence of the ground 4.7W)G 4.7.3

CL contribution to the lift coefficient due to the effect of the forward-surface vortices 4.5.1.2

W, () on the aft surface

dCL

C lift-curve slope, rate ef change of lift coefficient with angle of attack, dCa SeveralLd ae

ACLa increment in lift-curve slope 4.3.1.2

(ACL )A MW increment in wing lift coefficient due to change in angle of attack induced by propeller 4.6
fnow field 4.6.1

* 4.6.3

CL =0 lift coefficient where a 0 4.1.3.3

(CL.) 1. complete lift-curve slope of forward panel and body including interferences 4.5.2.1

2. lift-curve slope of forward panel 4.5.1.2
7.4.4.1

(CL)" 1. lift-curve slope of aft panel, including ving-body interference effects 4.52.1

2. lift-curve slope of aft panel 4.5.1.2

2.1-69
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(CLA value of the derivative at Ma 4.1.3.2

- lift-curve slope of body 7.3.1.1(CL°)B 7.3.4.1

(CL•)b value of the derivative at Mb 4.1.3.2

(CL) low-lift-region lift-curve slope, including thickness effects 4.1.4.3

"CLi) or lift-curve slope of body in presence of wing 4.3.2.2
-c Bl(W) 4.5,2,1

S CL 4.5.3.2

C(C value of the derivative at a given lift coefficient 5.1.2.2

\LaJC 7.1,2.2

7.3,2.2

(% ) lift-curve slope of the exposed wing Several

(CLe)' (CLX/ lift-curve slopes of the exposed forward and aft panels, respectively Several

CL•) value of derivative at Mfb 4.1.3.2

C lift-curve slope of the horizontal surface Several

'") •lift-curve slope of the exposed horizontal surface 6.2.1.2

-CL \lift-curve slope of the horizontal tail operating at the local Mach number of the flow in 4.5.1.2

S (L"H)MH the vicinity of the horizontal tail

CL lift-curve slope of the isolated horizontal tail at the free-stream Mach number 4.5.1.2

CL\ lift-curve slope of the inboard panel of wing 4.!.4.2J'';i 5.1.2.1

- 1 (CL) limiting value of lift-curve slope 4.1.3.2

C"" (CL) or lift-curve slope at low speeds 4.4.1
dl low

speed

'"~~ "")•• low

%.( speed

L(C ) value of derivative at a given Mach number Several
72. .- M
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(C o r lift-curve slope at high subsonic Mach numbers 4.4.A

(CL).N value of derivative at the critical Mach number 7 1.1.2

CQ value of derivative for nose of body SeveralJN

"CL power-off lift-curve slope 9.2.1

(CL) lift-curve slope of the constructed outboard panel of wing 4.1.4.2
L o) 5.1.2.1

(CL) lift-curve slope of isolated vertical panel mounted on a reflection plane 5.3.1.1.p
"",(CLe)r lift-curve slope of cranked wing, predicted by double-delta-wing method 4.1.3.2

pred

CLj 1  value of derivative derived from theory 4.1.3.2L.theory

(CL) lift-curve slope of isolated lower vertical panel mounted on a reflection plane (the Several
arJU aspect ratio is taken as twice the aspect ratio defined by the average exposed span

fai and exposed area)

I CLo . lift-curve slope of isolated upper vertical panel with effective aspect ratio defined 5.3.11.
by Equation 5.3.1.1-a 5.6.1.1

2. lift-curve slope of isolated upper vertical panel mounted on a reflection plane (the Several

aspect ratio is taken as twice the aspect ratio defined by the average exposed span
and exposed area)

(CLi lift-curve slope of the wing 4.3.1.2
.)W 4.3.1.3

4.3.3.2
(L ,lift-curve slope of the wing-body combination 4.2.2.1

C W B 4.3.1.2

4.7
4.7.1

"CL lift-curve slope of wing in presence of body 4.32.2
-o W (B) 4.5.2.1

C ~ (B lift-curve slope of the exposed wing in presence of body 4.3,1.2L.We (B)

( (vLa ) coqtribution to the lift-curve slope due to the effect of the forward-surface vortices
on the aft surface

CL) Oift-curve slope of flap-deflected wing 6.1.4.2J 6.
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(CL) lift-curve slope of flap-retracted wing 6.1.4.2

(C"L) C (CL) total lift-curve slopes between CL and CL, and beyond CL, respetively, (se 4,1.3.2
111 4.1.4.3

Sketch (b), Section 4.1.3.2)

6 CL , 6CL Incremental increase in lift-curve slopes starting at CLI! and CLIII, respectively, (see 4.1.3.2
CII"i l al1 1 Sketch (b), Section 4,1.3.2)

(CL,)estC

correction factor for subsonic lift-curve slope of cranked wings 4.1.3.2

(C 1pred

8CL

C change in lift coefficient with variation in rate of change of angle of attack, Severalf ;:;."L&

value of derivative for body 7.3.4.1
CL.) 7.4.4.1

-C .,value of derivative for exposed wing 7.3.4.1
., :oe 7,3.4.2

( CL-. contribution of exposed aft panel to acceleration derivative CL& 7.4.4.1

(CL.)W value of derivative for wing 7.3.4.1

(CL) value of derivative for wing-body combination 7.3.4.1
L&)WB .74.4.1

(CL.)I componrnts of the wiilg contribution to 7.1.4.1

CL6 rate of change of lift coefficient with wing flap deflection at constant angle of 6.1.4.1
CLdCL 6.,15.1

attack, -

' 6

CL6 lift-effectiveness of one symmetric, straight-sided flap, based on flap area 6.1.4.16,,, 6.1.5.1

6.2.1.1

.ACL) increment in lift due to inflow velocity of the flow surrounding the jet 4.6
( CLe 4.6.1

"4.6.3

CL, CL breaks In llft-curve slope (see Sketch (b), Section 4.1.3.2) 4.1.3.2

.. 4.1.4.3

NCN 1. norr, al-force coefficient, -S Sveral

* 2. normal-force coefficient, N 9.1
Pn 2 D4
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.CN 1. increment in normal-force coefficient 6.3.1

2. increment in coefficient due to jet-pressure interference on vehicle surfaces 4.6.1

1. pseudonormal-force coefficient defined by the equation CN CL 4.1.3

4.1.3.4

N 7.4.1.1
"2. normal-force coefficient based on free-stream velocity and propeller disk area, - 9.1

q Sp

isFaClL' x , pseudonormal-foice coefficients at CL"a for exposed forward c,.nd aft panels, 4.5.1.2
• ':•['CN @• C ma~elerespectively

/\

ratio of normal-force coefficient for body of noncrcular cross section to that 4.2.1.2
( N i) for an equivalent body of circular cross section (same cioss-sectional area) 4.2.2.2

NT as determined by Newtonian impact t',eory

I ratio of normal-force coefficient for body of noncircular cross section to that 4.2.1.2

(C N i r)S for an equivalent body of circular cross section (same cros$-sectional Area) as 4.2.2.2
B determined by slender-body theory

(CN )cone coefficient for cone-cylinder 4.2.1.2

cyl 4.2.3.2

(CN), coefficient for exposed wing 4.3.1.3
4.3.1.4

increment in coefficient due to body flare J.2.1.2OF 4.2.3.2

(CN) N coefficient for nose 4.3.1.3
4.3.1.4

.(CN ON increment in coefficient due to body nose 4.2.1.2

"CN propeller normal-force coefficient 4.6
NP 4.6.4

CN pitching derivative, i 7.2.1.1

CNq value of derivative for forward panel 7.2.1,1ql 
7.2.1.2

CN )W coefficient for wing 4.3.1.3

CN,( contribution to the normal-force coetficient due to the effect of the forward-si face 4.5.1.2
vortices on the aft surface

d CN

CN 1. rate of change of normal-force coefficient with angle of attack, d - Several

2. value of derivative for forward panel Several

3. value of derivative for propeller 9,1.3
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AC increment in normal-force-curve slope of a boattail following a semi-infinite cylinder 4.2.2.1

(CN) I. value of derivative for the body 5.2.1.1
7.3.1.1.I-

7.3.1.2
7.3.4.1

2. value of derivative for the body nose, based on nose frontal aree 4.3.2.2

C value of derivative for the body in presence of the wing 4.3.2.2N (W )

(CN) normal-force-curve slope of the basic wing 4.1.3.2

(CN) value of derivative for trailing-edge extension of double-delta and cranked wings 4.1.3.2

S)NA value of derivative for exposed wing 4.3.1.3
4.3.1.4
4.3.2.2
7.3.1.1

C , normal-foice-curve slopes of the exposed forward and aft panels, respectively Several
n 'nlfo -uree 4a32

normal-force-curve slope of exposed inboard panel of wing 4.3.2.2

1 ( J i t h e o r e t i c a l v a l u e o f d r v t e f o e x s d w i g4 .3 . 1 .2[(CNJdravtheory

theoretical value of normai-force-cuive slope of exposed inboard panel of wing 4,3,2.2
[(N.) theorynra-oc-ue4.22

(ACNo increment in normal-force-curve slope of a flared body of revolution following a 4.2.1.1
a semi-infinite cylinder 4.2.2.1

C normal-force-curve slope of glove of double-delta and cranked wings 4.1.3,2\a g 5.1.2.1

CN 0 ) normal-force-curve slope df the exposed horizontal surface t.22.1.2
H),

,(N) norral-force-.curve slope of inboard panl of wing 4.1.4.2

CN' propeller normal-force-curve slope with respect to inflow angle of attack at propeller 9.13
in disk

CN.) normal-force-curve slope o1 nose of body based on total wing area 4.3,1.2N)43,2.2

(CN)' normnal-force-curve slope of constructed outboard panel of wing 4.1.4.2

\ /CN)p 1. propeller normal-force derivative 4,6.-N)P 
4.6.1I

4,6.4

2. normal-force-curve slope of isolated vertical panel mounted on a reflection plane 5,.' 1.1
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C propeller jomlfrc eiaive for K 80.74.
N0 N= 4.6.1

W ~80.7

C(N ) theoretitcl val f derivative Several
"Of theory

1IN)theory theoretical value of normal-force-curve slope of exposed wingt 4.3.2.2

theoryo wn ...C N theoretictl value of normal-force-curve slope of inboard pane) of wing 4.1.4.2

theoretical value of normal-force-curve slope of constructed outboard panel of 4.1.4.2

1r e p s spanwing 4.3.2.2

ICNJU normal-force-curve slope of isolated lower vertical panel mounted on a reflection Several
plane (the aspect ratio is taken as twice the aspect ratio determined by the
average exposed span and exposed area)

(CN) normal-force.-curve slope of isolated upper vertical panel mounted on a reflection Several
.)V plane (the aspect ratio is taken as twice the aspect ratio dctmtined by the

average exposed span and exposed area)

CN normal-force-curve slope of exposed wing in presence of the body 4.3.2.2"-WB)

(CN (CNo) normal-force-curve slopes for constructed panels of non-straight-tapered wings 4.1,3.2

(" --- linear normal-force-curve slope for propeller 9,1.3

CN nonlinear increment in normal-force coefficient 4.1.3.3

(Vol 4.1.3.4

4.3.1.3
AC N incremental value of coefficient 4.1.3.3

CN ' value of coefficient at end of shock-detachment transition region 4.1.3.3
cia

CN value of coefficient at incipient shock separation 4.1.3.3

e' increments in coefficient at for exposed forward and aft surface, 4.5.1.2
(Cae respectively nax

e

(ACN)' incremental values of coefficient for exposed forward and aft panels, respectively 4.5.1,2

e

(AC N.V'
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

(CNQcx)ref increment in coefficient at CL 4.1.3.3

[(CN ) , values of deuivastives at CL for exposed forward and aft panels, respectively 4.5.1.2

(C N)ret]

CN )] value of derivative for wing-body combination 4.3.1.3

(CN t theoretical valie of coefficient 4.1.3.3
00)theory

(ACNj WB value of increment for wing-body combination 4.3.1.3

CN) value of coefficient o = 900 4.1.3.3
90

C rat( of change of nor.nal-force coefficient with rate of change in angle of attack 7.2.2.1
N&

N(CN) value of derivative for body 7.3.4.1

(CN,)e value of derivative for exposed wing 7.3.4.1

Je

(CN) vAlue of derivative for wing-body combination 7.3.4.1

* I(CN 1  
, components to the exposed-wing contribution CN 7.3.4.1

jCNý )]e

(CN/')' p'sedo normnal-! orce coefficients of the exposed forward pane, 4.5.1.2

(C)"
e

CNpseudo normaI- force coefficients of the exposed aft panel 4.5.1.2

e

(C

T

C t h r i 's t c o e f f i c i e n t , -- -- 9 . 1. ' pn2D 4 9.1A I

9.1.3
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CX axial-force coefficient 4.2.3.2
(C) axial-force coefficient at zero angle of attackJ. a 0 

4.2,3.2

(!' (CX ) axial-force coefficient at a 180 4.2.3.2S • =~ 1800 
...

Cy total side-force coefficient Several

CYB side-force coefficient of body / 5.2.1.2

5.2.3.2

Sside-torce coefficient of horizontal tail in the presence of the body 5.3.1.2" ~5.3.3.2
1 .5 .6 .1 .2

d f c f ntg 5 .6 .3 .2

"1f" C ~ side-force coefficient of empennage on tain-body configuration
" ": Y~~HVU(B)5. 

12
SC side-force coefficient of empennage on wing-body-tail configuration5.12• Y~~HVU(WB)5..2

"dCy
Cy rotary derivative, Severalp-d p bS

(Cyp) wing-body contribution to the derivative(C y P)w 'B 7A42.1

(ACy) increment in derivative due to geometric dihedral 7.1.2.1

* dCy

C rotary derivative, - 7.1.3.1""r rb 7.1.3.2
dr 

7.3,3.1(2V:) 
7.4.3.1

"" (CV) wing-body cont:ibution to the derivatiwe 7.4.3.1y 

7 4

C y side-force coefficient of ventral fin on tail-body configurat'on 5.3.1.2S/ 5 .1.3.2
5.6.1.2

CY side-force coefficient of ventral fin due to interference and cross-coupling 5.3,1.2
U(K,0) of a and # k 5.6,1.2

CY side-force coefficient of ventral fin on wing-body-tail configuration 5.6.1.2
7 5.6.3.2

C side-force coefficient of upper vertical tail on tail-body configuration 5.3.1,2\ 5.3.3.2
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SYMBOL. DEFINITION SECTIONS

C side-force coefficient of upper vertical tail due to interference and cross-coupling 5.3.1.2
V(K,P) of a and 0 5.6.1.2

CVBC side-force coefficient of upper vertial tail due to body vortices 5.3.1.21 L V(r 8) 5.6.1.2

CY side-force coefficient of upper vertical tail on wing-body-tail configuration 5.6.1.2
V( 17) 5.6.3.2

C side-force coefficient of wing-body configuration 5.2.1.2
~WB 5.6.1.2

C side-force coefficient of the wing in the presence of the body 5.2.1.2
*W(B) 5.2.3.2

CY side-force coefficient of wing-body-tail configuration 5.6.1.2
WBHVU

dC¥

rate of change of side force with sideslip angle, - SeveralY do

(C ) value of derivative for body 5.2.1.1(YO)B 5.3.1.1

5.6.1.1

(ACY# increment in Cy due to the horizontal tall in the presence of the wing and 5.3.1.1
X1 H(BW) body 0 5.6.1.1

AC increment inC due to the horizontal tail in the presence of the wing, body, 5.3.1.1 •.N \p H(BWU) $3
and lower vertical tail

ACY increment in due to the horizontal tail and upper vertical tail in the 5.3.1.1OHV(BWU) 1
presence of the wing, body, and lower vertical tail

(ACyO) increment in Cy due to panel in empennage Several

Cy value of derivative for lower vertical panel Several

(ACY) increment in Cy• due to lower vertical stabilizer in presence of wing, body, Several

horizontal tail, and upper vertical stabilizer

(Cy) value of derivative for upper vertical panel Several

(ACy)Vincrement in C due to the upper vertical sail in the presernce of the wing, Several

body, lower vertical tail, and horizontal tail

(Cy') lift-curve slope of equivalent rectangular vertical panel 5.3.1.1

Veff 5.6.1.1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

(rACy VCwBH) increment in C y due to upper vertical stabilizer in presence of wing, body, and Several

horizontal tail

(Cy) value of derivative for wing 5.2.1.1

Cy l value of derivative for wing-body combination 5.2.1.1
/WB 5.2.1.2

5.6.1.L

(ACy) increment in C due to geometric dihedral 5.2.1.1
YO) y a5.6. L!

Cf skin-friction coefficient for incompressible flow Several

(Cf) turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient of the body including roughness 4.3.3.1
B effects 4.5.3.1

Cf skin-friction coefficient for compressible flow 4.2.3.1
"c 7.4.1.1

(Cf)H turbulent flat.plate skin-friction coefficient of the horizontal-tail panel 4.5.3.1

(Cf) , (Ct) skin-friction coefficients for incompressible flow of wing inboard and outboard 4.1.5.1
0 panels, respectively

incompressible, turbuient, flat-plate skin-friction coefficient, including roughness 4.2.3.1
(f) in c effects, as a function of Reynolds number based on total body length

(Cf) turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient based on the MAC of the exposed 4.5.3.1
p tail panel

(Cf) turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient of the verticai-tail panel 4.5.3.1

"(C f) turbulent flat-plate skins-friction coefficient of the wing including roughness 4.3.3.1
effects 4.5.3.1

iCf turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficients of the wing inboard and outboard 4.3.3.1
,'"W ii 0 panels, respectively, including roughness effects

SCf0 vacuum-thrust coefficient 6.3.2

hinge moment
Ch hinge-moment coefficient, 6.1.3.2

qSfcf
% ,,

Ch hinge-moment coefficient of control surface 6.3.4

tC hisge-moment coefficient of control tab 6.3.4

Ch rate of change of hinge moment with angle of attack at constant flap or 6.1.6
4 d Ch 6.1.6.1

control deflection, -" f • dor
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

ACh increment in derivative accounting for induced-camber effects 6.1.6.1

Ch hinge-moment derivative for a symmetric, straight-sidcd control, based on twice 6.1.6.1
S )tc the area-moment of the control about its hinge line

\Ch)at/c-0 supersonic flat-plate hinge-moment derivative 6.1.6.1

Chs rate of change of hinge moment with control-surface deflection at constant angle 6.1.6
dCh 6.1.6.2

of attack, -dS

AC increment in derivative due to induced-camber effects 6.1.6.2

C'h value of derivative for zero-thickness control surface 6.1.6.2

rolling moment
qSbC1  rolling-nsoment coeffidient, -~ Several

dC,

C1  rotary derivative Several

p p(b
\2V_ I

S Clp value of derivative at a given lift coefficient 7.1.2.2
)CL 7.3,2.1

7.3.2.2
7.4.2.2

(AC1p)drag increment in derivative due to drag 7.1.2.2
A P~drag7.4.2.2

C horizontal-tail contribution to the derivative 7.4.2.2Ip)H

C) wing-body contribution to the derivative 7.4.2.2(C PWB

S C contribution to derivative due to geometric dihedral 7.1.2.2

(p Pr 7.3.2.1
7.3.2.2
7.4.2.2

C derivative at zero lift of wing without dihedral 7.1.2.1
P) r=0 7.1.2.2
CL =0 7.4.2.2

(C)

drag-due-to-lift roll-damping parameter 7.1.2.2
7,4.2.2
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

-)CL .- rolamping parameter at zero lift 7.1.2.2

dC1
C1  rotary derivative, 7.1.3.2

d/rb 7.3.3.2
~7A.3.2

AC Increment in derivative due to geometric dihedral 7.1.3.2

(ACr)c sememplrlcal correction factor ,sed to extrapolate potential-flow values of C1 7..3.2
CL to higher lift coefficients r

AClrs Increment in derivative due to wing side force 7.1.3.2
1,side

force

(Clr)WB winl-body contribution to the derivative 7.4.3.2

ACr
It increment In C1 due to dihedral 7.1.3.2

,AC
'1 increment In C1 rdue to wing twist 7.1.3.2

dC1
C. rate of change of rolling moment with sideslip angle, - Several

"AC1  difference between calculated and test values of the derivative 5.1,2.1

increment inC1 due to panel present in empennage 5.3.2.1.P) p 
7.4.3.2

incc1) inrement in C for lower vertical panel 5.3.2.1

"4 ,(C")aluc of derivative for upper vertical penel 5.3.2.1

C1 ) value of derivative for wing-body combination 5.2.2.1
5.6.2.1

1 incment in derivative due to wing height 5.2.2.1
0) 7. 5.6.2.1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

contribution of wing aspect ratio to C1 5.1.2.1

c b g 5.2.2.1

contribution of wing sweep to C 5.1.2.1
S.2.2.1

c 
i

(C.1Ž) contribution of sweep of constructed outboard panel of wing to C 5.1.2.1

C A\I^c

dihedral effect on C1 for uniform geometric dihedral 5.1.2.1

r value of parameter at a given lift coefficient 5.1.2.2
S L 5.6.1.2

U tan A c/4  wing-twist correction factor 5J.2.1

* PCI
rolling-moment-due-to-sideslip parameter for any symmetric, spanwise 5121

KU distribution of dihedral angle

dC/
cl rate of change of rolling moment with control deflection,- Several

0I rolling-moment effectiveness of one symmetric, straight.sided control about its 6.1.5.1
root-chord line 6.2.1.1

Cl value of derivative for control deflection perpendicular to the hinge line 6.2.1.1
111L

pitching moment
Cm 1. pitching-moment coefficient, Several

qSF

M

2. duct pitching-moment coefficient, - 9,3
qSSDc
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

AC m 1. increment in pitching-moment coefficient about root-chord midpoint due to leading-edge 4.1.4.3
vortex

"2. increment in pitching-moment coefficient 6.1.5.1
S. 6,3.1

Cma/b pitching-moment coefficient of body having elliptical cross sections 4.2.2.2

,5 .4bdCm
C pitching-moment derivative, - 4.1.4

mCL dCL 4.1.4.2

4.3.2.2#1 AC'6..1
Am M ratio of pitching-moment increment to lift increment for a full-span flap on a 6,1.5.1

CL rectangular wing

Sd-Cm o wing pitching-moment-curve slope uncorrected for thickness effects 4.1.4.2

k 'LQ/heory
AC~n increment in coefficient due to flaps at coznstant angle of attack

Mf

Sincrement in pitching-moment coefficient in the presence of the ground 47
(ACm) 47

4.7.4

Ua (ACr) total change in pitching-moment coefficient of horizontal tail 4.6
4.6.1

increment in horizontal-tail pitching iroment in the presence of the ground 4.7
HG 4.7.3

3 I(AC m) 1 increment in pitching moment about the hinge line due to axial-force increment 6.3.1rm "IfLI ACA

J(ACm))L NACN increment in ptching moment abov tile hinge line due to normal-force increment 6.3.1

(ACmH increment in coefficient due to change in dynamic pressure at horizontal tail due 4.64 -- ' H q to propeller-power effects 4.6.1

"[C J horizontal-tail pitching moment at stall angle of attack 4.5.1.3

ACr' increment in coefficient due to change in downwash at horizontal tail due to 4.6

in e propeller-pdwer effects 4.6.1-' 
4,6,3

(ACm)L increrment in coefficient due vo change in wing lift caused by propeller power 4.6

4.6.3

C sum of wing section pitching-moment increments 6.1.5,1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

(ACm increment in pitching moment about vehicle moment reference point 6.3.1
MRP

(AC-)N. increment in coefficient due to normal force acting at jet inlet due to inclination 4.6.3
of oncoming flow to thrust axis

(ACm)N increment in coefficient due to propeller normal force 4.6

)p 4.6.3

C(: (g) pitching-moment coefficient correction term 7.1.4.2
in 0 7.3.4.2

" A total increment in vehicle pitching-moment coefficient at a given angle of attack 4.6.3
( -"-- 1)power due to propeller power effects

on

(ACm)q increment in coefficient due to change in propeller-slipstream dynamic pressure 4.6
4.6.3

C rotary derivative, f Several

Cm 1. value of derivative referred to body axis with origin at wing aerodynamnic center7.12
q

2. pitching derivative of body segment based on base area and base diameter 7.2.1.2
and referred to moment center at forward face of segment

i•C m value of derivative referred to body axis with origin at wing leading-edge vertex 7.1.1.2

q

'Cmq value of derivative for body 7.3.1.2
""qJB 7.4.1.2

(Cm q) value of derivative for exposed wing 7.3.1.2

C i' value of derivative for exposed forward panel 7.3.1.2""mqle 7.4.1.2

(C\C Mvalue of derivative at given Mach number 7.1.1.2
(Cnq)M 7,3.1.2

(C ) value of derivative at the critical Mach number 7.1.1.2
, . Mcr

(Cmq)i value of derivative for wing 7.3.1.2
0:W

"-. • value of derivative for wing-body combination 7.3.1.2
"W* 7.4.1.2

* ';ACmT increment in coefficient due to direct thrust force 4.6
4.6.3

* AC incremental pitching-moment coefficient required for trim 4.5.3.2

pitching moment
Cm wing-body pitching-moment coefficient, 4.5.3.2

* , qS8
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"SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

ACm) increment in wing-body pitching moment in the presence of the ground 4.7
( G 4.7.3

(C w)• wing-body pitching moment at stall angle of attack 4.5.1.3.

Lmax

Cm rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of attack at constant Severalmd Cm

flap deflection,
do

Cma pitching-moment-curve slope for body segment 4,2.2.1
7.2.1.2

[value of derivative for body 4.3.2.1
• .( m•B 7.3.1,2

7.3.4.2
Cm& rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with rate of change of angle Several

a a~c
m

of attack,-

, m& value of pitching derivative referred to body axis with origin at wing leading-edge 7.1.4.2" ' " ~v e r t e x • ;

(C m&A contribution of body to acceleration derivative Cm. 7.3.4.2

,aC m 
a 7 .4 .4 .2

(.••Cm) ]contribution of exposed wing to acceleration derivative Cm. 7.3.4.2

7-,.-C m&)' contribution of exposed forward panel to the acceleration derivative C 7.4.4.2

contribution of exposed aft panel to the acceleration derivative C 7.3.4.2

(Cm) contribution of wing to acceleration derivative C 7.3.4.2

"(Cm) contribution of wing-body combination to acceleration derivative Ci., 7.3.4.2
aWB 7.4.4.2

C components of the wing contribution to C 7.1.442f t'~ma 2i 
7.3.4.2

C components of the exposed wing contribution to Cm 7.3.4,2i&

•.•mi .).m 21 e

C rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with control or flap deflection at 6.1.5.1
im6  . dCm

constant angle of attack,--
d6

"-. " Cm pitching-moment effectiveness for one symmetric, straight-sided control,.based on twice 6.1.5.1
in6 its moment-area about the hinge line
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

(A m) increment in coefficient due to j-1 initrfercnce effects at the horizontal tail 4.6.3

C pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift 4.1.4.1
fl 0  4.1.4.3

4.6.3

AC increment in pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift due to linear twist 44.4.1in0

-" " Cln (g) pitching-moment-coefficient correction term 7.1.4.?

" in 7.3.4,2.

Cmo pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift for portion of vehicle not.immersed in 4.6( 0/area not propeller slipstream 4.6,3
immersed

(Cm ) body zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient without Mach-number effects 4.3.2.1

Cmo) pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift of portion of vehicle immersed in propeller 4.6
i slipstream 4.6.3

Cm) zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient uncorrected for thickness effects 4.1.4.1
Otheory

(Cm ) wing zero-lift pitching.moment coefficient 4.3.2.1 V -
0) Wa

(Ci0W) zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient of the wing-body combination Several

(C0wing-

body

Cmo) pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift of untwisted, constant-section wing 4.1.4.1

-(Cmo)

S -- Mcch-number correction factor 4.3.2.1

*(Cm ) 0

N.
C yawing-moment coefficient, Several

qSb

ACn yawing moment due to aileron deflection 6.2.2.1

C yawing-moment coefficient of body 5.2.3.2
n.B

C (BC yawing-moment coefficient of empennage on tail-body configuration 5.3.3.2
ni-1YU(B)

C yawing-moment coefficient of empennage on wing-body-tail configuration 5.6.3.2
* 0HVU(WB)

dCn
C~p, rotary derivative, _ 7.1.2.1

Jpb\ 7.3.2.14
d : 7.3.2.2

7.4.2.3
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(C ") value ot deriv'itive for a given Mach number 7.3.2.3

CI wing-body contribution to the derivative 7.4.2.3
PWw

n__p supersonic yawing moment due to rolling referred to stability axes with origin at 7.1.2.3
the center of g'avitv

"Cnp' \ supersonic yawing moment due to rolling referred to body axes with origin at the 7.1.2,3

wing apex
O)body

axis

.' supersonic yawing moment due to rolling components -- body axes 7.1.2.3

d C ni

rotary derivative, -- 7.1.3.3.[:d r ~b \ 7.,3.3.
d2v( ) 

7.4.3.3

S( ) wing-body contribution to the derivative 7.4.3.3Cn)

Cn

nr

F:::•:. C D low -speed profile-drag yaw-damping parameter 7 ,1.3.3

SC%

-" low-speed drag-due-to-lift yaw-damping parameter 7.1.3.3
CL2

L

C yawing-moment coefficient of vertical tail and ventral fin on tail-body configuration 5.3.3.2
0 VU(lB)

.'C yawing-moment coefficient of wing-body combination 5.2.3.2
"W B "5.6.3 .2

'nWBHVU yawing-moment coefficient of wing-body-tail configuration 5.6.3.2

"dCn
C rate of change of yawing moment with sideslip angle,- Several'n 

dP

"Cn increment in Cn due to panel in empennage Several

(ACn) ln' nrement in Cn for vertical panel 5.3.3.1

(Cn) value of derivative for wing alone 5.2.3.1

C )H value of derivative for wing-body combination 5.2.3.1n jW B 
5 .2 .3 .2"

5.6.3.1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

dCn
C rate of change of yawing moment with control deflection,- 6.2.2.2

n6 d6

p - p.
C pressure coefficient SeveralP q_

ACp, AC sums of the pressure coefficients acting on the two sides of a given surface 5.3.1.1
4.2.3.1

C base pressure coefficient 4.5.3.1
Pb 4.6.4

"" C incipient pressure-rise coefficient 6.3.1
'inc

C two-dimensional pressure coefficient 6.1.6.1
Po

(2 stagnation-pressure coefficient 4.2.1.2
Pstag 4.2.2.2

plateau-pressure coefficient referred to local pressure upstream of interaction 6.3.1(CP.)p
P

Uc •incipient pressure-rise coefficient referred to local pressure upstream of interaction 6.3.1
( • ]i n c

(Cp,) peak value of pressure coefficient referred to local ,cessure upstream of interaction 6.3.1

C maximum negative upper-surface section pressure coefficient 4.1.3.2

CP2 plateau-pressure coefficient 6.3.2

C free-stream pressure. coefficient 6.3.1

Cp, plateau-pressure coefficient referred to free-stream pressure 6.3.1

P

C,,) local pressure coefficient upstream of interaction referred to free-stream pressure 6.3.1

(CP.) peak value of pressure coefficient referred to free-stream pressure 6.3.1

C drag coefficient 6.3.2
x

CXk lift contribution to wving section pitching-moment coefficient 6.1.5.1

- . C section nondimensionat trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient Several

C' section nondimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient based on extended Several
St, airfoil chord
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V. LOWER-CASE COEFFICIENTS AND DERIVATIVES

SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

dral
Cd  section drag coefficient,-- Several

qC

C cross-flow drag coefficient of circular cylinder of Infinite length normal to flow SevernuCdc direction

ACdf airfoil-ection drag coefficient with flap deflected 6.1.7

Ch section hinge moment 6.1.3.2

C flap section hinge moment due to change In angle of attack 6.1.3.1at

(c\ flap section hlng moment due to flap deflection 6.1.3.2

(rh) section hinge-moment derivative of control surface due to tab deflection 6.1.3.3

tab section hinge moment due to change in angle of attack 6.1.3.1
tat

(C h6f section hinge moment derivative of a tab due to control-turface deflection 6.1.3.4

(-ht)8 tab section hinge moment due to tab deflection 6j.3.2

rate of change o! control section hinge-moment coefficient with tnglo of attack at 6.1.3.1
dch 6.1.3.2ih at6.1.6.2

control deflection,- 6.1.6.1do 6.1.6.2

Achhr increment in derivatlvv accounting for finite control itickness at supersonic speeds 6.1,3.1

hinge-moment derivative (see Pape 6.1.3.1-3. Step 1) 6.1.3.1,ICa 6.1.6.1

6.1.6.2

C hinge-moment derivative (see Paoe 6.1.3.1-3, Stop 2) 6.1.3.1
ht 6.1.6.1

(Ch)b m value of derivative for aerodynemically balanced control surfam 6.1..3.1

(h.) l value of derivative uncorreced for compresslbillty 6.1.3.1

Cha)M value of derivative corrected for compressibility 6.1.3.1

(Che•h theoretical value of derivative 6.1.3.1
a6ory.6.1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

- thickness-correction factor for symmetric, circular-arc airfoils 6.1.3.1

ilch
C '- Oh6 rate of change of hinge-moment coefficient with control defiection - 6.1.3.2

6 d6 6.1.6.2

Ac increment in derivative neccounting for thickness effects at supersonic speeds 6.1.3.1As 6.1.3.2

' hinge-moment derivative (see Pag- 6.1.3.2-3, Step 1) 6.1.3.2
66.1.6.2 ,•

¢ha hinge-moment derivative (see Page 6,1.3.24, Step 2) 6.1.3.2
6.1.6.2

Ch6)balance value of derivative for an aerodynamically balanced control 6.1.3.2
6.1.6.2

(h6) low speed value of derivative unlcorrected for compressibility 6.1 3.2

(ChS) value of derivative corrected for compressibility 6.1,3.2h8M

(Ch)theory theoretical value of derivative 6.1.3.2
(h)hoy 6.1.6.2

thickness-correction factor for symmetric, circular-arc airfoils 6.1.3.1t/C

hlit
C section lift coefficient, - Several

qc
Sitcrement in section lift coefficient due to flap or control deflection Several

design lift :oefficient Several

C9imax section maximum lift coefficient Several

AC increment in section maximum lift coefficient due to flap deflection 6,1.1
max6.1.1.3

6.1.4.3

C increment in coefficient accounting for effect of camber for airfoils with maximum 4.1.1.4
1 qtnax thickness at 30% chord 4.1.3.3

A2 C a increment in coefficient accounting for effec! of camber for airfoils with maximum 4.1.1.4
max thickness at positions other than 30% chord 4.1.3.3

A C increment in coefficient accounting for Reynolds-number uff, ,,!ts 4.1.1,4
A3 Cmax 4.1.3.3

4A C R increment in coefficient accounting for airfoil-roughness effects 4.1.1.4
~ max

A 5 C CQ increment in coefficient accounting for Mach-number effects 4.1.1A4
* max
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h(Cimax)ase base or 'eference value of coefficient 4.1.1.4
hase 4.1.3.3

(1Cgmaxo)bae base or reference value of coefficient 6.1.1.3
We 6.1.4.3

(Cm)e section maximum lift coefficient of exposed forward panel 4.1.5.2

IRU 1. section lift-curve slope, rate of change* of section lift coefficient with angle of Several
dc2

attack at constant flap deflection,

2. lift-curve slope for wing of infinite span Several

3. section lift-curve slope for propeller blade 9.1.3

AC2  increment in section lift-curve slope due to NACA roughness 4.1.1.2

Sjet-flap section lift-curve slope uncorrected for thickness effects Several

lift-curve slope corrected for compressibility effects Several

"(C2 ) theoretical value of derivative Several
Stheory

(CQ value of derivative for deflected control or flap conditions 6.1.1.!

6.1.1.2
6.1.5.1

(C ) 0 value of derivative for unflapped airfoil, including compressibility effects 6.1.1.2

C2  rate of change of section lift with flap or control deflection at constant angle of Several
e6 attack, dc2qP~ d8

"CR section lift effectiveness due to deflection of a hypothetical flap 6.1.2.1
6a 6.1.5.1

*' C26f rate of change of section lift coefficient due to flap deflection6.1.1.1
26f 6.1.2.1

6.1.4.1

,C2  theoretical lifting-efficiency factors for first, second, and ith segments, respectively, 6.1.1.1C 6f f2ý of trailing-edge flaps 
6.1.2.1

C" rate of change of section lift coefficient due to jet deflection 6.1.1.1
S6.1,2.1
6.1.4.1
6.1.5.1

C2  theoretical maximum lifting effectiveness 6.1.1.3
S , "_max
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Ce) theoretical value of derivative Several
theory

(Cie8)a value of derivative at a given angle of attack 6.1.1
6.1.5.1

C . value of derivative for control or flap deflection measured perpendicular to hinge line 6.1.6.2

C9A incremental section lift coefficient due to control deflections 6.1.5.1

CRA 0 incremental section lift coefficient as function of span station, referred to basic load line 6.1.5.1

Cm section pitching-moment coefficient with flaps retracted 6.1.2.1

Acm increment in section pitching-moment coefficient near maximum lift due to flaps 6.1.2.1
and controls 6.1.2.2

6.1.2.3
6.1,5.1

dor/dce wing section pitching-moment-curve slope 6,1.2.2

Cmc/4 section pitching-moment coefficient measured about the quarter-chord point 4.1.1
6.1.2.2

Ac increment in section pitching-moment coefficient at low angles of attack due to flaps and 6.1.5.1mf 
controls

dcm
C rate of change of section pitching-moment coefficient with angle of attack, - 6.1.2.1

mdt 
6.1.2.2

Acl,( pitching-moment increment due to airfoil angle of attack 6.1.2.1
6.1.5.1

Cm6 rate of change of section pitching-moment coefficient with flap deflection at constant 6.1.2.1dcm

angle of attack, -"

Ch fdm p

c * theoretical flap pitching-moment effectiveness (about the leading edge) 6.1.2.1

Cmf flap pitching-m oment effectiveness measured about the leading edge 6121".:

AmC pitching-moment increment due to trailing-edge flaps 6.1.2.1AC 6 f 6.1.5.1

AC pitching-moment Increment due to deflection of a leading-edge device 6.1.2.1
M] fLE 6.1.5.1

CI rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient measured about the leading edge with 6.1,2.1
&m6 respect to the jet deflection

(AC)) 6  pitching-moment increment due to jet sheet acting at an angle to trailing-edge camber line 6.1.2.1

XIJ 6.1.5.1

C ' theoretical two-dimensional flap pitching-moment effectiveness about the leading edge 6.1.5.1

LE
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

Cm0, /,Cm0\ sction pitching-moment coefficient for zero lift 4.1.1
0 W 4.1.2.1

4.1.4.1
4.3.2.1

- C section pitching-moment coefficient for zero lift of the area not immersed in 4.6.3

m Larea not propeller slipstream

immersed

(m) section pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift of root section 4.1.4.1

C section pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift of tip section 4.1.4.1

AC , ACm intermediate terms in determining pitching-moment increments due to leading-edge 6.1.2.1
4 devices and angle of sttack, respectively 6.1.5.1

E. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES

SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS:

a CD
slope of curve ofCD vs M 4.3.3.1a aM 4.5.3.1

"rate of change of zero-lift angle of attack with flap deflection Several

I

a L
aa-' downwash gradient acting on the aft surface Several

average tlownwash gradient acting on the aft surface 4.2.2.13a 4.5.1.1

a w '- (average downwash gradient acting on the tail at low speeds 4.4.1

speed

k -.)Mdownwash gradient acting on the tail at high subsonic Mach numbers 4.4.1

I 1downwash gradient in the plane of symmetry at the height of the vortex core 4.4.14.5.1.1

7.4.4.1
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

*.- downwash gradient at infinity 4.4.1
4.5.1.1

7.4.4.1

p downwash parameter due to propeller 4.6
1p 4.6.1

4.6.4

u upwash gradient in the plane of symmetry of an unswept wing Several

dezslip induced upwash gradient due to propeller slipstream 
9.1.3

in

"" sidewash parameter Several

Schange in section hinge-mornent coefficient of a control surface due to lift variation, 6.1.3.3I • t measured at constant values of tab and flap deflections

(acstZ If
I chA change in section hinge-moment coefficient of a control surface due to tab deflection, 6.1.3.3

, 8 measured at constant values of lift and flap deflection

I I change in section hinge-moment coefficient of a control surface due to tab deflection, 6,1.3,3
" t , 6f measured at constant values of angle of attack and flap deflection

%tCh change in section hinge-moment coefficient of a tab due to lift variation, measured 6.1.3.4
\a Co f 6t at constant values of flap and tab deflections

/ICh change in section hinge-moment coefficient of . tab due to control-surface deflection, 6.1.3.4
\ •f/€Q, bt measured at constant values of lift and tab deflection

hI t change in section hinge-moment coefficient of a tab due to control-surface deflection, 6.1.3.4
* •t measured at constant values of angle of attack and tab deflection
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

Iac\
section lift-curve slope of a control surface at constant values of flap and tab 6.1.3.3

ace .- .deflections 6.1.3.4

rate of change of angle of attack due to change in flap deflection at constant values 6.1.3.4

f ' of lift and tab deflection

rate of change of angle of attack due to change in tab deflection at constant values 6.1.3.3( tcR of lift and flap deflection

• . .1

__

ip
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F. ABBREVIATIONS

SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTIONS

a.c. aerodynamic center Several

av average Several

C.g. center of gravity Several

C.p. center of pressure Several

EBF externally blown flap Several

FRP fuselage reference plane 4.5.2.1

fus fuselage 9.1
9.1.3

HL hinge line Several

HM hinge moment 6.3.1

IBF internally blown flap Several

inc incipient 6.3.1

LE leading edge Several

LER leading-edge radius Several

MAC mean aerodynamic chord Several

max maximum Several

MRP moment reference point 6.1.5.1
6.3.1

ref reference Several

SF safety factor 6.3.2

slip propeller slipstream 9.1
9.1.3

STOL short take-off and landing Several

TE trailing edge Several

U lower vertical su•biilzer Several

V ,ipper ve'tical stabilizer Several

N IOL vertical take-off and ltnding 4.6
9

9.1
9.2
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2.2 WING PARAMETERS
2.2.1 SECTION PARAMETERS

Airfoil section parameters that are useful in estimating aerodynamic data are presented in this Section. An airfoil-
designation summary that has general utility throughout the Handbook is given. Figure 2.2.1-6 gives the trailing-edge
angle for standard airfoils. This parameter is used in estimating section lift-curve slopes and control derivatives. Figure
"2.2.1.7 gives the leading-edge radius of standard airfoils. This parameter is not used in this Handbook hut is used
"extensively as a correlation parameter in the literature. It is presented for convenience only. The parameter that is used

in place- of leading-edge radius in the Handbook is the Ay parameter (see definition on figure 2.2.1-8 ). This parameter

has been found to be highly successful in correlating data, e.g., see Section 4.1.3.4. It .is presented for standard airfoils

in figure 2.2.1-8 .

PARABOLA (4-DIGIT SERIES) PARABOLA (4-DIGIT SERIES)

CUBIC (-DIGIT SERIES)

B C M R A OC STRAIGHT LINE
ZERO SLOPE OR•) $-DIGIT SERIES)

y o t INVERTED CUBov f

t , . a -.- . . - . . T "

" • :-• xL Omma

• "L.E. T.E.
.- FiGURE 2.2. 1-17 AIRFOIL SECTION GEOM4ETRY

BASIC SYMMETRIC AIRFOIL CAMBER MEAN LINE

o=chord of airfoil section (yo) max 3t maximum ordinate of moan line

x =distance along chord measured from L~e.

y P. ordinate at some value of x a(X ashp f.e ln

", . -position of maximum camber
(measured norm al to and from tihe chord ýYO) znx

iine for symmetric airfoils, measured
normal to and from the mean line for s elope of I.e.r. through I.e. equals
cambered airfoils) the sloDs of the mean line at tlp I.e.

y(x) = thickness distribution of airfoil section lift coefficient

t = 2ymax = maximum thickness of airfoil
oti - dealga section lift coefficient

xt x position of maximum thickness

i.e.r. =-leading-edge radius

,.6TE 2tralling-edge angle (included angle
between the tangents to the upper
and lower 3urface& at the trailing edge)

2.2.1-1
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AIRFOIL SECTION DESIGNATION

CLARK Y" AIRFOIL

-xt 80% CHORD FOR [ I,

ANY THICLNXr5S8

MACA 4"DIOIT 8ERIES AIRFOILS

?(AJA 1 4 12-3 4

Yc) (XCHORD) f

mma

• ~Be* Tables

-*i' ( 44 4 4 4 04 ok o rd) I.c .r.

(ye)
max

t (% CHORD)

"•eDb" nuumbees (numbers followlnu a dash plaoed after the standard notation) fre expree*ed only when L.e.r. and/or
a"e diffieret from marmal.

FIRST DASH NO. I.c.r. SECOND DASH NO. xt (X CHORD)

0 8bamp 2 20
a j Normal 3 SO(Normall)
6 Normal 4 40

a 8x Normal a so

GERMAN NOTATION OF MACA 4-DIQOT AND #"DIOIT SERIES AIRFOILS

NACA 1.5 15 It- 1.1 80- .161

S6TM:. ( ~vo ) (%CHORD) tn

max 2

ix(y) ( CHORD) X, (K CHORD)

'NHORD) I. (X CHOORD)

t (% CHORD) -
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NACA $-DIGIT BRSCAM AIRFOIL

NACA 2 8 0 ii s 4

(ktXCHORD) -NMax -- t

"(actually ?0 of a

game an for
4-dimlt seitie

x( Y • (CHORD/ o0) 
(Be e Table)

°' ax Ier.

Aft portion of mesa line
(0 indicates straight line) t (X CHORD)(I indioates inavqoie oubio)

NACA I- BERIKS AIRFOILS

NACA 1 -2 12 406.4

Indicates I- 8epie- 7Mesa 
line to give

Mnit-urm londing to""Se, th4q linos,
Sd.orvaeao to t~e.

(if -sepecified, aw 1,0)

X for mil. presesure
for basic symmettio t (X CHORD)
airfoil at sera lift
(in tenth.)

Doeiln lift coetficente,
(all In tenth&)

NAACA 6- 81gRIM AIRIPOLLS

NACA 6 4 A 2s 1 0.4

Indicates s- series 
i. int~v

" " " - -M e " lin e to g iv e• 
Uniform loading to

R I s, then linear
doore*&& to i.e.
(it unspeoified, a- 1.0)

k for hain pressure 
-CO

forobasic symmetric 
1 (7 CHORD)-- airfoil at Marc lift

(in tenths)

Design ift ooeftilolnt

(o1i il tenths)
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NACA 14 ,an O.4

as before asbe for*

of range for low drag
(tenths above and below C1 )

NACA 64 a• 2 ct 0.4

as before as before

of range for low drave with"improved thiokneae dlstributlon
(teethe above and below cli)

To in-r-s•e or decrease the airfoil thicknese

NACA 64 (212) 214 CL 0.4T-
an before _ _-.J as before

new cIi snod t
original 'oi and t (lInearly Inoremsed ordinates)

NACA 04 (912) 214 A 0. 4

an before.. a before

oriun! O and t -new Oil and t

(lineorly Increased ordInates)

NIACA 64a A 2 12

an before

ae before a bqfore

I- ladlatee modified thlcknose ditributILon and
type Of mean line. Sections designated by
Letter A are subetantially stralght oh both
eurfaoee from about .80 to te. Ireemuree at
the noes are aome nm for the 64S -212 airfoil.
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o.,e.

""- - .,Z ' r ,w .-

MACA 7- 8ERIEs AIRrOILS

MACA T 1 6 A 4 t2

Indicates i - series- t (percent chord)
(also a- Mellon) t(eoc hid

x for favorable
pressure gradient on upper Demisn lift coeffloinat.
nurface at design c

(in tenthe) ( ii tenntt)

x for favorable Serial letter demignatingpte9Sats gradient 0n lower thickness distribution and
urlsofe at desige 

mean 1n(is teatl)s)

SUPERSONIC AIRFOILS (WEDGE AND CIRCULAR ARC)

S - (6o) (RB) - (60) (M)

series number
(I denotes double wedge t (peroent chord
2 denotes circular are) lowet surface)

Sunersomic X, (percent chord
"lower surface)

xt (pearont ohord - t (peroent chordUpper aurftae) upper uortlaO*)
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2.2.2 PLANFORM PARAMETERS

General planform parameters that are useful in estimating aerodynamic data are presented in thissection. These parameters are given in equation form for conventonal, straight-tapered wings and
non-straight-tapered wings.

1. GENERAL PLANFORM PARAMETERS

Xcentroid x
Cr

,-.• Definitions

•lA aspect r~tio -- b2S

-.. b wing span

i b/(2£) wing-slenderness parameter

Sc chord (parallel to axis of symmetry) at any given span station y

.•c mean aerodynamic chord (MAC),Zb/2

.'c 2- J c 2 dy

0c

ACr root rhord
b over-all length from wing apex to most aft point on traiing edge
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p planform-shape parameter Si )9)

b/2

S wing area' 2 f cdy

x chordwise location of leading edge at span station y

Xcentroid chordwise location of centroid of area (chordwise distance from apex to c'/2)

2 b/2
= •0 (+ +--)dyC

Xcentroid * -Tc

0

y general span station measured perpendicular to plane of symmetry

YMAC spanwise location of MAC (equivalent to spanwise location of centroid of area)

b/2

YMAC; f cy dy

0

2. CONVENTIONAL, STRAIGHT-TAPERED PLANFORM PARAMETERS

ALE

Am

n

cr

Ct "

07

Definitions

"b wing span

c chord of wing (parallel to axis of symmetry) at any given span station y
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c mean aerodynamic chord (MAC)

cr root chord

ct tip chord

m, n nondimensional chordwise stations in terms of c

SWf wing area affected by trailing-edge deflection

YMAC spanwise location of MAC

17 nondimensional span station = y/(b/2)

n7i, n70  nondimensional span stations at inboard and outboard edges of control, respectively.

X taper ratio = ct/cr

ALE sweep angle of leading edge

ATE sweep angle of trailing edge

Am, An sweep angles of arbitrary chordwise locations

U ratio of chordwise position of leading edge at tip to root chord length
(b/2) tan ALE/Cr

Equations

U b2  2b

S cr(l + X)

- -2 1+X+),2

3 r I+x

- S = (b/ 2 )cr(l +k)

b
Swf T (7 - 77j) c 12 - (1 -X)(ni + )]

j2
"Xcentroid I/ I +Xo)

SCr -3 + + /

4 YMAC 1• 1 /1 +2Xý

"- 14b/2 I- A 3 \l+ /

tan AnA tan Am (n-m)

2.2.2-3
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4tan ALE =- ( 0)
A

A
a =-(l+X)tanALE

3. DOUBLE-DELTA AND CRANKED WING PLANFORM PARAMETERS

ALE. \j 1

"LEj

Cr Xcentroid

ALEo

0t

Ct

aY

dO b =

Definitions

b wing span

bi span of planform formed by two inboard panels

bo span of planform formed by joining two outboard panels as an isolated wing

c mean aerodynamic chord (MAC)

CB chord at break span station

Cr root chord

ct tip chorJ

Si total .rea of inboard panels
0SO total area cf outboard panels

* 2.2.2-4
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Xcentroid chordwise location of centroid of area (chordwise distance from apex to c/2)

xLE chordwise distance from apex to leading edge of MAC

YB spanwise location of break span station

YMAC spanwise location of MAC

17B =Y,3/(b/2)

ct/cr

Ai =CB/Cr

No -- ct/cB

- Subscripts

B refers to span station wherp leading edges and/or trailing edges change sweep angles

i, o refer to inboard and outboard panels, respectively

Equations

22b2 2b

A T =c~tIf~X+A - - cr M{-xB + Xi + x

. • 2 ?[2 iSi + oS°
C 2 f c 2 dy = . 0

.S 0 Si + So

Si s+ So- • (b/2)Cr I( -X)7713+Xi + X'

Xcentroid LEZ/ 2

Cr Cr

(YMAC. tan ALE.)Si + (YB tan ALES + YMAC 0 tan ALE) so

S. 0

2 b/2 YMACi Si+ (YB + YMACo) So
YMAC -f- cy dy = + s"0

B) = -_L _ X /2S

l-~. ~Acr X -)b~

2.2.2-5
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2.3 BODY PARAMETERS

Charts for estimating body volumes and surface areas for various families of profiles are presented in this Section.
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* "3. EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL STORES

Methods are presented in this section for estimating the effects of externally mounted stores on
aircraft stability characteristics. The methods predict the incremental effects due to the installed
stores on the aircraft characteristics, not the isolated-store characteristics or the effect of the
aircraft on the stores. Section 3 is subdivided as follows:

3.1 Effect of External Stores on Aircraft Lift
3.2 Effect of External Stoies on Aircraft Drag
3.3 Effect of External Stores on Aircraft Neutral Point
3.4 Effect of External Stores on Aircraft Side Force
3.5 Effect of External Stores on Aircraft Yawing Moment
3.6 Effect of External Stores on Aircraft Rolling Moment

No suitable general methods have been developed for predicting the effect of stores on aircraft
rolling moment, and therefore no Datcom methods have been provided in Section 3.6.

Methods for predicting effects of extenal stores can be grouped into theoretical, experimental, and
empirical, or combinations thereof. Numerous attempts have been made to develop analytical
methods for store effects. Reference 1 discusses many of the approaches and provides an extensive
bibliography of theoretical methods. The methods tend to be complex and often require elaborate
computer programs and extensive computations. Theoretical methods are basically in an early stage
of development. They often require simplifications and assumptions which do not lend their
application to be generalized over a wide range of loading configurations. Experimental methods
include those which utilize increments from flight, wind-tunnel, ballistics or other test data. Access

S •-to data and time required for its interpretation are the primary limitations of experimental
methods. Reference I discusses experimental approaches to computing store effects and provides a
"bibliography of methods and sources of data. Empirical methods have been developed and
documented (References 2 and 3) which seem to provide the best general approach for estimating
"external-store effects. Empirical methods make use of test-data correlation and theoretical concepts
"to arrive at prediction equations. The Datcom methods are empirical in nature.

The Datcom methods are taken from Reference 3. Reference 3 is a very comprehensive effort that
collected, reviewed, and correlated methods and existing test data to develop generalized prediction
equations. Reference 3 also documents wind-tunnel tests which were designed specifically to

. provide a data base for empirical equation development. A very extensive list of references is also
provided.

The Datcom methods in general require that the user provide only aircraft, store, and installation
* - . hardware geometric information in order to compute the aerodynamic effects of the store-aircraft

combination. In some instances, the user is required to provide clean-aircraft data and isolated-store
data. Because the methods are empirical in nature, the physical significance of some terms is not
explained. The user should consult References 2 and 3 for additional insight into the method
development

The methods are applicable for wing- and fuselage-mounted conventional stores which are
symmetrically or asymmetrically loaded, and are mounted on conventional-type subsonic or
supersonic aircraft. This comprises nearly all conventional store configurations encountered. In
most instances the methods also account for multiple carriage, mixed and multiple loading cases,
and interference effects involving adjacent stores and the fuselage. The methods have not been
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substantiated for tip- or tangent-mounted wing stores. Specific limitations and assumptions
"involving configuration, flight envelope, and data base for method development are discussed in
each of the individual sections.

Relatively little substantiation data is provided herein since the method substantiation is well
"documented in References 2 and 3. Expected accuracies of the methods are discussed in each
section.

NOTATION

, For the purposes of this section, a store installation refers to all armament-associated hardware

including stores at one drmament station and external to the clean aircraft. Installation hardware
may include pylon, pylon rack, store rack, special adapters and launchers, sway braces, and stores.
Typical installation hardware is illustrated in Sketch (a).

Wing Pylon Rack
':• ~Pylon ,

PylonStore 
Rack

-Store

SKETCH (a)

Stores are cartied in either a single or multiple carriage mode, and are either pylon- or
tangent-mounted. In a single carriage mode, the store is mounted directly on the pylon rack or
fuselage. The two multiple carriage modes considered by the Datcom methods are:
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TER: Stores are mounted on a triple-ejector rack attached to the pylon rack or fuselage. This
rack carries a maximum of three stores.

MER: Stores are mounted on a multiple-ejector rack attached to the pylon rack or fuselage.
This rack carries a maximum of six stores.

A general notation list is included in this section for all sections included in Section 3. Since this
notation list is quite extensive and the major portion of it includes notation peculiar to the Datcom
Methods presented in Section 3, it is not integrated into the notation list presented as Section 2. 1.

SYMBOL DEFINITION

. "Aw wing aspect ratio, based on total trapezoidal planform

A1  longitudinal-location factor (side force)

A2  store-size correlation factor (side force)

a1 ,a2 ,a3  store-diameter correlation factors (drag)

B bmsic-store-installation eq uivalent-parasite-d rag area (ft 2 ) computed at
"M =0.9

BASC aft-store-cluster contribution (yawing moment)

.B, protrusion of store fins beyond store bcdy

B PSC forward-store-cluster contribution (yawing moment)

BN basic-store contribution term (side force)

IBP pylon contribution (side force and yawing moment)

1BR rack contribution (side force)

B store-body contribution (yawing moment)

SBsF store-fin contribution (yawing moment)

Bx pylon-longitudinal-location contribution (side force)

Bxx empty-pylon factor (drag)

By pylon spanwise-location contribution (side force)
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

be maximum vertical store-cluster span (in.), excluding protruding fins

be exposed wing span

bF store-fin span (in.)

bu span of the aircraft tail

bw aircraft wing span

b1,b2 ,b3  store-row Mach-correlation factors (drag)

CD isolated-store drag coefficient at zero lift

SCD clean-aircraft zero-lift drag coefficientC0

C' clean-aircraft drag-rise factor

QL clean-aircraft lift coefficient

(CL,)SB store-body lift-curve slope

(CL) store-fin Lit-curve slope

CL free-stream lift-curve slope of store j on installation i
as.

Sij

S(CL)B wing-body, clean-aircraft lift-curve slope

C,1  rate of change of yawing-moment coefficient with sideslip angle

* Cy rate of change of side-force coefficient with sideslip angle

A C) drag-coefficient increment due to external stores

a CL lift-coefficient increment due to external stores
4L

a C s1  lift-coefficient increment due to fuselage-mounted stores
F S
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

Si CLw lift-coefficient increment due to wing-mounted stores

A Cn incremental change in Cn

A C Cy incremental change in Cy

c, ci, c1j local wing chord at store or pylon station (in.)

"c gwing mean aerodynamic chord

. pylon-bottom chord length (in.)

c pylon-top chord length (in.) at wing-pylon juncture
ptop

cr wing root chord (in.)

DB zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to the basic store installa-

tion

IrvDE M empty-MER equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 )

DET empty-TER equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 )

"DF LM fully loaded MER equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 )

"DFLT fully loaded TER equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 )

D F R fuselage-rack equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 )

D1 pylon-store-aircraft-interference equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) at
M = 0,9

equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) at zero lift due to the mutual
interference of store installation and adjacent fuselage

DILlP installed-loaded-pylon equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2)

store-MER-aircraft-interference equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 )

DIM R installed-MER equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 )

"Dis isolated-store equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) at M 0.90
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

% Ds zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) due to the mutual inteference
S of adjacent store installations (per pair of adjacent installations)

DIT store-TER-aircraft-interference equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 )

DIT R installed-TER equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 )

D. equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2) due to lift

DLPF equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2) due to the empty pylon on the fuselage

DM R F zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to a MER on the
fuselage

DM SB MER sway-brace equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 )

DR pylon-rack equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 )

DTS B TER sway-brace equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2)

Dx store-to-aircraft-interference equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2)

de minimum clearance between adjacent stores (in.)

ds maximum store diameter (in.)

dwA maximum width (in.) of the aft-store installation
A

dwL maximum width (in.) of the lead- (most forward) store installation

dw defined width (in.) of the storka installation not including protruding fins

dwing distance (in.) from fuselage lower surface at store midpoint to average
wing lower surface at wing root

Eu pylon-height interference factor (drag)

(FS)LE fuselage station (in.) of the nose of the most forward store on the
installation or the fuselage station of the leading edge of the pylon for the
empty-pylon case

(FS)ref fuselage station (in.) of the momcnt reference point
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

FR ratio of store-fin area (projected onto a horizontal plane) to store-body
planform area

F1 (M) MER Mach-effect factor for fuselage-tangent-mounted or fuselage-pylon-
mounted installations (pitching moment)

F1 (XsNij) store longitudinal-placement parameter for TER or MER carriage
(pitching moment)

F1 ('SNij'F store longitudinal-placement and fin-area-ratio parameter for wing pylon-
" -, . mounted stores (pitching moment)

F2M) MER Mach and store-station factor for fuselage tangent-mounted
installations (pitching moment)

F2 (MJ) Mach and store-station effect parameter (pitching moment)

F2 1 (RiSNi store longitudinal-placement factor for wing-pylon-mounted single stores
.J, or MER carriage (pitching moment)

F2 2 (2i) store vertical-placement factor for wing pylon-mounted single stores or
MER carriage (pitching moment)

F23 (FR) store-fin area-ratio factor for wing pylon-mounted single stores (pitching
moment)

F2 3 (M) Mach-effect factor for MER carriage (pitching moment)%2"

F(Mj) MER Mach and store-station-effect parameter (pitching moment)F3 paraete

, hf overall fuselage height (in.)

lhp average pylon height (in.)

1is MER installation neutral-point correlation factor (pitching moment)

KA WA longitudinal-location factor for multiple rack (lift)

KCJK pylon Mach-number correlation parameter (drag)

KD store frontal-area factor (drag)D

KD wing-sweep-and-location factor (drag)
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

KD tandem-spacing factor (drag)3

KD lateral-spacing factor (drag)

K D store-rows factor (drag)
D5

K stores-per-row factor (drag)

K store longitudinal-location factor (drag)

KF fin constant (side force)

K f fuselage proximity-effect parameter (lift)

KH pylon-height factor (lift)

KH F lateral store-to-fuselage clearance parameter (lift)

KIF installation factor (drag)IFI
KM Mach-effect factor (side force)

KNB nose-shape parameter (pitching moment)

KN planform and store-location factor

K pylon-height-effect parameter (lift)

Kp PCpylon constant (side force)

KD pYlon-depth factor (drag)

K sD store-depth factor (drag)

K - Mach-effect factor for KD (drag)

KS FA N store-installation lateral-placement parameter (lift)

K si loading-configuration factor (pitching moment)
3J
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"SYMBOL DEFINITION

KVF fuselage vertical clearance parameter (lift)

-Kw store-installation-width factor (lift)

KwIN G wing-location parameter (lift)

Kx store-placement factor (lift)

SK• x empty-pylon correlation ratio (drag)

Ky store-installation-depth factor (side force)

K Yi horizontal-tail, span-location factor (pitching moment)

Kzi horizontal-tail vertical-location factor (pitching moment)

KA wing-sweep-effect parameter (lift)

K1 span-location factor (pitching moment)

K2  lonzitudinal-correction factor (pitching moment)

K3 Mach-number-correction factor (pitching moment)

LLE incremental-lift effect of the longitudinal location of multiple-mounted
stores along the local wing chord (lift)

LR incremental-lift effect due to carriage-rack installation (lift)

SL fuselage-stores incremental-lift effect due to angle of attack (lift)

w wing-stores incremental-lift effect due to aircraft angle of attack (lift)

9 AFT length (in.) of aft-store installation (drag)

LA SC aft-store-cluster moment arm (in.) (yawing moment)

k E.M length of empty MER (in.)

2 ET length of empty TER (in.)
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

moment arm (in.) from the moment reference point to the effective point
of application of the side-force increment due to external stores (yawing
moment)

QM value of Rm for the first of a pair of adjacent store installations (in.)
1 (yawing moment)

m2  value of Rm for the second of a pair of adjacent store installations (in.)
r . (yawing moment)

Rn longitudinal distance (in.) from the store nose of the forward cluster to
the store nose of th6 aft cluster

pylon moment arm (in.) (yawing moment)

Rs store-body length (in.)

RsB store-body moment arm (in.) (yawing moment)

2SF longitudinal distance (in.) from the store nose to the intersection of the
store-fin quarter chord and the store-fin 50% semispan

RsP maximum store/pylon installation length (in.)

Slongitudinal distance (in.) from (FS)LE to the point of side-force
application, positive aft

R] length of store installation 1.

k length oi store installation 2.

M Mach number

MER multiple-ejector rack

MII MER adjacent-store seFaration factor (drag)

MIS store-MER-aircraft-interference Mach-correlation factor (drag)

NAi total number of asymmetrical external-store installations

NF number of store installations adjacent to the fuselage
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

N1 total number of store installations on the aircraft

N total number of fuselage-mounted store installations on the aircraft

NP total number of pairs of adjacent store installations carried

"Ns total number of stores attached to the MER.M

Ns total number of stores attached to the TER
ST

Ns. total number of pairs of symmetrical external-store installations

np number of pylons

n number of stores per row (fuselage mounting)

total number of ý.tore stations on installation i

P clean-aircraft drag-rise factor

RAM MER aft-longitudinal-placement term (drag)

RAT TER aft-longitudinal-placement term (drag)

RD basic-stores-correlation factor (side force)

RF MER forwar-d-longitudinal-placement factor (drag)
FM

R-F TER forward-longitudinal-placement factor (drag)
T

Ri normalized incremental drag due to lift

R LC aft-store-cluster lateral-clearance factor (yawing moment)

RN EG adjacent-store interference factor (side force)

SRU pylon-underside-roughness factor

maximum fuselage frontal area (ft 2 )
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

SF store-fin area (in. 2) projected onto horizontal plane

Sr maximum pylon cross-sectional (frontal) area (in. 2)

SP store-body planform area (in. 2 )

Sw aircraft wing reference area (ft 2)
Sw 1) affected wing area (in.2 ) of both wings (for wing-mounted

a installations); 2) pseudo store installation planforin area (in. 2 ) for both
installations (for fuselage-mounted installations)

a B pseudo-store-body vertically projected area (in. 2 ) on one wing
a B

SW vertically projected area (in. 2 ) on the wing of the unobstructed,
aF exposed-fin areas of the stores at the given store station for one

installation

S. store maximum cross-sectional area (ft 2 )

TA transonic-supersonic correlation factor (drag)

TER triple-ejector rack

T tandem-stores factor (drag)

TI TER adjacent-store separation factor (drag)

store-TER-aircraft-interference Mach-correlation factor (drag)

TN distance from the nose of the aft-store installation to the tail of the
lead-store installation (in.)

t mmaximum pylon thickness (in.)tpnmax

U_ lateral interference factor (drag)
-- y

V- longitudinal interference factor (drag)X

XA absolute longitudinal distance (in.) from the trailing edge of one store
installation to the trailing edge of the adjacent store installation
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XF absolute longitudinal distance (in.) from the nose of one store installation
to the nose of'the adjacent installation

Xo L ratio of longitudinal spacing between tandem stores to the store length

XA FT longitudinal distance from the local wing trailing edge to the trailing edge
of the store installation (in.) (or pylon trailing edge for the empty pylon
case), positive in the aft direction

Xa-c. wing-body aerodynamic-center lo, n of the clean aircraft measured
from the leading edge of the mean d Jynamic chord (in.)

XF w longitudinal distance from the wing leading edge at the store location to
the store/pylon nose (in.), positive for store nose aft of the wing leading
edge

XM L distance (in.) from the local wing leading edge to the point midway
between the pylon mounting lugs on installation i, positive in the aft
direction

VX distance (in.) from the leading edge of the mean aerodynamic chord ý, toSXs ij
the point midway between the mounting lugs of the installed store for
store j on installation i, positive in the aft direction

"XSN. distance (in.) from the local wing leading edge to nose of store j on
,- installation i, positive in the aft direction

,xr ratio of the distance between the aircraft nose and the store nose of the
most forward store to the aircraft fuselage length

Axn~p. total aircraft neutral-point shift dLae to external-store installations, positive
for aft shift (in.)

Ax shift in neutral point due to lift transfer from the stores to the cleanq P 1  aircraft, positive for aft shift (in.)

Axn shift in neutral point due to the interference effects on the wing flow
field, positive for aft shift (in.)

Axn.p shift in neutral point due to the change in tail effectiveness caused by
.. external stores, positive for aft shift (in.)

Ax' neutral-point basic-interference-effect term
n.P. 2

Ax' neutral-point horizontal-tail term
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SYMBOL DEFINITION
YA side-force contribution (ft 2 /deg) per degree sideslip due to interference

effects from a pair of adjacent external-store installations

basic side-force contribution (ft2 /deg) per degree sideslip due to a .,.symmetrical pair of external-store installations

(Y1) value of YB for the first of a pair of adjacent installations

(Y ) value of YB for the second of a pair of adjacent installations ..

YOD ratio of minimum lateral distance between stores (excluding fins) to
maximum store diameter

Ys minimum lateral clearance (in.) between adjacent store installations

Yi spanwise distance from the fuselage centerline to the location of
installation i

tYi spanwise distance from the outboard edge of the fuselage to the location
of installation i

Yij spanwise distance from fuselage centerline to centerline of store j on

installation i

* fraction of wing semispan location of store station measured from aircraft
centerline

AY minimum clearance (in.) between store installation an•-d the fuselage

z maximum depth of the store installation (in.) measured from the bottom
surface of the wing

z ratio of vertical distance between average wing lower surface and store
centerline to local wing chord

ze vertically projected length (in.) of the store installation on the aircraft
wing

Z distance (in.) from the wing lower surface to the centerline of store j on
installation i, positive in the downward direction

vertical distance from wing lower surface at installation i to mid-line ofZ Ti the horizontal tail
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"SYMBOL DEFINITION

zw distance from the top of the fuselage to the midpoint of the wing
intersection with the fuselage (in.)

17 aircraft angle of attack

6 equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2)

6si configuration-related interference parameter (pitching moment)

" "n store nose-cone half-angle (deg)

I
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"3.1 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL STORES ON AIRCRAFT LIFT

Methods are presented in this section for estimating the change in aircraft lift due to external-store
installations. The methods predict an incremental change in lift coefficient, based on wing reference
area, which can be added to the clean-aircraft lift coefficient to obtain the aircraft-with-stores lift
coefficient. These methods are taken from Reference I and are empirical in nature.

Section 3.1 is subdivided as follows:
Section 3. 1.1 Lift Increment Due to Wing-Mounted Store installations

Section 3.1.2 Lift Increment Due to Fuselage-Mounted Store Installations

"Section 3. 1.3 Total Lift Increment Due to External Stores
Section 3.1.3 presents the method for computing the total incremental lift coefficient due to

symmetric and/or asymmetric loading configurations. That section will then refer the "user to
Section 3.1.1 and/or Section 3.1.2 as appropriate for the loading configuration being analyzed. Due
to the nature of the method, the lift increments for wing and fuselage stores are computed
separately for pairs of symmetrically-mounted store installations by the methods of Sections 3. 1.1
and 3.1.2.

The Datcom methods are applicable to aircraft of conventional design and essentially symmetrical
store shapes with no major shape protuberances. The methods are limited to the store-loading
configurations and Mach-number ranges presented in Table 3.1-A. The methods are applicable toEQ mixed loading configurations obtained by combining two or more loadings specified in Table 3. 1-A.
Additional limitations are specifically noted in each of the sections.

TABLE 3.1-A

LOADING AND MACH-NUMBER LIMITATIONS
,,.. Maeh-

Location Mode Mount/Loading Type Range

Pylon - Empty

Single 0 " 2.0
Pylon - Store

Wing Pylon - Empty MER
Pylon - Full/Partial MLHi

Multiple 0 -+ 1.6
Pylon - Empty TER

I-_" Pylon - Full/Partial TER

Tangent
Single 0 -+ 2.0

Pylon - Empty

Pylon - Store

Tangent - Empty MER

Tangent - Full/Partial MER
Fuselage

Tangent - Empty TER

Multiple Tangent - Full/Partial TER 0 -• 1.6

Pylon - Empty MER

Pyloin - Full/Partial MER

"Pylon - Empty TER

Pylon - Full/Partial TER

1 3.l-I



For most configurations the addition of wing-mounted stores reailts in a loss of aircraft lift in the
subsonic-flight regime. The lift loss geneially increases substantially through the transonic speed
range, and often reverses to provide positive-lift increments at the higher supersonic speeds
(M > 1.6).
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3.1.1 LIFT INCREMENT DUE TO WING-MOUNTED STORE INSTALLATIONS

4 A method is presented in this .;-.ection for estimating the aircraft lift-coefficient increment due to
wing-mounted store installations. The method as presented is for estimating the increment due to a

pair of symmetric wing-,nounted installations, The increment due to a single installation may also
be obtained by simply using half the increment due to the pair of symmetric installations.

For most configurations the addition of wing-mounted stores results in a loss of aircraft lift in the
subsonic speed range. The lift loss generally increases substantially through the transonic speed
range, and often reverses to provide positive lift increments at the higher supersonic speeds.

The Datcom method is taken from Reference I and is empirical in nature. The method is applicable
to aircraft of conventional design and essentially ;ymmetricai store shapes with no major shape
protuherances. The limitations on configuration and Mach-number range are summarized in Table
3. 1-A of the preceding section. Additional limitations arnd assumptions pertaining to the method are
listed below:

1. The method is not applicable to wing-tip or wing-tangent-mounted stores.

2. The method has been verified fcr a Mach-number range between M = 0.6 and M = 2.0

with a few exceptions. Caution should be used in extrapolating the empirical curves
beyond the given Mach-number range.

3. The method has not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats or other flow
disrupting devices are deployed.

4. The method gives the best results for an angle-of-attack range from 0 to 80, although the
method can be used for higher angles of attack.

5. The data base used in deriving the method relied heavily on swept-wing tactical-combat-
aircraft wind-tunnel data.

6, No method is provided to estimate fuselage and adjacent-store interference effects. These
effects may be significant if the separation distances are less than 3 store diameters.
Proximity to engine inlets may also be significant.

7. rhe method is applicable for sideslip angles less than 40.

The loading configuration capabilities of the method are given in Table 3.1.1-A. Each configvtration
is assigned a number which is referred to throughout the rn.thod. The method is applied separately
to each single store installation or symmetrical pair of store installations.

g 3.1.1-1
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TABLE 3.1.1-A

STORE CONFIGURATION SUMMARY

Configuration
Configuration

Mounting Carriage Loading Number

Pylon None Empty I

Single Single 1

Pylon MER Empty 2

Pa. tially Loaded 2

Full 2

Pylon TER Empty 3

Partially Loaded 3

Full 3

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The incremental lift coefficient, based on wing reference area, due to a pair of symmetric
wing-mounted external-store installations is given by Equation 3. 1. 1-a. (For a sialgle installation, this

value should be divided by two.)

AC L WS =S LR +LL E KAWA)(KA K + Kf) + L.ws (a - 4.01 3.1.1-a

where

SW is the wing reference area (ft 2 ).

LR is an incremental-lift effect due to carriage-rack installation.

For an empty pylon or a pylon-mounted, singie-store installation (Configuration 1) LR is
presented over the Mach-number range from 0.6 through 2.0 in Figure 3.1.1-12.

For MER store loading (Configuration 2) or TER store loading (Configuration 3) L R is
presented at M = 0.6, 0.8, and 1.6 in Figures 3.1.1-13 and 3.1.1-14. The value of L R
between M = 0.6 and 0.8 may be obtained by linear interpolation. LR at M = 1.6 is a
single-point value. Over the Mach-number range from M > 0.8 to M < 1.6, LR = 0 for
Configurations 2 and 3.

The term LR is presented on Figures 3.1.1- 12 through 3.1.1- 14as a function of SW
a
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where

Sw is the affected wing area (in.2 ) of both wings and is given by

2(SW +SW) 3.1.1-b

where

Sw is the vertically projected area (in. 2 ) on one wing of the
aF unobstructed, exposed-fin areas of the stores at the given store

station for one installation (See Sketch (a).).

SKETCH (a)

"Sw is the pseudo-store-body or pylon vertically projected area (in. 2 )
B on one wing given by the following geometrical relationships:

1. ForxFWD 0 andc>(RsP+XFWD):

SW spdw 31.1-c
', aB

"2. For XFWD >0 and cC<(2S + xFWD):

Sw = (c - xFWD)dw 3.1.l-d
aB

3. ForxFwD <0andc<(RsP+XFWD):

Sw cdw 3.1.1-e

4. ForxFwD <0andcŽ>(M5N + XFWD):

-SW (sP + XFw)dw 3.1.1-f
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where

X W is the longitudinal distance (in.) from the localXFWD

wing leading edge to the store/pylon nose,
positive for store/pylon nose aft of the leading
edge. (See Sketch (b).)

c is the local-wing chord (in.) at the store or
pylon station. (See Sketch (b).)

is the maximum store/pylon installation length

(in.). (See Sketch (b).)

d, is the defined width (in,) of the store installa-
tion, not including protruding fins, given by

1. For an empty pylon:

dw = 1.5 (maximum pylon width)
3. 1. 1 -g

2. For a single store:

dw = ds 3.1. 1-h

(ds is the maximum store diameter)

STORE
-C

- FWDPYLON

h p• - XA F T

S----STORE

xAF

Q SP

SKETCH (b)
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LLE is an incremental-lift effect of the longitudinal location of multiple-mounted stores
along the local wing chord. For Configuration 1, LLE = 0. For Configurations 2 and 3
LLE = 0 at M < 0.8 and at M = 1.6. Over the Mach-number range from M > 0.8 to
M< 1.6 LL E is obtained from Figures 3.1.1-15 and 3.1.1-16 as a function of x AFT /c.
The value of xAFT is the longitudinal distance (in.) from the local wing trailing edge
to the trailing edge of the store installation (or pylon trailing edge for the empty
pylon case), positive in the aft direction. (See Sketch (b).)

KAWA is the longitudinal-location factor for multiple-rack carriage (Configurations 2 and 3)
obtained from Figure 3.1.1-17. (K AWA = 0 at M < 0.8 and at M = 1.6.)

"KKA is the wing-sweep-effect parameter obtained from Figure 3.1.1-18a.(This parameter is
a function of the wing leading-edge sweep angle ALE.)

K is the pylon-height-effect parameter given byp

K l+K K K 3.1.1-i
p HX W

where

KH is a pylon-height factor obtained from Figure 3.1.1-18b as a function of
"the average pylon height, hp (in.). (See Sketch (b).)

WIsKx is a store-placement factor obtained from Figure 3.1.1-19a as a function of

XA FT/C.

Kw is a store-installation-width factor obtained from Figure 3.1.1-19b as a
function of hp /dw.

Kf is the fuselage proximity-effect parameter where

Kf =KHF KF 3.1.1-j

and

K11 F is a lateral store-to-fuselage clearance parameter obtained from Figure
"3.1.1-20b.

SKV F is a vertical clearance parameter obtained from Figure 3.1.1-20a.

"Note that for a low-wing configuration KHF = KVF 0.

L is an effect due to aircraft angle of attack obtained from Figures 3.1.1-21a through
-21h as a function of store-installation type, Mach number, and x FT/c.

a is the aircraft angle of attack (deg).

3.1.1-5
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Sample Problem

Given: A swept-wing subsonic fighter aircraft from Reference 2, symmetrically loaded as follows:

FRONT VIEW

Configuration
Spanwise Rack Store No. of Number
Station Type Mounting Type Stores (Table 3.1.1-A)

Inboard Wing TER Pylon 500-lb Bomb 2 3

Outboard Wing Single Pylon 500-lb Bomb 1 1

Aircraft Data:

SW 260 ft2  c = 121.5 in. (at inboard sta.)

ALE 420 c 37.8 in. (at outboard sta.)

Stores Data:

ds= 12 in. 2sP 91.2 in.

Installation Data:

Location d FWD h Q
W *c C P SP

Inboard Wing 25.6 in. -0.400 -0.158 11.2 in. 91.2 in.

Jutboard Wing 12 in. -0.210 -0.264 11.2 in. 91.2 in.

3.1.1-6
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Additional Data:

M =0.8 80

Geometry of unobstructed, exposed-fin areas required for calculation of SW is shown below.

Compute ACLws for the inboard wing station (Configuration 3):

FWD

"QSP + =SP +sp 7C

= 91.2 + (-0.158)(121.5)

= 72.0 in.

Since XFWD < 0 and c >Q + xFWD

Sa = (QZ + xFWD)dw (Equation 3.1.1-0

= (72.0)(25.6)

WV = 1843 in.2

To compute Sw , refer to the planform sketch below of the inboard wing installation:
aF

2"•• - 8.0

4.8

3.2

SW is the shaded area of the fins not included in the SW computation.
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sw = (2) (8.0 +4.8 (3.2)
a F2

41 in.2

SWa = 2 WS w a S ) (Equation 3.1.1-b)

= 2 (1843 + 41)

= 3768 in.2

LR = -4.7 (Figure 3.1.1-14, Configuration 3)

LLE 0 (M 4 0.8)

KAWA = 0 (M < 0.8)

K A = 1.0 (Figure 3.1.1-18a)

KH = -0.124 (Figure 3.1.1-18b)

Kx 0.30 (Figure 3.1.1-19a) 2
if h

L p 11.2
d 25.6

0.438

Kw = 1.145 (Figure 3.1.1-19b)

K =l1++K K Kw (Equation 3.1.1-i)

= 1 + (-0.124)(0.30)(1.145)

0.957

KH F =0, KV F = 0 (low-wing configuration)

Kf = K FKvF = 0 (Equation 3.1.l-j)

L. = 0.43 (Figure 3.1.1-21b)
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Solution:

ACL L R LLE KAwA)(KAKP +Kr)+La (a-4.O (Equation3.1.1-a)

-÷-• - 20 ([-4.7 + (0)(O)i [(1.0)(0.957) + 01 + (0.43)(8.0 - 4.0)

- -0.0107 (inboard wing station)

"Compute ACL for the outboard wing station (Configuration 1):
w S

XFW D
SP +XFWD = 2 SP + -FWDc

"= 91.2 + (-0.264)(87.8)

= 68.0 in.

"Since XFWD <0 and c._ SP + XFWD

S = ( + xw)d (Equation 3.1.-1)aB S FWD

* ,' = (68.0)(12.0)

= 816 in.2

U As in the case of the inboard installation, trapezoidal areas of 2 fins extend beyond the
projected store body area, Sw .B Since the stores are identical,

S = 41 in.2 (previously calculated)

. 7 2 Sw + Sw.') (Equation 3.1. 1-b)

= 2 (816 + 41)74
"1714 in.2

L = -0.8 (Figure 3.1.1-12, Configuration 1)

l LLE 0 (Configuration 1)

KAWA 0 (Applicable for multiple-rack carriage only)

4i 3.1.1-9
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".�K^ -= 1.0 (Figure 3.1.1-18a)

KH =-0.124 (Figure 3.1.1-18b)

Kx 0.68 (Figure 3 .1.1-19a)

hP 11.2
S= • = 0.93

dw T2.-0

Kw = 0.175 (Figure 3.1.1-19b)

K p 1+K1 KxKw (Equation 3.1. 1-i)

- I + (-0.124)(0.68)(0.175)

i= 0.985

KH F = KvF 0 (low-wing configuration)

Kf KHFKvF 0 (Equation 3.1.1-j)

L wS 0.40 (Figure 3.1.1-21b)

Solution:

AC 1(+LL K )(KAK +K)+ (L -4.0 (Equation 3.1.1-a)*CLws Sw R +LLE + A + wsI l
- 60 f[-0.8 + (0)(0)] [(1.0)(0.985) + 01 + 0.40(8.0 - 4.0)

= 0.00312

The calculated values of ACLWS at each wing station are combined with fuselage-store increments
in the sample problem of Section 3.1.3 to illustrate a complex loading configuration. Comparison of
the calculated results with test data is provided in that section.

B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the transonic speed range. The
user is cautioned that the accuracy of the method is less than that expected in the subsonic speed
range, and test data should be used whenever possible.
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C. SUPERSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the supersonic speed range. The
expected accuracy of the method is comparable to that in the subsonic range. The maximum Mach
number provided in the design figures indicates the level to which the method is substantiated.
Caution should be used when extrapolating the data beyond .%he Mach range provided in the
figures.

REFERENCES

1. Gallagher, R. D., Jimenez, G., Light, L. E., and Thames, F. C.: Technique for Predicting Aircraft Aerodynamic Effects Due to

External Stores Carriage. AFFDL-TR-75-95, Volumes I and II, 1975, (U)

2. Watzke, R. E.: Aerodynamic Data for Model TA4F Operational Flight Trainer. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Report
DAC-67425, 1968. (U)
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3.1.2 LIFT INCREMENT DUE TO FUSELAGE-MOUNTED STORE INSTALLATIONS

A method is presented in this section for estimating the aircraft lift-coefficient increment due to
fuselage-mounted store installations. The method as presented is for estimating the ificrement due
to a pair of symmetric fuselage-mounted installations. The increment due to a single installation
may also be obtained by using half the increment due to the pair of symmetric installations.

The Datcom Method is taken from Reference I and is empirical in nature. The method is applicable
to aircraft of conventional design and essentially symmetrical store shapes with no major shape
protuberance. The limitations on configuration and Mach-number range are summarized in
Table 3. I-A. Additional limitations and assumptions pertaining to the method are listed below:

I The method has not been validated for pylon heights greater than 10 inches.

2. The method is limited to store installations which are riot mounted beyond 90 percent of
the fuselage semispan from the fuselage centerline.

3. The method has been verified for a Mach-number range between M = 0.6 and M = 2.0
with a few exceptions. Caution should be used in extrapolating the empirical curves
beyond the given Mach-number range.

4. The method has not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats or other
flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

5. The method gives the best results for an angle-of-attack range from 0 to 8o, although the
method can be used for higher angles of attack.

6. The data base used in deriving the method relied heavily on swept-wing tactical-combat-
aircraft wind-tunnel data.

7. No method is provided to estimate fuselage and adjacent-store interference effects. These
effects may be significant if the separation distances are less than 3 store diameters.
Proximity to engine ir'lets may also be significant.

8. The method is applicable for sideslip angles less than 4'.

The loading configuration capabilities of the method are given in Table 3.1.2-A. Each configuration
is assigned a number which is referred to throughout the method. The method is applied
separately to each single store installation or symmetrical pair of store installations.

3.1.2-1



TABLE 3.1.2-A

STORE CONFIGURATION SUMMARY

Store Configuration
Configuration

Mounting Carriage Loading Number

Pylon None Empty 1
Single Single 1

Tangent Single Sir'le 1

Pylon MER Empty 2

Partially Loaded 2
Full 2

Tangent Empty 2
Partially Loaded 2

Full 2

Pylon TER Empty 3

Partially Loaded 3
Full 3

Tangent Empty 3

Partially Loaded 3
Full 3

A. SUBSONiC

DATCOM METHOD

The increment'al lift coefficient, based on wing reference area, due to a pair of symmetric
fuselage-mounted external-store installations is given by Equation 3.1.2-a, (For a single installation,
this value should be divided by two.)

iAC [L R KWINGKSPAN +L (ax-4.0 3.1.2-a

where

SW is the wing reference area (ft 2 ).

".LR is an incremental-lift effect due to carriage-rack installation obtained from
Figures 3.1.1-12 through 3.1.1-14 of Section 3.1.1 as a function of Mach number
arid Sw a* (Refer to the discussion presented in Sectiori 3.1.1 in relation to tile
Mach-number range and configuration applicability of this parameter.)

where, for fuselage-mounted installations

Swa is the pseudo store installation planform area (in. 2 ) for both installa.
a tions, and is given by

3.1.2-2
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where

R is the maximum store/pylon installation length (in.). (See
Sketch (a).)

L

SKETCH (a)

dw is the maximum width (in.) of the store installation not
including protruding fins and is given by

1. For an empty pylon:

dw = 1.5 x (maximum pylon width) 3.1.2-c

2. For a single store:

d w = d s 3.1.2-d

(ds is the maximum store diameter)

KWING is a parameter to account for the effect of wing location on the fuselage. This
parameter is obtained from Figure 3.1.2- 6 as a function of zw /h where

zw is the distance from the top of the fuselage to the midpoint of the wing
intersection with the fuselage (including canopy protuberances) (See
Figure 3.1.2-6).

hf is the overall height of the fuselage (including canopy protuberances) (See
Figure 3.1.2-6).

KSPAN is a parameter to account for the effect of lateral placement of the store installation.
SPAN The parameter is obtained from Figure 3.1.2- 7 and is available for store

installations mounted within 90% of the fuselage semispan from the fuselage
centerline.

C L is an effect due to aircraft angle of attack obtained froma Figure 3.1.2- 8 as a
aFS function of aircraft wing location and Mach number.

a is the aircraft angle of attack (deg).

3.1.2-3
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Sample Problem

Given: A swept-wing subsonic fighter aircraft (Reference 2) loaded with a pylon-mounted MER
containing five 500-lb. bombs (two of the bombs are hidden in the front view) located
below the fuselage centerline.

17n

"FRONT VIEW

Aircraft Data:

Sw = 260 ft2  Zw/hlf 0.88

Stokes Data:

ds = 12 in.

Installation Data:

kill dw = 33.6 in. h P 11.2 in. =sp 185.6 in.

Additional Data:

M = 0.8 a C0

It is noted from Table 3.1.2-A that this is Configuration Number 2. Since the loading is not a
symmetrical pair of installations, the final result will be divided by 2 to obtain the increment
for a single installation.

Compute:

S -2Qspdw (Equation 3.1.2-b)
a S

(2)(185.6)(33.6)

3.1.2-4
F-
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= 12,472 in.2

LR -17.0 (Figure 3.1.1-13, Configuration 2)

"Z" /ht 0.88 (Given)

KWING = 0.93 (Figure 3.1.2-6)

KSPAN = 1.0 (Figure 3.1.2- 7)

F 0.15 (Figure 3.1.2-8L. FS

Solution:

SAC K w NC KSPAN + L (a 4.0 (Equation 3.1.2-a)

S60 [(R-17.0)(0.93)(1.0) + (0.15)(8.0 - 4.0)]

= -0.0585 (symmetrical pair)

For a single installation,

AC . s -0.0585
ACL - 2 2 - -0.02925

The calculated value of ACj, F S is combined with wing-store increments in the Sample Problem of
Section 3.1.3 to illustrate a complex loading configuration. Compaiison of the calculated results
with test data is provided in that section.

B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid for transonic speeds. The user is
cautioned that the accuracy of the method is less than that expected in the subsonic speed range;
and test data should be used whenever possible.

C. SUPERSONIC
The metbod presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid for supersonic speeds. The
expected accuracy of the method is comparable to that in the subsonic range. The maximum Mach

"number provided in the design figures indicates the level to which the method is substantiated.
"Caution should be used when extrapolating the data beyond the Mach range provided in the
figures.

3.1.2-5
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3.1.3 TOTAL AIRCRAFT LIFT INCREMENT DUE TO EXTERNAL STORES

A method is presented in this section for estimating the total aircraft lift-coefficient increment due
to external-store installations. The method predicts the increments for symmetric, asymmetric, and
multiple-installation loading configurations.

The Datcom method is taken from Reference I and is empirical in nature. The method is applicable
to aircraft of conventional design and essentially symmetrical store shapes with no major shape
protuberances, The limitations on configuration and Mach-number range are summarized in
Table 3. 1-A. Additional limitations and assumptions pertaining to the method are listed below:

1. The method is not applicable to wing-tip or wing-tangent-mounted stores.

2. The method has not been validated for fuselage installations with pylon heights greater
"than 10 inches.

3. The method for fuselage-mounted stores is limited to installations which are not mounted
beyond 90 percent of the fuselage semispan from the fuselage centerline.

4. The method has been verified for a Mach-number range between M = 0.6 and M 2.0
with a few exceptions. Caution should be used in extrapolating the empirical curves
beyond the given Mach-number range.

"5. The method has not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats or other
i UI• flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

6. The method gives the best results for an angle-of-attack range from 0 to 8g, although the
method can be used for higher angles of attack.

7. The data base used in deriving the method relied heali~y on swept-wing tactical-combat-
aircraft wind-tunnel data.

k' 8. No method is provided to estimate fuselage and adjacent-store interference effects. These
"effects may be significant if the separation distances are less than 3 store diameters.
Proximity to engine inlets may Jlso be significant.

-• ---. 9. The method is applicable for sideslip angles less than 40.
I -

- The procedure for computing the total lift-coefficient increment requires calculation of the
increments for wing and fuselage installations separately by the methods of Sections 3.1.1 and
3.1.2, respectively. The increments for each installation are then summed to obtain the total
increment.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The total aircraft 1ift-coefficient increment due to external-store installations and based on wing
reference area, SW ,is given by

3.1.3-1
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N = NSi 
NAj{,'" ~ ~ACL (ACL~ + (AtCL ..-

i=0 j=0

where

N is the total number of pairs of symmetrical external-store installations.

(ACL)i is the incremental lift coefficient due to a pair of symmetrical store installations

where:

For wing-mounted installations

(ACL)i ACL 3.1.3-b

and ACLws is calculated in Section 3.1. 1.

For fuselage-mounted installations

(ACL)i ACL 3.1.3-c

and ACL is calculated in Section 3.1.2.
LFS

N is the total number of asymmetrical external-store installations.

(ACL)J is the incremental lift coefficient due to an asymmetric store installation where:

For wing-mounted installations,

(AC i A 3.1.3-d
(AL) 2 A(Lws

and ACL is calculated in Section 3.1.1.
Lws

For fuselage-mounted installations

(ACL j = CLs 3.1.3-e
L) 2 F 5

ard ACLs is calculated in Section 3.1.2.
adALFS

Refere",e states that prediction errors for incremental lift are nominally 20 percent. This
general!y t.-sults in an overall accuracy within 2 percent of total aircraft lift. Comparisons of test
and calculated results are presented in Reference I.

3.1.3-2
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Sample Problem

Given: A swept-wing subsonic fighter aircraft from Reference 2, loaded as follows: (This is a
combination of the configuration of the Sample Problems from Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.)

FRONT VIEW

Spanwise Rack Store No. of Configuration
Station Type Mounting Type Stores Number

Centerline MER Pylon 5OO-4b Bomb 5 2

A Inboalhardri WnER_ =500-lb SomU 2 3.1ad312)

OubadWng Snl yon50. l

(Ad 2i(ionblgoaericd-andotboard-wingde installSations)esofScios3 11ad ...

N A I (centerline installation)

(ACL )i for i 1,2:

H(ACL)I ACL (Equation 3.1.3-b)
LWS

3.1.3-3



L. - :L

where ACLws is evaluated at the outboard-wing station and computed in the Sample Problem

of Section 3.1.1.

(ACL)= AC 0.003 12Ls

(ACL) 2  AC (Equation 3.1.3-b)0 (Lws

where ACL is evaluated at the inboard-wing station and computed in the Sample ProblemLws
of Section 3.1.1.
(ACL.: 1  =-0.0107

!:;,..(ACL~ forj= 1:
(AL)J

(ACL)l = (Equation 3.1.3-e)
01 2 FS

where ACLF$ is evaluated at the fuselage-centerline station and computed in the Sample

Problem of Section 3.1.2.
(ACL)l = AC = -0.02925

-..

Solution:

N, NSi N A

ACL (ACL)I + (ALi(Equation 3.1.3-a)
i=0 j-O

2

ACL = (AC) + , (ACL)1

i=j=

= 0.00312 - 0.0107 -0.02925

= -0.0368

Calculated results at additional Mach numbers are shown in comparison to test data from
Reference 2 in Sketch (a).

3.1.3-4
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CA LCULATED

ACL - _-' "-""

"K -.01- ,- _

--.02- -- -l_

.6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

MACH NUMBER, M

SKETCH (a)

B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Parapraph A of this section is also valid for transonic speeds. The user is

cautioned that the accuracy of the method is less than that expected in the subsonic speed range.

C. SUPERSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid for the supersonic speed range.

The maximum Mach number provided in the design figures indicates the level to which the method

is substantiated.

REFERENCES

1. Gallagher, R. D., Jimenez, G., Light, L. E,, and Thnmes, F. C.: Technique for Predicting Aircraft Aerodynamic Effects Due to

External Stores Carriage. AFFDL.TR.75..95, Volumes I and II, 1975. (U)

2; Watzke, R. E.: Aerodynamic Data for Model TA-4F Operational Flight Trainer. McDonnell uouglas Corporation Report

DAC-67425, 1968. (U)
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3.2 EFFECIT OF EXTERNAL STORES ON AIRCRAFT DRAG

Methods are presented in this section foi estimating the chlange in aircraft drag due to external-store
installations. The methods predict an incremental change in drag coefticient, based on wing
reference area, which can be a.' led to the clean-aircraft drag coefficienil to obtalii the
aircraft-with-stores drag coefficient. Iese mL thods are taken from Reference I and are empirical in
nature.

Section 3.2 is subdivided as follows:

Section 3.2.1 Drag at Zero Lift
Section 3.2. .1 Basic Drag Due to Store Installations
Section 3.2.1.2 Drag Due to Adjacent Store Interference
Section 3,2.1.3 Drag Due to Fuselage Interference

Section 3.2.2 Drag Due to Lift
Section 3.2.3 Total Drag Increment Due to External Stores

The total drag increment is the sum of the incremental, drag at zero lift and the incremental drag
due to lift. rhese components are computed in terms of equivalent-parasite-drag area for each
installation by the methods of Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 and are combined to obtain the
total-drag-coefficient increment by the method of Section 3.2.3.

The Datcom methods are applicable to aircraft of conventional design and essentially symmetrical
store shapes with no major shape protuberances. The methods are limited to the store-loading
,onfigurations and Mach-number ranges presented in Table 3.2-A. The methods are applicable to

mixed loading configurations obtained by combining two or more loadings specified in Table 3,2-A.
Additional limitations are specifically noted in each of the sections that follow.

4
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TABLE 3.2-A

LOADING AND MACH-NUMBER LIMITATIONSV

Mach-
Mounting Carriage Number
Location Mode ldount/ Loading Type Range

Pylon - Empty
Single 0.6 - 2.0

Pylon - Single Store

Pylon - Empty MER

Wing Pylon - Fully Loaded MER ...i

Pylon - Partially Loaded MEH
Multiple '-0,6 - 1,6

•,Pylon -- Empty TER

I- Pylon - Fully Loaded TER

Pylon --- Partially Loaded TER

Tangent - One Store 0.6-• 1.6

Tangent - Two or More Stores 0.6-0.9

Fuselage Single Pylon - Empty 0.6 - 2.0

Pylon - One Store 0.6 -1 .6

Pylon - Two or More Stores 0.6 - 0.9
Tangernt -- On* Store Installation ,:

Multiple 0.6-, 1.6 ,
Multil Pylon - One Store Installation

Aojacent Store Installation
WiIg or Interference 0.6 - 1.2
Fuselage

Additioai Drag Due to Lift 0.6 -- 1.6

REFERENCE

1. Gallagher, R. D., Jimenez, G., Light, L. E., and Thames, F. C.: Technique for Predicting Aircraft Aerodynamic Effects Due to
External Stores Carriage. AFFDIL-TR-75-95, Volumes I and 11, 1975. (U)
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3.2.1 DRAG AT ZERO LIFT

3.2.1.1 BASIC DRAG DUE TO STORE INSTALLATIONS

Methods are presented in this section for estimating the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area due to
a store installation. This drag component does not include adjacent-store and fuselage interference

effects (see Sections 3.2.1.2 and 3.2.1.3). The Datcom methods are presented for a particular store
installation type and loading configuration, and are applied separately to each installation
(armament station).

The methods are taken from Reference I and are empirical in nature. The methods are applicable to
aircraft of conventional design and essentially symmetrical store shapes with no major shape
protuberances. The limitations on configuration and Mach-number range are summarized in Table
3.2-A. Additional limitations and assumptions pertaining to the methods are listed below; however,
some additional limitations pertaining to a specific method are given in the method descriptions.

1. The empirical design curves used in the methods generally do not provide data below
M = 0.6, although the methods have been verified for some cases below this speed.
Caution should be used when extrapolating the curves beyond the given Mach range.

2. The methods are not applicable to wing-tip and wing-tangent-mounted stores.

3. The methods have not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats, or other
• •flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

4. The angle-of-attack range is from zero to cruise angle of attack.

5. The data base used in deriving the methods relied heavily on swept-wing tactical-combat-
aircraft wind-tunnel data.

6. The methods are applicable for sideslip angles less than 40.

Methods are presented for the following particular store installation type and loading configura-
'" "tions:

Wing-Mounted Empty Pylon
Wing-Pylon-Mounted Single Store
Wing-Pylon-Mounted Empty MER
Wing-Pylon-Mounted Fully Loaded MER
Wing-Pylon-Mounted Partially Loaded MER

, •Wing-Pylon-Mounted Empty TER
"Wing-Pylon-Mounted Fully Loaded TER
Wing-Pylon-Mounted Partia!ly Loaded TER
Fuselage-Tangent-Mounted Stores (Two or More Single S*ores)
Fuselage-Mounted Empty Pylon
Fuselage-Pylon-Mounted Stores (Two or More Single Stores)

S1Fuselage-Tangent-Mounted Single Store (One Installation)
Fuselage-Tangent-Mounted MER (One Installation)
Fuselage-Pylon-Mounted Single Store (One Installation)
Fuselage-Pylon-Mounted MER (One Installation)

3.2.1.1-1
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A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHODS

* ~The Dateom user should proceed directly to the method appropriate to thle particular store.2

installation type and loading configuration of interest.

Wing-Mounted Empty Pylon

* The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to the basic installation is given by

DB= (B +K -)-- tKmax ( 2 ) (0.35 +0. 16R) + DPR+Cnw3. 2 .l.1-a
D \B xx XX K4~ CJK 0.04 \cpt c . 17p)

where

Bx is an empty-pylon drag factor obtained from Figure 3.2.l.1-20 as a function of Mach
number and Sp, the pylon frontal area obtained by measuring the maximum
cross-sectional area of the isolated pylon.

K x is an empty-pylon correlation ratio obtained froni Figure 3.2.1I. i-21a as a function of
Mach number and xAFT./C. The value of xhA-T is the longitudinal distance (in.) from
the local wing trailing edge to the trailing edge of the store installation (or pylon
trailing edge for the empty-pylon case), positive in the aft direction. (See Sketch (a).)
The value of c is the local wing chord (in.) at the particular store or pylon station.
(See Sketch (a).)

SKETCH (a)

*KcjK is a pylon Mach-number correlation parameter obtained from Figure 3.2.1.1-21b as a
function of Mach number.

tma is the maximum pylon thickness (in.).
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c is the pylon-top-chord length (in.) at the wing-pylon juncture. (See Sketch (a).)

cw is the pylon-bottom chord length (in.). (See Sketch (a).)

4- RU is a pylon-underside.-roughness factor given by

RU= 3, for the pylon-underside case (typical of wind-tunnel model)
or for loaded pylons.

RU= 4, for a rough-pylon-underside case (typical of full-scale hardware), 3.2.1 .- b

RU= 5, for an extremely rough-pylon-underside case, i.e.,
containing large cavities.

DPR is the pylon-rack equivalent-pr.rasite-drag area (ft2) given by Figure 3.2.1.1.-22a as a

function of Mach number.

Wing-Pylon-Mounted Single Store

The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) due to the basic installation is given by separate
equations at discrete Mach numbers. To obtain values at intermediate Mach numbers, interpolation
must be used.

For M 0.6:

DR = B+6 3.2.1.1-c

where

1B is the equivalent-para.site-drag area (ft2 ) computed at M = 0.90 and given by

B = DILP + DIS + DI 3.2. 1.1-d

where

DILP is the equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) of the installed loaded pylon given by
DB in Equation 3.2. 1. 1-a evaluated at M = 0.90 and RU = 3.

.: DIs is the isolated-store equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) at M 0.90, given by

Dls = SCCD 3.2.1.1-e

where

S is the store maximum cross-sectional area (ft2.
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CD is the isolated-store drag coefficient at zero lift based on store
maximum cross-sectional area. This term can be provided by the
user, or can be estimated by using Section 4.2.3.1.

DI is the equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to pylon-store-aircraft interference
at M 0.90, given by

D1  Dx + UJV. + E,(22.6 - h) 3.2.1.1-f

where

Dx is the equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2) due to store-to-aircraft
. -i. interference given by Figuie 3.2.1.1-22b as a function of XAFT/C,

where XAFT and c were previously defined for the wing-mounted
empty-pylck, case.

U- is a lateral drag interference factor (ft) obtained from Figure
3.2.1.1-23a as a function of ý, the fraction of wing semispan

location of the store station measured from the aircraft centerline.

V- is a longitudinal drag interference factor (ft) obtained from Figure

3.2.1.1-23b as a function of xAFT/c.

E is a pylon-height interference factor (ft 2/in.) obtained from Figure
3.2.1.1- 23c as a function of XAFT/C.

h is the average pylon height (in.). (See Sketch (a).)

S is the equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2) obtained from Figure 3.2.1.1-24 as a function
of B.

For M 0.8:
DB B + 0.86 3.2.1.1-g

where B and 6 were defined previously.

For M = 0.9:

Ds = B 3.2.1. 1-h

where B is given by Equation 3.2.1.1-d.

For M > 0.9, see Paragraphs B and C of this section.

Wing-Pylon-Mounted Empty MER

The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2) due to the basic installation is given by

DB DILP + DMSB + DIMR 3.2.1.1-i
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where

DILP is defined in the Wing-Pylon-Mounted Single-Store Case.

DMSB is the MER sway-brace equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2) obtained from Figure
3.2.1.1-25 as a function of Mach number.

DIMR is the installed-MER equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) given by

DIMR .R + R-R3.2.1.1-jFM AM

where

RF is a MER forward-longitudinal-placement term (ft2 ) obtained from Figure
3.2.1.1-26 as a function of xFWD/c and Mach number, where xFWD is the

distance from the local wing leading edge to the store/pylon nose (in.),
positive for store nose aft of the local wing leading edge. (See Sketch (a).)
The value of c is the local wing chord (iii.) at the particular store or
pylon station. (See Sketch (a).)

is a MER aft-longitudinal-placement term (ft2 ) obtained from FigureRAm 3.2.1.1-27 as a function of XAFT/C and Mach number, where XAFr was
"previously defined for a Wing-Mounted Empty-Pylon Case. (See

Sketch (a).)

Wing-Pylon-Mounted Fully Loaded MER

The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to the basic installation is given by
DB =D +6D +D 3.2.1.1-k

B EM Is IM

where
DEM is the empty-MER equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) given by Da from Equation

3.2.1.1 -i.

DIS is the isolated-store equivalent-parasite-drag area at M = 0.9. (See Equation
3.2. 1. 1-e.)

DIM is the equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2) due to store-MER-aircraft interference, given
by

DiM 14-4 30 + M1  3.2.1.1-2

where

M is a store-MER-aircraft-interference Mach-correlation factor obtained from
Figure 3.2.1.1-28 as a function of Mach number.

3.2.1.1-5
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ze is the vertically projected length of the store installation on the aircraft
wing (in.). (See Sketch (b).)

dw is the maximum width of the store installation (in.) not including
protruding fins. (See Sketch (b).)

c is the local wing chord (in.) at the particular store or pylon station. (See
Sketch (a).)

ed

A .0 0 -- d w

r-.-

SKETCH (b)

0~MI is a MER adjacent-store separation factor (ft2 ) obtained from Figure
3.2.1.1-29 as a function of Mach number and d,/ds, where

* -. dc is the minimum clearance between adjacent stores. (See Figure
7 .1- 29,)

dis the maximum store diameter.

Wing-Pylon-Mounted Partially Loaded MER

The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area ft)due to the basic installation is given by

D DEM (i 6TF) + DFLM 3.2. 1. 1-mn
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where

DEM was defined in the Wing-Pylon-Mounted Fully Loaded MER Case.

NSM is the total number of stores attached to the MER.

TF is the tandem-stores factor given by

TF 1.00 forN = 1,5 or 6 stores

1.00 for NSM 4 stores total with one store in tandem

0.90 for NS = 4 stores total with two stores in tandem
"= 1.0 for N M 3 stores total with one store in tandem 3.2,1.1-n

= 1.10 for NM = 3 stores total with none in tandem
0.10 for Ns 3 stores total with one in tandem

0.90 for NSM = 2 stores total with one store in tandem

1.10 for N M= 2 stores total with none in tandem

DFLM is the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2) due to a fully loaded MER given by
FLM. _ DB in Equation 3.2.1.1-k.

Wing-Pylon-Mounted Empty TER
The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to the basic installation is given by

DB = DILP + DTB + DITR 3.2.1.-o

where

DILP is defined in the Wing-Pylon-Mounted Single-Store Case.

TSRB is the TER sway-brace equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) obtained from Figure
3.2.1,1-30 as a function of Mach number.

DITR is the installed-TER equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) given by

DITR RFT + RA 3 .2 .1.1-p

where

"R is a TER forward-longitudinal-placement term (ft2 ) obtained trom Figure
3.2.1.1-31 as a function of XFWD/C and Mach number, where XFwD and

c was previously defined for a Wing-Pylon-Mounted Empty-MER Case.

3.2.1.1-7
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RA is a TER aft-longitudinal-placement term (ft2 ) obtained from Figure
T 3.2.1.1-32 (ft2 ) as a function of x k/ ard Mach number, where xAl

was previously defined for a Wing-Mouited Empty-Pylon C ase.

Wing-Pylon-Mounted Fully Loaded TER

The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to the basic installation is given by

D =D +31) +D3..11-
B ET -is IT .ll-

where

KDET is the empty-TER equivalent-parasite-,drag area (ft) given by DB frorn Equation
K 3.2.1.1-o.

D15  is the isolated-store equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2) at M =0.9, given by Equation
3.2. 1. 1-e.

IT i th eqivalnt-araite-ragare due to store-TER-aircraft interference given
by

D+T -0 + T13.2. 1.-r

where:

T I is a store-TER.-aircraft-interference Mach-correlation factor obtained from
S Figure 3.2.1.1-33 as a function of Mach number.

z d, and c were previously defined in the Wing-Pylon-Mounted Fully-

Loaded-MER Case.

T is a TER adjacent-store separation factor (ft ) obtained from Figure
3.2.1.1-34 as a function of Mach number and d /d where d~ and d are
defined in the Wing-Pylon-Mounted Fully-Loadedc-MýR Case.

Wing-Pylon-Mounted Partially Loaded TER

The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to the basic installation is given by:

D = DET ( sT 3.2.1.1-s

where

DET is the empty-TER equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) given by DB from Equation
3.2.1.1-o.

3.2.1.1-8
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"NST is the number of stores attached to the TER.

DFLT is the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to a fully ;oaded TER given by
D. in Equation 3.2.1.1-q.

"Fuselage-Tangent-Mounted Stores
(Two or More Single Stores)

The Datcom Method for this configuration is applicable only for 2 or 3 store-row installations
mounted on the fuselage bottom surface, and for a Mach-number range of from 0.6 to 0.9. The
"following additional limitations apply:

1. Same number of stores per row for two- or three-row configurations.

2. Constant fuselage-station location for all stores on a given row.

3. Constant longitudinal space between all stores in tandem, for two- or three-row
configurations.

4. CoAstant lateral space between all stores.

5. Coincident store centerline5 for stores in tandem (maximum number of stores in
tandem = 3; maximum number of stores/row = 5; staggered store arrangements notK W included).

6. Effective store-diameter range: 8.0 to 11.5 inches.

7. All stores in one installation must be identical.

Due to the nature of this method, the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area, D. , is computed for all
stores taken together. In order to be consistent with the values of DB computed by other methods
in this section, the entire group of stores is considered to be one installation.

The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2) due to the basic installation is given by:

SDB = n DFR +DIsKNI 3.2.1.1-t

where

n is the number of stores per row.
r

DFR is the fuselage-rack equivalent-parasite-drag area and is a function of the number of
rows of stores mounted on the fuselage:

DFR = alb 1 (I row) 3.2.1.1-u

" DR ab 1 + a b (2 rows) 3.2.1.1-v

,DR alb 1 + a b2 + a3 b3 (3 rows) 3.2.1.1-w
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where

a, a2 , and a3 are store-diameter correlation factors obtained from Figure
3.2.1.1-35 as a function of the maximum store diameter ds.

b1, b, and b are store-row Mach-correlation factors obtained from Figure
3.2.1.1-36 as a function of Mach number.

Ds is the isolated-store equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) at M 0.9, given by Equation

3.2.1.1-e.

KN is a planform and store-location factor given by

KNI = K K K K K K 3.2.1.1-xNI D I 2KD3 D4KD5D6 7

where

K is a store frontal-area factor given byD

(3S
K D I KS M (I + SH3.2.1.1l-y

where

Ks8 is a Mach-effect factor for K obtained from Figure 3.2.1.1-37a as
Ma function of Mach number.

S is the store maximumn cross-sectional area (ft 2 ).
IT

SB is the maximum-fuselage frontal area (ft2 ).

K is the wing-sweep-and-location factor obtained from Figure 3.2.1.1-37b as
2 a function of wing leading-edge sweep, wing location, and Mach number.

KD is a tandem-spacing factor obtained from Figure 3.2.1.1-.38a as a function
of Mach number and XOL, Yhe ratio of longitudinal spacing between
tandem stores to the store length.

K is a lateral-spacing factor obtained from Figure 3.2.1.1-38b as a function of4 YOD' the ratio of the minimum lateral distance (excluding fins) between

stores to the nriximum store diameter.

KD5 and KD6 are store-rows and stores-per-row correlation factors respectively,
obtained by using Table 3.2.1.1 -A.

S3.2.1.1-10
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TABLE 3.2.1.1-A

K 0 AND K DoCOMPUTATION

No. of

Correlation Store Rows orf
Factor Stores Per Row Figure No. or Value

1__ Figure 3.2.1.1- 39a
2 Figure 3.2.1.1- 39

K1,0 3 1.0

""1 Figure 3.2.1.1-40
""K"' 2 Figu re 3.2.1.1- 41 a

6• 3 F Figure 3.2.1.1- 41 b

It should be noted that KD for the case of 3 store .ows is only substantiated
for 0.6 -i M < 0.9.

KD7 is a store longitudinal-location factor obtained from Figure 3.2,1.1-42a as a
function of Mach number and xr, the ratio of the distance between the
aircraft nose and the store nose of the most forward store to the
aircraft-fuselage length

Fuselage-Mounted Empty Pylon

The Datcom Method for this configuration is applicable for a pylon-frontal-area range of from 20 to
170 square inches, and only fur pylons mounted on the bottom surface of the fuselage. The zero-lift
equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to the basic installation is given by

D1 tpx K CJK2 (0.35 + 0.2167RU) 3.2.1. l-z
DK0.04 (c top Plow

where all of the above terms are defined in the Wing-Mounted-Empty-Pylon Case.

Fuselage-Pylon-Mounted Stores
(Two or More Single Stores)

The Datcom Method for this configuration is subject to the same limitations given for the
Fuselage-Tangent-Mounted Stores Case. Due to the nature of the method, the zero-lift equivalent-
parasite-drag area, D 1 is computed for all stores taken together. In order to be consistent with the

r`•4 values of D• computed by other methods in this section, the entire group of stores is considered to
,- ' be one instalation. The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to the basic installation is,

given by

D np DLF + nrDFR + KSD KPD KNIDIS 3.2.1. 1-aa

"where

nl is the number of pylons.

F3.2,1.1-1
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DLpF is the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) due to the fuselage-mounted empty
pylon given by DB in Equation 3.2.1.l-z with RU = 3.0.

n. is the number of stores per row.

DER is the fuselage-rac equivalent-parasite. rag-area (ft 2 ) contribution given by Equations
3.2.1.1-u, v, w.

KSD is a store-depth factor obtained from Figure 3.2.1.1-42b as a function of Mach number
and XOL' the ratio of longitudinal spacing between tandem stores to the store length.

KPD is a pylon-depth factor obtained from Figures 3.2.1.1-43a through -43o as a function
of Mach number, number of rows, number of stores per row, and HOD where

h +1.5
HoD ds3.2. 1.l1-bb

where
h is the average pylon height (in.).

d is the maximuni store diameter (in.).
S

K N is a planform and store-location factor defined by Equation 3.2. 1. 1 -x.

Dis is the isolated-store equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2) at MN 0.9, given by Equation

3.2.1.1-e.

Fuselage-Tangent-Mounted Single Store
(One Installation)

The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to the basic installatiofi is given by

Dw r= (1 + K) (DPR +D1 S) 3.2 .1. 1 -cc

where

KIF is an installation factor obtained from Figures 3.2.1.1-5 la through -5 lg for single
stores, as a function of Mach number, fuselage bottom surface shape (bottom surface
either curved or straight), the maximum depth of the store installation measured from
the bottom surface of wing z (in.), and the average pylon height (in.) lip

DPR is the pylon-rack equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) given by Figure 3.2.1.1-22a as a

function of Mach number.

is the isolated-store equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2) at M = 0.9, given by Equation
3.2. 1. I.e.
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Fuselage-Tangent-Mounted MER
(One Installation)

The Datcom Method for this configuration is limited to a single MER installation tangent mounted
on the bottom of the fuselage. The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2) due to the basic
installation is given by

B (l1 + KIF ) (rPR + 6DIS + DMSB + DMRF) 3.2.1.1 -dd

where

Km is an installation factor for tangent-mounted stores obtained from Figures 3.2..l1-154a
through -'54g for MER installations.

D is the pylon-rack equivalent-parasite-drag area ([t) given by Figure 3.2.1.1-22a as a
function of Mach number.

Ds is the isolated-store equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft ) at M = 0.9, given by Equation
3.2,1.1-c.

DMSB is the MER-sway-brace equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) obtained from Figure
3.2.1.1-25 as a function of Mach number.

SDMRF is the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) due to MER-rack-to-fuselage
interference obtained from Figu1,' 3.2.1.1-57 as a function of Mach number.

Fuselage-Pylon-Mounted Single Store
(One Installation)

The Datcorn Method for this configuration is applicable for a pylon-frontal-area range of from 20 to
170 square inches, and only for pylons mounted on the bottom surface of the fuselage. The zero-lift
equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) due to the basic installation is given by

:•iD13 (I1 + KF) (DR + DS + D1L 3.2, 1. 1l-ee

where

-KIF is an installation factor as defined for the Fuselage-Tangent-Mounted Single-Store
"A Case, obtained from Figures 3.2.1.1-51 a through -5 1g.

DPR is the pylon-rack equivalent-pazasite-drag area (ft 2 ) given by Figure 3.2.1.1-22a as a
function of Mach number.

D is the isolated-store equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft') at M- 0.9, given by Equation
I 3.2.1.1-e.

DILP is the equivalent-parasite-drag area ([W) of the installed loaded pylon given by DB
from Equation 3.2. l. 1 -z with RU = 3.0.

3.1 -1.1-13
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Fuselage-Pylon-Mounted MER
(One Installation)

"Ihe Datcom Methcd for this configuraticn has the same limitations as the previous case. The
zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area - j due to the basic store installation is given by

A
DB (I + KIF )(DPR + 6DIS + DILP + DMRF + DMSB) 3.2.1.1-ff

where

K is an installation factor as defined for the Fuselage-Tangent-Mounted MER Case,II obtained from Figures 3.2.1.1-54a through 3.2.1.1-54g.

DR is the pylon-rack equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) given by Figure 3.2.1.1-22a as a
P - function of Mach number.

•Ds is the isolated-store equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) at M = 0.9, given by Equation
3.2.1.1-e.

DLP is the installed-loaded-pylon equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) given by DB from
Equation 3.2.1. l-z with RU = 3.0.

DMRF is the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) due to MER-rack-to-fuselage
interference obtained from Figure 3.2.1.1-57 as a function of Mach number.

[. -, Ds is the MER-sway-brace equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) obtained from Figure

3.2.1.1-25 as a function of Mach number.

•I.. Sample Problem

, Given: A swept-wing subsonic fighter aircraft (Reference 2) symmetrically loaded at the inboard--wing stations with pylon-mounted TER's, each containing two 500-lb bombs.

rO 
.

00r.

3..11 FRONT VIEW
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Aircraft Data: c = 121.5 in.

Store Data:

S 0.785 ft2  CD = 0.11 ds 12 in.

Installation Data:

Sp =S . 51.3 in.2 4.7 in. c 66.9 in. c 66.9 in.= -49. tnPmax Ptop FpD.w

SXAFT = --49.6 in. X FWD -10.4in. dc 3.2 in. dw 25.6 in.

z = 70.4 in.

Additional Data:

SM = 0.6

,. Compute: (Method - Wing-Pylon-Mounted Partially Loaded TER)

~ •Since the installation is symmetrical, only one side need be computed.
i 1.

B- DED 3-a = DT 4 DF (Equation 3.2.1. 1-s)

Expand the above equation to identify the terms which need to be computed:

DET = DILP + DB + DIR (Equation 3.2.1.1--o)

DFLT = DT + 3 DS +tDJr (Equation 3,2.1.1-q)

Find D

XAgr -49.6
= ,--- --0,408

c 121.5

Bxx = 0. 106 (Figure 3.2.1.1-20)

K• = 0.16 (Figure 3 .2 ,1.1-21a)

KcJK = 0.25 (Figure 3.2.1.1-21b)

DP, = 0.088 ft2  (Figure 3.2.1.1-22a)

S~3.2.1.1-15
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DILP = (B + K .)[KCJK P(035 + 0.21 6 7 Ru

+ DPR (Equation 3.2.1. 1-a)

/51.3\ (4.7) (2)[0.35 ± (0.2167)31
[0.106 +k(0.16~)J { ](0.25)+.8144 (0.04) (66.9 + 66.9)

= 0.160 ft 2

Find DTSB:

DrsB = 0.180 ft2 (Figure 3.2.1.1-30)

Find DITR:

XFWD -10.4
- - .=-0.0856

c 121.5

R = 0 (Figure 3.2.1.1-31)

RAT 0.300 (Figure 3.2.1.1-32)

DITR = RFT + RAT = 0 + 0.300 = 0.300 ft2  (Equation 3.2.1.1-p)

Find DET:

DET = DI• + DTSB + DITR (Equation 3.2.1.1-o)

= 0.160+0.180+0.300

- 0.640 ft2

Find D

DIS S CD = (0.785)(0.11) (Equation 3.2.1.1-e)
iT

- 0.0864 ft2

Find DIT:

T = 0.005 (Figure 3.2.1.1-33)
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"dc 3,2
d . =1 0.267ds 12

T = 0.40 (Figure 3.2.1.1-34)

""=e T 1dw (Equation 3.2.1. 1-r)
I• DIT =TIs -144 I + TiI

\ý144c 0i.:-"'. [(70.4)2(`25.6) ]

, 0.005 15) 1 +0.40

. 0.386 ft2

Find DFLT:

DFLT DET + 3D1 +DIT (Equation 3.2.1.1-q)

. 0.640 + (3) (0.0864) + 0.386

= 1.285 ft2

Solution:

DB =DE ( Ni) +D (Equation 3.2.1. 1-s)
ET FLT

= 0.640 2l + 1.285 1.498 ft2 (one side)

This result is used in the Sample Problem of Paragraph A of Section 3.2.3 as part of the
tota!-drag-increment computation.

B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid for transonic speeds with the
Sexception of the following fuselage-mounted configurations which are limited to M < 0.9:

I . Two or more stores tangent-mounted in single-carriage modes.

2. Two or more stores pylon-mounted in single-carriage modes,

The method presented in Paragraph A for the Wing-Pylon-Mounted Single-Store Case requires
additional equations in the transonic speed range. Separate equations for DB are required at discrete
Mach numbers as in the subsonic case. To obtain values at intermediate Mach numbers,
interpolation must be used.

L. 3.2.1.1-17
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Wing-Pylon-Mounted Single Store

For M 0.9:

DB = B (Equation 3.2.1. 1-h)

where

B is given by Equation 3.2.1.1-d.

For M - 0.95:

D = 0.77 [(B+TAS.)P-BI +B 3 .2 .1.1-gg

where

B is given by Equation 3.2.1.1 -d.

TA is a transonic-supersonic correlation factor obtained from Figure 3.2.1.1-58a as a
function of xF•D• XAFT, and c where

XFWD is the longitudinal distance from the local wing leading edge to thestore/pylon nose (in.), positive for store nose aft of the local wing leading
edge. (See Sketch (a).)

XAFT is the longitudinal distance (in.) from the local wing trailing edge to the
trailing edge of the store installation (or pylon trailing edge for the empty
pylon case), positive in the aft direction. (See Sketch (a).)

c is the local wing chord at the local store or pylon station (in.). (See
Sketch (a).)

S is the maximum store cross-sectional area (ft2 ).

.P is a clean-aircraft drag-rise factor obtained from Figure 3.2.1.1-58b as a function ofthe clean-aircraft drag-rise factor, C' , where
Do

C at M = 1.05D 0
* - = 3.2.1.4-hh

D0  CD at M = 0.6 "
0

where

C is the clean-aircraft zero-lift drag coefficient from test data or estimatedfrom Section 4.5.3.1.

L3.2.1.1-18
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"For M 1.05:

DB = (B+TASir 3.2.1.1-ii

k where B, TA, Sand P are defined above.

For M 1.20:

F DB B+TASr 3.2.1.1-jj

where B, TA and S are defined above.

The user is cautioned that the accuracy of the method is less than that of the subsonic speed range,
and test data should be used whenever possible.

C. SUPERSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid for supersonic speeds within the
Mach-number limits specified in Table 3.2-A. The method presented in Paragraph A for the
Wing-Pylon-Mounted Single-Store Case requires the following modification in the supersonic speed
range.

Wing-Pylon-Mounted Single Store

For M 1.60 to M 2.00:

DB is obtained from Figures 3.2.1.1 -59a and -59b as a function of B + TA S,.

The user should exercise caution In extrapolating the method beyond the specified
Mach-number range.

REFERENCES

1. Gallagher, R. D., Jirnenez, G., Light, L. E., and Tharn.s, F. C.: Technique for Predicting Aircraft Aerodynamic Effects Due to
External Stores Carriage. AFFDL-TR-75-95, Volumev I and II, 1975. (U)

2. Watzke, R. E.: Aerodynamic Data for Model TA-4F Operational Flight Trainer. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Rept.S•'• DAC-67425, 1968. (U)
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3.2.1.2 DRAG DUE TO ADJACENT STORE INTERFERENCE

A method is presented in this section for estimating the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area due to
the interference effects of a pair of adjacent store installations. When separate installations are
mounted sufficiently close to each other, an interference effect on drag is produced which should
be accounted for in the total drag estimate. This effect may be either positive or negative,
depending upon the relative positions of the store installations. The effect is computed for each pair
of adjacent installations on the aircraft. For example, the aircraft pictured in Sketch (a) would
require three computations.

__C0

PAI IPAIR 3

PAIR 2

SKETCH (a)

The Datcom Method is taken from Reference I and is empirical in nature. The method is applicable
to aircraft of conventional design and essentially symmetrical store shapes with no major shape
protuberances. The limitations on configuration and Mach-number range are summarized in
Table 3.2-A. Caution should be used when extrapolating the curves beyond the given Mach-number
range. The method has not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats, or other
flow-disrupting devices zre deployed.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) due to the mutual interference of adjacent store
installations per' pair of adjacent store installations is given by D where

Is

D is obtained from Figures.3.2.1.2-4a through -4c as a function of Mach number, Ys' dwL'
S"- wA, TN, andAFT'

ý4 where these terms are ilustrated in Sketch (b) and defined as

Y is the minimum lateral clearance (in.) between adjacent-store installations

(store surface to store surface).

3.2.1.2.1
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d- is the maximum width (in.) of the lead- (most forward) store installation.

dw is the maximum width (in,) of the aft-store installation.
A

TN is the distance from the nose of the aft-store installation to the tail of the
lead-store installation (in.)

-AFT is the length (in.) of the aft-store installation.

It is necessary to use interpolation for Mach numbers not presented in the figures.

s ~d~

WL
AtA

'AFT II

4 1

L

SKETCH (b)

Sample Problem

Given: A swept-wing aircraft symmetrically loaded as shown in Sketch (b).

Stores Data: .1

Ys 10 in. dw = 42 in. d 40 in. TN 135 in. AFT= 205 in.WL WANAF

Additional Data:

M 0. 7-

3.2.1.2-2
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Compute: Referring to Figures 3.2.1.2-4a through -4c, it can be seen that data are presented for
"M = 0.6, 0.9, and 1.2. It will, therefore, be necessary to obtain DI at each of the three
Mach numbers and interpolate to obtain the value at M = 0.7. s

Compute the independent variables for Figures 3.2.1.2-4a through -4c:

YS 10

- - - -0.122
dw + d 42+40

TN 135
= 0.659

Solution:

At M .6 Ds = 0.075 ft2  (Figure 3.2.1.2-4a)
At M = 0.6 Dis = 0.407 fts (Figure 3.2.1.2-4)

At M= 0.9 D = 0.460 ft 2  (Figure 3.2.1 .2-4b)

At M 1.2 D = 0.265 ft2  (Figure 3.2.1.2-4c)

Interpolating the above three points at M = 0.7 yields Dis = 0.230 ft 2

B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also applicable in the transonic speed range.

C. SUPERSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also applicable in the supersonic speed
range. Although no design curves are presented beyond M 1.2, the existing curves can be cross
plotted and extrapolated to M = 1.6 with reasonable success.

" -- REFERENCE

1. Gallagher, R. D., Jimenez, G., Light, L. E., and Thames, F. C.: Technique for Predicting A-rcraft Aeredynan'c Effects Due to
External Stores Carricege.AFFDL-TR-75-95, Volumes I and II, 1975. (U)
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3.2.1.3 DRAG DUE TO FUSELAGE INTERFERENCE

A method is presented in this section for estimating the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area due to
the mutual interference effect of a store installation and the adjacent fuselage. This effect is present
for wing-mounted stores on high-wing aircraft which are mounted sufficiently close to the fuselage.
The interference effect on low-wing aircraft is negligible.

The Datcom Method is taken from Reference I and is empirical in nature. The method is applicable
to aircraft of conventional design and esspntially symmetrical store shapes with no major shape
protuberances. The limitations on configuration and Mach-number range are summarized in
Table 3.2-A, with the following exception: The method is valid to a maximum Mach number of
0.95. The design curves should not be extrapolated to higher Mach numbers due to the uncertain
nature of the interference effects. Caution should be used in extrapolating the curves below
M = 0.6. The method has not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats, or other
flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) due to the mutual interference of store installation
and adjacent fuselage is given by Dlf where Dlf is obtained from Figure 3.2.1.3-3 as a function of
Mach number and the minimum clearance between the store installation and the fuselage, AY (in.).
(See Sketch (a).)

Note that D 0 for low-wing aircraft.

SKETCH (a)

Sample Problem

Given: A high-wing aircraft with a pylon-mounted single store as shown in Sketch (a).

M 0.75 AY= !2in.

Solution:

D =0.290 ft2  (Figure 3.2.1.3-3)

3.2.1.3-1
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B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section can be applied in the transonic speed range up
to a Mach number of 0.95. Extrapolation of the data beyond this Mach number is not
recommended due to the uncertain nature of the interference effects.

C. SUPERSONIC

No method is presented to estimate the fuselage-interference effect on drag in the supersoaic speed
range.

REFERENCE

1. Gallagher, R. D., Jimenez, G., Light, L. E., end Thames, F. C.: Technique for Predicting Aircraft Aerodynamic Effects Due to
External Stores Carriage. AFFDL-TR-75-95, Volumes I and II, 1975. (U)
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"3.2.2 DRAG DUL 10 LIFT

A method is presented in this section for estimating the lift-induced equivalent-parasite-drag area
due to an external-store installation. The method is applied separately to each installation
(armament station). For all fuselage-mounted store installations, the equivalent-parasite-drag area-.. due to lift is considered to be negligible.

The Datcom Method is taken from Reference 1 and is empirical in nature. The method is applicable
to aircraft of conventional design and essentially symmetrical store shapes with no major shape
protubefaoces. The limitations on configuration and Mach-number range are summarized in
Table 3.2-A. A.dditional limitations and assumptions pertaining to the method are listed below:

I. The empirical design curves used in the method do not provide data below M = 0.6,
although the method has been verified for some cases below this speed. Caution should be
used when extrapolating the curves below the given Mach-number range.

2. The method is not applicable to wing-tip and wing-tangent-mounted stores.

3. The method has not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats or other

flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

4. The angle-of-attack is from zero to cruise angle of attack.

5. The data base used in deriving the method relied heavily on swept-wing tactical-combat-
11*• aircraft wind-tunnel data.

6. The method is applicable for sideslip angles less than 4'.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The store-installation drag due to lift is a function of aircraft lift coefficient, wing aspect ratio, and
an empirical factor. This drag contribution is negative for all configurations for which the method is
applicable. For wing-pylon-mounted-store installations, the equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft 2 ) due
to lift is given by

D. 46.875 C A R. 3.2.2-a
L W

where

"CL is the aircraft lift coefficient with store effects based on Sw This term should be

obtained from test data or can be estimated using Sections 3.1.3 and 4.5.1.1.

Aw is the wing aspect ratio, based on the total trapezoidal planform.

Ri is the normalized, incremental drag due to lift obtained from Figure 3.2.2-3 as a function
of z, dw, and Mach number where

3.2.2-1



" isTthe.m ax im u m d...h.o f-h s. .r. i-stalla..o n (in .). (S ee S k e tch. .,)..

z is the maximum depth of the store installation (in.). (See Sketch (a).)

dwis the maximum width of the store installation (in.). (See Sketch (a).)

It is necessary to use interpolation for Mach numbers not presented in the figares.

wd

SKETCH (a)

Sample Problem

Given: A swept-wing subsonic fighter aircraft (Reference 2) symmetrically loaded at the
inboard-wing stations with pylon-mounted TER's, each containing two 500-lb bombs. This
is the same configuration analyzed in the Sample Problem of Paragraph A of

Section 3.2.1. 1.

Additional Data:

M 0.6 a-8' CL 0.185 Aw=2,91 z 38.1 in. d,, 25.6 in.

Compute:

z dw (25.6)(38.1)2
- = 6.77 ft2

144 144

R -- 0.0025 (Figure 3.2.2-3)

Solution:
9I

Di = 46.875 C Aw Ri (Equation 3.2.2-a)

= (46.875)(0.185 )(2.91 )(-0.0025)

-0.063 ft 2

This result is used in the Sample Problem of Paragraph A of Section 3.2.3 as part of the
total-d"ag-increneili coniputation.

3.2.2-2



B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is applicable in the transonic speed range.

C. SUPERSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is applicable in the supersonic speed range up
to a Mach number of 1.6. The user should use caution in extrapolating the method beyond this
speed.

REFERENCES

-1. Gallagher, R. D., Jimenez, G., Light, L. E,, and Thames, F. C.: Technique for Predicting Aircraft Aerodynamic Effects Due to
External Stores Carriage. AFFDL-TR-.75-95, Volumes I and II, 1975. (U)

2. Watzke, R. E.: Aerodynamic Data for Model TA-4F Operational Flight Trainer. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Report
DAC-67425, 1968. (U)
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3.2.3 TOTAL DRAG INCREMENT DUE TO EXTERNAL STORES

A method is presented in this section for estimating the total incremental change in aircraft drag
coefficient due to external-store installations. The method predicts the increments for symmetric,
asymmetric, and multiple-installation loading configurations. The total drag increment is the sum of
the incremental drag at zero lift and the incremental drag due to lift. These components are
computed in terms of equivalent-parasite-drag area for each installation by the methods of
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, and combined to obtain the total-drag-coefficient increment by the
method of this section.

The Datcom Method is taken from Reference I and is empirical in nature. The method is applicable
to aircraft of conventional design and essentially symmetrical store shapes with no major F'hape
protuberances, The limitations on configuration and Mach-number range are summarized in
Table 3.2-A. Additional limitations and assumptions pertaining to the method are listed below:

1. The method has been verified for the Mach-number range given in Table 3.2-A. The user
should use caution in extrapolating the empirical curves beyond the given Mach-number
range.

2. The method is not applicable to wing-tip and wing-tangent-moanted stores.

3. The method has not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats, or other
flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

4. The angle-of-attack range is from zero to cruise angle of attack.

5. The data base used in deriving the method relied heavily on swept-wing tactical-combat-

aircraft wind-tunnel data.

6. The method is applicable for sideslip angles less than 40.

The procedure for computing the total-drag-coefficient increment is a summation process in which
equivalent.-parasite-drag areas for each store installation (armament station) are added together and
divided by the wing reference area. Zero-lift-drag contributions are computed by the methods of
Section 3.2.1. These include contributions of the basic installation (computed in Section 3.2. 1. 1),
adjacent-store interference (computed in Section 3.2.1.2), and fuselage interference (computed in
Section 3.2,1.3). Drag-due-to-lift contributions are computed in Section 3.2.2.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The total-aircraft drag-coefficient increment due to external-store installations and based on wing
reference area, SW, is given by

N1 NN N• N ]
SACn Sw (Dut•) + IDkX±Z (D1) + (Di)j 3.2.3-a

. j=2 k=O V=0 3=l

! 11 3.2.3-1



where

SW is the aircraft wing reference area (ft2 ).

N1  is the total number of store installations on the aircraft.

(DB)j is the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) at installation j, computed in
Section 3.2.1.1.

NP is the total number of pairs of adjacent-store installations carried. (See Sketch (a).)

PAIR 1 PAIR 3

F1 
SKETCH (a)

(D 1  is the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2) due to the mutual interference ofDSk adjacent-store installations for pair k, computed in Section 3.2.1.2.

NF is the number of store installations adjacent to the fuselage.

(Diz is the zero-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) dueto the mutual interference of
store installation £ and adjacent fuselage, computed in Section 3.2.1.3.

(Di)m is the drag-due-to-lift equivalent-parasite-drag area (ft2 ) at installation m, computed
in Section 3.2.2.

Reference 1 states that prediction errors for store incremental-drag are nominally 10 to 15 percent,
resulting in an overall accuracy within 5 percent of the total-aircraft-drag coefficient. A comparison
of test data With results calculated by this method is provided in Table 3.2.3-A. Additional
comparisons of test and calculated results are found in Reference 1.

3.2.3-2



Sample Problem

'2 Given: A swept-wing subsonic fighter aircraft (Reference 2) symmetrically loaded at the
"inboard-wing stations with pylon-mounted TER's, each containing two 500-lb bombs. This
is the same low-wing configuration presented in the Sample Problems of Paragraph A of

' ' Section 3.2.1.1 and Paragraph A of Section 3.2.2.

Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.6 Sw = 260ft2

(Additional geometric data are providecd in the Sample Problems of Sections 3.2.1.1 and

3.2.2.)

DB = 1.498 ft2 (1 side) (Sample Problem, Paragraph.A, Section 3.2.1.1)

Di = -0.063 ft2 (1 side) (Sample Problem, Paragraph A, Section 3.2.2)

D f = 0 (low-wing configuration)

Compute:

SNI = 2 (two store installations)

NP = 0 (No pairs of adjacent store installations)

NF = 2

Solution:

AC0 = 1DB)j + + (D + (Di)N (Equation 3.2.3-a)D- S- (DW k f/2k•

S j= k.-I '= m=

Expanding and noting that N- 0 anC (D1 ) = 0,

" ACD = - [(Di 1 + (D)2 + (D) 1 +(Di)2

<' Sw

S W

. [2DB + 2Di (symmetrical installations)
SW

- [(2)(1.498) + (2)(-0.063)I

= 0.0110

3.2.3-3



Values of ACD at other Mach numbers are shown in comparison to test data from Reference 2 in
Sketch (b).

.03"
( TEST VALUES - REF. 2

- CALCULATED

.02- _.--

ACD -- "

.01-

.6 .7 .8 .9 1.
MACH NUMBER, M

SKETCH (b)

B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the transonic speed range. The
user is cautioned that due to the difficulties of predicting drag in the transonic region (especially
interference effects), the method is generally less accurate than in the subsonic and supersonic speed
ranges.

C. SUPERSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the supersonic speed range up
to the Mach-number limits indicated in Table 3.2-A. Caution should be used when extrapolating
data flom the figures beyond the given Mach-number range since the method has not been
substantiated beyond these limits.

REFERENCES

1. Gallagher, R. D., Jimenez, G., Light, L. E., and Thames, F. C.: Technique for PredictingAircraft Aerodynamic Effects Due to
•×ternal Stores Carriage. AFFDL-TR-75-95, Volumes I and I, 1975. (U)

2. Witzke, R. E.: Aerodynamic Data for Model TA-4F Operational Flight Trainer. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Rept.
DAC-67425, 1968. (U)

3. Bonine, W. J., at al.: Model F/R F-48-C Aerodynamic Derivatives. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Rept. 9842, 1964 (Rev.
1971). (U)
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TABLE 3.2.3-A

SUBSONIC EXTERNAL-STORE DRAG
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

I AC0  AC 0  5CD

,, Ref Loading Description M calc test calc-test

2 Wing Station Mounting Cruise 0.6 0.00061 0.00060 0.00001
Left Inboard Pylon; Empty | 0.8 0.00066 0.00071 -0.00005

0.9 0.00087 0.00090 -0.00003
0.95 0.00113 0.00105 0.00008

. - Fuselage Station Mounting Cruise 0.6 0.00044 0.00061 -0.00017
Centerline Pylon: Empty 0.8 0.00052 0.00076 -0.00024

I'0.9 0.00067 0.00098 --0.00031
j 0.95 0.00084 0.00117 -0.00033

Wing Station Mounting Cruise 0.6 0.00141 0.00090 0.00051
Left Inboard Pylon-Mounted Single: 500-lb borrb 0.8 0.0139 0.00111 0.00028

0.9 0.00169 0.00195 -0.00026

Wing Station Mounting Cruise 0.C 0.0110 0.0058 0.0052
Left Inboard Pylon-Mounted TER: 2 50E-p bombs 0.8 0.01572 0.0076 0.0096
Right Inboard Pylon-Mounted TER: 2 500-lb bombs 0.9 0.0195 0.0117 0.0078

Wing Station Mounting Cruise 0.6 0.00308 0.00270 0.00038
Left Inboard Pylon-Mounted MER: Empty 0.8 0,00446 0.00344 0.001020.95 10.00582 0.00605 -0.00023

Fuselage Station Mounting Cruise 0.6 0.00097 000100 -0.00003
Tangent-Mounted Tandem: 4 missiles _

Average Error Calc-TeSt 0.00180

3r2

3.2-3-
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3.3 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL STORES ON AIRCRAFT NEUTRAL POINT

Methods are presented in this section for estimating the incremental shift in aircraft neutral point
dc.e to external-store installations. By computing a neutral-point shift due to external stores, the
methods are actually indicating a stability change in terms of a change in slope of the CM - CL
curve. For most configurations the effect of store loadings is to destabilize the basic aircraft,
although some loadings can result in a stabilizing tendency. The methods are taken from
Reference I and are empirical in nature.

Section 3.3 is subdivided as follows:

Section 3.3.1 Neutral-Point Shift Due to Lift Transfer from Clean Aircraft.
"Section 3.3.2 Neutral-Point Shift Due to Interference Effects on Wing Flow Field.
Section 3.3.3 Neutral-Point Shift Due to Change in Tail Effectiveness.
Section 3.3.4 Total Neutral-Point Shift Due to External Stores.

The total neutral-point shift is the sum of the shifts computed by the methods of Sections 3.3.1,
3.3.2, and 3.3.3.

The Datcom Methods are applicable to aircraft of conventional design and essentially symmetrical
store shapes with no major shape protuberances. The methods are limited to the store-loading
configurations and Mach-number range presented in Table 3.3-A. The methods are applicable to
mixed loading configurations obtained by combining two or more loadings specified in Table 3.3-A.
The methods are subject to additional limitations specifically noted in each of the sections that
follow.

TABLE 3.3-A

LOADING AND FLIGHT CONDITION LIMITATIONS

MachMounting Carriage Number CL
Location Mode Carriage Rack Range Range

Single Pylon 0.6 -- 2.0

MER - Fully Loaded

MER - Partially LoadedSWing Multiple

TER - Fully Loa 9d

TER - Partially Loaded 0.6 -* 1.6 0 -- 0.2

Pylon
Single --

Tangent Mounted
Fuselage
(Centerline) Pylon + MER

Multiple
'Tangent MER

REFERENCE

I1. Gallagher, R. D., Jimenez, G., Light, L. E., and Thames, F. C.: Technique for Predicting Aircraft Aerodynamic Effects Due to
External Stores Carriage. AFODL-TR-75-95, Volumes I and II, 1975. (U)
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3.3.1 NEUTRAL-POINT SHIFT DUE TO LIFT TRANSFER FROM STORE
INSTALLATION TO CLEAN AIRCRAFr

A metiod is presented in this section for estimating the neutral-point shift due to the transfer of the
lifting characteristics from the external-store installations to the clean aircraft, The methood predicts
a neutral-point shift due to all installations (armament stations) on the aircraft. Wing-flow-field
interference and horizontal-tail effects are not included in this section (see Sections 3.3.2 and
3.3.3).

The Datcom Method is taken from Reference I and is basically theoretical in concept with
empirically-determined factors and coefficients. The method is applicable to aircraft of conven-
tional design and essentially symmetrical store shapes with no major shape protuberances. The
limitations on configuration and Mach-number range are summarized in Table 3.3-A, Additional
limitations and assumptions pertaining to the method are listed below:

I. The method is not applicable to wing-tip or wing-tangent-mounted stores.

2. The method has been verified for the Mach--number range given in Table 3.3-A. Caution
should be used in extrapolating the empirical curves beyond the given Mach-number
range.

3. The method has not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats or other
flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

' 4. The method gives the best results for an angle-of-attack range from 0 to 80, although the
method can be used for higher angles of attack.

5. The data base used in deriving the method relied heavily on swept-wing tactical-combat-
aircraft wind-tunnel data.

6. The method is applicable for sideslip angles less than 40.

7. Fuselage-mounted installations must be located on the fuselage centerline.

8. The method is not applicable to empty multiple racks.

9. The effect of empty pylons on neutral point is considered to be negligible.

The effect due to a pair of symmetrical installations can be computed by doubling the effect of one
side.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The neutral-point shift in inches, positive for aft shift, due to tile transfer of lift from the store
installations to the clean aircraft is given by

. 3.3.1-1
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S++CL + K C

where

NI is the total number of store installations.

-i is the store-installation inumber.

1, 'is the number of store stations on installation i (including empty stations).

Sj is the store number on installation i.

CL is the free-stream lift-curve slope of store j on installation i given by

Ii

CL, La SB (KNB) + (CLa)S] (per deg) 3.3.1-b

I. "where
, ..

Sw is the aircraft wing reference area (ft2.

S(CL) is the store-body lift-curve slope (per deg) obtained from Figure

SB 3.3.1-16 as a function of store-body planform area, Sp (in.).

KNB is a nose-shape parameter given by

K NB 1.0 for O •< 220 3.3.1-c -.1

KNB (O - 22)
KNB 1.0 + 0.65 68 for 220<On <90 3.3.1< O

where

n0 is the store-nose half-cone angle (deg).

.CL) is the store-fin lift-curve slope (per deg) given by

S (0.191)(10-6)(Be) 3.3.1-e
3"3- SF

,0 3.3.1-2



where

B, OforbF.<ds 3.3.1-f

e= bF d, for bF > (s 3.3.1-g

where bF and ds are the store-fin span and maximum store diameter
(in.), respectively.

Xs is the distance (in.) from the leading edge of the mean aerodynamic chord j, to the
point midway between the mounting lugs of the installed store for store j on
installation i, positive in the aft direction. (See Sketch (a).)

t -I" ~i I+ji

IXa

4 /C

SKETCH (a)

Xa.c. is the wing-body aerodynamic-center location of the clean aircraft measured from
the leading edge of the wing mean aerodynamic chord (in.), (See Sketch (a).) This
value should be obtained from test data or estimated by using Section 4.3.2.2.

3.3.1-3
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CL is the wing-body clean-aircraft lift-curve slope (per deg) obtained from test data or
OWB estimated by using Section 4.3.1.2.

Ks is an empirical factor related to installation type, mounting position, and Mach
number and is specified as follows:

1, Wing-Pylon-Mounted Single Store:

In this casen land hencej =1.

K5  F1 (N FR) + F2(~N zij FR i 1, . . . N1  3.3. 1-h

where FK FR) is a parameter based on store longitudinal placement andwr 1 •SNiR)

fin-area ratio obtained from Figure 3.3.1-17.

where

XSNij

XSN -i for j 1 3.3.1-iXS ii ci

where

xSN is the distance from the local wing leading edge to nose of
store j on installation i, positive in the aft direction
(in.). (See Sketch (b).)

Ci (measured in
-XsN platform view

41 "xsN 0- stores 1,3 at semispan
location of

j on _________ - store J.)

(.STORES3,4)z
(STORES 1, 2)

SKETCH (b)

cij is the local wing chord at the semispan location of store
j on store installation i, (in.). (See Sketch (b).)

3.3.1-4



L

K FR is given by

SI.,
FR 3.3.1-j

where

S1. is the store-fin area projected onto a horizontal plane
(in.2 ).

.Sp is the store-body planform area (in. 2 ).

F2 (SN 2ý' ~jFR) is given by

"F2 SN 'S F(Z.) F2F(F ) 3.3.1-k

where

F21 ( is a store longitudinal-placement factor obtained from Figure
3.3.1-18a where 7., is given by Equation 3.3.1 -i.

"F22 ("ii) is a store vertical-placement factor obtained from Figure
3.3.1-1 8b where ýii is obtained from

zzlij - forj = 1 3.3.1 -k

where

Zij2. is the vertical distance from the average wing lower
surface location to the centerline of store j on
installation i, positive in downward direction (in.).

4(See Sketch (b).)

Ci) is the local wing chord at the semispan location of
store j on store installation i (in.). (See
"Sketch (b).)

F23 (FR) is a store-fin area-ratio factor obtained from Figure 3.3.1-19a
"where FR is given by Equation 3.3.1-j.

2. Wing-Pylon-Mounted TER (For TER installations it is essential that the store
stations be identified in the same manner as indicated in Sketch (c).)

Ks = F I\(sN J + F 2 (MI j) j 1, 2, 3 3.3.1-rm

3.3.1-5
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where

F (ISNi.) is a store longitudinai-placeinent parameter for TER carriage
(X obtained from Figure 3.3.1-19b where XSN is given by Equation

3.3. 1 -i.

F2 (M, j) is the TER Mach and store-station effect parameter obtained from
Figures 3.3.1-20a through -20c as a function of Mach number and
TER store-station number, j, where j refers to the TER station
number defined in Sketch (c).

FRONT VIEW

SKETCH (c)

3. Wing-Pylon-Mounted MER (For MER installations it is essential that the store
stations be identified in the same manner as indicated in Sketch (d).)

Ks.. F13 N +F(ý~j ilM + F3 (M, j) 3.3. 1-n

where i

we (XsN) is a store longitudinal-placement parameter for MER carriage

obtained from Figure 3.3.1-21 where RSNij is given by Equation•
3.3.1 -i.

F2('SN., zi, M) is given by

F 2 (XSN, ij, M) = F 2 1 (ýSN ij) F 22 (ij) F 23 (M) 3.3.1-o

where Z,, is defined by Equation 3.3.1-k, and

3.3.1-6
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"F2 1 (S )is' a MER store longitudinal-placement factor
"2 IJ/ obtained from Figures 3 .3.1-22a and -22b.

F2 is a MER store vertical-placement factor obtained
from Figures 3.3.1-23a and -23b.

S-F2 3 (M ) is a M ER Mach-effect factor obtained from Figures
3.3.1-24a and -.24b.

F3 (Mj) is the MER Mach and store-station effect parameter obtained from
Fig-.res 3.3.1-25a through -25f as a function of Mach number and

- .- MER store-station number, j, where j refers to the MER
store-station number defined in Sketch (d).

4'2;6 6 2 4

a La

3 315 513

TOP VIEW

SKETCH (d)
4. Fuselage-Centerline-Mounted Single Carriage

.. In this case n 1 and hencejI

3.3.1-7
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Ks 0.10 3.3.1-p

S. Fuselage-Centerline-Tangent-Mounted MER (For fuselage MER installations,
use the right wing numbering scheme of Sketch (d) for numbering the store
station locations.)

Ksij = is [F,(M)+F 2 (M,j)] (j 1,2,3,4,5,6) 3.3.1-q

where j coincides with the MER station number defined by Sketch (d).

Forj 1,2

= 1.0 3.3.1 -r

Forj 3, 4, 5, 6

isj is a neutral-point correlation factor for stores on a MER installation
obtained from Figure 3.3.1-27a as a function of d .. /c where dwmg
is the distance (in.) from the fuselage lower surface at the store
midpoint to the average wing lower surface at the wing root and cr is
the wing root chord (in.).

F1 (M) is a MER Mach-effect factor for fuselage-tangent-mounted installa-
tions obtained from Figure 3.3.1-27b as a function of Mach number.

F2 (M, j) is a MER Mach and store-station effect parameter for fuselage-
tangent-mounted installations obtained from Figures 3.3.1-,28a
through -28d as a function of Mach number and MER station, j.

6. Fuselage-Centerline-Pylon-Mounted MER (For fuselage MER installations, use
the right wing numbering scheme of Sketch (d) for numbering the store station
locations.)

For j 1,3, 5 where j arc the MER stations defined in Sketch (d),

Ksi= Is F, (M) 3.3.1-s

where

isj is defined for Configuration 5.

F1 (M) is a MER Mach-effect factor for fuselage-pylon-mounted installations
obtained from Figure 3.3.1-30a as a function of Mlach number and
MER station, j.

3.3.1-8



For j 2,

K5  = F1 (M) 3.3.1-t

where

F1 (M) is obtained from Figure 3.3.1-45b

Forj 4, 6

K = is [F,(M)+F 2 (M,j)] 3.3.1-u
Ii j

where

is is defined for Configuration 5.

F1 (M) is a MER Mach-effect factor for fuselage-pylon-mounted installations
obtained from Figure 3.3,1-30b as a function of Mach number and
MER station, j.

SF2 (M, j) is a MER Mach and store-station effect parameter for fuselage-pylon-
mounted installations obtained from Figure 3.3.1-31 as a function of
configuration and Mach number,

Sample Problem

Given: A swept-wing subsonic fighter aircraft from Reference 2, symmetrically loaded as follows:

, "•.. ~STORE 111

"NO. j

INSTALLATION 1 2 3 4

NO. i

FRONT VIEW

3.3.1-9



I.

Spanwise Rack STore Sto.rof

Station TYPO MountingTpetoe

Centerline MER Pylon 500-lb Bomb5

Inboard Wing TER Pylon 5004lb Bomb2

* .Ouboad ing Sigle Pylon 5004lb Bomb

* Aircraft Data'.

*Sw 260 ft2  129.6 in. c. 186 in.

d 0 Xac = 33.05 in. CL 0.060 per deg

NuStation, j , (in.) (inin(n)

Is 11,7 82.73.7.8B8

4 E 2 20 -3.0317 .08.

AddtiorInsallDatio a: a

2,4 -213 31-10.8
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Compute:

To identify the terms that need to be computed, expand Equation 3.3.1-a for the N, store
installations and nsj stores on each installation. Since the aircraft is symmetrically loaded with
respect to the fuselage centerline, installations 1 and 5 are identical, as are 2 and 4. Therefore,
it is only necessary to compute the terms (in Equation 3.3.1-a) for installations l and 2, and
"then double their values. The results are then added to the terms for installation 3. The indices
for the summation process are summarized in the table below:

Actual Store Stations
I n5 i Loaded on Installation i

1 1 j = 1

2 3 j = 1,2

3 6 j = 2,3,4,5,6

Note that for i = 2, station 3 is not loaded and for i 3, station 1 is not loaded. Therefore,
terms for these locations are sct equal to zero.

AX numerator (from Equation 3.3.1-a):n.p.1

NI n s

K S CL (xsi - xa.c)

i=1 j=1

+1(3I CL. (XS I- xj, + I(S2 C,. (X0 2 - Xa~K 22 0S2 XS2 S2 0 S 32 X3

S a3  xs33 KS34 $ ( 34

:• ~ +K CL (x,~ - xaco) +•, K5  , (x5, -xac.;.
35 c$ 36

Axn.P., denominator (from Equation 3.3.1-a):

N' NI a si
C" + Ksij

SCLa + CL

S . *S -.

3.3.1-11



K +K C +KC
KCL +2 K 1L~ 11  21L 21  C ]32 s532KS33Cs3

WB 2CL1 +K S2CL 21 +K 2 2CLs22 s32CLas32

S34a L s35 aL + S36 CL
S3 4  S3 5  S3 6

For Installation 1 (Wing-Pylon-Mounted Single Store)

XsN 1 -23.2
xN I 87.8 -0.264 (Equation 3.3. 1-i)

S F 94FR S 7 0.134 (Equation 3.3.1-j)

Z11I 17.6- - - .8 0.200 (Equation 3.3.1-R)
cli 7.

FI(XSN, FR) -0.035 (Figure 3.3.1-17)

F21 (SN 1 1.70 (Figure 3.3.1-18a)

F22(• 11) = 0 (Figure 3.3.1-18b)

F23 (FR) = -0.53 (Figure 3.3.1-19a)

F2 (XSNII,IFR) F21 (xSN)F22(I)F23(FR) (Equation 3.3.1-k)

=(1.70)(0)(--0.53) =0

Ks FI (XSNI ' FR) + F2 (XSN ZllFR) (Equation 3.3.1-h)

= -0.035 + 0 = -0.035

(CL)SB = 0.161 xl0-3 per deg (Figure 3.3.1-16)

KNB = 1.0 (Equation 3.3.1-c, 0. < 220)

Be = bF - ds 2.70 (Equation 3.3.1-g, bF > ds)

(CL) (0,191)(10-) (Be2 ) (Equation 3.3. 1-e)
SF
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= (0.191 x 10-6)(2.7)2

= 1.392 x 10-6 per deg
• ,• C L = ~~375 [( ' C s

UL S ) K NB + CL ) (Equation 3.3.1-b)
w B SF

375

6-0[(0.161 x 103)(1)± 1.392 x 10-6j

= 0.000233 per deg

Noting that all stores are identical in this problem,

CL 0.000233 per deg for all i, j.

Siji

For Installation 2 (Wing-Pylon-Mounted TER)

S2 1  -21.7XSN - -- 9-. -- 0.182 (Equation 3.3. 1-i)
SN 21  c2 1

XS XSN22 -30.0

SNx -0 -0.270

SN"22 cS22 z
FI (ýN21) =0.280 (centerline sta., j = 1) ]

(Figure 3.3.1-19b)FI (XSN 0.710 (shoulder sta, j = 2)

F2 (M,j) 0 forj I (Figure 3 .3 .1-20a)

F 2 (M,j) 0 forj 2 (Figure 3.3.1-20b)

K S FI(:SN)+F2 (M ) (Equation 3 .3 .l-m)

Ks 0.280 + 0 0.280
21

K22 0.710+0 = 0.710

: For Installation 3 (Fuselage-Centerline-Pylon-Mounted MER)
b-. There are five stores on this installation, therefore determine Ksi* = Ks3j where j 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

"3.3.1-13
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For j 2

F1 (M) = 0.45 (Figure 3.3.1-30b)

Ks F1 (M) (Equation 3.3. 1-t)

KS32 =0.45

For j 3, 5

dwing 0

-- ,-0Cr 186

1 0 for j = 3, 5 (Figure 3.3.1-27a)

F,(M) = 0.042 (Figure 3 .3,1-3,0a)

I= F1 (M) (Equation 3.3. 1-s)Kbij Is

KS33 = KS3 = (OXO.042) = 0

For j 4, 6

is = 0 for j -- 4, 6 (Figure 3.3.1-27a)

F1 (M) = 0.45 for j = 4, 6 (Figure 3,3.1-30b)

F2 (M,j) = 0 for j = 4, 6 (Figure 3.3.1-31)

Ksij =is IF,(M)+ F2(M,j)] (Equation 3.3.1-u)

Ks = Ks (0)[0.45+01 =0

Substituting into the Axn.p.1 numerator:

N1 
n, i

S C x 2(-0.035)(0.000233)(61.2 - 33.05)

•- (0.280)(0.000233)(31.7 - 33 .05)
S(0.710)(0.000233)(31.7 - 33.05)
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+ (0.45)(0.000233)(-22.4 - 33.05)

= -0.006896

Substituting into the Axn.p., denominator:
N n"

NI n$

CL B + i : Ksij CL. sIj 0.060 + 2 [(-0.035)(0.000233) + (0,28)(0.000233)
fi- j-1

+ (0.710)(0.000233)1 + (0.45)(0.000233)

"0.06055

Solution:

Numerator = -0.006896 -0.114 in.
= Denominator 0.06055

The calculated values of Ax,.P., are summed with , 1Xn and Axn. (computed in Sections

3.3.2 and 3.3.3, rFspectively) in the Sample Problem of Section 3.3.4 to obtain the total shift in
neutral point.

B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the transonic specd range. The
expected accuracy of the method is less than that in the subsonic speed range.

C. 3UYERSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the supersonic speed range up
to a Mach number of 1.6 to 2.0 as indicated in Table 3.3-A. The maximum Mach number provided

__ in the figures should indicate the level to which the method is substantiated. Caution should be used
when extrapolating the data beyond the Mach range provided in the figures.

REFERENCES

1. Gallegher, R. .. J.imenez, G,, Light, L. E,, and Thames, F. C.: Technique for Predicting Aircraft Aerod¢ynamic Effects Due to
External Stores Carriage. AFi-DL-TR-75-95, Volumes I and II, 1975. (U)

2. Watzke, R. E.: Aerodyniamic Data for Model TA.4F Operational Flight Trainer. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Rapt.
DAC-67425. 1968. (U)
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3.3,2 NiUTRAL-POINT SHIFT DUE TO INTERFERENCE EFFECTS ON WING FLOW FIELD

A nmethod ik presented in this section for estimating the neutral-point shift due to inter't'e',ce
effects on the wing flow field from external-storC installations. The nethod predicts a neutra.-point
shift due to all installations (armament stations) on the aircraft.

The I)atcom Method is taken from Re ference I and is empirical in nature. The method is applicable
to aircraft of conventional design and essentially symmetrical store shapes with no major shape
protuber-ances. The limitations on conlfiguration and Mach-number range are summarized in
"Table 3.3-A. Additional Lmitations and assumptions pertaining to the method are listed below:

1. The method is not applicable to wing-tip or wing-tangent-mounted stores.

2. The method has been verified for the Macli-number range given in Table 3.3-A. Caution

should be used ill extrapolating the empirical curves beyond the given Mach-number
range.

3. The method has not bcen verified for configurations in which flaps, slats or other
flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

4. The method pves the best results for angle-o-attack range from 0 to 8), although the
method can be used fur higher angles of attack,

S5, The data base used il deriving the method relied heavily on swept-wing tactical-
co11nbat-aircraft wind-tunnel data.

6. The method is applicable tLbr sideslip angles less than 4",

7. Fuselage-mnounted installations must be located on the fuselage centerlinre.

8, The method is not applicable to empty multiple racks.

9. The effect of empty pylons on neutral point is considered to be negligible.

The eftect due to a pair of symmetrical installations can be compute-d by doubling the effect of one
side.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The neutral-point shift in inches, positive tfo alt shift, due to wing flow-field interference effects is
given by

6s(x~~2 +K 1 K 3.3.2-a

3.3.2-1



where

Sw is tl .. 4ig reference area (ft 2 ).

NI is the total number of store installations on the aircraft.

n~i is the number of store stations on installation i (including empty stations).

CL, is the free-stream lift-curve slope of store j on installation i (per deg) given by
S.i Equation 3.3. 1-b.

S, is a parameter related to configuration:

1. For Wing-Pylon Single Carriage:

s=20 3.3.2-b

2. For Wing-Pylon M .R and TER Carriage, and Centerline Single Carriage:

6 = 10 3.3.2-c

3. For Fuselage-Centerline MER Carriage:

= 17.4 3.3.2-d

Ax' is a neutral-point basic-interference-effect term obtained from Figures 3.3.2-6a
"''2 through -6d as a function of configuration and Mach number.

K1  is a span-location-correction factor obtained from Figures 3.3.2- 8a through - 8c as

yi
a function of configuration and -/' where y1 is the wing semispan location of

installation i and bw is the wing span.

Note: For fuselage-mounted installation.s, K, 1.

K2  is a longitudinal-correction factor obtained from Figure 3.3.2- 9a through - 9d. as a
function of XMLi /cC, where XMLi is the distance (in.) from the local wing leading
"edge to the point midway between the pylon mounting lugs on installation i

' (positive for the pylon mid-lug point aft of the local wing leading edge), and ci is the
"local wing chord (in.) at the semispan location of store installation i. (Ste Sketch

3.2(a).)

0e 3.3.2-2
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SKETCH (a)

K3  is a Mach-number-correction factor obtained from Figures 3.3.2- 11 a through - l I d as
a function of configuration and Mach number.

Sample Problem

Given: A swept-wing subsonic-fighter aircraft from Reference 2 described in the Sample Problem of
Paragraph A of Section 3.3.1.

Additional Data:

Cts' 0.000233 per deg (Sample Problem, Paragraph A, Section 3.3.1)

M =0.6

bw/2 165 in.

Installation No., i 1,5 2,4 3

XMLi/C 0.204 0.180 0.445

Y. 113.75 78.8 0

Compute:

Sw 260S= 260 52.0 (first term of Equation 3.3.2-a)
NI 5

Since all stores are identical and there are a total of I I stores,
N1 n

CL =1 CL (second term of Equation 3.3.2-a)

i= 1 j= S Sij

= (11)(0.000233)
0.00256 per deg

3.3.2-3
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Since the wing installations I and 2 are symmetrical, only one side is calculated and the result

multiplied by 2.

a 1 20 (Equation 3.3.2-b)

6s = 10 (Equation 3.3.2-c)

3 =17.4 (Equation3.3.2-d)

For Installation 1 (Wing-Pylon-Mounted Single Store)

Ax ' = -0.03 (Figure 3.3.2-6a)

yi(bw/2)= 0.689

K1  = 0 (Figure 3.3.2- 8a)

"K2  = 0 (Figure 3.3.2- 9a)

h K3  = -0.39 (Figure 3.3.2-11 a)

For Installation 2 (Wing-Pylon-Mounted TER)

Ax n,.A' -0.02 (Figure 3.3.2-6b)

yi/(bw/2)= 0.478

K1  = 0 (Figure 3.3.2- 8b)

K2  0.37 (Figure 3.3.2-9b)

K3  = -0.25 (Figure 3.3.2-11 b) i

For Installation 3 (Fuselage-Centerline-Pylon-Mounted MER)

Ax'n'P.2 = 0.125 (Figure 3.3.2-6d)

K1  = 1.0 (Fuselage-mounted installation)

K2  = 1.0 (Figure 3.3.2- 9d)

K3  = 0 (Figure 3.3.2-1 ld)

H-o 3.3.24



N,

S+ K K K 26 x + K K K (third term of
L; , 6~~Si AX'n.p.+ , 1K2K3)i _.6s Xn.p. 1 K 2 K 3)i=

P-2 iEquation 3.3.2-a)

"52. -,- P2K 1n 2p 3 i=2

+ $3 (AXzn'P3 + KK 2 K =3

(2)(20) [-0.03 + (0)(0)(-0.39)]

+ (2)(10)1-0.02 + (0)(0.37)(--0.25)1

+ (17.4)[0.125 + (1.0)(1.0)(0)]

0.575

Solution:

[="'•)('..[ An.p2 WSi AX'n.,.
2 

+ K 1 K 2 K 3  (Equation 3.3.2-a)
;:" x \ i ~~=1 =" L i

- (52.0)(0.002.56)(0.575) = 0.077 in.

The calculated value of Axn.p. 2 is summed with AXn.p.1 and AXn.p. 3 (computed in Sections 3.3.1
and 3.3.3,respectively) in the Sample Problem of Section 3.3.4 to obtain the total shift in neutral
point.

B. T RANSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the transonic speed range. The
expected accuracy of the method is less than that in the subsonic speed range.

"C. SUPERSONIC

,' . The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the supersonic speed range up

to a Mach number of 1.6 to 2.0 as indicated in Table 3.3-A. The maximum Mach number provided

K" in the figures should indicate the level to which the method is substantiated. Caution should be used
when extrapolating the data beyond the Mach-number range provided in the figures.
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3.3.3 NEUTRAL-POINT SHIFT DUE TO CHANGE IN TAIL EFFECTIVENESS

A method is presented in this section for estimating the neutral-point shift due to the change in
horizontal-tail effectiveness caused by wing-mounted external-store installations. The method

.. ;•.predicts a 11eutral-point Shift due to all installations (armament stations) onl the aircraft.

The Datcom Method is taken from Reference I and is empirical in nature. The method is applicable
to aircraft of conventional design and essentially symmetrical store shapes with no major shape
protuberances. The limitations on configurratin inh- ber range are sulsmarized in
Table 3.3-A. The user is cautioned tiro the neutral-point shift predicted by this method S0ould be
considered as only a first appos oximiation because ons cale limited data base used in deriving the
method, Since the method was developed from F-4 and A-7 aircraft winld-tunnel11 data, special care
should be taken when applying the method to aircraft with horizontal-tfail spans and Vertical
locations substantially different from these aircraft. Additional limitations pertaining to the method
are listed below:

The neTral-point shithoinhnitie for th ath-nueober range indicated in the figures

associated with the method. Caution Should be used in extrapolating the empirical curves

beyond the given Mabh-yumber range.

2,The method has not been verified for configur~ations in which flaps, slats, or other

flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

S3. The method is applicable for sideslip angles less than 4'.

The effect due to a pair of symmetrical installations can be rcrpated by doubling the effect of one
side.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The neutral-point shift in inctes, positive for aft shft, due to the change in 3ail effectiveness from
store installations is given by

NI

'" • t~gx~.P.3nKypKz

x Ki K 3.3.3-a

------- he-re

"-Ni is the total number of store installations oil the aircraft.

?.:Axn is tilt neUltral-poillt hiorizontal--tail terni obtained fromn Figures 3.3.3-5a and -5b as a
,,_ . function of configuration and Mach number. For fuselage mounted store installa-

• tion Ax =0.
,-.ll . ..n.p.3

[ii 3,3.3-1
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SKETCH (a)

Ky, is the horizontal-tail span-location factor obtained from Figure 33,3-6a as a function

Yi
of where

yi is the spanwise distance from the fuselage centerline to the location of
installation i (illustrated in Sketch (a)).

-H is the horizontal-tail span (illustrated in Sketch (a)).

KZi is the horizontal-tail vertical-location factor obtained from Figure 3.3.3-6b as
2'r.

a function ofb• where
bH /2

zr. is the vertical distance from the wing lower surface at installation i to the
horizontal-tail mid-line plane (illustrated in Sketch (a)).

Sample Problem

Given: A swept-wing subsonic-fighter aircraft from Reference 2 described in the Sample Problem of
r. Paragraph A of Section 3.3.1. (See Pages 3.3.1-9 and 3.3.1-10 for identification of store

installations.)

Additional Data:

Y1 = 113.75 in.. Y2= Y4= 78.8 in. bH/2 68in. M 0.6

* . Zr 1 = =r -59.8 in. zr 7 =r= -59.8 in.

*i 3.3.3-2
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Compute:

Expand Equation 3.3.3-a to identify the terms that need to be computed, recalling that the

wing installations are symmetrically loaded. Installation 3 is a fuselage mounted installation
and the contribution of that installation is zero.

Ax =(A"' nP-3 )I K Y1 K 1 -I 2(Axlp) K 2 k,"nP.3 \ ,P 3 "32 KY2 1z2

Ax ,-P.3) 0.48 (Figure 3.3.3-5a. single carriage)

A •X n'P'3) = 0,80 (Figure 3.3.3-5b, multiple carriage)

YJ 113.75
- = 1.07

bH

-T59.8

bH/268 -11

-= - _ -0.88b "bIQ) 68

"Y2 78.8
b -v. b/2 68

7y: 2 -59. 0.8
!.,bl/2 68

KY, 0.57 (Figure 3.3.3-6a)

Referring to Figure 3.3.3-0a it is seen that y /(hbi /2) is beyond the range of the design chart.
This suggests that if the store installation is far enough outboard of the tip of the horizontal
tail, the increment in neutral-point shift due to that particular installation is negligible. There-
fore, for this configuration it is assumed that Ky1 = 0.

,- Referring to Figure 3.3.3-.'b it is seen that z-r i!(htl/2) for both Installations I and 2 are well

"beyond the range of the dcsign chart. It seems reasonable to assurne that the value of K,. will
asymptotically approach zero as the vertical distance between the store installation and the
horizontal tail is increased. Therefore, for this configuration it is assunied Ihat
Kzj = K2, 0.

Solution:

NI

Ax = X,'n Kyz (Ftluation 3.3.3-a)
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2~ x2(Ax'p)1 K Y K z + 2 (11x'n~ )2 K Y2K z

= 2(0.48)(0)(0) + 2(0.80)(0.57)(0)

=0

Th-. calculated value of Axn-.. 3 is summed with Axnp., and AXn.p 2  (computed in Sections 3.3.1
and 3.3.2 respectively) in the Sample Problem of Section 3.3.4 to obtain the total shift in neutral
point.

B. TRANSONIC
The method presented in Paragraph A of this secticn is also valid in the transonic speed range.

C. SUPERSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the supersonic speed range up
to a Mach numbei of 1.6 to 2.0 as indicated in Table 3.3-A. The maximum Mach number provided
in the figures should indicate the level to which the method is substantiated. Caution should be used
when extrapolating the data beyond the Mach-number range provided in the figures.

REFERENCES

1, Gallagher, R. D., Jimenez, G., Light, L. E., and Thames F. C.: T,•chnique for Predicting Aircraft Aerodynamic Effects Due to
External Stores Carriage. AFFDL-TR-75-95, Volumes I and II, 1975. (U)

2. Watz.ke, A. E.: Aerodynamic Data for Model TA-4F Operational Flirjbt Trainer. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Rapt.
DAC-67425, 1968. (U)
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3.3.4 TOTAL NEUTRAL-POINT SHIFT DUE TO EXTERNAL STORES

A method is presented in this section for estimating the total shift in aircraft neutral point due to
external-store installations. The method predicts the neutral-point shift for symmetric, asymmetric,
and multiple-installation loading configurations.

The Datcom Method is taken from Reference I and is empirical in nature. The method is applicable
to aircraft of conventional design ind essentially symmetrical store shapes with no major shape
protuberances. The limitations on configuration and Mach-number range are summarized in

Table 3.3-A. Additional limitations and assumptions pertaining to the method are listed below:

1. The method is not applicable to wing-tip or wing-tangent-mounted stores.

2. Fuselage-mounted installations must be located on the fuselage centerline.

3. The method is not applicable to empty multiple racks.

4. The effect of empty pylons on neutral point is considered to be negligible.

5. The method has been verified for the Mach-number range given in Table 3.3-A. Caution
should be used in extrapolating the empirical curves beyond the given Mach-number
range.

6. The method has not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats, or other
g flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

7. The method gives the best results for an angle-of-attack range from 0 to 8g, although the
method can be used for higher angles of attack.

8. The data base used in deriving the method relied heavily on swept-wing tactical-combat-

aircraft wind-tunnel data.

9. The method is applicable for sideslip angles less than 40.

The procedure for computing the total neutral-point shift requires calculation of increments due to
lift transfer from stores to aircraft, interference effects on the wing flow field, and change in tail
effectiveness. These increments are computed by the methods of Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3,

respectively. The increments are computed for the entire loading configuration and then summed
by the method of this section to obtain the total increment.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The total neutral-point shift in inches, positive for aft shift, due to external-store installations is
given by

Ax = + Ax + Axn.p.3 3.3.4-a
* '" "'3.3P.4 1 -1.p 2

•-.i:i3 .3.4-I
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where

AXn-p.1 is the shift in neutral point due to lift transfer from the stores to the clean aircraft
(in.), obtained from Section 3.3.1.

AXn.p.2 is the shift in neutral point due to the interference effects on the wing flow field
(in.), obtained from Section 3.3.2.

AXn.. is the shift in neutral point due to the change in tail effectiveness caused by external
stores (in.), obtaincd from Section 3.3.3.

Reference 1 states that the prediction accuracies are such that the predicted values of neutral-point
shift are nominally within about 1 inch of the test values 60 percent of the time, and within 4
inches 92 percent of the time.

Sample Problem

Given: A swept-wing subsonic-fighter aircraft from Reference 2 loaded with external-store instal-
lations described in the Sample Problem of Paragraph A of Section 3.3.1.

Compute:

AXn.p.1 = -0.114 in. (Sample Problem, Paragraph A, Section 3.3.1)

Ax = 0.077 in. (Sample Problem, Paragraph A, Section 3.3.2)

A- = 0 0(Sample Problem, Paragraph A, Section 3.3.2)

= 0 (Sample Problem, Paragraph A, Section 3.3.3)

Axn.p. = AX +AX + Ax (Equation 3.3.4-a)

= -0.114 + 0.077 + 0 = -0.037 in.

B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Paragrnmh A of this section is also valid in the transonic speed range. The
expected accuracy of the method is less than that in the subsonic speed range.

C. SUPERSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the supersonic speed range. The
expected accuracy of the method is less than that in the subsonic speed range.

REFERENCES

1. Gallagher, H. D., Jimenez, G., Light, L. E., and Thames, F. C.: Technique for Predicting Aircraft Aerodynamic Effocts Due to
External Stores Carriage. AFFDL-TR-75-95, Volumes I and II, 1975. (U)

2. Watzke, R. E.: Aerodynamic Data for Model TA-4F Operational Flight Trainer. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Rept.
DAC-67425, 1968. lU)
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3.4 EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL STORES ON AIRCRAFT SIDE FORCE

A method is presented in this section for estimating the increment in aircraft side force due to

external-store installations. The method predicts an incremental change in the side-force-
due-to-sideslip derivative, ACy , which can be added to the clean aircraft to obtain the
aircraft-with-stores C'

The Datcom Method is taken from Reference I and is empirical in nature. Thle method is limited to
the store-loading configurations and Mach-number range presented in Table 3.4-A.

TABLE 3.4-A

"LOADING AND MACH-NUMBER LIMITATIONS

Mach-

Mounting Carriage Number
Locatior Mode Mount/Loading Type Range

Pylon -Empty
Single 0.6 - 2.0

Pylon - Store

Pylon - Empty MER

Wing
Pylon - Fully Loaded MER

Multiple 0.6- 1.6
Pylon - Empty TER

Pvlon - Fully Loaded TER

Pylon - Empty
6'Single 0.6 - 2.0

Pylon - Store

Tangent - Empty MER

Tangent - Fully Loaded MER
Fuselage

Tangent - Empty TER

Multiple 0.6t-fg 1.6
Tangent - Fully Loaded TER

Pylon - Emrpty MER

Pylon - Fully Loaded MER

Pylon - Empty TER

.'. -',Pylon - Fully Loaded TER

The Datcom Method is applicable to mixed-loading configurations obtained by combining two or
more loadings specified in Table 3.4-A. The method was developed from symmetrically-loaded-

stores data and is therefore limited primarily to symmetrically-loaded configurations. However,
certain asymmetric configurations may be treated by the method. It should be noted that one-half

"of the incremental side force due to a symmetrical-store loading is not necessarily equivalent to the

side force produced by half of that loading carried asymmetrically. Where there are aircraft

components near the stores, or if strong lateral flow fields exist due to angle of attack, part of the

aerodynamic side force induced by an installation on one side of the aircraft is cancelled by an

opposite force on the other side. The Datcom Method is considered applicable to asymmetric
"configurations for which the sidewash change due to angle of attack is zero and fuselage effects are
negligible.

4 3.4-1
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The prediction method was developed from data based on an angle of attack of 50, No method is
provided to account for the effect of angle-of-attack char-,e on side force, but the method is
considered to be valid throughout the normal cruise angle-of-attack range.

The method is subject to the following additional limitations and assumptions:

1. The method has been verified for the Mach-number ranges given in Table 3.4-A. Caution
should be used in extrapolating the empirical curves beyond the given Mach-number
ranges.

2. 'The method has not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats, or other
flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

3. The store shape is essentially symmetrical with no major shape protuberances.

4. The data base used in deriving the method relied heavily on swept-wing tactical-combat-
aircraft wind-tunnel data.

5. No tail eftects are included.

6. The method is applicable for sideslip angles less than 80.

The side-force-derivative increment is composed of a basic contribution due to the store installa-
tions and a contribution due to interference between adjacent installations (when separation 5-
distance is sufficiently small). '

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The increment in C, based on wing reference area, due to external-store installations is given by

ACyo 2 BO + YAf 3.4-a
Li~l i j=l 1

where

SW is the wing reference area (ft2).

is the total number of store installations.

NP is the total number of pairs of adjacent-store installations carried.
(See Sketch (a).)

Y is the basic side-force contribution (ft 2 /deg) per degree sideslip due to a symmetrical pair
"B. of external-store installations, calculated in Step 1 below. Since the empirical equations

and figures for Ys are based on a pair of symmetrical-store installations, Y must be

divided by 2 before summing over the total number of installations, thus allowing for the
inclusion of asymmetrical loading cases.

3.4-2
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SKETCH (a)

YA is the side-force contribution (ft 2 /deg) per degree sideslip due to interference effects froma pair of adjacent external-store installations, calculated in Step 2 below.

ACy is computed Iby using the following steps:

1. Compute YB for each installation.

2. Compute YA for each pair of adjacent installations.

3. Compute ACY

Step 1. Compute YB for each installation:

The various loading configurations are assigned reference numbers in Table 3.4-B.

TABLE 3.4-8

CONFIGURATION SUMMARY

Carriage Empty Full Empty Full
Mounting ._ Empty Single MER MER TER TER

Wing-Pylon 1 2 3 4 5 6

Fuselage- - 7 8 9 10 11
Tangent

Fuselage- 12 13 14 15 16 17
Pylon

YB = (Bp +B +BN + Bx By) KM 3.4-b

where
Bp is the pylon contribution given by

Kpc h P
S "B3.4-c

144

3.4-3Ko.
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where

Kpc is a pylon constant obtained from Table 3.4-C.

TABLE 3.4-C

PYLON CONSTANT

Configuration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7-11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Kpc .10 .15 .14 .14 .12 .12 0 .10 .15 .14 .14 .12 .12

h is the average pylon height (in.). (See Sketch (b).)
p

• I bc

SKETCH (b)

BR is the rack contribution.

For Configurations 2, 7, and 13 the store contribution is included and

bF 2 (0.09) d2
B KF-- +3.4-dBR Kp 144 144

where
KF is a fin constant given by

Krý = 0.082 for + and X fins

KF = 0. 107 for V fins

bF is the store-fin span (in.). (Total span measured tip-to-tip. For V fins, the total
span of the actual fin and its mirror image.)

d is the store maximum diameter (in.).

For other configurations, BR is given by Table 3.4-D.

TABLE 3.4-0

RACK CONTRIBUTION

-Configuration j13 4 6j6 a9j 10 1f12 14 15 16 17

"a R "0 .325.2.183.183.325 .325 .183 183 0 .325 .325 .183 .183 I

-S 3.4-4
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"B N is the store contribution

For Configurations 1, 3, 5: 8, 10, 12 ,14, and 16 BN N 0.

For single-store installations (Configurations 2, 7, and 13), BN is included in the B
computation.

For Configurations 4, 6, 9, 11, 15, 17

B N 0.0666 --2t R D + 1) 3.4-e

wherebe is the maximum vertical span (in.) of the side projection of the store cluster in
a vcrn.cal plane, x.. iding protruding fins. (See Sketch (b).)

RD) is v co-rclation (actoi given by Figure 3.4-12 for Configurations 4, 9, and 15.
R D = 0 for Configurations 6, 11, and 17. All other terms in Equation 3.4-e
have been previously defined.

Bx is the contribution due to pylon longitudinal location.

For fuselage-mounted configurations (Configurations 7-17) Bx 0.

For wing-pylon-mounted configurations (Configurations 1-6), Bx is given by

Bx = (B +BR +BN)(KXP - 1) 3.4-f
Kwhere B1, BR, B N were previously defined aad

KxK. (1 + A2 ) (A1) K., has a maximumr 3.4-g
value of 1.0

r -"v where

A2  is a store-size correlation factor obtained from Figure 3.4-13 as a function. of
the maximum store diameter, ds. For Configurations I, 3, and 5, theý value of
A2 is zero.

L2

Al is a longitudinal-location correlation factor obtained from Figure 3.4-14 as a
function of x MT/c where

XAFT is the longitudinal distance (in.) from the local wing trailing edge to
the trailing edge of pylon, rack, or store as appropriate (i.e., the most

'4 aft component), positive in the aft direction. (See Sketch (c).)

c is the local wing chord at the store installation (in.). (See Sketch (c).)

. 3.4-5
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SKETCH. (c) .1

By is the contribution due to spanwise location of the pylon installation.

For fuselage-mounted configurations (Configurations 7-17),

By =0 3.4-h

For wing-pylon-mounted configurations (Configurations 1-6) on low-wing aircraft,

By Ky b'/2 0.350 3.4-i

For wing-pylon-mounted configurations on high-wing aircraft,

B K - 0.350 34-i

where

Ky is a store-installation-depth factor obtained from Figure 3.4-15 as a function ofz, the maximum depth (in.) of the store installation.

Yi is the spanwise distance from the fuselage center!ine to the location of installa-
tion i (illustrated in Sketch (d)).

b is the wing span.

y' is the spanwise distance from the outboard edge of the fuselage to the location
of installation i (illustrated in Sketch (d)).

be is the exposed wing span (illustrated in Sketch (d)).

KM is a side-force Mach-effect factor obtained from Figure 3.4-16 as a function of Mach

yi
number and where b = bw for low-wing aircraft, b = be for high-wing aircraft, and y-,

bw, and be were previously defined.

3.4-6
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SKETCH (d)

Step 2. Compute 'VA for each pair of adjacent installations.

Determine the number of pairs of adjacent installations (see Sketch (a)).

Compute YA for each adjacent pair:

"" 0 (R 3 .4 -k

wheIy{) is obtained from Equation 3.4-b for the first of the pair of instaliations.

(YB 2 is obtained from Equation 3.4-b for the second of the pair of installations.
2!

RHEG is an adjacent-store interference factor obtained from Figure 3.4-17 as a function of
(XF + XA )/(9i + Q2) and Mach number where

"r, ?. XF is the absolute longitudinal distance' from the nose of one store installation to

the nose of the adjacent installation. (See Sketch (e).)

4'i 3.4-7
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XA is the absolute longitudinal distance from the trailing edge of one store

installation to the trailing edge of the adjacent installation. (See Sketch (e).)

V and R are the lengths of the two store installations. (See Sketch e).)

For no adjacent store installations,

"•o• =0 3.4-R

kAr A

V

i I p •n.

SKETCH (e)

Step 3. Compute ACy0

ACy•,is computed from Equation 3.4-a by summing the YB9values obtained in Step I for
'3 ach installation and the YAp values obtained from Step 2 for each pair of adjacent

installations.

Reference 1 states that the method nominally results in prediction errors of 10 to 15 percent. A
comparison of test data with results calculated by this method is provided in Table 3.4E. Additional
comparisons of test and calculated results are found in Reference I.

*Sample Problem

Given: A swept-wing subsonic-fighter aircraft from Reference 2 with one 300-gal tank, pylon

mounted on each wing.

S3.4-8
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Aircraft Data:

Sw = 260 ftt Low-wing configuration

Store Data:

ds • 20.5 in. .h : 35.06 In. + type tinl,

lIstadation Data:

ip = 11.2 ill-. - 0,320 3 - 0.288 z- 37.3 in.

Additional D)ata:

M 0.

Compute:

Step I. Compute Y for each installation. (Since the installations are symnetrical, only one side

need be computed). This is Configuration 2 ITablo 3.4-B)

KP, =0.15 (Table 3.4-C)

K'. K "PC (0.15)(11.2)2

. B3p, -- 14 14 0.1307 (Equation 3. 4 -c)

K1  - 0.08-2 (+ type fins)

Kbr 2 d 2
(0.09) .

BR K, - + - (Equation 3.4-d)HR-14 144

)2 
-.

6.S 
,

(0.082)(35.06)2 (0.09)(26.5)2

144 144

1.1389

BN is included in the BR computation (Configuration 2)

A2  0.365 (Figure 3.4-13)

A = 0.77 (Figure 3.4-14, single store)

1Kxp ( + A2 )(A, ) (maximum value of 1.0) (Equation 3.4-g)

S3.4-9
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-77

(I +0,365)(0.77) 1.05;use Kxe 1.0

Bx= (Bp +BR +BN)(KxP - 1) (Equation 3.4-f)

(0.1307 + 1.1389 + 0)(1.0 -- 1)

-0

Ky 1.95 (Figure 3.4-15)

•." Yi'

y Ky b/2 0.350 (Equation 3.4-i)

-1.95 (0.320 - 0.350) = -0.0585

KMl = 1.0 (Figure 3.4-16)

YB =-(Be + BR + BN + Bx + By)KM (Equation 3.4-b)

-(0.137 + 1.1389 + 0 - 0 - 0.0585)(1.0)

S~= -1.211

Step 2. Compute Y^ for each pair of adjacent installations. In this case ther- are no adjacent

installations, and Y = 0.

Step 3. Compute ACy

-C = [ -(YB)+L(YA] (Equation 3.4-a)W Sw

SW 2 ii 0i

.. ~~~260 (.211. •(2 1

- -0.0047 per deg

Values of ACy, at other Mach numbers have been calculated and are shown in comparison to test
data from Reference 2 in Sketch (c).

3.4-10



"0 (0 TEST DATA = REF 2
-- CALCULATED

ACYO

(per deg) -0.004

-0.008-
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 .0

•..I MACH NUMBER, M

SKETCH (c)

B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the transonic speed range. The
user is cautioned that the expected accuracy of the method is less than that expected in the
subsonic speed range. A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method at transonic
speed is presented in Table 3.4-E.

C. SUPERSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the supersonic speed range up
to a Mach number of 1.6 to 2.0 as indicated in Table 3.4-A. The maximum Mach number provided
in the figures should indicate the level to which the method is substantiated by Reference 1.
Caution should be used when extrapolating the data beyond the Mach-number range provided in the
figures. A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method at supersonic speeds is
presented in Table 3.4-E.

REFERENCES

1. Gallagher, R. D., Jimenez, G., Ligh!. L. E., and Thames, F. C.: Technique for Predicting Aircraft Aerodynamic Effects Due to
External Stores Carriage. AFFDL-TR-75-95, Volumes I and II, 1975. (U)

2. Watzke, R. E.: Aerodynamic Data for Model TA4F Operational Flight Trainer. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Rept.
- -- " -DAC-67425, 1968. (U)

3. Bonine, W. J., et al: Model F/RF.4B-C Aerodynamic Derivatives. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Rept. 9842, 1964 (Rev.
1971). (U)
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TABLE 3.4-E

SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONiC EXTERNAL-STORE SIDE FORCE
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

-CyO ACyP ACy"
calc test calc-test

Ref Loading Description (deg) M (per deg) (per deg) (per deg)

2 Wing Station Mounting
Left Inboard Pylon-Mounted Single: 300-gal tank 5 0.6 -0.0047 -0.0040 -0.0007
Right Inboard Pylon-Mounted Single; 300-gal tank 5 0.8 -0.0044 -0.0046 0.0002

0.9 --0,0046 -0.0050 0.0004.-0.95 -0.0048 -0.0051 0.0003

3 Wing Station Mounting 5 0.6 -0.0035 -0.0015 -0.0020S Left Inboard Pylon-Mounted Single: Missile / 0.9 -0.0039 -0.0020 -0.0019
Right Inboard Pylon-Mounted Single; Missile1 ,2 -0.0042 --. 08 -0.0014

R 1-6 --0.0043 -- 0.0020 -00023
-00022 -- 0.0020 -0.0002

.0------------------

- .\--... .. .

.6-
R\

.2-

8 10 12 14 16 18

ds (in.)

FIGURE 3.41 12 BASic-s'rORES-CORRELATION FACTOR
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3.5 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL STORES ON AIRCRAFT YAWING MOMENT

A method is presented in this section for estimating the increment in aircraft yawing moment due
to external-store installations. For symmetrically-loaded configurations, the increment is primarily
due to sideslip. The incremental yawing moment due to asymmetrical loading is composed of a
moment due to sideslip and a moment due to drag differential. The moment due to drag differential
can be estimated by multiplying the incremental drag coefficient due to the store installation

4 (which may be computed from Section 3.2) by the moment arm from the c.g. to the spanwise
location of the installation. The method presented in this section predicts an incremental change in
the yawing-moment-due-to-sideslip derivative, AC. , which can be added to the clean aircraft Cn
to obtain the aircraft-with-stores Cn.

The Datcom Method is taken from Reference 1 and is empirical in nature. The method requires that
the incremental side-force data be provided by the user or computed by the method of Section 3.4.
The method is limited to the store-loading configurations and Mach-number ranges presented in
Table 3.5-A.

The Datcom Method is applicable to mixed loading configurations obtained by combining two or
more loadings specified in Table 3.5-A. The method was developed from symmetrically-
loaded-stores data and is therefore limited primarily to symmetrically-loaded configurations.
However, certain asymmetric configurations can be treated by the method.

The prediction method was developed from data based on an angle of attack of 50. No method is
provided to account for the effect of angle-of-attack change on yawing moment, but the method is

IVconsidered to be valid throughout the normal cruise angle-of-attack range.

TABLE 3.5-A

LOADING AND MACH-NUMBER LIMITATIONS

Mach-
Mounting Carriage Number
Location Mode Mount/Loading Range

Pylon - Empty
Single 0.6 - 2.0

Pylon - Store

Oi Wing
Pylon - Fully-Loaded MER

Multiple 0.6- 1.6.
"Pylon - Fully-Loaded TER

Tangent
Single 0.6-.2.0

Pylon - Store
FuselageF Multiple Pylon - Fully-Loaded MER 0.6 -. 1.6

"The method is subject to the following additional general limitations and assumptions:

; 1. The method has been verified for the Mach-number ranges given in Table 3.5-A. Caution

should be used in extrapolating the empirical curves beyond the given Mach-number
ranges.

*• 3.5-1
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2. The method has not been verified for configurations in which flaps, slats, or other
flow-disrupting devices are deployed.

3. The store shape is essentially symmetrical with no major shape protuberances.

4. The data base used in deriving the method relied heavily on swept-wing tactical-combat-
aircraft wind-tunnel data.

5. No tail effects are included.

6. The method is applicable for sideslip angles less than 80.

The method is based on the premise that yawing moment is the product of the side force and a
moment arm from the point of force application to a reference point. Lift and drag effects are
neglected. The method is applicable to asymmetric configurations for which the sidewash change
due to angle of attack is zero and fuselage effects are negligible.

The yawing-moment-derivative increment is composed of a basic contribution due to the store
installations and a contribution due to interference between adjacent installations (when separation
distance is small).

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The increment in CnQ (based on wing reference area and span) due to external stores is given by

=4 n S (2 12) 2 [+A4i 9] 3.5-a

where

SW is the wing reference area (ft).

bnw is the wing span (ft).

N1  is the total number of store installations on the aircraft.

is the basic side-force contribution (ft 2 /deg) per degree sideslip due to a symmetrical
pair of external-store installations, obtained from Section 3.4.

NP is the total number of pairs of adjacent-store installations carried. (See Sketch (a).)
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SKETCH (a)

YA is the side-force contribution (ft2 /deg) per degree sideslip due to interference effectsfrom a pair of adjacent-external store installations, obtained from Section 3.4, This

term should only be used for single-store installations placed at approximately equal
distances below the wing, with minimum lateral separation of 25 to 60 inches
between store surfaces of adjacent installations.

'•rn, are moment arms (in.) from the moment reference point to the effective point of
application of the side-force increment due to external stores, positive in the aft

Ik 2  direction. The moment arm for the first of the pair of adjacent installations is I
the second of the pair is . The value of~r is given by 1 '

M2

ým - (FS)re - [(FS)LE + Q. I 3.5--b

where

(FS)ref is the fuselage station (in.) of the moment reference point.

(FS)LE is the fuselage station (in.) of ,i e nose of the most forward store on the
installation or the leading edge of the pylon for the empty pylon case.

X× is the longitudinal distance (in.) from (FS)LE to the point of side-force
application, positive aft. This term is a function of installation type,
and is calculated below for various configurations.

Case I: Wing-Mounted Empty Pylon

V= 0.25 c 3.5-c
p low

where

' " is the bottom-pylon-chord length (in.). (See Sketch (b).)i'" "" " Plow

3.5-3
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SKETCH (b)

Case 2: Wing- or Fuselage-Pylon-Mounted Single Store

£pBp + QSB BSB + kSFBSF 3.5-d

Bp + BSB + BsF

where

RP is the pylon moment arm (in.) given by

2 • 0.25 c 3.5-eP Plow

where c is defined above for Case 1.

Bp is the pylon contribution given by

BP =o0.1( I 3.5-f

where

h is the average pylon height (in.) shown in Sketch
(b).

.SB is the store-body moment arm (in.) given by

ks8 =0.1s 3.5-g

where

k is the store-body length (in.).SI
BsB is the store-body contribution given by

3.5-4
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BsB 120.09 () 2  3.5-h

where

ds is the maximum store diameter (in.).

SF is the longitudinal distance (in.) from the store nose to the
intersection of the store-fin quarter chord and the store-fin
50-percent semispan. (See Sketch (c).)

b 1

SKETCH (c)

BSF is the store-fin contribution given by

BSF 0.082 12 ) for + or x type fins 3.5-i

or

r4(b )2
S0.107 for V type fins 3.5-jSBSF \12/

where

bl" is the store-fin span (ft) shown in Sketch (c). (For
V fins, the total span of the actual fin and its

"mirror image.)

Case 3: Wing- or Fuselage-Pylon-Mounted Fully-Loaded MER

= (0,933) V B + 0.5 9F2M (0.0325) + 0.5 RSBI:. -C +ASC BASC

., B + 0.325 + B + BAsc

- - 3.5-k

3.5-5
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where

RP, is given by Equation 3.5-e.

BP is given by Equation 3.5--f.

REM is the length of the empty MER (in.).

Rs is the store-body length (in.).

BFSc is the forward-store-cluster contribution given by

(b \2 ( b 
2

BFSc = 0.0666 1 2) 3.5-9

where

b is the maximum vertical span (in.) of the side
projection of the store cluster in a vertical plane,
excluding protruding fins. (See Sketch (b).)

bF and ds are defined above in Case 2.

RASC is the aft-store-cluster moment arm given by

2ASC = 0.5 2s + R, 3.5-rn

where

Rn is the longitudinal distance (in.) from the store
nose of the forward cluster to the store nose of the
aft cluster. (See Sketch (b).)

BAsc is the aft-store-cluster contribution given by

BASC RLc BsC 3.5-n

where

BFSC is given by Equation 3.5-.

RLC is an aft-store-cluster lateral-clearance factor

obtained from Figure 3.5-12 as a function of ds
the maximum store diameter.

3.5-6
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F "Case 4: Wing-Pylon-Mounted Fully-Loaded TER

(0.80) pBP + 0.5 Q-ET (0.182) + 0.5 Vs BFSC
,, BP +O. 18 2 + BFSC

where

is given by Equation 3.5-e.

Bp, is given by Equation 3.5-4.

2ET is the length of the empty TER (in.).

BFSC arid are defined above in Case 3.

Case 5: Fuselage-Tangent-Mounted Single Store

V Q5 BSH + QSF BSF•x = 3.5-p
Bs+ + BSF

where

Ss. is given by Equation 3,5-g.

BSB is given by Equation 3.5-h.

Q SF is defined previously in Case 2.

B sF is giver, by Equations 3.5-i and 3.5-j.

Reference I indicates that the method nominally results in average prediction errors of 20 percent
from the actual yawing-moment increment. The percent error is highly dependent upon the distance
from the aircraft center of gravity to the point of side-force application. When the side force acts

thiough a point near the center of gravity, the percent error may be large even though the moment
error is small. A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method is presented in
Table 3.5-B. Additional comparisons of test and calculated results are found it. Reference 1.

Sample Problem

Given: A swept-wing fighter aircraft from Reference 3 with single pylon-mounted air-to-air missiles
mounted on each wing.

4 iAircraft Data:

SW', S = 530 ft2  bw 38.67 ft (FS)re = 317.0 in.

r4 3.5-7
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S39.9 in. 31.7 in.

"a 69.2 in.

L 135.5 in.

145 in.

Store Data:

ds = 8in. s= 145 in. bF (FWD) = 39.9 in.

bF (AFT) = 31.7 in. ý SF (FWD) = 69.2 in. QSF (AFT) = 13.5.5 in.

Installation Data:

cpkO = 113.8 in. hP = 18 in. (FS)LE = 182.0 in.

Additional Data:

M = 0.6 0 = 5° y = -0,0015 per deg

Compute:

Find RX for each installation. (Only one side need be computed since the installations are
symmetrical.) For a wing-py!on-mounted single store:

vp = 0.25 cp1 , = (0.25)(113.8) = 28.45 in. (Equation 3.5-e)

2l\
=0.15 h (0.15) = 0.3375 (Equation 3.5-f

2 SB 0.15 £s (0.15)(145) = 21.75 in. (Equation 3-5-g).

Bs8  0.09 (1 2] (0.09) = 0.0400 (Equation 3.5-h)

Since there are two sets of fins on this store, both sets are accounted for in the computation.
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For the forward set of fins,

SF 69.2 in.

BSF 2 j39- 090 (Equation 35i
-B =(0.082) - (0.082) 399 ft2 13.5-i)

For the aft set of fins,

.s = 135.5 in.

22
(0.082) = (0.082) 317 ; 0.572 (Equation 3.5-i)

9. B~ + RBQSB B5 + SF BSF
x= B + BS + BSF (Equation 3.5-d).

0.33 + 0.040 + 0.0 +S.57

(28.45)(0.338) + (21.75)(0.0400) + (69.2)(0.907) + (135.5)(0,572)
• • L::0.338-t- 0.0400 "r0.907 + 0.572

=81.2 in.

Find 9

R (FS)r - [(FS)LE + R, I (Equation 3.5-b)

317.0- i182.0+81.2]

53.8 in.

Since there are no pairs of adjacent store installations, km and Vm are not computed.S~2
Find Y. and •A

Y. and Y are estimated by the method of Section 3.4.

4A 0 (no adjacent store installations)

Since AC-y is given, Yt can be computed from Equation 3.4-a.

-Y 1 8  [ ( + Z ii (Equation 3.4-a)

3.5-9
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Rclntt = 0 and that there are two installations symmetrically placed,

=-L(2)(-Y1 
*

,Y SP

YB Sw ACya

(-0.0015)(530)

= -0.795 ft2/deg

Find ACn:

1C3 M +YAP(+•mJ (Equation 3.5-a)

i= i j=1

Since YA= 0, the second term in the above equation drops out. Since the store installations

are symmetrical, the above equation reduces to

= (2)S.~ SW bw 2 ~12)

•i. 2 l(-0.795)'i"- _ _ - (09 (53.8\/

(530)(38.67) 2 k 12

. -0.000174 per deg

Additional values of ACn at other Mach numbers are shown in comparison to test data from

Reference 1 in Sketch (d).

,.0004 0 TEST VALUES-I REF. 3

i"..-.. - CALCULATED

SACn -. 0002 A

.6 .7 .8 .9 .0

MACH NUMBER, M

SKETCH (d)
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B. TRANSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the transonic speed range. The
user is cautioned that the expected accuracy of the method is less than that expected in the
subsonic speed range. A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method at transonic
speeds is presented in Table 3.5-B.

C. SUPERSONIC

The method presented in Paragraph A of this section is also valid in the supersonic speed range up

to a Mach number of 1.6 to 2.0 as indicated in Table 3.5-A. The maximum Mach numbers provided
in the figures of Section 3.4 should indicate the le-els to which the method is substantiated by
Reference 1. Caution should be used when extrapolating the data beyond the Mach-number range
provided in the figures. A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method at
supersonic speeds is presented in Table 3.5-B.

REFERENCES

1. Gallagher, R. D., Jimenez, G., Light, L. E., and Thames, F. C.: Technique for Predicting Aircraft Aerodynamic Effects Due to
External Stores Carriage. AFFDL-TR-75-95, Volumes I and II, 1975. (U)

2. Watzke, R. E.: Aerodynamic Data for Model TA-4F Operational Flight Trainer, McDonnell Douglas Corporation Rept.
DAC-67425, 1968. (U)

3. Bonine, W. J., et al: Model F/RF-4B-C Aerodynamic Derivatives. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Rept. 9842, 1964 (Rev.
1971). (U)

TABLE 3.5-B

SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC EXTERNAL-STORE YAWING MOMENT
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

a calc test calc-test
Ref Loading Description (deg) M (per deg) (per deg) (per dog)

2 Wing Station Mounting 6 0.6 0.00048 -0.00015 000063
Left Inboard Pylon-Mounted Single: 300-gal tank 0.8 0.00049 .- 0.00015 0.00064
Right Inboard Pylon-Mounted Single: 300-gal tank 0.9 0.00053 -0.00015 0.00068

0.95 0,00054 -0.00035 0.00089

3 Wing Station Mounting 5 0.6 -0.00017 -0.0C.020 0.00003
I Left Inboard Py!on-Mounted Single: Missile 0.8 -0,00019 -- U.00020 0.00001

Right inboard Pylon-Mounted Single: Missile 0.9 -0.00023 -0.00023 U
I 0.95 -0.00028 -0.00025 -0.00003
I" "1.2 -0.00032 -0.00045 0.00013

1.6 -0.00023 -0.00023 0
2.0 -0.00023 -0.00023 0

4 3.5-1 i
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FIGURE 3.5-12 AFT-STORE-CLUSTER LATERAL-CLEARANCE FACTOR
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3.6 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL STORES ON AIRCRAFT ROLLING MOMENT

No Datcom Method is provided to estimate the effect of external stores on aircraft rolling moment.
No suitable general methods have been developed which provide satisfactory results for a wide range
of loading configurations. The user may consult the references cited in Section 3 for available
information on prediction of rolling moments.

3.6-1
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4.1 WINGS AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

A greaL deal of theoretical and experimental work has been done toward the development of airfoil sections.
Theoretical airfoil design is hampered by the existence of viscous effects in the form of a "boundary
layer" of low-energy air between the airfoil surface and the free stream. This boundary layer affects
chiefly the section drag and maximum lift characteristics but also has minor effects on lift-curve slope,
angle of attack for zero lift, and section pitching-moment coefficient.

Since the boundary layer is influenced by surface roughness, surface curvature, pressure gradient, heat
transfer between the surface and the boundary layer, and viscous interaction with the free stream, it is
apparent that no simple theoretical considerations can accurately predict all the uirfoil characteristics.
For these reasons, experimental data are always preferable to theoretical calculationL.

Airfoils have been optimized for many specific characteristics, including: high maximum lift, low drag

at low lift coefficients, low drag at high lift coefficients, low pitching moments, low drag in the transonic
region, and favorable lift characteristics beyond the critical Mach number. Optimization of an airfoil in
one direction usually compromises it in another. Thus, low-drag airfoils have poor high-lift characteristics,
and high-lift airfoils have low critical Mach numbers.

It is apparent from the above that any generalized charts for airfoil section characteristics, including the
ones in this handbook, must be wsed with caution.

Included in this Section are tabulated NACA experimental and theoretical data that are used and discussed
in detail in Sections 4.1.1.1, 4.1.1.2, 4.1.1.3, 4.1.1.4, 4.1.2.1,and 4.1.2.2.

Table 4.1.1-A summaiizen experimental data for the NACA four- and five-digit airfoils. Table 4.1.1-B
gives corresponding data for the NACA 6-series airfoils. The data, from reference 1, are for smooth-leading-
edge conditions and 9 x 106 Reynolds number.

Information is presented on the following airfoil characteristics:

1. angle of attack at zero lift, ao

2. lift-curve slope, ce

3. angle of attack at which the lift curve deviates from linear variation, x

4. maximum lift coefficient, c01 ax

5. angle of attack for maximum lift coefficient, a

6. design lift coefficient c,

7. angle of attack at design lift coefficient, ai

From these first five quantities the approximate section lift-curve shape can be synthesized, as illustrated
in the following figure:

4.1.1-1



410 - %x from Section 4.1.1.4-

ofrom Sectlo 4.1.1.4

e•~& In &vamJetloa 4. 1. 1.8
lotr

g fr•o seotloa 4.1. 3.2

% I*= ii soLtle• 4. I. 1.1

Eqwtminitoi data foe a lae number of additional airfoils we available in the literature. These air-

foils may be located with the aid of table 4.1.1-C.

Table 4.1.1-D presast theoretical aerodynamic characteristics of various airfoil mean lines. Thisqthsertical iafonratioa is used to approximate characteristics of NACA-type airfoils for which experit
uisntal data are not Available,

REFERENCES

1. Abbott, 1. X.. von Dioeboff. A. 3., ad 8tivers, L. B., Jr.s Summrny of Airfoil Data. MACA Ti 624, 1646. (U)

2. Pinkerto. 3. M.. and GOoesbers. H.i Aerodynamio Chta•oteristlos of a Laege Number of Airfoils Tested in the

Vsari.ie-Deasity Wind Tunael. NACA TM 621. 1086. (U)

8. Ja16bs. X. N.. and Abbott, 1. U.: Airfoil Seotion Data Obtained In the N.A.C.A. Vazrbiel-Denalty Wind Tunnel
as Affected by support IJterference mad othe Corrooelous. NACA Til Of, it65 (U)

4. J.obe. X. 3N.. Piheketon. II. M.. sad Glaemboro, N. Tests of Related Forwrd.C-omber Aitfoils to the Vaiable-

Density Wind Tussol. NACA TR 6 10. 3061. (1)

4. Jasebs. 3. N.. Wer. K. N.. sed Piakermou. A. M.# The Ohareotaristies of to Related Airfoil $actions from Teats In

the Vartsble-Desettr Wind Tunnel. MACA TZ 460, 1151. (U)

S. Lettia. L. K., Jr.. Tbhorotioes and 3aportosnte1 Data for a Number of NACA $A-BoBloe Airfoil Seations. NACA
TR 606, 1640. (U)

1. Daley. S. M.. and DIsk. 3. Ls. Effect of Thlokasso,. Camber. and Thlobsess Distribution on Airfoil Charasterlstlos

at Sash NWmbers tap to 3.6. MACA TM 6601. 1610. (U)

8. Lnadsoo, W. F., Stevenson, D. U.. esd Daley. U. N., Aerodynasto Chstaoteriatlop of 24 NACA IS.Series Airtoils at

Meob NMembers betweem 0.S mad 0.6. MACA TX 3146, 3646. (U)

S. MIesels. F. W., AorddpmIsheo Profile. O!doubours. Muniob. 1966. (U)
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"TABLE 4. 3. 1-A

EXIPRIMXNTAL LOW SPEED AIRUOIL SUCTION AERODYNAMIC CRAKACTUIRSTICS.

I N I x 100, Smooth Leadls Ude.

4- owd I-Diilt Airfoils

' (des) ° Its (dolt)

(pAr des) (doeg)

O000 0 .108 .350 5.0 .00 0.p

0005 a 0 .100 .960 1r.4 1.5L 11.4

14405 0.6 -. 038 .105 .250 14.0 I.A 0.0

1410 -1.0 -.00 .10S .241 14.9 1.50 11.0

1413 -. 1 -. 025 .310S .3J 10.2 1.5 is.*

3433 I2.0 .,04T .101 .241 36.# 1.65 5.6

243I -3.0 -1045 * 100 .140 16.4 1.65 10.0
3415 -2.1 -,060 . 105 .41 14.0 1.47 10.0

3421 -3.4 -. 040 .308 .241 16.0 I.4f 0.0
2434 -1.3 -. 040 .006 .251 16.0 1.90 .4

4413 -3.3 -. 01S . 105 .24T 34.0 1.67 V.6

4415 -4.8 -. 055 .1 05 .41 15.0 1.64 S.0
4431 -3.3 -. 085 .3105 .S4 14.0 3.54 1.3

4433 -5.8 -. 085 .108 .305 16.0 1.47 6.0

4424 -.. 8 *.082 .100 .355 16.0 1.35 4.5

35013 -1.4 -. 014 • 10T .347 11.0 3.76 12.0

35015 -1.0 -. 0? .10?• .345 15.0 1.T7 10.0
380so -.1, -. 005 .304 .24i 16.0 1.40 I33.

5033 -1.3 0 .3105 ..245 15.0 1.50 10.0

5003O4 -o0. 0 .05? .3it 16.0 1.40 $.1

a- U alsie of attack st which lift ou(, Coeass to be Moset.

TABLE 4. 1. 1-8

EXP]FRIMNTAL LOW SPEND AIRFOIL SUCTION AUtODYNAIElC ORASACTURISTICS *
- '2R5 a 100, Smo0oth L-edli Edge

$.Boris* Aitfoils

Pill Aifoi a. s C L.
(do) (P doe) (dof)

$A-006 0 .00o .313 .23o 10.0 ,I1 5.7
00-001 O .111 .358 11.0 1.15 to0.7

&-204 -3.5 -. 021 .113 .354 10.0 1.06 6.0

-50 -3.4 -. 085 .110 .202 33.0 1.4 30.6

-230 -1.3 -. 085 .311 .Sol 14.1 1.58 8.5

4 5j st~ 0 0 .113 .366 14.0 1,45 35.5

-333 -2.0 -. 085 .114 .368 14.1 1.5 11.4

".433-.35 -. 05'1 .33 .33 35.0 -. IT 16.0

'"-' '" "(Coul4,)

AFT COEFFICIENTS USMD IN THESE8 CHARTS IS BASED ON OCORD

-- ----- --



TADLE 4.1. 1-8 (Could)

(dog) Me- OI. all.

Cpor 4og) (deal (o)

500-1 0 0 •.111 .1T1 14.5 L.A7 11.0

-215 -1.0 -. 050 .110 .26t 15.0 1.50 8.5

-415 -2.. -. 060 .115 .252 15.0 1.58 10.0

- 1t-5.6 -. 108 . .11 .66 15.0 L.OT 0.6

;-.015 0 0 .115 .ST7I 15. 1.54 11.2

-315 -1.4 -. 081 .118 .373 14.5 1.55 8.0

-4185-2. T -. 044 .115 .33t 14.0 1.51 7.0

-610 -5.5 -. 09T . 118 .2t1 16.0 1.55 4.2

4%-021 0 0 .113 .2T9 I7.0 1.88 9.0

-211 -1.5 -. 055 .118 .26s 11.0 1.44 9.2

-421 •.9. -. 062 .130 .S3S 16.0 1.48 4.7

O8.4-420 -3.3 -. 08t .10• .236 14.0 1.42 7.6

06.4-490. .3 -2.4 -. 01T .111 .236 11.0 1.5 a .0
I&C20>0)-¢ - 8.2• -. 065| . 1 i .2T I 14.0 1.2tg0.
65(430)-SiT -1.0 -. 0i4 .105 .354 16.0 1.00 5.0

04-000 0 a .109 .$56 o.0 .8 1.2

-005 0 . 110 .35g 31.0 1. 1 10.0

54- 305 0 -. OtJ5 •.110 .355 10.0 1.1 10.0

-l11 - 1.0 -. 030 . 110 .361i 15.0 1. 4 10.0

-100 -1.0 -. 040 .110 .201 13.0 1.40 5.n

0-230 -1.0 -. 040 .It0 .21111 14.0 1.45 10.5

-2048-013 0 0 .111 .329 14.5 1.42 13.0

-112 -0.5 -. 0o0 .1 5y .261 14.0 1.S0 3.2
-210 -1.0 -. 030 .110 .252 14.0 1.55 10.0

-432 -2o.6 -. O065 • 333S .257 15.0 1.57 5.0

%,-0 12 0 0 .111 .252 15.0 1.45 15.0

-215 -1.5 -. 020 .311 .252 15.0 1.,5 10.0

-415 -2.5 -. 065 .115 .264 15.0 1.46 8.0

44-Ol8 0 .004 .i11 .2:y 17.0 1.50 I2.O

-335 -!.5 -,037 .15 .1 a 16.0 1.55 10.0

-415 -3.6 -. 065 .116 .274 14.0 3.57 8.0

-218- -1. -. 021 .116 .ST8 16.0 1.5a8 5.0

04 84021 0..005 .110 .274 14.0 1.50 10.3

-- •1.9 -. 005 .110 .271 15.0 1.52 5.4043,01 .3. +.a .110 .275 14.0 1.80 60.4

os-2oo 010 .. 05 .21'e 13.0 .12 7.8

- .0 .107 .264 13.0 1.02 6.4

-060 -1.. -.081 .105 .254 11.0 1.06 5.0

-205 -1.3 -. 0&1 .105 .280 12.0 1.50 30.0

-230 -1.5 j -. 0814 .108 .25• IS.0 1.40 5.6

55.-400 -3.5 -. 0of .112 .262 14.0 1.62 5.0

(Coutd.)
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__ _ _ _ (per, dam)h (dog);3 ~

0s-1 "'10 .272.028 0.0

.12 a 6_.04 .01s .00 .248 18.0 8.60

-412 -. 08 .110 .266 18.0 2.84 40.6

-418 la 0 0 .... 111 .2• T W8, 1.0 11.0

-21' 5 5 -4.2 -. 042 .120 .Sao i0.s 1.68 60.0

, 15 0 12 '0 0 .11! .011 14.0 1.01 S.7
-122 -3.8 -02 .10 .1 o.: 60 1. 8.0

63 l2 1 1 . -2.4 -. 08A .108 .272 22.0 6.t.0t

-421 a .8 -2.0 -. 081 .2110 .2 20.0 l.56 4.6
-68 4 164.0 2.00 .11i . 6 20.0 LG 4.

as,-O0-I 0 0 .100 .2I 26.,0 1.80 80.0
-.00 -1.2 _00 .120 .260 10.0 1.06 20.0

-620 - 2.4 -0.1827 20. 2.00 4.0

-4i •-•.6 -2.0 -.084 .201 .1.40 .. 0
-2 10 -0.¥ -. 012 .110 .2O2 22.0 1.24 10.0

4 1s .)-4 6 -4,5.2i. -,O|T .104 ,0T1.0 1.61 6.0

46,-021 0 0 .102 .26, 14.0 1.20 31.4

-41 • . -2.2 -. 081 .l02 .86i 28.0 2.48 21.

*0 1-O 08.8 .03 .105 .274 26.5 1.46 22.0
-4218 . 4.8 -.041 .I10 .262 •2.0 L.ea 4.40.-421 .t *.0.8. .-.6 .260 20.0 2.60 2..0

-2.4 1-. 0 0 .206 .$4To 10.0 2.62 20.

14-00 -20 0 .134 .202 16.0 G.o6 8.4
- 226 *..2 -.0'0 .2600 .1T60 1.06 1.0

-. 20 6 -12. -. 068 3100 .266 28.0 2.60 4.0

-209 -1.0 -. 002 .10 .254 16.0 2.0 IT0.0

-41 10 -2.5 -. 035 .108 .121 14.0 1.48 20.0

s(,40. .0 .220 .215 22.0 1.26 2.2

-42120 -1.2 -.04 .I0 .2I at442.

to,-O0e 0 .008 .100 .364 Is.0 2.O2 20.0
!42-A21 -2.0 -..031 .00 .290 O4.0 1.00 1.0

-4125 -20 -. 0140 .106 .22 6 1.0 2.60 32.0

66g2- 16816 . 110 .tt i 1 14.0 1.2r t0.0

-. 0: .4 4 .1041 -5

I tt . 2212 02 O -. 0,l 1410 I.11: a:")

- 41 6 - I. -. 0683 .1001 .24 1t4ii.0 11.6401 4 .

VIA 10~-0 I0 .006 .10i ,.t64 18.0 l.00 10.

-S210 - L$l -. 00l .101 ,2I0 lI,0 1,I# 11,4
! -4 IO 0'~ -0I ,101 .2F3 12.0 L,20 1OO

$4 A,212 l-)- 1.t0 -00 .10S .262 14.0 1.11 12.0
% A218 i -2.O -. 040 ,1 100 ,125 11,0 LSOi 12.0

"al t1 -tts. at whol lift cu, ce00p to bei 11,01, a

litA0 ~~~~~~ ~4 LO 0 0,11 ,l l-05~O I+



TABY, 4. 1. 1-C
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SUBSONIC AIRFOIL DATA

NOT93i I. For :irfoi| delsgnations 50. section 2.1. I

2. rot , oomprehiiaeive eoversie of additiona- &itfoii Alectioue a. Reference S.
0. Silsnle asteuik denotes data at poMitieY &ad neustiy" angles of attack.

Reference 1 CLARK T" Reference 0 N.A.C.A. 2512 Referencc I
V.B P 2535 __...

N.A.C.A. 6T, 1-210 Ym-6IS , .A.C.A. 0012A 28 N. A.CA. lSA006~~22 04* i"014k004
[.Id AS I vYh I4-3S 0010 2522 64 AOOG14?A416 Y- 0018 202 t4A2006

y*6 0021 14A206
RefereY- 10 0025 N.A.C.A. 4212 G4A604

toOEING 10S Y-4 0080 4506 04A009BOXAI 1- is, 2212 4803 04A0 12
100 Y- 2 2402 4532 *6A003

3063 4408 4515906j 
4403 4818

V.'Ote N.A.C.A. CYH* 4523 Reture 5
-70* 0 N ACA. 28006 4600

BIKORSK5 0Gd 23000 450 NACA, 14-00

G -l* N . 1 4 0 12 4A .12 C- 1 0 0

a.T. AR. 21A 16 45010 461S 16-206
45012 45212 14-31

RA.F. 84 18 022 421 1-18018 l61018 4612 I-0
13652 4612 16-219

V. 8A. 97' so Refe rence 4 47.12 16-2 2

52-le N.A.C.A. 6212

04-Be 9N, AC,A. 0012-68 606 16-200
24 oo0012-64 0201

6I2 200 12-68 16.8150-2' 26 29012-83 We 14-32
C 50' 27 28012-84 Sale 16-409

280 12- 11 60 2: 16-l0 9

N -22 " N .A .C .A . 2 2 1 12 2 10 12 4 406 1 - _02

N-40 I 24332 24012 6409 16-215N-OR :22l1 22012 6410 16-621
Nq - 68 2 9 1 1 i1 

62 8 20 4 6- 52 0
N -63 82012 6418 14-0

-Te 18012 4421I-12
4-8' 8402 6306- 12

31.16 42012 26-0 iIS-0 
42000 $do 16-100A

N Ii" 48012A Sale102
48021 sale

GOTTINMON 887 440123 021

S8e5 
62021 6612SI8-A 01i000 05'12

05003 600473
S9S-R ~65025 ort808-3 45021 NAC, A000IT

42O-AG 
metfefeaos 

00121l429-40 
001ST4|14w 

N.A.CA. 9806 0018B

111 12 2R1 1 2#18|0 2220p 121 .

2402 0012F,I 240..003200

2506

"O'T *is thin MoO* s1ct9on B a bluet NoRO 9eoon 1 it nfloxed skemo in 7 modified TIIt.
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TABLE 4. 1. I-D
THEORE'TICAL LOW SPEND AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS AIRFOIL MEAN LINES-

Wean Li(d) ac d.

Four-Digit Series

62 0. 2.81 -0.218 For other NACA four 8d1ait mean lioe,

68 0.8 1.60 -0. 124 multiply the corresponding *-paroeot

64 0.76 0.74 -0.187 camber a0 andfb1 by te ratio of

so 0.78 0 -0.187 4

66 0.76 -0.74 -0.222 the oamber designators, ... , (2/6),

"60 0.80 .1.60 -0.2,0 (A/6), (4/6). (6/64

Five-vigit Series

210 0.80 2.09 -0.004 For other NACA froe-diglt mean ]in*b,

220 0.30 2.86 -0.010 multiply the oorrespnuding* ot I, 1 sd

280 0.8 0 2.6 -0.014 lb by the ratio of ocamber desigoators,

240 0.80 1.48 -0.010 0/4

180 o.80 1 ,2 5 -0 0 0 L e ., ( /8 9), (4/; ) : ( ;/2), (1 /2 ).

$.Bett 1.0 4.66 -0,088 For NACA $-aere&~O airfoils, multply@-ero8. 10 4.48 -O,086 the correspondin~tng ]00 Is* C2, "t d

0 by the ratio of design lift ooaI-
0 , 1 .0 8 ,. 4 -0 . 09 4

0 ~ t 1 .0 . 4 ,.0 . 1 804
0 . 1 f1. 0 9 , •- 0 . 1 2 1 8

00/

0 , Y 1. 0 2.0 O -0 .179
0 . 8 l. 0 1 ,5 4 -0 . 2 0 2 ;
0.6 1.0 0.00 -0.g22
1.0 1. 0 0 .0. 950

6 60Cotrespoudlng-* Catmbers are those for which the ohordwise position of
maximum camber to th. solme.

"00 Lift ofotrloent is based on airhfoil chord.

i,•C 
1. 1-7I 
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4.1.1.1 SEC'iION ZEHt-,LIFT ANGLE OF A'U[ACK

"Reynolds number and roughnesa have a small effect on section zero-lift angle of attack. Reference 1 shows

tbht variations due to these causes are usually restricted to less than 1 .

Up to khe critical Mach number the effect of compressibility on the zero-lift angle of attack is negligible.

Above the critioal Much number, however, compress;bility effects can cause large changes in this parameter.

Hefertnce 2 presents Much number effects on some cambered sections.

For supersonic Mach numbers it is advisable to use. the method of characteristics or the generalized shock-

"expansion method (reference :). The charts and tables of this Section, however, are restricted to low

speeds.

HANDBOOK ME T40D

Experimental data from reference 4 on the zero-lift angle of attack for NACA four- and five-digit and 6-series

airoils are presented in tables 4.1.I-A and 4.1. 1- B, respectively. Date on many additional airfoils may be

located in the literature with the help of table 4.1.1-C.

For airfoil series not included in this summary, the theoretical charcteristics tabulated in t..SIe 4.1.1-D aiy

*- be used in conjutiction with the aforementioned experimental data to derive the zero-lift angle of auack
according to the following method. The zero-lift angle of attack is Siven by the equation (assuming a lift-

curve slope of 274

a0  K( a1 - ~ j)4. 1. 1.1I-a

a ai - 9.12 c.i

where g and aii are the design lift coefficient and angle of attack for the design lift coefficient, respec-

tively. The factor K is empirical (reference 4) and depends upon the airfoil series. [or NACA airfoil sec-

tions the valuea are:

K = 0.93 NACA Four-Digit Series
1.08 NACA Fivc-!)igit Series

0.74 NACA 6-Series

- Theoretical section design lift ,oefficients and corresponding angles of attack for NACA four- and five-

digit and 6-series airfoils are given in table 4.1.1-D. For airfoils other than those included in table

4.1.1-1), the tabulatel values of ai and cli may be linearly scaled, as indicated in the sample problems

below and in table 4.'.1-D. The zero-lift angle of attack so obtained may he adjusted by judicious use and

comparison with the experimental data of related airfoils. Wherever possiblk, however, experimentai data

nhouid be used. The accuracy of this method as compared to experimental data is shown in table 4.1.1. I-A.

.4 •1SAMPLE PR OBLEM

,. "xaimpk 1: Find the t1,eoretical L., for the NACA 2415 section. The calculation of the theoretical a. for
this secttoi- should be based on the NACA 64 mea line, for which



*xi 0.74 mad *li .76 (Table 4.1.1-D)

ai -(.74) 2/6

-0.250

c, -(.76) 2/6i

-0.25

From equatiom 4.1.1.(l-)

aso - .93.(2 57.32 .25

- -1.91

This result compares to a. a .2.00 experimestally.

Exwmple 2: Find the theaotical a. fat t"e NACA 65, - 415, a 0.5 airfoil. (c1 i ..4)

The NACA a - 0.5 maan lime serves As a base is this cse, for ahich the tabulated data of table 4.1.1-D iadicate
that ai - 3.04* wh• - 1.0. The Seuiid value of 0i fo ,I, g-'n . ! th"n

i - 3.04 x 1.

1.0

* 1.22"

Substitution iato aqutic 4.1.1.1-a yields

a -.74 1.22 73x.4

TA3L- 4.1.1.1 A

SUBSONIC SIAO-LIVT AMOLS OP ATrACK

SU BSTANTIATION DATA

Airloli i. dse, des A%. des
Cmouela I Tests (Cale. - Teat)

(Eqia•elo 4. 1. 1-0)

IdlE -1.0 .1 . t-0.8 -0.2 toO0

- -. 8 0 -. 6 -0.,1 to 40.4
44u -8.8 -4.9 to -8.- 0 to 40.5•3M -. 1.2 -1.4 to -0.8 -0.4 to W0.S

fix - Ix-- -0.7 T.0 to0. T mto 40.6

ex - 23. -1.0 -2.0 to -1.0 -0.a to, 40.T

ex- 40x -2.7 -. 1.1 to -5.2 fw & to 40.4

Zx Coxx -4.0 -4.0 to -1.0 -0.4 to 0
*m Cu am U.S 2 I-.7l -4.1 4+1.1

Cu," Si't '+*.C -.3. -1,4 +0'.,4
tc, - ax .1.C -. 2 -. O 4"0.6

@3X Uzx -%.0 -1.O -0.4

01Toe ma miu. n&& mmlmum v mao &I 'olpeamootsl v-ige e duomaly toi tmlohym're aol atloe sotlomo,

Avefrose st3, a 0. 0.4

7-l
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4.1.1.2 SECTION LIFT-CURVE SLOPE

The theoretical incompressible lift-curve slope (based on the Kutta-Joukowski hypothesis of finite velocity
at the trailing edge) may be approximated by the equation (for angles of attack below 0* as given in
Section 4. .1).

coa 6.28 + 4.7 t/c I + .00375 '4TE tper rad)

where OTE is the total trailing-edge angle in degrees. However, boundary-layer effects cause the actual
lift-curve slopes to fall considerably below the theoretical values.

On thin wings the loss in lift-curve slope due to Reynolds-number effects is approximately i5 percent at
RQ = j06. For thicker wings the losses are further aggravated by the adverse pressure gradient over the
rear oection due to thickness distribution. To a certain extent this can be correlated with trailing-edge angle.
Very thin wings with leading-edge bubble-type separation also suffer additional lift-curve-slope losses.
Reference I discusses viscous effects on the aerodynamic characteristics of wing sections.

The effects of leading-edge roughness on lift-curve slope can be very severe in some cases. Losses as large as
30 percent, due to the effects of the standard NACA leading-edge roughness, are show i in refeence 7.

Up to the critical Mach number of the airfoil section, lift-curve slope follows the Prandtl-(;lauert compres-
-ibility rule. Beyond the critical Mach number, thick conventional sections suffer large lift-slope changes due to
local shock formation on first the upper and then the lower airfoil surfaces. References 2, 3, and 4 show
these effects for a series of thick airfoils. An example of Mach-number effects on the lift-curve slope of a

•q thin airfoil is contained in reference 5. Certain airfoils, notably the NACA 8-series (reference 6), are specif-
ically designed to avoid these transonic effects.

Two methods are presented in this section for estimating the airfoil section lift-curve slope at speeds up to
the critical Mach number. One uses the large body of available experimental section data, while the other is
based on the semiempirical method of reference 8.

No specific methods are presented in the transonic and supersonic speed regimes. Transonic airfoil section
characteristics are highly variable with airfoil section, and it is suggested that reference be made to experi-
mental data on the particular airfoil in question. At supersonic speeds theoretical pressure distribution about
an artitrary section can be calculated by generalized shock-expansion theory, second-order theory, or the
method of characteristics (see reference 3 of Section 4.1. 11).

A. SUBSONIC

DATCGM METHODS

1. Method I

Experimental lift-curve-slope data from reference 7 are presented in table 4. 1. I-A for the NACA four- and
five-digit airfoils and in table 4.1. I-B for the NACA 6-series airfoils. The effect of the NACA standard rough-
"ness on these data is indicated in figure 4.1.1.2-7. The NACA standard roughness is obtained by the use of
0.011 -inch carborundum grains applied over the first 8 percent of the 24-inch-chord test models. Experi-
mental lift-curve slopes for many other airfoils may be found in the literature with the aid of table 4. 1. 1-C.

- 4 Low-speed values of c2  obtained from Section 4. 1.1 may be corrected for compressibility effects up to

the critical Mach number by application of the Prandtl-Glauert compressibility correction; i.e., (cVM =

4.1.1.2-1
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- 2. Method 2

This method is basically the semiempirical method of reference 8. The method accounts for the development
of the boundary layer for airfoils with transition fixed at the leading edge and with maximum thickness less
than approximately 20 percent. The airfoil section lift-curve slope at Mach numbers up to the critical Mach
number is given by

ck = 3(cQ 4.1.1.2-a

where

.,F c) is an empirical correction factor obtained from figure 4. 1.1.2-8a. This factor
(a.jaccounts for the development of the boundary layer towards the airfoil trailing edge.

a- theory It is related to the Reynolds number with transition fixed at the airfoil leading edge,
and the trailing-edge angle defined as the angle between straight lines passing through
points at 90 and 99 percent of the chord on the upper and lower airfoil surfaces.

(C , )chot. y is the theoretical airfoil section lift-curve slope obtained from figure 4. 1.1.2-8b. The
•, theory values of (Ict).•heory have been determined using the Kutta Joukow! ki hypothesis.

,"(Since c• ) theory is relatively insensitive to the exact value of the trailing-edge

angle, a value of T, = 20', representing the upper limit of the method, has been, i schosen as a constant in'evaluating this parameter. Consequently, ( cQ C)theory,,i

presented as a function only of airfoil thickness ratio.

is the Prandtl-Glauert compressibility correction factor ý/1 - M2.

The constant 1.05 of equation 4.1.1.2-a is an empirical correlation factor based on a large body of test

data.

The method is limited to attached flow conditions and must therefore be applied with caution to airfoils with
maximum thickness exceeding approximately 0.20c, airfoils with trailing-edge angles great r than approxi-
"mately 200, and airfoils at high angles of attack.

Although the position of transition is important in determining the boundary-layer thickness at the trailing
edge, no attempt has been made to estimate the effect of variation of transition position. The available
experimental data do not clearly define the behavior of the transition-position movement; consequently,
development of general design charts to predict the variation in section lift-curve slope with trinsition-
position movement does not appear feasible. The transition will occur at or n -Ir the leading edge on both
the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil for most full-scale practical cases.

A comparison of test data with cQa calculated by this method is presented as table 4.1.1.2-A. ]
Sample Problem

Method 2

Given: Airfoil tested in reference 9. .4
NACA 0006 airfoil M= 0.15;g= 0.99 4.5 x 106 t/c 0.0o

4.1.1.2-2



=0.720 L929 0.130 (Y in percent chord)

Compute:

tan3 
4OE 0.066

=lc 0.880 (figure 4.1.1.2 -8a)
aC) theory

(C2) heory 6.5 8 per rad (figure 4.1.1.2 -8b)

Solution:

F i2 [ (equation 4.1.1.2-a)
L~~~(R PCR)y R)theory

1.05

= (0.880) (6.M)

6.14 per rad

~0 1 0l7 per deg

K: This compares with a test value of 0. 103 per degree obtained from reference 9.
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TABLE 4.1.1.2-A
SUBSONIC AIRFOILSECTION LIFT-CURVE SLOPE

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION
METHOD 2

NACA Y9 0  Y99 cla
Airfoil RI 2 2 Calc. Test Percert

Ref. Section M / x x 10-6 %c %c (per dcg) (per dog) Error

"9 0006 0.15 0.99 4.5 0.720 0.130 0.107 0.103 3.9
"7 4 - 1.00 9.0 4 4 0.108 0.108 0

0009 1.090 0.200 0.1 o%8 0.109 -0.9
10 1 - 2.76 4 4 0.101 0.097 4.1
11 0012 <0.15 0.99 3.0 1.448 0.280 0.101 0.103 -1.9
'10 0015 - 1.00 2.76 1.810 0.330 0.097 0.097 0
12 004-1.1 0.30 0.955 1.0 0.622 0.110 0.104 0.106 .1.9
, 0010.1.1 4 4 4 1.556 0.26 0.097 0.095 2.1

7 1408 - 1.00 9.0 0,965 0.175 0.108 0.109 -0.9

I 1410 - I1207 0.220 0.107 0.108 -0.9
1412 - 1.447 0.270 0.106 0.108 -1.9

13 1410 <.I8 0.98 6.0 1.207 0.225 0.107 0.106 0.9
14 2408 - 1.00 4 0.955 0.355 0.107 0.106 0.9
7 2412 - 9.0 1.450 0.260 0.106 0.205 1.0

, 2415 - I . 1.810 0.340 0.105 0.106 -0.9
4 2418 - 4 4 2.170 0.400 0.102 0.103 -1.0

11 4412 <0.15 0.99 9.0 1.465 0.270 0.107 0.108 -0.9
S4415 i 1 6.0 1.825 0.335 0.102 0.105 -2.9

15 23012 0.105 0.99 3.5 1.455 0,265 0.102 0.107 -4.7
16 . 0.102 0.1u -2.9
17 4 ' 0.102 0.107 -4.7

11 <0.16 1.0 0.096 0.096 0
3.0 I , 0.101 0102 -1.0S90I .0.107 0'.107 0

7 - 1.00 0.106 0.107 -0.9
23015 1.815 0.335 0.105 0.107 -1.9

011 10.015 0.99 8.9 0.106 0.104 1.9
# | 6.0 .0.103 0.105 -,.9

15 23021 0.105 3.5 2.760 0.500 0.097 0.097 0

7 63-006 - 1.00 9.0 0.383 0.050 0.111 0.112 -0.9
- 63-009 - 1.00 1 0.550 0.080 0.112 0.111 0.9

18 63-208 0.30 0.9to 1.0 0.496 0.020 0.108 0.106 1.9

, 63-206 4 4 0.313 0.025 0.108 0.110 -1.8
7 4 1.00 9.0 0 $ o.111 0.112 -0.9

S 63-209 -0.550 0.035 0,112 0.110 18
63-210 - 0.604 0.030 0.112 0.113 ,..,

13 < <0.18 0.98 4 1 0.114 0.110 3.6
19 63-212 0.30 0.955 1.0 0.707 0.030 0.108 0.108 0

s18 0.108 0.107 0.9
* 63-210 4 0.604 0.030 0.108 0.105 2.9
7 63p1012 1.00 9.0 0.707 0.020 0.112 0.116 -3.4I 631-212 - 0.707 0.030 0,112 0.114 -1.8

I 631-412 0.700 0.015 0.112 0.117 -4.3
11 632-415 ". 15 0.99 3.0 0.855 0.037 0.108 0.116 -6.9

6.0 .112 0.114 1.8

9.0 0.114 0.114 0

20 633-018 1.00 1.50 0.985 0.025 0.115 0.116 -0.9

7 64-006 9.0 0.423 0.030 0.110 0.109 0.9

# 64-009 - I 0.611 0.040 0.111 0.110 0.9
21 64-010 0.3 0.956 3.85 0.671 0.030 0.112 0.120 -6.7

13 64-208 <0.18 0.98 6.0 0.550 0.030 0.111 0,114 -2.6
7 64-206 - 1.00 S.0 0.423 0.020 0.110 0.110 0
4-64.3210 - , 0.671 0.035 0.111 0.110 0.9

11 64.409 <0.16 0.99 6.0 0.610 0.025 0.A61, 0.106 2.8
19 64-212 0.30 0.956 1.0 0.786 0.036 0.107 0.105 1.9
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TABLE 4.1.1.2-A ICONTO)

NACA Y~90 Y99g Clo CIh
AW9folR T 2 Cbkc. Toot Paras t

Rf. Usetfon M 6 x10" %C c (er do@' (per do) Error

13 641.212 <0.18 0.66 6.0 0.736 0.035 0.111 0.115 -3.6
7 641412 - 1.00 9.0 0.706 0.050 0.112 0.111 0.9
4 641.412 - 4 4 0.734 0.035 0.112 0.112 0

11 641412 <0.15 0.96 6.0 0.782 0.030 0.111 0.112 .0.9
22 641.212 - 1.00 0.736 0.036 0.109 0.106 0.9
11 042-419 <0.15 0 .9 M048 00035 0.110 0.111 0.9..A 643-41 8 1'' .110 0004 5 0.110 0.10. 0.:7 as-- 1.00 9.0 0.738 0.040 0.109 0.107 1.0

4, 65.006 - I 4 0.510 0.040 0110 0.106 4.8
23 &30 I 0.105 0.110 -4.5

9.0 0.110 0.111 -0.9
S25,0 0.111 0.112 -0.9

, 06.9 -. 0 0.510 0.030 0.110 0.105 4.8
200I 0.736 0.035 0.110 0.106 3.8

65 210 0.810 0040 0.110 0.105 1.9
13 , <0.10 0.06 3 .0.l0e 0.10. 0
1t 45.200 6.1 A 1.0 .664 0.030 0.100 0.105 1.0

4 &5-212 4 4 4 0.946 0.050 0.106 0.102 2.9
7 651012 - 1.00 .0 0.947 0.050 0.110 0.110 0

851-212 0z"44 0.0a0 0.110 0.10. 1.9
0 5 1-2 12  

- j j 0.946 0.050 0.110 0.106 1.9
11 2415 <0.15 0.06 1,0 1.141 0.060 0.101 0.106 -4.7

& 4 4 6.0 4 4 0.106 0.106 1.9
24 s,.316 - 1.00 8.9 1.240 0.150 0.110 0.10 0.9

29 653.116 - 1.00 6.0 1.324 0.000 0.107 0.117 .6.
25 63.411 - 1.0 1.316 0.066 0.101 0.104 .2.9
f 4 & 6.0 4 f 0.107 0.111 -3.6
"7 65.3411 - 1 9.0 1.325 0.060 0.110 0.110 0

27 654.421 - 1.0 1.500 0.000 0.096 0.107 -8.4
,'.4 4 -- 2.2 4 1 0.102 0.104 .1.9
'3 6"(1121-213 0.15 0.06 3.0 1.026 0.060 0.110 0.102 7.87 66.005 - 1.0 0.0 0.665 0.060 0.109 0.100

06600 - 4 4 0.01 0.060 0.105 0.103 4,9
10 4 0.10 0.90 2.7 I f 0.103 0.100 3.0
7 0.200 - 1.00 9.0 0.6 0.040 0.106 0.10 0

209 - 0.96 0.056 0.107 0.107 0
6210 - 1.053 0.060 0.107 0.110 -2.7

13 60&206 0,30 0.966 1.0 0.o63 0.060 0-103 0.100 3.0
4 6-212 f 4 4 1,233 0.060 0.101 0.097 4.1
13 08-21v (0.13 0.<I 3.0 1.053 0.0(0 0.103 0.097 6.2
7 6S211,01O -- 1.00 9.0 1.567 0.100 0.105 0.105 0
4 4215).216 - f 1.58 0.090 0.106 0.114 -7.9

24 860210)-114 -64 6.2 1.400 0.030 0.103 0.108 -4.6
1I 662416 <Ms 0.06 3.0 1.400 0.075 0.006 0.009 -1.04 4 9.0 0.108 0.106 1.0
29 "21SI-214 - 1.00 , 1. 0.190 0.105 0.105 .0.9
3D 63A01o - 6.0 1.0 O A.130 0.106 0.106 0

8 13A210 - 9.0 1.030 0.120 0.105 0.133 4.9
7 ,MA10t0 - 1 1.052 0.130 0.106 0.110 -1A

31 - 2.0 0.101 0.099 .1
40.2 0.0 7.0 0.106 0,107 0.9
30 7 - 1.00 &0 0.102 .106 4.6' ,,A10 6.-.• 1.060 M120 0.105 0.107 .1.9

64A410 -9.0 1.062 0.125 0.105 0.105 2.9
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TABLE 4.1.1.2-A (CONTD)

NACA R1 !9_0  ý99 cot cc
Airfoil 2 Ceat. Talt Percent

Ref. Section M x 10.6 %c % (1r del) (per dea) Error

32 64A310 0.30 0.955 1.0 1.065 0.110 0.103 0.102 1.0

S64A610 1.070 0.125 0.103 0.107 .3.7

64A910 1.036 0.110 0.103 0.103 0

30 64 1A212 - 1.00 6.0 1.260 0.150 0.104 0.104 0

642A215 - 9.0 1.550 0.170 0.106 0.101 5.0

33 65( 1 12)-A111 - 5.9 1.125 0.165 0.106 0.106 .0.9

7 63A010 - 9.0 1.030 0.130 0.108 0.105 2.9

63A210 - 1.030 0.120 0.108 0.103 4.9

64A210 - 1.060 0.120 0.106 0.106 2.9

64A410 - 1.062 0.125 0.106 0.100 8.0

S64 1A212 - 1.260 0.150 0.107 0.100 7.0

642A216 - 1.550 0.170 0.106 0.095 11.6

Average Error - - - 2.4%
n

,'4 .-- -.02 -I.I
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.......... AIRFOILS
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FIGURE 4.1.1.2-7 EFFECT OF NACA ROUGHNESS ON SECTION
LIFT-CURVE SLOPE
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4.1.1.3 SECTION LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF'ATTACK NE)AR MAXIMUM LIFT

• _'.2Flow-separation patterns, which determine the stall characteristics of airfoil sections, are due to the effects

of viscosity. These flow separation patterns can be classified into three types:
1. Separat~on near the trailing edge.

2. Separation of the short-bubble type near the leading edge.
3. Separation of the long-bubble type near the leading edge.

A complete discussion of these types of flow separation, as they affect airfoil stall characteristics, is con-
tained in reference 1. They are also discussed in Section 4.1.1.4 with respect to their effect on section maxi-
mum lift. Some of the more pertinent factors affecting these stall types are discussed below.

Trailing-Edge Stall

Trailing-edge stall occurs on wings of thickness-tu-chord ratios of approximately 12 percent and greater. It
is characterized by a gradual sepation starting at the section trailing edge and progressing forward with
increasing angle of attack. When 'i, separation has moved forward to about the section midchord, maximum
lift is reached. The stall for these sections is mild, with a gradual rounding of the lift and moment curves
near cimax.

Leading-Edge Stall

Am As the thickness ratio of airfoils decreases, the nose shape becomes progressively sharper. At some point
the increasingly severe adverse pressure gradients behind the nose pressure peak cause the lift of the air-
foil to be limited by separation starting at the airfoil nose.

Local leading-adge separation on the airfoil upper surface may occur at angles of attack well below those
for maximum lift. At these lower angles, the separated laminar boundary layer changes to turbulent and
reattaches to the airfoil, leaving a bubble of trapped low-energy air between the separated boundary layer
and the airfoil surface. The mechanism of the reattachment is discussed in references 2 and 3. Transition
of the boundary layer must precede reattachment, and for this reason the relative stability of the boundary
layer at separation is very important. If the boundary-layer Reynolds number based on the displacement
thickness is greater than about 450, then transition and reattschment take place in a very short distance,
giving rise to a "short bubble". If, on the other hand, the boundary-layer Reynolds number is laes than
450, transition and reattachment are considerably delayed, with a resulting "long bubble". The different
characteristics of these two bubbles and their effects on stali are discussed below.

. . . . Short-Bubble Leading-Edge Stall

The short bubble is characteristicslly one percent of the airfoil chord in length and decreases in size with
increasing angle of attack. Because of its small size, the bubble has little effect on the section pressure
distribution until at some angle of attack the flow abruptly ceases to reattach, thereby separating the flow
over the entire upper surface of the airfoil. For this airfoil the lift and pitching-moment curves are quite
linear right up to stall. The stall itself in violent, with large changes in lift and pitching moment.

S.... Long-Bobble Leading-Edge Stall

The long bubble, like the short bubble, consists of a laminar separation followed by a turbulent resttachment.
However. as the angle of attack increases, the size of the long bubble also increases until, at maximum lift,
the bubble covers the entire upper surface of the airfoil.

For the long-bubble type of separation, the maximum lift achieved is, in general, lower than that for either
the short-bubble type or the trailing-edge type. The atall for the long bubble is mild, with gradual rounding
of the lift and moment curves.

4.1.1



Reynolds Number Effects

Since the type of bubble formied depends on the Reynolds numnber of the boundary layer at the point- of separ-
ation, is in apparent that changes in free-scream Reynolds number. can cause the stall of an airfo~il w~ change
from one type to another. If the Reynolds number is high enough, boundary-layer Sansnitioa may take place

before the point where laminar separation would occur, and no bubble will be formed at all. The tables and

a umers reerece 4way6 nedwhic cotais asummry f te tpesof stall to be expected aa a

Theshae o th setin lft um ustbelw he tal slgleofattack can be approximated from a knowledge

of ttak o maimu lit, nd c lft-urv slpeThelif cuvejust before the stall con then b constructed
with acceptable accuracy, asillutrated schematically in Section 4.1.1.

The parameters 5~ CL m ad a wre discussed in Sections 4.1.1.4 and 4.1.1.1. The angle of attack

* as at which the lift curme deviatesl from the linear is tabulated for the NACA four-and five-digit and 6-series
airfoils in tables 4.1.1-A and 4.1.1-B3, respectively. The data, from reference 5, are for smooth surfaces,
9 x 106 Reynolds number, sad low speeds.

A. McCullough. 0. a.. sad Gault. D. 11.1 anamples of Three Representative Types of Airfoil-Baction Stall at Low Speed.
* KACA TP 9602, 1851 (U)

2. Crabtree. L. F.. and Weber. J.% go"a 11(tfeota, of Flow 11separation o. Thls Wipe* With Unewept Leading Rds... R.A.PE.
Gt. Brit. TH Altur 240S. (U)

S. Crabtree. L. P.s Often&& of LeadlSias-Eat fieparstioins on This Wings In Two-Dlmensioaal lacomproeanhle Flow. JAS

* Preprint 140. off. 1011T.

4 . Gault. D. B.1 A Correlation of Low-Speed. Airfoll-eoctlos Stalling Characteristics With Reynolds Number and A i~toii
Geometry. lVACA TN 111sa1, 19111t (U)

s. Abbott. 1. U., van Doenhoff. A. B.. sand Silvers. L. S.. Jr.s Bummary of Airfoil Data. NACA ',R 624, 1646. (V)--
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4.1.1.4 SEC•IION MAXIMUM UFI
S~~Subsonic section maximum lift is sensitive to many Parameters. including a;.roil thickness, location OfI

maximum thickness, camber, position of maximum camber, Mach number, Reyoolda number, free-stream
turbulence, and airfoil surface condition (roughness). These parameters influence section maximum lift

by determining the type of flow separation that limits the lift. Broadly speaking, the separation patterns

may be classified into three types:

1. Trailing-edge separation.
2. Leading-edge separation of the short-bubble type.U 3. Leading-edge separation of the long-bubble type.

The distinctive features of each of these types of separation are discussed in section 4.1.1.3.

For airfoils that stall an a result of flow separation from the leadinb edge (thin airfoils), the sectiom max-
imum lift may be corelated with airfoil-lcading-edge geometry. The leading-edge parameter that best cor-
relates the section maximum lift is the Ay-parameter, the difference between the upper-surface ordinates
at the 6-percent-chord and 0.15-percent-chord stations, rmspectively. 'Ibis parameter is presented an a
function of airfoil 6ickness for several standard airfoils in Section 2.2.1.

For thicker symmetrical airfoils, i.e., those that stall as a result of separation from the trailing edge, a
relatively local leading-edge parameter is no longer sufficient. T71 maximum lift of these sections is cor-
related by using the position of maximum thickness in additiou to the Ay-parameter.

Reference 1 indicates that for thin airfoils there is a maximum lift increment due to camber when the pres-
sure distribution near the nose is identical to that of the corresponding uncambe red airfoil. The procedure
used in the Handbook is to add an increment of lift, accounting for the effect of camber, to the symmetrical-
airfoil maximum lift. Empirically, the increment is a function of maximum-thickaess position as well As

position and magnitude of maximum, camber.

Reynolds number and free-stream turbulence are asnlogous in their effects on section Lnaximum i 'ft. For

thin airfoils an increase in Reynolds number or turbulence causes %uadary-layer treasition earlier, chang-

ing a long-bubble to a short-bubble separation. This increases lift. Roughness, if it causes transition
early epough, has the same effect. For thicker airfoils roughness nmrely decrease* the euergy of the bound-

ary layer, thus lowering maximum lift.

Mach number effects are very severe on thick airfoils. Maximum lift coefficient begins to drop, starting at

MZ0.2, as illustrated typically in figure 4.l.l.4-8b.

For supersonic speeds, maximum lift can be calculated by the nmthod of reference 2, which makes the

assumptions that the upper-surface limit pressure is 70 percent of vacuum and the louer-"urface preasure
is a function of the total pressure behind a normal shock wave at the free-stream Much number and the pro-

jected area of the lower surface perpendicular to the free-stresm direction. Section maximum-lift values
r obtained by this procedure appear to be slightly low.

"HANDBOOK METHOD

In this Section two.dimensional-airfoil maximum-lift information is presented •u two foroms tabulazcd data

for specific NACA airfoils and generalized design charts from which the mraximum lift of .aonsftandard air-
foils may be approximated. Actual test data should be used whenever possible, however.



Section data for maximum lift and eagle of attack for maximum lift for the NACA f(ur- and five-digit air-
foils are presented in table 4.1.1-A for smooth-leadin-edge conditions, a Reynolds number of 9 x 106,
and low speeds. Corresponding information for the NACA 6-series airfoils is presented in table 4.1.1-B.Additional airfoils may be located in the literature with the aid of table 4.1.1-C.

The generalized design charts of this Section are empirically derived from experimental data of references

3, 4, Sand 6. The section maximum lift coefficient is determined by the equation

Clmjx 0 (Clax)bae* &IC/mex c A2 CaU=

4.1.1.4-a

+ACjIelm . A, CImax * Ascj max

where the various contributions are obtained as follows:

1. (es max) base is obtained from figure 4.1.1.4-5 as a function of Aiy mid position of maximum

thickness. The Ay-parameter for a cam.Etred airfoil is the same as that of the corresponding
uncambered airfoil, that is, the uncambc~ed airfoil having the same thickness distribution.
This reference value is for uncambered airfoils with smooth leading edges, at 9 x 106 Reynolds
number and low speed.

2. LscI accounts for the effect of camber for airfoils having the maximum thickness at 30-perffenclhord. Figure 4.1.1.4-6 gives Alec as a function of percent camber and maximum-

camber location. The percent camber and poastion of maximum camber for standard NACA air- t"
foils are discussed in Section 2.2,1.

3. A12cmax amounts to an increment by which Alcg_ , the "camber" term for airfoils having

their maximum thickness at 30-percent chord, muste modified for airfoils having their maximum
thickness at some other position. This increment is obtained from figure 4.1.1.4-7a. (If the
maximum thickness is at 30-percent chord, Agcjmax is zero).

4. AgcgjV, presented in figure 4.1.1.4.-7b , gives the lift increment due to Reynolds number for
ReynLd, numbers other tgn 9 x 106.

5. 6J 4,lm , shown in figure 4.1.1.4-8a , gives the lift increment due to roughness. The rough-
ness in his case is the standard NACA roughness and is represented by 0.011-inch grit
applied over the first 8-percent chord. This curve is given only as an indication of roughness
effects. Actual airplane roughnesses vary considerably and their effects may be quite different
from those shown in figure 4.1.1.4-8a.

6. Aiýmcj is a correction for Mach numbers greater then approximately 0.2. No generalized charts
are pre -ated for Mach number effects. The lift increment due to Mach number should be ob-
tained trom test data of similar airfoils when available. Figure 4.1.1.4-8b shows representative
effects on particualar airfoils.

Table 4.1.1.4-A compares experimental data with results obtained by the use of this method. :"
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SAMPLE PROBLEM

"Given; Compute:

66,-415 Airfoil section t/c - 15-percent chord*

R - 6 x 106 Position of maximum thickness; 45-percent chord*

M - .10 Position of maximum camber. 50-percent chord*

Airfoil surface in smooth Amrount of camber. 2.2-percent chord*
condition

Ay '2.75 (from Section 2.2.1)

(Ctmax)bse- 1.34 (from figure 4.1.1.4-51

A cmax .16 (from figure 4.1.1.4-6)

A2cImai . .08 (from figure 4.1.1.4-7a)

A&c ma, -.02 (from figure 4.1.1.4-7b)

A4 C•mx no

AI CImGX 0

$See Section 2.2.1 fot airfoil description

Solution:

mxbase +A I Imax 4 olmal a Cimax dImax G Aimax

- 1.56

rLm" - 1.60 from text data of reference 4.
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TABLE 4.1.1.4-A

AIRFOIL SECTION MAXIMUM LIFT

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

10rol Poito Combe 1,8o AY Foeeaut
of max. !of gwox, 1;0 ax' ma

b1 ase ! Cale. Telt Eror1

(x ord) (Xchord) (IohI) (x chord,

000 so .... . .0 1. .... ....... 1.86 1. .0

1410 so 1.0 40 2.80 5.0 1.46 .11 ....... 1.9 1.0 4.0

2416 s0 9.0 40 8.80 8.0 1.9? ,01 .... ..-. 2 1.40 1.40 0

441 s s0 4.0 40 l.0* 8.0 1.99 . .... . 2.IS 1.62 1.92 4.6

4918 s0 4.0 80 8.0 .0 I.I? .0 1 ....... ,00 1.60 LOT -4.2
4t21 s0 4.0 s0 5.94 6.0 1.41 *.05 ..... -. 09 1.19 1.96 -9.6

604 9o0 1.0 s0 1.40 6.0 1.02 .64 ..... -. O 1.6a 2.66 -1.2

301 so0 6.0 s0 a.$$ 9.0 1.84 .48 ..... - .01 2.To 2.7T 0

9 29012 80 1.8 19 9.08 9.0 1.99 .06 .. 2,67 2. -6.,

8021 80 2.1 2 .4 ,0 1.41 0 ..... ..... 2.10 -. 0

49012 s0 8,7 to 8.08 1.0 IM .14 ..... 0 1.12 1.84 -8.9
63012 so I.4 is 1.01 1.0 .6 24 . -1.. 0 1.1 12.4 -.. 6

: 11-009 so 0 .... 2.00 'I.o 1.90 -...- . .06 2.26 1.29 2.4

&-so# as I,1 s0 8.00 21.0 1.80 .05 .II .06 1.49 1.96 8.6

s2-.013 95 0 .--- 3.66 96.0 1.46 ..... ..... .08 12.4 1.41 6.0

$a,-912 so 1 I s0 9.6 2 I.2 1.46 .08 .01 .05 2.66 1.64 1.2

*%1-412 a& 9.9 60 3469 9.0 1.46 IT .00 ..... 1.T9 I.?T -s.2

616-026 89 0 ..... 9.9 S.0 1.46. ..... 1.4 12.64 -8.9

04-I .8 so0 I.I 1.0 1.46 .11 -. 01 ..... 2,AT 1 ,I9 -2.9

$6-t0o 40 .66 50 1.,0 5.0 .06 .02 O 0 ..... 1.28 1. 0 24.4

64,-hl 40 .69 s0 8.82 6.0 1.40 .04 .11 2.6. 1.90 9.9

64,0294 40 0 . .79 0.0 1.44 ..... ..... ..... 1.44 1.90 -4.0
644.016 40 1.1 50 .7 8.0 1.44 .0o .04 ..... 1,11 1.&9 -2.3

*44-418 40 .9 s0 8.15 6.0 2.44 .o0 .04 ..... 1,II 1.61 -1.&

64,-SI1 40 8.8 80 $.T, .0 2.44 .21 .04 1.5s 2.66 0.4

sa.0 II 40 0 "-- .9.,0 8.0 1.44 .. .. -. 0 .2.4 2.96 -0.7

61,-4.1$ 40 2.8 s0 3.60 5.0 1.44 .1 .06 -. 10 12.6 1.49 7.8

66-006 49 0 . 1.66 0.0 1.04 ..... ..... ..... 2.06 1.01 -1.0
66.909 46 2.2 60 2.69 6.0 1,04 .01 .30 ... 1.3ST 2.2? &.&

$%-*1$ 46 0 ..... $-.o 1.0 L.$$ ..... 9.... ... 11.4 0.-

0%-430 49 8.3 go 8.9 9.0 2.88 .19 .08 ..... 2.66 2.66 0

* ~ 4.1.1.4-4
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4.1.2 SECTION PITCHING MOMENT
4.1.2.1 SECTION ZERO-LIFE PITCHING MOWNT

The zero-lilt pitching-moment coefficient is included for various NACA four- and five-digit and NACA
6-series airfoil sections in tables 4.1.1-A and 4.1.1-B. Theme data should be used wherever possible
in preference to theoretical data in stability and control calculations.

These tables re applicable to Mich numbers below the critical. Above the critical Mach number,appreciable changes in zero-lift pitching moment may be present because of compressibility effects'.

Additional section data may be located in the literature with the aid of table 4.1,1-C.

The theoretical pitching-moment coefficients of the various airfoil man livem at the design lift coef-
ficients are proportional to the section design lift coefficient or mean-line ordinate (camber) and may lic
scaled up or down as shown in the sample problem below or in table 4.1.1-D. Since the thecreticsl thin-
airfoil aerodynamic center is at the quarter-chord point, the theoretical zero-lift pitching moment is iden-
tical to the theoretical pitching mnent about the quarter-chord point at the design lift coefficient, shown(3) is table 4.1.1-D,

:•" Sample Problems,

"Example 1: Find the theoretical c% about the quarter-chcwd point for the 2415 airfoil. Using the 64
"mean line ams a base, for which cm% -0. 157(table 4.1.1-D), the required pitching-moment
coefficient is

cS-.157 x 2/6
* -.0,5:'

The experimental value for this section is -.049 (table 4.1.1-A).

Example 2: Find the cio about the quarter-chord point for the NACA 65,-215, a 0.5 airfoil. The
design lift coefficient for this airfoil is 0.2. Using the 6-series mean line for a 0.5,
for which cmo -. 139 (table 4.1.1-D), gives the desired pitching-moment coefficient:

""em - -. 139 x .2
--. 028

4.1.2.1-1
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4.1.2.2 SECTION PITCHING-MOMENT VARIATION WiTH LIFT

A, SUBSONIC

The aerodynamic center of thin airfoil sections is theoretically located at the quarter-chord point. Experi-
natatally, the aerodynauinc-cet.ýer location is a function of section thickness ratio and trailing-edge angle.
Experimental data should always be used in preference to the theory.

The summary of experimental aerodynamic characteristics of various NACA four- and five-digit and 6-series
airfoil sections given in tables 4.1.1-A and 4.1.1-B includes aerodynanic-center location.

Figure 4.1.2.2-3 presents the generalized aerodynamic center for the useful range of airfoil thickness ratios
and trailing-edge angles. Trailing-edge angles, as defined on figure 4.1.2.2-3 are given for standard

NACA airfoils in Section 2.2.1. A comparison of experimental data with results based on these charts is
Sshown in table 4.1.2.2-A.

B. SUPERSONIC

Section pitching-moment variation with lift at supersonic speeds is primarily a function of section thickness,
thickness distribution, and camber. For conditions where there is no flow separation, shock-exansion
"theory given results that are in good agreement with experimental data.

At the higher angles of attack, enpecially for the thicker sections, flow separation takes place on the upper
rear portion of the airfoil. Under these circumstances the experimental center of pressure ia farther forward
than that predicted by theory.

At very high angles of attack, the shock detaches from the section leading edge. The center of pressure
then teds toward the S0-percunt-chord point as thc angle of attack increases toward 90

Figure4.1.2.2-4 gives the position of the center of pressure for three airfoil sections as a function of Mach
number, angle of attack, and thickness ratio. These results are calculated from shock-expansion theory
(reference 1) and are strictly applicable only when the flow is everywhere attached.

REFERENCE

1. Tlandbook of Supersouni Aerodynalmia, NAVORD Report 1488. Vol 8, Section 6, 1916, (U)

4.1.2.2-11i>.Xff.LL~ t n~kj.



TABUR 4.134-A

AIUFOIL.SCIMON AK6RODYNAUIC.CENTEI POSITON
DATA S!IMMARY AND SURSTANflATION

A~r________TedQ (cakc-Tew'

221 - vs J61 MY7 -. 06

234% 31.4 .231 .3

441S 19.6 .24 AS4 a

4415 2u. ms4 .24 0
4421 27.5 in M?270

4424 31.4 .30 in -0

63&415 4A8 M6 J24 +.002

632-418 in .7 .271 -. 001
63.031 ITS X27 3 +.001

63.3 6A6 .2" M24 +MO
"6AOI0 10" Z38 A38 0

64,A21S 15.3 msI I2 A.

64,A212 136 ms5 251 -. 001

6 44)009 3.3 .210 362 +Am*

64.012 4Z9 .659+j"
64,015 5.8 AR6 -Al0

64j4021 &.1 .273 372 -.001

65.00 29 .2636 0

65.415 7.2 in .26S .W

65.2110.1 .20.69 -. 001

"16.06 5.6 355 3

S66.415 9.3 M26 22 -.603

66o-M1 130 .175 .265 -. 010

23024 31.4 .231 .22+.001 *

%0006 7.9 .25 .24 -. 001

1412 157 .2w0 M2 -Am0
23012 15.7 .21 24 +.007
2303I 23. .241 23+.001

23021 27.5 IN3 .23 +.003
2302 31.5 S2 .231 4.00@

C12.-2



SUBSONIC SPE(EDS
SECTION AERODYNAMIC CENTER

OTR ,TRAILING-9D0E AN4OLE, (dtil)

FIOUN3R 4..4, EFFECT OF TRAILINO-NDUR ANOLB ONI
SECTION AERODYNAMIC-ErSLCTO

4 4.1.2.2-3



SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
r SECTION CENTER OF PRESSURE

aa

CEXNTER-OF- 2

PRSSR P33881114
LOCATION

(O1 CHORD)

MACHl NUMBER

CENTER-OF-I
ELOCATION 40

(S CHORD) 4-

SHOMCK NUMBCHEN

so r -r_

CENTER-OF- i

LOCATION 4

(A CHORD)

-SHOCK ORTArHENKT

80 - -. -

I 8 4

MACH NUMBER

* - 1101131 4.1.2.2-4 EFFECT Of THICKNESS AND ANS-W OF ATTACK ON

* CIP1TICR OF PRESSURE3 LOCATION

4.1.2.2-4



4.1.3 WING LIFT

In the follomirg g~roup of Sections, (4.1.3.1 throogh 4.1.3.4), methods are presented for calculating the lift and normal
force on wiligs at any angle c-f attack kind any speed. An accurate detern'inacion of wing lift characteristics is important,

since many other calculations are bas~ed on the wing-alone properties, e.g., all wingbody lift estimates and wing and
wing-body rolling-moment calculations,

For this reason the approximations that are made in calculating wing Wt in certain )I the tollowing Sections must be

clearly Vndlerstood in terms of their effect on the accuracy of the result~ng numerical values.

The aerodynamic forces acting i~n a wing, may 6e represented by a 3ingle force vector, This vector is conventionally
resolved into two orthogonal components. The' directions of the components are defined by the axis system selected.
The two agis as stems used roost often are illustrated in ~he sketch below.

a ~a

Lii'! AXIS 3AIsTEM f4-3RMAL-?0RCE AXIS SYSTSM

In the lif axis system, the force vector F is resolved into components perpendicular and parallel to the free streuri.
B These components are called hit and drag, respectively. In the normal-force axis system, the force vector is resolved

into components perpendicular to and parallel to the wing chord, called the normal force and the chord force, respectively.

The equations relating the lift, drag, normal~force, and chord-force coefficients are

C, CL cos a + CD sin a 4.1.3-a

CX - CD COSa + CL Sin a 4.13-b

CL CNI0 co + i- CS~ li-- a 4.1.3-c

C, C.\ Sin a - '. COS 4.1.3-d

If the resultant force vector is nearly normal to the wing surface, tni! 'hoidwise force component can be neglected and

F z=N X zO

CL ZC\ csa4.1.3-c

Cb Z sN in a 4.1.3 -f

The resultant force vector is nearly normal to the wing surface for all low -aspect- ratio wings and for high aspect -ratio
wings at angles of attack beyond 'he stall at subsonic speeds. It is also nearly normal to the wing surface for all .aings

at supersonic speeds, However, for h igh -aspect- ratio wings at angles of attack below the stall, tile resultant force vector
is more nearly perpcndicular to the free-strearn direction than normal to the wing surface.

For purposes of continuity thrnugh the ccmrrplete spee~d and angle-of-attack envelope it is convenient to introduce a
pseudonormal force C..', defined by the equafion

4.1.3-1
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C. 4.1.3-g
COS al

As indicated by the discussion above, this C.' is essentially the true normal force for all situations except that of high.
aspect-ratio wings at angles of attack below the stall.

In the following Sections C%' is used for C. throughout. Sample problems in Section 4.1.3.3 show comparisons
between experimental CN values and calculated C/' values, and between experimental and calculated CL values for
several configurations.

4,1.3-2
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4.1.3.1 WING ZERO-LIFT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The method presented in this section is restricted to subsonic speeds. In the transonic and supersonic speed
regimes it is suggested that reference be made to experimental data.

A. SUBSONIC

The effect of planform geometry on the zero-lift angle of attack of untwisted, constant-section wings is
"F> relatively small. Therefore, the method applied to such planforms is based on airfoil section properties.

For untwisted, constant-section wings the zero-lift angle of attack, taken from reference 1, is

cli

. = 0 1 -- (degrees) 4.1.3.1-a
la

where clj, aj, and c1  are the section design lift coefficient, angle of attack for design lift coefficient, and
section lift-curve slope, respectively. These data may be obtained from Section 4. 1. 1.

Equation 4.1.3.1-a is applicable to swept wings if the airfoils are defined parallel to the free stream.

If definition of the airfoil section parallel to the free stream is not available for a particular swept wing,
then co may be approximated by

(a', = tan-, tan-0) (degrees) 4.1.3.1-b
Iea = cos A

A A,0

where

A is the sweepback of some constant-percent chord line.

(a0) is the zero-lift angle of attack of an untwisted, constant-section wing of zero-degree
A-0 sweepback obtained by using equation 4.1.3.1-a. Values of cji, aei, and %used in equation

4.1.3.1-a are based on the airfoil section in a plane normal to the particular constant-perceit
chord line.

For wings with constant airfoil sections and linear twist, lifting-line theory may be used as in reference 2 to
obtain ako as a function of planform geometry. This method uses the equation

-. ca0  (6IA0 ) + 0 (degrees) 4.1.3.1-c

I 4.1.3.1-1
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where

(%) 0is the zero-lift angle of attack of the untwisted, constant-section wing, given by equation
no 4.1.3,1

S0 is the change in wing zero-lift angle of attack due to a unit chbnge in linear wing twist. This
0i' parameter is obtained from figure 4.1.3.144.

8-.-is the twist of the wing tip with respect to the root section, in degrees (negative for washout).
"A linear spanwise twist distribution is assumed (all constant-percent points of the local
chords lie in straight lines along the span).

Test data have indicated that if the airfoil is cambered the zero-lift angle of attack varies with Mach
number, particularly above the critical Mach number. A Mach number correction to be applied to cambered
airfoils is presented as figure 4.1.3.14 5. This chart gives the ratio of the zero-lift angle of attack at any
subsonic Mach number to the corresponding value at M = 0.3. This chart is based on the data of references
3, 4, and 5 and is to be considered as a first-order approximation only.

Unfortunately, there are not enough data to substantiate the theoretical results as applied to either
untwisted or twisted wings. Consequently, experimental data should be used whenever possible.

m Given: An untwisted, constant-section wing.

A 6.0 A0 /4 =6.340 X 0.50 0 0

Y90  Y99NACA 23012 airfoil (streamwise) Y 1.455 0.265

- Lowspeed; • = 1.0 , = lx 106 (baud on MAC)

Compute:

*@ a1 = 1.65° 'Ci 1...0 (table 4.1.1-D)

%::.0.30 ,

* 'i!i.5 Determine cla (Section 4.1.1.2)

Y9 0  y 99

1 2 2 1.455 - 0.265
tan - 'E- 0.132

2 9T9

*• 4.1.3.1-2
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:.i (cl = 0.760 (figure 4.1.1.2-8a):.. :::- ( theory

(N0 ) = 6.89 per rad (figure 4.1.1.2-Eb)
thcoqy1.5[ C,

- 1.05 C( )theory (equation 4.1.1.2-a)

L - "' "otheory

1.05- 1.0 [0.7601 (6.89) = 5.50 per rad

= 0.096 per deg

Solution:

(o = ai - 'e- quation 4,1.3.1-a)

1.5 0.30, QI = 1.65----
0.096

• J = -1.48 deg

REFERENCES
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4.1.3.2 WING LIFT-CURVE SLOPE

The lift on a wing at angle of attack results from the distributed pressures over the surf,-ce oif the
wing, At subsonic speeds, most of the lift on a wing is derived from a region of low pressure on the
upper surface near the leading edge. The magnitude and distribution of this pressure field is such
that its integrated value over the wing surface results in a force vector that is very nearly
perpendicular to the free-stream direction. This is the well-known jift-force vector. The rate of
change of this vector with angle of attack is the lift-curve slope dCL Ida, usually written as CL .

At supersonic speeds the pressure distribution over the wing is quite different. The pressure
integration results in a force vector that is more nearly perpendicular to the wing-chord plane rather
than to the free-stream direction. This is called the normal force and its variation with angle of
attack in coefficient form is dCN/dK , or CNa.

"For small angles of attack, CL, is interchangeable with CN,. At higher angles of attack the
distinction is important.

For finite, three-dimensional wings, tile free-stream direction with reference to the wing local-airfoil
sections is determined by the free-stream angle of attack decreased by the local induced angle of
attack. The lift vector is tilted back by an angle equal to the local induced angle. This force vector
can be resolved into two components -- one perpendicular to and one parallel to the free-stream
direction.

For high-aspect-ratio wings there is a certain justification in using CL, as CN , below stall angles,
since the induced angle is small. For angles of attack beyond the stall, the total-force vector is
essentially normal to the wing chord. For very low-aspect-ratio wings at high angles of attack, the
induced effects are large and the local-force vector is tilted back through a large angle.

A. SUBSONIC

Theories for calculating tile subsonic lift on three-dimensional wings fall into two general classes,
lifting-surface theories and lifting-line theories. Lifting-surface theories, such as those of
References I and 2, give highly accurate results for both wing lift and pitching moment. Since they
are rather difficult to apply, however, they are usually reserved for detailed analyses of specific
wings, particularly low-aspect-ratio wings, where the induced-camber and induced-angle-of-attack
effects are important.

Lifting-line theories are widely used for calculating the lift-curve slopes of high-aspect-ratio wings,
where chord-loading effects are less important. Certain modified lifting-line theories (References 3
and 4) give lift-curve slopes (but not pitching moments) that are quite accurate, even for very low

aspect ratios. The explanation foi this unexpected ,ccuracy is given in Reference 5.

At subsonic speeds methods are presented for determining the lift-curve slope of the following two
classes of wing planfomls:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, fixed trapezoidal wings)

S4.1.3.2-1



Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Double-delta wings (composite wings with A -3 or less)
Cranked wings (composite wings with A - 3 or greater)
Curved (Gothic and ogee) wings

These three general categories of non-straight-tapered wings are illustrated in Sketch (a), and their

wing-geometry parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

Ogee Gothic

Double delta Cranked Curved r

SKETCH (a)

Two separate methods are presented for straight-tapered wings. Method 1, taken from Reference 3,
is applicable to the majority of configurations. In this method, the wing taper ratio has been
eliminated as a parameter by the use of the midchord sweep angle rather than the conventional
quarter-chord or leading-edge sweep angle. This permits a considerable simplification in the
presentation of wing-lift-curve-slope information. Because of this simplification, the method of
Reference 3 has been chosen for presentation in this section for estimating the lift-curve slope of
straight-tapered wings. It gives results that agree with slender-wing theory (Reference 6) at very low
aspect ratios and with two-dimensional section data at infinite aspect ratios.

Method 2, taken from Reference 7, is applicable only at M = 0.2 for highly swept, constant-
section, low-aspect-ratio, delta or clipped-delta configurations with large thickness ratios; i.e.,
0.10 < t/c < 0.30. The unique feature of this method is its consideration of the vortex-induced lift.

-* In contrast to the conventional constant lift-curve slope, this method allows for one or two breaks
in the lift-curve slope to account more accurately for the vortex-induced lift contribution.

The lift-curve slopes of non-straight-tapered wings are treated in Reference 8. The planforms
investigated include double delta, cranked, and curved (Gothic and ogee). Methods for predicting
the lift-curve slope near zero lift for these planforms are based on the work of Spencer in

* Reference 9. This work consists of an extension of the results presented foi conventional wings in
Reference 3 to include wings having variation in sweep along the span. Since lift curves of
double-delta and curved wings are considered nonlinear throughout the lift range, the lift-curve
slope near zero lift is of little significance by itself. On the other hand, experimental results show

* . 4.1.3.2-2
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"that the lift curves for cranked wings (defined as composite wings with aspect ratios approximately
three or greater) exhibit a linear range up to approximately eight degiees angle of attack.
Consequently, the method of Reference 9, as modified by an empirical correlation factor, is used
for the prediction of CL • for cranked wings with round-nosed airfoils.

"DATCOM METHODS

Straight-Tapered Wings

Method I

The three-dimensional lift-curve slope of conventional wings is presented in Figure 4.1.3.2-49 as a
function of wing aspect ratio, midchord sweep angle, Mach number, and section (defined parallel to
the free stream) lift-curve slope. The factor K of Figure 4.1.3.2-49 is the ratio of the
two-dimensional lift-curve slope (per radian) at the appropriate Math number to 21r/f3; i.e., (c )u /
(27r/0). Section lift-curve slope (per degree) is obtained from Section 4.1.1.2.

A sweep-conversion formula is given in Section 2.2.2, from which the midchord sweep for any
straight-tapered wing may be determined.

Application of the method is illustrated in the sample problem following the non-straight-tapered-wing methods of this paragraph, and in the sample problems following the straight-tapered-wing

methods for transonic speeds in Paragraph B.

Method 2

L This semiempirical method is taken from Reference 7, ignoring the small wing-planform nose-radius
effects. The semiempirical method was developed by using the test results of Reference 7,
correlated with the theoretical predictions based on lifting-surface theory. Because of its
semiempirical nature, the method should be restricted to M = 0.2 conditions for highly swept,
constant-section, low-aspect-ratio, delta or clipped-delta configurations with the following geomet-
ric characteristics:

0.58 <A C 2.55

C <X < 0.3
63 0 C ALE 80 0

0.10 < t/c < 0.30

ATE =0

The determination of the breaks in the lift-curve slope (CL 1 and CL111 in Sketch (b)), is contingent

upon the availability of section upper-surface pressure data for the particular airfoil section being
considered. In the method formulation of Reference 7, the pressure data were derived by means of
a computer-program solution for the potential flow equations for two-dimensional incompressible
flow, by the method of conformal transformation according to Imai (Reference 10). However, test
data from Reference 11 or any other source of valid experimental data will satisfy the requirement.

4.1.3.2-3
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SKETCH (b)

For round-nosed-planform configurations, the reader is referred to Reference 7, where thre.,
different planform nose-radius models were tested. Although a procedure was developed to accoint
for the incremental nose-radius effects, it requires a computer-program lifting-surface theory as a
basis.

The lift-curve slope for a low-aspect-ratio, delta or clipped-delta wing may be approximated by the
following procedure:

Step 1. Determine the low-lift-region lift-curve slope uncorrected for thicknezs effects by

(CLhe 8 tan- 1  --- 4.1.312-a
16 + 7rA/(l + 2 X•tan ALE)

where

A is the wing aspect ratio,

X is the wing taper ratio.

ALE is the wing leading-edge sweep.

4.1.3.2-4
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Step 2. Determine the low-lift-region lift-curve slope, based on the wing planform area, by
correcting the theoretical value in Step 1 for thickness effects.

K_,; basic tlw 4.1.3.2-b
t-•'C" (CL,)'to' CL t'heoury

where

(L.)h~r is from Step I above.

CLO
! Cis from Figure 4.1. 3 . 2-50a as a function of aspect ratio, taper
\ CL theory ratio, and thickness ratio.

Step 3. Plot the maximum negative upper-surface section pressure coefficient CPU and its
corresponding section lift coefficient cQ on Figure 4.1.3.2-50b for three or four
different section lift coefficients. These pressure data are supplied by the user ard
may be theoretical or taken from a source of experimental data such as
Reference 11. When a sufficient number of points have been plotted, fair a smooth
line through the points. Now determine where the fairec line intersects the value of

S( C )thY as determined above in Step 1. The point of intersection determines

the value of (L , read on the abscissa scale of the figure. The value foi CL is the

lift coefficient where the vortex lift component necessitates the first change in the
lift-curve slope (see Sketch (b)). The point of intersection also defines the maximum
negative upper-surface section pressure coefficient CPU used in the next step.

Step 4. Plot the maximum negative upper-surface section pressure coefficient CPU versus its
corresponding nondimensional chordwise location x/c. (These pressure data are
supplied by the user as above in Step 3.) Read the chordwise location x/c
corresponding to the value of Cp determined in Step 3.

Step 5. Determine the value of CLill from Figure 4.1.3.2-51 as a function of taper ratio,
sweep, thickness ratio, and the chordw ise location of Cpu. The value for Ct1 I is the
lift coefficient where the vortex lift component necessitates a second change in the
lift-curve slope (see Sketch (b)).

Step 6. Determine the value of ((1Lt4) limit from the following:

0.0467 (sin Ac) 14 (per deg) 4.1.3.2-c

where

is the complement of the leading-edge sweep angle ALE: i.e., Ac 90 -A
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Step 7. Determine the incremental increase in lift-curve slope 6CL.11 starting at CLt!

"accordin; to the following criteria:

If Then

(L,), Limi C~L,~aj >0.0067; 6CL.1 0.0067 per deg

(C .) Limit - (CL.) baic <o0.0067; 6CLO 1 _- (CL.) tLimit ba(sic)b.

1.'"CL 6CL.11(C1,) Limit (L)basic'CL 1  0

Step B. Determine the total lift-curve slope in the region between CL11 and CL I1 using

CL, (C6)+ CL) 4.1.3.2-d

where

S(CL.) b asi€ is from Step 2.

O(CL),, is from Step 7.

L - Step 9. Determhixe the incrementai irease in lift-cuve sope 3 CLiiI stairing at C,111

according to the following criteria:

If Then

CL, ) -(CL) ba 0.012; (CL.) 1  0.012 per deg

(CL.) - (CL.)bai <o0.012; (8c 1 .). . (CL .) (CL.)btC

(CL) .(c ), ( .) ) b ai

Step 10. Determine the total lift-curve slope in the region beyond CL111 using

-(CL,) il * = (CL.)basic + (8CLa) ii! 4.1.3.2-a

where

(CL)as is from Stop 2.

6C-O [if is from Step 9.
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The entire lift-curve slope may now be c'onstructed as shown in Sketch (b). (Note that the wing

zero-lift angle of attack a0 is determined by using Section 4.1.3. 1.)

No substantiation of this methold is possible because of the lack of low-aspect-ratio test data having
wing thickness ratios of 0.10 • t/c < 0.30. Application of this method is illustrated in the sample
problem on Page 4. 1.3.2-.8.

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Double-Delta Wings

Although the lift-curve slope near zero lift of double-delta wings is of little significance by itself,
this CL,• is used in the correlation of nonlinear lift of double-delta wings at subsonic speeds inSection 4.1,3.3.

This method, taken from Reference 9, consists of an extension of the method of Reference 3 by use
of an effective value of cos AC which is defined as the area-weighted average of the local value of
cos A,/2'

The subsonic lift-curve slope of double-delta wings is obtained from the procedure outlined in the
following steps:

Step 1. Divide the wing into n sections, each section being assumed to have constant sweep

angles within its boundary. (See Section 2.2.2 for wing-geometry parameters.)

Step 2. Using the wing geometry determined in Step 1, obtain (cos Ac/2 )•ff by

whr c 2 (os A. (. ~ cos A,2) S i 4. 1.3.2-f
j=l

where

w is the total wing area.

denotes one section of n sectiois having constant sweep angles
within its boundary.

Sj iis the total area of one section of n sections.

•(,;os Act 2)j is the cosine of the sweep angle of the half-chord line of one
section of n sectionm

Step 3. Obtain the lift-curve slope by application of the method used to delCte-n1ie CLa o(
straight-tapcit'd wings, but with t,A,/2 ),ff used in place of Ac,/2 in the design chart
(Figure 4.1.3.2-49).

Application of this technique is illustrated in the sample problem on Page 4.1.3.2-10.
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"* Cranked Wings

The subsonic lift-curve slope of cranked wings with -ou.gd-nosed airfoils is obttined by applying an
empirical correlation to the method of Reference S.

The equation for CL. of cranked wings, taken from Reference 8, is

(CL test
CL X = (cL,)ped 4.1.3.2-g

(C ) r(CL,) pred

where

is the lift-curve slope of the cranked wing, predicted by the method outlined

is the empirical correlation factor of subsonic lift-curve slope for cranked

(CL- )p,, wings. It is presented as a function of wing aspect ratio and Mach number in
Figure 4.1.3.2-52. (All cranked wings analyz. 4 in Reference 8 had round
leading edges, and the use of Figure 4.1.3.2-52 i restricted accordingly.)

A comparison of test data tor 12 configurations with CL. of cranked wings having round-nosed
airfoils calculated by this method is presented as Table 4.1.3.2-A (taken from Reference 8). The test
data are for four wing-alone and eight wing-body configurations. Three of the wing-alone
configurations have two breaks in the leading edge. Although no attempt has been made to define
the effects of wing thickness ratio, poor accuracy generally results for t/c > 0.09. It should also be
noted that the calculated accuracy detexiorates as Mach number exceeds 0.80. No configuration had
a body-diameter-to-wing-span ratio .jreater than 0.147 and, consequently, the wing-body interfer-
ence is considered to be negligible. It is suggested that this method be restricted to values of
M 0.80 and t/c < 0.10.

It is suggested that th. subsonic lift-curve slope of cranked wings with sharp-nosed airfoils be
obtained by direct application of the method outlined for double-delta planforms.

Curved Wings

- No method is presented for estimating the subsonic lift-curve .dope of curved wings because of their
nonlinear lift characteristics.

Sample Problems

1. Method 2

Given: The following straight-tapered, constant-section, low-aspect-ratio, clipped-delta configura-
tion.

A = 0.823 X= 0.18 ALE = 73.50 NACA 2412 airfoil

* M=0.2

*i 4.1.3.2-8
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Compute:
CL.),too y 1 8 tan- 6 A (Equation 4.1.3.2-a)

)16=+ 1A/(I + 2A tan ALE)

0.823w": = ~8 tan-
16 + 0.323 r/[ 1 + 2(0.18)(3.376)]

1.195 per rad = 0.0209 perdeg

I I-k 2 II- 0.18 '2

"3+A -l+2/ -+0.823 + 2(0.1 =0.095

CL.

(cL) th~ = 0.98 (Figure 4.1.3.2-50a)

CL.

(CL, = ) i , e (08 (Equation 4.1.3.2-b)

(0.0209)(0,98)

=0.0205perdeg (valid for CL <CLII)

The following pressure data for a NACA 241? airfoil are (Reference 11):

•V CP,, x/c

0 -0.37 0.30
0.253 -0.56 0.19
0.5 -0.95 0.05

The above data are now plotted on Figure 4.1.3.2-50b. From Figure 4.1.3.2-50b we now
obtain a value of 0.222 for CLI, at a value of -0.53 forC;,u.

Plot C versus x/c

4 _-1.0-

-- 75.

-. 0

-. 25

S0 0I.2 .3

x/c

From the above plot xlc = 0.204 for CpU = -0.53.
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. x/c 0.204
____ =__ = 0.0643
(1 4 XX 1 - x/c) tan AL = (1 + 0.18)(1 -- 0.204)(3.376)

CLIII = 0.467 (Figure 4.1.3.2-51)

Ac = 900 -_ALE 90o-73.50 16.50

(CL,)limit = 0.0467 (sin A.) 114  (Equation 4.1.3.2-c)

= 0.0467 (sin 16.5°)1/4

0.0342 per deg

(CL*) ji it (CLJ) basic =0.0342-0.0205 =0.0137

Since 0.0137>0.0067, (wCL,)I 0.0067 (Step 7)

(CL,) (CL) + (SCL,) 1  (Equation 4.1.3.2-d)C~a!I *)tbasic + 1II

= 0.0205 + 0.0067

= 0.0272 per deg (valid for 0.222 < CL < 0.467)

Since 0.0137 > 0.012, &CLallI = 0.012perdeg (Step9)

(C L, 11 ,1 - (CLO) basic + (6CL) O (Equation 4.1.3.2-e)

"0.0205 + 0.012

= 0.0325 per deg (valid for CL > 0.467)

Solution:

* ' The entire lift curve can now be constructed assuming the wing zero-lift angle of attack Ot0 has

been determined using Section 4.1.3.1.

2. Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Given: The aranked-wing planform of Reference 29. (See Section 2.2.2 for wing-planform
•-•i.,geometry.)" geom•r. =Awf 4,0 Sw = 2.25 sq ft bw/2 = 18.0 in.

9- AW 4.0 2

* A"E7 lB =0.6 Si = 1,641 sqft So = 0.609sqft

,rw ALE = 13.85 in. cB 8.03 in. ctw 4.15 in,

ctw kW = 0.30 i = 0.58 0.517

T A ALi= 48.60 ALE° = 7.70

___ 40.90 Ac/2 -7.7

2

* 4.1.3.2-10 NACA 65A006 airfoil M 0.80 13 = 0.60

, -*-.-----.- ~ - -- ------ ------- . a Z L s . ~ .



• .Compute:

j n

(cos Ac/2)eff E.. (cos A/ 2 )i Si (cos A Si + (cos A S
'. ":(Equation 4.1.3.2-f)

2.25 1(0.756) (1.641) + (0.991) (0.609)1 =0.820

(Ac/2)eff = 3490 ; tan (Ac/2)eff 0.6976

"c2  = 6.00 per rad (Section 4.1. 1)

6.00
aR 0 - 10.0 per rad

a M 0.6
crM 10.0 (0.6)

-= =0.955
(21r/0) 21

[p2 (Ac/2)eff½ "40 +0.4866/½ 3.85

:i~~~ •!(Cape -1.00 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)

Co pred 4.00 per rad

#A= (0.6) (4.0) = 2.40

(CLa)test
"•= 81 (Figure 4.1.3.2-52)

(CLc;)pred

Solution:

(CL.)ts
4CLa = (LO)p (CL) (Equation 4.1.3.2-g)

- (4.00) (1.081)

4.324 per rad

0.0755 per deg

This compares with a tcst value of 0.075 per degree fromReference 29.
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-• B. TRANSONIC

The transonic characteristics of wings are very difficult to predict. The current status of the
problem is summarized in Reference 12. It is pointed out in this reference that although transonic
theory gives results of surprisingly good accuracy in many cases, the mathematical difficulties in
solving nonlinear partial differential equations of the mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type have limited its
application to a few simple configurations.

On the other hand, wind-tunnel tests cover a wide variety of configurations but are of questionable
accuracy because of wall-interference effects. These interference effects "e both difficult to
determine analytically and difficult to eliminate. Simply testing smaller ,..odels is not always
sufficient, even in slotted-wall tunnels (Reference 12).

In spite of the uncertainties in test data, the straight-tapered-wing design charts of this section are
based largely on experimental data from wind-tunnel tests. This is done because of certain
important flow-separation effects not accounted for by theory and because of the limited scope of

.. existing solutions for transonic theory. The limited experimental data for non-straight-tapered wings
preclude development of design methods for those planforms at transonic speeds. However, a chart
is presented that indicates the trend of transonic data for double-delta wings and foi cranked wings
"with an aspect ratio of approximately three.

Thick, unswept, straight-tapered wings show increases in lift-Lurve slope with Mach number up to
Mach numbers slightly beyond the critical. The slope then drops abruptly to a low value followed
by a rise near Mach=l.0 to a value almost as high as the value at the critical Mach number (see
Sketch (c), for type "A" wings). This behavior for two-diniensional sections is illustrated in
References 13, 14, and 15. Reducing either the aspect ratio or the wing-thickness ratio or both
reduces the magnitude of these effects. For very thin wings and for wings of very low aspect ratio
these transonic nonlinearities do not exist (see Sketch (c) for type "B" wings). Increasing the sweep

* angle raises the wing critical Mach number. However, the increase is never as large as that predicted
by simple sweep theory. Reference 16 shows that three-dimensional effects in the regions of the
wing root and tip prevent the full benefits of sweep from being realized.

The transonic nonlinearities in lift-curve slope are related to the appearance of local shocks located
asymmetrically on the upper and lower surfaces of the wing. Prediction of the exact shock-wave
location is somewhat involved, since there is an interaction between the shocks on the upper and
lower surfaces (Reference 17). Camber, thickness ratio, and thickness distribution all have
pronounced effects on section transonic lift characteristics. Proper combination of the above
geometric parameters can prevent transonic lift losses even for quite thick sections (Reference 18).
Wings that do have large transonic lift losses at zero angle of attack show marked recovery at higher
angles of attack (Reference 19).

DATCOM METHODS

Straight-Tapered Wings

The procedure for constructing the transonic lift-curve slope of conventional planforms is outlined
in the following steps. In following this procedure, reference should be made to the schematic
sketch below. The method is based on data for the untwisted and uncambered wings of
References 19 and 47 through 51. These data are compared in Table4.1.3.2-B with the values
calculated from the charts.

* 4.1.3.2-12
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The charts are limited to wings having symmetrical airfoils of conventional thickness distribution
and are for zero angle of attack only.

CL C

.6 1.4 .6 1.4

MACH NUMBER MACH NUMBER

TYPE "A" WINGS TYPE "B" WINGS

SKETCH (c)

Step 1. Calculate the force-break Mach number Mfb. TIhis is obtained from Figure
4.1. 3 .2-53a for zero wing sweep. A correction for sweep effects is provided by
Figure 4.1.3.2-53b.

Step 2. Compute the theoretical lift-curve slope at the force-break Mach number by the
method of paragraph A.

Step 3. The actual lift-curve slope at the force-break Mach number is found by means of the
ratio (CL" fb/(CLa,)theory obtained from Figure 4.1.3.2-54a.

Step 4. The abrupt decrease in lift-curve slope above the force-break Mach number is
described by the ratio a/c (see Sketch (c)). This ratio is given in Figure 4.1.3.2-54b.
The Mach numbei Ma at which the lift-curve slope reaches its minimum value is

Ma =Mb +0.07

The lift-curve slope at Ma is

(CL) (I=

For wings thiat do not exhibit large transonic lift losses (Sketch (c)), the lift-curve
slope at Ma may still be obtained from the ratio a/c as given in Figure 4.1.3.2-54b.
In all cases, c is the lift-curve slope at the force-break Mach number as obtained in
Step 3.

Step 5. The subsequent rise in CIoa (Sketch (b)) is given by the ratio b/c as presented in
Figure 4.1. 3 .2 -54c, The Mach number at this point is

Mb= Mfb +0.14

4.1.3.2-13
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The lift-curve slope is

' :"CLa (Ib)C*f

"An identical procedure is used for wings of type "B."

Step 6. The lift-curve slope at M = 0.6 is calculated by the straight-tapered-wing method of
Paragraph A of this section.

Step 7. The lift-curve slope at M = 1.4 is calculated by the straight-tapered-wing method of
Paragraph C of this section.

Step 8. The complete transonic lift-cur,;c slope between Mach numbers 0.6 and 1.4 can now
be constructed by fairing a curve through the points obtained by means of Steps 1
through 7.

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

During the course of the program reported in Reference 8 an empirical correlation of the lift-curve
- slope of double-delta and cranked wings at M = 1.0 was achieved. This correlation is presented

"herein as Figure 4.1.3.2-55. It is suggested that it be used as a guide for fairing between subsonic
and supersonic values Of CL, of composite wings with an aspect ratio of three or less.

"The configurations used in the correlation vary in aspect ratio from 1.33 to 3.0. The inboard-panel
sweepback is 780 for the lower correlation points and 600 for the upper correlation points.
Spanwise positions of the leading-edge break i vary from approximately 0.30 to 0.70.

Semple Proble'ns

1. Straight-Tapered Wing of Type "A."

Given: Wing tested in Reference 48.

A= 4.0 , = 1.0 ALE = 0 NACA 63AO01 airfoil
' , -: C o m p u t e :"

CompeMfb = 0.842 (Figure 4.1.3.2-53a)

" -> ct = 6.02 per rad (Section 4. 1. 1)

ce

ce
am (-c?/ ) cM

-".== - = 0.958
;2r/) (21r/03) 27r
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V. ] 4.0

A k2 tan2A 0/. 8 (0.291)½ 2.25
f:::.'•'•1• (CLOtheory . ..

C,)t-r= 1.25 per tad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)

A

(C~or~heory 5.0 per rad

(CLjCb)hr

0.96 (Figure 4 .1.3.2-54a)
(CLct)theory

(CL , 4.80 per rad

a- = 0.35 (Figure 4.1.3,2-54b)
C

Ma = Mpo+0.07 = 0.912

(CL)Oa (!-a)(CLa)fb = 3.12perrad

= 0.15 (Figure 4 .1.3,2-54c)
c

SMb = Mfb+0.14 = 0.982

( 0 perradb =(Figu 4.08 per rad

- (CL)M=0. 6 (Paragraph A)

10+tnAj (0 .6 4)1/2= 3.34
K 12 0.958

(c La)M=
0 6

A 1.065 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)

4.26 per rad

(C)M14 (Paragraph C)

*- "1/(A) 0.255

*1 4.1.3.2-15



P2N a =3.50 per rad (Figure 4.1. 3 . 2-56 2)

(CNM)M.i. 4  3.57 per rad

Solution:

The complete lift-curve slope as a function of Mach number may now be constructed as shown
in the following diagram.

4

CLf 3

(per rad)

+ Experimental Data
i . i

o Calculated Points
:•'q-,0 now--".

.6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4

MACH NUMBER

- : 2. Straisht-Tapered Wing of Type "B"

.7, Given: Wing tested in Reference 47.

*. A = 2.67 X 0.2 ALE = 450 NACA 63A004 airfoil

, , Compute:

"(Mfb)A=o 1.00 (Figure 4.1.3.2-53a)

- Aqc 26.60

'. (Mfb)A l.0'O (Figure 4.1.3.2-53b)

(CLa)theory at (M)A

*c~ - 6.47 per rad (Section 4.1.1.2)

c4a
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fi = - -= 1.03
2.6( 2rclo) = (21r/0) 27r 10

-. A [ 2 12' 2.6 7 2, .3
I (fb)A2 + tan2 Ac/21' = (0.251)2 =1.30

K 1.03
7- .. .. . 1.435 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)

.%" A

SCLO)- -- 3.83 perthor

-,): 1.085 (Figure 4.1.3.2-54a)

(CLa)theory

(CL 4.16 per rad
at fb"•-aa

- = 0.005 (Figure 4.1.3.2-54b)
c

Ma Mfb+ 0.07 = 1.07

(CLa)a = (1-)(CL)fb =4.14 per rad

= 0.075 (Figure 4.1.3.2-54c)
c

Mb = fb+0.14 - 1.14

(CL).~ = (1- L.)(fcb 3.85

,(CL)M, 6  (Paragraph A)

kCL,)M0.6

- 1.22 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)
A

- .(CL•)M = 3.26 per rad(4.32M=0.6

%•;i 4. ;.3.2-17



(CLU)M= 1.4 (Paragraph C)

P/tan ALE 0.98; A tan ALE= 2,67

t E(CN)h -3.55 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-56b)
tan ALE (NO theory

L CNa) 3.5 5 per rad":' CN theory

.Ay = 0.88(Figure 2.2.1-8)

AY4= 1.245ii"- i" ZX~l" cos ALE=1,4

. ... CNa

" 0.795 (Figure 4.1.3.2-60)(CNc)theory

(CN,)=I.4=2.82 per rad
(CNa)M=1 4

Solution:

The complete lift-curve slope as a function of Mach number may now be constructed as shown
in the following diagram.

54 - -

4.

CLa

"(per rad) 2 - -

-+ E4 Yperimental Data

0 Calculated Points
..* .,• 0 -4 4

.6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
MACH NUMBER
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C. SUPERSONIC

Methods are. presented for determining the wing normal-force-curve slope of the following two
classes of wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, fixed trapezoidal wings)

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Double-delta wings
Cranked wings
Curved (Gothic and ogee) wings

These three general categories of non-straight-tapered wings are illustrated in Sketch (a)
(paragraph A). Their wing-geometry parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

At supersonic speeds, the normal-force-curve slope CN. of conventional, double-delta, and cranked
wings is adequately predicted by theoretical calculations except where the effects of thickness
become important.

The design charts pertaining to these wing pianforms are based on the following references:

Reference 20 - in the region of supersonic leading and trailing edges

1',01 Reference 21 - in the region of subsonic leading edges and supersonic trailing edges

Reference 22 - in the regions of tip-root interaction and tip-tip interaction

Reference 23 - in the region of subsonic leading and trailing edges

Reference 6- for values of A, '4 1/4 and o 4 1.0 where a = 1/4[A(I + X) tan ALE]

References 24 and 25 -- for values of A0t g 1/4 and a >' 1.0

In addition, an empirically determined "lift-interference factor" from Reference 8 is applied to
correlate the results for double-delta and cranked wings. The theoretical results are based on linear
"theory with the exception of the region where A41 '• 1/4, which is based on slender-wing theory.
Thin airfoils have been assumed in these theories. Thickness effects are not important except for
conditions where the Mach lines lie on or near the wing leading edge. Under these conditions the
wing-leading-edge shock position is displaced forward from its theoretical position by the finite

-. thickness effects of the leading edge. This displacement results in substantial losses in
"normal-force-curve slope.

For straight-tapered wings with sharp leading edges, the airfoil nose semiwedge angle (measured
perpendicular to the Wing leading edge) determines the shock position relative to the wing and
hence the normal-force-curve slope. Experimental data indicate that the parameter corresponding to

•'4 the nose semiwedge angle of the supersonic airfoil is Ay/cos ALE, where Ay is the difference
between the upper-surface ordinates expressed in percent chord at the 6-percent- and 0.1 5-percent-
chord stations (Figure 2.2.1-8). This is the same Ay discussed in Section 4.1.3.4 with regard to
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airfoil maximum lift. It can he shown that for double-wedge and biconvex airfoils there is a linear
relationship between Ay and the leading-edge semiwedg., angle, given by

AY.L 5.85 tan 5_

where

Ay

A 
- cos ALE

and 61 is the semiwedge angle normal to the leading edge. Either 6.L or Ayj, whichever is more
convenient, may be used to calculate thickness effects for straight-tapered wings with sharp-nosed
airfoils.

Figure 4.1.3.2-60 presents the leading-edge-thickness effect on the normal-force-curve slope of
straight-tapered wings in the form of a ratio of actual normal-force-curve slope to theoretical
normal-force-curve slope. This chart is empirically derived from the experimental data of
Reference 26 of this section and References 11 through 17, 26, and 45, of Section 4.1.3.3.

For double-delta and cranked wings empirical correlation factors for round-nosed and sharp-nosed
airfoils (from Reference 8) are applied, which account for leading-edge effects.

The method presented for determining the normal-force-curve slope of curved (Gothic and ogee)
wings consists of a semiempirical correlation based on the theoretical results of Squire in
Reference 27.

Because of the nonlinear nature of the normal-force curve at high angles of attacK, the methods
presented for estimating CN , are limited to low angles of attack.

Wings with inverse taper (X > 1) have not been considered. Wings with swept-forward leading edges
are included through the use of the reversibility theorem (Reference 28). The reversibility theorem
states that the normal-force-curve slope of the wing in forward flight equals the normal-force-curve
slope of the same wing in reverse flight at the same Mach number.

DATCOM METHODS

Straight-Tapered Wings

The supersonic normal-force-curve slope of conventional wings is obtained as outlined in the
following steps:

Step 1. Obtain the theoretical normal-force-curve slope from Figures 4.1.3.2-56a through
4.1.3.2-56f, except for rectangular wings. The theoretical normal-force-curve slope
for rectangular wings must be obtained from Figure 4 .1.3.2-56g. These charts should
be 'used for M > 1.4. For Mach numbers less than 1.4 the transonic method of

* Paragraph B should be used.

Step 2. For wings approaching the sonic-leading-edge condition, the theoretical CN value
obtained from Step I should be multiplied by the empirical thickness correction
factor from Figure 4.1.3.2-60.
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Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Double-Delta Wings

This method, taken from Reference 8, uSCs the linear-theory desiW charts of the straight-tapered-
"wing method with appropriate empirical correction factors. Application of the method requires that

* -the wing planforrn be broken down as follows (see Sketch (d)):

Basic Wing - the outboard leading mid trailing edges extended to the center line.

Glove - a delta wing superimposed over the basic wing. The glove leading edge is that of
the. inboard panel.

Extension - that poiiion of the wing behind the trailing edge of the basic wing for wings

with broY.%'n trailing edges.

Glove

- GveBasic Wing

Extension

SKETCH (d)

The method is applicable to double-delta wings having breaks in the leading- and/or trailing-edge
sweep at only one spanwise station,

The normal-force-curve slope of the total wing is

CN K ~ I(N)b + 41N 8 CLnF
I(N)b (c 1 )bw (C S 9 (L + (CN)E S

where

KL is an empirically derived "lift-interference tactor" obtained from Fig-
ure 4.1.3.2-61.
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r are the ratios of the areas of the basic wing, gloS e, and trailing-edge
SW SW' SW extension, respectively, to the total wing area. (See Section 2.2.2 for

wing-geometry parameters.)

(CNO)bw, (CNa), are t e normal-force-curve slopes of the basic wing and glove, respectively.
reCN*bw is obtained from Figures 4 .1.3.2-56a through 4l1.3.2-56f.
Cra) is obtained from either Figure 4.1.3.2-56a or Figure 4.1.3.2-63.

(C LEbw (CLE) are empirically derived "leading-edge-effect factors" cbtained from
Figure 4,13.2-62 as functions of Mach number and the respective
planformn leading-edge sweepback.

(Cn)E is the normal-force-curve slope of the trailing-edge extension, shown

schematically ir Sketch (e), and is given by

(c S1  $2-

CN = SW2S 4.1.3.2-i
(cN E SE~

whaere"'
CN) is the normal-force-curve slope of a zero-taper-ratio wing with ALE = ALE 3

here zz: = A , obtained from Figule 4.1.3.2-56a or Figure 4.1.3.2-63.

ICN) is the normal-force-curve slope of a zero-taper-ratio wing with ALE ALE3and ATF = ATEb,•, obtained from Figure 4.1.3.2-56a or Figure 4.1.3.2-63.

S1 S2

are the ratios of the areas of the two zero-taper planforms to the total wing
Sw w area.

ALFg 4 LE

bE12

.,• - ATEŽ
ATEE bw

S sw - (CN) Sw - (CN s)2 SW

SKETCH (e)
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It is recommended that Figure 4.1.3.2-63 be used to obtain the normal-force-curve slopes
of the zero-taper-ratio wings rather than Figure 4.1.3.2-56a because of the upper limit of
the parameter A tan ALE of Figure 4 .1.3.2-56a. The use of Figure 4.1.3.2-63 is very
coavenient since the normal-force-curve slope is presented in the form CN ,/A, which
eliminates the necessity of calculating the area of each individual panel.* All that is
"required to solve Equation 4.1.3.2-i is the total wing planform area SW and the span bE
of the trailing-edge extension. Using values of CN./A from Figure 4.1.3.2-63, Equa-
tion 4.1.3.2-i becomes

NN;) -(CNS
Application of this method is illustrated in Sample Problem 1 on Page 4.1.3.2-29.

A comparison o' test data for 26 configurations with CN , of double-delta wings calculated oy this
method is presented as Table 4.1.3.2-C (taken from Reference 8). All but two of the configurations
listed in the table are wing-body combinations, All predictions were made by using the theoretical
planform (leading and trailing edges extended to the center line) for the total planform area and

neglecting body effects. No configuration had a ratio of body diameter to wing span greater than
0.15; consequently, the wing-body interference is considered to be negligible. The wing-thickness-
ratio range covered (0.02 to 0.07) is consistent with current practice and no significant effects oft' wing thickness ratio are evident.

It should be noted that the maximum error generally occurs on wing-body configurations with large
inboard sweep angles (ALEi > 780). This can conceivably result from two sources. Configurations
with large inboard sweep have a large portion of the theoretical glove planform submerged in the
body, making the assumption of negligible wing-body interference effects less valid; and the
"leading-edge-effect factors" presented in Figure 4.1.3.2-62 are not well defined for sharp-nosed
airfoils at low values of fl/tan ALE.

It is recommended that this method be restricted to the Mach-number range, 1.2 C< M < 3.0 For
M = 1.0 the empirical correlation presented in Paragraph B should be used.

Another class of double-delta wings of practical interest are those with the outboard wing sweep
greater than the inboard wing sweep. No configuration with ALEo > ALEi was analyzed during the
investigation reported in Reference 8; however, a method of approach for treating such
configurations is suggested.

Defining the basic-wing breakdown as before results in some additional basic-wing area created
forward of the wing sweep break as illustrated in Sketch (f).

"Figure 4.1.3.2.63 may also be applied with equal facility to obtain norrrml-force-curve slope of the glove.
Using lCNI/A) from Figure 4.1.3.2-63

S.W AgSW
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Glove

Basic Wing

Extension

SKETCH (f)

For this class of double-delta wings the normal-force-curve slope of the basic wing is determined by
extending the basic-wing leading edge to the configuration center line, calculating the normal-force-
curve slope of the extended basic-wing panel, and calculating and subtracting the normal-force-curve
,iope of the section of the basic-wing panel forward of the wing sweep break. This is shown
schematically in Sketch (g).

21

(CNa)bw 'SbW = CN) 1  5 -ýW (LNa) 2 SW

SKETCH (g)

Based on this definition of the norm al-force-curve slope of the blic wing, the total wing-N
normal-force-curve slope is given by Equation 4.1.3.2-h with the "lift-interference factor" KL
replaced by K.

CN K (KC) g (CLF)g+ (CN 4.1.3.2-k
CNb -3 (CL2. (C (C )E]W

[(C~ab yS
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where

K is an empirical correlation factor which corresponds to the "lift-interference factor" KL.
Not enough force data are available to allow correlation of this parameter; however, based
on a limited amount of expeýrimental rolling-moment data, K appears to be approximately
one.

The remaining parameters are defined as before.

Although not enough data are available to substantiate application of the foregoing analysis to
double-delta planforms with ALE. > ALE i, it can be concluded that the method will become less
valid for wings employing sharp-nosed airfoils and large outboard sweep angles, since the
"leading-edge-effect factors" are not well defined for wings with sharp-nosed airfoils at low values
of 3/tan ALE'

Application of this method is illustrated in Sample Problem 2 on Page 4.1.3.2-32.

Cranked Wings

The method used to predict the normal-force-curve slope of double-delta wings is also applicable to
cranked wings. However, for cranked wings with broken trailing edges the inboard trailing-edge
sweep angle may be greater than the outboard trailing-edge sweep angle. Since the basic wing is
defined as in the double-delta wing breakdown, this results in some additional area being created
behind the inboard trailing edge as illustrated in Sketch (h).

Glove

Basic Wing (shaded area)

Extension

Cranked wing with ATE > ATE
1 0

SKETCH (h)
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This additional area is considered to be the trailing-edge extension. Defining (CN,,) I and (CN ,) 2
exactly as for the double-delta wing results in a negative normal-force-curve increment for the
trailing-edge extension.

This method is applicable to cranked wings having breaks in the leading- and/or trailing-edge sweep
at only one spanwise station.

The normal-force-curve slope of the total wing is given by Equation 4.1.3.2-h; i.e.,

C N , K [(C N a) ,U . (C L E )bw C . . C E , C .) ) ESWW

where all the parameters are defined under Equation 4.1.3.2-h of the double-delta-wing method.

The normal-force-curve slope of the trailing-edge extension for the case where the inboard
trailing-edge sweep angle is greater than the outboard trailing-edge sweep angle is shown
schematically in Sketch (i).

A ALEg IqE

A 2

b F j -ATEE N4-'T

SE S $
N14 (N) (W - (

(C' )E 9 J2SW

SKETCH (i)0I

A

Application of this technique is illustrated in Sample Problem 3 on Page 4.1.3.2-34.

A comparison of test data for seven configurations with CN a of cranked wings calculated by this
method is presented as Table 4.1.3.2-D (taken from Reference 8). The configurations listed in the
table are either wing-body combinations or wing-body combinations with nacelles included in the
body. The inboard leading-edge sweep angles are generally lower than those on the double-delta
wings, which would tend to alleviate the body effects on the glove discussed under the

4.1.3.2-26
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double-delta-wing method. The wing thickness-ratio range covered (0.02 to 0.08) is consistent with

current practice and no significant effects of wing thickness ratio are evident.

Five of the configurations had small ratios of body diameter to wing span and the predictions for
those configurations were based on the theoretical planform extended to the body center line. The
configurations of References 65 and 66 had nacelles included in the body, and an effective
extension was included as part of the planform as shown in Sketch (j). Since the definition of the
extension was somewhat arbitrary, this technique should not be considered as a general wing-body
prediction technique.

/\'

L.. •--Extension

SKETCH ()

Although all the configurations investigated had round-nosed airfoils, the application of the method
to cranked wings with sharp-nosed airfoils should give equally good results except in the low
supersonic Mach-number range. The "leading-edge-effect factors" are not well defined for
sharp-nosed airfoils at low values of 0/tan ALE and must be considered as a possible source of error
at low supersonic Mach numbers.

It is recommended that this method be restricted to the Mach number range, 1.2 < M < 3.0. For
"M = 1.0 the empirical correlation presented in Paragraph B can be used for cranked wings with
"aspect ratios of approximately three.

Curved Wings

This method, taken from Reference 8, is based on the theoretical results of Squire in Reference 27.

The supersonic normal-force-curve slope of curved (Gothic and ogee) planforms is obtained from
the procedure outlined in the following steps:

4 4.1.3.2-27
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Step 1. Using the given wing geometry calculate the aspect ratio A, the planform shape
parameter p, and the wing slenderness parameter bw/(2Q). (See Section 2.2.2 forwing-geometry parameters.)

Step 2. At the desired value of -- obtain / y.from Figure 4.1.3.2-64. "

Step 3. Calculate the supersonic normal-force-curve slope by

CN = P) 4.1.3.2-1

Application of this method is illustrated in Sample Problem 4 on Page 4.1.3.2-36.

A comparison of test data for 18 configurations with CN of curved wings calculated by this
method is presented as Table 4.1.3.2-E (taken from Reference 8). Four of the configurations listed
in the table are wing-body combinations with small ratios of body diameter to wing span. The
calculations for these configurations were made by using the theoretical planform extended to the
body center line and neglecting body effects. All models employed thin wings (0.008 < t/c 4 0.06)
with sharp leading edges.

The method provides satisfactor results for low supersonic Mach numbers and may be applied over
the Mach number range, 1.0 < M 4 3.0.

On some ogee-wing-body configurations the leading-edge sweep becomes very large near the
wing-body juncture. For such configurations, unrealistic values of p will be obtained if "good
engineering judgment" is not exercised in extending the planform to the center line. The error that
could result is illustrated by the somewhat analogous cases of wings W1, W4 , and W7 of
Reference 79 (see Table 4.1.3.2-E). These configurations are ogee wings with very slender apexes
and, consequently, low values of p. It is believed that the slender apex behaves more as a body than
as part of the lifting surface. For these wings the method underestimates the normal-force-curve
slope from 6.5 to 21.7 percent.

The calculated results for the configuration of Reference 8 1 are as much as 22 percent in error.
However, the model is a sonic-design, blended wing-body configuration with unusual bumps in the
wing surface near the wing-body juncture, and it is suspected that the bumps significantly affect the
pressure distribution at supersonic speeds. It is significant that at subsonic speeds, test data for this
configuration correlate quite well with the predicted lift at angle of attack (see results for
Reference 43 in Table 4.1.3.3-D).

The authors of Reference 8 note that moderately low-aspect-ratio wings (1.5 < A < 3.0) have linear
lift-curve slopes up to approximately eight degrees angle of attack at supersonic speeds. However,
the low-aspect-ratio-wing (A < 1.3) data of Reference 79 show .a break in the lift curve at
approximately two degrees angle of attack. Unfortunately, the program reported in Reference 8 did
not include an investigation of the supersonic wing-lift variation with angle of attack for
irregular-shaped wings.

4.1.3.2-28
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Sample Problems

1. Double-Delta Wing

Given: Double-delta wing of Reference 58.

ALEi

Cr
rg

rbw ALEo

Cr ATE A
E TEl

Sbw

Total Wing

Aw = 2.42 Xw 0.086 bW 24.0 in.

ALE. = 70.67° ALE = 51.630

Sw = 238 sq in. 77B = 0.40

ATE" = -47.37 0  "TE 26.620

Basic Wing

Abw 3.50 Xbw = 0.20 Sbw = 164.6 sq in.

ALEbw ALE 51.630 ATEbw ATE = 26.620
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Glove

Ag - 1.402 Xg = 0 ALE = ALE. " 70.670 Sg = 65.7 sq in.

Extension

bE bw

2 2B - - 4.8 in. ATEE ATEi -47.37022

Additional Characteristics:

Sharp-nosed airfoil M 2.01 ; (3 = 1.744

Compute:

N,)b

K.?211£ tan ALEbw/p = 0.724; (A tan ALE)bw 4.421

13(CNlabw = 4.24 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-56b)

(_-CN,) bw =2.43 per rad

.3/tan ALEb 1.38

(CiE)bw = 0.993 (Figure 4.1.3.2-62)

*,, (CNog(SinceX= 0, eitherFigure 4.l.3.2-56aor 4.1.3.2-63 can be used.) (See footnote on Page 4.1.3.2-23.)

(3/tanALE = 0.612; (AtanALE)g = 3.99

tan ALE, (CN,) 4.90 per rad (Figure 4.1.12-56a)J

(CNug 1.72 per md

"'(Lg)g= 0.995 (Figure 4.1.3.2-62)

sE
* (CNE ~-(use Figure 4.1.3.2-63)

(3/tan ALE1 = 3/tan ALEg 0.6g12
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tan ATE 1  tan ATEE= = -0.381
tan ALE 1  tan ALE

/CN"-N = 1.58 (Figure4.1.3.2-63)
\A

9/tan ALE2  P/tan ALE 0.612

"., -: -tan ATE 2  tan ATE
_____ Tbw

- 0.176"tan ALE 2  tan ALE

A /2

=f0.197 per tadu

1C,,) Sg (1.2 (t5.7 0.7•: •(CN°•)g SW -- 1.744- (. 2382-) .7

"7",KL, 0 .830 (Figure 4.1.3.2-61)

'•II Solution:

CN ~ ~ /C \1wSgE

CNaE K CN (CLE)bw [CNC)• W (CLE)g+ (CN _ " uation 4.1.3.2-h)

L[ IVw W SW SW

' = 0.8130 (2.43) (093 17) (0.995) + 0.197

(16.6)2
= u.S8I•7 . 238 238

= 0.830 [1670 + 0.472 00.197 2

= 1.941 per rad

= 0.0339 per deg

This compares with a test value of 0.035 1 per degree from Reference 58.
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2. Double-Delta Wing (ALE° > ALEi)

Given: The double-delta wing of Reference 75 .Configuration has no trailing-edge extension.

Total Wing

--F Aw = 1.86 Aw = 0.130

ALEi 600 ALE 0

SW = 275.9 sq in. 7B 0.654

- ATE = 47.50

CrI C Glove
' .], r2

T-"2 i Sg
[a- -- 0.346 Xg = 0 ALE ALEi = 600. SW

Ag =2.31Crg

crW Extended Planforms
I Sl

.n. 1.405 X, 0.0698

"b2 ALE0
02 2 ALE1 = ALE 750

ATE Al 1.327

S2  _

""-SW -- 0.745 0

"ALw A ALE0  750

22E2
bw A2  = 1.072

* OAdditional Characteristics

Sharp-nosed airfoil M 3.71;3 -3.573

Compute:

(CN.)g

tan ALE/j3 0.485; (A tan ALE)g = 4.0
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P(CNj)g 4.0 (Figure, 4, 1.3.2-56a)

"""(CN--I. 12 per rad

1"/tan ALE = 2.06

(CLE)g = 1.03 (Figure 4.1.3.2-62)

Sbw

(C N )b Sw

(cN

3/tan ALE1 = 0.957; (A tan ALE) 4.94

tan ALE1 (CNa) -- 4.40 per rad (Figures 4.1.3.2-56a through -56c, interpolated)

1(CN.) 1.79 per rad

04N)2
(C tan ALE = 0.957; (A tan ALE)2 = 4.0

!2
tan ALE 2 (CN) 2  4.08 (Figure 4.1.3.2-56a)

(CNa)2  1.093 Oer rad

Sbw Sw S,
(CN -C= (CNa)l(bw

4 = (1.179) (1.405) - (1.093) (0.745)

. 0.842 per rad

",/tan ALEbw 0.957:bw

(CLE)bw = 0.94(Figure 4.1.3.2-62)
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Solution:

CN= K (CN),bw S (CLE)bw +(CNa)g -i (CLE)g (Equation 4.1.3.2-k)

= 1.0 [(0.842) (0.94) + (1.12) (0.346) (1.03)]

= 1.190 per rad

0.0208 per deg

This compares with a test value of 0.024 per degree from Reference 75,

3. Cranked Wing (ATEi>ATIE.o)

Given: Cranked wing of Reference 32. The inboard trailing-edge sweep angle is greater than the
outboard trailing-edge; sweep angle. (See Sketches (h) and (i).)

AE LAE Total Wing

Aw 2.91 Xw 0.444

EoALE. = 53.130 ALE 32.160
ALE10

SCrbw T SW = 40.04 9q in. -060
t-tW

:_ _ ATE, =37.30 ATE 0
EbE

Basic Wing

Abw 2.73 Xbw = 0.40 ALEbw ALE 0  32.16o

Sbw 4277 sq in. bbw 10.8 in. ATEbw = ATE 0

Glove A
Ag =3.0 ALE ALEi = 53.130 Sg -' 4.00 sqin. Xg 0

Extension

bE bw

2 2 = 3.24 in. ATEE ATEi 37.3°

Additional Characteristics

Round-nosed airfoil M = 1.40; i3 = 0.98
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Compute:

(CNo)bw

tan ALEb/3 = 0.642; (A tan ALE)bw 1.715

P (CN)hbw 3.42 per rad(Figures 4.1.3.2-56c through -56f, interpolated)

(Ctb 3.49 per tad

a/tan ALEbw 1.560

(CLE)bw 0.99 (Figure 4.1.3.2-62)

(CNa (Since X =0,either Figure 4.1.3.2-56aor 4.1.3.2-63 can be used.)g

(See footnote on Page 4.1.3.2-23.)

/0/tan ALE,,g 0.73 5; (A tan AEg 4.0

tan ALEg (CNn) 4.575 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-56a)

('CNa)g = 3.43 per rad

(CLE)g-- 0.93 (Figure 4.1.3.2-62)

SELE,= 0. 3 /aAL =A73

(CNX)E T~~(s e Figure 4.1.3.2-63)

",/tan ALE1  P/tan ALEg .735

tan ATE 1  tan ATEE
::4 = = 0.5'71

tan ALE1  tan ALEg

"(A 1 = 0.650 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-63)

-/tan ALE2  a/tan ALE = 0.735

tan ATE 2  tan ATEbw
2 =0

"" tan ALE 2  tan ALEg

(A)2 = 1.16 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-63)
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SE /CN~\ /C bE 2
(CN =I J a- _- - - (Equation 4.1.3.2-j)

~N;SW L / \A/2] SW

(6.48)2
= (0.650- 1.16) 4

-0O.535 per rad

1 Sg 1 (14.00) 1.224
(CNoz)gSW = 0.98 (3.43)(40.04) "12

KL = 0.74(Figure 4.1.3. 2-6 1)

Solution:

CNa =K4(N)W- CEb (N) CE~+(~) - (Eqiuation 4.1 .3.2-h)•: ~ ~~ CN. Sbow (w LE~bw+(CN), Sg(wE~ • ',(CN)E w o•o,••2•

., =0.74 1(3.49) ( 0.99---- ) +(.3 1"0(ý3 .3(40.04) (40.04)0.7 (39)(42.77) (0.99) + (3.43) (140.00) (0.93) - 0.5351

= 0.74 (3.691 + 1.115-0.535]

= 3.160 per rad

= 0.0552 per deg

This compares with a test value of 0.0563 per degree from Reference 32.

4. Curved Wing

Given: Ogee wing of Reference 80.

AW 1.20 bw = 12.0 in. 2 = 20.0 in. SW = 120 sq in.

M = 1.82; ; 1.52

3 2-1O 4.1.3.2-36



Compute:

Planform shape parameter

p = Sw/(bwR) = (120)/[(12)(20)1 0.50

Wing slenderness parameter

bw/(2Q) = (12.0)/[(2) (20)] = 0.30

.bW (1.52) (12.0)
-- =0.456

2Q (2) (20.0)

(CN--) ( -.!) 4.18 per rad(Figure 4.1.3.2-64)

Solution:

CN N ( 1 A p (Equation 4.1.3.2-R)

(0.50)
i • = (4.18)(1.20) i+0.50

=1.672 per rad

0.0292 per deg

This compares with a test value of 0.0285 per degree from Reference 80.

D. HYPERSONIC

The theoretical nonmal-force-curve slope of a flat plate at zero angle of attack approaches zero as
Ai the Mach number becomes large. The interrelated effects of viscosity, heat transfer, and detached

*shock waves due to blunt leading edges cause considerable deviations of the normal-force-curve
slope from the theoretical values. These effects are discussed more fully in Paragraph D of
Section 4.1.3.3. The magnitude of these effects on surface pressures, although large enough to be
important under certain conditions, has not been determined. The method presented herein is based
on linear theory and is intended only as a first-order approximation of the normal-force-curve slope
of straight-tapered planforms at hypersonic speeds.

DATCOM METHOD

The hypersonic portions of Figures 4 .1.3.2-56a through 4.1.3.2-56g may be used to obtain a
first-order approximation of the normal-force-curve slope at zero angle of attack for conventional
wings of zero thickness. For planforms with wedge airfoils an approximation of the normal-force-
curve slope at zero angle of attack may be obtained by applying the results of Figure 4.1.3.2-65.
This figure, based on two-dimensional supersonic slender-airfoil theory, presents the ratio of CN . of
wedge airfoils to CN. of flat-plate airfoils.
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"TABLE 4.1.3.2-8
TRANSONIC LIFT-CURVE SLOPES OF STRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Airfoil AC/ 2  Theoretical (T)
Ref. Section A (doeg) R x 10-6 Mfb (CL,) M ab (CL (CL Experimental (E)

48 63A010 6 1 0 2.0 .82 6.1 .89 3.2 .96 6.2 T

.82 1.3 .89 4.1 .95 4.6 E

63A008 6 1 0 2.0 .84 7.0 .91 5.0 .98 5.9 T
.84 6.5 .90 5.1 .95 5.5 E

"63A006 6 1 0 2.0 .87 7.9 .94 6.8 1.01 6.9 T

.87 8.0 .94 6.0 1.01 5.6 E

63A010 4 1 0j 2.0 .84 4.8 .91 3.12- .98 4.08 T

.84 4.7 .90 3.0 .98 4.2 E

63A008 4 1 0 2.0 .87 5.4 .94 4.5 1.01 4.5 T
.86 4.7 .94 4.1 .98 4.7 E

63A006 4 1 0 2.0 .91 5.9 .98 5.5 1.05 5.1 T
.94 5.9 .98 5.4 1.05 4.9 E

63A010 2 1 0 2.0 .98 2.9 1.05 2.9 1.12 2.5 T
.98 2.7 1.05 2.9 E

63A006 2 1 0 2,0 1.0 3.1 1.07 3.3 1.17 2.7 T

1.0 3.4 1.07 3.5 E

63A006 2. 1 0 2.0 1.0 3.3 1.07 3.5 1.14 2.9 T

1.0 3.2 1.07 3.1 E

63A010 1 1 0 2.0 1.0 1.4 1.07 1.6" 1.14 1.2 T
1.0 1.4 1.07 1.5 1.14 1.,* E

63A008 1 1 0 2.0 1.0 1.5 1.07 1.7 1.14 1.3 T

I 1.0 1.3 1.07 1.5 1.14 1.4 E

63A006 1 1 0 2.0 1.0 1.6 1.07 1.8 1.14 1,4 T
1.0 1.3 1.07 1.6 1.14 1.0# E

49 66A006 4 .6 43,2 .46 .94 4.0 1.01 3.8 1.08 3.5 T
.94 4.0 1.01 3.9 1.08 3.5 E

6SA006 4 .6 32.5 .46 .93 4.8 1.0 4.4 1.07 4.2 T
.93 4.8 1.0 4.2 1.07 a5 E

19 63 1A012 4 .68 43.6 .57 .92 3.6 .99 1,5 1.06 3.0 T

I.92 3.4 .99 2.4 1.1 3,1 E

6 .56 43.6 .57 .875 4.1 .945 1.4 1,015 3.5 T
.875 4.7 .995 1.6 1.095 3.3 E

8 .46 43.6 .57 .875 4.6 .945 1.3 1.015 3.9 T

"" .875 4.1 1.0 1.6 1.125 2.9 E

47 63A006 4 0 26,6 2.4 .92 5.2 .99 4.8 1.06 4.5 T

.92 4.3 .99 4,4 1.06 4.1 E

63A004 1 .5 33.4 2.9 1.0 1.6 1.07 1.9 1.14 1.5 T
1.0 1.8 1.07 2.0 1.14 1.9* E

1.08 .3 44.0 2.6 1.0 1.7 1.07 1.9 1.14 1.6 T

1.0 1t9 1.07 1.9 1.14 1.9* E
1.67 .2 38.7 2.5 1.0 2.6 1.07 2.9 1.14 2.4 T

1.0 2,8 1.07 2.9 1.14 2.7* E

1.71 .4 26.5 2.7 1.0 2.8 1.07 3.1 1.14 2.6 T

1.0 2.9 1.07 2.0 1.14 3,0° E

2.46 .1 33.5 2.5 1.0 3.7 1.07 3.8 1.14 3.4 T
1.0 3.7 1.07 3.6 1.14 3.2' E

"2.67 .2 26.6 2.5 1.0 4.2 1.07 4.1 1.14 3.9 T

___ 1.0 4.0 1.07 3.9 1.14 3.7- E

"EXTRAPOLATED VALUES
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TABLE 4.1.3.2.C

SUPERSONIC NORMAL-FORCE-CURVE SLOPE OF DOUBLE-DELTA WINGS

"DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

A ALE d t CN a Percent

Raf. Config. A o B 0 b c LER M Calc. Test Error

58 WB 3.15 .510 .295 .400 64.07 51.63 .125 .06 Sharp 1.61 .0477 .0462 3.2

2.86 .407 70.67 1.61 .0442 .0437 1.1

4 2.01 .0366 .0355 3.1

2.86 A07 64.07 1.61 .0458 .0450 1.8

2.62 70.67 1.61 .0421 .0416 1.2
2.62 -339 64.07 1.61 .0443 .0431 2.8

2A2 .292 70.67 1,61 .0411 .0402 2.2

t 1' 2.01 .0339 .0351 - 3.4
59 W 2.01 16 .302 313 78 53.3 .12 Sharp(a) 1.10 .0523 .0540 - 3,1

- .00 .0332 .0320 3.8

2.94 .0242 .0230 5.2
1.96 .295 .344 A05 78 48.5 .127 .03 1.10 .0487 .0500 -2.6

4A4 .0405 .0410 1.2

1.98 .0313 .0270 1509

S2.94 .0227 .0221 2.7

1493 .10.0 A-4 .48 78 38.1 .147 .03 1.10 .0476 .0469 1.5

1.40 ,0380 .0363 4.7

91.g .0276 .0259 6.6

2.94 .0205 .0199 3.0

1.72 .196 0 .414 82 60 .147 .03 1.10 .0322 .0320 0.6

P I

"" .$4 • 4 1.40 .0M5 .0280 678

602.2 7' 60 0 Ron 32.94 .0194 .0170 14.1

""1 2.39 .3 .163 .403 82 60 .147 .03 Sharp 1.10 .0350 .0390 -10.3

S1.4 .0323 .030 - 2.1
::i::i.1.98 .0282 .0270 4.4

2.94 .0207 .0200 3.3
, 1.55301 0 .400 1 5 .144 .31,10 .08 010 - 6.8

1.40 .0336 .0350 - 4.0

1.98 .0280 .0280 0

S-. r - i -- !2.94 .0207 .0210 - 1.4
;:l 1.72 MB 0 A14 77.4 5 .127 a0 1.10] .0421 .0460 - 8.5,1

.,"60 W 2.25 .29 0 .415 X8 60 - - .04 Round 3.0 .0221 .0200 10.5
:""61 W 2.39 .376 0 .126 82.9 50 -- A.7--.03 I-Round 1.2 .06;14 .0506 1.6

o.Shwp 2.0 .0315 .0310 1.6

'.:-.: ' ' 'I r •4.0 0Oe• .173 4.0

.. •::'""4.1!.3.2-44



TABLE 4.1.3.2-C ICONTD0

A d tCN" a Ppercent

"Ref. Config. A LEi ALE. LER CaIc. Test Error
"i': :•'';•. Round~(b,- 1 5 - - •

62 WB 2.35 .229 .625 .700 61.7 30 .150 .06 Round .0620 .0515 1.0

4 444 44 f$ 2.L-,..0366 .0365 0.3
63 WB 3.15 .508 .295 .400 49.59 20.85 .125 .06 Sharp 2.01 .0363 .0382 - 5.0

2.86 .407 63.07 2.01 .0346 .0360 - 3.9

2.62 .339 70.10 2.01 .0328 .0332 - 1.2

1.61 .0428 .0440 - 2.7

2.86 .407 49.59 2.01 .0355 .0369 - 3.8

2.62 .339 63.07 2.01 .0337 .0348 - 3.2

2.42 .292 70.10 2.01 .0320 .0320 0

4 4 4 4 1.61 .0406 .0423 -4,0

64 WB 2.43 .448 0 .259 78 60 .077 .018-.04 Sharp 2.98 .0232 .0224 3.6

II 2.59 .0262 .0254 3.1

i 2.20 .0315 .0304 3.6

iII 1.53 .0402 .0382 5.2
•' I" I ' ' '' 1 .17 .0451 .0459 -1.7

1.52 .479 .102 .216 83.35 62 .095 .018--.029 2.98 .0220 .0210 4,8

"2.81 .0231 .0231 0

2.20 .0280 .0289 - 3.1

"" 2.59 .0242 .0238 1.7

1.59 .0344 .0346 - 0.6

S1.6 .627 0 .18'1 83.0 70 .100 .02 2.98 .0219 .0216 1.44.4.4 2.98 .0219 .0208 5.3

.1G .627 .102 .197 83.0 70 .092 .02 2.98 .0201 .0209 - 3.8

.-- 2.98 .0201 .0207 - 2.9

""7 .2.59 .0220 .0228 - 3.5

2.59 .0220 .0226 - 2,7

Is) Then models had theoretically round L.E.'s inboard but were Average Error 3.7%
analyzed as sharp due to small size of model and small tic. n

(b) This model had a flat plate wing with a blunt T.E.
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TABLE 4.1.3.2-D
SUPERSONIC NORMAL-FORCE-CURVE SLOPE OF CRANKED WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

A kE d t CL CN Percent
'Ref. C.•nhig. A ?i T  

1 ' b c LER M Caic. Test Error

30 WB 2.91 .353 .500 .500 67.01 61.7 ,139 .04-.03 Round 1.41 .0456 .0433 5.3

I I I I I I I I 13, I 2.0 .00,3 0
32 WI 2.91 .641 .625 .600 53.13 32.16 .147 .06-.03 Round 1.4 .0552 .0563 - 2.0

j I 4 I I I 43.2 I 1.05wo .0563 0.9
66 WBVN 3.59 .409 .650 .421 70 50 .186 7 Round 2.2 .0375 .0390 -3.8
67 WB 4.43 .389 .464 .404 65 45 .079 .06-.02 Round 2.60 .029

2.96 .0260
3.95 .0201

38 WS 4.43 .389 .464 .404 66 45 .079 .06-02 Round 1.20 .0660

2.60 .0317
&300 .0267

&350 .0212
65 WBVN 3.80 .374 .289 .297 74.17 50 .211 .08 Round 1.70 .0407 .0390 4.4

2.00 .0345 .0334 3.3
2.20 .0310 .0324 -4,3

6 2.50 .0274 .0289 -5.2

44

(at Thi Information Is cl4ssifi CONFIDENTIAL. nrr4
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TABLE 4.1.3.2-E
SUPERSONIC NORMAL-FORCE-CURVE SLOPE OF CURVED (GOTHIC AND OGEE) WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

:, _"i___t 
CN CN

. ___,d d.-a Percent

Ref. Confl&, Planform A 21 p b (root, M Calc. Test Error
ON 1 3 8 (a) 1.41 .010 2 -21.7

1.61 .0178 .0211 -15.6

1.91 .0175 .0204 -14.2
.41.00 .188 .35 - 1.41 .0237 .0283 -16.3

1.6 .0232 .0267 -13.1"1.91 .0224 .0248 - 9.7

.2 .37 01 1.4 .030n .0354 -13.8
1.330 1.41

12 1.00 .25 .50 .014(a 1.41 .0283 .0286 - 1.0

1.61 .0272 .0262 3.8

1.91 .0253 .0252 0.4

32 1.11 .25 .4!0 .013(a) 1.41 .0293 .0288 1.7

11.61 .0282 .0270 4.4* *41.91 .0262 .0247 6.1
WI 10  .75 .188 .500 .01210 1.41 .0218 .0219 - 0.5

1.91 .0213 .02130

1 .0205 .0204 0.5

WI 1  .75 .25 .17 .016(7) 1 .0255 .0265 -3.8

.. 1.61 .0245 .0253 - 3.2

1.91 .0227 .0241 - 5.8

W3  1.4(25a60) 1.41 .0283 .0289 -2.1

1.I .0272 .0265 2.61.91 .0263 .0260 -2.7

i3 Gothic .75 "2- 016 1.41 .0255 .0234 9.0

.; I I 1.61 .0245 .0234 4.7
1.91 .0227 .0229 - 0.9

W 1.00 .13 .667 .018(a 1.41 .0324 .0315 2.9

1.61 .0300 .0309 - 2.9
S1.91 .0266 .0288 - 7.7

9 3 .44 .667 .0- 1.41 .0392 .0388 1.0

III 1.61 .0349 .0373 - 6.4
It 11.91 .0307 .0335 - 8.4

Wi14  .857 .25 .583 - .016(m 1.41 .0268 .0258 -3.9
16 .0257 .0243 &.8

1.91 .0239 .0239 0

W20 .938 .25 .53 .01 (a 14 .0277 .0243 529

i 2.61 .0266 .0254 4.7
1.91 .0247 .0251 -1.6

S11.00 .25 .500 .015() 1.41 .0283 .0289 - 2.1
1.61 .0272 .0263 3.4

1.91 .0253 .0261 - 3.1
80 WB O12 .300 .13 .05 1.00 .0349 .0364 - 4.11 1 0343 .0351 - 2.3

13 12 .0338 0332 I B
1.4 .0329 .0327 0.61 .6 . - -.0310 .0309 0.3

,• 1 .i82 ' .02 9 2 .0 28 5 1.6
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TABLE 4.1.3.2.E (CONTD)

bW d a a fen

Rot. Confih; Planform A 21 p b (root) M Calc. Test Error

81 we O 2. ,0 1.00 .0612 .0570 7.4

81.05 .0614 .0595 3.2
1.10 .0694 .0610 - 2.6

1.20 .0653 .0522 -1 1.1

1.60 .0418 .063n -21.9
1.90 .0378 .0476 -20.4

2.00 .0347 .0445 -22.0

2.20 .0318 .0360 -11.7

V2., .0304 .0350 -13.1
82 WB o9, 1.98 .35 .353 .127 .02 1.40 .0413 .0466 -11.411.98 .0328 .0358 - 8.4

2.94 .0260 .0238 5.0

85 _ Bg.e .924 .208 .45 .112 , 1.4 .0248 .0255 - 2.7
S1.8 .0234 .0727 3.1

Si2.2 .0215 .0210 2.4
2. 0+,20-7 0o17 6.1
2• • :.8 .0191 1o.012 4.9

(a) Flat Plate Models Avvlgs Error - - 6.2%

6n
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

"1.6 _. [ 7 l T ]

1.4 --- CLa 21r
A 2 +A•.(1+tan 2A.) +4 _

1.0 ,2 o2-- -

'C L .8 " -. . .. .
Ca
A .6

(per 'ad)

.2
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Aj2+ TAN 2 Ac 1'2
1'2

FIGURE 4.1.3.2-49 SUBSONIC WING LIFT-CURVE SLOPE
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3 A (l±+2X)

.9z - _.04_

CL

(C & ~eory[

FIG_ 
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.7-

WING THICKNESS, t/c
FIGURE 4 .1.3.2-50a WING LIFT-CURVE-SLOPE THICKNESS CORRECTION FACTOR

-1.2

NEGATIVE

PRESSUR

COEFFICIENT02

0 .1.2 .3 .4.56.78
SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT, C1 ' AND C

* FIGURE 4.1-3.2-50b ESTIMATION OF CL
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FIGURE 4.1.3.2-51I ESTIMATION OF CLil
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

1.4

1.2 - - - - -

(CLo )test __

C-Lc~pred

.6

.2

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

": " :" /l - M2 A

FIGURE 4.1.3.2-52 CORRELATION OF SUBSONIC LIFT-CURVE SLOPE FOR
CRANKED PLANFORMS HAVING ROUND-NOSEP, AIRFOILS
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TRANSONIC SPEEDS

.9
(fb)2

.8 __ __4

0 4 8 12 16

THICKNESS RATIO (% chord)

FIGURE 4.1 .3.2-53a TRANSONIC FORCE-BREAK MACH NUMBER FOR ZERO SWEEP

1.0 - - - - - - - -

(M)A
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A c12 (deg)

FIGURE 4.1 .3.2-53b TRANSONIC SWEEP CORRECTION FOR FORCE-BREAK MACH NUMBER
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TRANSONIC SPEEDS

0,4.8 1.211
A 6N8

2

(CLux)theory '0 ' ••

4

0 4 8 12 16

THICKNESS RATIO (% chord)

FIGURE 4 .1.3.2-54a CORRECTION TO LIFT-CURVE SLOPE AT FORCE-BREAK MACH NUMBER

1.0

A

I _ 6
.66I-

a 3c .4_ / 7
2

.2 - -

0 4 8 12 106
THICKNESS RATIO (% chord)

FIGURE 4.1.3.2-54b CHAP T FOR DETERMINING LIFT-CURVE SLOPE AT Ma

.2.

b . •

00

0 4 8 12 16
THICKNESS RATIO (% chord)

FIGURE 4.1.3.2-54c CHART FOR DETERMINING LIFT-CURVE SLOPE AT Mb
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TRANSONIC SPEEDS

LINEAR THEORY FOR
- DELTA WINGS "

5 +m

(CL)M 1.0

(per rad) 4,.,- -

3 2 i---- --

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

2I

-0 72 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4

I1TAN ALE outboard

* - "-FIGURE 4.1.3.2-55 EMPIRICAL CORRELATION OF LIFT-CURVE SLOPE OF

COMPOSITE PLANFORMS AT MACH 1

1Ad 4,1.3.2-55
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
7.................. 1i- T- 7

X= 1/2

3 ~55

TAN ALE (CN.) thor
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3 *TAN A (CN t-or3
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(per rad)
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Note: For rectangular planforms, _

see figure 4.1,3.2-46g =1

5m5
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-.5 (CNa) theory

(per rad)

0-
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FIGURE 4.1 .3.2-56(CONTD)
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

A= 0

X = 1.0

I i I I - - -
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(per rad) (per rad)
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FIGURE 4.1.3.2-56(CONTD)
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

__FLAT PLATE

r 1.0 1.0 p eg

419 .9

CNb _-- CN/____ 
-- ---- 8.C(CN.. 1  .5

.6 a,5.85 tan 61 6
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FIGURE 4.1.3.2-60 SUPERSONIC WING LIFT-CURVE-SLOPE CORRECTION FACTOR FOR
SONIC-LEADING-EDGE REGION
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

1.2 - -

1.1 -.... _- - ____-
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FIGURE 4.1.3.2-62 LEADING-EDGE-EFFECT FACTORS (CLE)g AND (CLE)bw

FOR NORMAL-FORCE-CURVE SLOPE AT SUPERSONIC SPEE, S
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
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FIGURE 4.1.3.2-64 CORRELATION OF NORMAL-FORCE-CURVE SLOPE AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
FOR GOTHIC AND OGEE PLANFORMS PAVING SHARP-NOSED AIRFOILS
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HYERSONIC SPEEDS
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-- (Ka) - - tan2 ALE
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FIGURE 4.1.3.2-65 NORMAL-FORCE-CURVE SLOPE FOR THIN-WEDGE PROFILES FROM TWO-
DIMENSIONAL SUPERSONIC-HYPERSONIC SLENDER-AIRFOIL THEORY
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/ , TEST DATA, 64AO10 
--4

S.,/ .,"
o44

S---- -I --- .... I

0 20 40 60 80 ¶0 0X 2"0 40 60 80 100

a;I (DCG) aJ (DEG)

SKETCH (a)

The aspect-ratio-6 wing with the 64A01I0 airfoil reaches a maximum lift coefficient at a relatively low angle
of attack. Followin~g this, the lift drops abruptly and then stabilizes at nearly constant level for approxi-
mately the next 30° of angle of attack.

For the same wing with a sharp leading edge (represented by the wing in reverse flow) the maximum lift
coefficient is not nearly as large as in the previous case, but the drop subsequent to the maximum lift is also
much less. The result is that for angles of attack beyond stall, the lift on the blunt wing is not greatly dif-
ferent from the lift on the sharp wing.

•-• This effect is accounted for in this section by making the drop in lift following maximum lift reflect the

difference between the actual maximum lift and the maximum lift determined by the low-aspect-ratio
method of Section 4.1I.3.4. (This latter method gives results corresponding to those for a thin airfoil.)

For very low-aspect-ratio rectangular wings experimental data (reference 2) occasionally show a hysteresis
in the normal-force curve near maximum lift, with different lift-curve shapes, depending on whether the
angle of attack is increasing or decreasing. For these wings the results of this section must be applied with
caution, since they do not reflect this hysteresis.

Reynolds number was not accounted for in the analysis of this method. There is a Reynolds-number effect
on the lift-curve shape for the thicker wings, but within the Reynolds-number limitations listed on the charts
the values predicted are of sufficient accuracy for most purposes.

* DATCOM METHOD

The general method for estia maxing the s ic normal force on conventional, straight-tapered uncambered
wings for angles of attack from 0 to 900 is outlined in the following steps:

RenodStep 1. Subsonic Normal Force at Angles of Attack Below the Stall.

n tThe basic equation is

the. -aue predcNte2 + of sinaucsina 4.1.3.3-a

The ghe normal-force-curve slope CN is obtained from Section 4.1.3.2* For high-aspect-ratio

isused for c

4.1.3.3-3



wings, the lift curve is based on the apprcpriate section lift-curve slope. For low-aspect ratios
and borderline aspect ratios (defined in Section 4.1.3.4), the section lift-curve slope is
assumed to be 21r (K = 1 in figure 4.1.3.2-49).

The nonlinear coefficient CNa is calculated as the sum of two terms;

CN (CNo, = ,) ref ACN 4.1.3.3-b

The reference nonlinear coefficient is based on CN L at C. (the normal force
ref isbsdo ' at

at maximum lift), given by

C1 @C =4.1.3.3-c

CLL
max

.. where C L, and ac are obtained as outlined in Section 4.1.3.4 for the wing in
fru Lmatx

question. Finally, (CN / is given by

CN CLx - CN a sin C mx

"" Naa),t na sin 4.1.3.3-d

The incremental nonlinear lift coefficient ACNo. is now read from figure 4.1.3.3-55a

as a function of the parameter J and the ratio of the tangent of the angle of attack in
question to the tangent of the angle of attack at CL Max" The wing-shape parameter J is

defined by the equation
A 22+1) A tan AL3

2 0.3 (C1 + l)'-cos ALE (CI + 1) (C2 + 1)- + LE 4.1.3.3-e

The constants C1 and C2 are the empirical taper-ratio constants of Section 4.1.3.4.

"The wing lift coefficient may now be calculated for any angle of attack up to and ircluding
the stall by substituting the appropriate values of C and C in equation 4.1.3.3-a.

* Step 2. Subsonic Normal Force at Angles of Attack Beyond the Stall.

The equation for the nonlinear coefficient at angles of attack beyond the stall is

I\[(] tanaC ] C .C

'C'CN _NC N' tana + "2 D 2.3 \c x1

4.1.3.3-f
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where

(cN) is the reference nonlinear coefficient based on C. at CL , calculated
X Iref a

as outlined in step 1.

( is the normal-force coefficient at a 900. At 900, C C' since
(C a 0sin 2a

sin2 a = 1 and 2 - 0. The quantity C" is obtained from

figure 4.1.3.3-55b as a function of aspect rat;o (references 3 and 4).

j3 is the Mach number parameter, 1 - M2.

D is an empirical nonlinear term road from the right-hand side of
figure 4.1.3.3-55a.

Ct is the maximum lift coefficient obtained as outlined in Section 4.1.3.4for the wing in question.

C* is the maximum lift coefficient of the wing, calculated by using the low-
aspect-ratio method of paragraph B of Section 4.1.3.4. If the wing in
question has a low aspect ratio by the definition of Section 4.1.3.4, then
CL* = CL and the last term in equation 4.1.3.3-f is

max max
CNa

j3D 2 "-. If the wing in question has a high aspect ratio by the defini-

tion of Section 4.1.3.4, the value of (CL ) is obtained from

A 4
figure 4.1.3.4-23 at (C1 + 1) -cos ALE =.

Substituting values of CNaa determined by equation 4.1.3.3-f, together with the value of

CN from figure 4. 1.3.2-49, into equation 4.1.3.3-a gives the wing normal-force coefficient

for angles of attack between the stall angle and 901.

For cambered wings the procedure outlined in steps 1 and 2 must be altered slightly. Potential theory states
that the lift-curve slope of a wing is unaltered by camber. Thus the lift is defined by

CL CL (a - a0 )
a

where a0 is the angle of attack for zero lift. For angles of attack below the stall an equivalent angle of

attack for the cambered wing is defined as a. = a - a0 . Then, the equation6 for lift are

"C CN cos a

Csin C a + C sin L Isin aeI (equation 4.1.3.3-a)
N' CNa 2 N aa

S-. where CN is given by equation 4.1.3.3-b, but with ac max replaced by (ae)c in determining

4.1.3.3-5
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(NaXref and ACNoea, iae.,
C' G) sin 2(a.)C
N 2 La2

CN CLn, MX - a CN(I

(CN) sin (at) ) (equation 4.1.3.3-d)
aa) rf si (a*CLmwx Ijsin (a* CL::

tan a,
ACN is read from figure 4.1.3. 3-55a as a function of J and the ratio tan a.

Naa ~~tan a)-
Lmax

For angles of attack beyond the stall, the linear term vanishes as a approaches 900, and the equivalent
angle of attack for the cambered wing is defined as

a 90 1 __

a. 1+ a. 90 + 4.1.3.3-g
92 90 _ ac 90 0 - ac

Lma tmax

where a, a0 , and a c are measured in degrees. Then, as before,
LMax

CL = CN cos a

sin 2a*
C' C + C sina, Isin, I (equation 4.1.3.3-a)N N a 2 Noa

where CN is given by equation 4.1.3.3-f with (CNa) cain-ated as outlined above for the cambered

wing at angles of attack below the stall, and d - a

In applying the above methods to a wing which is on the borderline between a high aspect ratio and a low
3 4

aspect ratio as defined in Section 4.1.3.4, i.e., < A , + , either the(C1 + 1) cosALE (C1 + 1) cosALE

high- or the low-aspect-ratio procedure of Section 4.1.3.4 may be applied to determine the wing maximum-
lift characteristics. It is suggested that the low-aspect-ratio procedure be applied as this facilitates application
of equation 4.1.3.3-f, since C* CL

max masx

Three sample problems are included on pages 4.1.3.3-11 through 4.1.3.3-23 to illustrate the calculation pro-
cedure for estimating wing lift in the nonlinear angle-of-attack range of conventional, straight-tapered wings.
Comparison with experimental data is presented in each case.

Sample problems 1 and 2 emphasize the high-angle-of-attack characteristics of a low-aspect-ratio and a high-
aspect-ratio wing, respectively. Comparison is made between the calculated and experimental values for both
lift and normal force. Agreement between the calculated and experimental values near stall is not particularly
good for the high-aspect-ratio wing. However, the experimental data in this case should be viewed with
caution, since it indicates a highly nonlinear !ift curve prior to stall for a high-aspect-ratio wing.

Sample problem 3 illustrates the special case of a cambered wing, as well as a more representative comparison
of lift at the lower angles of attack.

4.1.3.3-6
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Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Semiempirical methods, taken from reference 1, are presented for estimating the nonlinear lift of double-
EQ. - : K>.- delta and cranked wings at subsonic speeds. The nonlinea.r lift of double-delta wings is based on the hypoth-

esis that an expression similar to that developed by Ktlchemann (reference 8) for the nonlines, lift of small-
aspect-ratio wings with leading-edge separation may be applied to double-delta planforms. By using such an
ap.proach, a correlation proportional to the linear lift-curve slope was developed that is strongly dependent
on the inboard-panel geometry. The characteristic behavior exhibited by the experimental data of cranked
"wings led the authors of reference 1 to conclude that the flow field about these wings is similar to that about
a low-aspect-ratio delta wing with leading-edge separation. On the basis of these observations, the nonlinear
lift of cranked wings has been related to the correlation for the nonlinear lift of double-delta wings.

The nonlinear lift of curved (Gothic and ogee) wings has been correlated in reference I by the empirical
method developed by Peckham in reference 9.

The following methods for estimating the nonlinear lift of non-straight-tapered wings are limited to angles of
attack of 200 or less.

DATCOM METHODS

Double-Delta Wings

The nonlinear lft of double-delta wings at subsonic speeds is obtained from the procedure outlined in the
"following steps:

01 Step 1. Calculate the subsonic wing lift-curve slope CL, by the method presented for double-delta

wings in paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2.
CL A

Step 2. Obtain values of the parameter - - at angles of attack of 40, 80, 120, 160, and 200
Ca flB

from figure 4. .3.3-56, This parameter is correlated as a function of wing aspect ratio A, the
leading-edge sweepback of the inboard panel AL 6 , and the Mach number parameter

/ IV - M2 . It should be noted that for angles of attack up to 80, an aspect-ratio depend-
ence exists at Mach numbers above 0.7. Not enough data are available at high subsonic Mach
numbers to allow investigation of the aspect-ratio dependence above 80 angle of attack.

Step 3. Calculate CL by

CL=( aTA C 4.1.3.3-h

where

•8 1 is the .panwise location of the break in the leading edge expressed in percent of
wing sernispan.

*AI is the aspect ratio of the planform formed by the two inboard panels

Step 4. Plot calculated values of CL versus a and fair a curve through the points tangent to CL,

near zero lift.

4.1,3.3-7



Application of this technique is illustrated by sample problem 4 at the conclusion of paragraph A
(page 4.13.3-23),.

A comparison of test data for 21 configurations with the nonlinear lift of double-delta wings calculated by
this method is presented as table 4.1.3.3-B (taken from reference 1). The largest errors generally occur at
a = 40 with the accuracy improving as the angle of attack increases. The ratio of body diameter to wing
span of the niodels investigated varied from 0.077 to 0.149, and no apparent effects of relative body size are
evident. No significant effects of thickness ratio on lift are evident over the limited thickness-ratio range
covered (0.02 to 0.04). The Reynolds numbers of the test data fall into two ranges, 1.04 x 106 to 3.6 x 106
and 17.1 x 106 to 20.3 x 108. Although there are nut enough data to allow a quantitative prediction of
Reynolds-number effect, it is reasonable to expect that Reynolds number will influence the lift.

Although no attempt was made to define the effect of leading-edge shape on lift, even with round leading
edges a highly-swept wing should be expected to have leading-edge separation at the higher angles of attack.
With separated flow over the entire leading edge, the resulting vortex pattern should be equivalent to that
for a wing with a sharp leading edge. Since the vortex pattern exerts a strong influence on the flow field, at
the higher angles of attack the aerodynamic characteristics of wings with round and sharp leading edges
should be similar.

It is difficult to assess quantitatively the validity of the aspect-ratio dependence, shown in figure 4.1.3.3-56,
at Mach numbers above 0.7. This dependence is based on only nine configurations, and no data are available
above 80 angle of attack.

Cranked Wings

The nonlinear lift of cranked wings at subsonic speeds is related to the correlation for the nonlinear lift of
double-delta wings presented as figure 4.1.3.3-56. The prediction method consists of a constniction pro-
"cedure for the buildup of lift above the angle of attack at which the lift curve breaks. The break in the lift
curve is defined as that point where the lift drops off from the linear value, and the curve itself also becomes
nonlinear. The cranked wings examined during the analysis reported in reference 1 showed a break in the
lift curve at angles of attack between 60 and 7°. The prediction method is illustrated schematically in
sketch (b).

L L' CL broot'•k 6C• L nnlinear

CC

,• , Evaguated using

Cr] furo 4.1.3.3-56"

0'breeik
a

SKETCH (b)

"By referring to sketch (b), the nonlinear lift of cranked wings at subsonic speeds is obtained from the
p,)cedure outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. Calculate the subsonic wing lift-curve slope CL by the method presented for cranked wings
a

in paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2.

* 4.1.3.3-8
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Step 2. Obtain a break as a function of the leading-edge sweepback of the inboard panel from

figure 4.1.3.3-57.

Step 3. Calculate CLbrook by

C =C 4.1.3.3-i
Lbreak La break

CL AI

"Step 4. Obtain values of the parameter at angles of attack of 40, 80, 120, 160, and 200•i Sep 4 Obtin vlue of he prameer La 17B

from figure 4.1.3.3-56, and calculate CLnonlln1 ar using equation 4.1.3.3-h. (See double-delta-

wing method of this paragraph.)

Step 5. Obtain (CL)a by plotting CL versus a from step 4, and then
Iaclt brC1 k b nonlinear norillnear•'!• alculate 6CIL by

6CC1  [CL (LL)a.aJ olna 4.1.3.3-iI-'.P"•' -- ( )'=0break nonlinear

Step 6. Add the 6CL values obtained in step 5 to the CL value obtained in step 3 to obtain
L break

Sthe total C for each a above a i.e.,

C L Lbrak 6C1  4.1.3.3-k

Application of this technique is illustrated by sample problem 5 on page 4.1.3.3-25,

A comparison of test data for seven configurations with the nonlinear lift of cranked wings calculated by this
method is presented as table 4.1.3.3-C (taken from reference 1). The ratio of body diameter to wing span of
the models investigated varied from 0.062 to 0. 147, and no apparent effects of relative body size are evident.
No significant effects of thickness ratio on lift are evident over the limited thickness-ratio range covered
(0.02 to 0.06).

'C Before attempting to assess the validity of the method some salient features should be pointed out. The
accuracy of the method is strongly dependent on knowing atweak' Since the break in the lift curve is essen-
tialy a type of stall phenomenon, Reynolds number may have a significant effect on a brok. Unfortunately,
a lack of data prevented a detailed study of Reynolds number effects during the correlation reported in
reference 1. The method also assumes a sharp discontinuity at (',Wek ; however, test data show that as aspect
ratio is reduced the break in the lift curve becomes less apparent, and for tite lower-aspect-ratio wings the
lift curve exhibits a gradual transition from the linear to the nonlinear region. Furthermore, the shape of
the nonlinear lift curve is based on the correlation derived for double-delta wings, which is restricted to
wings with small or zero trailing-edge sweep angles.

From the foregoing discussion it might be expected that the method would give acceptable results when
applied to wings with moderate to high aspect ratios and small or zero trailing-edge sweep angles. Of the
seven configurations listed in table 4.1.3.3-C, these conditions are met only by the configurations of
references 37, 38, and 39. The average error for the nine calculated points of those references is 4.9 percent.

It is difficult to assess quantitatively the effect of Mach number on the accuracy of the method. However, it
should be pointed out that the curves of figure 4,1.3.3-56 have been extrapolated to account for low values

.4 4.1.3.-9
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of 3 tan ALE for the configuration of reference 28 at M 0.80, 0.85, and 0.90 and for the configurations

of reference 36 at M = 0.90.

Since the configurations of references 38 and 39 had twisted and cambered wings, their lift curves were
significantly displaced from the origin. In analyzing the test data for these configurations the lift curves were
shifted so that CLa=0 = 0. The calculated results for these configurations compared well with the adjusted

test values, indicating that twist and camber have a negligible effect on the shape of the lift curve in the
-. ' nonlinear region.

Test data show that the lift curve tends to fall off at approximately 160 angle of attack at M = 0.80 and0.85 for the configuration of reference 28, and at approximately 120 angle of attack throughout the Mach
range tested for both configurations of reference 36. This trend indicates that the inboard panel is beginning
to stall; conseqitently, the method should not be expected to give reliable results for these configurations at
higher angles of attack.

Curved Wings

The nonlinear lift of curved (Gothic and ogee) wings at subsonic speeds was correlated in reference I by
Peckham's method (reference 9) where the ratio of lift to the square root of the wing slenderness parameter
plotted versus angle of attack converges on a single curve,

The nonlinear lift is obtained from the procedure outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. Using the given wing geometry calculate the wing slenderness parameter -- (See

Section 2.2.2 for wing-geometry parameters.)

Step 2. At the desired values of angle of attack obtain C from figure 4.1.3.3-58.

Step 3. Calculate CL at each a by

CL b•

CL b• 4.1.3.3-*

* " Application of this technique is illustrated by the sample problem on page 4.1.3.3-28.

A comparison of test data for II configurations with the nonlinear lift of curved wings calculated by this
method is presented as table 4.1.3.3-D (taken from reference I ). The results indicate that the best accuracy
is obtainea at the lower Mach numbers and for configurations with aspect ratios near 1.0. Three of the con-
figurations analyzed were wing-bodies, and for these configurations no significant wing-body interference
effects were evident 1owever, it should be noted that no blended wing-body configurations are included in
the correlation. SuciA configurations have a very thick cross section near the apex that should be expected to
cause a loss in lift. The two blended wing-body configurations of references 43 and 44 were analyzed during
the investigation reported in reference 1, and it was found that the lift predicted using figure 4.1.3.3-58 was
about 10 percent higher than test data throughout the angle-of-attack range of both configurations.

"Since there is no theoretical basis for this method, it should be used with caution outside the planformn
parameter ranges covered in the correlation. The correlation of figure 4.1.3.3-58 is based on data from sharp-
edged, thin, Gothic and ogee wings with moderate trailing-edge sweep angles (+ 150). The planform param-

S 4.1.3.3-10
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eter ranges of the data are

0.75 < A < 2.00

SW
0.45 < < 0.667

w

0.25 < " S 0.54

• Sample Problems

Conventional, Straight-Tapered Wings

1. High-Angle-of-Attack Characteristics of a Low-Aspect-Ratio Wing.

Given: Delta wing of reference 25.

A = 2.0 X = 0 ALE = 63.50 NACA 0005 airfoil (free-stream direction)

M = 0.2; /3 = 0.98 RI = 1.2 to 2.2 x 106 (based on MAC)

1 = 1.0(assumed) A C/2 = 45.20

Compute: Angles of attack below the stall

Find CL and a x as outlincd in Section 4.1.3.4 ahd C ftom Section 4.1.3,2.
max Lmax Na

3
A < ; therefore, use low-aspect-ratio method.

(C1 + 1) cos ALE

Ay 1.38 (figure 2.2.1-8)

C1 =0, C2  0 (figure 4.1.3.4-24b)

A 2

(C1 + 1) sA 0.98 (0.4462) 0.91

(CL = 1.29 (figure 4.1.3.4-23a)".' rn~x base"

4 (C., + 1) A tan ALE 2(2.006) 4.01

":" AC V ( figure 4.1.3.4-24a)

C = (C ) + ACL (equation 4.1.3.4-g)
Lax tamax/xb x

= 129

4 4.1.3.3-11
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A1

(acLnsx) = 34.60 (figure 4.1.3.4-25a)

A cos ALE [1 + (2) 2 ] = 2 (0.4462) [1 + 01 = 0.8924

Aac = -0,10 (figure 4.1.3.4-25b)ACLmx

mMax
pa CL ('%Lx)!~g ' A (quation 4.13.4-l

= 34,50

Find CLa
a1

- I + tan 2 A 112 = 2.81

CL/A 1.15 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

"CLa CNa A A (1.15)(2.0) = 2.30perrad

Find (CN )L~ Oa. ref

CL"

C @c (equation 4.1.3.3-c)SCN @ -Lmmx cosc c•--• Lmax

1.29_
-.241 = 1.565i!!" 0.8241

* @CL - CN sin 2a

(CN) s aa sLna (equation 4.1.3.3-d)
Caa, tref si L Lcsna

LMax ma"x

0.9336

1.565- 2.30 \(2!- 1.53

(0.5664)2

Find J

SA [(C 2 + 1) Atan A.,i31

J =0.3 (C1 + 1)-cos ALE (Cl + 1)(C 2 + 1)- 7

(equation 4..3.3-0)

S4.1.3.3-12



- 0.3 (1) (0.4462) 12(2.006)1-'

- 0.222

Solution: Angles of Attack Below the Stall
CL sin2a

Cos a a C sin a Isin al (equation 4.1.3.3-a)coa a 2

"C (CNM + ACNaa (equation 4.1.3.3-b)

= 1.53 + ACN

Ac _ _ _ 
_ __O

*(nex 1.53 0

5 0.126 0.60 2.33 0.018 0.200 0.218 0.22

10 0.256 0.80 2.33 0.070 0.393 0.463 0.46

15 0.390 0.73 2.26 0.151 0.575 0.726 0.70

20 0.530 0.66 2,18 0.25 0.739 0.994 0.03

25 0.600 0.45 1.90 0.364 0.881 1.236 1.12

30 0.840 0.25 1.78 0.445 0.996 1.44i 1.26

34.6 1.000 0 1.53 0.491 1.070 1.561 1.29

Compute: Angles of Attack Above the Stall
* CL (low-aspect-ratio wing)

Max mex

(CNa,) WO - 1.20 (figure 4.1.3.3-55b)

/(CNt) rf 1.53 (calculated on page 4.1.3.3-12)""Ca" ref

Solution: Angles of Attack Above the Stall

CL sn2
SCN CNa "-- + CNaa sincz isinal (equation 4.1.3.3-a)
Cos a 1.21

4 ~4. 1.3.3-13



CN + C- tanN

(N N)aW Na/ (CNr) N, +rel p2 CL

tan a .0 (equation 4.1.3.3-f)

1.53 + (1,20 - 1.53) +- 0.96 D ( e) Stan J 2.3

tan ac"

1 . 20 0.33 -- + 0.96D
120 033 tan a

0~ @
,~ .fD - , " 2 . .C

""w ' j 4.1.3.3i-5ea 4Q. 4.1.3.31.f c 612 I C1  s q. 4.1.N3.3-L

tan__ a ___ 1.2 +.33®+6~ NO N "'(Ic

37 0.912 -. 20 1"3W 0.474 1.11 1.684 1.26

* 40 0.819 .0.86 0,66" 0.270 1.13 1.400 1.07

46 o.L67 -1.43 0.064 0.027 1.1 1.177 0.83

50 0.577 -1.64 40.08 -0.062 1.13 1.078 0.69

6o 0.397 -1.27 0.112 0.084 0.9" 1.080 0.54

70 0.20 .0.86 o.43 0.387 0.74 I 1.127 0.

go10 0 1.200 1.200 0 1.2M 0

A comparison of the calculated values and the ex.perimenta, data of reference 25 is presented as sketch (c).

A -006(2dSL: f7> --

2..t.J ~1, °,..2.. ... T .....
o 20 40 60 00 100 o 20 40 co so 'o

SKETCH (c)
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2. High-Angle-of-Attack Characteristics of a High-Aspect-Ratio Wing.

Given: Wing 7 of reference 25.

A = 6.0 X 0.5 ALE 8.90 NACA 64A010 airfoil (free-stream direction)

M = 0.2; 3 - 0.98 RI 1.5 to 2.2 x 106 (based on MAC)

K = 1.0 (assumed) Ac/2  2.60

Compute: Angles of Attack Below the Stall

Find CLmax and acLmax as outlined in Section 4.1.3.4 and CNa from Section 4.1.3.2.

(C1 + 1) cos ALE4 therefore, use high-aspect-ratio method

Ay = 2.10 (figure 2.2.1-8)

ca = 1.23 at R 9 = 9X106 (table 4.1.1-B)

A. cl max =-0.14 for RI = 2.0 x 106 (figure 4.1.1.4-7b, extrapolated)

SCmax -- 1.23 - 0.14 1.09 (adjusted for test RA)

CLmax
- 0.895 (figure 4.1.3.4-21a)

cj.
Cmax (Cm j tmx CL4l34d

*AC 0 (figure 4.1.3.4.22)

Lmax = ( Cimax max (equation4.1.3.4

= (0.895)(1.09) 0.975

Find CL
La

A 2 + tan 2 A 11/2 5.89

K c12

CL /A 0.76 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-49)
La

4.1.3.3-15
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Ca = La) A) (0.76)(6) 4.56 per rad

Aa- 1.00 (figure 4.1.3.4-21b)
Lmax

cfi 0
a = - 0 0.10 0 (equation 4.1.3.1-a)

CL~| . : . C t1 m ax " "
-Cm ax + a0  a (equation 4.1.3.4-e)

Lmax La.La

0.975

4.56/(57.3)
Find (CNa~a)ref

-Lmax 0.975

CN @ CLrmax COS aC, 0.9732 1.002 (equation 4.1.3.3-c)

C'@C -CN (IAsin 2ac

C 'imax .CN si CLmOX

(C- sinamax siC (equation 4.1.3.3-d)

S~0.4478

1.002 - 4.56 2

-,.= -0.359
(0.2300)2

Find J

7. C1 = 0.3, C2 = 1.06 (figure 4.1.3.4-24b)

J = 0.3 (C1 + 1)- cos ALE (Cl + 1) (C 2 + 1)- )

(equation 4.1.3.3-e)

6(.1 (2.06) (6) (0.1566)]3
,,.-': - = 0.3 (0 .3 1) ..- • (0.988) (1.3 1) (2.06) -- " -

.=6,36

4.1,3.3-16



Solution: Angles of Attack Below the Stall

CL sin 2a
.... . N N 2 N- sin a [sin al (equation 4.1,3.3-a)cos; a CO 2 N CN a 2 CNo a

C., (C ) +'ACN (equation 4.1.3.3-b)ý-" "aa' ' C N aa ref+ Ca

=-0.359 + ACNaa

Ac C
aeOa sin 2a N L CL)

(deg) tan-- fig. 4.1.3.3-55a eq. 4.1.3.3-b C N si CN -2 eq. 4.1.3.3-a C = o

Lmax -.359 + @) +

5 0.370 2.84 2.48 0.019 0.396 0.415 0.41

10 0.746 1.80 1.44 0.043 0.780 0.823 0.81

13.3 1.000 0 -0.36 -0.019 1.021 1.002 0.98

SCompute: Angles of Attack Above the Stall

C* (calculated using the low-aspect-ratio method of Section 4.1.3.4)Lmax

A 4
(CL ) 0.79 (figure 4.1.3.4-23bat (C, + 1) cos ALE =7' Ay = 2.10)

(C2 + 1) A tan ALE = (2.06) (6) (0.1566) = 1.94

ACma -- 0.08 (figure 4.1.3.4-24a)

-': ''"-:. ~~Cl.mx=cmx)ae Atinx (equation 4.1.3.4-g)

Ctma = 10.79 + (-0.08) = 0.71

(CN) a o° = 1.30 (figure 4.1.3.3-55b)

(CN aa)f -.0.359 (calculated on page 4.1.3.3.16)

Solution: Angles of Attack Above the Stall

C6 sin 2a

s- = = C -N + CN sin a Isin a.l (equation 4. i.3.3-a)

4.1.3.3-17 I



VC -, ..... r..tan " a. (C
- + p.2

CNaa ~CNaa) ref + [(C acL)900 - aaN)ref][ tan a + 3 a Liu

(equation 4.1.3.3-f)
tan a \ 2" L.mD 4.56 /(0.975 \ *1

-0.359 + (1.3 + 0.3 + 0.96D59 tan a J \./ 0.71)

tan a cL ,
= 1.3- 1.659 + 3.588D

taan

S tan D Nao sin 2a CN /.CL

(d o 1g) 4 fmax fig. 4.1.3.3-55a eq. 4.1.3.3-f C- sil2 C " eq. 4.1.3.3-a C C os a)

n1.3 -1.66-ý)+ 3.68 @ )

16 0.825 -0.80 -2.94 -0.22 1.21 0.99 0.95

18 0.728 -1.32 -4.64 -0.44 1.34 0.90 0.86

20 0,649 -1.50 -5.16 -0.60 1.47 0.87 0.82

"22 0.585 -1.54 -5.20 -0.73 1.58 0.85 0.79

30 0.409 -1.32 -4.11 -1.03 1.97 0.94 0.81

50 0.198 -0.70 -1.54 -0.90 1.25 1.35 0.X7

- 70 0.086 -0.30 0.08 0.07 1.47 1.64 0.53

90 0 0 1.30 1.30 0 1.30 0

A comparison of the calculated values and the experimental data of reference 25 is presented as sketch (d).

1.6 64A010 1.6

' ' ~ ALAE - 8.90

1.2 -A 6 1.2 0 0

CL0X 0.5L CN0

.8 -or .
00 o 0 CN

.4 .4
N 0 TEST DATA WCN

0 - -' - CALCULATED (Ct)

0 20 0 20 4 0 8o g0o o

a (dog)a (dog)SKETCH (d)
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3. Angle-of-Attack Characteristics of a Cambered Wing

Given: The wing of reference 26.

"A = 9.0 X = 0.4 ALE = 2.20 NACA b31 -210 airfoil (free-stream direction)

Position of maximum t/c = 0.45c
"Position of maximum camber = 0.50c
Amount of camber = 0.01 ic

M = 0.30; 3 = 0.954 RI 2.5 x 106 (based on MAC)

K = 1.0 (assumed) A. 3.250
c/2

Compute: Angles of Attack Below the Stall

Find CLmax andacL as outlined in Section 4.1.3.4 and CNa from Section 4.1.3.2.
max

4
A > 4 therefore, use high-aspect-ratio method

(C1 + 1) cos ALE

Ay> 2.20 (figure 2.2.1-8)

bas(e) = 1.28 (uncambered wing at R 9 x 106) (figure 4.1.1.4-5)

t A1 cA = 0.07 (figure 4.1.1.4-6d)

A2  max 00.15 (figure4.1.1. 4 -7a)

Ac3 c =,:-0.13 (figure 4.1.1.4-7b)

= /cjba + A' cja + A2Cm. + A3 c (equation 4.1.1.4-a)
Smax _ba mm x

= 1.30 + 0.07 + 0.15 - 0.13 = 1.39

. C L - 0.90 (figure 4.1.3.4-21 a)

',m ax

""AC = -0.105 (figure 4.1.3.4-22)S."•' ,, .L max

CL( max
C +'AC L- +(equation 4.1.3.4-d)

\Ca ma 1  max Lma

"" (0.90) 1.39) 0.105 = 1.15

4.13.3-19
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r

Aa = 0.50 (figure 4.1.3.4-21 b)CLex

Find C~a
LL

A1/
A + tan 2 Ac /2 - 8.60

CLa /A = 0.59 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

CL CN = )A (0. 59)(9) = 5.31

ell 0.2

a I - • = 0 - 0.13.. =1.77' (equation 4.1.3.1-a)
ol .113a. cla

C
Lmax

aC + a + Aac (equation 4.1.3.4-e)
max La max

5.31/(57.3) + (-1.77) + 0.5 = 11.140 e]

Find (CN)rgf
CLff~x 1.15

CN @ ~max COm - 09815... -1.17 (equation 4.1.3.3-c)
Lmix

a - a0 = 12.910
Lmix ilax

' a" ")si 2(a/)CL
m*N (•Cnuax--qO J2L

(CNoa).f (equation 4.1.3.3-d with a (CL)c7=Ca~e sin (a.)C s in (a.e) c 6Lmax Lmax

CLmaxI Lmax I

1.17 . (5.31) 0.0137 0270.0137 0.274

(0.2235)2 0.0500

Find J

C = 0.43, C2 =1.09 (figure 4.1.3.4-24b)

A ~ ~~~~~(C 2 + ) A tan ALr 31 q at o .! 3 3 e

J = 0.3 (C1 + 1)0--cos ALE (C1 + 1)(C 2 + 1) -(equation 4.1.3.3-e)
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= 0.3 (1.43) O-.9-- (0.9993) (1.43) (2.09) (- [ (0.04  j

12.10

ution: Angles of Attack Below the Stall
r ~CL si 2a6

cosa = N C N4  2 + sina Isin a I (equation 4.1.3.3-a with a'a,)

CNaa = (CNaa),., + ACNaa (equation 4.1.3.3-b)

C = 0.274 + AC

o ® ©

ta n~r CN C
ton 0 Isin20Ca cr, CNaao oq, 4.1.3.3-b C~o s in 20t Oa eq 4.1.3.3-a CL

(dog) (dog) Lmax fig. 4.1.3.3-55a .274 +(-) NC Na 2 @+(D (c cos a)

0 1.77 0.1349 2.83 3.10 0.0030 0.1639 0.1669 0.167

4 5.77 0.4409 2.83 3.10 0.0313 0.5313 0.5626 0.561

8 9.77 0.7513 1.76 2.02 0.0582 0.8881 0.9463 0.937

10 11.77 0.9092 0.65 0.92 0.0383 1.0601 1.0984 1.0R2

11.14 12.91 1.00 0 0.27 0.0130 1.1563 1.1693 1.147

Compute: Angles of Attack Above the Stall

LC*x (Calculated using the low-aspect-ratio method of Section 4.1.3.4)
SA 4

Lmax) 0.79 (figure 4.1.3.4-23a at (C1 ALE =-, Ay 220)

(C 2 + 1) A tan AtLE = (2.09) (9) (0.0384) = 0.723

ACLmx = -0.105 (figure 4.1.3.4-24a)

Ct =(q) + AC (equation 4.1.3.4-g)

= 0.79 + (-0.105) n- 0.685

.INC(CN) go = 1.37 (figure 4.1.3.3-55b)
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(CNaa) = 0.274 (calculated on page 4.1.3.3-20)

Solution: Angles of Attack Above the Stall

CL sin 2aac 1s CN = N ' +2 C a sin a. sin a. (equation 4.1.3.3-a with a ::a).:
cos a N Na 2 + N ... snaIa.

aare
= [(', 1 [ tan(ao) ] CN ~ •2

C,,N = (C,,, , tan a,, J 2.3"(eution + 132D (• )---
(equation 4.1.3.3-f with a a.)

r an (a,)L 1a 2~

=0.274 + (1.37 - 0.274) 1.' tK~ 0.9 D -

tan (a)tn
CLL

= 1.37 - 1.096 ~ifaMx + 5.92 D
tan a.

a. = 90I - - _ (equation 4.1.3.3-g)
go0° a. 900 a.

Lma

S(--1.77) 90 (-1.77)[ 1 90 - 11.14 90- 11.14

1. 022 a + 2.020

tan (tae)C 
N

a: : Lmax D Ct.a sin 20' CNr eL ij

deg €lgt" e fig. 4.1.3,."55a .7 + 10 6+eq. 4.1.3.3-f5.2 CN , sin2ofe C '-" e I .4...-P+•,• .1G co ,-

Stan ae 1.37 + 1,096 + 5.92@ Oaz N+ C

11.2 13.47 0.9570 -0.05 0.0251 0.0014 1.203 1.204 1.181
12 14.28 0.9006 -0.25 -1.0970 -0.0668 1.269 1.202 1.176

13 15.31 0.8371 -0.70 -3.691 -0.2574 1.328 1.071 1.044

A cojipar` ,,,n of the calculated values and the expefiniental data of reference 26 is presented as sketch (e).
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000o 0

S.8 -.8--
C L, 63~ -210 N

c/4 or
.A A 9 C N '4-"_

-0.4 0 TEST DATA (C NL.A --- CALCULATED (CNo --

-4 0 4 8 12 16 -4 0 4 8 12 16

a (deg) a (deg)

SKETCH (e)

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

4. Double-Delta Wing

Givenu The double-delta wing of reference 27.

A =1.4 Ai = 0.127 =9026 sq ft

bw k- 16 ft jTU = 0.180 S = 3437 sq ft

S = 5589 sq ft x = 0.0454 xi = 0.4831 - 2. = 0.094 A T0 = -0 A = 84.750
0R TE LE1

AE 62 A, 2  79.50 = 40.72

c CrW A LE, Low Speed- , = 1.0 K 1.0 (assumed)

4 I,•- ,ATE:-. _

2
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7 4-. r, 
,, ,. ,

Compute:

CL (Section 4.1.3.2)
a

(cos A. 2) ( (cos A,/ 2) Si (equation 4.1.3.2-f)
A j-1

- '-w (cos A./ 2) S, + (cos A,/ 2 ) S-
K 0

- 9026 ((0.1822)(3437) + (0.7581)(5589)1 ']
9026

0.5388

(Act 2) = 57.40; tan (Ac/ 2) 1.5637
Ott Off

"P2 + tan2 (A ,2) 2 = 1.49(1.0 + (1.5637)2]2 2.77

CL/A = 1.16 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

Ca = 1.728 per radLa

ItanAk5  (1.0)(10.884) =0.884

A 
0 

0.127
1 2 0. 0 080 .7 0 6

2 0 .18.38

!.:!':Solution:

4, 
C1I3. 

3-24.4.333-h
"""_ _ _ __C_ _ _--A 

AL• L "ti q 413.-
I , " .I d tg ) f ig . 4 . 1 .3 .3 -5 6 ( p e r r o d ) I ) (

"w 4 10.884 0.066 1.728 0.706 0.1346

: 80.127 
0.3110

12 0. 208 0,5079
1t.i_ 16 0.29 0.71963:

" "20 0.380 0.9301

:' ,:214.1.3.3-24



The calculated values of CL are plotted versus a and a curve faired through the cakulated points ýarigent

to C near zero lift. (see sketch (f)).

I X)/

-0 -CALCULATED --

E TEST DATA
.8 - - - - - - - - - -

.6 --- --- - -

Ct

.4 ---- -

CL.
LIE

•' ~~.2d r

0 4 8 12 16 20
a (deg)

SKETCH (f)
5. Cranked Wing

Given: The cranked wing of reference 28. This is the configuration of the sample problem of paragraph A
of Section 4.1.3. 1. Some of the characteristics are repeated.

"Aw - 4.0 Sw = 2.25 sq ft S, = 1.641 sq ft bw 3. Oft

17 = 0.60 A LE 48.60 Ai = 1.97 M 0.80; / = 0.60

,v Compute:

C1  4.324 pet rad 0.0755 per deg(sample problem, paragraph A, Section 4.1.3.2)
L

I !
-- • =0.882

tan ALE- 1.i3431

a... 5.90 (figure 4.1.3.3-57)
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C , C.a %ok (equation 4.1.3.3-i)

- (0.0755) (5.9) - 0.445

(tan ALE (0.6) (1.1343) = 0.681

Ai 1.97
6 : -6 3.2f317 0.60

CL . " A--I--- (equation 4. .3.3-h)
Lnonlinw' aC ? AI/778

( CL A,) C L

t (-A LE S CL I @Q. 4.1.3.3.h

(dew L f. 4.113-56 Iper red) ,I B 5

4 0.661 0.150 4.324 3.283 0,206

3 0.283 0.373

12 0.415 0.547

16 0.655 0.731

22 O O__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-

0.06 01902

Plot C L versus a and read CL) a a= • abrook

L.

(CL ] 0.285 (constructed, see sketch (g))

Solution: a b abn1

CL CL + 6C1 (equation 4.1.3.3-k)

SCL CL- (CL)a a 1 (equation 4.1.3.3-j)

4.1.3-2 nonln
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(CL) 6 CL C®.
CL b ak eq. 4.1.3.3-1 C eq. 4.1.3.3,k(nl(oi,,,Io,,,,,ar) @ . @ L,,,, ® .

( u )(nonlinear) ( o l n a )0 r a

6.9 0.285 0.285 0 0.445 0.445

8 0.373 0.088 0.533

12 0. 547 0.262 0.707

16 0.731 0.446 0.891

2- 0.902 0.617 1.062

These calculated values of Cl are plotted versus a on sketch (g).

1.0' - "-'-CALCULATED -

NVA TEST DATA

CL 1+, -
{"-[ .6- l " " nonlinear'

] brerk(eq. 4.1.3.3-h

K .
6 CL

K .g .4"- -r--- - -
Ca

[.2' -•-- 2 breakJ nonlinear

abreak -

a-,-_I . ... j ... - 1I_

0 4 8 12 16 20
a (deg)

SKETCH (g)
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6. Curved Wing

Given: The ogee wing of reference 29.

A = 1.20 bw 12.0 in. 1 20.0 in.

M = 0.4

Compute:

Wing slenderness parameter

bw 12.0
2-- = 2(2.0--- = 0.30

= 0.548

Solution:

C
CL = L ý- (equation 4.1.3.3-1)

CL/J'4 CL
2 s" q, 4.1.3.3-1•

(deg) fO4.1.3.3.58 '21 M

4 0.249 0.543 0.136

8 0.525 0.20

12 0.860 0.465

16 1.210 0.064

20 1.660 0.88
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.7-...

J " These calculated results are compared with test data in table 4.1,3.3-D at angles of attack of 40, 80, and 120.

B. TRANSONIC

No specific charts are presented for determining the transonic lift characteristics of wings at high angles of

attack. The best source of information of this type is experimental data on similar configurations, e.g.,
reference 10. If such information is not immediately available, the method of the following paragraphs may.
be used as a guide to obtain trends.

For thin, low-aspect-ratio, conventional wings, an indication of the lift characteristics at high angles ol attack
at transonic speeds may be obtained by the following procedure:

I. Calculate the complete lift curves for M = 0.6 and M = 1.4 by the methods of paragraphs A
and C, respectively, of this section.

2. Obtain the wing lift-curve slope at low angles of attack, as outlined in Section 4.1.3.2, for inter-
mediate Mach numbers.

3. Obtain the wing maximum-lift variation with Mach number and angle of attack for maximum lift
as outlined in Section 4.1.3.4.

4. Using as a guide the information determined in the first three steps, construct the approximate lift
curves for the range of Mach numbers between 0.6 and 1.4.

For thick, high-aspect-ratio, conventional wings the same procedure may be used except that the transonic
'lift-curve slopes obtained from Section 4.1.3.2 apply only to the first few degrees of angle of attack and may
be misleading if extrapolated to higher angles. Section 4.1.3.2 gives a more detailed discussion of this problem.
For any wing, local nonlinearities at high angles of attack arc likely to exist at Mach numbers between 0.8 and

0.95. Again, it is best to use experimental data.

C. SUPERSONIC

H Conventional, swept wings at supersonic speeds may be conveniently divided into two major categories:

"Wings with subsonic leading edges, that is, wings for which /!/tan ALE < I

Wings with supersonic leading edges, that is, wings for which 0/tan ALE > I

The supersonic-leading-edge category may be further subdivided according to whether or not the leading-edge
shock is attached or detached.

. In order to provide continuity between these various supersonic regimes, as well as with the subsonic regime,
the normal-force equation, 4.1.3.3-a, has again been used. As before, the first term is based on linear theory
and the second accounts for nonlinear effects. The linear term is taken from Section 4.1.3.2 and the non-
linear coefficient CN is given in the charts of this section. The charts of this section are based on refer-

"aa
ences II through 19. Table 4. 1.3.3-E presents substantiation data and compares the results obtained with
this method to experimental data for the subsonic-leading-edge case. Tables 4.1.3.3-F and 4.1.3.3-G present
corresponding information for the supersonic-leading-edge cases. Table 4.1.3.3-F is for wings having attached

.. -. shocks at low angles and detached shocks at high angles. Table 4.1.3.3-G is for wings having detached shocks
. throughout the angle-of-attack range.

4.1.3.3-29
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Supersonic Normal-Force Coefficient of Wings with Subsonic Leading Edges

For conventional, swept wings with subsonic leading edges at supersonic free-stream Mach numbers, the
nonlinear character of the normal-force curve is primarily a function of a/tan ALE and to a lesser degree

of C The lift characteristics are similar to the subsonic maximum-lift characteristics of low-aspect-ratioNa*

wings, in that the maximum-lift coefficient first increases, then oecreases with increasing aspect ratio (see
Section 4.1.3.4). As with the subsonic wings, the critical leading-edge sweep angle at which reversal occurs
seems to lie between 600 and 650. Therefore, the influence of CN has been separated into two regimes.Na
In the first regime, for sweep angles less than 62.50, C is used directly as derived from linear theory. In

the second regime, for sweep angles greater than 62.50, the lift-curve slope is modified by an empirical
coirection factor.

DATCOM METHOD

The procedure for finding the supersonic pseudo normn-force coefficient C'N of a straight-tapered wing

with subsonic leading edges at high angles of attack is as follows:

Step 1. The normal-force-curve slope CN for the conventional wing is found from Section 4.1.3.2.
Va

This includes the modifying effect of thickness on normal-force-curve slope as given in
figure 4.1.3.2-6% In this figure, thickness is represented by 6j, the semiwedge angle normalF1
to the leading edge of wings having sharp leading edges, and by Ay1 , the leading-edge param-
eter normal to the leading edge of wings having rounded leading edges. .

Step 2. An empirical parameter E is found from one of the two following equations:

tan A
E = C for 1 1

-Na 1.92

[tan ALE taAtA
E__ C L , o rAE LE I"Na L1 1.92 1.92

where C is a.thickness term from figure 4.1.3.3-59a and 61 in this figure is the leading-edge
Ay1

parameter normal to the leading edge; for wings having rounded loading edges, 6i tan- 1 5.85

Step 3. The nonlinear coefficient C is found from figure 4.1.3.3-59b as a function of
• • (C N.) theory

E and the angle-of-attack parameter [(CN): p tan a or its reciprocal.
\tan _ALE! J

Step 4. The total lift and approximate normal-force coefficients are obtained using
equation 4.1.3.3-a; i.e.,

C- C L + C sin a ]sin al

coa N NaNcos a 4 3a 2
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Application of this technique is illustrated by the sample problem on pages 4.1.3.3-34 through 4.1.3.3-36.

Supersonic Normal-Force Coefficient of Wings With Supersonic Leading Edges

For conventional wings with supersonic leading edges, the wing leading-edge shock may or may not be
attached, depending on the angle of attack and the wing thickness.

When the shock is attached, shock-expansion theory (summarized in reference 20) gives accurate results.
Shock-expansion theory states that the pressures acting on a wing are a direct function of the airfoil thick-
ness and profile shape. For the total integrated normal forces, however, little accuracy is lost if the wing is

r -" assumed to be a flat plate.

Thickness effects may not be neglected, even approximately, in determining the conditions under which
an attached shock will detach. A shock will start to detach whenever the sum of the angle of attack and the
semiwedge angle, both measured normal to the leading edge, exceeds the value of an expression given in
reference 20; in other words,

6>(M2-1)3/a.L + 6]. 4 (- 1 )•

3 V/3T (,y +) M2

where M1 is the Mach number normal to the leading edge and -Y 1.4. This function is plotted in
figure 4.1.3.3-61 b. As the angle of attack is increased beyond this value for incipient shock detachment, an
angle-of-attack transiion region occurs (see sketch (h)), wherein the normal-force characteristics of a given
wing gradually come to resemble those of a similar wing of somewhat greater thickness at a lower angle of
attack. When the angle of attack reaches the upper limit of the transition region, the shock may be con-
sidered to be fully detached.

AINCIPIENT
SHOCK ,,

SEPARATI ON

C N

TRANSITION REGION

~ I a
SKETCH (h)

For wings where the leading-edge shock is detached, no theory exists for the prediction of normal forces.
However, examination of experimental data shows that a nonlinear force coefficient may be defined and
presented in much the same way as was done for supersonic wings with subsonic leading edges. This is to be
expected, since a local subsonic region exists near the leading edge when the shock is detached. For these
wings, the nonlinear coefficient CN is a function of CmN only.

aa a
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DATCOM METHOD

The first step is to determine whether the leading-edge shock is attached or detached at zero angle of attack.

This is determined by using figure 4.1.3.3-61b. Set 5.ff (see figure 4.1.3.3-61b) equal to the semiwedge

angle of the wing perpendicular to the wing leading edge 5,L and calculate the upstream Mach number per-
pendicular to the wing leading edge at zerc, angle of attack by

(ML) = M i1- sin 2 ALE

The leading-edge shock condition is then determined by the boundary of figure 4.1.3.3-61 b. If the shock is
detached, follow procedure (1) below; if the shock is attached, follow procedure (2). K

I. Supersonic Wings With Detached Shock at Zero Angle of Attack

The procedure for finding the supersonic pseudo normal-force coefficient CN at high angles of attack of a
straight-tapered wing with supersonic leading edges and with a detached shock is as follows:

Step l.a. The derivative CN is calculated from Section 4.1.3.2. C is the theoretical normal-

force-curve slope of figures 4.1.3.2-56a through 4.1.3.2-56g multiplied by the empirical
thickness correction of figure 4.1.3.2-6q.

Step L.b. The equivalent lift-curve slope E is calculated from the appropriate one of the two following
equations:

N .tan ALE

E C for L92 < 1.0

taAta n anALE tan AL

SCNa [ 1.92 1.92 1) for 1.92

where C is determined from figure 4.1.3.3-59a as a function of the semiwedge angle normal

to the leading edge.

The nonlinear coefficient C is determined from figure 4. 1.3.3-63a as a function of E

and the angle-of-attack parameter used as the abscissa.

Step I .c. The total lift and approximate normal-force coefficients are obtained using equation 4. 1.3.3-a;
i.e.,

"C sin 2a
"-- C C + C sin a Isinai

cos a Na 2 aa

4.

r%
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"2. Supersonic Wings With Attached Shock at Zero Angle of Attack

The procedure for finding the supersonic pseudo normal-force coefficient C' at high angles of attack of a
straight-tapered wing with supersonic leading edges and with an attached shock is as follows:

Step 2.a. The derivative CNa is calculated from Section 4.1.3.2. CNa is the theoretical normal-force

"slorF of figures 4.1.3.2-5 6a through 4.1. 3 .2-5 6g multiplied by the empirical thickness cor-
rection of figure 4.1.3.2-60.

Step 2.b. Determine the angle of attack a* at which the shock will start to detach. This is obtained
by using figure 4.1.3.3-61 b. For unswept wings, the value of 6ef.L at the start of shock

"detachment is obtained from figure 4.1.3.3-61b at Mi M.. Then the angle of attack at
which the shock will start to detach is determined by

a* -

For swept wings 8 must be determined by graphical interpolation, since there is an inter-

dependence between the Mach number and the angle of attack normal to the leading edge.
These relations for swept wings are

M =M, v' - sin2 ALE cos a

a, tan->' ano-)

where M, is the free-stream Mach number, M is the Mach number perpendicular to the

leading edge, a is the wing angle of attack, and a1 is the angle of attack normal to the
leading edge.

"For a selected range of a's, calculate 8 and Ml using the above equations and the
relationship

6,ff_ = a + 8_

Then plot ML versus 8 ioni figure 4.1.3.3-61 b. The intersection of this curve and the

boundary curve of figure 4.1.3.3-61b determines the value of 6. at which the shock will

start to detach. Then the angle of attack at which the shock will start to detach is determined
by

a* = tan-' tan((•eff- 61) cOSALeJ

Step 2.c. The angle-of-attack-transition increment between incipient shock detachment and full
detachment is now determined'from figure 4 .1.3 .3-61a. To enter this figure, the nonlinear
normal-force coefficient at incipient shock separation CQ must be known. This is read

I...
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from figure 4.1.3.3-60b by entering on the abscissa tan a or at the angle of

attack corresponding to incipient shock separation as already calculated in step 2.b.

C*N = CN is then read from the appropriate #-curve.

Step 2.d. The total lift and approximate normal-force coefficients may now be calculated for the
three different angle-of-attack ranges using equation 4.1.3.3-a; i.e.,

CL sin 2a
=C CC sina !sinalcos a N aN 2 CNaa

where

CN is from step 2.a.

CN for the attached-shock range is read from figure 4.1.3.3-60b.

CN for the fully-detached-shock range is read from figure 4.1.3.3-60a in the
Naa manner outlined in step 1.b. of the section on detached shocks.

C in the transition range is interpolated graphically or calculated analyticallyCNan from the linear-interpolation formula (A
CMa CNaa N' , a Caa

CN a'~ -___

In the above formula the starred quantities are measured at incipient-shock-
separation conditions, and priine, quantities are measured at the end of the
transition region, where the shock is fully detached.

Application of this technique is illustrated by sample problem 2 on pages 4.1.3.3-36 through 4.1.3.3-39.

Sample Problems

1. Supersonic Pseudo-Normal-Force Coefficient of Wing With Subsonic Leading Edge.

Given: Wing 4a of reference 15.

A 0.562 =0 ALE =820 M 6.9; j3 6.83

Airfoil: 5-percent-thick (free-stream direction) double wedge with maximum thickness at 50-percent
chord
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Compute:

C (Section 4.1.3.2)N a

6., semiwedge angle normal to wing leading edge

:. l1 0.05~

"6" semiwedge angle 0. /cos ALE 0.1392 (57.3) 20.550
'3ý .

tan ALE 0.960 (subsonic leading edge)

A tan ALE = 4.00

(C-a) = 0.573 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-S6a)
a theory

SCN a
•(CNa) theooi -0.750 (figure 4.1.3.2-60)

CNa (0.750) (0.573) 0.430 per rad

Empirical Parameter E

tan A LE

1.92 - 3.71; therefore, use second equation listed under step 1.b. of Datcom method.

tan ALE
CNa 1.92 1.595

C = 1.30 (figure 4.1.3.3-59a)

[tan ALE tan A

E CN a 1.92 f9]

= 0.43 [3.71 + (1.30)(3.71 - 1)]

= 3.11

E -3.00
tan ALE

Solution:

"sin 2a
N= CN + C sin a Isinal (equation 4.1.3.3-a)a 2
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CN is obtained from figure 4.1.3.3-59b.

0~~ --_ _ _ _ _J
a CN I CN N ,cL 2

_ T r n' ftg 4.1.-3.359b CN 1 C

CNW 2N on2q. 4.1.3.3-a (CN o

0.783 0.12 0.002 0.069 0.06 0.06

12 0.517 0.44 0.019 0.087 0.11 0.11

16 0.384 0.64 0.048 0.114 0.16 0.15

20 0.302 0.78 0.091 0.138 0.23 0.22

24 0.247 0.90 0.149 0.160 0.31 0.28

28 0.207 1.00 0.220 0.178 0.40 0.35

32 0.176 1.09 0.306 0.193 0.50 0.42

36 0.151 1.15 0.397 0.204 0.60 0.49

40 0.131 1.22 0.504 0.212 0.72 0.56

2. SuperVozii Peud -Normal-Force Coefficient of Wing with Supersonic Leading Edge

Given: Wings IA and IB of reference 15

A = 2.31 X = 0 ALE 600 M = 6.91; • = 6.83

Airfoil: 5-percent-thick double wedge with maximum thickness at 50-percent chord

Compute:

Determine whether the leading-edge shock is attached or detached at zero angle of attack.

8. L semiwedge angle normal to wing leading edge

•i• 1(0.05~

8 semiwedge angle = 2 \ 0 . ) .
osALE .- 0 -500 7.3. =

)° -- Mo -- sin2 A.. 3.45

For the conditions (M_) 3.45 and .6 = 5.7°, the leading-edge shock is attached

(see figure 4.1.3.3-61b); therefore, follow procedure (2) of the Datcom method.
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IC (Section 4.1.1.2)
N a

tan ALE
-0.254

A tan ALE 4,00

(CN a) 0.586 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-56a)
Otheory

CNa

(CNa) theory 1. (figure 4.1.3.2-60)

Cn 0.586 per rW'1

Determine the angle of attack for which the shock will start to detach (a*).

T

tana 6
- M I- A _ 2 ,(deu) te(n a osALE (dog) &A! 6L1W CO LE

(dog)

4 O.C0r9 OA. 13 7.96 13.7 0.9976 3.48

8 0.14W 0.2901 16.18 21.9 0.9903 3.55

12 0.2121 0.4252 23.04 28,7 0.9781 3.67

16 0.2867 0.5734 29.83 35.5 0.9613 3.82

20 0.3640 0.7280 36.06 41.8 0.9397 4.01

24 0.4452 0.8904 41.68 47.4 0.9136 4.22

Plot S . versus M on figure 4.1,3.3-61b. At the intersection of this curve and the boundary

. curve of figure 4.1.3.3-61b, read 8 off at the start of shock detachment.

Sof =38.50

",tan- tan( f - &1) cos ALEI

tan- tan (38.5 - 5.7) cos 6001

tan- 1 (0.3223) 17.90
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Solution: Angles of Attack for Fully Attached Shock

sin 2a
"C CN 0x 2 + CMt sin a Isin al (equation 4.1.3.3-a)

CM is obtained from figure 4.1.3.3-60b.

C n21e.4.1,3.3-a C
(dog) jtwnQ fig. 4.1.3.3-O)b Ntfl N 2

T Ci

4 0.476 0.32 0.002 0,041 0.043 0.043

8 0.960 0.82 0.012 I 0.061 0.003 0.092

II

12 0,689 0.93 0.040 0.119 0.156 0.156

16 0.510 1.17 0.069 0.155 0.244 0.235

17.9 0.453 1.27 0.120 0.171 0.291 0.277

Solution: Angles of Attack in the Transition Range

C N a

A, t 8.20 (figur 4.1.3.3-6aat C t = 127)

[C4] 1.2 0.301 (at a' ,26. 10)

[ a) theo j

Empirical Parameter E

&tan A LE
0902 therefore, E 0.586 (first equation listed uinder step L.b. of

1.92 N a
Datcom method for wings with detached shock)

C' = 1.23 (figure 4.1.3.3-60a at a' 26.10)

N..,a C3 (3 a 03 (1

SCta

4.=1.3.3-38 .. 3360 a ' 6.°



/a -17.9

-1.27 - ,l - (1.27 - 1,23)

- 1.27 - (a - 17.9)(0.005)
sin 2a

C'N , CNa 2 + CNa ia sn in al (equation 4.1.3.3-a)

ai 2

_________________a._ K .1.13-3 N(~u

20 i.I oJ47 WUI 0.335 0.315

24 1.24 Q2M1 0.218 0.423 0.306$

Solution: Angles of Attack for Fully Detached Shock

sin 2aCN' "CNa 2 +C am na IsinaeI (equation 4.1.3.3-4)

CNaa is obtained fzom figure 4.1.3.3-60s.

CN

(d fi. 4.13.34os ai. CN CM

28 0.276 1.31 0.260 0.243 0.532 0.470

32 0.234 1.43 0.402 0.263 0.60 O.W4

35 0.202 1.46 0.904 S O. 0.71 0. 33

D. HYPERSONIC

At hypersonic speeds, the calculation of surface pressures on wings is complicated by several interrelated
phenomena. These include the boundary layer, the shock wave, heat transfer between the wing and the gas,
dissociation, and ionization. The relative importance of each of these phenomena as they affoct the sero-
dynamic characteristics of wings traveling at hypersonic speeds has not been fully assessed.

Boundary layers affect the surface pressures by the displacement of the inviscid flow. This displacement of
the flow also affects the shock-wave pattern and hence the surface pressures. At very low Reynolds numbers
the inviscid flow between the boundary layer and the shock wave is entirely absorbed by the boundary
layer, and the boundary layer interacts directly with the shock wave. In general, thc, Reynolds number
decreases with increasing Mach number along the flight corridor because of the low densities at the altitudes
associated with flight at high hypersonic spteds. Thus boundary-layer effects become important at the
higher hypersonic speeds.
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Because of aerodynamic heating at hypersonic speeds, lifting surfaces usually use blunt leading edges.
Detached shocks arc thus present ahead of the wing leading edge. Pressures on the surface near the leading
edge behind the detached shock are large compared to oblique-shock, inviscid. flat-plate values at the same
angle of' attack, This "overpressui-e" decays with distance from the leading edge in a manner that depends
on the freestream Mach number, leading-edge radius, Reynolds number, and heat-transfer characteristics.

An empirical method prcscnted in references 21 and 22 attempts to account for these Reynolds-number and
detached-shock effects. This method combines inviscid-0'ow theory, blast-wave theory, and a viscous-
interaction parnmeter. The examples presented in references 21 and 22 give some idea of the magnitude of
these effects on th- surface pressures. Because of the scarcity of tist data, however, the range of applicability
of this method is undetermined. 'The accuracy clairned in the references is ±15 percent.

"Heat transfer between the gaa aid the -sing surface affects the boundary-layer thickness and hence the sur-
face pressureii, The hotter the boundawy layer, the thicker it becomes, and vice versa. Gas properties, notably
the viscosity and ratio of specific heats, change with temperature. Increasing temperature increases the
viscosity and decreases the specific-heat ratio. An indication of the effect of surface temperature on pressure
distribution is shown in reference 22.

At high speed and/or low altitudes the extreme termperatvi-es behind the detached shock wave cause dissocia-
tion of the atmospheric molecules into their atomic coy tituents. Under conditions of still higher temperature
the atoms ionize and the gas becomes a conducting medium. These phenomena are generally restricted to the
leading-edge region. Chapter VIII of reference 23 treats these problems.

Small-disturbance theory has yielded many useful hypersonic similarity forms both for two-dimensional sec-

tions and for axisymmctric bodies (chapter II of reference 23). Hypersonic similarity is basically limited to
low angles of attack a,,d slender bodies, although successful applications have been made that do not meet
these conditions. The hypersonic-similarity concept is discussed and used in Section 4.2.1.2.

The only simple closed-form solution available for the estimation of the norn-,al-forcc cunc of bhunt wings
at hypersonic speeds is obtained from Newtonian or impact theory (reference 23). Newtonian theory assumes
that the component of momentum ncrmal to the surface is canceled (flow remains parallel to the surface
after impact), giving rise to a normal force. Several modifications of Newtonian theory that have been devel-
oped are discussed in paragraph D of Section 4.2.1. 1.

. Newtonian theory does not account for many of the real gas interaction effects previously discussed. At high
angles of attack or at high Mach numbers the surface pressures attributable to these interactions arc small
compared to the impact pressures. At low angles of attack or low Mach numbers they are nc longer zrmall
compared to the impact pressures.

Newtonian theory also assumes that the pressures on the leeward surfaces (those. not "seen'" from the free-
K stream direction) are equal to the ambient pressure. Again, this is a good approximation at high angles of

attack or high Mach numbers, because the actual pressures on the leeward surfaces compared to those on the
forward-facing areas are small. At low Mach numbers or angles of attack the leeward pressures are no longer
small compared to the positive pressures, and Newtonian theory gives less accurate results.

The general field of hypersonic flow is treated in references 23 and 24.

DATCOM METHOD

The curves of figures 4.1.3,3-59b through 4.1.3.3-60b are based on test data for the high supersonic Mach
numbers and converge to Newtonian-theory flat-plate values for high hypersonic Mach numbes. It is recom-
mended that these charts be used in conjunction with the normal-force-curve-slope information from para-
giaph C of Section 4.1.3.2 to obtain the total normal-force curve of wings in hypersonic flow.
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TABLE 4.1.3.3-A
.!•.. ;SUBSONIC WING-LIFT VARIATION W/ITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

A R..c dC CL CL Percont
Ref. A LE X y M x 10- 6  Lmax (dog) (degJ Caic. Test Error

3 .25 0 1.0 .746 -0.1 2.1 1.06 45 .139 10 .16 .15 6.6

20 .45 .417 7.9

30 .77 .715 7.7
40 1.02 .986 3.4

, P 45 1.08 1,06 0

4 1.5 0 1.0 .726 -0.1 2.0 .985 26 836 5 .21 .190 10.5

10 .38 .40 6 .0

15 .60 .65 - 7.7

:0 .82 .85 3.5

-, 2.5 .985 -

"4 1.23 30 .698 .63 -0.1 2.9 1.06 35 .815 5 .17 .175 - 2.8

P 15,E .6 .6 -6 .

15 .6 .6 5.

20 .875 .86 4,.

25 .98 .98 0

I i 30 1.24 1.8 -3.

- , - 38 1.05 -2

1.5 69.5 0 .29 -0.1 3.0 1.34 35 1.28 5 .185 .172 5.7
r 10 .395 .465 0.3

15 .63 .60 6.0

20 .876 .86 1.7

"25 1.16 1,11 2.7

"30 1.34 1.05 - 3.8

"" .. - 35 1.34 1.37 2.2

5 2 63.4 0 .749 -0.15 14.6 1.37 .2,a 5 .22 .22 0

Is - I1 .73 .695 6.0
"-+' " +l20 .96 .936 2.7

"" I25 1.165 1.166 0
"-•..l ; ;30 1.32 1.345 1.8,
; l 34, .5 1.37 1.34 2.2
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TABLE 4.1.3.3-A ICon•d)

RtL, I CL CL Percent

tl A A LE CL x 10 M (dq) CalcI. Test Error

6 2 46.4 .6 1.2 .,2 6.0 1.034 27.2 1.08 8 .407 .356 14.6

S 12 .575 .575 0

16 .755 .78 3.2

20 .9M .9s6 5,2

24 .9t) 1.033 -4.2

27.2 1.02 . 2

6 6 46.2 .6 1.2 -0.2 6.0 1.14 31.7 -4.6 8 .447 .424 5.4

12 .640 .625 2,4

1i .80 .78 2IS

20 .938 .88 6.6

24 .045 .972 7.5

28 1.120 1.025 9,2

31.7 1.150 1..

4 1.0 .0 1. 0. 6.0 1.04 25.2 1. 8 .23 .24 04.2

a .47 .50 - .0

12 .70 .70 0

16 ,82 .as - 2.2

20 1.01 
1.01 

0.24 10306 1.07 .9

25.9 1.06 1.04 1.9
5 4 .0 1. 12 6.0] 1.285. 5 .442 .40 10.5

12 .646 .67 3.3,

is .826 .83 -0.5

20 .955 .935 2.1

24 1.032 1.01 Z2.

215.2 M 1."-S 1.015 1.3

28 .91 .965 -5.7

Awmr, Error " 37

n
ExPlelmsntl Oets !ot Aw.hAbe.
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TABLE 4.1.3.3-B
SUBSONIC WING-LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

DOUBLE-DELTA WINGS
"DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

A LEI A

I E LMAC CL CL Percent
Ref. C Aa (dog) (dog) "b t LER M dog) CeC. Test Error

30 W- 2.01 .416 302 .313 78 53.3 .127 .03 Sharp1 
( 4 1 4 .165 .16/ -1.2

8 .348 .352 -1.1S12 .559 .555 .7

I16 .7. .786 -1.5
' 20 -ýl .981 1.0

4 .186 .194 -4.1

1 8 .370 .389 -4.9
.9 4 .233 .213 9.48 .442 .444 -. 5WB 1.96 .296 .344 405 78 48.5 .127 .03 Sharp(&) 1.14 4 .144 .162 -11.1

8 .305 .324 -5.9

12 .490 .501 -2.2

16 .679 .698 -2.7
20 .869 .892 -2.6

".7 4 .165 .171 -3.5
8 .334 .351 -4.8

I .9 4' .208 .189I 10.1
• .399 .369 8.1

WO 1.93 .10 .454 a49 78 38.1 .127 .03 Sharpla) . 115 4 .130 .137 -3,1
1 .274 .234 -3.5

12 1440 .443 -. 7" 6 .609 .611 -. 3
20 .781 .780 .1

14 11 03 S1.arp115 4 .14,9 159 -6.9

8 308 .319 -3.4
.94 .183 .177 3.4

I a) 1 8 .357 .345 3.5
we 1.30 . 0 .414 82 60 17 .0 Sharp 4 1.70 4 .118 .095 24.2

"8 .239 .222 7.7
12 .393 .357 10.1
16 .543 .500 8.6
20 .701 .642 9.2

74 .128 111 15.3
8 .259 .246 5.3

9 4 '34 .127 5.5
8 .278 .262 6.1

13 302 .163 .403 82 60 147 .03 Shar 1.47 4 .132 .114 15.8__8 .269 .273 -1.5

1 12 1 .442 .4o .5
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TABLE 4.1.33.B (Contd)

ALA o CL CL Pri

LI 0 RAMAC PLcnt

Ref. Confiig. A "i " 1 e (do) (dog* b c LER M X 10-6(dg) CueI Tomt Error

30 WO 1.33 .302 .163 .403 92 60 .141 .03 Ship~'
1 

.4 1.47 16 .611 .615 -. 7
20 .787 .790 -. 4 4

L7 AL .14 .138 51C G LC

8 .293 .293 0

4 .152 .147 3.4

"8 .317 .317 0
WO 1.56 .301 0 .400 82 59 .144 .00 Sharp 4) 1.38 4 .129 .132 -2.3

I8 .261 .282 -7,41

12 .428 .446 -4.0

16 .592 .628 -5.7

- 20 .764 .8M -5.1

.7 4 .141 .145 -2.8

8 I .288 .300 -4.0
9-. 4 .157 .155 1.3

WS 1.72 .358 0 .414 77.4 59 .127 .03 Sharplo) .4 1.30 4 .151 .142 6.3

I8 .321 .305 5.2 tI12 -.510 .483 5.6
16 .706 .682 3.5

I 20 .903 .880 2.6

.7 4 .166 .159 4.4
8 312 .333 -6.3

%7.9 4 ,197 .174 13,2

S.. ." f " 8 .332 .366 -9.0

31 WBV 1.87 .488 0 .424 72.6 59 .131 .02- Sharp .13 17.1 4 .150 .152 -1.3
.03•"•'I8 .340 .336 1.2

12 .563 .566 -. 5

16 .769 .776 -. 9

20 979 .986 -. 7
wSV 1.46 .482 .189 .484 72.6 5 149 .02-. s,-p .13 17.3 4 .148 .134 10.4

I" .03

I I I I I II 8 .33, .327 2.4

I 12 .545 .546 -. 2
I I:I I I I 16 .757 .780 -2.9

I 20 .965 1.006 -4.1

WBV 1.73 .346 0 .561 73,0 59 .131 02- Sharp 13 19.3 10.8
'•;"•' i; 0 .323 .308 4,9

I . .I 12 .524 .512 2.3

I I I-I-11 16 .729 .715 2.0

~ 9I 9 I I 20 .830 .912 2.0
WBV 1.34 .346 .240 .628 73.0 51 02-Sharp 13 19.6 4 .137 .136 0.7

.03

8 .307 .316 -2.8
12 .498 .520 -4.2

18 .693 .729 -4.9
SI• 20 ,B84 .928 --4.7
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TABLE 4.1 3.3.8 (Contd)

A A - SLEI LE0  RdMA C L CI Percent"Ref. Config. A x 0i x 0 /
7
e (dog) (dog) I.EA M X 10- (dog Caic Ton Error

31 WBV 1.73 .356 0 .414 77.4 59 .131 .02' Shqrp .13 20.0 4 .143 .150 -4.7
.03 8 .302 .332 -9.0

12" .4 1 540 -9.1

16 .685 .746 -8.2
-2" .9 4 .960 2.5W"V 1.34 356 .210 .47o 77.4 59 .149 02. Sharp .13 20.3 4 .130 .130 0

.03

8 ,.298 .319 -6.6

12 .484 .520 -6.9
16 .676 .710 -4.8
20 .960 .910 5.6W8V 1.87 .448 0 .332 77.2 59 .131 .02- Sharp . 17.8 4 .146 .150 -2.7

.335 .326 2.8

.524 .541 -3.1

.971 .966 .5WSV 1.46 .448 .183 .379 77.2 59 .149 02. Sharp .13 18,2 4 .144 .139 3.6
.03

8I .330.312 5.8
12 538 .525 2,5
16 .749 .744 J7IK HI HN 20 .958 .9S0 -. 27'27 W'B VN 1.,491 1.3 I.094 .180 84 Ib 62 A0wl ? Sharp 1.1 ? 4 .135 .150 -10.0

8 .311 .320 -2.8
.508 .510 -. 4

1 .2 .723 -. 4

20 .930 .95 -6.5
26 .200 .7 60 49.20 .090 .033 Round .7 3.6 4 .214

iii~~~~ )i~ t~1 .242
WBVN 2.6 200 0709i 60 49.20 .064 .035 Round .2 326 4 .184

.048 
350

p. 
182 531

20 .892W13VN 12.6 .200 0 .7091 60 60 084 035. Round .2 3.26 4 .182 (b)

1w 3. 20 0.654 !60 4.807 03-Rud2 3,22 4-18

.04.0

....L iiL H ~ oi~ of mlii16 :.703 ___

_(a) Th200 mode06 had theoretically ro4nd L.07 .03&inbrd but

"Wre Inalyzed as sharp because of small size of model and"small tic. Average Error - - 4.6%
(b) This Information is claslsiled CONFIDENTIAL.
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TABLE 4.1.3.3-C

SUBSONIC WING-LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

CRANKED WINGS
DATA SUMMARYA~ A R1 MA oCi~

ALE ALE A a CL t
CMA

Ref.qConfl. A I X. Vs(deh Idsg) b c LER M x 106 O W Co.C Tat Error

2! WOV 4.00 ., .517 .600 49.2 6.6 .130 .06 Round .90 2.5 6 0.563 .500 10.6
I 12 (0.726 0.675 7.6 *

I1 0.910 0.625 10.3
2 1.061 0.925 16.9

.85 2.66 80.516 0.5W0 5.3
12 0.L734 0.690 6.4

160.924 0.665 6.8
20 1.009 0.995 10.5

1Io 2.81 8 0.803 0.530 13.8
II 12 0.794 0.730 8.8

34 WO 29 .33 .500 .0067.01 61.7 .139 .04-. Round .60 2.20 8 0.372 0.370 0.5
120 05440 575 4

8o 0 2.94 8 04280.3909.7

012 0.631 o.6 7.9
.9D 39.30 0 '.477 0.405 17.8

T I v 1 12 0.701 0.610 14.9
36• WB 2.91 641 .625 600 53.13 32.16 .147 .06- Round .60 1.50 8 0.444 0.480 - 7.6

12 0.616 0.689 .10.5
18/0.794 0.835 4.9
20 ( 962 0.890 9.3

.90 8 0.497 0.50% - 1.6
12 0.693 0.03 0
16 O.m O.se 11.0

20 1.006 0190 24.8
.90 11 a360 0.506 10.9

le. 1.006 0.824 22. 0
120 1.217 0.916 32.9

WO 2.91 I .A1 25 60 53.13 43.22 .147 .06 ,00 1.5 6 0.435 0.500 -13.0

12 0.o0 0.710 -15.2
16 0.774 0.940 . 7.9
20 0.937 0.900 4.1

,80 8 0.462 0.515 .12.2

12 0.631 0.710 .11.1
16 0.018 0.825 .0.8
20 0.991 0.860 15.2

o 860.64 0.640 4.4
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TABLE 4.1.3.3-C (Contd)

ALE I LEO MAC (a CL CL Perent

Ref. Config. A o 76 Id.0g (deg| b LER x (d6 Cscý Tet Error

37 W 5,20 .339 .268 .379 60.0 25. .147 0.45- Round .13 2.65 8 0.490 ).505 -3.0

0.60
12 0.647 ,695 6.9

16 0.811 ).875 7.3
20 0.969 1.060 7,7

38 WBV 8.47 IS 6 .212 76.0 18.0 062 - Round .20 3.6 8 0.472

16 0.721 lb)
39 W 8 8.18 .294 .463 .308 65.0 12.0 ;.066 0Q06- Round .60 .73 8 0.512

__1 __ ! i 1 _ _ 0.02. l _ 1; 1200.64

N
(a) Notched ludlng edge SAvwsp Error - 10 eV .106%

(b) This information i clasified CONFIDENTIAL.
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TABLE 4.1.3.3-0
SUBSONIC WING-LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

CURVED (GOTHIC AND OGEE) WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

-W "MAC L C L C PrCt

Rot. Contg Planform A 2A p T+ (Ioo) M x 1 deg) Coc, Taot Error

1

29 W3 0.. 1.2 .300 .501) .133 .05 .4 1.7 4 .136 .132 3.0

8 .288 .285 1.1

12 .465 .468 0
.7 4 .136 .132 3.0

8 .288 .297 -3.0

12 .466 .489 -4.7
4 .136 .i3e -2.2

a .288 .306 -5.6

12 .466 .49A -6.6
40 we Op 2.00 .540 .540 .060 .03 .6 8.9 4 .183 .19 -3.7

8 .386 .385 .3I

41 WF O 1,96 .453 .455 .127 .02 .7 0.58 4 .167 .19 .12.1

4 8 .352 .40 -12.0
W Gothic .9 67 .... .01 2.9 4 ,125 .120 4.2

8 .263 .A60 1.2 1
12 .425 .425 0

16 .605 .&06 0

2.7 .. .01 .1 2.9 4 .144 .140 2.9

8 .303 310 -2.3

12 .490 .485 01.

16 .698 .690 2.6
3 .5.1 074 .161 .16O 7.3

a .339 .32. 4.3

12 .549 .532 3.2

4 . .30. . 4 ,138 .140 -1.4.I
8 .293 ,290 1.0I

12 .470 .465 ! 1.1 I

~~~1 . .. . .w.a. _ .659 .1.4 .
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"TABLE 4.1.3.3-D (Contd)

-k

rb IMAC a CL CL Percent
,.,ef, Config. Penform A i2 p b frooti M x 106 (deg) Calc, Test Error

9 W5  Gothic 1.07 .333 .647 ... .01 .1 2.9 4 .144 .149 -3.4

a .303 .312 .2.9I 12 .490 .500 -2.0
16 .698 .698 0

W Gothic 1.13 .333 .569 •.. .01 .1 2.9 4 .144 .150 -4.0

12 .490 ,509 -3.7
r 6 .698 .705 -1.0

W2 Gothic .76 .250 .658 . .- .01 .1 2.9 4 .125 .119 5.0

412 .425 .423 .5
is' I1 .605 .60 .5S

42 W .g.e 927 .209 .450 .18 4 .114 .101 12.9

8 .240 .230 4.3
12 .388 .372 4.3
16 .553 .525 5.3S20 .722 .683 5.7

Avera•e Error - - 3.4%
n

L.

S.

"4 
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TABLE 4,1.3.3-E

SUPE RSONIC WING-LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK
SUBSONIC LEADING EDGE

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

ALE Airfoil n CL CL t
Reo. A (dog) X Sfction Ideg) M /3 (dog) C81c. Tout Error

11 1.37 63 1.0 Slconvex 15 1.55 1.18 10 0.331 0.368 -7.5
(ic -. 06) I 20 0.686 0.722 -5.1

4 4 30 0.959 0.944 1.6

to 1.091 1.005 8.5

12 2 63.4 Bionve 12.6 1.97 1.70 10 0.344 0.335 2.7
2t/ic- .06)

20 0.679 0.630 7.8

S30 0.912 0,858 6.3
40 1.030 0.961 5.0

so 1.030 0.968 7.5

16 1.73 66.6 0 O6A003 16.8 2.41 2.19 5 0.123 0.132 -6.8

10 0.270 0.268 0.7

i5 0.404 0.387 4,4

18 0.376 84.6 0 Mad slcon 36 1.96 1.09 10 0.162 0.16 1.2
(tc . .04)

20 0,387 0.38 1.8

U 30 0.594 0.58 2.4

4 40 0,744 0.725 2.6

19 0.376 84.6 0 Mod Sicon 35 3.30 3.14 10 0.138 0.131 5.3
(tc -. 04)

20 0.311 0.30 3.6

30 I0 30 .4 473 3.2

4 440 0.641 0.62 3.4

19 I 76 0 Mw ekcon 15.6 1.96 1.69 10 0.275 0.264 4.2

020(c-.04) I 1 0.562 0.5 2.2
3I 0.700 0.779 -1.2
4 1 40 0.874 0.892 -2.0

n

"0• 4.1.3.3-52
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TAILE 4.1.3.3-F
SUPERSONIC WING-LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

WITH TRANSITION FROM ATTACHED TO DETACHED SHOCK
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

ALE AlrfoN 16 a CL CL L arent

Ref. A dw se.tkm (du) M (dag) Calf- Test Error

12 2 0 1.0 UkIonftex 6 197 1.7 5 0.176 0.179 -1.6
.tic -m.0)

"" 10 0.366 0.364 -2.2

16,8" 0.636 0.622 2.2

25 0.883 0.861 2.6

1435 1.024 1.023 0.1

45 1.068 1.075 1.2

13 2.31 0 Mod. OW. 24 2 3 0.031 0.0349 -11.2
Wfe -W.•

6.4" 0,070 0.077 -9.1

12 0.143 0,147 -2.7

20 0.287 0.277 3.6

28 0.465 0.46 1.1

15 4 45 0 Biconvex 8 2.46 2.24 3 0.093 0.0927 0.3
(c" -. 06)

7. 0.218 0.218 0

12 0.370 0.367 3.0

18 0.573 0.542 5.7

25 0.724 0.6"8 5.2

36 0.872 0.892 -2.2

45 0.958 0.988 -3.0

...

"15 2 0 1.0 Biconvex 6 2.46 2.24 10 0.281 0.290 -3.1
(tlc -. 05)

20 0.585 0.61 -4.1

23.8* 0.718 1.7311 -1.0

35 0.90 0.942 -4.4

1 46 0.992 1.026 -3.3

AvwaNg Error - - - 2.8%

n
*Angils for incipient shock detachment
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TAULE 4•o .3.,34

SUMMNSCIC WING-LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

DETACHED LIAING40DGE SHOCK
DATA SUMMARY AND SUESTANTIATION A

ALE AIrfol 6 CL CL parawt
AOL A I" Sstdon kIl M P Id* Cic. Too Error

25 1.66 64 0 Mod. Flat P. 21 2.322. 10 0.2nk 0.m1 4.2
1-.9) .. 20 0.274 0.52 U0

15 062 86 7.

230 08i 0.810 3.4

5 0 24 . 02 1 063 1 tl .3.2

23 1 46 0 Mod. Fi. 31 2.39 6.6 0 0.29. 0.036 08
r 0.3 - o, 20 o0.25 0.642 0.6

30 0.190 0.190 43.7

"~4 1I .07 o°. 1.
" 11 I1.71 as 1.0 OI-onwx 111 1.65 ,1111 10 03 0.404 -1.2

20 0.78 0.210 -57 .

10 0 W "3d6 8 .017 1.071 8.4
2| 4 41 0 rex 8 1.97 1.70 0.202 0.24 1.0

(tic I.5 Is 0.6m20.140 7.0
24 0.m0 0.32 -3.4

I 3:,5 1,024 1.024 0 #
f iIt4 6, 1.063 ,.006 -.2` '

13 1.62 s8 0 Mod. O.W. 31 6.90 1.02 8 0ý004 0.064 0
12 0.110 0.10 7.8
16 0.199 0.190 4.7
20 0.276 02.27 2.7
24 0.350 0.= 8.4

13 1.29 72.1 J 0 Mod. . 2W. 46.90 2.2 0.077 0.071 0.4|-(t€,.' , ) 12 0.124 :.117 6.0

[--. 20 0,244 0.243 0.4S ii• 1 1 3024 0.701 0.726 3.4
' 13 ]0.7 so 0 Mod. 0. W. 6.90 8.8 a .0•5 0.058 12.0

.66 I 1 2 0.110 0.102. 2.

is 4.114.3.3-54.

S,.•20 0.226 0.220 2.7
2 4 0,29 0.20 1.4

i-'is 632 .4 0 o i•ome,., 12.6 2.46 .2 10 0.270 0.276 0.7
'Wie IIi "' •-.05) 20 0.610 0.517 0.4

I40 0.8"6 O."t -6.3
t t so • 0.919 0.961 -3a.4

I t 1 ,4fis 0,443 &.4
t I t ! t f20 0.02 o,156 4.1

Average Error ,1
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

Re= 1 x 108 to 15 x 105 based on MAC
"(symmetric airfoils)

2.0

(per rad) D

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.0 .8 .6 .4 .2 0
TAN a TAN a C

TAN Cx 
TAN a

FIGURE 4.1.3.3-55a SUBSONIC LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

" "-- Based on data of ref. 3 and 4-
Angle of attack 90--

-. . .- - .- 7 C

K - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.. - .1. .. ..- - -(•iN.-t

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 .8 .6 .4 .2 0
A I/A

FIGURE 4.1 .3.3-55b SUBSONIC LIFT VARIATION WITH WING ASPECT RATIO AT 900 ANGLE OF
ATITAkCK
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

.7-M<O

SMM'< 0,7

M >0.7

.6.-

C 1 A

•, : -20

. A---

"- -

L

0 2 4 0 12
""iTAN ALE

FIGURE 4,1.3.3-56 PREDICTION OF NONLINEAR LIFT OF DOUBLE-DELTA PLANFORMS AT

SUBSONIC SPEEDS
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

10-

a break -.-

(deg)

4' -"' _

0 .2 .4 .6 8 1.0

I /TAN ALE

FIGURE 4.1.3.3-57 CORRELATION OF a break FOR CRANKED PLANFORMS OF ASPECT

RATIOS GREATER THAN 3 AND HAVING ROUND-NOSED AIRFOILS
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

1.4 - -

1.2 i

C..k 1.0 - -

6•-

I..

.2-

0 8 12 16 20
a (deg)

FIGURE 4.1.3.3-58 CORRELATION OF LIFT CURVES OF• GOTHIC AND OGEE PLANFORMS
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

cTAN A
-~~~ -_ a 1.92

0. 7 0.8

2.

00

0 20 40 60 80
SEMIWEDGE ANGLE, 8 L (deg)

FIGURE 4.1.3.3- 59a THICKNESS CORRECTION FACTOR FOR SUPERSONIC
WING-LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

2.4- 1 A 1 11- .
(TN'LE 1. SUBSONIC LEADING EDGE

2.0 - 0 - - - - - - - - 2.0

C N 1.6- 1-1.6~ -1. CN

(per rad 2 ) 20(e a2

L

* .IGUE 4I.3.-59 SUERSOIC IFTVARITIO WiH ANLE F ATAC

FO WIG IHSBONCLAIGEG

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 104.81,3,43.29



SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
2.4 -- - - - -. - 1DETACHED SHOCK

2.0 1 .0

1. 1.6
__a CN aa

Cper 1a (per rad)

.4 ----
1.- R2.-4

- t 2 - -2.6r---~ 
-4 

--

[(CN) CN)]I

__ 0 AN~a )th 3 TAN a

FIGURE 4.1.3.3-60a SUPERSONIC LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK
FOR WINGS WITH DETACHED SHOCK

-'-v 1t-2.02.0 P I.2S 1.5 4L75 I2.02o/ 4

(per -' 0 - 410 (per rad)

FiGURE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ SUESOI 4. 33bSPROI ITVRAINWT NLEOFADIACK FOE WNG6WT

SUPERSONIC LEADING EDGE-ATTACHED SHOCK
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

NOTE: C* valueof CN atzN aua aa
401, incipient shock detachment

(deg)4
INCIPIENT-

30" SHOCK
~ j--DETACHMENT

201 z DETACHED

60 -4-HC

0C ---

C,4 (per rad2 )

FIGURE 4.1.3.3-61a ANGLE-OF-ATTACK INCREMENT FROM INCIPIENT-SHOCK DETACHMENT
TO FULLY DETACHED SHOCK FOR SUPERSONIC WING-LIFT VARIATION

WITH ANGLE OF ATITACK

UPSTREAM 6-

NUMBER ~tSHOCKI -SHOCK
NORMAL A1TACHED-~ -4w-DETACHED
TO L.E. 4 - ___-- - _

2-

0-
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

'EFFECTIVE SEMI WEDGE ANGLE NORMAL TO L. E., 6Sf (deg)

FIGURE 4.1.3.3-61 b ANGLE FOR SHOCK DETACHMENT FOR WEDGE AIRFOILS
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"4.1.3.4 WING MAXIMUM LIFT

Methods are presented in this section for estimating the maximum lift of wings at subsonic,

transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic speeds.

..A. SUBSONIC

At subsonic speeds the wing maximum lift of high-aspect-ratio wings is directly related to the
maximum lift of the wing airfoil section, with planform geometry of secondary importance.
However, as the wing aspect ratio decreases, the wing planform shape becomes increasingly more
significant. This is especially true for low-aspect-ratio delta-wing or non-straight-tapered planforms
where leading-edge vortex effects are prevalent.

The complexity of modern wing designs (twisted wings with varying airfoil sections) precludes the
application of empirical methods that yield consistently good results. Thus, the use o; more exact

* theory is necessary for estimating maximum lift. Method I presented below requires the user to
employ the most accurate wing spanwise-loading computer program available. In case no such
program is available to the user, two additional empirical methods are presented. Method 2 is
applicable to high-aspect-ratio configurations with constant-section untwisted wings. Method 3 is
applicable to low-asp ct-ratio configurations with constant-section untwisted wings.

Wing lift characteristics do not change discontinuously from one aspect-ratio regime to another.
However, because of the different approaches used in Methods 2 and 3, values calculated by
Method 2 will not necessarily match exactly the values of Method 3 for a border-line aspect-ratio
configuration.

In general, however, the differences in values obtained by the two methods for the border-line
aspect ratios should be small.

Flow Separation and Stalling Characteristics

For high-aspect-ratio wings, the three-dimensional maximum lift and stalling characteristics are, as a
"first approximation, determined by section properties (see Sections 4.1.1.3 and 4.1.1.4). There are,
however, certain three-dimensional effects that may become important. These include the apanwise
variations of induced camber and angle of attack, and the effect of spanwise pressure gradient on
the boundary layer.

Because of these effects, the stall of three-dimensional wings, even untwisted wings of constant
airfoil section, usually starts at some spanwise station and rapidly spreads with increasing angle of
attack. Highly tapered wings tend to stall at the tips, while untapered wings tend to stall at the root.

On swept wings the induced effects combine to promote stall at the tip. The induced camber at the
tip is negative and the induced angle of attack is high. The spanwise pressure gradient tends to draw
the boundary layer from the wing root to the tip. All of these factors promote separation at the
wing tip and suppress it at the root. It is therefore very difficult to prevent tip separation at high
angles of attack or, highly swept wings.

Regardless of where the separation first appears, it is the type of separation that determines the
maximum lift. Trailing-edge separation, which is characteristic of thick wings, always results in a

loss in maximum lift compared to the airfoil-section maximum lift. Leading-edge separation, where

4.1.3.4)1
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the flow rolls up into a spanwise vortex, as on thin swept wings, results in an increase in normal
force. The magnitude of the increase is related to the strength of the leading-edge vortex. These
effects are illustrated by the variations of maximum lift with wing thickness at high sweep angles, as
shown in Figure 4.1.3.4-21a. For more details regarding wing flow separation and stalling
characteristics, the reader is referred to References I and 2.

Reynolds-Number Effects

The salient aspects of the Reynolds-number discussion presented in Reference 2 are presented
below. From the available test data results, there appear to be essential differences between the
Reynolds-number effects of thin airfoils (t/c -- 0.06), of moderately thick airfoils (t/c •t 0.12), and
of thick airfoils (t/c ;, 0.18).

The maximum lift of thin airfoils is relatively constant up to a Reynolds number of 10 x 106 ; but
when this Reynolds number is exceeded, the value of maximum lift begins to increase.

With moderately thick airfoils a very large increase of the maximum lift with increasing Reynolds
number is found at low Reynolds numbers. However, at Reynolds numbers above 4 to 6 x 10, the
maximum lift tends to remain about constant.

The maximum lift of thick airfoils increases gradually up to high Reynolds numbers. At Reynolds
numbers above 15 x 106, the maximum lift tends to remain constant.

Mach-Number Effects

Mach-number effects on the maximum lift of unswept, thick wings are quite severe, starting as low
as M = 0.15. This is to be expected from the analogy with section characteristics (see Seection
4.1.1.4). For swept wings the losses due to Mach number are much less than they are for straight
wings of a given thickness.

Mach-number effects are due in part to the larger pressure gradients associated with compressible
flow. These larger pressure gradients can cause the boundary layer to separate at a lower lift value,
thus resulting in a lower maximum lift with increasing Mach number. Large decreases in maximum
lift can be related to the problem of shock-induced separation. For a complete discussion of the
compressibility effects, the reader is' referred to Reference 3.

Interference Effects

It must be recognized that the maximum lift of the wing alone, as given in this section, may be
substantially altered by interference effects. The addition of fuselages, nacelles, pylons, and other
protuberances can markedly change the aerodynamic characteristics of a given configuration near
the stall. Interference effects of this type are discussed in Section 4.3.1.4.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

The following method requires that the user have at his disposal an accurate wing spanwise-loading
computer program, e.g., a lifting-surface theory computer program. If no such computer program is
available, Methods 2 and 3 may be used to approximate the wing maximum lift.

4.1.3.4-2
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Method I is limited to modexowly swept configurations where leading-edge vortex effects are not
significant. In addition, the spanwise location where stall is first detected should be limited to one
local chord-length away from the wing root and tip sections.

"Application of the method is as follows:

"Step 1. Determine the section Cqmax across the entire span of the wing, based on the
appropriate Mach number and local Reynolds number, using Section 4.1,j.4. If
section test data are available, they should be used whenever possible, and the
appropriate corrections made for Mach number, Reynolds number, and surface
roughness as given in Section 4.1.1.4.

Step 2. Plot the section CQmax from Step I as a fumction of spanwise station r7 (see Sketch
(a)).

INITIAL STALL

- .b,• (Calculated, Step )

14*

c - 1 a-C Lmax 14°

CL -fb cQ ccdivcx 6 CL max " S- 2 •c r

0 7? 1.0

SKETCH (a)

Step 3. Apply the wing spanwise-loading method over a range of angle of attack until a value
of the local wing loading coincides or exceeds the local wing c2max calculated from
Step I (see Sketch (a)). The angle of attack at which the spanwise loading coincides
with the calculated CQmax value determines the angle of attack and spanwise
position for initial stall. An approximate spanwise location where the stall will first
occur can be calculated for an untwisted, tapered wing by

r ,a I X-X 4.1.3.4-a

where X is the wing taper ratio.

Step 4. Integrate the spanwise loading that coincides with the calculated C~max value to
obtain the wing CLrnx value.

Although no substantiation of this method is presented, design experience has shown that the
accuracy of this method is superior to that of both Methods 2 and 3.

4.1.3.4-3
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Method 2

The following method is derived empirically, based on the experimental data of References 4
through 10. This method should therefore be restricted to those untwisted, constant-section,
straight-tapered, high-aspect-ratio configurations that satisfy the following relationship:

4
A > 4.1.3.4-b

(C1 + 1) cos ALE

where

A is the wing aspect ratio.

C1  is given as a function of taper ratio in Figure 4.1.3.4-24b.

ALE is the sweep of the wing leading edge.

Border-line configurations are those that satisfy the following relationship:

3 43 Z A < 4.1.3.4-c
(C1 + 1) cos ALE (C1 + 1) cos ALE 4

For these aspect ratios either Method 2 or Method 3 may be used.

If neither Equation 4.1.3.4-b nor -c is satisfied, the low-aspect-ratio procedure presented in
Method 3 may be used.

The subsonic maximum lift and angle of attack for maximum lift for those untwisted,
constant-section, high-aspect-ratio configurations that satisfy Equation 4.1.3.4-b or -c are given as
follows:

CLmax
CLmax = Cmax + ACLmax 4.1.3.4-d

71 CLmax

SOLmax - + 0 + A"CLmax 4.1.3.4-e

-The first term on the right side of Equation 4.1.3.4-d is the maximum lift coefficient at M = 0.2,

and the second term is the lift increment to be added for Mach numbers between 0.2 and 0.6.

CLmax
is obtained from Figure 4.1.3.4-2 1a,

%Cmax

4.1.3.4-4



"CQmax is the section maximum lift coefficient at M 0.2 obtained from rables 4.1.1-A,

-B, or from Section 4,1.1.4.

ACLmax is a Mach-number correction obtained from Figure 4.1.3.4-22,

CL. is the wing lift-curve slope (per degree) for the Mach number under consideration,
obtained from test data or Section 4.1.3.2.

a% is the wing zero-lift angle for the appropriate Mach number, obtained from test data
or Section 4.1.3.1.

'O Lmax is obtained from Figure 4.1.3.4-2 1b. Note that this figure is valid for all subsonicMach numbers up to 0.6.

The leading-edge parameter Ay, which does not explicitly appear in the equations, must be used in
reading values from the charts. The value of Ay is for a streamwise airfoil section and is expressed
in percent chord and obtained or approximated from Figure 2.2.1-8.

In calculating actCmax the value of CLLmax calculated from Equation 4.1.3.4-d is used as the

numerator of the first term of Equation 4.1.3.4-e.

A comparison of test values of Cl,max and aCLm (based on the calculated CLmax value) with

the corresponding values calculated by this method is shown in Table 4.1.3.4-A.

Method 3.

The following is an empirically derived method (Reference 11) that is applicable to untwisted,
symmetrical-section, low-aspect-ratio wings.

Low-aspect-ratio wings at subsonic speeds exhibit extreme nonlinearities in the lift curve at high
angles of attack, as shown in the accompanying sketch. Multiple lift peaks exist for many
configurations. The charts of this section are for the first peak, as shown by the arrows in
Sketch (b).

A 1.0 A = c(2-DIM.)

A=0.53 FOR COMPARISON

A = 0 (THEORY)

CL A =0.25

SKETCH (b)
4.1.3.4-5



For thin, low-aspect-ratio wings, Reynolds-number effects are small. Within the Reynolds-number
and thickness limitations listed on Figures 4.i.3.4-23 through -25, Reynolds number is considered
to have no effect.

This methid is applicable to those low-aspect-ratio configurations (without considering Mach-
number effects) that satisfy the following relationship: '4

A< -_4.1.3.4-f(Cl + 1) cos ALE

where

A is the wing aspect ratio.

C1 is given as a function of taper ratio in Figure 4.1.3.4-24b.

ALE is the sweep of the wing leading edge.

Border-line configurations are those that satisfy the following relationship:

3 4
<A <t 4.1.3.4-c

(C1 + 1)cos ALE (C 1 + 1)cos ALE

For these avpect ratios either Method 2 or Method 3 may be used.

If neither Equation 4.1.3.4-f nor 4.1.3.4-c is satisified, the high-aspect-ratio procedure presented in
Method 2 may be used.

The subsonic maximum lift and angle of attack for maximum lift for those untwisted,
symmetrical-section, low-aspect-ratio configurations that satisfy Equation 4.1.3.4-f or -c are given as
follows:

CLmax = (CLmax) + ACLmax 4.1 3.4-g

b~sc Lmax4.1.3.4-h

OCLm ( O'CLmax)base 't CLmax 4.1.3.4-h

where

(CL max~bas is the base value of CLmax 'obtained from Figure 4.1. 3 .4 -23a if the position of
maximum airfoi!-section thickness is forward of the 35-percent-chord point. If
the maximum thickness is aft of this point, Figure 4.1.3.4-23b is used. For
slab-sided wings the maximum-thickness point is considered to be the first
chord-point at which the thickness reaches a maximum. The value of Ay, the
leading-edge parameter used in reading these two charts, is obtained or
approximated with the aid of Figure 2.2.1-8.

S4.1.3,4-6



ACLrOaR is the change in the base maximum-lift value. It is obtained from Figure
4.1.3.4-24a as a function of taper ratio, aspect ratio. leading-edge sweep, and
Mach number.

.(acLm.x)b is the base value of 0 c'.L • obtained from Figure 4,1.3.4-25a. It is a function
of aspect ratio, taper ratio, eading-edge sweep, and Mach number,

'" aCLMOX is the change in the base value of angle of attack at maximum lift. It is obtained
m from Figure 4.1.3.4-25b as a function of taper ratio, aspect ratio, leading-edge

sweep, and Mach number.

A comparison of test values of CLmnx and aqCLnx with the corresponding values calculated by

this method (where acL is based on the calculated CLm,x value) is shown in "rable
4.1.3.4-B.

Sample Problems

I. Method 2

Given: The following high-aspect-ratio configuration.

A = 5.0 ALE = 46.60 X 0.565

R= 2 x 106 Airfoil: NACA 64A010(free-stream direction)

CL, - 0.061 per deg o0 = 0 M 0.4

Compute:

Detetmine if the above configuration satisfies the high-aspect-ratio requirement for Method 2,
as stipulated in Equation 4.1.3.4-b; i.e.,

4
A>K- (C1 + 1)cosALE

"C1 = 0.24 (Figure 4.1.3.4-24b)

4 4 4
.__. __ __ 4.69

(C1 + 1) cos ALE (0.24+ 1.0) cos 46.60 (1.24)(0.6871)

A = 5.0>4.69

The high-aspect-ratio requirement is satisfied; therefore, Method 2 is applicable to the above
configuration.

Determine the maximum lift coefficient at M = 0.40

Ay 2.12%c (Figure 2.2.1-8)

4.1.3.4-7



CQm, = 1.23 (Table 4.1.1-B)

CLmaxLi: • =0.83 (Figure4.1.3.4-21a)
, ,.,- Cmax

ACL.,• -0.053 (Figure 4.1.3.4-22, interpolated)

_ CLma
ýCLmax - ax + A&CLmax (Equation 4.1 .3.4-d)

= (0.83)(1.23) + (-0.053)

= 1.02 - 0.053

=0.97

Determine the angle of attack at the wing maximum lift

K ACLmsX. 6.70 (Figure 4.1.3.4-21b)

(XCLCsx CLMa + O t3C+Lac (Equation 4.1.3.4:.e)
CL

0.97
= -+0+ 6.7• 0.U61

:_fll= 15.9 + 6.7

= 22.60

2. Method 3

Given: The following low-aspect-ratio configuration.

A= 1.0 ALE 450 ,=0.3

Airfoil: NACA 0005 (free-stream direction)

Maximum thickness @ 30% chord M = 0.6

Compute:

Determine it the above configuration satisfies the low-aspect-ratio requirement for Method 3 as
stipulated in Equation 4.1 .3.4-f; i.e.,

3
+ I ) cos ALE

4.1.3.4-8
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.. C1 =0.5 (Figure 4.1.3.4-24b)

. 3 3 3
(C+ 1) cos ALE (0.5 + 1.0) cos 450 (1.5)(0.7071)

A = I <2.83

The low-aspect-ratio requirement is satisfied; therefore, Method 3 is applicable to the above

configuration.

Determine the maximum-lift coefficient at M = 0.6

Ay = 1.37% c (Figure 2.2.1-8)

/ = 1-M 2 =VF_(0O2 0.80

" C 2 =0.91 (Figure 4.1.3.4-24b)

A(C] + 1)--cosA = (0.5 +1.0) cos 450 = 1.326
~LE 0.80

(CLmax)base 1.12 (Figure 4.1.3.4-23a)

(C1 + 1) A tanALE = (0.91 + 1.0)(l) tan 450 1.91

ACLmax =-O.08 (Figure 4 .J.3.4-24a)

CLmax. (CLmax)base + ACLmax (Equation 4.1.3.4-g)

" • = 1.12 - 0.08

*: = 1.04

-. - Determine the angle of attack at the wing maximum lift

(aOLm)a = 30.80 (Figure 4.1. 3 .4 -25a)
( ýL a )base

4l A cos ALE 10 +(2X) 2J = l.Ocos 45 0 I + (0.6) = 0.962

"aCLrax = 3.50 (Figure 4.1.3.4-25b)

Cact = (a axa×)baie + ••CLmx (Equation 4.1.3.4-h)

rt 30,8 + 3.5

= 34.3(

¼ 4.1.3.4-9
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B. TRANSONIC

No method for high-aspect-ratio wings is presented herein in the transonic speed regime. However,
for low-aspect-ratio wings an empirical method is presented.

For low-aspect-latio wings, the maximum lift at transonic speeds was found to be basically a
function of the same variables that were used in the subsonic speed regime (see References 12
through 15). Therefore, the design charts for the transonic speed regime are based on the subsonic
design charts.

It should be noted that the transonic maximum-lift coefficient of thick wings may be limited by
adverse pitching-moment variations and severe buffeting.

Both of these limitations are associated with extensive flow separation arising from compressibility,
shock waves, and adverse pressure gradients.

DATCOM METHOD

The maximum lift and angle of attack at maximum lift for untwisted, symmetrical-section,
low-aspect-ratio configurations are determined for Mach numbers between 0.6 and 1.2 by the
following procedure:

Step 1. Calculate the maximum lift and angle of attack at maximum lift for the wing under
consideration at M = 0.6 by using Method 3 of Paragraph A of this section.

Step 2. Determine the increments in maximum lift and angle of attack at maximum lift at
the desired Mach number from Figures 4.1.3.4-26a through -26c. These increments
are then added directly to the values obtained at M = 0.6 in Step 1; i.e.,

(CLmax) =(CLmax)M=0.6 + ACLmax 4.1.3.4-i

(aCLmax )M = a(CLmx)M=0.6 + MaCLmax 4.1.3.4-i

A comparison of experimental data with results based on this method is presented in
Table 4.1.3.4-C.

Sample Problem

Given: The same low-aspect-ratio configuration used in Sample Problem 2 of Paragraph A.

A= 1.0 ALE =450 , =0.3

Airfoil NACA 0005

•-4.1.3.4-10



"CL max -1.04

aCa = 34.30

Sample Problem 2, Paragraph A

C2  0.91

C1  0.50

M 1.0

Compute:

(02+ l)Atan A-LE (0.91 + 1)(1.0)(1.0) = 1.91

C3  1.0 (Figure 4.1.3.4-26b)

C3 (C1 + 1) A cos ALE = (1.0)(0.50+ 1)(1.0)(0.7071) = 1.06

ACLmax 0 (Figure 4.1.3.4-26a)

(C + )AcOSALE = (0.50+ 1)(1.0)(0.7071) 1.06

•aCLma = 0.50 (Figure 4.1.3.4-26c)

Solution:

CLmax (CLMax)M=06+ ACLmax (Equation 4.1.3.4-i)

= 1.04+0C

= 1.04

-CcLmax (a'CL )W.6 + ta. (Equation 4.1.3.4-j)

= 34.3 + 0.5

= 34.80

C. SUPERSONIC

At supersonic speeds the lift is limited by geometric considerations rather than by flow separation.
That is, maximum lift is reached when the component of the normal force in the lift direction

S ., ceases to increase with angle of attack.

4.1.3.4-11



The governing geometric parameters for the determination of maximum lift are those that influence
the wing lift-curve slope; i.e., aspect ratio, sweep, taper ratio, and Mach number. It is therefore
logical that a good correlating term might include the lift-curve slope. One such parameter that gives
good results and is used here is CN0 /(4 /13).

DATCOM METHOD

For the supersonic case the most accurate way of determining the wing maximum lift is by
calculating the normal-force curve (using Sections 4.1.3.2 and 4.1.3.3) and converting it to a lift
curve by means of the relationship CL CN cos a. However, design charts are presented herein for
a more rapid procedure of estimating the wing maximum lift.

For Mach numbers greater than 1.4, the supersonic maximum lift and angle of attack at maximum
lift may be approximated using Figures 4.1.3.4-27a and -27b. These figures are based on empirical
data taken from References 16 through 26, and are presented as a function of CN, and Mach
number (j3 = 1/'M2- T). The lift-curve slope CNa is obtained from test data or from Paragraph C
of Section 4.1.3.2.

A comparison of experimental data with results based on this method is presented in Table

4.1.3.4-D.

"Sample Problem

"Given: The configuration of Reference 18.

A = 1.96 ALE = 640 CNa = 1.72 per rad M 2.32

Compute:

P= M -l 1

= 232)2 - I

:°':" = 2.093

=. 2-- 03 = 0.431

-M 2.32

'iCJ (1.72)(2.093)
4/0 = 0.900 per rad

'"" -. rm4/f 4

Solution:

".0CL 2 (Figure 4.1. 3.4-27a)

_ *YClmax = 41.40 (Figure 4.1.3.4-27b)

"These compare with test values of CLmx of 0.98 and aCLma of 43.80 from Reference 18.

4.1.3.4-12
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D. HYPERSONIC

The supersonic method of Paragraph C above is used to estimate CLmax and ac .-ax at
hypersonic speeds. The parameters that affect CLmax at the lower hypersonic Mach numbers are
the same as those for the supersonic speeds, i.e., planform parameters. At high hypersonic speeds,
CLmax is determined primarily by flow impact on the wing lower surface. Newtonian flow theory
thus provides a reasonable approximation for CLmax values in this speed range. The high
hypersonic limit (I/M - 0) of Figures 4.1. 3.4 -27a and 4.1.3.4-27b is derived using the Newtonian
equation

CL 2sin2 acosa 4.1.3.4-k
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TABLE 4.1.3.4-A
HIGH-ASPECT-RATIO WINGS AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

-,Ay ALE CLmax -CLmx CL CL Percent Error, e

Ay AE Cm 0C CL K n'a x"Ref. t/c A (%C) (ag) M Rxl0 6  
CaIl. Cabc. Test Test CLmax 'CLmax

4 0.12 4.0 2.55 42 0.2 2.0 1.02 23.1 0.98 23 4.1 0.4
I I I I 0.4 3.0 0.93 21.0 0.92 22 1.1 -4.5

•'V Vr0.6 4.0 0.88 19.6 0.85 20 3.5 -2.0

5 a075 5.0 1.6 47 0.2 2.0 0.95 23.8 0.98 25 -3.1 -4.8

I I I 0.4 2.0 0.91 22.0 0.95 24 -4.2 -5.0
0.6 2.0 0.91 22.0 0.89 21 2.2 5.2

6 .11 7.0 2.3 42 0.25 2.0 1.05 19.2 1.07 25.5 -1.9 -24.7I .10 6.0 2.1 47 0.25 2.0 1.04 21.6 1.06 24 -1.9 -10.0
0.11 7.0 2.8 42 0.25 2.0 1.02 17.7 1.03 17.5 -- 1.0 1.1
0.10 6.0 2.6 47 0.25 2.0 1.00 19.7 1.09 22 -8.3 -10.5

7 012 8.0 2.65 46 0.2 4.0 0.98 20.0 1.02 21 -3.9 -4.8

8 0L06 4.0 1.2 37 0.6 0.4 0.83 18.6 0.73 19 13.7 -2.1
"" 1 1 147 0.6 0.4 0.92 22.7 0.82 23 12.2 -1.3

61 0.6 0.4 0.98 29.0 0.89 29 10.1 0

9 012 8.02 2.65 46.3 0.19 4.0 0.94 19.0 1.01 21 -6&9 -9.5

10 012 8.02 2.65 46.3 0.07 1.5 0.94 19.0 0.90 18 4.4 5.6
I .1 2.2 0.94 0.97 20 -3.1 --5.0

I.0.14 3.0 0.9 1.01 22 -69 -13.6

0.19 4.0 0.94 1.01 21 -6.9 -9.5
",0.25 4.8 0.94 1,01 21 -6.9 -9.5

::' -''•'" Elel

Average Error in CLmax 5.3%

:" ZElel

Average Error in ,'CLax n 6.5%
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"TABLE 4.1.3.4-B
LOW-ASPECT-RATIO WINGS AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Airfoil %C @ Ay ALE CLmax a mCL Lmax CLmx Percent Error e

Ref. Section (t/C)max (%c) A (deg) M CaIc. Calc. Test Test CLmax *CLmax

15 65A003 >35 0.60 4.0 45.0 0.6 0.83 20.2 0.87 21.0 -4.6 -3.8

I'I 4.0 51.3 0.89 21.7 0.94 22.0 -5.3 -1.4

I,. .. I,4.0 36.8 0.78 19.0 0.83 20.0 -6.0 -0.51 f 4.0 26.6 0.72 20.4 0.79 24.0 -8.9 -15.0

4.0 14.0 0.70 22.1 0.70 20.0 0 10.5

12 63A006 35 1.34 2.0 0 0.4 0.77 19.3 0.75 17.6 2.7 9.7I 63A004 35 0.91 1.5 0 0.6 0.85 23.4 0.89 23.5 -4.5 -0.4
63A004 35 0.91 2.0 0 0.4 0.79 19.3 0.77 17.6 2.6 9.7

13 63A004 35 0.91 2.0 18.5 0.6 0.74 22.5 0.79 19.4 --6.3 16.0

27 65A006 >35 1.17 4.0 45.0 0.2 1.01 25.3 1.01 26.0 0 1.2

65AO06 >35 1.,7 4.0 48.6 0.2 1.08 25.9 1.09 25.0 -0.9 3.6

28 DW* <35 0.30 2.0 63.4 - 1.41 34.7. 1.40 36.0 0.7 -3.6

-29 0006 <35 1.34 2.0 63.4 0.13 1.30 34.7 1.32 34.5 -1.5 0.6
-- - - I __ _ __ _ _ _ _

30 0005 <35 1.34 3.0 53.2 - 0.95 26.2 0.94 24.0 1.0 9.2

31 FPO <35 0.36 0.03 0 0.08 0.73 44.9 0.69 46.0 5.8 -2.4

0.53 0.134 0.92 44.7 0.83 48.5 10.8 -7.8

.86 0.35 1.12 43.9 1.16 41.5 -3.4 5.8

L '-1.03 0.50 1.16 43.0 1.26 41.5 -7.9 3.6
1.14 0.66 1.20 41.7 1.31 40.5 -8.4 3.0

J-1.46 1.00 1.16 37.2 1.29 39.0 -10.1 -4.6

" 1.62 1.25 1.05 31.0 1.16 30.5 -9.5 1.6

1.79 1.5 1 0.94 26.2 0.98 24.0 -4.1 9.2

: ,:: 206 2.0 0.80 20.2 0.87 21.0 -8.0 -3.8

32" FPO <35 0.49 0.5 82.9 - 0.88 35.2 0.86 34.0 2.3 3.5

"0.77 1.0 76.0 1.15 35.0 1.12 31.0 2.7 12.9

1.65 3.0 53.0 0.95 26.2 0.99 25.0 -A.0 4.8

3W <35 0.26 1.5 69.4 1.34 35.0 1.31 31.0 2.3 -12.9

w- <35 0.26 1.5 69.4 1.34 35.0 1.37 37.1 -Z2 -5.7
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TABLE 4.1.3.4-B (CONT))
LOW-ASPECT-RATIO WINGS AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

'.L~a Percent Error,e

"Airfoil %C @ Ay ALE CLrax aCLmax CLmax CL P n r

Ref. Section (t/C)max (%C) A (deg) M Calc. Calc. Test Test CLmax *CLmax

34 DW* <35 0.75 2.0 63.4 - 1.37 3- 1.35 33.0 1.5 5.2

0.75 1.37 34., 1.37 33.5 0 3.6
Q.9 1.32 34.7 1.35 34.0 -2.2 2.1

14 63A004 35 0.9 4.0 45.0 C.6 0.82 20.5 0.81 21.0 1.2 -2.4

2.5 58.0 1.02 27.6 1.02 26.0 0 6.2

3.0 53.2 0.90 23.6 0.90 22.7 0 4.0

1.33 45.0 1.01 29.6 0.98 24.5 3.1 20.8

2.67 45.0 0.82 20.7 0.79 21.0 3.8 -1.4

2.0 53.0 0.91 24.1 0.91 23.2 0 3.9

1.67 58.0 1.04 27.7 1.06 27.5 -1.9 0.7

1.62 53.0 0.98 26.4 0.95 23.5 3.2 12.3

2.15 45.0 j 0.85 21.8 0.80 21.0 6.2 3.8

"*FP = Flat Plate, DW = Double Wedge

Average Ertor in CLma, 3.7%
n

Average Error in &CLmax = 5.8%max n
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TABLE 4.1.3.4-C
LOW-ASPECT-RATIO WINGS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

AL CI Percent Error, e

ALE CLmax CLmax CLmax c aCLrnax
Ref. A (deg) Ay x M Rx 10-6 Calc. Calc. Test Test CLmax OCL-ax

12 1.5 0.91 1.0 0.6 1.7 0.85 23.4 0.89 23.5 -4.5 -0.4

i 0.7 1.8 0.82 22.4 0.87 23 -5.7 -2.E

0.8 1.9 0.80 22.1 0.87 23 -8.0 -3.9j 0.9 2.0 0.81 22.4 0.92 24 -12.0 -6.7

1.0 2.1 0.97 24.1 1.02 - -4.9 -

2.0 0 1.34 1.0 0.6 1.7 0.73 19.0 0.72 18.5 1.4 2.7

I I 0.8 1.9 0.72 18 0.70 16.5 2.9 9.1

I09 2.0 0.75 18 0.70 16.0 7.1 12.5
T 1.0 2.1 0.94 19.5 0.98 20.0 -4.1 -2.5

15 4.0 26.5 0.49 0 0.6 0.75 0.85 18.5 0.83 19.0 2.4 -2.6

I 0.8 0.85 0.86 17.5 0.89 21.0 -3.4 -16.7

I 0.9 0.87 0.96 18.8 1.01 22.0 -5.0 -14.5

1.0 0.88 1.25 19.9 1.32 24.0 -5.3 -17.1
1.1 0.88 1.26 29.5 1.24 26.0 1.6 13.5

13 2.0 18.5 0.49 0.5 0.6 1.4 to 2 0.78 23.3 0.85 21.0 -8.2 11.0

0.8 0.78 22.3 G.86 19.5 -9.3 14.4

0.9 0.84 22.5 0.93 18.0 -9.7 25.0
1.0 1.05 24.6 1.15 22.0 -8.7 11.8

14 3.27 45.0 0.91 0.1 0.6 1.87 0.81 20.5 0.80 20.0 1.2 2.5

I I I 0.8 2.22 0.82 19.5 0.79 17.0 3.8 14.7
0.9 2.35 0.89 20.5 0.86 23.0 3.5 -10.9

Z67 45.0 0.91 0.2 0.6 1.92 0.82 20.7 0.79 21.0 3.8 -1.4

I I .. I 0.8 2.8 0.83 19.7 0.78 21.0 6.4 j-6.2
0.9 2.41 0.89 20.2 0.83 22.0 7.2 -8.2

Z15 45.0 0.91 0.3 0.6 1.98 0.85 21.8 0.80 21.0 6.3 3.8

, 0.8 2.37 0.84 20.8 0.79 21.0 6.3 --1.0

0.9 2.49 0.88 21.3 0.81 21.0 8.6 1.4

1.71 45.0 0.91 0.4 0.6 2.07 0.90 24.0 0.86 23.0 4.7 4.3

0.8 2.46 0.86 23.0 0.84 22.0 2.4 4.5

0.9 2.59 0.90 23.0 0.84 21.5 7.1 7.0

_____ 1.0 2.69 1.08 24.8 1.00 22.0 8.0 12.7

.• 4.1.3.4-18
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S" ,TABLE 4.1.3.4-C (CONTD)
LOW-ASPECT.RATIO WINGS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

ALE CL i(CLnax CLmax OCLmax Percent Error, eI max __maxRef. A (deg) Ay X M RxO-- Calc. Caic. Test Test CLmax [CL
1--Lmax

14 1.33 45.0 0.91 0.5 0.6 2.16 1.01 29.6 0.98 24.5 3.1 20.8I 0.8 2.58 0.93 28.1 0.94 23.6 -1.1 19.6

0.9 2.72 0.92 28.1 0.93 23.5 -- I,1 19.6
1.0 2.82 1.06 30.0 1.02 26.0 3.9 15.4

3.00 53.0 0.91 0 0.6 1.86 0.90 23.6 0.90 22.7 0 4.0

0.8 2.21 0.87 22.3 0.88 22.0 -- 1.1 1.4
0.9 2.32 0.90 22.4 0.90 23.0 0 -- 2.6
"1.0 2.42 1.08 24.2 1.05 24.0 2.9 0.8

1.29 53.0 0,91 0.4 0.6 2.07 1.09 29.5 1.03 27.0 5.8 9.3

0.8 2.46 0.99 28.2 0.97 24.0 2.1 17.5

0.9 2.69 0.97 28.5 0.95 24.0 2.1 18.7
1.0 2,69 1.10 30.0 1.02 25.0 7.8 20.0

2.5 580 0.49 0 0.6 1.86 1.07 27.2 1.04 27.0 2.9 0.7

0.8 2.21 1.00 26.0 0.96 23.0 4.2 13.0
0.9 2.32 1.00 26.2 0.97 24.0 3.1 9.2

1.0 2.42 1.16 27.9 1.10 25.0 5.5 11.6

1.67 58.0 0.49 0.2 0.6 1.92 1.06 27,4 1.03 27.0 2.9 1.5

S 0.8 2.28 0.99 26.2 0.94 22.5 6.3 11.5
0.9 2.41 0.99 26.4 0.92 23.5 7.6 12.3

Average Error in CLm 4.7%

Average Error in 0
CrU n 9.3%
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TABLE 4.1.3.4-D
WINGS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

ALE CLmax *gCLmax C ln Cex LX Pcmt IErro,

Ref. M R x 10-.6 (dA O Coic, CoIl. Test Test CLrex '2CLmax

1i 1.9 0.3 to 0.7 1.76 36 1.04 42.3 1.01 42.4 3.0 -0.2

1.96 64 1.07 40.5 1.06 41.0 0.9 -1.2

2.32 1.96 64 1.03 41.0 0.98 43.8 5.1 -6.4

4.0 45 1.07 38.7 1.07 42.6 0 -9.2

2.0 0 1.02 42.0 0.97 40.8 5.2 2.9

1.55 1.96 64 1.13 39.5 1.06 41.1 6.6 -3.9

4.0 45 1.22 34.5 1.13 39.5 8.0 -12.7

1.76 36 1.09 41.0 1.07 38.1 1.9 7.6

1.74 0 1.15 38.8 1.14 39.3 0.9 -1.3

23 1.46 1.2 to 9. 1.0 0 1.07 41.7 1.07 37.7 0 10.6

1.96 2.0 0 1.07 40.2 1.10 41.5 -2.7 -3.1

t 3.0 0 1.09 39.0 1.11 35.0 -1.8 -11.4

2.43 2.0 0 1.00 42.5 1.05 42.0 -4.8 1.2

1 3.0 0 1.01 41.5 1.07 38.0 -5.0 9.2
3,36 1.0 0 0.89 47,0 0.89 41.7 0 12.7

21.) 0 0.93 45.0 0.95 41.5 -2.1 8.4

3.0 0 0.94 44.5 0.95 40.8 -1.1 9.1

26 1.96 2.5 to 6.8 0.375 85, 0.772 50.8 0.786 51.0 -1.8 -0.4

S0.667 80 0.86 48.7 0.836 49.0 2.9 -0.6

1.0 76 0.92 46.5 0.908 46.0 1.3 1.1

2.42 0.375 85 0.71 53.7 0.746 52.0 -4.8 3.3

0.667 80 0.814 50.8 0.802 52.0 1.5 -2.3

1,0 76 0.883 48.3 0.839 46.0 5.2 5.0

3.30 0.375 85 0.67 54.5 0.687 52.0 -2.6 4.8

0.667 80 0.774 53.7 0.758 53.0 2.1 1.3

j t 1.0 76 0.815 51.5 0.815 50.0 0 3.0

21 2.46 1.0 to 3.5 2.0" 0 0.99 42.5 1.00 40.0 -1.0 0.3

I 2.0 0 0.99 42.5 1.04 40.0 -4.8 C.3

2.0* 63 0.97 44.2 0.98 50.0 -1.0 -11.6

2.0 63 0.97 44.2 0.96 45.0 1.0 -1.8

3.* 0 45 1.94 40.0 1.01 45.0 3.0 -11.1S3.6 34 2.0 63 0.91 45.7 0.84 46.0 8.3 1.6

20 1.45 1.0 to 3.5 4.0* 45 1.21 35.5 1.18 35.0 2.5 1.4

1.97 4.0* 45 1.11 38.0 1.09 43.0 1.8 -11.612.0* 63 1.02 42.7 1.01 45.0 1.0 -5.1

' 2.0# 0 1.07 40.0 1.07 45.0 0 -11.1

"2 0 1.07 40.0 1.08 38.0 -0.9 5.3

"wv~ith thickened wing root Average Error in CLIrnax = = 2.6%

Average Error in • ,= l e( n 5.G%

4.m1.x n
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SUBS(ONIC SPEEDS

Note: Untwisted, constant-airfoil-secuon wings
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS
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FIGURE 4.1.3.4-22 MACH-NUMBER CORRECTION FOR SUBSONIC MAXIMUM LIFT

OF HIGH-ASPECT-RATIO WINGS
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

Notes: Symmetric airfoils
R = I< 10X to 10 x 101 based on MAC
Ay for airfoil at MAC
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FIGURE 4.1.3.4-23a MAXIMUM LIFT OF WINGS WITH POSITION OF MAXIMUM
THICKNESS AT OR FORWARD OF THE 35-PERCENT CHORD
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FIGURE 4.1.3.4-23b MAXIMUM LIFT OF WINGe WITH POSITION OF MAXIMUM

THICKNESS BETWEEN 35- AND 5o-PERCENT CHORD
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

Notes: Symmetric airfoils
R ý 1 X 10' to 10 X 10" based on MAC
Ay for airfoil at MAC

.42. M
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FIGURE 4.1.3.4-24a MAXIMUM-LIFT INCREMENT FOR LOW-ASPECT-RATIO WINGS
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"SUBSONIC SPEEDS

Notes: Symmetric airfoils
R I- 1 X 10' to 10< xI 0'based on MAC
Ay for airfoil at MAC
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TRANSONIC SPEEDS
Notes: Symmetric airfoils

R 1x 106 to 15 X 10" based on MAC
C.- .4 C3 (C + 1) A COS ALE
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FIGURE 4.1.3.4-26a. MAXIMUM LIFT OF LOW-ASPECT-RATIO WINGS
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FIGURE 4.1.3.4-26b MAXIMUM-LIFT CORRECFION FACTOR
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FIGURE 4.1.3.4-26c ANGLE-OF-ATTACK INCREMENT FOR LOW-ASPECT-RATIO WINGS
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SUPERSONIC-HYPERSONIC SPEEDS
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MAXIMUM LIFT
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4.1.4 WING PITCHING MOMENT

The pitching-moment characteristics of aerod)namic surfaces are conventionally represented by specifying the wing

aerodynamic-center location or the wing center of pressure.

The aerodynamic center is defined as that point on the wing plane of s~mmetry about which the pitching moment is

invariant with lift, i.e., -0 for power-off flight of a rigid vehicle at a given Mach number.
dC1,

The relationship between the wing aerodynamic center and the wing pitching-moment slope about any arbitrary point on

"the wing root chord is then given by the equation ( neglecting wing drag I

flS2 L4.l1.4-a

where

"is the chordwise distance from the wing apex to the aerodynamic center, measured in root chords, positive aft

n is the chordwise distance from the wing apex to the point about which the pitching moment is desired, meas-

ured in root chords, positive aft

d,, is the ratio of the root hod to the pitching-moment reference chord, generally taken as the wing M.A.C.

dC,. is the slope of the wing pitching-moment coefficient about the point n with respect to the lift coefficient

The usefulness of the aerod)rnamic-center concept lies principallk in the convenient way in which it present,; pitching.

moment information in the linear lift range. Within this range the forces on a wing are simply represented by a lift

L -vector of varying magnitude ac-ting through the aerod nianfic v-enter and a constant moment ahout the a~c. equl'.alt-it

to the wing zero-lift moment.
L ."vecor f vayin manitde atin thoug theac.t~dsna li ft cet r aind a i scnsta nt o et b u the ao s(f ( . atu i(a'

The aerodynamic-center conc.ept is often used he•,ild the Ii tar lift range h specif ing the locus of poiits at whih -l

KCi,-ll is zero, as a function of lift tor angle of attackk). Tho a-c. curve thus defined represents the successive points at

which the surface has "neutral stabilit,."

Center of pressure is defined as that point at which the wing total resultant force intersects the wing chord, i.e., it is the

point on the wing chord at which C,, . o.

If the wing center-of-pressure location is known, the wing pitching moment about any other point on the wing chord

may be calculated, provided the direction of the resultant.force vector on the wing is also known. This fact, which is

apparent from geometrical considerations, is reflected in thn equations for determining the moment coefficient from

the center of pressure. There are two cases, as follows:

" A. Resultant-force vector perpenoicular to the wing surface:

C,, - n -- Cx 4,1.4-b

B. Resultant-force .cotor in the lift direction perpendirular to the free stream)

n, n- C, cos a 4,-i-

In the above equations -Xc is the chordwise distance from the wing apex to the wing center of pressure, measured in

4.1.4-1
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t oot chords, positive aft.

Since at low angles of attach the resultant-force vector on wings is essentially in the lift direction (see Section
4.1.3), equation 4.1.4-c is applicable. At high angles of attack, the resultant force is mere nearly normal to the
wing chord and thus equation 4.1.4-b is the more applicable. [owener, equation 4.1.4-b may also be used at low
angles of attack. For the remainder of this Section, it in assumed that equation 4.1.4-b holds at all angles of attack,
and that the CN in this equation is equivalent to the C'N as defined and discussed in Section 4.1.3.

In the linear lift range, the locations of the center of pressure and the aerodynamic center are the same for wings having
symmetrical profiles but not the same for wings having cambered profiles.

Two sets of charts are presented in subsequent Sections. he charts for the linear lift range present the aerodynamic-
center location of wings as a function of planform parameters. The charts for the nonlinear lift range give the wing
center-of-pressure location also as a function of planform parameters. Tmhe two groups of charts taken together permit
the calculaiqp oi the complete-pitching-moment curve from 0' to 90* angle of attack for symmetrical wings.

For cambered wings, no specific method is presented for calculating the pitching moments beyond the linear lift range.
However, for angles of attack beyond the stall, it is not likely that there will be much difference between the pitching
moments of symmetrical wings and those of cambered wings.

7
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4.1.4.1 WING ZERO-LIFT PITCII1NG MOMENT

The methods presented in this section are restricted to subsonic speeds. In the transonic and

supersonic speed regimes it is suggested that reference be made to experimental data.

"A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for estimating the wing zero-lift pitching moment. Method I is general
and is applicable to the majority of moderately swept configurations. It is not advisable to use
Method 1 for configurations having a quarter-chord-sweep angle greater than 45 0 . Method 2 is
taken from Reference 1 and is applicable only at M = 0.2 for highly swept, constant-section.
low-aspect-ratio, delta or clipped-delta configurations with large thickness ratios; i.e.,
0.10 < t/c• 0.30.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1

The low-speed zero-lift pitching moment based on the product of the wing area and mean
aerodynamic chord Sw1w, for untwisted, constant-section wings with elliptical loading may be
approximated by

A cos2 A,/4

Cm = A+ 2 cos Acm/ 4.1.4.1-a
kn0)0= XY cs 14

where cm0 is the section pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift, obtained from Section 4.1.2.1.
The airfoil section is defined parallel to the free stream.

For airfoil sections varying along the span

A cos 2 Aci4  (c aOro ot + cm 0 tI\
- \ ~o/ = A2coA~ 2 /4.1.4. 1-b0o A + 2 cos Ac/4 2

where cm and cm0  are the section pitching-moment coefficients at zero lift of 'he rootwhr 0r root 0tip

and tip sections, respectively, both defined parallel to the free stream.

For wings with linear twist, lifting-line theory may be used as in Reference 2 to obtain C'n 0 by

=M0 (Cm)0= +i >4.1.4.1-c

¼ 4.1.4.1-1



*. where

S(Cm\.• is the zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient of an untwisted wing, obtained by
\ 0=0 using either Equation 4.1.4.1-a or Equation 4.1.4.1-b.

ACMr0
is the change in wing zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient due to a unit change
in linear wing twist. This parameter is obtained from Figure 4.1.4.1-5.

0 is the twist of the wing tip with respect to the root section, in degrees (negative
for washout). A linear spanwise twist distribution is assumed (all constant-

"* :percent points of local chords lie in straight lines along the span).

The effect of Mach number on the wing zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient, up to the critical
Mach numbbr, is presented in Figure 4.1.4.1-6. This chart, based on test data, gives the ratio of
wing or wing-body zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient in compressible flow to that in
incompressible flow. When using this chart, no correction should be made to the section cm0
"value. The use of this chart should give reasonable results up to M = 0.8. However, beyond this
"point the chart should be used with caution, since test data often show abrupt changes in zero-liftH •pitching moment at high transonic speeds.

The limited availability of test data, coupled with the fact that the wing zero-lift pitching-moment
r coefficient does not lend itself to accurate experimental measurement, precludes substantiation of

this method. *1

Method 2

This semiempirical method is taken from Reference 1, ignoring the small wing-planform nose-radius
effects. The semiempirical method was developed by using the test results of Reference 1,•1 correlated with the theoretical predictions based on lifting-surface theory. Because of' its
semiempirical nature, the method should be restricted to M = 0.2 conditions for highly swept,

constant-section, low-aspect-ratio, delta or clipped-delta configurations with the following geomet-
._-•-.ric characteristics:

0.58 <A •<2.55

0 < X < 0.3

630 < ALE < 800

* 0.10O<t/c<0.30

ATE =0

For round-nosed-planform configurations the reader is referred to Reference 1, where three
different planform nose-radius models were tested. No incremental nose planfonn effects are
"presented here because of their probable configuration dependence.

4.1.4.1-2



The wing zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient may be approximated by the following procedure:

Step 1. Determine the section zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient c1 0 for the particular
airfoil under consideration. Lifting-surface theory was used in the method
formulation of Reference I to estimate the section zero-lift pitching-moment

-' -coefficient. For this reason it is recommended that lifting-surface theory be used, if
7 available, for the prediction of cm ,

If lifting-surface theory is not available, c1 0 may be estimated by using test data;

e.g., those listed in Tables 4. 1.1 -A and -B.

Step 2. Determine a wing zero-lift pitching moment (Cm) uncorrected for thickness

effects from Figure 4.1.4.1-7 as a function of sweep, taper ratio, and section zero-lift
pitching moment. (The value of A, is defined as Ac = 900 - ALE..

Step 3. Calculate the wing zero-lift pitching moment C,,(, based on the wing area and
wing root chord Sw c, using the following

C = ithe ryj (Coo) theory 4.1.4.1-d

93 where

Cm0
is the ratio of zero-lift pitching moment corrected for thickness

( )n h uncorrected zero-lift pitching moment. This ratio) theory effects to the ucretdzr

is obtained from Figure 4.1.4.1-8 as a function of thickness,
planform geometry, and the uncorrected wing zero-lift pitching

moment.

Cm 0) is the zero-lifting pitching-moment coefficient uncorrected forStheory thickness effects obtained above in Step 2.

For the particular configurations to which this method is applicable, insufficient data are available

to determine the usefulness of Figure 4.1.4.1-6 for estimating Mach number effects.

No substantiation of this method is possible because of the lack of wing-alone low-aspect-ratio test

data having thickness ratios of 0.10 < t/c C< 0.30.

Sample Problems

"I. Method I

"Given: The following straight-tapered wing of Reference 3.

A = 6.0 X = 0.5 A,/ 4 = 9.670 0 0 Low speed

NACA 23012 airfoil (free-stream direction)

1[. 4.1.4.1-3
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Compute:

- Co0  -0.014 (Table 4.1.I-A)

Solution:

A cos2 Ac/4
(Cm) A c. 0  (Equation 4.1.4. 1-a), o =0 A + 2 cos Ac/4

6(0.9858)2

6 + 2(0.9858) (-0.014)

= --0.010

This compares with a test value of --0.012 from Reference 3.

2. Method 2

Given: The following constant-section, low-aspect-ratio, clipped-delta configuration.

"A = 0.823 X = 0.18 ALE - 7350

"NACA 2412 airfoil M 0.2 AC = 16.50 (complement of leading-edge sweep)

Compute:

C = -0.047 (Table 4.1.1-A)

4 tan A (I + V tanA 0) = 4(0.2962) [1 +7r(0.18) 2 (0.2962)] 1.2205

( )Cm thory -0.010 (Figure 4.1.4.1-7)

Cm0
"= 0.91 (Figure 4.1.4.1-8)

(C-0) theory

Cm0 = Cm j ( 10 theory (Equation 4.1.4.1-d)

= (0.91)(-0.010)

- -0.0091

-j. 4.1.4.1-4
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4.1.4.2 WING PIT(HIN(;-MOM EN'r-C U R VE SLOPE

This section presents methods for calculating the pitching-moment characteristics of wings at low
angles of attack at any speed.

The pitching-moment characteristics are generally presented in terms of the wing aerodynamic
center, The aerodynamic center (Section 4.1.4) is that point about which the wing pitching momer.t
is invariant with lift. Thus the pitching-moment slope based on the product of the wing area and the
mean aerodynamic chord SwCw about any specified point on the wing chord line may he described
by the following equation:

( n n 4.1.4.2-a
dC"L Cr C

where

xa.c.
is the distance from the v.ing apex to the aerodynamic center measured in root chords.cr positive aft.

n is the distance from the wing apex to the desired moment reference center measured in
root chords, positive aft.

is the, ttio of the root chord to the mean aerodynamic chord.
c

A. SUBSONIC

At subsonic speeds methods are presented for predicting the aerodynamic center of the following
two classes of wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, trapezoidal wings)

S4 Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Double-delta wings

Cranked wings

Curved (Gothic and ogee) wings

These three general categories of non-straight-tapered wings are illustrated in Sketch (a) of
Section 4.1.3.2. Their wing-geometry parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

Two methods are presented for estimating the wing pitching- moment-curve slope for straight-
tapered wings. Method I is general and is applicable to the majority of configurations. Method 2 is
applicable only at M = 0.2 for highly swept, constant-section, low-aspect-ratio, delta or
clipped-delta configurations with large thickness ratios; i.e., 0. 10 < t/c - 0.30.

4.1,4.2-I
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All of the basic theories for calculating wing lift apply to wing pitching moments also. However, as
is discussed in Section 4.1.3.2, there is no guarantee that a theory that gives accurate results for lift
also gives accurate values for moments.

One theory that does give accurate results for both lift and moments of straight-tapered wings over
thK• entire aspect-ratio range is the lifting-surface theory of Reference 1. Although the coraputation
difficulties of this method are not as formidable as those of some other lifting-surface theories,
solutions are nevertheless limited to certain specific planforms.

Most of the currently available methods that are applicable to a wide range of configurations are
based largely on empirical data. A semiempirical method of this type is presented in Reference 2.
The procedure of this reference uses certain simplified theories (see References 3 and 4) to define
limiting !ocations for the aerodynamic-center positions as the wing aspect ratio approaches zero or
infinity. For intermediate aspect ratios, some 150 experimental points from 40 different reports are
used as a guide in fairing curves between the theoretically determined limits. In this way generalized
charts are constructed for straight-tapered wings of arbitrary aspect ratio and taper ratio.
Comparison between the aerodynamic-center locations given by the semiempirical method of
Reference 2 and the available lifting-surface solutions of Reference I shows a high degree of
correlation. The charts of Reference 2 also agree well with the other available semiempirical
methods of less extensive scope, such as that of Reference 5.

In the Datcom the graphical aerodynamic-center information presented is basically that of
Reference 2. However, the charts are presented in a slightly different form, and the effects of Mach
number are added by means of the Prandtl-Glauert compressibility correction rule. The design

charts for predicting the aerodynamic center are applicable only within the linear-lift range. Thus 9.
the charts apply to wings of very low aspect ratio at only very low angles of attack. These charts are
directly applicable to straight-tapered wings. In treating non-straight-tapered wings, the wing is
divided into two wing panels and the individual lift and aerodynamic center for each panel are used
to establish the aerodynamic center for the composite wing.

Within the linear-lift range, profile parameters such as mean camber line, thickness, leading-edge
shape, and others appear to have only minor influence on the aerodynamic-center location of either
straight -tapered or non-straight-tapered wings.

Reynolds number, on the ether hand, can have an appreciable effect. Refereiace 6 irdicates that for
a wing of aspect ratio 3 with a 3-percent biconvex section, the aerodynamic center can vary as much
as 8 percent of the wing root chord between the Reynolds numbers 2.4 x l06 and 8 x 106.
Although this aerodynamic-center shift appears to be larger than usual, it does serve to indicate that

wind-tunnel test conditions, such as tunnel turbulence level, model support system, and Reynolds
number, can have an important bearing on the experimentally measured aerodynamic chord
locations.

DATCOM METHODS

Straight-Tapered Wings

Method I

Figures 4.1.4.2-26a through 4.1.4.2-26f present the a.c. location for straight-tapered wings at
subsonic speeds. These charts give the a.c. location as a fraction of the wing root chord. The charts
are bzsed on planform characteristics only and thus are most applicable to low-aspect-ratio wings.

4.1.4.2-2



The characteristics of high-aspect-ratio wings are primarily determined by the wing two-dimensional
section characteristics. For most airfoil sections the a.c. location is at or near the MAC
quarter-chord point, However, if greater accuracy is desired, the a.c. location for the particular
airfoil section under consideration may be determined from Section 4.1.2.2.

"The applicability of the subsonic portions of Figures 4.1.4.2-26a through 4.1.4.2-26f is limited to

M < 0,6. The form of presentation of the charts does not permit an indication of this limit in a

manner that is applicable in all situations. Beyond M = 0.6 the a.c. location tends to become

dependent on wing profile thickness and shape, as indicated in Paragraph B of this section.

However, for swept wings with t/c < 0.04 the thickness effects are much reduced, and
Figures 4.1.4.2-26a through 4.!.4.2-26f may be applied to Mach numbers somewhat higher than
M = 0.6.

Method 2

This semiempirical method is taken from Reference 7, ignoring the small wing-planform nose-radius
effects. The semiempirical methoJ was developed by using the test results of Reference 7,

correlated with the theoretical predictions based on lifting-surface theory. Because of its
semienipirical nature, the method should be restricted to M = 0.2 conditions for highly swept,
constant-section, low-aspect-ratio, delta or clipped-delta configurations with the following g,. met-
ric characteristics:

0.10 < t/c < 0.30

0.58 < A < 2.55

0 <? X< 0.3

630 < ALE < 800

ATE = 0

The nonlinear region of the pitching-moment curve for configurations described above may be
approximated by using Method 2 of Section 4.1.4,3.

For round-nosed-planform configurations the reader is referred to Reference 7, where three
different planform nose-radius models were tested. No incremental nose planform effects are
presented here because of their probable configuration dependence.

The wing pitching-moment-curve slope, may be approximated by the following procedure:

"Step 1. Calculate the aerodynamic-center location uncorrected for wing thickness effects by
the following:

"- -X) -4- 7rlog,(+ Lt)-. • Xa,•. 3 (1 X 5) +

1 g +4.1.4.2-b
cl I +IT"1og, I +.2

t" ! 4.1.4.2-3



Step 2. Determine the wing pitching-moment-curve slope uncorrected for wing thickness
effects by using a modified form of Equation 4.1.4.2-a, i.e.,

m theory a

where

n is the distance from the wing apex to the desired moment reference
center, measured in root chords, positive aft. If the semiempirical
procedure presented in Method 2 of Section 4.1.4.3 is to be used to
determine the nonlinear pitching-moment characteristics, the deter-
mination of the moment reference center n is not arbitrary. The
moment reference center in this case should be taken at the
root-chord midpoint, i.e., n = 0.5.

S,-.

'• """ " a.c.
- is the distance from the wing apex to the aerodynamic center,
cr measured in root chords, positive aft. This term is obtained from

Step 1 above and is uncorrected for thickness. effects.

- Step 3. Correct the pitching-moment-curve slope for thickness effects, based on the product
of wing area and wing root chord Swc 1, by

= [dC ~;:cL]4.1 .4.2-cr''] XCL \•_L-t/theory tdCM /dCL) t'heor yJ...-

where

/dCm\
"".• is the wing pitching-moment-curve slope from Step 2,
\dCmLtheory uncorrected for thickness effects.

dCm/dCL
/ is the wing-thickness-correction factor for the wing

theorydC) pitching-moent-curve slope. This parameter is obtained
*, .• hery from Figure 4.1.4.2-29 as a function of (dCm/dCL)theory

"and thickness.

No substantiation of this method is possible because of the lack of low-aspect-ratio test data having

wing thickness ratios of 0.10 < t/c • 0.30.

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

The method for predicting the a.c. location near zero lift of non-straight-tapered wings is taken
.- from Reference 8. This method is used for all non-straight-tapered wings. The non-straight-tapered

wing is divided into two panels with each panel having conventional, straight-tapered geometry.
"Then, for each of the constructed panels, the individual lift-curve slope and a.c. are estimated by

4.1.4.2-4



treating each constructed panel as a complete wing. The individual lift and a.c. locaion derived for
each constructed panel are then mutually combined in accordance with an "inboard-outboard"
weighted-area relationship to establish the predicted a.c. location for the basic non-straight-tapered
wing, There is a difference between the construction geometry used to determine the inboard and
outboard panels for the double-delta and cranked wings, and that for the curved wings.
Application of the method requires that the wings be broken down as defined below.

Double-Delta and Cranked Wings (see Sketch (a))

Inboard Panel - the inboard leading and trailing edges extended to the center line. The
tip-chord span station is fixed at the break formed by the discontinuity in
the sweep of the leading edge of the composite wing. The constructed
inboard panel is designated by subscript i.

Outboard Panel - the leading and trailing edges of the main outboard panel extended

inboard to the midpoint between the center line and the break formed by
the discontinuity in the sweep of the leading edge of the composite wing.
The main outboard panel is designated by subscript o and the
constructed outboard panel is designated by a prime and a subscript o.

7AALE

c r c A- -.-

S0

22-I ALE

DOUBLE-DELTA WING"•• , ,,

" ~CRANKED WINGS
i, SKETCH (a)

f• 4.1.4.2-5
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Many d•,uble-dclta and cranked wings have non-straight trailing edges with the trailing-edge break
occurring at a different span station from the leading-edge break. For such wings the irregular

"..: trailing-edge sweep angles of the divided panels are modified by using straight trailing-edge sweep
angles for each panel, constructed so that the area moment about the respective wing-panel apex
"remains approximately the same.

Curved Wings (see Sketch (b))

.. ~The basic ogee and Gothic planforms must be modified to divide the wing into two panels having
conventional, straight-tapered guometry. The modified inboard and outboard panels are designated

in the same manner as noted in the double-delta- and cranked-wing breakdown, Both types of
curved wings are divided by the following procedure:

I . The tip chord of the inboard panel is located at one-half of the curved wing semispan; i.e.,
(b)i=(b)O bw)
tip.ch-rd = ~0.50 -. This locates the span station of the leading-edge break, and

tip-chord span station of the constructed inboard panel.

2. The root chord of the constructed outboard panel is located at one-fourth of the curved

wing semispan; i.e., cr, span station is at (0.25) .

AL 7E LEO 1
ALEI L.E. BKE AK

0- b 7

L.E. BREAK

c r \ ALE roc r t

C 0 ctc I

•~c ro' Cr

"".(b b b

-"wbw
-2 2

"OGEE WING GOTHIC WING

SKETCH (b)
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3. The semispan of the constructed outboard panel is 0.85 times the semispan of the basic

curved wing; i.e.,(b0= 0.85 (-2) This locates the tip of the constructed outboard

panel.

"4. The tip chord of the constructed outboard panel is zero; ie., ?o = 0.

5. The leading-edge sweep angles of the two panels are approximated by the use of
straight-line segments as shown. Try to maintain an approximately constant area moment
for the outboard panel about its apex.

The subsonic aerodynamic-center location of non-straight-tapered wings is obtained from the
Iq procedure outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. Divide the non-straight-tapered wing into inboard and outboard panels as discussed
above, and determine their pertinent geometric parameters.

Step 2. Determine the lift-curve slope of the constructed inboard panel (CL, i' from

Figure 4.1.3.2-49, based on its respective area Si.

Step 3. Determine the a.c. location of the constructed -inboard panel as a fraction of the root

[Xa .c.chord of the constructed inboard panel(_/) from Figure 4.1.4.2-26. This a.c.
\ c•

location is aft of the apex of the constructed inboard panel.

Step 4. Determine the lift-curve slope of the constructed outboard panel CL,)'. from

V Figure 4.1.3.2-49, based on its respective area S'.

Step 5. Determine the a.c. location of the constructed outboard panel as a fraction of the
Xa.tc.

'.. root chord of the constructed outboard panel ( '2--)O from Figure 4.1.4.2-26. This

7 a.c. location is aft of the apex of the constructed outboard panel.

Step 6. Convert the a.c. location determined in Step 5 to a fraction of the root chord of the
constructed inboard panel and aft of the apex of the constructed inboard panel by

(x)' 3.C bi
c" - --- "tan ALL .. - tan ALE 4.1.4.2-d

!'ir Co ) Ori / r2 r
r rir•

"Step 7. Calculate the non-straight-tapered-wing aerodynamic center, measured in wing root
chords aft of the wing apex,by

ac.c ( I~c
;qC St

r"7" La I Cr i +(L.) S. c;'. 3"" "" Xa.c.iC i

(-4.1. .2-e
C. cL S i + ( " .) S .

4.1.4,2-.7
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The limited availability of experimental data precludes the substantiation of this method for
double-delta and cranked wings. No experimental wing-alone double-delta data are readily available
for subsonic speeds. Test data for three wing-alone cranked-wing configurations are available. The
results of the method applied to those configurations are compared with test results in the data
summary presented as Table 4.1.4.2-A (taken from Reference 8).

On the other hand, for curved wings there are enough test data available for a limited substantiation
of the method. A comparison of test data for four curved-wing configurations with xac../cr
calculated by this method is presented as Table 4.1.4.2-B (taken from Reference 8). The table also
includes two configurations which are wing-body combinations, but the bodies are very small and
the wing planform projection effectively blankets nearly all of the body. All the wings investigated
have straight trailing edges and one reflex curve in the leading edge. The ranges of Mach number and
lift coefficient of the data are: J

0.09 < M < 0.9

O<CL <0.10

L Sample Problem

1. Method 2

Given: The following straight-tape;ed, constant-section, low-aspect-ratio, clipped-delta configura-
tion.

A =0.823 = 0.18 ALE = 73.50 "I

NACA 2412 airfoil M 0.2

Compute:

21 X4
X.LC. "3T -l - ( 1+

= 21(Equation 4.1.4.2-b)

cr I+. floge(l+g)

2 1 1 1 (0.18)2 (1 0"
(1 -0.8)+ log.823)

( 0.823\

1 + r log, (+

= 0.527

/dCm Xa
-= n--X--- (Modified form of Equation 4.1.4.2-a)

- dCL)theory r

= 0.50 - 0.527 = -0.027

4.1.4.2-8



(dCm,,dCL) thor 0.935 (Figure 4.1.4.2 -29)

dCm /dC\ dC ,/dCL
dC ~ d ~ theoy dC dC J(Equation 4. 1.4.2-c)

dC dCL m L) theory

-(0.027) (0.935)

-*-0.0252 (based on SWC., about

2. Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Given: The cranked wing of Reference 22.

ALE

C c
cr r.

Cr ALEO ~=
r0 c t .

A-. bFt b (2 to

Total-Wing Characteristics:

4AW S, 5194 N = 0.090 ALE =600 A LE =250w I 0

0.380 c 0S.10in, W17B r 2- 50.40 in.

4.1.4.2--9



Constructed Inboard-Panel Characteristics:

A, 1.14 X, 0.339 A.LE 60o AvTE 1.750

19.15 in. Si 1285 sq in. Ac/ 2  i
2

C 50.10 in. c = 16.98 in.

Constructed Outboard-Panel Characteristics:

A, 6.37 X 0.213 = 4.0.83 in. S.' 1047 sq in.

c,= 21.15 in. c 4.50 in ALE 250 ATE 1.750

Ac1 2) 14.70 Ay 9.576 in.

Additional Characteristics:

M 0.13; 1 0.991 K 1.0 (assumed)

Compute:

(CL ) (Section 4.1.3.2)
L1

p2 + tan12 (A. 2 )j] 1 (0.991) (0.8662)21 1.50K 13 an / 1.0

/CLa
-- J 1.39 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)

CL\
(C) a\~) Ai 1.39 (1.14) =1.58 per rad

(Xa c.)

(taA t,= (1.14)(1.7321) = 1.975; ....-- = .9..1 = 0.572
(AtanLE)I0.991

tan ALE 1.7321
!

(ac") = 0.452 (Figures 4.1.4.2-26a through -26e, interpolated)

4.1.4.2-10



S- (C (Section 4.1.3.2)

"' +ta(A,/ 2)o 0.991)2 + (0.2623)2] 6.53• .•:•! ~ 1,0 = 6 5L a)
0.715 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)

"A 0

/ La
L"')C a) A' (0,715) (6.37) 4.55 per rad\ A /A 0

tan ALE 0.4663
tan ALE)' (6.37) (0.4663) 2.97; - 0.471

0.991

(X~2'•) 0.543 (Figures 4.1.4.2-26a through -26e, interpolated)

(x' ) b.
tan ALE + tan AE Equation 4.1.4.2-d)

"r. 
r. rc r" c 1 ) 0i or c E

/21.15) 9.57L6 19.3
= (0.543) - 5 -- (0.4663) + - (1.7321)k o - 50.10 50.10

= 0.802

Solution:

Lc S ~2.2 C'SC2iX \ La1 / \c/ \a o 0 c1.r-C (Cii:a' S' + (Equation 4 .1.4 .2-e)
a 

"" 
ar ' S '

- 1.58 (1285) (0A52) + 4.55 (1047) (0,802)
4 1.58 (1285) + 4.55 (1047)

0.697
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The calculated value compares with a test value of 0.688 from Reference 22.

B. TRANSONIC

Rather than producing linear results as in other speed regimes, application of small-perturbation
theory to the transonic regime yields a nonlinear differential equation. This means that at transonic
Mach numbers it is not possible to evaluate separately the effects of thickness, camber, and angle of
attack, and then to add the individual solutions to obtain the total wing lift and pitching moment.
The contributions of each of the above parameters are interrelated, and the wing must be treated as
a unit. Theoretical solutions in the transonic speed range are available for only a few specific
planforms. Most of the available information on the transonic characteristics of wings is in the form
of wind-tunnel test data. As discussed in detail in Section 4.1.3.2, transonic test data are subject to
wind-tunnel wall interference effects and must be used with caution.

The use of similarity parameters reduces to a minimum the number of charts required to present
test data. Similarity parameters are derived from theoretical considerations and are subject to the
limitations of the theory from which they are derived. Although the form of the parameters may be
changed by rearranging the variables, the minimum number of parameters for a given theory does
not change.

From tile nonlinear equations describing transonic flow, it can be shown (Reference 9) that the
minimum number of parameters necessary to present complete information in the transonic speed
regime is one greater than the number of parameters necessary-for the linear theories of both the
subsonic and supersonic speed ranges. This means that the number of charts required to present
information at transonic speeds is one order of magnitude larger than the number required for
either of the other speed ranges.

Only a limited amount of work has been done in organizing transonic test data by means of
similarity parameters. The most extensive effort along these lines is given in Reference 10. In this
reference, test data from 50 rectangular wings of differing aspect ratio. airfoil thickness, and airfoil
section are correlated by means of transonic similarity parameters, with a high degree of success.

For the Datcom, the charts of Reference 10 for redtangular, symmetrical wings at zero angle of
attack are adopted diredtly. Charts for straight-tapered wings of other planform shapes are
developed by applying transonic similarity parameters to the experimental data of References I I
through 15. The combined charts for all planforms are presented as Figures 4.1.4.2-30a through
4.1.4.2-30d.

These transonic charts are applicable only to uncambered straight-tapered wings with synmnetric

airfoil sections at low angles of attack. Wings with cambered airfoils, double-wedge airfoils, and

airfoils with blunt trailing edges show different transonic moment and lift characteristics.

Wings with thickness ratios greater than about 7 percent are subjeci to shock-induced separation
effects of significant magnitude. These effects are not accounted for by small-perturbation theory
and tht's cannot be handled by the similarity parameters of this section. Since there is great

similarity between the effects of shock-induced separation on moment and on lift, the treatment of

separation-induced moment characteristics in this section is based on the procedure of

Section 4.i.3.2 for transonm lift.

4.1.4.2-12



DATCOM METHOD

The charts of the Datcom are presented in terms of the transonic similarity parameters of
Reference 10. The similarity parameters used for velocity and aspect ratio, respectively, are

V - and A A(t/c)" 3
(t/c) 2 /3

The corresponding parameter for angle of attack is

(tic)

However, since all of the transonic charts of this section are for low angles of attack such that
- 0, this last parameter does not enter into the calculations.

Figures 4.1.4.2-30a through 4.1.4.2-30d give the a.c. location for symmetrical straight-tapered wings
of arbitrary sweep angle, taper ratio, and thickness ratio. For rectangular wings a more thorough
presentation of a.c. location as a function of the velocity parameter V is given in
Figure 4.1.4.2 -30d.

The following steps outline the calculation procedure:

Step 1. Determine the aspect-ratio similarity parameter ;k.
Xac

Step 2. For the appropriate values of X, A tan ALE, and A, iead - from Figures 4.1.4.2-30a
o 2 Cr

through 4.1.4.2-30d for values V - _ - -2 -1,0, +1. (Cross plots must be
(tic)2 /3

made between taper ratios of 0.5 and 1.0.)

Step 3. Determine the Mach numbers corresponding to V -2, --1, 0, +-1.
xI

Step 4. Calculate a for M = 0.6 and M = 1.4 as outlined in the straight-tapered-wingcr
methods of Paragraphs A and C, respectively, of this section.

Step 5. The complete transonic a.c.-location curve can now be constructed by fairing a curve
through the points obtained by means of Steps I through 4.* (See Sketch (c))

Step 6. The slope of the pitching-moment curve can now be calculated from the equation

Cm =(n - C 4.1.4.2-f
Cr •

where CLo is the lift-curve slope at transonic speeds obtained from Paragraph B of

Section 4.1.3.2.

*If the wing under consideration has a thickness ratio greater than 7 percent, the additional Step 7 is required.

4.1.4.2-13
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AXac.

Step 7. Determine the incremental a.c. location accounting for separation effects
Cr

from Figure 4. i.4.2-33. This increment is applied at the Mach number at which the
transonic lift-curve slope reaches its minimum value (Mfb ± 0.07). The force-break
Mach number Mfb is obtained during the course of calculating the transonic CL0
values. Application of this a.c. increment and the required fairing technique are
illustrated in Sketch (c).

M fb .03 I_X C_
a.c.

C O-- _ 0 CALCULATED POINTS

FROM STEPS 1- 4
I-Mf+ .14

Mfb Mfb + .07

1.0
MACH NUMBER

SKETCH (c)

The above sketch represents the a.c. location at zero angle of attack. As the angle of attack is
increased, the bucket in the curve near Mach I disappears and the shape is more like the dashed
portions of Sketch (c).

Sample Problem

Given: The following straight-tapered wing:

.. A -4.0 X = 0.68 ALE = 46.32 c ./e 2 = 43.60

NACA 63A012 airfoil Cr/& = 1-18 n = 1.09

Compute:

-- A = A~)3 = (4.0)(0.493) = 1.972

"A tan AtLE = (4.0) (tan 46.320) 4.19

x .
. Determine _ for V = -2, -1, 0, and 1, and the Mach numbers corresponding to V
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-,.. --

_ P2 2

(t/c) 2 /3  (0.2433) M i + 0.2433 V

Cr
- r, . 2 0.433V Fia. 4.1,.4.2.30

.2 .716 1.020
-1 .870 1.055

0 1.000 1.055

1 1.115 1.080

LX

Determine - at M = 0.6 and 1.40

M 0.6; p 0.80; tan = 0.764
k tan Ar tan 46.320

, ';.)=1.05 (Figures 4.1.4.2-26d through -26f, interpolated)"":•.- \r ]M =0. 6

,, 1.40; 3 0.98; 0.90.9836
tan ALE tan 46.320

1.205 (Figures 4.1.4.2-26d through -26f, interpolated)
S .. : .\ r / M 1.40

Since (t/c) > 0.07, step 7 of the Datcom method is required.

F- (Mfb) A 0,82 (Figure 4.1.3.2-53a) Mfb is obtained during the course of
0 (u.3calculating CL. It is shown here, since:,..•: .:. M~b)A 0,88 (Figure 4.1.3.2-53b) t "

,fb)A 0 the calculations for C are not given.
La

A cos2 Ac/2 (4.0) (cos 43.6)2 2.10

"7.Ax

S. =-0.19 (Figure 4.1.4.2 -33). This correction is applied at Mfb + 0.07 0.95

Cr

4 ...
,
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Construct the transonic a.c. curve using Sketch (c) as a guide.

1.2

1,0" -,€
ra

Cam .

- C!

.6 .1 10 1.2 1.4

MACH NUMBER

Determine C from Paragraph B, Section 4.1.3.2 (see calculation table below).La

Solution:

n - 2 CLa (Equation 4.1.4.2-f)

09 1.) CLa

X CL Cma

"' c (per dog) (per dg)
r r Sec. 4.1.3.2, Eq. 4.1.4.2-f

M (faired curve) 1.09-0 Pare. B 1.18

0.70 1.020 .070 .043 .0036

0.87 1.055 .035 .045 .0019

0.95 0.865 .225 .047 .0125

1.00 1.055 .035 .U24 .0010

"1.10 1.075 .015 .040 L .0007
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C. SUPERSONIC

Methods are presented for determining the wing aerodynamic-center location of the following two
classes of wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, trapezoidal wings)

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Double-delta wings
Cranked wings
Curved (Gothic and ogee) wings

These three general categories of non-straight-tapered wings are illustrated in Sketch (a) of
Section 4.1.3.2. Their wing-geometry parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

As is the case at subsonic speeds, the supersonic design charts also present information that is
basically that of Reference 2. The effects of Mach number have been ac led by means of the
Prandtl-Glauert compressibility correction, and the resulting dcsign charts are an extension of those
used at subsonic spec•is. The charts are directly applicable to straight-tapered wings. In treating
non-straight-tapered wings, the wing is divided into two panels and the individual lift and
aerodynamic-center location for each panel are used to establish the aerodynamic-center location
for the composite wing.

The design charts are applicable only in the linear-lift range. Within this range the effects of camber,
leading-edge radius, and trailing-edge angle are minor in regard to the aerodynamic-center
characteristics.

Although wing profile thickness has little effect on the supersonic wing normal-force-curve slope at
low angles of attack, provided the Mach lines do not lie near the wing leading edge (Sections 4.1.3.2
and 4.1.3.3), the situation regarding wing pitching moments is quite different. For unswept wings of
high aspect ratio at supersonic speeds, the area influenced by the three-dimensional flow within the
tip shock cones is relatively small compared to the large area between the tip shocks, where the flow
is two-dimensional. Under these conditions the wing moment characteristics are closely related to
the two-dimensional airfoil characteristics. In Section 4.1.2.2 it is shown that for airfoils the
aerodynamic center is very much a function of thickness ratio. As a first approximation, the a.c.
location for unswept wings at supersonic speeds may be taken as that of the iorresponding
two-dimensional section.

For swept wings the three-dimensional flow within the shock cones is much larger, and the wing

cannot be treated as two-dimensional. Linear theory generally gives satisfactory results for these
wings.

As the Mach lines approach the leading edges of wings at supersonic s ;eeds, the lift may deviate
considerably flom linear-theory lift. These deviations (see Section 4.1.3.2, Paragraph C) are caused
by the finite thickness of the wing leading edge, which forces the leading-edge shock to be located
at a different position from that predicted by linear theory. For delta wings, at least, these effects
on lift are not reflected in the pitching moments. This is perhaps due to the fact that linear theory
predicts the same a.c. location for delta wings, whether the leading-edge shock is attached or
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detached. For other wings, linear theory does predict minor changes in a.c. location when the
leading-edge shock ittaches. In general, however, it appears that the role of wing thickness in
causing deviations from linear theory at the sonic-leading-edge condition is much less for moments
than it is for lift.

DATCOM METHODS

Straight-Tapered Wings

The aerodynamic-center location of swept, straight-tapered wings at Mach numbers greater than 1.4
is obtained from Figures 4.1.4.2-26a through 4.1.4.2-26f. These charts give the a.c. location as a
fraction of the wing root chord. For unswept wings, the method of Section 4.1.2.2 for
two-dimensional sections in supersonic flow may be used.

Non-Straight.-Tapered Wings

The method presented in Paragraph A for predicting the aerodynamic-center location of
non-straight-tapered wings is also applicable at supersonic speeds. The normal-force-curve slopes of
the constructed inboard and outboard panels are obtained from the straight-tapered-wing design
charts of Paragraph C of Section 4.1.3.2 (Figures 4 .1.3.2-56a through 4.1.3.2-560. The a.c.
locations of the constructed inboard and outboard panels, measured in root chords of the respectiver-_ panels, are obtained from the supersonic portion of Figures 4.1.4.2-26a through 4.1.4.2-26f.

Equation 4.1.4.2-e expressed in terms of the normal-force-curve slope is

X(%)) S, ( s,:.
Xa .c.

weeCr (Nj ), Si+(CNa()' S.

where xa.c./cr is the aerodynamic center of the non-straight-tapered wing, measured in wing root
chordsaft of the wing apex.

The limited availability of experimental data precludes the substantiation of this method for
double-delta and cranked wings. No experimental wing-alone cranked-wing data are readily available
for supersonic speeds. Test data for one wing-alone double-delta configuration are available
(Reference 31). This method predicts the a.c. location for this wing to within about one percent of
the test value.

A comparison of test data for three curved-wing configurations with xa.c./cr calculated by this
method is presented as Table 4.1.4.2-C (taken from Reference 8). One of the configurations is a
wing-body combination, but the body is very small and the wing planform projection effectively
blankets nearly all the body. All. the wings investigated have straight trailing edges and one reflexcurve in the leading edge. The Mach-number and lift-coefficient ranges of the data are:

1.02 < M < 2.60

OCL < 0.!0

4.1.4.2-18
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Sample Problem

"Given: The ogee wing-body configuration of Reference 29. Since the wing-planforin projection
"blankets nearly all of the body, the combination is treated as a wing-alone configuration.

ALE. Total-Wing Characteristics:

Aw 1.20 ATE 0 Cw 20.0 in,

2 6.0 in.

t/c = 0.05 (rhombic wing sections - free-stream direction)

'1' Constructed Inboard-Panel Characteristics:
S 'LE

C .E. REK A. = 0.407 X, = 0.475 (2) = 3.0 in.C ~~~~L.E. BREAK 1047

S = 88.5 sq in. cr 20.0 in. c 9.50 in.

C ALE 74.60

I C
Ct ro Constructed Outboard-Panel Characteristics:

A° 1.57 X' = 0 = 5.10in.

0l 2
I 4' I S.' 66.3 sqin. c 13.0in. A 68.60

r0  LE

bW N2 Ay =1.50 in.
2

Additional Characteristics:

M 1.82; 03 = 52

Compute:

(CN) (Section 4.1.3.2)

(A tan ALE) = (0.407) (tan 74.60) 1.477

0 1.52 0.419

tan ALE tan 74.60

tan A 2.67 per rad (Figures 4. 1.3.2-56c through -56e, interpolated)

ta LE (C thsorv

(C N a)th*oryli tan - 0.736 per rad 41421
r tan 74,60
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r CN 1

6 = semiwedge angle _ (57.3) = 10.80 :tcos ALE cos 74.60

layi 5.85 tan 61. = 5.85 tan 10.80 = 1.116

[( aN)] 1.0 (Figure 4.1.3.2-60)

_-a-t-orvJI= (1.0),(0.736) 0.736 perrad
a)~~~sr [ I her

Ix

-. - 0.465 (Figures 4.1.4.2-26a through -26e, interpolated) 2\Or/,

(CN a (Section 4.1.3.2)

(A tan ALEo = 1.57 (tan 68.60) 4.01

j _ 1.52 = 0.596
tan ALE tan 68.60

0

[tanLE CN~' =4.92 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-4i6a)

4.92Iic 1 * .92 1.93 per rad
KN a)theory0 tan 68.60

( N a) theory

semiwedge angle 2 (57.3) = 7.850 "-
COS ALE cos 68.6 0

4.1.4.2-20
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"Ay± 5.85 tan 6-= 5.85 tan 7.850 0.807

(CNC~a 1 t0,965 (Figure 4.1.3.2-60)

FCN 1 ICNY]0.965 (1.93) 1.86 per rad
[Fab aC [(') ,.,I

r\achor, )Qa ~

0.670 (Figure 4.1.,4.2-26a)

x -

NC.) /o r A

o Ie. re_ .. •ytan A.o + tan Ai~ ~ (Equation 4.1.4.2-d)

13.0 E150 320

- (0.670) 13,0 20.0 (2.552) + --2 (3.630)
20,0 20.0 20,0

- 0.789

Solution:

\c,./ Si+("a, C
(--( )=( ) ((Equation 4.1.4.2-e)

(Ca) SI + (CN a)' So

- (0.736) (88.5) (0.465) +(1.86)(66.3) (0.789)

(0.736) (88.5) + (1.86) (66.3)

= 0.677

The calculated value compares with a test value of 0.693 from Reference 29.

D. HYPERSONIC

The aerodynamic cenier of flat-plate straight-tapered wings approaches 'he area-centroid location as
the Mach number becomes large. However, the interrelated effects of viscosity, heat transfer, and
detached shock waves due to blunt leading edges cause deviations of the aerodynamic center from
the theoretical values. The magnitude of these effects has not been thoroughly evaluated. The
hypersonic method of this section is based on linear theory, which gives the location of the
aerodynamic center at the area centroid for high Mach numbers.
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DATCOM METHOD

The supersonic portions of Figures 4.1.4.2-26a through 4.1.4.2-26f give the a.c. location of straight-
tapered wings at zero angle of attack. These charts are derived from linear ;.eory in this region.
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'TABLE 4.1.4.2-A

SU•SONIC AERODYNAMiC-CEN tl-H LOCATION OF CRANKED WINGS

DATA SUMMARY

A A .c. a.c_..
LE1" LE 0 r c r Percent

Ref. ofg A(d)
22.j Confg. A 1(deg) (cleg) M Caic. Test Error

22 W 5.19 .09 .380 60.0 25.0 0.13 .697 .688 1.3

4.16 (a) .430 45.0 .710 .708 0.3

3.00 .508 60.0 .706 738 -4.3
1.89 .654 75.0 .619 .683 -9.4

23 W 4.18 .364 .300(b) 45.0 2 7 . 5 (b) 0.13 .631 .630 0.2

24 W 5.02 .105 .2961(b) 45.0 28.20b) 0.13 .686 .638 7.5

(a) Raked wing tip
Average Error Ži• = 3.8%

(b) Multi-panel wing approximated by two panels.

•'

4 4
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TABLE 4,1.4,2-B
SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATION OF CURVED WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

toA ) A , t.o) �. '....• e
ALEi LEo Cr Cr Percent

Rff. COWfig. Plninfn A 2R (deg) (do) M Catc. Test Error

25 W Gothic .75 .2F 66.0 78.0 .40 .508 .497 2.2

.70 .511 .512 -0.2

.80 .516 .516 .0.2

.85 .616 .520 .08

.90 .519 .520 -0.2

26 W Gothic 1.00 .334 57.2 74.6 .13 .494 .491 0.6

27 W Gothic .75 .250* 64.0 79.0 .09 .505 .511 -1.2

28 W Gothic 1.33 .400 64.6 69.0 .21 .549 .524 4.8

52.0 70.0 .4;6 .441 8.4

46.5 .471 .448 6,1

.50 18.0 72.0 .386 .386 -0.3

.226 73.0 79.0 .566 .550 2.9

.5w 59.0 65.6 .561 .621 7.7

29 Ogwe 1.20 .300 74.6 68.6 .40 .635 .632 0.5

.70 .641 .645 .0.6

.80 .645 .650 -0.8

.85 .648 .654 -0.9

.90 .650 .659 -1.4

30 W 0g. 92 80.5 73.3 .30 .696 .691 0.7

__ , _ .80 .704 .701 0.4

s) Approximations used In ac, prediction Avnrlp Error 2.0%
n
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TABLE 4.1.4.2-C
"SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATION OF CURVED PLANFORMS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

[:.'I, A !1  A ' p'c. P.c. 0__"LEl LE. cr C Percent,
"Ref. Coifig. Plonform A (dg) M Cac. Test Error

25 W Gothic .75 .250 66,0 78.0 1.07. .542 .528 2.7

1.25 .549 .667 -1.4

1.30 .551 .557 -1.1

1.42 .553 .565 -2.t

1.61 .556 .580 -4.1

1.82 .557 .580 -4.0

zoo .554 .565 -1.9

29 We Oge 1.20 .300 74.6 68.6 1.25 .676 .693 -2.5
1.42 .674 .694 -2.9

1.61 .674 .693 -2.7

I 1.82 .677 .693 -2.3

W Og.e .92 .208 80.6 73.3 1.40 .729 .745 -2.1

1.80 .723 .7-;0 -2.3

2.20 .721 .735 -1.9
S2.60 .720 .726 -0.8

is () Approx imations usid In a~o. predicton Ave Ero 23

[ .'
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

F dCmn/dCL
(dCm/dCL )theor

1.0 ------------- _ lJdf,

\dCL thtory
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.4-

WING THICKNESS, t/c

FIGURE 4.1.4.2 -29 WING PITCHING-MOMENT-CURVE-SLOPE THICKNESS
CORRECTION FACTOR
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TRANSONIC SPEEDS

()X =0
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4
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Cr 2 22
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FIGURE 4.1.4,2 -30 TRANSONIC WING AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATION
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TRANSONIC SPEEDS
(b) X = 0.2
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FIGURE 4.1.4.2-30 (CONTD)
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TRANSONK. SPEEDS
(C)), = 0.5
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.4 ____ TRANSONIC SP1ýEPS

(dxX .

X0Cr
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FIGURE 4.1.4.2-30 (CWITD
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FIGURE 4.1.4.2-33 INCREMENTAL AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATION 'XCCOUNTING
FOR WING SEPARATION EFFECTS
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4,1.4.3 \\ ING PITIICING NIOMENT IN TilE NONININEAR ANGI1 E1)F...ITACK HANGE

Methods are presented herein for estimating the wing pitching-inoment coefficient in the nonlinear
angle-of-attack region. In the subsonic speed regime wethods are presented for both straight-tapered
and non-straight-tapered wings. No generalized methods are presented in the transonic or supersonic
speed regimes, However, at supersonic speeds a discussion of pitching-moment cnaracteristics i;
given for rectangular and triangular wings.

A. SUBSONIC

At subsonic speeds empirical methods arc preseoted for predicting the pitching-moment
characteristics of the following two classes of wing planforms"

Straight-Ta pered Low-Aspect-Ratio Wings

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings (double-delta wings)

No method is presented for evaluating straight-tapered wings of high aspect ratios.* For
high-aspect-ratio wings with low sweepback, tile center-of-pressure location beyond the linear-lit'!
range moves aft, tending toward the wing midchord at full stall. The magnitude and rate of this
trend are variahle, depending largely on the particular airfoil section. Insufficient data are available
to predict, even from a qualitative standpoint, the pitching-moment characteristics of moderatelyF •swept high-aspect-ratio wings beyond the linear-lift range.

For thin, low-aspect-iu io wings [here exist areas of' flow separation, even at moderate angles of
attack. ('onsequently, for these wings the pitching-niomnent curve has a tendency to become
nonlinear at Moderate a ngles of attack.

Two methods are presented tor low-aspect-ratio straight-tapered wings. Method I is general and is
applicable to most low-aspect-ratio planiforms. Methhod 2 is more restrictive in that it is applicable
only at M =0.2 for highly swept, constant-section, low-aspect-ratio, delta or clipped-delta
configurations with large thickness ratiosý i.e., 0. I0 < t/c • 0.30. The unique feature of Method 2 is
its consideration of fle vortex-imduced Wift anjd its effect upon t0le pitching n 1omen t.

DATCOM METHODS

Straight-Ta pered Wing'

Method I

'The following empirical I method is applicable to straight-tapwred wings that satisly tile l(illowing
relationship:

(I A (I +t1 ) I)cos AL.

*Fcsr the purpose: of this section, high aspect-ratio wings are those for which A > w Wheit' C is the em pirical idper-

"ratio factor from Section 4.1.3.4, (Cl + 1) cos ALE
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w where

A is the wing aspect ratio.

. C1  is the empirical taper-ratio factor obtained from Figure 4.1.3.4.24b as a function of wing
taper ratio.

ALE is the sweepback angle of the wing leading edge.

The wing pitching-moment coefficient, based on the product of the wing area and wing MAC
Sw cw , referred to the- desired center-of-gravity location, is given by

Cm jn -)CN 4,14.3-a

where

a is the chordwise distance in root chords from the wing apex to the desired
center-of-gravity location, positive aft.

is the ratio of the wing root chord to the wing mean aerodynamic chord.

CN is the wing normal-force coefficient, based on the wing area. This parameter should be
obtained from test data if available, or by using Equation 4.1.3-a, i.e.,

"F'•. CN = CL cosa + C sina

where

CL is the wing lift coefficient from test data or from the methods of Sections
4.1.3.1,4.1.3.2, and 4.1.3.3.

L: .'.CD is the wing drag coefficient from test data or from Sections 4.1.5.1 and 4.1.5.2.

a is the wing angle of attack'.

It should be noted that in the absence of wing drag data, the normal force may be
I...i approximated (see Section 4.1.3.3) by

, - C L
C•CN Cosa

Sis the wing center-of-pressure location, in wing root chords, measured positive aft from

r. the wing apex. Because of the various relationships used to calculate - for angles of

attack between 0 and 900, the following step-by-step procedure is given to facilitate the

calculation of versus angle of attack.
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Step I Calculate the center-of-pressure location at zero lift. The center-tf-prcssure location
at zero lift may be approximated as the aerodynamic center of a wing with a
symmetrical airfoil section, at zero angle of attack. which is given in Section 4.1.4.2

as a function of wing planform parameters.

Step 2. Calculate the center-of-pressure location at maximum lift by

mLax

"where

is obtained from Figure 4.1.4.3-21.a as a function of Ay, the
-cC-, airfoil section leading-edge sharpness parameter. The value of

Ay can be obtained from Figure 2.2. I-8.

,5 ) is obtained from Figures 4.1.4.3-21band -22a as a function ofA( Tr 2 
wepa2 wing taper ratio, aspect ratio, and leading-edge sweepback.

SNo specific Mach-number correction is included* because the experimental data

show only small and inconsistent shifts up to M - 0.6.

Caution must be exercised when applying the method of this section to wings having
large values of (C1 + I ) A cos AL E" Configurations of this type show large forward
shifts in center-of-pressure location with increasing lift coefficient. This forward
shift is related to flow separation and local loss of lift aft of the area centroid. In
situations where the forward shift in center of pressure takes place over a small range
of lift coefficients, the phenomenon is known as pitch-up. Empirical charts have
been developed to define approximate boundaries dividing configurations that show
pitch-up from those that do not. One such chart is presented in Figure 4.1.4.3-25.

It is important to recognize that the pitch-up characteristics for any given wing can
be strongly modified by wing twist and/or wing-leading-edge devices. An extensive

"summary of information on pitch-up control devices is given in Reference I.

Because of their dependence on separation effects, pitch-up characteristics are also
sensitive to Reynolds number. Lowering the Reynolds number aggravates pitch-up
"tendencies, and raising the Reynolds number suppresses them.

The charts for low-aspect-ratio wings apply to untwisted symmetrical-section wings

at Reynolds numbers near 6 x 106, based on the rnean aerodynamic chord.

Step 3. Calculate the variation of center-of-pressure location between a 0 and

- -" . L~a~ ~a _max)
S ""-cx tan'- 0.6

4.1.4.3-3
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a. Determine the stability index from Figure 4.1 .4.3-22b as a function of th1e wing

taper ratio, aspect ratio, anti leading-edge sweepback.

b. Determine the aspect-ratio index from Figure 4.1.4.3-24a as a function of wing

taper ratio, aspect ratio, and leading-edge sweepback.

c. Determine the values of A from Figure 4.1.4.3-23a or -23h as a funC-

tall (-Y L

tion of the stability index and the ratio of or t repc

ratio al a tail a(Tevleo

tall ax

tiVey. (The Value Of A - at is zero.)
I\C ta cmatan a

d. Determine the values from Figure 4.1.4.3-24b as o funCtioly Of

m\ (> )c 1 oct/441..-

L" ., ta nl a.C
L""" 'a tail at

wherheeaueo

i'i•the aspect-ratio index and the ratio of -tan or t n vaueo

is obtaied abov ain Stpa

CI7.
maC Lcinma.34- --- -

!' ,'A at - I is zero.)" ." t a n a ~•",r -.. 4 t-m iax

C.,: . . D eterm ine the value of \ -•'r ] by

cot a, 4.!.4.3-c
r sin•Ac 

-Lax

, m where

':ii., (x"t"•is obtained above in Step

is the angle of" attack at maximum lif~t obtained front
-.~~n a''°•lx Section 4.1.3.4.
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t-I

is the zero-lift center-of-pressure location from Step IX C 0r]¢ above.

rL

Sf. Using tihe above parameters determine the center-of-pressure location by

c+ - sin 4.1.4.3-d

0wherere

,,.~~C cLT/l•'
"" Step 4. Calculate the center-of-pressure location at aj.: ingle of attack of goo. This point is at

the area centroid and is found by

SxC.P. 11+o \
- N + 0 + / 4.1.4.3-c,,c, 3 1 + X

~where

a -A (I +X4) tan ALE 4.1.4.3-f
4

where

A is the wing aspect ratio.

x" is the wing taper ratio.

ALE is the sweepback angle of the wing leading edge.

/ t a l l x
Step 5. Calculate the center-of-pressurc location between a tan- __ max and

xCP
a 90' by assuming a linear variation of -, (The center-of-prcesure locations

• !tan (VCLV I
c,•rcsponding to 'e tail-- and a 90() are obtained from Steps 3

,'0.6 )
H: and 4, respectively.)

"A comparison of test data with A,,ng centcr-of-pressuxe locations computed by the use of the above
proceduie is shown in Table 4.1 .4.3-A

Method 2

"ThiN semicinpirical method is taken from Reference 2, ignoring the small wing-planform nose-radius

effects. The semiernpiric'al method was developed by using the test results of Reference 2,

4.1.4.3-5
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correlated with the theoretical predictions based on lifting-surface theory. Becaus of its
semierrpirical natuee, the method should be restricted to M = 0.2 conditions for highl swept,
constant-section, low-aspect-ratio, delta or clipped-delta configurations with the fbllowing
geometric characteristics:

0.58 C A • 2.55

JC< X 0.3

630 <ALE •800

0.10 C t/c C 0.30

ATE 0

For round-nosed-planform configurations the reader is referred to Reference 2, where three
different pianform-nose-radius models were tested. No incremental nose-planform effects are
presented here because of their probable configuration dependence.

This method essentially accounts for the effect of leading-edge vortex-induced lift upon the pitching
moment. For details regarding the leading-edge vortex-induced-lift increments, the reader is referred
to Method 2 for straight-tapered planforms in Paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2.

The nonlinear pitching-moment characteristics, taken about the midpoint of the wing root chord
and based on the product of the wing area and root ch, rd Swc, for a given angle of attack, are
estimated by

Cm dCL CLba+ +C ACm 4.1.4.3-g

wh.-re

*0 dCm
"is the. pitching-moment-curve slope from Method 2 of Paragraph A of Section

-CL 4.1.4.2, taken about the root-chord midpoint. .

CLba""- is the basic wing lift excluding any leading-edge vortex-induced effects, at the

basicparticular angle of attack. This value must come from constructing the lift curve

* using Section 4.1.3.1 for the determination of a0., and Method 21 of Paragraph A of
Section 4.1.3.2 for the determination of (CL,)i.

basic

"- - C is the wing zero-lift pitching moment obtained from Method 2 of Paragraph A of
"* * 0 Section 4.1.4.1.

ACm is the pitching-moment increment about the root-chord midpoint due to the
leading-edge vortex. This parameter is evaluated at the particular angle of attack
using

i• 4.1.4.3-6
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• .. -O.367AC,
ACm = + 4.1.4.3-h

(1l+ cos2 ALE)(1+X 2 )cos(or+0)

where

ACL is the lift increment due to the leading-edge vortex at the particular
angle of attack (see Sketch (b) in Section 4.1.3.2). This value is
obtained using Method 2 of Section 4.1.3.2.

ALE is the wing leading-edge sweep.

X is the wing taper ratio.

a is the wing angle of attack.

0 is the angle between the airfoil chord line and a line connecting the
airfoil trailing edge to the airfoil maximum upper-surface ordinate
(see Sketch (a)).

,i" !•CHORDPLN

V

I..' SKETCH (a)

No substantiation of this method is possible because of the lack of low-aspect-ratio test data having
wing thickness ratios of 0. 10 < t/c - 0.30.

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings (Double Delta)

SL. The empirical method (taken from Reference 3) presented herein is applicable only to double-delta
wings. This method should be applied with caution because it is based on a limited amount of test
data. The test data used in the formulation of the method were obtained for double-delta planforms
having the following geometric limitations:

60 0 < ALE <830

38 0  ALE < 600Vi'°

0.2 i r/ < 0.7

"4.1.4.3-7
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The majority of the test data used in the method formulation are wing-body test data, where the
body effects have been ignored. The use of wing-body data can be justified because the data exhibit
large values for the ratio of wing span to body diameter ..nd because of the scarcity of wing-alone
double-delta test data.

For a double-delta wing, the pitching-moment coefficient, based on the product of wing area and
wing MAC, referred to the desired reference-center location, is given by

Xa.c\ Cr
C = C +CL n-K 4.1.4.3-i

0 - c

where

C° is the zero-lift wing pitching-moment coefficient obtained from test data on a similar
configuration or from Section 4.1.4.1.

CL is the wing lift coefficient obtained from test data or from Sections 4.1.3.1, 4.1.3.2
and 4.1.3.3.

is the chordwise distance in root chords from the wing apex to the desired
reference-center location, positive aft.

Km is the empirical nonlinear pitching-moment factor, obtained from Figures
4.1.4.3-26a through -26f as a function of angle of attack, Mach number, and wing
leading-edge sweepback.

Xa C

- is the distance from the wing apex to the aerodynamic center measured in root
Cr chords, positive aft. This parameter is obtained from test data or from the

double-delta-wing method of Section 4.1.4.2.

cr
- is the ratio of the root chord to the wing mean aerodynamic chord.c

No substantiation table of this method is presented, because all available test data were used in the
method formulation. However,.a sample problem is presented to illustrate the method.

Sample Problems

1. Method 1

Given: Conventional, straight-tapered wing of Reference 4.

A = 3.0 X 0.143 NACA 65A003 airfoil

A 51.3 0  M 0.6 CLmax =0.94 =220ax m ax

c = 0.240 ft Cr = 0.353 ft n = 0.572

4.1.4.3-8



(deg) CL C0

0 0 0.006

8 0.48 0.070

12 0.68 0.145

14 0.76 0.192

16 0.82 0.237

18 0.88 0.300

"20 0,92 0.340

22 0.94 0.385

28 0.88 0.475

The variations c* CL and CD with a, CLmax, and a ax have been taken from the test data of

Reference 2 to facilitate the calculations.

Compute:

Determine if the straight-taper-wing method is applicable; i.e., if A < 6

(C1  Il cos ALE'

C1 = 0.36 (Figure 4.1.3.4-24b)

6
(1.36)(0.6252)

S7.06

The aspect ratio of this configuration is 3.0; therefore, the method is applicable to this
particular configuration.

Determine the normal-force coefficient using Equation 4.1.3-a, i.e.,

CN = CL cos a + CD sin a

a CL Cos or CD sin or CN

0 0 1.0 0.006 0 0
8 0.48 0.9903 0.070 0.1392 0.485

12 0.68 0.9781 0.145 0.2079 0.695

14 0.76 0.9703 0.192 0.2419 0.784

16 0.82 0.9613 0.237 0.2756 0.854

18 0.88 0.9511 0.300 0. •1.1.0 0.930

20 0.92 0.9397 0.340 0.342C 0.981

22 0.94 0.9272 0.385 0.3746 1.016

"L 78 0.88 0.8829 0.475 0.4695 1.000

4.1.4,3-9
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Determine the center-of-pressure location at zero lift

A tan ALE (3.0)(1.2482) = 3.7446

- ,1- 0.36

S0.80

(3 0.80
- -- = 0.641

tan ALE 1.2482

0.635 (Figure 4.1.4.2-26, interpolated)
CL=O

i ! ; -• 0 .6 3 5

Determine the center-of-pressure location at maximum lift

. -= 0.6 (Figure 2.2.1-8)

= 0.55 (Figure 4.1.4.3-21a)

C3  0.28 (Figure 4.1.4.3-21b)

(C3 + 1) A tan ALE = (1.28)(3.0)(1.2482) 4.78

;!\c,! • 0.045 (Figure 4.1.4.3-22a)

SA- (Equation 4.1.4.3-b)

(\ ) \CL

. 0.55 + 0.045

. 0.595

4.1.4.3-10
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Determine the variation of the center-of-pressure location between a = 0 and
tan

0.6ma

.:. a = tan- tan0.6a/
16'.

S< = tan- Ia_

" ~0.6

tan-, (2.4040)

S33.950

Stability Index 1.2 (Figure 4.1.4.3-22b)

A cosALE = (3.0)(0.6252) = 1.8756

Aspect-Ratio Index = 0.17 (Figure 4.1. 4 .3-24a)

tan CL C r

"max 3 4
Fig. 4.1.4.3-23a Fig. 4.1.4.3.24b

80.348 -0.20 0,058
12 0.526 -0.12 -0.02
14 0.617 -0.07 -0.04
16 0.710 -0.03 -0.05
18 0.804 0.02 -0.06

1020 0.901 0.01 -0.03
22 1.0 0 0
28 0.76* -0.09.*01

r-1  
*r/r si CL 1a 1 -)C cot Cax (Equation 4 .1.4.3-c)

ref CL cimax
max L=O

0.595
-= 0 6 0.635 (2.475)0.3746

= 0.0168

ton C

*This va ,lje is the reciprocal, i.e., m 0.76.
• - •tan a"*From Figure 4.1.4.3-23b.
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CCt \ )1 + A ( + A --4 sina

(Equation 4.1.4 3-d)

X
C.0.Cos a• sin a••

r

(Eq. 4.1.4.3-d)

• .0 1.0 0 0.635

8 0.9903 0.1,392 0.611
-:-"12 0.9781 0.2079 0.595

'-.-14 0.9703 0.2419 0.594
" "16 0.9613 0.2756 0.593

18 0.9511 0.3090 0.597

20 0.9397 0.3420 0.596

22 0.9272 0.3746 0.595
28 0.8829 0.4695 0.597

Solution:

Cm ( .. CN (Equation 4.1.4.3..a)

xc.p) 0.353
0. 5 72  

-. ) CN

I.E4

(deg) CN Cm

0 0 0
8 0.485 -0.0278

12 0,695 - 0.0235

14 0.784 -0.0254

i6 0.854 -0.0264

18 0.930 -0.0342

20 0.981I -0.0346

22 1.016 --0.0344 I

.. 28 0 1.000-0.0368

The calculated values are compared with test vahnes from Refrpnce? 4 in Sketch (b,).

4.1.4.3--l 2
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:--• Calculated

1.0- Test points

0

1.6- _( o
SCL -

.2

0*
0 -. 02 - -. 06 -. 08 -. 10

CM

SKETCH (b)

2. Method 2

Given: The following constant-section, low-aspect-ratio, clipped-delta configuration at (x 200.

A = 0.823 N=0.18 ALE = 73.50 NACA 2412 airfoil

N1 = 0.2 0=0 0=6.80o

(CL) 0.0205 per deg
basic

Cl = 00272 per deg

" C. rc(Sample Problem I Method 2
__CL =0.0325 per Icg

/ NParagraph A Section 4.1.3.2)

0= .222*-11

- CL - 0.467

C% = 0.0091 (Sample Pioblem 2 Section 4.1.4.1)

4- d("m

..-- 0.0252 (Sample Problem I Section 4.1.4.2)
L

"4.1.4.3-13
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Compute:

Determine %t using Section 4.1.3.1

cei

(Equation 4.1.3.1-a)
a

a. = 0,247

S(Table 4.1. l-D)
= 0.253

c = 0.,105 per deg (Table 4.1.1-A)

0.253=Co 0.247
(%) =0. 0.105

= -2.16

Now the complete lift curve can be constructed.

8 
ti6-

r" ,'

CL

4-

-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28

ANGLE OF ATTACK, a (deg)

Frum the constructed lift curve

ACL 0.088]

CLbasic =0.4495 at a 200
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= -0.367 ACL

(1ACm= s -0,367 iEquation 4.1.4.3-h)
,%°.;(I1 + cos2 ALE ) (I1 + X2 ) COS (a + )

(-0.367) (0.088)
(1 + 0.0806) (1 + 0.0324) (0.8926)

= -0.0324

. d- C +C + ACm (Equation 4.1.4.3-g)

= (-0.0243) (0.449) - 0.0091 - 0.0324

= -0.0524 (based on Swcr, about -•)

3. Double-Delta Wing

Given: The double-delta planform of Reference 5.

A 1.66 = 21.68 ft S = 505.9 ft2  M = 0.15

(MO)W 0.016 xaTC" - 1.125 n = 1.04

0de) CL

0 -0.06
4 0.10

8 0.29
12 0.51
16 0,74
20 0.96

Compute:

S= I--M 2  = "1-0.0225 0,989
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tan ALE tan 820 7115

_ _ 0.989 0.139
tan ALE 7.115

Solution:

"Cm0 + CL -nm (Equation 4.1.4.3-i)

/ Xc\/•

i = C m 0 + C L n - - - K

01= 0. 6 +CL (1.04- 1.125Km)

', Km

, (Figures 4.1.4.3-26a)
"(deg) through -26f) m

0 1.0 0.021

4 0.995 0.008
8 0.985 -0.004

12 0.974 -0.013

16 0.971 -0.023
20 0.967 -0.030

'" The calculated values are compared with test values from Reference 5 in Sketch (c).

-- Calculated
0 Test points ___

1.6-

CL

.04 0 -. 02 -.04 -. 06 -. 08 -- 10
Cm

SKETCH (c)
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B. TRANSONIC

No generalized handbook method for estimating transonic values,of the wing pitching-moment
coefficient in the nonlinear angle-of-attack region is available in the literature. For double-delta
planforms it is suggested that the method presented in Paragraph A of this section for double-delta
planforms be applied with caution.

C. SUPERSONIC

No general method exists for predicting the supersonic pitching moments for wings at high angles of
attack. For this reason no charts on this subject are presented in this section. However, a discussion
of two particular types of configuration may provide some guides. The two configurations discussed
are rectangular and triangular planforxns.

Rectangular Wings

For rectangular wings in supersonic flow at low angles of attack there are two principal flow

regimes - flow within the influence of the tip shock waves and flow at the center section. Flow

within the influence of the tip shock waves is essentially conical in nature, and flow at the wing

center section is two dimensional.

:-:.!, f TWO-DIMENSIONAL
"t 'FLOW

\/-TAN- TAN-' - \ CONICAL," ",•'o /k\ .x/" FLO

SFLLOW

L CONICAL/

RECTANGULAR WINGS FLOW TRIANGULAR WINGS

7or the wing center section, then, two-dimensional pitching-moment characteristics apply. These

are summarized in Section 4.1.2.2.

The effect of the tip influence on the three-dimensional wing is to force the center-of-pressure
location forward.

4 The pitching-moment characteristics of rectangular wings in supersonic flow may be summarized as
follows:

I. At low angles of attack the center-of-pressure location moves aft with increasing angie of
attack, according to two-dimensional theory.

2. For situations where the tip influence is large compared to that of the two-dimensional
: •region, the center-of-pressure location moves forward with increasing angle of attack.

Trailing-edge separation on the wing center section also produces this effect.

4.1.4.3-17



3. For angles of attack beyond that at which the wing leading-edge shock detaihes, the
center-of-pressure location moves aft with increasing angle of attack, At an angle of
attack of 900 the wing center-of-pressure location is at the area centroid.

These variations of the center-of-pressure location with angle of attack are illustrated oxperi-
mentally in the data of Reference 13.

Triangular Wings

For triangular wings the flow is conical over the entire wing. Two conditions apply -- subsoiic
leading edges and supersonic leading edges..

Triangular Wing with Subsonic Leading Edges

When the triangular wing has leading edges swept well within the Mach cone, slender-body theory
applies. Slender-body theory makes no distinction between subsonic and supersonic speeds;

L- therefore, the supersonic triangular-wing characteristics should be very similar to the subsonic
triangular-wing characteristics. This is, in fact, the case and supersonic triangular wings with
subsonic leading edges show a slight forward shift in center-of-pressure location with angle of attack
that is remarkably similar to the subsonic shift. An illustration of this similarity is provided by a
comparison of the supersonic data of Reference 14 with calculated subsonic characteristics of the
same wing.

Triangular Wings with Supersonic Leading Edges

For triangular wings with supersonic leading edges, the center-of-pressure location changes very
little with angle of attack. This is to be expected, since the aerodynamic-center location at zero
angle of attack is at the area centroid, which is also the center-of-pressure location at an angle of
attack of 90 degrees. Because shock waves separate from the leading edges of triangular wings at
relatively low angles of attack (a result of sweep effects; see Section 4.1.3.3), the center of pressure
will never be far from the area centroid. Reference 15 gives the center-of-pressure variation of a
delta wing with supersonic leading edges.
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TABLE 4.1 A.3-A

SUBSONIC WING-CEN TER-OF-PRESSURE POSITION OF STRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Ref A ALE Airfol 4y M x 10 Tan - a xP r eAirfoi Percent
•Sr,-ction Tan aRCLmax (dog) Cr iC,. 1 r /,Test Error

6e 3.5 63 0.25 64AO06 1.27 0.1 8.0 0 0 1.145 1.123 2.0

f l u 0.2 7.6 1.231 0.181 4.2[]I0,4 15.0 1,1o• 1.070 3,6
0.6 211,9 1.024 0.994 3.0
0.8 2•8.1 0.992 02973 2.0

1.0 33.8 0.989 0.983 0.6

7 3 9.5 0.6 63A004 0.87 0.6 1.4 0 0 0.265 0.295 -10.2
SI 0.2 2.85 0.764 0.253 43

I'I I 0.4 5.7 0.284 0.273 4.0

I I I II0.6 8.5 0.3017 0.293 4.8
s 0.8 11.3 0.340 0.340 0

-, 'V V V - 1.0 14.0 0.365 0.386 -5.4

7 3 18.6 0,33 63AA004 0.87 0.6 1.4 0 0 0.275 0.319 -13.8

SJ 0.2 3.4 o.-88 0.289 -0.3

0.8 13.4 0.363 0.373 -2.7

if1.0 16,5 0.376 0.388 --3.4

4 18 5 0.2 63A004 0.87 0.8 1.4 0 0 0.32 0.329 -2.7

0.2 3.07 0.318 0.310 2.6
0.4 6.1 0.335 0.328 2.1
0,6 9.1 0.35 U.352 -0.6
0.8 12.1 0.364 0.377 --3.4
1.0 15.0 0.370 0.396 .-6.6
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TABLE 4.1.4.3-A (CONTO)

I -Tano ac~ 0.cn
Ref A ALE X Airfoil Ay M R x10 Ian (dcg .y (Icr)..t Pern

(dog) Section R Criac Error

8 3 0 1.0 63A034 0.87 0.6 2.0 0 0 0.23 0.25 --8.0

I I I 0.2 3.07 0.22.5 0.225 0
CAI 0,4 6.1 0.243 0.235 3.4

F 0.6 9.1 0.274 0.264 3.8

4, 4 0.8 12.1 0.317 0.302 5.0

1.0 15.0 0.355 0.375 -5.3
8 6 0 1.0 63A006 1.34 0.6 0 0 0.25 0.25 0

I I 0.2 2.44 0.235 0.23 2.2

i 0.4 4.9 0.230 0.233 -1.3

0.6 7.3 0.250 0.242 3.3

40.8 9.6 0,304 0.294 3.4
1.0 12.0 0.345 0.344 0.3

5 .5 0.565 64A010 2.1 0.1 2.0 0 0 1.16 1.135 2.2
I0.2 5.3 1.159 1.149 0.9

I I 0.4 10.6 1.13 1.129 0.1

0.6 15.6 1.07 1.058 1.1

0.8 20.5 1.036 1.03 0.6
1.0 25.0 1.045 1.026 1.9

10 6 46.2 0.6 65A006 1.34 011 3.0 0 0 1.355 1.35 0.4

I 0.2 7.06 1.338 1.342 -0.3

S I 0.4 13.9 1,178 1.205 --2.2
0.6 20.4 1.118 1.165 -4,0

0.8 25.4 1.162 1.165 -0.3'• • ' ! lr '' p1.0 31.8 1,18 1.16 1.7

11 0.25 0 1.0 Flat Plate 0.145 0.1 2.0 0 0 0.07 0.10 -30.0
:t/c - 0.02 : I0.2 11.1 0,318 0.31? 1.9

I1I0.4 21.A 0.357 0.360 -0.8

,,0.6 30.4 0.3C 0.360 2.2
0.8 38.1 0.381 0,358 6.4

1 1 1 1,0 44.4 0.378 0.356 6.2

12 2.84 52.0 0.616 Biconvex 0.6 0.12 5.9 0 0 0.856 0.850 0.7

tI/c 0.05 0.2 5.9 0,858 0.855 0.4
4I 11.6 0.877 0.880 -0.3

I I I I 0.3 17.1 0.837 0.842 -0.6

I, 0.8 22.3 0.823 0.823 0
V 1.0 27.2 0.824 0.849 -2.9

S4 51.3 0 65A003 0.6 0 0.75 0 0 0.70 0.602 1.2

0.2 4.5 0.669 0.68 -1.6

0.4 8.9 0.644 0.65 -0.9

0.6 13.2 0.628 0.636 -1.3S0.8 17.3 0.621 0.633 - 1.9

1.0 21.3 0.610 0.630 -3.2

4 3 51.3 0.143 65A003 0.6 0.6 0.78 0 0 0.635 0.620 2.4
0.2 4.E 0.626 0.618 1.3

II' I ]10.4 8.9 0.606 0.619 -2.1

II 0.6 13.3 0.595 0.585 1.7
0.8 17.5 0.596 0.597 -0.2
1.0 21.5 0.595 0.60 -0.8

~:iei
Average Error .... 2.9%

n
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4.154.1.5 WING DRAG

4.1.5.1 WING ZERO-LIFT DRAG

The total zero-lift drag or "profile" drag of a wing is 'Usually considered to be composed of two parts,
skin-friction drag and pressure drag. This division of drag is applicable in all speed regimes except the free-
molecular-flow regime, where the normal concept of skin friction does not apply.

Skin Friction

Skin-friction drag is caused by shearing stresses within the thin layer of retarded air on the surface of the
body known as the boundary layer. The boundary layer arises from the resistance of the viscous fluid to the
motion of the body passing through it. Friction drag is extremely important, since it accounts for most of
the drag at subsonic speeds and can be a major portion of the drag at high supersonic and hypersonic speeds.

The amount of viscous resistance depends greatly on whether the flow is laminar or turbulent, that is,
whether the paths of the fluid particles remain in parallel layers or move in a chaotic or fluctuating fashion
from layer to layer. The Reynolds number and the shape of the pressure distribution determine whether
the flow over the wing is laminar or turbulent or a mixture of both. For practical considerations, tratsition
from laminar to turbulent flow on a straight wing can be assumed to occur at a Reynolds number of
approximately one million, based on distance from the leading edge. This usually corresponds to a position
close to the leading edge. Transition will occur at an even lower Reynolds number on a swept wing.
Accordingly, the methods presented for the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic regimes are for a fullySllv turbulent boundary layer. In the hypersonic regime, however, the buundary layer is more likely to be
laminar, because of the low Reynolds numbers associated with flight in the upper flight corridor.

Pressure Drag

At subsonic speeds pressure drag is usually small compared to skin-friction drag. It is caused by the dis-
placement thickness of the boundary layer, which prevents full pressure recovery at the trailing edge. At
transonic and supersonic speeds, pressure drag is identified with wave drag and is quite significant.

A. SUBSONIC

Methods for predicting subsonic zero-lift drag for wings are necessarily empirical and are commonly based
on streamwise airfoil thickness ratio, The most frequently used method appears in chapter VI of reference
I and in such standard references as reference 2. The Datcom method is essentially that of reference 1, but

7 it has been refined by applying a lifting-surface correlation factor from reference 3 which accounts for the
- - "increased Reynolds-number length due to spanwise flow.

The Datcom method, taken from reference 3, is applicable to the following two classes of wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, trapezoidal planforms)

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Double-delta wings
Cranked wings
Curved (Gothic and ogee wings)

%,. 4. 1.5. I-1
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DATCOM METHOD

The subsonic wing zero-lift drag coefficient, based on the refewnce area St 1, is given by

CDo = [I +L - +100 Rl J 4.1.5.1-a

where

is the turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient from figure 4.1.5.1-26 as a function of Machnumber and the Reynolds number based on the reference length k. Figure 4.1.5.1-27 is usedin conjunction with figure 4.1.5.1-26 to determine C Figukc 4.1.5.1-27 presents the

admissible roughness 2/k as a function of the Reynofds number based on the refe-ence length.

R is the reference length in inches-for a wing (or wing panel in the case of composite
wings) the length of the mean aerodynamic chor-d Z.

k is the surface-roughness height in inches; it depcnds upon stnxaca finish. Repre-
sentative values for this parameter can be obtained frc. m table 4.1 5.1-A.

The ratio 2/k is computed and figure 4.1.5.) ! 7 k. used to obzaox the cutoff W;'.vnolds
number. If the cutoff Reynolds number is grew..t., 0mi the c,,•npu-,d Reynolds nui,.oer for
the specific configuration, the value of Cf is obýt nedi from figure 4 1.5.1-26 at the com-
puted Reynolds number. If the cutoff Reynolds number'is less than the c3mputed Reynolds E]
number, the value of Cf is obtained from figure 4.1,5.1-26 at the cutoff Reynolds number.

t is the average streamwise thickness ratio of the wing (or wing parnel in the case of composite
c wings).

L is the airfoil thickness location parameter. L = 1.2 for (t/c)0Jx located at xt 2 0.30c.
L = 2.0 for (t/c)n,,, located at xt < 0.30c (xt is the chordwtse position of maximum
thickness".

Swet is the wetted area of the wing (or wing panel in the case of ccinposite wings).

S,1, is the reference ax ca.

RLS. is the liftii,g-surface correction factor obtained from figure 4.1.5.1-28b as a function of the
Mach number and the cosine of the sweep angle of the airfoil maximum thickness line of the . :5
wing (or wing panel in the case of composite wings). The solid curves of figure 4.1.5.1-28b
were developed in reference 4 from wing-alone test data for conventional trapezoidal plan-
forms (including delta wings) having round-nosed airfoil sections. The dashed curves of figure
4.1.5.1-28b are from reference 3 and are arbitrary in the sense that no experimental data are
available to justify their use.

Figure 4.1.5.1-28b is used in the following manner: --;

L''' 4.1.5.1-2
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~tjConventional trapezoidal planforms Read value from solid curves.
(including delta wings)

Read value from solid curves for
RL [outboard panels.

Non-straight-tapered wings Read value from dashed curves for
inboard panels when
cosA~tC < 0.65.

Non-straight-tapered-wing geometric parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

In treating non-straight-tapered planforms equation 4.1I.5. I-a is applied to both the inboard and the out-
board panels separately (based on a common reference area) and then summed. Curved planforms are
approximated by combinations of trapezoidal panels, in which case two such panels are usually sufficient
to give a satisfactory result.

For convenience, the brac keted term in equation 4.1.5. 1-a is presented in figure 4.1.5.1..28a as a function
of t/c and L. It should also be pointed out that the last term in equation 4.1I.5. I-a represents the pres-

L~. sure drag of the wing.

Sample Problem

Given: The cranked wing of reference 23.InbadPel

A~t/cmaxoNACA 63A004.5 airfoil (x~ @ 0.35c0

(b/2), t/0  = 0.0,45 154f

A = 600 A48.40LE. mrax.

ge.. AE A(b/2), (Swet~ 17.8 2 sq ft

i L~/~axi

Outboard PaneL

NACA 63A006 airfoil (x, 0 .35c) L2 2.606 ft (t/c)0) 0.06

AE =250 A(~cm~ 18.10 X 0.265 cr 1.415 ft

AO 5.824 so 4.665 sq ft (wet) 9,33 sq ft ro 0.996 ft

4. 1.5. 1-3



Additional Characteristics:

M - 0.13 RR 0.90x I06 per ft Smooth surfacc (assume k 0)

S = Sw 13.575 sq ft

Compute:

Inboard Panel

R = (0.90 x 106)(i) = (0.90x 106)(3.02) 2.718 x 106

M cc read (C) at calculated RR

(C,) = C.00372 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

[I ÷ L(±)+ .00 ( )J / .- 1.053 (figure 4 .1.5.1-28a, for L = 1.2)

cos A(t/c)raax cos 48.40 0.6639

(RLS) 0.934 (figure 4.1.5.1-28b)

e 17.82
= - = 1.313

Sref 13.575

Outboard PanelO9

RR£ =(0. 9 0 x 106 )(Uo) (0.9 X 106)(0.996) 0.896 x 106
-- ;read (f) 0 at calculated R2

k (C:

(Cf) 0.00451I (figure 4.1.5.1 -26)

[+ L (!)+ I oo(L) 1.072 (figure 4.1,5.1-2 8a, for L 1.2)

costA cos 18.10 = 0.9505

(RL.S)o = 1.067 (figure 4.1.5.1-28b)

Sef 13.575

4.1.5.1-4
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Solution:

"' D• +O iD o)

(C) 'C) i L& t oo(±~ (RL. S ) (eqluation 4.1.5.1]-a)

- (0.00372)(1.053) (0.934) (1.313) 0.00480

(CD) (C)0  I + L () + 100 (-)1o (RL'S) S---"1" (equation 4.1.5.1-a)

= (0.00451) (1.072) (1.067) (0.687) = 0.00354

CD0  = (0,00480) + (0.00354) = 0.00834

This compares with a test value of 0.0086 from reference 23.
B. TRANSONIC

The transonic range varies greatly with airfoil shape and thickness, but for the purposes of consistency
with the bulk of the Datcom it cani be considered to begin at approximately M = 0.6 and to end at
M = 1.2. The drag rise which marks the actual beginning of the t'-ansonic range occurs when the local
Mach number on some part of the wing exceeds 1.0 and shock waves form on the surface.

Because of the mixed flows, drag in the transonic range does not lend itself either to simple theoretical or
to experimental analysis. As in the subsonic regime, the total zero-lift drag can be separated into two parts-
skin friction drag due to viscous forces and "wave." or pressure drag due to the viscous dissipation asso-
ciated with the formation of shock waves on the wing.

In the lower transonic range the shock waves are essentially normal to the surface and serve to decelerate
local supersonic flow back to subsonic values. In the upper transonic region there are two shocks, a bow
shock ahead of the airfoil and a trailing-edge shock located near the trailing edge. When the bow shock
attaches itself to a sharp-nosed airfoil, the entire flow field over the surface becomes supersonic, thus end-
ing the transonic region. For round-nosed airfoils the end of this range is less clearly defined, but it occurs
when the bow wave stands very close to the nose and supersonic flow predominates.

Skin Friction

Although it might be reasoned that skin friction should be increased for subsonic compressible flow
(lower transonic range) because of the relatively higher local velocities, experimental results show little
increase in drag due to viscosity. This is probably due to the compensating effects of Reynolds number
and Mach number as well as unpredictable changes in the transition point throughout the Mach number
range. Therefore, for the purpose of the Datcom the skin-friction drag will be assumed to be constant and
equal to the subsonic value at M 0.6 throughout the transonic range.

Wave Drag

"For a given airfoil, it is possible to estimate the critical Mach number and subsequent drag rise accurately.
However, the variables involved in a wing design that affect the manner in which the shock waves develop

4...-!i-i 4 s~l I
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on the surface, and hence the drag-rise characteristics, are many. They include not only sweep, aspect ratio,
taper ratio, and thickness ratio, but also the variations between root and tip in thickness, position of maxi-
mum thickness, incidence, and leading-edge geometry. Also, wings designed to fly transonically usually
include some treatment, often made by contouring the fuselage, to minimize the "kink" effect at the root
and tip. A wing can be designed to become critical from root to tip at the same time and have a flat drag .2
curve with a delayed abrupt steep drag rise. Another wing can be designed which has an identical planforrn
and the same average thickness ratio but has an entirely different shock development, producing a very
gradual drag rise starting at a much lower Mach number.

For this reason, it is very difficult to correlate data in this region even on the basis of similarity parameters.
The method presented here should be used only for first-order approximations on wings of relatively
simple geometry. For cases where the design is aimed at optimizing transonic characteristics, detailed
analysis of the isobar development on the wing must be made, in order to arrive at a reasonable drag
estimate.

Since the transonic range begins when the first shocks form on the wing and ends when supersonic flow
predominates, the amount of wave drag varies from zero at the lower speed to a peak value at the higher
speeds within this range. From the standpoint of drag analysis, it is therefore convenient to relate this
increase iii drag to several parameters. These are discussed below.

The Mach Number for Drag Divergence

The free-stream Mach number at which sonic velocity is first attained on some portion of the
wing is called the "theoretical critical Mach number." However, since experimental evidence
"indicates that there are no abiupt changes in foice characteristics until the critical Mach num-
ber is exceeded by a substantial amount, it is usual to define the Mach number at which the ,
drag starts to increase rapidly as the'drag-divergence Mach number. It is further arbitrarily
defined in the literature as the Mach number at whicli the numerical value of the slope of the
"curve of CD vs M is 0.10.

M M .CC 1 4.1.5.1-b

The Maximum Wave-Drag Increment and the
Mach Number at Which It Occurs

Fox two-dimensional airfoils, the peak wave drag occurs neaw M = 1.0. Linear theory predicts
a pressure coefficient inversely proportional to (I - M2 ) in high subsonic flow and
(1•12  l) in supersonic f,,w; thus i ,,licating a maximum value near 1.0. In practice, however,
the magnitude of this peak and the Mach number at which it occurs vary greatly with airfoil
thickness, section shape, aspect ratio, and sweep; consequently, no reliable method has been
devised te predict these values accurately.

The most useful tools available fox correlating data in estimating wave drag in the transonic range are the
von Kirmin similarity laws (reference 5). These laws state that for two-dimensional flow, the flow pattern
over two airfoils must be the same if the value of (t/c)1 t3 I 1 - M2 I has the same value for each airfoil.

fHence, if drag is known for one wing section as a function of Mach number, the corresponding quantity for

similar sections can be computed by the simple relation CD 0: (t/c) 5 -/3 . Extensions of these laws have been
made by Busexnann and Spreiter to include three-dimensional effects (references 6 and 7).

.-" The Datcom method is applicable only to conventional, Lrapezoidal planforms.

F .. 4.1.5.1-6



DATCOM METHOD

The zero-lift drag coefficient of conventional, trapezoidal planforms over the transonic speed regime is
approximated by the following steps:

Step 1. Determine the skir,-friction drag coefficient at M = 0.60 by

C Cf 11+ L 4.1.5.1-cS•.•. D• \ Ste

where CD is the skin-friction drag coefficient based on the reference area, and the
f

remaining parameters are defined in the Datcom method of paragraph A. This value,
calculated at M = 0.6, is assumed to be constant throughout the transonic region.

"•.• Step 2. Determine the wavc-drag coefficient CD~ at transonic Mach numbers for an unswept
wing and construct the curve of CDW vs Mach number for the appropriate thickness

and aspect ratio from figure 4,1.5.1-29. Values of (t/c) 1 1 3 and (t/c) 5 1 3 are given
below to facilitate calculation:

t/c (t/c)'/ 3  (t/c)s/3

0.12 0.493 0.02918
0.07 0.479 0.0114
0.10 0,464 0.0217

0.09 0.448 0.0181
0.08 0.431 0.0148
0.07 0.412 0.0118
0.06 0.392 0.0092

0.05 0.368 0.0068
K 0.04 0.342 0.00468

0.03 0.311 0.00292
0.02 0.271 0.00147

Step 3. From the curve of CDw vs M, read CDw ,/ 1 , and,A .. .. e.kAAl4 A .l 0

-MDA . TLe Mach number for drag divergence MD is obtained by a graphical
"M Ac14/- 0 Ac/4 ' 0

. interpretation of equation 4.1.5. 1-b; i.e., D14 0 is read at the point of tangency to

the Cw vs M curve of a line whose slope is 6C0 / aM = 0.10.
ow

Step 4. For a wing having sweep, convert values from the straighf.-wing curve as follows;

MDA -o
MD4 4.1.5.1-A

- n (cos n)"1 2

SC0 w' CD w (cos n)2 •5  4.1.S.1 -€
W *kAc/4 n p&kAc/4 -o0

H c/ 4.1.5.1-7
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MwpekA 
=0

MCDw = c44.1.5.1l-f
WC a - (cos n0 112

peiA¢/4=n

Step 5. Construct the curve of C0 w vs M for the swept wing by using the values determined in

step 4 and the straight-wing curve of CD vs M to aid in fairing.

Step 6. The zero-lift drag coefficient is obtained by adding the constant value of skin-friction drag
coefficient determined in step I to the wave-drag over the transonic speed range deter-
mined in step 2 for unswept wings or in step 5 for swept wings.

C 0  Cf C0  4.1.5.+ -g
D0 (f D

Sample Problem

Given: The zero-taper-ratio wing of reference 24.
A = 4.0 X, 0 Ac 4 = 14.50 5wct = 1.390 sq ft

NACA 63A006 airfoil (x @) 0.35c)

Additional characteristics:

R = 1.4 x 106 (based on Z) S'If Sw 0.695 sq ft

Smooth surface (assume k = 0)

Compute:

Determine the skin-friction drag coefficient.

Q
- = c; read Cr at given RR at M a 0.6.
k

Cf = 0.0042 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

it1 wet
C C t LI 4h (equation 4.1.5.l-c)

D r

1.390
- 0.0042 (1 + (1.2) (0.06)]

0.695

" 0.0090 (based onSw)

Determine and construct the variation of C D with Mach number for an unswept wing.

4.1.5.1-8
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A -- (4.0) (0.392) = 1.568

CwD
I/•M2

-l Con
CD

(tic)
5

/
3  

D

0/0 fig. 4.1.5.1-29 (0.0092)

0.85 1.34 0.07 0.00064

0.90 1.11 0.58 0.0053

0.925 0.97 1.10 0.0101

0.95 0.80 1.95 0.0179

0.975 0.57 2.75 0.0253

1.00 0 3.02 0.0278

1.05 0.82 3.10 0.0285

1.10 1.17 3.12 0.0287

1.15 1.45 3.13 0.0288

Plot CD vs M for the unswept wing (sketch (a)).

.03 UNS•WEPTml w
.02

C

•4.51

C / 4 - M0../ 4
DA C 14.5°

.7 .81.0 1.1 1.2
m

SKETCH(a

4.1.5.1-9



Read the following values from the curve of CD vs M for the unswept wing.

MDA 0 = 0.875
c/40

CDw = 0.029
wPAAc/ 4 0

Mt = 1.10
WpcakAc/4 - 0

Apply sweep corrections

MDDc/4 = MDA -0 0.875

MA 4.5°14.50 0.889 (equation 4.1.5.1-d)
(cos 14.50)1/2 (0.9681)112

CD = CD (cos 14.50)2.5 (equation 4.1.5.1-e)
wpeakAe= 14.5 0 pa c/4 .

= (0.029) (0.9681)2.5

= 0.0267

CD= 0

Mc = - (equation 4.1.5.1-f)Dwpe'kAc/4 =14.5o (cos 14.0)/

1.10

(0.9681)1/2

= 1.12

Construct the curve of CD vs M for the swept wing using the straight-wing curve to.aid in fairing.

Solution:

CD = CDf + CDw (equation 4.1.5.1-g)

4.1.5.1-10
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cow C0O

"M sketch (a) @ + ()

0.85 0.0090 0 0.0090

0.90 0.0035 0.0125

0.925 0.0070 0.0160

0.950 0.0127 0.0217

0.975 0.0197 0.0287

1.000 0.0238 '0.0328

1.050 0.0262 0.0352

1.100 0.0265 0.0356

1.1 so 0.0265 0.03o5

The calculated results are compared with test values from reference 24 in sketch (b).

.04w - - - - - - - - - - -

- CALCULATED0 O

o0 EXPERIMENTAL

C D 0

.02 - -

.01 - ,- . -. .- - - - - -

.6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2
MACH NUMBER

SKETCH (b)

I. .

i[ 4.1.5.1-I l
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C. SUPERSONIC

Skin Friction

At supersonic speeds it can be shown theoretically that an increase in Mach number results in a decrease
in the skin-friction coefficient at constant Reynolds number. This variation, when zero heat transfer is
assumed, is due primarily to the variations in temperature and density. In actual cases, where the airplane
is transmitting heat to the boundary layer, or where the aircraft is cooled to a point where heat from the
boundary layer is transmitted to the skin, the reduction in skin-friction coefficient becomes a function of
the heat-transfer condition. The full reduction in skin friction at supersonic Mach numbers is justified
only when stabilized conditions and zero heat transfer are attained. Therefore, to obtain accurate super-
sonic skin-friction coefficients, it is necessary to know the heat-transfer conditions on various portions of
a flight vehicle throughout its mission. Since this information can be obtained only by detailed analysis,
some assumptions regarding the skin friction are usually made. For flights of long duration, equilibrium
(zero heat transfer) is generally assumed. For transient flight, the skin-friction coefficient will vary
between the incompressible value and that for zero heat transfer. Another important consideration for
estimating the skin-friction drag at supersonic speeds is the Reynolds-number variation throughout the
flight regime. The design chart used in the Dateom method presents the turbulent skin-friction coefficient
on an insulated flat plate as a function of Mach number and Reynolds number.

Wave Drag

Numerous theories are available for calculating the wave drag of wing planforms at supersonic speeds. No
attempt is made to discuss all of these theories and their limitations; however, table 4.1.5. 1-B presents a
summary of various planforms for which solutions exist. In general, the well-known linear supersonic theory
has proved useful in indicating the trends of wing wave drag for the majority of conventional, tapered,
trapezoidal planforms with subsonic leading edges (see reference 8).

In discussing the flow regions over a wing, the following general classifications are convenient (seesketch().

Subsonic Wing Leading Edge-if the leading edge of the wing is swept behind the Mach cone, the
velocity component normal to the leading edge is subsonic and hence the leading edge is said to be
subsonic.

Supersonic Wing Leading Edge--If the leading edge is forward of the Mach cone, the normal velocity
component is supersonic and the wing is said to have a supersonic leading edge.

Similar terminology can be applied to the wing trailing edges. For either subsonic or supersonic leadingedges the region inside the Mach cone is called the "conical flow" region. In this region ,!: velocity compo-

nents are constant along rays emanating from the apex and the flow is not influenced by the presence of
the tip or trailing edge.

When the leading edge is supersonic, the region outside the Mach cone is called the "two-dimensional flow"
region and the velocity distribution in this region is identical to that of an iafinite wing having the samne
leading-edge sweep.

"4.1.5.1-12
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SKETCH (c)

It should be pointed out that due to the approximations of linear theory, kinks occur in the drag curves
when lines across which the flow is turned become sonic, namely, leading and trailing edges and ridge lines
of polygonal sections. These kinks do not occur in practice, since they correspond to flow conditions for
which linear theory is no longer valid.

The Datcom method for estimating supersonic wave drag is taken from reference 3 and is based on the
results that have been obtained from linear supersonic theory for the two-dimensional case.
The Datcom method is applicable to the following two classes of wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wii,,.(conventional, trapezoidal planforms)
L

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

,. .--, Double-delta wings
CranKeu wings
Curved (Gothic and ogee) wirgs

flATCOM METHOD

The wing zero-lift d.g coefficient at supersonic speeds, based on the reference area S is given by

CD =CD 4-CD 4.1.5.1-h

where C and CoD are the supersonic skin-friction drag coefficient and the supersonic wave-drag

I coeflicient, respectively, both based on a common reference area, and determined in the following
manner:

r',( 4.1.5.1-13
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Skin-Friction Drag Coefficient

The supersonic skin-friction drag coefficient is given by

Swet I
CD = Cf -

4.1.f.I-i

for a conventional, trapezoidal planform, and

CD, (ce) (S + (Ce)o (Swe 4.1 .5. 1-j
"ref ref

for a non-straight-tapered planform.

where
Cf is the turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient from figure 4.1.5.1-26 as a function of

Mach number and the Reynolds number based on the reference length 2. The reference

length R is the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing (or wing panel in the case of composite
wings). Figure 4.1.5.1-27 is used in conjun tion with figure 4.1.5.1-26 to determine C . The
procedure for determining Cf is fully expi iined in the Datcom method of paragraph A.

Sw et 

[•T is the ratio of the wetted area of the wing (or wing panel in the case of composite wings) to

Sref the reference area.

The subscripts i and o refer to the inboard and outboard panels, respectively, of composite planforms.

Curved plariforms are approximated by combinations of trapezoidal panels, in which case two such panels

are usually sufficient to give a satisfactory result.

Non-straight-tapered wing geometric parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

Wave-Drag Coefficient

The form of the equation for the supersonic wave-drag coefficient is in accordance with the results that have
been obtained from linear supersonic theory for the two-dimensional case. The effects of changes in wing
planform and variable thickness ratio are accounted for by defining an effective thickness ratio and comput-
iig the wave-drag coefficient on a basic planform shape. A distinction is made between wings with sharp-
nosed airfoil sections and wings with round-nosed airfoil sections.

WingsWith Sharp-Nosed Airfoil Sections

For wings with sharp-nosed airfoil sections

K /t\ 2  Sbw
C U 4.1.S.I-kCow fl ff Sref

when the leading edge of the basic wing is supersonic (1 cot ALEbw I l),. and

4.1.5.1-14
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C-7= K7cot ( 4T1.5.1-2

•CDw KoALEbw etf Sref

when the leading edge of the basic wing is subsonic cot A < I

The subscript bw refers to the basic wing (straight leading and trailing edges), and

Sbw is the area of the basic wing - for conventional, trapezoidal planforms, the total wing area.

The selection of the basic planform for non-straight-tapered wings is arbitrary, but should
deviate as little as possible from the actual wing. Typical non-straight-tapered wings and the
basic planforms used in wave-drag estimations are illustrated in sketch (d).

WBASIC PLANFORM

DOUBLE DELTA CRANKED CURVED

DEFINITION OF BASIC PLANFORMS OF NON-STRAIGHT-TAPERED
WINGS FOR SUPERSONIC WAVE-DRAG ESTIMATION

SKETCH (d)

is the effective thickness ratio (for a conventional, trapezoidal planform, use the
\cl f average thickness ratio (t/c)av). For a nonstraight-tapered planform the effective thick-

ness ratio is defined in terms of the basic planforn and is given by

b/2 2 '/2

J". ?/ 2 @tcbw dy ,/,
(C~e = 04.1,5.I-m

eff b/2

Cbw dy
f

"where c is the chord of the basic wing. Note that in the numerator, the chord of the actual
wing andthe chord of the basic wing both appear, The denominator is one-half the planform
area of the basic wing, so that c

[b/2(\2

_0 t4.1.5.1-m'

" 'c 1 ,/ 2

4.1.5.1-15
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Numerical integration of the integrand in the numerator is illustrated in the sample

problem.

"ALE is the leading-edge sweep of the basic wing."I:'L-

K is a constant factor for a given sharp-nosed airfoil section. For basic wings with variable
thickness ratios the K factor is based on the airfoil section at the average chord. K
factors for sharp-nosed airfoils are presented in the following table:

SHARP-NOSED AIRFOILS

Basic Wing
Airfoil Section K Se I

Biconvex 16

C/Xt
Double Wedge Itt-

1 - x3c

Hexagonal c=- 2 )x 1...+ x2 .,(.. x...

f .Wings With Round-Nosed Airfoil Sections

Wings with round-nosed airfoil sections exhibit a detached bow wave and a stagnation point, and the
pressure-drag coefficient increases as a function of Mach number in a manner similar to the stagnation
pressure. Consequently, a constant value of K cannot be used for basic wings with round-nosed airfoils.

The wave-drag coefficient of wings with round-nosed airfoil sections is approximated by adding the pres-
sure drag of a blunt leading edge to the wave drag of the basic wing with an assumed sharp leading edge.
By assuming a biconvex shape aft of the leading edge, the wave drag of a round-nosed leading-edge wing
is given by

26 S bw
CD = CDLE 30 (c)eft Sref 4.1.5.C 1-n

when the leading edge of the basic wing is supersonic (t cot ALE I), and •
4-w

16 /t\2Sbw
CD C +- cot A • LE. S.l

ALE 3 w C 
4.1.5 

ef
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"" when the leading edge of the basic wing is subsonic ( cot ALE < )
E .bvv

"Fr ... The second terms on the right-hand side of equations 4.1.5. 1-n and 4.1.5.1 -o are the wave-drag coeffi-
cients of the basic wing with sharp-nosed, biconvex airfoils at the appropriate leading-edge condition, and

C CD L is the pressure-drag coefficient on a swept, cylindrical leading edge obtained as a function
L of the Mach number and the leading-edge sweep of the basic wing from figure
4.1.5. l.-30a or figure 4.1.5.1-30b. The term bbwis the frontal area

of the leading edge. For basic wings with variable thickness ratios the leading-edge radius
rL is the radius of the section at the average chord.

LEbw

The correlation of cylindrical leading-edge pressure-drag coefficients is derived in reference 19 and
has been substantiated over the Mach number range from 0.5 to 8.0 and for sweep angles from 0 to
750.

Sample Problem

.: Given: The double-delta wing designated 6-67-67, of reference 25.

Actugl Wing Characteristics:

A = 2.42 X = 0.086 ALE 70.670 ALE 51.63

i b
A TE= 47.380 ATE = 26.620 12.0in. 0.40

t )Sw - Stef = 238 sq in, - varies, see sketch (e)

C

Inboard- and Outboard-Panel Characteristics (skin-friction drag calculations):

L Inboard panel:

cr 26.58 in. - 0.293 c. = 18.9 in.

Si = 165 sq in. wet 330 sq in.

Outboard panel:

c = 7.77 in. X0= 0.2995 7o 5.54 in.

2 S = 73 sq in. (Swet) = 146 sqin.
Is0<..

'2

4.1.5.1-17
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Basic Wing Characteristics (wave-drag calculations):

c = 11.43 in. =w - 0.20

ALE = 51.630 ATE = 26.620
bw bw

b = 12.0 in. Sbw = 146,6 sq in. bw

w T
2 L c r 'b w

Airfoil Characteristics: S

Hexagonal, sharp leading edge

xI a (t/c)bW = 0.06 (constant) /
xi X2  X3

c c c 3 tCb 0.6(osa)

Additional Characteristics:

.M = 2.01; 1 = 1.744 Smooth surface (assume k 0) Hb)
R gR = 3.35 x 106 per ft

Compute:

* Skin-friction drag coefficient

Inboard panel

R9 R = (3.35 x 106 ) (Ri) (3.35 x i0 6 ) (8 5.9) = 106

-= ; read (C,) at calculated Kg

•.4

(Cf) = 0.00255 (figure 4.1.5.1-26) '".

Outboard panel

R9 = (3.35 x 106 )M0 ) = (3.35x 106) %2 1.55x

k read (C) at calculated RK

(C,) = 0.00318 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

C, - () 1 --- + (c) .- ~- (equation 4.1.5.1-j)

D 4,1.5.1"!8
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_ ÷' . - .- - - - -". - - -

-(0.00255) (~)+ (0.00318) (~
. 0.00548 (based on Sre)

Wave-drag coefficient
:..:". c(C- x2) 3 1 )

-K = =6.n
x 1 x 3  (1)2

Determine (t/c)WOW

The thickness distribution of the actual wing and the chord distribution of the basic wing
are shown in sketch (el.

12-

CHORD
cbw

(in.) 4

o0 4 6 8 10 12

SEMISPAN STATION, y (in.)
.08 . -8- CHORD DISTRIBUTION (BASIC WING).01

"4 THICKNESS
RATIO

t/c .04 .-

001

SEMISIPAN STATION y (in.)

THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION (ACTUAL PLANFORM)

SKETCH (e)

Sketch (f) shows 1(t/0) cbw versus spanwise position.
b/2

L4 
. 5,1

' Graphical integration of this curve gives ,f cbW dy = 0.2920 sq in.

0

4.1:5.1-19
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b/2 2

(1)Cbw d
f ____ (equation 4.1.5.'-m')

"2 bw

0.220
- 0.0030

-•- (146.6)

=0.0548
'c eff

.032-

.028-..(. in. ..

"0244 /

.020 - - -

Cbw

(in.)/\
016,

.012 -

/ \I

.008 ---

.004

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

4.1.5.1-20 SENISI'AN STArION y (in.)

SKFTCII (f)



Pcot AL = ( .744) (cot 5 1.630) i.381 (supersonic leading edge)

c),, , K ( (equation 4.1.5.1 -k)

(6.0 "'146.6
- 4) (0.0548)2

= 0.00636 (based on Sref

Solution:

C D0 -= CIDr + C D, (equation 4.1.5.1l-h)

= (0.00548) + (0.00636)

= 0.01184 (based on Sef)

D. HYPERSONIC

•Q1 The characteristics of hypersonic flow differ frorr those of supersonic flow in that

I. The shock waves in hypersonic flow lie close to the body causing a strong boundary..laycr--
shock-wave interaction v hich exerts an important influence on the flow field. The boundary
layer in hypersonic flow may be IG to 100 times thicker than at low speeds; consequently,
a change in tie effective body shape results,which in turn brings about a change in the shape
of the nose shock wave.

2. High-temperature gas effects become evident at hypersonic speeds.

3. The flow becomes essentially nonlinear in nature.

4. Hypersonic similarity exists. It has been shown that at hypersonic Mach numbers the potential
flow of similar airfoils is dynamically similar if the product 3(t/c) is a constant.

An approximate criterion for defining hypersonic flow is

t
1 -- 013.5

c

Since, in hypersonic flow, 3 is very close to M, the relationship M(t/c)= K, is used as the hypersonic
similarity parameter.

Because of the nonlinearity of hypersonic flow, approximate methods of estimating force charac-
teristics are very desirable. Among the methods used, Newtonia:i and modified Newtonian theory have
proved quite useful. Newtonian theory (reference 20) is based on the assumption that the shock
coincide., with the wing surfaces and that no friction exists between the wing and the shock layer.
The fluid particles ahead of the wing are no, disturbed until they encounter the wing surface, at which
pointthc -'.lative momentum normal to the surface is lost and the tangential flow has no further change
in velocity. in this case, the air may be visualized as composed of discrete particles, which, after impact,
travel parallel to the surface. When the particles reach the free-stream direction, they kave the surface,
giving csentially zero pressure Gil I Ix leeward side. 4
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A

DATCOM METHOD

The drag at zero-lift is approximated by the drag of the forward-facing surface. Typical values of CD0/2v2

for a wedge, as predicted by Newtonian theory, are presented in the following table from reference 20.
(r is one-half the thickness ratio of the forward-facing surface). It is to be noted that the drag can be
reduced as much as one-half by optimization of the shape behind the initial wedge angle.

TYPICAL VALUES OF Co0 FOR A WEDGE

Two-Dinrrm, iona

(Reference 20)

Coo

Sh"2T2CDo 0 )4.. opt.

Wetiee ) i000 2.0I0

0.864 Power 0.918 1.836

Proper Optimum 0.770 1.540

Absolute Optimum 0.500 1.000

Note that Co0 Is boood on frontal area,

De~tailed discussions of optimization methods are given in reference 20.

" E. RAREFIED GAS

In the previous speed regimes it is assumed that the air behaves as a continuum. At very high altitudes,
however, where very low densities are encountered, the actual molecular structure of the air becomes
extremely important. Figure 4.1.5.1-32 presents a qualitative division of the various regimes of gas

6• dynamics. It is to be noted that the region of rarefied gases is further divided into regions of varying
amounts of rarefaction; i.e., "slip flow" or slightly rarefied, "transition" or moderately rarefied, and

"free-molecule flow" or highly rarefied.

Slip Flow

The slip-flow region is of most interest to the aircraft and missile designer. In this region continuum
theory becomes questionable, and satisfactory analytical results are uncommon, since the effects of slip
"flow are usually masked by large compressibility and viscous effects. Figure 4.1.5.1-33 (reference 21)
presents test data points for skin friction in slip flow compared with incompressible theory for con-
tinuum flow (reference 22). It should be noted that in the subsonic case the test data are generally lower
than the theoretical, while at supersonic speeds they are generally higher. This tends to confirm the
theory that skin friction in the slip-flow regime is affected by two interrelated phenomena, the inter-
action of the thick boundary layer with the inviscid flow and the slip at the surface. The former is more
important at the higher densities, grad-ally giving way to the latter f.Or densities extending into the
transition regime.

4.1.5.1-22



Transition Flow

Present knowledge about the transition regime is extremely limited and will not be covered here.

Free-Molecule F!ow

In the free-molecule flow regime, the mean free path of thie molecule is large compared to the charac.
teristic dimension of an aerodynamic body in the flow, and the individual gas molecules striking the body

* do not interact with the surrounding molecules. For this reason the incident flow is assumed to be
undisturbed by the presence of the body and no shock waves are expected to form. The boundary layer
is very diffuse and has no effect on the flow incident on the body.

The problems associated with free-molecule flow are of particular interest to the satellite designer. In
contrast to the other two regimes of rarefied-gas flow, the free-molecule regime can be treated analy-
tically with less difficulty. The drag values of a flat plate with ot = 0 for diffuse and specular reflection
are shown in figures 4.1 .5.1-34a and 4.1 .5-1-34b, respectively. Diffuse reflection is one in which the
velocity of the reflected particles have a Maxwellian velocity distribution (see sketch (g)). Specular
reflection is one in which the normal momentum is reversed at the surface and the tangential momemn-
turn remains constant.

~VVV

DIFFUSE REFLECTION SPECULAR REFLECTION

SKETCH (g)
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TABLE 4.1.5. 1-A
"k- ' REPRESENTATIVE VALUES OF SURFACE-ROUGHNESS HEIGIiT

Eriuivalawt Sand Roughness
"I"Type of Surface k (inches)

"Aerodynmrnically smooth 0

Polished rmtal or wood 0.02 - 0.06 x 10<3

Natural shoet mental 0.16 x 10.3

Smooth matte paint, carefully plied O.25x 103

Standard camouflage peint, 4wagsp application 0.40 A 10'3

Camouflage Paint, mmoroa iuction sprav 1.20, 14.3

Dipplvanized net surfa, 6 x 10.
3

"Natural surface of cast iron 10 x 10-3

r. 4.1.5.1-24



rTABLE 4. 1. 5. 1-B
SUMMARY OF FINITE WING SOLlUTIONS

PLANFORM SECTION WAVE-DRAG SOLUTION (ZERO LIFT)

Sonney Rof. 9

Puckett &Stwart Rell. 10

PSeen. Rlef. 12

Sean.ef 1s.1

rf 13 , 14

own"anopCam Ref.18s

Jotaaa faf. 16,16,17
*ean* half. 11

Blanop & Cne ies 1

Stanap & Cane Hof, 1s

I Slaop a Cane Rat. 18

4.1.5.1-25
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4.1.5.2 WING DRAG AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The drag of a wing at angle of attack can be expressed in the form

CD = CD+CD

- .where C° is the zero-lift drag and the term Co represents the drag due to lift. The zero-lift drag of a

' wing may be obtained ty using the methods of Section 4.1.5.1. Methods are presented in this section for
estimating the drag-due-to-lift term.

The drag due to lift of a wing increases approximately as the square of the lift coefficient or angle of attack
and may be expressed in the form

2
K CL

CD = A 4.1.5.2-a
L rA

where K is the drag-due-to-!ift factor.

Equation 4.1.5.2-a can further' be written as the sum of two terms, the well-known induced drag (or trailing-
vortex drag) CD and the viscous drag due to lift CD , so that

Cot Ci CD 4.1.5.2-b

These drag terms are discussed below.

Induced Drag

The induced drag depends on the wing spanwise loading distribution, since it results from the lift
produced by the wing tailing-vortex system. The trailing-vortex system rotates the total wing-
force vector rearward, giving the induced-drag component, which increases approximately as the
.qtare of the lift coefficient or angle of attack. Induced drag may be expressed as

c C2

-Col = e 4.1.5.2-c

where e* is the induced span-efficiency factor (or wing span-efficiency factor with CD = 0).

The theoretical minimum induced drag attainable is obtained from a wing with elliptic span !oad-
ing, in which case an induced span-efficiency factor of 1.0 represents the theoretically ideal wing.

Viscous Drag Due to Lift

The viscous drag due to lift results from the change in boundary-layer development with lift over
the wing. The upper-surface boundary layer increases iH thickness as the angle of attack increases,
which results in an increase in wing profile drag (skin-friction + pressure drag).

With the induced drag expressed by equaticn 4.1.5.2-c, the total drag due to lift is given by

14 4,1.5,2-1

L
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CDL ---- + Coy 4.1.5.2-d

Since the viscous drag due to lift also varies directly with CL2, the total drag due to lift is often expressed
as

C 2

C0  = 4A.5.2-eDL rAe

which is of the form of equation 4.1.5.2-a with the drag-due-to-lift factor K expressed as l/e, where e is
the span-efficiency factor, including the effect of viscosity. Therefore, the span-efficiency factor may be
expressed in the familiar form

e= 4.1.5.2-f
ac0DL

ira
3CL I

orain the more basic form

e!
an1 iCDV_1

A + - 4.1.5.2-g

[ ~LJ

The drag-due-to-lift factor is constant over a lift-coefficient range from zero to a certain value of CL termed
the "critical" lift coefficient CL. Over this range, referred to as the parabolic-drag region, the variation of

drag with CL2 is linear (see sketch (a)).

INDUCED INDUCED + PROFILE

/ / /AABLI-DA REIO
SS/

7rw~e*

Ce + dC
LL

c 2
/ }PARABOLIC-DRAG REGION

IeC0 -e$-.-- CD
DL

D
SKETCH (a)

4 1.5.2-2



Above CL the polar breaks away from a simple parabolic representation because of separation effects,
C

which cause the drag to increase significantly and the drag polar to deviate considerably from the parabolic-
drag variation. High sweepback and sharp leading edges promote leading-edge separation at relatively low
lift coefficients, resulting in low values of the "critical" lift coefficient.

Cambered and/or twisted wings have a somewhat more complicated drag characteristic. Neither the minimum

profile drag nor the minimum induced drag necessarily occurs at zero lift. Sketch (b) illustrates these drag
components for a typical cambered and twisted wing. Furthermore, the span-efficiency factor, at any givea
lift coefficient, varies within wide limits for these wings.

INDUCED DRAG

PROFILE
DRAG

SKETCH (b) CL MINIMUM TOTAL DRAG

,-INDUCED
D DRAG

MINIMUM TOTAL DRAG
MINIMUM PROFILE DRAG

CD

In supersonic flow the wing drag-due-to-lift breakdown is similar to that described above. In addition to the
induced drag resulting from the trailing-vortex systen, (sweptback at the Mach angle), there exists shock-
wave drag due to lift resulting from the viscous dissipation associated with the shock waves.

A. SUBSONIC

Many attempts have been made to develop empirical methods for predicting the subsonic span-efficiency
factor over the parabolic-drag region. Three recent attempts are reported in references 1, 2, and 3. Frost and
Rutherford (reference I ) have used a measure of leading-edge suction as a function of the leading-edge-
radius Reynolds number to correlate e based on equation 4.1.5.2-e. This correlation has been further refined
in reference 2 to account for planform geometry. In reference 3, Gardner and Weir take a more basic
approach to the problem by correlating the viscous drag due to lift as a function of streamwise-thickness
ratio and the loss in lift-curve slope due to viscosity. The empirical results of reference 3 are used as the
basis of the method presented it, reference 4 for estimating the viscous drag due to lift.

At subsonic speeds methods are presented for determining the drag due to lift of the following two classes of
wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, trapezoidal wings)

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Double-delta wings
Cranked wings
Curved (Gothic and ogee) wings

These general categories of non-straight-tapered wings are illustrated in sketch (a) of Section 4.1.3.2.
Their wing-geometry parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

4.1.5.2-3
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DATCOM METHODS

Straight-Tapered Wings

This method is based on the empirical correlation of the span-efficiency factor as a function of leading-edge
suction as presented in reference 1. This correlation is further refined in reference 2 to account for planform
geometry. The effect of linear wing twist on the subsonic in'iscid induced drag of swept wings is accounted
for by the methods of reference 5.

The subsonic drag due to lift of twisted, sweptback wings of straight-tapered planform for lift coefficients up
to the "critical" lift coefficient is given by

C.,2
C+CLG c2ov+(Oc 2o w 4.1.5.2-hCDL IrAe+ L R V+ c. w

where

CL is the wing lift coefficient.

cect is the airfoil section lift-curve slope (2w per radian is sufficiently accurate for this method.) i

0 is the wing twist, positive for washin (a linear twist distribution is assumed).

v is the induced-drag factor due to linear twist obtained from figures 4.1.5.2-42a through4.1.51242i.

" w is the zero-lift drag factor due to linear twist obtained from figures 4.1.5.2-48a through

"4.1.5.2-48i.

is the span-efficiency factor determined by

1.1 (C/IIA)
e 4.1.5.2-iR(C /A)+ (I -R)w

where

CL is the wing lift-curve slope obtained by the method presented for straight-taperedwings in paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2.

R is the leading-edge-suction parameter defined as the ratio of leading-edge suction
actually attained to that theoretically possible. This parameter is presented in
figure 4.1.5.2-53 as a function of leading-edge-radius Reynolds number, Mach
number, aspect ratio, and sweepback. The leading-edge-radius Reynolds number
RER is based on the leading-edge radius of the airfoil at the wing mean aero-

LEft
dynamic chord.

For values of the parameter R cot ALE 1 - M2 cos 2 ALE > 1.3 x 10,
LE ct AELR is read from figure 4.1.5.2-53b.

4.1.5.2-4



For wings with sharp leading edges RL = 0 and R = 0. For such configurations the method results in
LER

the approximation CD/CL2 = 1/(,1C

A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method is presented as table 4.1.5.2-A. Most of the
configurations listed in the table are wing-body combinations with small values of the ratio of body diameter
to wing span. For these configurations, the predictions were made using the total wing planform geometry
And neglecting body eff-,cts. The ranges of planform and flow parameters of the test data are:

2 < A <• 10.7

0 < X < 0.713
19.10 < ALE < 63.40

0.72x 106 < •< 16.6x10 6

0.13 < M < 0.81

Since the effect of camber is not accounted for in the method, no cambered wing data are included in

table 4. i.5.2-A.

The limited amount of data available precludes substantiation of the effect of linear wing twist as given in
reference 5. The design charts for the induced-drag factor due to linear twist and the zero-lift drag factor due
to linear twist have resulted from the use of 59 Weissinger span stations to compute these quantities by means
of an automatic digital computer program. In addition, the effect of compressibility on these parameters has
been accounted for by applying the Prandtl-Glauert transformation.

Application of the method to an untwisted, sweptback wing is illustrated by sample problem I on page

4.1.5.2-9.

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Semiempirical methods, taken from reference 2, are presented for estimating the subsonic induced drag of
non-straight-tapered wings. The methods presented for double-delta and curved planforms are applicable
only to wings with sharp leading edges. In the development of these methods the effect of leading-edge
suction was neglected, and the expression used as a basis for the correlation of induced drag was written
solely in terms of the normal-force coefficie~nt.

The method presented for cranked planforms is applicable only to wings with round leading edges. All
the cranked vwings analyzed in reference 2 had round leading edges; therefore, the development of the
"prediction technique was based on properly accounting for the leading-edge suction force. The resulting
"method is an extension of the straight-tapered-wing method presented above. It kas assumed that given
an accurate estimate of the leading-edge-suction parameter on both the inboard and outboard panels of a
cranked wing, an effective leading-edge-suction parameter can be estimated by a span-weighted average.

The method presented for cranked wings is applicable in the higher lift-coefficient range where the drag
polar deviates from a parabolic variation, as well as in the lower lift-coefficient range. The method presented

for sharp-edged double-delta and curved planforms is valid only for the higher lift coefficients. In each case
an empirical correlation has been derived that accounts for the effects of flow separatiu i at the higher values
of lift coefficient,

p_- Double-Delta Wings

*. The subsonic induced drag of double-delta wings with sharp leading edges is given by

"4.1,5.2-5
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CD1  = 0.9 5 CL tan a 4.1.5.2-j

where

CL is the wing lift coefficient at angle of attack obtained by the method presented for double-deltawings in paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.3.

The constant in equation 4.1.5.2-j is the drag-due-to-lift factor. This factor has been determined during
the course of the work reported in reference 2 by plotting test values of CDL /(CL tan a) versus a.

This correlation showed that at a > 80, the ratio of CD /(CL tan a) approaches 0.95. However,
L

below a = 80 there was considerable scatter in the data. This is attributed to the inability to determine
CD1 accurately from the test data at the lower angles of attack. The method should not be expected to

give satisfactory results below o = 80.

A sample problem illustrating the use of this method is presented on page 4.1.5.2-10.

A compurison of test data with results calculated by this method is presented as table 4.1.5.2-B (taken from
reference 2). The test results have been compiled entirely from reference 15 and were the only available low-
speed data for sharp-edged double-delta wings. Although all the configurations listed in the table are wing-
body combinations, all predictions were made by using the total wing planform geometry and neglecting body
effects. Note that at a = 40 the method does not adequately predict CD for sharp-edged double-delta
wings.

Since all the test data of table 4.1.5.2-B were included in the drag-due-to-lift-factor correlation, application
of the method to configurations with geometric parameters falling outside those of table 4.1.5.2-B should be
approached with caution. The ranges of planform parameters used in the correlation are:

1.34 < A < 1.87

72.60 < AL. C 77.40

Ao = 590
0.332 C < 0.628

Although the data in table 4.1.5.2-B are for M = 0.13, the method should be applicable at higher subsonic
Mach numbers, provided a' accurate estimation of the CL versus a variation can be made.

The effects of wing twist and/or camber are not accounted for in the method.

For double-delta wings with round leading edges, it is suggested that the subsonic drag due to lift be approx-
imated by using the method for cranked wings.

Cranked Wings

The subsonic drag due to lift of cranked wings with round leading edges is given by

IL C2

C =-t- AC 4.1.5.2-k
I. -

1 ,L rAe DL

where

CL is the wing lift coefficient.

4.1.5.2-6
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AC is that portion of the drag due to lift resulting from a breakdown in the leading-edge suction at

lift coefficients above the parabolic-drag-polar region. An empirical correlation ot' ACD as a
Lfunction of lift coefficient and aspect ratio is presented as figure 4.1.5.2-54.

e is the span-efficiency factor over the parabolic-drag region, given by

CL /A
e =4.1.5.2-1

... R' (CLJfA) + (1- R') ir

where

CL is the wing lift-curve slope obtained by the method presented for cranked wings
in paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2.

R' is the effective leading-edge-suction parameter given by

R' = R: (r,4) + R. (I1 - 77B) 4.1!.5.2-m

where

Ri is the leading-edge suction parameter of the inboard panel, obtained
"from figure 4.1.5.2-53, but with the parameter A?,/co,, ALE 0.

Ro is the leading.edge-suction parameter of the outboard panel, obtained
from figure 4.1.5.2-53 by assuming&the outboard panels to be an isolated
wing.

The leading-edge-radius Reynolds numbers required to read R. and Ro
from figure 4.1.5.2-53 are based on the leading-edge radius of the mean
aerodynamic chord of the inboard and outboard panels, respectively. For

values of the parameter Rq9  cot ALE.1"- M2 cos2 AL >13 x 0s,
LER LEvE

R, and/or Ro are rmad from figure 4.1.5.2-53b.

A sample problem illustrating the use of this method is presented on page 4.1.5.2 -11.

A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method is presented as tables 4.1.5.2-C and
4.1.5.2-D (both taken irom reference 2). Table 4.1.5.2-C compares the parabolic drig-due-to-lift factor
CD /CL 2 = l/(vAe) with test data. TFable 4.1.5.2-D compares the drag due to lift over the nonparabolic

L
region of the drag polar with test data. In table 4.1.5.2-D only the calculated results for references 16 and
18 are based on the predicted value of the parabolic drag-due-to-lift factor. The remainder of the data used
the test value of CI /CL 2 combined with AC from figure 4.1.5.2-54.

LL DL

Where test data were available for wing-body configurations, the portion of the inboard panel :ubmerged in
the body was accounted for in calculating the parabolic drag due to lift. This was accomplished by defining
the effective leading-edge-suction parameter by

4

R"= Ri(n-)+Ro(1-r) 4.1 .5.2-'

4.1.5.2-7
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the the..,~I. leading-edge radius of the

and basing the leading-edge-radius Reynolds number used to obtain R themean aerc-lynamic chord of the exposed inboard panel.

The effect of Reynolds number on the accuracy of predicting ACDL cannot be assessed quantitatively,

since all the data used in the empirical correlation were for low Reynolds numbers except those from
reference 22. Although a comparison of the data of reference 22 with the low Reynolds-number data
shows no effect of Reynolds number, it must be expected that Reynolds number will affect ACDL

The effect of wing twist is not accounted for in the method. The test data include cambered-wing data, and
camber seems to have no effect on ACD ; however, there are not enough data to allow a quantitative evalua-

L
tion of camber effects.

Finally, it should be pointed out that all the test data of table 4.1.5.2-D were used to derive the ACDL
correlation. Therefore, no independent evaluation of the accuracy of the method in the nonparabolic region
has been accomplished. In view of this, figure 4.1.5.2-54 should be used with caution outside the range of
planform parameters used in the correlation (see figure 4.1.5.2 -54).

Curved Wings

The correlation of CDL/(CL tan a), of reference 2, for determining the drag-due-to-lift factor of double-

delta wings with sharp leading edges also included data on both Gothic and ogee wings at Mach numbers
from 0.1 to 0.7. Therefore, the prediction method is essentially the same as that for double-delta wings.

As previously noted, the correlation for the drag-due-to-lift factor showed considerabl,- scatter in the data
below ot = 80. Although the data scatter for the curved planforms was not as widely dispersed as that for
the double-delta planforms, the method should not be expected to give satisfactory results below a = 80,
The subsonic drag due to lift of curved wings with sharp leading edges is given by equation 4.1.5.2-j; i.e.,

CDL = 0.95 CL tan aDL

where CL is the wing lift coefficient at angle of attack obtained by the method presented for curved wings

in paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.3.

A sample problem illustrating the use of this method is presented on page 4.1.5.2-13.

A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method is presented as table 4.1.5.2-E (taken from
ieference 2). The test data are for two thin Gothic and two thin ogee wings. It is noted that the calculated
results below a = 80 compare more favorably with the test data then those for double-delta wings at low
angles of attack. However, since no cqnsistent trend is indicated by the comparison at the lower angles of
attack, there is no basis for lowcring the angle-of-attack limit below 80

Since all the data are for low Reynolds numbers, the effect of Reynolds number cannot be assessed. However,
it is expected that Reynolds number will affect the results e-en at low lift coefficients, since leading-edge
separation is almost immediate for the sharp-nosed airfoils.

Since all the test data of table 4.1.5.2-E were included in the drag-due-to-lift-factor correlation, application
.x the method to configurations with geometric parameters falling outside those of table 4.! .5.2-E should be

approached with caution. The ranges of planform parameters used in the correlation are:

4.1.5.2-8
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0.75 s A < 1.98

0.455 i p _ 0,667

bW
0.250 - - 0.450

The method is limited to thin wings (t/c < 0.06). Tests on one 12-percent thick Gothic wing showed less
drag due to lift than did the tests on the thin wings. This is attributed to the development of significant
suction forces on the forward-facing slopes of the thick wing. The correlation of CDL/(C. tan a) for the
12-percent-thick wing resulted in a constant drag-due-to-lift factor of 0.87.

L The effects of wing twist and/or camber are not accounted for in the method.

Sample Problems

1. Conventional, Straight-Tapered Wing

Given: The sweptback wing of reference 14.

Wing Characteristics:

A = 5.14 X, = 0.713 AL"E 36.20 Ac/ 2  = 33.70 i- - 1.166 ft

NACA 65 1A012 airfoil LER= 0.00922c No twist

Additional Characteristics:

M= 0.75;13= 0.661 Rj 2 x 10 6  RR 18.4 x 10'

K= 1.0 (assumed)

Compute:

Leading-edge-suction parameter

R LER cot ALE Vf1 - M 2 cos 2 ALE = (18.4 x 103) (1.3663) 1 - (0.75)2(0.8070)2 .= 20.0 x 103

AX (5.14) (0.713)__ _-- = 4.54
cos ALE (0.8070)

4 R = 0.803 (figure 4.1.5.2-53)

.At• 25.1 0/(0.661)2 +(0.6675)2 = 4.83K" otnA/2 1 -i

"" 0.870 (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

' 4.1.5.2-9
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Span-efficiency factor

(1 CL/A)
e R(CL/A +(l-R)r (equation 4.1.5.2-j)

(1.1) (0.870)= = 0.726
(0.803) (0.870) + (1 - 0.803) 7r

Solution:

CL2

L
- (equation 4.1.5.2-h)CDL 7rAe

CD
L 1 1

-= -= = 0.085
CL2  7rAe *7r (5.14) (0.726)

This compares with a test value of 0.090 from reference 14.

2. Double-Delta Wing

Given: A double-delta planform of reference 15.

Wing Characteristics:

Aw = 1.73 A, 0.409 Sw = 560.0 sqft Si = 407.0sqft

So = 153.0 sq ft ALEj 77.40 ALI = 590 AM= -10=
1 0

= 0.414

Additional Characteristics:

M= 0.13

Compute:

Variation of CL with a (Section 4.1.3.3)

The predicted values of CL versus a for this configuration are listed in table 4.1.3.3-B
(This configuration is shown under "reference 31" of the table)

Solution:

CD 0.95 CL tan a (equation 4.1.5.2-j)DLL

4.1.5.2-10
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CL CDL

(deg) table 4.1.3.3"8 tan O .q. 4.1.5.2-j

4 0.143 0.0699 0.00950

8 0,302 0.1405 0,04031

12 0.491 0.2126 0.09917

T c--;re16 0.685 0.2867 0.1866

ik:20 0.974 0.3640 0.3W6

SGiven: The cranked wing-body configuration of reference 16. This is the configuration of the cranked-
wing sample problem of paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2.

S:( Wing Characteristics:

A 4,0 2.37 ALE 48.6 -LE 77

X0 = 0.511 Ila 0.60 NACA 65A006 airfoil LER= 0.00229c

ci = 0.933 ft c = 0.525 ft

Additional Characteristics:
106d-- 0.139

M = 0.80 R = 3.645 x 106 per ft b

Compute:

Leading-edge-suction parameters, R, and

I-." 7Inboard panel:

~R ) = (3.645 x 106) (0.00229 c-) (3.645 x 106 )(000229)(0.933) = 7.79 x 103

P RR cot ALE V/1 M2 Cosi AL' (7.79 x 103) (0,8816) VI -(678)2 (.6613)2
LER

= 5.83 x 103

Ri = 0.470 (figure 4.1.5.2-53,with AX/cos ALE 0. See definition of R,, page
.4.1.5.2-7)

4.1.5.2-11
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Outboard panel:

Re) (3.645 x 106) (0.00229 C) (3.645 x 106)(0.00229)(0.525) 4.38 x 103(RLE o 

,

(RqLER cot A,, I M2 cos2 AL,) = (4.38 x 103)(7.396) f -(0.8)2 (0.9910)2

= 1.973 x 104

IAX (2.37) (0.517) 1.3U (%ýcos ALE 0. ý99 10 - .

R' = 0,766 (figure 4.1.5.2-53)

Effective leading-edge-suction factor
R' =Rt ('?a - + R o (I - nBs) (equation 4.1.5-2-m')

= (0.470) (0.60 - 0.139)+ (0.766)(1 -0.60)

=0.523

C1 /A 1.081 per rad (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 4.1.3.2)

Span-efficiency factor over parabolic-drag region

CLa/A

R' (CL /A) + (1 - R') w (equation 4.1.5.2-0
La

1.081

(0.523) (1.081) + (1 - 0.523) w

= 0.524

CDL 1 i
-. . .. . = 0.152

CL2  2rAe w (4.0) (0.524)

Solution:

CL2

L
CDL =A +CD (equation 4.1.5.2-k)

CDL cA +~ AC')

LDL= CL2 + ,6CDL

L

4.1.5.2-12
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CL/A ACDL C L2 eq 4,1.5.2-kP L 4 fig 4.1.5,2-54 CL L

0 0 -.. 0.152 0 0

0.1 0.025 ... 0.0015 0.0015

0,2 0.050 -.. 0.0061 0.0061

0.3 0.075 ... 0.0137 0,0137

0.4 0.100 0.0080 0.0243 0.0373

0.5 0.125 0.0240 0.0380 0.0620

0.6 0.150 0.0510 0.0647 0.1067

0.7 0.175 0.0840 0.0745 0.1585

0.8 0.200 0.1245 0.0973 0.2218

The test values for this configuration are presented in tables 4.1.5.2-C and 4.1.5.2-D for the cranked wing
mounted on a circular-ogive body. The calculated results presented in tables 4.1 .5.2-C and 4.1.5.2-D take
into account the portion of the inboard panel submerged in the body by applying the corrections noted on
page 4.1.5.2 -7. The leading-edge-radius Reynolds number used to obtain Ri is based on the leading-edge
radius of the mean aerodynamic chord of the exposed inboard panel, and the effective leading-edg:-..suction
parameter is determined by using equation 4.1.5.2-m'.

4. Curved Wing

Given: The ogee wing of xwference 23. This is the same configuration as the curved-wing sample problem of
paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.3.

Wing Characteristics:

A = 1.20 b 12.0 in. k 20.0 in.

Additional Characteristics:

M= 0.4

Compute:

Variation of CL with ci (Section 4.1.3.3)

The predicted values of C versus a are obtained from the curved-wing sample problem of
paragraph A of Section 4. L3.3.

4.1.5.2-13
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Solution:

CDL= 0.95 CL tan a (equation 4.1.5,2-j)

CDcL DL
(d") See. 4.1.3.3 tan Of sq. 4.1.5.2-I

4 0.136 0.0m6, 0.0090

a 0.288 0.1405 0.0354

12 0.465 0.2126 0.0039

The calculated results are compared with test values in table 4.1.5.2-E.
B. TRANSONIC
Test data on straight-tapered wings show that the variation of the drag-due-to-lift parameter CD /CL 2 with

LMach number at transonic speeds is somewhat analogous to that of the lift-curve slope. That is, for thick
and/or high-aspect-ratio wings this parameter experiences significant deviations with Mach number, while
for t.in and/or low-aspect-ratio wings this parameter varies un'.frndy with Mach number (see sketch (c)).

C0  A~l tc • 4

00
CDL •

C 2 -.2

.7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1

M
SKETCH (c)

Transonic data on non-straight-tapered wings are too few to allow quantitative analysis of the variation of
drag due to lift with Mach number.

The only available approach to the estimation of transonic drag due to lift of conventional, trapezoidal wings
appears to be through the use of transonic similarity parameters. This is a particularly useful approach where 4the quantity of data available for correlation is limited. The method presented, therefore, uses transonic
similarity parameters. It should be pointed out, however, that the bulk of existing data at thansonic speeds
is derived from "bump tests," which are frequently questioned because of the spanwise Mach number
gradients.

4.1.5.2-14
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DATCOM METHOD

The transonic drag due to lift of conventional, trapezoidal planforms of symmetrical seck.in may be approx-
imated by using figures 4.1.5.2-55a through 4.1.5.2-55c for given values of the transonic similarity parameters,
A tan ALE and M2 - 1

n(tic) 203
Sample Problem

Given: The following straight-tapered wing from reference 26.

A = 4.0 0 ALE 450 NACA 63A004 airfoil

Compute:

(t/c) 1 / 3  = 0.342; (t/c)2 /3  0.116; A(t/c)'/ 3 ; 1.368

A tan ALE = 4.0

M2 -I
(see calculation table below)(t/C)2/3

(t)1/3(/DA
(- (figures 4.1.5.2-55a and -55b extrapolated, see calculation table below)

Solution:

"'1/3 CDL

FA.I c) C2 co L /C L
L

_ _ 4ti_ 0 2/3 fig. 4.1.5.2-55 W 2 1/3

S -- i"0.8 -3.10 0.59 0.202

0.9 -1.64 0.57 0.195

0.94 -1.00 0.57 0.195

S0.98 -0.34 0.58 0.198

1.00 0 0.60 0.205

1.05 0.88 0.60 0,205

1.10 1.81 0.59 0.202

"The calculated values of CD L/CL2 are compared with test values from reference 26 in sketch (d).

4.1.5.2-15
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.3 E) TEST VALUES

0 0C .2 . . .• -

CL2
.L

0
.8 9 M 1.0 1.1

SKETCH (d)
C. SUPERSONIC

At supersonic speeds, wings are generally classified according to whether the Mach number component
perpendicular to the leading edge is subsonic or supersonic. A typical presentation of supersonic drag due
to lift is shown in sketch (e). For supersonic-leading-edge wings, certain regions of the wing will be in
two-dimensional flow where the spanwise pressure loading on the surface is constant.

.40

.36•

NO SUCTION

!( 2 
FULL SUCTION

.24-

.20 SUBSONIC SUPERSONIC
"LEADING EDGE LEADING EDGE

16 . *

0 1o 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
TAN'1 ( COT ALE)

SKETCH (e)
Other portions of the wing are influenced by tip effects and by the wing apex. Three cases are shown in
sketch (f). The two-dimensional region has wave drag due to lift, which can be cal7ulated by simple linear

theory or by shock-expansion theory. But because the span loading is constant, this region does not produce
any vortex drag. The three-dimensional region has shock-wave drag due to lift, but not as much as that of
the two-dimensional region. The three-dimensional region also has a drag-due-to-lift contribution associated
with the vortex that is shed because of the varying span loading. 1 his phenomenon is exactly like its 5ub-
sonic counterpart except that the flow field is swept back at the Mach angle.

SKETCH (f)

4.1.5.2-16
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In general, the drag due to lift of a wing quickly approaches the two-dimensional value as the leading edge
progresses from the sonic into the supersonic region. The two-dimensional value from linear theory is

CDL 4

For subsonic leading edges, no part of the wing is in two-dimensional flow and the span pressure loading, in
general, varies continuously across the span. Wave drag due to lift and vortex drag exist as for the supersonic
leading-edge case. However, an additional phenomenon occurs. The subsonic Mach number component
perpendicular to the leading edge allows leading-edge-suction pressures to devw1op similar to those that occur
on wings in subsonic flow. These suction pressures can cause significant redt,...ons in drag, which, to date,
cannot be predicted for a given wing. The amount of suction depends upon the leading-edge shape and the
wing-camber shape and distribution. Several authors have, however, calculated the maximum amount of
suction attainable for several types of wings (e.g., references 6 and 7). Camber can also produce a significant
drag-due-to-lift reduction that is not affected by leading-edge suction. Sketch (e) above shows typical drag
reduction due to suction for a cambered delta wing.

Test results for subsonic leading-edge wings generally fall between the limits of wings with no leading-edge
suction and wings with full leading-edge suction. For a given test on a cambered wing, however, it is impos-
sible to determine what fraction of the drag reduction is attributable to camber, since camber and leading-
edge-suction effects are very similar in nature.

For conditions where the leading edge is slightly supersonic, the theoretical results for cambered wings are
less than the two-dimensional value because the forward inclination of the integrated force vector due to the
pressures on the cambered portion of the wing persists into the supersonic leading-edge region. In practice,
uncambered wings of finite thickness exhibit the same trend, because the leading-edge shock is detached and
"causes the leading edge to operate at a lower effective Mach number; that is, the airfoil operates at a subsonic
"leading-edge condition where leading-edge suction can reduce the drag even though the theoretical leading-
edge condition is supersonic.

--, The Reynold," number based on leading-edge radius can also significantly affect the drag due to lift. At low
Reynolds number, local leading-edge flow separation can occur with a loss in leading-edge suction. Low
Reynolds numter also affects the boundary-layer transition point on the wing. In general, increasing Reynolds
number causes aA increase in friction drag at low angles of attack (forward-moving transition point) and no
change in friction drag at high angles of attack (transition point is already forward). Sketch (g) shows the
effect of leading-eege-radius Reynolds number based on test data (reference 8). The ordinate of this sketch
is the ratio o. the inluced-drag paraineter CDL /CL2 at a Reynolds number of 14 x 103 based on leading-

"edge radius to the value of the parameter at a given value of leading-edge Reynolds number.

(C.L 1.4-

L' 14 3 x 103ER
LER 1 1.2- 0

8,
(~RL R1.0- :• ; •~CL2 ) ,E

,- Test Value

.8
10 20 30 40 5 60 70 80

"TAN-' COT ALE) (deg)

SKETCH (g)
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Methods are presented for determining the wing drag due to lift over the parabolic-drag region for the

following two classes of wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, trapezoidal wings)

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings
Double-delta wings
Cranked wings
Curved (Gothic and ogee) wings

These three general categories of non-straight-tapered wings are illustrated in sketch (a) of
Section 4.1.3,2. Their wing-geometry parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

The methods presented are based on the conclusions of an analysis of the experimental results of the drag due
to lift .of slender uncambered wings at supersonic speeds reported in reference 9. It was shown therein that
the drag-due-to-lift factor at supersonic speeds collapses into a fairly well-defined single curve when plotted
as a fun.tion of the wing planform shape and slenderness parameters.

The supersonic design chart gresented for non-straight-tapered wings is taken from reference 2, and the
parameters used to colk-pse the data are modifications of those presented in reference 9. The correlation
makes no distinction between round and sharp leading edges nor between cambered and uncambered wings.

The parameters used to collapse the data for non-straight-tapered wings in reference 2 have also been applied
to uncambered straight-tapered wings. The resulting correlation showed a distinction between straight-
tapered wings with round leading edges and those with sharp leading edges.

DATCOM METHODS

Straight-Tapered Wings

The supersonic drag due to lift over the parabolic-drag region for straight-tapered wings is obtained using
the procedure outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. Using the given wing geometry, calculate the aspect ratio, the planform shape parameter p,
b w

and the wing slenderness paramet . (See Section 2.2.2 for wing-geometry parameters).

obw CDL p
Step 2. At the desired value of - obtain irA from the proper design curve of

21 C 2  1 +p
L

figure 4.1.5.2-58.

Step 3. Calculate the drag due to lift by

CCDL j CD1+ p
- rA- C +p L+ ) 4.1.5.2-n

L [ i

A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method is presented as table 4.1.5.2-F. With one
exception, all the configurations listed in the table are wing-body combinations with small ratios of body
diameter to wing span. The calculations for these configurations were made by using the theoretical plan-
form extended to the body center line and neglecting body effects. The test configurations are about
equally divided between wings with sharp leading edges and those with round leading edges. None of the
wings are cambered. The ranges of the planform parameters covered for each leading-edge shape are:

* 4.1.5.2-18
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Round Leading Edge Sharp Leading Edge

1.313 :- A ; 4.0 1.5 < A :< 3.5
350 "5 A LE.- 730 0 -S ALE -71

0 0.5 0 X0. 1,0
"0.237 p 0.502 0.333 5 p 0.995

::? w bw
0.271 - - 1.00 0.333:- - 1.070

.22 2q
The sample problem presented on page 4.1.5.2-20 for a double-delta wing illustrates the application of the
straight-tapered-wing method.

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

The supersonic drag due to lift over the parabolic-drag region for ,ion-straight-tapered wings is obtained by
following the procedure outlined above for straight-tapered wings, The value of the parameter
irA at the desired value of is obtained from figure 4.1.5.2-59. This correlation

SL2  1 +p 2

makes no distinction between wing planforms, between round and sharp leading edges, nor between
cambered and uncambered wings.

A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method is presented in table 4.1.5.2-G for double-
delta and cranked wings, and in table 4.1.5.2-H (taken from reference 2) for curved wings.

All the configurations listed in table 4.1 .5.2-G are wing-body combinations with small ratios of body diameter
to wing span. The calculations for these configurations were made by using the theoretical planform extended
to the body center line and neglecting body effects. The table includes double-delta wings with both round
and sharp leading edges and cranked wings with round leading edges. Some of the wings with round leading
edges are cambered. The ranges of the planform parameters of the test data are:

Double-Delta Wings Cranked Wings

1.74 5 A 5 3.15 2.91 5 A -- 4.0

-: : 0.292 :s p - 0.5C",% 0.491 s p < 0.666
bw bw

"0.353 - - 0.787 0.710 -_ !S 1.333
2U 2R

SThe results presented in table 4.1.5.2-H for curved wings with sharp leading edges agree quite well with test
- - data. This is probably due to the fact that the curved planforms have a moro limited range of geometric

parameters than the double-delta and cranked wings. The ranges of planfort parameters of the test data
are;

0.75 5 A 5 1.39
0.384 E p f- 0.667

bw
"0.208 --- " 0.389

24
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Sample Problui

Given: The double-delta wing of reference 30 designated X-67-67.

. _[ Wing Characteristics:

A = 2.42 Sw = 1.651sqft

bw = 2.0ft R = 2.22 ft

I Additional Characteristics:I I 4M 2.01; 3 = 1.742

bwA

2

Compute:

_ 2.0
22 (2)(2.22) 0.450

Pbw
- = (1.742) (0.450) = 0.784

2R

SW 1.651p __ _ _= = 0.372
bw 2 (2.0) (2.22)

-÷ p 1 + 0.372i =- = 3.688
p 0.372

CDL p

wA = 0.961 (figure 4.1.5.2-59)CL2 1 + p

L

Solution:

0C
L - -- A - ----- (equation 4.1.5.2-n)

CL [ cr 2~p T w p/

L L

= (0.961) (3.688) 0.466

This compares with a test value of 0.479 from reference 30.

4.1.5.2-20
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TABLE 41,5.2-A
r - SUBSONIC DRAG DUE TO LIFT OF STRAIG--T"TAPERE WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION
NO TWIST

AeI Cofg LE NACA RMA:K x 10" C L
Rof, Config, A Ideg) AirfoilM ci. Ts ro

0 we 3.0 6 31 O363 3.31026 0.261 0.296 -15,2

0.0 0.242 0.260 3.2

• 5.9

596.9 0.26 0.215 0.251 .14.3

10.6 10.6 0.25 0.185 0.217 .14.7

1.9 1.9 0.61 0.269 0.270 0.4

4.8 4.8 0.61 0.218 .0.250 .12,8

2.0 0 63.4 0003463 4.9 4.9 0.26 0.336 0.367 .8.4

10.60 0.331 0.373 .111.61

939.3 0.25 0.291 0.290 0.3

16.6 16.6 0.25 0.255 0.270 5 .6

3.0 3.0 0.61 0,366 0.345 6.1

I0.81 0.353 0.325 8.6

5 ,0 6. 0.61 0.330 0.326 1.5Ij7.5 7.5 0.61 0,301 0.325 .7.4

4,0 0 45.0 b~canvan 2.7 1.215 %,25 0,245 0.245 0

ti *0.30.60 0.227 0.240 -6.4

5.01 2.26 0.26 0.214 0.226 .5.3

9.1 4.096 0.25 0,163 0.180 .1.7

1.7 0.765 0,61 0.226 0.216 4.6

1.7 0.81 0.206 0.195 5.1

42.9 1.305 0,61 0.225 0.210 7.1

0.81 0.206 0.190 7.9

4.2 .0 0.61 0.208 0.210 T 1.0

0.1 0.194 0.190 2.1

2.0 0 634 000643 1.6 0.40 0..O 0.360 2.9

SIl

7 0.B0O.
3 4 1  0.330 2.7

0.80 0.334 0.316 [ 1.0

4.1.5,2-23



TABLE 4.1.5.2-A (CONTDO

~~~c ... COL~ -

AE NACA % 0 100 R .3 L Prcont
Re. Config A Wo (dog AifoI l AC ER X1 M CiC. ET E.rror
10 we 2.0 0 63.4 0005-43 3.0 8.25 0.24 0.300 0.320 -. 3

0.40 0.310 0.290 6.9

0.60 0.294 0.310 5.2

0.60 0.288 0.310 - 7.1

5..0 13.75 0.25 0.267 0.262 1.9

8.0 22.0 0.25 0.240 0.220 9.1

3.0 8.25 0.61 0.294 0.300 2.0

1 0.81 0.287 0.290 1.0

7.5 20.6 0.61 0.240 0.240 0

1 0.79 0.236 0.254 7.1

Mew 3.0 21.15 0.24 0.242 0.240 0.8

0.40 0.240 0.240 0

0.80 0.238 0.250 - 4.8

0.80 0.235 0.260 . 9.6

5,o 35'.'2 0.25 0.218 0.205 6.3

I8.0 56.4 0.25 0.202 0.185 3.6

15.0 106.75 0.25 0,168 0.195 - 3.6

2.0 0,333 45.0 bkonvex 1.9 0.855 0.61 0.346 0.325 6.2
Jtc 0.03

0,71 0.338 0.300 12.6

0.61 0.328 0.302 8.6

4.8 2.16 0.61 0.306 0.290 5.6

0.71 0.304 0.290 4.8

0.81 0.300 0.291 3.1

3.00 0.38e 19.1 bicommx 2.4 0 0.25 0.264 0.255 3.5
,tfc -0.03

, 0.60 0.244 0.230 6.1

___4.8 0.25 0.264 0.240 10.0
4. 0.25 0.264 0.240 10.0

4.1.5.2-24



TAmL. 4.1.5.2-A ICONTD)

CDL OL

NE NACA R 10 ,3 iL x10PozI 
2  c"of. Conf A (dog) Airfoil MAC 1 .E X " To.nI,M | PICalc, T., Erro"

"10 3.06 0.3" 19.1 bkormwx 1.4 0 0.81 0.243 0A240 1.3
tIc - 0.03

0.71 0.235 0.235 0

0.61 0.226 0.220 2.7

2.4 0.61 0.243 0.245 0.8

0.71 0,235 0.230 2.2

0.76 0.227 0.230 1,3

0.81 0.226 0.205 10.2

3.8 0.61 0.243 0.230 5,s

0.71 0.235 0.220 6.9

"0.61 0.226 0.210 7.6

8.02 0.450 46.3 531 A012 3.0 32.1 0.14 0.065 00068 -4.4

4.o 42.8 0.19 0.059 0.062 4.8

. 12 weI.,,,6. 1.02 4.16 0,13 0,373 0.340 2.7

60.8 0.72 2.04 0.13 0.308 0.300 2.7

13 we 2 0.600 48.4 55A006 3.33 7.63 0.40 0.251 0,240 4,6

3.94 9.02 0.60 0.240 0.240 0

4.53 10.4 0.60 0.232 0.240 • 3.3

"5.05 11.6 0.70 0.226 0.240 5,8

5.46 12.6 0o,0 0.222 0.240 . 7.5

4 0.600 46.7 2.0 4.69 0.40 0.188 0.173 8.7

2.42 5.64 0.50 0.172 0.,164 4.9

2.78 6.37 0.60 0.164 0.150 9.3

3,10 7.10 0.70 0.158 0.155 1.9

3.3b 7.67 0.80 0.163 0,145 6.5

62 1.57 3.60 0.40 0.167 0. 10 4,4

1.86' 4.26 0.50 0.156 0.t40 11.4

2.14 4.90 0.60 0,149 0.140 6.4

Z39 5.47 0.70 0.141 0.135 4.4

2,69 6593 0.80 O. 15 0.130 J.b

"4.1.5.2-25
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I OLE 4.1.6.2-A ICOtNTO)

ALE NACA % 4 c 10 _ _ _ _ 2.Pecn

oocnfig. A Wooug AkloP mA M Cmic. Teet Error

1 5.14 0.713 .46.2 66IA012 2.0 10.4 0.26 0.066 0.087 1.1

0.40 0.067 0.090 3.3

0,60 0.086 0.093 7.5

0,70 0.086 0.094 .9.6

0.75 0.065 0.090 5.6

0.80 0.066 0.094 9.6

10.7 0.10 36.3 0.25 0.057 0.064 5.6

0.410 0.057 0.056 1.8

I0.60 0.066 0.00) 8.210.80 0.065 0,061 .98

Averwg E~rror --

4.1.5.2-'26
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TABLE 4.1.5,2-F

SUPERSONIC DRAG DUE TO LIFT OF STRAIGHT.

TAPERED WINGS

"DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

C DLCDL

bW 71 CL
2

LL Percent

Ref. ConfWg A x p 29 LER M Coei. Tast Error

27 W 1.313 0.10 0.412 0.271 Round 1.80 2.04 2.00 2,0

2.16 2.38 2.36 0.8

1 2.60 2.71 2.54 6.1S2.86 3.05 3,34 .8.7

3.96 4.09 4.02 17

4.63 4.69 4.70 . 0.2

28 WB 2.0 0 0.500 0.500 Round 1.30 1.81 2.01 -10.0

"i-1.70 2.57 2.67 -.3.7

1.90 2.92 2.95 1.0

3.0 0.400 0.48 0.25 1.20 2.02 1.65 22.4

1.30 2.37 2.05 15.6

1.50 2.98 2.55 16.9

1.70 3.54 3.16 12.0

1.90 4.06 3.79 7.1

29 wI 4.0 0.500 0.320 0.643 Round 1.41 3..34 2.94 13.6

3D 3.5 0.200 0.393 0.688 Sharp 1.61 3.39 3.39 0

S2.01 4.54 4.73 4.0

3.15 0.150 0.437 0.688 1.61 3.14 2.90 5.0

2.86 0.120 0.441 0.630 1.61 2.89 2.84 1.8

I : 2.01 3.86 4.09 - 5.6

4-31 WR 3.5 0.22W00 .600 1.060 Sharp 1.61 3.75 3.67 2.2

2.01 5.09 5.12 - 0.3

3.15 0.150 0.500 0.787 1.61 3.23 3.34 3.3

1 2.01 4.36 4.64 - 6.0

"32 W 2.5 0.200 0.353 0.441 Sharp 2.03 3.33 2.75 21.1

1.5 0.6• 0.409 2.31 2.29 0.9

"4.1.5.2-33



TABLE 4.1.6.2-F ICONTO)

L OL

__ L CL PLe2ent

Ref. Config. A p 2 LER M Caet. Test Error

33 W8 3.0 0 0.502 0.750 Round 1.20 2.01 2.45 .15.0

1.30 2.37 2.86 -17.1

1.50 3.00 3.39 -11.6

1.70 3.55 3.W6 -10.4

1.90 4.07 4.05 0.5

3.0 0.200 0.430 0.643 1.20 2.03 2.56 -20.7

I 1.30 2.35 2.75 -14.5

1.60 Z94 3.30 -13.3

1.70 3.47 3.,8 .- .7

1.90 3.96 3.94 0.5

3.0 0.400 0.389 0.585 1.20 2.08 2.32 .10.3

1,30 2.36 2.54 - 7.1

1.50 2.94 3.11 - 5.5

1.70 3.46 3.53 2.0

1.90 3.95 3.64 8.5

24 WO 2.174 0 0.500 0.544 Sharp 1.40 1.87 2.39 -21.81I96 3.06 3.21 5.0

I 2.94 4.76 4.61 3.3

2.174 0.678 0.960 1.045 * 1.40 2.26 2.39 - 5.4

1.98 3.1 3.28 18.2

10 We 4.0 0 0.500 1.00 Round 1.20 2.50 2.50 0

1.30 2.98 2.80 .8

* 1.40 3.41 3.30 3.3

1.63 3.93 3.72 5.6

1.60 4.19 4.01 4.6

1.70 4.57 4.30 6.3

I 3.08 0.388 0.694 1.07 Sharp 1.20 1•95 1.,7 .1.0

1.60 3.13 3.25 3.7

* :4.1.5.2-34
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TABLE 4.1.5.2-F (CONTO)

•C'. DL 0OL J
b w ir 2  1TA2

L L Percont
Ref. Cof ig. A 2 LEA M Caic, Test Error

10 W1 2.0 1.00 0.995 1.00 1.20 1.51 1.57 3.8

I-1.30 1.87 1.93 - 4.7

1.40 2.13 2.10 1.4

1.50 2.41 2.15 12.1

1.80 2.67 2.32 15.1

1.70 2.88 2.44 18.0

10 we 2.0 0.333 0.665 0,672 Sharp 1.20 1,43 1.60 -10.6

1.30 1.63 1.68 . 3.0

1.40 1.88 1.78 5.6

1.50 2.11 2.05 2.9

2.60 2.33 2.17 7.4

1.70 2.53 2.46 2.8

'4 we 4.0 0.333 0.237 0,475 Round 1.41 3.38 3.14 7.6

1.61 4.02 3.90 3.1

-- 2.01 5.17 4.90 5.5

35 2.0 0 0.5 Shrp 1.56 2.05 1.95 5.1

1.80 2.52 2.44 3.3

1.95 2.78 2.66 4.5

2.10 3.03 3.05 • 0.7

2.35 3.45 3.52 2.0

2.50 3.70 3.93 5,9

"3.00 4.49 4.66 - 3.61
3.50 5.29 5.45 2.9

"2.0 0 33 0.333 2.50 3.41 3.30 3.3

3.00 4.12 4.37 5.7

3.50 4.81 5,03 - 4.4

4.1.5.2-35
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TABLE 4.1.5.2-F ICONTO)

c0 DLC 0

bW CILL 2ercent

Rot. Coiftg A p 29 LER m Cale. Test Errm

36 we 3. 0400 0.36 06504 Round 1.00 1.93 1.93 0

1.10 1.93 lm9 2.5

1.20 2.00 2.1. . 1.9

1.30 2.36 2.40 . -1.7

1.40 2*65 2.60 1.9

3.0 0.400 0.462 0.723 1.00 1.67 1.72 2.9

I.0 17 1.35 .7.6

I1.20 2.01 2.11 4. 7

1.30 2.37 2.36 0.4

1.40 2.70 2.64 2.3
3 IN 3.0 02D0.393 0618 Round 1.00 1.91 1.66 2.7

.6 1.91 1.92 - 0.6

11 .61.94 1.0

Average Error .' - -6.4%

Roud Ledig Ege .8

Rourp Leading Edge 6.8%

* 4.1.5.2-36



TAS',E 4.1.5.2-G

SUPERSONIC DRAG DUE TO LIFT OF DOUBLE-DELTA

AND CRANKED WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

T CL C0 L
W cL CL' Percent

Ref, Conflg. Planforn A p 2f LEH M Caol. Totn Error

"30 We Double 3.15 0.369 0.565 Sharp 1.61' 3,37 3.32 1.5
Delta
D 2.86 0.395 0.565 3.14 3.05 3.0

2.64 0.400 0.525 2.94 2,87 2.4

2.86 0.336 0.479 3.12 3.27 4.6

2.62 0.365 0.479 2.93 2.99 2.0

2.42 0.372 0.450 2.77 2.68 - 3.8

2.86 0.335 0.479 2.01 4.04 4.31 6.3

2,42 0,372 0.450 j 3.5* 3.64 • 2.7

31 We Double 2.62 0.400 0.525 Sharp 1.61 2.94 3.58 -17.9

2.42 0,372 0.450 2.77 3.38 -18.0

3.15 0.500 0.787 2.01 4.0'J 4.96 1.4

2.86 0.440 0.630 4.30 4.81 *10.

2.62 0.400 0.525 3.86 4.68 -17.5

2.86 0.440 0.630 4.30 4.57 - 6.9

2.62 0400 0.625 3.86 4.52 -14.6

2.42 0,372 0,450 3.64 4.48 -20.6

38 We Double 1.86 0.412 0.384 Round 2.01 2.90 2.66 9.0
Delta

39 we Doube 1.86 0.412 0.384 Round 2.50 3.67 2.90 26.6
•Doha

3.00 4.47 3.28 36.3

3.71 6.57 3.97 40.3

34 W Double 2.91 0.292 0.4:2 Round 1.41 2.77 2.65 4.5
Det 

1.61 3.19 3.08 3.6

S_ _ _ _ o0 4.07 3.89 4.6

4.1.5.2-37
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TAILS 4.1.S.2 (CONTO)

L L
WA 2 MA 2

Ref. Confl5. Planform A p LIN M Ceic. Ton Error

40 We Double 2.67 0.429 0.571 MOund 1.41 2.50 2.89 -13.5
Delta

S2.01 3.0 4.19 - 5.0

2.29 0.38W 0.444 1.41 2.29 2.70 -15.2

I I I2.01 3.30 3.83 -11.5
2.36 0.466 0.•071 1.41 2.29 2.54 9.3

I 2.0 3.65 3.69 ..

1.96 0.416 0.444 1.41 2.04 2.20 - 7.3

110 3.04 3.26 6.7

2.29 0.319 0.444 1.41 2.29 2.84 -19.4

J 1 J 2.01 3.39 3.89 -12.2

2.00 0J64 0.364 1.41 2.17 2.67 -18.7

2.01 -15.0 3.5

2O0 0.467 0.571 1.41 2.39 2.87 .16.7

I 1 1 2.01 3.81 3.93 -3.1

2.06 0.433 0.444 1.41 2.12 2.50 -16.2

j 2.01 3.1,5 3.48 - 9.5

1.74 (X418 0.364 1.41 1.97 2.19 -10.0

2.01 2.76 3.12 .11.5

41 W8 U 2,36 0.296 0.353 I-Round 1.20 2.26 2.44 - 7.3

2.00 3.46 4.00 -16.2

H ¶I H 3.00 S2 5.85 .9.9

42 WSVN Double 2.60 0.454 0.D0 plhr.u 1.76 3.41 3.52 3.3

Me2.16 4.31 4.22 2.0

IUS 6.29 6.05 4.5

3.07 6.16 5.91 4.0

4. .S.2-38



TAILI 4.1.6.24 (CON4T)

C 0  CLO L

WA ItA c

bW CL CL
Aef, Conftg Planform A p 2J1 LE M m o o•, T ast rn'o

0 .Oft 1.333 Rould 1.41 3.90 3.33

3.2 0 .8W 1.41 2.33 3.10 6.8

12.0' 4.34 4.64 0.8

2.97 0.w4 000 1.41 2.77 2.39 . 7.4

.1 201 4.90 420 10A1

3.20 0.500 0.800 1.41 2.32 3.52 417.0

2.01 4.94 4.67 6.8

36 We Cranked 2.91 0.401 0.710 Round V.00 1.52 2.01 .24.3

1.10 1.40 2.01 -15.9

1.20 2.01 2.20 -12.2

:~ .30 2.34 2.56 &f.
S 'I -,_ 

_ _ _ _ _

I 1.•~~4 Z" 2. i 1,, *,,4 -3.3

Avarw .gtrrr - 10.7%

DONSe DSltA 10.6%

C4.., 11.6%

4...-39



TARLE 4.1.5.2-m
SUPERSONIC DRAG DUE TO LIFT OF CURVEOPLANFORMS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUESTANTIATION

SHARP LEADING E 0(93

I~L.

Ref. Con. PA p 2TM m. Tm Error

9 w 06" 1.27 0.384 0.244 1.81 2.12 1.90 11.0

1.91 2.18 2.01 8.5

2.27 2.47 2.38 3,8

2.65 2.83 2.77 2,2

2.96 3.07 3.07 0

w Ofg. 1.27 0.4%11 0.2W0 1.65 1.96 1.90 2.6

1.84 2.10 2.05 2.4

2.18 2.38 2.37 0.4

2.53 2.71 2.71 0

2.83 2.97 3.05 2.6

w Cle. 1.20 0.500 0.300 1.00 1.50 1.46 3.4

1.30 1.56 1,64 • 4.9

1.60 1.77 1.70 4.1

1 1.79 1.94 2.0 •3.0

I Ogf" 1.00 0.500 0,250 2.00 1.91 1.82 4.9

w Gothic 1,39 0.860 0.3da 1.54 1.74 1.82 4.4

1,63 1.92 1,90 1.1

1.84 2.19 2,07 .86

2.06 2.44 2.31 6.0

2.29 2.70 2.61 3.4

2.63 3.02 2.93 3.1

2.61 3.14 3.07 2.3

4.1.5.2-40



TABLE 4.1.5.2-H (CONTD)

CL C

bWCL CL Percent
ate, Contig. Planforn A p 2 £ M CTo". rt Error

9 W Gothic 1.09 0.611 0.333 1.55 1.60 1.66 2.6

1.80 1.82 1.75 4.0

2.06 2.07 1.94 6.7

2.31 2.30 2.14 7.5

2.60 2.57 2.34 9.8

2.84 2.81 2.55 10.2

9 w Cotlic 1.00 0.667 0.333 1.56 1.53 1.44 6.3

1.71 1.66 1.56 5.8

1.07 1.86 1.81 2.8

W Gothic 0.75 0.667 0.250 1.00 1.25 1.23 1.6

1.42 1.30 1.27 2.4

1.60 1.38 1.32 4.5

1.82 1.46 1.36 7.4

1.94 1.55 1.52 2.0

43 W 0g) 0.924 0.450 0.208 1.40 1.63 1.53 6.5

1.60 1.69 1.68 0.6

4 , _ 1.80 1.77 1.80 - 1.7

2.00 1.87 1.91 - 2.1

2.20 1.98 2.05 - 3.4

2,40 2.11 2.18 - 3.2

2.60 2.23 2.35 - 5.1

Averep Error - 4.1%

4 4.1.5.2-41



SUBSONIC SPEEDS
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4.2 BODIES AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

4.2.1 BODY LIFT

"4.2.1.1 BODY LIFT-CURVE SLOPE

A. SUBSONIC

One of the first attempts to use potential theory for the estimation of lift for bodies of revolution was
.. made by Munk (reference I). Several similar methods have since been developed that give essentially the

same results (references 2 and 3). Potential theory is limited to angles of attack near zero, where viscous
cross-flow forces are small. At higher angles of attack the viscous forces become increasingly important (see
Section 4.2.1.2).

DATCOM METHOD

The method presented for estimating the lift-curve slope of bodies of revolution at subsonic speeds uses the

potential flow term of the expression for body lift from reference 4. The lift-curve slope, based on VB 2/3,
is

2(k 2 - k) S.
(per radian) 4.2.1. 1 -a

where

"V8  is the total body volume.

- (k 2 - k1 )is the apparent mass factor developed by Munk and presented in figure 4.2.1.1-20a as a
function of body fineness ratio.

"so S is the body cross-sectional area at x0 .

0 xo is the body station where the flow ceases to be potential. This is a function of x1 , the body
-• a-r- station where the parameter, dSxIdx first reaches its maximum negative value.

x0 and x, are correlated in figure 4.2.1.1-20b.

•SX is the body cross-sectional area at any body station.

In many cases it will be possible to determine the location of xl by inspection. For cases that are
doubtful, the area distribution should be plotted and examined to determine the location

"- . where dS,/dx first reaches its maximum negative value.

The lift-curve slopes of several bodies of revolution, calculated by this method, have been compared with
test data in reference 4. In general, the accuracy of the method at angles of attack near zero is good.

-. . For a rapid but approximate estimation, slender-body theory can be used. This gives CLaC 2 per radian,
where CLa is based on the body cross-sectional area at x,.

4.2.1.1-1



No method is available for estimating the lift-curve slope of a body of noncircular cross section.
Consequently, test data must be relied upon at the basis for predicting the lift-curve slope of such
configurations. A summary of available test data on bodies of noncircular cross section at sabsonic speeds is
presented as table 4.2.1. 1-A.

Sample Problem

Given: An ogive-,ylinder-boattailed body of revolution of reference 18.

dd

d =0.417 ft IN =2.19 ft £C = 1.98 ft AA = 1.1211

IB
£B=5.29 ft f B 11.7 V8 0.537cu ft

x, = 4.17 ft (determined by inspection) db = 0.275 ft

Compute:

x,/AB -4.17/5.29 = 0.788

X. /1 = 0.793 (figure 4.2.1.1-20b)

x =(0.793) (5.29) 4.195 ft

(k2 - k1 ) 0.96 (figure 4.2.1.1-20a)

So = 0.134sq ft

V2/3= 0.5372/3 = 0.660

Solution:
2(k2 - k1) S. 

.
CLa V 2/3 (equation 4.2.1. 1-a)

B

2(0.96) (0.134)

0.660

0.390 per rad (based on V.2/ 3)

4.2.1.1-2



This compares with a test value of 0.378 per radian, based on V92/ 3 , from reference 18. The
slender-body-theory approximation gives CLa = 0.406 per radian, based on VB 2/3.

B. TRANSONIC

Slender-body theory states that body force characteristics are not functions of Mach number. Experimental
data substantially *verify this result (references 5, 6, and 7). Any differences in the subsonic ýalue
of CL, obtained from paragraph A and the supersonic value of CLa obtained from paragrph C should
be faired out smoothly in the transonic range.

Transonic test data on bodies of noncircular cross section are available in references 25, 26, and 5 (see table
4.2.1.1-A).

C. SUPERSONIC

Several theoretical methods that have been developed for estimating the lift-curve slope of bodies of
revolution are best applied by machine methods. Three of the methods that can be used to estimate
characteristics of simple nose-cylinder bodies of revolution at small angles of attack throughout the
supersonic range are briefly discussed. They are the slender-body, hybrid, and second-order shock-
expansion theories.

Slender-body theory is based on the assumption that the body surface slope (relative to the free stream) is
everywheve so small that the boundary conditions may be applied on the axis. This condition is metUif Pl/fN is small, i.e., if the nose has a large fineness ratio or if the flow is close to sonic speed. Slender-body
theory is applicable in the range of values of the parameter P/fN from 0 to approximately 0.05. Hybrid
theory (reference 8), a combination ofa second-order axial solution with a first-order cross-flow solution, is
applicable for values of Q/fN from approximately 0.05 to 0.40. The second-order shock-expansion method
(reference 9), an extension of the general shock-expansion method at small angles of attack, is applicable
for values of 3//fN from approximately 0.40 to ov.

The flow around bodies with boattails can be calculated by Van Dyke's hybrid theory (reference 8).
Reference 10 presents a generalized curve for estimating the normal-force-curve slope of boattails, based on
the method of reference 8. Lavender and Deep (reference 11) give methods, based on the work of reference
9, for determining the normal-force-curve slope of cone-cylinder-frustums, cone-c.ylinder-frustum-boosters,
and cone-frustum-boosters.

DATCOM METHOD

Empirical design charts are presented for estimating the normal-force-curve slope of bodies of revolution
composed of ogival or conical noses and cylindrical afterbodies. In addition, theoretical results are
presented for determining the increment in normal-force-curve slope due to the addition of either a
boattailed or a flared body of revolution at the end of semi-infinite cylindrical bodies.

Figures 4.2.1.1-21a and 4.2.1.1-21b present CNCa based on maximum frontal area, for bodies with ogival
and conical noses, respectively, and cylindrical afterbodies of varying fineness ratio. The normal-force-curve
slopes of two other common nose shapes, the 3/4-power nose and the parabolic nose ( 1/2-power nose), are
not presented directly. However, experimental data indicate that the force characteristics of cones and
3/4-power noses are similar, as are those of ogives and parabolic noses (reference 12). Tests also indicate
that the addition of a cylindrical afterbody results in approximately the same increase in lift, irrespective of
nose profile shape (reference 13). Therefore figure 4.2.1 .1-21 a can be used for parabolic-nose-cylinders and
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figure 4.2.1.1-2 lb for 3/4-power-nose-cylinders with sufficient accuracy for most purposes.

The! increments in normal-force-curve slope due to the addition of a bee-ailed or a flared. body of

revolution at the end of a semi-infinite cylindrical body are presented in figures 4.2.1.1-22a and
4.2.1.1-22b, respectively. Both of these increments are based on the cross-sectional area of the cylindrical
body preceding the boattail or the flare. Figure 4.2.1.1-22a is taken from reference 10 and is based on the
results of reference 8. Figure 4.2.1.1-22b is based on impact theory.

A comparison of test data with CNa of ogive-cylinder and cone-cylinder bodies calculated by this method
is presented as table 4.2. i. I-B. The ranges of body geometry and Mach number of the test data are:

Cone-Cylinder Ogive-Cylinder

"0 " f4 A 10.00 0 fA 11.00

2.50 < fN 7.00 1.50 < fN 7.00

0 < fA/fN < 3.17 0 <• fA/f ' < 3.87

1.36 <• M < 5.04 1.28 < M < 5.04

No method is available for estimating the lift-curve slope of a body of noncircular cross section.
Consequently, test data must be relied upon as the basis for predicting the lift-curve slope of such
configurations. A summary of available test data on bodies of noncircular cross section at supersonic speeds
is presented as table 4.2.1.1-C.

Sample Problem

Given: The cone-cylinder-flare body of reference 27.

lN ^ :• ,F•M =5.05; • 4.95

Compute:

Cone-cylinder:

IN = IN/d 1.21

f F/d = 4.00

4,2.1.1-4
f~ IA /d 4.0



* .

f =/fN 4.0/1.21 -3 31

fN/ - 1.21/4.95 = 0.244

, ,Cr ~3.52 per rad (linear extrapolation, figure 4.2. i.1-21 b)
"(based on cone-cylinder maximum frontal area)

Flare:

Sd2 /d, =2.75

eCN
13.30 (figure 4.2.1.1-22b)

2Cos 0r

CN) = 13.30 (cos 200)2

= 11.73 per rad (bas,,, it ,4 - ."'ne.cylinder maximum
fron. -4 w)

Solution:

CNa = CN + WN)F

= 3.52 + 11.73

= 15.25 per rad (based on cone-cylinder maximum frontal area)

This compares with a test value of 17.70 per radian from rnference 27.

"ID. HYPERSONIC

Newtonian impact theory is used for estimating the normal-force-curve slope of bodies of revolution at
hypersonic Mach numbers. Newtonian theory assumes that the component of momentum normal to the
surface is canceled on impact, thus giving rise to a normal force. The stagnation pressure predicted by
Newtonian theory is about ten percent higher than the theoretical adiabatic pressure rise for an infinite
Mach number. To correct this overestimation, a modified Newtonian method has been developed in which
the assumptions of Newtonian flow are used, but the theoretical stagnation-pressure coefficient for the

. Mach number being considered is substituted for the Newtonian stagnation-pressure coefficient. Another
modification of Newtonian theory considers the centrifugal forces in the flow around bodies of revolution
(reference 14). This effect is small for conventional slender noses such as cones and ogives at moderate
angles of attack, and the pressure forces on such slender noses are satisfactorily approximated by simple
impact theory. For cylindrical afterbodies, inclusion of the effect of the centrifugal forces reduces the
"estimated normal-force-curve slope approximately ten percent.

Newtonian theory and its modifications are discussed in detail in reference 14. In this work Newtonian
analysis is presented for an arbitrary body of revolution and the resulting forces on a cone and cylinder are
given. In reference 15 a method of application of Newtonian concepts similar to that of reference 14 is
presented. Reference 15 presents design charts which allow the aerodynamic characteristics of arbitrary

"4.2.1.1-5
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bodies of revolution to be obtained without the computation or radial integration of pressure distributions.
In reference 16 the modified Newtonian approximation for the pressure distribution on bodies of
revolution has been used to derive expressions for the aerodynamic characteristics at zero angle of attack
for blunted cones, truncated cones, spherical segments, and rounded-shoulder cylinders. Approximate
equations are also presented which may be used in conjunction with the design charts to obtain the zero
angle-of-attack characteristics of composite missile components. The Datcom method uses the results of
Newtonian impact theory presented in reference 17. This work presents design charts and equations for
determining the aerodynamic characteristics of missile shapes composed of one or more cone frustums with
or without a spherical nose. In addition, design charts are presented for the special cases of spherically
blunted cones and ogives which can be 4 '. in conjunction with the results of reference 17.

DATCOM METHOD

The normal-force-curve slope of a body composed of one or more cone frustums with or without a
spherical nose, a blunted conical nose, or a blunted ogival nose, based on the body base area, is given by

Cta (CN d ) 4.2.1.1-b

n=l n b

To apply equation 4.2.1.1-b the body is divided into m segments, the first segment being either a spherical
nose, a blunted conical nose, a blunted ogival nose, or a cone frustum, and each succeeding segment a cone
frustum. The normal-force-curve slope of a spherical nose, based on its base area, is obtained from figure
4.2.1.1-23. The normal-force-curve slope of a blunted conical or blunted ogival nose, based on their
respective base areas, is obtained from figures 4.2.1.1-24 and 4.2.1.1-25, respectively. The normal-force-
curve slope of a cone frustum, based on the base area of the specific segment, is obtained from figure
4.2.1.1-26. (Note that a cylinder is considered a cone frustum with 0 = 0 and a/d = 1.0, and that CN0
0 by Newtonian impact theory.) The ratio (dn/db) 2 refers the normal-force-curve slope to the base area
of the configuration.

It should be noted that the design charts used in this method are based on Newtonian theory with no
mo6ifications of the stagnation-pressure coefficient or the centrifugal forces.

Sample Problem

Given: Configuration 5115 of reference 45, consisting of a cone-cylinder-frustum body with a spherical
nose.

*fl ..• .2•.3. 4 Spherical Segment

_T = 0.18 -=0.36 dI = 0.62

02 •Forward Cone Frustum

d da 2d2 a3 d 04 a2  0.62 d2 = 1.20

All dimensions in feet 1 0.72 02 = 22.50

4.21.1-6
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Cylinder Roar Cone Frustum

a3 = 1.20 a - 1.20

13 - 1.20 '4 - 0.96

d3 = 1.20 d4 - db -1.368

"" =0 a 50

Compute:

Sphe:ical Segment

211/d, = 0.1810.36 = 0.50

(CNc) = 0.75 per rad (figure 4.2.1.1-23) a4don

Foreward Cone Frustum

a2 /d2  = 0.62/1.20 0.517

,(CN) 1 2 50perrad (figure 4.2. 1.26) (band on _cy2 4)

Cylinder

3 /d3 1.20/1.20 1.00

(CN), 0 (figure 4.2.1.1-26)
3

Rear Cone Frustum

a4 /d4 = 1.20/1.368 = 0.877

(CN) =0.450perrad (figure 4.2.1.1-26) (bawd on-b

Solution:

""-(",CN ) (equation 4.2.1.1-b)

not b

4.2.1.1-7



(I) 2 ( 2 2 / -d 2

b + (CN 2 + ( ) \ + (CN

= (0.75) (1.368 2 + (1.2101 (0) (.3 + (0.450) .368 2
.. 1i.368

.= 01540 + 0.9618 + 0 + 0.450

1.566 per rac (based on configuration base area
4

S-, This compares with a test value of 1.719 per radian from reference 45 at a Mach number of 4.04.
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TABLE 4.2.1.1-A

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON BODIES OF NONCIRCULAR CROSS SECTION

SUBSONIC SPEEDS

Nowe Body Afterbody Sb IS w C pN fRef. shape CrOu Section Cross Section (1 In.) (in.) c.g. (In.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) Nquivj M. l •el Horizontal
19 Ellllpss None 18.06 48.0 0.667 5.37 42 15.27 2.15 48. 0.4Ellipse152 215 4. 1.o 00

I I 18.10 5.98 3.92 15.71 1.96

18.06 6.79 3.39 16.g4 1.70
18.12 7.59 3.04 18.16 1.52

VerticalEllipse 18.1? 3.04 7.59 18.16 3.79

18.08 3.39 6,79 16.84 3.39

18.10 3.92 5.88 15.71 2.94

18.06 4.29 5.37 15.27 2.68
2 Elli d fSquare Square 28.27 45.0 0.533 5.40 5.40 19.88 2.70 18.0 8.33 0,13

0.5651

SIDeep Deep
Rectangle Rectangloa 0. 4.00 7.28 20.84 3.64 8,34

Shallow Shallow ".0Rectangle Rectangle 0.33 728 4.0D 2.,00

R21 Rounded Reca Rgal 9.29 20.16 a 2.70 3.44 12.28 1.72 8.0 5.6 Low
Rectangle, Vfod

22 Round Ellipse EllIpse 37.17 40.31 0,322 5.20 9.10 23.29 4.55 16.3 5.86 0.107Q Sem~clrcle Semicircle
23 Ogivel Secirngle +Remctngle 22.20 54.72 0.571 5.00 5.00 17.65 2.27 17.8 10.1 0.80-

o 
0.92

[j 1Square Square 24.90 1 • 9,602.60 9.8

24 Rounded Triangle Triangla 9.29 20.16 3.85 3.60 13.23 1.28 8.0 5,24 Lowref. Speed
I7 nvernted Inverted Spee

V Triangle Triangle 2.56
A Vertical Vertical

Ellipe• Ellipse 60 4.55 1.62 275 5,8

Horizontal Horlzor,-.l 4 1-- Ellipse Ellipse 4. 2.60

I4.2.1.1-11I



TABLE 4.2.1.1-A ICONTD)

[ No w Body Afterbody Sb 18 w h' p C N
Reuf.Shape Crow, Section Crow Section (iq In.) Oln.) )cc.g. (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.l jIn.) eNqulv M

25 OUYI () Ellipse Ellipse 28.2 61.45 0.50 10.39 3.46 24.30 M1.3 38.0 10.24 0.40-
Eli1i 41.60 0.65 1.23

28.3 61.45 0.50 12.00 3.00 27.46 1.50 10.24I 1.60 0.60 J i8.60
41.60 0.656- 6.93

00"l CZZ::: Ceircula saient 25.1 61.45 0.50 12.00 3.00 25.90 1.50 36.0 10.0

51.60 0.60 8.64 4 41.A0 0.66 11 1 1 6.9
26 Ellsoid D Horiipnte None 12.56 12.00 0.667 4.99 3.27 18.49 1.63 12.0 3.0 1.4-

4 6.66 2.83 18.87 1.41

Verticl 2.83 5.66 18.87 2.830 Ellipse
Horizontal 20.00 4.99 3.27 18.49 1.63 20.0 5.0
Ellipse

6 .66 2.83 18.87 1.41

0llipercl 2.83 5.68 18.87 2.83 9

Cu) Nlzn*I 28.00 4.99 3.27 18.49 1.63 36.0 10.24

I I .06 2.83 18.87 1.41

0 VEflicsl 2. V 5.66 18.87 2.83 4
~ gvlValiom Vertlcal 28.3 61.46 - 4.90 7.36 10.62 3.88 36.0 10.24 0.8-

Ellipseoid 0 Ellipse Ellipse 1.2

maximarnl crOe~ow in p boy cross-action perimeoter

* body length c distonoe from body crowse.ction (maxi
£6 centrold to bottom of section

x ocation of moment rewference wnt-r 1 1N no- length
C.O. from body nos (body lengths)

4 w body crowenction iset, 1

h body cro-s~ectlon height f N equiv eqiaetfnrssrto-d ui

a'-iC tion am
where d...

IV4J1
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TABLE 4.2.1.1-,

"SUPERSONIC NORMAL.FORCE-CURVE SLOPE OF CONE-CYLINDER
AND OGIVE-CYLINDER BODIES

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

CN O CN C 0

Nowa CaIc. Test Percent
Ref. Shape M fN 1

N (per red) (per Rad) Error

28 Conical 1.36 2.84 0 16.8 1.79 10.6

0.24 2.10 1.95 7.7
0.50 2.22 2.17 2.3
0.75 2.38 2.34 1.7
1.66 2.66 2.58 3.1
2.00 2.70 2.60 3.8
3.00 2.75 2.58 6.6
4.00 2.78 2.45 13.5

1.72 0 1.92 1.78 7.9
0.50 2.18 2.22 - 1.8
0.75 2,34 2.38 - 1.7

1.66 2.68 2.61 2.7
3.00 2.83 2.60 8.8
5.00 2.94 2.58 14.0

" 3.02 0 1.85 1.83 1.1"•'. 1.66 2.56 2.75 - 6.9
:. 5.01) 3.20 3.27 -- 2.1
,.. 7.00 3.28 3.27 0.31-9.00 3.33 3.20 4.1

3.56 0 1.85 1.91 - 3.1
0.24 1.95 1.99 - 2.0
1.66 2.54 2.76 - 8.0
4.00 3.10 3.19 - 2.8
6.00 3.20 3.28 - 2.4
7.00 3.32 3.43 - 3.2

9.00 3.37 3.50 - 3.7
4.00 0 1.85 1.83 1.1

' 0.75 2.16 2.23 - 3.1
2.00 2.64 2.69 - 1.9
3.00 2.94 2.98 - 1.3

, 7.00 3.34 3,32 0.6
13 Conical 3.01 3.00 2.00 2.67 2.82 - 5.3

4.00 3.10 2,89 7.3
7.00 3.28 3.10 5.8

5.00 0 1.89 1.89 0
S2.00 2.55 2.42 5.4
" " 5.00 2.86 2.48 15.3

7.00 0 1.95 1.89 3.2

"3.00 2.61 2.65 - 1.5
3/4 Power 3.01 5.00 2.00 2.55 2.42 5.4

• 4 4 5.00 2.86 2.56 11.7
Con"c.l 3.49 3.00 7.00 3.28 3.32 - 1.2

5.00 5.00 2.89 2.93 - 1.4
1 7.00 3,•0 2.60 2.73 - 4.8

4.24 3.00 4.00 3.08 2.80 10.0
, 7.00 3.32 3.27 1.5

6.00 2.00 2.46 2.40 2.5
"J 5.00 2.93 2.58 9.8

7.00 0 1,98 1.95 - 3.6
I 3,00 2.57 2.29 12.2

5.04 3.00 2.00 2.61 2.70 - 3.3
S4.00 3,05 2.65 15.1

-_•_7.00 3.35 3.28 2.1

+:i 4.2.1.1-13
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TABLE 4.2.1.14 (CONTD)KCNT CN a

Nose Catc. Teot PercentRMf. Sh " M N 'A (per red) (per Red) Error

13 Conical 5 n4 5.00 0 1.35 2.09 - 1ý1.5
I/ 2.00 2.38 2.70 - 1 .9

S5.00 2.93 2.93 b0
7.00 0 1.85 1.94 - 4.6

3.00 2.53 2.26 11,9
3/4Power 5.04 5.00 2.00 2.38 2.38 0

I 5.00 2.93 2.76 6.2
12 Conlcal 3.49 3.00 0 1.85 1.72 7.6

I 5.00 0 1.85 1.79 3.4
4.01 3.00 0 1.85 1.78 3.9

4.00 0 1.85 2.07 -10.6
5.00 0 1.85 1.67 10.8
7.00 0 1.89 1.99 - 5.05.00 3.00 0 1.85 2.15 -14.0

I 4.00 0 1.85 1.84 0.5
5.00 0 1.85 1.63 13.5
7.00 0 1.85 2.22 -16.7

29 Conical 4.00 4.00 10.00 3.28 3.37 - 2.7
30 Conical 1.72 2.50 2.50 2.67 3.25 -17.8

1.99 2.66 3.32 -19.9
2.64 3.58 3.48 2.9
3.06 3.53 3.49 1.1

28 Ogival 1.36 2.84 0 2.51 2.41 4.1
0.24 2.56 2.41 6.2
0.50 2.60 2.58 0.8
0.75 2.65 2.61 1.5
1.00 2.70 2.58 4.7
1.66 2.72 2.61 4.2
4.00 2.73 2.58 5.8

1.72 0 2.47 2.46 0.4
0.24 2.53 2.52 0.4
0.50 2.58 2.69 - 4.1
1.00 2.72 2.75 - 1.1
1.66 2.79 2.81 - 0.7
2.00 2.80 2.81 - 0.4
3.00 2.82 2.81 0.4
5.00 2.88 2.81 2.5

3,02 0 2.23 2.46 - 9,3
0.50 2.42 2.51 - 3.6
1.66 2.81 3.01 - 6.6
3.00 3.03 3.38 -10.4
5.00 3.20 3.38 - 5.3
7.00 3.30 3.39 - 2.7
9.00 3.36 3.21 4.7

entrap
11.00 - 3.38 -

3.55 0 2.12 2.21 -4.1
0.24 2.22 2.26 - 1.8
0.50 2.32 2.28 1.8
1.66 2.75 2.70 1.9
3.00 2.99 3.20 - 6.6
5.00 3.2) 3.27 - 2.1
7.00 3.31 3.29 0.6
9.00 3.37 3.32 1.5

4.00 0 2.04 2.17 - 6.0
I 0.75 2.36 2.52 - 6.3

1.66 2.67 2.81 -5.0
22.00 276 2.87 - 3.8

4.2.1.1-14



TABLE 4.2.1.1-6 (CONTO)

"" ' CNa CN•

""Now Clc, Test PercentS:i :'Rvf, Sh"p M f N f A *(e' o)(per Rod Ero

28 Ogival 4.00 2.84 3.00 293 3,04 - 3.6

I4.00 3.07 3.15 -2.5

5.00 3.20 3,21 - 0.3
7.00 3.26 3.44 - 5.2
9.00 3.30 3.59 - 8.1

"13 Ogve 3.01 5.00 2.00 2,76 2.72 1.5
5.00 2.87 2.89 - 0.7

Parabjola 2.00 2.76 2.62 5.3
4 5.00 2.87 2.60 10A4

Ogive 5.04 200 2.70 2.63 2.7
- 5.00 3.02 3.00 0.7

-.Parabxola 2.00 2.70 2.28 18.4
Ogive 4,01 3.00 0 2.08 2.04 2.0

5.00 0 2.35 2.25 4.4
5,0 7.00 0 2.44 2.61 - 65

3..0 3.00 0 1,94 1.93 0.5
5.00 0 2,24 2.11 6.2
7.00 0 2.39 2.13 12,2

29 Ogival 4.24 2.50 7.50 3.11 3.16 - 1.3
3.50 6.50 3.22 3.12 3.2
4 10.50 3.38 3.56 -5.1

4.00 10.00 3.30 3.40 - 2.9
30 O0ivul 1.72 2.50 2.50 2.86 3,02 -5.3

1.50 3.16 3.11 1.6
3.00 2.80 2.89 -3.1

1.28 1.50 2.92 2.93 -0.3

1.99 2.50 2.93 3.32 -11.7
1"99 1.50 3.20 3.19 0.3"3.00 2.85 3.07 - 7.2

3.50 2.79 2.41 15.8
2.64 2.50 3.02 3.44 -12.2

3.50 2.93 3.2,1 -20.2
3 3.50 2.86 3.4' -16.1

2.06 2.50 3.00 3.52 -14.b3
• " 3.00 2.96 3.24 - 8.6"3.50 2.88 3.52 -18.2

31 1.28 3.50 1.50 2.72 2.76 - 1.4
4 2.50 2.50 2.70 3.90 - 6.9

1.72 3.50 1.50 2.76 2.93 - 5.8
1 2.50 2.50 2.Q7 3.15 - 8.9

1.99 1.50 3.50 3.30 3.45 - 4.3
3.50 1.50 2.76 3.00 - 8.0
2.50 1.50 2.76 3.04 - 9.2

2.50 2.50 2.94 3,24 - 9.3
3.50 1.50 2.77 3.00 - 7.7

3.06 3.50 1.50 2.75) 2.95 - 6.8
$2.50 2. 50 3.00 3.15 - 4.8

32 Ogival 1.73 6.25 9.45 2.62 2.49 5.2
4 2.00 I 4 2.68 2.57 4.3

Aver" Error 5.55%
n

Cono-Cylindeg 5.9%

Ogive-Cytinder 5.3%

4.2.1.1-15



TABLE 4.2,11-C

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON BODIES OF NONCIRCULAR CROSS SECTION

SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

Nos Body Afterbody ;b 1B h p c 'N
Ret. Shape Cross Section Cron Section (mu in.) (in.) Xcg (in.) (in.) (in.) (fi.) fi.) Nequ" M

3 Ogival Horizontal N.
Ellipsoid Ellipie None 12.56 1.00 0.667 4.0 3.27 19.49 1.633

S-5.66 2.83 18.87 1.41

Fj VerticalEllipe 2.83 5.66 18.87 2.83

Horizontal
Ellipse 20.00 4.90 3.27 18.49 1.63 20.00 5.0

5.66 2.83 18.87 1.41

C Ellipse 2.83 5.66 18.87 2.83

,- Horizontal

-2- EIIs 8.00 4.90 3.27 18.49 1.63 28.00 7.0

5.66 2.83 18.87 1.41

() Vertical
Ellipse 2.83 5.66 18.87 2.83

Semicircle Semicircle 1.20 1.(0 1.75 0.875 4.50 0.371 11.50 17.0 3.12

Segilip. Serniellipse Semiellipse 2.40 3.50 7.50 j 12..
~5 C o n e 1 2 .4 4 7 51 2 . 5 -

S Triangle Triangle 12 40.00 0.500 4.48 4.08 13.62 1.36 13.33 10.0 4.63

Inverted Inverted I 2 '
Triangle Triangle 2.72

r• Horizontal Horizontal. .. Ellipse Ellipse 12.57 4.90 3.27 13.08 1.63

5.66 3.83 14.05 1.41

(1 Vertical Vertical
S Ellipse Ellipse 2.83 5.66 2.83

Semicone L,. Semiellipse Semiellipse 6.93 2.31 16.18 0.98

Inverted Inverted " *
Semiallipse Semieflipse . 1.33 7.

Horizontal Horizontal 4. . 036 Og~l Ellipse Ellipse 1.13 14.65 rpt 1.70 0.87 4.22 4.25 2.

(J Vertical Vertical II17
Ellipse Ellipse 0.87 1.70 0.85

Triangle Triangle 1.23 1.28 4.00 0.50
37 ,- Horizontal Horizontal .00 1.71 1.14 4.57 0.571 0.0 ""98

Ellipse Ellipse 1 1 .0 198.

( Vertical Vertical 0141.Ellipse Ellipse 1.14 171857

"9 Horizontol Horizontal 099 492 0.49b_ _

-- ' ~~~~~Ellipse Ellipsm,899i49 .•

4.2.1.!-16
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TABLEf 4.2.1.1-C (CONTO)

SBody Afterbody Sb w h
Ref Shape Cros Section Cros Section (K in.) (in.) C.. (in.) (in.) ) in. M

37 Ogival Q Ellipse Ellipca 1.54 14.00 s 0.99 1.98 4.92 0.990 4.20 10.0

Square Square 1.24 1.24 4.93 0.620

Diamond Diamond 1.75 1.75 0.875

ILI Triangle Triangle 1.89 1.63 6.60 0.644

7 Inverted Inverted
Triangle Triangle t.9

Horizontal Horizontal 8.40 1.98 0.99 4.92 0.495 6.0

Ellipse Elilps

Varticel Vertical

Ellipse Ellipse 0,99 1.98 0

(• Horizontal Horizont I-l2

38 coe ~ orzntl oizntl 0.503 8.00 o.Soo 1.13 0.57 2.81 0.283 1.701 10.0 243 CosEllipse Ellipses 2 .0311 05

Vertical Vertical 0.57 1.13 0.5660 EllIpse Ellipse0i

S Triangle Triangle

) Teardrop Teardrop 0.71 0.95 2.450,446

OgiCAR* Cirle Circle 9.62 39.10 0.454 3.60 3.50 11.00 1.75 2.25 11.17 1.41,

Ep Ellipse Ellipse 14.43 5.26 13.98 2.63 9.09

f'._ Flat-Bottom FlatBottom 19Li Teardrop Teardrop 3. 4.38

STriangle Triangle 14.50 4.90 4.42 12.40 1.47 9.09

7 Inverted Invet I 2.9
Triangle Triangle 2.9

40 Ogival Horizontal Horizontal 42.00 0.697 4.90 3.27 12.94 1.64 14.00 10.50 2.01
() Ellipse Ellipse

Diamond Dlemond 4.46 4.46 13,12 2.23

iTriangle Triangle 4.50 4.10 13.74 1.64

7 Inverted Inverted 2.47
Triangle Trianle

"Tent Tent 3.60 4.17 13.14 1.85

Inverted Inwrted 2.32
Tent Tent

.... [Square Square 3.62 .3.62 13.12 1.61

4.2.1.1-17
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TABLE 4.2.1.1-C (CONTO)

Novo Body AfterbodyV Slb 18 w Ii c 'N fRe.Shope Crow Section Crow Section (sq In.) (in,) X~. l. OInj I (in.) (Iin.) equlv Mo

40 OgOva 900 Teardrop 900 Tuardrop 12.60 42.00 0,697 3.89 4.37 12.73 2.02 14.0,0 10.50 2.01

inverted Inverted 2.36Q N90 Teardrop 900Tuerdrop

P.450 Teardrop 450 Teardrop 3.49 5.02 13.60 2.16

Inverted InvertedKi 450 Towrdop 450 Teardrop I 2.80

Vertica Vertical 32 .0 1.424
y Ellipse Ellilpse32 .0 129124

CD Horizontal Horizontal 4.032716(D Ellipse Ellipse 49 .716

<) Diamond Diamnond 4.46 4.48 13.12 2.23

ZN Triangle Triangle 4.50 4.10 13.74 1.64

7Inverted Invertedf 24
S Triangle Triangle

Tent Tent 3.60 4.17 13.14 11.815

Inverted Inverted 3623
Tent Tent3.622

DSquare Square 3.62 3.62 13.12 1.81

C 0) Teardrop 900 Teardrop, 3.90 4.37 12.73 2.02

Q Inverted Inverted I 2.36WOTeardrop W0 Teardrop6 6 0 Teardrop 450 Teardrop 3.50 5.02 13.60 2.16

S Inverte Inverted 2840 Teardrop 450 Teardrop, I1 28
Vertical Veak .2 . 2.4240 Ellipse Ellipse 1 32 4.0 2.4 .5

41 Pointed Vertical None S.73 9.90 2.20 3.29 8.80 1.85 9.90 3.67 1.97,
Ellipsoid kJ Ellipse rpt. 2.4

1.57 4.70 11.00 2.35 '

1.10 6.69 14.83 3.29

13.50 2.20 3.29 8.80 1.65 13.50 5.00I Horizontal iS$i~ _ ~ ___

4..2.0.11.9.9-318
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TABLE 4.2.1.1-C (CONTO)

NosaBdy Aftetbady Sb 18 h p c IN
Re ho Cross Section Izsaecio Is n)(n) '--i. i.) O. i. i. qi

42 Wedge C= Rectangle None 2.80 18.32 as 2.24 1.25 6.9 10.63 18.32 10.95 2.01

E]4.82 1 2.15 8.78 1.08 8.35

3.30 3.85 0.88 9.46 0.4 9.95

4.81 1.25 10.20 0.63 8.35

6.35 1.65 11.00 0.83 7.27

4.82 5.84 0.88 12.72 O." 8.34

6.85 1 1.25 13.46 0.63 7.00

Rectangl 2.66 2.15 6.80 10.22 11.18

26.34 I 16.13

3.59 2.87 8.613.95

43 CoiclModifiead Modified
DcBilSemiel~lpe Sernialelil~e 1.73 17.25 0.584 2.94 1.00 of 7.12 23.3 3.0

16.95 0.576 6.93 22.9

I2.33 1 . J 19.7
1.73 1 0,569 4 22.9

Cncl102.0 198.1 0.526 21.49 5.52 . 64.6 347 3.05

Conical Semicircle SemricIrcle m .507 .803143 1.
Upper Sur o n Rectangle on Rectangl 0650 8.80 0p.7507 6101143 1. 866

Cylindrical 11.06 1.501 4.181 8.3Upper Su _ _ _ _ __ _- - - - _

Sb maximum crousoectlan ame p Woy cram-aection perimetert

1* body lenogth c distance from body crowusmcton (max)
cantroid to bottom of section

loaction of moment reference
tfr boynw(body Wgh)now length

w body wauomection bredt

h body crous-esctlan he@gh fN equivasuvlent finenasa ratio d -qi

where d .qi 'o--
eq~lY 0.854
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4.2.1.2 BODY LIFT IN THE NONLINEAR ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE

Potential-flow theory shows that the lift on a body is a linear function of angle of attack and is
proportional to the body base area. In particular, the lift on a closed body is zero. Slender-body
theory also shows that the lift of an inclined body is independent of Mach number from low
subsonic to supersonic Mach numbers.

The prediction of body-lift characteristics using potential-flow theory is necessarily limited to those
cases where negligible viscous flow separation occurs, i.e., low angles of attack. Divergence between
test data and potential-flow predictions can occur at very low angles of attack. Thus, to eliminate
the potential-flow-theory angle-of-attack limitation requires consideration of the viscous flow
separation effects.

Experimentally, the flow separates over the leeward side of the body, and the normal force
increases nonlinearly with angle of attack. A pair of standing body vortices originate near the nose
and increase in strength along the length of the body. A cross section of the flow is very similar to
the two-dimensional flow about an infinite cylinder with laminar separation. That is, the flow
separates in the region of the lateral meridians of the body rather than at points closer to the top
meridian, as in turbulent separation. This effect is further accentuated by shocklets that appear (at
subsonic speeds) near the maximum half-breadth at about M - 0.4 and fix the boundary-layer
separation. For these reasons a cross-flow drag coefficient for laminar-boundary-layer conditions is
used to evaluate viscous cross-flow forces for body lift even though the actual boundary layer is
usually turbulent.

Several metthods have been developed that assume that the normal forces acting on bodies of
revolution at angles of attack can be represented by the linear combination of potential-flow and
viscous cross-flow contributions. The lift-curve slope at zero angle of attack is used for the
potential-flow term. Some form of cylinder cross-flow drag is used to evaluate viscous cross-flow
lift. The methods differ mainly in their treatment of the nonlinear cross-flow term. Some of the
better known methods for subsonic and supersonic analyses are discussed below.

In Reference I Allen and Perkins assume that the viscous contribution at each station along the
body is equal to the steady-state drag of a section of an infinite cylinder placed normal to the flow
with velocity V sin ca. This method is accurate to within ± 10 percent for high fineness-ratio bodies
(fineness ratios of approximately 20 or greater). However, the accuracy of the method deteriorates
as fineness ratio is decreased.

Kelly, in Reference 2. presents a method that is a refinement of that presented in Reference 1.
Kelly uses the hybrid theory of Van Dyke (Reference 3), with a correction for boundary-layer
displacement thickness for the potential-flow contribution. For the viscous term, the unsteady
cross-flow drag of a cylinder started impulsively from rest is used instead of the steady-state value.
This method is limited to cross-flow Mach numbers less than 0.4 and to values of' the parameter
2ftana c< 9.

The method of Reference 4 assumes that viscous cross-flow effects occur only on the cylindrical
afterbody.

These methods are approximate, however, and each gives accurate answers over a limited range of
test conditions. None of them is valid for all conditions.

4.2.1.2-1



A. SUBSONIC

Three methods are presented for predicting body lift. The first method, taken from Reference 5,
applies only to bodies of revolution and is rather general in its application. It is based on the
assumption that the flow is potential over the forward part of the body and has no viscous
contribution in this region. On the aft part of the body, the flow is assumed to be entirely viscous,
with lift arising solely from cross-flow drag.

The second method applies to bodies of elliptical cross section and bodies of revolution. This
method is based on the concept of vortex lift for sharp delta wings as presented in Reference 6. The
method as presented herein has been extended to include a set of empirical curves designed to
estimate the angle of attack where the onset of vortex lift begins. This modification to the theory is
necessary, since the onset of vortex lift for thick bodies does not correspond to that for flat-plate
wings, i.e,, zero angle of attack. The experimental data used in the correlation are presented in
References 7 through 11.

The third method is, in principle, the most general in application, but can be substantiated the least

by test data. This method, presented in Reference 12 by Jorgensen, applies to bodies of arbitrary
cross section and angles of attack from 0 to 1800 in the Mach-number rarge from 0 to 7. The
method is based on the original proposal of Allen (Reference 1), that the cross flow or lift
distribution over a body can be expressed as the sum of a slender-body potential term and an

- empirical viscous cross-flow term. Although the method has been extended in the literature to
include bodies with nonconstant cross sections of various types with and without lifting surfaces
and afterbodies (References 12 and 13), the lack of substantiating test data has restricted the
Datcom method to bodies with constant circular and elliptical cross sections. References are cited
to assist in analyzing other configurations. Normal-force coefficient is calculated by this method.
See Section 4.2.3.2 for calcalation of axial-force coefficient using the method of Jorgensen. The
experimental data used in the correlation are presented in References 12, 14, 15, and 16.

As noted above, all methods are applicable to bodies of revolution. It is suggested that Method 1 be
used for bodies of revolution at low angles of attack because of its general application and

sensitivity to the many possible body profile shapes. It should be noted that for those cases where
the predictions from Method I diverge from test data (approximately 120 angle of attack or
higher), they- generally tend to underpredict the lift coefficient. Conversely, the results from
Method 2 generally tend to yield estimates that exceed the test data in the high-angle-of-attack

-- range. Therefore, it is recommended that Method 3 be used in the high-angle-of-attack range.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1

The expression for the lift coefficient of a body of revolution, based on VB 2/3, taken from
Reference 5, is

(k 2 - k) 2 c S, 2 Q B
3  

773 r% r dx 4.2.1.2-aL VB 2/3 VB 2/3 Cc-

B B
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where

(k2 -k 1 ) 2 a S,
is the potential-flow contribution from Paragraph A of Section 4.2. 1. i.

ve2 /3

oa is the angle of attack in radians.

is the ratio of the drag on a finite cylinder to the drag on an infinite
cylinder, obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-35a.

r is the body radius at any longitudinal station.

cd is the steady-state cross-flow drag coefficient of a circular cylinder of
C infinite length, obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-35b.

"9£B is the body length.

The remaining terms are defined in Paragraph A of Section 4.2. 1. 1.

The lift coefficients of several bodies of revolution, calculated by the Datcom method, have been
compared with test data in Reference 5. In general, the accuracy of the method is satisfactory up to

O$ angles of attack of approximately 120.

Method 2

The expression for the lift coefficient of bodies of revolution and elliptical cross-section bodies,
based on the projected body planform area, is given by

CL =K sin acos2 a+ K, sin 2 (a-av)cos(a-av) 4.2.1.2-b

where

Kp is the potential-flow lift parameter, obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-36a as a function of
body aspect ratio.

KV is the viscous-flow lift parameter, obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-36b as a function of b6dy

aspect ratio.

a is the body angle of attack.

a• is the angle of attack where the onset of vortex lift begins, obtained from
Figure 4.2.1.2-37 as a function of body fineness ratio and thickness ratio.

% When a, > a the viscous-lifL contribution (second term) of Equation 4.2.1.2-b is not
considered; i.e., it is zero. Thus the second term is considered only for those cases whcreae - a yields a positive value.

4.2.1.2-3
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The test data used to generate Figure 4.2.1.2-37 were limited to Mach numbers less than 0.6.
Therefore it is advisable that Equation 4.2.1.2-b be applied to Mach numbers ess than 0.6. For
higher Mach numbers the user is referred to the parametric test data contained in References 8
through 11.

A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method is presented in Table 4.2.1.2-A. It
should be noted that these test data and all other available test data were used in the development
of the empirical curves, which estimate the angle of attack where the onset of vortex lift begins.

In general, the accuracy of the method was found to be satisfactory up to angles of attack of
approximately 200.

For those noncircular cross-section bodies that cannot be analyzed by this method, the user is
referred to the summary of available test data on bodies of noncircular cross section at subsonic
speeds presented in Table 4.2.1.1-A.

Method 3

"The normal-force coefficient* for bodies with circular and elliptical cross sections, based on
"cross-sectional reference are2 S, is given by

•;• CN ( ) sin 2a' o + CN Cd-sin2a) 4.2.1.2-c

SB N

where

N_• is the ratio of the normal-force coefficient for the body of noncircular cross
N c. section to that for the equivalent body of circular cross section (same

S- s cross-sectional area) as determined by slender-body theory. For circular cross
"sections this ratio is one. For elliptical cross sections this ratio is given by

C CN\ ab
NC ) a cos2 + - sin2' 4.2.1 .2-d,,',-, b a" :

15B

where

a is the major axis of the elliptical cross section.

b is the minor axis of the elliptical cross section.

' is the angle of bank of the body about its longitudinal axis; = 0
"with ihe major axis horizontal, and 0 = 900 with the minor axis
horizontal.

*The body lift can be determined by CaC CN cos a + CX sin a where C× is obtarined from Section 4.2.3.2.

4.2.1.2-4
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Sb is tile body base area.

S is the cross-sectional reference area of the cylindrical portion of thy" body (can
be arbitrarily selected).

* .- U a is an incidence angle defined as a' = a for 0 < Q • 902 and a' 1 800 - ae for

900 •a o 1800.

is the ratio of the normal-force coefficient for the body of noncircular cross
Cen section to that for the equivalent body of circular cross section (same-NT cross-sectional area) as determined by Newtonian impact theory. For circular

cross sections this ratio is one. For elliptical cross sections this ratio is described
below.

When the major axis (a) is perpendicular to the cross-flow velocity,

tN) 3 a I(-b~ I Jc )

41-

• 
a2

: 4.2.1.2- c

When the minor axis (b) is perpendicular to the cross-flow velocity,

t) _ /tan- (3 b2 '2 _
-- NT (2b2

"4.2.1.2-f

where a and b are as defined above.

is the cross-flow dratg proportionality factor, obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-35a
as a function of body fineness ratio.

"cd is the cross-flow drag coefficient of the cylindrical section, obtained from
.. Figure 4.2.1.2-35b as a function of cross-flow Mach number MCI where Me = M

sin ax.

PS is the body planform area. In applying the method to bodies with elliptical
cross section, the term S in Equation 4.2.1.2-; is based on an equivalent body

pof revolution with the same cross-sectional area.

"Reference 1 2 discusses methods of computing CN for bodies with noncircular and nonelliptical cross
sections. Reference 13 treats the general case of axially varying cross-sectional shape and bodies
with lifting surfaces. However, since substantiating data for these methods are lhi'king, they have
"been omitted from the Datccm.

a 4.2.1.21-5



It is noted in Reference 12 that the cross-flow drag coefficient Cd c may be reduced dramatically
under the simultaneous conditions of M < 0.4 and R2 sin a > 105 (R2 is Reynolds number based
on diameter). These conditions have only recently been analyzed in detail and have not been
included in the Datcom method because of considerable uncertainty in the magnitude and trend of
the effects. For more detailed information regarding these effects, the user should refer to
Reference 12.

Although the method is applicable up to a = 1800, no test verification has been obtained for a >
600 at subsonic speeds. Table 4.2.1.2-B presents substantiation data taken at two Mach numbers.
The calculated values for CN tend to underestimate the test values at high a's. The method is
probably less accurate as transonic speeds are approached (M > 0.9). It is further recommended that
Methods I and 2 be used at the low angles of attack whenever possible, since the accuracies of these

IN methods are better substantiated at low a's.

Sample Problems

Method 1

Given: An ogive-cylinder-boattail body of revolution of Reference 20. This is the body of the

sample problem of Paragraph A of Section 4.2.1.1.

Body Characteristics:

d = 50in. = 26.25 in. kc 23.77 in. R 13.45 in.

S-db 3.30 in. e= 63.47 in. f RB/d 12.7

(k2 -k 1 ) 0.960

.. ?iVB 2/1 0.660 sq ft
(Sample Problem, Paragraph A, Section 4.2.1. 1)

x0 50.34 in.

So) =,34 sq ft

Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.80 a = 40, 80, 120, 160, 200

Compute:

(k2 - k 1) 2 a So (0.960) (2) a (0. 134)
S__ =_ = _- 0.390 a

VB 2/ 3  0.660

b- 4.2.1.2-6



V%,

Cd f(Mc); MC M sina•

M. varies from 0.80 sin 40 to 0.80 sin 200; 0.056 < Mc < 0.274

c4c 1.20 (constant) (Figure 4.2.1.2-35b)

0.710 (Figure4.2.1.2-35a)

QB I63.47
I 7 r c. dx (0.710) (r) (1.20) dx

o f50.34

(0.710) 2 )(1,20) (63.47-- 50.34)

= 23.10sqin. 0.160sqft

Solution:

(k 2 - k,) 2aSo 2oa2  (2 B

CL + = rre, dx (Equation 4.2.1.2-a)
v8 2/3 v J2/ x 0

= 0.390 a + 2 (0160)
0.660

= 0.390 a + 0.485 a2

CL

(based on V.2/3)
(ueg) (rad) Eq. 4.2.1.2-a

4 0.0698 0.0296

8 0.1396 0.0639

"12 0.2094 0.1030

16 0.2792 0.1467

20 0.3490 0.1954

The calculated results are compared with test values in Sketch (a).

4.2.1.2-7



.6.-
o Test points

-Calculated--

.4-

CL

U .2-

0-
0 4 812 1620

ANGLE OF An1ACK,oz (deg)

SKETCH (a)

Method 2

~ Given. The Model A elliptical cross-section body of Reference 11.

* 2.121 in.

14.077 in.0.7in

PLANFORM

S =29.857 in. 2  A =0.602 S 4.12 i.

M M0.60 Rý 1.4 x 106

S 4.2.1.2-8



Compute:

dequiv = 2

= 2/(0,707)(2.121)

= 2.45

B 14.077f 5.. 574
dequiv 2.45

a 2.121 3- -- - 3.0
b 0.707

Kp = 0.85 (Figure 4.2.1.2-36a)

KV = 3.14 (Figure 4.2.1.2-36b)

o = 4.30 (Figure 4.2.1.2-37)

Solution:

CL = K sin a cos2 a + Kv sin 2 (a - av) cos (a- C) (Equation 4.2.1.2-b)

a Kp sin a cos
2

a K. sin2 (a - v) cos (of - 0tv) CL

(deg) (Potential component) (Vortex component) (D+
0 0 0 0

2 0.0296 0 0,0296

4 0.0590 0 0.0590

6 0.0879 0,0028 0.0907

"8 0,1160 0.0131 0.1291

10 0.1432 0.0308 0,1740

12 0.1691 0.0559 0.2250

14 0.1936 0.0879 0.2816

16 0.2165 0.1265 0.3430

18 0.2376 0.1712 0.4088

20 0.2567 0.2215 0.4782

The calculated values are compared with test values fromn Reference I 1 in Sketch (b).

4.2.1.2-9
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6 OT Test values

- Calculated

0

64-

CL

.2 -

0- - -" - -- -

0 4 8 12 16 20 24

ANGLE OF ATTACK, c (d-g)

SKETCH (b)

S Method 3

Given: Elliptical cross-sectional body with tangent ogive nose of Reference 15.

IB

b/2
a/2 •-- CROSS-FLOW

Sa/2 T VELOCITY

S= 900 ) = 0

Body Characteristics:

a 4.667 cm QB 66.0 cm Sp = 392.466 cm2

2

b
b 2.333 cm Q 19.8 cm
2

4.2.1.2-10



Additional Characteristics:

a-50 0 M 0.6 RV 6.5 X105 (based on diameter)

and the major axis (a) is perpendicular to cross-flow velocity.

C31opute;

7. :-,= a =500

irab
S -- = 7r(4.667)(2.333) = 34.206 cm 2

4

Sb S 34.206 cm2

=dequiv =f2 = 6.6 cm

Slender-body potential-theory term

•_Sb si 2 'a 34.206
Ssin 2a' cos- (0.9848)(0.9063) 0.8925S 2 34.206

Viscous cross-flow term

2 B 66.0
f=-=- = 10

d 6.6

l= 0.685 (Figure 4.2.1.2-35a)

MC= M sin a = 0.6 (0.7660) = 0.46

Cd = 1.32 (Figure 4.2.1.2-35b)

SP 2 392.466(06)2=.9
ncdc -jsin a (0.685)(1.32) (0.766)2 6.09'?d 34.20-----

Ratios for noncircular cross section

C(' )s sin (Equation 4.2.1.2-d)

4.667 2.333

2.333 4.667

= 2.0
4.2.1.2-11



- N 3 -- Y .t,- -2 /;a 2 a 2 +

log 2

N"I I a- -

(Equation 4.2.1 .2-e

- __ I _____--)
/4.3,3 (2.333)/4.6(72

-2 2.!3 3 ( .332 1/2

[.7 34.667-2

log, 1 + + l
2.333 + 466 2- -- 33

,- 44/] 2.3667

2.121 f0.3849 log, 3.732 + 1.3331

- .121 1-0.38.P> '.3169)+ 1.3331

= 1.752

Solution:

* ~CN (N~)S (d si'P oK ~ ~ c sra (Equation 4.2.1 .2-c)

2.0 (0.8925) + 1.752 (6.09)

12.45 (haseJ on body cross-sectional reference area, S)

Additional ,,alues have been tabulated below:

M (Neg_ _cN

0.6 10 1.2

0.6 20 3.2
0.6 0 5.9

0.6 40 90

0.6 50 12.5

0.6 60 16.8

The calculated results of th,L sample problem ate compared to test values from Reference 15 in

Sketch (c).

4.2.1.2-!,2
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r

20 -
2 Test points

- Calculated 0

16I

CN -

82 - - --

0 -------

1 04 0, io 20 30 40 50
ANGLE OF ATT1ACK. 01 (deg)

SKETCH (c)

1N/

b. IRANSON

At transonic Mach umbther,, the flow about body ot moderate to large angles of attack is wry
:ornplex. AnaIN ticafly. the handling ot invr'cld mixed subsonic and supersonic: flow, which interact

at thevir mutual bout)darieN, is qL1 0tV di ficLLt The presence '4 h- hody boundla r !zwer. whrich may
provide an additional miode ot* intcraction between the locally subsonic and supersonic flows.
prewents an additional complication.

4

DATCOM METHOD

Be.dusC o0 !he analytical diffi'cu lties of the problem, no method is given for estimating the tralsoni,
Jift of a body at angle of attack. It is suggested that subsonic estimates be faired into supersonic

4 result,, with experimental data for similar configurdtilPIS Used as a gujide in fairing. For bodies of'
revolution. th: reader is referred to the test data of References 17 through 21.

For elliptical cross-section bodies in the transonic speed regime, the reader is referr-'d to the
parametric test data presented in References 8 through II.

t4 4,2.1.2-13
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C. SUPERSONIC

Three methods are given for predicting body lift.The first method uses the results of the cross-flow
analysis presented in Reterence I to predict the lift on a body of revolution at angle of attack. This
result has been modified by Jorgensen in Reference 22 to include bodies of elliptical cross section,
and that modification is also presented under Method i. The cross-flow method of Reference I is
discussed at the beginning of this section.

The second approach uses hypersonic-similarity concepts that have been adapted to supersonic
speeds. The hypersonic-similarity parameters are extended to supersonic Mach numbers by
replacing M by 0 in the hypersonic parameters (Reference 23). Test data for a wide range of cone
cylinders for Mach numbers between 1.57 and 4.24 are used ir. Reference 24 to derive supersonic
design charts based on these modified hypersonic-similarity parameters. These charts are presented
in this section. They have been slightly modified at the upper limit of their range to make them
consistent with the hypersonic charts presented in Paragraph D. These charts can be used for
pointed noses other than cones with only small losses in accuracy.

The third method is an improvement on Method I developed by Jorgensen in Reference 12. This
method calculates the normal-force coefficient up to angles of attack of 1800 on bodies with
circular and elliptic cross sections. The method is identical to that presented as Method 3 in
Parag;aph A of this section. It is recommended that this method b used at high angles of attack
whenever the first two methods are not applicable

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

'fi-e method presented for predicting the lift of a body of revolution at angle of attack is that of
Allen and Perkins, in Reference I. The lift of bodies of elliptical cross section is that of Reference I
as modified by Jorgensen in Reference 22.

The lift coefficient of a body of revolution,, based on body base area, is

Sp
CL r 2a + cd S' a 2  4 .2.1.2-g

-* where

a is the angle of attack in radians.

Cd is the cross-flow drag coefficient, obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-35b.

SP is the bud/ planform area.

Sb is the body base area.

4.2.1.2-14



The supersonic lift coefficient at angle of attack of a body having an elliptical cross section, based
on body base area, is

(CL)/ cos +-a sin2 *JCL 4.2.1.2-h

where

a is the major axis of the elliptical cross section.

b is the minor axis of the elliptical cross section.

0 is the angle of bank of the body about its longitudinal axis; ¢ 0 with the major axis
horizontal and = 900 with the minor axis horizontal.

CL is the lift coefficient of a body of revolution having the same cross-sectional area
distribution along its axis as the elliptical-cross-section body of interest. It is given by
Equation 4.2.1. 2-g.

The Datcom method has been used to calculate the variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack
for the bodies of elliptic cross section of Reference 22 and the bodies of revolution of References I,

* QI22, and 25 through 28. Although the nose shapes of most of the configurations analyzed were
tangent ogives, a few bodies of revolution had conical or hemispherical noses. All tile afterbodics
were straight (no boattai! or flare). In general, the calculated results agree well with test data,
particularly fur angles of attack up to approximately 100. The comparison of calculated and test
values for the sample problems at the conclusion of Paragraph C of this section is indicative of the
degree of accuracy of this method.

Method 2

A The alternate method uses hypersonic-similarity parameters that have been adapted to supersonic
speeds by the method of Reference 23. The variation of normal-force coefficient with angle of
attack for pointed or nearly pointed bodies of revolution is estimated by using Figures 4.2 1.2-3 8 a
through -38d, where 0 = /!MTT-1!. The normal-force coefficient presented in these design charts is
referred to the base area of the configurations.

With the exception of bodies with elliptical cross sections there are no methods for predicting the
lift on bodies of noncircular cross section at supersonic speeds. A summary of available test data on
bodies of noncircular cross section at supersonic speeds is presented as Table 4.2.1.1-C. It is of
interest to note that in Reference 22 (Reference 37 of Table 4.2. 1. I-C) the effect of cross-sectional
shape on body aerodynamics has been assessed for bodies with circular, elliptic, square, and
triangular cross sections. The results for bodies with noncircular cross sections have been compared
with results for bodies of revolution having the same axial distribution of cross-sectional area. Data
taken from Reference 22 are presented in Sketch (d), which shows the experimental ratio of the lift
of bodies with square and triangular cross sections to the lift of the body of revolution having the
same axial distribution of cross-sectional area as a function of angle of attack and Mach number.

4 4.2.1.2-15



These data show that at certain angles of bank, noncircular bodies develop considerably more lift

than their equivalent bodies of revolution at a given angle of attack. The data of Reference 22 also

show that the ratio of lift coefficient for a body of elliptic cross section to that for an equivalent
body of revolution is practically constant with change in both angle of attack and Mach number,

and that the ratio is given closely by slender-body theory. The slender-body-theory result for the

ratio of potential-flow lift for an elliptic body to that for an equivalent body of revolution is the
ab 1

bracketed term in Equation 4.2.1.2-h, i.e., cos2q+aSin 2 o . No such simple correlation is
ab a

available for other bodies of noncircular cross section.

M = 1.98

" (2- I -- _z

b

0'

M = 3.88

C11 • •*

S L- I z11
0 4 8 12 16 20

ANGLE OF ATTACK,a (deg)

'0 SKETCH (d)

Method 3

The method of Jorgensen for bodies of revolution and bodies with elliptical cross sections.

dtscribed in Method 3 of Paragraph A of this section, is also applicable throughout the supersonic
"- speed regime up to M = 7. The method is applicable for angles of attack from 0 to 1800.

The cross-flow drag proportionality factor q in Equation 4.2.1.'-c is equal to 1.0 for M ý 1.0.

Comparisons of calculated and test values of C are presented in Table 4.2.1.2-C for bodies with

S circular and elliptical cross sections and various nose shapes. The method is intended primarily for
the high-angle-of-attack analysis, and it is recommended that either Dalcom Method I or 2 be used
at low angles of attack.
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Sample Problems

I. Method I

Given: An ogive-cyl'nder body of Reference 22

[-IN 
e

Body Characteristics:

2"N kA B7N - = 3.0 -. 0 f - =10.0
.. A d d

d 1.40 in. S1, 17 .66 sq in. Sb 1.539 sq in.

Sp St = 11.47

Additional Characteristics:

! Q1 M = 1,98 a 40,80, 120, 160. 200

Compute:

Cd = f(aM) (Figure 4.2. 1.2-35b) (See calculation table below.)

!
Solution:

SS. C, 2a + Cd -_ Pa2 (Equation 4.2.1.2-g) (based on dcSbb)

02

M a a2  
M C 2a C CL

C cS Eq. 4.2.1.2 -g
(de) (rad) (tad2 I M sin a Fig. 4.2.1.2.35b 2 (5 011.47) (D

4 0.0698 0.00487 0,138 1.20 0.1396 0.0670 0.2066

8 0.1306 0.01949 0,276 1.208 0.2792 0.2700 0.5492
12 0.2094 0.04385 0.412 1.275 0.4188 0.6410 :.0598
16 0.2792 0.07795 0.546 1.41 0.5584 1.2600 1.8184
20 0.3490 0.12180 0.677 1.62 0.6980 2.2620 2.9600
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2. Method 1

Given: A body of Reference 22 having an elliptical cross section and the same axial distribution of
cross-sectional area as the body of revolution of Sample Problem 1.

Body Characteristics:

a 1.98 in. b = 0.99 in. a/b = 2.0 0

Additional Characteristics:

M- 1.98 ci 40, 80, 120, 160, 200

Compu te:

CL vsa for a body of revolution having the same cross-sectional area distribution. (from Sample

Problem 1) "

Solution:

(CL) a/b cos 2  + - sir,2 € C. (Equation 4.2.1.2-h) (based on S)

[(2.0)(1.0)+01 CL = 2 .0CL

a CL (CL)

(dog) S,•pk Probk,,n 1 Eq. 4.2.1.2 -h

4 0.207 0.414

8 0.549 1.098

12 1.0 2.120

16 1.818 3.636

20 2.960 5.920

The calculated results of Sample Problems I and 2 are compared with test values from Reference 22
in Sketch (e).
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* .6 -
0 Test points

-Calculated

CL
ELLIPTIC CROSS

i ~SECTION "

::" .':'!' CIRCULAR y

0 16 20 24

ANGLE OF ATTACK,a (deg)

SKETCH (e)

3. Method 3

flRefer to Sample Problem 3 in Paragraph A of this section for an example of the application of the

method.

D. HYFERSONIC

Three methods are presented for estimating forces on bodies of revolution at hypersonic speeds.

One is the hypersonic-similarity method. Another is the Newtonian impact theory and its

"modifications, discussed in Paragraph D of Section 4.2.1.1. A third method is the method of

Jorgensen presented in Paragraphs A and C of this section.

The first method presented in this section is based on hypersonic similarity with Newtonian-theory
modifications. Data from References 23 and 29 through 32 have been correlated by means of the

'U hypersonic-similarity parameters and the results extc:-ded to high Mach nu:abers by means of
"Newtonian theory.These data are limited to pointed, unflared bodies.

The incremental normal-force coefficient due to s'ierical nose blunting of cones has been

calculated by using Newtonian theory. The calculations assume that pressures aft of the intersection
r - of the sphere and the cone are not affected by the blunt nose.

Increments in normal forces due to the addition of flares on cylindrical bodies have also been
"calculated or. the basis of Newtonian flow. Caution should be used in using body flares, however,

* because they can cause flow separation due to the pressure rise across the shock wave at the
beginning of the flare. These separated flows can be unsteady and can cause large losses in lift and
momen- effectiveness. The conditions that aggravate boundary-layer separation tendencies are large

:- flare angles, lower Mach numbers, high Reynolds number (for a given laminar or turbulent
* .condition), and high wall temperatures. Corner radii or filleting can greatly alleviate this problem.

Reference 33 gives some idea of the magnitude of these effects.

4.2.1.2-19
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The second method is based on Newtonian impact theory. Design charts, taken from Reference 34,
are presented for estimating the normal-force characteristics of arbitrary bodies of revolution. These
charts are applicable to angles of attack tip to 900.

"The third method is the method given by Jorgensen in Reference 12, and presented as Method 3 of
Paragraphs A and C of this section. This method calculates the normal-force coefficient up to angles
of attack of 1800 on bodies with circular and elliptical cross sections. It is recommended that this
method be used at high angles of attack whenever the first two methods are not applicable.

DATCOM METHODS

U Method l

"The normal-force coefficient for a body composed of a circular cone-cylinder with or without a
blunted nose and/or a flared skirt, based on the body base area, is

C N -- + ("C 4.2.1. 2-i
cylinder \db) (7N b

S( where

Sco e is the norm al-force coefficient of a circular cone-cylinder, based on the cylinder

cylinde: base area. This parameter is obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-40.

"(ACN)I is the increment in normal-force coefficient due to blunting the nose of the
/N .cone, based on the base area of the spherical nose segment. This parameter is

obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-42a.
is the increment in normal-force coefficient due to the addition of a flared

body of revolution at the end of a semi-infinite cylindrical body, based on the

base atea of the flared body. This parameter is obtained from Figure
4.2.1.2-42b.

dcyi is the diameter of the cylinder.

d is the diameter of the spherical nose segment. (See Figure 4.2. 1.2-42a.)

"db is the body base diameter.

Method 2

The expression for the normal-force coefficient of an arbitrary body of revolution, based on the
body base area, taken from Reference 34, is

KQif K0 d$ d 4.2.1.2-j
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where

K 2, according to Newtonian theory, which corresponds to M, = and y= 1.0. This value
does not account for either Mach number or -y variations, but tor pointed bodies withattached shocks it gives results of acceptable accuracy. For blunt bodies the actual value

of the stagnation-point pressure coefficient may be used for K:

K C - 4.2.1.2-kCPstag 3+ + 3' M 2

VB is the body length.

R is the reference radius (radius of the base).

r is the local radius at any body station.

K0  is a pressure-surface-slope integral factor obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-43 as a functioh
of angle of attack and the surface slope 0 of the body of revolution.

The following steps outline the calculation procedure:

Step 1. From the equation of the body of revolution obtain the expression for the surface
slope using the relation

0 tan 1 (dr

where 0, dr, and dx are illustrated in Sketch (f).

•+ i

x 0 k ý-dx

ELEMENT OF SURFACE DETAIL

SKETCH (f)

Step 2. Compute the values of r/R and 0 at various longitudinal stations x/QB
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Step 3. For varioas x/2, enter Figure 4.2.1.2-43 with the corresponding 0 from Step 2 and
obtain K. at the desired angle of attack.

r
Step 4. Plot the product K0 - versus x/Q.

Step 5. Obtain CN by integrating the area under the curve described in Step 4 and multiply-
K VBl

ing that value by
7r R

""• Method 3

This method is identical to Method 3 presented in Paragraphs A and C of this section. The method
is applicable to angles of attack from 0 to 1800 and Mach numbers up to 7. The method has been
partially substantiated by test data from Reference 16 in Table 4.2.1.2-C.

The method shows reasonable agreement with test data at hypersonic speeds in the low-angle-of-
attack range. Because of the scarcity of substantiating test data, caution should be used when
applying the method at higher angles of attack (a > 250).

Sample Probiems

1. Method I

Given: Configuration 5115 of Reference 35, consisting of a cone-cylinder-frustum body with a
spherical nose. This is the configuration of the sample problem in Paragraph D of Section
4.2.1.1.

IN • "AA

-1N

ii N = 1.45 ft £A 1.20ft d =O0.62 ft d~y1  l .2Oft db = 1.268 ft

. N=22.50 0. 50 M =4.04;43 = 3.91

*Q 4.2.1.2-22
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Compute:

A, 1.20
fA - - - 1.00

"",A d 1,20"Z, •.,', d yl

-- • 1.45
-- 1.21""S dcy 1.20

Sf/fN= 1.00/1.21 0.83

lN 3.91/1.21 3.23

(d/db) 2 = (0.62/1i368)2 0.205

(dcyl/db) 2 = (1.20/1.368)2 0.769

I- (dcyl/db )2 = 0.231

Solution:

CN = (CN):Ar d \, + ) •+)N (TdCN)• (Equation 4.2.1,2-i)

""cn ( bCN )F"

(ACN)N) 

FAN

•, cy i nde cylinder4 (A )B &C ) (based on S)

(deg) (deg) interpolated [f(/t3.91)1 (0.769) Fig. 4.2.1.2-42a @(0.205) Fig.4.2.1.2.42b Q(O.231, (D0@+@

0 ........ 0
10 39.1 1.5 0,295 -0.435 -0.0892 0.40 0.092 0.298

20 78.2 3.5 0.688 --0.820 -0.168 0.92 0.212 0.732

30 117.3 5.4 1.062 -1.125 -0.231 1.66 0.383 1.214

S40 156.4 7.8 1.534 -1.350 -0.277 2.55 0.589 1.846
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2. Method 2

Given: A second-power body of revolution of fineness ratio 1.0.

x = r2 (equation of body) = 2.0 ft R 1.0 ftB% B

moo M 3.55 a 60 -y 1.4 0

Compute:

Determine K for a blunt-nosed body

K - [+- - T  = 1.77 (Equation 4.2.1.2-k)Y 7+1 y'+3 M 2

0 tan- tan- 1

Calculate r/R and 0 at various longitudinal stations x/V B and plot (see Sketch (g)).

1.0 T~ 0
.8- --- ------- 80

r/R'

R'' ' . I 0 (deg)

0 2 .1 .2 .3I . 4 .51 .6 - 7, .8 .... . 1.,20

Si ~ xI ,

42.1.2-24 SKETCH(g)Snn0



- Obtain values for K. from Figure 4.2.1.2-43 for various values of 0 at a 60,pr
Plot the product of K0 - versus x/V• (see Sketch (h)).Rf R

"Integrate the area under the curve of Sketch (h). K0 - d 0.135

........ ,

.12 ' 0-... .

K R

t.0

r .04

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

SKETCH (h)

Solution:

-. CN KK - d ( (Equation 4.2.1.2-j)

(1.77)(2.0)

0.152 (based on Sb

"3. Method 3

Refer to Sample Problem 3 in Paragraph A of this section for an example of the application of the
inethod.
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TABLE 4.2.1.2-A

SUBSONIC BODY LIFT

METHOD 2
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Percent
•v Error

Ref M A a/b dequiv %Bdequiv Fig. 4.2.1.2-37 d CLcaIc CLtest e(deg) ''

7 0.4 0.245 1.5 4.80 10.0 7.3 4 0.031 0.024 29.2

I8 0.061 0,063 -3.2
12 0.113 0.115 -1.7

S'V 16 0.199 0.173 15.0

0283 2.0 4.80 10,0 5.5 4 0.041 0.033 24.2

8 0.089 17 2.3

I III12 0.174 0,170 2.4
I. 111I16 0.295 0.256 15.2

S' V V 18 0.368 0,303 21.5

0.316 2.5 4.80 10.0 4.0 4 0.052 0.051 2.0

8 0.125 0.134 -6.7
II12 0.243 0.245 -0.8

V V V V16 0.399 0.367 8.7

8 0.4 0.408 1.5 4.0 5.0 12.4 4 0.192 0.20 -4.0

. .I8 0.377 0.355 6.2

12 0.549 0.58 -5.3
16 0.761 0.82 -7.2

20 1.09 1.12 -2.7

0.286 1.5 4.0 7.0 8.8 4 0.197 0,21 -6.2

8I 8I0.387 0.43 -10.0•,•1112 0.629 0.675 -6.8

"16 1.05 0.97 8.2

"20 1.63 1.46 11.6

0.786 2.0 4.0 3.0 16.3 4 0.240 0.24 0

""I aI I 8 0.472 0.45 4.9

12 0.688 0.665 3.5

07 2 4 7 6 16 0.881 0.89 -1.0

2 20 1.087 1.133 -4.10.337 2.0 4.0 7.0 6.7 4 0.257 0.285 -9.8

I8 0.513 0.555 -6.7

12 0.939 0.95 -1.2

16 1.556 1.475 5.5
S20 2.343 2.145 9.2 .'

... ,2 2
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TABLE 4.2.1.2-A (CONTD)

Percent•v Error

Ref M A alb dequwv 8/dequigv Fig.4.2.1.2-37 L e
(deg) Calc test

9 0.5 0.5656 2.0 5.0 5.0 9.1 4 0.055 0.052 5.8

8 0.108 0.103 4.9

12 0.165 0.170 -2.9

16 0.246 0.246 0

20 0.349 0.343 1.7

0.3075, 3.0 3.635 7.07 3.45 4 0.0315 0.035 -10.0

"8 0.081 0.084 -3.6S12 0.158 0159 -0.6
S16 0.259 0.256 1.2

18 0.318 0.310 2.6

10 0.4 0.350 3.0 6.0 6.93 3.53 4 0.036 0.044 -18.2

8 0.090 0.090 0

12 0.171 0.172 -0.6

0.311 4.0 6.0 8.60 1.93 4 0.036 0.030 20,0

8 0.098 0.078 25.6
12 0.186 0.170 9.4

11 0.6 1.674 3.0 2.45 2.07 12.95 4 0.137 0.125 9.6

8 8 0.269 0.250 7.6
I I12 0.392 0.380 3.2

16 0.511 0.510 0.2

20 0.643 0.675 -4.7

2.41 3.0 2.45 1.436 16.85 4 0.175 0.160 9.4

I ' 8 0.344 0.320 7.5Sm12 0.501 0.465 7.7

16 0.642 0.625 2.7

20 0.771 0.780 -1.2

Percent Error 2 e 6.9%
4 .
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TABLE 4.2.1.2-B

SUBSONIC BODY NtORMAL FORCE

METHOD 3

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

R£

(based V- Nose
Ref M on dequiv) a/b ;ELv Shape (deg) C C ACquvquiv CNcalIc CNtest CN

15 0.6 6.5 x 105 1.0 10 Ogive 10 0.6 0.5 0.1

I 20 1.7 1.4 0.3
30 3.2 237 0.5

40 5.0 4.6 0.4

50 6.9 6.4 0.5

60 5.9 8.9 0

0.9 10 0.6 0.4 0.2

20 1.7 1.5 0.2

30 3.3 3.5 -0.2

40 5.7 6.4 --0.7
50 8.4 9.8 -1.4I 60 11.1 13.4 -2.3

0.6 2.0 10 1.2 1.2 0

20 3.2 3,9 -0.7

30 5.9 7.3 -1.4

40 9.0 11.5 -2.5

50 12.5 16.7 -4.2

60 15.9 19.2 -3.3

0.9 10 1.2 1.2 0
20 3.3 4.3 -- 1.0

30 6.2 8.4 -2.2

40 10.1 14.8 0-4.

50 15.1 19.1 -4.0

S60 19.7 22.3 -2.6

0.6 0.5 10 0.3 0.1 0.2

20 0.8 0.4 0.4

30 1.6 0.8 0.8

40 2.6 1.3 1.3

50 3.5 1.5 2.0

t 60 4.5 1.2 3.3

0.9 10 0.3 0.1 0.2
20 0.9 0.5 0.4

30 1.7 1.1 0.6

I40 2.8 ?.3 0.5
SI50 4.2 5.2 -1.0

Si60 5.5 7.0 -1.5

Average Error L •=1.2

4.2.1.2-30
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TABLE 4,2.1.2-C

SUPERSONIC AND HYPERSONIC BODY NORMAL FORCE

METHOD 3

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIAT ION

(based B Nose
Ref M on dequiv) a/b dequiv Shape (deg) CNat CNtest ACN

oquiv ~calc ts

14 1.50 1.25 x 10
5  1.0 6 Blunt 35 4.5 5.0 -0.5

65 10.5 9.0 1.5

95 11.7 10.0 1.7

8 Cone 35 4.2 4.5 -0.3

65 9.7 8.5 1.2

95 10.7 8.7 2.0

125 8.6 6.2 2.4

155 2.6 2.7 -0.1

9 35 5.4 6.0 -0.6
i65 13.0 10.7 2.3

95 14.6 11.5 321

i 125 11.5 2.5 3.0
S155 3.3 7.0 -3.7

9 O11 35 6.6 7.5 -0.9

65 16.3 14.0 2.3

95 18.4 14.6 3.8

125 14.3 19.5 2.8

t 165 1.5 2.0 -0.5

9 Ogive 35 5.7 6.2 -0.5

I 65 13.8 11.5 2.3

I 95 10.5 12.0 3.5

125 12.2 9.5 2.7

- 155 3.5 3.8 -0.3

7 35 4.1 4.7 --0.6

i 65 9.4 8.4 130

95 10.4 123 2.1

"2I 95 8.4 6.0 2.4

4 155 2.6 3.0 -0.4

11 I 35 6.5 7.3 -0.8

I65 16.0 13.0 3.0
95 18.1 14.5 3.6

125 1431 10.9 302
'.-.,•,• lI155 4.0 4.5 -0.5

2.86 6 Blunt I 35 4.6 4.0 0.6

S65 9.1 8.4 0.7

95 10.3 10.0 0.3

8 35 5.8 5.4 0.4

.. ",65 12.0 1 1.0 1.0

",• "."' |85 13.6 1 2.9 0.7
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TABLE 4.2.1.2-C (CONTD)

R•

(based Q Nose

Re m on d.) a/b dequiv Shape (deg) CN CNtest AC N
quiv N~caic ts

14 2,86 1.25 x 105 1.0 7 Cone 35 4.3 3.8 0.5

65 8.4 8.0 0.4

95 9.4 9.0 0.4

125 7.3 6.0 1.3

U 155 2.8 1.7 1.1
S9 35 5,5 5.2 0.3

65 11.2 10.5 0.7

95 2,8 2.0 0.8

125 9.6 8.1 1.5
•'155 3.6 2.4 1.2

11 35 6.8 6.5 0.3
65 14.1 13.5 0.6

95 16.2 15.0 1.2

125 11.9 10.5 1.4

155 4.4 3.3 1.1

9 Ogive 35 5,8 5.5 0.3

65 12.0 11.0 1.0
95 13.7 12.6 1,1

125 10.2 9.0 1.2

155 3.8 2.6 1.2

7 35 4,2 4.0 0.2

65 8.2 7.8 0.4

95 9.2 8.4 0.8

125 7.1 5.9 1.2
155 2.8 1.1 1.1

9 35 5.4 5.4 0

65 11.0 10.5 0.5

1 95 12.5 11.6 0.9

125 9.4 8.5 0.9
' 155 3,5 2.6 0.9

11 35 6.7 6.6 0.1
I 65 13.8 13.0 0.8

95 15.9 14.5 1.4

* 125 11.8 10.4 1.4
155 4.3 3.4 0.9

16 424 54 x 105 1.0 7 Cone 4 0,16 0.22 -0.06

% 8 0.49 0.50 -0.01
12 0.94 0.85 0.09

16 1.42 1.22 0.20
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TABLE 4,2.1.2.C (CONTO)

(based Nose N

"Ref on d quv a/b deq Iv Shape (deg) C Ct ACN

16 424 5.4 x 105 1.0 7 Cone 20 1,90 1.62 0.28

24 2,39 2.05 0,34

10 4 0.20 0.26 --0.06

8 0.59 0.64 -0.05

12 1.24 1.11 0.13

16 192 1.66 0.26

20 2.57 2.30 0.27

24 3.34 3.03 0.31

5,04 2.6 x 10 5  4 0.21 0.28 -0.07

8 0.63 0.65 -0.02

12 1.23 1.06 0.17

16 1.81 1.53 0.28

20 2.45 2.08 0.37

24 3.23 2.67 0.56

7 Ogive 4 0.18 021 --0.03

8 0.49 0.46 003
12 0.93 0.78 0.15

16 1.32 1.14 0.18

6.28 1.1 x 105 Coiv 4 0.19 0.20 -0.01

8 0.I 51 0.47 0.0412 0.89 0.78 0.1 1

16 1.31 1.18 0.13

20 1.76 1.64 0.12

24 2.28 2.14 0.14

5 1.2 3.8 x 05 1.0 10 Ogive 10 0.8 0.5 0.3

20 2.3 2.0 0.3

30 5.1 4.8 0.3

,.40 9.2 8.4 0.8

50 13.0 11.1 1.9

60 16.0 14.8 1.2

1,5 10 0.7 0.5 0.2

20 2.5 2.6 --0.1

30 5.8 5.6 0.2

40 9.4 8.7 0.7

50 12.4 11.8 0.6

60 14.7 14.2 0.5

2.0 10 0.8 0.8 0

20 2.8 2.8 0

30 6.0 5.4 0.6

4.2.1.2--33
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TABLE 4.2.1.2-C (CONTD)

R•

(based 2Q Nose

Ref M ondequv) a/b dequy Shape (deg) CN Cal CNtest AC N

15 2.0 3.8 x 105 1.0 10 Ogive 40 8.6 8.2 0.4
S•50 11.0 11,0 0

60 13.3 13.0 0.3

1.2 2.0 10 1.4 1.3 0.1

20 4.3 5.2 -0.9

30 9.2 9.8 -0.6

40 16.3 15.0 1.3

50 23.0 18.8 4.2
60 28.3 21,9 6.4

1.5 10 1.4 1.7 -0.3

20 4.5 5,4 -0.9

30 10.2 10.0 0.2

40 16.8 14.7 2.1

50 22.2 19.0 3.2

60 25.9 21.2 4.7

2,0 10 1.4 1.6 -0.2

20 5.1 5.1 0

"30 10.7 9.3 1,4

40 15.4 13.4 2.0

50 19.5 17.3 2.2

60 23.4 20.4 3.0

1,2 0.5 10 0.3 0.2 0.1

I 20 1.2 0.7 0.5

30 2.6 2.2 0.4

"40 4.6 4.6 0

r 50 6.5 6.4 0.1
60 8.0 7.5 0.5

1,5 10 0.4 0.3 0.1

20 1.2 0.9 0.3

I 30 2.9 2.8 0.1

40 4.7 5,1 -0.4

I 50 6.2 6.9 --0.7

* 60 7.4 8.5 -1.1

2.0 10 0.4 0.4 0

20 1.4 1.3 0.1

30 3.0 3.0 0

40 4.4 4.7 -0.3

so50 5.6 7.4 -1.8

* 60 6.6 7.5 -0.9

Avrage Error 2 -0.94 .Sn

4.2.1.2-34
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FIGURE 4.2.1.2- 3 5a RATIO OF THE DRAG COEFFICIENT OF A CIRCULAR CYLINDER OF
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FIGURE 4 .2.1.2-36a VARIATION OF POTENTIAL-FLOW LIFT PARAMETER WITH ASPECT
RATIO FOR ELLIPTICAL CROSS-SECTION BODIES
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FIGURE 4.2.1.2-36b VARIATION OF VORTEX LIFT PARAMETER WITH ASPECT RATIO
FOR ELLIPTICAL CROSS-SECTION BODIES
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"Revised February 1972

"4.2.2 BODY PITCHING MOMENT

4.2.2.1 BODY PITCHING-MOMENT-CURVE SLOPE

" :A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented ini this section for estimating the body pitching-moment-curve slope at
angles of attack near zero. Several additional methods are presented in References I through 4 of
Section 4.2.1.1. As in the case with lift, moments acting on bodies are frequently considered in the
literature to be divisible into two contributions - one due to potential flow over the forward part
"of the body and the other due to viscous cross flow over the aft part of the body. The general
discussion of Section 4.2.1.2 on these flow conditions is directly applicable to this section.

DATCOM METHODS

The two methods presented for calculating the body pitching-moment-curve slope are distinguished
from one another in that Method 1 is applicable only to bodies in the presence of a wing flow field;
whereas Method 2 is valid only when applied to a body in undisturbed flow.

It is not feasible to present generalized design charts; however, both Equations 4.2.2. 1-a and -b canbe integrated for any arbitrary body of revolution.

Method I

PvMulthopp's method, taken from Reference 1, estimates the body pitching-moment-curve slope in
the presence of a wing flow field. This method is valid for bodies of revolution in the low subsonic
speed regime. Application of this method is practical only when test data are available for the wing
pitching-moment-curve slope of the wing-body combination. This method then allows a separate
analysis of the body effects to be made, -uabling a build-up of the wing-body pitching-moment-
curve slope based on test data for the wing contribution and on this method for the body
contribution. If no wing pitching-moment-curve-slope test data are available, the method of
Section 4.3.2.2 is recommended for estimating the wing-body pitching-moment-curve slope. The
body pitching-moment-curve slope in the presence of a wing flow field, based on the product of
wing area and wing MAC Sw Cw, is given by

1 wf2(> 1) dx (per degree) 4.2.2.1-a

CI 36.5 Sw~w f a 7

where

Sw is the wing reference area.

C-w is the wing mean aerodynamic chord.

QtB is the length of the body.

4.2.2.1-1
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wt is the average width of a given body segment (see Sketch (a)).

aeu is the rate of change of upwash with respect to angle of attack. The estimation of

O-'• varies for various fuselage segments. These definitions of -L with theiraeu
respective body segments are presented in Sketch (a). The values of - for the

body increments forward of the wing are estimated by the curves presented in
Figures 4.2.2.1-22a and -22b. The separate curve for the body increment

immediately forward of the wing is necessary because of the rapid increase of
aeuupwash in this vicinity. Both curves of i- presented in Figures 4.2.2.l-22a and

-22b are based on a wing-body lift-curve slope of 0.0785 per degiee. To correct foraeu

other values of ,CL multiply the values of u obtained from these figuresothr alus f--'•WB'

by the ratio CL) wB /0.0785. (The values of (CL.) wB should be obtained from

test data or Section 4.3.1.2 and expressed in units of per degree.) The estimation of
aeu
act for that portion of the body aft of the wing is based on the assumption of a

linear variation of downwash from the trailing edge of the exposed wing root chord
to the horizontal tail. If the methods of Section 4.4.1 are to be used for estimating

the downwash should be calculated for the trailing-edge point of the body; i.e.,

assume the horizontal-tail MAC quarter-chord point coincides with the trailing edge

of the fuselage.

Segments 1-5 uuaot from figure 4.2.2.1-22b

Segment 6 from figure 4.2.2.1-22&
Segmen 6 •aku / X1fo

Segments 7-14 1 + .- 1

~Q 4, act

xIis measured to the centroid
of the body increment

X!

SKETCH (a) . 1l
4.2.2 1-2 4 -



Method 2

The method of Reference 2 is presented for estimating the body pitching-moment-curve slope. Only
the potential-flow portion of the method of Reference 2 is applied, limiting the application of the
method to angles of attack near zero. The body pitching-moment-curve slope, based on the total
body volume VE, is given by

2i(k 2 -k~ k X) dSx
Cm 2 = V- J O ' (xm -N) dx (per radian) 4.2.2.1-b

where

(k 2 - k1 ) is the apparent mass factor developed by Munk and given in Figure 4.2.1.1-20a.

VB is the volume of the body.

xo is the body station where the flow ceases to be potential. It is a function of
xj, the body station where the parameter dSx/dx first reaches its maximum
negative value. The parameters x0  and x, are correlated in
Figure 4.2.1 .1-20b.

SSx is the body cross-sectional area at any body station.

xm is the longitudinal distance from the nose to the chosen moment center.

x is the location of the center of pressure of a given body segment, measured
from the nose.

In many cases it will be possible to determine the location of x1 by inspection. For cases that are
doubtful, the area distribution should be plotted and examined to determine the location where
dSxIdx first reaches its maximum negative value.

The pitching-moment-curve slopes of several bodies of revolution have been calculated by this
method and compared with test data in Reference 2. In general, the method has a fair degree of
accuracy at angles of attack near zero.

For a rapid but approximate estimation, slender-body theory can be used, which gives

ix V
Cmn = 2 + - I) (per radian) 4.2.2.1-c

QB SbRB

where C.. is based on SbOB, Sb being the base area of the body of revolution and QB the total
length of the body of revolution.

No method is available for estimating the pitching-moment-curve slope of a body of noncircular

4.2.2.1-3
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croas section. Consequently, test data must be relied upon as the basis for predicting the
pitching-moment-curve slope of such cont'igurations. A summary of available test data on bodies of
noncircular cross section at s',bsonic specds is presented as Tabic 4.2.1. I-A.

Sample Problems

_ 1. Body in the wing flow field

Given: The wing-body configuration of Reference 3

-4, / .i ,- /
-/4 /

\N

SBody Ax Wf xi

Incremnt (i.U(n)' .)

1 .07 2.7 53.0

2 6.9 45.5
;• •a7 10.3 38.5.

4 7 13.4 31.5

5 14 16.1 21.0

6 14 16.8 14.0

7 14 16.8 7.0

8 14 16.1 21.0

9 7 14.1 31.5

"10 7 12.7 38.5

"11 7 11.1 45.5

12 7 8.2 52.5

13 7 6.1 59.5

14 5.21 1.7 65.6

4.2.2.1-4



Sw = 4429 sq in. -w -39.9"7 hi. 7 0.50 (test data)
ace

Q-B£ = 170.95 in. Rh =56.26 in. 0.047 pewere(tseaa

ec = 45.67 in.

Compute:

Determine •-- at each body increment

Body xi #eu/aa (foa)rrect
-and ( " t

Incriment Cr Cr. Figue 4.2.2.1-226. -22b (0.047)10.0785

1 1.16 0.14 0.084

2 1.00 0.18 0.108

3 0.84 0.22 0.132

4 0.69 0.27 0.162

5 0.46 0.37 0.222

6 0.31 1.95 1.168

Body -l aeu1
Increment n 1.0

7 0.124 0.062 --0.928

8 0.373 0.187 -0A13

"9 0.550 0.280 -0.720

10 0.684 0.342 -0.658

11 0.800 0.404 --0.696

12 0.933 0.467 -0.533

13 1.058 0.529 -0.471

14 1.166 0.5683 -0.417

4.2.2.1-5



Evaluate f f2  + 1) dx

Bodywt2 lieu 2/Seu

a+1 Ax w2(- +1 Ax,. avm u., (in.' Jim(. )(: )( (

1 7.29 1.064 8.07 63.77

2 47.6 1.108 7.0 369.19

3 106.1 1.132 7.0 840.74

4 179.6 1.162 7.0 1460.87

5 259.2 1.222 14.0 4434.39

6 282.2 2.168 14.0 866.33

7 262.2 0.062 14.0 244.95

8 250.2 0.187 14.0 678.56

9 196.8 0.280 7.0 303.65

10 161.3 0.342 7.0 386.15

11 123.2 0.404 7.0 346.41

12 67.2 0.467 7.0 219.08

13 26.0 0.629 7.0 66.29

14 2.8D 0.583 5.21 8.73

? w•W2  + l).x = 18,106.78 cu. in.

Solution:

W~ e
C 36.5e w2 ( + 1) dx (Equation 4.2.2.1-a)

18,106.781,0 8 0.00280 per degree
(36.5X4429X39.97)

No test data are available for the body in the presence of the wing flow field.

4.2.2.1-6
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2. Potential Flow

"Given: The 3/4-power body of revolution of Reference 12.

%114

r =0.25511 - (I - = 5.036 ft d 0.5l0ft

Vq = 0.687cuft f R £/d 9.87 xm 3.54ft M 0.40

Compute:

Determine x,

The body station where dS,/dx first reaches a maximum negative value can be
determined by inspection; however, the area distribution is plotted to illustrate the

determination of x,.

=3

. j.2 -

xS- - --- "__.--- - - --

0 o 2 3 4 5 6
x (ft)

Cross-Sectional Area Distribution

4.2.2.1-7



r -

x, = 5.036 ft

xAB = 5.036/5.036 1.0

xo/IB 0.905 (figure 4.2.1.1-" . . I

x, = (0.905) (5.036) = 4.558 ft

(k2 - ki) 0.937 (figure 4.2.1.1-20a)

2(k 2 - ki) 2(0.937)

- 2.728VB 0.687

x dS

dx
Evl.re --j (x -ý dx •-{a )

Station r Sx d~Ax Xx* ixm - x) x-X)A

(fit) (ft) (fit2ý (tt2) (ft) t) ) ft3)

0 0 0
0.0317 0.333 3.21 0.102

0.5 .15 0.03170.0468 0,3/9 2.77 0.130 * )

1.C 0.1581 0.0785 0.0376 1.260 2.28 0.066
1.5 0.1922 0.1161

0.0472 1 1.756 1,78 0.084
2.0 0.2280 0.1633 0..' .027•0 2.253 1.29 0,0340

P 2.5 0.2461 0.1903
3. 0.0127 2.751 0.79 0.0100

-.0.0016 3.250 0.29 -0.00040
"3.5 0.2532 0.2014
.0208-0.0166 3.748 -0.21 0.0035

L..4.0 0.2425 0.1848

-0.0327 4.275 -0.74 0.0242
x 4.56 0.2200 0.1521

7L -
xo dSx

Ir..-- (xm -x) Ax 0.474cuft

v -=

Solution: x°

LC 2(k2  k, d-- (x -x) dx (equation 4.2.2.1-b)

(2.728) (0.474)

= .293 per rad (based on VD)

This compares with a test value of 1.369 per radian from reference 12.

O- WX It-lken at the c r of volumre of each body negent.

4.22.1-8



3. Slender-Body Theory

Given: The same configuration as sample problem 2.

xm = 3.54 ft is 5.036ft V3 = 0.687cuft Sb = 0.1103sqft

Compute:

Xm/kI - 3.54/5.036 = 0.7029

V), 0.687S-- 0 7 = 1.237

* Sb'D (0.1103) (5.036)

Solution:

= 2( t* - I (equation 4.2.2.1-c)M&o (As Sbf 3

=- 2(0.7029 + 1.237.- 1)

= 1.880 per rad (based on Sb)

= 1.52 per rad (based on V.)

B. TRANSONIC

SSlender-body theory states that body force and moment charactpristics are not functions of Mach number.
Experimental data verify this result (references 4, 5, and 6). Any differences in the subsonic value
of Cm, obtained from paragraph A and the supersonic value of Cna obtained from paragraph C should

be faired out smoothly in the transonic range. Experimental data should be used, when available, as a guide
in fairing in the transonic range.

Transonic test data on bodies of noncircular cross section are available in references 25, 26, and 5 of table
4.2.1.1-A.

C. SUPERSONIC

Several theoretical methods have been developed that can be used for estimating the moment characteristics
of bodies of revolution at supersonic speeds. However, these are best applied by machine methods. Some of
these methods are discussed in paragraph C of Section 4.2.1.1.

DATCOM METHOD

An empirical method is presented, based on the data from reference 7, for ogive-cylinder and cone-cylinder
bodies at supersonic speeds. Figure 4.2,2.1-23a gives the center-of-pressure location for ogive-cylinders, and
figure 4.2.2.1-23h gives the center-of-pressure location for cone-cylinders. The moment slope, based on the

* product of the maximum frontal area and body length S131, is

Cm = (fi! -_ I") CN& (per radian) 4.2.2.1-d

where
Xm

-is the desired moment-center location in fraction of body length.
42
4.2.2.1-9



is the center-of-pressure location in fraction of body length, obtained from figure 4.2.2.1- 2 3a or
figure 4.2.2.1-2 3b, depending upon the given configuration.

CN, is the normal-force-curve slope, based on maximuim frontal area of the ogive-cylinder or
cone-cylinder body, obtained from paragraph C of Section 4.2.1.1 (figures 4.2.1.1-21a and
4.2.1.1-21 b,. respectively).

Experimental data from reference 6 indicate that the center-of-pressure location of 1/2-power bodies is
closely approximated by corresponding (same fineness ratio) ogive values. This reference also indicates that
the center-of-pressure location for 3/4-power bodis is approximately 5 percent of the body length ahead of
the corresponding cone location. Figure 4.2.2.1-23a is recommended for l/2-pow.ý bodies. For 3/4-power
bodies it is recommended that figure 4.2.2.1-23b be used with the center-of-pressure location moved
forward approximately 5 percent from the chart value.

The center-of-pressure location of a boattail at the end of a enii-infinite cylindrical body is presented in
figure 4.2.2.1-24. This chart is taken from reference 9 and is based on the results of reference 10.

The moment slope of an ogive-cylinder or cone-cylinder body with a boattail afterbody, based on the
product of the maximum frontal area and the length of the ogive-cylinder or cone-cylinder body S3BA, is
(see sketch (I,))

Cm (CmaI) + -- i-i ( I~ -- 1 CN (per radian) 4.2.2.1-e

is obtatined from equation 4.2.2.14 XmI./ is defied above, and

cybida

(X .'~b is the center-of-pressure location of the boattail in fraction of boattail length, measured aft of

lb the forward face of the boattail. This parameter is obtained from figure 4.2.2.1-24.

Ib
is the ratio of the boattail length to the length of the ogive-cylinder or cone-cylinder body.

ACNa is the increment in normal-force-curve slope, based on SB, due to the addition of a boattail
to a semi-infinite cylindrical body. This parameter is obtained from paragraph C of Section
4.2.1.1 (figure 4.2.1.1-22a).

IN ýf-- IA IbiI.R-41j i

(xM
SKETCH (hi
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°7,

The moment coefficient of a flared body of revolution is taken to be that predicted by impact theory.

The moment slope of an ogive-cylinder or cone-cylinder body with a flared afterbody, based on the product
of the maximum frontal area and length of the ogive-cylinder or cone-cylinder body ]Sf, is (see sketch

(C))

C ( ) + (per radian) 4.2.2.h1f
ma (c )ogv/o- a a1 3  - N

cyandor

where

(Cm) is obtained from equation 4.2.2.141k and

cybider

Cmna is the pitching-moment-curve slope of the flared afterbody about its own front face, based onthe product of its base area and base diameter. This parameter is obtained from figure

4.2i2.1,2 h iam

d is the diameter of the base of the flared body.

a is the diameter of the front face of the flared body.

is the length of the ogive-cylinder or cone-cylinder body.

n is the distance from the face cf the flared afterbody to the desired moment reference axis of
the configuration, positive aft.

(ACNa) is the normal-force-curve-slope increment, based on S1, due to the addition of a flared
afterbody behind a semi-infinite cylinder. This parameter is obtained from paragraph C of

Section 4.2.1.1 (figure 4.2.1.1-22b).

xFm

a 

-T

,.':-~a "x n. -••

SKETCH (C0)
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A comparison of test data with C., of ogive-cylinder and cone-cylinder bodies calculated by this method

3 presented as table 4.2.2.1-A. The ranges of body geometry and Mach number of the test data are:

Cone-Cylinder Ogive-Cylinder

0 < fA < 12 0 A <l

2.112 < fN < 12 1.5 < fN < 7

0 < fA/f < 2.5 o < < 2.5

1.5 < M • 5.0 1.20 < M < 4.24

No method is available for estimating the pitching-moment-curve slope of a body of noncircular cross
section ai supersonic speeds. Consequently, test data must be relied upon as the basis for predicting the
pitching-moment-curve slope of such configurations. A summary of available test data on bodies of
noncircular cross section at supersonic speeds is presented as table 4.2.1.1-.

Sample Problem

Given: The cone-cylinder-flare body of reference 13. This is the same configuration as the sample problem

nf arma.-u r ýf ,-+- A 'I I I

- yl

N 1.21 in. fA 4.00 in. B= 5.21 in.

= 2.40 in. dCY! = afe = 10in.

d d 2.75 in. O 200

"n = -5.21 in. xm U) M = 5.05; fl= 4.95

Compute:

Cone-cylinder

fm -= /d=l - 1.21

fA - JA/doYl = 4.00

4.2.2.1-12



fA = 4.00/1.21 = 3.31

fN = 1.21/4.95 = 0.244

x ¢.P// = 0.36 (linear extrapolation) (figure 4.2.2.123b)

CN = 3.52 per rad (based on SD) (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 4.2.1.1)

CM) cone- X xt-) (equation 4.2.2.1-d)

cylindet

= (0 - 0.36) (3.52)
=-1.267 per rad (based on SBR3)

Flare:

(ACNa); 11.73 per rad (based on S.) (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 4.2.1.1)

n/ij = -5.21/5.21 = -1.0

a/d = 1.0/2.75 = 0.364

/ rd3  (
C.mC' -1.0 per rad based on 4 (figure 4.2.2.1-25a)

Solution:

C ICm' + C' a +L B c) (equation 4.2.2.1-)
Ma ~~~cone- 1,ak f

cylhnder

- -1.267 t (-1.0) (2.75)3 + (-1.0) (11.73)

fr-. (1.0)2 (5.21)

- -1.267 - 3.992 - 11.73

- -16.99 per rad (based ou SB1 B)

This compares with a test value of -14.51 per radian from reference 1.3.

D. HYPERSONIC

Newtonian theory is used in this section to estimate the pitching-moment-curve slope of cone frustums with
.7- or without a spherical nose, a blunted conical nose, or a blunted ogival nose. Newtonian impact theory and

its modifications are discussed in paragraph D) of Section 4.2.1.1.

4.2.2.1-13
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DATCOM METHOD

Charts that give the pitching-moment-curve slope of cone-frustum bodies and spherical noses are presented
in figures 4.2.2.1-25o and 4.2.2.1-25b, respectively. These charts are taken from reference 11 and are based
on Newtonian impact theory. By properly combining values from these charts, the total Cm, may be -'

determined for bodies composed of multiple cone frustums with or without spherically blunted noses.

The center-of-pressure locations of spherically blunted cones and ogives are presented in figures 4.2.2.1-26
and 4.2.2.1-27, respectively. These charts are also based on impact theory, and represent a specific
application of the method described below for configurations consisting of cone frustums with spherical
noses.

The procedure for computing the total pitching-moment-curve slope for a complex body is given in the
following steps. The moment values for each individual segment of a multiple cone-frustum body with or

"" without a spherical nose are referred to a moment axis at the front face of that particular segment, and are
based on the product of the base area and base diameter of that particular segment.

Step 1. Compute C.' for each body segment about its own front face, using figures 4 .2 .2 .1-251
and 4.2.2.1-2gb.

Step 2. Transfer the individual moment slopes to a common reference axis by applying the
following moment transfer equation to each body segment.

C't C -+n 1CN (per radian) 4.2.2.1-g

where

CN is the normal-force-curve slope of the individual cone-frustum or spherical nose
C~ segment, based on its own base area, from figures 4.2.1.1-26 and 4.2.1.1-23,

respectively.

d is the base diameter of the individual cone-frustum or spherical nose segment.

. n is the distance from the front face of a given segment to the desired moment
reference axis of the confi3uration, positive aft.

Cm' is the pitching-moment-curye slope of an individual segment from figure
c 4.2.2.1-259 for cone frustums and from figure 4.2.2.1-25b for spherical nose

segments. C' is based on the product of the base area and the base diameter of
;*' the individual segment.

C% is the pitching-moment-curve slope of an individual segment based on the product

of the base area and base diameter of the individual segment and referred to a

common reference axis.

Step 3. The transferred pitching-moment-curve slopes of the individual body segments are then

converted to a common basis by

4.2.2.1-1-4



Cm (C ) (i (per radian) 4.2.2. 1-h

a db

where the subscript n refers to an individual segment of in segments, and Cm, is
referred to a common reference axis and is based on the product of the area and diameter of
the base of the configuration Sb db.

"In using figures 4.2.2.1-26 and 4.2.2.1-27 to obtain the pitching-moment-curve slope of spherically blunted
cones and ogives, respectively, use is made of equation 4.2.2.1-d, i.e.,

-Cma = ( j CN (per radian)

where

XC.p. is obtained from figure 4.2.2.1-26 for spherically blunted cones and from figure 4.2.2. 127

Ala I for spherically blunted ogives.

"N•i is the desired moment-center location in fraction of body length.

CNa is the normal-force-curve slope of spherically blunted cones and spherically blunted ogives
from figures 4.2.1.1-24 and 4.2.1.1-25, respectively.

C is the pitching-moment-curve slope, referred to a desired moment axis and based on the
& product of the maximum frontal area and body length SBIA.

Values of Cm, computed by the above method for spherically blunted cunes and ogives may be used in
conjunction with the results presented for conical-frustum bodies in figure 4.2.2.1-25a, provided the
individual results are transferred to a common reference axis and converted to a common basis.

Sample Problem

Given: Configuration 5115 of reference 14, consisting of a cone-cylinder-frustum body with a snherical
nose. This is the same configuration as the sample problem in paragraph D of Section 4.2. 1. 1.

d 13 f4"* Spherical Segment

Sd

2 4 0.18 - = 0.36 di = 0.62

Forward Cone Frustumdi a2 d283 d3 a4 ¢4

'4 a2 = 0.62 d2  1.20 12 = 0.72

(All dimensions are in feet. xm
"located 0.55 ft forward of nose.) 02 22.50
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Cylinder

a3 = 1.20 d3  1.20 1= 1.20 a 0

Rear Cone Frustum

1a4  1.20 d4  d b 1 .36 8  14 -0.96 0 =50

Compute:

Spherical segment

2J /dI = 0.18/0.36 0.50

C = -0.430 per rad (figure 4.2.2.1-26b) (based on ( d,, and taken about its

ma front face)

nI -0.55

i c = 0.75 per rad based on (sample problem, paragraph D, Section 4.2.1.1)

n,

ra m= C. • No (equation 4.2.2.1 1g)

= -0.430 + (-055 0.75

= -1.095 per rad (based on (k-d- )di, and taken about xm)

Forward Cone Frustum

/d2 = 0.62/1.20 0.517

C' =-0.590 per rad (figure 4.2.2.1-25a) (based on 4 d2 , and taken about its front2 face) ?

n = -(0.55tAl) = -0.73

4'! = 1.250 per rad (based on _ (sample problem, paragraph D, Section 4.2.1.1)
4

4.2.2.1-45
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n2

C C' + -C (equation 4.2.2. 1-g)
62 =02 d2  &2

- -0.590 + (1.- ) 1.250

/ wd 2
2 \

= -1.350 per rad (based on _-•--/d 2, and taken about x.)

Cylinder

a3/d 3  = 1.20/1.20 - 1.00

c_' 0 (figure 4.2.2.1-25,a)

n3 = -(0.55 +11 +12) - -1.45

CN &2 = 0 (sample problem, paragraph D, Section 4.2.1.1)

n3
C'b - C. +-_ 0 (equation 4.2.2. 1 g)

Rea Cone Frustum

a4 /d 4  - 1.20/1.368 - 0.877

rd 2

C; a = -0.325 per rad (figure 4.2.2.1-23a) (basd on 4z) db, and taken about its front
S4 face)

n4 = -(0.55 +11 +12 +ý3) - -2.65

-CN = 0.450 per rad (baed on ird~b2) (sample problem, paragraph D, Section 4.2.1.1)•a44

n4
"" -C - CM (equation 4.2.2.I•g)

-44+T4 C~4

= -0.325 + \ 0.450

1. -196 per rad (based on ( idb, and taken about x.)

4.2.2.1-17



Solution: (Z (equation 4.2.2.1-b)

C d 3  /d\ Id 3  ia3

= (-1.095) 06 k•'-•"'• / 1.2 0 (+ ~ ~ (.6
t (..

S.-0.1019-0.9112+-0- 1.1%.

1 d 2
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TABLE 4.22.1-A

SUPERSONIC PITCHING-MOMENT.CURVE SLOPE OF CONE-CYLINDER
AND OGIVE-CYLINDER BODIES

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Cm Cm
Sama

SR~. his Nowf • Cole. Test Percent

.(per d) (per red) Error

13 Cone 1.5 2.M36 1.0 0.663 0.502 10.3
1.A 0.650 0.601 8.2
1.92 0.630 0.502 6.4
2.0 0.626 0.613 2.1
2.44 0.620 0.600 3.3
2.73 0.592 4.7
3.0 0.507 3.9
3.0 0.584 6.2
3.25 0.583 6.3
3.46 0.579 7.1
3.6 0.5-6 5.8
3.91 0.560 10.7
4.4 0.571 8.6
4.45 0.566 9.5
4.93 0.592 4.7
1.5 2.112 0 1.0 0.633 0.536 18.1
1.6 0.626 0.524 19.5
1.92 0.620 0.549 12.9
2.0 0.569 10.9
2.44 0.553 12.1
2.74 0.563 12.1
3.0 0.r" 10.9
3.62 o0s5 13A
3.A 0.50 10.7
"3.6 0.544 14.0

3.29 0.566 9.5
4.0 0.552 12.3
4.4 0.563 10.1
4.46 0.540 12.9
42 f 0.572 B.4
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TAILS 4.2,1.A ICONTD)

Croa Cma

Now 4rn CQ. Tet Pacent
Ref. Shwe fN fA (p(er red) Error

14 O0 ' 2.10 3,6 2.5 1.0 1.76 1.80 - 2.2
2.29 1.75 1.815 - 5.4
2.57 1.74 2.07 --15.9
2.60 1.75 1.95 -10.3
2.84 1.74 2.04 -14.7
3.05 1.73 2.04 -15.2
1.63 2.5 2.5 1,0 1.89 2.03 - 6.9
2.03 l.t 2.12 - 9.9
2.23 1.90 2.29 -17.0
2.154 jj 1.90 2.18 -12.8
2.77 1 1.88 2.26 -16.8
3.15 1.83 2.07 -11.6
1,61 2.5 2.5 1.0 1.80 1.54 15.2
2.02 1.91 1.83 4.4
2.23 1.90 2.09 -. 9.1
2.50 1.89 2,03 - 6.9
2.78 1.88 2.11 -10.9
3.15 1.83 1.96 - 6.A
1.63 2.5 2.5 1.0 1.89 1.80 5.0
1.97 1.97 1.89 4.2
2.25 1.90 1.76 8.0
2.54 1.90 1.81 5.0
2.75 j 1.88 2.05 -8.3
3.17 1,82 1.89 - 3.7

Con* 1.60 2.5 2.5 1.0 1. 4 1.57 4.5
2.03 1.60 1.68 - 4.8
2.24 j 1.58 1.66 - 4,8
2.56 1.56 1.81 -13.8
2., 156 1.71 - .9
316 153 1.91 -19.9

ogi. 135 1.5 2.5 1.0 2.16 2.11 2.4
1.67 2.19 1.86 17.7
2.0• 2.11 1.96 7.7
2.27 1 2.06 2.03 1.0
2.57 1.93 2.21 -12.7
2.74 1.86 2.12 -12.3
3.10 1.73 2.09 -17.2
1.67 3.0 2.5 1'0 1.81 1.91 - 5.2

* 2.07 1.81 1.93 - 6.2
2.28 I 1.81 1.95 - 7.2
2.58 1.81 1.93 - 6.2
2.83 1.79 2.07 -13.5
3.15 1.77 2.07 -14.5

15 ogut 1.20 2.5 2.5 1.0 1.83 1.85 - 1.1
1.45 1 1.87 1.97 - 5.1
1.9 I1.91 2.05 - 6.8

0 2.64 1•o 2.01 - 6.0
3.20 1.81 1p.82 -0.5
1.20 1.5 3.5 1.0 2.26 2.02 11.9
1.45 | 2.31 2.14 7.9
1.9II 2.29 2.42 - 5.4
2.64 ,j 2.03 h 2.26 -10.2
"3.20 1.80 2.12 -15.1
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TABI.E 4,2.2.1-A I(CNTD}

c c
mMa

Nows f. fA Cic., Test Percmnt
Ret. Shwm M N A fpw r"1j (p1r red) Error

15 G, ve 1.20 3.b 1.5 1.0 1.62 1.54 5.2
1,45 I1.62 1.65I'
1.90 1.61 168- 4.2
2.64 1.57 1.68 -- 6.5
3.20 1.53 1.57 - 2.5
2.64 2.5 1.5 1.0 1.63 1.75 - 6.9
1.99 4 4 4 1.68 1,67 0,6
2.64 2.5 3.5 1.0 2.03 2.07 0.5
2.64 2,5 4,5 1.0 2.24 2.26 - 0.9

6 Coe 2.75 3 0 0 -1.23 -1.19 3.4

4.4 1 -1 .22 0.8

4.48 -1.11 10.9
2.75 4 0 0 --1.24 -1.26 - 1.6
4.01 J1-1,23 -1.39 -11.54.4q ,- 1.48: -- 16.9

5.00 -. ,3 0
2.75 7 0 0 -1.27 -1,1 3.1
3.49 -1.23 -. 1.22 0.5
4.01 -1.15 -5.7
4.48 

-- 1.32 0.8

2.75 7 1 o -1.35 -1.,3 10.2
4.O1 -1.26 -1,.32 -4.
5100 -1.23 -2.0 2.5

OIe 2.76 3 0.0 -1.23 -1.21 1.7
.C.Ol 4. 01.07 -3.14- 7.0

1v ,.975 3 -1.63 -1.16 19.7--. 4.0i -.4.26 -1.25 0.8

1" "n 2.76 7 -1.35 -1.35 -
- A4.01 e r 1 -. -1,35 2.2" !6 09V" 4.24 3,65 6.5 1.0 2.22 2,12 4.7

.cons 4.0 10,0 2.31 2.14 7.9
"17 3.0 7.0 0 -0.69 -0.63 9. Nt-•Is Cons 3.05 12.0 12.0 1.o 1.68 2.18 -22.9

,.' . .:.Avw'e• Error .. .8.%
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
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HYPERSONIC SPEEDS

FRACTION OF, "-
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N the cone length
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4.2.2.2 BODY PITCHING MOMENT IN THE NONLINEAR ANGLE.OF-ATTACK RANGE

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for calculating subsonic pitching-moment coefficient. The first method

is applicable to bodies with circular cross sections and angles of attack tip to about 120. This
method allows for a variation of the cross-sectional diameter along the length of the body. The
second method is applicable to bodies with circular or elliptical cross sections for angles of attack
from 0 to 1800. This method has been substantiated only for bodies with a constant cross-sectional
size and shape.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1

As discussed in Section 4.2.1.2, the viscous cross flow over a body at moderate to large angles of
attack makes a substantial contribution to both lift and pitching moment. This method for
predicting body pitching moment therefore differs chiefly from the method of Section 4.2.2.1 in
that the viscous cross forces are considered.

The method of Reference 1 is presented for estimating the pitching moment of a body of revolution
at angle of attack, based on the total body volume and referred to an arbitrary moment axis.

•B
(k2V - ki ) 2S -2 x ~d .

Cc = 2 1 - x)dxt+ 77rcd (Xi( - x)dx 4.2.2.2-a

V B f ~dx VBJ
0 0

where the terms in the above expression are defined in Paragraph A of either Section 4.2.1.2 or
Section 4.2.2.1.

The pitching-moment coefficients of several bodies of revolution, calculated by the Datcom
method, have been compared with test data in Reference 1. The method appears to give the best
results at the lower angles of attack, but in general the method is satisfactory up to angles of attack
of approximately 120.

Method 2

This method is based on the method of Jorgensen (Reference 2) and consists of the sum of aslender-body potential term and an empirical viscous cross-flow term. The method is applicable to
r -- bodies of circular and elliptical cross sections for angles of attack from 0 to 1800. However, it is

"recommended that Method I be used for a < 120. Bodies with other types of cross sections and
those with variable cross sections have been investigated by this method (References 2 and 3), but

very little substantiating test data are available. A summary of available test data oil bodies of
noncircular cross section at subsonic speeds is presented as Table 4.2.1 .1 -A.

"The pitching-moment coefficient for bodies of revolution and bodies with elliptical cross sections,

based on. body cross-sectional reference area and diamettr, is determined from the following
equations:

4.2.2.2-1



For 0 < a < 90°
(TCN rVB - b S(QB -

CM sin 2a' cos 2

B )

+ ( Cdc-- sin2af 4.2.2.2-b
\CN cirNTd )sna

For 900 < a < 1800

"( -Sb x n) sin 2a' co

= \C--•. SdC 2
SB

+ - X sin 2 a' 4.2.2.2-c

NT

where

C ,cN, is the ratio of the normal-force coefficient for the body of noncircular cross
Ni section to that for the equivalent body of circular cross section (same

cross-sectional area) as determined by slender-body theory. For circular cross
sections this ratio is one. For elliptical cross sections this ratio is given by
Equation 4.2.1.2-d.

VB is the total body volume.

Sb is the body base area.

V B is the body length.

xm is the distance from the nose to the moment reference center of the body.

S is the cross-sectional reference area of the body (can be arbitrarily selected).

K d is the body diameter (or the diameter of an equivalent body of revolution for
an elliptic cross section).

is an incidence angle defined as a' a for 0 < a < 900 and a' 1800 - c for
90g < a< 1800.

C-is the ratio of the normal-force coefficient for the body of noncircular cross

section to that for the equivalent body of circular cross section (same

cross-sectional area) as determined by Newtonian impact theory. For circular
cross sections this ratio is one. For elliptical cross sections this ratio is given by
Equation3 4.2.1.2-e and 4.2.1.2-f.

4.2.2.2-2
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is the cross-flow drag proportionality factor, obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-35a,
as a function of body fineness ratio.

CA is the cross-flow drag coefficient of the cylindrical section, obtained from
Figure 4.2.1.2-35b, as a function of cross-flow Mach number M where

"Mc = M sin a.

Sp is the body planform area. In applying the method to bodies with elliptical
Pcross section, the term in Equations 4.2.2.2-b and 4.2.2.2-c is based on an

equivalent body of revolution with the same cross-sectional area.

C xis the distance from the nose to the centroid of the body planform area.

This method is applied to bodies of noncircular cross sections in the same manner as Method 3 of
Section 4.2.1.2, Paragraph A. Refer to this paragraph for a more detailed explanation of bodies with
elliptical cross sections. Bodies with other cross sections are discussed in Reference 3.

It is noted in Reference 2 that the cross-flow drag coefficient may be reduced dramatically under
the simultaneous conditions of MC < 0.4 and R. sin a > 105 (R2 is Reynolds number based on
diameter). These conditions have only recently been analyzed in detail and have not been included
in the Datcom method because of considerable uncertainty in the magnitude and trend of the
effects. For more detailed information regarding these effects, the user should refer to Reference 2.

S9Calculated results using this method have been compared with test data from Reference 6 in
Table 4.2.2.2-A. The method shows fairly good agreement at angles of attack up to 200, but
significantly underestimates the data at higher angles of attack. Caution should be exercised when
using this method at subsonic Mach numbers because of the shortage of substantiating test data. It
is recommended that Method I be used for 0 < a < 120.

Sample Problems

1. Method I

Given: The 3/4-power body of revolution of Reference 10. This is the same configuration as that
""* in Paragraph A of Section 4.2.2.1.

[1 / x 213/4
r 0.255 (1 6.375 B= 5.036 ft d = 0.510 ft

f =Vj/d 9.87 V 0.687 cu ft xm = 3.54 ft

M 0.40 a 0to 180

Compute:

xo= 4.558 ft

4.2.2.2-3
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rx

2(k 2  k1 ) dSx (Sample Problem 2:,Paragraph A,
V f d-T- (x,, - x) dx = 1.293 per rad Section 4.2.2.1)

0B o

77 0.685 (Figure 4.2.1.2-35a)

cd = f(M); M = Msina

M v aries from 0 to 0.40 sin 180; 0 < M < 0.1236

cd 1.20 (constant) (Figure 4.2.1.2-35b)
d 1C

Evaluate r (x 1 - x) dx

r 0x

Station r* Ax x* (.x:K r,,%Ix/ -x) Ax

(ft) (M) (ft) (at) ft (ft3 )

xo = 4.56

0.2037 0.476 4.79 --1.25 -0.121

II

Be 5.036

r(xm- x) Ax = -0.121 cu ft
x
X0

Solution:
f dx

(k0 _2l)x 
IB

Cm = Vk2 2k1  f 2rxm ) 1 B x) dx130 V B rc (m-
B oxB

(Equation 4.2.2.2-a)

lB
1.29 3  + .6 J. - x)dx

6- (0.685) (.20

xo

= 1.293ce-0.290o&

*x and r are taken at the center of vohime of the body segment.

4.2.2.2-4



"""a t2 Cm

(deg) (rad) (rad2 ) (Eq. 4.2.2.2-a)

0 0 0 0
0.0349 0.00122 0.0448

4 0.0698 0.00487 0.0888
6 0.1047 0.01096 0.1322
8 0.1396 0.01947 0.1749

10 0.1745 0.03045 0.2168
12 0.2094 0.04385 0.2580

""-14 0.2443 0.05968 0.2986
16 0.2792 0.07795 0.3384
18 0.3141 0.09866 0.3775

The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 15 in Sketch (a).

K6_ _ 

_

o Test values -
--.-. Calculated

.4 .. i

""0 4 8 12 16 20

ANGLE OF ATTACK,a (deg)

SKETCH (a)

4.2.2.2-5
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2. Method 2

Given: The elliptical cross-section body with tangent ogive nose of Reference 6. This is the same
configuration as given in the sample problem for Method 3 of Paragraph A of
Section 4.2.1.2.

Body Characteristics:

VB = 1944.64cm3  xe= 36.08 cm
RB 66.0 cm xm = 39.58 cm Sp 392.466 cm 2

d 6.6 cm

S 34.206 cm 2

Sb = 34.206 cm2

CN
C-- = 2.0 Sample Problem 3, Paragraph A, Section 4.2.1.2

B

I N 1.752

Additional Characteristics:

a = ot= 500 M 0.6 RV =6.5 x 105 (based on diameter)

-- 0

Compute:

Slender-body Potential Term

= 0.685
SSample Problem 3, Paragraph A, Section 4.2.1.2

Cd = 1.32 J

C N cB br- Qj, J sin 2 a ' cos x(NSd 2

19(2.0)- 34.206(66.0 -439.58)1944. 64 (0.9848)(0.9063) = 8.23
(34.206)(6.6)

4.2.2.2-6 .- .- -



Viscous Cross-Flow Term

N NT

(392.406\ 1(39.58_-- 36.0A\
(1.752)(0.685)(1.32) 34.206 \ 6.6 -) (0,5868) = 5.66

"Solution:

Cm slender-body potential term + viscous cross-flow term

8.23+5.66

13.89 (based on Sd)

Additional values have been tabulated below:

(deg) Cm

0,6 10 3.41

0.6 20 6.87
0.6 30 9.94

0.6 40 12.34

0.6 50 13.89
0.6 60 14.51

The calculated results of the sample problem are compared to test values from Reference 6 in
Sketch (b).

30 -

0 Test points
-. Calculated

20

Cm

"10-- -

0-
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

ANGLE OF ATTACK, a (deg)

SKETCH (b) 4.2.2.2-7



B. TRANSONIC

Transonic flow, which consists by definition of a combination of locally subsonic and supersonic flow
regions, is particularly difficult for either theoretical or empirical analysis, The two types of flow interact
directly on their mutual boundaries and indirectly through the boundary layer. The resulting flow pattern is
highly sensitive to seemingly small changes in geometry. Prediction of transonic body lift is at best an
approximation; prediction of transonic body lift distribution is considerably more difficult.

DATCOM METHOD

Because of the difficulty of predicting transonic-flow phenomena to the accuracy required for lift
distribution, no Datcom method is given for predicting body pitching moment at transonic speeds. It is
suggested that the transonic region be faired smoothly from the subsonic region to the supersonic region.

C. SUPERSONIC

Several theoretical methods have been developed that can be used to estimate the moment charactefistics ofKbodies of revolution at supersonic speeds. Some of these methods are discussed in Paragraph C of
Section 4,2.1.2.
Three methods are presented for estimating body pitching moment at supersonic speeds. The first method

is based on the method of Allen and Perkins (Reference 7) and includes a modification by Jorgensen
(Reference 8) to accommodate bodies with elliptical cross sections. The second approach uses hypersonic-
simi, larity concepts that have been adapted to supersonic speeds (Reference 9). These two methods are
discussed in Paragraph C of Section 4.2.1.2. The third method ir an improvement on Method I developed
by Jorgensen in Referenc2 2. This method extends the capability for calculating pitching moments to 1800.
The method is identical to that presented as Method 2 in Paragraph A of this section.

DATCOM METHODS

K., Method 1

The method presented for predicting the pitching moment of a body of revolution at angle of attack is that
of Allen and Perkins, hi Reference 7. The method for estimating the pitching moment of bodies of elliptical
cross section is that of Reference 7 as modified by Jorgensen inReference 8.

r 0 The pitching-moment coefficient of a body of revolution, based on body base area and body
length SOB and referred to an arbitrary moment center, is

cy 2 a 1 Cd ,) 4.2.2.2...d

where x, is the axial distance from the vertex of the nose to the centroid of the planform area, and the
remaining terms are defined in Paragraph C of either Section 4.2. 1.2 or Section 4.2.2.1.

• = 4.2.2.2-8
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The supersonic pitching-moment coefficient at angle of attack of a body having an elliptical cross section,
based on body base area and body length SbIB and referred to an arbitrary moment center, is

"(Cm) /b COS2  sin2 M 4,2.2.2-

where Cm is the pitching-moment coefficient of a body of revolution having the same cross-sectioial area
distribution along its axis as the elliptical-cross-section body of interest, It is given by Equation 4.2.2.2-d.
"The parameters a, b, and 0 are defined in Paragraph C of Section 4.2.1.2.

The Datcom method has been used to calculate the variation of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of
attack for the bodies of elliptic cross section of Reference 8 and for the bodies of revolution of References 7,
8, and 10 throughl 3. Although the nose shapes of most of the configurations analyzed were tangent ogives, a
few bodies of revolution had conical or hemispherical noses, All the afterbodies were straight (no boattail
or flare). In general, the calculated results agree well with the test data. The comparison of calculated and
test values ior the sample problems at the conclusion of this paragraph is indicative of the degree of
accuracy of this method.

Method 2

This method uses hypersonic-similarity parametcrs that have been adapted to supersonic speeds by the
method of Reference 9. This method is based on experimental data for a wide range of models for Mach
numbers between 1.57 and 2.87. The variation of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of attack for
pointed or nearly pointed bodies of revolution is estimated by using Figure 4.2.2.2-26 where -= \/M--i.
The body pitching moment obtained from this chart is referred to the nose apex and is based on the
product of body frontal area and the body length S8 B'

A comparison of test data with the pitching-moment coefficient calculated by this method is presented as
Table 4.2.2.2-B.

Method 3

This method is the same as Method 2 presented in Paragraph A of this section. The only exception is that
the term 71in Equations 4.2.2.2-b and 4.2.2.2-c is set equal to 1.0 for M > 1.0.

•'he method is applicable to angles of attack from 0 to 1800 and Mach numbers Up to 7. The method is
"substantiated by test data from References 4, 5, and 6 in Table 4.2.2.2-C.

fhe rEmethod shows reasonable agreement with most test data, but Methods I and 2 are recommended in the
low-angle-of-attack range.

With the excertion of bodies with elliptical cross sections, there are no Datcom methods for predicting the
pitching moment on! bodies of noncircular cross section at supersonic speeds. A summary of available test
data on bodies of noncircular cross section at supersonic speeds is presented as Table 4.2.1. I-C. In

4.2.2.2-9
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Reference 8 (Reference 37 of Table 4.2.1. 1 -C) the effect of cross-sectional shape on body aerodynamics has
been assessed for bodies with circular, elliptic, square, and triangular cross sections, These data show that at
certain angles of bank, noncircular bodies develop considerably more pitching moment than their
equivalent bodies of revolution at a given angle of attack. The data of Reference 8 also show that the ratio
of pitching-moment coefficient for a body with elliptic cross section to that for an equivalent body of
revolution is practically constant with change in both angle of attack and Mach number. However, no such
simple correlation is available for other bodies of noncircular cross section. Method 3 has been applied to
other bodies with noncircular and axially varying cross sections by Jorgensen in References 2 and 3. The
lack of sufficient substantiating data has precluded inclusion of this application in the Datcom.

Sample Problems

1. Method 1

Given: An ogive-cylinder body of Reference 8. This is the same configuration as that of Sample Problem I
of Paragraph C of Section 4.2.1.2.

Body Characteristics:
d 1.40 in. AB 14.0 in. I = 4.20 in. IA 9.80 in.

VB = 18.56 cuin. Sb • 1.539 sq in. Sp = 17.66 sq in.

S =/S = 11.47 x= = 7.69 in. x 1.0 (moments referred to body base)

Additional Characteristics:

M = 1.98 ai 40, 80, 120, 160, 200

Compute:

Cdt = f(Mc) = f(M sina)

40 80 120 160 200 (Sample Problem 1, Paragraph C,

Cd 1.20 1.208 1.275 1.41 1.62 Section 4.2.1.2)

S (1 - ] - (1T- 1.0 = 0.8614

C-S P C, (11.47) 14.0 - 7.69 = 5.170
=ý cd(1.7 14.0 d

4.2.2.2-10
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Solution:

M (Xm +B a2  (Equation 4.2 .2 .2 -d)Cm =2oK• 1- + c c-• €- X

[bB Bi dS

S2a(0.8614) + 5.170c &2
Cdc

= 1.723a + 5. 170 & o2

Cm
Eq. 4.2.2.2-d

2 5.17OCd a 2
ao a2 Cdc.7072 (based on S

(deg) (rad) (rad2 ) C 1.723 C

4 0.0698 0.00487 1.20 0.1203 0.0302 0.151
8 0.1396 0.01950 1.208 0.2405 0.1218 0.362

12 0.2094 0.04386 1.275 0.3608 0.2891 0.650
16 0.2793 0.07798 1.41 0.4812 0.35685 1.050
20 0.3491 0.12185 f.62 0.6015 1.0205 1.622

2. Method 1

Given: A body of Reference 8 having an elliptical cross section and the same axial distribution of
cross-sectional area as the body of revolution of Sample Problem 1.

Body Characteristics:
a = 1.98 in. b = 0.99 in. a/b = 2.0 0 = 0

Xm IB = 1.0 (moments referred to body base)

Additional Characteristics:

M = 1.98 a = 40,80,120,160,200

Compute:

CCm vs a for a body of revolution having the same cross sectional area distribution and with the
"7 . moment axis located at the base of the body. (from Sample Problem 1)

4.2.2.2-11
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Solution:

cos 20 +b sin2o1aCm (Equation 4.2.2.2-e)

[(2.0) (1.0) + 01 Cm = 2.0Cm

(Cm)

a Cm Eq. 4.2.2.2-e

(deg) Sample Problem 1 (based on Sb'B) "->3

4 0.151 0.302
8 0.362 0.724

12 0.650 1.300

16 1.050 2.100
20 1.622 3.244

The calculated results of Sample Problems I and 2 are compared with test values from Reference 8 in Sketch
(c)

Test points

Calculated

)-.

-- 21
0 

X_

ANGLE OF ATTACK,ci (deg)

SKETCH (c)
4.2.2.2-12
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"3. Method 2

Given: The ogive-cylinder body of Sample Problem 1.

Body Characteristics:

d = 1.40 in. A 4.20 in. AA 9.80 in.

Additional Characteristics:

M = 1.98; (3 1.71 oe 40, 80, 120

' - Compute:

'N AN/d 4.2/1.4 = 3.0 fA -J=A/d = 9.8/1.4 = 7.0

7A/fN = 7.0/3.0 = 2.33

P/fN = 1.71/3.0 0.570

Solution:

S--•LCm

a at Pn oC(based on SBIB)

(deg) (deg) Fig. 4.2.2.2-26 (referred to nose apex)

4 6.84 -0.073 -0.043
8 13.68 -0.275 -0.161

12 20.52 -0.930 -0.544

The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 8 in Sketch (d). (The test results have
- been transferred to a moment axis at the nose apex).

2-- -

. Test points
-.• Calculated

C
.m Sample problem 3

. ___ __ _ _

i0

il0 4 8 2 16 20

ANGLE OF ATTACK,ae (deg)

,-.' SKETCH (d)
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4. Method 3

Refer to Sample Problem 2 in Paragraph A of this section for an example of the application of the method.

D. HYPERSONIC

Three methods are available for estimating the pitching moment of bodies of revolution at hypersonic
speeds. The first method, based on Newtonian impact theory and its modifications, is discussed in
Paragraph D of Section 4.2.1.1. The second method is the hypersonic-similarity method. The third method
is the method of Jorgensen previously presented as Method 3 of Paragraph C of this section.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

The expression for the pitching moment of an arbitrary body of revolution, from the modified Newtonian
theory of Referencel 4, referred to an arbitrary moment center and based on the product of the body base
area and body length SbIB, is

K 'B r ,x X
Cm jf K, if- t d 4.2.2.2-fa'R R I3

0B

where A,, is the distance from the moment center to a transverse element, positive where the element is
forward of the moment center. The remaining parameters are defined under Method 2 in Paragraph D of
Section 4.2.1.2.

The following steps outline the calculation procedure (S.eps I through 3 are identical toSteps I through 3

of Method 2 of Paragraph D of Section 4.2.1.2):

Step 1. From the equation of the body of revolution obtain the expression for the surface slope
using the relation

-,;.-..0 = tan-

where 0, dr, and dx are defined in Sketch (f) of Section 4.2.1.2.

Step 2. Compute the values of r/R and 0 at various longitudinanal stations x/fI1.

Step 3. For various x/I]B enter Figure 4.2.1.2-43 with the corresponding 0 from Step 2 and
obtain K0 at the desired angle of attack.

r Ax
Step 4. Plot the product Ka " - against x/IB.

Step 5. Obtain the required value of Cm by integrating the arca under the curve described in Step 4
K .IB

and multiplying by K .
irR

F6 4.2.2.2-14
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Method 2

The second method of estimating body pitching moments applies only to ogive-cylinder b dies. This

method is based on experimental data for a wide range of models at a Mach number of 4.24. t1hese data

have been used to derive a hypersonic design chart (Figure 4.2.2.2-27) based on hypersonic-similarity
parameters. The body pitching moment obtained from Figure 4.2.2.2-27, where j = M2 - 1, is referred
to the nose apex and is based on the product of the body frontal area and body length SB 2B•

Pitching moments calculated by this method are compared with test data in Table 4.2.2,.2-D.

.. "Method 3

This method is identical to Method 3 presented in Paragraph C of this section. The method is applicable to
angles of attack from 0 to 1800 and Mach numbers up to 7. The method has been partially substantiated
by the test data from Reference 5 in Table 4.2.2.2-C.

The method shows reasonable agreement with test data at hypersonic speeds in the low-angle-of-attack

range. Because of the scarcity of substantiating test data, caution should be used when applying the method
at higher angles of attack ( > 250).

Sample Problems

1. Method 1

Given: A second-power body of revolution of fineness ratio 1.0. This is the same configuration asSample
Problem 2 of Paragraph D of Section 4.2.1.2.

x =( r 2 (equation of body) AI = 2.0 ft R l.0f:
B

k/1 B = 0.50 (Xi'B) (moment center at 0.501.)

M.,, 3.55 a=6 0  y 1.40

K = 1.77 (Sample Problem 2, Paragraph D, Section 4.2.1.2)

Compute:

Calculate r/R and 0 at various longitudinal stations x/Is and plot. (See Sketch (g), Sample Problem
2, Paragraph D, Section 4.2.1.2.)

Obtain values of K, from Figure 4.2.1.2-43 for various values of 0 at a = 60.

r
Plot the product K. R versus x44 (Sketct (e)).

4.2.2.2-15
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K *~~0 6 --- 7

.04 - - - -- *-

.02 --
K0 (r/R) 5 - x 0-

o02

-.04 - -- - - - - - - - - - -

Integrat the .9'1 8~ 1.0

Interat th ara uderthe curve of Sketch (e).

f K, (.0xd( x -0.00615

Solution:

C~~ r-~ 0 -~~d(- (Equation 4.2.2.2-f)
0

- 1.7- (-0.00615)

"-.. _

-- 0.0069 (referred to a moment center at 0. 50 1 and based on S bIB)

2. Method 2 '
Given: An ogive-cylinder body of Reference 1 6.

• 4.2.2.2-161. 4.6 .7 .8 .9 1j



1 L

Body Characteristics:

I N = 2.50 ft 1A = 11.50 ft d [1.0ft

Additional Characteristics:

M = 4.24; j3 = 4.12 a 20, 40, 60

Compute:

fN : IN/d : 2.50 f = IA/d 11.50

=f/fN 11.50/2.50 = 4.60 P/fN 4.12/2.50 = 1.648

Solution:
C

M
o P I3Cm (based on SBt f)

(deg) (deg) Fig. 4.2.2.2-27 (referred to nose apex)

2 8.24 -0.15 -0.0364

4 16.48 -0.38 -0.0922

6 24.72 -0.79 (extrapolated) -0.1917

8 32.96 - 1.29 (extrapolated) -0.3131

The calculated results are compared with test values from lWference 15 in Sketch (f).

-.3.
0 Test values

Calculated

"SKETCH (f)

S.-.l
C

0]

0 2 4 6 8
ANGLE OF ATTACK,a (deg)
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3. Method 3

Refer to Sample Problem 2 in Paragraph A of this ýcction for an example of the application of the
method.
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TABLE 4.2.2.2-A

SUBSONIC PITCHING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT

METHOD 2

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

(based B Nose
Ref M on de ulV) a/b d qulv Shape (deg) Cm Ctm ACm

equv cIUV calc test

"" 6 0.6 6.5 x 105 1.0 10 Ogive 10 1.7 1.2 0.5

20 3.4 2.8 0.6

30 5.2 4.9 0.3

40 6.4 8.2 -1.8
50 .3 10.9 -3.6

60 . 9.7 -- 1.9

0.9 10 1.7 1.3 0.4

20 3.5 3.2 0.3

30 5.3 7.0 -1.7

40 6.8 12.5 -5.7

50 8.1 15.7 -7.6

60 8.8 14.4 -25.6

0.6 2.0 10 3.4 2.6 0.8

20 6.9 6.3 0.6

30 9.9 14.5 -406

40 12.3 23.1 -11.0

50 13.9 29.1 -05.3

60 14.5 29.8 -015,

0.9 1,0 10 3.5 2.7 0.5

20 6.7 8.3 -1.6
30 10.0 16.7 -6.7

40 12.9 24.8 -11,9
S 50 15.2 29.5 -14,3

60 16.5 29.0 -12.5
0.6 0.5 10 0.9 0.4 0.5

•.-20 1.8 1.3 0.5
.'-i:30 2.5 .70.8

!40 3.2 2.5 0.7

50 3.6 3.5 0.1
r 60 3.9 3.3 0,6

0.9 10 1.0 0.5 0.5

-.. 20 1.7 1.5 0.2

""•'"30 2.6 2.6 0

40 3.5 5.0 -- 1.5

/6 0 4.1 7.5 --3.4

S' A
S "Average Error n =3.8
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TABLE 4.2.2.2-B

SUPERSONIC PITCHING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT OF
OGIVE-CYLINDER BODIES

METHOD 2

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

f t m m Percent

Ref. M fN t
A (dog) CaIc. Test irror

10 1.57 1.12 12.90 4 -. 037 -. 046 -19.6

1 8 -. 149 -. 116 28.4
1.86 4 -. 035 -. 045 -22.2

18 -. 204 -. 134 52.2
2.49 4 -. 035 -. 032 9.4

1 8 -. 263 -. 246 6.9
2.87 4 -. 043 -. 0375 14.7
$8 -. 264 -. 229 15.3

1.57 1.50 8.50 4 -. 037 -. 0311 19.0
8 -. 110 -. 0782 40.7

1.86 4 -. 030 -. 0385 -22.1
. 8 -. 140 -. 105 33.3

2.49 4 -. 030 -. 0225 33.3
a8 -. 230 -. 193 19.2

2.87 4 -. 040 -. 055 -27.3
4 p 8 -. 250 -. 248 0.8

1.57 2.50 11.50 4 -. 040 -. 047 -14.9
f 8 -. 130 -. 126 3.2

1.86 4 -1045 -. 047 - 4.3
S8 -. 170 -. 143 18.9

2.49 4 -. 050 -. 032 56.3
4 8 -. 270 -. 230 17.4

2.87 4 --.050 --. 039 28.2
{,r8-.310 -. 290 6.9

1.57 3.00 15.00 4 -. 048 -. 063 -23.7
28 -145 -. 147 - IA2,49 4 --.064 --.0513 5.3

1 8 -. 325 -. 276 17.8
2.87 4 -. 069 -. 0647 - 8.8

8 -. 435 -. 375 16.0
1.57 4.00 '10.00 4 -. 045 -. 054 -16.6
I8 -. 136 -. 140 - 2.9

1.86 4 -. 045 -. 0655 -18.9
S8 -. 166 -. 150 10.7

2.49 4 -. 050 -. 0496 0.8
1 8 -. 259 -. 250 3.6

2.87 4 -. 056 --.051 9.8
4 8 -. 379 -. 277 36.8

1.57 1.12 16.90 4 --. 037 -. 0617 -28.4
8 -. 190 -. 183 3.8

2.49 4 -- 050 -. 0592 -15.5

48 --.340 -. 277 22.7
2.87 4 -. 045 -. 0654 -18.8

8 8 -. 149 -. 362 - 3.6

Average Error - - 17.7%

rn
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TABLE 4.2,2.2-C

SUPERSONIC PITCHING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT

"METHOD 3
"DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSrANTIATION

" '" -(based Nose

Ref M on ) a/b T_ Shape (deg) C C AC
equiv equiv ca1  m• m~ca| rtest m

4 1.5 1.25 x 105 1.0 6 Blunt 35 2.7 1.8 0.9

I6F, 1.9 1.8 0.1
95 -0.4 -0.6 0.2K 8 Cone 35 -0.9 -2.0 1.1
6b -5.2 -4.0 -1.2
95 -7.4 -7.0 -0.4

125 -6.6 -8.3 1.7

155 -2,4 -4.0 1.6

9 35 -0.9 -2.0 1.1

65 -7,0 -4.0 -3.0

95 -10.4 -9.6 --0.8

125 -9,5 -12.0 2.5

155 -3.7 -- 6.2 2.5

11 35 -0.9 -1.5 0.6

65 -8.8 --5,0 -3.8

95 -13.4 -14,0 0.6

125 --12.5 -16&0 3.5
165 -2.5 -5.0 2.5

9 Ogive 35 0.6 0.5 0.1

I65 -4.1 -1.8 -2.3

95 -7.5 -7.8 0.3

125 -7.9 -10.5 2.6
:"[155 --3.6 --5.5 1.9

%•=•7 35 -- 1.2 -- 2.0 0oS

65 -5.4 -4.0 -1.4
95 -- 7.3 -7.0 -0.3

125 -6.3 -7.8 1.5

"155 -2.2 -4.1 1.9

11 35 -1.4 -1.0 -0.4

65 -9.5 -5.0 -4.5

95 -14.0 -15.0 1.0
."125 -12,7 -.16.7 4.0

155 -4.8 -8.7 3.9

2.86 6 Blunt 35 2,7 0.2 2.5

65 1.9 0.1 1.8
95 -0.4 -0.3 -0.1
35 3.6 0.7 2.9

65 2.6 0.6 2.0

8 , 85 0.5 0.4 0.1

4.,2.2.2121
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TABLE 4.2,2.2-C (CONTD)

(based Nose Of

Ref on d ) a/ d Shape (deg) C CC !

2.86 1.25 x 105 1.0 7 Cone 35 -1.0 -- 1.8 0.8

65 -4.3 --4,5 0.2

95 -6.5 --6.2 -0.3

.25 -5.7 -6.3 0.6

155 -2.6 -- 2. -0.4

9 35 -1.0 -1.8 0.8

65 -578 -6.0 0.2

95 -92 -9.0 -- 0.2

"125 -8,2 -9.3 1.5

155 -3.9 -3.6 --0.3

.1 35 -1.0 -- 1.8 018

65 -37.3 -7.5 0.2

"95 -11.9 -11.7 -0.2

125 -10 -- 12.3 1.5

. 155 -5.2 --. 8 --0.2

9 Ogive 35 0.5 --0.9 1.4

"".65 -3.2 -3.9 0.7

95 --6.7 --6.6 -.0.1

"125 -56.9 -- 7.4 0.5

k 155 -3.7 -2.8 -- 0.9

7 35 -1.3 -1.4 0.1

"" 65 -4.5 -4.7 0.2

95 -6.5 -6.5 0

1 125 -5.4 -6.3 0.9

155 -2.3 -2.5 0.2

I9 35 -1.4 -1.9 0.5

65 -6.2 -6.4 0.2

"". 95 -9.4 -19.9 015

. 125 -8.1 -9.0 0.9

155 -3.7 -3.5 -0.2

4 5x1.C1 35 -1.5 -2.4 0.9 A
•'-.65 -7.9 -8.0 0.1

,. .. 95 -12.3 -13.6 1.3

',"'_.125 -10.9 -- 12,6 1.7

' i 8 -1.4 -1.8 0.4

12 -3.0 -3.2 0.2
•.16 -- 4.8 --4.8 0

20 -6.5 -6.1 -0.4
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TABLE 4.2.2.2-C (CONTD)

(bse Nos~ -
Ref M n J') a/b d.e• Shape (deg) C C fC

., . ca Ic retest c

5 4. 5.4 x 105 7 Cone 24 -8.5 -7.9 --0.6

5.04 2.6x 10 10 4 --0.8 --1.0 0.2

8 -2.8 -3.1 0.3
12 -6.0 -4.5 -1.5

16 -9.0 -7.3 -1.7

20 -12.4 -9.6 -2.8

24 -- 16.5 -12.9 -3.6I,.. IOgive 4 -0.5 -0.7 0.2

"208 -1.6 -1.7 0.1.'•1 2 - 3.1 - 2,,8 - 0.3

.216 -4.6 -4.1 -0.5
6.6 2 3.8 x 105 Cone 4 -0.4 -0.6 0.2

8 -1.5 -1.6 0.1

12 -2.8 -2.7 -0.1

.16 -. 4.3 -4.3 0

5- 20 10 -6.2 0.2

60 118.5 14.1 --. 6

1, 3.8x 10 Ogive 10 1.7 1.6 0.1

20 3.7 4.2 -0.5

30 6.1 8.2 -2.11 40 8.6 10.1 -1.5

50 10.5 12.0 -1.5

1. 
60 11.5 14.1 -- 06

2,0 10 1.6 1.8 -0.2

20 3.9 4.8 -1.9

30 6.5 7.0 -0.7

40 8.3 7.1 0.5

50 10.2 3. 1.3

60 10.1 ,.5 0
"2.0 10 1.8 2.0 -0.2

20 4.0 4.1 -0.1
S30 6.5 5.9 0.6

40 8.3 7. 1 1.2
,- .5 0 9 .5 3 .2 1 .3

,•,60 10.1 9 .5 0.6
1.22. 3,5 3.4 0.1

',.|20 7.4 8.3 -0.9

30 11.6 14.1 -2,5
• 40 !6.1 17.5 -1.4

50 19.5 I 21.6 -2.11 -L 
_._... .
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TABLE 4.2.2.2-C (CONTD)

Q Noselbased • oe •

Ref M ond Iqulv a/b dequiv Shape (deg) Cm C AC% *i test m

6 1.2 3.8 x 10b 2.0 10 Ogive 60 21.2 23.5 -2.3

1.5 10 3.5 3.5 0

I 20 7.6 8.3 -0.7

I 30 12.2 11.4 0.8

I 40 16.4 14.5 1.9

50 18.9 16.1 2.8

60 19.8 17.5 2.3

2.0 10 3.5 3.2 0.3

20 7.6 7.1 0.5
30 12.5 10.3 2.2

40 15.6 11.8 3.8
50 17,6 13.1 4.5
60 18.6 15.4 3.2

1.2 0.5 10 0.9 0.9 0

20 2.0 2.1 -0.1

I 30 3.0 4.0 -1.0

I 40 4.4 4.5 -0.1

1 50 5.2 6.5 -1.3

60 5.8 8.4 -2.6

1.5 1 10 1.0 1.1 -0.1

20 1.9 2.3 -0.4

30 3.1 3.7 -0.6

40 4.4 4.4 0

50 5.1 3.i 0

60 5 4 5.4 0

10 0.8 1.1 -0.3

20 2.0 2.2 -0.2

30 3,2 3.2 0

40 4.1 4.0 0.1

50 4.8 4.8 0

60 5.1 4.9 0.2

Average Error=a = 1.00n

S 4.2.2.2-24
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TABLE 4.2.2.2- D

HYPERSONIC PITCHING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT OF
OGIVE.CYLINDER BODIES

METHOD 2

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Cm Cm Percnt
Ref. M N A (dog) CalI. Teot Error

10 4.24 1.12 8.88 2 -. 024 -. 021 14.3"•- •-I4 -. 063 -. 060 5,0

6 -. 129 -. 130 - 0.8
"a -. 216 -. 222 - 2.7

1.12 12.90 2 -. 027 -. 026 3.8I 4 -. 073 -. 071 2.8
6 -. 155 -. 146 6.2
B -. 250 -. 255 - 2.0

1.50 8.50 2 -. 029 -. 027 7.4
4 -. 070 -. 066 6.1
6 -. 146 -. 154 -5.2
8 -. 245 -. 239 2.5

I2.50 11.50 2 -. 036 --.034 5.9
4I 4-.092 -. 092 0

256 -. 194 -. 175 1

, 8 -. 313 -. 296 5.7
3.00 15.00 2 -. 041 -. 035 17.1

4 -. 106 -. 102 3.9
6 -. 215 -. 222 - 3.2I 8 -.369 -10.0

3,50 6.50 2 -. 034 -,oa7 -lO.8
'""//4 -. 091 --.087 4.6

6 -. 101 -. 165 9.7
8 -. 291 -. 267 9.0

4.00 10.00 2 -. 039 -. 037 5.4
4 -. 102 -. 100 2.0
6 -. 201 -. 195 3.1U-I I 8 -.335 -.3W6 6.0

5.00 5.00 2 -039 -. 041 - 4.9

"4 -. 096 -. 098 - 2.0
6 -. 187 -. 164 14.0
8 -. 311 --.271 14.8

1.12 16.90 2 -. 032 -. 036 -11.1
4 4 -. 092 -P03 1.1

""1j6 -. 189 -. 170 11.2
"$8 -. 299 -. 262 14.1

1.50 16.50 2 -. 035 -. 039 -10.3
4 -. 097 -. 101 - 4.0

"6 -. 201 -. 170 18.2
8 -. 3"j6 -. 311 1.6

I f
Average Error 6.8%

4
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4.2.3 BODY DRAG

4.2.3.1 BODY ZERO-LIFT DRAG

The composition of body zero-lift drag in the various speed regimes is very similar to that for wings (see
Section 4.1.5.1 ). At subsonic speeds the pressure drag of the forebody is generally small and the total drag
is composed mostly of skin friction and base drag. For the higher speed regimes the total drag is split signif-
icantly between friction and pressure drag.

- The methods presented in this section are valid for bodies of revolution. However, excellent approximations
can be made for non-body-of-revolution configurations by trearing the equivalent body of revolution; that
is, the body of revolution that has the same axial area distribution as the actual body.

A. SUBSONIC

At subsonic speeds the total zero-lift drag of smooth slender bodies is primarily skin friction. The Reynolds
number based on body length, boundary-layer condition (laminar or turbulent), and surface roughness are
important in the determination of the friction drag (see chapter VI of reference 1). For the Datcom these
effects are handled the same as for wings (Section 4.1.5,1 ). A turbulent boundary-layer condition is assumed
over the entire body surface.

The pressure drag of a closed body is zero for an inviscid fluid. Actually the displacement of the boundary
layer causes an incomplete pressure recovery at the end of the body and a finite pressure drag results. This
drag is small for fineness ratios above approximately four but becomes signifi(,ant for blunt bodies.

The base drag is also generally small, usually less than 10 percent of the total body drag. The most popular
approach to the estimation of base drag is to correlate it with the skin-friction drag of the rerr.ainder of the
body. This approach is discussed in detail in reference 2 and in chapter VI of reference I. Reference 3 shows
that the presence of a wing increases the base pressure (less drag). 'rail fins andwind-tunnel stings have the
same effect (reference 4). Base pressures are also increased at low Reynolds numbers (reference 5).

DATCOM METHOD

The subsonic zero-lift drag of an isolated body based on the maximum body frontal area is given in reference
6 as

C I + (Bd + 0.0025 k CB +C 4.2.3.1-a

Do S Db

where the first term on the right-hand side of the equation is the zero-lift drag of the body exclusive of the
base drag, and

"Cf is the turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient, including rouglness effects, as a function
of Mach number and the Reynolds number based on the reference length V. This value is
obtained from figure 4.1.5.1-26 and is determined as discussed in paragraph A of Section

4.1.5.1. The reference length R is the actual length of the body £B"

is the body fineness ratio defined for different types of bodies of revolution as follows:

4.2.3.1-1
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!d: d

B- B--

CLOSED BODY BODY HAVING A BLUNT BASE FOREBODY

For non-body-of-revolution configurations the equivalent diameter should be used,

d equiv cross-sectional area
0.7854

' CDb is the base-drag coefficient, based on the maximum body frontal area, given in reference 1 as

CD = 0.029(5) 4.2.3.1-b

where

is the ratio of base diameter to maximum diameter (equivalent diameters for
d- non-body-of-revolution configurations).

C•D) is the zero-lift drag of the body exclusive of the base as determined by the first

\f/bterm in equation 4.2.3. 1-a.

It should be noted that wings or fins (or wind-tunnel stings) can have a sizable effect on base
drag.

-SB is the body maximum frontal area.

Ss is the wetted area or surface area of the body excluding the base area. This is normally deter-LBt

mined by graphical integration of f p dx, where p is the cross-section perimeter.

The ratio Ss/SB for a given body can be approximated by using figures 2.3-2 and 2.3-3, which give this
ratio for a number of specific body shapes.

The term 0.0025 --- in equation 4 .2.3.1-a represents the pressure-drag contribution.
Ad

Sample Problem

Given: The body of reference 54 having an elliptical cross section with a cutoff afterbody.

:= 61.45 in. amX = 5.9in. b max= 1.73 in.
- -t Sb = 0.25 S

b
a-. M= 0.8 RR = 0.325 x 106 per in.

BODY CROSS SECTION Polished metal surface; assume k 0.08 x 10'3 in..,

a/b 3

4.2.3.1-2
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Compute:

SB = fab = 7r(5.19) (1. 7 3) 28.2sq in.IB
de 2= 2 2 - 6.0 in.

dequw 0.ý7 85 4 07 8=4

B- 61.45"'"~ ý = = 10.24
d 6.0

= 31.6 (extrapolated from figure 2.3-2, ellipsoid with cutoff afterbody)
B

R = (0.325 x 106 )(jB) = (0.325 x 106) (61.45) = 1.997 x 107

R/k = 61.45/(0.08 x 103)= 7.68 x 10 ;cutoff R2 = 6.8 x 107 (figure 4.1.5.1-27)

Since cutoff RQ > calculated Rg, read Cf at calculated Rg.

C = 0.00256 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)Cf

Determine the zero-lift drag of the body exclusive of base drag.

[ 60 1 2  SS 60 (02)
Dfb Cf I + d +0.0025 - - 0.00256 1 + +0.0025 31.6R(3 /d)I \ / B (10.24)'

0.0875 (based on S.)

Sb =0.25 SB = (0.25) (28.2) = 7.05 sq in.

(db)iv b 7v.S0 = 3.0 in.

78 4 0.7854 -

db 3.0

d 6.0

Determine the base drag

CD 0.029(-') / (C) (equation 4.2.3.1-b)
Db \d/ b

0.0 0 29 (0.o 5 / oi.F,,5

- 0.0122 (based on S.)

04.2.3.1-3



Solution:

Co = Cf [I + 60 + 0.0025 L' + CD (equation 4.2.3.1-a)(£ /d) 3

= 0.0875 + 0.0122

= 0.0997 (based on S.)

This compares with a test value of 0.0920 from reference 54.

B. TRANSONIC

A fundamental discussion of the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of bodies is given in reference 7 and
chapter XVI of reference 1. An extensive bibliography on finned bodies is given in reference 8.

For the Datcom, the general approach consists of predicting the skin friction, the drag-divergence Mach num-
ber, and the variation of base drag with Mach number, and the variation of pressure drag for Mach numbers
above 1.0. The total drag characteristic as a function of Mach number is then constructed from these estimated
characteristics. For the purpose of the Datcom the skin-friction drag is assumed to be constant and equal to
the subsonic value at M 0.6 throughout the transonic range.

DATCOM METHOD

The transonic zero-lift drag coefficient of a body is determined by the following procedure.

Step 1. Calculate the skin-friction drag coefficient at M = 0.6, based on maximum frontal area, by

CD s-C 4.2.3.1-c
SB

where

Cf is the turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient at M = 0.6, including rough-
ness effects, as a function of the Reynolds number based on the reference
length Q. This value is obtained from figure 4.1.5.1.26 as discussed in paragraph
A of Section 4.1.5. 1. The reference length 2 is the actual length of the body
2B' This value is assumed to be constant throughout the transonic region.

S
_s is the ratio of body wetted area to maximum body frontal area. determined as
m explained in paragraph A of this section.

Step 2. Calculate the subsonic pressure drag at M 0.6 by

(C) -0.6 60 + 0.0025 4.2.3.1-4CD P (C> (0Q<B /d)l d

"4.2.3.1-4
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where the individual terms are the same as in equation 4.2.3.1 -a. This component of drag is
assumed to be constant for 0 < M <1.0 and to decrease linearly to zero at M = 1.2. (See

Step 3. Calculate the base-drag coefficient CD bas a function of Mach number. First calculate the

subsonic base drag (at a Mach number7 of 0.6) as outlined in paragraph A. Figure 4.2.3.1-24
is then used as a guide to determine the base-drag variation with Mach numnber t~~rough I he
transonic speed range. The chart is based upon the data of references 4 and 9 through 1 2.

Step 4. The drag-divergence Mach number MD is obtained from figure 4.2.3.1-25 as a function of
body fineness ratio (reference 13). The drag-divergence Mach number is that Mach number
at which XCD/M = 0.10, and it defines the break in the drag coefficient versus Mach
number curve.

Step 5. The wave-drag coefficient C D (for parabolic bodies of revolution) is obtained from

figure 4.2.3.1-26 as a function of body fineness ratio for Mach numbers between 1.0 and
1 .2 (reference 13). Unfortunately, data on other body shapes are extremely limited, and
the construction of general charts is not possible at this time. However, for body ptofiles
not too different from parabolic, figure 4.2.3.1-26 can be used as an approximation.

Step 6. The total zero-lift drag is constructed by combining the information of the above steps as
illustrated in sketch (a).

CD CD+ CD +CD +CD 4.2.3. -e

BASE
DRAG FAIRING DUE TO POSSIBLE MISMATCH

-SUBONICBETWEEN TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC
PRESSURE BASE DRAG ESTIMATES

I.RAG-

SKIN SKETCH (a)

ISKIN

FRICTION

1.0 1.2 MACH NUMBER

Sample Problem

Given: The parabolic-arc body of revolution with a cutoff afterbody (reference 54).

RB = 61.45 in. d = 6.0Oin. RB /d 10.24 so 28.2 sq in.

s/11= 30.5 d b/d =0.50

Rg 1.997 x 107 (based on
M -- 0.6B

Polished metal surface; assume k =0.08 x 10*3 in.

4.2.3.1-s
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Compute:

The final calculations are presented in table form on page 4.2.3.1-7. Many of the quantities listed

below appear as columns in the table.

Skin-friction drag coefficient CDD

R/k = 61.45/(0.08 x I0") 7.68 x 101 ; cutoff R 0 =6.2 x 107 (figure 4.1.5.1-27)

M - 0.6

Since cutoff RR > siven Re, read Cf at given Rg.

C1  = 0.0026 (figure 4.1.5.1-26 @ M 0.6)

Ss

C f = Cf1 s. (equation 4.2.3.1-c)

= 0.0026 (30.5) = 0.0793

Pressure-drag coefficient COp

=(C) 60 / 0.005 I Ss A

CD - d0.00251- T (equation 4.2.3.l-d)

r~ C~ 60. 1•

= 0,0026 0 + 0.0025 (10.24 30.5

; 0.00642

This value of CDP is taken to be constant for 0 < M < 1.0, then reduced linearly to zero at

M = 1.2 (see column of calculation table, page 4.2.3.1-7).

Base-drag coefficient C0
bD*

(CD0 ) = 0.029 (-) d 'Df) (equation 4.2.3.1-b)
C)M-0.8 )

[(C) I + +0.0025 (first term, eq. 4.2.3.1-a)

Ss

(Cf) +CD

4.2.3.1-6



K.5

= (0.0026) (30.5) + 0.00642 0.0857

: , Cb =(0.029) (0.5)1/,(.05 0.0o124

Db] 0.0124

j-) (0.5)2

With this value and by using the curves of figure 4.2.3.1-24 as guide lines, obtain values of
for 0.8 < M < 1.2. Then C (d/d)2 (See "olu nsand®

(db/d) 2  b/b (Seb/2J

of calculation table, page 4.2.3.1-7.)

Drag-Divergence Mach number MD

MD = 0.982 (Figure 4.2.3.1-25)

Wave-drag coefficient CD

The wave-drag coefficient as a f(M) is obtained from figure 4.2.3.1-26) (See column (Z) of calcu-
lation table, page 4.2.3.1-7.)

Solution:
CoD =tiD CD +C +C +CD (equation 4.2.3. 1-e)

0 0 G) 0 0

Co co CD
•A4.2.3.1-c b e. 4.2.3.1-o

M Cf O~ " Cp ft 4.2,3.1-24 ®(dbidj2  flo. 4.2.3.1 .26 4231

0.8 0.0026 0.0793 0.00642 0.0496 0.0124 - 0.0981

0.9 0.00642 0.06 0.010 - 0,1007

0.95 0.00642 0.075 0.0188 - 0.1045

1.00 0.00542 0.115 0.0288 0.0296 0.1540

1.025 0.0062 0.088 0.0220 0.0580 0.1649

1.06 0.00480 0.065 0.0162 0,0650 0.1653
1.10 ,, 0.00320 0.038 0005 00730 0.1650

1.20 0 0.035 0.0068 00,l170 0.1651

4.2.3.1-7
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The sample problem results ai plotted iii sketch (b) along with test values from reference 54.

CoCD

.162
MAC NUME

C. SUPERSONICOIN SKEC b
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* torebody drag, the isolated afterbody drag (afterbody preceded by an infinite cylinder), and the interfer-
ence drag of the forebody and center (cylindrical) =etion on the afterbody. Charts are presented for fore-
body and afterbody drag coefficients of straight-clement profiles (cones) and parabolic profiles, and
for predicting interference-drag coefficients for conical profiles, pointed parabolic profiles, ducted
conical profils ar~d truncated afterbodies behind pointed parabolic forebodies. Comprehensive charts
based on test data giving the effects of nose bluntness are also presented for the first method.

The first method is applicable to both open-nosed and closed-nosed bodies of revolution. The design charts
of the nociznd method for predicting the wave-drag coefficient of the nose are restricted to closed-nosed
bodies of revolution. Therefore, the second method is restricted accordingly.

A sikable quantity of data on supersonic base drag exists. Charts derived from test data and theory are pre-

LI sented for a wide range of geometric parameters. For the higher supersonic Mach numbers, theory has been
used, and at the lower Mach numbers, empirical results have been used. It should be pointed out that the

estimation of the afterbody drag of a body cannot necessarily be accomplished independent of the base. The

L'lambda shock which exists near the end of the body separates the boundary layer over the rear portion of the
Sboattail and thus changes both the base pressure and the pressure loading of the boattail These effects are

included in the base-drag charts presented but are not included in the afterbody charts.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1. Slender-Body Theory

The zero-lift drag coefficient of open-nosed or closed-nosed bodies of revolution, based on the maximum

frontal area, is given by

Cz Cis +C + C + C + C + C 4.2.3.1 -f

CL N2  DA D A(NW DNI Db

where

SAs.ais the turbulent flat-plate skin-fiidtion coefficient, including roughness effects, as a function
of Mach number and the Reynols numer ase on the reference leng p . This value is

obtained from figure 4.1.5,1-26 as discussed in paragraph A of Section 4.1.5.h1. Te reference

length e is the total length of the body pr t

SS is the ratio of body wetted area to mraxium body frontal area, determined as outlined in

Si d i paragraph A of this section.

T D and CD are the wave-drag coefficients (reference 15) based on maximum frontal area of

the nose and a0fterbody, respectively. Figure 4.2.3.1-27 is for parabolic profile shapes of
circular cross section. Figure 4.2.3.1-28 is for conical profile shapes of circular cross section,

A drag value obtained from these charts is the drag acting on the oblique surface and does

not include the forces acting on the front or rear faces. The external drag ofopen-nosed
bodies can thus be determined.

The wave-drag coefficients of the nose and afterbody of parabolic and conical profile shapes
with noncircular cross sections may be approximated by using a forebody or afterbody of
circular cross section and of the same area distfibution (equivalent body of revolution). In
this case values of a and d to be used in figures 4.2.3.1-27 and 4.2.3.1-28 are the

• ?.eboivaesanthsb dia eters eined a

dimtrsdfne /scross-sectional ae

e v t74.2.3.1-9
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A more exact estimation of CD and CD may be made for parabolic and conical profile

N2  A
shapes with elliptic cross sections by using figure 4.2.3.1-29. This figure presents the decrease
in wave-dra• coefficient, based on maximum frontal area, from the value for the equivalent
body of circular cross section to that for a body of elliptic cross section. The wave-drag
coefficient of the equivalent body of circular cross section is first obtained from either figure
4.2.3.1-27 or figure 4.2.3.1-28 by using the equivalent diameters. This value is then reduced
by the appropriate value of ACD or tiC obtained from figure 4.2.3.1-29.

by heapa-pritevaueof N2  D A
CD is the wave-drag coefficient of spherically blunted noses. The extended fineness ratio of the

NI nose is first determined from figures 4.2.3.1-30and 4.2.3.1-31 for parabolic and conical
noses, respectively. This value is then used to determine the wave drag of the spherical nose
segment. Figures 4.2.3.1-32a through 4.2.3.1-32f are for combinations of spherical and
parabolic noses. Figures 4.2.3.1-38a through 4.2.3.1-38f are for combinations of spherical
and conical noses. These latter charts are Lased on experimental data of references 17
through 27. When interpolation is necessary, several values should be plotted to provide the
correct nonlinear variation. Figures 4.2.3.1-30, -31, -32, and -38 are for noses of circular
cross section. For :,,..ses with noncircular cross sections CD may be approximated by
using a nose of circular cross section and of the sarre area distribution. In this case the values
of the equivalent diameters and the fineness ratios based on the equivalent diameters are
used in the design charts.
is the interference-drag coefficient acting on the afterbody due to the centerbody (cylindrical

A ( sC) section) and the nose. This coefficient is obtained from figure 4.2.3.1-44 for parabolic
profiles, from figure 4.2.3.1-46 for conical profiles, and from figure 4.2.3.1-48 for ducted
conical profiles (reference 15). FoT bodies of noncircular cross section the interference drag
coefficient may be approximated by using a body of circular cross section and of the some
area distribution. In this case the equivalent diameters are used in the design charts,

CD is the base-drag coefficient given by

CD C 4.2.3. 1 -g
* where

Cpb is the base-pressu-e coefficient from figures 4.2.3.1-50 and 4.2.3.1-55 for ogival
and conical boattails of circular cross section, respectively. (Although figure 4.2.3.1-50
is derived for ogive boattails, references 28 through 3 1, it can be applied to para-
bolic afterbodies if the ratio db/d is not small. Actually, if the ratio is small, the
magnitude of the base drag would be such as to minimize the importance of large
percentage errors.)

d b is the ratio of the base diameter to the maximum body diameter.

d

For bodies of noncircular cross section the equivalent diameters should be used in the design
charts and in equation .1.2.3. 1-g.

For bodies of revolution with no boattail the base-drag coefficient is read directly from
figure 4.2.3.1-60.

4.2.3.1-10
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Method 2. Similarity Parameters

An alternate method based on the correlation of test data by using similarity parameters is presented below.
The zero-lift drag coefficient of closed-nosed bodies of revolution, t ased on the maximum frontal area, is
given by

Ss

CD0 CAf + CDN + CD A + CD, (NC) NI CDb4.2.3.1-h

where Cf, Ss/SB, C Dn C and CD are determined as in method 1, andwhee f)SS1S C A(N)'D N b

CO is the zero-lift wave-drag coefficient of the nose obtained from figure 4.2.3.1-61 or
N2 4.2.3.1-62, which are for ogival- and conical-profile noses of circular cross section, respectively.

The KN factor used in figure 4.2.3.1-61 is given in figure 4.2.3.1-63. The chart for cones is
based on references 32 through 37 and the chart for ogive noses is based on references 18,
35, and 38 through 40. Slender-body theory aiid Newtonian theory have also been used.
These charts are discussed and substantiated in reference 14.

C D is the zero-lift wave-drag coefficient of the afterbody from figure 4.2.3.1-64 or 4.2.3.1-65,
which are for ogival and conical afterbodies with circular cross sections, respectively.

These charts are based on Van Dyke's second-order theory and the data of reference 41 and
are discussed and substantiated in reference 14.

For bodies with noncircular cross sections the component contributions should be based on the equiv-
alent body of circular cross ,ection.

It should be noted that the design charts presented for CD in method 2 are restricted to closed-nosed

bodies of revolution. N2

Sample Problems

1. Method 1. Slender-Body Theory

Given: A cone-cylinder body with the fPnlowing characteristics (reference 41):

d/ = 129.1 in. R, RN 53.8 in.
a 0N d/2 d /2

S"C E = = 45.0 in. =-- A 30.3 in.I[-"""-•-•'C E NT ER •2 •

NA d =7.50 in. d b =3.28 in.

Ss/S = 50.0 ON= 4

Additional characteristics:

M = 1.4;1 = 0.980 Rk = 7.6 x 107 (based on Q.)

Polished metal surface; assume k 0.08 x 10.3 in.

4.2.3.1-11
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Compute:

129.1
Q/k = = 1.61 x 10 6 ;cutoff Re =2x 108 (figure4.1.5.1-27)

0.08 x 10.1

Since cutoff Re >7.6x 107 ,read C, at Re 7.6x x07

Cf 0.00192 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

Forebody

[a )2 22I 2(5 3.8)=0O; -=14.6
Sd 

] 0 P 1 t (0.98) (7.50)

2

r1 2(53.8)12 - 205.8
\d)1 = 7.50 2

/221\
CD 1 d 5.5 (figure 4.2.3.1-28, extrapolated)

DN2  d'

CDN, 2 (5.5)/(205.8) = 0.0267

D CD 0 (no bluntness)

Afterbody

/a 3\ 2  (3.28\2 223 2(30.3)
-I =- =0.191; - - 8.24\d 3/ \7.50) Pd 3  (0.98) (7.50)

/2Q3) 2 (30.3)12

3 7.50 2 = 65.29

* /223\ 2
CDA 2.10 (figure 4.2.3.1-28)

CDA = (2.10)/(65.29) 0.0322

9iA = R2/23 = (45)/(30.3) = 1.48

-N1£^= / = (53.8)/(30.3) 1.78

L* 4.2.3.1-12
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C - 0.27 (figures 4.2.3.1-46b and -46c, interpo!ated)

DA(NC)7d3 )

CD = (0.27)/(65.29) = 0.0041
A (NC)

db/d = (3.28)1(7.50) = 0.437; fA 2 £/d 30.3/7.50= 4.04

C = -0.055 (figure 4.2.3.1-55c)()
CDb = -C (equation 4.2.3.1-g)

-- (-0.055) (0.437)2 = 0.0105

Solution:

Ss

C 0 C- cD +C +C +D+CD +C D (equation 4.2.3.1-f)
BDfS N2  BA DA(NC.) N 0 b

= (0.00192)(50.0)+(0.0267)+(0.0322)+(0.0041)+0+0.0105

= 0.1695 (basedonSB)

This corresponds to art experimental value of 0.153 from reference 41.

2. Method 1. Slender-Body Theory

Given: The same cone-cylinder body as sample problem 1, except that the nose is spherically blunted.

a d d

2 d d o 7 .5 0 in.-2 "- 294.'0 .3 in ,

SBSs, " • - 4 5 .8 9 b = 9 9 .3 i n .

;- :M= 1.40;, • 0.98 Rjr= 5,85 x107 (based on R.

Polished metal surface; assume k = 0.08 x 10-3 in.

C D = 0.0322

Afterbody drag components from
C = 0.0041 sample problem I

CD = 0.0105

4.2,3.1-13
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Compute:

99.3
/k ,= 1.24 x 106; cutoff Rg = 1.60 x 10' (figure 4.1.5.1-27)

0.08 x 10-3

Since cutoff RR > 5.8 5 x 107, read Cf at Rs 5.85 x 107

Cf = 0.0020 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

Forebody.

2 2N R 2 (24)
(I=0.36; - _____=6.5 3

(d 0. Pd (0.98) (7.50)

( 2 J24 40.96

CN1 = 1.16 (figure 4.2.3.1-28)

CDN2 = (1.16)./(40.96) = 0.0283

"N = RN /d, = (53.8)1(7.50) = 7.17
0N 0

CDN =0.200 (figures 4.2.3.1-38a, -38b, -38c; interpolated)DN I

Solution:

0 S
D fSC+C +C +C,, +CD + CDb (equation 4.2.3.1-f)

CDs DN2  A NA(NC) N IDN

= (0.0020) (45.8) + 0.0283 + 0.0322 + 0.0041 + 0.200 + 0.0105

= 0.3667 (based on S.)

3. Method 2. Similarity Parameters

Given: The same cone-cylinder body as sample problem 1.

fN = 7.17 fA = 4.04 4/d= 0.437 ON = 40 M 1.4; 3 = 0.98

RR 7.6 x 107 (based on Q,)

4.2.3.1-14
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Drag components from sample problem 1:

Ss
Crr = 0.0960 = 0.0041 CD = 0 CD= 0.0105

"a.DA(NC) N1  b

Compute:

Forebody

=/fN (0.98)/(7.17) = 0.137

fN2 + = (7.17)2 +I - 51.66

CD (fN)9 ++J = 1.45 (figure 4.2.3.1-62)

CDN = (1.45)/(51.66) 0.0280

Afterbody

fA I (4.04)2 = 16.32; Pf A (0.98)/(4.04) = 0.243

C0 A)2 = 0.53 (figure 4.2.3.1,65)

CD= (0.53)/(16.32) = 0.0325

Solution:

Ss
CD 0 Cf +C + CD + CD + CD + C (equation 4.2.3.1-h)

o E s DN2 A A(NC) N1  Db

= 0.0960 + 0.0280 + 0.0325 + 0.0041 + 0 + 0.0105

= 0.1711 (based on S.)

This corresponds to a calculated value of 0.1695 obtained using method 1, and to an experimental value of
0.153 from reference 41.

D. HYPERSONIC

At hypersonic speeds the zero-lift drag of a body is caused primarily by the pressure and friction drag of the
nose. The base drag decreases and becomes insignificant at the higher Mach numbers (see figures 4.2.2.1-50,
4.2.3.1-55, and 4.2.3.1-60).

High-speed turbulent skin-friction values are not well defined at the present time. A theory that has hod
wide acceptance is that of reference 42. The limited experimental data (e.g., reference 43) substantiate this
theory reasonably well.

4.2.3.1-IS
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Figures 4.2.3.1-66 and 4.2.3.1-67 are based upon Newtonian impact values at M--.-o and should give
reasonable results for bodies at these speeds. The charts of reference 44 give the drag of bodies of revolu-
tion composed of cone frustums and spherical noses based on Newtonian flow. A similar set of charts is
contained in reference 45. A more comprehensive set of charts based on Newtonian flow is available in
reference 46 for arbitrary bodies of revolution.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1. Hypersonic Similarity

The method described as method 2 of paragraph C can he used at hypersonic Mach numbers, but with the
body skin-friction drag coefficient calculated as outlined in method 2 that follows (see equation 4.2.3. l-j)

Method 2. Newtonian Flow Plus Skin Friction

The zero-lift drag (based on the maximum frontal area) of bodies composed of cone-cylinder frustums and
pointed or spherical noses is estimated by adding the prrcnure-drag coefficient of each segment to the body
skin-friction drag coefficient.Nm

CD = Cf + C0  4.2.3.1-i

n=l

The procedure to be followed in evaluating equation 4.2.3. 1-i is: -I

Step 1 Divide the body into m segments, the first segment being the pointed conical or spherical
nose and each succeeding segment a cylinder or circular cone frustum. The pressure-drag
coefficient for a spherical nose is obtained from figure 4.2.3.1-66. The pressure-drag coeffi-
cient of a pointed conical nose, cylinder, or circular cone frustum is obtained from
figure 4.2.3.1-67. (Note that the cylinder is considered as a cone frustum with 0 = 0
and a/d = 1.0, and that the pressure-drag coefficient is zero by Newtonian impact theory.)
Figures 4.2.3.1-66 and 4.2.3.1-67 are from reference 44, and are based on Newtonian
impact theory. The pressure-drag coefficients from figures 4.2.3.1-66 and 4.2.3.1-67 are
based on the base area of the specific segment. The ratio (dnldmax )2 refers the pressure-
drag coefficients to the maximum body frontal area.

Step 2 Obtain the body skin-friction drag coefficient by

Cf• Ss

1Cf = 1.02 C C S 4.2.3.1-j

where

Cf1  is the in:.&mpressible (M = 0), turbulent, flat-plate skin-friction coefficient,
including roughness effects, as a function of Reynolds number based on the

total length of the body Q. This value is obtained from figure 4.1.5.1-26
as discussed in paragraph A of Section 4.1.5.1.

is the ratio of compressible to incompressible skin-friction coefficient
.. • obtained from figure 4.2.3.1-68.

Ft• 4.2.3.1-16
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Ss is the ratio of the body wetted area to maximum body frontal area,
?SB determined as outlined in paragraph A of this section.

If method 2 is applied at Mach numbers low enough so that the base drag is significant, the base drag should
be added to the results obtained using equation 4.2.3.1-j. Unfortunately, the only base-drag coefficient
results available which are compatible with the Newtonian-theory results (restricted to bodies with forward
facing slopes or cylinders, in which case the Newtonian results are equal to zero) are those for cylindrical
afterbodies. The pressure-drag coefficient for cylindrical afterbodies is presented in figure 4.2.3.1-60 for
M 56.

Sample Problem

Methoa 2. Newtonian Flow Plus Skin Friction

Given: A body with the following configuration (reference 54):

RB aSegment 1: Spherical nose

2 . dR = 0.29 in. dl d, 0.58in.

d9 Segment 2: Cone frustum

d02 =200 12 d. 0.58 in.

k""

Segment 3: Cylinder Segment 4: Cone frustum

03 = 0 a3 = d2 1.S0in. 04 = 16.50 a4 = d3 = 1.50in.

d3= 1.50 in. d4 = 4.10 in.

Segment 5: Cone frustum Segment 6: Cylinder

05 10.40 as d4  4.10 in. 06 = 0 a= d= 4.50 in.

d5 4.50 in. d6 = 4.50 in.

Additional characteristics:

Ss/SB = 8.14 Q8 14.4in. M 4.65 R 7.63x106 (based oil)

* "Polished metal surface; assume k 0.08 x ! 03 in.

4.2.3.1-17



Compute:

Determine CD of the body segments

Segment I

21/(dl/2)= (0.29)/(0.58/2) = 1.0

CD = 1.0 (figure 4.2.3.1-66)

Segment 2

a2/d, = (0.58)/(1.50) = 0.387

CD 0.200 (figure 4.2.3.1-67)

Segment 3

a3 /d 3 = (1.50)/(1.50) = 1.0

CI.C = 0 (figure 4.2.3.1-67)
7 P3

Segment 4

a4/d4 = (1.50)/(4.10) = 0.366

CD = 0.138 (figure 4.2.3.1-67)
DP

4
Segment 5

asids w (4,10)/(4.50) = 0.911

CD = 0.010 (figure 4.2.3.1-67)

Segment 6

a6 /d 6 = (4.50)/(4.50) 10

p6
, CD6 = 0 (figure 4.2.3.1-67)

Determine the skin-friction drag coefficient C.,

R/k = 14.4/(0.08x10"3 ) = 0.18 x 106; cutoff R - 7.5 x 1 n (figure 4.1.5.1-27 at M -0)

Since cutoff R2 > 7.63 x 106, read Cf at R= 7.63 x 106

i 4.2.3.1i -i8
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Cf 0.00314 (figure 4.1.5.1-26 at M = 0)

Cr /Cf = 0.44 (figure 4.2.3.1-68)

Cfe S
C = 1.02 Cf C S (equation 4.2.3.1-j)

D ffn f SB

= (1.02) (0.00314) (0.44) (8.14) 0.0115

i "Solution:

C 0  -Cf + CD(equation 4.2,3.1-i)
D0 f ~s= nrl X

-- CC D -3 + CO /2 + C d \)2  + C

(+ CP I C, VC/
Pd6) Dp 2  \U) D 3ý 6 / D 4 \d)D S 6)/ P6V6

10.58 2 11.5 0ý2 4.10FO2 14.50 2 +
~ = 0.0115 + (1.0) V4 5O0 +(0.200) (-4. + 0-+ (0.138) .5 0) +(0.010) (4.0!+0

ý4.5) 450 4.50

= 0.175 (bOpsedon SB)

The Mach number of this example is low enough so that the base drag is significant. The base drag
coefficient is obtained fi'om figure 4.2.3.1-60 aF

CDb = 0.055 (based on S,)

So, the final result is

CD C0 +C" +-C0  2.30 (based on S.)

This result compares favorably with the test value shown in reference 54.

E. RAREFIED GAS

In the discussions of aerodynamic properties presented previously, it has been assumed that the air behaves as
a continuous fluid; whereas, at the very low densities encountered at extreme altitudes the actual molecular
structure of the air will become important.
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By accepted definition (reference 47) a rarefied gas flow is a flow in which the length of the molecular mean
free path is comparable to some significant dimension of the flow field. The ratio of these two lengths is called-

the Knudsen number. If the characteristic length is chosen to be the body dimension used in the definition
of Reynolds number, then the Knudsen number can be shown to be given approximiately by

Kn = M/R.

By the definition given above, the flow can be considered as rarefied if Kn > 1. If the flow is very rarefied,
say Kn > 3 (reference 47) then individual gas molecules strike the surface of the body without interacting
with surrounding gas molecules; this flow regime is called free-molecule flow. B, tween the regime of free-
molecule flow and that of continuous gas dynamics (where Kn-l 0-4 or 10-" ) lies a large transition region
that is not yet clearly defined as to its characteristics.

It is apparent that, if Kn = 3 defines the limit for the free-molecule flow regime, the aerodynamics of
bodies in this type of flow is of interest only in its application to satellite studies. A Knudsen number of
three corresponds to an altitude of roughly 100 miles, if the reference length used is only one foot, with
increasing altitude for larger reference dimensions. It seems unlikely that anything resembling a full-size
aircraft will attempt to utilize the tenuous atmosphere at these extreme altitudes for a useful purpose with-
out flying at essentially orbital speeds. It is not possible to make any clearcut statements regarding the tran-

sition regime. The region likely to be of most interest in aircraft and missile work is that where the flow
is just slightly rarefied, that is, where the continuous flow equations are just beginning to become
questionable. This is called the slip-flow regime. In the slip-flow regime either the Mach number is large or
the Reynolds number is small, by continuum standards. Analysis of the slip-flow regime is difficult, because
its characteristics are likely to be masked by compressibility and viscosity effects.

An excellent discussion is presented by Hayes and Probstein (reference 48) concerning the validity of continuum
theory as applied to rarefied gas flow. It is concluded that. when properly applied, continuum gas dynamics and
viscous flow theory can be useful far into the regime of what is normally considered the domain of kinetic theory.

At the other end of the spectrum, free-molecule flow theory is important for several problems dealing with
satellites. Since satellites generally operate in the free-molecule flow regime, it is necessary to estimate the
drag coefficient under these conditions in order to predict the perturbations and decay of the orbit, and to
use satellite measurements to estimate atmospheric density.

There are many analyses in the literature on the lift and drag of bodies in free-molecule flow (references 47ý
49, 50, and 51 ), since the problem is amenable to analytical solution. In the discussion of reference 47,
expressions tor the local pressure and shear forces are given in general form, so that these forces can be
computed for any type of interaction of the atmospheric molecules with the body surface. At the present,
very little is known of the nature of this interaction, and more research is required to establish the type of
interaction that may be expected in a specific problem.

Jastrow and Pearse (reference 52) have discussed an additional drag that arises in the flight of a body through
a medium containing ions and electrons, as in the ionosphere. The satellite tends to acquire a negative
equilibrium electrostatic potential. As a result, atmospheric ions that would otherwise have missed the

r- satellite are drawn into collisions with it, thus increasing the drag.

Integrated drag forces for the simple shapes of the cylinder and sphere are given in reference 47. These data
are shown in figure 4.2.3.1-69 for the simplified case in which the surface temperature is equal to the ambient
temperature, and for the extremes of specular and fully diffuse reflection.
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Note:
a is the nose diameter of forebody or base diameter of afterbody
d is the maximum diameter of forebody or afterbody
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Note:
a is the nose diameter of forebody or base diameter of afterbody
"d is the maximum diameter of forebody or afterbody
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CONICAL FOREBODIES AND AFTERBODIES
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S is the nose area of forebody or base area of afterbody
so is the maximum frontal area of forebody or afterbody
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S' is the nose area of forebody or base area of afterbody
S8 is the maximum frontal area of forebody or afterbody
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4.2.3.2 BODY DRAG AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The drag of bodies at angle of attack is closely related to their lift and drag At zero angle of attack.
The total drag of a body at angle of attack can be expressed as

C+ C D Co(c) 4.2.3.2-a

where CD0 is the body zero-lift drag, as developed in Section 4.2.3.1, and CD (a) is the drag due to
.i . .-. angle of attack as determined in this section. Discussions of the various applicable theories are given

in Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2 and will not be repeated here.

A. SUBSONIC

Four methods are presented for estimating body drag due to angle of attack. The first method is
taken from Reference I and is quite general since it applies to both short and long bodies of
revolution. This method asst rnes that the flow is potential over the forward part of the body and
has no viscoua contribution in this region. On the aft part of the body, the flow is assumed to be

% entirely viscous, with lift arising solely from cross-flow drag. The second method, taken from
Reference 2, is accurate to within ±-10 percent for bodies of high fineness ratio but is not accurate
for bodies of low fineness ratio. This method assumes that the viscous contribution at each station
along the body is equal to the steady-state drag of a section of an infinite cylinder placed normal to
a flow with velocity V sin a. This method is included for bodies of high fineness ratio because of its
ease of application. The third method, taken from Reference 3, is also given because of its ease of
application. This method is limited in application to small angles of attack and moderate fineness
ratios. The fourth method, taken from Reference 4, presents a method of computing axial-force
coefficient. This method. (based on slender-body theory) applies to the angle-of-attack range of 0 to
1800 for bodies with circular cross sections. It is recommended that one of the first three methods
be used in the low-angle-of-attack range.

DATCOM METHODS

--" Method 1. General

.. The subsonic drag due to angle of attack of a body of revolution, based on (V,) 2 /3, is given in Ref-
"rence I as

L- (k2 -k) 2a 3  B
2 1 2at2S + 2 f 1r c dx 4.2.3.2-b•~ .. (I)/X( Q /3 xf de

where

-" (k - ki)
"F2ot2V is the potential-flow solution for C from Paragraph A of Section

(VB) 2 /3  4.2.1.1, multiplied by af2  La

4.2.3.2-1



2cO3 Q

B f 2/r Cq c dx is the viscous solution for CL at angle of attack from Paragraph A of
(VB)2/ 3  X0 C Section 4.2.1.2, multiplied by, a.

a is the body angle of attack in radians.

All the parameters required to solve Equation 4.2.3.2-b are defined in Sections 4.2.1.1 and
4.2.1.2.

Method 2. Bodies of High Fineness Ratio

The subsonic drag due to angle of attack of a body of revolution, based on (VB) 2 1 3 , is given in
Reference 2 as

CD(x) = 2a2  Sb d Sp a0 4.2.3.2-c
(VB)2/3 C (V )2/3

where

Sb is the body base area. *"1
VB is the total body volume.

Sp is the body planform area.

(X is the body angle of attack in radians.

is the ratio of the drag on a finite cylinder to the drag on an infinite cylinder,
obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-35a as a function of the body fineness ratio QB/d.

cd is the experimental steady-state cross-flow drag coefficient of a circular cylinder of
C infinite length, obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-35b as a function of the cross-flow

Mach number at a given angle of attack.

Comparisons between results obtained by this method and test results (Reference 2) show that the
body drag due to angle of attack is, in general, fairly accurately predicted up to moderate angles of
attack for bodies with fineness ratios as low as about 6. For bodies with fineness ratios of about 15

and greater, the method should predict the drag due to angle of attack quite accurately over the
angle-of-attack range of practical interest.

Method 3. o,< 100 and 2ftan a < 5

For the range of paramneters a < 100 and 2f tan a < 5, the simplified method of Reference 3
indicates that the subsonic drag due to angle of attack of a body of revolution, based on body base
area, may be given as

4.2.3.2-2
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Cd

CD (0) a 2 + 0.49 f2  
-

4  4.2.3.2-d
Sb

where a is the body angle of attack in radians, f is the body fineness ratio, and the remaining
parameters are defined in Method 2 above.

The first three sample problems illustrate the accuracy of the above method:- applied to the same
configuration.

Method 4. High Angles of Attack

The method of Reference 4 is applicable to the angle-of-attack range of 0 to 1800. Due to the
complexity of calculating drag for bodies wiv: noncircv.ar cross sections, the Datcom method is
limited to bodies with circular cross sect',u for nonci i.!ar cross-section bodies, the user is
referred to the treatment presented in Ree 'I and 5 The Datcom menhcQ. predicts axial-force
coefficient C. based on body base area. Slietch (a) shows how this term may be used in"conjunction with the CN calculated in Section 4.2.1.2 to obtain CD (CD =CN sin a - Cx cos a).

CL CN

H __ _ _ ;,,,V
C% C

SKETCH (a)

The axial force C of' a circular-cross-section body at an angle of attack, based on the body base
area, is given by

K2
" Cx = Cx cos a' (for0•<a<90o) 4.2.3.2-e

CX Cx cos 2a' (for 90" <a< 1800 4.2.3.2-f
r.•, -=t80,

.5. and

C'X C, =0 -(Cf + C0 ) )4.2.3.2-g
p.

SC x Cf +C C0  4.2.3.2-h

-" ¾ where

,:Cx is the axial-force coefficient at a 0.
b: &=0

6, 4.2.3.2-3

- -..



a is an incidence :j ig'e defined as a' =a for 0 < • < 90? and a' 1800 - 0 for
g90° < 180.

Cx*= 180 0 is the axial-force coefficient at a = 1800.

Cf is the turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient based on the reference
length. This value is obtained from Figure 4.2.3.2-27 as a function of Reynolds
number (based on body length) and Mach number.

CD is the base-drag coefficient based on the maximum body frontal area, given by
Equation 4.2.3.1 -b.

It is recommended that this method be used only in the high-angle-of-attack range where other
Datcom methods are not applicable. No substantiating test data are available for this method in the
subsonic speed range.

Sample Problems

1. Method 1

Given: The parabolic body of revolution of Reference 10.

= 5.04ft d = 0.510 ft db = 0.376ft f 9.87

V8 = 0.687 cu ft; (Va) 2 /3 = 0.7786 sq ft M = 0.40 0a x 180

Body ordinates: r = 0.255 - " 7

Compute:

Potential Flow Term (Section 4.2.1.1)

x, = 5.04 ft*

x,/Re = 5.04/5.04 = 1.0

X1 may be determined by inspection for this case

4.2.3.2-4
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Xo/,AB 0.903 (Fgure4,2.1.1-20b)

x = (0,903) (5.04)= 4.55 ft

14025 6.27 'x _ (2)(4.55) 2 '/;--3, 6.375

= 0.151 sqft

(k2 -k 1 ) = 0.938 (Figure4.2,1.1-20a)

(k 2 -k ) (0.938)
2222S =2a2(0.151) 0.364 -2

(VB) 2 /3  (0.7786)

Viscous Term (Section 4.2.1.2)

-q = 0.685 (Figure 4.2.1.2 -35a)

Cdc = f(Mr); Me = Msina

Svaries between 0.40 sin (0) to 0.40 sin 18 °; 0 -5 <e 0.1236

Cd = 1.20 (constant) (Figure 4.2.1.2-35b)

R fB £B RB
1B r cd dx (0.685) (1.20)fS r dx 0.822 r Ax

Xo Xo Xo

x r* Ax rAx

x0 4.5 5
0.2136 0.20 0.043

4.75
0.2010 0.20 0.040

4.95
0.1906 0.09 0.017•B= 5.04

I rAx 0.100

l7rced dx (0.822)(0.100) = 0.0822

x
0

r is taken to be at the midpoint of each body segment.

4.2.3.2-5
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2a3 _B 2a 3

i tr cd dx ( 0.0822) 0.211 oe3

(V / 23 dc (0.7786)'

Solution:

(k2 - k1 ) 2s3 B
CD(O') = 2a 2 S0 +- 3 tr Cd dx (Equation 4.2.3.2-b)

(VB) 2 /3  (VE)2/3 Xo

= 0.364 t2 + 0.211a 3

0 1 a 2  013 Cof)
(deg) (rad) (rid 2 ) (rad, 0.364 @ + 0.211 (

0 0 0 0 0

2 0.0349 0.00122 0.00004 0.0005

4 0.0698 0.00487 0.00034 0.0018

6 0.1047 0.01096 0.00115 0-.0042

8 0;1396 0.01949 0.00272 0.0077

10 0.1745 0.03045 0.00531 0.012?

12 0.2094 0.04385 0.00918 0.0179

14 0.2443 0.05968 0.01458 0.0248

16 0.2792 0.07796 0.02176 0.0330

18 0.3141 0.09866 0.03099 0.0425

The calculated results are compared with test values fromReference 10 in Sketch (b).

2. Method 2

Given: The same configuration as in Sample Problem 1.

Additional Characteristics:

Sb =0.111sqft Sp = 2.016sqft

Compute:

Potential Flow Term

Sb /0.111 0.285A22 ux2 - 2 a2 - .85 a'

(VD )2/3 I0.7786/

4.2.3.2-6
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Viscous Term

=0.685 I (Sample Problem 1)

d = 1.20
C

SP 3 2.016
flCd - a = (0.685)(1.20) C -- 2.128 O

C (VB)2/3 0.7786

"Solution:

CD(a) 2A2 
- b Sp a3 (Equation 4.2.3.2-c)
(VB )2/3 (Vd )213

= 0.285 a 2 + 2.128oa3

0 0 3 0 O

a ok3

(dog) (red) (rad2) (rad3) 0.285 + 2.128

•Qj. 0 (See calculation xable,Sample Problem 1) 0

2 0.0004

4 0.0021

6 0.0056

8 0.0113

10 0.0200

12 0.0320

14 0.0480

S ,16 0(0686

18 _0.0941

The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 10 in Sketch (b).

"3. Method 3

Given: The same configuration as in Sample Problems I and 2.

Compute:

Cd = 1.20 (Sample Problem 1)

2f tan ca > 5 for a > 14.20; therefore, the problem is limited to angles of attack < 100.

4.2.3.2-7



Solution:
cd

C,(cx) + ÷ 0.49 f1 -bC a4 (Equation 4. 2.3.2-d)Sb _i

2 1.20
a2 + (0.49) (9.87). 1- a4

0.111

Of' + 516 aC A

k f 0 basd on Sb) (baed on (V8 )22/3I

(dog) (rad) OrW 2 ) (rad4 I * 516 ® SOJ(V 8 )2 /3

0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0.0349 0.00122 0.000001 0.00173 0.0002

4 0.008 0.00487 0.000024 0.01725 0.0025

6 0.1047 0.01096 0.00012 0.07286 0.0104

8 0.1396 0.01949 0.00038 0.21549 0.0307

The calculated results from Column 6 are compared with test values fromReference 10 in Sketch (b)

.12

.12 0 Testvalues -Ref.lO

Method I
-----" Method 3

.--..- -• Method 2 --.08- Mehd31/

CDE) Of)_

04--

0 4 8 12 16 20
a (deg)

SKETCH (b)
4.2.3.2-8
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4. Method 4

Given: The same configuration as in Sample Problems 1, 2, and 3.

Additional Characteristics:

a 500  RQ 106

Compute:

a =• = 500

Cf 0.0042 (Figure 4.2.3.2-27)

5.04 db 0.376
RB/d - 9.88 - 0.737 (Sample Problem 1)

0.510 d 0510

Ss
- = 28.7 (Figure 2.3-3)

Sb

F 60 / Bl s
W(Df = Cf +(/d) 3 + 0.0025 B (first term in Equation 4.2.3.1-a)

= 0.0042 + --. 0 +0.0025 (5.04)] 28.7S (5.04/0.5 10)' 351)

= 0.131

CDb = 0.029 ( , / C'fTb (Equation 4.2.3.1-b

.. ~/0,376\/
= (0.029) -- V/U I~

= 0.0321

Solution:

Cx = 0 (Cf + D) (Equation 4.2.3.2-g)

= --(0.0042 + 0.0321)

= -0.0363
4.2.3.2-9
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C = Cx cos 2 a' (Equation 4.2.3.2-e)

= -(0.0363)(0.6428)2

= -0.0150 (based on body base area)

. No test data are available for a comparison.

B. TRANSONIC

Slender-body theory may be applied for a rapid but approximate estimate of body drag at angle of
attack.

DATCOM METHOD

The drag coefficient due to angle of attack from slender-body theory is

CD (a) = a 2 (based on Sb) 4.2.3.2-i

where the drag coefficient is referred to body base area and a is the body angle of attack in radians.

C. SUPERSONIC

Three methods are given for estimating body drag due to angle of attack at supersonic speeds. The
tfirst two methods correspond to the first two methods of estimating body lift in Section 4.2.1.2.
The general discussion of the methods used in Section 4.2.1.2 will not be repeated here. In addition,
a third method is given for estimating the body axial-force coefficient (based on Reference 4 and
similar to Method 4 of Paragraph A of this section). This method is applicable up to an angle of
attack of 1800 and is limited to bodies of revolution with blunt, conical, ogive, and 3/4-power
noses.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

The supersornic body drag due to angle of attack, determined by the method of Reference 9 for
moderate angles of attack, is

C)(a) CLa 4.2.3.2-i

where CL is given by Equation 4.2.1.2-g or Equation 4.2.1.2-h, depending on whether the body
cross section is circular or elliptical, and a is the angle of attack in radians.

The supersonic drag due to angle of-attack of a body of revolution, based on body base area, is then

S
C0 (a) = 2a 2c2 + c a 3  4.2.3.2-k

d Sb

where all the parameters are defined under Method 2 of Paragraph A.

4.2.3.2-10



The supersonic drag due to angle of attack of a body having an elliptical cross section, based on

body base area, is a O2 b sin
.CD(a)I = cos2 + -- sin2#] CD(a) 4.2.3.2-1

where

a is the major axis of the elliptical cross section.

b is the minor axis of the elliptical cross se!ction.

is the angle of bank of the body about its longitudinal axis; ¢ = 0 with the major axis
horizontal and ¢ 900 with the minor axis horizontal.

CD (a) is the drag due to angle of attack of a body of revolution having the the same
cross-sectional area distribution along its axis as the elliptical-cross-section body of
interest. It is given by Equation 4.2.3.2-k.

Calculated results using this method have been compared with test data in Reference 9. The
comparison included bodies of revolution and bodies of elliptical cross section, both having the
same axial distribution of cross-sectional area. The tests included bodies of fineness ratios 6 and 10

91"l at M = 1.98 and bodies of fineness ratio 6 at M = 3.88. The angle-of-attack range was from zero to
approximately 200. For the cases considered, there is good agreement between results calculated by
this method and test values.

Method 2

A method for predicting the normal force of bodies of revolution at supersonic speeds is given in
Section 4.2.1.2. The drag due to angle of attack of a body of revolution can be expressed as

CD(a) = C sin a - Cx cosa 4.2.3.2-m

where CN and Cx are defined in Sketch (a). For small angles of attack the resultant force vector is
nearly normal to the body surface and the chordwise force component is neglected.
Equation 4.2.3.2-m can then be approximated at small angles of attack as

SCD (a) = CNa 4.2.3.2-n

"where

a is the body angle of attack in radians.

4 CN is the body normal-force coefficient at angle of attack, based on body base area,
obtained from Figure 4.2.1.2-38.

The nounal-force data of Figure 4.2.1.2-38 are for cone-cylinder configurations, but may be
used for general pointed bodies without great loss of accuracy.

4.2,3.2-11
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Method 3
KI

The following method (Reference 4) piedic+s the axial-force coefficient Cx in the angle-of-attack
range oo 0 to 1800. The methol is limited to bodies of revolution with blunt, conical, ogive, and
3/4-power nose shapes. Due to the zomplexity of calculating drag for bodies with noncircular cross
sections, the Datcom method is Aimited to bcdies with circular cross sections. For noncitcular
cross-section bodies, the user is referred to thiw treatment presented in References 4 and 5. This Cx

te ybe used in conjunction with the CN a!culated in Section 4.2.1.2 to obtain CD i.e., CD
CN sin a - Cx cos 0.

The axial-force Cx of a circular-cross-section body at an angle of attack is given by

'= Cxao cos2a' (for 0 < a < 900) 4.2.3.2-o

C" = cos 2a' (for 90 0 < •a< 1800) 4.2.3.2-p

and

"= -(Cf +CD +LC ) 4.2.3.2-q

C alo + = Cf D + CD 4.2.3.2-r

where

CDb is the base-drag coefficient for bodies of revolution, from Figure 4.2.3.1-60.

C is the wave-drag coefficient determined from Figure 4.2.3.2-28a for blunt nose or blunt

w base foiward, or Figure 4.2.3.2-28b for other nose shapes.

The remaining termis are defined in Paragraph A of Section 4.2.3,2.

A comparison of test data taken from References 7 and 8 with results calculated by this method is '
presented in Tablt, 4.2.3.2-A. It should be noted that very little reliable test data at high angles of
attack were avahable, and much of that used to substantiate the method is suspected of b.in,
affected by model support interference. The method generally predicts a lower absolute value of Cx
than evidenced by available test data; however, the user should be cautious in view of the
uncertainty of the test data.

It is recommended that other Datcom methods be used whenever possible, especially at low angles
of attack.

The method is appl*icablk to 0 < M < 7; however, caution should be used in the hypersonic range
because of the lack of substantiating data.

4.2.3.2-12



Sample Problems

1. Method I

Given: Three bodies of Reference I leach having the same longitudinal area distribution.

Body 1. Ogive-cylinder

B= 42.0 in. RN = 14.0 in. RA = 28.0 in. db dmax = 4.0 in.

f = 10.5 Sb =12.57 sqin. Sp = 154.Osqin.

Body 2. Horizontal ellipse

Same longitudinal area distribution as ogive-cylinder body.

a = 4.90 in. b 3.26 in. = 0

Body 3. Vertical ellipse

•. Same longitudinal area distribution as ogive-cylinder body.

a = 4.90 in. b = 3.26 in. € = 900Hrr. Additional Characteristics:

M= 2.01; 1.744 0 - 100

Body 1. Ogive-cylinder

Compute:

.S/Sb= 154.C,`12.57 = 12.Z3

Me = M sin a
(See calculation table below.)Cd (Figure 4.2.1. -35b)

Solution:

S
CD(a) = 2ae2 + Cd P SC 3 (Equation 4.2.3.2-k)

D ~C S

4.2.3.2-13
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C Sb) )l )

0, 6t3 Cd (Eq. 4.2.3.2-k)

(dog) (rad) rad
2

) (rad
3

) M sin c (Fig. 4.2.1.2-35b) @ 12.25 2 © +

0 0 0 0 0 1.20 14.70 0

2 0.0349 0.00122 0.00004 0.0701 1.20 14.70 0.00303

4 0.0698 0.00487 0.00034 0.1402 1.20 14.70 0.01474

"6 0.1047 0.01096 0.00115 0.2101 1.20 14.70 0.03882

8 0.1396 0.01949 0.00272 0.2797 1.21 14.82 0.07929

10 0.1745 0.03045 0.00531 0.3489 1.233 15.10 0.1411

S Bodies 2 and 3 ('

Compute:

Horizontal ellipse

•'b a
+I) Ž ! 15cs()+066 il(]=15

* Vertical ellipse

ra b 1 1
b cos 20+ - sin 2 , P 11.5 cos 2 (90°)+ 0.667 sin 2 (90o)j = 0.667

Solution:

IC . b a ICa 2 2CC~) i cs~.~ii~ D( (Equation 4.2.3.2-1)",a

S= 1.50 CD (a) Horizontal ellipse

= 0.667 CD (a) Vertical ellipse

"*! 4.2.3.2-14



(D0 030

I ICOtct' laIb

"C (OW Horiz. EI'1pse Var. Ellipse

(deg ogive-cyl. 1.5002 0.667

0 0 0 0

2 0.00303 0.00454 0.00202

4 0.01474 0.02211 0.00983

6 0.03882 0.05823 0.02589

8 0.07929 0.1189 0.0529

10 0.1411 0.2116 0.0941

The calculated results for the three bodies are compared with test values from Reference 11 in Sketch (c).

2. Method 2

Given: The ogive-cylinder body of Sample Problem 1.

. Compute:

,N • 14.0

fN =- = -- = 3.50
d 4.0

max" " -" A 28.0
" • ~ fA -= =7.0

-- dma 4.0

SfA/fN = 7.0/3.50 2.0

" /fN = 1.744/3.50 = 0.498

,CN (Figure 4.2.1.2-38b) (See calculation table below.)

Cz CN/• (based on body base area) (See calculation table below.)

4.2.3.2-15
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Solution:

CD(ax) = CN a (Equation 4.2.3.2-n)

CD (a)(CN
CD1O

aX a (3a ICN CN (Eq. 4.2.3.2-n)

(dog) (red) (dog) (Fig. 4.2.1.2-38b) ® /91

0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0.0349 3.488 0.15 0.086 0.0030

4 0.0698 6.976 0.30 0.172 0.0120

6 0.1047 10.464 0.52 0.298 0.0312

8 0.1396. 13.952 0.80 0,459 0.0641

10 0.1745 17.44 1.20 0.688 0.1201

The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference I I in Sketch (c).

.24 - --

Test values - Ref. i I
0 Ogive-cylinder

.20 - Horizontal ellipse

- Vertical ellipse -

. .16" -/

"CD (a)

.12 --
HORIZONTAL ELLIPSE
OGIVE-CYLINDER, METHOD I~
OGIVE-CYLINDER, METHOD 2

.08- VERTICAL. ELLIPSE. A -

.04 --0 a.
024 6 810S(deg)

4.2.3.2-16 SKETCH (c)
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3. Method 3

Given: An ogive-cylinder body of Reference 7.

Body Characteristics:

-5
d d

Additional Characteristics:

S= 400, 1200 M 2.86 Rý 1.375 x 106

Compute:

Cx at co- 400

et' ct = 400

Cf 0.00287 (Figure 4.2.3.2-27)

CDb = 0.103 (Figure 4.2.3.1-60)

M- = (2.86)(V-) = 0.572QN

0.7M 2 CD 0.215 (Figure 4.2.3.2-28b)

S "" _0.215 0.215•'j •' '"C w- 0.0375

CDW 0.7M2  0.7(2.86)2

Cx -(Cf + CD + CDw) (Equation 4.2.3.2-q)
ý1 4 a = f b D w

- -(0.00287 + 0.103 + 0.0375)

- -0.143
"4.2.32-17
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Cx = Cx Cos 2a' (Equation 4.2.3.2-o)

= -(0.143)(0.587)

--0,084 (based on body base area)

C at ot 1200

'- 1800°-a 600

* Cr =0.00287 (Figure 4.2.3.2-27)

Cb = 0.103 (Figure 4.2.3.1-60)

CD = 1.747 (Figure 4.2.3.2-28a for blunt base forward)

CxQ==I8o 0 Cr + CD +CDW (Equation 4.2.3.2-r)

= 0.00287 + 0.103 + 1.747

- 1.85

Cx = Cx 0 cos2 &' (Equation 4.2.3.2-p)

= (1.85)(0.25)

= 0.46 (based on body base area)

Additional values have been calculated below:

M ideg) Cx -

2.86 0 -0.14

2.86 20 -0.126
2.86 40 -0.084

2.86 60 -0.036

'1860 -0.004

2.86 t100 0.006

2.86 120 0.46

2.86 140 1.08
2.86 160 1.63

2.86 180 1.84

The calculated results of the sample problem are compared to test values from Reference 7 in
Sketch (d).
4.2.3.2-18
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2--___ 0 Test points

- Calculated

1- -- _____r-.-- - __

,.-- _ _ _

"ANGLE OF ATTACK. a (deg)
,,00 40 60 0 10 O 1 1 10

0-1- - -(j

SKETCH (d)

D. HYPERSONIC

For small or moderate angles of attack the hypersonic drag of a body is given by Method 2 of
Paragraph C. For large angles of attack the method of Reference 4 presented as Method 3 of
Paragraph C of this section may be used.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

"At small to moderate angles of attack, body drag due to angle of attack, based on base area, is given
by Equation 4.2.3.2-n; i.e.,

' CD (a) = CN

where CN is obtained from Paragraph D of Section 4.2.1.2 and a is the body angle of attack in
radians. The design charts of Section 4.2.1.2 can be used to determine the normal-force coefficient
at angles of attack for cone-cylinder-flare, cone-cylinder, or cone-flare bodies with pointed or
spherically blunted noses, or for spherically blunted or pointed cones.

An approximate value of C, (ca) at small angles of attack for a spherically blunted ogive can be
determined by

-CD(oCN a 2  
4.2.3.2-s

where C. is obtained from Figure 4.2.1.1..25 and a is the body angle of attack in radians.

"4.2.3.2-19
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Method 2

This method is identical to Method 3 presented in Paragraph C of this section. The method is
applicable to angles of attack from 0 to 1800 and Mach numbers up to 7. Substantiating test data
taken from Reference 8 for o < 250 are presented in Table 4.2.3.2-A. The mehod has not been -

substantiated at higher angles of attack. It is recommended that the method be used cautiously and
only when Method I cannot be used.

Sample Problems
1. Method 1

Given: A cone-cylinder body ofReference 12.

B =8.0 in. RA = 4.68 in. RN = 3.32 in. d = 1.17 in.

M =6.86;3 =6.79 0 -5 Q O 24o

Compute:

R A 4.68 RN 3.32

4. f0 f--. d 28"f' d 1.17 d 1.17

fA/fN= 4.0/2.84 - 1.41

"=lfN 6.79/2.84= 2.39 1
O CN (Figure 4.2.1.2-40a through -40d, interpolated) (See calculation table.)

CN = PCN /3 (baxed on body base area) (See calculation table.)

Solution:

CD(a) = CN av (based on Sb) (Equation 4.2.3.2-n)

(Fig. 3CN CN at (Eq. 4.2,3.2-n) "]

(dsog) (deg) (Fig. 4.2.1.2-40) Q /6.79 (red)

0 0 0 0 0 0

4 27.2 1.4 0.206 0.0698 0.0144

8 54.3 3.0 0.442 0.1396 0.0617

12 81.5 5,2 0.766 0.2094 0.1604

16 108.6 7.7 1.134 0.2792 0.3166

20 135.8 10.4 1.53" 03490 0.5347

24 163.0 13,3 1.959 0.4188 0.3204

4.2.3.2-20
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The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 12 in Sketch (e)

1.2 Test values - Ref. 12

I Calculated
1.0 -

CI) (Cf)
.6•

.2-

0 10 20 30

ax (deg)

SKETCH (e)

2. Method 1

Given: A cone-cylinder-flare body oflference 13.

Colie:

R- = RN = 2.414 in.

3 dI = d 2  2.0in. 1= 22.50

d_3 Cylinder:

R£2 - £2 C 2.0in. d2  2.0 in.

-2 Flare:

R£3 = R - 3.29in.

d3  5.80 in. 03 300

Additional Characteristics:

M 6.0; 3 5.92 0 < o 160

4,2.3.2-21



Compute:

In accordance with the method of Section 4.2.1.2, the increment of normal force due to the flare is
added to the normal force of the cone-cylinder body.

(CN cone-cy Hinder

fN = /d = 2.414/2.0 = 1.207

f,= fc = c/d = 2.0/2.0 = 1.0

""/ = "0/1-20'7 = 0.829

/fN= 5.92/1.207 = 4.90

PCN (Figure 4.2.1.2-40d and -40e, interpolated) (See calculation table.)

CN = PCN I' tkbased on cone-cylinder maximum frontal area) (See calculation table.)

I 2 2.0\2
1 1- 0.119 0.881

"2 (Fiare 4.2. 1.2-42b) (See calculation table.)
I 2

N F 1d2\2)~N
(ACN) d 0.881 (based on flare base area) (See

/d_\ 2 3Idl calculation table.)

(CN)

+ " (based on cone-cylinder maximum frontal area)( - iSvc calculation table.)

0 4,2.32-22
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Solution.

CD(a) = CN a (Equation 4.2.3.2-n

07G 0::(&NJ ( (9 @)
( A CN ) Fd

S[, 1- (2CN

#a(,- \/CN E3 Eq. 4.2.3.2-nI

do@) f(d. (F 1&,4.2.1.2.40) 0 /6.92 (Fig 42.1.2-42b, ) @ 0.881 8.41 ® G + OW ),,j

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 23.7 0.86 0.145 0.99 0.CB 0.673 0.818 0.0698 0.0671

8 47.4 1.75 0.296 0.18 0.16 1.348 1.642 0.1396 0.2292

12 71.0 2.62 0.443 0.275 0.24 2.018 2.461 0.2094 0.5153

16 94.7 3,50 0.591 0.35 0.31 2,b07 3.198 0.2792 0.8929

The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 13 in Sketch (f).1.0--

Test values - Ref.13 13
Calculated

CD (01)
.6- --- __

.44

.2.

0 4 8126
ot (deg)

SKETCH (f)

* 3. Method 2

Refer to Sami)le Pioblem 3 in Paragraph C of this section for an example oft (h application of the
method.

4.2.3.2-23
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TABLE 4.2.3.2-A
SUPERSONIC AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT FOR

CYLINDER-BODIES WITH VARIOUS NOSE SHAPES
METHOD 3

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Re

lbe lit Nose a
Ref M on diam) d d Shape (deg) CXcaic CXtest CACX

7 2.86 1.25 x 10 5 6 0 Blunt 0 -1.84 -1.7U -0.14

20 -1.63 -1,69 0.06

40 -1.08 -1,46 0.38

60 -0.46 -0.84 0.38

80 -0.56 --027 -0.29

100 0.56 0 0.56

3 Cone 0 -0.18 -0.22 0.04S20 -0.16 -- 0.33 0.171

Si40 --0.11 -0.44 0.33

60 -0.05 -0.52 0.47

80 -0.005 -0.50 0.49

100 0.06 -- 0.21 0.27

120 0.46 0.57 -0.11

140 1.08 1.32 -0.24

160 1.63 1.63 0

O18 1.84 1.64 0.20

L 5 Ogive 0 -0.14 -0.11 -0.03

20 -0.12 -0.22 0.10

40 -0.08 -0.40 0.32

60 -0.03 -0.60 0.47

80 -0.004 -0.42 0.42
100 0.06 -0.30 0.36

120 0.46 0.57 -0.11

140 1.08 1.30 -0.22
160 1.63 1.68 -0.05

: 180 1.84 1.62 0.22

8 4.24 5.4 x 105 7 3 Cone 0 --0.137 -0.105 -0.032

I I 5 -0.136 -0.096 -0.04
10 -0.132 -0.107 -0.025

15 -0.128 -0.121 -0.007
! 20 -0.121 -0.171 0.050

r 25 -0.112 -0.213 0.101

10 0 -0.137 -0.125 -0.012

5 -0.136 -0.128 -0.008

10 -0.133 --0.124 -0.009

15 -0.128 -0.120 -0.008

4 20 -0.121 -0.122 0.001
25 -0.113 -0.124 0.011

"5.04 2.6 x 10s j 0 -Q0.119 -0,151 O.C: 2

V V ' 5 -0.118 -0.160 0.04

4.2.3.2-25
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TABLE 4.2.3.2-A (CONTD)

"/ ~RQ
(baied Nose a

Ref M on diam) d d Shape (deg) c ACxCXlalc CXtest ..-

8 5.04 2.6 x 105 1.) Cone 10 -0.115 -0.177 0.062

15 -0.111 -0.159 0.048

20 -0.105 -0.159 0.054
, ! •r '25 - -0 .098 - -0 ,216 0 .118

7 5 Ogive 0 -0.082 -0.076 -0.006

,5 -0.081 -0.068 -0.013 "

10 -0.0795 -0.0895 0.010
' ' •F 15 -0.076 -0.120 0.044

6.28 1.1 x 105 3 Cone 0 -0.096 -10.20 0.112

5 -0.095 -0.195 0.100

I 10 -0.093 -0.202 0.109

15 -0.089 -0.236 0.147

/ F 20 -0.084 -0.288 0.204

". . V j 25 -0.079 -0.320 0.241

• .- '. • IAcxl

Awrage Error - --- =0.149
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FIGURE 4.2.3.2 -28a BODY WAVE-DRAG COEFFICIENT FOR BLUNT NOSE

1.6-_ _ __ __ _ OGIVE

CONE

1.2----
1.42 ___/_3/4 POWER

I~.4

0 .4 8 (d 1.2 1.6 2.0

FIGURE 4.2.3.2 -28b VARIATION OF WAVE-DRAG COEFFICIENT WITH HYPERSONIC

SIMILARITY PARAMETER FOR VARIOUS NOSE SHAPES
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4.3 WING-BODY, TAIL-BODY COMBINATIONS Al' ANGLE OF ATTACK

4.3.1 WING-BODY LIFT

43.1.2 WING-BODY LIFT-CURVE SLOPE
When a lifting panel is added to a body at low angles of attack, certain mutual interference effects may arise between the
components. These can be classified as (a) the effect of body upwash or cross flow on the local angle of attack of the
lifting panel, (b) the effect of local body-flow properties such as Mach number and dynamic pressure on the panel
characteristics, (c) the effect of the lift carryover from the panel onto the body, (d) the effect of panel upwash on the
body ahead of the panel (at subsonic speeds only), and (e) the effect of the panel lifting vortices on the body behind
the wing. These interferences are generally small for configurations with large panel-span.to-body-diameter ratios typified
by conventional, long-range subsonic aircraft. For these configurations the lift-curve slope of the combination is essentially
the sum of the lift-curve slopes of the components. For configurations in which the panel-span-to-body-diameter ratio is
small, such as conventional missiles or canard surfaces, these interference effects must usually be considered.

A. SUBSONIC

At subsonic speeds the wing-body (tail-body) interference effects are particularly difficult to estimate. Each of the inter-
ference effects discussed in the introduction is discussed below for this speed regime.

Body Upwash (Cross Flow)

In potential flow, a cylinder with the axis normal to the flow has a maximum velocity at the ends of the diameters normal
to the flow equal to twice the free-stream velocity. An inclined cylinder can be treated by considering the cylinder to be
in a combined axial and cross flow. The cross-flow velocity is thus equal to 2Vsin a and serves to increase the local
angle of attack of the lifting panel. In practice only about 40 percent of the full potential velocity is attained (see. iefer-
ence 1).

Body Flow Field (Axial Flow)

The perturbations in the potential flow field about a three-dimensional body are less than those for a corresponding two-
dimensional body. For example, the local velocity about a three-dimensional body varies as I/r t and about a two-
dimensional body as 1/r, where r is the distance from the body centerline. Nevertheless, the effects if these pertur-
bations can become significant and have sometimes been used in refined design analysis. However, for purposes of the
Datcom, these effects are considered to be outside the scope of the book. Reference 2 contains a theoretical development
that uses a distributed source-sink and doublet representation for elongated bodies. This method is best suited to machine
computation.

Scmu n Panel Lift Carryover

The carryover of the panel loading onto the body is calculated in reference 3 by means of a conformal mripping procedure.
The lift that includes this carryover effect is always les8 than WING-i)DY
the lilt of the gross panel. No method is included in the Dat- WING ALONE

r 4corn at the present time for estimating this effect.

""Cie -3

SKIETCH (a)

01
0 1.

4 4.3.1.2-1rtSl..



The combined effect of the lift carryover and the body upwash is shown for several Mach numbers in sketch (a) above.

The comparison of the isolated panel and the combination indicates that these two effects tend to compensate for tach

other. The increment in lift-curve slope due
to ther: effects is shown in sketch (b) as a .3" M
function of body size and Mach number. .3
The smaller. bodies tend to increase the lift. .2
curve .lope and the larger bodies tend to .6CL,0

decrease it. ..

0/

-r/b-.10
-. 1+ SKETCH (b)

"Panel Upwash

The induced effects of the bound and trailing vor'ices of the panel are such as to cause an upwash ahead of the panel.
The upwash is a maximum at the panel leading edge and rapidly decays with distance forward. These effects are more
important for pitching-rioment considerations than for lift.

Panel Vortices

The downwash behind the panel due to the bound and trailing vortices reduces the effective angle of attack on the aft
portion of the body and hence reduces the body lift. Again the effect on the lift of the combination is invariably small;
whereas the effect on pitching moment is more significant. These latter two effects have been successfully treated by

* ~Multhopp, (reference 4 I

A simple, yet relatively accurate, approach to the problem of wing-body interference is given in reference 5. In this
reference a method based primarily on slender-body theory is presented for calculating the ratio of the lift of the wing-
body combination to that of the wing alone. The derivation of the interference effects in terms of these ratios permits the
extension of the method to nonslender configurations. The reason for this is that in certain instances slender-body theory
accurately predicts the ratio of the wing-body lift to wing lift, even though it does not accurately predict the magnitudes
of the individual lift-curve slopes.

The specific case of a conical body mounted on a delta wing (sketch
"(c) ) has been solved by Spreiter in reference 6. Slender-body theory
is used to obtain the ratio of the wing-body lift to that of the wing

d balone. Correlation with experimental data by this method is good
SKETCH (0j throughout the speed range. In this Section, charts are presented for

the determination of the appropriate wing-body interference ratios by
means of the methods of references 5 and 6.

The methods are applicable to axisymmetric bodies in combination with straight-taper v.;ngs and arc restricted to
unbanked wings (zero roll angle). According to the limitations of slender-body theory, the methods of references 5 and 6
are not applicable to wings with sweptback trailing edges. Nevertheless, experimental data (see sample problems) indicate
that good correlations can be obtained for these configurations.

"The definition of exposed wing area depends upon the geometry of the wIng-body combination. Two cases are illus-
trated in sketch (d) below. For a wing mounted on a cylindrical portion of a body the exposed wing is defined as the
exposed half-wings joined together. For u wing mounted on an expanding section of a body the exposed wing is defined
as the parts of the wing outboard of the largest body diameter at the wing-body intersection.

*O1 When the wing is mounted on a cylindrical body section, the nose of the body Is defined as the section of the bow, ahead
- of the wing. When the wing is mounted on an expanding portion of the body, the nose is defined as the expanding portion

ot the body.

" •" The latter definition is recommended in reference 5 for the case of a configuration with a small body-diameter-to-wing.

4.3.1.2-2
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The parameters common to equations 4.3.1.2-a and 4.3.1.2-b are determined as follows:

Sw = total projected wing area

S, = exposed wing arei. Exposed wing is defined as the exposed half-wings joined together for configurations
in which the wing is mounted on a cylindrical section of the body (see sketch (d). upper configuration).
For wings on expanding portions of bodies, the exposed wing area is the area outside of the maximum
body diameter (see sketch (d), lower configuration).

(Ct)• =lift-curve slope of exposed wing based on exposed wing area and exposed aspect ratio. Determine from
Section 4.1.3.2.

_ (CL.). NSN.

(CL,)x = nose lift-curve slope. In most cases a value of 2 per radian (based on body frontal area) is sufficiently

accurate. For cases where a higher degree of accuracy is required, use Section 4.2.1.1.

Svr,, =reference area for nose lift-curve slope, usually -r-2

Kw(B* is obtained from figure 4.3.1.2-10
KB(W) is obtained from figure 4.3.1.2.10

kw(n) is obtained from figure 4.3.1.2-12a

ks(w) is obtained from figure 4.3.1.2-12a

Method 2 (reference 6)

This method is applicable to configurations similar to that of sketch (c).

The wing-body lift-curve slope is given by the following equation:

S...(C,.)w, Kowvm (C'10-1 4.3.1.2-c

"where

(CL.) W is the wing lift-curve slope from section 4.1.3.2 (based on total wing area)

K~wz) is obtained from figure 4 .3.1.2-12 c

Comparison between experimental and calculated wing-body characteristics for a large number of cases (reference 5)
shows that the lift of the wing-body combination is generally estimated by these methods to within __t 10 percent.

Sample Problem

G : Compute:

A. 0.438

-:-- -% b A. = 2.74

. = 0,802
S,,

$L = 0.0617A=3 S,.

ALM = 19.1° A,/ 2 = 0

A = 0.4 (C.f).= 3.23 (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

d (CcT)• S.,r., _ 2S= 0. 145 K, = (C1.), Sr 3.2 0617) 0.037
____________________(CL.).. S., 3.23w

*The calculation (Reference 10) of the sum of KW(B) and K(W) can be expressed in terms of the planform geometry as follows
d 2

KWW(O) + (W)) +
4.3+ K.(W, = (+)•

4.3.1.2-4
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M .25 Kw,() = 1.12 (figure 4.3.1.2-10)

R= 2 x 10, to 8 x 10" (based on wing MAC) Knw, = 0.20 (figure 4.3.1.2-10)

Note: This is configuration 4 of reference 7

Solution:

"(Cro [ K\ +± Kwc, + K1,) ](C 1.,), § 3.51 per radian (equation 4.3 .12-a)

This compares with an experimental value of (Cx 0)w,, - 3.33 (figures 6 and 21 of reference 7).

B. TRANSONIC

:.4,.*. For slender wing-body configurations, the aerodynamic interference effects are relatively insensitive to Mach number.

and slender wing-body theory gives reasonable results. For nonslender configurations transonic interference effects can
become quite large and sensitive to minor changes in local contour. At present. these effects cannot be predicted with

any accuracy.

DATCOM METHOD

The method, which is based on slender-body theory, presented in Paragraph C below should be applied at transonic

speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

The mutual aerodynamic interference between a panel and a body at supersonic speeds at low angles of attack is due
primarily to the upwash of the body and the lift carryover of the panel onto the body. The body upwash appears similar

to its subsonic counterpart, that is. the upwash is a maximum at the body surface and decays with increasing distance

from the surface. The integrated effect over the span of the panel at positive angles of attack increases the lift-curve slope
of the panel.

The lift carryover on the body is displaced downstream parallel to the Mach lines, as illustrated in sketch (e) below.

Important lift and moment differences can therefore exist between configurations in which the fuselage terminates at

the wing trailing edge and those in which the fuselage extends beyond the wing trailing edge.

%

LIFT
CARRYOVER ", :

rCr.IX

SKETCH NeO

These effects have been adequately predicted by slender-body theory in references 5 and 6 (see paragraph A above).
The local Mach-number and dynamic-pressure-ratio perturbations due to the axial flow component can also cause

significant changes in the characteristics of the panels when the local body slopes in the vicinity of the panel become

large. These perturbations decay with increasing distance from the body surface. This decay is more rapid than that iii
the corresponding two-dimensional case, because of the three-dimensional aspect of the body flow field. Sudden changes

4.3.1.2-5
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in contour like flare or boattail corners, cause a two-dimensional Mach-number and dynamic-pressure-ratio change at
the surface that then decays in a three.diiiensional mianner. Two-dimensional compression valuca for dynamic pressure
and Mach number are given by equation; 4.4.1Z and 4.4.1-aa, respectively, and corresponding expansion values are
given in figure 4.4.1-74.The average values of these parameters acting on a panel are always less than the two-dimensional
values.

DATCOM METHODS

Two methods are presented for estimating the lift-curve slope of wing-body or tail-body combinations. These methods,
which are based on slender wing-body theory, are the same as those used in the subsonic paragraph.

Method 1:

Two cases are presented: (a) panel fixed at zero incidence to the body and angle of attack of the combination varied
and (b) body kept at zero angle of attack and wing incidence varied. The lift is given by the following equations:

F , S.
() (C,,jws = KN ± Kw(s) + Ks(w)J( j.- (4.3.1.2-a)

(CL) (C'.). S, (4.3.1.2-b)

The basic definitions and limitations for these equations are the same as those discussed in paragraph A aLhne. However,
special care must be used in specifying the "k" factors. These are summarized for the supersonic speed regime below.

(CL) S.
.(CL.). Ser~

Kw(B) all planforms use figure 4.3.1.2-10

triangular-type If pA0 • 1, use figure 4.3.1.2-10
planforms l f and the fuselage extends beyond wing trailing edge, use figure

(If A 0 >1,)4.3.1.2-H1a\If '8A, > 1,"1'""1a

)and the fuselage does not extend beyond the wing trailing
edge, use figure 4.3.1.2.1lb

K 5 "~~'tan A 1,

(If j3A0(1 + A) 4- 1) •4, use figure 4.3.1.2-10

* nontriangular
ptalanfo rs 5 and fuselage extends beyond wing trailing edge, useplanforms • If #A,(1 + ,)( tanA [,, +1 >4, figure 4 .3.1. 2 -lla

8 / )and fuselage does not extend beyond wing trailing
edge, use figure 4.3.1.2-1ib

kw(0 is obtained from figure 4.3.1.2-12b

kB(w) is obtained from figure 4.3.1.2-12a

Method 2:

This method is applicable to configurations similar ot that of sketch (c) and is identical to that presented as Method 2 of
paragraph A.

4.3.1.2-6
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Sample Problems

"1. Supersonlc Llft.Curve Slope of Wing-body Combination

Given! Compute:

A. 1.34,-.'

d -. ] - -9 -= 0.328

SS = 0.590

8 = 1.75

A 1.34 A. tan ALE = 4

ALE = 71.61 18 0.584
tan ALE

Airfoil: 8.percent.thick double [1(C65] th..r, = 15 (Section 4.1.3.2)

wedge (free-stream direction) ts,._..wedge (f(e)ieci)(C.). 0.94 (Section 4.1.3.2) based on 81  14.51

0.428

Q"3 M = 2.02 ( = 1.55

.= 2,6 X HrY (based on root ehurd) 0.526
IN

Note: This is configuration 2 (CN.)v = 2.47 (Section 4.2.1.1)
of reference B. Kw~l) 1.38 (figure 4.3.1.2-10)

~dd = 0.875

Ka¢w) (CL.). 4.;q- )(d- 1) Z ==21 (figure 4.3.1.2-.2.1)

.8 (A. + i(1 i)=235

K.,w) = 0.576

Sc,. - o. 9

Solution:

(C,.)w. [K. Kw(s) + Ks(w)] (CL.). - = 1.47 (equation 4 .3.1.2.a)

This compares with an experimental v-lue of (CL.)w,- 1.57 from reference 8.

4,3.1.2.7



t SupemnkIe Uft-Cnvr r pe-• Wbg i Prnoee of Body

Case One: Wing inciei lized at i. = 0, fuselage rotating with wing

Given: Computc:MO A. = O

,bl & =2.31

-.. . .- - •... , = 1.62
d/2•

42 A 23.S A. tan Ax. 4

'• = 60° -'-A- = .935

A- 0 tan Ax

Airfoil: 9-perccnt4hick biconvex 2 ,]eerY -. 38 (Section 4.1.3.2)

(free-cdrht5 direction) v. 75 'Section 4,1.3.2) based on 14. = 20.70
';q -- d [(CN*) t] thtery

.-W = 0.23 (C.4.). = 1.79
M = 1.9 Kwla, = 1.2 {sfigur 4.3.1.2-10)

Rj= 1.9 x 104 (based on toot chord)

Note: Tnfis is the delto-wing configuration in reference 9.

r ' • S,,iuton :

Since only the lift on the wing is of interest, the reference area is the exposed wing area, aad equation 4.3.1.2-a reduces
L to•. (CL..),,.411) = g,,,m, (Ct..).

Thus the wing lift in the preaer..x of the body is (CL,)waIs = 2,15

"The experimentai valie frowm reference 9 is (CL.)ws,, 2.22

Ccat, Two: B(,dy fixed at 0 = 0, wing incidence variable

Given: Compute:

Same &a Case One kw,,, = 0.96 (figure 4.3.1.2-12b)
Other coefficients same as in Can One

Solotion:
Again only the wing lift is of interest. Equation 4.3.1.2-b becomes

(CLjW,. ) = kw. (Cs a).
1.72

4Tm erperimental value from reference 9 is 1,67.

r i 4.3.1.2-b
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4.3.1.3 WING-BODY LIFT IN THE NONLINEAR ANGLE-OF-ArTACK RANGE

The mutual interference factors that influence the lift of a wing-body or a tail-body combination at low angles of attack
(see Section 4.3.1.2) are also present at higher angles of attack. These include the nonlinear characteristics of the basic
wing and body components (see Sections 4.1.3.3 and 4.2.1.2, respectively).

"7 .- - In addition, at angles of attack of approximately six degrees body vortices appear that can have strong influences on the
loading on the lifting panels. The flow separates just behind or above the area of minimum pressure along the side of
the body near the nose and wraps up into a pair of symmetrical vortices that proceed downstream in a nearly free-stream
direction. The point at which separation first takes place depends upon the angle of attack (the higher the angle of attack,
ti-e nearer the nose separation occurs), the nose profile shape (the blunter the nose. the nearer the nose separation
occurs), and body cross-sectional shape (sharply curving lateral contours promote early separation). The vortices in-
crease in size and strength with increasing downstream distance. Since thcir strength also increases as the square of the
angle of attack, they become quite significant at the higher angles of attack.
Quantitatively, these vortices do not change significantly between subsonic and supersonic speeds. Thi3 fact is sub-
stantiated by reference 1, which derives from supersonic data a method of estimating the cross-flow lift that gives equally
reliable answers at subsonic and supersonic speeds. This is the method presented by the Datcom for handling the effects
of these vortices on lifting surfaces at both subsonic and supersonic speeds.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods of estimating the lift of wing-body configurations in the nonlinear angle-of-attack cange are presented.
The first uses the estimated nonlinear lift characteristics of isolated wings and bodies corrected by the slender-body
interference factors used in Section 4.3.1.2. The effects of the body vortices are then added. This method is valid up to
high angles of attack and is the more accurate of the two methods, though more laborious to use.
The second method simply uses the linear methods of Section 4.3.1.2 and adds the effects due to the body vortices. This

Smethod can be used with a minimum of effort but is less accurate than the first method because it does not include the
[- nonlinearities of the basic components.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1

The variation of lift with angle of attack is determined by the equation

K:i C= {(C,3\--S.+ [Kw,,,+ K,,,,,J (Cs.[ ±Jy bw/ 2 qco (CL) W

F. where
K - (C,),, is the nose normal-force coefficient at a given angle of attack based on body frontal area S.-.. from

Section 4.2.1.2

Kw(ri and K,,(w) are the mutual linear-theory interference values from figure 4.3.1.2-10

(C0. is the normal-force coefficient, at any given angle of attack, for the exposed wing (calculated by the
4 method of Section 4.1.3.3 and based on exposed wing area)

.1,w is the vortex interference factor for a lifting surface mounted on the body center line.
* . This factor is given in figures 4.3.1.3- 7 a through 4.3.1.3-72 for various wing taper ratios,

relative wing sizes, and vortex-center line positions. In using these figures a possible
problem can develop when interpolation must be made with respect to X and

i' r/(bw/2). For positions of the vortex near the body, the interpolation in r/(bw/2) can
* carry the vortex inside the body. Under these circumstances, it is recommended that the

"- - interpolation be made using (y. - r)/(bw /2 - r) for the vortex lateral position in place
of Y.I(bw/2), to avoid vortex positions inside the body. These figures are derived by
means of strip theory in reference 2.

H 4.3.1.3-!



The vertical and lateral vortex positions at any given longitudinal station x can be
determined from figures 4.3.1.3-13b and 4.3.1.3-14, respectively. These figures are
based on the data of references 3, 4, and 5, for an ogive-cylinder, a cone-cylinder, and a
modified cone-cylinder, respectively. The longitudinal position of vortex separation used
in these figures is obtained from figure 4.3.1.3-1 3a, which is based on the ogive-cylinder
test at a Mach number of 1.98 from reference 3.

F is the nondimensional vortex strength from figure 4.3.1.3-15, which is also based on the data of refer.

27r a Vr ences 3, 4, and 5.
r

* - is the ratio of the radius of the body at the midpoint of the exposed root chord of the lifting panel to
"bW/2 the semispan of the panel.

q/q. is the dynamic prcssure ratio acting on the panel. This value can either be assumed to be unity or

can be estimated, with the information in Section 4.4.1 as a guide.

(C,,,)w is the lift-curve slope of the isolated gross panel from Section 4.1.3.2.

Method 2

The variation of lift with angle of attack is given by the equation

C, + Kwu(B + K(%v;)] (Ci). a S", + Iw) ( _,, .,- ar(C )W 4.3.1.3-b

where the first term on the right-hand side is given by the method presented in Section 4.3.1.2 and the second term is
determined as in Method 1. "

The last terms of equations 4.3.1.3-a and -4, respectively, which represent the contributions of the body vortices, can

normally be ignored for normal airplane-type wing-body combinations. For conventional missile configurations, these
effects may become sizable.

Sample Problems
1. Method 1

Given:

---- -*-----d - "'

x

A. A, 2 Airfoil: NACA 0005 - 21.10
r

A,.z 450 M = 0.2 where

kw A. := 0 q/q. 1.0 x = distance from nose to
c/4-point of the MAC of the

S, 0.518Sr 0.238 exposed wing panel.swv S..

d r
- 0.280 C/2 - C.280

4.3.1.3-2



The following lift variation with angle of attack (from test data)

a(deg) (CN) N (CN).

0 -. 010 0

4 .035 .150

8 .175 .300 (CN)N is based on SNwt

12 .430 .430 (CN). is based on S.

16 .810 .700

"The following lift-curve slopes

(CL,.). = 2.12 per radian (test data)

(CL.) w = 2.34 per radian (methods of Section 4.1.3.2)

(Cr,,.) N 2 per radian (slender-body theory)

(CL.a). based on S.

(CL.)w based on Sw

(CL.a) basedon SN,.,

Compute:

Kw() = 1.240

Kaiw = ~ (figure 4.3.1.2-10)•'• KB,,, 0 .420
The lift variation with angle of attack for the wing-body configuration, excluding the effect of body vortices, is calculated
as follows:

C. {(CN) N Sgo + [Kw(o) + Ka(w)] (CO~.}_!.. (equation 4.3.1.3.a)
CosP-- CM +

S without C,

deg vortices - C, cos a

0 effect O~S:0 -. 001 --. 001

•-: •r4 .133 .133

8 .280 1277

,,,12 .423 .414

16 .701 .674

The calculation procedure for the effect of body vortices on lift variation with angle of attack is shown below.

X4
r (figure 4.3.1.3. 1 3 a)

"- X= 21.10- 1Sr r r

"na -- (ai radians)

4.3.1.3.3
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., (figure 4,3.1.3-13b)
r

A (figure 4V3.1.3-14.)
r

Vr (figure 4.3.1.3.-k)

Y. _ Yo r

1;;/2 r W/2
z_ = , r

b,/2 r bw/2

"Ia(w) (figures 4.3.1.3-7a,, 4.3.1.3-7b., andC43.1.3-7c, interpolated forb 0.280)

P1r q (C)w6 =0.280 (1.0) (.0408) 90 = 0.0114*o
bw]l qm

The solution for the vortices effect is

-. MMW) (2:Vr,)-w/2 Q40's(CL )W (,Lan v.s)

The details of the calculation for vortices effect are shown below.

a x.. z .) y P

deg r r r r- r r

0 --

8 16.90 .58 .58 1.06 .51

12 11.25 2.05 .69 1.54 .82

16 8.55 3.50 .74 1.84 1.13

lift due to
db YO body vorticesdeg bw/2 1; / l'S(w)

= 0.0114 (D ®
0 ....

4

8 .162 .297 -. 22 -. 0102

12 .193 .431 -. 31 -. 0348

16 .207 .515 -. 38 -. C783

4.3.1.3.4
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The solution for the lift variation with angle of attack of the wing-body configuration, including effect of body vortices,
is shown below.

CL, CL CL
a without due to

deg vortices body vortices ue + @
affect

0 -. 001 -. 001

4 .133 .133

8 .277 -. 0102 .267

12 .414 -. 0348 .379

16 .674 --.0783 .596

2. Method 2

Given:

The same configuration and characteristics as in Method 1 above.

Compute:

K = S(CL,). (Section 4.3.1.2)

= . (.238)

= 0,2Z

Kw(Bs)= 1.240a
Kn~w) 0.420 see Method I above

The lift variation with angle of attack for the wing-body configuration, excluding the effect of body vortices, is calculated
Sas ollows:

S.C= [KN + Kw~s) + K~s~w,] 3 (CL.). a (a in degrees)

= [.225 + 1.240 + .420] (.51S) (.0370)

= 0.03613 a (,L in degrees)

The lift due to body vortices is the same as that calculated in Method 1 above. The total lift variation is shown below.

CL CL C,
without vortices due to

deg effect body vortices (D) + (D

0 0 0

4 .144 .144

8 .289 -. 0102 .279

12 .434 -,0348 .399

16 .578 --,.0783 .500
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B. TRANSONIC

At transonic speeds compression and expansion waves interact at much greater distances from the body than at super-
sonic speeds. The disturbances in the flow field extend to greater distances from the body surface than at subsonic or .-

supersonic speeds. With a knowledge of conditions at the surface of a body, the characteristics of a lifting surface
mounted on the body can be approximated by assuming that the flow disturbances propagate undiminished in a direction
normal to the free stream. An excellent discussion of methods of calculating surface pressures on bodies of revolution
at zero angle of attack is given in reference 6. However, the corresponding problem at angle of attack is not well covered
in the literature.

At angle of attack, the appearance of body vortices due to viscous separation effects is exactly analogous to that which
occurs at subsonic or supersonic speeds.

DATCOM METHOD

No explicit method is presented in the Datcom at the present time, because of the complexity and uncertainty of estimat.
ing nonvincous transonic flow properties. It is recommended that the methods detailed in paragraph C be used at tran.
sonic speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

The discussion of the potential flow field about a body at angle of attack, given in Section 4.2.1.2 is directly applicable
to this Section, and therefore no new information is presented. Body vortices are also present at angles of attack in
excess of approximately 60. The physical mechanism of these vortices and their effect upon lifting panels are the same
as at subsonic speeds; they are discussed in some detail in paragraph A.

DATCOM METHOD
Two methods are available for estimating the lift of wing-body configurations at supersonic speeds. These can be repre-
sented by equations 4.3.1.3-a and -b, respectively, of paragraph A. Because of the similarity of the application of these
methods, the sample problem of paragraph A suffices to illustrate these methods.

REFEJRENCES
1. Kelly, H. R.: The Estimation of Normal-Force, Drag, and Pitching-Moment Coefficients for Blunt.Based Bodies of Revolution at Large

Angles of Attack. Jour. Aero. Sci., Vol. 21, No. 8, August 1954. (U)

2. Pitts, W, C., Nielsen, J. N., and Ksattari, G. E.: Lift and Center of Pressure of Wing-Body-Tuil Combinations at Subsonic, Transonic,
and Supersonic Speeds. NACA TR 1307, 1959. (U)

3. Jorgensen, L. H. and Perkins, E. W.: Investigation of Some Wake Vortex Characteristics of an Inclined Ogive-Cylinder Body at Mach
Number 1.96. NACA RM A55E31, August 1955. (U)

4. Mello, J. F.: Investigation of Normal-Force Distributions and Wske Vortex Characteristics of Bodies of Revolution at Supersonic Speeds.
APL/JHU Rep. CM 867, Johns Hopkins Univ., April 1956. (U)

S. Raney, D. J.: Measurement of the Cross Flow Around an Inclined Body at s Mach Number of 1.91. British Repor. RAE TN Aero 2357
6 (ASTIA AD 82 MS), January 1955. (U)

6. Spreiter, J. R.: Aerodynamics of Wings id Bodies at Transobic Speeds. Jour. Aero. Sci., Vol. 26, No. 8, August 1959. (U)
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4.3.1.4 WING-BODY MAXIMUM LIFT

A. SUBSONIC

The addition of a body of revolution to a wing at high angles of attack increases the wing-induced
angle of attack at all spanwise stations. The increase is greatest at the root and falls off in an
exponential manner with increasing distance from the body.

This effective increase in angle of attack tends to make the wing in the presence of the body stall at
a lower geometric angle of attack than that corresponding to the wing alohe. However, this
tendency to stall at a lower angle of attack may be modified or counteracted 6y changes in the wing
stalling pattern. These changes are the resul of the nonlinear spanwise variation of body-induced
flow and also of the partia! blanketing of the wing by the body. The relative magnitudes of these
latter two effects are largely dependent on specific wing planform shape. This means that wing
planform shape is a primary parameter in considering wing-body maximum lift.

Varying the wing height on the body, the body cross-section shape, or the body local area
distribution (area rule) changes the body-induced effects on the wing and hence the maximum lift
of the combination. Experimental data on variations of this type show small but generally
consistent differences (see References 1, 2, 3, and 4).

The first method presented below is essentially that of Se.tion 4.1.3.4, in that it requires the user to
employ the most accurate wing-body spanwise-loading computer program available. In case no such
program is available to the user, an alternate empirical method is presented as Method 2.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

This method requires that the user have at his disposal an accurate wing-body spanwise-loading
computer program, e.g., a lifting-surface-theory computer program. Specific instructions for
application of the program to obtain the wing-body maximum lift are identical to Steps I through 4
of Paragraph A in Section 4.1.3.4, which pertain to the wing-alone case.

No substantiation of this method is presented because of the variety of spanwise-loading programs
that are available to different Datcom users.

Method 2

This method is based on empirical correlations and the wing-alone method of Section 4.1.3.4, and
should be restricted to Mach numbers equal to or less than 0.60. The wing-body maximum lift
coefficient and angle of attack at maximum lift are obtained using

(CLrnax)

(CLniax )WB (Llnax)W (CLmax) 4.3.1.4-a

4(aeL (CLmax)wB =(aCL a)W 4.3.1.4-b
(C Lmax )W

4.3.1.4-b
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"w here

- CLf, w is the ratio of the wing-body maximum1 lift to wing maximum lift, obtained

(CLmax) from Figure 4.3.1.4-12b as a function of wing-body geometry.
ma I

•. (C ) is the wing maximum lift obtained from the appropriate method of

xW Paragraph A in Section 4.1.3.4. The wing-alone value is based on the total wing,
* including that part covered by the body.

is the ratio of the wing-body angle of attack at maximum lift to the wing angle

(OCLmad)w of attack at maximum lift. This value is obtained from Figure 4.3.1.4-12c as a
function of wing-body geometry.

((XCLmax~ is the wing-alone angle of attack at maximum lift obtained from the
appropriate method of Paragraph A in Section 4.1.3.4. Tne wing-alone value is
based on the total wing, including that part covered by the body.

A comparison of test data from References 5 through 17 with results calculated by this method is
[resented in Table 4.3.1.4-A.

Sample Problem

Given: Configuration 4 of Reference 14.

A = 3.0 ALE 19.10 X 0.4

Airfoil: 3-percent biconvex (free-stream direction)

d 0.145 M 0.25 RR= 8.8 x 106
b

(CLmax)w 0.77

(~ _ i Obtained using Section 4.1.3.4
: . ( C • m a x ) = 1 5 .9 0

Compute:

C2 = 1.10 (Figure 4.3.1.4-12a)

4.31.4-2
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(C2 + 1) A tan ALE = (1.10 + 1) (3) (0.3463) - 2.18

(CLmax)WB

= 0.98 (Figure 4.3.1.4-12b),:.:(CLmaX )w

(nia•.x)w.

0.99 (Figure 4.3.1.4-12c)
(04CLwax)w

Solution:

(CLmax )WB

C Lm (Equation 4.3.1.4-a)
LMX (BLmaaw ( )w

= (0.98) (0.77)

= 0.75

(OCLmax)LBw

(OL xw(aCmaxW (Equation 4.3.1.4-b)
(= (cxw .xR (*macL)w

(0.99) (15.9)

1= 5,70

These compare with test-data values from Reference 14 of LCQ = 0.71 and (CLmax 14.30

B. TRANSONIC

"No method is presented in this speed regime. The lack of sufficient experimental data prevents the
presentation of any empirical method. However, the trend of the limited data available
(Reference 5) indicates that the wing-body maximum lift converges to the wing-alone value as the
Mach number is increased above M = 0.6.

C. SUPERSONIC

Two separate methods are presented in this section for estimating the wing-body maximum lift at
supersonic speeds. The first method is somewhat easier to apply than the second method. Both
methods yield approximately the same degree of accuracy, based on the limited available test data
(References 18, 19, and 20). Attempts to substantiate these methods completely have been

impaired by lack of test data in the stall regime.

4.3.1.4-3
4.
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The first method is based on the application of the wing-body interference coefficicnts of Section
4.3.1.2 to tile exposed-wing-alone maximum lift of Section 4.1.3.4. This approach is Justified, since
at supersonic and hypersonic speeds the wing lift is limited by geometric considerations rather than
by flow separation on the wing. That is, maximum lift is reached when the component of the
normal force in the lift direction ceases to increase with angle of attack. Therefore, the
body-induced effects are felt mainly through their influence on the lift-curve slope, ra'.;. ýr than on
wing separation. This implies that the supersonic maximum lift of the wing-body combination may
be obtained by applying wing-body interference coefficients to the wing-alone maximum lift value.

The second method uses tI,,. method of Section 4.3.1.3 to calculate the complete normal-force
curve, from which the lift curve can easily be calculated.

Both methods assume that the angle of attack at wing-body maximum lift is the same as the angle
1 of attack for wing maximum lift.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

7 '[his method applies the wing-body interference factors from Paragraph C of Section 4.3.1.2 to the
"wing-alone maximum lift coefficient. The limitations of the sections used in this method will also

.-. apply to this method. The wing-body maximum lift, based on Sw, is found by

KN+KW(8) + -B( 4.3.1.4-a
L(x Lmax)e [KS

where

(CL) is the exposed-wing-alone maximum lift coefficient determined by Paragraph C
L W X/e of Section 4.1.3.4. (For the definition of exposed wing, see Section 4.3.1.2)

KN, Kw(B), are the wing-body interference factors from Method I of Paragraph C of

and K5 ~w Section 4.3.1.2.

S,
'4w is the ratio of the exposed wing area to the total wing area.

No substantiation of this method is presented; however, application of the method is illustrated in
Sample Problem i.

Method 2

Application of this method is restricted to straight-tapered planforms. The wing-body maximum lift
* is determined by using Equation 4.3.1.3-a to obtain the normal force CN as a function of angle of

attack. Then the lift curve is constructed by using the approximation CL R CNq cos a, from which
the CL i a x value is obtained. The determination of the nose contribution term (CN) of Equation

4.3.1-3-a may present somewhat of a problem, since the supersonic design curves (Section 4.2.1.2)
are inadequate at the higher angles of attack. Consequently, it is suggested that Method 2 of
Paragraph D of Section 4.2.1.2 be used for determining(CN)N in the high angle-of-attack regime.

4.3.1.4-4



No substantiation of this method is presented; however, application of' the niethod is illustrated in
Sample Problem 2.

Sample Problems

I. Method I

Given: The wing-body configuration of' Reference 19.

Total Wing.

A = 1.15 X 0.3 b = 8.26 in. Cr 11.Oin.

= 3.30 in. ALF = 030 Sw 0.409 sq ft Airfoil: flat plate

Exposed Wing-

Ae 0.97 e= 0.354 be p0.13 in. ct 9.31 in.

Se G.0268 sq ft

Additional Chara'cteristics:

B= 10.65 in. d 2.13 in. LE R 0.125 in. M 1.97;•0 1.70

Compute:

Ae tan ALE (0.97) (1.963) 1.904

S 1.70 0.866F -',tan A LE 1.963

tan ALE (CN 3.175 (Figure 4.1.3.2-56 interpolated)

/)theory

3.175
(C ) - -- 1.617perrad

43theory..96

4,3.1.-



B 
. • - - •. -. - - .. . . -, ', - 4- -. , . = - • - " l• •

"- 1.0 for a flat plate (Figure 4.1.3.2-60)

',:, (C• theor

"CN = l.6 17 per rad
a

CM (1.70) ( 1.617

4 4

M 1 -.• o0.5076

(CL) 0.985 (Figure 4.1 .3 .4-2 7a)

KN 0, since nose does not extend ahead 01 wing apex

d 2.13
b 0. =0258

"Kw(m 1.22 (Figuie 4.3 1.2-10)

KB(w)

i Od 1(,70) (2.i1)
. .. . .- = 0.389

.3 cot ALI, - l'0) (0.5095) 0.866

K: 13" 2 2.507 .
" Kl"tw) t' 2.)5~+I)(~ ) 25(iue4...-l,

- = )0.233

S(1"70f;l''1. 7) (1.3 54) -. ) 1
Solution:

+(C ) a N K -- (Equation 4. 3 .1.4-a)
C (CL ~ ~ ~ w M KB.w ) Sw

(0.985) (0+ 1.22 + 0.233) -j).4 0.937

4.3.1.4-6



"aCL 44.20 (Figure 4.1.3.4-27b)

This compares with a test value of CL 0.94 and o =Lmax 420
max

2. Method 2

Given: Same configuration as Sample Problem 1.

A 1.15 X 0.3 ALE =630 Sw =0.409 sq ft

Se =0.268 sq ft Airfoil: flat plate

Kw(B) = 1.22 1

K (W) 0.233 (Sample Problem 1, above)

(CN) l.617perrad J

M = 1.97; j3 = 1.70

Compute:

(CN = 0, since nose does not extend ahead of wing apex

(CN)!1e
13 _ 1.70

- 17 < I (subsonic leading edge)
tan ALE 1.963

Stepl. (CN) = 1.6i7

Step 2. Empirical Pa'anwcter E (see Paragraph C of Section 4.1.3.3)

.1. tan ALE .963> 1, therefor dise equation:
92 1.92

= ~K tan A,+ (tan t
E ,92 1.92 +C I

["" 4.3.1.4-7



Ayj

tan- 5.85 0 for flat plate (see sketch on Figure 2.2.1-8)
b".85

C = 0 (Figure 4.1.3.3-59a)
Sk1.963-- -\ 96.9)].i".,

E (1.617) [-j-+(0) 1( 6

1 1.653 per rad

Step 3.

E = 1.653 1.70 1.432

tan ALE 1.963

) = 1.0 for a flat plate (Figure 4.1.3.2-60)
"( C /thee

(CN )the•jry Ia 11

- Atanc a~ an~
CN tCNa f3 tan f 3 tan a

\ ftheory

Step 4.

"(CN) = CN 2 + CN sin alsin ai (Equation 4.1.3.3-a)

sin 2a

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i CIFg N~ a(N F Ca (CN)
(dog) , tan a ft tan -' ig. 4.1.3.3.69b) sin•. ®2 sin 2 (1.617)0/2 04® ® 09

16 0.4874 1.58 0,2756 0.0760 0.5799 0.4284 0.1201 0.5485
20 0.6188 1.50 0.3420 0.1170 0.6428 0.5197 0.1755 0.6952
24 0.7568 1.42 0.4067 0.1654 0.7431 0.6008 0.2349 0.8357

28 0.9039 1.35 0.4695 0.2204 0.0290 0.6702 0.2975 0.9677
32 0.9413 1.29 0.5299 0.2808 0.8988 0.7267 0,3622 1.0889
36 0.8097 1.26 0.5878 0.3455 0.9511 0.7690 0.4353 1.2043
40 0.7010 1.25 0.6428 0.4132 0.9848 0.7962 0.5165 1.3127
44 0.6091 1.26 0.6947 0.4826 0.9994 0.8080 0.0081 1.4161

48 0.5297 1.27 0.7431 0.5622 0.9945 0.8041 0.7013 1.5054
52 l0.489 1.30 0.7890 j 0.620 0.9703 0.7845 0.8072 1.5917

The contribution of oody vortices (last term of Equation 4.3.1.3-a) can be neglected, since the
configuration is more typical of an airplane configuration than of a missile.

4.3.1.4-8
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Solution:

j, N~ r ~ r qi re
CN = CN)N ±IW B M.KBW (CN)e( S. B(W) 2iraVr b2q00

"(Equation 4.3.1.3-a)

={ + [1.22 + 0.2331 (CN) 0.26)- + 0

-0.952 (N)

",-CN CL;a (CN)eCNL

(deg) N). 0.952 Ccos U (

16 0.5485 0.5222 0.502

20 0.6952 0.6618 0.622
"24 0.8357 0.7956 0.727

28 0.9677 0.9213 0.813
32 1.0889 1.0366 0.879
36 1.2043 1.1465 0.928
40 1.3127 1.2497 0.95?
44 1.4161 1.3481 0.970
48 1,5054 1.4331 0.959
52 1.5917 1.5153 0.933

These data are plotted in Sketch (a), where CL 0.970 and c 44o. These COMPLre
max

with test values of CL, = 0.94 and oclmax 420.

"' ~1.0-

•1 ~.8 --.

.6- -ILI- ___ - - -

"CN

.4 - - '

.2-

,4 0-
0 10 20 30 40 50 60

SKETCH (a)
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TABLE 4.3.1.4-A
METHOD 2

SUBSONIC MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENTS OF WING-BODY COMBINATIONS
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Percent
"AL CL ac Error, e
A d aC~ max LCmax mx Lmnax

Ref. A (dog) b Airfoil* M Calc. Calc. Test Test max max

5 2.31 60 .18 65-006 .60 1.02 27.20 .99 280 3.0 -2.9

6 3.43 51.3 .065 65-012 .12 1.04 26.80 1.05 270 -1.0 -0.7
.(to .5)

"7 2.88 52 .15 644-112 .13 1.15 26.° 1.17 260 -1.7 3.1
11 to .25c)

8 2.04 63 .18 Double .13 1.32 31.50 1.32 31.5 0 0
Wedge 5%

9 4 10 .12 Double .20 .71 12, 0  .715 13.20 -0.7 -3.0
Wedge 4.2%

10 2.88 52 .15 641412 .12 1.15 26.80 1.18 30 -2.5 -10.7
I (I. to.28c)

11 2.31 60 .18 65-006.5 .17 1.08 29.90 1.08 33.20 0 -10.0

12 5 46 .10 64A-010 .25 1.09 22.90 .955 230 14.1 -0.4
(I to.25c)

S1 1.925 20.90 .955 220 -3.1 -5.0

13 3 20 .196 4.5% Hex. .5 .795 15.10 .82 140 -3.0 7.9

.259 .76 14.70 .74 12.80 2.7 14.8

4.343 .72 13.20 .72 12.53 0 5.6

3 , 19 .145 Bi- .25 .75 15.6b .71 14.35 +5.6 9.1

Convex .60 .75 14.90 .70 150 7.1 -0.7

4 4 127 .845 21.10 .85 220 --0.6 -4,1

44 ; .25 .875 22.10 .883 230 -0.9 -3.9

3 53.1 j 1.00 250 1.04 260 -3.8 -. 3.8

3 4 .10 65A-006 .29 .93 24.80 .94 220 -1.1 12.7

.20 j .91 200 .98 18.20 -7.1 9.9

.30j .95 16.4 .96 16.60 -1.0 -1.2

.40 j 1.03 16.30 1.00 16.00 3.0 1.9

.60 1.25 19.5 1.24 18.30 0.8 6.6
I I - 0 0.80 32 2.24 31 _ 3.20 4

16 2 7.2 .23 65A-008 .13 .73 24° .75 190 -2.7 26.3!.:: I 4 3.6 .15 • .75 14.40 7 60 13 -1.

-' 6 2.4 .135 .75 12.30 .78 12° 0 -3.8 2.5

17 2 48 23 6511-008 .13 .93 22.20 .96 22.3° -3.1 -04

". ;..J 6 46 .135 t .89 180 .96 20.4. -7.3 -11.8

'Airfoil defined parallel to free stream unless stated otherwise. Average Error in CLmax = 3.2%
n

lelI
Average Error in O Lmax = - = 6.0%

mx n

•i 4.3.1.4-Il1
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4.3.2.1 WING-BODY ZERO-LIFT PITCHING MOMENT

Methods are presented for determining the wing-body zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient in the
subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed regimes. It is advisable to use experimental data whenever
possible in each speed regime.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for estimatinf, the subsonic wing-body zero-lift pitching-moment
coefficient for straight-tapered wings. Method I (Reference 1) was deri'ed using the momentum
considerations of H. Multhopp (Reference 2). Method 2 (Reference 3) has been empirically derived
from fighter-type test data. Method I is considered to be more accurate than Method 2 -because it
includes the effects of fuselage width and fuselage camber distribution. Neither method is limited to
bodies of revolution; however, only Method 1 accounts explicitly for noncircular bodies. Itf it
becomes necessary to analyze a noncircular body in combination with a wing, the results of
Method 2 should be used with caution.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

The wing-body zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient for straight-tapered wings* may be approxi-
mated by

(C0)w = [(Cm0)w+C ) (m - 4.3.2.1-a

"where

(Cm) is the wing zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient uncorrected for Mach-number
_ w effects, obtained from Section 4.1.4. 1.

(Cm

S-- is the Mach-number correction factor obtained from Figure 4.1.4.1-6 as a
-TC 0 function of Mach number. This chart gives the ratio of wing-body zero-lift

pitching-moment coefficient in compressible flow to that in incompressible flow,
.- based on test data.

(Cmio is the body zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient, uncorrected for Mach-number
-O"B effects. This parameter is approximated by using

tC 0) (k2 - k x 1 B

3 wf [(0)W + ('CL)B ]AX 4.3.2.1-b

*Method I should apply to non-straight-tapered planforms. However, the lack of a method for predicting the wing zero-lift
pitching-moment contribution has prevented any substantiation of this method for non-straight-tapered planforms.

4.3.2.1-I
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where

(k2 - k,) is the apparent mass factor developed by Munk, obtained from

Figure 4,2.1.1-20a as a function of the body fineness ratio

SW is the wing reference area

c is the wing mean aerodynamic chord

-wf is the average width of a body increment (see Sketch 'a))

_".)w is the wing zero-lift angle relative to the fuselage reference plane,
obtained from test data or estimated by using the wing zero-lift
angle-of-attack method of Section 4.1.3.1 (the effects of wing incidence
must be considered when using the method of this section).

(iCL)B is the incidence angle of the fuselage camber line relative to the fuselage
reference plane at the increment center. The sign convention of (icL)B
is identical to that of horizontal-tail incidence, and is negative for both

__ nose droop and upsweep as shown in Sketch (a). The fuselage camber
line is defined by the vertical location of the fuselage-maximum-width
"line or the body mean line where the maximum-width line is not clearly
defined (see Sketch (b)).

AX is the length of the body increment (see Sketch (a)). Fuselage
incremrent length should be chosen so that neither the change in average
width nor the change in camber line incidence is too large between
successive increments. The increments need aot be of equal length.

RB is the body length.

Equation 4.3.2.1-b may be evaluated by dividing the fuselage into increments (see Sketch (a)),

computing the value of each increment, and adding them up.

wf 9 4 50

........

(icL)i MEASURED AT INCREMENT CENTER
FRP FUSELAGE REFERENCE (NEGATIVE FOR INCREMENT 2 AND 11i(.--•PLANE • .1 AS SHOWN) , . .

BODY CAMBER LINE
SKETCH (a)

4.3.2. 1-2
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MAXMAX\ MEAN

\9~DT>I WIDTH LN

lLINE
"SEVERAL FUSELAGE CROSS-SECTIONS
SHOWING CAMBER LINE VERTICAL LOCATION

SKETCH (b)

A comparison of test data with results calculated by this method is presented in Table 4.3.2.1-A. It
should be noted that the test data are for configurations having cambered airfoils. For most
configurations with symmetrical wings with no twist, the predicted vahlies are zero or very small.

Method 2

This method was developed in Reference 3 for fighter-type aircraft by using the linear regression
analysis of mathematical statistics. In general, a regression analysis involves the study of a group of
variables to determine their effect on a given parameter. Because of the empirical nature of this
method (values for the regression coefficients), exact solutions are available only at the following
Mach numbers: 0.4, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5. At other Mach
numbers interpolation is necessary.

It is advisable to restrict the applicability of this method to the range of geometric parameters of

the test data used in the formulation of the regression coefficients. The test data used in the
formulation of the regression coefficients have geometric parameters within the following limits:

aspect ratio, A 1.6 to 6.0

taper ratio, X 0 to 1

twist, 0 0 to -9.4o

leading-edge radius, LER/Z 0 to 0.015

thickness, tVU 0.025 to 0.10

NACA camber, (yc)max/6 0 to 0.0263

conical-camber design lift coefficient, CL 0 to 0.45

forebody fineness ratio, £N/d 2.2 to 8.4

afterbody fineness ratio, 2A/d 0.3 to 5.6

leading-edge sweep, ALE 0 to 700

- - Reynolds number, R. 0.8 x 106 to 8 x 106

4.3.2.1-3



This method is not limited to bodies of revolution; however, no attempt is made to account for the
effects of noncircular bodies. If it becomes necessary to analyze a noncircular body in combination
with a wing, it is suggested that an equivalent body of revolution be used, i.e., a body of revolution
with the same cross-sectional area.

The wing-body zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient, based on the product of the wing area and
mean aerodynamic chord SwF-W, is given at a specific Mach number by

C0)WB = c0 +C(1)+C2 A+C 3 tanALE +C4 Nt)) A+C

c x2 +9 (TR) + - + CI 0 + C 12 [ +O1 3 CL

+C14WL +C 15 VT +C 1 6 ( +) +C17 ()+C 1 8 RR 4.3.2.1-c

where

Co, C1,... C1 8  are the regression coefficients as a function of Mach number, obtained
from Table 4.3.2. 1-B.

A is the total wing aspect ratio.

ALE is the sweep of the leading edge.

t
-- is the wing thickness ratio at the mean aerodynamic chord.

c

£N
d is the nose and forebody fineness ratio (see Sketch (b)).

d is the afterbody fineness ratio taken at the afterbody wing-body juncture
(see Sketch (b)).

SKETCH (c)

4.3.2.1-4
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A iis the wing taper ratio.

TR is the transition indicator; 0 for no transition strips and 1 for transition
strips or fligbt test.

S~LER
-"- is the ratio of the leading-edge radius to the mean aerodynamic chord

.C taken at the mean aerodynamic chord.

8 "is the wing twist between the root and tip sections in radians, negative for
washout (see Figure 5.1.2.1-30b).

""(Y)max is the NACA camber in the form of a ratio of the maximum ordinate of
-•the mean line to the airfoil chord taken at the mean aerodynamic chord.

C is the conical-camber design lift coefficient for a M 1.0 design with the
designated camber ray line intersecting the wing trailing edge at 0.8 b/2.
(For more details see Reference 4.) If the wing does not have a

Ticonical-camber design, the value of CLd is zero.

r. WL is the wing location index, with WL =1.0 for a high wing, WL 0.5 for a
midwing, and WL 0 for a low wing.

VT is the vertical-tail indicator, with V. = 1.0 for a vertical tail, and VT = 0
for no vertical tail.

h is the ratio of the maximum canopy height measured from the body
d center line to the body hdight at the point of maximum canopy height.

dw is the ratio of the maximum body width to wing span.

'RQ is the Reynolds number based on the mean aerodynamic chord. For
Reynolds numbers in excess of 8 x 106, the value of 8 x 106 should be
used.

4.3.2.1-5
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Sample Problems

1, Method 1

Given: The wing-body configuration of Reference 5 (Sketch (d))

151

Ali SKETCH (d)

Wing Characteristics:

SW 21.51 m2  2.14 m 0 00

A 5.02 X 0.507 Ac/ 4  13

(%)w -1.20 (test data) M =0.17

Root section airfoil is a NACA 64A- 109

Tip section airfoil is a NACA 64A-109 modified by drooping the leading edge (Sketch

4.3.2.1-6



K = 1.390 m
c 1.303 in

20~

SKETCH (e)
For the Tip Section

c = 1.390 m c 1.363 m 6 200 cLE 0.05c

The drooped leading edge varies linearly across the span from the tip section as shown in
Sketch (e), to zero extension and deflection at the root section.

Fuselage Characteristics:

RB = 12.50 n dmax 1.62 m

Other fuselage dimensions are measured from the three view drawings in Reference 5 and are
listed in tabular form when used.

Compute:

Determine wing section c

Root Section (64A-1 09) cm0 is determined through use of data from Table 4.1,1 -B

SECTION C 0

64A-010 0
64A-210 -0.040

64-108 -0.015

64-110 -0.020

r Note that the variation in c n0 due to camber is identical for the "64" and "64A" series

"airfoils, i.e., the 64A-2 10 airfoil has twice the camber of the 64-110 airfoil and twice the
cm0 . Therefore, the "64" series airfoil c M° values can be used to determine the thickness

effects.

cm + cm
064-108 064-110 --0.015 - 0.020

cm -0,01750 64A-109 2 2

4.3.2.1-7
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Tip section cmo can be determined by the method of Section 6,1.2.1.

O -f -- 0,05 (1.363) 0.049

C \/ c (1.390)

C. = --.0.00024 (Figure 6. 1.2,1-36)

Since the wing is assumed to be at zero-lift, and drooped leading edge- contribute
essentially zcro incremental lift at constant angle of attack, assume: Ac = c, 0.

Ec +C-
1., E ,,l + C +. c ,) I

+ 0.075 c, Ic~c ,- (Lqt.uation 6.1,2. i-b)

... 0.00024 (i.311) 20+ o367.3 1 +0

Ac. -0.0056
L .E

I'°m = OBASIC

AIRFOIL,

= -0.0175 --0.0056

= -- 0.0231

Determine wing zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient using Section 4. 1.4. 1.

SA cos 2 A ( R.0 m
(Am ) + (2quation 4.1.4, i-b)(Cm0' 0= A +-2 cos A 2c./4

5.02 cos2 (13P) /_0.0175 ....0.0231
5.02+2 cos (13 0 ) 2

= -0.0139

Determine the fuselage (Cmt) using Equation 4.3.2.1-1) and the three-view drawing in

Reference 5. Divide the fuselage into incremental parts and compute the value under the
summation sign for each increment (Sketch (d)).

4.3.2.1-8
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INCREMENT wf (m) l (0)w (DEG) (OCL)B (DEG) Ax (m) w 1
2 [(uO)w + 0CL)] Bx

1 0.41 -1.2 -13.6 0.759 -1.376

2 0.95 -- 10,75 -8.186

3 1.32 -8.00 -12.167

4 1.50 -5.25 -11.015

5 1.58 -2,75 -7.484

6 1.61 -0,75 -3.836

7 1.59 0.0 -2.303

.8 ___ _0,0 0.635 -1.795
91.4460 0.0 I 1.624

10 1.340 -0.500! -1.938

11 1.255 -2.000 • -3.200

12 1.190 -3.750 0.758 -5.313

13 1.100 -4.750 -5.457

14 0.950 -5.375 --4.498

15 0.735 -- 6.250 -- 3.051

16 0.485 -- 6.875 -- 1.440

17 0.175 --7.000 --0,190

Wf 2 [tO) w +(iC )] Ax =--75,373
Determine the apparent mass factor Xýo

•B12,50 7.
- -- = 7.7

dm ax 1.62

(k2 - k1 ) = 0.905 (Figure 4 .2.1.1-20a)

Determine (Cm0)B

•-•i (k2 ki ) =
(Cm)-- = 36. Sv • w2 [(0w+(C) x(Equation 4.3.,2.1-b)08=

0.905
= = (-75.373)

(36.5)(21,51)(2.14)

S-0.0406

, (C-o)M " 1.0 at M W0. 17 (Figure 4x1(4.14-6). 1

4.3.2.1-9
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Solution:

-[( ] O)M (Equation 4.3.2. 1-a)

= (-0.0139 - 0.0406) 1.0

= -0.0545 (based on Sw a)

This compares to a test value of -0.05 from Reference 5.

2. Method 2

Given: A wing-body configuration similar to that of Sample Problem I (See Sketch (f)).

SKETCH (f)
Wing Characteristics:

A = 5.0 ALE = 15.60 = 0.5 0 0

LER
NACA 65-209 airfoil - 0.00552

= 0.01071 C = 0 Low wing
Ld

Body Characteristics:

_N !A h d
-.... 3.32 -- = 2.99 - 0.50 - = 0.152
d d d b

Additional Characteristics:

M 0.4 R 6 x 106 No vertical tail T =

4.3.2,1-10



I.Is.

Compute:

The regression coefficients below are obtained from Table 4.3.2. 1-B at M 0.4.

Vmlue
Ra'euion Coefficient Table 4.3.2. 1-8

"CO -0.61496

C1  0.034113

C2  -0.0043111

C3  -0.0067607

C4  0.58626

c' "- 0.00 2163 1

C6  -0.0029718

C7 -0.0013161

ca 0.0034451

C9  -0.0097535

CIO -3a9389

ell -0.52560

C1 2  -4.3982

C1 3  0.036116

C14  0.034068

C15 -0.073114

C16 1.26B3
C17z -0.16503

C1 8  
-0.00077192 x 10-6

Solution:

'::•. :i•: 'm 0)wB\ '-C0 + Ci&( 1)+ C2  A + 3 tan AILE "1-C 4 ( ---+ c y - + C
N RA

S+C 7 •\+C8  2 C (TR)+Clo "-+/+C t (+)]

S+C 3 CLC 4 WL+C VT +C ++C

13Cd+C1 L+C15 vT+C16 + C1 18 Re

(Equation 4.3.2. l-c)

4.3.2.1-11



_% ;:" 0.03411 3 '
""(Cm ] = -0.61496+ 0.0043111 (5) - 0.0067607 (0.2793)•': "•0/WB 5

+ 0.58626 (0.09) - 0.002163.1 (3.32) - 0.0029718 (2.99)

-0.0013161 (0.5) + 0.0034451 (0.25) - 0.0097535 (1)

- 3.9389 (0.00552) - 0.5256 (0) -- 4.3982 (0.01071) + 0.036116 (0)

+ 0.034068 (0) - 0.073114 (0) + (1.2683) (0.5) - 0.16503 (0.152)

-0.00077192 x 10-6 (6 x 106) Ij

, -0.61496 + 0.0068226 - 0.021555 - 0.0018882(. + 0.052763

- 0.0071815 -0.0088857 - 0.00065805 + 0.00086128 - 0.0097535

- 0.021743 - 0.047105 + 0.63415 - 0.0250846 - 0.0046315

= -0.0688 (based on SW 5 )

B. TRANSONIC

The comments and methods of Paragraph A are applicable here, It should be noted that at near-
sonic conditions or whenever shocks begin appearing on the wing, the value of (CmO)WB may begin
to change abruptly. For this reason Method 1 should not be used above M = 0.9 and should be

* used judiciously for 0.8 < M < 0.9. Likewise, Method 2 should be applied with caution at near-
sonic conditions.

DATCOM METHODS

At transonic speeds the methods described in Paragraph A may be applied. (It should be noted for
Method I that the subsonic method of Section 4.1 .4.1 must be used to evaluate the wing zero-lift
pitching-moment contribution.) Both methods are restricted to straight-tapered-wing

* Oconfigurations.

Sample Problems

No sample problems are presented here because their solutions would be obtained in the same
manner as in the subsonic speed regime.

4.3.2..-12



C. SUPERSONIC

In the supersonic speed regime Method 2 of Paragraph A of this section may be used to estimate
(CmO)WB for fighter-type aircraft. The comments in Paragraph A pertaining to Method 2 are
applicable here.

DATCOM METHOD

N At supersonic speeds Method 2 described in Paragraph A may be applied to fighter-type
straight-tapered-wing configurations.

Sample Problem

No sample problem is presented here because its solution would be obtained in the same manner an
in the subsonic speed regime.
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TABLE 4.3.2.1-A

METHOD 1
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

A B/" 0 "C_(OmoIwB 1 (Cm)wB , (Cmo)wB

Ref. A (deg) (deg) M Calc Test Calc-Test

5 5.02 0.507 13 0 0.08 -0.0543 -0.04 -0 .l143

0.17 -0.0545 -0.05. --0.0045

3 45 0 0.67 -0.00496 -0.008 +0.0030

0.76 -0.00526 -0.005 -0.0003
S0.89 --0.00602 -0.004 -0.0020

3* 0 10.8 0 0.7 -0.0234 -0.018 -0.0054
0.85 -0.0266 -0,024 -0.0026

-,, 0.9 -0.0282 -0.027 -0.0012

"",'-0.7 -- i.0183 -0.018 -0.0003

.085 -0.0207 -0.022 0.0013

0.9 -0.0220 -0,024 0.0020

47 0.696 -0.0137 -0.019 0.0053

0.843 -0.0154 -0.023 0.00761 0.892 -0.0164 -0.024 0.0076

8 3.5 0.20 47 0 0.696 -0.0137 -0.019 0.0053

0.892 -. 0.0165 -0.024 0.0075

0.7 -0.0149 -0.018 0.0031

0.9 -0.0180 -0.022 0.0040

0.696 -0.0139 -0.014 0.0001

0.892 -0.0168 -0.019 0.0022

0.7 -0.0145 -0.016 0.0015

0.9 -0.0175 -0o017 -0.0005

k"9 4 0.1 45 0 .8 -0.0219 -0.031 0.0091

0.85 -0.0231 -0.033 0.0099

0.9 -0.0246 -0.036 0.0114

4.3.2.1-14
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TABLE 4.3.2.1-A (CONTO)

Ac/4 (Cmo)wB (Cmo)wB a (Cmo)wB

Ref. A X (dog) (deg) M Calc Test Calc-Test

Unpub. 7.028 0.230 30.61 -4.05 0.2 --0.0329 -- 0.040 0.0071
data

0.4 -0.0339 -0.040 0.0061

0.6 -0.0372 -0.040 0.0028

0.7 -0.03u3 -0.042 0.0027

0.8 -0.0423 -0.046 0.0037

, I.0.825 -0.0436 -0.0455 0.0019

4 0.85 -0.0444 -. 0.043 -0,0014

8.71 0.2036 24.5 -4.7 0.2 -0.0760 -0.0830 0.0070

0.3 -0.0761 -0.0830 0.0069

0.4 -0.0783 -0.0835 0.0052

0.5 -0.0813 -0.0845 0,0032

0.6 -0.0859 -0.0860 0.0001

0.7 -0.0908 -0.0890 -0.0018

0,8 -0.0973 -0.0935 -0.0038

0.85 -0.1026 -0.0950 -0.0076

6,8 0.30 35 -7.1 0.2 -0.0223 -0.0220 -0.0003

0.4 -0.0230 -0.0220 -0.0010

0.6 , -0.0252 -0.0245 -0.0007

0.7 -0.0266 -0.0270 0.0004

0.8 -0.0285 -0.0288 0.0003

0.825 -0.0295 -0.0292 -0.0003

0.85 -0.0302 -0.0300 -0.0002

0.875 -0,0312 -0.0308 -0.0004

0.9 -0.0321 -0.0315 -0.0006

MIAt(Crya mOWBI

Average A (CmO)WB = 0.0036

4 2.
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4.3.2.2 WING-BODY PITCHING-MOMENT-CURVE SLOPE (AERODYNAMIC CENTER)

For wing-body configurations in which the body radii are large relative to the wing semispan, there exist mutual
aerodynamic interferences between wing and body that can appreciably affect the aerodynamic center of the
"wing-body combination.

The body influences the wing lift primarily by inducing a change in the local angle of attack along the span.
The wing influences the body by a lift carryover from the wing onto the body. For supersonic speeds the
wing lift carryover on the body is displaced downstream parallel to the Mach lines, as illustrated in sketch (e)
on page 4.3.1.2-5. Important moment differences can therefore exist between configurations in which the
fuselage terminates at the wing trailing edge and those in which the fuselage extends beyond the wing
trailing edge.

The aerodynamic-center location of a wing-body configuration is given in reference I as

•. + (C) C + %W

_________.___N___W _______________w __ 4.3.2 .2-a+ +CLC~caN CC~waN + +%(w

where the x' /cr terms are the chordwise distances measured in exposed wing root chord,- from the apex of
the exposed wing to the aerodynamic center, positive aft. The methods for calculating these terms are

_ ._ presented in this section and are based on exposed-wing geometry. The exposed wing is defined as the parts
. of the wing outboard of the largest body diameter at the wing-body intersection. Two case. are illustrated in

sketch (a).

.•"• -•xft d b •_b*

NOSE FOE 
...O

BODY.

SEXPOSEDE
WINGWWING

........ AREA

-. .. ......

NOSE
SKETCH (a)

•~ .... '
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The lift-curve slopes used in Equation 4.3.2.2-a are referred to the total wing area.

The aerodynamic-center location measured in wing root chords aft of the wing apex is given by

-rk -- } c d+ tanAt 4.3.2.2-b

where x,./c is given by Equation 4.3.2.2-a.

The nose of the body is defined as the expanding portion of the body ahead of the wing. The forebody is the
cylindrical portion of the body ahead of the wing. The base of the forebody is defined as the cross section at
the wing-leading-edge - body intersection.

If the wing is at incidence relative to the body, the a.c. can be approximated by using the lift coefficient of
each component - in the linear or near-linear range only - instead of the lift-curve slope. The angle of attack
of the body relative to the free stream is used to calculate the body lift, and the angle of attack of the wing
relative to the free stream is used to calculate the wing lift and lift carryover on the body.

The specific case of a conical body mounted on a delta wing (Sketch (c) on Page 4.3.1.2-2) has been solved
by Spreiter inReference 2. Slender-body theory is used to obtain the ratio of the wing-body lift to that of the
wing alone. Correlation with experimental data by this method is good throughout the speed range. The
method predicts that the aerodynamic center of the wing-body combination is the same as that of the wing
alone.

Methods are presented in this section that are applicable to axisymmetric bodies in combination with
straight-tapered wings throughout the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed ranges, and in combination
with non-straight-tapered wings at subsonic and supersonic speeds. The methods are applicable only in the
linear-lift range.

The effects of body cross-section shape and wing vertical position. on wing-body lift-curve slope are not
considered. (Some test data on these variables are given inReferences 3 and 4.) Therefore, the methods
should not be construed as pertaining to generalized wing-body combinations with arbitrary body shapes.

The results of this section apply to single-wing-body configurations only; for cruciform and other multi-
. panel arrangements, interference effects may exist between the various panels,

.'The following general categories of non-straight-tapered wings are considered at subsonic and supersonic
- .speeds:

Double-delta wings
Cranked wings
Curved (Gothic and ogee) wings

These wings are illustrated in Sketch (a) of Section 4.1.3.2. Their wing-geometry parameters are
"presented in Section 2.2.2.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHODS

4 Straight-Tapered Wing-Body Configurations

The subsonic aerodynamic-center location near zero lift of a wing-body configuration with a straight-tapered
wing is obtained from the procedure outlined in the following steps:

4.3.2.2-2
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Step 1. Divide the wing-body configuration into three components as follows and determine their

nertinent geometric parameters (seeSketch (a)).

(1) The exposed wing in the presence of the body, denoted by the subscript W(B).

(2) The body in the presence of the wing, denoted by the subscript B(W).

"(3) The body nose and forebody ahead of the wing-body juncture, denoted by the
subscript N.

Step 2. Determine the lift-curve slope of the exposed wing (CLa)e from the straight-tapered wing

method of Paragraph A of Section 4,1.3.2, based on its exposed area S,.

Step 3. Determine the lift-curve slope of the body nose by the method of paragraph A of
Section 4.2.1.1. In most cases the slender-body-theory value of ( CN 2 per radian

(based on the nose frontal area) is sufficiently accurate.

Step 4. Using the lift-curve slopes determined in Steps 2 and 3, calculate CL , C ,andLava'La BW

. CLa, referred to the total wing area, by

Se

CLaa =W~e ~~La)e SW

Se
94 ~CaBW =K a(W, (CLa)SW

•,. • rd2
(CNa) = (C,4)o td

where KW(B) and KBw) are interference factors obtained from Figure 4.3.1.2-10.

"Step 5. Determine the a.c. location of the exposed wing as a fraction of the root chord of the
"xp

exposed wing "'-- from Figure 4.1.4.2-26. The interference effect of the body lift in the
*6 cr'*tJ re

presence of the wing is neglected, and the a.c. location of the body-lift carryover on the
"wing is taken as the a.c. location for the exposed wing, i.e.,X, x,

7ac.a.c.

\r / W(B

*The equatlon given for (CN ) s based on the lender-body-theory value for (cN)" If Equation 4.2.1.1-a is used t obtain (ONa).[

"""(V 11213
thenO, C Na.4  \ B SW
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Step 6. Determine the a.c. location of the wing-lift carryover on the body (1.c)

)B(W)

For PA, >, 4,0, the a.c. contribution due to the lift carryover of the wing on the body is

obtained ffom the equation

(w) A_-2k- (I +Wi-2k +(1 --k (L-k)
I b- LIk i jJk 2k / -) -k 2--

4.3.2.2-c

where k = d/b and the term inside the brackets is plotted for various values of k in Figure
4.3.2.2-35.

Equation 4.3.2.2-c is developed from lifting-line theory applied to the portion of a fictitious
wing inside the body, defined by the image of the actual wing at the intersection of the wing

d
quarter-chord line with the body. Equation 4.3.2.2-c is mathematically limited to - 0. 5,

d b
but extrapolation to 0.8 gives accurate results.

For P3A. < 4.0 an interpolation procedure is required. The a.c. location at AO= 0,

derived from slender-body theory, is given inFigure 4.3.2.2-36b. For P3A. between 0 and 4.0,

the a.c. of the wing-lift carryover on the body is obtained by fairing values between those
obtained fromFigure 4.3.2.2-36b and Equation 4.3.2.2-c for PA. = 0 and PA. >' 4.0, 4

respectively. It is recommended inReference 1 that the interpolation procedure for PA, < 4.0

be performed using the calculated wing-alone values ( 0 0) as a guide. However, for the

purpose of the Datcom ttis calculation is omitted, and the fairing is performed between
P3AO = 0 and P3A 0 = 4.0 by a curve through the value at PA. 0 and tangent to the

calculated line for P3A. > 4.

Step 7. Determine ;he a.c. location of the body nose aid forebody as a fraction of the root chord

of the exposed wing ( .!/)N and referred to the exposed-wing apex.

Two methods are presented here for estimating the aerodynamic center of the nose and
forebody (see.Sketch (a)).

* The first, which is based on the methods of Sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.2.1, is the more
accurate of the two. It should be used when the nose lift is a significant fraction of the
total lift of the vehicle. In Equation 4.2.2.1-b, RN should be substituted for Xm and
dCm /dCL should be multiplied by the negative cube root of the nose volume and divided
by cr,. This refers the moments to the apex of the exposed wing, i.e.,

S.. .Xac.V 1/

Sc )4.2.2.1 I ..
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The second method presented in this section gives more approximate answers than the first
method. Figure 4 .3 .2.2 -36a gives the aerodynamic-center location for cones, ogives, and
ellipsoids without forebodies. For ogives with forcbodies an approximation can be made by
defining an equivalent ogive to replace the actual ogive and forebody. Thus

(W'),qulv = (Omno + 1.6 f~mbwd 4.3.2,2-d

where (f)now (f)•noesy, and are the fineness ratios of the actual nose, the forebody,

and the equivalent nose, respectively. Figure 4.3.2.2-36a is entered with the actual nose
fineness ratio to obtain the a.c. of the equivalent nose, referred to the apex of the exposed
wing. Then

Ix\ cIx/\ c/1

where I is the length of the equivalent nose (I fqu d).

"Step 8. Using the results calculated in Steps 4 through 7, Equation 4.3.2.2-a gives the a.c. location of

the wing-body configuration measured in exposed-wing root chords aft of the apex of the
exposed wing. The a.c. location measured in wing root chords aft of the wing apex is given
byEquation 4.3.2.2-b.

Application of this method is illustrated by the sample problem on Pages 4.3.2.2-7 through 4.3.2.2-10.

A comparison of test data with results calculated by using this method is presented asTable 4.3.2.2-A. The
ranges of planform and flow parameters of the test data are:

2.88 4 A < 4.0

70 < ALE < 600

0.143 4 X < 1.0

0.14 E d/b g 0.80

0.13 < M <' 0.91

0.9 x 106 < RIMAC < 6.8 x 106

Although ranges of planform and flow parameters of the test data are in most cases quite broad, the limited
number of test points makes it rather difficult to draw general conclusions regarding parameters not specifi-
cally noted in the prediction method. Within the linear-lift jange, profile parameters such as camber, twist,
and airfoil shape would be expected to have only a minor influence on the wing-body aerodynamic-center
location. There are not enough data to allow a quantitative prediction of Reynolds-number effect, but it is
reasonable to expect that Reynolds number will influence the wing-body aerodynamic-center location.

4 Non-Straight-Tapered Wing-Body Configuration

"The method for determining the subsonic aerodynamic-center location neatr zero lift of wing-body configura-
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tioris with non-straight-tapered wings is taken fromnReferenc,. 5. During the course of the study conducted in
connection withReference S, it was validated that the subsonic wing-body aerodynamic-center location of
configurations with non-straight-tapered wiiigs can be determined by using the wing-alone approach and
neglecting the exposed-wing and body lift carryover and body-nose effects. Therefore, the method presented
in paragraph A of Section 4. 1.4.2 for determining the aerodynamic-center location of non-straight-tapered
wings is directly applicable to the case of a body in combination with a non-straight-apered wing.

Esserntially, the method consists of dividing the complete theorwtical wing planform (extended to the plane-
of symmetry) into two panels with each panel having conventional, straight-tapered geometry. Then for each
of the constructed panels, the individual lift-curve slope and aerodynamic-center location are estimated by
treating each constructed panel as a complete wing. The individual lift and aerodynamic-center location
determined for each constructed panel are then mutually combined in accordance with an "inboard-
outboard" weighted-area relationship to estimate the aerodynamic-center location for the basic wing-body
configuration.

The sample problem of Paragraph A of Section 4.1.4.2 illustrates the use of the method.

Comparisons of test data with results calculated by using this wing-alone approach are presented as
Tables 4.3.2.2-B and 4.3.2.2.C (both taken fromReference 5) for wing-body combinations with double-delta
and cranked wings, respectively. Although the technique is applicable to wing-body combinations with
curved wings, test data on such configu-ations are not available for substantiation purposes. Only two wing-
body combinations with curved wings have been investigated. Since both of these configurations have very
small bodies and the wing planform projection effectively blankets nearly all the body, they have been
included in the curved wing-alone substantiation of Section 4.1.4.2 (Table 4.1.4.2-B). The ranges of plan-
form parameters of the double-delta and cranked-wing configuration test data are:

Double-Delta Configurations Cranked Configurations

1.3 4 A 4, 3.0 1.68 < A < 6.93

600 ALE| < 82.90 2 0 < ALE 1 '750

38.10 4 ALE < 600 120 < ALE 0 750

0.217 4 < 0.654 0.224 < i38 < 0.654

0 4 *NI/'a < 0.7 0 < AN/Il / 0.7

The Mach-number range of the test data for the above configurations is 0. 1 < M < 0.9.

The test results indicate that airfoil shape, camber, and twist have only a minor influence on the wing-body
aerodynamic-center location within the linear-lift range. There are not enough data to allow a quantitative
prediction of Reynolds-number effect, but it is reasonable to expect that Reynolds number will influence
the wing-body aerodynamic-center location.

Many double-delta and cranked wings have non-straight trading edges with the trailing-edge break at a dif-
ferent span station from the leading-edge break. For such wings the irregular trailing-edge sweep angles of
the subdivided panels are modified by using straight trailing-edge sweep angles for each panel, constructed so
that the area moment about the respective wing-panel apex remains approximately the same

All the configurations listed inTables 4.3.2.2-B and 4.3.2.2-C havw only one break in the wing leading edge.
In certain cases, more than one wing leading-edge break can be handled provided the wing can be approxi-

"* mated by an equivalent two-panel planform. Such an approximation has heen made for two cranked-wing

4,3.2.2-6
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planforms included in the cranked-wing-alone data summary of Section 4.1.4.2 (Table 4.1.4.2-A). In bothcases the inboard panel remains unchanged, and an outboard panel is approximated which has the samearea moment about the wing-root apex as the original outer panels by adjusting and constructing straight
leading and trailing edges.

"Sample Problem
Straight-Tapered Wing Configuration

Giver: A wing-body configuration ofleference 9.

Total-Wing Characteristics:

If Aw 3.0 Sw 2 5 0.56sqin. Xw =0.143
n d

If ALE = 38.7o A 28.80

b, 27.4 in. c 16.0 in.• ... 
C.

,II• Exposed-Wing Characteristics:

A =2.84 Xe = 0.169 A L= 38.70 AcALE = 16.71

= 13.5 in. - 0.705re SW

Body-Nose Characteristics:

"Ogive-cylinder d 5.0 in. w 0.183

in= 8.75 in. fnow =d" = 1.75

If A for=body 26.65 in. fforeody d 5.33

Additional Characteristics:

M -0.60; •J 0.80 K 1.0 (assumed)

4 Compute:

(CLa) (Section 4.1.3.2)

7 [p2 + tan 2 Ac/2,J1/2 2.43
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JCL.x
) Q 1.22 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)

(CLi 3.46 per rad

(CN)

(CNa) 2 per rad (based on nose frontal area) (slender-body theory)

Interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)
Kwe = 1.153 d

W(8)d
(FIgure 4.3.1.2-10 at - = 0.183)

KK(W = 0.255

Component lift-curve slopes, referred to Sw

S
CLa KW18) (Cla) - (1.153) (3.46) (0.705) = 281 perradLa, ww

SS
CLcL(W) = Kafwt (CLa) W = (0.255)(3.46)(0.705) = 0.622 perrad

"wrd2  
_r (5.0)2

CLa = (CN) 4 = (2.0)(4)(250.56)- 0.1567 per rad

(Section 4.1.4.2)

j3 0.80
-=1.00

tan ALEe tan 38.70

(A tan ALE )e = (2.84) (tan 38.70) = 2.28

xa.c. 0.440 (Figure 4.1.4.2-26a through -26c, interpolated for Xe)

"1 
-... = 0.440

* 4.3.2.2-8
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j3Ao = (0.80) (2.84)= 2.28. Since g3Ae < 4.0, an interpolation between values of \Cr e ]BIW

at PAe = 0 and P3A. >, 4.( must be performed. (See Step 6 of Datcom method.)

at OA =0

"-Ae (1 + Xe) tanALE = (2,84) (1.169) (tan 38.70) 0.665

( )-rBIW) = 0.330 (Figure 4.3.2.2-36b)

xac Sat P3AG 4.0
Cre /(W)

d
k ;-w 0.183; 1 k 0.817; 1 - 2k 0.796

I1k I
k k

og - +--- + I• - 2k =2.176

Evaluate the term in brackets oftEquation 4.3.2.2-c

I ~~ 412 Ios--k7J-k..( I)+.-2.. + _ I 1-. 2k)-- 0 k

L (-k k!ko k + -2k) 11-Q2 7(b ;I 3.i4-2' ýF l o --- k k 2 k 4 1-

['0,183"13.7 (0.796) (2.176) 13.7 (0.817) (13.71 (0.133)

-- +- 0.210-----~------

-0 17 13.7 (0.183) (0.817) (2.176) + 137 (0.817)2 (1.0.796 T. 1 (13,7) (0.817)

•. / °•.\ I b -. (I
+ + c ta1 At 4 [0.2101 (Equation 4.3.2.2-c)

S(W) r

:'1 27.4 . 5+ 27.4 1 (0.5498) 10.2101

"= 0.346

4.3.2.2-9
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(X)B" 0.345 (interpolated using values at 0A, 0 and #3A, 4.0)

(See Step 6 of the Datcom method for the interpolation procedure.)

(N

"-":()qu, =(f + 1.6 (i)fbodv (Equation 4.3.2.2-d)

- 1.75 + 1.6(5.33) 1 !0.28

loqquiv (fequij. )(d) =(10.28) (5) =51.4

/xa- -
"-0.545 (Figure 4.3.2.2-36a at fnc)

,\ equv 51N

/a' 'a= qi =(-0.545) 51.4 -2075

~eN
ii.

Solution:

r Surt: C( ) + +(.awc.) CLaC (Equation 4.3.2.2-a)

.- aN atOW(B) Bs(w)

(-2.075) (0.1567) + (0.440) (2.81) + (0.345) (0.622)
0.1567 + 2.81 + 0.622

gp= 0.313

c.+ = + tan ALE (Equation 4.3.2.2-b);:.cr \Cr. )cr 2 cr

b", 3,5 5
(0.313) 16.0 + (0.8012)

= 0.389
x"C

The calculated result compares with a test value of x- = 0.35 fromReference 9.

V.1

I 4.3.2.2-10
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B. TRANSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The transonic aerodynamic-center location near zero lift of a wing-body configuration with a straight-tapered
wing may be approximated by the wing-body-combination approach presented in Paragraph A. In using this
method at transonic speeds, care must be taken to evaluate the parameters by using the transonic methods
presented in the applicable Datcorm sect'ons. The estimation of both the lift-curve slope and the aerodynamic-
center location of the exposed wing at transonic speeds requires the use of data-fairing techniques outlined in
Paragraphs B of Sections 4.1.3.2 and 4.1.4.2, respectively. It is suggested that the aerodynamic-center location

.. of the wing lift carryover on the body (Xc.cr) 5(w) be estimated by the methods of Paragraphs A and C of

this section, and any differences in the subsonic and supersonic values should be faired out smoothly in the
"transonic range. The two methods presented for estimating the aerodynamic-center location of the nose and
forebody (xC./c ,\N in Paragraph A of this section may be applied at transonic speeds.

"The relatively simple application of the body effects on the aerodynamic-center location at transonic speeds
is based on slender-body theory, which states that body force and moment characteristics are not functions
of Mach number. On the other hand, the aerodynamic characteristics of wings in the transonic speed range are
quite complex, and theoretical solutions are available for only a few specific planforms. Wing lift and pitching-
moment characteristics at transonic speeds are discussed in Sections 4.1.3.2 and 4.1.4.2, respectively, and are
not repeated here. The transonic methods of Sections 4.1.3.2 and 4.1.4.2 are applicable only to wings having
symmetrical airfoils of conventional thickness distribution at low angles of attack.

"C. SUPERSONIC

we" DATCOM METHODS

Straight-Tapered Wing-Body Configuration

The supersonic aerodynamic-center location near zero lift of a wing-body configuration with a straight-tapered
wing is obtained by the wing-body-combination approach presented in Paragraph A. The procedure, applied
at supersonic speeds, is outlined in the following steps:

"Step 1. Divide the wing-body configuration into three components as in Step I of Paragraph A.

Step 2. Determine the normal-force-curve slope of the exposed wing CN from the straight-

"tapered-wing method of Paragraph C of Section 4.1.3.2, based on its exposed area S.

Step 3, Determine the normal-force-c jrve slope of the body nose CN \ by the method of Para-

graph C of Section 4.2. 1. 1, based on the nose frontal area.
Step 4. Using the normal-force-curve slopes determined in Steps 2 and 3, calculate CN , CN a

"and CNaN referred to the total wing area, by

aS

CN (BM) ('CNa. 5

CNa8(W) KB(w)(Na)e Sw"

4.3.2.2-1 J
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7rd 2

CN aN, = (Na)e 8 4

where KW(B) and Kf8(w) are interference factors obtained from Paragraph C of

Section 4.3.1.2.

Step 5. Determine the a.c. location of the exposed wing as a fraction of the root chord of the~x,

exposed wing - from Figure 4.1.4.2-26. The interference effect of the body-lift in the
Cr

e
presence of the wing is neglected and the a.c. location of the body-lift carryover on the
wing is taken as the a.c. location for the exposed wing, i.e.,

aX.L Xac

cVC0W(B) re

-lit ctryve onthebod ja.c.~
Step 6. Determine the a.c. location of the wing-lift cdrryover on the body

tBW)

Figure 4.3.2.2-37 is presented for estimating the a.c. of the lift carryover of the
wing onto the body. The result is referred to the leading edge of the root chord of
the exposed wing. Figure 4.3.2.2-37 is valid for

1A6  (I +X.) +)> 4.0flA,(1 ),, +/cot ALE)

N..C

Figure 4.3.2.2-37 can be used for an approximation to for the low-aspect-

ratio range. However, if a more accurate result is desired, the low-aspect-ratio values
may be found by cross-plotting these charts and extrapolating them to the slender-body-
theory values at PAS = 0. fromFigure 4.3.2.2-36b.

Step 7. Determine the a.c. location of the body nose and forebody as a fraction of the root chord of

the exposed wing(Ž)" and referred to the exposed-wing apex.

The center of pressure of the body nose and forebody as a fraction of body-Xc.P,

nose length & , and referred to the nose apex is obtained from Paragraph
AN

C of Section 4.2.2.1. r7hen

(+-/N r N (I

Step 8. Using the results calculated in Steps 4 through 7, Equation 4.3.2.2-a gives the a.c. location of
the wing-body configuration measured in exposed wing root chords and aft of the exposed
wing apex. The a.c. location measured in wing root chords aft of the wing apex is given by
Equation 4.3.2.2-b.

4.3.2.2-12
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"Sample Problem I on Pages 4.3.2.2-18 through 4.3.2.2-21 illustrates the use of this method.

A comparison of test data with results calculated by using this method is presented asTable 4.3.2.2-D. The
limited number of test points presented precludes substantiation of this method over other than very limited
ranges of planform and flow parameters. Within the linear-lift range, profile parameters-such as camber,
twist, and airfoil shape would be expected to have only a minor influence on the wing-body aerodynamic-
center location.

It should be noted that the Datcom method for configurations with non-straight-tapered wings, which
follows, uses essentially the same approach as that presented for configurations with straight-tapered wings.
Therefore, substantiation of the method for non-straight-tapered wings serves to validate the method for
straight-tapered wings.

Non-Straight-Tapered Wing-Body Configurations

The method for determining the supersonic aerodynamic-center location near zero lift of wing-body con-
figurations with non-straight-tapered wings is taken fromlReference 5. Both the wing-alone and the wing-
body a.c.-prediction approaches are applied at supersonic speeds. Criteria have been established, during the
course of the study conducted in connection withReference 5, for determining which prediction approach
is applicable to a given configuration.

The wing-body combinations are treated as wing-alone cases when the theoretical wing planform practical'.y
blankets the body. For such cases, the Datcom method for predicting the aerodynamic-center location of
non-straight-tapered wings presented in Paragraph C of Section 4.1.4.2 is directly applicable. The method
consists of dividing the complete theoretical planform (extended to the plane of symmetry) into two panels
with each panel having conventional, straight-tapered geometry. Then for each of the constructed panels,

..- the individual normal-force-curve slope and aerodynamic-center location are estimated by treating each
(3 constructed panel as a complete wing. The individual normal-force-curve slope and aerodynamic-center

location determined for each constructed panel are then mutually combined in accordance with an "inboard-
outboard" weighted-area relationship to estimate the aerodynamic-center location for the basic wing-body
configuration.

The sample problem at the conclusion of Paragraph C of Section 4.1.4.2 illustrates the wing-alone approach.

The majority of the wing-body combinations investigated inReference 5 required application of the wing-
body approach to predict the linear aerodynamic-center location. This approach, introduced in this section,
consists of breaking down the wing-body configuration into components and evaluating the exposed-wing
lift in the presence of the body, the wing-lift carryover on the body, and the body nose effects. The basic
approach is then essentially that presented for predicting the aerodynamic-center location of straight-

m tapered wing-body configurations at supersonic speeds. However, the method is more complex, since the
exposed composite wing must be subdivided in order to estimate its normal-force-curve slope and
aerodynamic-center location.

The procedure to be followed in using the wing-body approach to predict the supersonic linear aerodynamic-
center location of a non-straight-tapered wing-body combination is outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. Divide the wing-body configuration into three components as follows (see Sketch (a)):

(1) The exposed composite wing in the presence of the body, denoted by the
"subscript W(B).

a (2) The body in the presence of the wing, denoted by the subscript B(W).

(3) The body nose and forebody ahead of the wing-body juncture, denoted
by the subscript N.

4.3.2.2-13
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Step 2. Subdivide the exposed composite wing into inboard and outboard panels and determine
their pertinent geometric parameters. The exposed wing is subdivided as discussed and
illustrated in Paragraph A of Section 4.1.4.2 (see Pages 4.1.4.2-4 through 4.1.4.2-6).
Application •f that technique applied to a typical wing-body configuration is illustrated
in Sketch (b).

In 
I•N
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I 
C

-- 
• ct = cto
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d I0b2 "_ 
_ __,,,
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SKETCH (b)

Step 3. Determine the normal-force-curve slope CN of the constructed inboard panel using

the method for straight-tapered wings of Paragraph C, Section 4.1.3.2, based on the area t
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Step 4. Determine the a.c. location of the constructed inboard panel as a fraction of its
root chord fromFigure 4.1.4.2-26. This a,c. location is aft of the apex of the exposed con-

structed inboard panel.

Step s. Determine the normal-force-curve slope CN of the constructed outboard panel using

the m.ethod for the straight-tapered wings of Paragraph C of Section 4.1.3.2, based on
the area S.

Step 6. Determine the a.c. location of the constructed outboard panel _-) as a fraction of its

root chord from Figure 4.1.4.2-26. This a.c. location is aft of the apex of the constructed
* outboard panel.

Step 7. Convert the a.c. location determined inStep 6 to a fraction of the root chord of the exposed
constructed inboard panel and aft of the apex of the exposed constructed inboard panel by

(x ), . ._ , C' (be)
(x.)) - ( tanALE + 2(br) tanALE 4.3.2.2-e

Step 8. Calculate the a.c. location for the exposed composite wing, measured in root chords of the
exposed inboard panel, aft of the exposed composite-wing apex by

+1 SC) Na)O St

(Cr) = 4.3.2.2-f

Step 9. Calculate the normal-force-curve slope for the exposed composite wing, based on the exposed
wing area, by

(CN) h )I()+(C) 4.3.2.2-g
" ( b eh(S.) 0

Step 10. Determine zhe normal-force-curve slope of tht body nose CN by the method of Para-

graph C of Section 4.2.1.1, based on the nose frontal area.

Step 11. Using the normal-force-curve slopes determined in Steps 9 and 10, calculate CN

CN )and CN , referred to the total wing area,by

4i 4.3.2.2-15
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(S,) +

CN aWB= KWjB) (CNa) SW

(S.) + s

14 a W BW Na~e SW
i-d2

CNaN (Na) 4SW

where Kw(B) and KaW) are interference factors obtained from Paragraph C of

Section 4.3.1.2. The design charts of Section 4.3.1.2 are entered with the following
geometric parameters:

As is the aspect ratio of the exposed composite wing.

X. is the taper ratio of the exposed compo.,'ite win, ct/(cr)

ALE is replaced by A•,

b is the total wing s, io body ceomter line).

C is replaced by (Cr).

xt"

Step 12. Determine the a.c. location of the exposed wving in the 1presence of the body ( c ). Th

interference effect of the body lift in the presence of the wing is neglected and

/x'x, - (from Step 8)
\ Cr /w~a c'0

Step 13. Determine the a.c. loc;• ion of the wing-lift carryover on the body ) by the pro-
\8 r BtW)

cedure outlined in Step 6 of the supersonic Datcom method for determining (Sc.) ( for

a straight-tapered wing-body configuration (Page 4.3.2.2-12). In applying that procedure the
geometric parameters to be used are those defined in Step 11 of this method (see above).

Step 14. Determine the a.c. location of the body nose as a fraction of the root chord of the exposed

owlg /x..-\ , and referred to the exposed-wing apex,by the procedure outlined in Step 7

of the Datcom method for a straight-tapered wing-body configuration (Page 4.3.2.2-12).
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Step 15. Using the results calculated in Steps I I through 14, Equation 4,3.2.2-a gives the ac. location
of the wing-body configuration measured in root chords of the exposed composite wing and
aft of the apex of the exposed composite wing. The a.c. location, measured in root chords
of the composite wing and aft of the wing apex, is given by Equation 4.3.2.2-b. In applying
Equation 4.3.2.2-b the leading-edge sweep angle is that of the inboard panel AL.r

This method is illustrated by Sample Problem 2 on Pages 4.3.2.2-21 through 4.3.2.2-26.
Comparisons of test data with results calculated by using this method are presented inTables 4.3.2.2-E and
4.3.2.2-F (both taken fromReference 5) for configurations with double-delta and cranked wings, respectively

The test data indicate that within the linear-lift range, profile parameters such as camber, twist, and airfoil
shape have only a minor effect on the wing-body aerodynamic-center location. The ranges of planform
parameters of the test data are:

Double-Delta Configurations Cranked Configurations

1.3 < A < 3.0 1.88 < A < 4.60

0 < X < 0.143 0.086 < X < 0.333

0.217 < •q 0.710 0.400 i• < 0.700

600 < ALE < 82.90 600 < ALE < 70.70

350 < ALE0  < 600 350 < ALE0  < 750

The range of Mach number for both of these configurations is 1.0 • M < 3.0.

The test configurations investigated have only one break in the leading-edge sweep, and for those configura-
tions withboth leading- and trailing-edge breaks, both breaks occur at the same span station.

Three double-delta configurations of Table 4.3.2.2-E meet the criteria established for the wing-alone predic-
tion technique. Satisfactory results were obtained for each of these configurations by using the wing-alone
approach. These cases are noted inTable 4.3.2.2-E. All the cranked-wing test configurations of Table
"4.3.2.2-F were analyzed by using the wing-body approach.

I

It should be noted that several configurations which meet the prediction criteria for the wing- body
approach have been evaluated by using the wing-alone approach, in which the wing-lift carryover and body-
nose effects are neglected. The wing-alone approach did not yield satisfactory predictions for any of those
configurations.

4 Although the techniques are applicable to wing-body combinations with curved wings, test data are not
available for substantiation purposes. Only one wing-body combination with a curved wing has been
investigated at supersonic speeds. Since this configuration has a very small body and the planform projection
effectively blankets nearly all the body, it has been included in the curved wing, alone substantiation of
Section 4.1.4.2 (fable 4.1.4.2-C).

4
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Sample Problems
I. Straight-Tapered Wing-Body Configuration

Given: A wing-body configuration ofReference 26.

Total-Wing Characteristics:

C, AwA 4.0 Sw = 13 .9 9sqin. Xw

" ALEW -450 bw 7.48in.

= 3.74 in,r W

"Airfoil: 8-percent-thick double wedge

(free-stream direction)
Exposed-Wing Characteristics:

SAs 4. 0 Noe 0 AL~ AL~ 450
LE LE W

S.
C 3 .0 in. 0.64

Sw

Body-Nose Characteristics:
"Ogive-c•lyiider d N 50in. d 0.20 1 5.0 in.

b N

f'in =4.25 i>.' fnos d -- 2.83
;)I f

"for=bo=y 0.75 in. fforebody d

Additional Characteristics:

M 1.50 ; 3 = 1.12

- ( Compute:

'(CNa)e (Section 4.1.3.2)

tan ALE 1.00
-"----- U.2-=0.8 9 3 ; A0 tan ALe (4.0) (1.00) 4.00

N3~ 4.0 per rad (Figure 4.1l.3.2-56a)
": ~[( a ) theory e.,

4.3.2.2-18
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1c NU) 4.0/1.12 3.57 per rad

"0.04
tani f =;':; -- ""0 ,50

cosA 6.480""cos A LE

[(CNa1 - 0.884 (Figue 4.1.3.2-60)SL-(c a) th"io

(CN ) = t C o y e (CN ) ]h-- 0.884,(3.57) 3.16 per rad

"(CN) (Section 4.2.1.1)

-'•/ 1.12 f, 0.50
1f -1 0.396 - -0 0.177

"2 f

"(CN) 2.60 per rad (based on nose frontal area) (Figure 4.2.1.1-21a)

Interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

K 1.17 (Figure 4.3.1.2-10 at = 0.20)

1K81w) (Figure 4.3.1.2-11 a)
• Od (1.12) (1.50)

(3d = 3.0 ) 0.560 ; j cot A LE (1.12)(1.09) 1.12

- (CN ). (X. + 1)( -- 1) = 1.12 (3.16)(1.0)(4.0) 14.16

:K
1 (W) [3 CN) (X0 + 1) - 1 = 3.60 (Figure 4.3.1.2-11 a)

K B~w 3.60/14.16 0.254

Component normal-force-curve slopes, referred to Sw

CN =Kw8 ) C = 1.17(3.16) (0.64) 2.37 per rad
awiB) a)..SW
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S
C Na = KOM (CWN.). Sw 0.254 (3.1t) (0.64) 0.514perrad

NaB(W) (N)S

7rd2 7r( 1.5 )
CN (CN -- = 2.50 (3 = 0.328 per rad

(Section 4.1.4.2)
Vr /t( B)

&Cr. =0.670 0-Figure 4.1.4.2-2oa)

( .) =0.670

W(a) Cr.

-Cr,/ B(W)

AA + coILE (1. 12) (4.0) (1.0-1 + 2)=8.48; > 4.0.3A I ,) +Ocot ALE 11

B(W' = 0.800 (Figure4.3.2.2-37a)

X ..

- 0.488 (Figure 4 . 2.2.1-18a)
1 N

- ' ) NC = "J~ - .- = (0.488 - 1) = - 0.853

Solution:

x &C. \~r )/N cN \ /(B, aw(W) F w, BW ,BI)
- ) CN +) C N + ( N (tquation 4.3.2.2-a)

CN + 'W(B) a
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-0.8.53 (0.328) + 0.670 (2.37) + 0.800 (0.514)

0.328 + 2.37 + 0.514

- 0.535

X /X \ /C"~
-.-- ,)x-'-'-=+ tan ALE (Equation 4.3.2.2-b)rc \% / \Cr/Cv,

C . C:

0.53S + 1) 5 (1.0) 0.630= 0.535 ) 2(3.74)=

x

The calculated result compares with a test value of . = 0.62 fromReference 26.

2. Non-Straight-Tapered Wing-Body Combination

Given: The wing-body combination of Reference 32 designated 6-67-67.

Total-Wing Characteristics:

Aw 2.42 Sw = 238.0 sq in. X 0.086

ALE = 70.670 ALE = 51.63o 77B 0.40

I ATE =-47.37D ATE = 26.62' Ct = 2.29 in.

cr = 26.63 in. bw 24.0 in.

Airfoil: 6% hexagonal with maximum, thicknessS at c/3 (streamwise)

Exposed-Wing Characteristics:

A, = 1.82 X= 0.110 c,, 20.76 in.

b=2 1.O0in.

0 (DC0.)1,
0r

Body-Nose Charactoristics:

d
Ogive-cylinder d = 3.0 in. - 0.125

bf I = 10.Sin. f, = 3.50

If o 5.33 in. ff= 1.78
2 ,for2body

2 b
2 1. = 15.83 in.

,4 4.3.2.2-21



"* Constructed-Exposed-Inboard-Panel Characteristics:

(A,) = 0.463 (X*)* 0.374 (c, = 20.76in. LA )= ALE= 70.670

(2 (: = 3.30 in. Ay 1.65 in. (S.) 94.15 sq in.

Constructed-Exposed-Outboard-Panel Characteristics:

0A' 3.13 V ; 3.254 c' 9.03in. A A 51.630

b 8.85 in. S'O 100.2 sq in.

"Additional Characteristics:

M = 2.01 " 1.744

Compute:

1Na. (Section 4.1.3.2)

S1.744Ow
ta A 0 (AtanAL).J (0.463) (tan 70.670) = 1.32

tan ALE tan70.670

tan ALE 1(CN)1tor] = 2.30 per rad (Figures 4.1.3.2-56c through -56e, interpolated)

((N ) = 0.807 per rad

003

tan-- 0.333
"= .= 15.63°0 A = 5.85 tan 6. = 1.638

cos ALE

LcNa 
- 0.920 (Figure 4.1.3.2-60)

(Na)'-."oo..,, 1% ''o'1
I(c 0.742 per ra4
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(Section 4.1.4.2)

..-.- 0.430 (Figures 4.1. 4 .2-26c through -26e, interpolated)

(CNa)' (Section 4.1.3.2)

tan ALE tan 51.630
• .[t3 1.74 -0. 724; (A tan ALE )'o (3.13) (tan 51.630) =3.95

1.744 = ,2;( a

[(C N)N 4.18 per rad (Figures 4.1.3.2-56b throv q -56d, interpolated)

[(CN) theory)]' 2.40 per rad

0.03
tan 0.333

= = 8.300CosALE

[ C ]
c) a oryJo ~ 0.896 (Figure 4.1.3.2-60)

(C ] -] 2.15 per rad

/XILCC

(Section 4.1.4.2)

0.863 lfigures 4.1.4.2-26b through -26d, interpolated)

(x.o (x..). , Ay (b.)C
""() ) " - tahtan tanLE (Equation 4.3.2.2-e)) .ALEO 2( (c,)

9.03 1.65 3.30[.. "''[".. -"0.863 20.76 -07 (2.851) - 0.728

20.76 .76 (1.2631) 20.76
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. . . . . . . . . . . . ..-

&C.

Determine the a.c, location of the exposed composite wing
rCr

. ~C + 0

- F~)1~ 4~:, + (~aY S~- W-qut 4.3.2.2-f)
Cr (S + (CN) S'

_0.742 (94.15) (0.430) + 2.15 (100.2L) (0.728)

0.742 (94.15) + 2.15 (100.2)

=0.655

Determine the normal-force-curve slope of the exposed composite wing (CN)

I("N)I(So) + (C o ' S'

(C. __ _ _ _ - (Equation 4.3.2.2-g)
a. (So) +

0.742 (94.15) + 2.15 (100.2)

94.15 + 100.2

1.468 per rad

1.744 ff 1.78

fn Jf 3.50 0 ~ .50

(C ) 2.78 per rad (Figuare 4.2.1.1-2 1a)

Interference factors (ection 4.3.1".) (See Step Ip of Datcom method for correct geometric parameters,

"Page 4.3.2.2-1 6.)

K j =1. 10 (figure, 4.3.1.2-10 at d .12

(tanAL °ý+ + \
(I+X' (1.744)0(1.82)+(1.110) 59.28;

\./.744

" therefore, usetFigue 4.3.1.2-1 Ia.

(Ca) (N + 1) ( 1) 1.744(1,468)(1.110)(7.0) 19.89
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Pd (1.744) (3.0)
"- cot A = (1.744)(0.3508) 0.612; 20.76 0.252

(LE 20.76

K(w)[WCNa,). ' k d)(b-)J = 2.90 4figure4.3.1.2-11a)

"-KBw =0.147

Component normal-force-curve slopes, referred to Sw

( + S 94.15+ 100.2

-wB) Sw .10 (1.468) 28,1.32 per rad
Na (B) W \B (Za/ e 238.0

(S1) + 94.15+ 100.2
CNa = KBl (CN) Sw -- 0.147 (1.468) 238.0 0.176 perrad

( rdI -2 78) r9
C N ) 4  (2.78) 4(238-- 0.0826 per rad

(xa•e The interference effect of the body is neglected.

( . _.. 0.655 (calculated on Page 4.3.2.2-24)
Cr () Cr

(..) (See Step 11 of Datcom method for correct geumetric parameters, Page 4.3.2.2-16.)
8(W)

X(•)B 0.640 (Figure 4 .3 .2.2-37a)

Cr N

x CP
= 0.405 jfignre 4.2.2.1-18a)"" " •N

x S.. N C. .15.83
_ ( _ _ 1) --- (0.405 - 1) -0.S45

r INP"- 20.76
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Solution:

0.82 + 1.3 + 0.7

=a 0.5
aC. ~~~~ ~ ~ (quto 4.3.2.2-a) ~t (qaton43..2b

\c) a,(,) 2c ALE

20.786 +132 .7
=0.595

I Cr
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TABLE 4.3.2.2-A

SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATIONS OF WING-BODY

COMBINATIONS WITH STRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

1 X.C XN.C

dee CLE R r Cr Percent

Ref. b A. SW A. (dog) f f M x 10-6 Calc. Test Error
e W e ~N f___ __

6 .15 .67 .82 2.54 52 2.75 .80 .13 6.8 .910 .900 1.1

7 .14 .62 .83 3.58 60 4.00 0 .40 2.0 1.510 1.520 -0.7

.70 3.1 1.520 1.520 0

.91 3.5 1.530 1.540 -0.6

.14 .62 .83 3.58 35 5.00 0 .40 2.0 .690 .690 0

.70 3.1 .690 .690 0

-.91 .%> .750 .770 -2.6

.14 .62 .83 3.58 7 5.50 0 .40 './ .220 .230 -4.3

.70 3.1 .220 .230 -4.3

.91 3.5 .300 .330 -9.1

.20 1.00 .80 2.40 45 1.50 1.0 .29 .9 .960 .950 1.1

.40 .60 1.80 .640 .650 -1.5

.80 .20 .60 -2.180 -2,200 -0.9

8 .18 .17 .70 2.84 38.7 1.75 5.33 .60 3.0 .389 .350 11.1

: lel
Average Error s - 2.7%
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"TABLE 4.3.2,2-B

SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATIONS OF WING-BODY COMBINATIONS
WITH DOUBLE-DELTA WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

ALE A,..C.
i LE Cr Cr Percent

Ref. Conflg. A 17 a (deg) (dog) M COlW. Tast Error

10 We 2.01 0.067 0.313 78.0 53.3 0.40 0.689 0.714 -3.5

0.70 0.697 0.724 - 3.7

I I I I 0.90 0.705 0.738 -4.5

1.96 0.062 0.405 48.5 0.40 0.702 0.728 -3.6

0.70 0.710 0.738 - 3.8

I I 0.90 0,722 0.756 - 4.5

1.93 0.069 I 0.498 38.1 0.40 0,714 0.738 -3.3

0.70 0,726 0.746 -2.7

I 0.90 0.739 0.772 -4.3

1.20 0 0.500 82.0 60.0 0.40 0.737 0.777 -5.1

ToI I0.70 0.7W0 0.785 -4.5

, 0.90 0.765 0.798 -- 4.1

1.33 0.049 0.403 0.40 0.737 0.770 - 4.3

0.70 0.741 0.744 -- 0,4

0.90 0.749 0.788 -4.9

1.55 0 0.400 59.0 0.40 0.730 0.743 - 1.7

0.70 0.737 0.755 - 2.4

I I 0.90 0.748 0.768 - 2.6

1.72 0.414 77.4 0.40 0.668 0.700 - 4.6

0.70 0.676 0.707 - 4.4

0.90 0.688 0.727 - 5.4

11 We 2.39 0 0.217 82.9 60.0 0.70 0.757 0.748 1.2

I I 10.90 .0.764 0.761 0.4

12 W8 1.87 0 0.424 72.6 59.0 0.10 0.685 0.710 -3.5

1.73 0.551 73.0 0.681 01.21 -5.5

0.414 77.4 0.663 0.61b - 1.9
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TABLE 4.3.2.2-8 (CONTD)

ALSl SC. Xa.C.

ALEI Eo Cr Cr Percent
Ref. Config. A 7 1 B (dog) (dog) mCal. Teat Error-

12 we 1.87 0 0.332 77.2 59.0 0.10 0.662 0.660 0.3

1.46 0.091 0,484 72.6 0.644 0.683 - 5.7

1.34 0.083 0.628 73.0 0.643 0.706 - 8.9

0.076 0.473 77.4 0.633 0,666 - 5.0

1.46 0.062 0.379 77,2 0.628 0.659 - 4.7

13 We 2.39 0 0.217 82.9 50.0 0.30 0.763 0.760 0.4

14 WBV 3.00 0 0.654 60.0 42.1 0.20 0.576

16 we 3.00 0 0.654 60.0 42.1 0.70 0.589

0.80 0.595 (a)

I II I I I 0.90 0.604

16 WOV 1.89 0 0.400 73.4 59.0 0.10 0.624

(a) This Information Is clsulfled CONFIDENTIAL. Awerage Error - - . 3.4%

TABLE 4.3.2,2-C

SUBSONIC AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATIONS OF WING-BODY
COMBINATIONS WITH CRANKED WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

X x

ALE ALE Cr Cr Percent

Hof. Config. A 7, 18 (deg) (dog) M Colc. Teat Error

17 WB 2.91 .167 .500 67.0 61.7 .60 .7"/0 .797 -3.4

.o .780 .802 -2.7

1 .90 .784 .804 -2.5

18 WB 3.00 .455 .684 59.0 48.6 .18 1,038 .997 4.1

S19 WB 6.18 .136 .308 65.0 12.0 .50 .739

I ____ r "ds4 2 .720 (a)

S.90 .757

: 4.3.2.2-30



TABLE 4.3.2.2-C (CONTD)

A.E A--/LEI LEO Cr Cr Percent

Ref. Coneig, A B (deg) (dem) M Cale. Test Error

19 WB 4.60 RAked .404 45.0 .50 .928

S].80 .943

20 WV 5.9 0 .345 60.0 26.0 .30 .771

5. .0 .379 .69 )
21 WeV 2.49 .280 .654 25.0 76.0 .25 .610

2.18 .187 45.0 .672

1.86 .129 60.0 .707

1.68 .104 66.3 .726

22 WBVN 5.15 .089 .371 60.0 25.0 .23 .679 .683 -0.6

1.89 Raked .40 75.0 .846 .900 -6.1

4.49 .129 .2689 30.0 .21 .564 .660 -0.9

4.00 .152 .302 43.0 i .714 .725 - 1.5

1.75 Raked .463 70.5 .690 .749 -7.9

23 WEVN 5.15 .000 .379 60.0 25.0 .60 .693

.8o .704

.90 .716

3.44 RAked .475 55.0 .60 .802

.80 
.814

, •, .r 1.90 .1132
iS)

23 WBVN 1.88 Raked .654 60.0 75.0 .60 .S31UII II I '
.so .3.80I '.90 .833

24 WBV 3.63 .075 .413 72.0 25.0 .19 .720

26 VWB 8.93 .116 .224 75.0 36.0 .27 .964

6.40 .102 .270 .823

lo it
(a) This Information II classified CONFIDENTIAL. Average Error -- - 3.0%

n
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TABLE 4.3.2.2-D

SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATIONS OF WING-BODY
COMBINATIONS WITH STRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS

DATA SUMMARY

R'M C

LE cr r PtrcentRot. b s~W A (dog) IN If M x 10 -6 Colel. Test Error

26 .60 0 .16 .67 80.4 L.85 .60 1.50 5.5 .570 .580 -1.7

2.0 .580 .560 3.6

.20 0 .64 4.0 45.0 2.86 .50 1.50 6.6 .630 .620 1.6

t I 2.02 .620 .620 0

27 .09 .21 .85 3.4 51.5 2.9 1.6 2,01 2.2 .860 .848 1.4

S.. . !. 8 5 0 .8 2 8 2 . 7

.0T .21 .LE 3.4 2 1.6 2.9 3.3 1.60 2.2 .460 .463 -0.6

1.92.0? .470 .450 4.4

Avarmpug. or -2.0% I,

TABLE 4.a2.2-E
SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATIONS OF WING-BODY

COMBINATIONS WITH DOUBLE-DELTA WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

ALE1  ALEo r Cr cConfg. dog- If r P4'@nt
Rot. Config. A ), (deg) (deg) M CIc. Test Error

10 wB 1.30 0 .500 82.0 60.0 1.00 .795 .821 -3.2

I ,1.10 .790 .821 -3.8

1.40 .787 .805 -2.2

1.98 .775 .785 - 1.3

. y t 2.94 .754 .760 -0.8

W, 1.33 .049 ,403 82.0 60.0 1.00 .766 .861 - 11.0

1.10 .790 .813 -2.8

"1.40 .786 .80 -. 2.7

1.98 .176 .791 -2.0

1 2.94 .762 .771 -1.2

4.3.2.2-32
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"TABLE 4.3.2.2-r (CONTD]

A s.(. *a.C.ALE AL - -- Fro,
IL "LEO Cr cr Percent

Ref. Confgl. A 7 713 (deg) (dog) M Ceic. Test Error

10 WBi) 1.55 0 .400 82.0 59.0 1.00 .769 .790 - 2.7

1.10 .774 .790 -.. 2,0

1.40 1761 .781 -- 2.0

I 1.98 .753 .768 -2.0

I 2.94 .738 .749 - 1.5

We 1.72 0 .414 82.0 59.0 1.00 .725 .751 -3.5

S1.10 .737 .70 -1.7

S•, i1.39 .732 .748 -2.1

11 WBeat 2.39 0 .217 82.9 50.0 1.20 .800 .800 0

2.00 .786 .790 -0.6

I 3.00 .700 .778 - 10

4.00 .759 .771 -1,6

29 WB 2.35 .1 .700 61.7 35.0 1.41 .670 .680 - 1,5

2.01 .660 .640 3.1

1.95 .111 *1.41 .544 .569 1 -4.4

J 2.01 .646 .531 2.8

29 WSVN 1.95 0 .215 74.7 60.0 1.70 .669 .697 -4.0

2.00 .671 .694 -3.3

I II I . 2.20 .673 .688 - 2.2

30 WB(e) 1.79 .1U4 .556 73.0 47.2 2.01 .724 .706 2.7

15 WB 3.00 0 .604 60.0 42.1 1.00 .656

1.06 .654

1.25 .665

1.30 .656 6b)

31 We 2.60 0 .710 60.0 49.3 1,80 .645

iI 2.16 .647

2.56 .650

3.07 .652

(a) Predicted using wing-slono opproach

(bW Thisinformation Is classified CONFIDENTIAL. Averop Error - - - 2.6%
n

4.3.2.2-33
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TABLE 4.3.2.2-F

SUPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATIONS OF WING--BODY
COMBINATIONS WITH CRANKED WINGS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATIONi

Ar Potrcent

Ref. Config. A n (dog) (dog) M Calc Test Error

32 WO 3.15 .6 .400 64.1 51,6 1,61 .845 .845 0

"2.86 .120 f691 .688 0.4

2.62 .50 834 .tý86 -0.3

2.86 .120 70.7 51.6 .859 .863 - 0.5

2.62 .100 .724 .727 -. 0.4

2.42 .06 .631 .635 - 0,6

2,86 .120 2.01 .853 .845 0.8

2,42 .086 .624 A626 -0.3

28 We 4.00 .333 .7W0 61.7 35.0 1.41 1.433 1.420 1 0.9

1 2.01 1.391 1,364 2.0

2.97 .200 .700 61.7 35.0 1,41 .891 903 - 1.3

I 2.01 .676 .814 1.4

17 Wa 2.91 ,167 .500 67.0 61.7 1.41 .843 .- 72 33

S2.01 .853 .863 -1.2

33 We 2.01 .167 .500 67.0 61.7 1,41 .839 .809 -4.4

S.865 899 -3.9

.201 .852 .879 3.1

34 WBV 1.88 .130 .654 60.0 75.0 2.50 .896 .875 2.4

3.00 .903 .862 4.6

40 51.00 .776 .790 -1,8

1,13 .810 .821 - 1.3

1.20 .821 .824 -0.4

S.30 .828 8.27 0.1

0, 19 WB 4.80 Raked .404 65.0 45.0 1.03 1.00 .990 'I'

.- tip

1.20 1.012 1.010 0,2

2.30 .977 944 3,3

2.60 .970 .926 4.6

S3.00 .962 .910 5.7

4.3.2.2-34
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TABLE 4.3.2.2-F (CONTD)

xs.c. Xac.
ALE ALE cr roEPrPercent

Ref. Conflg. A 17j9 (dog) (dWg) M Caic. Test Error

- - 23 WRVN 3.44 Rakod .475 60.0 55.0 1.00 .935
tip

I 1.20 .956

1.40 .962

2,20 .979 (a)

1.88 Raked .675 60.0 76.0 1.00 .949

tip
1.20 1.004

1.40 1.002

I 2.20 1.100

(a) This information is clasified CONFIDENTIAL. • 101
Average Error - - 2.6%

n
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FIGURE 4.3.2.2-35 PARAMETER USED IN ACCOUNTING FOR WING-LIFT

CARRYOVER ON THE BODY
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FIGURE 4 .3. 2.2 -36a AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATIONS OF VARIOUS NOSES

(SLENDER-BODY THEORY)
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(a) WITH AFTERBODY

* ~~~2.0- - - - - - - - - - - ---

- - - ---- COT A

,7.8.- ., - .

.4----------------------------------

7 2.

EFFECTIVE RATIO OF BODY DIAMETER TO ROOT CHORD, _d

(b) NO AFTERBODY

.7.- j3OT 1  - -- -
02.

ook I
.8-

0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8

EFFECTIVE RATIO OF BODY DIAMETER TO ROOT CHORD, .d

'C. 1

*~ FIGURE 4.3.2.2 -37 AERODYNAMIC-CENTER LOCATIONS FOR LIFT CARRYOVER OFWIGOT

I:• • BODY AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS WHEN /3A (1 + •) (1 +/3 COT~ A 4.0
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4.3.3 WING-BODY DRAG

4.3.3.1 WING-BODY ZERO-LIFT DRAG

The problem of estimating the zero-lift drag of a wing-body combination is one of properly accounting for
the mutual interferences that exist between its components. There are two principal approaches to the
problem. One attempts to isolate the individual interferences, and the other combines the drag of compo-
nents with the interference drag and analyzes the total configuration. The Datcorn method for subsonic
speeds consists of applying an interference correction factor to the skin-frict.on and pressure-drag contri-
butions of the exposed components. The method presented for transonic speeds treats the configuration as
a unit by simply adding the drag contributions of the gross components. At supersonic speeds the wing-body
zero-lift drag is obtained by summing the drag contributions of the exposed wing and the isolated body. The
methods presented for the subsonic-, transonic-, and supersonic-speed regimes are for a fully turbulent
boundary layer over the body and the wing.

"A. SUBSONIC

Subsonic wing-body interference is caused by sevcral phenomena, of which two are especially important.
First, the wing and body produce supervelocities due to thickness that increase the skin friction in the
vicinity of the wing-body junction. Second, the confluence of boundary layers at the junction can cau9.
premature boundary-layer separatwon, which, however, can sometimes be prevented or at let.s: postponed by
proper fillet design. It has not been possible to establish a general method for estimatinj interference drag.
Although the Datcom method uses interference correction factors based on experimental results for wing-
body combinations, it should be pointed out that most of the bodies were conventional, ogive-cylinder
combinations of high fineness ratio, and no detailed investigation has been made to evaluate body effects.
Therefore, the method should not be construed as pertaining to generalized wing-body combinations with
arbitrary body shapes.

The Datcom method is that of reference 1 and is applicable to wing-body configurations consisting of a

"body of revolution in combination with the following two classes of wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, trapezoidal planforms)

"Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Dou'le-delta wings
Cranked wings
"Curved (Gothic and ogee) wings

DATCOM METHOD

The subsonic zero-lift drag coefficient of a wing-body combination, based on the reference area, is determined
by adding the drag coefficients of the exposed components and applying an interference correction factor to
the skin-friction and pressure-drag contributions, The component contributions of the wing and body are
determined by the methods of Sections 4.1.5.1 and 4.2.3.1, respectively. This approach is summarized by

t (.41 (Swet) 60___(C w [I +L&)+100( _)1 R +(C 1I+ 6 0.0025JB (SS) R
1w)W 5W () L L. c cief, B 5 (20 / 0d 0 53 d

: " S $
"CDb 4:3.3.14-

4I 4.3.3.1-1
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where

'" is the turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient of the wing (or wing panel in the case of
fw composite wings), including roughness effects, as a function of Mach number and the

Reynolds number based on the reference length R. This value is determined as discussed in
paragraph A of Section 4.1.5.1. The reference length 2 is the mean aerodynamic chord

-. cF of the exposed wing (or exposed wing panels in the case of composite wings).

Cf1  is the turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient of the body, including roughness effects, as

- ". D" a function of Mach number and the Reynolds number based on the reference length 2. This K

"value is determined as discussed in paragraph A of Section 4.1.5.1. The reference length 2 is
"the actual body length 2a.

.(Swe) is the wetted area of the exposed wing (or exposed wing panels in the case of composite
.. wings).

(SS) is the exposed wetted area of the body (the wetted area of the isolated body minus the sur-
[1# * face area covered by the wing at the wing-body juncture).

.. S is the reference area.

RB is the wing-body interference correlation factor obtained from figure 4.3.3.1 -37 as a function
of Mach number and the fuselage Reynolds number based on the actual body length 2£.

The remaining parameters in equation 4.3.3.1-a are presented in either Section 4.1.5.1 or Section 4.2.3.1.
y..

In treating non-straight-tapered wings the wing zero-lift drag contribution is obtained for the exposed
inboard and the outboard panels separately (based on the reference area) and then added. Curved planforms
are approximated by combinations of trapezoidal panels, in which case two such panels are usually sufficient
to give a satisfactory result. An ogee planform has been chosen for the sample problem to illustrate how the
method is applied to curved planforms, as well as to show the general application of the method to double-
delta and cranked planforms.

Non-straight-tapered wing geometric parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

The wing-body interference correlation factor R., was developed in reference I by 4etermining the ratio
of test values of CD to values predicted on theoasis of R,. = 1.0 for several wing-body combinations.

P4"0 Both conventional, trapezoidal planforms and composite planforms have been used in the correlation; how-
*-. ever, most of the bodies were conventional ogive-cylinders of high fineness ratio. Composite planform data

are limited to values of fuselage Reynolds number below 2.4 x 107. The curves for values of Rg > 2.4 x 1 0o
ft.8

were generated using the basic prediction method cf reference 2, which has been correlated with flight-test
data. It should also be noted that the correlation does not include data below M = 0.25.

- A comparison of test data for i 5 configurations with (CDo)w calculated by this method is presented as

table 4.3.3.1-A (taken from reference 1). The results are indicative of the accuracy that can be expected
when applying the method to configurations with R9 5 2.4 x 107. The validity of the method for con-

figurations with non-straight-tapered wings has not been verified above R2  > 2.4 x 107 ; however, therut

* accuracy of the basic prediction method as applied to configurations consisting of conventional, trapezoidal
"* wings mounted on ogive-cylinders of high fineness ratio indicates that accuracy to within *10 percent can be

expected. It should be noted that the test values in table 4.3.3. 1-A have been corrected to remove base drag
* and that the calculated values do not include the base-drag term of equation 4.3.3. 1-a.

r _• 4.3.3.1-2
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Sample Problem

Given: A wing-body configuration of reference 14. The ogee planform is approximated by a double-delt•
planform with a streamwise tip. The inboard and outboard panels of the double-delta wing have
been selected to have leading and trailing edges which closely approximate the sweeps of the
curved edges. The sweeps of the maximum thickness lines of the inboard and outboard panels
closely approximate the sweep of the maximum thickness line of the ogee planform within the
boundaries of each panel.

"g oOGEEmPLANFORM

r~i
Body:

"4 a =c, bw.

i e4 i 1 0

,-. ) SdETCH (a)Fr•Q Ogee Pianform:

S = S,.f 21.750 in. Sw = 16.57 sq in. t/c 0 6.02

Airfoil section: Hexagonal with ridge lines at 0.30c and 0.70c (xt @ 0.30c)
rip• Body:

,-. ',.O gi we-cy lind er 2 B = 14 .2 16 in. d = 0 .8 7 5 in. f lfus 16 .25
.. •."•"•'(Ss) =33.70 sq in. (fuselage area covered by wing at wing-body juncture is removed from

,!.'/, •isolated body wetted area).

I 22 -2"(Ss) dSB ("".= = 1.550 d -- 1.0 - 0,0276 e =) 56.04

S d Sre- S8

L 4.3.3.1-3



Double-Delta Approximation:

Inboard panel:

(Si) = 7.21 sq in. we=t 14.42 sq in. € ISrf 0.663

(4) = 5.11 in. A(tk) 700 (t/c)i = 0.02

Outboard panel:

, 9.67 sq in. = 19.34 sq in. (Sweto) /Sef = 0.889(So~e 9.67 q in.S Wt

(3 ) = 2.375 in. AOMIX0 = 310 (t/c)0  = 0.02

Additional Characteristics:

M= 0.70 R = 2.5x106 per ft

Polished metal surface (assume k 0.03 x 10"3 in.)

Compute:

Determine C- for each component (Section 4.1.5.1)

Body

R = (2.50 x 106)(k2) = (2.5 x 106)(14.216,112) = 2.96 x 106

2/k = 14.2161(.03 x 10-1) 4.74 x 10 ; cutoff RR = 4.5 x 107 (figure 4.1.5.1-27)

Since cutoff R2 > calculated RR, read Cf at calculated R2 .
B

Cf 0.00354 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

Inboard Panel

R = (2.5 x 106)(s.) (2.5 x 106) (5.11/12) = 1.065 x 106

2/k 5.11/(.03 x 103)= 1.70 x 105 ;cutoff RV 1.4 x 107 (figure 4.1,5.1-27)

Since cutoff R1 calculated R2 , read Cf) a

(c/f = 0.00425 (figure 4.1.5.1.26)

4.3.3.1-4
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Outboard Panel

R = (2.5 x 106) () = (2.5 x 106) (2.375/12) - 4.95 x 10i

=/k = 2.375/(.03 x 10"3) - 7.92 x 104;cutoff Rg - 6.5 x 10'6 (figure 4.1.5.1-27)

Since cutoff Rq > calculated RR, read (Cf) at calculated Rj.

(Cfw) = 0.00488 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

Determine the zero-lift drag contribution of the exposed inboard and outboard panels (Section 4.1.5.1).

Inboard panel

I + L( + lO0 = 1.021 (figure 4.1.5.1-28a,for L = 1.2)

cosA = cos 70° = 0.342

(t/c)M&X

- 'i (RL.s.)i = 1.055 (figure 4.1.5.1-28b, interpolated using dashed lines)

+• 10t 4 (S wet )e

(C1)0 = (Cew)| II+LtC 0 c RL'S" Sjr (0.00425) (1.021) (1.055) (0.663)

= 0.003035 (based on S

Outboard panel

jI +L(t)+100ot)] = 1.021 (figure 4.1.5.1-28a, for L 1.2)

"cosAA cos310 = 0.8572

(RL.S.) 1.180 (figure 4.1.5.1-28b, interpolated using solid lines)

4 " tSweto~

(CD0 )0  =C(Cw) [I +L( )+100(t)J RL.S. s

= (0.00488) (1.021) (1.180) (0.889) = 0.00523 (based on S'd

4.3.3.1-5
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Determine the zero-lift drag contribution of the isolated body (Section 4.2.3.1)

Zero-lift drag exclusive of base drag .2"

[ 60 +.05 1.054
60 •

.- : 1 2 /d) + 0.0025 d .04

""! 6 + 0.0025 ]-i (0.00354) (1.054) (1.550) ; 0.00578 (based on S~()
-(e/d)3

Base-drag coefficient

C 0.029(5o ) /,(equation 4.2.3.1-b)

where (CD is the zero-lift drag coefficient exclusive of the base drag,

based on body base area; i.e.,

ci..( )•' +,t,' °•- (s-
C f 1 + 60d) + 0.0025 !I
\ Ci I[ R / d JSB

= (0.00354) (1.054) (56.04) = 0.209

CDb = (0.029) (1.0) 3 /50.209 = 0.0634 (based on S.)

Determine the wing-body correlation factor Rw:

:Rw = 0.955 (figure 4.3.3.1-37)

Solution:

+" =00 B]wt~ (sý
(CD0) { 1 [w + L + 100 RLS - +;Ce) 1 +--( +0.0025 2:Sf Rfw

(C WB j~~fW C) C/ Srf R e1d3d Sf

+ C !-B (equation 4.3.3. 1-a),. :.,. + Db S t
5ief

=1(0.003035) +(0.00523)J f(0.00578)} (0.955) + (0.0634) (0.02176)

= 0.0152 (based on SW)

The test value from reference 14, corrected to remove base drag, is 0.013 1. The corresponding calculated
value is 0.0152 - 0.00175 = 0.01345

F I4.3.3.1-6



B. TRANSONIC

Interference effects in the transonic range are generally greater than those in the subsonic region, because of
the higher local velocities of the individual components and the greater propagation of these perturbations
from their source. There often exist large supersonic regions that contribute substantially to the wave drag
Many theoretical attempts have been made to correlate these effects in the transonic range, but until the
"advent of the area-rule concept, none of them proved very satisfactory.

The area-rule method is based on supersonic linear theory, which assumes that pressure disturbances are
propagated in the direction of the Mach lines and do not diminish with distance. If it is assumed that these
concepts can be applied in a limiting case at a Mach number of one, where Mach lines are normal to the flow
direction, it can also be assumed that at large distances from the body the disturbances are independent of
the arrangement of the components and only a function of the cross-sectional-area distribution. This means
that the drag of a wing-body combination can be calculated as though the combination were a body of
revolution with equivalent-area cross sections.

In addition to affording a means of estimating drag by calculation or by testing a simplified model (body of
revolution) in the transonic range, the area rule is extremely useful as a design tool, since it indicates the
most desirable way to arrange the vehicle components for minimum wave drag. The most common example
of this is to indent, or "coke-bottle," a fuselage enough to permit the wing to be added without a marked
increase in the over-all area distribution. As is obvious from the body-of-revolution wave-drag curves, it is
always desirable from the wave-drag point of view to have a body of as high a fineness ratio as possible.
However, it should be remembered that "coke-bottling" should be used judiciously, to avoid undesirable
local effects.

The linear-theory wave drag of a smooth, pointed, closed body of revolution was first given by von Kfrinii
"" (reference 3) as

CD = d2j d2S n (x - ) dxdZ 4.3.3.1-bD rS2 Trf dx2  d2

where

RB is the body length.

x is any point on the longitudinal axis; x =0 at the nose and x =B at the aft end.

is any point on the longitudinal axis; t = 0 at the nose and k L. at the aft end (not
necessarily the same point as x).

S is the cross-sectional area of the body at any point x.

d2 S d2 S
Sand - are obtained from the area distribution determined in step I of paragraph C below.
dx 2  dt2

Sref is the reference area, u1sually the total wing area.

This equation is subject to the conditions:

--0 7X4=.3

4.3.3. 1-



2. The body is slender, in accordance with the usual slender-body restrictions (reference 3).

3. No discontinuities in dS/dx occur anywhere along the body.

Additional terms have been derived that account for the condition (dS/dx)x=RQ 0 and for finite dis-
BI

continuities in dS/dx along the body. References 3, 4, 5, and 6 pertain to these conditions.

Raferences 7 and 8 contain numerical methods of evaluating equation 4.3.3.1-b. However, the solution of this
equation by hand is tedious, and automatic computing equipment is invariably used. The preparation of the
area-distribution plot for a given configuration is usually performed manually.
The accuracy of this method varies with the smoothness and fineness ratio of the equivalent body. Studies
of the accuracy of the area rule are given in references 8, 9, 10, and 11.

The Datcom method is at best approximate and consists of simply adding the zero-lift drag coefficients of
the individual isolated components. Since the exposed wetted area of a wing-body combination is less than
the sum of the wing-alone and body-alone wetted areas, this amounts to adding an increment to the wing-
body drag of the combination to account for interference effects.

The interference drag is usually positive for configurations not specifically contoured to reduce this drag
component. However, for area-ruled configurations, this interference drag can become negative.

The Datcom method is applicable only to configurations with conventional, trapezoidal wings.

DATCOM METHOD

At the present it is recommended that the transonic zero-lift drag coefficient of a wing-body combination
be approximated by adding the drag coefficients based on the total wetted area of each individual compo-
nent and referred to a common referei-ce area. This approach is summarized by

S
(c0 ) W. (CD )± +(CD ) B2 4.3.3. 1-c

(C B ref

* where
D is the zero-lift drag coefficient of the wing, based on the reference area, obtained from

0 w paragraph B of Section 4.1.5.1; ie.,

SDon)W (C f c+ cDW) (equation 4.l.5.l1-g)

DCO ) is the zero-lift drag coefficient of the body, based on body base area, obtained from para-
\ P/B graph B of Section 4.2.3.1; i.e.,

S(CDO)B -(Cf)B + CD + CD + (CD) (equation 4.2.3. l-e)

""g /S,.f 'is the ratio of the body base area to the reference area.

SQ 4.3.3.1-8
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Sample Problem

Given: The swept-wing cylindrical-body configuration of reference 19.

Body Characteristics:

Ogive-cylinder 2B 43.0 in. dm Rx dbt 3.75 in.

"""•/d 11.47 SB 11.05 sqin. - 40.19

i Wing Characteristics:

A =4.0 AC/ 4 =450 X =0.60 T 6.125 in.

SAcv4 Sw S = 144sq in. swat = 288 sq in.

NACA 65A006 airfoil (xt @ 0.50c) t/c = 0.06

Additional Characteristics:

RMo.6 2.50 x 101 per in. 0.80 -< M -5 1.2

Polished metal surface (assume k 0.03 x 10- in.)

"Compute:

The final calculations are presented in table form on page 4.3.3.1-13. Many of the quantities listed below
appear as columns in the table.

Wing zero-lift drag coefficient (CD ) (Section 4.1.5.1)

"Determine the skin-friction drag coefficient.

.R -- (2.50 x 10)(c-)- (2.50x 105)(6.125) 1.53x 106

, ,/k 6.125/(0.03 x 103) 204x 105; cutoff R . 1.6x 1O7 (figure 4.1.5.1-27)

"Since cutoff Rg > calculated RR, read (C)w at calculated R£.

(Cf) 0.0040 (figure 4.1.5.1-26 @ M = 0.60)

(C) =(Ce) (I + L -)1I ---t (equation 4. 1. 5. 1-c)

"288
= (0.0040) 11 + 1.2(0.06)1 -4 (L 1.2 for x, > 0.30c) 0.00858

4.3.3.1-9
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Determine aud construct the variation of (C(D with Mach number for an unswept wing.
w

A (t) = (4.0) (0.392) 1.568

(c 0

W ) •I•c6/3

M WOk11  
fie4.1.5.1-29 Mj0OM)2

0.80 1.53 0 0

0.85 1.34 0.10 0.0000

0.90 1.11 0.68 0.0053

0.95 0.80 1.96 0.0179

1.00 0 3.02 0.0278

1.026 0.57 3.08 0.0283

1.06 0.82 3.10 0.0285

1.10 1,17 3.12 0.0287

1.15 1.45 3.13 0.0288

Plot cw vs M for the unswept wing (sketch (a))

.03 - -N - -I 
1TI

.02 - CD.45
C3DaCD CDW eAC 4

0.10.' m - A- 4'5

"".01A . . ...o.. SWE.PT

""".7 .8 / .9 M 1 ,112 1.3 1.4

SKETCH (a)

*Q 4.3.3.1-10
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( ) VS M for the unswept wing:

Read the following values from the curve of CD) w

MDA 4o - 0.885

CDw = 0.0288
, pe•'A,/4-0

MCDW = 1.125

,PekAc/4 - 0

Apply sweep corrections:

MDA4 - 0

MDA445= 1.05 (equation 4.1.5.1-d)-. c/4. (cos 4 5°)A

2Z5CD =CD (cos 450) 0.0121 (equation 4.1.5.1-e)
w_ .,•PetkAc/4"45°A/4

MCD
L WposlkAc/

"M 1.34 (equation 4.1.5.1-f)CW PekAc/4 450 (coS 450)

SConstruct the curve of (CD W) vs M for the swept wing using the straight-wing curve to

aid in fairing (see sketch (a)). List the swept-wing values in column ) of the calculationS~table on page 4.3.3.1-13.
The wing zero-lift drag coefficient is tabulated i p column of the calculation table on page

4.3.3.1-13 as

"C)+ (equation 4. 1 .5.1 -g)

B~ody zero-lift drgcoefficient C, (Section 4.2.3.1)
W B W

Determine the skin-friction drag coefficient.

SRR = (2.50x 10 3 )(R;) - (2.50x 105)(43.0) 1.075x I07

9/k = 43.0/(0.03 x 10 3) - 1.433 x 106, cutoff R2  1.3 x 10s (figure 4.1.5.1-27)

M -0,6

4.3.3.1-11



Sinke cutoff Rj > calculated RR, read (Cf) at calculated Re.

(Cf) = 0.00288 (figure 4.1.5.1-26 @M =0.60)

Ss
=c (C) -- (equation 4.2.3.1-c)

0. (00288)(40.19) - 0.1157 "1

Determine the pressure-drag coefficient.

CD P= 8 ,0.C M [ 60B.d)) +0.0025 B S (equation 4.2.3.1-d)

'-s
0.00288 [ 0.0025 (11,47) 40.19(11.47)'

- 0.00792 (based on SB)

This value of CDp is taken to be constant for 0 < M < 1.0, then reduced linearly ýo zero at

M = 3.2 (see column @ of calculation tab!e, page 4.3.3.1-13).

Determine the base-drag coefficient.

C = 0.029 (equation 4.2.3.1-b)

(Cb (Ce) b 2/)

f) (Cd+ +0.0025 ( d - (first term, eq. 4.2.3.1-a)

ss
= (Cf)B - + CD = (0.002881 (40.19) + 0.00792

-- 0.124

Cb = (0.029) (.0)3/ JO.124 = 0.0824 (at M = 0.6)

[CDb] 0.0824

=0.0824

/dhV (1)2
JM-0.6

' 4.3.3.1- 2



With this value and by using the curves of figure 4.2.3.1-24 as guide lines, obtain values of

C~~~~b1/0.(db/d)2 o-.8M .2

Then CD, .DJdb/d) 0 (see column () of calculation table,

page 4.3.3.1-13).

Determine the drag-divergence Mach number.

MD - 0.98 (figure 4.2.3.1-25)

Determine the wave-drag coefficient.

The wave-drag coefficient as a f(M) isobt;ined from figure 4.2.3.1-26 (see column ® of
the calculation table, page 4.3.3.1-IZ),

The body zero-lift drag coefficient is tabulated in column ( of the calculation table on page
4.3.3.1 -13 as

IC () + CD + CD + (equation 4.2.3.1-e)DO)

Solution:

SB
w ffi + c (equation 4.3.3.1-c)

0) (C 0 + I) 0 ref_
(CD+CD) + (CD CD+ C D+CD S

Zero-Lift Drag-Coefficient Calculation Table

GisC 0 Q) G)i:w (C ° -°°.(O)0: ® 0 ® ® ® 0 _

(CD)I. (c°w). (CD.). (C.). (CO) (c,,o (c°j.s (°..

S eq. 4.15,1-c skst ) eq 0 .1. 4 1 s 42..-coq 4,2.,.I..J f&.J2.3.S.24 0&.4AI.2 6 dilleq. 4.2.3..e (ZJ f m .4J..1-

___ __ __ -4 _ _ ®'~®®®•)

0 o. 0oo S ... 0.0=" 01157 GA M o= ... U.NG0o 0.44

a"00.65 0.00_ "..Z .21 ... 2U m O

0." ... 004M" 0792 0.112 ... 0.N 0015 0"00?

1.00 0.0010 165 0.007•2 0 0.031 0.3146 0.02414 032

1,025 OWN1l, 0.0110S 0.00U3 0.193 0,046 0.2316 04 7

1 .05 0.00475 0101333 0.004 0.10"5 0,054 062711 QM34 00347

-1.10 0.0101 0.01.9P . P 077 0.061 0.3077 06

[1.20 0.0121 0.0"20" 0 O.A11 0.054 0&2407 "I'M o.o2

4-• 4.3.3.1-13
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'I he calculated values of the wing-body zero-lift drag coefficient are compared with modified test results
from reference 19 in sketch (b). rhe drag-divergence Mach number of the isolated body has been used to

" aid in fairing the curve through the calculated points. The test results presented in reference 19 were
- corrected to a condition at which the base pressure is equal to the stream static pressure. The test points

plotted on sketch (b) have been modified by addition of the calculated base-drag coefficient.

.04-

Iac~

(C D ) _TjS
.02

---- CALCULATED
I TEST VALUE (includes calculated base drag)

.7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2M

SKETCH (b)

C. SUPERSONIC

f*;ut estimation of wing-body drag at supersonic speeds also involves the calculation of interference effects.
It is possible by using linear or higher-order theories to calculate some of these effects. However, the calcu-
!3•otns require considerable effort and must be tailored carefully to the geometry of the configuration. The
equivalent-body technique discussed in paragraph B above has been adapted to supersonic speeds, but with
cuiiderable complication. The resulting method, termed the "supersonic area-rule," gives the wave drag,
irc.iuding aerodynamic interferences, at a given Mach number.

Application of the supersonic area-rule requires automatic computing equipment. If such a computer is
to [e used, the following steps are required to prepare the machine input information and to interpret the
computed drag values obtained.

Step I. At a series of longitudinal stations compute the cross-sectional area intercepted by planes
inclined at the angle p = sin" (I/M) to the x-axis (see sketch (c)). The areas so determined
at each station are then projected on the plane normal to the longitudinal axis. The values of
these projected areas are plotted at the intersection of the inclined plane and the longitudinal
axis. This plot is the area distribution of the equivalent body of revolution.

4.3,3.1-14
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SKETCH (c)

This step can be simplified by using the following graphical procedure. First, construct
cross sections normal to the longitudinal axis at an evenly-spaced number of longitudinal
stations, say, spaced at Ax. Prepare a set of parallel lines on transparent paper with a
spacing equal to Ax tan p. Each one of these lines corresponds to one of the downstream
stations intercepted by the inclined plane. The required projected cross section at a given
station x is then determined by overlaying the transparent paper on the given normal
cross sections and plotting the intersection of each of the parallel lines with its corre-
sponding given normnal-cross-section contour. The curve formed on the transparent paper by
connecting the above intersections encloses the required projected area that when integrated
is to be plotted at station x. This procedure is illustrated in sketch (d).

0 10 20 30 40150 60 70 120 140

LTNES ON T SECTION AT STATION 40:: "TRANSPARENT 
-REQUIRDPO JETDNRS

,"~~~~- so/ .Nl--••

. ... i.f,* . *

LZ ' A x tan 1A

';• "•"SKETCH (d)
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Step 2. The procedure of step 1 is repeated for additional cases, where the inclined plan- is fixed and
the vehicle is rolled at a specified number of roll angles, as shown in sketch (e). For a con-
figuration with four planes of symmetry, such as a symmetrical cruciform missile, only roll
angles between 0 and 450 must be considered. For cruciform configurations with two
planes of symmetry, roll angles between 0 and 901 should be considered. If there is just one
plane of symmetry, roll angles between 0 and 1800 need to be considered.

SKETCH (e)

Step 3. The drag for the equivalent body of revolution at each roll angle is then calculated by means
of equation 4.3.3.1-b, or by the equation given in, for example, reference 4. These drag

' . values are. plotted as a function of roll angle and integrated to determine an average value of
CD. This -.verage drag coefficient is taken to be the wave drag of the configuration at the
chosen Mach number.

The number of roll angles required to achieve an accurate value of CO varies with the con-
figuration. If the C0 vs 0 plot can be constructed without ambiguity with the number of
roll agles chosen, then that number is sufficient. One should be particularly careful of
conditions where the Mach angle lies along or very close to the leading edge of a wing, since
this condition causes "spikes" in the CD vs 0 plot.

If automatic computing equipment is ovailable, the supersonic-area-rule method should be used. Otherwise
the Datcom method outlined below may be used.

The Datcom method is taken from reference 1 and is applicable to the following two classes of wing

planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, trapezoidal planforms)

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Double-delta wings
Cranked wings
Curved (Gothic and ogee) wings

S 4.3.3.1-16
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-. DATCOM METHOD

The supersonic zero-lift drag coefficient of a wing-body combination, based on the reference area, is deter-
mined by adding the drag coefficients of the exposed components. The component contributions of the
wing and body are determined by the methods of Sections 4.1.5.1 and 4.2.3.1, respectively. This approach
is summarized by

(C= +(CD) W CD) SB 4.3.3.1I-

where

(CD) is the wing zero-lift drag coefficient at supersonic speeds determined as outlined below.CD W

C ) is the body zero-lift drag coefficient at supersonic speeds based on the body base area.CD 0B This value is obtained from paragraph C of Section 4.2.3.1.

S B
- is the ratio of the body base area to the reference area.

S ref

The method of determining the wing zero-lift drag coefficient is essentially that of paragraph C of Section
4.1.5.1, but with the parameters of the exposed wing (or wing panels in the case of composite wings)
used to determine the skin-friction and wave-drag contributions. In order to present a more comprehensive
method, the procedure of Section 4.1.5.1 as applied to the exposed panel(s) is fully outlined below.

The wing zero-lift drag coefficient is given by

(C Dow + (C .CD) 4.3.3. 1-e

where CD and C D are the supersonic skin-friction drag coefficient and the supersonic wave-drag coef-

ficient, respectively, both based on a common reference area and outlined in the following
paragraphs.

Skin-Friction Drag Coefficient

The supersonic skin-friction drag coefficient is given by

:. -~(S wet d

(C ) (C)( 5 e 4.3.3.1-f

for a conventional, tr4pezoidal planform, and

(Sw ati) e S wto

(CD) = (Cf W)i S., (~ 43.3.l1-g
+4 (cf.)- S

• .!'d4 .3 .3 .1 -1 7



for a non-straight-tapered planform;

where

is the turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient of the wing (or wing panel in the case ofcomposite wings), including roughness effects, as a function of Mach number and ihe Reynolds
number based on the reference length R. This value is determined as discussed in paragraph A
of Section 4.1.5.1. The reference length 2 is the mean aerodynamic chord -, of the expose
wing (or exposed wing panel in the case of composite wings).

(Swe) is the ratio of the wetted area of the exposed wing (or exposed wing panel in the case ofwet ~ composite wings) to the reference area.

Sref

The subscripts i and o refer to the inboard and outboard panels, respectively, of composite planforms.
Curved planforms are approximated by combinations of trapezoidal panels, in which case two such panels
are usually sufficient to give a satisfactory result.

Non-straight-tapered wing geometric parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

Wave-Drag Coefficient

The form of the supersonic wave-drag-coefficient equation is in accordance with the results that have been
arrived at in linear supersonic theory for the two-dimensional case. The effects of changes in wing planform
and variable thickness ratio are accounted for by defining an effective thickness ratio and computing the
wave-drag coefficient on & '..sic planform shape. A distinction is made between wings with sharp-nosed
airfoil sections anJ wings with round-nosed airfoil sections.
Wings With Sharp-Nosed Airfoil Sections

For wings with sharp-nosed airfoil sections

(K(t) 2  (Sbw) 4.3.3.1-h

when the leading edge of the basic wing is supersonic (0 cot ALE Ž 1), andt) (bw)

(Ce) =KctwAE 2 ( S f 4.3.3, 1-i
Stf ref

when the leading edge of the basic wing is subsonic (3 cot A < 1). The subscript bw refers to theLEbw

basic wing (straight leading and trailing edges), and

(Sbw) is the area of the exposed basic wing. The selection of the basic planform for composite
e wings is discussed and illustrated schematically in paragraph C of Section 4.1.5.1.

is the effective thickness ratio (for a conventional, trapeioidal planform, use the average
Wf ,ff thickness ratio of the exposed planform (t/c)av). For a nonstraight-tapered planform

4.3.3.1-18



the effective thickness ratio is defined in terms of the basic planform and is given by

fb/2 Cbw dy

rb
kc) = b/2 4.3.3. 1l-j

i r CbwI dy

[rb

where c is the chord of the basic wing and rb is the average radius of the body at the
wing-body juncture. Note that both the chord of the actual wing and the chord of the basic
wing appear in the numerator. The denominator is one-half the planform area of the exposed
basic wing, so that

Ib/2 t cbW dy

((S~w~ I 1/24.3.3. 1-

Numerical integration of the integrand in the numerator is illustrated in the sample problem.

ALbW is the leading-edge sweep of the basic wing.

K is a constant factor for a given sharp-nosed airfoil section. K factors for sharp-nosed airfoils
are presented in paragraph C of Section 4.1.5.1. For basic wings with variable thickness ratios
the K factor is based on the airfoil section at the average chord of the exposed planform.

Wings With Round-Nosed Airfoil Sections

Wings with round-nosed airfoil sections exhibit a detached bow wave and a stagnation point, and the
pressure-drag coefficient increases as a function of Mach number in a manner similar to the stagnation pres-
sure. Consequently, a constant value of K cannot be used for basic wings with round-nosed airfoils.

The wave-drag coefficient of wings with round-nosed airfoil sections is approximated by adding the pressure
drag of a blunt leading edge to the wave drag of tne basic wing with an assumed sharp leading edge. By
assuming a biconvex shape aft of the leading edge, the wave drag of a wing with a round-nosed leading edge
is given by

(Co) + (S¾w)
•''16 

ItV b

CDw), = CDLE+ "•• S .3.3.1-k

when the leading edge of the basic wing is supersonic (j cot ALE a I), and

16 k (Sbw) 4.3.3.-CDw )W CDLIE + ff
3cl... S-1
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when the leading edge of the basic wing is subsonic ($3 cot A I). K

The second terms on the right-hand side of equations 4.3.3.1-k and 4.3.3.1-Q are the wing wave-drag coef-
ficients of the basic wing with sharp-nosed, biconvex airfoils at the appropriate leading-edge condition, and

CDLE is the pressure-drag coefficient on a swept, cylindrical leading edge obtained as a function of
the Mach number and the leading-edge sweep of the basic wing from figure 4.3.3.1-38. The

term 2rLE bbw O AEb is the frontal area of the leading edge of the exposed planform.
bw ýosLEw

For basic wings with variable thickness ratios the leading-edge radius rLE bw is the radius of

the section at the average chord of the exposed planform.

The correlation of cylindrical leading-edge pressure-drag coefficients is derived in reference 12 and has been
substantiated over the Mach number range from 0.5 to 8.0 and for sweep angles from 0 to 750.

A comparison of test data for 52 configurations with CD °) calcuiýted by this method is presented as
WE

table 4.3.3. 1-B (taken from reference I). The test configurations consisted of conventional and composite
wings with sharp-nosed airfoil sections mounted on ogive-cylinder bodies of high fineness ratio. No detailed
investigation has been made to evaluate body effects; therefore, the method should not be construed as per-
taining to generalized wing-body combinations with arbitrary body shapes. '

Within the limitations of the body shapes investigated, the method shows good agreement with the test
results of reference 15. This can be attributed largely to low-thickness-ratio airfoils and small planform
modifications - the conditions for which the wing-wave drag method of reference I is primarily intended.
Predictions for the configurations of the remaining references are generally lower than the test results. This
should be expected since the supersonic linear theory used as the basis for the wave-drag prediction is
expected to underpredict this contribution for the thicker wing sections and the more extensive planformmodifications.

The authors of reference I point out that some el'the error is quite possibly associated with the manner in
which the test data were analyzed. The test results presented in reference 14 were obtained on wing-body
configurations without boundary-layer trips and with slightly blunted leading edges. Corrections were
applied by the authors of reference I to obtain drag values corresponding to fully turbulent flow and sharp
leading edges. References 20 and 21 present test results with natural transition. The skin-friction drag for
these configurations was predicted by assuming fully turbulent flow over the body and laminar flow over the
wing as suggested in the references.

It should be noted that the test values in table 4.3.3. 1-B have been corrected to remove base drag, and that
the calculated values do not include the base-drag term.

Perhaps the greatest value of the method is that it can be used to predict the supersonic wave-drag incre-
ments due to planform modifications and thickness variations. If test data are available for a configuration,
the wave drag for a similar configuration can be estimated by predicting the wave drag for both configura-
tions using the Datcom technique, and then applying the increment between the predictions to the test data.
Sketches (f) and (g), both taken from reference 1, illustrate the application of this technique to predict the
wave-drag variation as a function of planform modification and thickness variation, respectively. Note that
although the absolute value of wave drag is not accurately predicted, the trends due to planform modifica-
tions and thickness variations are predicted quite well, even for thick, highly modified planforr.as.
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"-- PREDICTION
- -- PREDICTION ADJUSTED TO TEST LEVEL AT FLAGGED SYMBOL

M = 2.01 M =2.01
.02 REF- .02

0D 21 STRAIGHT T.E.

(Cb0) rl 21 CRANKED T.E. (CD ,
wW (C DW)wj•-

S~.0 1 - . . .. .. .__-- - .0 1 -- •r' 'j

"REF. PLANFORM
- 20 TRAPEZOIDAL
A 21 TRAPEZOIDAL

0 21 MOD. TRAPEZOIDA

1.0 1.1 1e(Sel !.2 1.3 .05 .06 (t/c) 1.07 .08

EFFECT OF PLANFORM MODIFICATIONS EFFECT OF THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION
ON WING WAVE DRAG ON WING WAVE DRAG

SKETCH (f) SKETCH (g)

The limited availability of test data precludes substantiation of the supersornic zero-lift-drag method over
wide ranges of planform and flow parameters for configurations having wings with blunt leading edges. A
brief statement of an analysis conducted on the blunt-leading-edge planforms of references 23 and 24 is
"reported in reference 1. It is indicated therein that the method will give satisfactory results for bluntness drag
for thin wings.

Sample Problem

Given: The wing-body configuration of reference 15. The configuration consists of a double-delta tying
mounted on a cylindrical-ogive body.

Actual Wing Characteristics:

Double-delta planform A = !.25 X 0 = 830 AO = 700

"ATE = -15 b/2 =10.0in. '?B = 0.181 cr 40.0in.

Sw 319.32 sq in. t/c (varies, see sketch (h))

Body Characteristics:

Ogive-cylinder 9B 40.0 in. d = 2.0 in. db = 2.0 in. P,/d= 20,0

ý= 12.0 in. fN = RN/d = 6.0 'A = 28.0 in. fA QA/d = 14.0

S$ = 3.14 sq in. Ss/SB 72.0 0Nr 8.50

4 ,
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Basic Wing Characteristics (Wave-drag calculations):

Delta planform Abw 1 33 Xbw 0 A = 700
LbW

A w -150 (b/2)bw =10.0in. c 30.16 in.
"(b2 b rbwI -(Sbw) 244.26 sq in.

ALrbw Airfoil: hexagonal, sharp leading edge

xI x x3

-- 0.4 =0.3 - =0.3 (t/c)bw 0.02

bw

2

Inboard and Outboard Panel Characteristics (Skin-friction drag calculations):

Inboard panel (exposed)

(ci) = 31.165 in. (Xi). = 0.794

() =28.25 in. (Sd) = 45.275 sq in.

wt 90.5 5 sq in. (bi/2) 0.81 in, (Si)

Outboard panel

Co = 24.73 in. X, 0 - 16.5 in.

S. = 202.52 sq in. (S.ýt 0 405.04 sq in,

bo/2 8.19 in. so

2
Additional Chara .teristics

M = 2.98; l 2.807 Smooth surfaces (assume k = 0)

S*cf = Sbw 301.55 sq in. RR 1.741 x 106 per in.
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Compute:

"Determine the wing skin-friction-drag contribution

Inboard panel (exposed)

R = (1.741 x 106 )(ci) 0(.741 X 106 ) (28.25) 4.92x 107

., /k = c ,read Cfw) at calculated RR

( 0.00o146 (figure 4.1.5.1 -26)

Outboard panel

R = (1.741 x 106)(Z).. (1.741 x 106)(16.5) 2.8 7 x 107

91k w , read ( (11,) at calculated R

( ) 0.00158 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

CD)W= (c -)i + (equation 4.3.3.1 -g)h905 405.04

9_(0.00146) -5 + (0.00,58) 4
301.55 301.55

0.00256 (based on Sd)

Determine the wing wave-drag coefficient.

c(c-x 2 ) I (1-0.3)
K= - 5.833

x1 X3  (0.4)(0.3)

W(t/c)

The thickness distribution of the actual wing and the chord distribution of the basic wii~g art
shown in sketch (h).
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40 --

30-I
CHORD

(n) 20- 1- --

lo-izi- -- -

0 2 4 6 8 10

SEMISPAN STATION, y (in.)

.02- -CHORD DISTRIBUTION (BASIC WING).02 - -- -,

THICKNESS I
RATIO

t c .01 r

Trb

0- -I J
0 2 4 10

SEMISPAN STATION, y (in.)

THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION (ACTUAL PLANFORM)

SKETCH (h)
Sketch (i) shows (t/c) 2 cbw versus spanwise position. Graphical integration of this curve
gives

b/2
f ()2c dy - 0.0474sq in.

Tb

*t-j) - r) (equation 4.3.3. I-j')
1/2(1bw
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0.04'74
0.04 0.000388

1/2 (244.26)

f- 0.0197

71fr

.010-

(tc-bW- . -- \

C bw

i~i S MISPA STAT ON,(in.).

.006-

.004-1- -

.002 -

0 2' 4 6 8- - 0

SEN4ISPAN STATION, y (in.) 1

INTEGRAND FOR DETERMINING (t/c)0 ff FOR WING OF SAMPLE WAVE-DRAG
14 CALCULATION

SKETCH (i)

Scot AU (2.807) (cot 700) - 1.022 (supersonic leadinS edge)

((equation 4.3.3.1-h)

,(-133 (0.0197)2 244.26

~2.807 1301.55

0.00065 (based on Sr)
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. . . ..-. . ,

"Determine the body contribution.

* Skin-friction-drag coefficient
*R (1.741 x 106)(RB) (1.741 x 106)(40) = 6.964x 107•

. R/k =, read (C,) at calculated Rt

(Cf)z 0.00139 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

Wave-drag coefficients (method 2, paragraph C, Section 4.2.3.1)

Forebody

S~2.807

1.80 = 0.468; KN 1.005 (figure 4.2.3.1 -63)
i:W' 6.0

CJ [C N + K = 0.985 (figure 4.2.3.1-61)

0.985CD ( = 0.0270 (based on SB)
N2 (36 + 0.25) (10MS)

Afterbody

db =1.0; CDA = 0 (figure 4.2.3.1-64)

Nose bluntness

CD = 0 (no bluntness)

Afterbody interference-drag coefficient

db
. 1.0; CDA(NCD 0 (figure 4 .2 .3 .1-44a)

Base-drag coefficient

CDb = 0.098 (figure 4.2.3.1.60) (based on S.)
""" CD). (CI) S - 0 +C0 +(C)1 CD + CD (equation 4.2.3.1-h)

SD N 2 A A(N C ) W 1 b

* = (0.00139) (72.0) + 0.0270 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0.098

= 0.225 (based on SB)
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Solution:

CD (CD ) ±(CD ) B (equation 4.3.3.1 -d)(c + Coww

(CD f + (+ )
i 3.14= 0.00256 + 0.00065 + (0.225)

301.55

li... = 0.00555 (based on St )

The test value from reference 15, corrected to remove base drag, is CD = 0.0046. The corresponding calcu-

lated value is given by 0
'D - 0.00555 -CDbCt0 bS---

- 0.00555 - 0.00102

= 0.00453 (based on Sretf
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4.3.3.2 WING-BODY DRAG AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

Determination of wing-body or tail-body drag at angle of attack is more an art than a science. Little
is known concerning the wing-body aerodynamic interferences that occur at angle of attack. These

' interferences are usually significant only during the detailed design of a configuration or for a
configuration especially designed for minimum interference at a particular flight condition. The
total drag of a wing-body configuration at angle of attack may be expressed in the form

(Co)w B (CD 0 W +(CD L )W 4.3.3.2-a

where (CD ) is the zero-lift drag and (CD L), represents the drag due to lift. The zero-lift drag
of the wing-boRy configuration may be obtaine] by using the methods of Section 4.3.3.1. The
same two methods for estimating the wing-body drag-due-to-lift term are presented in
each speed regime of this section. The first method, taken from Reference 1, evaluates the
wing-body configuration as a unit. The second method evaluates and combines the isolated drag due
to lift of the wing and of the body.

The primary advantage of Method I is its consideration of camber effects and its applicability to the
high-lift region, i.e., beyond the parabolic drag region. However, its application is restricted to
fighter-type aircraft with straight-tapered planforms.

Because of the empirical nature of Method I (values for the regression coefficients), exact solutions
are available only at the following Mach numbers: 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,

111.5, 2.0, and 2.5. At other Mach numbers interpolation is necessary. For the low-speed regime, the
M = 0.6 values can be used, but only as an approximation. The solutions at Mach numbers 1.0 and
2.5 should be used cautiously, because of the somewhat limited amount of test data used in the
determination of the regression coefficients.

A. SUBSONIC

Two different methods are presented for evaluating the total drag of a wing-body configuration.
The first method is restricted to fighter-type aircraft with straight-tapered planforms. The second
method is general and may be applied to both straight-tapered planforms and non-straight-tapered
planforms, including double-delta, cranked, and curved wings.

The general categories of non-straight-tapered wings are illustrated in Sketch (a) of Section 4.1.3.2,
while the wing-geometry parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

For Mach numbers less than 0.6 and values within the parabolic drag region (generally for CL < 0.4
or 0.5), Method 2 should be used because of the limitation of Method 1 for Mach numbers below

*i 0.6.

DATCOM METHOD

Method I

This method was developed in Reference I for fighter-type aircraft by using the linear regression
analysis of mathematical statistics. In general, a regression analysis involves the study of a group of
variables to determine their effect on a given parameter. In this case, multidimensional least.-squares
curve fits were used to relate linearly the incremental drag due to lift of a wing-body configuration

S 4.3.3.2-1



to certain nondimensional geometric parameteis. The result of this work is presented below in
Equation 4.3.3.2-b, a purely empirical equation based on the various total-wing-planform geometric
parameters and Reynolds number. For more detailed information regarding the analysis, the reader
is referred to Reference 1.

The regression coefficients given in Table 4.3.3.2-D, as a function of Mach number arid angle of
attack, are not those presented in Reference 1. Those in Table 4.3.3.2-D are a more recent and
improved version obtained from the authors of Reference 1.

An unfortunate feature of this method is the lack of physical appreciation of where the parabolic
drag region ends; i.e., where separation effects become prominent. A second method, called the
"semiempirical method, which provides a physical appreciation of the flow conditions, is also
presented in Reference 1. The semiempirical method is structured to consider the following various
flow conditions: attached flow, initially contained separated or mixed flow, and major flow
separation occurring after the initia..y contained separated or mixed flow. The semiempirical
method is somewhat more difficult to apply, while its accuracy is approximately the same as that of

S•. Method 1 presented herein. For the details regarding the application of the semiempirical method,
* "" the reader is referred to Reference I.

It is advisable to restrict the applicability of Method 1 to the range of geometric parameters of the
test data used in the formuiation of the regression coefficients. If the method is used for
configurations that exceed the range of test data, the results should be applied with caution. The
test data used in the formulation of the regression coefficients have geometric parameters within the
"following limits: 

Or

aspect ratio, A 1.6 to 6.0

taper ratio, X 0 to 1

twist, 0 0 to -9.40

leading-edge radius, LER/l 0 to 0.015

thickness, t/i 0.025 to 0.10

NACA camber, (y a,) 0 to 0.0263

conical-camber design lift coefficient, CLd 0 to 0.45

"forebody fineness ratio, 2 N /d 2.2 to 8.4

* afterbody fineness ratio, VA /d 0.3 to 5.6

leading-edge sweep, A L E 0 to 700

Reynolds number, RR 0.8x 106 to 8x 6

* Equation 4.3.3.2-b below enables the user to calculate the drag due to lift as a function of angle of
attack and Mach number. When a series of points are calculated to define the drag due to lift versus
angle of attack, it becomes necessary to use discretion and fair the best possible curve through the
points. This is necessary since some values at high angles of attack do not describe a smooth

"continuous curve.

* 4.3.3.2-2



"This method is not limited to bodies of revolution; however, no attempt is made to account for the
effects of nonciicular bodies. If it becomes necessary to analyze a noncircular body in comtbinationi
with a wing, it is suggested that an equivalent body of revolution be used, i.e., a body of revolution
with the same cross-sectional area.

The drag due to lift at a given angle of attack of a wing-body configuration, based on the area of the
basic straight-tapered wing, is given by

(CDL)w.B B0 +B1  -) 2A+ B3 (tan ALE)'/ 2 + B4(t/O) + B 5 (-) + B6 ( + B7).

+1B3X2 + B9 X 3 + Blo(TR ) L(R! + BI - o+ BJLcBI 2 + BI 4 CL

+ BI 5 RQ 4.3.3,2-b

where

B0 ,B1 , ' •• B1 5 are the regression coefficients as a function of Mach number and angle of
attack obtained from Table 4.3.3.2-D.

A is the total wing aspect ratio.

ALE is the sweep of the leading edge.

t/l" is the wing thickness ratio at the mean aerodynamic chord.

RN-wis the nose and forebody fineness ratio (see Sketch (a)).
d

RA
- is the afterbody fineness ratio taken at the afterbody wing-body juncture
d (see Sketch (a)).

SKETCH (a)

x is the wing taper ratio.

TR is the transition indicator; 0 for no transition strips and I for transition
strips or flight test.

4.3.3.2-3
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LER
--- is the ratio of the leading-edge radius to the mean aerodynamic chord

c taken at the mean aerodynamic chord.

0 is the wing twist between the root and tip sections in radians, negative for
washout (see Figure 5.1.2.1-30b).

(Yc)ma x is the NACA camber in the form of a ratio of the maximum ordinate of
c the mean line to the airfoil chord taken at the mean aerodynamic chord.

CLd is the conical camber design lift coefficient for a M = 1.0 design with the
designated camber ray line intersecting the wing trailing edge at 0.8 b/2.
(For more details see Reference 2.) If the wing does not have a
conical-camber design, the value of CLd is zero.

R2 is the Reynolds number based on the mean aerodynamic chord. For
Reynolds numbers in excess of 8 x 106, the value of 8 x 106 should be
"used.

An indication of the accuracy of Method I can be obtained from Table 4.3.3.2-A. This table
contains a comparison of test values with results calculated by using this method for wing-body
configurations without camber. The test data used in this comparison are taken from
Table 4.1.5.2-A and some have been used in the determination of the regression coefficients.

Method 2

This method evaluates and combines the isolated drag due to lift of the wing and of the body. The
limitations of the method are those of Sections 4.1.5.2 and 4.2.3.2. The method is not applicable to
generalized wing-body configurations with arbitrary body shapes. If it becomes necessary to analyze
a noncircular body in combination with a wing, it is suggested that an equivalent body of revolution
be used, i.e., a body of revolution with the same cross-sectional area. The method is applicable only
for wing lift coefficients up to the critical lift coefficients for configurations having straight-tapered
wings; whereas, for non-straight-tapered wings the method may be applied to configurations over a
wide range of lift coefficients (see Paragraph A, Section 4.1.5.2).

The drag due to lift of a wing-body configuration is given by

(SB )ref
(CDL)wB = (CDL)W + [CD(a)]B 4.3.3.2-c

SW

where

,(CL) is the drag due to lift of the wing, obtained from Paragraph A of
Section 4.1.5.2 and based on the total wing area.

[D (] is the body drag due to angle of attack, obtained from Paragraph A of
Section 4.2.3.2 and based on the maximum body frontal area.

(SO)rf
-- is the ratio of the body reference area (maximum body frontal area) to
'Sw the total wing area.

*0 4,3.3.2-4



No substantiation is presented for this method. However, substantiation tables for the wing
contribution are presented in Section 4.1.5.2 for straight-tapered and non-straight-tapered plan-
forms.

Sample Problems

The same wing-body configurations will be evaluated for both Methods I and 2 to enable a
comparison of their application to be made.

1. Method I

-. -" Given: The straight-tapered wing-body configuration of Reference 3.

Wing Characteristics:

A = 4.0 = 0 t/c 0.03 ALE 450

(Yc)m ax
0 0 No camber, = 0 CLa 0

:4 3-percent-thick biconvex airfoil with elliptic nose

LER
-- = 0.00045

"Body Characteristics:

•, .']RN •A

, = 4.28 - = 2.141
d

"Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.61 R2 4.20 x 106 No transition strips, TR 0

Compute the drag due to lift for the above configuration at an angle of attack of 100.

4i 4.3.3.2-5
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Y'he regression coeflicicnts below are obtained from Table 4.3.3.2-D at M 0.6.

Regression Value

Coefficient Table 4.3.3,2.D

0.12873

U --0.05227

82 0.00855

B3  -0.00826

84 -0.69962

B85 --C.00295

86 -0.00487

87 0.14051

8 8 -0.28982

8 9 0.16952

Bio -0.00215

2.27613

8 12 -0.34643

B13 --0.52607

B B4 -0.09097

SB5 -0.00076 x 106

Solution:

(CD Lw = BO + BI (+) 1-B, A + B3 (an1 AL E)/ + B 4 (t/C) + B 5 ( ~+ B,(-j) + BN

8 9 10 RC 1+B8• 2 +Bg 3 +3 + oTR +B1 1 LE +B 1 2 0+B 1 3  --_cma

+ BI 4 CLd + B, s Rv (Equation 4.3.3., )

CD L = 0.12873 -0.05227)+ 0.00855(4) - 0.00826(l)'/2 -- 0.69952(0.03)

- 0.00295(4.28) - 0.00487(2.141) + 0.14051(0) - 0.28982(0)2 + 0.16952(0)1

- 0.00215(0) + 2.27613(0.00045) - 0.34643(0) -- 0.52607(0) - 0.09097(0)

- 0.00076 x 10- 6(4.20 x 106)

= 0:12873 - 0.01307 + 0.03420-- 0.00826 -- 0.02099 -- 0.01263 - 0.01043

I + 0.00102 - 0.00319

= 0.0954

4.3.3.2-6
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The above procedure is used to generate the complete variation of C0 L given below as a function of
angle of attack. The comparison of test data with these predicted values and the predicted values
from Method 2 are presented in Sketch (b), which follows the next sample problem,

- (deg)

0 0

1 0.00059

2 0.00196

3 0.00568

4 0,0115

6 0.0306

8 0.0598

10 0.0954

12 0.1356

14 0.1769

16 0.2196

18 0,2644

2. Method 2

""J iGiven: The same wing-body configuration used in Sample Problem 1, i.e., from Reference 3.

Wing Characteristics:

A = 4.0 X 0 t/c = 0.03 ALE = 450
%~ E;

SSw = 2.425 ft2  U = 1.038 ft

LER
0 = 0 No camber 0.00045

Body Characteristics:

" 46.93 in. d 4,76 in. db 2.589 in.

VB = 0.2687 ft3  V8 2/3 = 0.4164 ft2

=-- = 9.86 r 2.38 1 .1 -• .d 59.5]

4 Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.61,32 = 0.6279 RRMAc 4.20 x 106 K 1.0 (assumed)

4.3.3.2-7
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Compute:

Wing Drag Due to Lift (Section 4.1.5.2)

4 [1 /1 .- X\]
tan At/ 2 = tan ALE - , Ac/2 L EA ~21 +X

- 0.5

[02 + tan 2 A 11/2 - 3.748
c/2 _/2 1 0.6279+

CL.

1.0 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2'-49)
A

0.00045 Z5
RQLER = 4.20 x 106 = 1.89 x 101

RQLER cot ALE V/1 M2 CoS2ALF = (1.89 x 103)(1.0)V1r -- (0.372)(0.7071)2

= 1.705 x 103

AX (4.0)(0)

cos ALE (0.7,71 -

R = 0.1 2 0•Fig-re 4.1.5.2-53a)

1.1 (CL,/A)
e R(CL A) + (1 R)ir (Equation 4.1.5.2-i)

1.1k 1.0)
0. 120(1.0) + i] - 0, 120)7r

= 0.382

CL 2
(CD L ) = + CLeV+ (OcQ) 2 w (Equation 4.1.5.2-h)

CL 2

ir(4.0)(0.382)

16 4.3.3.2-8
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q2

"CL CCo1  0.209 CL

0 0

0.05 0.00052k 0,.10 0.00209

0.15 0.00470

0.20 0.00836

0.25 0.01306

0.30 0.01881

0.35 0.025W0

"0.40 0.03344

0.50 0,05225

Body Drag Due to Lift (Section 4.2.3.2)

k2. k =0.94 (Figure 4.2.1.1-20a)

X= 46.93 (by inspection)

i --= 1.0

X0
-- = 0.905 (Figure 4.2.1.1-20b)

x= 42.47 in.

(r),, 2.38 -1-- . 1 1 1.765 in.

So = 7rr 2  = 7r( 1.765)2 = 9.79 ii.2

2(k 2  -- k ) S,
CL, = / (Equation 4 .2. i. I-a)

V 2/3

2(0.94)(9.'79)

(0.4164)144

4l = 0.307 per rad

0.686 (Figure 4,2.1.2-23a)

4.3.3.2-9
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M = M sina

The a range is approximately 0 <, o! ! 100

MC varies from 0.6(0) to 0.6(0.1730)

0 < M •< 0.104

Cdc 1.20 (constant.) (Figure 4.2.1.2-23b)

-V 16.93
r r CddX = f (0.686) r 1.20) dx

o"14 2.47

Assuming r varies linearly from x. to t

I 46.93 1.765 + 1.295

Sr Cdd 42.47 (0.686) 2 (1.20)dx
x fj,4

1.26(46.93 - 42.47)

5.62 sq in. 0.0390 sq ft

k,-k 2k 3  R

C( - 2 a2 S +- J 17 r cd. dx (Equation 4.2.3.2-b)VB2 / 3  
V 2/3

B x0

32 3

-0.307 a 2 , (0.0390)
60.4164

"= 0.307 a2 + 0.187 a 3

Equation 4.2.3.2-b becomes

'SB ef V 2/3
[CD(a)i = (0.307 U2 + 0.187 a 3 ) B

= (0.307 a2 + 0.187 a3 ) 0.4164

2.425

0.0527 c2 + 0.0321 a

(CL,,)w = (CL, 0 /A) A (1.0)(4.0) 4.0 per rad

4.3.3.2-10



CL

CL (rad) 0.0527 Q? 0.0321 03 43- 4-(.

0 0 0 0 0

0.05 0.0125 0.000008 U 0.000008

0.10 0.0250 0.000033 0.000001 0.0000.34

0.15 0.0375 0.000074 1 0.000002 0.000076

0.20 0.0500 0.000132 0.000004 0.000136

0.26 0.0625 0.000206 0.000008 0,000214

0.30 0.0750 0.000296 0.000014 0.000310

0.35 0.0875 0.000403 0,000022 0.000425

0.40 0.1000 0.000527 0.000032 0.000559

0.50 0.1250 0.000823 0.000063 0.000886

"Solution:

SB e
(CDL)wB (CD L)w + [C (°B S (Equation 4.3.3.2-a)

o20 4 _0

CL (C OL)w ( )( 0(CDL)

0 0 0 0

"0.05 0.00052 0.000008 0.00053

0.10 0.00209 0.0000, 0.00212

0.15 0.00470 0.000076 0,00478

S0.20 0.00836 0.000136 0.00860

"0.25 0.01306 0.000214 0.01327

0.30 0.01881 0.000310 0.01912

0,35 0.02560 0.000425 0.02603

0.40 0.03344 0.000559 0,03400

0.50 0.05225 0,000886 0.05314

These calculated results are compared with the calculated resuls from Method I and the rest Values

from Reference 3 in Sketch (b).

*This approxinotion fnumest a zero lift value of zero,

4.3.3.2-11
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0 TEiST VALUES

- METHOD 1
METHOD 2

(CDL)~ W- -. ---

. . ..- - . ... . -. ... . ..

-0 4 8 t2 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, a (deg)

SKETCH (b)

B. TRANSONIC

* The comments presented in the discussion preceding Paragraph A are applicable here.

.,ATCOM METHODS

At transonic speeds the methods described in Paragraph A may be applied. Boil, methods are
restricted to straight-tapered-wing configuiations. Method I may be applied in the hiegh-lift region;
while Method 2 is restricted to the parabolic-drag region.

An indication of the accuracy of Method I can be obtained from Table 4.3.3.2-B. ']'his table
contains a comparison of test values with results calculated by using this method for wing-body
configurations without camber.

Sample Problem

No sample problem is presented for Method I because its application is identical to that in the
subsonic speed regime.

Method 2

Given: A wing-body configuration oftReference 2 designated 45-series.

Wing Characteristics:

A = 3.0 X = 0,40 bw = 10,8 in. AL, 45

A..= 35"540 (t/c)a 0.045 Sw = 38.889 sq in. Round-nosed airfoil

Additional Characteristics:

0,0278 0 S C - 0.50 M 1.02; = 0.20 K 1.0 (assulned)

SW

*0 4.3.3,2-12



Compute:
Wing Drag Due to Lift (Section 4.1.5.2)

t/c) =0.3557

(t/c)2/3 0,1265

A(t/c)I/3 =-3(0.3557) = 1.067

A tan ALE = 3.0

•-61 .0404
S.= 0.319

(t/c) 2/3  0.1265

(t) 1I3  
." 0.590 (Figure 4.1.5.2-55b, interpolated)

C) L2

. .CD7CL

C 2 O.590(0.3557) o .,210)

CL CL2 0.210_

0 0 0

0 
0 

0

.05 .0025 00063

.10 .0100 .00210

.15 .0225 .00473

.20 .0400 .00840
-

.25 .0625 .01313

.30 .0900 .01890

.35 .1225 .02573

.40 .1600 03360

.45 .2025 .042ý3

.50 .2500 05250

Body Drag Due to Lift (Section 4.2.3.2)

•- = 4.0 per rad (method of Paragraph B, Section 4.1.3.2)1.LO WJ M = 1.02

SI) SbEquation 4 .2 .3.2-e becomes CS (a) a2

w• 4.3.3.2-13
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004

C4/CL)fý .e IC(1.1 Sb

0 /4.0 B s .
CL (rad) (rad1) ( (0.0278)

0 0 0 0

.05 .0125 ,00016 0

.10 .0250 .00063 .00002

.15 .0375 .00141 .0MOW4

.20 .0500 .00250 .00007

.25 .0625 .00391 .00011

.30 .0750 .00563 .00016

.35 .0875 .00766 .00021

.40 .1000 .01000 .00028

.45 .1125 .01266 .00035

.50 .1250 .01563 .00043
Solution:

(CL)WB (DL)W + -- (Equation 4 .3 .3.2-a)

0 b 0c 0
CL ((co)D S

0 0 0 0

.05 .00053 0 .00053

.10 .00210 .00002 .00212

.15 .00473 .00004 .00477

.20 .00840 .00007 .00847

.25 .01313 .00011 .01324

.30 .01890 .00016 .01906

.35 02573 .00021 .02594

- .40 .03360 .00028 .03388

.45 .04253 .00035 .04288

.50 .05250 .00043 .05293

, 4.3.3.2-14



The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 4 in Sketch (c).

.6 0 TEST VALUES, REF.'4

-- CALCULATED

CL

00.0 .02 .04 .06 .08

(CL)WB

SKETCH (c)

C. SUPERSONIC

The comments presented in the discussion preceding Paragraph A are applicable here.

DATCOM METHODS

At supersonic speeds the methods described in Paragraph A may be applied. Method I is restricted
to straight-tapered planforms; while Method 2 may be applied to either straight-tapered or
non-straight-tapered wings. An indication of the accuracy of Method 1 can be obtained from
Table 4.3.3.2-C. This table contains a comparison of test values with results calculated by using this
method for wing-body configurations without camber.

.4• Sample Problem

No sample problem is presented for Method 1 because its application is identical to that in the
subsonic speed regime.

Method 2

Given: The wing-bu ly configuration of Reference 5.

"Wing Characteristics:

i A 3.50 bw 24 in. N 0.20 ALE = 51.60

"k = 17.44 in. Sw 164.64 sq in. 6L. = 8.4o

Airfoil: 6-percent-thick hexagonal section with maximum thickness at c/3 (sharp-nosed airfoil)

"4.3.3.2-15



Additional Characteristics:

M = 2.01; ,8 1.744 S5 = 12.57 sq in.

0 f- CLf0. 4 0 SP = 154sq in.

Compute:

Wing Drag Due to Lift (Section 4,1.5.2)

IObw 1.744(24)
= = 1.20

2Q 2(17.44)

Sw 164.64
= 0.393

bw V 24(17.44)

CDL P7rA CD1.29 (Figure 4,1.5.2-58)

CL2  1 + p

C L rID DL P__ + p
-- irA - (Equation 4.1.5.2-n)

CL 2  1 ].1A p
I I I393\

1.9 kr(3.5)) 0.393)

-00.416

o ,1 0,02 0.03

CL

* L 0CL 0.416

0 C: a

0.05 0.0025 0.00104

0.10 0.0100 0,00416

*0.15 0.0225 0.00936

0.20 0.0400 0.01664

0.25 0.0626 0,02600

0.30 0.0900 0.03744

0.35 0.1225 0.05096

0.40 0.1600 0.o656

4.3.3.2-16



Body Drag Due to Lift (Section 4.2.3.2)

Wing CN (Section 4.1.3.2)

tan ALE 1.262

"P 1.744 = 0.724

. A tan ALE = 3.5 (1.262) = 4.42

_3(CN) 4.24 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-56b)
r - , theory

(CN)• = 4.24/1.744 = 2. per rad

CN

0.895 (Figure 4.1.3.2-60)
(CN) theory

CN (2.43) (0.895) 2.17 per rada

CD (a) (based on body base area)

ICD(al) = 2a2 + de - P 3 (Equation 4.2.3.2-g)
I B Tb

Sp 154
S=-- = 12.25

Sb 12.57

0 ® ® ® 0

r /2.7 ae2  a 3  m 'd, Cdc - 0

-CL (rod) (red 2 ) (red3 ) (dog) M sin a Fig. 4.2.1.2V23b 012.25 2Gi)4G®

0 0 0 0 0 0 1.20 14.70 0

0.05 0.0230 0.00053 0.00001 1.32 0.0463 1.20 14.70 0.00121

0.10 0.0461 0.00213 0,00010 2.64 0.0926 1.20 14.70 0.00573

0.15 0.0691 0.00477 0.00033 3.96 0,1388 1.20 14.70 0.01439

0.20 0.0922 0.00850 0.00078 5.28 0.1850 1.20 14.70 0.02847

0.26 0.1152 0.01327 0.00153 6.60 0,2310 1.20 14.70 0.04903

0.30 0.1382 0.01910 0.00264 7.92 0.2770 1.21 14.82 0.07732

"0.35 0.1613 0.02602 0.00420 9.24 0.3227 1.213 14.98 0.11495

0.40 0.1843 0.03397 0,00626 10.56 0.3684 1.244 15.24 0.16334

4.3.3.2-17
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Solution:

Equation 4.3.3.2-a becomes

IS

C (CD) + +C (a)](CD )W BC B W

SSb
"Sb "12.57

,-5w 164.64

- (CDLIwB

CL CDL (based cn Sb&

0.05 0.00104 0.00121 0.0011

0.10 0.00416 0.00573 0.0046

0.15 0.00936 0.01439 0.0105

0.20 0.01664 0.02847 0.0188

0.25 0.02600 0.04903 0.0297

0.30 0.03744 0.07732 0.0433

0.35 0.05096 0.11495 0.0597

0.40 .0.06656 0.16334 0.0790

The calculated results are compared with test values fromReference 5 in Sketch (d).

*4 0 TEST VALUES, REF. 3
- CALCULATED

CL

0 02 .04 .06 .08

(CDL)W

SKETCH (d)
4

.02 .04.06 .0
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-A
SUBSONIC WiNG-BODY DRAG DUE TO LIFT OF STRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS

METHOD 1
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

NO TWIST OR CAMBER

~<~~~~1 NACA
ReAi (dM 1-6 CDL CDLef A X. q Airfoil RCxO M a CaIc. Test

3 3.0 0 53.1 0003-63 5.9 0.25 4 0.010 0.010 0

8 0.052 0.015 0,007
12 0.124 0.114 0.01014 0.164 0.156 0.008

16 0.213 0.203 0.010

4.8 0.61 4 0.011 0.012 -0.001

8 0.053 0.052 0.001
10 0.084 0.084 0
12 0.125 0.125 0

2.0 0 63.4 0003-63 3.0 0.81 4 0.009 0.012 -0.003

I8 0.050 0.060 --0.010
12 0.116 0.130 -0.014
14 0.168 0.184 -0.016
16 0.224 0.243 -0.0190 45.0 biconvex 9.1 0.2 4 0.010 0.010 0

t/c =0.03 8 0.057 0.053 0.004

12 0.128 0.121 0.007
14 0.177 0.170 0.007

4.2 0.61 4 0.012 0.015 -0.003
8 0.061 0.061 0

10 0.097 0.097 012 0.136 0.139 "-0.003 ti,
2. 34 0005-63 3.( 0. 4 0.008 0.008 0

8 0.038 0.038 0

12 0.093 0.089 0.004
14 0.130 0.127 0.003

S 16 0.182 0.178 0.0048.0 0.5 4 0.006 0.006 0
8 0.034 0.025 0.009

12 0.095 0.080 0.015
14 0.135 0.117 0.018

S16 0.186 0.166 C.020
0008-63 3.0 0.4 4 0.006 0.008 -0,002

8 0.028 0.026 0.002
12 0.084 0.066 0.018
14 0.130 0.100 0.030
16 0.181 0.139 0.042

0.60 0.006 0.006 0

8 0.028 0.028 0
12 0.084 0.080 0.004

14 0.129 0.120 0.009
16 0.182 0.170 0.012

0.80 4 0.006 0.008 -0.002
8 0.036 0.036 0

12 0.108 0.102 0.006
14 0.149 0.142 0.007
S16 0.198 0.190 0.008

0.333 45. biconvex 4.8 0.61 4 0.012 0.012 0
t/c=0.03 j 8 0.056 0.055 0.001

I • 10 0.088 0.088 0
12 0,129 0.132 --0.003
14 0.169 0.'171 -0.002
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-A (CONTO)

ALL NACA C01  COL cCt.L
Ref A . (d.95 Airfoil RQMACXI M a Chic. Tst L

"3 1.8 0. 19.1 biconvex 3.8 0.61 4 0.014 0.013 0.001

t.0/-.03 8 0.066 0.066 0

I 12 0.153 0.153 0
14 0.196 0.196 0
16 0.231 0.217 0.014

Ii0.1 4 0.014 0.014 0
I8 0.068 0.068 0412 0.150 0.152 -0.002

14 0,179 0.183 -0.004
15 0.213 0.223 -0.010

6 2.0 0.600 48.4 65A006 4.53 0.60 4 0.006 0.006 0
I 8 0.035 0.039 -0.004

1 12 0,099 0.114 -0.015
I ,14 0,141 0.166 --0.025

16 0.190 0.220 -0.030
5.46 0.80 4 0.009 0.008 0.001

8 0.043 1 0.045 -0.002
12 0.122 0.129 -0.007

I14 0.162 0.167 -0.005
Sl 16 0.198 0.202 -0,004

4.0 0.600 46.7 65A006 2.78 0.60 4 0.007 0.007 0
8 0.047 0.043 (.004

12 0.128 0.138 -0.010
14 0.171 0.182 -0.011
616 0.222 0.234 -0.012

3.35 0.80 4 0.010 0.010 0I 8 0.061 0.059 0.002
12 0.145 0.133 0.0121-14 0.191 0.176 0.015

"16 0.221 0.214 0.007
_ 0.600 .2 65A006 2.39 0.70 4 0.007 0.007 0

46.2 I 8 0.058 0.045 0.013
12 0.129 0.118 0.011,i,1 14 0.159 0.167 -0.008

1 16 0.177 0.215 -0.038
7 5.14 0.713 36.2 65 1A012 2.0 0.40 4 0.004 0.005 -0.001

"" 8 0.040 0.019 0.021
12 0.121 0.090 0.031
"14 0.170 0.148 0.022

16 0.240 0.194 0.046
6 0.80 4 0.008 0.007 0.001

l !8 0.060 0.051 0.009

10 0.106 0.100 0,006
12 0.160 0,150 00

_ _ _l__ l i..T 14~ 0.175 0.175 0

1 f ,CoLjav 0.008
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-B
TRANSONIC WING-BODY DRAG DUE TO LIFt OF STRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS

METHOD 1
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

NO TWIST OR CAMBER _

"" NACA I CLL CDL
Ref A X (de)T Airfoil RIMAcXI0 M I ( Calc. Test 1C)L

3 30 0 53.1 0003-63 1.9 0.92 4 0,013 0.017 -40.004
I 1 60.036 0.041 -.0005
I V 8 0.066 0.070 --0.004
" .1.2 4 0.010 0.015 -0.005
I8 0.055 0.067 -0.012

12 0.128 0.150 -0.022
30 0.8 1 bo 114 0.177 0.199 -0.022

,3.08 0.388 19.1 biconvx 1.4 1.2 4 0,020 0.019 0.001
t/c=0.03 8 0.085 0.086 -0.001

10 0.129 0.135 -0,0064,4 4 12 0.180 0,191 -0.011
V 7 14 0.241 0,249 --0.008

3.0 0.4 45.0 biconvex 3.8 0.91 4 0.015 0.017 ---0.002
tic=0.03 6 0.041 0,043 -0.002

- I •' 7 0.060 0,060 0

2.0 0.333 45.0 biconvex 1.9 0.93 4 0.017 0.014 0.003

i t/c--003 j6 0.042 0.039 0.003
8 0.073 0.071 0,002

"- •1.2 4 0.015 0.015 0
""4 '•6 0.036 0.037 -0.001

• • I '10 0.103 0.109 --0.006,,

2.0 0 63.3 0003-63 1.84 1.0 4 0.012 .0017 -0.005

6 4 6 0.027 0.032 -0.005
8 0.061 0.063 -0.002

S10 0.103 0.098 0.005

1.1 4 0.011 0.013 -0.002

i I8 0.053 0.056 -0.003
10 0.087 0.090 -0.003
12 0,129 0.127 0.002
""114 0.184 0.180 0,004

IC1 j 0.005

0 TABLE 4.3.3.2-C
SUPERSONIC WING-BODY DRAG DUE TO LIFT OF STRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS

METHOD 1
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

NO TWIST OR CAMBER

*FA NACA -6 CD)L CDL
Ref A A (dN Airfoil RQMACx10 M a CIc. Test ACDL

2 3.0 0.40 45.0 64AO05 2.9 1.50 4 0.015 0.013 0.0024 8 0,058 0.053 0.005
10 0.089 0.087 0.002
12 0.126 0.120 0.006
14 0175 0.160 0.015

" -1.90 4 0.018 0.011 0.007

8 0.050 0.043 0.007
.0 0.075 0.065 0.010

II"12 0.103 0.094 0.009
if .14 I 1 0.138 1 0.128 0.010L
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"TABLE 4.3.3.2-C (CONTD)

ALF NACA CDL COL
Ref AAirfoil MAC M a Calc, Test [ I

4. 07W 38.1 65AD06 1.ý96 1.41 4 0 018 0016 0.002
65A004 6 0.039 0.037 0.002

8 0,066 0.064 0.002

10 3.5 00 51.6 hexagonal 2.68 1.61 4 0.022 0.013 0.009

j t/c-0.06 6 0.044 0.029 0.015
II .I 8 0.076 0.0b2 0.024

"10 0.119 0.081 0.038
2.01 4 0.010 0.012 -0.002

S6 0.025 0.024 0.001
• - - 8 0.050 0.048 0.002

11 3.0 0 0003-63 3.6 1.5 4 0.014 0.013 0,001j 8 0.053 0.055 -0.002
10 0.081 0.082 --0.001
12 0.113 0.120 -0,007

14 0.160 0.157 0.003
1.9 4 0.009 0.011 -0.002

8 0.037 0.041 -O.004
10 0.060 0.063 -0.003

12 0,089 0.091 -.0.002
14 0.125 0.123 0.002

3.1 1.5 4 0.017 0.015 0.002
8 0.063 0.055 0.008

10 0,096 0.088 0.008
12 0.133 0.126 0.007
"14 0.180 0.157 0.023

1.9 4 0.014 0.011 0.003I 8 0.048 0.043 0.0C5

1 0.074 0.067 0.007

12 0.10c 0.093 0.012
14 0.146 0,125 0.021

0.40 2.9 4 0.016 0,014 0.002

8 0.055 0.053 0.002
10 0.083 0.080 0.003

12 0.122 0.114 0.008
14 0.178 0.153 0.025

1.9 4 0.020 0.011 0.009

8 0.055 0.043 0.012

10 0.078 0.067 0.011

12 0.108 0.092 0.016
14 0.150 0.122 0.028

8 2.0 0 63.26 0003-63 1.84 1.3 4 0.008 0.010 -0.002
8 0.044 0.046 -0.002j 10 0.072 0.078 -0.006

12 0.104 0.109 -0.005
14 0.160 0.153 -0.003

1.9 4 0.007 0.008 -0.001
8 0o.030 0.034 -0,004

10 0.050 0.052 -0.002

I12 0.073 0.072 0.001

. 0.103 0.097 0.006

,aCDLIov 0.007

IiI
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-D
METHOD 1

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
M = 0,600

0B 2 6 84 35 45

1 0.00045 0.00165 0.00026 --0.00069 0.00192 -0.00004
2 0.00353 0.00445 0.00042 --0.00109 -0.01622 -0.00029
3 0.01 317 -0.00024 0.00013 -0,00266 -0,03562 -0.00043
4 0.02608 -0,00589 -0.00014 -0.00588 -0.05901 -0.00043
5 0,04109 -0.01099 0.00023 -0.00694 --0.14925 -0.00082
6 0.05140 -0.00482 0.00223 -0.01028 -0.24447 -0,00112
7 0.05749 0,00003 0.00539 -0,01129 -0.33547 --0.00137
8 0.07379 -0,00890 0,00734 -0.01049 -0.44144 -0.00175
9 U.09548 -0.03037 0.00885 -0,00781 -0.58794 -0.00170

10 0.12873 -0.05227 0,00855 -0.00826 -0.69952 -.0,00295
11 0.15889 -0.07595 0.00833 -0.01261 -0,82886 -0.00220
12 0.18028 -0.07664 0,00745 -0,01593 -0.90625 --0.00181
13 0.21132 -0.11041 0,00433 -0.01859 -0,70087 -0,00001
14 0.25119 -0.14562 3.00092 -0.01361 -0.66342 0.00038
16 0.25845 -0.15418 0.00148 -0.00483 -0,69530 0.00152
16 0.28929 -0.18997 0.00143 -0,00886 -0,85331 0.00161
17 0.30498 -0.20240 -0.00196 0.02569 -0.65569 0.00096
18 0.31398 -0.22017 -0.00140 0.04032 -0.51782 0,00025

a B6  B7  B. 89 810 B11

1 -0.00017 0.00079 -0.00243 0.00100 -0.00003 -0.00127

2 -0.00030 0.00434 -0.00817 0.00277 0,00001 -0.01298
3 -0.00047 0.00775 -0.02023 0.01039 -0.00038 -0.05350 1 ...

4 -0.00068 0.01653 -0,04953 0.027.85 -0,00165 --0.10679
5 -40.00121 0.02395 -0.05927 0,03084 -0,00222 -40,02883
6 -0.00168 0.04265 -0.11424 0.06512 -0.00275 0.19133

7 -0.00261 0,06777 -0.16815 0.09609 -0.00o309 0,32420
8 -0.00330 0.09456 -0,23327 0.14239 -0.00204 0,77765
9 -0.00486 0.11723 -0.25173 0.14974 -0,00243 1,51741

10 -0.00487 0.14051 -0.28982 0.16952 -0.00215 2.27613
11 -0.00595 0.16340 -0.32756 0,18710 -0.00370 3.88429
12 -0.00386 0.19145 --0.42892 0.26626 -0.00202 4.34530
13 -0.00504 0.21710 -0.50195 0.30725 -0.00346 3.76319
14 -0.00566 0.22051 -0.50067 0.30752 -0.00086 3.48312
15 -- 0.00791 0.22128 -0.45958 0,28357 0.00040 4.43698
16 -0.01134 0.20554 --0.39035 0.25450 0.00294 6.01805
17 -0.00901 0,23888 -0.50267 0.32743 0.00370 4.60500
18 -0.00926 0.29613 -0.70455 0.49100 0.00020 4.00069

a 12 B13 S14 l15 x 10

1 0.02836 0.00293 -0.00471 --0.00004

2 0.05179 0.03795 -40.00819 -0.00022
3 0.07105 0.05725 -0.01192 --0.00033
4 0.08494 0.07442 --0,01580 -0.00036
5 0.09681 0.02204 -0.02255 -49.00049
6 0.11610 -- 0.10824 -0.03253 -0.00061
7 0.14943 -0.35912 -0.04761 --0.00049
8 0.19746 --0.49931 -0.06384 -0.00077
9 0.29222 -0.47586 -0.07863 -0.00067

10 0.34643 --0.52607 -0.09097 -0.00076

11 0.39755 --0.49629 -0.10051 0.00002
12 0.43743 --0.48216 -0.10223 0,00044
13 0.49084 -0.30237 -0.10159 0.00092
14 0.51916 -0.11923 -0.09866 0.00021

15 0.50871 -0.06195 -0.09704 0.00095

16 0.49258 0.00176 -0.10124 0.00083
17 0.49678 0.00645 -0.09760 0.00009
18 0.52715 -0.01712 -0.09182 0.00077

* 4.3.3.2-24



TABLE 4.3.3.2-D (CONTO)

METHO 1
REGR ESSION COEFFICIENTS

M - 0700

B2 4

* '. -. 1 -0.00007 0.00201 0.00022 -0.00135 -0.00725 0.00007

"2 --0,00033 0.00463 0.00074 -0.00148 -0.03061 0.00012

3 0.00298 0.00816 0.00104 -0.00409 -0.05738 0,00022

4 0.00952 0.00977 0.00158 -0.00596 -0.10542 0.00024

5 0.01365 0.01690 0.00255 -0.00959 -0.16575 0.00060

6 0.02140 0.02569 0.00468 -0,01204 -0.21467 -0.00007

7 0.03280 0.03299 0.00753 -.0.01552 -0.31023 -0.00068
8 0.04427 0.02903 0.01022 -0.01617 -0.41625 -0.00056

9 0,07156 0.01444 0.01163 -0.01605 -0.53882 -0.00079

10 0.11009 -0.02070 0.00879 -0.01748 -0.57938 -0.00131

11 0.13603 -0.04580 0.00794 -,0.01852 -0.65951 -0.00053

12 0.09477 0.06299 0.01071 -0.01897 -0.54804 -0.00173
13 0.13093 0.02476 0.00847 -0.00460 -0.61551 ,-0.00301

14 0.15005 0,07016 0.00453 -0.02278 -0.26831 -0.00323

15 0.11178 0.13769 0.00500 0.00024 -0.01360 -0.00467

16 0.16474 0,10007 0.00168 -0.02076 0.23531 0.001.69

17 0,27867 -0.01521 -0.00150 -0.03375 0,53500 0.00416

18 0.35631 -0.05496 -0.00269 -0.04285 0.32793 0.00590

86 B.7 89 89 610 811

1 -0.00001 0.00605 -0.01396 0.01137 0,00007 0.05663
"2 -0,00038 0.01304 -0.03081 0.01730 -0.00037 0.1 7544

3 -0.00024 0.02194 -0.05995 0.03480 -0.00051 0.27522
4 -0.00071 0.03369 -0.08731 0.04965 -0.00072 0.35126

5 -0.00042 0.05308 -0.14787 0.08719 -0.00078 0.41736
6 .-0.00069 0.07008 -0.19058 0.11191 -0.00074 0,21681

7 -0.00097 0.08932 -0.2,3841 0.1388G -0.00121 0,56157

8 -0.00254 0.13154 -0.33205 0.19557 0.00003 1.08763

9 -0.00512 0.16180 -0.37175 0.21318 0,00190 1.52565

10 -0,00517 •0.19468 ---0.43251 0.24542 0.00542 2,11903

11 -0.00530 0.19852 -0.43424 0.24919 0.00584 3.19374

12 0.00049 0.30677 -0.81576 0.52282 0.01558 2.42095

13 -0.00132 0.29722 -0.71510 0.45468 0.01598 2.83715

14 0.00483 0.22818 -0.52780 0.28270 0,02293 -0.19638

15 0.01013 0.30323 -0.81142 0.50265 0.02790 -2.43719

16 -0.00023 0.28821 -0.68001 0.35785 0.03395 -2.90182

17 -0.00071 0.26551 -1,03124 0,70318 0.02908 -7.14091

18 -0.00632 0.22175 -0.87165 0.58893 0,02677 --6.40790

" 812 8 B is x 10+

"1 0.03248 0.02814 -.- 00546 0,00012

2 0.04260 0.04867 -0.00974 0.00021
3 0.D622 0.06841 -0.01333 0.00028
4 0.09946 0.10427 -0.01888 0.00024

* 5 0 10760 0.01684 --0.02734 0.00043

6 074430 -0.12045 -0.04174 0.00035
7 0 11066 -0.27628 -0.05621 0.00015
8 0.24523 -0.46906 --0.07745 0.00034
9 0.33416 -0.43756 -0.09118 -0.00040

10 04)420 --0.36868 -0.09857 -.0.00051
11 0.A4796 --0.33092 -0,10509 0.00037
12 0.45015 -0.14214 -0.08911 -0.00146

13 0.50671 -0.05438 -0.08978 -0.00174

14 0.28798 0.22777 -0.06876 -0.00277
15 0.26261 0.25419 -0.05078 -0.00464

1 0.31661 0.21182 --0.07109 -0.00514
17 0.20470 0.24062 -0.06928 -0.00801
18 0.27279 0.36714 --0,06778 --0.00899

4.3.3.2-25
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TABLE 4.3.3.20 WCONTD)
ME ',Hot) 1

REGHESSION (tUEFFICIENTS
M 1 0.800

8 0 8 1 02 83 B4 5

1 0.00221 -0.00144 --0.L)0009 -0.00073 --0 00797 0.00001
2 0.00338 -0.00302 0.00036 -0.00054 -0.04293 0.00016
3 0.01022 -0.00891 0.00044 -0.00118 -0.09171 0.00029

4 0.02014 -0.01193 0.00101 -0,00320 -0.16796 0100031
5 0.03137 -0.01895 0.00175 -0.00608 -0.26045 0.00073

6 0,04483 -0.02209 0.00408 -0,00776 -0.38466 0.00035
7 0.05954 -0.02427 0.00622 -0.010360 -0.46785 -0.00004

8 0.08586 -0.04047 0.00675 -001503 -0.53205 0.00026

9 0,12288 -0.06032 0.00656 -0.01914 -0,61233 -0.0000
10 0.15902 -0.09484 0.00500 -001786 -0.67543 0.00000

11 0.19087 -0.12050 0.00370 -0.01996 -0,70864 0.00052
12 0,19993 -0.10093 0.00286 -0,00038 -0,80847 -0.00080

. 13 0.21762 -0,05888 0.00378 -0.01095 -0.87035 --0,00312

14 0.22825 -0.06174 0.00297 -0.00059 -0,75253 -0.00286
15 0.26345 -0.08437 -0.00007 0.01070 -0.72073 -0.00351
16 0.26728 -0.04519 0.00045 0.01068 -0,81612 -0.00314

17 0.26672 0.03024 0.00162 0.016 6 -0,73124 -0.00435

18 0.38780 -0.06958 -0.00033 -0.04003 -U.00836 0,00680

6 66 .
8a 89 

8
10o1

1 -0.00011 0.00404 -0.00852 0.00366 -0.00020 0.04986
2 -0.00059 0,01149 -0.02119 0,01016 -0.00084 0.27904

4 -0.• 136 0,02455 --0.05123 0,02690 -0.00164 0.88190

5 -0.00160 0.03701 -0.08555 0.04712 -0,00185 1.46725

6 -0.00268 0.04932 -0.10395 0.05655 --U.(u0:t 14 2,24772

7 -0.00275 0.06720 -- 0.13865 0,07161 -0.00361 2.52398

8 -0.00385 0.09758 -0.19441 0.09494 -- 0.00314 2.78528
S9 -0.00533 0.13366 -0.27088 0.13617 -0.00244 3.34227

10 -0.00651 0.14191 -0,25370 0.11523 -.0.00263 4,11935

11 --0.00645 0.12269 --0.19227 0.07658 -0.00338 4.86755

12 -0.00359 0.12092 -0.17696 0.07638 0,001,,9 5.29550

13 -0.00071 0.12946 -0.23012 0.11647 0.00542 4.41136
14 0.00082 0.11291 -0.19585 0.10526 0.00530 2.93353

15 0.00351 0,12110 -0.33286 0.23396 0.01239 1.94911

16 0.00615 0.17305 -0.52066 0.36192 0.01483 2.44009

17 0.00963 0.20127 -0.66993 0.46675 0.02226 1.45434
s 18 -0.01148 0.23079 -0.81556 0.53140 0.01939 -4.53597

a 812 813 a 14 015 x 10
6

1 0.03464 0.03796 '.-0.00568 0.00011

2 0.05100 0.05301 -0.01138 0.O(X)34

3 0.07937 0.08300 -0.01716 0.00055

4 O.10986 0.11608 --0.02432 0.00065

5 0.12995 0.04853 -0.03608 0.00101

6 0.17974 0,01871 -0.05082 0.00108

7 0.23537 -0.06230 -0.06341 0.00109

R 0.28989 -0.20397 --0.0-0S? 0.00119

9 0.34386 --0.16500 -0.08837 0.0GJ23

10 0.40218 -0.06673 -- 0.09428 0.00021

11 0.43511 0.01019 --0,09377 0.00072

k 12 0.44284 0.0117b -0,08753 -0.00022

13 0.39269 --0.55132 -0,08675 -0.00105

14 0,24896 0.03958 -0.07231 -0,00175

15 0.23602 --0.13912 --0.07000 -0.00357

16 0.21889 -- 0.40147 --0.08010 -0.00315

17 0,17675 -0.44420 -0.07856 -0.00488

l8 035079 0.06490 -0.07221 -0.00986
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-D (CONTD)
METHOD 1

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

M = 0.900

0 0 012 83 B4 5

1 -0.00018 0.00149 0.00049 -0.00073 -0.01288 0.00002
S0.00085 0.00228 0.00121 -0.00194 --0.03023 0.00020
3 0.00686 0.00006 0.00220 -0.00452 --0.09050 0,00033
4 0.01655 0.00152 0.00381 --4.00939 -0.16260 0.00044
5 0.03421 0.00025 0.00585 -0.01606 -0.31655 0.00011

6 0,05013 0.00707 0.00817 -0.02358 -0.40391 -0.00009
7 0.07780 -0.00719 0.00818 --0.02851 -0.48392 -0.00013
8 0.10210 -0.03657 0.00766 -0.02671 -0.49372 0.00080
9 0.14499 -0.06085 0.00615 .-0.03327 --0.58207 0.00055

10 0.1,C459 -0.05228 0.00708 -0.03939 -C.57416 0.00041

11 0.17308 -0.01765 0.00635 -0.03038 -0.60311 -0.00147
12 0.24567 --0.01323 -0.00076 -0.04699 -0.52503 -0.00381
13 0.25980 -0.02503 -0.01431 -0.03221 0.02489 -0.00266

14 0.28659 -40.02031 -0.01516 -0,03412 -C.24196 -0.00242

15 0.35500 -0.10280 -0.03013 -0.00726 -.0.15999 -0.00365
16 -0.02321 0.50911 0.05826 -0.07837 0.10819 0.00110
17 0.00224 0.41838 0.05118 -0.02457 -0.19688 -0.00106

1 18 --0.30160 0.86541 0.12481 -0.02627 -0.15727 -0.00442

6 7 68 B9 10 B11

1 -0.00029 0.00308 -0.00564 0.0171 -0.0034 0.15304
-0.00072 0.01144 -0,02520 0.01329 -0.00058 046101

3 -0.00119 0.01294 -002237 0.00728 -0.00094 1.09961
1 14 -).00198 0.01829 -002715 0.0041, -0.0092 1.81146

5 --0.00250 0.03007 -0.05654 0.01904 -0.00117 3,06166
6 -0.00294 0.04804 -0.08597 0.02708 -0.00198 3A5630

7 -0.00267 0.07875 -0.15670 0.06535 -0.00157 3.48608
8 -0.00470 0.10510 -0.17727 0.06858 --0.00079 3.23396
9 -0.00499 0.12259 -0.20621 0.07849 -0.00095 3.85120

10 -0.00507 0.13288 -0.21749 0.07251 0.00073 3.69670
11 --0.00161 0.16048 -0.22384 0.05180 -0.00034 2,96357
12 0.00356 0.13104 -0.17885 -0.00130 0.00693 1.11615
"13 0.00890 0.11 P13 -0.20085 0.01769 0.01678 -1.67578
14 0.00994 0.08859 -0.07871 -0.08308 0.02128 -0.12470

15 0,01574 0.11651 --0.16128 -0.00975 0.025545 -2.81231

16 0.00687 0.02376 0.11590 -0.2928' 0.04029 -3.95931

17 0.00761 -0.07051 0.08506 1.29494 0.05010 -1.21388
18 0.00782 -0.17396 0.57898 0.55814 0.05542 -3.35470

8 12 I3 B 14 015 x 10
4 6

1 0.03891 0.09467 -0.00564 0.00009
2 0,07985 0.20140 -0.01169 0.00016
3 0.10833 0.27199 -0.01904 0.00040

4 0.14272 0.28821 -0.02860 0.00040

5 0.16786 0.18235 -0.04081 0.00046
"6 0.19252 0.03040 -0.05024 0.00032

7 0.26545 0.11939 -0.05983 0.00022
8 0.31886 -0.00803 -006984 0.00025
9 0.33 199 -0.03479 ---0.07633 -0.00009

'=10 0.3804O -0.13176 -0.08018 -0.00031
11 0.40789 -0.30354 -0.07411 -0.00174
12 0.38815 -0.39060 -0.06307 -0.00512
13 0.30251 -0.36091 -0.04905 -0.00682
14 j.28643 -0.42389 -0.05155 --0.00616
15 0.25151 -0.54633 -0.03975 -0.00792
16 0.28255 -0.09940 -0.05434 -0.00883
17 0.27277 0.21319 -0.0533W -0.008,39

18 0.32974 0.55880 -0.04722 -0.01182
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-D (CONTD)
METHOD 1

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

M = 0.950

81 82 83 84 f 5

-0.00838 0.01178 0.00121 0.00009 0.00809 -0.00005
2 -0.00357 0.00752 0.00193 -0.00002 -0.05533 0.00001
3 0,008310 0.00508 0.00244 -0.00514 -0.09663 0.00006
4 0.03190 -0.00520 0.00165 -0.01368 .-0.15750 0.00036
5 0.05470 -0.00974 0.00215 -0.02267 -0.22959 0.00049
6 0.08580 -0.02069 0.00170 -0.03115 -0.37571 0.00084

7 0.11675 -0.03737 0.00250 -0.03773 -0.50555 0.00100
8 0.1 4670 -0.04756 0.00030 -0.04832 -0.40434 0.00248
9 0.18449 -0.07402 -0.00266 -0.05180 -0.01091 0.00153

10 0.19113 -0.02070 0.00791 -0.06569 -0.60252 0.00152
11 0.22544 0.02716 0.01117 -0.09426 -0.87604 0.00286

86 87 8 a9 a 10 B11

1 -0.00025 -0.00078 0.01625 -0.01505 0.00018 0.12846
2 -0.00070 0.00316 0.02724 -0.02814 -0.00030 0,98002
3 0.00008 0.00303 0.01796. -0.02569 -0.00131 1.49493
4 0.00201 0.01412 -0.04312 0.01461 -0.00291 2.11918
5 0.00291 0.01358 -0.04992 0.01207 -0.00344 2.24598
6 0.00382 0.02640 -0.08947 0.03485 --0.00382 3.11378
7 0.00222 0.02453 -0.04389 -0.01608 --0.00198 4.23658
8 0.00404 0.01225 -0.04267 -0.01428 -0.00337 3.55768
9 0.00426 -.0.00656 0.03526 -0.08574 -0.00147 -0.81326

10 0.00052 J.02266 0.03270 -0.11326 -0.00128 39514893
11 0.00030 0.00033 0.12082 -0.20285 -0.00459 7.53037

* 812 813 "14 ,5 x 10 6

1 0.11372 0.26412 -0.00790 0.00011
2 0.12969 0.38083 -0.01354 -0.00028
3 0.16049 0.36673 -0.02110 --0.00072

4 0.13857 0.14239 -0.03305 -0.00143
5 0.13531 0.05344 -0.04690 -- 0.00172
6 0.28422 0.62238 -0.06146 -0.00241
7 0.33755 0.64386 -0.,07750 -0.00263
8 0.46401 1.49135 -0.08695 -0.00337
9 0.78061 2.53411 -0.10360 -0.00386

10 0.48502 0.10404 -0.09913 -0.00361
11 0.43784 0.31377 -0.10616 --0.00522
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-D (CONTD)

METHOD 1
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

M = 1.000

a0 81 82 83 B4 85

1 -0.00184 -0,00510 -0.00023 0.00191 0.03683 0.00037

2 0.00039 0.00326 0.00184 -0.00236 -0.11220 0.00046

3 -0.05094 0.09969 0.01520 -0.01431 -0.17369 0.00029

4 -0.11879 0.29136 0.04005 -0.05546 -0.94287 0.00031

5 -0.02635 0.14202 0.02414 -0,04156 -0,84098 0.00055

6 -0.06161 0.24704 0.03977 -0,06338 -1,21329 0.00049
7 -0.51857 1.09040 0.14419 -0.15946 -1.51798 -0.00163

8 -0.41208 0.95781 0.12733 -0.15441 -1.45667 --0.00103
9 -. 0.54877 1,19553 0.15925 -0.17971 -1.07918 -0.00208

10 -1.12307 2.34028 0.28663 -0.32300 -1.47035 -0.00457
11 -1.88393 2.80793 0.39284 -0.17471 4.11060 0.00066

12 -3.71327 6.39571 0.88455 -0.64685 -7.92697 0.00000

a 6B 87 6a 69 810 811

1 -0.00042 -0.00431 0.03435 -0.03837 0.00017 -0.32067

2 -0.00063 0.02795 -0.10548 0.11581 -0.00009 1.43644

3 --0.00086 0.05446 -0.23999 0.24547 -0.00045 1,83557
4 -0.00097 0.16868 -0,87339 0.95296 -0.000"23 12.40156

5 -0.00112 0,13169 -0.61505 0.66843 0.00069 9.69120

6 -0.00123 0.18757 -0.91157 0.99576 --0.00101 13.90155
7 0.00503 0.48849 -2,82813 3.13791 -0.00809 14.80998
8 0.00425 0.48904 -2.79021 3.11841 -0.00832 13.65930

9 0.00586 0.47045 -2.83951 3.18905 -0.00556 8.54019

10 0.01387 1.11512 -6.47644 7.23240 -0.02132 14.09991
11 -0.00727 -1.38447 5.79307 -6.58945 -0.00979 -49.73547

12 --0.00495 1.72879 -7.81054 8.85635 -0.08292 43.19402

az !312 613 814 B 1 5 x10

1 -0.02364 0.11396 -0.00713 0,00017

2 0.12498 -0.00827 -0.01494 -0.00004

3 0.14708 -0.41706 -0.02709 0.00015
4 1.05810 -1.47681 -0.04821 -0.00010

5 0.7 L,958 -1.14098 -0.06112 -0.00073
6 0.94294 -1.81063 -0.07002 -0.00083

7 3.24042 3.22464 --0.05688 -0.00211

8 2.89318 2.79437 -0.07367 -0.00250

9 4.30224 6.63418 -0.07343 -0.00203
- 10 8.16605 12.54916 -0.04314 -0.00417

11 -6.18641 15.14346 0.00058 -0.00022

12 6.25554 16.75446 0.35531 0.00127
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TABLE 4.3.3.2.D (CONTO)
METHOD !

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
M 1.100

8 0 B2 B 3 83 54 85
1 -0.04484 0.08372 0.00940 -0.00817 -0.04487 -0.00010

2 -0.04355 0.09444 0.01029 -0.01400 -0.03926 -0.00005
3 -0.03818 0.10749 0.01176 -0.01903 -0.13134 -0.00036
4 -0.06102 0.16158 001869 -0.02982 -0.14335 -0.00010
5 -0.04984 0.18025 0.02032 -0.03960 -0.21009 -0.00026
6 -0.03717 0.20704 0.02251 -0.0r,545 -0.36705 0.00009
7 -0.08362 0.32672 0.03894 -0.07228 --0.58530 -0.00065
8 -0.18809 0.43881 0.05636 --0.06272 -0.54914 0.00034
9 -0,16553 0.43886 0.05666 -0.07680 -0.46356 0.00229

10 -0.27549 0.59413 0.08484 -0.07664 -0.30332 -0.00097
11 -0.29751 0.66053 0.09320 -0.07554 -0.40645 -0.00235
12 -0.29560 0.73732 0.10393 -0,09837 -0.69564 -0.00164
13 -0.34429 0.87460 0.12440 -0.12202 -0.66147 -0.00237
14 0.17848 0.28522 0.02090 -0.14298 0.56890 -0.00414
15 0.53359 --0.32241 -0.06227 -0.07706 1.53930 -0.00261

B B 8 B10 11

1 -0.00083 0.03295 -0.15500 0.16983 -0.00164 0.82/46
2 -0.00051 0.02717 -0.11801 0.12194 -0.00174 0.88339
3 -0.00098 0.04605 -0.19072 0.21743 -0.00164 1.67764
4 -0.00129 0.04320 -0.18755 0.22187 -0.00101 2.18522
5 -0.00125 0.09835 -0,42457 0.47771 -0.00091 2.80951 W,

. 6 -0.00171 0.09902 -0,45321 0.55087 0.00099 4.98784
7 -0.00311 0.17055 -0,79734 0.96443 0.00293 6.25124
8 0.C0066 0.10552 -0.29838 0.25776 0.00349 5.58307
9 -0.00065 0.12365 -0.35773 0.28341 0.00473 5.89547

"10 -- 0.00037 0.04642 0.05276 -0.21425 0.01034 2.61690
"11 -O.0004 0.06654 0.09562 -0.29549 0.00938 2.41419
12 -0.00302 0.18490 -0.45240 0.26825 0.00698 3.69788
13 -- 0.00304 0.18917 -0.50258 0.27871 0.00968 3.72855
"14 0.01223 -0.01709 0.42603 -1.46168 0.01947 -4.76428
15 0.02637 -0.26299 2.21540 -4.14095 0.02659 -14.41504

S-12 813 814 815 x10+6

1 0.02607 -.0.02705 -0.01003 -0.00003
* 2 0.05290 0,00332 -0.01502 0.00010

3 0.08191 0,05082 -0.02014 -0.00013
4 0.10961 0.04423 --0.02851 0.00019
5 0.13773 0.03226 -0.03272 --0.00033
6 0.15323 -0.07582 -0.04362 -0.00004

7 0.18095 -0.05587 -0.05040 -0.00065
"8 0.20404 -0.22864 -0.05851 0.00162

"" 9 0.22347 -0.35035 -0.07051 0.00174
10 0.26634 -0.28720 -0,07333 0.00219
"11 0.26552 -0.32247 -0.07404 0.00224
12 0,26718 --0.38297 -0.07983 0.00126
13 0.27717 -0.32919 -0.08411 0.00081
14 0.18642 -0.06G96 -0.04441 --0.00357
15 0.23323 0,06531 0.01127 -0.00447

43.3
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"TABLE 4.3.3.2-D (CONTO)
"METHOD 1

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

M = 1.200

B B 1 B2 83 B4 B5

1 -0.00629 -0.00384 0.00036 0.00199 0.08753 0.00062
2 -0.01132 0.01013 0.00209 --0.00207 0.11552 0.00063

3 -0.01203 0.02211 0.00350 -0.00806 0,16420 0.00065
4 -0.01206 0.03319 0.00473 -0.01526 0.25095 0.00110

5 -0.02330 0.07276 0.01135 -0.02196 0.14635 0.00072
6 -0.01091 0.07268 0.01255 -0.02780 0.13904 0.00107
7 -0.01717 0.12154 0.02004 -0.03729 -0.00996 0.00014

8 -0.00842 0.15381 0.02466 -0.05047 -0.15838 --0.00012

9 -0.03652 0.22732 0.03691 -0.06119 -0.19927 -0,00114
10 0.09571 0.07832 0.01571 -0.06356 -0.23286 -0,00067
11 0.15972 0.01584 0.01023 -0.06640 -0.28670 -0.00091
12 0.12048 0.13091 0.02415 -0.07384 -0.18197 -0.00249

13 -0.03809 0.43572 0.06381 -0.10453 -0,43468 -0.00246

14 -0.11557 0.63985 0.08428 -0.12262 -0.48088 -0.00327
15 -1.28236 2.60841 0.32970 -0.29107 -0.11267 -0.00158

8 6 B7 B8 B9 a810 Bi

1 -0.00080 0.00609 0.00409 -0.00586 -0.00122 -0.11648

2 -0.00049 0.00324 0.01675 -0.02070 -0.00128 -0.20069

3 0.00031 -0.00122 0.02598 -0.03330 -0.00115 -0.40599
4 0.00101 0.00664 -0.00919 -0.01439 -0.00104 -0.49071

5 0.00005 0.01615 -0.02405 -0.01345 -0.00075 0.03910

6 -0.00012 0.02910 -0.06189 0.00746 -0.00100 0.24032

7 -O.O00L7 0.04242 -0.10277 0.02792 0.00014 0.92401

8 -0.00203 -0.02183 0,29348 -0.51237 0.00193 2.70883

9 -0.00289 -0.06161 0.56545 -0.91636 0.00456 3.31566
10 -0.00229 -0.06868 0.70933 -1.18044 0.00520 3.65242
11 -0,00206 -0.11603 1.05318 -1.75138 0.00531 4.08376
12 -0.00695 0.04728 0.18852 -0.46850 0.00759 2.22800

13 -0.00794 0.03489 0.17526 -0.50592 0.00558 6.71935

14 -0.00674 0.14918 -0.57903 0.61631 0.00038 5.64320
-0.01478 2,42693 -17.16211 27.39923 --0.01586 1.34910

a 812 613 814 B15 x 10+
6

1 0.06357 0.06844 -0.00754 0.00020

2 0.07738 0.04564 -0.01260 0.00037

4t 3 0.06695 -0.04451 -0.01749 0.00060
4 0.06682 -0,15000 -0.02362 '0.00084
5 0.05120 -0.29811 -0.02926 0.00082
6 U.05617 -0.41686 -0.03565 C.00098
7 0.06405 -0.48130 -0.04083 0.00076
8 0.00266 -0.71579 -0.05045 0.00109

9 -0.04614 -0.98680 -0.05984 0.00117
10 -0.11013 -1.29176 -0.06452 0.00122
11 -0.16349 -1.54903 -0.07158 0.00157

12 -0,07644 -1.77188 -0.08773 0.00029

13 -0.25 184 -2.00624 -0.10028 0.00047
14 -0.2.,828 -2.04665 -0.10330 0.00022
15 0.51026 3.57818 -0.12676 --0.00872

4
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-0 (CONTD)
"METHOD I

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

"M 1.300

B 0 61 82 B3 54 B5

1 0.01073 -0.01651 -0,00239 -0.00130 0.03077 0.00032

2 0.01124 -0.01236 -0.00186 -0.00349 0.06002 0.00025

3 0.01222 -0.00992 -0.00090 -0.00610 0.09056 0.00054
4 0.01289 0.00091 0.00109 -0.00977 0.13145 0.00014

5 0.01732 0.00436 0.00258 -0.01275 0,18255 0.00037
6 0.04046 -0.00836 0.00183 -0.01702 0.20021 0.00010

7 0.03964 0,01740 0.00620 -0.02283 0.22781 -0.00059
8 0.03812 0.04382 0.01016 -0,03103 0.25309 0.00026
"9 0.12317 -0.00959 0.00143 -0,04214 0.14197 -0.00374

10 0.14136 -0.00742 0.00110 -0.05227 0.27808 -0.00146
11 0.07022 0.06183 0.01130 -0,04890 0.50921 0.00200
12 0.08746 0.09711 0.01424 -0.05404 0.28856 -0.00129
13 0.37881 -0.20159 -0.03400 -0.07169 -0.38882 -0.00079
14 0.35522 -0.11761 ---0.03078 -0.07623 0.13295 0.00246
15 -0.71802 1.47949 0.21882 -0.13860 0.37682 0.00262

B 6 B7 B8 B9  810 811

1 0.00074 0.00224 -0.01367 0.00902 -0.00037 -0.08973

2 0.00113 0.01025 -0.04063 0.02565 -0,00071 -0.17503
3 0.00111 0.02331 -0.08208 0.05267 -0.00086 -0.26347
4 0.00155 0.03354 -0.11671 0.07414 -0.00092 -0.33645
5 0.00126 0.07141 -0.24091 0.15987 -0.00110 -0,60188

6 0.00147 0.09155 -0.31135 0.20772 --0.00097 -0.71345

7 0.00216 0.11071 -0.38611 0.25792 -0.00076 -1.05681
8 0.00142 0.18615 -0.76108 0.74001 -0.00013 -1t35729
9 0.00681 0.09964 -0.30165 -0.00252 0.00032 0.05106

10 0.00536 0.16930 -0.54852 0.20149 0.00133 -1.39210
1 0.00871 0.21573 -0.34730 -0.55274 0.00252 -3.93809

12 0.01268 0.19176 -0.22055 -0.71886 0.00238 -2.50095
13 0.01891 0.25610 -0.61300 -0.34549 0.00206 4.39566
14 0.01283 0.57924 -2.911125 3.62863 -0.00003 -3 12316
15 -U.05784 1.30330 -9.95914 18.12476 0.00216 -0.97701

812 513 6814 x 10+
6

1 0.01334 -0.06052 -0.00463 0.00028
2 0.02758 -0.12623 -0.00965 0.00034
3 0.02390 -0.25254 -0.01479 0.00045
4 0.00935 -0.41783 -0.02001 0.00036

5 -0.00116 -0.68714 -0.02647 0.00021
6 -0.00696 -0.90402 -0.03292 0.00002
7 0.13956 --0,51697 -0.03541 -0.00031
8 0.17097 -0.59970 -0.04157 -000041
9 0.17897 -0.58601 -0.04958 -0.00024

10 0.20709 -0.69765 -0.05311 -0.00056
11 0.23022 -- 1.12538 -.0.05796 0.00077
12 0.22683 -1.17960 -0.06484 0.00127
13 0.08343 -1,80161 -0.08567 0.00253
14 0.33804 -0.57097 -0.06865 0.00025
15 0.35827 2.28471 -0.09056 -0.01175 _
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-0 (CONTD)
METHOD 1

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
M = 1.400

S80 B8 I2 83 B4 B5

1 0.00157 -0.00557 -0.00067 -0.00067 0.04543 0.00020
2 0.00283 -0.00385 -0.00035 -0.00231 0.08027 0.00020
3 0.00580 -.-0.00543 0.00011 -0.00436 0.13016 0.00044

4 0.01126 -0.00755 0.00060 -0.00607 0.16445 0,00036
5 0.01710 -0.00602 0.00147 -0.00887 0.21080 0.00052

6 0.03541 -0.01819 0.00101 -0.01140 0.22765 0.00043
7 0.04051 -0.00700 0,00376 -0.01602 0.24154 0.00042
a 0.04478 -.0.00232 0.00583 -0.01817 0.34976 0.00084
9 0.07564 -0.00509 0.00509 -0.02763 0.20858 0.00099

10 0.08951 0.00473 0.00632 -0.03430 0.16744 0.00120
11 0.11793 -0.00028 0.00502 -0.04128 0.18050 0.00162
12 0.08874 0.08143 0.01520 -0.04933 0.21049 0.00090
13 0.26017 -0.12899 -0.01372 -0.04668 0.12047 0.00000
14 0.06149 0.12399 0.01598 -0.02868 0.40721 -0.00173

15 0.32684 -0.00669 -0.00231 -0.09153 0,013368 -0.00016

XB6 B7 B B9 B]L e
6 7 9 01

1 0.00049 -0.00040 0.00088 -0.00206 -0.00018 -0.21101
2 0.00065 0.00556 -0.01723 0.00889 -0.00065 -0.31472
3 0,00066 0.01074 -0.03276 0.01790 -0.00112 -0.52483

4 0.00095 0.01416 -0.04143 0.02282 -0.00151 -0.61570
5 0.00092 0.03055 -0.09043 0.05429 -0.00172 -0.91572

6 0.00083 0.04136 -0.12409 0.07650 -0.00188 -1.06178
7 0.00059 0.06188 -0.19356 0.12308 -0.00183 -1.29615

8 0.00034 0.09682 -0.30521 0.20226 -0.00202 -2.30528
9 0.00104 0.19819 -0.85614 0.92464 -0.00193 -1.16990

10 0.00204 0.22722 -0.95835 1.01882 -0.00219 -0.83807

11 0.00182 0.27365 -1.15352 1.24001 -0.0024.1 -0.99790
12 0.00170 0.32167 -1.34443 1.47775 -0.00156 -1.42727
13 0.00886 0.13442 0.06467 -1.04149 -0.00131 -0.91704
14 0.01785 -0.32692 0.81494 -1.76098 -0.00915 -5.61367
15 -0.01151 0.26982 -1.48732 2.19990 0.00757 0.06241

a1B2 813 814 BB x10
12 13 14 8 isx o

1 0.01591 -0.05851 -0.00435 0.00024
S2 0.02992 -0.13305 -0.00929 0.00030

"3 0.04719 -0.1 7722 -0.01392 0.00043
4 0.04159 -0.29398 -0.01873 0.00062
5 0.04397 -0.43206 -0.02376 0.00065
6 0.06035 -0.53017 -0.02925 0.00071

7 0.16772 -0.29734 -0.03314 0.00062
8 0,21498 -0.26741 -0.03588 0.00037
3 0.24629 -0.29801 -0.04400 0.00029

10 0.25079 -0.45710 -0.05218 0.00082
11 0.23S20 -0.66717 -0.05883 0,00091
12 0.22909 -0.91669 -0.06660 0.00074
i3 0.16346 -1.43306 -0.07209 0.00208
14 0.22960 -0.62901 -0.04924 0.00550
15 0.14657 -0.55797 -0.06595 -0.00540
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-0 (CONTO)
METHOD1

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
M 1.500

01 2 3 84 85

1 0.00028 -0.00531 -0.00047 0.01860 0.00016
2 0.00572 -0.01091 -0.00099 0.00044 0.04745 0.00011
3 0.00691 -0.00879 -0.00019 -0.00178 0.10149 0.00033
4 0.02023 -0.02725 -0.00172 -0.00011 0.10141 0.00023
5 0.02641 -0.01846 -0.00020 -0.00592 0.18507 0.00036
6 0.04958 -0,05108 -0.00283 -0.00226 0.13830 0.00036
7 0.06259 -0.04729 -0.00172 -0.00838 0.16567 0.00038
8 0.07827 -0.04638 -0.00111 -0.01498 0.25049 0.00072
9 0.09523 -0.04553 -0.00034 -0.02197 0.31504 0.00126

10 0.10838 -0.04623 0.00092 -0.02505 0.38815 0.00207
11 0.11457 -0.02888 0.00335 -0.03059 0.48120 0.00267
12 0.15792 -0.05294 -0.00049 -0.03716 0.53228 0.00291
13 0.21437 -0.12313 -0.00797 -0.02976 0.59260 0.00220
14 0.06391 0.09522 0.01730 -0.03031 0.62570 0.00079
15 0.32106 -0.07231 -0.00820 -0.07269 0.22147 0.00030
16 103.09483 -130.05203 -23.01212 -0.12115 1.41383 -0.26344
17 75.90837 -96.81050 -17.28999 0.43793 2.46481 -0.20733

B 86 . 89 810 811

0.00041 0.00447 -0.01491 0.01125 -0.00042 -0.04700
2 0.00054 0.00779 -0.02110 0.01391 -0.00111 -0.12996
3 0.00058 0.01793 -0.05555 0.03640 -0.00135 --0.44197
4 0.00112 0.02610 -0.08192 0.05726 -0.00260 -0.28129
5 0.00045 0.04744 -0.14930 0.09895 -0.00205 -1.02289
6 0,00102 0.06170 -0.19775 0.13913 --0.00390 -0.58817
7 0.00070 0.07877 -0.25819 0.17831 -0.00358 --0.77266
8 0.00035 0.11264 -0.37444 0.25663 -0.00328 -1.41942

,L 9 -0.00007 0.15081 -0.50534 0.34530 -0.00271 -2.00938
10 -0.00133 0.23586 -0.98431 1.05085 -0.00333 -3.04438
11 -0.00223 0.26174 -1.02835 1.04236 -0.00439 -4.08522
12 -0.00240 0.24543 -0.82995 0.65777 -0.00453 -4.59546
13 -0,00054 0.18633 -0.30029 -0.24104 -0.00544 -5.99071
14 0.01018 0.00W06 0.60273 -1.42956 -0.01247 -7.48227

S15 -0.00483 0.16214 -0.49650 0.31938 0.00032 -2.96651

16 5.07326 -141.25533 589.65942 -677.16602 -1.35118 - 13.47584
17 3.99498 --108.87743 472.99951 -562.11035 -1.13367 -21.36497

12 13 814 B15x 10+
6

1 0.02767 -0.03146 -0.00443 0.00025
0.03932 -0.12355 -0.00939 0.00033
0.07609 -0.12497 -0.01370 0.00032

4 0.06646 -0.26070 -0.01820 0.00072
5 0.08017 -0.40137 -0.02307 0.00033

* 6 0.10356 -0.43001 -0.02758 0.00091
7 0.15294 --0.41352 -0.03275 0.00083
8 0.18420 -0.45614 -0.03651 0.00041
9 0.22163 -0.48580 -0.04082 0.00006

10 0.28647 -0.43662 -0.04560 -0.00007
11 0.30032 --0.57579 -0.04976 -0.00002
12 0.30269 -0.67818 -0.05251 -0.00015

"" 13 0.30106 --0.96184 -0.05740 0.000 'l
14 0.31863 -0.32660 -0.04391 0.00445
"15 0.26122 -0.41801 -0.05250 -0.00274
16 144.72121 390.29077 0.37379 1.40259

_ 17 121.12621 271,07422 0.28761 1.14584
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-0 (CONTO)
METHOD 1

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
M = 2.000

a 0 81 12 13 B4 85

1 0,02739 -0.04233 -0.00606 0.00381 -0,02875 0.00029
2 0.07553 --0.11930 --0.01586 0,01171 -0,07630 0.00056
3 0.07364 -0.11607 -0.01476 0.01119 -0.05201 0.00056

4 0.08820 -0.13065 -0.01690 0.01067 -0.04046 0.00073
5 0,10524 -0.15034 --0.01915 0.01121 -0.00600 0,00085
6 0.11737 -0.15989 -0.02016 0.01074 0.00851 0.00097
"7 0.13005 -0.16403 -0.02019 0.00823 0.01741 0.00097
8 0.15887 -0.19848 --0.02321 0.00928 0.01071 0.00114
9 0.19314 -0.22421 -0.02756 0.00788 0.04264 0.00100

10 0.21766 -0,23029 -0.02967 0.00394 0D06635 0.00087
11 0.22138 -0.22948 -0.02480 0.00030 0.03912 0.00094
12 0.27413 -0.27002 -0.03168 -0.00152 -0.02566 0.00089

13 0.29047 -0.25721 -0.03340 --0.00232 0.04553 0.00036
14 0.37017 -0.34377 -0,04454 0.001 IO 0.04507 0.00075
15 0.56237 -0.47765 -0,06868 -0.02981 -0.19184 -0.00103

o. 86 87 
8  B9 8eO Bi

1 -0.00045 0.04098 -0.23030 0.38557 -0.00046 0.26480
2 -0.00166 0.09261 -0.56299 1.03211 -0.00012 1.13879
3 -0.00137 0.09665 -0.57350 1.02931 -0.00037 1.01436
4 -0.00139 0.11595 -0.64778 1,10953 --0.00082 0.92580
5 -0.00176 0.13154 -0.70979 1.19218 -0.00132 0.78751
6 -0.00200 0.15482 -0.81082 1,31452 -0.00148 0.65558

7 -0,00212 0.17280 -0.89271 1.41543 -0.00208 0.51476
8 -0.00186 0.17449 -0.83012 1.25395 -0.00413 0.17723
9 -0.00236 0.21284 -0.99934 1.47842 -0.00507 --0.04647

10 -0.00321 0.25793 -1.2-:851 1.83802 -0.00493 0.08167
11 -0.00250 0.22251 -1.00127 1.40514 -0,00436 -0.00866
12 -0.00398 0.28785 -1.30884 1.95827 -0,00494 0.42450
13 -0.00477 0.36357 -1.63001 2.31215 -0.00656 -0.45700
14 -0.00421 0.28733 -1.07968 1.39936 -0D01287 -0.91426

15 -0.00647 0.13657 -0.18101 -0.06424 -0.00363 2,27686

. 812 813 14 15

"1 0.01276 -0,14413 -0.00677 0.00026
2 -0.00739 -0.45431 -0.01837 0.00048
3 0.01489 -0A5917 -0.02103 0.00058
4 0.03859 -0.56613 -0.02521 0.00076
5 0.04974 -0.57770 -0.02809 0.00079
6 0.05515 -0.65604 -0.03121 0.00090

7 0.08463 -0.64573 -0.03368 0.00094
8 0.11120 -0.74441 -0.03771 0.00152
"9 0.13302 -0.83799 -0.04221 0.00141

10 0.14411 -0.94664 -0.04835 0,00113
4 11 0.17336 -0.91347 -0.05040 0.001.54

12 0.17794 -1.16748 -0.06059 0.00159
13 0.19870 -1.30091 -0.06413 0.00117
14 0.21462 -1.31872 -0.06397 0.00160
15 o0.10918 -1.62533 -0.06664 .-0.00145

4
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TABLE 4.3.3.2-D (CONTD)
METHOD 1

REGRESSIONJ COEFF IcIEIN'J14
M - 2.500 M

B0 B 63 B4 B5

1 0.00478 -0.01228 -0.00200 0.00178 0.02268 0.00042

2 -0.00290 0.00255 0.00032 -0.00094 0,00174 0.00052
3 --0.00643 0.01813 0.00254 -0.00548 -0.04823 0.00057

4 0.03039 --0.01018 -0.00289 -0.00806 -0.06663 0.00035

5 0.18151 -0.13661 -0.02839 -0.01167 -0.17355 -0,00194
* 6 0.10365 -0.04753 -0.01221 -0.01596 --0,10382 .-0,00109

* 7 0.05376 -0.01156 -0.00259 -0.01308 -0.03618 0.00015

8 0,09862 --0.04772 -0.00967 -0.01519 --0.07924 1.00(:02

9 0.15347 -0.09079 -0.01754 -0.01811 --0.11204 -,).,00043
10 0.23161 -.0.14988 -0.02798 -0.02334 --0.18635 --0,00097

"11 0,21702 -0.12739 -0.02026 -0.03322 -0.19810 -J.90056

12 0,24585 -0.14100 --0.02160 -(1.03754 -0.1b52,"2 -0.00033

13 0.36687 --0.35416 -0.04882 -0.00576 0,359K,' 0.00081
14 0.20578 -0.24662 -0.02417 0.02798 0.C, 527 0.00130

15 0.38159 -0.28580 --0.03447 -0.03879 0.01325 .-0.00040

B6 87 68 89
10 t11

1 0.00046 0.03499 -0.19529 0.30678 -0.002b2 -0.31168

2 0.00030 0.01727 -0.04537 -- 3.01635 -0.L0044 -0.44534
3 -0.00034 0.00483 0.08492 --0.31595 0.00307 -0.62776

"4 -0.00130 0.01234 0.06025 -0.23702 0.00223 -0.95984

5 -0.00438 0.0.J798 -0.18556 0.57011 -0.00334 -0.15262

, 6 -0.00305 0.01707 0.04987 -0.11416 -0.00016 -1.03480
7 -0.00178 0.04656 --3.03574 -0.22868 0.00149 -1.98522

8 -0.00242 0.06384 --0.12008 -0.03324 0.00061 -1.46935
9 -0.00345 0,08977 -0.20825 0.09932 -0.00032 -2.02305

10 -.0.00545 0.11321 -0.25012 0.18655 --0.00271 -2.29838
11 -0.00359 -0.02825 0.54326 -1.28762 0.00672 -0.61739

12 -0.00346 --0.02755 0.58868 -1.43130 0.00327 -0.88390
13 0.00062 -0.00716 0.50164 -1 .02755 -0.01386 -4.00934

14 0.00750 -0.02177 0.82050 -1.68213 -0.01220 -7.39198

-''"15 -0.00074 -0.32694 2.67639 -4.90278 0.00633 -2.65221

812 BI3 814 815 x 10,
6

1 0.04574 0.10784 -0.00198 0.00046
2 0.06010 0.09237 -0.00325 0.00042

3 0.06792 0.01173 --0.00551 0.00035

4 0.08604 --0.08550 -0.00935 0.00010
"5 0.01677 --0.58262 -0.01818 -0.00145
"6 0.09659 -0.35116 --0.01834 -0.00077
7 0,15009 -0.24464 -0.01898 0.00026
8 0.12706 -0.38722 -0.02282 0.00019
9 0,18927 -0.41734 -0.02724 0,00013

S10 0.19130 -0.72356 -0.03387 -0.00038
"11 0.14314 -0.66563 -C.03354 -0.00065
"12 0.14943 -0.75084 -0.03504 -.0.00105

13 0.14865 -0.84247 -0.02897 -0.00132

14 0.16566 -0.72137 --0.01595 0.00093
15 0,11597 -. 1.18691 -0.03044 -0.00194
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- -, ." 4.4 WING-WING COMBINATIONS AT ANGLE OF ATTACK (WING FLOW FIELDS)

"4.4.1 WING-WING COMBINATIONS AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

This section presents methods of estimating the properties of wing flow fields. The subsonic methods
include the effects of flow direction (downwash) and dynamic-pressure ratio. The supersonic methods
include the effects of downwash, dynamic-pressure ratio, and Mach number.

A. SUBSONIC

Downwash*

The downwash behind a wing in subsonic flow is a consequence of the wing-trailing-vortex system. The
trailing-vortex system behind a swept wing is shown in Sketch (a). A vortex sheet is shed by the lifting wing,
and the sheet is deflected downward by the bound or lifting vortex and the tip vortices, which comprise the
vortex system. In general, the sheet is not flat, but the curvature near the wing midspan is usually relatively
small. This is particularly true of straight wings of reasonably large aspect ratio, for which the central
portion of the vortex sheet is extremely flat. Wings with considerable trailing-edge sweepback produce a
vortex sheet that is bowed upward near the plane of symmetry.

V TAIL OR OTHER LIFTING SURFACE

CSKETCH (a)

!'i The tip vortices do not e•xperience a vertical displacement as great as the displacement of the central
!.l iportion of the vortex sheet. In general, they trail back comparatively close to the streamwise direction.

'. ,, '*Thi$ general discuitnsion is essentially quoted lromrneference 1.

'- 4.4.1-1
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Furthermore, as the vortex system proceeds downstream, the tip vortices tend to move inboard. Also, with
increasing distance behind the wing, the trailing-sheet vorticity tends to be transferred to the tip vortices.
The transfer of vorticity and inboard movement of the tip vortices takes place in such a fashion that the
lateral center of gravity of the vorticity remains at a fixed spanwise location. When all of the vorticity is

transferred from the sheet to the trailing vortices, the vortex system is considered to be fully rolled up, and,
in a nonviscous fluid, the vortex system then extends unchanged to infinity.

Ahead of the longitudinal station for complete rollup, the spanwise downwash distribution is dependent
upon the spanwise lift distribution otl the wing. However, when the rollup is complete, the downwash angles
for all wings of equal lift and equal effective span are identical. It is evident that the shape of the vortex

sheet has a significant influence on the downwash experienced by a tail located in the flow field of a wing -'
and that the tail location relative to the trailing vortices is very important. Since the tip vortices are
somewhat above the vortex sheet, the downwash above the sheet is somewhat greater than the downwash
beneath the sheet.

The tip vortices spring from the wing tips at angles of attack for which the flow is unseparated. However,
wings with high sweepback angles tend to stall at the tips, and in many instances the tip vortices originate

well inboard of the wing tip at high angles of attack. This phenomenon has a significant influence on the
downwash.

The previous discussion has been concerned with wings that behave in a somewhat conventional manner at
high angles of attack. Certain thin, highly swept wings have a significantly different flow pattern in the
higher angle-of-attack range. These wings are characterized by a leading-edge separation vortex that lies
above the surface of the wing. From its inception near the plane of symmetry, it moves outboard in the
approximate direction of the wing leading edge and is finally shed in a streamwise direction near the wing
tip. Reference 2 shows some interesting studies of the separation vortex. It is clear that the existence of this
vortex has an important influence on the downwash.

For very low-aspect-ratio configurations or for canard configurations, the tip vortex from the forward panel
may impinge directly on the aft surface. Reference 3 contains a method (presented as Method 3 herein) of
estimating the lift acting on the aft panel for this type of configuration. The method assumes that the
trailing vortices are shed at a spanwise station corresponding to the center of vorticity of the isolated panel.
The vortex pair is then assumed to remain at this spacing for longitudinal distances at least beyond the aft
panel. This spacing is also assumed to be constant as a function of angle of attack. In the vertical plane the

vortex pair is assumed to trail in the free-stream direction. These assumptions are shown in Reference3 to
be not only convenient, but reasonable in the light of experimental data. With the position of the vortices

• . determined and their strength calculated from the lift of the forward panel, the integrated lift on the aft

panel can be computed by means of strip theory. Because the theoretical vortex contains infinite velocities
"at its center, the method gives erroneous answers where the vortices trail very close to the aft panel. In
"reality the cores of the vortices revolve as solid bodies with zero tangential velocity at their centers.

"Downwash Due to Flap Deflection

The downwash behind a wing is substantially modified by the deflection of trailing-edge flaps. This

deflection creates an increase in the spanwise loading on the wing that increases the strength of the

wing-trailing-vortex system. Consequently, the increased strength of the wing-trailing vortex produces an

increase in the downwash angle.

4.4.1-2



At present, no theoretical methods exist that lend themselves to hand calculation for predicting the
variation in downwash angle due to flap deflection. However, empirical curves are presented for estimating
the variation in downwash angle due to deflection of plain or slotted flaps at small angles of attack at low

subsonic speeds. The correlation parameters used to generate these curves are presented in Reference 4. The
curve for slotted flaps is based on data from single- and double-slotted flap data.

Upwash

Upwash ahead of the wing is induced by the wing vortex system in a manner similar to that for downwash.
A knowledge of flow fields beneath and ahead of a wing is sometimes required for the determination of

Sforces and moments on nacelles or external stores or for the determination of inflow velocities into
propellers of jet-engine intakes. Reference 3 contains charts for determining upwash about any
straight-tapered swept or unswept wing. Because of their volume, these charts have not been included in the

Datcom. Reference 5 contains a limited treatment for unswept wings only.

Dynamnic-Pressure Ratio

The effectiveness of a lifting surface is directly proportional to the average dynamic pressure acting over
that surface. A surface operating in the wake of an upstream surface therefore experiences a loss in
effectiveness because of the reduced dynamic pressure. The decrease in dynamic pressure is caused by the
loss of flow energy in the form of friction and separation drag of the forward surface; the greater the drag,
the greater the pressure loss.

The wake, usually thin and intense at or near the trailing edge, spreads and decays with increasing distance

•1 downstream in such a manner that the integrated momentum across the wake at any station is constant.
This type of wake, which is due to viscous effects, occurs at all speeds.

DATCOM METHODS

Subsonic Downwash

Three methods are presented below for estimating downwash characteristics. The first method is somewhat

laborious, but enables the complete downwash curve to be estimated. The second method is accurate and

expedient to use, but predicts only the downwash gradient. The third method is applicable only for

configurations where the span of the forward surface is approximately equal to or less than that of the aft

*7- surface. Tables 4.4.1 -A and -B present a data summary and substantiation for Methods I and 2,respectively,

using the same test data.

Method I

"This method for estimating the downwash behind straight-tapered lifting wings at subsonic speeds is taken

0i from Reference 1. The method is applicable to configurations in which the span of the wing is at least 1.5

times as large as that of the horizontal tail (b/bH > 1.5). The basic approach is as follows (see Sketch(a)):,

1. Determine the downwash in the plane of symmetry at the height of the vortex cores and at the

longitudinal station of the quarter-chord point of the horizontal-tail mean aerodynamic chord.

* 2. Correct this value for the horizontal-tail height above or below the trailing vortices.

"3. Evaluate the effect of horizontal-tail span by relating the average downwash at the tail to the

downwash determined in the second step.

4.4.1-3
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The downwash gradient at the trailing edge of a wing is unity. The value at a distance infinitely far

downstream is given by (Reference 6) as

"2 . 4.4(51.-a".'.• • ~7rA to

If these two values are known, the downwash gradient for any intermediate longitudinal position can be
found by means of lifting-line theory.

For straight wings that have tip stall or thin swept wings that shed the leading-edge vortices inboard of the
wing tips, the effective wing aspect ratio is considerably less than the geometric aspect ratio. An effective
aspect ratio based on induced-drag considerations has been determined for these wings.

The maximum downwash at the plane of symmetry occurs at th• intersection of the plane of symmetry
with the plane containing the tip vortices. The ratio of the downwash at the plane of symmetry at a
height a above or below this intersection to the downwash at the height of the vortex cores E is given by

"4.4. -b

S\~b,

where b, is the span of the wing-tip vortices at the quarter-chord point of the horizontal-tail MAC,
. and a is the height determined by weans of Equation4.4. I-c or 4.4.1 -d (see Sketch (a)).

" " Because of the spanwise variation of downwash, the effective downwash acting on a horizontal tail is
different from that at the plane of symmetry. A correction for tail-span effect is presented from Reference
1; it is based on the assumption that the vortices are essentially rolled up at the longitudinal tail station.
This is a valid assumption except for cases where the core of the vortex approaches the surface of the tail. It
should be noted that the vortex rolls up in a shorter distance as the angle of attack is increased. This is
fortunate, because downwash effects become increasingly important at the higher angles of attack.

The subsonic downwash is obtained from the procedu~re outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. The effective wing aspect ratio Aeff and the effective wing span beff are obtained from
a-- a0

Figure 4.4.1-66 as a function of the wing angle-of-attack parameter a-

ais the selected wing angle of attack and a 0 and 1CL may be estimated from
Sections 4.1.3.1 and 4.1.3.4, respectively.

. Step 2. The downwash gradient in the plane of symmetry at the height of the vortex core is

obtained for any longitudinal station, e.g., the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the

horizontal tail, from Figure 4.4,1-67. This figure is entered with 2b and Akff, where 12 is

the distance measured parallel to the wing root chord, between the aft end of the wing root
chord and the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the horizontal tail (see Sketch (a)).
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Step 3. Determine the vertical position of the vortex core (see Sketch (a)). This depends upon the

type of wing flow separation as determined from Figure 4.4.1-68a.

For trailing-edge separation

0 .4 1IC L) beff4 
. .1 -a = hH - leff •- e• "/ -"i" tan r" 4.4.1-c

For leading-edge separation

a = h H -(11 + 3) 7TAC.I. - tan r 4.4. 1-dl
2

where

CL is the wing-alone lift coefficient obtained from test data or estimated by using the
straight-tapered-wing method of Paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.3.

a is the distance from the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the horizontal tail to
the plane of the tip vortex cores, positive for the horizontal tail MAC above the
plane of the tip vortex cores.

hH is the height of the horizontal-tail MAC quarter-chord point above or below the
plane of the wing root chord, measured in the plane of symmetry and normal to
the extended wing root chord, positive for the horizontal tail MAC above the
plane of the wing root chord.

'eff is the distance measured parallel to the wing root chord, between the effective
wing-tip quarter-chord point and the horizontal-tail MAC quarter-chord point.

13 is the distance measured parallel to the plane of symmetry, between the forward
end of the wing MAC and the aft end of the wing root chord, and 12 is defined
in Step 2. In both Equations 4.4.1-c and 4.4.1-cl, ce is in radians, and the values
"of 1eff,1 2, and 13 are positive.

Step 4. Determine the span of the vortices at the longitudinal location of the quarter-chord point of
the horizontal-tail MAC by

b, b~ff -(beff - b, 2fI- 1/ 4.4. 1-e

"where

bru = 0.78 + 0.10 - 0.4) + 0.003 Ac/4 bhft (Ac/ 4 in degrees) 4.4.1-f
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Step 5. By using the parameters calculated in the above steps, obtain the average downwash gradient -

acting on the tail Z)from Figure 4.4.1-68b.

Step 6. The procedures of Steps 1 through 5 are for low speeds. For higher subsonic Mach numbers
the downwash gradient is given by

JdCL\

A( \ da-/M 4.4.1-g

& ~ ~ lo JLa) dCL
K dal/low
"da "speed

where

is obtained by using Steps I through 5.
ljow
speed

and - j are given by the straight-tapered wing methods of Para-
\ dat/M odf j/lo graph A of Sections 4.1.3.2 or 4.1.3.3, depending upon

the Mach number and angle of attack.

Step 7. Determine the average downwash acting on the horizontal tail by integrating the average
downwash gradient from Step 5 or 6, i.e.,

" a0•= • dot

A sample problem illustrating the use of this method is present-x on Pages 4.4.1 -12 through 4.4.1-16. The
method will predict the downwash angles at the horizontal tail with accuracy acceptable for
preliminary-design purposes for most configurations. However, since the effect of tail span has been
determined under the assumption that the vortices are essentially rolled up at the tail location, caution
should be used in applying the method if the tail length is short and the tail plane is near the location of the
vortex core height.

Not enough test data are available to substantiate the validity of the compressibility correction given by
Equation 4.4.1 -g.

Method 2

An empirical method for estimating the downwash gradient behind straight-tapered wings at subsonic
speeds is taken from Reference 7. The method is restricted to the angle-of-attack range over which the
variation of downwash angle is a linear function of angle of attack.
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The average low-speed downwash gradient at the horizontal tail is given by

(cosAc/4 )I/2] 1.19
4.44 KK KH (cos 4.4. 1-h

where KA, Kx, and KH are wing-aspect-ratio, wing-taper-ratio, and horizontal-tail-location factors
obtained from Figures 4.4.1-69a, 4.4.1-69b, and 4.4.1-70, respectively. In Figure 4.4.1-70, 1H is the
distance measured parallel to the wing root chord, between the wing MAC quarter-chord point and the
quarter-chord point of the MAC of the horizontal tail, and hH is the position of the quarter-chord point
of the horizontal tail MAC relative to the plane of the wing root chord as defined in Method 1.

At higher subsonic speeds the effect of compressibility is approximated by

(8?) -_____4.4. 1-i

where

is obtained using Equation 4.4. 1-h.

(CL) and (CL) are the wing lift-curve slopes at the appropriate Mach
\ low m numbers, obtained by using the straight-tapered-wing

speed method of Paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2.

A comparison of low-speed test data with 8e/Io calculated by this method is presented as Table 4.4.1-B.
The ranges of geometric parameters of the test data are:

2.00 " A < 8.00

0 W < 1.625

3.4 < Acl4 < 56.5

: 2 hH

-0.177 < 2 hH < 0.537b

0.78 < H < 2.44

bH

0.280 b H 0.800
b
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Since the tail-span effect has not been explicitly included in this method, the authority of the method
bH

outside the limits 0.280 < LH < 0.800 is unknown.
b

Not enough test data are available to substantiate the validity of the compressibility correction given by
Equation 4.4.1 -i.

Method 3

For configurations in which the span of the forward surface is approximately equal to or less than that of
the aft surface, the following method, taken fromReference3, is recommended.

Step 1. The spatial position of the trailing vortices is first determined relative to the aft surface.
The lateral spacing is determined from Figure 4.4.1-71 as a function of the exposed
forward-surface planform geometry. This spacing is invariant with longitudinal distance
and angle of attack. The vertical position is determined by assuming that the vortex
springs from the trailing edge at the previously determined lateral position and trails in
the free-stream direction. The pertinent vertical dimension is the distance between the
quarter-chord point of the MAC of the aft surface and the vortex as determined above.

Step 2. The vortex interference factor Iw'(W ") is obtained from Figures 4.3.1.3-7a through
4.3.1.3-71 as a function of the lateral and vertical vortex positions, determined in Step I
above, and the geometry of the aft panel. (The primed notation refers to the forward panel
and the double-primed notation refers to the aft panel.)

Step 3. The vortex interference factor so determined is used in Sections 4.5. 1.1 and 4.5.1.2 to
obtain the lift generated on the aft surface for complete wing-body-tail combinations.

The use of the sample problem on Page 4.4.1-16 as a guide is essential in applying this method.

Subsonic Downwash Due to Flap Deflection

The method for estimating the change in downwash due to deflection of plain or slotted flaps is based on
the empirical curves presented in Figure 4.4.1 -72. Tables 4.4.1-C and -D present a data summary and
substantiation of the test data used to generate these empirical curves. The user is advised to exercise
caution when evaluating a configuration with different geometric parameters from those appearing in
Table 4.4. 1-C.

To utilize Figure 4.4.1-72, the user obtains a value for-Ae AfbfAW2) based on the flap type and the ratio of
ACL

hH
tail height above the wing-chord plane to wing semispan b-- The change in downwash angle Ae is then

b/2-
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obtained by

: &e A[bfAb/2)] ' ACL

where

A is the wing aspect ratio.

bf

is the ratio of flap span of one wing to wing semispan.

ACL is the lift increment due to flap deflection obtained from test data or Section

6.1.4.1.

b/2 is the wing semispan.

hH is the tail height above the wing-chord plane, positive up.

C. Subsonic Upwalh

ae.
The upwash gradient a in the plane of symmetry of an unswept wing is presented as a function of the

wing aspect ratio inFigure 4.4.1 -73.This chart is from Reference 5.

In Reference 3, the flow characteristics beneath a wing are calculated by assuming the wing to be
represented by a multiple arrangement (both chordwise and spanwise) of horseshoe vortices and accounting
for the effects of wing thickness distribution by using the appropriate singularity distribution in
conjunction with simple sweep theory. The calculative procedures, together with the required design charts,
are presented in Reference 3. Also presented are comparisons between detailed experimental flow fields
"around swept and unswept wing-fuselage combinations and wing-alone flow fields calculated by this
method. The calculated results are qualitatively correct in anl cases investigated.

Subsonic Dynamic-Pressure Ratio

This method for estimating the dynamic-pressure q/q66 at subsonic speeds and in the linear angle-of-attack
range is based on the method presented in Reference 8, which relates the dynamic-pressure ratio to the drag
coefficient of the wing. The method gives values of q/q., at the plane of symmetry only. Actually,
considerable variations in q/q. can occur in both the spanwise and longitudinal directions. Sketches (b)
and (c) show typical spanwise and longitudinal variations, respectively, of dynamic-pressure ratio for a
straight wing and a 600 sweptback wing (from Reference 9). In general these data indicate that stronger
spanwise deviations result when the wing is swept back, and stronger longitudinal deviations result when the
wing is unswept.
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SKETCH (b) SKETCH (c)

In the linear angle-of-attack range, the ratio of the dynamic pressure in the plane of symmetry at some

distance x aft of the wing-root-chord trailing edge to the free-stream dynamic pressure q/q. is obtainedN from the procedure outlined in the following steps:

VStep 1. Calculate the half-width of the wing wake by

= = 0.68 CD( + 0.15) 4.4.1-j 1"

C

where

x is the longitudinal distance measured along the wake center line from the
,- wing-root-chord trailing edge, positive aft,

Zw is the half-width of the wake at any position x.

CD0 is the wing zero-lift drag coefficient obtained from Paragraph A of Section
"4! 4.1.5.1I.

Step 2. Calculate the downwash in the plane of symmetry at the vortex sheet (assumed to be the
same location as the wake center line) by

1.62 CL
4 e = (radians) 4.4. 1-k

7rA

Step 3. Determine the vertical distance z from the vortex sheet. to the point of interest (usually the
quarter-chord point of the MAC of the horizontal tail) by

z x tany + e-) 4.4.1-1

"where -f is defined in.Sketch (d).

4.4.1-10
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Step 4. Determine the dynamic-pressure-loss ratio at the wake center (-') by the empirical

relation

2.42( C 1 /2

= 4.4. 1-m
7 o -+0.30

Step 5. Determine the dynamic-pressure-loss ratio for points not on the wake center line by

""q== /Aq CoS2 i 4.4.1-n

where ( Z) is expressed in radians.

Step 6. Determine the dynamic-pressure ratio in the plane of symmetry at an arbitrary
distance x aft of the wing-root-chord trailing edge by

qq q I - Aq4.4.1-o

Note, that if the distance from the vortex sheet to the point of interest is equal to or greater than the wing
wake half-width, the dynamic-pressure ratio at the point of interest is unity, i.e., q/q., = 1.0
for z/zw > 1.0.

+ POINT UNDER
"CONSIDERATION

CENTER
LINE

SKETCH (d)

A comparison of test data with dynamic-pressure ratios calculated by this method is given in Table 4.4. I.E.

4.4.1-11



Sample Problems

. . 1. Subsonic Downwash (Method 1)

Given: The wing-body-tail configuration of Reference 20.

U "H /4

3 weff t;

h a

Wing Characteristics:

A 2.31 X=0

Ac/4 =52.40 w =0

r 0 b=36.5 in.

c 2 1.1 in.

* NACA 65(o6)-6.5 (free-streamp direction)

Horizontal-Tail Characteristics:

bH =11.53 in,. I 15.88 in.

I 4.4.1-12
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Additional Characteristics:

13 = Zw (delta wing) 12 = 26.28 in. fe = 12 (delta wing)

Low speed (M = 0.17)

(a0 )w 0 CL 330

(.(wing-alone test data from

CL 0.15 0.31510.48 0.655 0.825 0.975 1.115

Compute:

The final calculations are presented in table form on Page 4.4.1-15. Many of the quantities listed below
appear as columns in the table.

Determine the effective wing aspect ratio and the effective wing span.

o-c o - 0 A
CL - 0  33.0 - 0 33.0

Aeff

A
(Figure4.4.1-66)

beff

b

Determine the downwash gradient in the plane of symmetry at the height of the vortex core.

212 2(26.28)-- = =1.44
* .b 36.5

a() (Figure 4.4.1-67)

Determine the vertical position of the vortex core.

Ay= 1.28% c (Figure2.2.1-8)

4.4.1-13



Leading-edge separation is predominant (Figure4.4.1-68a); therefore

/ 0.41CL .bef

a = hit -(f2 + I3) - Aff- - 2 tan F (Equation 4.4.I-d)

15.88 - (26.28 + 21.10)(•a . .1..) -0
e Afff

= 15.88 -47.38 • • f

Determine the span of the vortices at the longitudinal location of the quarter-chord point of the tail
MAC.

bru = [0.78 + 0. 10 (X - 0.4) + 0.003 A1 4 ] beff (Equation 4.4. -f)

= [0.78 + 0.10 (0 - 0.4) + 0.003 (52.4)] beff

= 0.897 beff

0.56 A (0.56) (2.31) 1.294
tru CL CL C

2 1/2

.b =beff -b vff (Equation4.4. 1-e)

b ff -(beff b, 144 12

Determine the average downwash gradient acting on the tail.

( / ) f ( 7  v bv) (Figure4.4.1-68b)

e• 4.4.1-14



Solution:

a -a0 Aeff be® f beff

"CL - CI A b Aeff (in.) (aeIdchv CL
max Test

(deg) Q/33.0 (Fig. 4.4.1-66) (Fig. 4.4.1-66) 2.31( 36.5cý (Fig. 4.4.1-67) Values

4 0.121 1.00 1.00 2.31 36.5 0.590 0.150

8 .242 2 0315

12 0.364 0:480

16 0.485 0.975 0,988 2.25 36.1 0.600 0.655

"20 0.606 0.875 0.933 2.02 34.1 0.640 0.825

24 0.727 0.780 0.877 1.80 32.0 0.670 0.975

28 0,848 0.680 0.809 1.57 29.5 0.730 1.115

/'- bv
0.41 CL

a Eq. 4.4.1-e)
"" WAeff aEq. 4.4.1-d) tru b 1 1/2

(d.4) (5.8 57.38 . ® 1.294 Zq. 4.4.1 -f)

4 0.0086 12.97 8.627 32.7 34.9

8 0.0178 10.11 4.108 34.3

12 0.0271 7.24 2.696 33.7

16 0.0380 4.45 1.976 32.4 32.9S20 0.0533 1.87 1.568 30.6 30.7
24 0.0707 -- 0.61 1.327 28.7 28.6

28 0.0927 -- 2.88 16126.5 26.2

2s bH
Sbv bv H fO 0

(dog) 26@ / @ 11.53/ @ (Fig. 4.4.1-68b) (Do 0 do•

4 0.743 0.330 065 0.3835 1.44

"8 f".590 0.336 0.73 0.4307 3.06

12 0.430 0.342 0.82 0.4838 4.88

16 0.271 0,350 0.92 0.552 6.92

20 0.122 0.376 0.99 0.6336 9.28

24 -0.043 0.403 1.04 0.6935 11.96

28 -0.220 0.440 0.95 0.6968 14.76
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The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 20 in Sketch(e).

40. - Test points

C... Calculated

30 .(9

F(deg)

1-- ---20

00

0 10 20 30 40

ANGLE OF ATTACK,a (deg)

SKETCH (e)

2. Subsonic Downwash (Method 2)

Given: The wing-body-tail configuration of Reference 20. This is the same configuration as Sample
Problem 1 above.

Wing Characteristics:

A 2.31 X = 0 Ac/4 52.40 iw = 0 r 0

b 36.5 in. NACA 6 5(06)- 006 .5 (free-stream direction)

fHorizontal-Tail Characteristics:

- hH = 15.88 in.

Additional Characteristics:

= 31.57 in. Low speed (M = 0.17)

*1 4.4.1-16
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Compute:

2hH 2(15.88)
3 = = 0.870-- b 36.5

21H 2(31.57)
2(1 )= 1.73

b 36.5

KA = 0.240 (Figure4.4.1 -69a)

K, = 1.43 (Figure 4.4.1-69b)

Ki = 0.470 (Figure 4.4.1 -70)

Solution:

ae 4.44 [K, KA K11 (cos A0 4) 1/2] 1.19 (Equation 4.4.1-h)

. 4.44 [(0.240) (1.43) (0.470) (cos 52.40)1/211.19

= 4.44 (0.126)1.19

' 0.377

The calculated value compares with a test value of 0.330 from Reference 20.

3. Subsonic Downwash (Method 3)

Given: The same configuration as that of Sample Problem 2 of Paragraph A of Section 4.5.1.1.

II

Wing Characteristics:

"Ae = 1.80 X= 0.378 b172 141.42 in. d72 = 26.94 in.
A 0

ATE = 0
4.4.1-17
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Horizontal-Tail Characteristics:

Xe= 0.515 b'72 110.64 in. d"/2 = 22.08 in.

Additional Characteristics:

Low speed (M 0.13); j3 = 0.9915

x = 165.6 in. (distance from the wing trailing edge to the quarter-chord point of the horizontal-
tail MAC)

Compute:

Determine the lateral spacing of the trailing vortices at station x.

P3Ae = (0.9915) (1.80) = 1.785

W4/2 -. d 2
b ___]2 _d • 0.785 (Figure 4.4.1-71 c)
b/2 d/2

b 72 - d 72 = 141.42 - 26.94 = 114.48 in.

"" 1b/2 - d'/2 = (0.785) (114.48) = 89.87 in.

b./2 = 89.87 in. + d'/2 = 116.81 in.

b,/2= b,/2 = 116.81 in. (The method assumes that the lateral spacing of trailing vortices
is invariant with longitudinal distance and angle of attack.)

116.81 ye
-1.056 1-This value is used in place of in Figure 4.3.1.3-7.)

b"/2 110.64 bw/ 2

Determine the vertical position of the trailing vortices.

hV x tan a 165.6 tan a (see table below) (The method assumes the vortex springs-from
the wing trailing edge and trails in the free-stream direction.)

The ratio is used in place of z2 in Figure4.3.1.3-7.

d "12 22.08 _r ,d• 72 22.08 - 0.200 (This value is used in place of - in Figure4.3.1.3-7.)

b'7/2 110.64 bw /Q

14.44.1-18
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Solution:

R-Fig. 4.3.1.3-7 0 h,
SV h hv 

b '/2 h,"165.6 tanG a - eld
(dlg) (In.) b /2 b '72 b?'2

0 0 0 -3.0

5 14.49 0.131 -2.5

10 29.20 0.264 -2.0

Is 44.37 0,401 -1.68

20 60.27 0.545 -1.40

23 70.29 0.635 -1.27

2 80.77 0.730 -1.15

The interference factor IVW at a = 0 is used in Sample Problem 2 of Paragraph A of Section 4.5.1.1"~W(w ")

to obtain the effect on total airplane lift, of the wing trailing vortices on the horizontal tail.

4. Subsonic Downwash Due to Flap Deflection

t-v Given: The wing-body-tail configuration of Reference 31

Wing Characteristics:

"A = 2.0 b 23.56 ft ACL = 0.57 (test data)

Inboard flap station r/i = 0.191 Outboard flap station q,, 1.00

* Slotted trailing-edge flaps bf 400

Tail C' .racteristic:

Sht "= 0

Compute:

h- -H - 0 0
"J2"=ý356-, 4.4.1-19



• ~ ~b / 2 - 1 1 o -- r,

S. = 1.00-- 0.191 = 0.809

,b=28.5 (Figure 4.4.1-72)

Solution:

A e e A~brKhI2)1 ACL

A(/) A[b1] /2)j

0.57
= (28.5)

(2.0) (0.809)

= 10.04'

This compares with a test value of 8.80 from Reference 31.

5. Subsonic Dynamic-Pressure Ratio V"

Given: A wing-tail configuration of Reference 9

Wing Characteristics:

A = 6.0 , = 1.0 J = 10.0 in. Sw 600 sq in. Swet =1200 sq in.

NACA 0015 airfoil (xt @O 0.30c)

-* * Additional Characteristics:

x = 20.0 in. (survey station location, aft of wing trailing edge)

Low speed R. = 0.62 x 106 (based on j) =0

Smooth surface (assume k = 0) Stef = Sw 600 sq in.

So 0 1 0

-. 1205 30 40 160 80--.0 -5 175 .240 .360 .485 (test data from Reference 9)

* Compute:

Determine the half-width of the wake.

I/k = ; read C, at given R'
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Cf= 0.00487 (Figure4.1.5.1- 2 6 )

1 + )+ 1O0(j)j] = 1.225 (figure 4.1.5.1-28a, for L = 1.2)

cos AtM = cos 0 = 1.0

RL.S. =1.07 (Figure 4.1.5.1-28b)

Swet 1200
-=-" 2.0

SSrot 600

CD0 = Cf + L +100 R.R (Equation 4 .1.5.1-a)L f -C L.S. Sref

- (0.00487) (1.225) (1.07) (2.0)

0.0128

x/C = 20.0/1o.0 2.0

." = 0.68 7+ 0.15 (Equation 4.4. 1-j)- - =0.O'

= 0.68 Nf(0.0128) (2.15)

= 0.113

4 Determine the downwash in the plane of symmetry at the vortex sheet.

1.62 CL
e - (Equation 4.4. 1-k)

irA

1.62 CL
"0 = 0.0859 CL (radians)

= 4.92 CL (degrees) (see calculation table below)

4 •Determine the vertical distance z from the vortex sheet to the point of interest.

z x tan (y +e -ar) (Equation 4.4.1-1)

20.0 tan (0 - e -a) = 20.0 tan (e -at) (see calculation table below)
"4.4.1-21



Determine the dynamic-pressure-loss ratio at the wake center.

III• ~q_) 2.42 (Co0112
(±_ 2 C- - (Equationl4.4. l-m)

_- +0.30

* 2.42(0.0128)1/2= = 0.119
2.0 + 0.30

Determine the dynamic-pressure-loss ratio for points not on the wake center line.

Aq IAr(2z•

cos2 (Equation 4.4.1-n)q q 2z

0. 19 OSfir z 5-7.3\
= 0.119 cos- 1.13 1

0.119 cos2 (79.65 z) (see calculatiou table below)

Solution:

The dynamic-pressure ratio in the plane of symmetry at a distance x 20.0 in. aft of the wing-
root-chord trailing edge is

q ,Aq
- = 1 - (Equation 4.4.1-o) (see calculation table below)
q00 q

Aq
q q0oaCL Idep) z 2 q"test I . 4.4.1-k) IEq. 4.4.1-b t=q. 4.4.1-n) (Eq.4.4.1-o)

(deg) values 4,92T(~ 20tan (_M - ( ws2 4 ~2 79.65 (2ý 0.119S()1

* 0 -0.01 -0.049 -0.0172 0.9994 0.119 0.881

1 0.055 0.271 -0.2544 0.8800 0.105 0.895

2 0.115 0.566 -0.5008 0.5887 0.0701 0.930

3 0.175 0.861 -0.7470 0.1516 0.0307 0.969

4 0.240 1.181 -0.9848 0.0402 0.0048 0.995

6 0.360 1.771 -1.4790 - - 1.00.

8 0.485 2.386 -1.9660 - 1.00"

Sq/q, 1.0 when z/r..; Ž1.0.
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The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 9 in Table 4.4. 1.E. (This is the second
configuration given in Table 4.4. 1-E.)

B. TRANSONIC

Downwash

In general, the downwash gradient is proportional to the lift-curve slope. The transonic lift-curve-slope
characteristics are discussed in detail in Section 4.1.3.2. The following discussion summarizes these
"transonic characteristics.

For thin, low-aspect-ratio wings the downwash gradient varies smoothly with Mach number. The typical
.* variation is similar to the lift-curve-slope variation for Type "B" wings shown on Page 4.1.3.2-13.For thick,

- high-aspect-ratio wings at low angles of attack the variation is like that of Type "A" wings (snown on the
same page), but at high angles of attack the downwash-gradient variation of these wings is smooth.

The erratic behavior of the thicker wings at low angles of attack is frequently accentuated by shock-induced
boundary-layer separation, which can cause significant changes in the span-load characteristics and hence in
the downwash distribution behind a wing.

No design charts for the transonic range are presented, because so few flow surveys are available.

e Dynamic-Pressure Ratio

No method has been suggested in the literature for estimating the dynamic-pressure ratio at transonic
speeds. Furthermore, few data measuring this parameter are known to exist. The method suggested herein is
therefore tentative.

DATCOM METHODS

Transonic Downwash

No accurate method is available for the prediction of transonic downwash characteristics. It is suggested

that values be approximated by assuming that the downwash gradient is proportional to the lift-curve slope
as given in Section 4.1.3.2 for low angles of attack and in Section 4.1.3.3 for high angles of attack.

Transonki Dynamic-Pressure Ratio

For estimating the transonic dynamic-pressure ratio, it is suggested that the method presented in Paragraph
A above be applied, with the appropriate zero-lift drag values from Section 4.1.5.1 (excluding wave drag).

S..C. SUPERSONIC

Downwash

At supersonic speeds downwash is caused by two factors. First, the region behind the trailing-edge shock or
expansion wave is distorted by the wing vortex system in a manner similar to that which occurs at subsonic
speeds. Because of the variation in span load, a vortex sheet is shed that rolls up with increasing
downstream distance from the surface. Tip vortices similar to their subsonic counterparts are also present.
At the supcrsoaic Mach numbers, however, the entire flow field is swept back and isolated regions of
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influence may exist over certain portions of the wing surface and in the flow field behind it. For instance,
regions not affected by the wing tip are generally present. For a rectangular wing such a region can be
treated in a two-dimensional manner, i.e., no lateral variation of downwash exists.

Secondly, a change in flow direction occurs in the flow region between the leading- and trailing-edge shock
or expansion waves. Since this region of the flow field does not "see" the wing vortex system, numerical
values of downwash can be calculated by applying shock-expansion theory. In order to simplify the
calculations, it is standard practice to perform the calculations with wing-root geometry and to assume
two-dimensional flow. For cases in which the vehicle component (i.e., horizontal tail) immersed in the wing
flow field has less span than the wing, this latter assumption is justified. For cases in which the aft
component is large compared to the forward component (i.e., a wing following a canard surface), this
assumption is not justified, because of the significant spanwise downwash variations associated with the
wing tips. Behind the trailing-edge shock or expansion wave the downwash due to these compressibility
effects is zero.

Dynamic-Pressure Ratio

Variations in the dynamic-pressure ratio exist throughout the field of influence of a wing in supersonic
flight. A thin viscous wake exists behind the wing, with characteristics quite similar to its subsonic
counterpart (see Paragraph A above). In addition, the nonviscous flow region behind the leading-edge shock
or expansion wave also exhibits dynamic-pressure-ratio variations due to compressibility effects. The
application of shcck-expansion theory has been shown to yield a rearonable approximation for the
dynamic-pressure ratio in the nonviscous portion of the flow field.

The existence of the trailing-edge shock wave on the upper surface can cause a significant boundary-layer-
separation region under conditions of low Reynolds number and/or large angles of attack (see Sketch (f)).
This region of separation creates a wide wake near the trailing edge that is not predicted by the method
presented herein.

EPA RATI-ONilil. -"REG ION

... '.

SKETCH (f)

Mach Number Effects

"The local Mach number between the leading- and trailing-edge shock or expansion waves can vary
significantly from the free-stream value. Expansion fields increase the Mach number, and compression fields
decrease the Mach number. Vehicle components immersed in these flow fields exhibit different
aerodynamic characteristics because of the varying Mach number. This is illustrated in Sketch (g) for a
double wedge airfoil.
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Lumped Parameter

At least one authoi(Referencel has treated the flow field at supersonic speeds by combining the effects of
downwash, dynamic-pressure ratio, and Mach number into a single lumped parameter. This approach gives
valid values for determining the effect of the wing shock-expansion field on stabilizer effectiveness but
cannot give the isolated effects. In the Datcom, this analysis is presented in Section 4.5.1.2.

DATCOM METHODS

- Supersonic Downwash

Method 1

The downwash behind a straight-tapered wing for either subsonic or supersonic leading and trailing edges
* can be approximated by the theoretical method presented in Reference 11. The basic theory uses a system

of 20 swept unit horseshoe vortices placed along the load line of the wing (assumed to be the midchord line
in the Datcom). The vortices are then weighted by the span-load variation. The integrated contribution of
each bound and each trailing vortex is then determined as a function of the spatial coordinates and
presented in either table or chart form.

* For computing downwash in the plane of symmetry, tables have been prepared based on the downwash due
"to the system of swept unit horseshoe vortices.

For computing the spanwise variation of downwash, design charts have been prepared based on an
approximation of the downwash due to the system of swept unit horseshoe vortices. The swept lifting line
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has been approximated with semi-infinite unswept horseshoe vortices, Although this approximation does
not predict the exact magnitude of the spanwise variation in downwash, it has been applied in an effort to
simplify the final solution and to allow design charts to be presented in lieu of lengthy calculation tables.
By using this approach, the caLculated level of the spanwise downwash variation is adjusted, if necessary, to
the value at the plane of symmetry obtained using the tables.

This method is presented in the Datcom because of its wide range of applicability, even though the tables
and design charts of Reference II have not been reproduced. However, the basic equations are presented for
use in the event that the reference is not available to the user. The span loading of the particular wing being
considered must be known. At the present time this information must be obtained from sources other than

-.the Datcom, for instance Reference 12.

"The derivative - at a particular point (x, y, z) in the flow field not close to the trailing edge of the wing.8a

7.": is obtained by means of the equation

aae w 
4 .4 .1-p

For points on the plane of symmetry

r2 "Yi+ I r Yi- I o

-w = 2' F/ FwYi,°D + (0 Fw, 4.4.1-q
b/2 IV 10 b/2 W,

j=0

For points not on the plane of symmetry (spanwise downwash)

0 P - r i=n2r r
•Yi+ I -- I-y - I Yi + 1 - Yi IorW- F (YL +) 4.4.l-r-w = - b/2" Fw (Yi'j' L' b/2 w (Yi,0)

i=nI i=0

The functions Fw (1yi, 0l), Fw (Yi, 0 ), and Fw,o are presented in Reference 1 1 as Table II, Figure 6, andTable III, respectively, and are expressed mathematically by

-IYio1Xio + i (Z2 -Y ) + Al2 2 1yio1 XiX (Yiy. 12 + 2z2) + p1t 2Iyio i(Z2 + ;yi o12

S- Fw(Iyi I)=-

41r X I 2M2 (y 12 + Z2 ) [(YiXi. 2 + o22 + z2(X2 P2 m 2 1yoi12_ o2m2z2)r0i 0 102m2 0  y, + iono- oz)

4.4.1-s

X. - Y0 X 2z)
Fw (Yi,° = 4.4.1-t41r y/X - .2, -z2o (2_z2)o (y 2 + Z2)o

SO 
."0 

0 10

x
0Fw'o 4.4. 1-u "

ir x•x -
2m 2 2 [x2 + 2 (1 -

2 n2 )]
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Definitionsapplying to this method are given as follows (symbolism used for this method is identical with
that of Reference 11).

V.,= free-stream velocity.

a ; angle of attack in radians.

x,y,z = standard rectangular Cartesian coordinates with the origin at the. 50percent-chord point of
the root section.

Xi,yi standard rectangular Cartesian coordinates of the inboard corners of the horseshoe vortices.

mx

0 b/2

mx.
Xxi

i,O b/2 mX.

10 0 ,0 0 ± b/2

x =0

~ (~-2 for sv.vept lifting line)

y
b/2

.4 Yi

Y.

"".•Yio YO b/2

711 Yi~o= Yo - Yio b/2

z
z0 b!2

"4 i = variable index used in summation, designating a particular horseshoe vortex. Values of i from o
to nj are associated with negative values of yi and values from o to n2 with positive valuesof Yi.

Sm slope of lifting line (cotIA/, 2 1)
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nl,n 2  value of i at left- and right-hand wing tips of a swept wing, looking from trailing edge to
leading edge.

r = value of circulation at any spanwise station. If the load distribution is given in terms of the
section lift coefficient, the circulation is determined by the equation

Ify = 1/2clVc

where c is the local chord.

Io circulation at y, = 0

The suggested method of adjusting the calculated spanwise downwash given by Equation 4.4.1-r is to
translate the curve of calculated spanwise downwash so that the value at the plane of symmetry (yo = 0) is
made to coincide with that computed by using Equation 4.4. I-q. This approach is illustrated in the sample
problem on Page 4.4.1 -35.

For locations near the wing trailing edge, lifting-line theory does not give adequate answers and a more
precise determination must be made. An exact equation is given in Reference 13 for determining this value,
which involves the local angle of attack and the perturbation velocity at the trailing edge.

The effects of vortex-sheet displacement and distortion have not been included in this method, although

this effect may be approximated by the theory of Reference 14. (See Steps I and 2 of Method 2 that
follows.) The displacement of the vortex sheet at the center line is determined, and it is assumed that this
displacement is constant for all lateral stations. Therefore, the cffccts of vortex-sheet displacement and
distortion are approximated by calculating a new zo value to be used in this method. In using the design
charts associated with Method 2, it should be noted that the origin of the spatial coordinates is located at
the wing apex rather than at the 50-percent-chord point of the root section as for this method.

Method 2

Supersonic downwash for straight-tapered wings with supersonic leading edges (0 cot A,.,,, > 1) and
supersonic trailing edges (0 cot ATE > 1) may be computed by means of the charts presented in
Reference 14. (It should be noted that Figures 4.4.1-76a and -76d from Reference 14 have been expanded

somewhat, based on available test data. In addition, Figure 4.4.1-76e has been obtained seniiempirically by
using Figure 4.4.1-76d as a basis and should be applied with caution.) The charts, based on lifting-line
theory, are derived for flat-plate wings and include a correction for the displacement and distortion of the
trailing vortex sheet. The lifting line is assumed to be at A /2 for the rectangular and trapezoidal wings and
at A3c/4 for the triangular wings. Near the sonic-leading-edge condition, the lift of a finite-thickness wing is
significantly less than the values for flat-piate wings (see Section 4.1.3.2). The downwash gradient a/3'c
may be colTected to account for wing thickness eflfcts as i:1dicated in the procedure below. Table 4.4. I-F
presents a data summary and substantiation. The limited numbcr of test points presented precludes
substantiation of this method over other than very limited ranges of planform and flow parameters.

The derivative for wings with supersonic leading and trailing edges is obtained by the following

procedure:
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Step I. For the Mach number under consideration, the coordinates of the point where the
2x -. an 2 e s rezr m a

downwash is desired are reduced to the parameters Lx- and 2z measured from an
j1,b b' b

origin at the apex of the wing (x, y, and z are positive in the conventional sense and refer
to wind axes).

Step 2. The effects of displacement and distortion of the vortex sheet are accounted for by
determining the displacement of the sheet at the center line and assuming that this
displacement is constant for all lateral stations (see Refertnce 14). The vertical
displacement 2h/b of the vortex sheet at the center line is obtained from Figure4.4.1-74

2z
(derived from Reference 8). This value is added to the parameter -- from Step 1 to obtainb

the effective value of the height parameter relative to the displaced vortex. This effective

parameter is designated Zb)f

2x 2y 2 e at
Step 3. For the values of ,-, and -z-), the derivative is obtained from Figures

4.4.1-76a through 4.4.1-76e, depending upon the appropriate wing planform geometry. This
value is valid for finite-thickness wings except near the sonic-leading-edge condition, where
an additional correction is required.

Step 4. For near-sonic-leading-edge conditions, the value of obtained from Step 3 is multiplied

by the thickness correction factor from Figure4.1.3.2-60.

Step 5. For moderate angles of attack below wing stall, where the nonlinear lift becomes important,
the downwash gradient determined from Step 3 can be approximately corrected by the
equation

aota•' (CNa) 4.1.3.3 ( "() 4.4.1-v

act (CN -(44.1-
N )C1 4.1.3.2 step 3

where

(CNa )4.1.3.3 is the local normal-force-curve slope from Paragraph C of Section
4.1.3.3 for the angle of attack under consideration. It
is (CN C)4.1.3.2 corrected for thickness effects.

(CNaj) 4 .1.3.2 is the normal-force-curve slope at zero angle of attack from the
straight-tapered-wing method of Paragraph C of Section 4.1.3.2,
excluding the thickness correction factor of Figure4.1.3.2-60.

d )s. p is the downwash gradient from Step 3.
step 3
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Step 6. The average downwash over the span of a horizontal tail is obtained by computing the
"downwash at several spahwise locations and computing an average value.

Step 5 should be usAd with caution. Nonlinear lift (which is characteristic of low-aspect-ratio
configurations) is caused by strong vortices that generally move inboard with increasing angle of attack and
may have a spanwise spacing comparable to-that of the downstream surfaces.

For those configurations that do not satisfy the supersonic leading- and trailing-edge condition, an

approximation (used in Digital Datcom) for the downwash gradient may be obtained by using Equation

4.4. 1-k, i.e.,

1.62 CL
e = -(radians)

'_7 7TA

From this equation a relationship is obtained for e as a function of angle of attack. Plotting the curve

-- from this relationship enables the user to obtain a value for ae/3a at a specific angle of attack.

However, this approximation should be used with caution since it has not been substantiated in the

supersonic speed regime.

Method 3

For low-aspect-ratio or c6nard configurations the vortex pair from the forward surface interacts more

directly with the aft surface and the following method from Reference3 is applicable.

Step 1. The spatial position of the trailing vortices is first determined relative to the aft surface.

The lateral spacing is determined from Figure 4.4.1-80 as a function of the exposed

forward-surface planform geometry. This spacink is ilvariant with longitudinal distance
and angle of attack. The vertical position is determined by assuming that the vortex

springs from the trailing edge at the previously determined lateral position and trails in

the free-stream direction. The pertinent vertical dimension is the distance between the

quarter-chord point of the MAC of the aft surface and the vortex as determined above.

Step 2. The vortex interference factor Ivw,(w',) is obtained from Figures 4.3.1.3-7a through

4.3.1.3-72 as a function of the lateral and vertical vortex positions, determined in Step 1, and
the geometry of the aft panel. (The primed notation refers to the forward panel and the

* :. double-primed notation refers to the aft panel.)

Step 3. The vortex interference factor so determined is used in Sections 4.5.1.1 and 4.5.1.2 to
-. obtain the lift generated on the aft surface for complete wing-body-tail combinations.

"This method is similar to Method 3 for estimating subsenic downwash in paragraph A. The use of the
subsonic sample problem on Page 4.4.1-17 as a guide is essential in applying this method.
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Supersonic Dynamic-Pressure Ratio

The dynamic-pressure ratio at supersonic speeds is estimated separately for the nonviscous and viscous flow
regions. The nonviscous flow region is approximated by the flow emanating from the wing in the absence of
separation, and bound by shock or expansion waves. The viscous flow region is considered to be the viscous
wake behind a wing, with attached flow in the vicinity of the trailing edge.

Nonviscous Flow Field

The dynamic-pressure ratio in the nonviscous flow field of a wing is estimated by means of shock-expansion
theory. Application of this technique assumes that the flow field is two-dimensional. For a rectangular
wing, the region outside the influence of the tips is two-dimensional. Therefore, the method applied to
rectangular wings will, in general, predict the experimental trends and even the magnitude of the flow-field
quantities with fair accuracy, except in the region influenced by the tip or in the viscous wake. For some
rectangular wings of high effective aspect ratio (PA), the greater portion of the flow field can be predicted
reasonably well by shock-expansion theory.

Strictly speaking, this method can not be applied to sweptback wings, since the large portion of the flow
field of such wings will not be two-dimensional. However, the method might furnish a good approximation
to the dynamic-pressure-ratio variations, because the theory does account for the presence of shock and
expansion waves. In Reference 15 the method has been applied to a triangular wing with supersonic leading
edges, and the dynamic-pressure ratio was predicted fairly accurately except in the viscous flow region. No
comparison of calculated results with experimental data has been made for wings with subsonic leading
edges.

"The theory as applied herein allows calculation of the dynamic-pressure ratio on an arbitrarily selected
S survey plane located downstream from the wing. The geometric relationship between points on this plane

and points on the airfoil from which the disturbance originates is illustrated in Sketch (h). It is assumed that
disturbances emanating from a point on the wing (x '.- z 'plane)

zz

SKETCH (h)

proceed downstream at the theoretical Mach angle p for surfaces with an initial expansion angle, and at
the shock angle 0 for surfaces with an initial compression angle. It is further assumed that the
dynamic-pressure ratio at some point (x, y) on the survey plane is the same as that at the corresponding
"poin (x', y') on the airfoil surface.
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The basic approach is as follows:

1. For a given airfoil and flow condition determine the points (x, y) in the flow field at the survey
plane corresponding to the points (x', y') oa the airfoil from which the disturbance is assumed to
originate.

2. By using shock-expansio n,1theory, determine the dynamic-pressure ratio at point (x, y) in te flow
field - which is assumed to be the same as that at corresponding point (x', y').

In applying shock-expansion theory the flows on the upper and lower airfoil surfaces can be treated
separately. The type of flow (either expansion or compression) at a given point is governed by the sign of
the flow-deflection angle at that point.

If the flow-deflection angle is positive, the flow expands isentropicaliy and the character 5tics of the flow
are given by Prandtl-Meyer expansion relations. If the flow quantities are known at one point, the values at
any second point can be calculated by identifying the change in the flow angle between the two points.

SIf the flow-deflection angle is negative, the flow is compressed and the flow characteristics are given by
oblique-shock-wave relations. The Datcom presents a design chart showing the variation of shock angle with
flow-deflection angle for various upstream Mach numbers. In addition, since flow through weak shock
"waves is nearly isentropic, compressions through small angles may also be calculated by regarding them as
reversed Prandtl-Meyer expansions.

Although expansion and compression waves proceed at different angles and therefore interact, this
simplified method does in some cases give a good approximation of the dynamic-pressure ratio. The
accuracy of the method deteriorates as the wing thickness and/or distance of the survey plane aft of the
wing increase.

The following steps outline the procedure to be followed for determining the supersonic dynamic-pressure

ratio in the nonviscous flow field. The use of the sample problem on Page 4.4.1-41 as a guide is essential in
" '. applying this procedure.

"* Step 1. For a given airfoil and flow condition, determine the flow-deflection angles on the upper
and lower airfoil surfaces at the leading edge.

For an airfoil at a positive angle of attack the flow-deflection angle at the leading edge is
given by:

For the upper airfoil surface
a

*)6 = -' ipetL 
E i1pper Mp

For the lower airfoil surface

'"~C LE=-O- .Elower '

E - -a LElower

* where the 6 values are the flow-deflection angles and the 6 values are the slopes of the
airfoil surface with respect to the chord plane x'.

If 6 i.E is positive the surface has an initial expansion angle. If 6 jpE is negative the
surface has an initial compression angle.
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Step 2. Determine the points (x , z) in the flow field corresponding to the points (x', z') on the

airfoil from which the disturbance is assumed to have originated.

For surfaces with an initial expansion angle

-x' + x cos O - x sina

tan (Y' +*' 4.4.1-w
cos a

sin Ot ( -tan (u + (Y)

where

x' is an ar'bitrarily chosen point cn the airfoil chord plane, positive aft of the leading
ed ige.

x is the Jocation of the arbitrarily chosen suivey plane on the x-axis, positive aft of
the leading edge.

a is the angle of aitack in degrees.

I is the Mach ang!e, u = sin- I -.moo

i For surfaces with initial .)mpression angles

x sinoa-x + x cosa tan (0'- 0)Z= 4.4.'l -x
cosa

sin or +
tan (C - 0)

where x', x, and a are defined above and 0 is the shock-wave angle obtained as a function of
the free-stream Mach number and the flow-deflectoion angle from Figure 4.4.1-8 I.

* Equations 4.4.1-w and 4.,1.i-x are based on the assumption that the disturbance originates
from a point located on the airfoil chord. Therefore, z' = 0.

Step 3. Determine the dynamic-pressure ratio at point (x , z) - which is assumed to be the same as
that at corresponding point (x', z').

0 For expansion fields (positive flow-deflection angles) the procedure is as follows:

a. Using the Mach number u'pstream of a point Mn-., enter Figure 4.4.1-82 and
obtain v - I , the Prandtl-Meyer angle (angle through which the supersonic stream
is turned to expand fR-,n M = I to M > I ). n refers to an individual point.

q
b. Determine Am,, the change in flow-deflection angle between two points In

expanding from the free stream to a point downstream of the leading edge,
IU", = ce - 6 L E . On the airfoil sur.-ace A~n is simply the , hange in surface slope

between two points i.e.,Av, n - r6,.
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c. Determine the new Prandtl-Meyer angle at point n by =v, n + 6± ,

d. Enter Figure 4.4.1 -82 with Pn and read M,.

e. Using Mn (upstream Mach number) and Mn (Mach number at point in
question), enter Figure 4.4. 1-82 and read the ratio of dynamic pressure to total
pressure q.'pt at the respective Mach numbers. Then

q n ( q / P t l )r. Q 1 I. . -

q 00  (q/Pt)n1 qom

For compression fields (negative flow-deflection angles) the procedure is as follows:

The dynamic-pressure ratio followipn. an oblique shock is given by

q (I + 0.2 %n ),112
n 6 

4.4.1-z

n 1 (5 + % I sil'0)

where n refers to an individual point and

*Mn I is It c Mach number upstream of the sho% k.

0 h the shock-wavw; angile obtained A, A lu Lnct|i ' of the upstrtea1n Mach
number Mn i and the flow-dellect.ion angle 6 ';it the point in queStion.

The Mach number behind !n oblique shock i., giv, n by

%in 7 M 2 S I 2 0 - I ]s l ( 0 + 5, 4 .4 . 1 -a a

4471-34 sin 2 0 I sin (0 +
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0

where M- 1, 0, and 0 are defined under Equation 4.4. 1-z.

At the airfoil trailing edge the flow over both the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil
returns to nearly free-stream flow. If the Mach number at the trailing edge is greater than
the free-stream Mach number, the flow is compressed through a snock wave OT E
corresponding to the Mach number at the trailing edge, and the flow-deflection angle
6' = --a+ &r E- If the Mach number at the trailing edge is less than the free-stream Mach
number, the flow is expanded through the angle AJr E = a + &r E-

This procedure is best applied by starting with the leading edge. The sample problem on Page 4.4.1-41

illustrates the procedure.

Viscous Flow Field

No known method exists in the literattre for estimating the dynamic-pressure ratio in the viscous wake of a
0wing at supersonic speeds. Because of the simi!-rity of this part of the flow field to the corresponding

viscous wake at subsonic speeds, it is recommended that the method presented for determining the subsonic
dynanic-pressure ratio in Paragraph A be applied at supersonic Mach numbers. In using this method the
appropriate value of CD 0 must be obtained from Paragraph C of Section 4.1.5.1.

It should be noted that the x.. and z-distances used in this method are measured from different origins from
those used in the method for the nonviscous flow field. In this method x is measured from the wing-root
trailing edge and z is measured from the wake center line.

Mach Number Effects

No explicit method is presented in the Datcom for determining the Mach number field about an airfoil.
However Reference 16 explains and illustrates a calculation process. Compressibility tables such as those of
Reference 17 can be of great help in estimating compressible-flow properties

Sample Problems

1I. Supersonic Downwash (Method I)

Given:

The sample problem presented in Reference I I. The calculation procedure is illustrated by showing
calculations for one Mach numbe; and two points in the flow field, one in the plane of
symmetry (y, = 0) and one outside the plane of symmetry at y, = 0. 15. Thc points for which the
downwash calculations are given are both located at longitudinal position x. - 2.2 and verticdl
position z,, 0.
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A =3.5 7 0 .565LIFTING LIE•L

ALE =38.80 A 12  A lijfting 330
line

mo cot ALE = 1.244

m = cot At/2  1.54

-- b/2- M = 1.64; 1 = .30

The following span-load distribution from Reference 12 at a constant angle of attack as f(A, ?, M,
ALE).

1.0.

.8-

r .6 '-

r

Voa b/2
.4

.2-

0 1 2 .13 . . 6 .7 . .9 1.0

y
b/2

Compate: Plane of Symmetry

Determine the downwash gradient in the plane of symmetry (yo 0) at Z= 0, x0  2.2.

r•i + I - Yi - 1i0

-w = 2 b" Fw ( l)b Ff (Equation4.4.1-q)
i-o (see calculation table below)
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Solution: Plane of Symmetry

&- w
- (Equatior 4.4. l-p)

0, 02 C3) 04 05
ryi

yi,o Vab/2 I'I - Y-t F,. (Jyt.-j) Fw.o0

Spanwise Circulation Vab (2 From Equation From Equation - =
location of strength at Incremental 4.4.1.$ or 4.4.1-uaor

trailing Y.,o circulation Table II of Table IIl of 22(D +
vortices (given) strength Reference 11 ( X G• Reference I 2 Vab/2

0 0.868 0 ........ 0.144686 -0.11184

0.05 0.890 0.043 -1.553695 -0.0668089

0.10 0.911 0.034 -- 0.7561.50 -0.0257091

0.15 0.924 0.02.3 -0.489023 -0.0112475

0.20 0.934 0.018 -0.354408 -0.0063793

0.25 0.942 0.020 -0.272706 -0.0054541

0.30 0.954 0.018 -0.217364 -- 0.0039126

0.35 0.960 0.012 -0.176978 -0.00212.37

0' 0.40 0.966 0.010 -0.145812 -0.0014581

0.45 0.970 0.003 -0.120639 -0.0003619

0.0 0.969 -0.002 -0.099455 +0.0001989

0.55 0.968 -0.012 -0.080M2 0.0009706

0.60 0.957 -0.018 -0.063801 0.0011484

0.65 0.950 -0.020 -0.046973 0.0009395

0.70 0.937 -0.048 -0.027827 0.0013357

0.75 0.902 -0.075 0 0

0.80 0.862 -0.102 0 0

0.85 0.800 -0.179 0 0

0.90 0.682 -0.345 0 0

0.95 0.455 -0.683 0 0

1.00 0 -0.45S 0 0

SZ - - 0.11M8621

Compute: Outside the Plane of Symmetry

Determine the downwash gradient outside the plane of symmetry at y. 0.15, zo 0, x0) 2.2

o r'Yi+l r Yi -- 1 Y" -+ rYi- I
E= - b12 Fý (Y",) +LE b/2 Fw (Yt) (Equation4. 4 .lr)

i1n- (see calculation table below)
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S Solution: Outside the Plane of Symmetry

act - WC (Equation 4.4.l1-p)

0ý

IID

(D 
ýt '0 -'0 -

E0 Ci x- -1 0, r-. 1 o

C; 0 In r- 0 Il c '

- 0 '

0( C00 0 Q :1 C; 0

0-I

E cc- r- ' C ' - 'D 1<2 I I

I -+

Qx - c f C cN In !,4 In t-- -4 ~ I n' 0 cA -C CC

C- Cc 11 0 l OR c i C

6 c6 o 06 c6 6 6~ co o o

I n I > n I c In I

G0 0, c8 6-- .- C5 60- ~ 'I i -

441380 0 0 0 ~-0 c
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Additional results are presented in Reference 11 for the variation of ae/aca in the plane of symmetry with
Mach number and longitudinal position. These results are shown in Sketch(i).

SKETCH (i) 0 Exact value at trailing edge
(Calculated with the exact

.3- expression for trailing-edge
downwash from Ret; 12.)

-- Extrapolated curve
.2- -•Method 1 results

0-

.12

0 1 2 3 4

"The inaccuracies in Method 1 near the trailing edge are not too apparent except for the M = 2.19 curve.

As was pointed out previous?/ (Page 4.4.1-28), these inaccuracies may be minimized by determining the

exact value at the trniling edge.

Additional results from Reference 11 for the spanwiso variation of downwash are shown in Sketch j). The

spanwise variation of downwash at x0 = 2.2 and z0 = 0, calculated by Equation 4.4.1 -r, is shown by the

solid curve. This curve is then translated so that the value at Yo = 0 coincides with that calculated using
Equation 4.4.1-q. The translated values shown by the dashed curve agree reasonably well with values

calculated by the more exact method, which uses the swept vortex equation of ReferenceI 1.
.4 -- Translated values -

o Calculated using swept vortex 7
equation of Ref. I1 001,

. -

0 .2 .3 .4 .5

- - Calculated (Eq. 4,4.1-r)
/ Sample problem calculation

(Fq.4.4.1-q at y. =0, z 0, x 2.2)
-. 2 - A Sample problem calculation

(Eq. 4.4.Y-r at Y= 0.15, z. 0, x, 212)

SKETCH (j)
4.4.1-39
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2. Supersonic Downwash (Method 2)

Given: A rectangular wing.

Wing Characteristics:

A =2.31 b =10.0ft N = 1.0 c 4.3 3 ft

Coordinates of Quarter-Chord of Tail MAC:

x = 15.0ft y = 1.50ft z = 1.0 ft

Additional Characteristics:

M 2.0;f= 1.732 = 40 = 0.07 rad

QUARTER-CHORD OF THE
"HORIZONTAL-TAIL MAC TAIL

y

* -VOAR fsyE.rV

"WING-CHORD PLANE . -

*' Compute:

2x (2) (15)
" -- -=1.73
-hb (1.732) (10)

2y (2) (1.5)
b 10

2z (2) (1)- - - = 0.20
b 10

, P]A (1.732) (2.31) = 4.0

2h
0.64 (Figure 4.4.1-74d)
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(Z!).ff R- (O i

= 0.20 + (0.64) (0.07) (1.732)

= 0.28

Solution:

M is obtained from Figure 4.4.1-76 as f [A, (, 3]act 4. -6asfO z b'

ac= 0.270

3. Supersonic Dynamic-Pressure Ratio

Given: The rectangular wing of Reference I5

Wing Characteristics:

.A = 2.0 bw 8.0 in. c, = 4.0 in.

Ac/4  0 Sw =Srf 32.0 in.

Additional Characteristics:

Mo. = 2.46; 0 2.25 R, 1.04 x 106 (based on e)

Smooth surface (assume k = 0) Survey plane at x 6.4 in.

4 = 60 CL = 0.159 (test value)

"Symmetrical airfoil with following characteristics:

x' urface slope)

Point (in.) (dog)

I (LE) 0 5,1

2 0.80 3.4 *
3 1.60 1.0

4 2.40 -0.5

5 .. 3.20 -1.7

6 (TE) 4.00 -2.6
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z

V00 0

x

AXCHOS ORIGI

Outside Wake Portion (nonviscous nlow field)

Compute:

Determine, tile flow-deflection angles at the leading edge.

* Upper surface

3 LE a ~E =60-5.10 0.9' (expansion)upper

Lower surface

'6 E - LE ' ~ 6 0 5.103 ~1. (compression)

*Determine the values of z on the Survey plane (located at x = 6.4 in. from the airfoil leading edge)corresponding to x' values of 0, 0.8, 1.6, 2.4, 3,2, and 4.0 (points 1 -6).

* Upper surface (initial expansion angle)

- In'.- sin--i 240
* .j 2 .4 6

--X+ x Cos C x sinl a
tan ( a

sin a +
tan (pu +Ca)
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-x'+ (6.4) cos 60 (6.4) sin 60(0.9945) (6.4) (0.1045)
tan (240 + 60) -x' 6.4 0.5774

si 0+ cos 60 0.9945" sin 6o + 0. 1045 +
tan (240 + 60) 0.5774

0.5473 x'+ 2.85

z
x z

(in.) (in.)

LE 0 2.860 0.713

0.8 2.412 0.603

1.6 1.974 0.494

2.4 1.536 0.384

3.2 1.098 0.275

TE 4.0 0.660 0.165

Lower surface (initial compression angle)

0 = 33.50 (Figure4.4.1-81 at Mo 2.46 and ' -11. .1)

x sin aI.-x'+ x cosa ____

. ~~~~tan (a - 0) t~ Lru'o

ta 0 (Equation 4.4. 1-x)
cos CI

sin ot + tan (at- 0)

(6.4) sin 6( (6.4) (0.1045)
-x'+ (6.4) cos 60 - +(6) (6.4) (0.9945) -

______tan (60 -- 33.50) -0.5206
"cos 60 0.9945

sin 60 + 0.1045 +
tan (60 - 33.50) -0.5206

= 0.554 x'- 4.236

x I
0 (in.) (in.) bW'I2

LE 0 -4,236 -1.059

0.8 -3.793 -0.948

1.6 -3.350 -0.838

2.4 -2.906 -0.727

3.2 -2.463 -0.616

TE 4.0 -2.020 -0.505
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Detennine q/qoo at points (x,z) on the survey plane corresponding to points (x,z') on the airfoil.

Upper surface

Point I (x' 0)

M = 2.46

AP - 61 = 60 -5.I10 0.90 (expansion)

P = 38.20 (Figure4.4.1-82 at Moo)

vI= v""+ AV, 38.20 + 0.90 39.10

M1 = 2.50 (Figure4.4.1-82 at P,

(q/ f) = 0.264 (Figure4.4.l-82 at M11)

(q/pt) = 0.256 (Figure 4.4.1 -82 at M1 )

q, /qOO (qpt), /(qp-) - 0.256/0.264 = 0.970

Point 2 (x' = 0.8 in.)

0 o 0AV2 1 -2= 5.1 3.e4= 1.7 (expansion)

V2 =I +AV 2 = 39.1o+ 1.70 40.80

M2 = 2.57 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at v2 )

( /t) 0.243 (Figure4.4.1-82 at M2 )

qn (q/Pt)n q-

o• (q/pt)_1  q- (Equation 4.4.1-y)

q2 (q/Pt)2 ql 0.243

Sq- (q/pt)1  q-, 0.256(0.970) 0.921
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Point 3 (x' 1.6 in.)

A P3 62- 53 = 340 - 1.00 = 2.40 (expansion)
5u3 = 2 +Av)3 = 40.80 + 2.40 = 43.20

M3 = 2.68 (Figure4.4.1-82 at P3)

(qIpt) 3 0.223 (Figure4.4.1-82 at M3)

q00 (q/P)3 q2  0223 (0.921) 0.845 (Equation 4.4. l-y)q'• (q/Pt)2 q0-0 ' 0.24"--'

Point 4 (x' = 2.4 in.)

4AV4 = 63 84 = 1.00- (-0.5°) = 1.50 (expansion)

V4 = P3 +A54 = 43.20 + 1.50 44.70

M4 2.75 (Figure4.4.1-82 at v4 )

(q/p) = 0.211 (Figure4.4.1-82 at M4 )

q4 (qPt)4 q3 _0.211

q4. (q/Pt) 3  q3o 0.211 (0.845) 0.800 (Equation 4.4.1-y)

Point 5 (x' = 3.2 in.)

AV5  4 85 =-0.50 - (-1.70) 1.20 (expansion)

P= 4 + 4v5 44.70 + 1.20 = 45.90

M5 = 2.81 (Figure4.4.1-82 at P5)

(q/Pt)5 = 0.201 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at Ms)

q5 (q/P5)sq 0.201-q - -qI) q-= .- " (0.800)= 0.762 (Equation 4 .4 .1-y)4q / P t 4 q4 
4 0 .2 1 1
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Point 6 (x' 4.0 in.)

AP 85 5 36 =-1.70- (-2.60) = 0.9" (expansion)

v 6 = + AV 6 45.90+ 0.90 = 46.80

M6 = 2.85 (Figure4.4.1-82 at P.)

0.194 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at M6 )

q 6  (qI P) 6  qS 0.194
q6 (/Pt)6 q .194 (0.762) 0.735 (Equation 4.4.1-y)qw q/t q-0 0 .20 1

Return to free-stream flow at TE (x 4.0 in,)

Since M6 > Moo, the flow is compressed by turning through an oblique shock at the
upper surface trailing edge.

= 6 TI. -60 + (-2.6o) =-8.60

9 27.20 (Figure4.4.1-81 at M6  2.85 and 6' = -8.60)

0+8 = 27.20 - 8.60 18.60

n 11/
Mn .... . . . (Equation 4.4. 1-aa)

S M sMi2 sin2 0 _1 sin (0 +6')

7 (sin2 0 - 1 +si (0 + 6')

(2.85)2 (sin 2 27.20) +- i 186
7(2.85 )2 (sin12 27.20) 1 si ISb ) 24

1 ., 7/2

q qn 60 (n + _"2Mn)-I )
' I (5 (Equation 4.4, 1-z)

q n-4 2- 4 .12(nI 5 + Mn~ sin2
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7  = 60 16 + 0.2(2.85)2 /2

q6  M (5 + M sin 2 0)S/2 (2.85)2 5 + (2.8S)2 (sin2 27.2)J";

:,- -60 29.28
- 6 1.86

(2.85)2 116.0

q' q7 q 7 q 6-- = - - (1.86) (0.735) = 1.367
q00 q6 q.

Lower surface

Point I (x' - 0)

AP = S, 6;LE 61) 5.1 = 11.10 (compression)

0 = 33.50 (Figure4.4.1-81 at M, = 2.46 and. 6' -11.10)

60.-- n (1 + 0.2 Mn2) 7 1 2  (Equation 4.4.1 -z)

q~~1 M
2 ~(s +M2 sin2

"ql 60 ( + 0.2 M. 60 It + 0.2(2.46)2

:-: qo M, (5+ M2 sin2 0)512 (2.46)2 15 + (2.46)2 (sin 2 3350)15/2

.. 60 16.06- - 1.300
"(2.46)2 122.5

?•., [1/2

Mn = n-- n (Equation 4 .4 .1-aa)
-7M2_ sin 2 0 sin (0 + 8')

F !. sin 2 0 + 5 /
M1 0[7 M2 sin 2 0- 1 sin (0 + 8')

[ (2.46)2 (sin 2 33.50) + 5 1/2 1

4 7(2.46)2 (sin 2 33.5°) - 1j sin [33.50 + (-11.10)A

= (0.758)(2.621) = 1.987

P "-26.00 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at 1 )
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(q/pt) 2 0.360 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at M1 )

Point 2 (x' =0.8 in.)

P2 = 1 - 2 = 5.1 - 3.4 = 1.70 (expansion)

P2 = p1 tAp2 = 26.00+1.70 = 27.70

M2= 2.05 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at v2 )

(q/Pt 0.348 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at M2 )

q2 q 2 q 0.348
__P) q - 013.3 (1.300) 1.256 (Equation 4.4.l-y)

qO (qipt)2 qc* 0.348

Point 3 (x' = 2.4in.)

Av3 = 2- 53 = 3410 - 1.00 = 2.40 (expansion)

1 P I = v3 +•AP = 27.7102.40 = 30.60

M3 2.14 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at v4 )

(q/Pt) 3 = 0.329 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at M3)

q3 (q/pt)3 q2 0.329
qP -q -.34 (1.256) = 1.187 (Equation 4.4.1-y)

qm, (q/p q00  0.329

Point 4 (x' 2.4 in.)

•164 "6 3- 64 1"00 -- (-0-05o): I"50 (expansion)

P4 V 3 + AP4 =30.10o+1.50 31.60

M4 =2.20 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at P'4)

(q/Pt)4 0.317 (Figure 4.4.1..82 at M4)

q4 (q/ Pt)4 q3 0.317

-
E uain4..I-

S(q/- 3 q00 .329 (1.187) 1.141 (E. -y
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Point 5(x' = 3.2 in.)

AV 5 64- 55-0"50 - (-1.7)0 = 1.20 (expansion)

"5= P4 +Av 5 = 31.60+ 1.20 32.80

M5 = 2.24 (Figure 4.4. 1-82 at P5

(q/pt)= 0.308 (Figure 4.4. 1-82at M5 )

-- q5 (q/Pt)5 °q4 0.308q--• 4 (1/ - 0.308(1.141) = 1.109 (Equation 4.4.1-y)

q0 (q/p) 4 q- 0.31i7

Point 6 (x' = 4.0 In.)

AP6= 65 6 - 1.70 -(-2.6)o = 0.90 (expansion)

V6 = V +A6 = 32.80 + 0.90 = 33.70

M6= 2.28 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at v6 )

0.300 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at M(q/p) M6)

6 _ (q/Pt )6 q, 0.300
-= 0"308 (1.109) 1.080 (Equation4.4.1-y)

q~ /pk qQ00  .0

Retur-i to fme-,team flow at TE (x = 4.0 in.)

Since 1.16 < Mo,, the flow is expanded at the lower surface trailing edge

AV7 =A, = at+5TE 60+(-2.60) 3.40

P7  V6 +AP 7 = 33.70+3.40 = 37.10

M= 2.41 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at v7 )

(q/Pt) 7  0.274 (Figure 4.4.1-82 at M7 )

q7  q/PtJ7 q6 0.274
_'_-_'_ __ - (1,080) 0.986 (Equation 4.4.1-y)"q. (q/pt) 6 q., 0.300
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The results for q/q00 calculated above for the nonviscous flow field are compared with test data in Figure
4.4.1-83. A summary of the above calculations is presented in the following table.

® ® @_, 0

"Ii
•u (,q/pt)

I n

x 2 6 -z ® + M P (/P)n-1 q
Surface Point (in.) b%/2 (dog) (dog) (dog) (Fig 4.4.1-82) 0 94.4.1.821 ®/®n-1 n @ n-1

Upper 00 0 0.713 38.2 2.46 0.264 1.0
1(LEJ 0 0.713 5.1 0.9 39.1 2.50 0.256 0.970 0.970
2 0.8 0.603 3.4 1.7 40.8 2.57 0.243 0,949 0.921
3 1.6 0.494 1.0 2.4 43.2 2.68 0.223 0.918 0.845

4 .4 0.84 -05 1.5 44.7 2.75 0.21 0946 0.800
5 3.2 0.275 -1.7 1.2 45.9 2.81 0.201 0.953 0.762

6(TE) 4.0 0.165 -2.6 0.9 46.8 2.85 0.194 0.965 0.735
7 4.0 0.165 -8.6 2.46 1.367

Lower 00 0 -1.059 2.46 1.0
1 (LEI 0 -1.059 5.1 26.0 1.987 0.360 1.300
2 0.8 -0.948 3.4 1.7 27.7 2.95 0.348 0.966 1.256
3 1.6 -0.838 1.0 2.4 JO.1 2.14 0.329 0.946 1.187

4 2.4 -0.727 -0.5 1.5 31.6 2.20 0.317 0.963 1.141
5 3.2 -0.616 -1.7 1.2 32.8 2.24 0.308 0.972 1.109

6(TE) 4.0 -0.505 -2.6 0.9 33.7 2.28 0.300 0.974 1.080
7 4.0 -0.505 3.4 37.1 2.41 0.274 0.913 0.986

Inside-Wake Portion (viscous flow field)

Compute:

Determine the half-width of the viscous wake at the survey plane.

Skin-friction drag coefficient

f /k -o;read Cf at give R, i

Cf =0.00305 (Figure4.1.5.l-26)

Wave-drag coefficient

1 cot AL~bw 2.25 cot (0) > 1; leading edge is supcrsonic

K 16/3 (Fable, Page4.1.5.1-16)

C K = -- ) Sbw (Equation 4.1.5. 1-k)
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16 (0.05)2 '= 0.00593
-- 3(2.25) 32.0

Zero-lift drag coefficient

C D= C Df+ C (Equation 4.1.5.1-h)

= 0.00305 + 0.00593

= 0.00898

x 6.4 - 4.0x 44.0 = 0.60 (x -measured from wing-root-chord trailing edge)

c4.0

- 0.68 CD + 0.15) (Equation 4.4. 1-j)

= 0.68 \/0.00898 (0.60 + 0.15)

=0.0558

•"-"zw = (0.0558) ( ) = (0.0558) (4) = 0.223 in.'

Determine the downwash in the plane of symmetry at the vortex sheet (wake center line).

1.6 2 CL
E = (Equation 4.4.1-k)

7rA

(1.62) (0.159)

.7r 2. 0

=0.041 rad -2.35 deg

Calculate the vertical location, measured from the x-axis, of the intersection of the wake center line
and the survey plane.

Distance of origin 0 below x-axis = -[4 since + (6.4 - 3.97) sine] = - 0.518 in. In determin-
ing the dynamic-pressure ratio in the viscous region, this location is taken as the origin of the
vertical distance from the wake center line to the points of interest on the survey plane.
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,(-SURVEY PLANE
..... i n . f ; 0 .5 1 8 in . '

:F 4. in.
I---3.97 in.---p-

CENTER LINE

The points in the viscous wake at which the dynamic-pressure ratios are to be calculated are arbitrarily
selected. For this example the following points are selected:

z 0 wake center line

z = ±0.08 within the wake

"z ±0.16 within the wake

z = ±0,223 at the edges of the wake

Determine the dynamic-pressure-loss ratio at the wake center.

2.42 (CD0)1/2

0 (Equation 4.4.1-m)
•," " + 0.30

c

(2.42) (0.00898)1/2"¢0 = =0.255
0.60 + 0.30

Determine the dynamic-pressure-loss ratio for points not on the wake center line.
:)i ~Aq (Aq ( z•

C = 1 cos2 (Equation 4.4.1-n)

" .= 0.255 cos2  (see calculation table below)

Solution: Viscous flow field

q .5- qq (Equation 4.4.1-o) (see calculation table below)
q00 q
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0 1 0
z IT Z

S z 2 z Aq/q qI%0

(measured from (Eq. 4.4.1-n) (Eq. 4.4.1 -o)

oii0)0/0.223 (red) 0.265 cos(N 1.0

-0.223 -1.0 -ir/2 0 1.00

-0.160 - 0.717 -1.127 0.047 0.953

- 0.080 - 0.3159 -0.564 0.182 0.818

0 0 0 0.255 0.745

0.000 0.359 0.564 0.182 0.818

0.160 0.717 1.127 0.047 0.953

The calculaedrsut for both th ovsosand vicu lwfields aecompared with test dt nFgr

441-83. The results are plotted as a function of - , where z is measured from the x-axis. The wake

center is at -0.51 = -0. 1295. b/
b., /2i 4.0
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TABLE 4.4.1-A

SUBSONIC DOWNWASH GRADIENT BEHIND STRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS

METHOD 1

DATA JMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

lArI
-( I - 2~ 2h Average

A/4 bH H H Cnlc. /a lat Error
Ref. A x (deg) "b -b b (0 ' 0) Test (deg)

18 4.00 1.00 40.0 0.50 1.00 0.18 0.518 0.400 0.8

I11 1.60 0.491 0.335 0.6
2.50 1.00 40.0 0.80 1.60 0.29 0.619 0.520 1,0

2.40 0.600 0,465 1.0

0.50 1.50 0.00 0.440 1.8

S003 0.720 0.510 1.0

2.30 0.29 0.583 0.360 2.1

0.03 0.695 0.400 0.8

3.00 1.625 37.5 0.50 1.36 0.43 0.465 0.300 0.9

0.21 0.550 0.400 0,6

0.03 0.620 0,420 0.7

1 0.43 0.451 0.270 0,7

0.22 0.528 0.320 1.1

- 0.04 0.596 0,400 0.3

19 2.00 56.5 0,378 1.64 0 0.730 0.710 1.0

• I 1.96 0.686 0.660 0.5

2.28 0,658 0.630 0.7

20 2.31 52.4 0.316 1.73 0.870 0.363 0.3,30 0.6

0.290 0.586 0.570 0.1

44 4 4 -0.060 0.657 0.720 0.6

21 2.88 0625 500 0.48 1,229 0.604 0.446 0.390 G..7

II10.196 0,554 0.500 0.8

, 4 -0.074 0.588 0,500 4.3

22 8.0 0.45 45.0 0.282 0.785 --0.060 0.317 0.375 1.3

IIIf0.140 0.310 0.310 2.4
* $ 4 0.300 0.284 0.238 1.9

23 4.00 0.625 3.4 0,50 1.66 -0,177 0.472 0,390 2.5

0.177 0.558 0.490 2.1

0.400 0.472 0.380 1.0

24 2.50 0.625 5,3 0.50 1.63 -0.177 0.839 0.600 3.9

0.177 0.831 0.600 2.2

0.400 0.646 0.550 1.0

I 2.44 0.177 0.730 0.600 0.8

4I * 0.400 0.620 0.440 2.7
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TABLE 4.4.1-A (CONTD)

A b 2Q 2h a~oa Average
c/4 H H H Calc. Wiaa Error

Ref. A x (dog) b b b (a = 0) Test (dog)

25 2.30 0.25 
3 6 .8 0.35 1.37 0 0.800 0.770 0.3

J0.223 0.720 0.645 0.4

0.450 0.614 0.500 0.5

3.00 0.14 36.8 0.30 1.17 0.200 0.663 0.615 0.3

I 0.78 0.388 0.840 0.560 1.2

, 0.200 0.786 0.6w0 0.7

26 8.00 0.45 45.0 0.28 0.767 0.300 0.285 0.310 2.1

0.140 0.308 0.285 4.3

4 4 , -0.050 0.516 0.320 1.7

27 2.84 0.616 50.0 0.48 1.229 0.442 0.453 0.380 1.9

I4 1 0.136 0.570 0.500 2.1

SI•, -0.1 ,32 0.580 0.500 3.1

28 4.00 0.625 40.0 0.40 1.018 -0.060 0.520 0.500 3.8

II 0.160 0.525 0.5CO 3.7

- 0.420 0.443 0.1.10 4:0

2 94 0.625 40.0 0.40 1.033 -0.011 0.512 0.475 1.7

0.211 0.560 0.400 2.0

0.339 0.525 0.410 2.2

30 4.00 0 36.9 0.52 1.275 0 0.640 0.560 0.3

I 0.360 0.551 0.430 1.3
31 2.00 0.33 36.9 0.78 1.95 0 1.034 0.760 1.4

1 1 1 1 0.67 1 0.537 0.727 0.510 0.5

32 2.00 0 56.3 0.74 1.80 0 0.870 0.660 0.7

0.63 0.254 0.635 0.660 0.7

0.506 0.500 0.500 0.7

33 5.10 0.383 45.0 0.366 0.928 0.382 0.379 0.331 0.2

S1 1 1 -0.053 0.455 0.437 2.8

6.00 0.313 0.328 0.800 0.343 0.353 0.312 0.7

, 1 -0.048 0.355 0.410 1.6

Average IAI 1.45
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TABLE 4.4.1,8

SUBSONIC DOWNWASH GRA.IENT BEHIND STRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS
METHOD 2

DATA 4MARY oND SUBSTANTIATION

bH 2 2h 1  eR f AAc/4 ... .a-•- )•/)(vPrent

Ref. A (deg) b |) Cblc,. Test E rror

18 4.00 1.00 40.0 0.50 1.00 0.18 0.386 O,0- 3.5-

S1 1.50 I 0.326 0.335 -- 2,7

2.50 1,00 40.0 0.80 1.30 0.29 0.439 0.520 -15,6

2.40 0.377 0.,465 -18,9

0.50 1.50 0,451 0.440 2.5

0.03 0.537 0.510 5.3

2.30 0.29 0,382 U.360 6.1

0.03 0,441 0.400 12.8

9 3.00 1,625 37.5 0.50 1.36 0.43 0,263 0.300 -12,3

0.21 0.338 0.400 15.5

10.03 0.377 0,420 -10,2

1,9) 0.43 0,229 0.270 -15.2

II0.22 0,266 0.320 -16.9
0.04 0.297 0.400 -25.8

419 2.00 0 56.5 0.378 1.64 0 0.790 0,710 11,3

1.96 0.737 0.660 11.7

2,28 0.693 0.630 10.0

20 2.31 0 52.4 0.316 1.73 0.870 0.377 0.330 12.5

0.I 90 0.695 0.57: 4A- 0.060 0.702 0.120 -2.5

21 2,88 0.625 50.0 0.48 1.229 0.504 0.400 0 390 2.6

SI I 0.196 0.497 0500 -oU.6

--0.074 0.539 0.500 7.8

8,0 1 0.45 45.0 0.282 0.785 -0.060 0.324 0.375 -,13.6

II I0.140 0.310 0.310 0

0.300 0.275 0.238 15.5

23 4.00 0i625 3.4 0.50 1.66 -0.177 0.446 0.390 14,3

II I !0,177 0.446 0.490 -- 9.0

0.400 0.382 0.380 0.5

1424 2.50 0.625 11.3 0.50 1,3-.0.177 0.664 0.600 10.7
1 0.177 0.664 0.600 10.7

0.400 0.666 0.550 2.9

2,44 0.177 0,559 0,600 -- 6.8

__ __ __ __ .. 0.482 0,44Q 0.5
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TABLE 4 .4 . 1L-B (CONTDI

bH 2fH 2h He

- ,- AC/4 Te- Perceror

Ref. A x (deg) b b b Calc. Too Error

25 2.30 0.25 36.8 0.35 1.37 0 0.875 0,770 13.0

0.223 0.764 0.645 18.4

, i0.450 0.648 0.W0 29.6
3.00 0.14 36.8 0.30 1.17 0.200 0.693 0.615 12.7

I 0.78 0.388 0.710 0.560 26.8
* 0.200 0.813 0.660 23.2

26 8.00 0.45 45.0 0.28 0.767 0.300 0.280 0.310 - 9.7

0.140 0.313 0.285 9.8

-0.060 0.329 0.320 2.8

27 2.84 0.616 50.0 0.48 1.229 0.442 0.417 0.380 9.7
S0.136 0.515 0.500 3.0

S-0.132 0,515 0.500 3.0

28 4.00 0.625 40.0 0.40 1.018 -0.060 0.497 0.500 0.6

O .160 0.470 0.500 -6.0

° 0.420 0.389 0.410 _5.1
0 29 3.94 0.625 40.0 0.40 1.033 -0.011 0.526 0.475 10.7

I I II0.211 0.463 0.400 15.8

• , 0.339 0.429 0.410 4.6

30 4.00 0 36.9 0.52 1.275 0 0.622 0.560 11.1

I 0.30 0.488 0.430 13.5

31 2.00 0.33 36.9 0.78 1.95 0 0.804 0.760 5.8

0.67 0.537 0.559 0.610 9.6

32 200 56.3 0.74 1.80 0 0.764 0.660 13.0

0.63 0.254 0.648 0.660 -1.8

A 0.506 0.539 0.500 7.13

33 5.10 0.383 45.0 0.366 0.928 0.382 0.335 0.331 7.3

-0.053 0.439 0.437 0.5

6.00 0.313 0.328 0.800 0.343 0.346 0.312 10.9

-0.048 0.417 0.410 1.7

Average Error = = 9.7%
n
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TABLE 4.4,1- U
SUBSONIC CHANGE IN DOWNWASH ANGLE DUE TO SLOTTED-FLAP DEFLECTION

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

f. A Ac/4 hH f
Ref. A /4 bf/b f Afc tet e~t c(dog) b/2 -CL (deg) Aca Ac. test A test A-Eac.

31 2.0 36.9 0.809 0 0.57 40 9.93 8.8 -1.13

2.0 45.0 0.778 0 0.55 40 9.97 8.7 -1.27

33 5.1 45.4 0.288 0.382 0.44 40 3.55 2.5 -1.05

5.1 45.4 0.288 -0.053 0.42 40 9.49 6.5 -3.0

6.0 45.4 0.35 0.343 0.55 40 3.30 3.3 0

6.0 45.4 0.35 -0.048 0.57 40 8.88 5.5 -3.38

34 4.0 36.9 0.539 0 0.61 40 7.98 8.4 0.42

Unpub. data 6.8 35.0 0.524 0.0862 1.01 50 6.22 3.6 -2.62

6.8 35.0 0.524 0.0862 0.63 25 3.88 2.3 -1.58

8.5 24.0 0,547 0.466 1.23 50 2.80 2.; I

8.7 24.5 0.522 0.4A1 1.08 50 2.59 3.3 0.?1

7.0 30.6 0.475 0.093 0.84 50 5,46 5.3 -",.16

7.5 30.6 0.456 0.089 0.84 50 5,34 6.0 0.66

7.8 -0.5 0.467 0.071 0.96 40 6.06 4.9 -1.16

6.2 2.7 0.403 0.157 0.67 40 4.88 5.1 0.22

9.4 2.0 0.503 0.085 0.62 30 2.89 2.9 0.01

9.4 2.0 0.503 0.088 1.16 50 5.35 4.9 -0.45

12.1 -0.6 0.517 0.033 0.73 25 2.88 3.2 0.32

12.1 -0.6 0.517 0.033 1.50 50 5.92 6.3 0.38

6.25 2.0 0.529 0.28 0.39 20 1.66 2.2 0.54

6.25 2.0 0.529 0.28 0.71 40 3.03 4.0 0.97

4..16
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"TABLE 4.4.1-D

"SUBSONIC CHANGE IN DOWNWASH ANGLE DUE TO PLANE FLAP DEFLECTION

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

"Ref. A A/4 b/b hH (d6 ,e Ae AV
(deg9 b b/2 C (deg) cac. test test - Acalc.

23 4.0 3.4 0.393 0.40 0.33 50 1.89 3.0 1.11I.0.177 2.85 3.1 0.25

-0.177 j 6.02 6.3 0.28

2.5 5.3 0.35 0.40 0.26 2.67 2.6 -0.07

0,177 4.04 3.9 -0.14

-0.177 8.53 8.3 --0.23

35 4.0 40 0.496 0.246 0.39 50 2.29 2.4 0.11

24 2.5 6.4 0.35 0.4 0.28 50 2.88 2.9 0.02

I 0.75 0.4 0.47 2.26 3.5 1.24

36 2.5 40 0.814 0.322 0.28 50 1.37 1.2 -0.17

I J I0.25 1.22 1.2 -0.02

37 3.5 40 0.363 0.36 0.315 40 2.33 2.4 0.07

o.

4..
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"TABLE 4.4.1- E

SUBSONIC DYNAMIC-PRESSURE RATIO

DATA SUMMARIY AND SUBSTANTIATION

ALE I .- - q/q 0 o q/qoo Percent

SRef. A (des) Xc c (deg) CaIc. Test Error

9 3.0 01.0 2.0 00 0.88 0.90 -2.2

1 0.89 0.92 -3.3

2 0.92 0.94 -2.1

3 0.95 0.95 0

4 0.98 0.96 2.1

6 1.00 0.96 4.2

6.0 0 1.0 2.0 0 0 0.88 0.87 1.1

1 0.89 0.89 0

2 0.93 0.92 1.1

3 0.97 0.93 4.3

4 0.99 0.96 4.2

6 1.00 0.97 3.1

6.0 0 1.0 2.0 0.28 6 1.00 0.97 3.1

II8 0.98 0.96 2.1

10 0.91 0.93 -2.2

4.5 30.0 1.0 2.0 0 0 0.88 0.96 -8.3

1 0.89 0.96 -7.3

2 0.92 0.95 -- 3.2

3 0.95 0.95 0

4 0.98 0.94 4.3

6 1.00 0.98 2.0

5.2 30.0 i.0 2.0 00 0.88 0.95 -7.4

1 0.89 0.94 -5.3

2 0.92 0.94 -2.1

3 0.96 0.94 2.1

4 0.99 0.94 5.3

6 1.00 0.96 4.2

0.28 6 1.00 1.01 -1.0

8 0.996 1.02 -2.4

10 0.94 1.02 -7.8 . L

12 0.88 1.01 -13.0

*i 4.4.1-62



TABLE 4.4.1- E (CONTD)

ALE x 2 q/qo q/qo6 Percent

Ref. A (deg) ;. (deg) Calc. Test Error

9 1.5 60.0 1.0 2.0 0 0 0.89 0.95 -6.3

1 0.895 0.95 -5.8

2 0.91 0.95 -4.2

3 0.93 0.94 -".1

4 0.96 0.94 2,1
6 0.99 0.97 2.1

i 8 1.00 1.00 0

3.0 6C.0 1.0 ao 0 0 0.92 0.92 0

1 0.93 0.93 0

2 0.96 0.95 1.1

3 0.99 0.97 2.1

, 4 1.00 0.99 1.0

2 3.5 47.5 0.5 1.213 0 0 0.85 - -

I07 1 0.86 - -

2 0.89 - -

3 0.93 0.86 8.1
S4 0.96 0.88 9.1

6 1.00 0.92 8.7

5 4.01 42.0 0625 1.814 0:25 8 1.00 10. 91 0
4.010 0.98 1.00 -2.0

12 0.95 1.00 -5.0

13.1 0.91 1.00 -9.0
.. t - 14 0.90 0.98 -8.2

6 4.00 42.0 0.5 2.504 0 0 0.93 0.94 -1.1

"1 0.94 0.95 -1.1

2 0.97 096 1.0

.I,3 0.98 0.96 2.1

21e
;.: 4 1.00 0.97 3,1

Average Error - = 3.5%
n
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TABLE 4.4.1-F
SUPERSONIC DOWNWASH GRADIENT BEHIND STRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS

METHOD 2

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

ALE 2x 2y 2z a?/1c8 a'/ot

Ref. A A1 (deg) b b 0 Calc. Test Aar/act

38 3.5 1.0 0 1.72 0.10 0.20 0.23 0.26 -0.03

0.30 0.26 0.38 -0.12

1.72 0.10 0.40 0.14 0.14 0 .11 0.30 0.16 0.12 0.0,.,4
2.52 0.10 0.20 0.31 0.35 -0.04

:,. -• p0.30 0.35 0.39 -0.04

39 4.0 0.5 42.7 1.39 0.176 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.02

"4 0 4.0 0.5 42.7 1.39 0.176 0.22 0.18 0.214 -0.034

41 4.0 0.5 42.7 1.39 0.176 0,206 0.20 0.244 -0.044

I 1 1 1.38 1 0.013 0.24 0.325 -0.085

4.0 0.5 42.7 1.39 0.176 0.206 0.24 0.21 0.03

SI I t 0.11 0.28 0.32 -0.04

42 4.0 1.0 0 1.85 0.25 0.35 0 0.06 -0.06

I 0.175 0.04 0 0.04
4 4.4" 1.55 4. 0 -0.02 0.02

43 3.11 1.0 0 2.73 0.333 0 0.28 0.14 0.14

4 4 4 4 4 0.38 0.30 0.08

-. 44 2.34 1.0 0 2.13 0.286 0 0.06 0.08 -0.02

4 0.03 0.07 -0.04

2.98 0.309 0.14 0.12 0,02

0 0.22 0.14 0.08

-0.309 0.14 0.13 0.01

kg i 0.309 0.17 0.085 0.085

- 0 0.21 0.145 0.065

-0.309 0.17 0.14 0.03

- .- 0.10 0.215 0.145 0.07

45 3.36 0 50 3.0 0.4 0.134 0.40 0.40 0

0.6 0.32 0.32 0

.0.8 0.22 0.14 0.08

0.4 -0.089 0.43 0.32 0.11

4 -0.315 0.29 0.24 0.05

0.6 0.21 0.17 0,04

- 0.8 0.10 -0.07 0.17

4.4.1-64
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TABLE 4.4.1-F (CONTO)

A2X 2y 2k Mi/aa MaaI.- L.E ....

Ref. A x (deg) b b b Catc. Test ,aelao

45 3.36 0 50 3.0 0.4 0.346 0.26 0.29 -0.03

0.130 0.40 0.39 0.01

-0.093 0.44 0.40 0.04

-0,317 0.27 0.29 -0.02

0.35 0,394 0.03 0,08 -0,05

"0.4 0 0,08 -0.08

0.35 -0.049 0.27 0.29 -0.02

0.4 0.24 0.24 0

0.6 0.14 0.13 0.01

0.8 0,05 0 0.05

0.35 -0.345 0.05 0.10 -0.05

2.04 0 63 3.0 0.4 0.386 0.23 0.22 0.01

0.6 0.14 0.10 0.04

0.8 0.03 -0.02 0.05

0.4 -0049 0.46 0.52 -0.06

0.6 0.36 0.36 0

0.8 0.26 0.25 0.01

4.9 0.275 0.386 0.33 0.28 0.05

-0.103 0.52 0.42 0.10

--0.348 0.35 0.28 0.07

Average IAa?/aal 0,045

r-
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

\ " • 600 • .5

ac Lia -a 0  _-

a - Angle of attack

-.8

CIO a for zero lift 1
a c at stallb

Af Effeciv wingAef

Lmax1.x- I x 0 .

aspect ratio

- b eff = Effective wing span

0•

beeff"

FIGURE 4.4.1 -66 EFFECTIVE WING ASPECT RATIO AND SPAN -LOW SPEEDS
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

Aoff
.1 1.5
.22 g\___

3
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AC/4 1 "2 - = Tail length in semispans

1~~ •I• +•- eff =Effective aspect ratio

f A/ 4  = Quarter-chord sweep
f A Aangle

-(--) = Downwash gradient
_____________________ ___________________ ____________________ _______at___in fin itya i fi it

- at vortex core height

*U1

1.0 .8 . .4 .2 0

"FIGURE 4.4.1-67 DOWNWASH AT THE PLANE OF SYMMETRY AND HEIGHT OF VORTEX

CORE - LOW SPEEDS
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FIGURE 4.4.1-68a TYPE OF FLOW SEPARATION AS A FUNCTION OF AIRFOIL AND

WING SWEEP - SUBSONIC SPEEDS
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FIGURE 4.4.1-68b AVERAGE DOWNWASH ACTING ON AFT LIFTING SURFACE -

LOW SPEEDS
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FIGURE 4.4.1-69b WING TAPER-RATIO FACTOR - METHOD 2
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FIGURE 4.4.1-71 WING-VORTEX LATERAL POSITIONS AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS
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7.4

SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
(a) a is in radians

3-

2 " .

I8

0 0 2-2x 3 45 6

(b) jib
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----- •X = .251/_/
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12.

0 2._.x 5

FIGURE 4.4.1-74 DOWNWARD DISPLACEMENT OF VORTEX CORE BELOW Z = 0 PLANE
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

(c) a is in radians
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FIGURE 4.4.1 -74 (CONTD)
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* 4.5 WING-BODY-TAIL COMBINATIONS AT ANGLE OF ArrACK
4.5.1 WING-BODY-TAIL LIFT

4.5.1.1 WING-BODY-TAIL LIFT-CURVE SLOPE

The information contained in this section is for the estimation of the lift-curve slope of wing-body-tail combinations at

- - ]low angles of attack. In general, it consists of a synthesis of material presented in other sections, although some new
information is presented.

The lift-curve slope of typical high-aspect-ratio subsonic aircraft is quite linear up to angles of attack appxoaching the
stall. Tile lift of the panels is actually linear with angle of attack while the body lift varies as the square of the angle of
attack. However, for angles of attack below the stall, the body contribution is small enough so that the lift characteristic
of the combination is still sensibiy linear. In fact, first-order estimates of lift-curve slope frequently neglect the lift of the

body.

When the forward surface has a considerably larger span than the aft surface, tile tip vortices shed from the forwud
panels lie outboard of the aft panels. As a consequence, the integrated effect of the downwash over the aft panel decreases
the effectiveness of the aft panel in a linear fashion, and hence the lift-curve slope of the combination still iemalnv, ýinear.
This effect is quite constant until the forward panel begins to exhibit flow separation, which distoris the spcIt kading
and/or the effective planform. For these types of configurations it is also necessary to assume that the vortex is not
fully rolled up (see Paragraph A of Se.tion 4.4.1), and the actual distance between the two surfaces must be taken

into account.

When the span of the forward surface is approximately equal to or less than that of the aft surface, the vortex shed from
the forward surface interacts directly with the aft surface, generally causing nonlinear lift characteristics at relatively low

angle of attack.

A. SUBSONIC

Several methods of estimating the subsonic lift-curve slope of a wing-body-tail combination are available in the Datcom.
Two of these methods are presented, differing only in their treatment of the effect of the flow field of the forward surface
on the aft surface.

DATCOM METHODS
Method 1

For configurations in which the span of the forward surface is large compared to that of the aft surface, the following
approach can be used. For purposes of the Datcom this method is to be used when the ratio of forward- to aft-surface

span is 1.5 or greater. The lift-curve slope is given by the equation

.CL0 = (CL' [KN + Kw(B) + KB5 ,]'

4 + (CL0Y: [Kwcs) + Kscw)]" (I- aE-) f 4" S":•'{.~ ~ (C XL.)rJ 0a) q® S1 S" .51.-

where

. CL0  is the desired lift-curve slope of the wing-body-tail combination.

S(CL.). and (CLY" are the lift-curve slopes of the exposed forward and aft surfaces, respectively, from Section
4.1.3.2. (See Section 4.3.1.2 for the definition of exposed surfaces.)

. [KN + Kw(s) + KB(w)]' and [Kw,15 + Kw]wj" are the appropriate wing-body interference factors from Section
4.3.1.2 for the forward and aft surfaces, respectively.

i.__ is the downwash gradient averaged over the aft surface, from Section 4.4.1.
Oa

q is the average dynamic-pressure ratio acting on the aft surface, from Section 4.4.1.
qw

4. 4.5.1.1-1
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and Z are the ratios of the exposed to gross planform areas of the fore and aft surfaces, respectively.

S-- is the ratio of aft to forward gross planforni areas,

.- Equation 4.5.1.1-a is valid only where the aerodynamic parameters are linear. Specifically, the equation is valid for"high-aspect-ratio, unswept configurations up to angles of attack approaching the stall. For lowaispect-ratio or swept -

wings, the applicable angle-of-attack range is considerably less, depending upon the degree of accuracy desired,

Methud 2

% For configurations in which the spans of the forward and aft surfaces are approximately equal or in which the span of
the forward surface is less than that of the aft surface, the following procedure is recommended. The lift-curve slope of

the combination is given by the equation

S,
C,= (CtY)'o [K., + Kv(I,, + K,,,wv]'-so

(CLy:' [Kwv,, + K ,,q ±" + (C")w(" 4.5.1.1-b

where

AL q (b" d"
t t,a)+ S' (C-,."l IV'2

(C ,,,, (C, = d

2r N. T

The parameters in the first two terms on the right-hand side are, the same as in equation 4.5.1.1-a. The

last term represents the effect of the forward-surface vortices on the aft surface. To obtain the

contribution of the last term to the lift-curve slope, refer to Method 3 of Paragraph A in Section 4.4.1.

The quantities (CL")' and (CLOY of the last term must be expressed in radians. If the result of this
term is desired per degree, the conversion must be applied after the term is evaluated.

1. Method 1 Sample Problems

Given:

4b.

4,5.1.1-2



" , ......*~ * * . . ,* .. . ..w . ..... 't : r,- l t. r . .. . • ., .o - . .* = . . .. ' ' : + • • -:.. : • • " : • • :

Wing Characteristics:

Total Panel Expojsd Panel

x' =O.,N At =7.61

46.3' A'. 4  450 A'1.,, = 43.60 ,\• 0.470

i' 0 I" 0

NACA 63A012 airfoil section

aS;0

, Horizontal.Tail Characteristics:

Total Panel Exposed Panel

A" F=4 A" = 0.45 A,' =3.45

IA 47.6' IV,/ 5 = 42.2c .e'4 = 0.507

i" 0 =- 3.6

NACA 63A012 airfoil section

The following ratios, based on total panel dimensions:
b' b' b

S= 3.536= 10.0 b = 4.9WO 3.56' d"

0.954 0.054 0.120

hH x
h - 0.03 - 3.6

The following area ratios.

5' Se' S0.896 =0.735 . =0A60S' S" 0.16

--= 0.0701

Additional characteristics:

M =0.19 R =4 X 10i

1 0.9818 smooth surfaces

Note: The above parameters are defined in the sections used to calculate CL..

Compute:

Step 1. Lift.curve slopes for the exposed wing and exposed horizontal-tail panels

Exposed wing panel (Section 4.1.3.2)

c 0 =6.30 per rad (Section 4.1.1.2) K = 1.0
27

"K2LH + tan2 A 0 1  10.41

. 4.., 1. 1.3
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(C,.a)' _ 0.500 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)
A.

(C,,)' = 0.0664 per deg

Exposed horizontal-tail panel (Section 4.1.3.2)

qý 6.30 per rad (Section 4.1.1.2) KI 1.0
27r

-A-" V + tan- t" 4.610

V K

A___ -- 0.900 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)

(C 1a)' = 0.0542 per deg

Step 2. Wing-body and tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

Wing-body

(Cr.)x 2.0 per rad

(CK•)>' Sr" - .037

Kw('H) 1.08 Figure 4.3.1.2-10

Kiaw•'=.14 for- 10

[K. + Kw,(B) + KB(w)]' 1.257

Horizontal-tail-body

Kw 1.170 Figure 4.3.1.2.10

= .290 for--• = .204

[Kw(n) 4- K".,)]" = 1.460

Step 3. Downwash parameter (Section 4.4. 1)

Obtain value at a 00

EL_ C 0 a a, =0

Aa.0

A' )
Figure 4.4.1 -66

b _ 1.0

2= I
•y= 2.65 (Section 2.2.1)

Fbl

.~ ~~ ~ ... 3. 
.

S 4*•a •, •*k n . .. z =• -.A y _ -2 . .. .... . .. , (Sect" . =--.-i... ..n 2 •.. ..2.. . . . .



Type of flow separation: trailing-edge separation it predominant (Figure 4.4.1-68a)

a H - lf a- 0,1 '..tt) / tan rP (Equation 4.4.1-c)

a -0.03

b, I a ; :
b-~ 1.0 (aCLr .0)

b, b"P b" bp

1 - 0.-8.
2a ab- =2-. -b -0.06by bI by

f ••• -- 1.0 (Figure 4.4.1-68b)

a"7= 0.30

Step 4. Dynamic-preesure ratio at the horizontal tail (Section 4.41)

Obtain value at a = 0'

E'0

( e-a) 3.6

- tan (y + e - a) = -0.229 (Equation 4.4.1-1)

C= 0.00350 (Figure 4.1.5.1-26)
CD0 C[I Lt)+ t'41 Swet

= C 1+ L( +100 )JRi S (Equation 4.1.5.1-a)

0.0088

Z _.68.4 C,,(- + .15) .124 (Equation 4.4.1-j')

"iz --/•--w -- -1.85

Since H > 1.0,o = 1.0

Step 5. Solution for CL, of wing-body-tail combination

-Ct (C,,,)' [KN + Kw(B) + Ke3(w,] + (CL.)" [Kw(n) + KBcw,]" - S q " S"'

(Equation 4.5.1.1-a)

4.5.1.1.5



CL0 = 0.074,8 + 0.0065

CL, 0.0813 per deg

2. Method 2

Given:

Wing Characteristics:

Total Panel Exposed Panel

A' 2 .' 0.33 Ae =1.80

A'L.• = 45' 36.80 ,,. = 26.45° '. = 0.378

i' = 0 P ='0

NACA 0005 airfoil sectior

=0 

I0
Horizontal.Tail Characteristics:

Total Panel Exposed Panel

A" = 4.4 0V' 0.46 3.82
A"fE = 9.460 •'/ = 4.74' ''• 0 .' =0.515

i" = 0 , 0

NACA 0005 airfoil section

The following ratios, based on total panel dimensions:

VI= 1.278 5.25 5.01Pb" di d"i

xx- 1,080

The following area ratios:

S' S " S"I-- = 0 .7 30  S"- 0.741 S 0.277

SNo'
Sre 0.0781X

Additional characteristics:

M = 013 R1: 11.4 X 10'•

83 = 0.9915 smooth surface

"C 4.5.1.1.6
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Comfute:

The calculation procedures of Method 2 that are similar to those of Method I are not listed in detail here. See sample
"problem 1 for a detailed presentation.

Step 1. Lift-curve slopes for the exposed wing and exposed horizontal-tail panels (Section 4.1.3.2)

(CL.).' = 0.0405 per deg

(CL,), = 0.0667 per deg

"Step 2. Wing-body and tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

Wing-body

KN' = 0.067 Kws)'= 1.16 K4 (w)' = 0.27

Tail-bedy

Kw•v' = 1.17 Knew," = 0.28

Step 3. Dynamic-pressure ratio at the horizontal tail (Section 4A.1)

Obtain at a = 0

q" = 0.859
q-

Step 4. Lift-curve slope of tail section due to wing vortices

(CL.)' = .0405 (.730) = 0.0296 per deg

- 1.696 per rad

(CL,.):' L = .0667 (.859) = 0.0574per degq.

= 3.28 per rad

Kw()'= 1.16 AN. = 3.82

Tail interference factor, 1W'(w")9 at a 0

I'w(W11) = -3.0 (sample problem 3, paragraph A, Section 4.4.1)

"� 1' d" )
=2 2 88.56 in.

also from above sample problem
% b/ d'

7- - = 89.87 in.
W2 2

. .,S,' .,.. .,, 1"v , 1 b" d"

(CL.). I"(CL.)"2w A (-

1.696 (3.280) (1.16) (-3.0) (88.56)

2w (3.82) (89.87)

"- -0.794 per rad

"- -0.0139 per deg

4.5.1.1-7



Step 5. Solution for CL. of wing-body-tail combination

CL = (CL.),' [KM + Kwcs, + KsBow]'

S(CL.)" [KV(sB) + KHsw)]" q'

q. S' S11

+ (CL.)w.,

In the above equation the first term represents the wing contribution, including interference effects, and
the last two terms represent the tail contribution, including interference effects.

CL. = .0405 (1.497) (.730) + .0667 (1.450) (.859) (.277) (.741) + (-.0139)

= 0.o443 + 0.0171 - 0.0139

- 0.0443 + 0.0032

(wing) (tail)

CL = 0.0475 per deg
B. TRANSONIC

The estimation of transonic characteristics is one of the nebulous topics of aerodynamics. Variations in the lift.curve
slope with Mach number for wing-body-tail configurations at transonic speeds are determined primarily by the wing
characteristics, since body characteristics do not change significantly with Mach number. Also the lift-curve slope (at
low angles of attack) of the body is generally small compared to that of the lifting surfaces, so that again the low-angle-
of-attack lift characteristics can be approximated by the lift of the panels alone. Refinements can be made by applying
theoretically derived wing-body interference parameters such as those presented in Section 4.3.1.2, but the improvement
in accuracy is questionable.

DATCOM METHOD

It is recommended that the methods presented in Paragraph A above be applied directly to the
transonic speed regime. Care should be taken to estimate the lift-curve slope of the isolated lifting
panels at the proper Mach number. The interference factors should be obtained from Paragraph C,
Section 4.3.1.2.

C. SUPERSONIC

The procedure for estimating the supersonic lift.curve slope of a wing-body.tail combination is essentially identical to
that at subsonic speeds. Several methods are presented that depend upon the general arrangement of the configuration.

DATCOM METHODS
Method I

For configuration in which the forwaid surface has a span at least 1.5 times the aft.surface span, the lift-curve slope of
the configuration can be estimated by using equation 4.5.1.1-a of paragraph A above. Two methods of estimating the
interference "K" factors in this equation are presented in Section 4.3.1.2. Two methods of determining the downwash
gradient for this type of configuration at supersonic speeds are presented as Methods I and 2 in Section 4.4.1.

Method 2

For configurations in which the span of the forward surface is approximately equal to or less than that of the aft Eirface,

equation 4.5.1.I-b of paragraph A is used. Fok this type of configuration, the trailing vortices of the forward surface

strongly interact with the aft surface, and a special accounting must be taken of this situation. Method 3 of Section 4.4.1.
which estimates the contribution of this interaction to aft-panel lift, should therefore be used to evaluate the last term
of equation 4.5.1.1-b.

* t5.1.1-8
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4.5.1.2 WING-BODY-TAIL LIFT IN THE NONLINEAR ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE

The lift of wing-body-tail combinations in the nonlinear angle-of-attaci range depends primarily on the

characteristics of the isolated components. Although little is known about the mutual aerodynamic
interference effects in this range, certain reasonable assumptions can be made. First, the wing lift carryover
onto the body and the effect of the body upwash on the wing lift are similar in nature to those of the
low-angle-of-attack case. These effects, calculated for low angles of attack by slender-body theory, are
presented in Section 4.3.1.2.

The effects of the shed vortices are somewhat more involved. For high-aspect-ratio, unswept subsonic
configurations, the flow remains attached over the lifting panels up to angles of attack approaching the
stall For this angle-of-attack range, the aerodynamic lift characteristics are linear and the methods of the
previous section are adequate. During the stalling process the flow may separate in an infinite variety of
ways - depending upon the details of the wing design - each producing a different flow behind the surface
and hence a different lift contribution from the aft panel. At present the stalling range of angles of attack is
not covered in the Datcom. It can be assumed that above the stail angle of the forward panel the flow from
the forward surface does not interact with the aft surface if the aft surface is not directly in the wake,

i.e.,- , 0. For the purposes of the Datcom the wake of a stalled wing can be taken to be bounded by the

lines emanating from the leading and trailing edges of the forward surface in the streamwise direction. For
aft panels lying within this stall region, the aft-panel contribution to lift is taken to be zero.

For swept and/or low-aspect-ratio configurations, the trailing vortices are shed at progressively more

inboard stations as the angle of attack is increased. The effect appears in the downwash field and hence in
the lift generated by the aft panel.

The bodies of these confriations lift in a continuous fashion as a function of angle of attack and do not
stall in the normal sense. The nonlinear crou-flow contribution to body lift is sizable at the higher angles
(near and beyond stall) and should not be neglected. This cross-flow lift is caused by a pair of body vortices
that can also strongly affect the lift contributions from the panels. These effects have been accounted for in
the Datcom.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The lift of a wing-body-tail combination can be estimated at subsonic speeds by using the following
equations*:

For .S: CK = {(4) x [ 1 + Kw + Kaw,,)' + (C;;): [kw,., + k.(w)J S'

+ x.), W(, ) (+ )' s + "'" ýr. l ,"2 S' (C.)

+ is! + .- (Cs)''+I r S" r
'fl(') s.VrbwIl qw-.2Vr "Iw/

SThe .wVao5.1.2.
"" N~o: Thei'k'he aupued for bW , q" t fleulbie. dea, ilq uponte eanlgitlon detlaxlkwdthe deeofoeeme dumired.

S~4.5.1.2-1
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For < 1.5: CN - (C,, ).tKx + K,,,.) + K,,,,]' + (Cd2), [kw(B) + kjw•u]'

( jC'i).t. Kw(n)+ Ke~w"" + (C')' [kw• + "-JJ ] T

N2 q. S'

(CL"', S CL 0)'•q-"KwB)' C 1,w',w'( - d")
+ 2,rA•<(- - •)cosa

2• Y

+ r' rI q ' r ,, + q, r q "
+ IqBl',.•(2v) - (CL)' t Ivq(W,,, ( v bw,,I2 S

4.5.1.2-b

where the primed quantities refer to the forward panel, the double-primed quantities refer to the aft
panel, and the subscript e refers to the exposed panel.

)' is the pseudonormal-force coefficient of the exposed forward panel calculated at the wing
c angle ae- a; where a is the angle of attack of the body reference line and a; is the

angle, negative in sign, measured from the wing chord line at the MAC to the wing
zero-lift line. The value of (CA1)2 is obtained from Section 4.1.3.3. (See Section 4.3.1.2

for the definition of exposed panels.)

(C2'ý is the pseudonormal-force coefficient of the exposed forward panel calculated at the wirg
2 angle of incidence i' from Section 4.1.3.3.[(C 2 ) = 0 for V = 0.]eN

(C 1 .)" is the pseudonormal-force coefficient of the exposed aft panel calculated from Section
4.1.3.3 at the angle ao-e for -L-, > 1.5 and at ax for -', < 1.5. The downwash

b ''b

angle e is obtained from Section 4A.41.

(C 1 2)" is the pseudonormal-force coefficient of the exposed aft panel calculated from Section
c 4.1.3.3 at the aft-surface incidence angle i.' [(CA2)" = 0 for i" = 0.]

(CL,): and (CL,)" are the lift-curve slopes of the exposed forward and aft panels, respectively, from

Section 4.1.3.2.

(CL,)' and (CL.) are the lift-curve slopes of the forward and aft panels, respectively, from Section

4.1.3.2.

KN, KW(B), KD(w), kw(D), and kB(w) are the aerodynamic interference factors from; Section
4.3.1.2.

*2"VraJ and - are nondimensional vortex strenths obtained from Section 4.3.1.3.

I, 4B(w, VB(w,) , and Ivw'(W") are the vortex interference factors between vehicic :,mponents. The values

4.5.1.2-2
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I and I w are obtained from Section 4.3.1.3 and I is obtained from""B(W ') VW '(W")

Section 4.4.1.

r r
- and , are the ratios of the body radii at the midpoint of the exposed root chord to the total

spans of the forward and aft panels, respectively.
al" is the angle of attack of the aft panel, a- e + i' where e is obtained from Section

4.4.1.

b" is the lateral position of the forward-surface vortex from Section 4.4.1.

q
"- is the dynamic-pressure ratio due to the forward panel acting on the aft panel. This value is

qQ0 qoq
obtained from Section 4.4.1. The value of q is almost always taken to be 1.0.

For configurations in which the body is relatively small compared to the span of the panels, the terms
involving 1 , and I in equations 4.5.1.2-a and 4.5.1.2-b can be neglected. For purposes of the

Datcom these terms are neglected when b '(2r) or b "(2r)> 3.0 (care should be taken to evaluate the coeffi-
cients at the proper angles of at,ack and incidence).

Sample Problems

1. The span of the forward panel is large compared to that of the aft panel (b /b" 1.5).

Given: Configuration of sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1.

Compute:
Step1. (C, and (C' 2  (Section 4.1.3.3)

From sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1

" 0 (C,a,) 0.0664 per deg = 3.805 per rad

"Ay = 2.65
Obtain (C),, and (aL)' (Section 4.1.3.4)

"Test for method most applicable

"C1 = 0.32 (figure 4.1.3.4-24b)

"(C, + 1) cos A'Lz 4.386

Since A' = 7.61 > 4.386, use high-aspect-ratio method

"(C-,)= 0.68 (figure 4.1.3. 4 -2 ]a)

= 1.45 (Section 4.1.1.4)

. - (AC4C ,)' = 0 (figure4.1.3.4-22)

4.5.1.2-3
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(Aacreax),' = 5.70 (figure 4.1.3.4.21b)

(CLinax):I-J(�c. . +) CC,, =0.986 (equation 4.1.3.4-d)
w.'rax/

( .CL.,, + ao + AL 20.5' (equation 4.1.3.4-e)

Obtain (a*)' (Section 4.1.1)

= 100

Construct curve of (Cr,)' vs a

(C,,)' = (C,,)' a for a's below (a*)'

I *1.0.
1.0'/f.T •--.- ( max) e

.8 (c*)'--aCX

(CL, .6

.4.

.2 a0 '

00 20
0 c(deg)

From constructed curve, obtain (C' )', substituting tbk wing angle a - a., for a.

a - ao • - 0 = c

3 0

a-' (C,)'c)deg deg at0 =(C,.Y/cos 2(

0 0 0 0

5 5 .332 .333

10 10 .664 .674

15 15 .915 .947
20.5 20.5 .986 1.053

(C = 0, since i' 0

Step 2. Downwash angle at horizontal tail (Section 4.4.1). Sample problem 1. paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1, has

the procedure briefly outlined and sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 4.4.1, is a detailed example.

The final result is shown below.
a E a --

deg deg deg

0 0 0
5 1.5 3.5

10 2'9 7.1

15 4.9 10.1

20.5 8.0 12.5

4.5.1.2-4



Step3. (C')' and (C•,)' (Section4.1.3.3)

Test for method most applicable (Section 4.1.3.4)

C, 0.32 (figure 4.1.3.4-24b)

4 3
(C1 +-I) coo AT1  4.44; (C1 -4- 1) cosA 3.370

A' = 3.45, which lies between the above limits.

"Borderline case: use low-aspect.ratio method

(C.)", = (C,,,,) = 0.0542 per deg 3.106 per rad (sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1)

Obtain (Cy1 ,) and (aLCnr..)"

• A:'
(C1 + 1) -cos At = 3.13

(CLn...), ... 0.80 (figure 4.1.3.4-23a)

C2 1 1.05 (figure 4.1.3.4-24b)

(C, + 1) A,'tant, == 7.75

(AC,,n)'" = 0.22 (figure 4.1. 3.4 -- r.'a%)

[(40,W&) b...se = 220 (figure 4.1.3.4 '2 5a)

(iacLn.)" = 40 (figure 4.1.3.4-25b)

(Cin,,a), - (CL....) base + ACLm,&I]' = 1.02 (equatioa-i 4.1.3.4-g)

(ac / maI)' = [(GCL) + = 260 (equation 4.1.3.4-h)

Obtain [ (C..)

[cNv @ clra COS a =1.1
c (41' C ] - (C.) -in 2a

( )0sin.n 2= -. 92 (equation 4.1.3.3-b, (CN)"'in rad)

where a =

Obtain J
X': { [(~C, + l.)A', tan A•;]:} 12

0.3 (C, + 1) -•- cos A (C, + 1) (C2 + 1) - 1 .

Calculate (CQ0)" vs a" (equation 4.1.3.3-a)
•)(i 4 ®®

tan a" in 2a" (C)
n (AC,, ( C N o) " sin 2"a ( C :,,) 'I s inl2 ",tan (Q L .... ,.-.o. , )/

"deg figure [(C.),, - G) sinla " 3.106 s(D 2a" o + ®
4.1.3.3-55a + AC 2

5 .179 1.85 1.558 0.0118 .269 0.281

10 .361 1.85 1.558 0.0408 .531 0.578

15 .550 1.50 1.208 0.081 .777 0.858

20.5 .767 0.75 0.458 0.056 1.019 1.075

4.5.1.2-5
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plot vs a and read values at a - e (since b'/b" > 1.5)

a a
deg ( E)

5 3.5 0. 195
10 7.1 0.40.3

15 10.1 0.583
20.5 12.5 0.720

(C') 0, since i" - 0

Step 4. Wing-body and tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

From sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1

[KN + Kw,,(n) + K,j(j]' = 1.257

[Kw(B) + KB(w)]"'= 1.460

Step 5. Dynamic pressure at horizontal tail (Section 4.4.1)

Sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1, has the procedure briefly outlined and sample problem 4,
paragraph A, Section 4.4.1, is a detailed example.

The final result is shown below.

-- 1.0 for all a'sqý

(since z > 1.0 for all a's)

Step 6. Vortices effect (Section 4.3.1.3)

=10 4.9

Since these ratios are both greater than 3.0, the vortices effect can be neglected.

w,) = n(w" ,) = 0

Step 7. Solution for CN vs a

CN f (C',), [KN + Kwný + K,,(wy)]' + (C',)" (kw(,) + k,,,,] S,,--

{C• tC •" " q''S,."
+ (C') [Kw%,,, + K ]'(,v,]÷ 4)' [k,,(n) + kjv, , q• S'

(equation 4.5.1,2.a simplified.)

C,,, (Cd 1 )" (1.257) (.896) + (C.,)" (1.460) (1.0) (.118)

- 1.126 (C,)' + .1723 (C',)"

*0 02 O
d ..... 1.126 (C>')• .1723 (+_.,)o .4

0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0.333 0.195 0.375 0.0336 0,4086

10 0.674 0.408 0.759 0.0705 0,8295
15 0.947 0.583 1.066 0.1000 1.166

20.5 1.053 0.720 1.186 0.1240 1.310

4.5.1.2-6
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2, The span of the forward panel is approximately equal to or les than the span of the aft panel
(b'/b"< 1.5).

Given: Configuration of sample problem 2, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1.

Compute:

The calculation procedures of sample problem 2 that are similar to thse of sample problem I are not listed in

detail here,

Step 1. (C' )', and (Cx):' (Section 4.1.3.3)
The low-aspect.ratio method is used to calculate (C,4)'.

(-. -=0.935 X~,,: 600

(Cx.)' = 0.0405 per deg 2.32 per rad ((Cx..),.,j: = 0.655 per r• d
J =1.60 [C4 a C.]: = 1.04

(C•,)= (C,.): - + (C•,,,)2 sin I sina I(equation 4.1.3.3Sa)

(•..)" (C-.) (c..)',' ain" in 2& (cýX)
a tan-a figure [(C..),.r ( o'e 2 -- G=

deg tan (i,,M,,), 4.1.3.3.55a + AC 6,;]._

5 .179 2.10 2.755 .021 .202 .223
0)10 .361 2.10 2.755 .083 .397 .480

15 .549 1.80 2.455 .1, .580 .74
20 .746 1.00 1.655 .194 .746 .940
23 M87 .50 1.155 .176 M85 1.011
26 1.0 0 .655 .126 .914 1.040

Q N2 0, since i' 0
."Step2. a" (C' )" (Section 4.1.3.4)Ste 2 (C'x) and N

"Since < 1.5, evaluate (C4,)' at a.

From low-aspect-ratio method, the following is obtained.

S0.705 (acL")= 14.50

Since (ac- )' is considerably lower than (acL), the solution for (Cx1 ).' must include both

below.stall and above-stall calculations. The final result is listed below.
[a

4 deg (•,)".

5 .330

10 .625

15 .749

20 .738

"23 .767

26 .824

"4.5.1.2-7
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Because of the limitation of the method, the accuracy deteriorates at high angles of attack. Calculate the,

remaining portion of the solution at a • 20'.

(CN2 )'- 0, since i"= 0

Step 3. Wing-body and tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

From sample problem 2, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1
[Km + Kw(s3 + Ka(w)]' = 1.497

[KwsB + K(.w]" 1.450

Step 4. Dynamic pressures at horizontal tail
From the methods of Section 4.4.1 the following is obtained.

deg q",

0 .859

5 .937

10 .999

15 1.0

20 1.0

Step 5. Vortices effect

Y 5.25b- -5.01
d' d"

Since these ratios are both greater than 3.0, the terms involving IB(~w) and IB w,,• can be neghlcted.

Calculate lift of tail due to wing vortices.

From sample problem 2, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1

(L,). - 1.696 per rad
(C,.)',,S'

(C • oo-3.28 per rad (at a 0)

,•,, f' '
Therefore (,., . • 3.82 9n per rad

Kws)'= 1.16
b" d"
2 2!

=0.04106

2w A"(!L- L(C ,' •. S"(,,,! K" •. , "')w, ( L-d"

- 1, 69 6  3 .82  ) (1.16) (0.04106) aI,w' w,,

- 0.308 •- , I (a in radians)
q. 2

+t 4.5.1.2-8



The variation of Lw,(W",) with a has been calculated in sample problem 3, paragraph A, Section 4.4.1
"and is not repeated here.

a a . . V,(w") NVCN "

deg rad "-'0 3 0 8 q" ( QD/cos a
qw

0 0 -- 3.0 0 0

5 0.08725 -2.5 -- 0.063 - 0.063

10 0.1745 -2.0 -0.108 -- 0.110

15 0.2618 -1.68 -- 0.135 --0.140

20 0.3490 -1.40 -0.150 -- 0.160

Step 6. Solution for C) vs a

C',(CN) Kr, + Kw(a1) +I Kn(w)]' ± (C'~2 )" [kw,(n) 4- k Hf% 5

+ C~w,,(,) (equation 4.5.1.2-b simplified)

Substituting the constants gives

CN = (C',)' (1.497) (.730) + (C ,,(1.450) - (.205) + CNw,j,,,

1 !.093 (C'0,)C + .2973(Cky-- Cw1'----v)r q.- C•;w,,(T)

deg NCay (Cqwl 1.093 (C'Ne. .2973 (C Nly. q00 "IwV) C6) (. ) + 0O

0 0 0 .859 0 0 0 0

5 .223 .330 .937 .244 .092 -0.063 0.265

10 .480 .625 .999 .525 .186 -0.110 0.601

15 .744 .749 1.0 .813 .223 -0.140 0,896
20 .940 .738 1.0 1.027 .219 -- 0.160 1.036

* -. B. TRANSONIC

At present it is not possible to predict the aerodynamic characteristics of wing-body-tail combinations in
* : " the nonlinear angle-of-attack range. However, it is anticipated that the interference effects can be large.

DATCOM METHOD

,. C1 It is recommended that the equations presented in paragraph A above be applied throughout the transonic
speed range. Care should be exercised to evaluate the various terms of these equations at the proper Mach

S. "number. The interference k factors are most accurate for slender configurations. The 'vortex

4.5.1.2-9



terms IVB(w etc., are thought to be quite valid, But the characteristics of the isolated panels and the

downwash cannot be determined as accurately.

C. SUPERSONIC
At supersonic speeds the direct influence of the wing shock-expansion field on the horizontal ta te

considered, as well as the effects of wing vortices and body vortices considered in the subsonic method of
paragraph A. The introductory discussion pertaining to body-vortex and wing-vortex effects applies equally
as well at stLbsonic and supersonic speeds.

In cases for which the wing shock-expansion effects are important, account can be taken of the downwash
angle, dynamic pressure, and Mach number at the tail by direct application of shock-expansion theory. It is
assumed that the flow in the region of the horizontal tail is the two-dimensional shock-expansion field
radiating from the exposed root chord of the wing (see sketch (a)). Any effects of wing-body interference
or wing section in distorting the shock-expansion field are neglected. This assumption is valid only if the
span of the forward surface is greater than the span of the aft surface; i.e., b' > b"

EXPANSION, C"

FAN SHOCK

/ z
/ x/ ft -t/ AI t0I•

/ -/,., ;. -'..- ---.

SKETCH (a)

The tail in sketch (a) i's in a high downwash field so that the flow at the tail is nearly parallel to the tail
chord. As the angle of attack is increased, the tail will move downward with respect to the trailing-edge
shock wave, out of the shock-expansion field and into a region of lower downwash. If the tail were initially
above the expansion ran from the wing leading edge, an increase in angle of attack would move the tail into
the shock-expansior. field and, consequently, into a region of increased downwash. It is seen then that the
wing shock-expansion field can cause either an increase or a decrease in the tail download in contrast to
body vortices and wing vortices, which cause only an increase in tail ,Aownload

DATCOM METHOD

The lift of a wing-body-tail combination in the nonlinear angle-ot-attack range at supersonic speeds is
approximated by using the subsonic method (paragraph A) minus the second term on the right-hand side of
"the equation,which accounts for the horizontal tail effects, plus an additional term to account for the direct
influence of the wing shock-expansion field on the horizontal tail. The influence of the shock-expansion• field may be evaluated only for configurations with W'> b". Furthermore, the shock-expansion termpresented in the Datcom is applicable only to configurations with neither wing nor tail incidence. In using

the method of paragraph A, care should be taken to evaluate all parameters at the proper Mach number.

* It should be noted that if the tail is in the wing shock-expansion field, it cannot "see" the wing trailing

* vortices. In this case, the contribution of the wing-vortex interference (third term of equation 4.5. 1.2-b) is

4.5.1.2-10
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neglected. If, however, the tail is behind the wing shock-expansion field, it can "see" the wing trailing

vortices and the wing-vortex interference should be considered rather than the shock-expansion field.

The shock-expansion term for configurations with neither wing nor tail incidence, taken from reference 1",
is

""-CL SE 451.2-c

where all terms except raOL are defined in the subsonic paragraph.

" . :. no% is a "lumped" angle-of-attack effectiveness parameter obtained from figures 4.5.1.2-13a through
4.5.1.2-13p for combinations of angle of attack of 50, 100, 150, and 200 and Mach numbers of 2, 3, 4, and
5. 7co accounts for the change in dynamic pressure at the tail, the change in the tail lift-curve slope, and
the downwash at the tail, and is defined as

17ac

where

CF • is the lift-curve slope of the horizontal tail operating at the local Mach number of the
LaM)

H flow in the region of the horizontal tail.

( La) is the lift-curve slope of the isolated horizontal tail at the free-stream Mach number.

The procedure for using figure 4.5.1.2-13 is as follows:

Step 1. Determine the exposed-wing root chord c,4 and the exposed-tail root chord c,".

Step 2. Determine the longitudinal distance x' from the trailing edge of the exposed-wing root

chord to the leading edge of the exposed-tail root chord, positive for the leading edge of the
exposed-tail root chord aft of the trailing edge of the. exposed-wing root chord (see sketch
(a)).

Step 3. Determine the vertical distance z', measured normal to the longitudinal axis, between the
exposed-wing root chord and the exposed-tail root chord, positive for the, tail plane above

the wing planc (see sketch (a)).

Step 4. Calculate x/c4 and z'/cr, and by using these parameters locate the exposed-tail root
chord cr. in the proper influence zone of the shock-expansion field of figure 4.5.1.2-13.

"In reference 1, the case of a configuration with tail incidence is analyzed. The shock-expansion term is given by

S11 W

(OCL)SE CLot a S- + •W

"where is the tail-incidence effectiveness parameter. Unfortunately, no design charts are available for determining

4.5.1.2-11



Step 5. The exposed-tail root chord will be divided into several segments by the shock-expansion
field, It is assumed that the average value of 1, in the various influence zones is uniform
over the tail area within that zone. The average value of % in each zone is then multiplied
by the ratio of the tail area in that zone to the total exposed tail area S'' to obtain a
weighted value in each zone.

Step 6. Sum the weighted values of to obtain the total "lumped" effectiveness parameter

Step 7. Interpolation for angle of attack and/or Mach number may be necessary. If so, a three-point
interpolation for at should be made using weighted values of 17,. Two points are sufficient
for Mach number interpolation.

For a specified initial Mach number there is a maximum value of the angle of attack for which there exists
. an oblique-shock solution. Or, conversely, for a specified angle of attack there is a minimum initial Mach
S.number for which there is an oblique-shock solution. The relation between Mach number and angle of

attack, below which no solutions for tq0, may be obtained, is indicated in sketch (b).

SMC - I '1
MACH

NUMBER
i: .iM 4 - 4

-I-SI

NO SOLUTION I
2.

O iILJ
0 10 20 30 40 50

ANGLE OF ATTACK, at (deg)

L .SKETCH (b)
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4.5.1.3 WING-BODY-TAIL MAXIMUM LIFT

In this section a general method applicable to all speed regimes is presented for estimating the
usable or trimmed maximum lift coefficient for a wing-body-tail configuration with no high-lit'
devices. The wing-body-tail maximum lift is assumed to occur at the wing-body angle of attack for
maximum lift.

The effective tail-body lift component is a direct result of the wing-body pitching moment that
must be trimmed. Most conventional clean-wing tail-off configurations exhibit a positive pitching
moment at stall, therefore requiring a positive tail lift, which generates a balancing negative pitching
moment.

The contribution of the tail lift is only as accurate as the wing-body pitching-moment estimate at
stall. Unfortunately, many configurations exhibit nonlinear pitching-moment characteristics at or
before stall that effectively prohibit an accurate analytical estimate of the pitching moment at stall.
For this reason, it is highly desirable to have pitching-moment test data for the particular
configuration or for a similar configuration.

DATCOM METHOD

The wing-body-tail angle of attack at maximum lift is assumed to be identical to the wing-body
angle of attack at maximum lift from Section 4.3.1.4.

The following method is based on the wing-body maximum lift plus the tail-body lift that is
required to trim the vehicle at (&CLmat)W" The wing-body-tail maximum lift, based on the wing

area Sw and neglecting the vertical-tail drag, is determined by

CLmax = (CLmaxWB +CLH(VBV) 4.5. i.3-:,

where

(CL-..X)WB is the wine-body maximum lift from test data or Section 4.3.1.4 it the
appropriate speed, based on Sw.

CLH(WBV) is the horizontal-tail lift at (cLax - e) in the presence of the wing.

body, and vertical tail, based on the wing area Sw. The value of this ter-m
is determined from considering the horizontal-tail forces that affect the
vehicle pitching moment.

The tail lift can be evaluated using one of the three equations that are
presented below. The first equation is complete; whereas, the second .,,Id
third equations are simplifications of the first equation.

4.5.1.3-1



CO71 Vol. . . .. .
"C~ o e) SiR- +n/

"(cWB) CI C co C) CDD Max iH n ,(WBV)

~CL
LH(WBV) Rol!I~c~ CO(0, CA -+ sin(, ._ _

Lmax ]L'"" ~4.5.1.3-b :

MWB)aCLis the wing-body pitching moment at the stall angle ot attack bawd on
max Sw ii with respect to w /4, obtained from test data for the particular

configuration. If no test data are available, it is suggested that an
approximation be made by using the methods of Sections 4.1.4.2, 4.1.4.3,
and 4.3.2.2 in conjunction with test data on a similar configuration.

C is the horizontal-tail-body drag at (qE -- E) based on Sw , obtained

L. ax
from test data or the appropriate methods of Sections 4.3.3.1 and 4.3.3.2.

0La is the wing-body angle of attack at stall, obtained from test data or from
max the appropriate method of Section 4.3.1.4.

is the wing downwash at the horizontal tail, obtained from test data or the
appropriate method of Section 4.4.1.

ZH
is the ratio of ýh .. hieight of the quarter-chord point of the horizontal-tail

c MAC above the quarter-chord point of the wing MAC, to the wing MAC.

The height is measured perpendicular to the longitudinal axis and is
positive for the horizontal tail above the wing (see Sketch (a)).

QUARTER-CHORD OF THE
HORIZONTAL TAIL 7

CLH

H WB

QUARTER-CHORD 1.
OF THlE WING -- '

SKETCH (a)

4.5.1.3-2
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is the ratio of the distance from the quarter-chord point of the wing MAC
c to the quarter-chord point of the horizontal panel MAC (measured parallel

to the longitudinal axis), to the wing MAC (see Sketch (a)).

CmH(WFV) is the horizontal-tail pitching moment at (Cax - e) based on Sw Cw

with respect to the quarter-chord point of the horizontal-tail MAC
obtained from test data. If no test data are available, it is suggested that an
approximation be made by using the methods from Sections 4.1.4.2,
4.1.4.3, and 4.3.2.2 in conjunction with test data on a similar configura-
tion. However, for horizontal tails with symmetrical airfoil sections, this
term can be neglected.

For those configurations where the horizontal-tail drag is very small in comparison with the
wing-body pitching moment, the drag terms of Equation 4.5.1.3-b can be omitted. In addition,
since most horizontal tails have symmetrical airfoil sections, the CmH(wv) term can also be
omitted. Thus Equation 4.5.1.3-b can be written as

(Cm) aL 4.5.1.3-c

H(WBV) k- + s c -

If the small-angle approximation can be justified for (0xc -~e) , the above can be further

simplified to yield

(CmW) 01

CL(Cm Lmax 4.5.1.3-dLH(WBV) = "t

No substantiation is presented because of the lack of test data on wing-body-tail configurations.

Sample Problem

Given:

= 1.0 = 16.50 0 .°rw

SLmaxWB Lmax 9.2 (C Lmax 0.10

2" z

C = 0.02 C = 0 - = 2.75 = 1.23DHH(WV) C

4.5.1.3-3



Compute:

+CD cosac E) Z C --- e)--- .'c

(CmWB)OICLa H "Lmax H max ll(WBV)
Mnax

CLH (WBV) -) sn
Co lo, f s- e) +

'max cmax

(Equation 4.5.1.3-b)

0. 10 + 0.02 cos (16.50 -- 9.20) (1.23) - 0.06 sin (16.5) - 9.20) (2.75) + 0
cos (16.50 - 9.20) (2.75) + sin ( 16.50 - 9.2)) (1.23)

0. 10 + (0.02) (0.9919) (1.23) - (0.06) (0.1271) (2.75)

(0.9919) (2.75) + (0.1271) (1.23)

0. 1034

2.884

= 0.0359

Solution: '

CLmax (CLmax)WB ;CLH(WBV) (Equat'on 4.5.1.3-a)

1.0 + 0.036

= 1.036
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4.5.2 WING-BODY-TAIL PITCHING MOMENT
4.5.2.1 WING-BODY-TAIL PITCHING-MOMENT-CURVE SLOPE

Pitching-moment-estimation methods are inherently less accurate than those for lift, since pitching moment is dependent
primarily on load distribution, while lift depends primarily on gross forces. Many of the comments on lift given in
Section 4.5.1.1 are also applicable to this Section.

A. SUBSONIC
DATCOM METHODS

Two methods are presented, differing in their treatment of the effect of the forward-surface flow field on the aft surface.

Method I (b'/b" _> 1.5)

For configurations in which the span of the forward surface is large compared to that of the aft surface, the following
-V . approach can be used. This method is to be used when the ratio of the forward- to the aft-surface span is 1.5 or greater.

The complete equation for the pitching-moment-curve slope C,,,, of a wing-body-tail configuration based on the gross

area and MAC of the forward panel and an arbitrary center-of-gravity position is given by

Z-1-C (CL)' + (Coo)'} sin a + { (CL)' + (C)'} Cos a

F { C) -. (C,,.)l"I sin (a - 0 4- (Cx,,)"+ (CD)")o -) q" 5" COS' at-'

"_ Z,, (cj,.),, (C .),,) sin 4,, -• (CL) " (CDC) " COS (a -_ -0 _ _ _ s' I -

where

geometric parameters are defined in figure 4.5.2.1-7 (note that g', g" and V" are always positive)

primed quantities pertain to the forward panel

double-primed quantities pertain to the aft panel

the lift and draw terms below are calculated by the methods of Sections 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.3.2, respectively

(CL)' and (C 0)' are the complete lift and drag coefficients of the forward panel and body, including wing-body
interference. The coefficients are evaluated at the angle a --- ac i- i'.

(CL,)' and (CI,,)' are the complete lift.curve and drag-curve slopes of the forward panel and body including
interferences.

(CL)" and (C 0 )" are the lift and drag coefficients of the aft panel evaluated at the tail angle of attack
a" = a - e + i". These coefficients include wing-body interferences.

(CL 0,)" and (CD,)" are the lift-curve and drag-curve slopes of the aft panel including wing-body interference
effects.

E~ -and a-_. are the downwash angle and downwash gradient, respectively, from Section 4.4.1

' a" is the angle of attack of the aft panel, a -- e + i", where e is the average downwash angle (Section 44.1)

acting on the aft panel evaluated at the forward-panel angle of attack a - a0 + i'

+ - -z---.25 4.5.2.1-b

Xi - " .1" •'=i•- It )--n 254.5.2.1-cE c \cr,/\c/-.2

4.5.2. 1-c
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Xa.C. is the aerodynamic center of the forward panel obtained from Sec!ion 4.3.2.2 (referred tothe forward-panel apex and based on exposed panel geormetry)

,+[ !Xa".c. is the. aerodynanti,: center of the aft panel obtained fr-om Sec.tion -4.3..2. • (rcferrcd, to the

aft-panel apex and based on exposed panel geometry)

Formos cofigrato~rs te trmsinvlvig z., re eglgibe, ndfrequently the drag te~rins are strall enouigh to be
negligible. If, in addition, the usual approximations for smiall angle of attack are rmade, equation 4 .5.2.1-a can be sim-plified to give.•

-Ca-- Xeg -- X' Xeg -+ Xtqi,
- , (Cc)' -, ,q -- 01/ 4.5.2.i.d

which can be written as
• Cln• = Xg -- Xt

CMa [K4- + K•(w, + KwV(] (CLB)J Y ,' '
""f "/ -; f'-.7qXý, x,-x (C 1, "5/ "•, " ~A&..[Ku&w,f- K ,]" (CL)" ( - -\ q S" S' VS ' 4.5.2.1..'

where

X- "X, X (-) + x.."),( (, .25 (equation 4.5.2.1-b)

-_-. , if,+ 4.5.2. I.e
+1-

and the remaining terms are defined in Section 4.5.1.1.

Method 2 (b'/b") < 1.5 (3
For configurations in which the span of the forward suriace is approximately equal to or less than that of thi aft surface,
the vortex shed from the forward surface interacts directly with the aft surface and the resulting interference effects
nust be accounted for in the tail terms. This method is to be used when the ratio of the forward- to the a,-surface span

is less than 1.5. The contribution of this interference effect to the drag coefficient is not given in literature. However,
by making the assumptions that led to equation 4.5.2.1-d, a simplified expression for the pitching-moment-curve slope
of a complete wing-body-tail configuration based on the gross area and MAC of the forward panel and an arbitrary
"center-of-gravity position is:

..-- XF LC,) - -S q c",)w,.ij 4.5.,.1-f

"Equation 4.5.2.1-f can be written as
"K, 4- Km H. %v 4- Kw(i' C S,, .'.

S, (kl) {[Kw,,, + Knw,]" q(C )", " - (Ci,.,), }, 4.5.2.1-f'
[K*o+Kýd Sff SP q- lr V Y

where
,'- .X1.1 - X,

is given by equation 4.5.2.1-h

•'• X"• -+X" is -iven by equation 4 .5.2 .1-e

S-(Cc 1 )w",,,, is the effect of the fkrward-surface vorties on the aft surface zs definud in Seliori 4.5.1.1 3nd the
remaining terms are detined in Sechion 4..1-.1.

S 4.5.2.1.2



Sample Problems

"* 1. Method 1 (b'/b" > 1.5)

Given:

Configuration of sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1. Additional characteristics are based on total-
panel dimensions.

e.g. at-j-

4' = 1.316 0.566
g' F

'- =1.745 -5.30

-0.783
/cr) N

(x-- = 1.650 From Section 4.3.2.2; functions of wing-body geometry

\Cr/ W ()

fxac\ =0.822

\cr) B(W)

Compute:

SStep 1.

From Section 4.3.1.2:

(CLG)N = K•' (Ct40)', gr

SI(C',o)w N = KwN,' (CLY)'o. -

(CL)B 5 w)= Knon' (Cl,)a. ' S,

The above parameters have been calculated in sample problem 1. paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1.

5'
(C,,,)-' .0664 (.896) = .0595 per deg

(C.)N 0.037 (.0595) = 0.0022 per deg

= 1.08 (.0595) 0.0643 per deg

(CL,,)D(w, = 0.14 (.0595) = 0.0083 per deg

From Section 4.3.2.2:

0CLJ + (¼)El WSCr (CQ) ± (C.)wts, + (C,) 0 1 w, (equation 4.3.2. 2-a)

.783 (.0022) + 1.650 (.0643) A .822 i.0083)
0.0022 + 0.0643 + 0.0083

1.49

4.5.2.1-3
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""-ep 2. *,. .•., and x"- x"

it 0

E'•"+- -c I •] •_ 2 (equation 4,5.2.1.b) "•"

C, C

= 0 + 1.4.9 (1.316) -1.745 .-. 25

= -0.034x• "_ +' _ _

I'- ,, + -I-" , 5.30 (equation 4.5.2.1-e)

Step 3. Solution for C

(Cr,,)' and (CL.)" have been calculated in sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1.

= 0.0748 per deg

(C-a)" •,(�i-- 1 - . =0.0065 per deg (this value includes wake and wash effects calculated in

referenced problem)

x-mx' (CL' -x- x" q" S" U" ( a

- -(-.034) (.0748) - (5.30) (.566) (.0065)

0.0025 -0.005
-0.0170perdeg

2. Method 2 (b'/b' < 1.5)

Given:

Configuration of sample problem 2, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1. Additional characteristics are based on total
panel dimensions.

e.g. at

,' -- 1.38 - -0.343 -= 0,38 9  -- =5.32

( N= -0.333

0.526 From Section 4.3.2:2; functions of wing-body geometry

2o0.356
\Cr/1

4.5.2.1-4
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Compute:

Step I. -X.:

From Section 4.3.1.2:

=K Sc,

(CLQ&)w(B Kw'(C,,)'t (C,)S• "• .?Set

(c LO)Bw, ) K nw,' Sc,,• .

The above parameters have been calculated in sample problem 2, paragraph A, Section 4.5.1.1.

C S,)S" = (0.0405) (0.730) = 0.0296 per deg

(CL.)N =(0.67) (0.0296) .= 0.198 per deg

(CLa)W(fl= (1.16) (0.0296) = 0.0343 per deg

S(CLOa) Bw) = (0.27) (0.0296) = 0.0080 per deg

C) \ W(B) + \r/f (w) (equation 4.3.2.2-a)

c, (C..)2j + (CL) W () + (CL,)B(W)

(--0.333). (0.0198) + (0.526) (0.0343) + (0.356) (0.0080)

=ir.230=0.0198 0.0343 + 0.008
S= 0.230

Step2. x a - nd 7Eg .

Xc 0,.

*. •, a,+(k 7-)(•,) -- -. 25 (equation 45.2.1.b)

0 + (0.230) (1.38) - 0.389 - .25

= -0.3216

Xcg - X" C"
.. ,, ---- + - (equation 4.5.2,1-e)

-5.32

Step 3. Solution for CQy:

(ama F X, [KN + KwB) + Kf(,,,,]' (cCI)t S,

•''Xr- x"' (•,• 5./ 5" q"
- X I>g r) (m + K. (w) I (C,)" + (CL,),, j. (equation 4.5.2.1-f')

4.5.2.1-5
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•' Using the above results and the parameters calculated in sample problem 2, pai graph A, Section 4.5.1.1

- *S-wgives
in (-0.3216) (1.497) (0.0405) (0.730)

-(5.32) (0.343) [(1.45) (0.0667) (0.741) (0.277) (0.859) + -0.0139)]

=0.0085 per deg .'•
B. TRANSONIC

At transonic speeds the mutual interferences that exist between components can have pronounced effects upon the pitch-
ing-moment characteristics of wing-body-tail combinations. The sensitivity of shock-wave position and strength to minor
configuration changes and the common occurrence of shock-induced boundary-layer separation have significant effectson the pressure-loading variations and hence the pitching characteristics. At present the methods of predicting these4.

effects are either nonexistent or oversimplified. The downwash from the forward panel is also difficult to evaluate for-"
cases of mixed flow and/or separation over the forward panel.

DATCOM METHOD

It is recommended that the procedure outlined in paragraph A above be applied at transonic speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

The information included in the Datcom accounts for most of the mutual interferences that occur between components
at supersonic speeds. In particular, the wing-body interferences have been accounted for by the slender-body inter-
ference factors of Section 4.3.1.2. The wing-wing interference methods include the effects of the downwash field due to
eflift, the downwash due to the local compressible flow field, Mash number, and the local dynamic pressurev

DATCOM METHOD

The equations presented in paragraph A for estimsating the pitchin-moment-curve slope of wing-body-tail combinations

are applicable to the supersonic speed regime.

'A.

4.5.2.1-6
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4.5.3 WING-BODY-TAIL DRAG

4.5.3.1 WING-BODY-TAIL ZERO-LIFT DRAG

The information presented in this section is for estimating the zero-lift drag coefficient of complete
configurations in the aerodynamically clean condition. In general it consists of a synthesis of material pre-
sented in other sections. The methods are presented for a tail-aft configuration. The procedures to be
applied in treating canard configurations in the various speed regimes are noted.

The problem of estimating the zero-lift drag is one of accounting for the mutual interferences between com-
"ponents. The methods use basically the same approaches to account for mutual interferences at subsonic and
supersonic speeds as those of paragraphs A and C, respectively, of Section 4.3.3.1 for determining wing-body
zero-lift drag. The Datcom method at subsonic speeds consists of applying an interference correction factor
to the skin-friction and pressure-drag contributions of the exposed wing and body, and treating the tail
panels as exposed components. At supersonic speeds the zero-lift drag of the configuration is obtained by
adding the drag contributions of the exposed lifting surfaces and the isolated body. A simple fairing tech-
nique is used to approximate the zero-lift drag rise through the transonic speed regime.

Discussions of the various applicable theories are given in Sections 4.1.5.1, 4.2.3.1, and 4.3.3.1 and are not
repeated here.

It should be pointed out that the basic approach taken here is satisfactory for preliminary design stability
studies and that no attempt is made to provide methods suitable for performance estimates.

0 i
A. SUBSONIC (M < 0.70)

The zero-lift drag of a wing-body-tail configuration is approximated by adding tCe wing-body zero-lift drag
determined by the method of Section 4.3.3.1 and the drag contributions of the isolated tail panels deter-
mined by the method of Section 4.1.5.1. Although the method for determining the wing-body contribution
includes interference correction factors based on experimental results for wing-body combinations, it should
be pointed out that most of the bodies were conventional, ogive-cylinder combinations of high fineness ratio,
and no detailed investigation has been made to evaluate body effects. The tail-body combination also
produces interference drag, but no explicit correction factors are presented for this effect. Chapter VII of
reference I discusses the interference drag produced by tail configurations at their junctions with the fuse-
lage as well as in the corners formed by the intersection of horizontal and vertical tails. Tail-body interference
is compensated for to some extent in the Datcom by assuming that the average dynamic-pressure ratio at the
tail panels is unity.

The Datcom method is applicable to configurations employing the following two classes of wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, trapezoidal planforms)

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

"Double-delta wings
Cranked wings
"Curved (Gothic and ogee) wings

Non-straight-tapered wing geometric parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

4.5.3.1-1



DATCOM METHOD

The subsonic zero-lift drag coefficient of a complete configuration is approximated by

CD =(CD) +1 (D) 4.5.3. -a

where the subscript p refers to the tail panels, and

(CD) is the zero-lift drag coefficient of the wing-body configuration, based an the reference area,
WB obtained from paragraph A of Section 4.3.3.1.

(D0 ) is the ze'o-lift drag coefficient of a tail panel, based on the exposed panel geometry and
o p referred to the reference area, obtained from paragraph A of Section 4.1.5.1. Applied in this

manner, equation 4.1.5.1-a is expressed as

(CD0) =(Ce) II +L(--). o i) (RL~ wtp

where (S )PI is the wetted area of the exposed panel. The Reynolds number used in
I P

determining the turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient is based on the mean aerodynamic
chord (i-c) of the exposed panel.

rhe method is applied to tail-forward configurations by applying the wing-body method of Section 4.3.3.1
to the primary lifting-surface-body combination and the method of Section 4.1.5.1 to the exposed forward
panel.

Sample Problem

Given: A wing-body-tail configuration of reference 2, designated 53-series.

Nw
T ~d c ve•._

1.............................

NN

re, 4.5.3.1-2



Wing Characteristics:

Aw 3.0 bw = 10.80in. Xw 0.40 SW - Sre 3 8 .89sqin.

ALEW = 53.130 (C). 3.55 in. (Sw wl ffi 62.86sqin.

(t/c)ay = 0.044 (t/c) @0.30c A(t/C) f 49.30
max MOax

-1.616Sref

Horizontal-Tail Characteristics:

AH = 3.994 bH = 5.56 in. XH 0.334 A - 8.530

= 1.296 in. [(Swet)J 10.3 7 2 sq in. t/c = 0.03

0" (t/c)ma @ 0.30c A(t) = 0 - 0.2667•.• "• Al/cmax Sgot

Vertical-Tail Characteristics:

Av 1.356 bv 3.294 in. Xv - 0.275 ALEv= 56.550

V C)- 2.305 in. I(Swet)VJ- 11.01 sq in. tic -0.03

(t/C)0. @ 0.30c A(t/€)mu 45.30 - 0.2832

"Body Characteristics:

l= 17.0in. d dm ax 1.588 in. db - 1.174in. S 1.08 3 sq in.

Fd (SS).
f 92/d= 10.70 db/d= 0.739 (S ) = 2 3 .63 sq in. -So 21.82

SS. SD3/
(S) 0.6076 0.0278 Body ordinates: r 0.794 -1 2x

0 .60 S ra 19.833)J

The body is modified by a 1.369-inch cylindrical extension at x * 12.

4.5.3.1.3



Additional Characteristics:

R = 0.393 x 106 per in. Polished metal surfaces (assume k -0)

M = 0.4, 0.6, 0.7

Compute:

Step 1. Determine C for each component (Section 4.1.5. ) (For all components the admissible
roughness 2/k = , and the skin-friction coefficient is obtained at the calculated RR)

Reynolds numbers
Wing: R2  (0.393 x 10 6 ) (Cw) (0.393 x 106)(3,55) = 1.395 x 106

Horizontal: RR = (0.393 x 106 )(ZH) (0.39 3 x 106)(1.296) = 5.09x 105
C

"Vertical: Rj (0.393 x 10 6 ) (v) = (0.393 x 106)(2.305) 9.06 x 101

Body: Rj (0.393 x 106)(Q) = (0.393 x 106)(17.0) = 6.68 x 106

Skin-friction coefficients as f(M) (figure 4.1.5.1 -20)

(Cow (can (C90 (Cf)

0.4 0.00413 0.00495 0.00444 0.00315

0.6 0.00407 0.00488 0.o440 0.00310

0.7 0.00404 0,00484 0.00436 0.00308

Step 2. Determine the skin-friction and pressure-drag contributions of the components. (Sec-
tions 4.1.5.1 and 4.2.3.1)!4

Wing: [i + (figure 4.1.5.1-26a, for L[ 1.2)

0c W

Horizonta:[ +Lk 100 1.0 (figure 4.1.,5.1l-26a, for L =1.2)
H

Vertical: I +L _L1)t = 1.02 (figure 4 .1.5.1-26a, for L = 1.2)
c c v

4.5.3.1-4



Body: [; +0.0025 d +- +0.0025(10.7 1.0757"::.O 0Z/V ~ (1 0.7)3

Step 3. Determine the lifting-,urface correction factors. (Section 4.1.5. )

Wing- cosA(tlc)ax 49.30 = 0.6521

Horizontal: cos A(t/C) Cos (0) 1.00

Vertical: cos A(t) - cos 45.30- 0.7034

Lifting-surface correction factors as f(M) (figure 4.1.5.1 -28b)

M Ks- (IklS)H (RLS -)

0.4 0.960 1.105 1.000

0.6 1.002 1.150 1.044

0.7 1.058 1.205 1.098

0 Step 4. Determine the wing-body interference correlation factor (figure 4.3.3.1-37

R = 6.68 x I06 (calculated above)

M Rws

0.40 1.028

0.60 0.988

0.70 0.963

Step 5. Determine the wing-body zero-lift drag exclusive of base drag. (Section 4.3.3.1)

rowe

,- " + 60 +0.0025 Rwa (equation 4.3.3.1-a)-,":. "' +(C)B L (99/d) dJ Sf,

:•(cr:)W (1.05) (RL.s.)w (5.616) + (C5)ŽB (1.0757) (0.6076)I RWB

!(1.697) (Cf)w (RL.s,)w + (0.6536) (Ct)B RWB

•i 4.5.3.1-5



G_ 0 _

SB
(C DO)WB " CDb Sref

*(KLS,1w (Cf) B RWB eq. 4.3.3.1-a

PA Wtp 1 step 3 j ,.1.97) step 1 i(0.6536) (§) step 4 () C
0.4 0.00413 0.960 0.00673 0.00315 0.00206 1.028 0.00904

0.6 0.00407 1.002 0.05692 0.00310 0.00203 0.988 0.00884

0.7 0.00404 1.058 0.00725 0.00308 0.00201 0.96" 0.00892

Step 6. Determine the base drag (b, .ýed on S.) (Section 4.2.3.1)

C~b 0.029 dbD) = 0.01 !7k ) (equation 4.2.3. 1 -b)

) + -2, +B. 0 ! (C) (1.0757) (21.82) (23o47) (C)
L ( B B

,I' -

CD

(Cf)B eq. 4.2.3.-b

M - ~~~(23.47) (Cf)0.17 -, •M sup I1 0.0117/'

0.4 0.00315 0.0739 0.272 0.0430

, 0.6 0.00310 0.0728 0.270 0.0433

0.7 0.00308 0.0723 0.269 0.0435

'rep 7. Determine the total wing-body zero-lift drag using equatiop 4.3.3.1-a.

4
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. -. • . . , -• .;- - •.- ,, , - :. - • • •, '- . • . -,- • ; • • .

(CD0  (CD 0ue

14 step ,S. O 6I, 6c. (a (D (0.0278) 0 + 0 )
0.4 0.00904 0.0430 0.00120 0.01024

0.6 0.00884 0.0433 0.00120 0601004

0.7 0.00892 0.0435 0.00121 0.01013

SStep 8. Determine the horizontal- and vertical-tail zero-lift drag contributions.

r 4  4]I (Swet) HI
[ L(c f I +L 100 )(RLoS.) S (equation 4.1.5.1-a)

.(c 0.02) (R ( .260o)

.7 ( 0. 02) ( 0.2667)

(0.2720) (Cx H (- L.S.)H

(CD0 I +CL I 1 + 10) O ( R)I Ls) (equation 4.1.5.1-a)

= (Cf) (1.02) (RLs) (0,2832)

= (0.2889) (Cr)v (RL.s)

(o)H ( 0 )

(Cf) H (RLS.)H (baesdon S rf) (cf)v (RS. (bond on S~~

M step I step 3 M0.2720) (s• ep I slap 3 (0.2889)

0.4 0.00495 1.105 0.00149 0.00444 1.000 0.00128

0.6 0.00483 1.150 0.00153 0.00440 1.044 0.00133

0.7 0.00484 1.205 0.0015W 0.00436 1.098 0.00138

4.5.3.1-7
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Solution:

C1D0 = (CDo)WE 2 v(CDo)P (equation 4.5.3.1-a)

= (CDO ))W +(CDo)H + (CDo )

*002 0 E0 05
CD

(c1  D c )~ (CD 0) (baned onS

Mstep 7,col (D) step 8,co (3) step S.cot 0 0 (D) -(. (D)
0.4 0.01024 0.00149 OAL2 0.0130

0.6 0.01004 0.00153 0.00133 0.0129

0.7 0.01013 0.00159 0.00138 0.0131

~SThe cakulated results are compared with test values from reference 2 in figure 4.5.3.1 -18.

B. TRANSONIC (0.7 :S M 5 1.1)

S Interference effects in the transonic range are generally greater than those in the subsonic range. This is due
to the higher local velocities over the individual components and the greater propagation of the associated
perturbations from their source. Furthermore, large supersonic flow regions often exist that contribute sub-
stantially to the wave drag. These effects may be accounted for by the application of the area-rule method,
whereby the zero-lift drag of a wing-body-tail combination can be calculated as though the combination
were a body of revolution with equivalent-area cross sections.

Application of the area-rule method for computation of transonic zero-lift drag is discussed in paragraph B
of Section 4.3.3.1 and will not be repeated here. Since the method is quite tedious to compute by hand,
automatic computing equipment is invariably used.

There is no general method available for determining the interference drag between components at transonic
speeds. The method of approach used in Section 4.3.3.1 to determine transonic wing-body zero-lift drag

r could be extended to include the contributions of the tail panels in a manner similar to that used in para-
graph A. However, such a method is considered to be unwarranted in view of the approximate nature of the
results in conjunction with the labor required to apply the method.I
The Datcom method has been selected for its ease of application. The degree 01 accuracy of the Datcom
method should be equivalent to that using the build-up procedure discussed above.

4i 4.5.3.1-8
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DATCOM METHOD

An indication of the wing-body-tail zero-lift drag coefficient at transonic speeds may be obtained by the
following procedure:

Step I. Calculate the zero-lift drag coefficient over the subsonic and supersonic speed regimes by the
methods of paragraphs A and C, respectively.

Step 2. Obtain the drag-divergence Mach number Mo from figure 4.5.3.1-19 as a function of wing
geometry and general wing-body configuration.

Step 3. Obtain the zero-lift drag coefficient at MD by

(CDo)D = (CD )M=0.7 +0.002 4.5.3.1-b

Step 4. Using the information determined in steps I through 3 as a guide, construct the approximite
zero-lift drag coefficient for the range of Mach numbers between 0.7 and 1.1. The CD vs

M curve is faired tangent to a line whose slope is aCD /M= 0.10 passing through DCt)
(C O)MD

DD
Equtio 45.31- fo deerinig C ) is arbitrary, since for all configurations an initial drag rise at

M, = 0.7 is assumed, and the drag-rise increment &CD) - 0.002.

(See sketch (a)). (C ) a

The method is applicable only to tail-aft configurations with straight-tapered wings.

D
(C 

D

S___,

M =0.7 MD M =1.1

M

SKETCH (a)

Sample Problem

Given: The configuration of the sample problem of paragraph A. Some of the characteristics are repeated.
•Aw =3.0 X 0.40 (A, 4 )w 49,80

4.5.3.1-9
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(t/c)av = 0.044 Swept wing design without area rule

Compute:

MD 0.96 (figure 4.5.3.1 -19)

= 0.013 1 (sample problem, paragraph A)

D)M D (C) + 0.002 (equation 4.5.3.1-b)

d 0.0131 +0.002

0.0151

The zero-lift drag coefficient is constructed for the range of Mach numbers between 0.7 and 1.1 in figure
4.5.3.1-18.

C. SUPERSONIC (M a, 1.1)

The area-rule method, discuss, A in paragraph B of Section 4.3.3.1, has been adapted to supecsonic speeds to
allow the computation of the .ero-lift drag of complete configurationi at supersonic speeds. The resulting
method, termed the "supersonic area rule" gives wave drag, including aerodynamic interferences, at a given
Mach number.

Application of the "supersonic area rule" requires automatic computing equipment. A general discussion of
the method and the steps required to prepare the machine input and to interpret the computed drag values
are given in paragraph C of Section 4.3.3.1.

The method presented is essentially the same as that of paragraph A of this section. The zero-lift drag of

exposed tail panels determined by the method of Section 4.1.5.1 is added to the wing-body zero-lift drag
determined by the method of Section 4.3.3. .

The Datcom method may be applied to configurations having the following classes of wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, trapezoidal planforms)

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Double-delta wings
Cranked wings
Curved (Gothic and ogee) wings

Non-straight-tapered wing geometric parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

It is assumed that the average dynamic-pressure ratio at the tail panels is unity.

4.5.3.1-10



DATCOM METHOD

The supersonic zero-lift drag coefficient of a complete configuration is approximated by equation 4.5.3. 1-a;
i.e.,

CDo = (CDo)WB +ZP (CD )p

where the subscript p refers to the tail panels, and
(C D is the zero-lift drag of the wing-body configuratlon, based on the reference area, obtained

DO WB from paragraph C of Section 4.3.3.1.

D ) is the zero-lift drag coefficient of a tail panel, based on the exposed panel geometry and

(C -p referred to the reference area, obtained from paragraph C of Section 4. 1.5. 1. In applying this

method the Reynolds numbers used in determining the turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coef-
ficients are based on the mean aerodynamic chord (Z' ) of the exposed panels, and the
wetted areas are the exposed wetted areas of the panell I(Swe)

The method is applied to tail-forward configurations in the same manner as noted at the conclusion of para-

graph A.

Sample Problem

Given: The configuration of the sample problem of paragraph A. Some of the characteristics are repeated.

Wing Characteristics:

SW = Snr = 38.89sqin. (Sw) = 31.43sqin.

S= 53.130 (-CW) e 3.55 in. I(Wet = 62.86 sq in.

(t/c)2v = (t/c = 0.044 I = 0.808 = 1.616
off Strf

Horizontal-Tail Characteristics:

(S.). = 5.186sqin. I(S,.t) H 10.372sqin.

ALE = 8.530 (C) 1.296 in. t/c =(t/c)ff 0.03
H

(S,) I(Swet)d iC I

- = 0.1333 = 0.2667S Sre
ref

4.5.3.1-11



Vertical-Tail Characteristics:

(Sv) = 5.507sqin. t(Swet)v] = ll.014sqin.

ALEv = 56.550 (C-V) = 2.305 in. t/c = (t/c)eff 0.03
V C

-) 0.1416 
-- 0.2832

Sr Sef

Body Characteristics:

Re = 17.0in. d =dmIX = 1.588in. db = 1.174in. Se = 1.083sqin.

RA = 7.0in. RN = 10.0in. fA = RA/d 4,408 fN = RN/d 6.297

"(S cSB
ON = 170 (S4)=23.63 sq in. Ss)- . 0.6076 Sw 0.02'i8Sref 5ref

(Ss) . = 2 1.8 2

SB

Additional Characteristics:

R - 0.250 x 106 per in. Polished metal surface (assume k 0)

M 1.10 1.20_] _ 1.30 1.40
_________________________-Biconvex airfoils

0.458 0,663 1 0.83 1 0.980

Compute:

Step 1, Determine C for each component (Section 4,1.5. 1) (For all components the admissible
roughness •kl w, and the skin-friction coefficient is obtained at the calculated RQ.)

Reynolds number

Wing: RR = (0.250 x 106) (sw) = (0.250 x 106) (3.55) 8.875 x 105
C

Horizontal: Rk = (0.250x 10')(•H) = (0.250x 106)(1.296) 3.24x 105

Vertical: R, = (0.250 x 106) (-v ) = (0.250 x 106) (2.305) 5.76 x 105
C

Body: Rq = (0,250 x 106) (Re) = (0.250 x 106) (17.0) 4.25 x 106
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Skin-friction coefficientE (figure 4.1.5.1 -26)

(Cf) (C•) (Cf) (Cf)
M H VB

1.10 0.00417 0.00503 0U00450 0.003"17

1.20 0.00411 0.00498 0.00443 0.00312

1.30 0.0(2404 0.00490 0.00436 0.00307

1.40 0.00397 0.00482 0.00429 0.00302

Step 2. Determine the skin-friction drag coefficients of the lifting surfaces, based on Sf. (Sec-

tion 4.3.3. )

(Swot)e
CD a Cf - (equation 4.3.3. 1-f)

[(Swetdwl

Wing: (CD ) = (Cf)w = 1.616 (Cf)w

.0Horizontal: (CD0). % H S., 0.2667 (CO) H

nI (S oft) V iVertical: (CD f)V (Ce) 0rr.28 32 (Cf)

in~ ~ ectio 4... a ee rpe.

1.10 0.00674 0.00134 0.00127

1.20 0.00664 0.00133 0.00125

1.30 0.00653 0.00131 0.00123

1.40 0.00642 0.00129 0.00121

Step 3. Determine the wave-drag coefficients of the lifting surfaces, based on S (Section 4.3.3.1)
(Since all lifting surfaces are conventional, straight-tapered planforms, tf~e subscript bw used
in Section 4.3.3.1 has been dropped.)

Wing:

16
K (biconvex airfoil. See table, paragraph C, Section 4.1.5.1 .)
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R t

,, . (Sw)"
CDr) KcotA -v -- (equation 4.3.3.1-i)

WF efw \ f err

= 16 cot 53.131 (0.044)2 (0.808) 0.00626

3 '
Horizontal:

16
3 -(biconvex air-foil)

Cot ALE > l.O for all M
H

2 2 (SH)

(CD "- (equation 4.3.3.1 -h)•'.. CD = - Sref

:v 6 0.000640
N:•7 = 3"• (0.03)2 (0,1333) 0.00064

""3 0.458 0.663 0.831 0.980

Ca Ki 0.00140 0.00096510i000770 0.000653

S-., Vertical:

K = 16 (biconvex airfoil)•,o 3

,.'"' .... 3Cut /,LEV < 1,0 for all M

:' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F ("C- ( wV KotAE -ffS ,f equation 4.3.3. 1-i)

': , 16
. cot 56.550 (0.03)2 (0.1416) 0.000449

Step 4. Determine the zero-lift drag of the lifting surfaces by combining the results of steps 2 and 3.

"(CD (C1, +Ct),t., (based on Srf) (equation 4.3.3."1-e)
, . . ifting 'ifn

-surface surface
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WING HORIZONTAL VERTICAL

• step ,, ,,tep , 3 step , 2 step,3 +÷ ,,tep .,2, step
;' ' "1.10 0.00674 0.00626 0.01300 0.00134 0.00140 0.00274 0.00127 0.000449 0.00172

1.20 0.00664 0.01290 0.00133 0.000965 0.00230 0.00125 0.00170

1.30 0.00653 0.01279 0.00131 0.000770 0.00208 0.00123 0.00168

1.40 0.00642 0.01268 0.00129 0.000653 0.00194 0.00121 10.00166

-Step 5. Determine the body zero-lift drag coefficient.

L:i Skin-friction coefficient (see step I)

"Wave-drag coefficients (method 2, paragraph C, Section 4.2.3.1)

Forebody

fN = 6,297

KN = 1.012 (figure4.2.3.1-63)

,fN +2 j KN = (6.297)2 + (1.012)-= 40.38

G0Q 0 0 0
CDN2 cD N' + +4N CDN

M 0 /6.297 fig. 4.2.3.14-1 0 /40.38

1.10 0.458 0.073 1.130 0.0280

1.20 0.663 0.105 1.124 0.0278

1.30 0.831 0.132 1.112 0.0275

1.40 0.980 0.156 1.00 0.0272

"4.5.3.1-15
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Afterbody

db/d = 0.739; fA 4.408

0/fA CDA(f A)2 CDA

IA () /4.408 fig. 4.2.3.1-64 ( /19.43

1,10 0.458 0.104 0.297 0.013

1.20 0.663 0.150 0,290 0.0149

1.30 0.831 0.189 0.265 0.0136

1.40 0.980 0.222 0.248 0.0128

Nose bluntness
CD 0 (no bluntness)

Afterbody interference-diag coefficient

2 [(2) (7.0) 7772 N 10.0 1429; (0.739)2 0.546

S1.5881

CD A(NC) d 0.350 (figure 4.2.3.i-44a)

CD = (0.350)/(77.72) = 0.00450
A(NC)

Base-drag coefficient

fA 4.408; (db /d) 2  (0.739)2 = 0.546

CD - 6 C d (equation 4 .2 .3 .1-g)
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', ". D br

fig. 4.2.3.1-50, eq. 4.2.3.1-g

m interpolated (0.546)

1.10 -0.101 0.0551

1.20 -0,101 0.0551

1.30 -0.101 0.0551

1.40 -0.101 0.0551

(S A
(C Do0 (C da• +CD N 2+ CA + CD A(NC) + CDN + C Db (based on S.)

(equation 4.2.3. 1-h)

(D (( 0 CD 0

(O) (Cf) N S cDTD eq. 4.2.3.1I-hM stepl (D(21.2) SBD2  A A( N CI b b+04 +0 +0 +0

1.1 0.00317 0 0.0280 0.0153 0,00450 0 0.0551 0.1721

1.2 0.00312 0.0681 0.0278 0.0149 0 0.1704

%-[1.3 0.00307 0.0670 0.0275 0.0136 0 0.1677

-""1.4 0.00302 0.0659 0.0272 0.0128 0 0.1655

• Solution:

(C ) (C )(based on S,,f) (equation 4.5.3. 1-a)0
C D 0 

C D 0 ) W B + L 
C D O P

+ ((D " S S + ( Doo i + ( Doo))

(Cr)w ref

ep.CC C4.5.3.1-17
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0( 000

SB C D 0
(o) ( ) ( ) ( )ref eq. 4.5.3.1-

M stop 4 stop 4 stop 4 itep 5 3, (0.0279) ()+()~C 1
1.10 0.01300 0.00274 0.00172 0.1721 0.00478 0.02224

1.20 0,01290 0.00230 0,00170 0.1704 0.00474 (102164

1,30 0.01279 0.00208 0.00168 0.1677 0.00466 0,02121

1.40 0.01268 0.00194 0.00166 0.1655 0.00460 0.02088

The calculated results are compared with test values from reference 2 in figure 4.5.3.1-18.

REFERENCES

1. Hoerner, S.F.: Fluid.Dynamic Orag. Published by Author, 1968. (U)

2. Wakefield, R.M.: Effects of Wing-Crank, Leading Edge Chord EIxtanrions and Horizontal.Toll Height on the Longitudinai Stability of
Swipt-Wing Models at Mech Numbers From 0.6 to 1.4. NASA TM X-92, 1959. (U)
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4.5.3.2 WING-BODY-TAIL DRAG AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The information contained in this section is for estimating the drag coefficient of complete vehicle
configurations at angle of attack.

The total vehicle drag at angle of attack consists of the following items:

1. wing-body zero-lift drag
2. wing-body induced drag
3. vertical stabilizer zero-lift drag
4. horizontal-stabilizer zero-lift drag
5. horizontal-stabilizer induced drag

The aerodynamic phenomena associated with, and methods for estimating Items 1-3 are presented
in Sections 4.1.5.1, 4.3.3.1, 4.3.3.2, and 4.5.3.1 and are not repeated here.

A vehicle in non-maneuvering flight has the horizontal stabilizer or elevator deflected such that the
sum of all moments about the vehicle center of gravity is zero. The pitching moment required to
trim arises from the tail-lift and drag vectors and the position of these vectors with respect to the
vehicle center of gravity. The method presented in this section is concerned primarily with the
estimation of the drag increment resulting from the horizontal-stabilizer contribution required to
trim the vehicle (Cm eg = 0) at usable lift coefficients. A tail-aft configuration is assumed.

The equations pertinent to trim drag presented herein are applicable at all speeds. The method is
restricted only by the limitations imposed upon the parameters in other sections of the Datcom. Of
course, wing-body test values at the appropriate angle of attack are preferred.

DATCOM METHO6

All Speeds

The drag coefficient of a wing-body-tail configuration at angle of attack is given by
I..

CD D0)WB +(CD0)V +(CDi)WB +ACDtrim 4.5:3.2-a

where all coefficients are based on total wing area, and

(CD) is the wing-body zero-lift drag coefficient obtained from Section 4.3.3.1.
• . ... W B

"k-(CD ° is the vertical-stabilizer zero-lift drag coefficient obtained from Section 4.1.5. 1
(see Section 4.5.3.1 for proper treatment of this term).

(CD is the induced drag coefficient of the wing-body combination obtnined from
Section 4.3.3.2.

4.5.3.2-1



ACu is the drag-coefficient increment between the drag coefficient of the complete
vehicle in pitch equilibrium and the drag coefficient of the wing-body-vertical-
tail configuration.

The trim-drag coefficient is given by

SH qH
ACD (CD cos I + sin ) - - 4.5.3.2-b

Dtrim DH H L 14 Sw q00

whore

CD His the horizontal-stabilizer drag coefficient, based on total horizontal-stabilizer
area and taken relative to the local-flow direction at the horizontal stabilizer.

C1  is the horizontal-stabilizer lift coefficient required to trim, based on total
horizontal- stabilizer area and taken relative to the local-flow direction at the
horizontal stabilizer.

is the average downwash angle at the horizontal stabilizer, obtained from
Section 4.4.1.

SH /SW is the ratio of total horizontal-stabilizer area to total wing area.

qH /q., is the average dynamic- pressure ratio at the horizontal tail, obtained from
Section 4.4.1.

The horizontal-stabilizer drag coefficient is given by

C C 4.5.3,2-c

where

CD) is the horizontal-stabilizer zero-lift drag coefficient obtained from Section
4.1.5.1 (see Section 4.5.3.1 for proper treatment of this term).

CD i) is the horizontal-stabilizer induced-drag coefficient given by
(CD)i) H(% )

(CK = ) A - 1 1  4.5.3.2-d""iI r , A e. e H

where

A11  is the geometric aspect ratio of the horizontal stabilizer.

e. is Oswald's efficiency factor for induced drag of the horizontal tail. No method
presently exists for determining this parameter. For purposes of the Datcom
en = 0.50 for a horizontal stabilizer mounted on a body, and 0.70 for a

horizontal stabilizer mounted on the vertical stabilizer.
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The horizontal-stabilizer lift coefficient required to trim is given by

mWB
2 w) _tan(_2 - a + eH_)__SH qqf XH X O

cosS2ce1 1 1 -a- 6

L S: qS -q
CI •1+ -4 ~a(••--•+ H)][rAH e Hco( -c HCw) SH qooH 1H-- CD OH (• - H)x O

4.5.3.2-e

where

(Cm) is the wing-body pitching-moment coefficient given by

dC.

(Cm =(CL (C) + (C.)W 4.5.3.2-f

where

02 'dCm is the wing-body pitching-moment-curve slope obtained from Section

•d•L 'W 4.3.2.2.

(C o)is the wing-body zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient. This parameter
C D) W B must be obtained from test data on a similar configuration or from

Section 4.3.2.1.

(CL) is the wing-body lift coefficient given by

(CL)WB (CL) W N) 4.5.3.2-g

* , wit-re

(L)" WB is the wing-body lift-curve slope, obtained from Section 4.3.1.2.

,(a0) is the w~ng-body zero-lift angle of attack obtained from the
wing-alone data of Section 4.1.3.1*.

0w .Bis the wing-body angle of attack.

*Test date from a similar configuration should be used if available. Wing surface velocity is increased by the presence of the fuselage;
therefore, when the fuselage is below the wing the lift is reduced and with the fuselage above the wine the lift will be increased. This
effect is generally small unless wing-mounted bodies such as stores or nacelles are close to the fuselage or to each other.
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is the distance between the vehicle center of gravity and thequarter-chord point of the horizontal-stabilizer MAC (see Figure
4.5.3.2-4).

S2 is the angle defined by the intersection of xR with the FRP (see
Figure 4.5.3.2-4).

The drag increment due to longitudinally trimming a vehicle is used in conjunction with the lift
increment required for trim to obtain, points on the trimmed drag polar. The procedure used to
obtain points on the trimmed drag polar is illustrated in Sketch (a).

i 7 ...... - 1 -.... .
T2imme. -2 2

CL

C, 0

S" CD - a (+ 0 a-

SKET'IH (a)

Point I represents the horizontal tail-off trimmed condition (Cm w B 0). To trim the vehicle at
Point 2 the drag polar is corrected for the horizontal-tail load required to apply ACe. This tail load
is (see Figure 4.5.3.2-5)
oxH 

xH
inm AC D sin (E2 -0 cf co(C-).trim r-W trAC'im Z

where the lift increment required to trim is

SH qH
ACLtrim (CLH COS eH - C sin eH H H

4.5.3.2-4
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rtrim

S-Airplane angle of attack (positive as shown,

x11 : Distance from c.g. to quarter-chord point of horizontal-stabilizer MAC

•]= Angle defined by intersection of XH with FRP (positive as shown
with horizontal stabilizer above e.g.)

• '" FIGURE 4.5.3.2-5 DEFINITION SKETCH FOR TRIM DRAG CALCULATIONS

III
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4.6 POWER EFFECTS AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The propulsion unit has many important influences upon the aerodynamic parameters of a
. :- vehicle, other than its main function of overcoming drag. The stability and control characteristics

in particular can often be affected significantly by the effects of power.

This section presents methods for analyzing the power effects of jet- and propeller-propulsion
units. In order to apply the Datcom methods, it is necessary to have experimental results for or
to be able to estimate power-off lift and drag-force characteristics of the wing.

The power effects arising from propeller operation are frequently large enough to warrant
consideration in preliminary analysis, especially in take-off and landing configurations. The
propeller wash usually interacts with the flow around several of the airplane components,

creating numerous separate effects that must be evaluated.

Propeller and propeller-wash characteristics are dependent upon several factors, such as blade
shapes, fm effects, flow entrainment, and propeller rotating properties (dual rotating, counter
rotating, etc.). These factors have prevented the formulation of a complete and accurate
theoretical analysis. Consequently, propeller and propeller-wash effects are usually estimated by
empirical methods.

The majority of the experimental data used to formulate the methods and design charts for
propeller effects in this section were based on single-engine flaps-up configurations, because of a
scarcity of adequate flaps-down data on single- or multiple-engine configurations. Consequently,

the accuracy of the method for evaluating the power effects for flaps-down configurations is
unknown. Methods are presented in Section 9.2 for evaluating the power effects of
V/STOL-type aircraft configurations. For flaps-down configurations the methods of Section 9.2
should be used, since they will probably give a more accurate evaluation of the propeller power
effects.

Although many of the power effects arising from propellers are undesirable, i.e., destabilizing,
some are advantageous. For instance, large increases in maximum lift can be obtained from wing
sections immersed in the propeller slipstream with the propeller operating at high-power condi-
"tions.

The power effects from jet-propelled aircraft are generally easy to analyze and have relatively
minor effects on the stability and control characteristics of a vehicle. The increased simplicity is
due to the elimination of the propeller and of the complex flow region of its slipstream on the
wing, tail, and other surfaces. Jet-propelled aircraft are designed to keep the jet exhaust at a safe

. -_ distance from the horizontal tail because of its extreme heat. Therefore, slipstream problems are
minimized.

The Datcom methods presented in the following sections estimate the propeller effects at
subsonic speeds and the jet effects at subsonic and supersonic speeds on the lift, drag, and
"pitching moments of a vehicle. By using the methods presented, a variety of vehicle and

4.6-1
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power-plant configurations can be evaluated. These include conventional tail-aft aircraft and
canard aircraft, having tractor, pusher, and single- and multiple-power plants. Positive- and nega-
tive-thrust and windmilling conditions for propellers are included, Reverme-thrust conditions that
cause large interferences and flow separation cannot be evaluated by the methods presented in
the following sections.

A general notation list and reference list are included in this section for all power-effects
sections. Figures 4.6-12 and 4.6-13 indicate the geometric data required by the methods of these
sections. Figure 4.6-12 specifically illustrates the geometric data required for calculating the wing
area immersed in the slipstream.

NOTATION

SYMBOL DEFINITiON

A aspect ratio

AH aspect ratio of horizontal tail

Al engine inlet duct area -

Ai effective aspect ratio of the immersed wing

a inflow factor

bH span of horizontal tail, ft
H1

bi span of immersed wing, ft

bp blade width, ft
P1

C1 , C2  constants for determining downwash
d o

CD drag coefficient

Cb base drag coefficient

CD drag-coefficient due to lift
L

CD zero-lift drag coefficient

4.6-2
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

•.I1 4CD increment in zero-lift drag coefficient

( ACD) increment in skin-friction drag caused by change in dynamic pressure

local skin-friction drag coefficient

CL lift coefficient

CL propeller 'ift coefficient
P

L wing lift coefficient

(ACLchange in lift coefficient due to horizontal tail

K 4Ct increment of maximum lift due to power effects

(ACL)inicrement in lift due to the turning of the free-st~eam. flow at the engine inlet0"I- Nj

. A )N increment in lift due to propeller normal forceAN Np

C ( L q change in lift coefficient due to the change in slipstream dynamic pressure

(Ac) increment in lift due to thrust

6 CL lift-curve slope of the power-off lift curve

CL lift-curve slope of the horizontal tail
Q H

(ACL) increment in lift due to the upwash or downwash of the propeller flow field

C(AL) increment in lift due to jet interference effects

C. pitching-moment coefficient

4.6-3



SYMBOL DEFINITION

)zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient of the components immersed in the
islipstrcarn

)Co) zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient of the area not immersed in the slipstream

"immersed

Cm\ zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient of the wing-body combination
0 wng. 4

body

AC) total change in pitching-moment coefficient of the horizontal tail

ACmre increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to the immersed-wing lift

L /increments

S) increment in pitching-moment coefficirnt due to propeller normal force
AC N p

Ac) increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to the change in slipstream

re q dynamic pressure

(ACm increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to the offset of the thrust axis
/ T from the origin of the axes

ACm\ increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to a change in the dynamic
q pressure on the horizontal tail

(ACm increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to a change in the downwash at

the horizontal tail

- CN propeller normal-force coefficient
N

(CN ) propeller normal-force derivative

CN p NOpropeller normal-force derivative based on KN = $0.7

r average chord of immersed wing section

c mean aerodynamic chord, MAC

4.6-4
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

C1, m.m n aerodynamic chord of the horizontal tail

-i .mean aerodynamic chord of the wing area not immersed in the slipstream

f propeller-inflow factor

"h altitude

iH incidence of the horizontal tail

iT incidence of the thrust axis

iw incidence of the wing

K maximum-lift empirical constant

KI nacelle or fuselage empirical constant

KD propeller drag factor

KN empirical normal-force factor

2 H distance from axes origin to quarter-chord point on the mean aerodynamic

chord of the horizontal tail

M. free-stream Mach number

n number of engines

n' load factor

4 p pressure

" Ap change in pressure

q dynamic vressure

"Aq change in dynamic pressure
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

Rt radius of jet orifice

SRradius of equivalent jet orifice

Rp Ppropeller radius

S reference area

area of portion of horizontal tail immersed in propeller slipstream

total surface area immersed in the slipstream

SP propeller disk area

Sw wing area

Swf wing planform area including and directly fo:ward of flap area

T thrust per engine

T' Cthrust CoQVfficilvit pet eilgine

V velocity

V. actual jet velocity

V1 equivalent jet velocity

W weight

x" longitudinal distance from the jet exit to the quarter-chord point of
horizontal-tail mean aerodynamic chord

xJJ longitudinal distance from jet-wake origin to quarter-chord point of hori-
zontal-tad mean aerodynamic chord

x1 longitudinal distance from quarter-chord point of wing mean aerodynamic
chord to leading edge of engine inlet

xY lonlotudinal distance from jet-wake origin to jet exit, usually considered to

be 4.6 tiuites the orifice exhaust radius
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

xp longitudinal distance from intersection of propeller plane with thrust axis
and the c 'rter-chord point of the wing mean aerodynamic choid

x• longitudinal distance from moment-reference-center location to the aero-

dynamic center of the wing area immersed in the slipstream, positive for the
aerodynamic center forward of the moment reference center.

YT spanwise distance from thrust axis to fuselage center line

" zvertical distance from X-axis to quarter-chord point of horizontal-tail mean
aerodynamic chord

Z~teff vertical distance from quarter-chord point of horizontal-tail mean aero-dynamic chord to the slipstream center line

vertical distance from propeller thrust axis to quarter-chord point of
T horizontal-tail mean aerodynamic chord

vertical distance from jet thrust axis to quarter-chord point of horizontal-tail
mean aerodynamic chord

I zvertical distance from X-axis to propeller-slipstream center line at the
quarter-chord point of the wing mean aerodynamic chord

vertical distance from propeller thrust axis to coordinate origin

ZV/ zvertical distance from the quarter-chord point of the wing mean aerodynamic
chord to the coordinate origin

ot angle of attack

ot0 angle of attack at zero lift

"angle between thrust axis and direction of local velocity

aV angle between direction of local airstream and thrust axis

, .a angle between thrust axis and direction of free stream
T ai

•aw wing angle of attack

0-C L angle of attack at maximum lift

4.6-7
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

SPpropeller blade angle at 0.75 radius

Cn downwash at the quarter-chord point of the horizontal-tail mean aerodynamic
chord

f P downwash angle behind the propeller

fu upwash angle ahead of wing

I effective downwash over the wing span

At downwash increment

AF mean-efkective-downwash increment

A?
mean-effective-downwash ratio

A-

aepU propeller-downwash gradient :1
P

a~e
U

upwash gradient

taper ratio of the horizontal tail

A,/ 4  sweep angle of the wing quarter-chord

AH sweep angle of the horizontal-tail quarter-chord

SUBSCRIPTS

b base conditions

H horizontal tail

i immersed in slipstream

L lift

N normal force

4.6-8
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SYMBOL .DEFINITION

N ~ propeller normal force

s slipstream conditions

T thrust

W wing

a angle of attack

free-stream conditions
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4.6.1 POWER EFFECTS ON LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

A. PROPELLER POWER EFFECTS ON LIFT

The primary purpose of a propeller is to develop thrust. In performing this function, the
propeller often causes pronounced changes in the aerodynamic characteristics of a vehicle.

The effects of a propeller on the forces and moments acting on a vehicle may be divided into
two groups, those due to the direct action of the propeller forces and those due to the propeller
slipstream.

The first group includes the forces and moments due to the thrust vector and the forces and

moments acting on the propeller as a result of its inclination to the oncoming stream. When a
propeller is placed at an angle of attack, a force results normal to the thrust axis in the vertical
plane. A pitching moment and a yawing moment also result. These forces and moments act on
the propeller because of the unsymmetrical loading on the blades as a function of their
rotational position. For counterrotating propellers the normal forces and pitching moments are
additive, but the yawing moments cancel. These forces and moments are generally functions of

propeller geometry.

ort .The second group, those due to slipstream effects, depends greatly upon the component

arrangement of the vehicle. However, the following generalizations can be made.

The dynamic pressure behind the propeller may be greater or less than the free-stream
dynamic pressure, depending upon whether the propeller is delivering positive or negative
thrust, respectively. The forces and moments acting on airframe components immersed in
the slipstream are directly proportional to the slipstream dynamic pressure.

Because of the normal force acting on a propeller at angle of attack, a downwash field is
,. - generated behind the propeller plane. This downwash field changes the angle of attack of

the airframe components operating in the propeller slipstream.

The method presented in this section for estimating propeller power effects on lift is based on a
taillast configuration. The method was taken from reference 1, which was developed from
reference 2. The r.r-,thcd predicts increments of lift for given values of thrust coefficient and
angle of attack in the linear range. The effect of power on maximum lift is given in
Section 4.6.2.

DATCOM METHOD

The Datcom method estimates the power-on lift curves based on power-off lift curves as a
"function of angle of attack, thrust coefficient, and lift coefficient.
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:i:• ~Th~is method analyzes the increments of lift coefficient due to propeller power effects in the.;

•.,.•following order:

1. Lift component of the thrust

2. Lift component of te propeller normal force

.i3. Change in angle of attack of the section of the wing in the propeller slipstream, due to

the downwash flow field behind the propeller

4. Change in dynamic pressure over the section of the wing in the propeller slipstream

M 5. Change in lift due to downwash and changes in dynamic pressure acting on the
"horizontal tail

"After the above lift increments for a given angle of attack have been calculated, the accumulated
total is then applied to the power-off lift curve to obtain a point on the power-on lift curve.F.2• After several points have been generate~d (by considering several angles of attack), the linear
section of the power-on lift c's.rve is obtained for a given thrust coefficient.

"The above increments in lift can be determined by the following steps. (Reference should be
made to figure 4.6-13a for geometric definitions. In all cases the lift increments are based on the
wing reference area.)

Step 1. Calculate the lift component of thrust as follows:

a. Calculate the angle of attack of the thn 't axis OaT measured from the free-stream
"I on direction by

" aT i ita 4.6. 1-a

b. Calculate the thrust coefficient per engine T, (if not given or assumed) by

=T. T 4.6.1 -b,:'.-.:. q.oSw

where the thrust per engine T is a given or chosen quantity.
to•

"c. Calculate the lift component of thrust by

(ziL) nT' sin 4.6.1l-c -

* where n is the number of engines. This equation is valid only when the thrust
coefficients and the angles of attack of the thrust axis to the free stream are equal
for all n engines.

4.6.1-2
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SStep 2. Calculate the lift component of propeller normal force per engine as follows:

a. Calculat6 the empirical normal-force factor KN per blade (usually supplied by the
propeller manufacturer) by

K = 262 +262 + 135 4.6.1-d
" 3 R p .6p p.9Rp

where the subscript indicates the radial position from the center of the propeller
where the blade width bp is to be evaluated.

b. From figure 4.6.1-25a (taken from reference 3) obtain a value for the propeller
normal-force coefficient CN)I s , based on KN = 80.7, as a function of

:"'-" L /pKN -- 80.

propeller blade angle and type of propeller.

c. Calculate the true propeller normal-force coefficient CNa) p by

S.+0.8 7 - l (per radian) 4.6.1-c

d. Evaluate the propeller correlation parameter defined as

SW T"
8RVp

e. From figure 4.6.1-25b (taken from reference 3) obtain a value for the propeller-
6inflow factor f as a function of the propeller correlation parameter evaluated above

(step 2.d).

f. Calculate the propeller disk area SP by

Sp = niR2  4.6.1-f

"g. Calculate the angle of attack of the propeller plane (local airstream to thrust axis)
aip by

a1 =aT+ (Wa--Or0) 4.6.1-g

4.6.1-3
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where the upwash gradient Oeu/8k at the propeller may be obtained in Section 4.4. 1
and

OtW= at+iw 4.6.1-h

h. Calculate the lift component of the propeller normal force by

(cL)N =3 f(NCa) ýCs a 4.6. 1-i

For multiple-engine configurations the total lift component of the propeller normal
force is found by summing the single components due to each engine.

Step 3. Calculate the increment of lift due to the change in angle of attack on the wing induced
by the propeller flow field per engine as follows:

a. Calculate the upwash gradient 3e,/kxp by

CI+ C2  Na 4.6.l1-j

where the constants C1 and C2 are obtained from figure 4.6.1-26 as a function of
the propeller crrelation parameter. The parameter (CN is obtained from
step 2c. 1

b. Calculate the downwash ep behind the propeller by

p -P 4.6.1-k

where the angle of attack of the propeller plane ap is determined in step 2.g.

"c. Calculate the change in the wing angle of attack Aaw ahead of or behind the
propeller by

Aa +/w 8/4.6.1-2 1
d. Calculate the angle of upwash e, at the propeller by

" -- (aw -ao )4.6. 1-

414.6,1-4S..,€....



e. Calculate the vertical distance from the X-axis to the propeller slipstream center line
at the quarter-chord of the wing MAC by

Z= - tan (OT + eu - e,) - Zr 4.6.1-n

It should be noted that this equation is based on the assumption that the upwash
and downwash are constant from the propeller to the quarter-chord of the MAC.

f. Calculate the span of the immersed wing bi by

b, = 2 [2R-(zs+zw)2Jh1 2  4.6.1-o

g. Calculate the immersed wing area Si by

S1 = bicg 4.6.1-p

h. Calculate the effective aspect ratio A, of the wing immersed in the slipstream (see
figure 4.6-12) by

b1

A, - 4.6.1-q

i. From figure 4.6.1-27 obtain a value for the empirical constant K, aconunting for a
nacelle or fuselage as a function of the wing and immersed-wing aslect ratio and the
propeller correlation parameter (step 2.d).

j. Calculate the pain or loss in slipstream dynamic pressure Aql/q. by

___ - - (per engine) 4.6.1-r

k. Calculate the change in wing lift due to the upwash or downwash of the propeller
flow field per engine by

(&CL )WW ( + 2-) S' CLa Mw K1  4.6.1-s

where CLa is the lift-curve slope of the power-off lift curve, obtained by using the
method of Section 4.1.3.2.

For multiple-engine configurations, the total lift component due to the change in
angle of attack on the wing is found by summing the single components due to each
engine.
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Step 4. Calculate the increment of lift per engine due to the change in slipstream dynamic pres-
sure on the wing by

Aq, SiACK (CL 4.6. 1-tALq q*0 S-w power
"off

where (CL) of must be obtained from the power-off lift curve at the given angle of

attack. For multiple-engine configurations, the total lift component due to the change in
slipstream dynamic pressure acting on the wing is found by summing the single compo-
nents due to each engine.

Step 5. Calculate the increment of lift on the horizontal tail due to the change in dynamic pres-
sure and angle of attack as follows:

a. Calculate the total change in pitching-moment coefficient of the horizontal tail
(AC.)' by

(ACm)H = (ACmH)e + (ACmn)q 4.6.1-u

where (ACm H and ACrHe are calculated in Section 4.6.3.

b. Calculate the lift due to the horizontal tail by

(ACL - 4.6.1-v

Step 6. Calculate the total change of lift due to the propeller power effects by summing the pre-
viously calculated elements as follows:

AC (ACL)L++(CLH)

(ACL w L) +(ACL )N + (ACL ) + (ACL )q + (ACL )H

4.6. i-w

This equation is computed for a range of angles of attack and thrust coefficients, and the
lift curves are constructed. These curves are valid only in the linear-lift range.
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Sample Problem

The following example is based on the single-engine test configuration of reference 3. The example
is presented for one value of a and one value of Tc

Given:

Wing Parameters:

Sw = 380ft2  A 6.23 iw = 2. Z - 8.17 ft

".c 9.17 ft ZW 1.4 ft Wing root section: NACA 2416

Wing tip section: NACA 4412 CLO 0.08 per deg
L use test data or

Sections 4.1.3.2

CL = 0.50 and 4.1.3.3

Angles:

a 4.00 (assumed) ao = --2.80 aec/a& - 0.13 (Section 4.4.1)

Propeller Parameters:

Four-bladed propeller R - 6.79 ft ( 180 (at 0.75 R 5.8

Engine Parameters:

= 0.150 per engine (assumed)

n Ii 0 Zr 0 Xp 10.9 ft

Horizontal-Tail Parameters:

SH = 80 ft 2H = 20.4 ft (AC,.4 = 0.0218 (Section 4.6.3)

Compute:

Determine the lift component of thrust

mr =i + a (equation 4.6.1-a)

0+4 = 4P

.T, =0.150 (given)
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K(CL) n sin a (equation 4.6.1-c)

1() (0.15) (0.0698) = 0.0105

Determine the lift component of propeller normal force

KN = 65.8 (given)

(CN)pI 0.165 (figure 4.6.1-25a)
KNN80.7

C + 0. 8 ( (equation 4.6.1-e)N) I(CNO)XJKNS.0 [7
0, o.165 + 0.8(• --)

= 0.141

The propeller correlation parameter is

swr C (380) (0.15)

8R2  (8) (6.79)2

f 1.1 (figure 4.6.1-25b)

SP wR2 (equation 4.6.1-f)VP

(3.14) (6.79)2 = 144.8 ft2

- 0.13 (given)

Oi = a+iw (equation 4.6.1-h)

= 4.0 + 2.0 6.00

- T + -- o) (equation 4.6.1-g)

4.0 + 0.13 (6.0 + 2.8)

. 5.14°
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Sr fap S7

)N7.3 SW

5.14 144.8
0 (1.1) (0.141) 7 (0.998)

0.00529

Determine the increment of lift due to the change in angle of attack on the wing induced by
the propeller flow field

0p
+c (C ) (equation 4.6.1-j)A&" 1 C+2 (CNa

p

K1  C, =0.08

(figure. 4.6.1-26)
C2 = 0.25

• - 0.08 + (0.25) (0.141) - 0.115
kp

E - ap (equation 4.6.1-k)

= (0.115) (5.14) f 0.590

--ep

Aa, = ÷ /(equation 4.6.1-R)

-0.59
- 1-= 0.S22*-2• + 0.13

5 -a- (ov - ao) (equation 4.6.1-m)

- 0.13 (6.0 +2.8) = 1.140

zs = x× tan(aof + cu ep) -- zr (equation 4.6.1-n)
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Using the small-angle approximation,

zs -- (Lxr + -e p) )+0

10.9
- 57 (4.0+ 1.14-0.59) = 0.866 ft

b= 2 _R (z + Zw)21/2 (equation 4.6.1-o)

=2 1(6.79)2 -(0.866 + 1.4)2J1/2

12.8 ft

Si = bici (equation 4 .6.1-p)

(12.8) (9.17) = 117.4 ft2

bi
Ai - (equation 4 .6.1-q)

Ci

12.8
9.1 = 1.409.7

K, = 0.96 (figure 4.6.1-27)

Aq, SW TC
-= (equation 4 .6.1-r)

p

(380) (0.15)

(3.14) (6.79)2

= 0.394

AC L = + 'I WK, (equation 4.6.1-s)
AqOW SW La

117.4
= ( + 0.394) 3- (0.08) (-0.522) (0.96)

= -0.0173
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Determine the increment of lift due to the change in slipstream dynamic pressure

(ACL I - (CL)• Sw (equation 4.6.1-t)

S: ".i"..117.4
= (0.96) (0.394) (0.50)

380

= 0.0584

Determine the increment of lift on the horizontal tail due to the change in dynamic pressure
and angle of attack

(ACm)H (ACmH)e (equation 4.6.1-u)

CM -0.02181204

H~()

Determine the •ota( change of lift due to the propeller power effects

CMH) 0

(ACL )0.(0218+(AL)q+(AL)

A c(equation 4.6. l-w)

= 0.040.

-0. 0 .058-00773 ,58 .07

Dete ne v e Walchgfrom roferen e 4 at a te 4.0p and Te= 0.15 is 0.080.
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B. JET POWER EFFECTS ON LIFT

The effects of jets on the aerodynamic characteristics of vehicles are generally of smaller
magnitude than the effects of propellers. There are three effects of jets on the lift of a vehicle.
The first is a contribution to the lift due to the thrust component. The second is I force acting

at the engine inlet duct in a direction normal to the thrust axis. This force is due to the turning
of the free stream in a direction parallel to the thrust axis. The third is the induced effect of the
jet on wing or tail surfazes, i.e., that caused by the jets on the surrounding i',ow.

The first two effects are analyzed by the methods of reference 1 at both subsonic and supersonic
speeds. The third effect requires special treatment.

The following discussion on jet flow fields will help clarify some of the important distinctions
between subsonic and supersonic jets operating in subsonic and supersonic flows.

Subsonic Jets in Subsonic Flow

The velocity profile across a jet exit is nearly uniform. Mixing of the jet flow and the local
free-stream flow starts at the lip of the jet and propagates laterally in the downstream direction.
The velocity profile is modified by this viscous mixing action, and at some distance downstream
of the apex of the core the velocity profiles become similar. This usually occurs at approxi-
mately eight exit-diameters from the nozzle. The region of flow less than approximately eight
exit-diameters downstream iE referred to as the transition region, and the region beyond this
point is referred to as the fully developed region (see sketch (a)).

AXIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT

[:- - -

CENTRAL D ELOPED REGION
CORE ZONE

CEO .TRANSITION REGION•-•r L

SKETCH (a)

Existing within the transition region is the central core zone of uniform flow, which dissipates
downstream. The remaining segment of the two regions is made up of the mixing zone, which
lies between the central core and the external flow.

4.6.1-12
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. :The external flow is entrained by the jet, causing a radial inflow velocity component in the
external flow as shown in sketch (b).

[•:i.::': .... ..- . -.

- --- -l-w

SKETCH (b)

Airframe components immersed in this external flow field experience changes in forces and
S• moments due to these induced angle-of-attack changes.

Two methods are presented for calculating the interference effects of subsonic jets in a subsonic
free stream. The first method is valid for downstream distances less than eight exit-diameters.
This method incorporates a technique presented in reference 5 with a temperature-ratio correc-
tion from reference 6 and a span correction factor from reference 7.

The second method is valid for downstream distances greater than eight exit-diameters. This
method is based on a technique from reference 7.

Supersonic Jet in Subsonic Flow

"If the jet pressure ratio becomes sufficiently large, the jet expands supersonically beyond the
exit. The jet will "plume" or bulge, as shown in sketch (c).

At some station downstream, the jet reaches a condition where it is expanded to atmospheric
pressure. This. station is termed the equivalent jet exit station. The external flow in the region of
the jet plume can cause either inflow- or outflow-radial-velocity components. In general, large
jet-pressure ratios and high free-stream velocities cause outflow velocities, and lower jet-pressure
ratios and low free-stream velocities cause inflow velocities resulting from the entrainment of the
external flow. A quantitative evaluation of these effects is not available. The external flow
downstream of the equivalent jet exit station always has an inflow velocity component and is
similar in this respect to subsonic jets.
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Flow depends upon jet pressure ratio,
free-streamn velocity, and boattail geometry

SKETCH (c)

No accurate flow model is available for predicting the jet interference effects of a supersonic jet
exhausting into a subsonic flow. However, an approximate method is presented that is based on
the method for analyzing subsonic jets in subsonic flow. The accuracy of this method has not
been established.

Supersonic Jets in Supersonic Flow ,

At supersonic speeds the exhaust from supersonic jets causes strong disturbances in the external
flow field in the form of shock and expansion waves. A typical flow pattern is shown in
sketch (d).

SKETCH (d)

Jets become greatly underexpanded at extreme altitudes, a phenomenon that results in strong
effects on the flow upstream of the jet exit. Some limited data on this problem are available in
reference 8. -
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The correct approach for analyzing the lift increment should consider the change in pressure
"r -. distribution on the wing 'or tail due to the presence of the jet. The surface pressure distribution

is a function of the free-stream Mach number and jet pressure ratio. Unfortunately, insufficient
test data are available to provide complete charts for this estimation procedure. Test data at
M 2.0 and a jet pressure ratio of 7.0 from reference 9 are presented in figure 4.6.1-33 as

representative data. The chart shows pressure contours at the vertical plane of symmetry of the
jet. It is intended that these limited data, together with a description of the procedure, will
provide some feeling for the problem.

DATCOM METHOD

The Datcom method estimates the power-on lift curves, based on power-off lift curves, as a
function of angle of attack, thrust coefficient, engine-inlet area, and horizontal-tail parameters.

This method analyzes the increments of lift coefficient due to jet power effects in the following
order:

1. Lift component of thrust

2. Lift component due to the turning of the free-stream flow parallel to the thrust axis

3. Lift component due to jet interference effects

After the above lift increments for a given angle of attack have been calculated, the accumulated
total is then applied to the power-off lift curve to obtain a point on the power-on lift curve.
After several points have been generated (by considering several angles of attack), the, linear
section of the power-on lift curve is obtained for a given thrust coefficient.

The above increments in lift can be determined by the following steps. (Reference should be
made to figure 4.6-13b for geometric definitions. In all cases the lift increments are based on the
wing reference area.)

r I Step 1. Calculate the lift component of thrust as follows:

a. Calculate the angle of attack of the thrust axis to the free stream otT. by

aT = iT +o0 4.6.1-a
r4

b. Calculate the thrust coefficient per engine T, (if not given or assuned) by

T 
T

C qo.SW 4.6.1-b

4 where the thrust per engine T is a given or chosen quantity.

4.6.1-15
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c. Calculate the lift component of thrust by

(ACL) = nT' sin CT 
4 .6.1-c

where ii is the number of engines. This equation is valid only when the thrust
"coefficients and the angles of attack of the thrust axis to the free stream are
"equal for all n engines.

Step 2. Calculate the lift component per engine due to the turning of the free-stream flow in a
direction parallel to the thrust axis as follows:

a. Calculate the angle between the thrust axis and the local velocity aj at the engine
inlet by

0'i = *T + Cu 4.6.1-x

where the upwash ahead of the wing e, is obtained by

aeu a ) 4.6.1-in

0Eu ="'IU a~e QW- 1
and the downwash gradient - is obtained from Section 4.4.1.

b. Calculate the turning component of lift by

_ 2AI sin a.
(ACL)N SW

For multiple-engine configurations, the total lift component due to the turning of
the free-stream flow is found by summing the individual lilt increments due to
each engine.

Step 3. Calculate the lift component pei engine due to the jet interference effects.

The various possible combinations of Mach number for the free-stream and nozzle exit
conditions require different combinations to be analyzed separately. Methods for
calculating four different jet interaction cases are presented. The surface affected is
a,ssumed to he a horizontal tail. Application to other lifting surfaces and to other
bodies is similar.

Case 1. Subsonic Free Stream -- Subsonic Jet - Downstream Distance Less than
Eight Exit-Diameters

a. Obtain the lift-curve slope of the horizontal tail CL., from Sec-
tion 4.1.3.2.

4.6.1-16
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b. Obtain the ratio of the horizontal-tail to free-stream dynamic
pressure qH/q. at the quarter-chord of the horizontal-tail MAC

from wind-tunnel-test data or Section 4.4.1.

c. From figure 4.6.1-28 obtain a value for the mean-effective-
downwash ratio A•/Ae as a function of aircraft geometry.

d. From figure 4.6.1-29 obtain the eq~iivalent-jet-velocity ratio '/Vo

as a function of the actual-jet-velocity ratio Vj!V. and the ratio of

ambient temperature to jet static temperature.

e. From figures 4.6.1-30a through -30c obtain a value for the down-
wash increment Ae as a function of aircraft geometry and
equivalent-jet-velocity ratio.

f. Calculate the mean-effective-downwash increment AW by

A" = (-- Ae 4 .6.1-z

g. Calculate the increment in lift per engine due to jet interference
effects by

(ACL) = -CL SH LH A,. 4 .6.l-aa

For multiple-engine configurations, the total lift component due to
jet interference effects is found by summing the individual lift
increments due to each engine.

Case II. Subsonic Free Stream - Subsonic Jet - Downstream Distances Greater than
Eight Exit-Diameters

a. Obtain the lift-curve slope of the horizontal tail CLaH from
Section 4.1.3.2.

b. Obtain the ratio of the horizontal-tail to free-stream dynamic
pressure qH at the quarter-chord of the horizontal-tail MAC

from wind-tunnel-test data or Section 4.4. 1.

c. From figure 4.6.1-28 obtain a value for the mean-effective-
downwash ratio AT/Ae as a function of aircraft ge6metry.

d. From figure 4.6.1-31 obtain a value for jAe/xh as a function of
aircraft geometry and thrust coefficient.
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e. Calculate the jet-induced downwash angle Ae by

z'Ae X'
zje H 4.6.1-bb
XH Zi

where xi = X+ X' 4.6.1-cc

and x is usually expressed as

xi 4.6 R. 4.6. l-dd

f. Calculate the mean-effective-downwash increment AF by

A P- Ac 4.6.1-z

g. Calculate the increment in lift per engine due to jet interference
effects by

Hn qHt
ACLX -CL A:e 4.6.1 -aa

For multiple-engine configurations, the total lift component due to
jet interference effects is found by summing the individual lift
increments due to each engine.

Case III. Subsonic Free Stream - Supersonic Jet - Distances Downstream of the
Fully Expanded Flow

a. From figure 4.6.1-32a obtain a value for the equivalent-jet orifice
radius ratio Rý/Rj as a function of the jet-exit total-pressure ratio.

b. From figure 4.6.1-32b obtain a value for the downstream displace-
ment of the equivalent-jet orifice as a function of the equivalent-jet
orifice radius.

The aownstream displacement distance corresponds to the point at which the
supersonic-jet flow has expanded to ambient pressure. The corresponding jet
ratio at this station is the equivalent radius RI. These values are used in lieu
of the actual jet radius and jet location in approximating the inflow veloc-
ities of the surrounding flow downstream of this equivalent jet-exit station.

4.6.1-18
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"Depending on the location of the surface of interest, the remaining steps are
identical to those of case 1 (less than eight exit-diameters downstream) or
case 11 (greater than eight exit-diameters downstream). For locations
upstream of the fully expanded flow no method is available.

As pointed out in the discussion, the "accuracy of this method is not known.

Case IV. Supersonic Free Stream - Supersonic Jet

"A complete method is not presented because of a lack of wind-tunnel test
data required for the formulation of design charts. However, if wind-tunnel
data are available the following procedure is suggested:

a. Divide the surface under consideration into incremental areas ASH.

b. Calculate the respective axial and radial locations of the incre-
mental areas relative to the jet exit.

c. Construct a pressure-coefficient-contour chart from available data
(see figure 4.6.1-33).

d. Obtain values of Ap/q. for each incremental area from the

pressure-coefficient-contour chart as a function of their relative
locations.

e. Sum the incremental forces acting over the surfaces to obtain the

total change in lift coefficient by

Ip
IACL - L S • 4.6. 1-ee

L" Sw " S

By using the above procedure, several increments in horizontal-tail lift coef-
ficient were calculated for the configuration tested in reference 10. The
calculations were computed from the data of figure 4.6.1-33 for a variety of
tail positions at Mach number of 1.9 and a jet pressure ratio of 6.66. The
results of the calculations revealed errors ranging from 15 to 133 percent.

"The total change in aircraft lift due to jet power effects is obtained by
summing all lift components, i.e.,

(AC.) = (AcL) + (ACL) + (AC),. 4.6.1-ff
.'-•.power (ALT )Nj

"" " on
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Sample Problem

The following example is based on the four-engine DC-8 configuration. The example is presented
"for one value of a and one value of T,. The lift due to jet-interference effects is calculated by
"using the methods of case II, since the downstream distance of the horizontal tail is greater than
eight engine exit-diameters.

Given:

Wing Parameters:

"Sw 2930 ft2  = 272.8 in. A = 7.52

iw 0 a = 50 a 0 = -2.5' (flaps up)

Horizontal-Tail Parameters:

"S 560 ft 2  Z1  153.2 in. CL = 0.0627/deg (Section 4.1.3.2)"H, L CH

=qH/q 0.968 (Section 4.4.1) 2H = 855.0 in. bH = 570.0 in.

Engine Parameters: ">

Outboard Engines (2) zT 53.0 in. z 175.7 in.

x! 145.2 in. x' . 788.0 in. YT= 44.6 ft

"ae-/aa = 0.17 (Section 4.4.1) R1 = 20 in. A = 13.64 ft2

i= 3.60 T - 12,500 Ib

Inboard Engines (2) L = 70.8 in. z,= 201.7 in.

x= 283.8 in. x= 927.0 in. YT= 25.7 ft

ac /aa 0.24 (Section 4.4.1) R. 20 in. A1 = 13.64 ft2

iT = 3.60 T = 12,500 lb

Additional Parameters:

M =0.2 q.= 57.2 psf h1 1000 ft

4.6.1-20
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Compute:

Determine the lift component of thrust

aT =r +C (equation 4.6.1-a)

- 3.6 + 5 8.6*

T
T' -• -- (equation 4.6.1-b)Sq.+w

"12,500
(57.2) (2930= 0.0746 (per engine)

(ACL )T n T. sin o'T (equation 4.6.1-c)

- (4) (0.0746) (0.1495)

- 0.0446

Determine the lift component due to the turning of the free stream

= a + iw (equation 4.6.1-h)

- 5+0 = 5

f e =2 (Cw - ao) (equation 4.6. 1-rn)

Soutboad (0.17) (5 + 2.5) = 1.270

U )inbord (0.24) (5+2.5) 1.800
.. engine

- ai aT + Eu (equation 4.6.1-x)

(aj) 8.6 +1.27 9.870• . aj out~boald
'.•! engine

inboa r ~ d 8.6 + 1.80 10.40

4.6.1-21
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ACL2Aj sin a (equation 4.6, l-y)

Considerinrg the lift increment due to both outboard engines

AC (2) (13,64) (0.1714) (2) ".01
N Outboard23

iengines

Considering the lift increment due to both inboard engines

[(ACL)N~jflb~rd (2ý (13.64) (0.1805) (2) 0033ACL N 2930
inboard

jengines

The total lift component due to the turning of the free stream is

(L NC )N ] Nnie ~ c

= 0.00319 + 0.00336 q
= 0.00655

Determine the lift component due to jet interference effects o$ the horizontal tail. The method
of case II will be used to evaluate the jet interference effects, since (RH/Rj) > 8,

A 0.37 (figure 4.6.1-28)

•. 0.10 (figure 4.6.1-28)
Ae outboard

- 0.07 (figure 4.6.1-31)Xit inboard

enginos

- = 0.08 (figure 4.6.1-3 1)
6H ouboard

engine

i 4.6.1-22
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X4 xj + XO (equation 4 .6.1-cc)

x = 4.6 Rj (equation 4.6.1-dd)

(xA) " = (4.6) (20) + 927
engine

= 1019 in.

(xn = (4.6) (20) + 788
I - I, )outboard

en"In

= 880 in.

z•Ae x€
---- '- (equation 4.6.!-bb)

X• Zj

( )(0.07) (1019)
• egme - (201.7)

0.354

/ (880)
Acoutboard =(0.08)e,"•e175.7

= 0.40

AF -- Ae (equation 4.6. 1-z)

( inb =. (0.37) (0.354)

.4 = 0.131

( At)o =~ - (0.10) (0.40)

-- 0.04

SH qj
AC) - - A• (equation 4 .6.1-aa)
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=-0.00152

AC(A L) = -(0.0627) -- 0 (0.968) (0.04)

engines

[ 0.00046

The total lift component due to jet interference effects on the horizontal tail is

(ACL) = -0.00152--0.00046

= -0.0020

(ACL )w = (ACL X + (ACL )N.+ (ACL ) (equation 4.6.1-ff)

on 3

= (0.0446) + (0.00655) + (-0.0020)

= 0.049
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4.6.2 POWER EFFECTS ON MAXIMUM LIFT

A. PROPELLER POWER EFFECTS ON MAXIMUM LIFT

Over the linear lift-curve-.slope range, increases in lift due to propeller power result from the
factors discussed in Section 4.6.1, paragraph A. However, near or at maximum lift an additional
increase in lift coefficient occurs because the angle of attack for stall increases with power. This
effect depends primarily upon the ratio of the immersed wing area to the total wing area. An
empirical method,- based on data from references 1 and 2, is presented in this section for
"estimating the maximum lift increase due to power.

DATCOM METHOD

Step 1. From figure 4.6.2-3 obtain a value for the empirical constant K as a function of the
ratio of immersed wing area to total wing area Si/Sw. (The hnmersed wing area Si is
calculated in Section 4.6.1.)

Step 2. Calculate the increment in lift due to power (ACL)pw,, at the angle of attack for
0a

maximum lift, power off. This value is obtained from equation 4.6. l-w of Section
4.6.1.

Step 3. Calculate the increment of maximum lift due to propeller power by

&CL ma K (&CL )m. 4.6.2-a

The shift in OtL.x for the power-on lift curve can only be approximated, based on

the shape of the power-off curve. Based on this geometrical approximation, the
complete lift curve can then be constructed as shown in sketch (a).

/-' [ L."
(ACL)Ce AT POWEJIOFF (YCqiax

(from Sec-ti 4.6.1)

"SKETCH (a)
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Table 4.6.2-A compares the results obtained by this method with test data.

Sample Problem

Given:

"SW = 314 ft2  T' , 0.20 Istal = 160 (wind-tunnel data)
)off

(ACL, p 0.438 (Section 4.6.1) S, 114 ft2 (Sction 4.6.1)
on

Compute:

Si 114
= •-~ = 0.364Sw 314

K = 1.38 (figure 4.6.2-3)

.CLmaxC K (equation 4.6.2-a)

= (1.38) (0.438)

= 0.604

B. JET POWER EFFECTS ON MAXIMUM LIFT

The maximum lift due to jet power is described in Section 4.6.1, paragraph B, since 'the angle of
attack for stall does not exhibit an increase with power as in the case for propellers. The
increment in maximum lift is therefore found by calculating the lift increment at the angle of
attack for maximum lift, power off, by using the method of Section 4.6.1. The shape of the
power-on lift curve near stall is similar to that of the power.-off curve determined by using other
sections of the Datcom.

REFERENCES

I1. Sweberg. H. H., and Dingeldiin, R. C.: Summary of Measurements in Lanfgley Full-Scale Tunnel of Maximum Lift
Coefficients and Stalling Characteristics of Airplan.es. NACA WR L-145, 1945. (U)

2. Anon.: Model C-133A Extimated Basic Stability and Control Date. Douglas Aircraft Company Report LB-21984, 1%56. (U)
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TABLE 4AJ-A

LOWIBPEED MAXIMUM-LIFT INCREMENT DUE TO POWER

DATA JUMMARY

Refrerom Airplhe T¢ Sw K o/n COO To"

R1 F4U 0.20 0.364 1.38 0.438 0.80 0.64

Mars 0.13 0.406 1.55 0.123 0.19 0.20

8-15 0.31 0.500 2.06 0.160 0.33 0.30

F6F idle 0,360 1.36 0.101 0.14 0.14

P-63 ids 0.36 1.36 0.072 0.10 0.0O

2 C-133 0.50 0.486 1.97 0.241 0.48 0.56

EXTRAPOLATED

2.2-

2.0 -- -

K
1.6- - -

1.4 --..... _ _ ____

1.2 - -.

0o. .2 .3 .4 .5
Si

Sw

"FIGURE 4.6.2-3 CORRECTION FACTOR FOR MAXIMUM LIFT DUE TO POWER
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4.6.3 POWER EFFECTS ON PITCHING-MOMENT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

A. PROPELLER POWER EFFECTS ON PITCHING MOMENT

This section presents a method from references I and 2 for estimating the power effects of
propellers on the pitching-moment characteristics of a vehicle. Since power effects on pitching-
moment characteristics are primarily a result of the increments in lift due to propellers, part A of
Section 4.6.1 is directly applicable to this section, and the reader is referred to that discussion
for a general description of the fundamental phenomena.

DATCOM METHOD

The Datcom method estimates the power-on pitching-moment curves based on power-off curves,
as a function of angle of attack, thrust coefficient, and lift coefficient.

This method analyzes the increments of pitching-moment coefficient due to propeller-power
effects in the following order:

I. Offset of the thrust axis from the origin of the axes

2. Propeller normal force due to angle of attack

( 3. Change in dynamic pressure over the section of the wing in the propeller slipstream

4. Change in lift of the wing caused by power effects

5. Change in dynamic pressure acting on the horizontal tail

6. Change in angle of attack at the horizontal tail

After the above pitching-moment increments for a given angle of attack have been calculated, the
accumulated total is then applied to the power-off pitching-moment curve to obtain a point on
the power-on pitching-moment curve. After several points have been generated (by considering
several angles of attack), the linear section of the power-on pitching-moment curve is obtained
"for a given thrust coefficient.

All increments of pitching-moment coefficients are nondimensionalized with respect to the
product of wing area and wing MAC. Their moment center is at the quarter-chord point of the
wing MAC.

Step 1. Calculate the increment in pitching-moment coefficient per engine due to an offset of
the thrust axis from the origin of the axes by

Z-r

"(AC) = T,." 4.6.3-a

4.6.3-1



where the thrust coefficient is a given or chosen quantity. For multiple-engine config-
urations the total pitching-moment component is found by summing the component
due to each engine.

Step 2. Calculate the increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to the propeller normal
force by

(A ) (C) Px cSIT 4.6.3-1b
reNp A Np c COS O(T

where (ACL)N is obtained from Section 4.6.1 and ar is given by equation 4.6.1-a,

i.e.,

O(T =a iT

Step 3. Calculate the increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to the change in slipstream
dynamic pressure acting on the wing as follows:

a. Calculate the zero-lift pitching-moment coefficient (C, ,)* of those components of

the tail-off configuration that are immersed in the slipstream by

i C (C ) win-body, (C im) t 4.6.3-cn'

where (Cm 0) must be obtained from wind-tunricl tests and

(Cm0) area not may be obtained from Section 4.1.4.1 and is based on the corn-
immersed

bined planform area of the wing not immersed in the propeller slipstream.

b. Calculate the change in slipstream dynamic pressure given by equation 4.6.1 -r, i.e.,

Aqs S T'
W

q. irR2
P

c. Calculate the pitching-moment i.icrement due to the change in slipstream dynamic

pressure by

0(AC = (C ) 4.6.3-d

Step 4. Calculatt the increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to the change in lift of the
wing caused by power effects as follows:

a. Calculate the lift increments (LC L)q and (ACL)cw by the method in Section

4.6.1.

4.6.3-2
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"b. Calculate the pitching-moment increment due to th. immersed wing lift incre-
ments by

where xw is the longitudinal distance from the aerodynamic center of that
,.- portion of the wing immersed in the propeller slipstream to the moment-reference-

center location, positive for the aerodynamic center forward of the moment refer-
ence center (see Figure 4.6-12).

Step 5. Calculate the increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to the change in dynamic
pressure acting on the horizontal tail as follows:

a. Calculate the angle of attack at the horizontal tail f by

a+ i 4.6.3-f
aHg H (+Cl H power

ff

where (eH ),wr is obtained in Section 4.4.1.
off

"b. Obtain a value for the lift-curve slope of the horizontal tail (CLH)wer f
off

Section 4.1.3.2.

c. Calculate the lift coefficient of the horizontal tail by

CLH - (CL )vowH 4.6.3-g

off

6 d. From figure 4.6.3-14 or 4.6.3-15 obtain a value for the change in downwash at
the horizontal tail AeH as a function of geometric characteristics, thrust coef-
ficient, and the power-off downwash angle.

e. Ca,,. tul power-on downwash angle at the horizontal tail by
~~ (E

Spower+ H 4.6.3-h
-on J'Off

f. Calculate the geometric distance z, by equation 4.6.1-n, i.e.

tan (CT+eu -cp) -zTr
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g. Calculate th,; geometric distance ZH ff by

ZHZeff -Z + ZH +k H tan [T + eu - ep 4,6.3-i
-on

h. From figure 4.6.3-16 obtain a value for the change in dynamic pressure AqH/q.

as a function of geometric characteristics and thrust coefficient.

i. Calculate the change in pitching-moment coefficient due to the incremental

change in dynamic pressure at the horizontal tail by

)qAqH SH £1 4.6.3-j

(ACmH) = -CL q. SW 4

Step 6. Calculate the increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to the change in angle of

attack of the horizontal tail as follows:

a. Calculate the power-on dynamic-pressure ratio at the horizontal tail by

= ) + •4.6.3-k
(-Power w•)~e

on off

where Aq H /q. is found in step 5.h and (q1 l/q.)wer is obtained in Section
poweoff

4.4.1.

b. Calculate the change in pitching-moment coefficient due to the change in angle of

attack at the horizontal tail by

(ACM) CL ACH 2 H( 1  ~4.6.3-k
H power

oil

where ACH is found in Step 5.d.

Step 7. Calculate the 'otal incremental change in pitching-moment coefficient due to propeller

power effects by

(A )(~m ACm) + (ACm)q +eC'n)L

+ (&C =+ (ACM H),

4.6.3-4
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Sample Problem

The configuration used in this sample problem is the same as that used in the sample problem
for propeller effects on lift in Section 4.6.1.

Given:

Wing Parameters:

Sw =380 ft' Si = 117.4 ft21

(:L -ft (calculated in Section 4.6.1)
i•- ."bi =12.8gft

AC= 0.00529

(ACL)Aaw = -0.0 173 (calculated in Section 4.6.1)

(CL)q 0.0584

U = 8.17 ft A =/4 0 ci = 9.17 ft Cae not 7.50 ft

no (n o) = -0.07 (average value for

':": Auemd ot=49 mo Lra not

h : tead \ notwing sections not
tnairu immersed in the

slipstream)

(Cm 0 -0.080 (tail-off wind-tunnul data) xw = 0
0 ing-body

a = 4.0 ~r = 4.00 eu = 1.140 = 0.590

Eower = 4.00 (winO-tunnel data or Section 4.4.1)
ofr

Horizontal-Taii Palameters:

• ~Sn
59

SH 80 ft2  S- 8 0.738 iH 0 Ad 4.26

AH = 0.59 AH = 0 = 0.9 (Section 4.4.1)
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C = 0.057 z,, -4.10 ft ZH = 3.0 ft Q 20.4 ft

Engine Parameters:

T, 0.15 RI- 6.79 ft Xp 10.9 ft = -1.10 ft

Compute:

Determine the increment of pitching moment due to an offset of the thrust axis from the
origin of the axes :1

(ACe T -- (equation 4.6.3-a)
')T TC

(-1.10)
(0.15) (1 -0.0202

Determine the increment of pitching moment due to the propeller normal force

'" ( ) (ACL) x, (equation 4.6.3-b) I
N p Cos O

"10.9 1
N.-, :. = (0.00529) 8.17 i os 4. = 0.00707

Determine the increment of pitching moment due to the change in dynamic pressure

A cos At/4
"cos A c (equation 4.1.4. 1-a)"C.- 0 A + 2 cos Ac/ C/4m0

e/4 c4

where A is the aspect ratio of the combined -wing not immersed in the slipstream.

4.90In (-0.07)
0 4.90 + 2

= -.0.05 (Note: this is based on the wing area not immersed in the slipstream)

!::i.' sw - S
"(Cm) n = Cm -- ca (based on Sw and U)

l,'': Ir/ea not S W /immersedC

immersed

(380 - 117.4) (7.50)
=(-0.5) 38(.1)•• • 8 -0.0317 )
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C (equation 4.6.3-c)

.kninersed

= -0.080 + 0.0317

= -0.0483

Aq3  Sw TW (equation 4.6. 1-r)
q . irR I

p

(380) (0.15)

(3.14) (6.79)2

:-• Aqt
""(ACm)q =- (Cm°~)i (equation 4.6.3-c)

(0.394) (-0.0483)

-0.019

Determine the increment of pitching moment due to the change in lift of the wing

(ACm)L =-[(CL)q + ('CL) & .-- (equation 4.6.3-e)

0
"- (0.0584 - 0.01731 -

=0

Determine the increment of pitching moment due to the change in dynamic pressure on the
, -horizontal tail

'Ha,+= -H (eH) (equation 4.6.3-0
off

"-4+0-4 =0

C-. (CL CL '(equation 
4 .6.3-g)

H D(H
power
off

-. '"" = (0.057) (0) = 0
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AeH 0.7 (figure 4.6.3-14)

(eH4  (CH) power + ANM (equation 4.6.3-h))HPower

oil off

= 4.0 + 0.7

= 4.70

z5 =Xp tan (otr + eu- ep) - zI (equation 4.6.1-n)

"1 = 10.9 tan (4.0 + 1.14 - 0.59) + 1.10

1.96 ft

ZHeIff z I + Z H +.H tan [ CU -e ) e (equation 4.6.3-i)

= 1.96 - 4.10 + 20.4 tan (4 + 1.14 -. 0.59 - 4.7)

= -2.14 + 20.4 (-0.00262)

= -2.19 ft

AqH X^,.•

0.14 (figure 4.6.3-16)
mq

AqH SH RH/AC\) = --C q 1  SH £4 (equation 4.6.3-j).

-. . mH~q -LHq

80 20.4
= -(0) (0.14) 380 8.17

=0

*Determine the increment of pitchinu, moment due to the change in angle of attack at the

horizontal tail

_qH H q)op AqHi
-= + - (equation 4.6.3-k)

)ower
onof

= 0.90+ 0.14 = 1.04

4.6.3-8
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( n CL lH ( )(equation4.3 R
on

(0.057) (0.7) (1.04)

"= 0.0218

Determine the total change in pitching momt nt due to propeller power effects

(AM)Power =(ACM) +T A + +AM) ('~ ~+( )L
on on

(ACre)q +(C n) (equation 4.6.3-rn)

= -0.0202 + 0.00707 - 0.019 + 0 + 0 + 0.0218

= -0.0103

B. JET POWER EFFECTS ON PITCHING MOMENT

This section presents a method from references 1, 3, and 4 for estimating the subsonic jet power
S U"!effects on pitching moment. The method presented here for estimating the supersonic jet power

effects is based on approximate methods developed for the Datcom. Since the power effects on
pitching-moment characteristics are primarily a result of the increments in lift due to jet effects,
part B of Section 4.6.1 is directly applicable to this section, and the reader is referred to that
discussion for a general description of the fundamental phenomena.

DATCOM METHOD

The Datcom method estimates the power-on pitching-moment curves, based on power-off
pitching-moment curves, as a function of angle of attack, thrust coefficient, and lift coefficient.

This method analyzes the increments of pitching-moment coefficient due to jet power effects in
- ,the following order:

1. Offset of the thrust axis from the origin of the axes

2. Normal force acting at the engine inlet

3. Interfer-Mnce effects

After the above lift increments for a given angle of attack have been calculated, the accumulated
total is then applied to the power-off pitching-moment curve to obtain a point on the power-on
pitching-moment curve. After several points have been generated (by considering several angles of

4.6.3-9
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attack), the linear section of the power-on pitching-moment curve is obtained for a given thrust
coefficient. (Refer to figure 4.6-13b for geometrical definitions.)

All increments of pitching-moment coefficients are nondimensionalized with respect to the
product of wing area and wing MAC. Their moment center is at the quarter-chord of the wing
MAC.

Step 1. Calculate the increment in pitching-moment coefficient 2 3ngine due to an offset of
the thrust axis from the origin of the axes by

ZT'
(AC.)-= 4.6.3-a

where the thrust coefficient is a given or chosen quantity. For multiple-engine configura-
tions the total pitching-moment component is found by summing the single components
due to each engine.

Step 2. Calculate the increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to the normal force at the
engine inlet as follows:

a. Calculate the inclination of the thrust axis to the oncoming stream a.j at the engine

inlet, given by equation 4.6.l-x, i.e.,!ri
5= %+ -

where the upwash ahead of the wing eu is obtained from equation 4.6.1--m, i.e.,

e e (a -ci 0 )

and the upwash gradient ae /o/t at the engine inlet may be obtained in Section 4.4.1.

•L b. Calculate the incremental pitching-moment coefficient per engine by

C:'•-2AIXI sin a i
(-AC - 4.6.3-n

r SW

where A1 is the inlet duct area. For multiple-engine configurations the total pitching-
-moment component is found by summing the single components due to each engine.

Step 3. Calculate the increment hi pitching-moment coefficient due to the jet interference effects
at the horizontal tail or other surface by

(A.m) (ACL)4 4.6.3-o

* 4.6.3-10
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where 1•CL) is calculated in Section 4.6.1 and where x is the distance from the

moment center to the centroid of the affected area, positive ahead of the moment center
(in the case of tail-last configurations x corresponds to the negative value of the tail
length 9H'

Step 4. Calculate the total incremental change in pitching-moment coefficient due to jet effects
by

(&CM)P1 ("C) ' + (ACm)N + (ACMn
on

Sample Problem

The configuration used in this sample problem is the same as that used in the sample problem of
Section 4.6.1, paragraph B.

Given:

Engine Parameters:

Outboard Engines (2)

S( Tc = 0.0746 (per engine) Al = 13.64 ft2  x= 145.2 in.

zr = 53.0 in. = 9.870 (Section 4.6.1)

Inboard Engines (2)

T = 0.0746 (nor "-ngine) A, 13.64 ft2  x, = 283.8 in.

L z = 70.8 in. a= -10.4' (Section 4.6.1)

Horizontal-Tail Parameters:

"(ACL) -0.002 (Section 4.6.1) = 855.0 in.

Wing Parameters:

= 272.8 in. Sw = 2930 ft2

Compute:

Determine the increment in pitching-moment coefficient due to an offset of the thrust axis
from the origin of the axes by

4.6.3-11
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4,6.4 POWER EFFECTS ON DRAG AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

I. This section presents methods for estimating jet and propeller power effects on the drag of an

aircraft. Many of the basic phenomena associated with changes in the drag are discussed in
Section 4.6.1, and the reader is referred to that discussion for a more complete description of
the fundamental phenomena.

A. PROPELLER POWER EFFECTS ON DRAG

The effects of propeller power on the drag of an airplane require corrections to the zero-lift drag
and the lift-dependent drag.

The zero-lift drag is corrected to account for the change in dynamic pressure caused by the
propeller slipstream.

The lift-dependent drag of an airplane is affected by propeller power in the following ways:

1. The components of propeller thrust and normal force that are parallel to and have the
same direction as the wing lift reduce the wing lift required, thereby reducing the wing
drag due to lift.

2. The propeller slipstream modifies the downwash over portions of the wing, thus
changing the wing drag due to lift.

3. Propeller thrust is usually assumed to act parallel to the free stream, However, the
free-stream component of thrust is really T cos ft. Therefore, the drag component
must include this differential thrust and the propeller normal-force component parallel
to the free stream.

DATCOM METHOD

The Datcom method (reference 1) estimates the drag increment due to propeller-thrust effects as
a function of angle: of attack, thrust coefficient, and propeller normal force.

"This method analyzes the increments of drag coefficient due to propeller power effects in the
following order:

1. Change in zero-lift drag due to the slipstream dynamic pressure of that portion of the
vehicle immersed in the propeller slipstream

2. Change in vehicle drag due to lift as a result of the lift components of propeller thrust
and propeller normal force

3. Change in drag due to lift as a result of the change in angle of attack of the wing
section immersed in the propeller slipstream

4.6.4.-I



After the above drag increments for a given lift coefficient have been calculated, the accumulated
total is then applied to the power-off drag curve to obtain a point on the power-on drag polar.
After several points have been generated (by considering several lift coefficients), the power-on
drag polar is obtained for a given thrust coefficient.

The above increments in drag can be determined by the following steps. (Reference should be
made to figure 4.6-13a for geometric definitions. In all cases the drag increments are based on
the wing reference area)

Step 1. Calculate the zerolift increment of change in drag coeflicient due to propeller-power
effects as follows:

a. Calculate the increment of skin-friction drag caused by a higher local dynamic
pressure on all surface area immersed in the propeller slipstream S, by

(C D Cf Aq, ds 4.6.4-aq.f
where Cf is the local shin-friction drag coefficient determined by the methods of
Sections 4.1.5.1 and 4.2.3.1, By assuming that q. and C, are constant over the
area wetted by the slipstream, equation 4.6.4-a may be simplified to

SIi~ Aq s4.6.4-býCDO C S qw,

where Aq3 /q0 is determined in Section 4.6.1.

b. Calculate the flap increment of zero-lift drag due to propeller power effects when
the wing flaps are extended and are partially or entirely immersed in the propeller
slipstream, as follows:

(1) Evaluate the propeller correlation parameter defined as

swTC

* R,,2

(2) From figure 4.6.4-12 obtain a vaiu, for Tel 1 - as a function of
T 1+ 2 a _S

of the propeller correlation parameter.

- t (3) Obtain a value for the power-off diag increment of the deflected flap
CO) ( from test data if available or from Section 6.1.7.

h. 4.6.4-2
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(4) Calculate the wing planform area Swf including and directly forward of the
flap area.

(5) Calculate the part of Swj immersed in the propeller lipstream Si.

(6) Calculate the flap increment of zero-lift drag by

c. Calculate the total zero-lift increment of drag due to propeller power effects by

(ýCDO ) = DO + 14.6.4-d
0eD )iibps pon

Ln JOn

When the flaps are retracted the total zero-lift increment is given by equation 4.6.4-b.

Step 2. Calculate the propeller power effects on drag due to lift as follows:

a. Calculate the propeller normal-force coefficient per engine by

CNp (CNO) __P SP 4.6.4-e

(cs 5 7.3 Sw

(N) is obtained from Section 4.6.1.
where C.a

b. Calculate the angle of attack of the thrust axis ar measured from the free-stream
direction and given by equation 4.6. 1-a, i.e.,

T - + ir

c. Calculate the thrust coefficient T.' per engine given by equation 4.6.1-b, i.e.,

T' 
T

S qSw~

where the thrust is a given or chosen quantity.
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d. Calculate the sum of the propeller lift components by

CL = T' siln oT + CN Cos 4.6.4-fN p

For multiple-engine configurations the total lift component due to propellei forces
is found by summing the components due to each engine.

e. Calculate the wing lift coefficient CL by

nW
CL - 4.6.4-g

[oSw

where n'W is the product of load factor and weight.

f. From figure 4.6.4-13a obtain a value for the empirical drag factor KD as a function

V -. of geometry and thrust coefficient.

g. Calculate the wing lift coefficient with power effects CLw by

CLw =CL -CL 4.6.4-h

where CL is the total lift component due to propeller forces.

h. From figure 4.6.4-13b obtain a value for the ratio of effective downwash to propeller
downwash W/ep as a function of the propeller correlation parameter and aircraft
geometry.

i. Calculate the upwash gradient U /ap given by equation 4.6.1j, i.e.,

C1 + 2 (N,
p~

where the constants C1 and C2 are obtained from figure 4.6.1-26 as a function of
the propeller correlation parameter, and CN4 is obtained from Section 4.6.1.

j. Calculate the angle of attack of the propeller plane ap given by equation 4.6.1 -g, i.e.,

aeU
Ol = %AT + (%t - a) 0

where the upwash gradient aeu/&i at the propeller may be obtained in Section 4.4.1.
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k. Calculate the effective downwash over the wing span T by

F 4.6.4-i

I. Calculate the ratio of the power-on induced drag to the power-off induced drag by

___D _ CL\ 2  [1 180 CL 1R D) CL.<

4.6.4-i

The contribution from the last term in the above equation is generally less than ten
percent.

The value for CDL) must be available from wind-tunnel data or may be approximated

by the wing-alone value of CD obtained by using the method of Section 4.1.5.2.
DL

Step 3. Calculate the total drag of an aircraft including power effects by

CD D (C+)CD O) PO + (CD L)' O.46-

onon on on

This equation is computed for a range of lift coefficients and thrust coe-fficients, and the

drag-polar curves are constructed. These curves are valid only in the linear-lift region.

Semple Problem

The configuration used in this sample problem is the same as that used in the sample problem for
propeller power effects on lift in Section 4.6.1. The quantities listed below are either given or
calculated in the sample problem of paragraph A, Section 4.6.1, or assumed.

Given:

Wing Parameters:

SI Aqs aep
Sw = 380 ft2  -= 0.309 A 6.23 0.394 = 0.115

W q. Mp

cf Si
"CL =0.523 -= 0.20 6 f 3 00  •= 0.80 b =48.65 ft

4.6.5c w
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Engine Parameters:

CN 0.141 Lr= 0 £ T 40  RP = 6.79 ft T. =0.150
p

ap =5.140 n 1

Additional Parameters:

a= 4.00 n' 1.0 Cf = 0.0040 ACD 0.040

(CD L)power= 0.0160 (CD 0)power = 0.10

off off

Compute:

Determine the zero-lift increment in drag

Sn A-q,
(C) = C, S q 5  (equation 4.6.4-b)

0).

= (0.0040) (0.309) (0.394)

- 0.0005

SwT" (380) (0.15) 1.23(

2Rp (6.79)2

Te, 1 + a Sw
T 1-2 -p = 0.25 (figure 4.6.4-12)

pS

0flp= powe (D flap( 1 +2a S) ( )

on

(equation 4.6.4-c)

= (0.040) (0.25) (0.80)

= 0.0080
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(D (C) (CD ] (equation 4.6.4-d)
AC)P~e = rC)0 OAIp

= 0.0005 + 0.0080

= 0.0085

Determine the effects on drag due to lift

ap S
. (c)N 7. 2 (equation 4.6.4-e)

CN 57N.3 S

__4 (3.14) (6.79)1
-(0.141) 380

= 0.0048

CL T'sinoaT + CN cos aT (equation 4.6.4-f)Lp p

= (0.150) (0.0698) + (0.0048) (0.998)

= 0.0105.+ 0.0048

=- .0153

KD 3.75 (figure 4.6.4-13a)

CL CL - CL (equation 4.6.4-h)

- 0.523 - 0.0153

- 0.508

. - 0.24 (figure 4.6.4-13b)
Sp

•:?~i a,. . =-- p p (equation 4.6.4-i)

= (0.24) (C.1 15) (5.140)

"= 0. 142°

"-" 4.6.4-7
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IP q

\2 r 1 r /rr CL2

, 180 CLWJ + KD \CL/J( L /
(C L)

.1 off
(equation 4.6.4-j)

0.08\2 +(3.14)2 (6.23) (0.142)1 + r.7 (48.65\ 0.0153~

0.523/1 + (180) (0.508) 13.5 3 8

= 0.943 [1.09541 + 3.75 [0.01098]

= 1.074

CD L = (1074) (0(016)

on

= 0.0172

Determine the total drag

jet (th verica copnn of C th thrust an the inltqor al c.(e etion 4.6.1-k

r power edPowuc he igitder epowron 
off on on

= 0.10 + 0.0085 + 0.0172

= 0.126

B. JET POWER EFFEC'TS ON DRAG

There are three jet power effectp on the drag of an airplane. A jet emanating from the rear of a
fuselage or nacelle has large effects on both the afterbody drag and the base dragiof the fuselage
or nacelle. The remaining two jet power effects on drag can be attributed to the lift force of the
jet (the vertical component of the thrust) and the inlet normal force. (See Section 4.6.1,
paragraph B, for additional discussion.) These lista forces reduce the wing lift and therefore
reduce the wing drag due to lift.

Accurate and rapid procedures for estimating the effects of jets on base and afterbody drag are
not available. The large number of internal- and external-flow variab~cs and the large number of
geometric variables pertaining to the nozzle and the afterbody prevent the prediction of these
effects by the use of either simplified theory or empirical correlation of the available test data.

4b Therefore, no Datcom method for treating jet power effects on base and afterbody drag is given.
However, a brief discussion is given from references 2 and 3 presenting the salient aspects of the
flow elements. The major portion of the discussion is taken from a method for treating transonic
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and supersonic base drag due to jets from reference 3. (The complexity of the method prevents
*• its formulation into a Datcom method.) Curves are prese.ted that indicate the t nds of base

pressure with some of the significant variables.

DATCOM METHOD

* The Datcom method is composed of two parts. The first part presents a discussion of the jet
power effects on base and afterbody drag. The second part presents a method for estimating the
jet power effects due to the vertical component of thrust and the inlet normal force.

Jet Power Effects on Base and Afterbody Drag

The mathematical expression for base drag in terms of base pressure may be expressed as

CDb q= S [PI - Pb (x, y)J dxdy 4.6.4-f

fb

where Sb is the base area and S is the reference area. The base lies in the XY-plane, and the base
pressure Pb may vary over the base. For most cases, Pb is almost constant and equation 4.6.4-4
reduces to

(p. - p Sb
CD = 4.6.4-m

A plot of some of the data of reference 2 is given in figure 4.6.4-14 for the model geometry
sketched in the upper part of the figure. The base-pressure coefficient is presented as a function
of Mach number for three ratios of jet total pressure to ambient pressure. From figure 4.6.4-14
it can be seen that the highest base-drag conditions occur in the transonic regime.

The geometry and initial-flow parameters for an axially symmetric boattailed afterbody with a
nozzle are presented in figure 4.6.4-15. Directly behind the base area is a region of low-velocity
air at pressure pb. The free-stream flow expands to this pressure Pb as it passes the end of the
afterbody. The expanded free-stream flow mixes with the low-velocity air along a boundary until
it encounters flow from the jet. In similar fashion, flow from the jet expands as it passes through
the nozzle exit plane. The flow mixes with the low-velocity air at the base along some boundary.
When the external and internal flows meet, each must go through a shock wave that (1) turns
the flows until thty are parallel, and (2) equalizes the pressurcs of the two flows. The external
flow and the flow from the jet then proceed downstrearn with a mixing zone lying between
them. A flow pattern for the above geometrical description is indicated in figure 4.6.4-16 for a
supersonic jet and free stream at a ratio of total pressure to ambient pressure greater than 2.35.

The influence of major design parameters on the base-pressure ratio of axially symmetric
afterbodies with jets is presented in figures 4.6.4-17 through 4.6.4-21. The influence of free-

S ',. stream Mach number on afterbody pressure is given in figure 4.6.4-17 for a convergent nozzle
with the indicated geometry and pressure conditions. Figures 4.6.4-18a and 4.6.4-18b present the

4.6.4-9
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effects of the ratios of jet total pressure to ambient pressure and of jet diameter to body

diameter, respectively, on base pressure. In these two figures the free-stream and exit Mach

numbers are constant. For the given free-stream and geometric parameters, divergence of the

nozzle significantly increases the base pressure, causing a decrease in base drag. The importance
of nozzle divergence angle is shown in figure 4.6.4-19.

The low-speed air at the base of a boattailed afterbody can interact with the boundary layer of
the exterior flow. If the jet pressure is sufficiently high, the interaction will increase the pressure
in the boundary layer on the rear of the afterbody, decreasing the afterbody drag. Figure

4.6.4-20 presents the probably favorable effects of boattail angle and nozzle divergence angle on
both the base pressure and afterbody drag.

The unfavorable effects on base pressure caused by the flaring of an afterbody are presented in

tigure 4.6.4-21. The flared afterbody is also likely to have more afterbody drag because of its
forward-facing slopes.

Jet Power Lift Effects on Drag Due to Lift

The power-on drag due to lift is obtained from the following equation:

C[CL &CL) - (ACL )N 126.4-
(CL)pO~er (CDL )powrI CL 464i

on off

where CL is the power-off lift coefficient required for the given flight condition, (CD ) is the
power
9offW

drag due to lift corresponding to CL obtained by the method of Section 4.1.5.2, (ACL)T and (ACL)N

are found in Section 4.6.1.

Sample Problem

The configuration used in this sample problem is the same as that used in the sample problem of
Section 4.6.1, paragraph B.

Given:

0.75(A ) = 0.0446CL =07CL )T

(Section 4.6.1)

CL = 0.00655
4N'i
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"(CDL)Power 0.16 (Section 4.1.5.2)

off

Compute:

Determine the power-on drag due to lift

L j CL 2

CD = (CDL' (CD__)_ (equation 4.6.4-ii):i""\ ]/power \/o e L

on offL

[0.75 - 0.0446 - 0.00655
= 0.16 0.75

= (0.16) (0.868)

0.139
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4.7 GROUND EFFECTS AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

% i Methods are presented in subsequent sections for estimating ground effects in the linear-lift range
on lift, pitching moment, and drag.

In order that the Datcom user may better understand ground effects, a qualitative discussion
regarding various aspects of ground effects is presented.

Because of the obvious influence of ground proximity during the takeoff and landing phases, it has
been the subject of considerable investigation. However, despite this consideration, an adequate
amount of reliable ground-effects data does not appear in the literature. In particular, the prediction
of CLm ax aCLm.ax and pitchixg moment need additional investigation in ground effects.

The effects of ground proximity generally become measurable at a height above the ground of one
wing-.-. i and increase in magnitude as the height above the ground decreates. Both theoretical and
experimental investigations indicate that ground proximity produces an increase in the lift-curve
slope, a decrease in drag, and a reduction of nose-up pitching moment for most aircraft planforms in
the clean configuration. However, high-lift configurations deviate from this trend in that the ground
effect tends to reduce the lift-curve slope (Reference 1).

Wind-tunnel investigation of ground effects has been approached by using the following testing
techniques: (1) fixed ground plane, (2) moving-belt ground plane, and (3) an image-model aircraft
with respect to a fictitious ground. The fixed ground-plane technique provides the most
straightforward approach to simulation. However, this approach does not give a true representation
of the phenomena because of the lack of relative motion between the ground plane and the model.
This lack of motion permits a boundary-layer build-up on the ground plane that introduces an
objectionable component into the simulation. Moving-belt ground-plane simulations eliminate this
undesirable feature; however, not all wind tunnels offer this capability. The third testing technique,

the image-model approach, has the disadvantage of added cost and complexity of constructing and
installing a second model in the tunnel to simulate the mirror image of the test model. Most
authorities tend to agree on the relative advantages of these different approaches. As might be
expected, results from these different testing techniques do not predict identical results for the
same configuration. The lack of agreement between various wind-tunnel results is exemplified in the
comparisons presented in References 3 and 4. In addition, these wind-tunnel predictions do not
compare favorably with the limited flight-test results of References 3 and 4.

The majority of the theoretical approaches analyzing ground effects employ an image-vortex theory
to represent the ground plane. The salient aspects of this theory are discussed below.

The lifting wing is represented theoretically by a bound vortex and two trailing vortices. The effect
of a ground plane on this "horseshoe" vortex system is represented by placing a mirror image of the
vortex system two ground-plane heights below the vortex system representing the wing. The
resulting plane of symmetry satisfies the boundary condition of zero vertical velocity at the ground
plane. The two vortex systems (the wing-vortex system and the image-vortex system) and the
ground plane are illustrated in Sketches (a), (b), and (c).
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SKETCH (c)

Away from the ground plane, the downwash of the two trailing vortices contributes to the wing
drag die to lift by rotating the force vector rearward, as shown in Sketch (d). However, near the
ground plane, the trailing vortices of the image vortex system have an upwash component, as shown
in Sketch (c) and Sketch (e) (Reference 5). This upwash velocity component reduces the downward
rotation of the flow direction caused by the wing trailing vortices, thus decreasing the wing drag due

' I

Out of ground affect
:I..- - -wIn pround effect

I /

LI

____ ~ ~D Note: The lift and drag vectors
_____are displaced for clarity

4 of presentation.

SKETCH (d)
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UPWASH

SKETCH (e)
GROUND-INDUCED UPWASH

to lift, The classical treatment of this effect is given by Wieselsberger in Reference 6. Wieselsberger's
approach has been extended in Reference 7 by Tani, Taima, and Simidu to consider the induced
effects of the image bound vortex. Both of these approaches are summarized in Reference 8. As
indicated in the side view of the vortex system presented as Sketch (b), the bound vortex of the
image-vortex system will reduce the longitudinal velocity component at the wing bound vortex,
thus modifying the circulation of the wing bound vortex. These effects of the image bound-vortex
system become more predominant as the height above the ground is reduced.

Improved theoretical analyses of the effects of ground proximity have been formulated using *

lifting-surface theory. Because of the general nature of lifting-surface theory, computer programs
have been generated to facilitate the computations. Reference 9 presents an example of an
image-vortex representation using lifting-surface theory, generalized to apply to a straight-tapered
wing in nonviscous flow.

The influence of ground effects on the lateral-control characteristics of aircraft has received
consideration in References 10 through 12. Results of Reference 10 suggest that ground effects
completely alter the basic lateral characteristics of slender aircraft during the period immediately
preceding touchdown. As a result, disturbances in bank angle are dristically attenuated just prior to
aircraft touchdown.

The influence of wing-tip fairings and wing-tip end plates is examined in References 13 through 15.
The general effect of these wing-tip devices is an increase in lift-curve slope and a reduction in
induced drag, which generally results in a significant increase in the lift-drag ratio.

The reader is referred to Reference 16 for a comprehensive literature search and survey of the
literature available prior to 1966 in the general field of wings operating in ground effect and related
phenomena. Comments are included in this reference regarding some of the papers published, along
with sketches of the methods of approach taken by the authors. The bibliography presents sources
that consider the problem from the theoretical, experimental, and/or applications points of view.
Tables are included that provide a convenient breakdown of the various sources, for a quicker
method of locating specific references dealing with an area of special interest to the reader.

A list of pertinent references is included at the end of this section, following a list of notation used
in subsequent sections.
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NOTATION

A wing aspect ratio

."- B parameter accounting for change in circul, tion

beTI effective wing span

bf' effective span for increment in load due to flaps

býv effective span for unflapped wing

c wing mean aerodynamic chord

CD wing drag coefficient,
qS

CDL drag coefficient due to lift

CDL) increment in drag due to lift in the presence of the ground

CDWB wing-body drag coefficient in absence of ground plane

CDWS ) wing-body drag co-fficient in the presence of the ground

CD0  zero-lift drag coefficient

CL wing lift coefficient in absence of ground plane

ACLf increment in lift coefficient due to flaps in absence of ground plane

(CL) wing-body lift coefficient including flap effects, out of ground effect

A- ACL)fp empirical factor accounting for flap effects in the presence of the ground

([CL)G increment in lift coefficient in the presence of the ground

CLH G increment in horizontal-tail lift coefficient in the presence of the ground

maximum lift
.CLMx maximum lift coefficient, qS
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S qCtws wing-body lift coefficient in absence of ground plane

CLWB) G increment in wing-body lift coefficient in the presence of the ground

(CL) wing-body lift-curve slope
ACr)G increase in pitching moment in the presence of the ground.°

SaC ) increase in horizontal-tail pitching moment in the presence of the ground

AC ) increase in wing-body pitching moment in the presence of the ground

*Cr
b ratio of wing root chord to wing span

H height of quarter-chord point of wing mean aerodynamic chord above the ground

HH height of quarter-chord point of horizontal-tail mean aerodynamic chord above the
ground

h average height above the ground of the quarter-chord point of wing chord at 75-
- ,percent semispan and the three-quarter-chord point of the wing root chord (see

. sketch on Figure 4.7.1-14)

h, height of the quarter-chord point of the wing root chord above the ground

" K parameter accounting for effective wing thickness

2H distance from moment reference center to the quarter-chord point of horizontal-tail

MAC, measured parallel to body center line
*L,

* - - 1 paranicter accounting for effect of image bound vortex on lift

•n distance from wing apex to moment ivference center measured in wing mean
aerodynamic chords, positive aft

:- qH
S-. - ehective dynamic-pressure ratio at horizontal tail

' r parameter accounting for effect of finite span

:. . SM

'' ' ratio of area of horizontal tail to wing area
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T parameter accounting for reduction in longitudinal velocity

tI) ratio of maximum wing thickness to wing chord

x parameter accounting for effeat of image trailing vortex on lift

Ax the chordwise distance from the quar'ter-chord point of the 75-percent-semispan
chord to the three-quarter-chord point of the wing root chocd, positive when the

latter is aft of the former (see Figure 4.7.1-14)

SxI.¢. distance from the wing apex to the wing-body aerodynamic center, positive for a.c.

aft of wing apex

Aa increment in angle of attack

OCL~nax wing angle of attack at maximum lift coefficient

&a)G increment in angle of attack at a constant lift coefficient in the presence of the
ground

(AaH) 0  increment in angle of attack of the horizontal tail in the presence of the ground

e downwash angle out of ground effect

(A+, increment in downwash due to ground effect in linear-lift range

Acl4 sweep angle of the wing quarter-chord

Prandtl interference coefficient
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4.7.1 GROUND EFFECTS ON LIFT VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

Methods are presented in this section for estimating the ground effects on lift in the linear-lift
region. The reader is referred to Section 4.7 for a basic discussion of various aspects of ground
effects.

Representation of the ground plane by an image-vortex system (see Sketches (a), (b), and (c) in
Section 4.7) enables the ground effects on lift to be identified (Reference 1) as follows: (1) the
decrease in longitudinal velocity at the real wing due to the reflected bound vortex, (2) the change
in circulation about the real wing due to the reflected bound vortex, (3) the increase in induced
upwash at the real wing due to the reflected trailing vortices, and (4) the change in the flow pattern
due to the finite thickness of the wing. The first two effects are opposite and approximately equal,
while the effects of wing thickness are generally small. As a result, the ground effects on lift can be
approximated by considering only the increase in the upwash. This is the approach taken in the
classical theoretical treatment of ground effects by Wieselsberger in Reference 2. Wieselsberger's
method of approach has been extended in Reference 3 by Tani, Taima, and Simidu to include the
induced effects of the reflected bound vortex and of wing thickness.

The increase in aircraft lift due to ground proximity decreases in magnitude as the height above the
ground increases. Flight-test data from Reference 4, showing the increase in lift due to ground
effects at a constant angle of attack as a function of ground height, are presented in Sketches (a)
and (b) for the F5D-! and XB-70 airplanes, respectively. These trends are representative of the
variation of lift due to ground effects that might be expected from similar aircraft.
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Empirical prediction methods have been formulated for low-aspect-ratio delta configurations in
References 5, 6, and 7. Ho~.ever, calculated ground effects using these methods do not compare
favorably with the flight-test data of Reference 4. The comparisons indicate an inability to predict
accurately the variation of ground effect on lift as the height above the ground is varied.

The ground effects on lift are determined somewhat by the planform of the configuration. For
low-aspect-ratio delta configurations, the general trend is a constant increase in CL due to ground
effect, as shown in Sketch (c) (Reference 8). However, transport-type configurations show quite a
different trend, as presented in Sketch (d) (Reference 8). This trend is dependent upon tie type of
high-lift system employed. Computer programs utilizing lifting-surface thv...y are currently the
most favorable means of evaluating the effects of various components of high-lift systems on ground
effects.
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SKETCH (c) SKETCH (d)
GROUND EFECT ON 550 GROUND EFFECT ON A JET

"DELTA CONFIGURATION TRANSPORT CONFIGURATION

DATCOM METHODS

For most vehicles, calculating the change in lift due to ground effects consists of evaluating two
cornponents:

I-.

I. the change in wing-body lift

2. the change in tail-body lift due to the effects of downwash
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The change in tail-body lift due to the presence of the ground is generally small in comparison to
the downwash effects and is neglected in the Datcom methods. For canard-type configurations the
change in downwash due to ground effect should be accounted for in the wing contribution.

Both of the Datcom methods presented require the user to construct wing-body and tail-body lift
curves in ground effect based on their corresponding free-air lift curves. Equations are given that
calculate the change in angie of attack due to ground effect at a constant lift coefficient. The
ground-effect lift curves are then constructed by shifting the free-air lift curves at every CL by the
corresponding increment in angle of attack due to ground effect at constant lift coefficients (see
Sketch (e)).

IN GROUND EFFECT
R EAIR

CL
CE

SKETCH 'e)

Method I

This method estimates the ground effects on lift in the linear-lift range for a subsonic transport
configuration. The meth( in extension of the Tani method of References 3 and 4 and includes
the effects of taper ratio, , ep-back, dihedral, and flap deflection, while neglecting the effects of
wing thickness since they are generally small. The wing-flap effects are valid only for split and
slotted flaps as they are accounted for by empirical curves. The first term in Equation 4.7.1-a
accounts for the effects of he trailing vortex, the second term for the effects of the bound vortex,

•- and the third term for v• -flap effects. The method does not account for the effects of

Swing-leading-edge devices.

The change in wing-body angle of attack at a constant lift coefficient due to ground effect with
respect to the out-of-ground-effect lift curve is given by

A(- + 7.16 (CL)- C1) (CLf)wBr

(C/50)2
- L)W IA CL\,. (per deg)4.1-
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where

A is the wing aspect ratio.

Cr
-- is the ratio of wing root chord to wing span.b

(i) is the wing-body lift coefficient including flap effects, out of ground effect,
obtained from test data or Section 4.3.1 and Section 6.1.4.1.

x accounts for the effects on lift due to the image trailing vortex and is obtained
from Figure 4.7.1-14 as a function of wing geometry and the wing height above
the ground.

CL )W is the wing-body lift-curve slope, per degree, out of ground effect, obtainedCL•iwB from test data or Section 4.3.1.2.

L accounts for the effects on lift due to the image bound vortex and is obtained
L° from Figure 4.7.1-15 as a function of wing geometry, lift coefficient, and the

height of the quarter-chord point of the wing root chord above the ground.

accounts for the effect of finite span and is obtained from Figure 4.7.1-16 as a
function of wing height above the ground.

A (ACLfl is an empirical factor to account for the effect of flaps and is obtained from
\/P .Figure 4.7.1-17 as a function of the height of the quarter-chord point of the

wing root chord above the ground.

In the linear-lift region, the change in downwash (a decrease) on ths tail-body due to ground effects
is derived theoretically by representing the ground plane as an image-vortex system. A modification
to the method of Reference 9 is given in Reference 10, wherein certain geometric terms are
"redefined. This modified method is the method presented in the Datcoxn. The change (a decrease)
in tail-body downwash due to ground effects in the linear-lift range is given by

rbeff2 + 4(HH -H)
2'

(Ae)G = Le + H 4.7.1-b
Lbf2+ 4(HH + H)2]

where

(AG)c is the difference between the downwash in free air and the downwash in
ground effect.

e is the downwash out of ground effect.

H is the height of Z/4 of the wing above the ground.

H1  is the height of E/4 of the horizontal tail above the ground.
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- .bef is the effective wing span defined as

CLWB + ACLf

beff 4.7. 1-cCLwB ACLf

where

CLWB is the wing-body lift coefficient, flaps retracted, out of ground
effect, obtained from test data or Section 4.3.1.

ACLf is the change in lift coefficient due to flaps, out of ground
effect, obtained from test data or Section 6.1.4.1.

b' = (b)vJb 4.7.1-1\b

-. bf = bv/ b 4.7. 1-e

The z Zio - is given in Figure 4.7.1-!.Sa as a function of taper ratio and
b ,

aspect ratio, and -- is given in Figure 4.7.1-18b as a function of the ratio

of flap span to wing span.

The horizontal-tail lift curve in ground effect is c3nstructed by shifting the free-air lift curve at
every CL by the corresponding --(A)G, i.e.,

(AcnH )G -(Ae)G 4.7.1-f

Method 2

This method estimates the ground effects on wing-body lift in the linear-lift range for all
configurations not included in Method I. The method is Tani's method from References 3 and 11,
modified to inc!ude the effects of dihedral. The change in wing-body angle of attack due to ground
effects with respect to the out-of-ground-effect lift curve is given by

(CLf)u (CLf)2_
(AcOG 18.24 + rT -rB+ K - - (per deg) 4.7.1-g

A 57.3(CLm)w,,' Q)aAx

4.7.1-5



where

a is Prandtl's interference coefficient from raultiplane theory and is obtained
from Figure 4.7.1-19 as a function of wing height above the ground.

r accounts for the effect of finite span and is obtained from Figure 4.7.1-16 as a
function of wing height above the ground.

T accounts for the reduction of the longitudinal velocity and is obtained from
Figure 4.7.1 -20 as a function of wing height above the ground.

B accounts for the change in circulation and is obtained from Figure 4.7.1-21 as a
function of wing height above the ground.

K accounts for the effective wing thickness and is obtained from Figure 4.7.1-22
as a function of wing height above the ground.

(CL is the wing-body lift-curve slope, per degree, out of ground effect, obtained
mm from test data or Section 4.3.1.2.

(t) is the ratio of maximum wing thickness to wing chord.
c, max

CL) is the wing-body lift coefficient including flap effects, out of ground effect,
fw B obtained from test data or Section 4.3.1 and Section 6.1.4.1,

The change in lift on the horizontal tail due to ground effect is accounted for in the same manner as
in Method I above.

Sample Problems

I. Method 1

Given: a jet-transport configuration

Wing Characteristics:

SA =6.8 b=0.291 =50.29

bCr

br
X = 0.30 b = 1864..4in. - 0.54 6f =50b

158 in. CL.) 0.078 per deg (test data) = 0.168

W.) b/2

4.7.1-6



= 0.04 Slotted flaps•:. b/2

From wind-tunnel-test data (out of ground effect):

"I..

dq) 0 2 4 6 a 10

(-)W 1.19 1.36 1.50 1.66 1.82 1.96

C--'u f0.18 0.34 0.49 0.66 0,81 0.97(without flop~s)

AC 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 0."9

."!., Tail Characteristics:

,'rcz 
SH

A 3,79 b 0.386 A,/ 4  350 W 0.377

-"iii= -60 "IIH = 233.7 cosa- 66(..1 sin a

From wind-tunnel-test data (out of ground effect):

Ig) 0 2 4 6 a 10

CLH -0.606 -0.535 -0.475 -0.416 -0.1%60 -0,300

p6 j1 6.0 6.a 7.8 8.8 9.7

Compute: The change in wing-body lift due to ground effect

x 0.56 (Figure 4.7.1-14)

57.3 CL 57.3 CL
- - 13 .6 CL

2r cos2 AC14  (6.28) (0.671)
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U L oa
Idea) Itest) 1.CL (Fig. 4.7,1-1M.

0 1.19 16.2 -0.04

2 1.35 18.4 -0.09

4 1.50 20.4 -0.13

6 1.66 22.6 -0.175L 1.82 24.8 -0.205

10 196 26.7 -0.212

r 0.845 (Figure 4.7.1-16)

(ACL) = --0.083 (Figure 4.7.1-17)

Solution:

_19.12 Cd i A (cr\/ L

(AcO)G LK +7.16 C'] (CL( 1----~~) ~ - ) (CLfOT~

X ((F,5o 2

(CL a(ACL) (Equation 4.7.1 -a)

+ 7•16(0.291) (0.56) CL,-,o (6.8)((0.29)(.4 IC

168B 2(0.078) L0  ,

(30/50),
(-0.083)

-0.078

1.92 C/ + 1.064

a CL)W L--
(deg) (test) Lo del

0 1.19 -0.04 -0.71

2 1.35 -0.09 -0.23

4 1.50 -0.13 0.27

6 1.66 -0. T75 0.99

8 1.82 -o.206 -1.57

10 1.96 -0.212 1.76

~* 4.7. !-8



'lU in-ground-effect lift curve can be constructed and is shown in Sketch (f). A comparison of the
predicted lift curve to wind-tunnel-test data is shown in Sketch (g).

* 1 ...6- 9 1.6° --

--- 4 - ' 4 -.

.8

--4--------------

"" -4 0 4 8 12 -4 0 4 8 12

a (deg) a (deg)

SKETCH (f) SKETCH (g)

Compute the change in downwash at the horizontal tail due to ground effect

= 0.725 (Figure 4 .7 .1-18a)

b;

0.70 (Figure4.7.1-18b)

bý= -(ýW) b (Equation 4.7. 1-d)bw

= (0.725) (1864.4)

L = 1352 in.

4.7.1-9



bf b,- W)/--- b (Equation 4.7,1,.e)Q ~\ b'

= (0.70) (0.725) (1864.4)

= 946 in.

CLwB + ACLr
b = (Equation 4.7.1-c)

~LWB

eff (-'~p ACL

(deg) (test) (test) (in.)

0 0.18 1.01 991

2 0.34 1.01 1023

4 0.49 1.01 1049

6 0.65 1.01 1072

8 0,81 1.01 1092

10 0.97 0.99 1111

The height of the quarter-chord of the horizontal-tail MAC above the ground is calculated by

hH = 233.7 cos c -664.1 sin a

a0 2 4 6 81

NH (In.) 233.7 210.3 186.6 163.1 138.7 114.8

b2+ 4(11 11)2

Lb 2 + 4(H1 + 1)24 (Equation 4.7. 1-b)

(AaH) --(tA)G (Equation 4.7.1-f)

, HH e (A%)G (Aot,)

(deg) (in. (in.) (in.) (deog) (deg) (deg)

0 991 158.0 233.7 5.1 3.21 -3.21

2 1023 158.0 210.3 6.0 3.99 -3.99

4 1049 158.0 186.6 6.9 4,83 -4.83

6 1072 158.0 163.1 7.8 5.74. -5.74

8 1092 1580 138.7 8.8 6.80 -.6.80

10 11 18 114.8 9.7 7.86 -7.86

4.7.1-10



The in-ground-effect lift curve can be constructed for i1 = .- 6" and is shown in Sketch (h). No test

data are available for comparison.

CL

r. 12

SKETCH (h)

2. Method 2

Given: the F5D-l aircraft

Wing Characteristics:

h h

A 2.02 0.329 0.36 (CL) = 0.0763 per degree
\b2/WB (test data)

(tI 0.05
c max

From wind-tunnel-test data;

(dog) 0 2 4 a a 10 12 14 10

(free air) --0.023 0.048 0.12 0.194 0.267 0.34 0.418 0.495 0.672

4.71-1
(fro ar

L A-I



Compute:

a 0.322 (Figure4.7.1-19)

r = 0.703 (Figure 4.7.1-16)

K = 4.6 (Figure 4.7.1-22)

T = 6.06 (Figure 4.7.1-20)

CLW-- -0.023 0.048 0.12 0.194 0.267 0.34 0.418 0.495 0.572

(test)

- B (deg) 0.12 0.30 0.50 0.68 0.86 1.04 1.21 1,41
(Fig. 4.7.1-21)

Solution:
(CLt)o rT(CL,) 2

-18.24 + - rB + K(- (Equation 4.7.1-g)
A 57.3 (CL.)wH max

00 03 (D_0
2 (*)G

,- (CLwea rT(C, ,2
-iL 1 -1.4rV (Eq. 4.7.1 -9)

(de) (test) A, 57.3 (C max
- 2...E I

0 -0.023 0.067 0.0011 - 0.23 0.298

S2 0.048 -0.140 0.0047 -0.0844 0.23 0.010

4 0.12 -0.349 0.0295 -0,211 0.23 -0.300

6 0.194 -0.564 0.0771 -0.352 0.23 -0.609

8 0.267 --0.776 0.146 -0.478 0.23 -M 378

10 0.34 -0.989 0.237 -0.605 0.23 -M27

12 0.418 -1.216 0.358 -0.731 0.23 -1.359

14 0.495 -1.440 0.5G2 -0.851 0.23 -1.559

16 0.572 -1.663 0.670 -0,991 0.23 -1.754

The calculated F5D-1 lift curve in ground effect is now constructed in Sketch (i) by shifting the
free-air lift curve at every CL by the corresponding (Act)O. A comparison of the predicted lift
curve to wind-tunnel-test data is shown in Sketch Ci).
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4.73 GROUND EFFECTS ON PITCHING-MOMENT VARIATION
WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

A method is presented in this section for estimating the ground effccts on pitching moment in the
linear-lift region. The reader is referred to Section 4.7 foi a basic discussion of various aspects of
ground effects.

The change in pitching moment due to ground effects is due primarily to the change in lift on the
horizontal tail, which in most cases can be attributed to the change in downwash. An additional
pitching-moment increment is produced by the increased lift on the wing and any possible shift in
the aerodynamic center due to ground effect.

DATCOM METHOD

The method piesented herein is based upon the lift estimates of Section 4.7. 1. The method assumes

no change in the location of the wing aerodynamic center due to ground effects. The total change in
pitching-moment coefficient due to ground effects is the sum of the changes of the horizon tal-tail-
body and wing-body pitching-moment components, based on the product of wing area and wing
MAC, and is expressed as

(ACM)G (MH) + (ACmwB); 4.7.3-a

The change in pitching-moment coefficient of the horizontal-tail-body due to ground effects may be
expressed as

ýH SH qH
CL) SH qH 4.7.3-b

" (CmH)G = -(ACLH)G c Sw q**

where

0. is the change in lift on the horizontal-tail-body at a given angle of attack due to
ground effect, based on the horizontal-tail area, and is found from the tail-body

lift curves constructed by using Section 4.7.1.
61 9is the distance from the quarter-chord point of the horizontal-tail MAC to the

moment reference center, measured parallel to the body center line.

c. is the wing mean aerodynamic chord.

S1'.
- is the ratio of horizontal-tail area to wing area.

., qH is the effective dynamic-pressure ratio at the horizontal tail, obtained from
q_ Section 4.4.1.

4.7.3-1
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Tito change in pitching-moment coefficient of the wing-body due 1o ground effects may be
expressed as

V4

*(CMW) 11 - ~- CLW)B 4.7.3-c

where

n is the distance from the wing apex to the desired moment reference center
measured in wing mean aerodynamic chords, posi~ive aft.

xac is the wing-body aerodynamic.-center location measured from the wing apex,
positive for a.c. aft of wing apex, obtained from Section 4.3.2.2.

is the wing mean aerodynamic chord,

(CLW is the change in lift due to ground effect on the wing-body and is found from
wG the wing-body lift curves constructed by using Section 4.7.1.

Sample Problem

Given: Same jet-transport configuration as Sample Problem I of Section 4.7.1.

Wing-Body Characteristics: ell

xa.€.
= 1.182 n = 1.242

From Sample Problem I of Section 4.7. 1:

(dog) 0 2 4 6 a 10

C ( we) 0.01 -0.02 --0.06 -0.09 -0.111

Tail Characteristics:

RH SqH

- = 2.43 -H 0.377 = 0,95
c Sw q

From Sample Problem I of Section 4.7. 1:

(dg) 0 2 4 6 8 10

(ACL• 0.255 0.306 0.3W5 0.415 0.470 0 A.1 0

4.7.3-2



Compute:

Ri SH qH
(i~CmH .. 4~CII -- -; - (Equation 4.7.3-b)

'-(CLH)G (2.43) (0.377) (0.95)

=-0.870 (4CLH)G

L (dq 0 2 4 6 8 10

(ACm -0.222 -0.265 -0.309 -0.361 -0.406 -0.461

eCMwD) ( --- CW~ (Equation 4.7.3-c)
r (no o(CLWD

(1.242 - 1.182) ALwB

"(0.06) /(CLWDB ~)G

(di. 0 2 4 6 a 10

*' /C, 0.0024 0.000 -.0.0015 0.0036 -.0,0064 -0.0066
"W/

Solution:

* (4CM) (G A HC fn H ~ j 3  (Equation 4.7.3-a)

IW (0 0 2 4 a 8 10

(ACC") 0  -0.220 -.a.264 -0.311 --O356 .-0,414 -0.,6

No test data are avwilable for comparison.
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4.7.4 GROUND EFFECTS ON DRAG AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

In this section, methods are presented for estimating the ground effects on drag in the linear-lift
region. The reader is referred to Section 4.7 for a basic discussion of various aspects of ground
effects.

The drag of a vehicle in the presence of a ground plane is affected in three ways.

1. The drag due to lift is decreased.

2. A change in the drag at zero lift is also experienced, but is small relative to the change in
2..drag due to lift.

3. The presen.e of a ground plane introduces a pitching-moment increment (Section 4.7.3),
which changes the drag due to lift of the trimmed vehicle.

The second effect is ignored in most calculations and is not presented in the Datcom.

Two methods are preseated to determine the reduction in drag due to lift in the presence of the
ground. Both methods are based on an image-vortex representation of the ground plane (see

•' Sketches (a), (b), (c), and (d) in Section 4.7). The method of Wieselsberger from Reference 1
considers only the effects of the bound image vortex. However, the method of Tani (References 2

. and 3) considers the effects of both the bound and trailing image vortices.

The change in drag due to lift resulting from trimming the pitching-moment increment du= to
ground effect consists of a synthesis of material presented in other sections.

DATCOM METHODS

"Change in Trim Drag Due to Ground Plane

Procedures for calculating the drag increment due to longitudinally trimming a vehicle are presented
in Section 4.5.3.2. To determine trim drag in ground effect, the pitching-moment increment due to
ground effect (AC.)G of Equation 4. 7 .3-a is added to the vehicle pitching moment out of ground
effect. The combined pitching moment is then used in the standard procedure for determining trim
drag out of ground effect (Section 4.5.3.2).

Change, Due to Ground Effect, of Drag Due to Lift of the Wing

According to Reference 3, the two methods presented herein for predicting ground effects on drag
due to lift give nearly identical results at moderate to large ground heights. Therefore, Method I is
preferred for its simplicity. At ground heights within the approximate range 0.3 > h/b > 0
however, Method 2 should be used, since its accuracy is significantly better than that of Method I
in this range. Both methods have been modified slightly to include the effects of wing dihedral.

4.7.4-1
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"Neither Method 1 nor Method 2 is very successful in estimating ground effects on drag with flaps
"down. At low heights above the ground, Method 2 gives results closer to experimental data than
does Method 1. although both methods underestimate the reduction of drag in ground effect. At
intermediate heights above the ground, the two methods yield nearly equivalent results.

Method I

The change in wing drag due to lift caused by ground effect as determined by Wieselsberger
(Reference 1) is given by

'L2

(ACDL)G = L 4.7.4-a

where

o is Prandtl's interference coefficient from multiplane theory and is obtained from
Figure 4.7.1-19 as a function of wing height above the ground.

CL is the lift coefficient of the wing out of ground effect, obtained from test data or
estimated by using the method of Section 4.1.3.3.

A is the wing aspect ratio.

The total drag of a wing-body jonfiguration in ground effect is then given by

(CDWB)G CDwB + (ACD) 4.7.4-b

where CDwB is the total drag coefficient of the wing-body configuration out of ground effect
obtained from test data or Section 4.3.3.2, and (ACDL/ is obtained by using either

Method I or 2.

Method 2

The reduction in drag due to lift as determined by the method of Tani (References 2 and 3) is given
by

oCL2 OCL rTCL
CD - -(CD 4,7.4-c
\LG irA \ irA 5 7.3

where

CD is the wing-alone drag coefficient corresponding to CL out of ground effect, obtained
from test data or estimated by the method of Section 4.1.5.2, i.e., (CD 0 + CD L)

r accounts for the condition of finite span and is obtained from Figure4.7.1-16 as a
function of wing height above the ground.

4.7.4-2



T accounts for the reduction of the longitudinal velocity and is obtained from Fig-

ure 4.7.1-20 as a function of wing height above the ground.

! All remaining parameters hae been defined in Method 1 above.

The total drag of a wing-body configuration in ground effect is calculated by using the procedure in.
Method 1 above; i.e.,

(cDWB = + AC~)4.7.4-b

The sample problems presented below illustrate the use of both Methods I and 2 applied to a
wing-alone configuration. It should be noted that, in applying Method 2 to a wing-body
configuration, the value of CD in Equation 4.7.4-c is that of the wing alone. If no test data are
available for the particular configuration, the wing drag may be estimated by using the method of
Section 4.1.5.2, as noted previously. On the other hand, if only wing-body test data are available, it
is suggested that the wing-body result be used instead of attempting to estimate a wing-alone value.

Sample Problems

3tl 1. Method 1

Given: The sweptback wirng of Reference 4

Wing Characteristics:

A = 4.01 b = 11.375 ft T= 2.89 ft Ac/4 = 400

Additional Characteristics:

h = 1.97 ft

The following drag variation with lift (out of ground effect) from Reference 4:

CL 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.60 0,70 0.80

Wing Mom 0.0063 0.0003 0.0220 0.0400 0.0500 0.06•0

Compute:

h/(b/2) = (2) (1.97)/11.375 0.346

"a 0.33 (Figure 4.7.1-19)
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Solution:
S2OCL4

(Equation 4.7.4-a)

0.33 CL
2

(3.14)(4.01)

S--0.0262 CL2

(D 0 03 -

C L CL2 I Eq. 4.7.4-a)

-0.0262 Q

0.10 0.01 -0.0003

0.20 0.04 -0.0010

0.40 0.16 -0.0042

0.60 0.36 -0.0094

0.70 0.49 -0.0128

0.80 0.64 -. 0.0168

The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 4 in Sketch (a).

2. Method 2

Given: The same configuration as that of Sample Problem I

Compute:

OCL 2

= 0.0262 CL 2  (see Sample Problem 1)Ink

r 0.712 (Figure4.7.1-16)

T = 3.24 (Figure 4.7.1-20)

rT (0.712) (3.24) = 2.31

Solution.

OCL2 ( C-•L i TCL

K. (ACDL)G - •¶2 -- (C - 0A /---" (Equation 4.7.4-c)
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"-0.0262 CL 2 
-(Co 0.0262 CL) (0.0403) CL

OCL 2  ( C \VC 2
\ ITC, (c)a

CL Wing Alone 6L vAO -A I 04 *A 57.3 (Eq. 4.7.4-)
.:,_. 0.0262, 0-0 0.0403 00 -0-0

0.10 0.0053 0.01 '.', 03 0.0050 0.00002 -0.0003

0.20 0.0093 0.04 0.0010 0.0083 0.0001 -0.0011

"0.40 0.0220 0.16 0.0042 0.0178 0.0003 -0.0045

0.60 0.0400 0.36 0.0094 0.0306 0.0007 -0.0101

0.70 0.0500 0.49 0.0128 0.0372 0.0011 -0.0139

0.80 0.0650 0.64 0.0168 0.0482 0.0016 -0.0184

The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 4 in Sketch (a).

1.0 1

•',:' .8 ,

.6

.4 ~Tes oints
Method I

____ ____ - Method 2
.2

0*
0 -. 01 -02 -. 03

A( L)G

SKETCH (a)
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4.8 LOW-ASPECT-RATIO WINGS AND WING-BODY
COMBINATIONS AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

During recent years much work has been done on problems associated with the design and operation of
advanced flight vehicles. These vehicles include re-entry configurations and those designed for hypersonic

7.• cruise. The requirement that these vehicles operate within the atmosphere at hypersonic speeds necessitatesS the use of configurations that are not well suited for subsonic flight at low altitudes. The configurations
proposed for this type of mission feature, for the most part, extremely low aspect ratios of the order of two
or less, and thick, generously-rounded lifting surfaces. These configurations also often have large blunt
bases.

The subsonic flow about these vehicles is extremely complex, so much so that in most cases the use of
available theoretical methods does not result in satisfactory estimates of the aerodynamic characteristics for
this type of vehicle. The methods presented in this section for estimating the aerodynamic characteristics of
advanced flight vehicles at subsonic speeds are necessarily semiempirical in nature. The methods are based

,r on test data, which have been correlated with the aid of the extension of available theory. A large portion
"of the material is related to delta and modified-delta configurations, since a major portion of the pertinent
theory and test results relate to these planforms.

In the following group of sections (4.8.1, 4.8.2, and 4.8.3) methods are presented for estimating the normal
force, axial force, and pitching moment on specific types of advanced flight vehicles at angles of attack up
to 200.

i: - The aerodynamic forces acting on the vehicle are illustrated in figure 4.8-12. In the lift axis system, the
force is resolved into components perpendicular to and parallel to the free stream, called the lift and drag,
respectively. In the normal-force axis system, the force is resolved into components pcrpcndicular to and
parallel to the zero-normal-force reference plane, called the normal force and axial force, respectively. For
"unsymmetrical configurations the zero-normal-force reference plane is inclined at some angle N 0 to the
body horizontal plane. The body horizontal plane passes through the most forward point on the vehicle
nose and its inclination to the free stream defines the angle of attack a in the familiar lift axis system (see
figure 4.8-12). The normal-force and axial-force coefficients and the angle of attack of unsymmetrical
configurations are designated as CN ', Cx ', and a., respectively. For symmetrical configurations aN0 = 0
and a'= a, and the zero-normal-force reference plane coincides with the body horizontal plane of
symmetry. For symmetrical configurations the normal-force and axial-force ceofficients are designated
as CN and Cx, respectively.

The equations relating lift, drag, normsl force, and axial force are as follows:

, For unsymmetrical configurations
CN' CL cos e' + C. sin a'

Cx' -CD cosa' + CL sin a'

CL = C',cosa• + Cxsin a'

CD =-Cxcosa' + C ,sin a'
N
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For symmetrical configurations (symmetry about the Z 0 plane)

CN = CL cos + CDsina
Cx =-C cosa + C sincv

CL = CN cosat+CX sin a

CD =-Cx Cosa+CN sin a

The pitching-moment coefficient at a specified angle is independent of the axis system.

The normal-force axis system is used throughout the following group of sections, since it was found to be
more convenient in the correlation of the available test data.

Many of the available test results do not separate the base pressure from other aerodynamic forces.
Therefore, the total axial force is analyzed in Section 4.8.2 by separating it into a component produced by
base pressure plus a component related to the viscous forces acting on areas other than the base.

A general notation list is included in this section for all sections included under Section 4.8.

Sketches showing planform geometry for nearly all the configurations analyzed in Sections 4.8. 1.1 through
4.8.3.2 are presented in table 4.8-A.

NOTATION

SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTION

A aspect ratio of surface 4.8.1.2
4.8.2.2
4.8.3.2

tan 0
B blunting parameter, 4.8.3.2

Vtn2 + 2

b surface span 4.8.1.2
4.8.2.2
A-83.2 -1

bb maximum span of base 4.8.2.1
4.8.2.2

cr surface root chord 4.8.1,2
4.8.3.2

hb maximum height of base 4.8.1.1
4.8.2.1
4.8.2.2
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTION

iB total length of body 4.8.1 .I
4.8.2.1

- -- M Mach number 4.8.1.2
4.8.2.2
4.8.3.2

N' normal force, perpendicular to zero-normal-force reference plane 4.8.2.2
(unsymmetrical configuration)

P perimeter of base (see figure 4.8.2.1-7a) 4.8.2.1

q. free-stream dynamic pressure 4.8.2.2

R, Reynolds number 4.8.1.2
4.8.2.2
4.8.3.2

R 1 effective radius of round leading-edged wing, perpendicular to leading 4.8.1.2
3IE edge at c,/3 from the nose (see figure 4.8.1.2-11b) 4.8.2.2

K , S planforin area 4.8.1.2
, , 4.8.2.2

4.8.2.2
4.8.3.2

Sb base area 4.8.2.1
4.8.2.2

SF projected frontal area perpendicular to zero-normal-force reference 4.8.1.2
plane 4.8.2.2

4.8.3.2

Sof reference area 4.8.1.2
4.8.2.1
4.8.2.2

Swat wetted area, excluding base area 4.8.2.1

V. free-stream velocity 4.8.1 .1

blunting4 tan 4
- blunting parameter, 4.8.3.2

X axial force parallel to zero-normal-force reference plane (unsymmetri- 4.8.2.2
cal configuration)
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTION

N- 1 calculated value of parameter at a' 200° 4.8.2,2

xC.P. chordwise distance from the wing apex to the wing center of pressure, 4.8.3.2
positive for c.p. aft of apex 4

value of parameter for thin, pointed-nose delta wing 4.8.3.2

A (X'P')B shift in thin delta wing c.p. due to nose blunting 4.8.3,2

A ( t shift in pointed-nose delta wing c.p. due to wing thickness 4.8.3.2

xm axial distance from the body nose to the chosen moment center 4.8.3.2

ZbAs vertical distance, measured normal to the body horizontal plane, 4.8.1.1
between the centroid of the base area and the body horizontal plane,
positive as shown in figure 4.8-12

Z normal-force non-linearity parameter 4.8.1.2

a angle of attack, positive nose up 4.8.1.1

angle of attack at zero normal force 4.8.1.1a•No 
4.8.3.1

a angle of attack measured from zero-normal-force reference plane, 4.8.1.1
a - aN (see figure 4.8-12) 4.8.2.2

4.8.3.2

a angle of attack at zero lift 4.8.1.1

K -•
6 .L total wedge angle of sharp-leading-edged wing, perpendicular to leading 4.8.1.2

edge at Cr/3 from nose (see figure 4.8.1.2- 11a)

S effective wedge angle of sharp-leading-edged wing, perpendicular to 4.8.1.2
leading edge at cr/3 from nose (see figure 4.8.1.2-1 la)

average lower-surface angle of sharp leading-edged wing, perpendicular 4.8.1.2
to wing leading edge at Cr/3 from nose (see figure 4.8.1.2-1 la)

6L lower-surface angle of round-leading-edged wing, perpendicular to wing 4.8.1.2
leading edge at c1/3 from nose (see figure 4.8.1.2-11 b)

0 wing semiapex angle 4.8.3.2 .-
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTION

ALE sweepback angle of wing leading edge 4.8.1.2
4.8.2.2
4.8.3,2

tip chord4.3,
taper ratio, 4.8.1.2

root chord 4.8.2.2
7,: 4.8.3.2

dLragCD drag coefficient, 4.8.1.1

qS

Cf skin-friction coefficient for incompressible flow 4,8.2.1

ACf increment in skin-friction coefficient for incompressible flow 4.8.2.1

lift
CL lift coefficient, --.. 4.8.1.1

pitching moment
Cm pitching-moment coefficient, 4.8.3.2SqS c.

Cm pitching-moment coefficient at zero normal force 4.8.3.1
MNO 4.8.3.2

N
CN normal-force coefficient, T- , for a symmetrical configuration 4.8.1.1

N'
CN, normal-force coefficient, -- , for an unsymmetrical configuration 4.8.1.1

4.8.1.2

4.8.2.2
4.8.3.2

"(CN,) value of coefficient at W' 200 4.8.1.2

20

calculated value of coefficient at a' = 20 c` 4.8.1.2

I
normal-force-coefficient correlation factor 4.8.1.2

[WN21 value of (CN,).z corrected for rounded leading edges 4.8.1.2

dCN'

(CNot)' rate of change of normal-force coefficient with angle of attack -• 4.8.1.2
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTION 'a

(C M °value of derivative at zero normal force 4.8.1.2
N 0

"{N ); calculated value of the derivative 4.8.1.2 ">

No

i' normal-force-curve-slope correlation factor 4.8.1.2

NCaCa No

Pb - Pa.
base pressure coefficient, 4.8.2.1C%0q 4.8.2.2

C value of coefficient at zero normal force 4.8.2.1
PbNo 4.8.2.2

(Cpt value of coefficient at given angle of attack, a' 4.8.2.2

Cp value of coefficient at a' = 200 4.8.2.2

C,1'o pressure-coefficient-ratio correlation factor 4.8.2.2
C,. bN0

x
C axial-force coefficient, T , for a symmetrical configuration 4.8.1.1

Xq

Cx axial-force coefficient, 7 , for an unsymmetrical configuration 4.8.2.2

value of coefficient at zero normal force 4.8.2.1
N 0  4.8.2.2

ACx, increment in coefficient due to angle of attack 4.8.2.2

S ACx'k calculated value of the increment 4.8.2.2

ACE.',
axial-force correlation factor at a' = 200 4.8.2.2
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTION

ACx: increment in coefficient due to base pressure 4.8.2.1
b 4.8.2.2

ACx' value of increment at zero normal force 4.8.2.1
bNo

(ACxb)' value of increment at a given angle of attack, a' 4.8.2.2

AC• increment in coefficient due to skin friction 4.8.2.1

ACx- value of increment at zero normal force 4.8.2.1
fN 0
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4.8.1 WING, WING-BODY NORMAL FORCE

4.8.1.1 WING, WING-BODY ZERO-NORMAL-FORCE ANGLE OF ATTACK

The longitudinal data for the low-aspect-ratio configurations are presented in terms of the normal-force
and axial-force coefficients of a normal-force axis system rather than the more common lift and drag
coefficients of the lift axis system. The problem arising with the normal-force axis system is that of
defining a reference plane for the nonsymmetrical configurations which specifies the direction of the
normal force and axial force. This is accomplished by defining a reference axis system which is orivnted
with respect to the particular configuration so that the normal force is zero at zero angle of attack.

The defined normal-force axis system is illustrated in figure 4.8-12. The normal-force coefficient CN' is
Perpendicular to and the axial-force c,-oefficient Cx1 is parallel to a reference plane which passes through
the centroid of the base area and the most forward point on the vehicle nose. For symmetrical
c,-nfigurations this is the plane of symmetry.

The zero-normal-force angle of attack aN0 is defined bs the angle of attack at which the normal force
acting on the body is zero. For a symmetrical configuration, the normal force is zero when the plane of

symmetry i parallel to the free stream. Thurefore, for symmetrical configurations N0 =0. For
unsymmetrical configurations, aIN0 may be related to an arbitrary plane as shown in figure 4.8-12. This

arbitrary reference plane is chosen so that its inclination to the free stream defines the angle of attack in
the familiar lift axis system. It is referred to as the body horizontal plane.

From the geometry of figure 4.8-12, the angle of attack at' in the defined normal-force axis system is

of' = a -No 4.8.1.1-a

where

aX is the angle of attaick, positive nose-up, measured from the free stream to the body horizontal
axis.

(V -- is the zero-normal-force angle of attack, measured between the reference plane and the body
K 0 horizontal plane, poritive as shown in figure 4.8-12.

DATCOM METHOD

The zero-normal-force angle of attack is determined from the configuration geometry as follows:

Step 1. Determine the location of the centroid of the base area and the location of the most forward
point on the vehicle nose.

"Step 2. Determine CIN0  as the angle between the line connecting the centroid of the base and the
most forward point on the nose, and the horizontal plane of the body.

4.8.1.1-1



Values of the zero-normal-force angle of attack calculated by using this method are compared with test
results in table 4.8.1. I-A. Many of the configurations tested were complex re-entry shapes, and the reader
should refer to table 4.8-A for a more complete description of the model. Unfortunately, there are not

S- ,enough data available to illustrate a consistent effect of planform geometry on the zero-normal-force angle
of attack.

Sample Problems

1. Given: The right-triangular pyramidal body designated as configuration 1 of reference 6.

2.45 in. a N

1 = 31.55 in. Nose radius = 0.1875 in. hb= 6.44 in.

Compute:

Centroid of base

2 2
Zbase 2 - nose radius =- (5.44) - 0.1875 4.106 in.

Solution:

Zbase 4.106

( ta�NO '1 B -2.45 - tan- 31.55 - 2.45 = tan- 0.1412

=8.040

This compares with a test value of 0N 8.60 from reference 6.

2. Given: A re-entry configuration of the wing-body group of reference l designated WB-10(0). This is a
round-nosed, wing-body model of 750 sweep back with a semicircular-body cross section at
the point of maximum thickness and with twin vertical tails.

. 4.8.1.1-2



-2.25 in.

- -- ____Centroid

______ ______ a so

No

1 = 20.0 in. ~ Zbas .6 n

Solution:

=bs 1ar ~ 0.68 -1~ 0.0340
ON 20.0

-1.950

This compares with a test value of (IN,= 0.3 00 from reference 1L
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TABLE 4.8.1.1-A

SUBSONIC ZERO-NORMAL-FORCE ANGLE OF ATTACK

DATA SUMMARY

CiN 0  OaN0  &CiN0

(dog) Ideg) (deo)
Ref. Configuration Calc. Tat CoIc.-Teat

1 D-7 - 2.15 - 2.5 0.35

0-8 0.20 - 0.20 0.40
-4 0 2.50 - 2.50

D-10 - 1.46 - 1.60 0.15

WS-1 1.35 1.00 0.36

WB-3 1.46 1.70 - 0.24

WB-4 1.35 - 0.30 1.65

WS-6 1.21 0.70 0.51

WB.6 1.21 0.70 0.51

WB-7 1.63 1.20 0.43

WB-S 1.67 0.90 0.67

WB-9 2.12 1.90 0.32
WB-1O(0) 1.95 0.30 1.66

R-2 3.79 2.30 1.49

R-3 2.62 2.00 0.62

3 Rt. triangular 7.40 5.20 2.20

pyramid

4 Delta wing 0.66 0.40 0.26

vAhlf-cone
fuselor

5 a 7.23 5.50 1.73

b (besic) 6.44 6.50 - 0.06

c (basic) 7.15 10.20 - 3.05

d 4.40 4.60 - 0.20

6 Rt. triangular 8.04 8.60 - 0.56

pyramid
7 Blunted right 6.91 6.30 0.61

triangular

pyramid

a Delta-wing - 0.20 0.60 - 0.80

bowt-glide

9 W-II E-3 1.80 - 2.00 0.20

W-Ill E-3 2.40 1.80 0.60
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4.8.1.2 WING, WING-BODY NORMAL-FORCE VARIATION
WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

"A. SUBSONIC

This section presents a method for estimating the normal-force variation with angle of attack for a delta-
or modified-delta-planform re-entry configuration at subsonic speeds.

The subsonic normal-force characteristics of thin delta wings at small angles of attack can be
satisfactorily predicted through the use of linearized theory, which assumes that the flow is unseparated
and that the cross-flow components are negligible. At higher angles (01> 50, approximately) both
cross-flow and separation phenomena become important and these assumptions are no longer valid. The
normal force tends to increase more rapidly with angle of attack as the angle is increased.

A major factor influencing the normal-force characteristics of delta wings is leading-edge geometry.
Sharp leading edges influence relatively large amounts of air and the corresponding variation of the
normal force with angle of attack tends to be high. Rounded leading edges affect a smaller amount of
air and the normal-force-curve slope is consequently less.

The method presented herein is taken from reference 1, and is based on a study of test data on
low-aspect-iatio delta wings with thick and thin surfaces, with sharp and rounded leading edges, and
with varying degrees of nose bluntness. Thin, sharp-leading-edged delta wings were selected as "reference
wings;' and theoretical relationships were written for the normal-force characteristics of these- planforms.

((I The normal-force characteristics of all the test configurations were then calculated by using these
"4 "reference wing" relationships, and any deviation between the calculated and the test values was related
to the geometry of the wing leading edge. It was found that satisfactory correlation could be obtained
by relating the deviation in normal-frce characteristics to the leading-edge geometry in a plane normal
to the wing leading edge and located one-third the length of the root chord aft of the nose.

Design charts are presented for estimating the normal-force-curve slope at CN' = 0, the value
Sof CN' at G' = 200, and the characteristics of the normal-force variation with angle of attack. The

correlation parameters used to develop these charts are leading-edge radius and leading-edge angle for
round and sharp leading edges, respectively. It should be noted that as the leading-edge radius

-" approaches zero, the normal-force-curve slope at CN' = 0, the normal force at a° = 200, and the
normal-force-variation parameter all approach the respective values for a sharp leading edge. Therefore, a
configuration with a small leading-edge radius can be analyzed as one having a sharp leading edge.

For configurations with round leading edges, an empirical correction factor is presented to account for
the reduction in normal force at higher angles of attack as the wing thickness is increased. This separate

tK'. correlation is required, since the limited number of test data for very thick delta wings does not correlate
~ 4 well with the thin wing results.

'- 7DATCOM METHOD

The normal-force variation with angle of attack for a delta or modified-delta configuration at low
speeds, based on the reference area (usually the planform area), is obtained front the procedure outlined
in the following steps:

Step 1. Determine the effective leading edge angle. for sharp leading edges or the effective
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leading-edge radius R 1 and lower surface angle 6L for round leading edges. These
TLE

parameters are functions of the configuration geometry in a plane normal to the leading
edge at I c. from the nose. The applicable configuration geometry is illustrated on figures

3 o

4.8.1.2-1 laand 4.8.1.2-1 lb.

Step 2. Determine the normal-force-curve slope at zero normal force (CN' = C) by

(CN' = - j(per radian) 4.8.1.2-a
CNN/Va N p rN0

where

isthe normal-force-curve slope at zero 5orm5 force PCN '

'CNID

.is the empirical correlation factor of normal-force-rurve slope for delta

or modified-delta configurations. It is prnsented as a function of the
o effective leading-edge angle for configurations with sharp leading edges

in figure 4.8.1.2-12a, and as a function of the effective leading-edge
radius for configurations with round leading edges in figure 4.8.1.2-12b.

(CN X is the calculated normal-force-curve slope at zero normal force, given by

0

(C > ~ 5 2 ~-)A (per radian) 4.12b

where

S"af is the reference area.

SF is the projected frontal area perpendicular to the zero-
normal-force reference plane (projected frontal area at
CN, = 0).

A is the aspect ratio of the surface.

4.8.1.2-2
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Step 3. Determine the normal-force coefficient at e' = 200 by

"( = [CC 4.8.1.2-c

20

where

tjN) " is the normal-force coefficient at a' = 200.0'N 20

r. -• is the empirical correlation factor of the normal force for delta andN I modified-delta configurations. It is presented as a function of the
L,' ceffective leading-edge angle tui configurations with sharp leading edges

in figure 4.8.1.2-13a, and as a function of the effective leading-edge
iadius for configurzitions wtIi round leading edges in figure 4.8.1.2-13b.

(CNM.) is the calcx~ated norm&] force at a' = 200, given by

"C' 2.195 - I4.8.1.2-d
" NALe )2D A + 4.0 /

Step 4. Determine the thickness correction to the normal force at a' = 200 for configurations
with round leiding edges by

) t (1 +cosL)2 (C: 0  
4 .8.1.2-e

where 6 is the lower surface angle from step I and (CM) is obtained from step 3.

Step 5. Deternine Z, the empirical, nonlinear-normal-force correction factor. This parameter is
obtained as a function of the effective leading-edge angle or the effective leading-edge radius
for configurations with sharp leading edges or round leading edges, respectively, from

. figure 4.8.1.2-14.

Step 6. The variation of the normal force with angle of attack is given by:

For round-leading-edged configurations

SCN' = (CN) +8.21 C) -0.349 C ' ([Z +2.81(1-- Z)ajao' 2

N_ 0- 2o t N NN .N

4.8.1.2-f

*Stop 4 is required only for conflguratlons with round lading edges. For sarlp-ledlng-edged configurations, go to step 5.

4.8.1.2-3
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For sharp-leading-edged configurations the normal-force coefficient at 't- 200 from step 3
(CN') is used instead of the term 1(CN,0]t in the above equation.

0' in the above relation is in radians.

A comparison of the normal-force variation with angle of attack calculated by this method with test results
is presented as table 4.8.1.2-A. The Reynolds-number range of the test data is not sufficient to allow analysis
of the effect of Reynolds number on the normal force. However, over the angle-of-attack range of this
method (i' < 200), Reynolds-number effects should be negligible even for the thicker configurations.

Sample Problems

1. Round Leading Edge

Given: A delta model with a symmetrical diamond cross section and a blunt trailing edge. This is model
D-6 of reference 6.

S0.525-in. radius
(constant)

A = 1.868 b = 22.116 in. Sf S = 261.95 sq in. ALE = 650

•LLE
* . SF =57.42 sq in. (base area) 6L = 0RI .2 n

3

Compute:

Determir,ý the normal-force-curve slope at CN0 0

RI /b =0.525/22.116 =0.0237

-LE
3

"= " 4.8.1.2-4
-.
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I

(c.. = rA 2 (equation 4.8.1.2-b)
C= N (/2 (2 4.+3A

=Fir(
1,868) +57.421 4

L 261.95] 4 +1.868

= 2.30 per rad

•,' Determine the normal-force coefficient at d' = 200

S.• [CNj 1  = 0.935 (figure 4.8.1.2-1db)

No2.195 ( +0.61 (equation 4.8.1.2-d)

• "" = 2195 1.868 + 4.0 /

= 0.927

(CN')0 fCN (C NC) (equation4.8.1.2-c)

LI J20

- (0.935) (0.927)

0.867

4.8.1.2-5



Determine the thickness correction factor to the normal force at a f 200 (round leading edge)

N() 20] t (Ca,) (equation 4.8.1.2-e)

9 (0.867)

- 0.862

Determine the empirical, nonlinear-normal-force correction factor

Z 0.945 (figure 4.8.1.2-14)

Solution:

c 8.21 N') 0.349(CN) + 2.81(1 -Z)a'd2i[31N 0 ' .1 C'2 t No

(equation 4.8.1.2-)

2.26 a'+ 8.21 0,862 - 0.349(2.26) 10.945 + 2.81(1 - 0.945)dj1a' 2

2.26 a'+ 0.568 a' 2 + 0.0930 3

(bsed on S)
a' a 2 2.26 a' 0588ý2} .0.0930Od3 (*. 4.8A,24

deg) (red) (red 2) (d 3) 2.260 0.8 0.0930 ®

0 .097 0 0 0 0 0 0
S,00762 0.000M 0.1973 0.00433 o.000o 0 1

10 0.1745 0.03045 o0.0014 0.3944 0.01730 0.00049 0.4122

. 15 0.2618 0.06854 0.01794 0.5917 0.03893 0.001666 0,6323

" -20 0.3490 0.12180 0.04261 0.7887 0.06918 0.003953 0.8618

The calculated results are compared with test values from reference 6 in sketch (a) and in table 4.8.1.2-A.

"4.8,1.2-6
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2. Shap Leading Edge

Given: A delta model with a symmetrical diamond cross section and a blunt trailing edge. This is tnodcl
D-3 of reference 6.*

ALE ,

S __,,1 B-

A= 1.076 b = 12.374 in. Sref = S 142.30 sq in. ALE 750

SF - 44.20 sq in. (base area) SLI - 300 S. - 600 64 = 9g0

Compute:

07_' Determine the normal-force-curve slope at CN, - 0

0.775 (figure 4.8.1.2-12a)

10

+C2--' + 2A (equation 4.8.1.2-b)
akNo

[v(l.076) 44.201 4___

2 + 2l142.30 4+ 1.076

1.821 per rad

"4 =% I cjN( CNU (equation 4.8. 1.2-a)

\~ 0  LNa No NO

= (0.775) (1.821)

= 1.411 per rad

*Although this model h4s a veV scroll now radius (0.032 in.), it Is analyzed as haviwg a Shtrp leeding 1dpl.

4.8.1.2-7
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Determine the normial-force coefficient at e' = 200

CN.- ] = 0.960 (figure 4.8.1.2-13a)
LC 20•

C 2.195 (A+0.61 (equation 4.8.1.2-d)( N,\a)20 ,A +24.0,

1.076 + 0.6102.195 ( 1.076+4. /

0.729 1

p49 (C,). L [j ] 'CN')C (equation 4.8.1.2-c)

= (0.960) (0.7291) = 0.700

Determine the empirical, nonlinear-normal-force correction factor

Z = 0.972 (figure 4.8.1.2-14)

Solution:

c (cN) '+ 8.21 (CN')2- 0.349 (CN) [Z + 2.81(1 Z) al &'2
N No

(equation 4.8.1.2-f, sharp leading edge)

1.411 a'+ 8.21)(0.700) - 0.349(1.411)1[0.972 + 2.81(1 - 0.972) a') a' 2

= 1.411 a'+ 1.656 2 2 + 0.134 a' 3

• 
CN2

NC.
-(baed on S)S•'d2 d3 1.411 a' I W a .3 ,3(q .. ,4

W(rad3) 1.4110 1.65603 0.1340 06+46+2-(:. dog Cru) (,,,,) t,.• ,,, ®,. 2  o.,34d ®(® q 48124)

"0 0 0 0 0 o o o

5 0.0673 0.00762 0.000665 0.1232 0.0126 0.00009 0.1359

* 10 0.1745 0.03045 0.006314 0.2462 0.0604 0.00071 0.2973

Is 0.2018 0.08664 0.01794 0.3694 0.1136i 0.00240 0.48653

20 0.3490 0.12180 0.04251 0.4024 0.2017 0.00670 O1.8l9

F. 4.8.1.2-8



The calculated results are compared with test values from reference 6 in sketch (a) and in table 4.8.1.2-A.

1.2.
Sample Problem I (round leading edge)

"O Test points
Calculated

Sample problem 2 (sharp leading edge)
O Test points

.8 - Calculated --- -"(

CN' - _ - -

0 48 12 16 20

ANGLE OF ATrACK,' (deg)

SKETCH (a)
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FIGURE 4.8.1.2-12a NORMAL-FORCE-CURVE-SLOPE CORRELATION FACTOR - DELTA AND
MODIFIED-DELTA CONFIGURATIONS WITH SHARP LEADING EDGES q
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'FIGURE 4.8.1.?- 12b NORMAL-FORCE-CURVE-SLOPE CORRELATION FACTOR - DELTA AND
MODIFIED-DELTA CONFIGURATIONS WITH ROUND LEADING EDGES " -
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FIGURE 4.8.1.2-13a NORMAL-FORCE-COEFFICIENT CORRELATION FACTOR AT a = 200 -
DELTA AND MODIFIED-DELTA CONFIGURATIONS WITH SHARP LEADING
EDGES
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FIGURE 4.8.1.2- 13b NORMAL-FORCE-.COEFFICIENT CORRELATION FACTOR AT a'=200-

DELTA AN',D MODIFIED-DELTA CONFIGURATIONS WITH ROUND LEADING
EDGES
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Revised iune 1969

4.8.2 WING, WING-BODY AXIAL FORCE

4.8.2.1 WING, WING-BODY ZERO-NORMAL-FORCE AXIAL FORCE

A. SUBSONIC

This section presents a method, taken from reference 1, for estimating the zero-normal-force axial force
of advanced flight vehicles at subsonic speeds.

"The drag at zero normal force is assumed to be composed of skin-friction drag, base drag, and the
pressure drag acting on portions of the configuration other than the base. For most advanced flight
vehiclei at subsonic speeds, the component of pressure drag acting on portions of the vehicle other than
"the base is relatively small compared to the sum of the base drag and the skin-friction drag, and it is
difficult to isolate. Consequently, in this section it is included as part of an "effective" friction drag.

The "effective" friction drag is determined by multiplying the total wetted area, excluding the base area,
by some friction coefficent. For configurations having an average aerodynamic cleanliness, and for
thickness ratios not excceding approximately fifteen to twenty percent, the equivalent friction drag
coefficient, based on wetced area, can be assumed to be Cf = 0.0040. Of course, this quantity will
depend upon such items as surface condition and Reynolds number. Heat and. drag loads during re-entry
could be such as to roughen the surface and increase surface drag significantly. However, for most
configurations of this class, surface drag is a relatively small part of the total drag at most speeds and
angles of attack, and it is not considered necessary to go into these effects in greater detail.

Advanced flight vehicles are frequently characterized by large surface areas approximately normal to the
direction of flight and facing aft. The "base pressures" acting upon these areas can significantly increase
the drag and reduce the maximum lift-drag ratio of these aircraft. For the purpose of definition, "bases"
are considered to be those external surface areas which face aft and are approximately perpendicular to
the direction of flight; they are formed by the "cutting-off.I,,C some component. The flow ahead of the
base should be unseparated and approximately parallel to the free stream, at least near zero lift. In
keeping with this definition, bases include the aft facing areas produced by blunting wing trailing edges
and by the jet exits of inoperative rocket engines.

The manner in which base drag arises can be visualized by considering the viscous pumping action of the
air flowing around the periphery of the base. The viscous forces produced by the external flow tend to
"drag the air away from the base and consequently reduce the base pressure. In addition, the .base
"pressure would be other than ambient even for a nonviscous flow, since the base would be influenced by
the static pressures in the external flow, which are, in general, other than ambient. Consequently, the
base pressure would depend both on the magnitude of the pumping, which is related to the ratio of the
viscous mixing area to the total base area, and on the shape of the body ahead of the base, which
determines the static pressures in the external flow at the boundary of the base.

Because of the con plexity of base pressure phenomena at subsonic speeds, it has not been possible
"theoretically to predict base pressures for even the most simple configurations without entailing complex
computational techniques, which nevertheless produce results of doubtful accuracy. Hence, the approach

4 presented in this' section is based on semiempirical techniques aimed at isolating the parameters known
to be of primary importance.

i 4.8.2.1-1
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Factors that might be expected to influence base pressure but which were not isolated in the analysis
reported in reference 1 include scale effect and Reynolds number. Available test data show that the
variation in Reynolds number produces litte effect in base pressure when the flow is turbulent at the
base.

DATCOM METHOD

The subsonic axial-force coefficient at zero normal force, based on the reference area (usually the
planform area), is obtained from the procedure outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. Determine the increment in axial-force coefficient due to skin friction at zero normal
force by

Swet

ACxO =-Cf 4.8.2.1-a

where

C4 is the turbulent flat-plate skin-friction coefficient based on the wetted area.
It is recommended that a value of Cf = 0.0040 be used unless detailed data
on surface condition are available. In that case the method of paragraph A of
of Section 4.1.5.1 should be used to obtain Cf.

Swct is the wetted area or surface area of the configuration excluding the base area.

Smr is the reference area (usually the configuration planform area).

Step 2. Determine the base-pressure coefficient at zero normal force, based on the base area, by

CPbN p

C - 4.8.2. 1-bK.Pbo 
- .w

where

P is the perimeter of the base of the configuration (see figure 4.8.2. l-7a).

Sb is the base area of the configuration. "4

CpbN0

is obtained from figure 4.8.2.1-7b as a function of the shape parameter

W 1B (hb + bb)'

4.8.2.1-2



where

A is the total length of the body.

hb is the maximum height of the base of the configuration (see figure
4.8.2. -7a).

bb is the maximum span of the base of the configuration.

Step 3. Determine the increment in axial-force coefficient at zero normal force due to base pressure
by

ACx,:0 = b SCf 4.8.2. 1-c
-N N

where C is obtained from step 2.
PbN

Step 4. Determine the axial-force coefficient at zero normal force, based on the reference area, by

Cx,0 = AC , + AC,:' 4.8.2. 1-d'fN0 ACbN0

Swhere ACx, and ACx, are obtained from steps I and 3, respectively.

Figure 4.8.2.1- 7b presents a semiempirical correlation of the base-pressure coefficient at zero normal force.
This correlation comprises both a measure of the ratio of the viscous pumping area to the base area, andthe effect of the shape of the configuration ahead of the base on the pressures in the external flow.

A comparison of the zero-normal-force axial force calculated by this method with test values is presented
as table 4,8.2.1-A.

Sample Problem
Given: The blunted, right-triangular pyramidal lifting body of reference 2.

b" b

K~ . B zf Fhb

4.8.2.1-3



B= 19.125 in. Srf - S = 104.98 sq in. S = 21.96 sq in.

swet 248.83 sq in. P = 22.16 in. hb = 4.12 in. bb = 9.08 in.

Compute:

Determine the increment in axial-force coefficient due to skin friction at zero normal force.

Cf 0.0040

Swat
ACXo = - Ct - (equation 4.8.2.1-a)

2 248.8 3
= - (0.0040) (4 )

=-0.00948

Determine the base-pressure coefficient at zero normal force

P 22.162f V7; 2VFT3F)- 1.333

2 Sb 2%(.21.96)=9 = 0.0554

via (hb +bb) v (19.125) (4.12 +9.08)

C Pb
N0

= -0.181 (figure 4.8.2.1-17b)P

CPbN p
C p = " 2 ... •(equation 4.8.2. 1-b)
CPbNO P 2~w

= (- 0.181) (1.333) _'
.--

= -0.241 (based on Sb)

Determine the increment in axial-force coefficient at zero normal force.
Sb_',

ACx = C - (equation 4.8.2.1-c)

4,N .2b1N 4f

4.8.2.1-4
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S21.96

= (-0.241) (2 6

- -0.0504 (based on S~f)

"Solution:

Cx ACX + ACE' (equation 4.8.2.1 -c)

N0  =AC*bN

- -0.00948 - 0.0504

= -0.0599 (based on S)

This compares with a test value of -0.0582 from reference 2.
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FIGURE 4.&2.1-7a CONFIGURATION GEOMETRY
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4.8.2.2 WING, WING-BODY AXIAL-FORCE VARIATION
WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

A. SUBSONIC

This section presents a method for estimating the axial-force variation with angle of attack for a delta or
modified-delta planform re-entry configuration at subsonic speeds.

The method presented herein is taken from reference 1. The total axial force at angle of attack is taken as
the sum of that at zero normal force, the increment due to angle of attack, and an increment due to the
base pressure at angle of attack.

The axial force at zero normal force is given by the method of Section 4.8.2. 1.

The increment of axial force due to angle of attack is obtained by a procedure that closely parallels the one
used to obtain the normal-force variation with angle of attack as discussed in Section 4.8.1.2. The method
is based on a study of test data on low-aspect-ratio delta wings with thick and thin surfaces, with sharp and
rounded leading edges, and with varying degrees of nose bluntness. Thin, sharp-leading-edge delta wings
were selected as "reference wings," and theoretical relationships were written for the axial-force character-
istics of these planforms. The axial-force characteristics of all the test configurations were then calculated at
cx = 200 by using t'ese "reference wing" relationships, and any deviation between the calculated and test
values was related to aspect ratio, frontal area, and leading-edge characteristics. The variation of this compo-
nent of axial force between that at zero normal force and that at cv'= 200 is then approximated as a func-
tion of the nzzrmal-force variation with angle of attack.

In general, the base pressures acting on advanced flight vehicles become less as the angle of attack increases
and, consequently, the component of axial force due to base pressure increases negatively as the angle of
attack increases. In reference] I the change in base pressures of the test configurations are correlated with
changes in angle of attack by using the base pressures at at'= 200 and at zero normal force as the basis for
the correlation.

DATCOM METHOD

The axial-force variation with angle of attack for a delta or modified-de|a configuration at low speeds,
based on the reference area (usually the planform area), is obtained from the p.rocedure outlined in the
following steps:

Step 1. Deteimine the increment of axial-force coefficient due to angle of attack by

AC~ =AC 1 CN 4.8,2.2-aLN'Ick~ L2

4.8.2.2-1
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FcI is the eprcal corredlationo h xa facore tof the normal-force atoeffi 20°nt -]

"J20 is presented as a function of configuration geometry in figare 4.8.2.2-10,
L- • ..J Figure 4.8.2.2-10 is entered with the following geometric parameters:

A the aspect ratio of the surface

SF the projected frontal area perpendicular to the zero-
normal-force reference plane (projected frontal area at

I~ nNC ' = 0)

Stf the reference area (usually the configuration planform
area)

b the surface span

Rn the leading-edge radius in a plane normal to the leading
SLE edge at _1 c, from the nose

3

Sis the angle of attack in degrees.

ar =a--IOtN

CN, is the normal-force variation with angle of attack obtained by using the
method of Section 4.8.1.2.

Step 2. Determine the variation of base pressure with angle of attack by

( b 1) a2 o b4...-
No

,. where a' is defined above, and

•0 4.8.2.2-2
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""•CPb2 is the empirical correlation of the ratio of the pressure coefficient at

C a' = 200 to that at zero normal force. This parameter is obtained from
PbN 0  figure 4.8.2.2-11 as a function of the shape parameter

• .--. b 2

b

hbl

where

bb is the maximum span of the base of the configuration.

lb is the maximum height of the base of the configuration (see figure
4.8.2.1-7a).

Sb is the base area of the configuration.

The two curves on figure 4.8.2.2-11 refer to two types of re-entry
configurations. The upper curve is to be applied to configurations for which
the entire base is influenced directly by the primary lifting surface. The
lower curve is to be applied to configurations for which portions of the base
are aft of nonlifting components, e.g., bodies and vertical surfaces.

Pb is the base pressure coefficient at zero normal force obtained- as outlined inSb0 step 2 of the Datcom method of Section 4.8.2.1.

Step 3. Determine the varihtion of the increment of axial-force coefficient due to the base pressure
with angle of attack by

Sb
cx ) 4.8.2.2-d

where

Cr) is the variation of base pressure with angle of attack from step 2.

SKef is the reference area (usually the configuration planfor'n area).

Step 4. Determine the zero-normal-force axial force Cx5 by using the method of Section 4.8.2.1.

Step 5. The variation of axial force with angle of attack, based on the reference area, is given by

Cx,= -ACx, + cx)+ C-XC 4.8.2.2-e

" ' where ACx, (ACxb) , and C,, are from steps 1, 3, and 4, respectively.
04.8.2.2-3
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A comparison of the axial-force variation with angle of attack calculated by this method with test results is
presented as table 4.8.2.2-A.

While it is considered that the results presented are satisfactory for use in preliminary design, it should be

noted that scale effect and Reynolds number, which might be expected to influence the base pressure, were

not isolated in the data correlation reported in reference 1. (Available test data showed, however, that the
variation it, Reynolds number produced little effect in base pressure when the flow was turbulent at the
base.) Furthermore, in many cases the data were not sufficient to accurately define the variation of base
pressure over the surface of the base. Consequently, much of the data included in the empirical correlation
for axial-force coefficient at e' = 200 (figure 4.8.2.2-10) and in the empirical correlation for the ratio

of the pressure coefficient at a' = 200 to that at zero normal force (figure 4.8.2.2-11), are known to be in
error.

Sample Problem

Given: A delta model with a symmetrical diamond cross section and a blunt trailing edge. This is model D-3

of reference 3 and is the qame configpration as sample problem 2 of Section 4.8.1.2.

IB-

A = 1.076 b = bb = 12.374 in. Sref S 142.30 sq in.

SF = Sb = 44.20sqin. Swct = 329.0sqin. hb 7.14in.

II = 23.0 in. P 28.58 in.

The following variation of CN' with a' from sample problem 2 of Section 4.8.1.2:

ci 0 10 15 20
CN, 0 0.1359 0.2, 73 0.4853 0.6998

4.8.2.2-4



Compute:

Determine the increment in axial-force coefficient due to angle of attack.

[F/ C4 =' -0.349 ) (equation 4.8.2.2-b)NI 20A 4

/1.076 +2
, -0.349 7 -0.2115(1.076+4 )

SF/Sf = 44.20/142.30 = 0.311

-c= 0.389 (figure 4.8.2.2-10, sharp leading edge)

[~~]AC~a~\~ '- CNM (equation 4.8.2.24)

- (-0.2115)(0.389) CH

- -0.0823 0 CN' (see calculation table below)

Determine the variation of base pressure with angle of attack.

bb2  (12.374)2
h,,/K 7.14 74-'.20 3.,2

%',""CPb2O

- = 1.42 (figure 4.8.2.2-11, upper curve)
CPbNo

,/.P 28.58= 2= 1.213
2 .frS 2 ,/ (44.2)

2 sb 2(44.2) 0.0627

1 .. (hb + bb) w (23.0) (7.14 + 12.37)

4.8.2.2-5



CpbN•

- -0.196 (figure 4.8.2.1-7b)
P

7,7

CpbN0 p

(P (equation 4.8.2. 1-b)20 P

= (-0.196) (1.213)

= -0.238 (This result is also used below in calculating Cx)

CPb20 - /a) 2  C (equation 4.8.2.2-c)
(Cpb' (0 20) PbN

No0

- (1.42 - 1) FO (-0.238) (1
( 20)

Determine the variation of the increment of axial-force coefficient due to the base pressure with angle
ot' attack.

Sb
' ( b) (equation 4.8.2.2-d)

-- N

= -0.0311 (see calculation table below)

Determine the zero-normal-force axial force by the method of Section 4.8.2. 1.

Ct =0.0040 .,

4.8.2.2-6
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"Swet
ACCx, = i- (equation 4.8.2. i-a)

(329.0
= (-0.0040) 142.3)

= -0.00925

= -0.238 (calculated in determining (C)b

""cxo Cpb (equation 4.8.2.1-c)
N 0  N 0

( 44,2
= (-0.238) 142.3/

= -0.0739

cx° = ACx; + ACXo (equation 4.8.2.1-d)
N 0 0

= -0.00925 + (-0.0739)

= -0.0832

Solution:

C( =-AC. + (ACx) + C (equation 4.8.2.2-c)

-(-0.0823) CN, + (-0.0311) 2 + (-0.0832)

02 ® ® ®r
J _ _ _0 (0 _ _ _ _

C4 -0.084 23J fb~ on 8 a)1

0 0 0 0 .. o04-32

5 0.131 -0.0066M -0,00104 -4.07M

10 0N2973 -0.01727 -0.00M -0.0737

Is 0063 -003 -0.07 -0.061w

20 0.S -0.0676 --0.03111 -O 4. 8

4.8.2.2-7



The calculated results are compared with test values from reference 3 in sketch (a) and in table 4.8.2.2-A.
-. 10,

0 Test Points
Z Calculated

0~

Cx' ..

-. 06 -

-. 04

0 4 8 12 16 20

ANGLE OF ATTACK,t' (deg)

SKETCH (a)
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.4.8.3 WING, WING-BODY PITCHING MOMENT

4.8.3.1 WING, WING-BODY ZERO-NORMAL-FORCE PITCHING MOMENT

A. SUBSONIC

This section presents a design chart, taken from reference 1, to be used in approximating the zero-normal-
force pitching-moment coefficient of nonsymmetrical delta-planform configurations with rounded leading
edges at low speeds.

The design chart is based on a limited amount of experimental data and, furthermore, does not represent an
extensive analysis of the zero-normal-force pitching moment. It is considered to provide only a first-order
approximation of CmNO0

DATCOM METHOD

The low-speed zero-normal-force pitching-moment coefficient-of a nonsymmetrical delta-planform configu-
ration with rounded leading edges, based on the product of the planform area and root chord Sc, is
approximated from the procedure outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. Determine the zero-normal-force angle of attack Cft by using the method of Section
• 4.8.1.1.

Step 2. Obtain the zero-normal-force pitching-moment coefficient CmN from figure 4.8.3.1-4 as

a function of aNo0 determined in step 1.

Figure 4.8.3.1-4 is not applicable to configurations with sharp leading edges.

A comparison of the zero-normal-force pitching-moment coefficient of unsymmetrical delta-planform

configurations calculated by this method with test results is presented as table 4.8.3.1-A. The values of ft.
used in this data summary were calculated by using the method of Section 4.8.1.1.

Sample Problem

"Given: The right-triangular pyramidal body designated configuration 1 in reference 7. This is the configu-
ration of sample problem 1 of Section 4.8.1. 1.

A, = 31.55 in. Nose radius 0.1875 in. hb = 6.44 in.

""'�, = 4.105 in.

Compute:

Determine aN0

'N = 8.040 (sample problem 1, Section 4.8.1.1)

4.8.3.1-1
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Solution:

Cm =0.00 17 (based on Sc,) (figure 4.8.3.1-4, extrapolated)
CK N0

The calculated result compares with a test value of 0.0028 from reference 7.

L1
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TABLE 4.8.3.11-A

SUBSONIC ZElqO.-ORMAL-FORCE PITCHING MOMENT
DELTA PLANFORM CONFIGURATIONS

ROUND LEADING EDGES

DATA SUMMARY

IC Cm
"celN NO

Vt Configuration j St..1lCak. Tqw

20.7 02.20 0.0007 -0.0008

24 0.7 2.1 -0.00011 -.0.0026

D09 0 0 0.0315

WB-l 1.315 0.00045 0

We-3 1.46 0.00046 0

WBA 1.35 0.00045 -0.002

We-S 1.21 0.0004 --0004

W04 1.21 00004 --0001

Ws.7 1.6S3 0.00054 -0.002

We- 1.J57 0,00062 0.0015

We911(0) 1.96 000.5O 0.

WU3 2.12 0.0007 -0.0011

4 Rioht Wrispangr 7.40 0.00246 0j=0
pyramid

5 DailW wing with Dim 0.00022 -0,0123
hatf -cons fusielg

6 7123 0.00244 0.00133I bbecl6.44 0.0014 -0.00133Jcllbsec) 7.16 0.00214 0.00622

d 4.40 0.0015 0

7 1 3,04 0.0027 0=0211

SBlunted rigot 6.91 0.003 0.0022

pyramid

9 Daltewil-4 boost- -0.20 -.0.00131 -0.007

10 W41 E-3 -11.90 --0.0006 0.0100
¶ 1 Allw ng boont.. -2.1 -0.03007 -,04

glide ________ _______
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ROUND LEADING EDGES

.002

Cm 
-

0.--K, -

.002-

"-.004 -
-6 --4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 1

.-e (deg)

FICURE 4.8.3.1-4 VARIATION OF ZERO-NORMAL-FORCE PITCHING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT
WITH CAMBER - DELTA AND MODIFIED DELTA CONFIGURATIONS
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4.8.3.2 WING, WING-BODY PITCHING-MOMENT VARIATION
WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

A. SUBSONIC

This section presents a method for estimating the variation of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of
attack for delta or modified-delta planform re-entry configurations at subsonic speeds.

S... The design charts are given in terms of the center-of-pressure location. The following equation is used to
. find the pitching-moment coefficientbased on the product of the planform area and root chord Sc,:

Cm (Ym XC.p.)

iCm =CmNo +( ( ) CM' 4.8.3.2-a

where

X-• is the distance from the nose of the configuration to the desired moment reference center
measured in root chords, positive aft.

(UtP is the distance from the nose of the configuration to the center of pressure measured, in
~ \C7./ root chords, positive aft.

CN, is the normal-force variation with angle of attack obtained by using the method of
Section 4.8.1.2.

Cm is the zero-normal-force pitching-moment coefficient obtained by using the method ofK NO Section 4.8.3.1. For symmetrical configurations CmN = 0.

The method for estimating the center-of-pressure location is taken from reference 1. A theoretical
variation of center-of-pressure location with aspect ratio (or semiapex angle) from reference 2 was
corrected to provide center-of-pressure estimates for thin, pointed-nose, symmetrical delta configurations.
This result was then corrected to account for the effects of nose blunting and finite thickness.

The effect of nose blunting on delta wings was evaluated by assuming that the normal force actin$ on a
pure delta wing can be divided into two components. One of these compouents is distributed uniformly
over the planform and the other is concentrated at the leading edge. The strength of the concentrated
component has a magnitude at any spanwise station proportional to the local chord. In accordance with
this concept, the resultant of the uniform load acts 1/3 of the root chord forward of the trailing edge

- and the resultant of the leading-edge component acts 2/3 of theroot chord forward of the trailing edge
for a pure delta wing. The nose-blunting effects were then determined by assuming that the pitching
moment depends only on normal force and by analyzing a simplified situation where a part of the nose
of a puice delta wing is removed by a straight cut normal to the root chord. The center-of-pressure

movement predicted in this manner is different from experimental results, since act-aal nose blunting
usually consists of a rounding of the forward part of the wing rather than a sharp cut-off. Therefore, an
empirical factor was applied, based on the results of reference 3, to compensate for this difference,

F• 4.8.3.2-1



Finite thickness modifies the center-of-pressure location because of the contribution of axial force to
pitching moment. The axial force produces a nose-down pitching moment at positive lifts as a result of
the negative pressures on the upper surface of the wing and the positive pressures on the lower surface.
An empirical correction for this effect, taken from reference L, is presented in the Datcozn method.

The Datcorn method is applicable for angles of attack up to 200.

DATCOM METHOD

The center-of-pressure location of delta or modified-delta configurations is given by

c) + A + •(Xp/ 4.8.3.2-b
A B t

where

(it) is the distance from the wing apex to the center-of-pressure location, measured in
Cr / root chords, of thin, pointed-nose, symmetrical delta configurations. This parameter

is obtained from figure 4.8.3.2- 6b as a function of the wing semiapex angle 0. The
semiapex angle is measured as illustrated on figure 4.8.3.2 -6 a.

C,.xc'\ is the increment in the center-of-pressure location, measured in root chords, due toC,/) nose blunting. This parameter is obtained from figure 4.8.3.2-7a as a function of

the configuration semiapex angle 0 and aspect ratio. The aspect ratio is that of the
blunt-nose configuration.

4 (XCP) is the increment in the center-of-pressure location, measured in root chords, due to

S--- finite thickness. This parameter is obtained from figure 4.8.3.2-7b as a function of
the ratio of the projected frontal area to the planform area SF/S.

Figure 4.8.3.2- 6a illustrates the cpnfiguration geometry used in this method.

A comparison of the center-of-pressure location calculated by this method with test results is presented
as table 4.8.3.2-A. It should be noted that Reynolds-number effects might be expected to influence the
pitching-moment characteristics of these configurations as the angle of attack and normal-force
coefficients increase. However, the limited Reynolds-number range of the test data precluded isolation of
Reynolds-number effects diuing the data correlation reported in reference 1.

Sample Problem

Given: A blunt-nose delta-wing model with a symmetrical diamond cross section and a blunt trailing edge.
This is model D-4 of reference 5.

A = 1.087 b f 13.934in. S = 178.56sq in, S, = 41.44in.

0 = 150 c, = 23.Oin.

4.8.3.2-2



Compute:

( C~.) 0.60 (figure 4.8.3.2-6b)

A

4 tan 8 4 tan 15 0  004

U ~Y :~2 1.087004

SF S 4.4417856 0.232

A/ 00238 (figure 4.8.3.2-7b)

Solution:

2L = Q *' + A (+ (equation 4.8.3.2-b)
rr r')C'

A B

=0.600 - 0.049 +- 0.0238

=0.5748

Thi compares with a test value of 0.582 from reference S.
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TABLE 4.8.3.2-A

SUBSONIC CENTER-OF-PRESSURE LOCATION
DELTA PLANFORM CONFIGURATIONS

"DATA SUMMARY

SF p. x4 .

tF Cr Pce8 •Now -ci c P,:Wt
Ref. Configuration A (deg) S Configuration Ceic, Test Error

4 Blunted riht 0.788 10.F 0.208 blunt 0.548 0.529 3.6

triatgular
pvromid

5 D-1 1.076 15.0 0.208 blunt 0.594 0.896 -0.2

i0-2 1.075 0.190 sharp 0.619 0.612 1.1

D-3 1.076 0.312 sharp 0.631 0.626 0.8

0-4 1.087 0.232 blunt 0.575 0.582 -1.2

0.5 1.076 0,329 blunt 0.607 0.608 -0.2

0-6 1.868 25.0 0.219 blunt 0.586 0.594 -. 1.3

W- wB2 1.04 15.0 0.161 blunt 0.560 0.577 -2.9

WB-3 1.074 0.150 blunt 0.601 0.582 3.3

6 D.60 1.076 16.0 0.329 blunt 0.607 0.609 -0.3

8 Dehim-wng 0.74 12.0 0.050 sharp 0.613 0.625 -1.9

9 W-I11 E-3 1.07 15.0 0.029 blunt 0.593 0.678 0.9

11 RL triangular 0.78 10.6 0.203 blunt 0.547 0.618 -11.5
pyramid

12 Delta wing with 0.77 15.0 0.484 blunt 0.598 0.56 5.3
hblf-cone
fuselage

13 bbsI" 0.783 10.5 0.201 blunt 0.551 0.575 -4.2

I/ ©(b ) 0.787 0.371 blunt 0.506 0.581 -4.2

d 0.783 0.291 blunt 0.560 0.553 1.3

14 1 0.742 10.5 0.186 blunt 0.632 0.560 12.9

15 2 2.31 30.0 0.120 sharp 0.583 0.536 8.2

4 1.07 15.0 sharp 0,613 0.534 14.8

7 4.00 45.0 sharp 0.5689 0.548 2.0

Ame Error - - 3.9%
n

4I
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5.1 WINGS IN SIDESLIP

5.1.1 WING SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Cy.

5.1.1.1 WING SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Cy, IN THE LINEAR ANGLE.OF-ATrACK RANGE

The wing contribution to the derivative Cy, is small, of the order a2, and its accurate estimation is
not vital.

Methods are presented in this section for estimation of wing side force due to sideslip in the
subsonic and supersonic speed regimes. Methods for the estimation of this derivative in the
transonic speed regime are not available.

A. SUBSONIC

InReference 1 a simplified theory consisting of an application of strip theory and lifting-line theory
is applied to constant-chord swept wings in sideslip to determine approximate relations for the
low-speed sideslip derivatives. The method presented in this section for estimating the wing side
force due to sideslip at low subsonic speeds is taken from Reference I. It is valid in the linear-lift
region.

DATCOM METHOD

The wing sideslip derivative Cy, at low speeds neglecting the effect of dihedral. is given inReference
las

r 6 tan A-/4 sin A0 /4

aT, = C[ --(A 4 cos A-,4 ) 3 (perdeg) 5.1.1.1-.

The increment in side force due to dihedral at low subsonic speeds can be approximated by

in = -0.0001 (8 and r in degrees) 5.1.1.1-b

For subcritical speeds, the low-speed derivative can be modified by the; Prandtl-Glauert rule to
yield approximate corrections for the first-order three-dimensional effects of compressibility. The
resulting expression fromReference 2 is( A+ 4cos Ac/4 ( Cyo)

C+ AB+4 cos A,/ 4  CL low 5.1.1.1-c
speed

where

B= 1I-M2 cos2 A,,,

5..1.1-1
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Calculated values for the wing side force due to sideslip obtained by the Datcom method for the
wing configurations of References 3, 4, and 5 are compared with experimental data in Figure
5.1.1 .1 -5. The comparison indicates that the calculated values are fairly reliable over a range of lift
coefficient (starting from zero) that decreases as wing sweep increases. Large discrepancies are noted
for highly swept wings at lift coefficients for which the flow is believed to be partially separated.

Sample Problem

Given: The wing of kleference 5

A = 4.0 Ac/4 =600 X 0.6 [ =0.6 M 0.13

Compute:

sin Ac = 0.866

cosA,/ 4 = 0.500
tanA,/4 = 1.732

I.. " Solution:

Cyo= 6tan Ac.4 sin Ac/4
C/- 'sin AA ___ (per deg) (Equation 5.1.1. 1-a)

L wA(A+4cosA.14 ) J57.3 .

(6)(1.732)(0.866) 1
v(4) [4 + 4(0.500)1 57.3

9 1

24E 57.3

= 0.00208 per deg

"" C 103

CL C2L (per deg)

0.05 0.0025 0.0052
0.10 0.010 0.0208
0.20 0.040 0.0832 J
0.30 0.090 0.1872
0.40 0.160 0.3328
0.50 0.250 0.5200
0.60 0.360 0.7488

These results are compared with experimental values inFigure 5.1.1. 1-5.[ 5,1.1.1-2



"B. TRANSONIC

No method is available in the literature for estimation of the wing contribution to the derivative
Cy, in the transonic speed regime and none is presented in the Datcom. Furthermore, no
experimental data are available in this speed regime.

C. SUPERSONIC

No general method has been developed for estimating the wing side force due to sideslip at
supersonic speeds. However, theoretical niethc is are available for discrete planforms over certain
speed ranges. A comprehensive summary of the available theoretical methods for calculating the
wing side force due to sideslip is presented in Reference 6. The expressions for the derivatives for
each planform have been obtained from application of the linearized theory for compressible flow
as applied to thin airfoils. The linearized theory is directly applicable for the lateral motion of
sideslip and the results are limited only by the complexity of the calculations required to determine
the load distributions for certain planforms under certain conditions. Calculation complexities arise
as a result of the existence of regions of interacting or mutually subsonic edges (a subsonic edge
lying within the region of influence of another). Consequently, the theoretical calculations available
are limited primarily to combinations of planforms and Mach lines that do not have interacting or
mutually subsonic edges.

No experimental data are available in the supersonic speed regime; consequently, the quantitative
accuracy of the estimation methods cannot readily be assessed. However, a review of the application
of linearized theory for the prediction of wing lift-curve slope at supersonic speeds can at least lead

~ 0"' to a qualitative conclusion of the theory's accuracy when applied to lateral derivatives. Comparison
has shown that the agreement between experiment and linear compressible-flow theory with regard
to wing lift-curve slope is satisfactory for most practical purposes. To conclude that linearized
theory is therefore adequate for lateral derivative prediction seems somewhat questionable in that
the lift-curve slope is dependent on the integrated pressure; whereas the lateral derivatives are
dependent on pressure distribution. However, when coupled with the fact that the lateral derivatives
are relatively insensitive to small shifts in spanwise center of pressure, the indication is that
application of the linearized compress~ibi-flow theory should give fairly good results at least insofar
as general trends and orders of magnitude are concerned.

DATCOM METHODS

The Datcom methods are taken from Ioferences 7, 8, and 9 and pre3ent the wing side force due to
sideslip over iimited Mach number ranges for rectangular planforms, triangular planforms, and fullytapered sweptback planforms with swept forward or sweptback trailing edges. The results are

r mainly functions of planform geometry and Mach number.

"K Rectangular Planform: Ap > 1.0

The wing side force due to sideslip for rectangular planforms (neglecting the effect of dihedral) is
derived inReference 7 as

CY• 8M2  l .~~~
- - 8- (per deg)
0, irAo 2  57.3

where a is in radians and/ =/M2 - 1.

- .. ~ ~ ~ . .~.. -- . -. -- -. 5.1.1.1-3
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Equation 5.1.1.1-d is valid for Mach number and aspect ratio greater than that for which the Mach
line from the leading edge of the tip section intersects the trailing edge of the opposite tip section
(AP > 1.0).

Sweptback Planform (N 0): • cot ALE < 1.0

The wing side force due to sideslip for fully tapered sweptback planforms (neglecting the effect of
dihedral) is derived in Reference 8 for triangular planforms and in Reference 9 for planforms with
sweptforward or sweptback hlailing edges as

=- _ AM2Q C) . (per deg) 5.1.1.1-e

where a is in radians and Q(iC) is obtained from figure 5.1.1. 1-6.

Equation 5.1.1. 1-e is valid for Mach number and aspect ratio for which the wing is contained within
the Mach cones springing from the apex and the trailing edge at the center of the wing.

r
The increment in side force due to dihedral given by Equation 5.1.1.1-b is also applicable at
supersonic speeds.
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Experiment Reference 3 (ACA = 0)
Reference 4 (A0,4 , 450)
Reference 5 (AGA =60*)

- --Datcom Method
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FIGURE 5.1.1.1-5 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERWMNTAL VALUES OF WING SIDE
FORCE DUT, TO SIDESLIP FOR THE WING CONFIOURAT1ONS OF REFERONCES
3, 4. AND 5
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5.1.2 WING SIDESLIP DERIVAilVE C1,

5.1.2.1 WING SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE C IN THE LINEAR ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE

A. SUBSONIC

For wings at low angles of attack and subsonic speeds, the rolling moment due to sideslip is principally a
function of wing aspect ratio, taper ratio, dihedral angle, and sweep.

The effect of aspect ratio on the rolling moment of unswept wings is treated theoretically in reference 1. In
this reference, a wing in sideslip is represented by a suitably restricted system of vortices. The span loading
is calculated and then integrated to obtain the rolling moment. The results show that C for three-

d.imensional unswept wings increases approximately linearly with I/A and decreases slightly with taper
ratio.

The vortex representation used in reference I for unswept wings is applied to swept straight-tapered plan-
forms in reference 2. Here, the rolling moment is found to be a strong function of sweep, but the increment
provided by sweep is relatively insensitive to variations of aspect ratio and taper ratio.

A rather different approach to the straight-tapered-wing rolling-moment problem is taken in reference 3.
Here, the effects of sweep on CI are calculated as the difference between the effective lift-curve slopes

for the ;,pwind and downwind wing panels. Panel lift-curve slope is assumed to oe a function of effective
swrep angle (A * 0) and effective geometric aspect ratio. Aspect-ratio effects are then taken to be the
diYerence between the experimental and the calculated values for swept wings.

In spite of their widely differing approaches, references 2 and 3 give similar results. For very low aspect
ratios, slender-body theory, as applied in reference 4, shows that C i1 = -2/3 A (per radian). This value

compares well with experimental data for low-aspect-ratio delta wings.

Neither reference 2 nor reference 3 defines a lower aspect-ratio limit, below which the respective theories
are invalid. However, since neither theory converges to the slender-body value at low aspect ratios, there
must be a transition region between the high-aspect-ratio values of references 2 and 3 and the slender-body
value of reference 4.

At subsonic speeds methods are presented for determining the rolling moment due to sideslip for the follow-

ing classes of wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, trapezoidal wings)

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

Double-delta wings
Cranked wings

These two general categories of non-straight-tapered wings are illustrated in sketch (a) of Section
4.1.3.2. Their wing-geometry parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

5.1.2.1-I



The Datcom method for straight-tapered wings is a combination of the methods of references 1, 2, 3, and 4,
Reference 4 is used for low-aspect-ratio wings. References 1, 2, and 3 are used for high aspect ratios, with
experimental data serving as a guide as to which theory is most applicable. For intermediate aspect ratios
the experimental data of references 8 through 13 are used as a guide in constructing a faired curve between
the slender-body values of reference 4 and the high-aspect-ratio values of references 1, 2, and 3. Mach num-
ber effects are calculated by the method of reference 3. The effect of uniform geometric dihedral is
accounted for by the method of references 5 and 6, that of nonuniform geometric dihedral by the method
of reference 6, and that of wing twist by the method of reference 7.

The Datcom method for double-delta and cranked wings is taken from reference 14. In addition to wing
aspect ratio, taper ratio, dihedral angle, and sweep, the location of the leading-edge or trailing-edge sweep
break is an important factor in determining the rolling moment due to sideslip of these non-straight-
tapered wings. The method is based on the results presented for straight-tapered wings. The composite wing
is divided into two individual panels and a "weighted-lift" relationship is applied to the rolling moment
due to sideslip of each panel calculated using the straight-tapered wing method.

The subsonic methods presented in this section are valid for sideslip angles between -50 and +50 at speeds
up to M = 0.60 and low angles of attack.

"No provision is made for the effective-dihedral contribution of the wing tip shape. This contribution is""nportant only for thick wings and taper ratios near 1.0.

DATCONl METHODS

Straight-Tapered Wings e

The subsonic rolling moment due to sideslip of a straight-tapered wing with uniform geometric dihedral at
low angles of attack is given by the following equations:

For A - I.0:

"Ci'x?7 A KM + c c Kmr)+ 0 tan Ae 4  (per degree)

5.1.2. I-a

For A < 1.

"CIO CL - -7r A -6 (per degree) 5.1.2.1-a'

where

*. (CL/)A /2  is the wing-sweep contribution obtained from figure 5.1.2.1-27.

K is the compressibility correction to the sweep contribution, obtained from
NKA figure 5.1.2.1-28a.

5.1.2.1-2
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(C)A •is the aspect-ratio contribution, including taper-ratio effects, obtained from

iCit
- is the dihedral effect for uniform geometric dihedral, obtained ftom

r' figure 5.1.2.1-29.

,* -. is the dihedral angle in degrees.

"[Ku is the compressibility correction factor to the uniform-geometric-dihedral
effect, obtained from figure 5.1.2.1-30a.

AC1-.
is the wing-twist correction factor, obtained from figure 5.1.2.1-30b.

6 tan Ac/4

o is the wing-twist between the root and tip stations, negative for washout (see
figure 51.2.1-30b).

For wings with nonuniform dihedral, the dihedral term of equation 5.1.2.1-a; i.e., r (c/ K) is

replaced by E- (per degree).

where

is the rolling-moment-due-to-sideslip parameter for any symmetric, spanwise distribution
Kfr of dihedral angle, obtained from figure 5.1.2.1-31 as a function of Afi and PA/K.

Th.e pirameter K is the ratio of the two-dimensional lift-curve slope at the appropriate
i Mach number to 2r; i~e., ( . A2t The two-dimensional lift-curve slope is obtained

F from Section 4.1.1.2. For wings with airfoil sections varying in a reasonably linear manner
with span, the average value of the lift-curve slopes of the root and tip sections is adequate.

The parameter Ap is the compressible sweep parameter given as Ap tan"1 (tan A0 /4 /i).

r1 is the geometric dihedral in degrees.

Figure 5.1.2.1-31 applies directly to a gull-wing arrangement with the dihedral starting at the wing root and
extending outboard to some spanwise station. For partial-span dihedral starting at some spanwise station

1); and extending outboard to some spanwise station , the value of is obtained as illustrated in

sketch (a).

4 is5.1.2.1-3
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Lifting-surface theory has been used in reference 6 to obtain the rolling moment due to sideslip for any
symmetric, spanwise distribution of dihedral. The theory is applicable only to wings for which #A -2 and
Ap S 600 .

It should be noted that at q = 1.0 figure 5.1.2.1-31 gives the dihedral effect due to uniform dihedral. How-
ever, the uniform-dihedral term of equation 5.1.2.1-a has been retained because of the ease with which
figure 5.1.2.1-29 can be applied.

Sample problem 1 at the conclusion of this paragraph (page 5.1.2.1-5) illustrates the use of this method
applied to a straight-tapered, untwisted wing with no dihedral. A sample problem including the effect of
uniform dihedral is presented in paragraph A of Section 5.2.2. 1.

A comparison of low-speed test values with results calculated by using this method for straight-tapered
wings is presented as table 5.1.2. 1-A. The ranges of geometric parameters of the test data are:

0.25 -5 A s 6.93

-c Ac/2 :- 75.30

0 :5 x 5 1.0

r - o

a=0
L

Test data are not available to permit substantiation of the effccts of either wing-twist or dihedral on the
wing rolling moment due to sideslip.

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

The method for determining the rolling moment aue to sideslip of double-delta and cranked wings is taken
from reference 14. The non-straight-tapered wing is divided into two panels, with each panel having con-
ventional straight-tapered geometry. Then for each of the constructed panels, the individual rolling moment
due to sideslip is estimated by the metho'd presented above for straight-tapered wings. The individual
rolling-moment coefficients derived for each constructed panel are then weighted according to the propor-
tion of the total lift that those panels produce. In order to maintain the proper span reference, the rolling-
moment coefficient of the constructed inboard set of panels is further modified by multiplying its
contribution by the ratio of the inboard span to the reference span (total wing span).

5.1.2.1-4
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The method is applicable only to untwisted wings with zero degrees dihedral at low angles of attack.

The rolling moment due to sideslip of double-de!ta and cranked wings is obtained from the procedure
outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. Divide the composite wing into constructed inboard and outboard panels as discussed in
paragraph A of Section 4.1.4.2 (see pages 4.1.4.2-5, -6), and determine their pertinent
geometric parameters.

Step 2. Determine the lift-curve slopes of the constructed inboard and outboard panels from
figure 4.1.3.2-49, based on their respective areas Si and S.

Step 3. Determine the rolling moment due to sideslip, based on the total wing area and span, by

c• l s•bi

(C~KiMA (L,[eL toA t

jjL rj K (, (per degree) 5.1.2. 1-b+(C )�tw c•L�\ C /AoAO' C- A'o

where the subscript i and the prime and subscript o denote the constructed inboard and
outboard panels, respectively.

The parameters (Clo/CL)ac/2, KA A' and (C /CL)A are obtained from figures

5.1.2.1-27, 5.1.2.1-28a, and 5.1.2.1-28b, respectively, by using the geometry of the con-
structed inboard and outboard panels.

cL)i + =C C'i SS

(CO)+oQ-•cy) 
*

If the aspect ratio of an individual set of constructed wing panels is less than one, C ./CL for that set

of panels is calculated by equation 5.1.2. 1-at For example, if the aspect ratio of the constructed inboard
panel is less than one, then equation 5.1.2.1-b would be expressed as

C Cc W - O['-'eL \ toali + (C O K d ' + k C

•- Sample problem 2 un page 5.1.2.1-6 illustrates the use of this method.

•'. A comparison of low-speed test valuaes with results calculated by this method is presented as table 5.1.2.1!-8
- ' (taken from reference 14). The limited availability of experimental data precludes substantiation of this
,,. method.

A A0

S~Sample Problems

1. Straight-Tapered Wing

Given: A sweptback wing of reference 29.

5.1.2.1-5
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r 0

A 4.0 X 0.60 Ac/ 2  =59.20 1 0 0=0 M 0.13

Compute:

"= -0.0072 per deg (figure 5.1.2..1-27, interpolated)

A 4.0
S = - - = 7.81

cos AC/2 cos 59.2o

McosA,/ 2 = 0.13 cos AC1 2  0.067

KMA = 1.00 (figure 5.1.2.1..28a)

= -0.0016 per deg (figure 5.1 .2.1-28b)

Solution:

(equation 5.1.2.1-a with f = 0, 0 = 0)•;a.Ci C KMA

[=(0.0072) 1.0) + (-0.0016)1

-0.0088 per deg (based on Sw bw)

This result compares with a test value of -0.0094 from reference 29.

2. Non-Straight-Tapered Wing

Given: A cranked wing of reference 30.

Total-Wing Characteristics: ALE

b W Cr Cr.
Sw = 12.10sqft - 3.0ft XW =0.470

= 0.583 c1  = 2.75 ft Aw = 2.975

'A = 59.00 A = 48.50 A2 55.00
AL, 590 A 6 /2. i LE

C C
Ac/ 2  =41.00 r o 0 0

Constructed-Inboard-Panel Characteristics: C t

Si = 8.18 sq ft Ai 1.50 Ni = 0.70

= 1.75 ft A 55.00 ALEi 59.00 2

10 5.1.2.1-6
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K-. ,',- ' - . -

* - Si
- = 0.676

.S
Constructed-Outboard-Panel Characteristics:

" S. 7.72 sq ft A 2.34 0.55 k - 2.125 fti0
-aAL 4. , ) A,12 = 41.00 0.638

.,• t 0  c/24'5 02 SW

Additional Characteristics:

M= 0.18; 3 0.984 K 1.0 (assumed)

"Compute

(CN and (CL)' (Section 4.1.3,2)

.Jl.f• 2 +tan 2 AJ1, 1 I"6" 0.9676+(1.428f)2Jif2 = 2.60

/C La
1.19 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

-(Cq - (•)Ai = (1.19) (1.5) 1 1.785 perrad

2 tA ell1221o 9676 + (0,8693)2 11/2
K 1. 010.96760

-* (-• ) 1.11 perrad (figure 41.3.2-49)

K \Aj o ~ 'A-/ = (1.112.34)- 2.6 0perrad

( L) =(q a) +i Lo S

ii (C4 I Sw + (C )o

SI• 1.785 (0.676) + 2.60 (0.638) = 2.865

5.1.2.1-7



( C'o and )
C L)\ct /21 (n\CL C/2o/,o

-0.0045 per deg (figure 5.1.2.1-27, interpolated for Ai, xi) and A¢/2i

ýCL A/l

(\CI" 2" ---0.0032 per deg (figure 5.1.2.1-27, interpolated for Ao, X", and A,, 2 )

KMA and KMA.

S1.50
= - 10 2.615

cos Ac /2 0.5736

McosA¢,•, (0.18)(0.5736) 0.103

KMA 1.0 (figure 5.1.2.1-28a)

Ao 2.34
-- = 3.10

cos A¢ 2  0.7547

McosA,/2.o (0.18)(0.7547) = 0.136

K 1.0 (figure 5.1.2.1-28a)
MAP

and 
CO

S-0.0065 perdeg (figure 5.1.2.1-28bat A and X,)
\ 1 /A

I----: = -0.0034 per deg (figure 5.1.2.1-28b at A' and X')

0A

5A1.2.1-8



Solution:

C1 Si b 3+L (C-La)' % ()} euto 5121b

k)I 1S 135+ -

2.865 "I75(.7)-.05(.)t(006) T .0(.3)j003 10 -. 04I

- 2.86 j0.00774-~0.01095) = 400•652 per deg (based on ¾bw)

This result compares with a test value of -0.00628 from reference 30.

. ~As the Mach number increases above M =0.6, the rolling-moment derivative Cy I of straight-tapered wings

also increases, up to the force-break Mach number. The increase is nonlinear, with the largest gradient
occurring just below the force-brea Mach number. Beyond the force-break Mach number the value of

• the rolling-moment derivative falls off abruptly.

SA"• This variation with Mach number is quit; similar to that of the wing lift-curve slope, as discussed in para-
•. -" graph 1 of Section 4.1.3.2. This correspondence should perhaps be expected, since C1  has been success-

:. fully treated by using the effective lift-curve slopes of the upwind and downwind panels (reference 3).

The simnilarity in Mach number characteristics between rolling moment and lift-curve slope suggestsa
transonic interpolation method based on lift-curve slope, for calculating rolling moment. An interpolation
equation is presented that is based on the square of the lift-curve slope values at M -0.6 and at M = 1.4.

Although this interpolation method gives good results in most cases, it must be recognized that it is an
[:i::interpolation technique and should be replaced by more accurate methods or data if they are available.

ThisThe Datcom method is limited to straight-tapered wings and is valid for sideslip angles between 350 and
i i;• 5O and low angles of attack.

i"" DATCOM METHOD
As The wing rolling moment due to sideslip of straight-tapered wings may be approximated through the

.. transonic region by means of the interpolation formula

grp = of -413) (0.8 cr(Cndenc) s lt per degree) s2-

equtio isprs nteoht2) is base (onthesur2)th itc eslp ausa M = 0.6 and ato•) M, =.61.4.]'

5.1,2,1-9
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where

is the sideslip derivative at M 0.6 from the straight-tapered wing method ofO/M ". paragraph A.

"is the sideslip derivative at M 1.4 from the straight-tapered-wing method of\CN M -1.4 paragraph C.

2) is the square of the lift-curve slope at M = 0.6 from the straight-tapered-wing method
L0)M -0.6 of paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2 (figure 4.1.3.2-49).

(C N 2) is the square of the normal-force-curve slope at M = 1.4 from the straight-tapered-

S,1t.4 wing method of paragraph C of Section 4.1.3.2.

The transonic interpolation procedure is the same for wing-alone and wing-body configurations. Since the
only available experimental data are for wing-body configui'ations, the sample problem of paragraph B of
Section 5.2.2.1 can be taken as an example of the application of this method.

C. SUPERSONIC

The rolling moment due to sideslip for a wing at supersonic speeds is mainly a function of planformn, Mach
number, and dihedral angle.

A comrrehensive summary of theoretical methods for calculating the effect of planform on rolling moment
is given in reference 15. The information presented in this reference is not generalized, but is presented for
discrete straight-tapered planforms over certain speed ranges. This is done because the theoretical calcula-
tions available are limited primarily to combinations of planforms and Mach lines that do not have
mutually interacting subsonic edges. Techniques for handling mutually interacting subsonic edges are
lengthy and involved. Consequently, numerical results are available for only a relatively few planforms that
require such methods. Even when the boundary conditions can be specified and a linear-theory analysis
carried out, the rolling moment cannot be generally expressed as a linear function of sideslip angle (see
reference 16). To obtain the derivative C1 it is necessary to plot CI against g and measure the slope.

For p,'anforms having streamwise tips there are additional questions concerning whether or not the Kutta
condition applies at the trailing tip. In reference 6 it is assumed that it does. In reference 8 it is assumed
that it does not, and values of opposite (negative) sign are obtained. In very few cases should any signifi-
cant contribution be expected from the trailing tip. Nevertheless, most experimental measurements made
to date give negative values of C

Reference 17 indicates that agreement between experiment and theory for straight-tapered swept wings with
streamwise tips may be obtained by integrating the span loading at combined angles of attack and sideslip;
references 7 and 18 show calculations for such span loadings. However, there is no simple analytic expres-
sion for calculating Cl,/a, and general digital computer solutions are not yet available.

For delta wings, the theory of reference 16 predicts a discontinuity and change in sign for C. at the

Mach number at which the leading edge is sonic. Since discontinuities of this type do not occur physically,

- there is some question as to what shape the C1 curve should have in the sonic-leading-edge region.

The above discussions indicate the present uncertain status of supersonic rolling-moment theory.

5.1.2.1-10
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None of the previously mentioned theoretical methods are used in the Datcom, However, the discussion
is included because no method yet developed is entirely satisfactory for all configurations ovzr the entire
speed range. It is felt that the Datcom does give best results for the widest .range of configurations and
speeds, but it must be recognized that there may be regions where one of the references mentioned gives
"better results.

Methods are presented for determining the rolling moment due to sideslip for the following classes of
wing planforms:

Straight-Tapered Wings (conventional, trapezoidal wings)

Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

*• Double-delta wings
Cranked wings

These two general categories of non-straight-tapered wings are illustrated in sketch (a) of Section
4.1.3.2. Their wing-geometry parameters are presented in Section 2.2.2.

The straight-tapered-wing method is essentially that of refere.ace 19, with the nomograph of page J.2-1.10
represented by an equation. This is done because of the inaccuracy of the nomograph at the higher Mach
numbers, where the rolling moments are small. The nomograph of reference 19 was derived by writing
the effective lift-curve slope for each wing panel as a function of sweepback and sideslip, multiplying this
effective lift-curve slope by the spanwise center-of-pressure location, and taking the derivative of this
product with respect to sideslip angle. One characteristic of this method is that it does not give positive
rolling moments with positive sideslip angles (negative dihedral effect) for aiy speed range or planform.
This is in direct opposition to certain other theories (reference 16) but is in qualitative agreement with
"experimental data. (References 20 through 27).

Another characteristic of the straight-tapered-wing method is that it prcdicts a lineai variation of C

with CV. This, however, is. not in agreement with the experimental data of references 20 through 27. In
these tests, C1  is nonlinear with both angle of attack and sideslip. Since all these experimental tests

are on wing-body combinations, it is not known to what extent the experimental nonlinearities may be
caused by the body or by wing-body interference effects.

Geometric-dihedral effects are accounted for by the method of reference 28. This reference bases the
dihedral parameter C1 r on the damping-in-roll parameter C1p, by means of the following equation:

C p

-2 1 +-2X Cp(per degree 2) S..2.1l-d
L ~~(S7~) \l+ 0

* Although this equation is strictly an approximation, compnrison of experimental data with values calculated
from it shows that it gives good results. This success is largely due to the use of C I as a base, since this

p
latter derivative is one for which supersonic theory has given best results.

The Datcom method for double-delta and cranked wings is taken from reference 14. The supersonic pre-
diction method has resulted from an analysis based on the same guide lines as the subsonic analysis. The

*9 straight-tapered-wing method is used as a base and a wing-lift prediction technique is used to weight the
rolling-moment contributions of the various portions of the wing.

5.1.2.1-11



The nonlinearities of C with both angle of attack and sideslip, discussed above in connection with

straight-tapered wings, also exist for the double-delta and cranked wings investigated during the course of
the stud:,' conducted in connection with reference ' 1.

DATC44M METHODS

Straight-Tapered Wing,,

The rolling moment at Mach numbers above 14 for conventional, untwisted wings with uniform geometric

dihedral in the linear angle-of-attack and sideslip ranges is given by

-0 .06 1 C N - [ +4_ _ALE ) a _ _

i. F• --V-•-) (per degree) 5.1.2.1-c

where

AL is the wing leading-edge sweep in radians.

CNa is the wing normal-force-curve slope per radian, obtained from the straight-tapered-wing
method of paragraph C of Section 4.1.3.2.

Sis the dihedral parameter calculated by using equation 5.1.2.l-d with C, (per radian)
obtained from paragraph C of Segtion 7.1.2.2. p

r is the dihedral angle in degrees (uniform dihedral).

Sample problem I on page 5.1.2.1-16 illustrates the use of this method applied to a straight-tApered wing
with zero degrees dihedral.

A sample ptoblem including the effect of uniform dihedral is presented in paragraph C of Section 5.2.2.1.

A comparison of test values of supersonic wing rolling moments due to sideslip with results calculated by
using this method is presented as table 5. 1.2.1 -C. The ranges of Mach number and geometric parameters
of the data are:

3.0:5 An 4.0

20.90 <ALE f- 62.90

0.140-• X • 0.250

r=O

1.62c M W 4.65

A data summary of calculated versus test values of the dihedral parameter (AC, 1,) r (including fuselage

effects) is presented for wing-body configurations at supersonic speeds in Section 5.2.2.1 (table 5.2.2. I-E)ý

5.1.2.1-12
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Non-Straight-Tapered Wings

The method for determining the rolling moment due to sideslip of double-delta and cranked wings is taken
from reference 14. The composite wing is divided into two panels with each panel having convention- i
straight-tapered geometry. Then the lift-curve slopes and geometric characteristics of the two panels are
substituted into the straight-tapered-wing method (equation 5. 1.2. l-e). In order to maintain the proper span
reference the roiling-moment contribution of the innermost panel is further modified by multiplying its
contribution by the ratio of its span to the reference span (total wing span).

The method is applicable only to untwisted wings with zero degrees dihedral at low angles of attack and
"sideslip. A further restriction is that the composite-wing trailing edge must be unbroken (straight trailing
edge from root to tip).

iThe rolling-moment derivative Ct, of double-delta and cranked wings is obtained from the procedure out-

lined in the following sveps:

Step 1. Divide the composite wing into two panels as follows (see sketch (b)), and determine their
pertinent geometric characteristics.

Basic Wing - the outboard leading and trailing edges extended to the center line-
This constructed panel is denoted by the subscript bw.

Glove - a delta wing superimposed over the basic wing. The glove leading edge
is that of the inboard panel. This zero-taper wing is denoted by the
subscript g.

GLOVE

BASIC WING

SKETCH (b)

Step 2. Determine the normal-force-curve slopes of the glove and basic wing (per radian) by using
the supersonic design charts of Section 4.1.3.2. Ca) is obtained from figure 4.1 .3.2-56

C and (CNa) from figure 4.1.3.2-63. -bw

5.1.2.1-13
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Step 3. Determine the "lift-interference factor" KL from figure 4.1.3.2-61 as a function of the
glove normal-force-curve slope.

Step 4. Determine the rolling moment due to sideslip, based on the total wing area and span, by

C6 [KL) (tanCALE) WM 2 cos 2 A tan A 4/1 bj,

CN 0.061 57.3 2 A + 4"

KL N
an M2 cos2 AgEbw tanA 1 ~,4/

+ (per degree) 5.1.2.1-f
Abw

where the subscripts g and bw denote the glove and basic wing, respectively. The leading-
edge sweep of the panels, ALE and ALEbw, are in radians.

Another class of composite wings of practical interest are those with the outboard wing sweep greater than
*the inboard wing sweep. In treating such wings, if the basic wing breakdown is defined as in sketch (b),
some additional wing area is created forward of the wing sweep break as illustrated in sketch (c).

\ GLOVE

BASIC WING

SKETCH (c)

5.1.2.1-14



For this class of composite wings the normal-force-curve slope of the basic wing C,) is determined by

"extending the basic-wing leading edge to the center line, calculating the normal-force-curve slope of the
extended basic wing panel, and calculating and subtracting the normal-force-curve slope of the section of the
basic-wing panel forward of the wing sweep break. This is shown schematically in sketch (d).

SbW S1 S2

(CCcNSW0) 1 - -W (C

SKETCH (d)

During the course of study conducted in connection with reference 14, the normal-force-curve slopes of the
basic wing and glove were correlated with test data for configurations with the outboard wing sweep greater
than the inboard wing sweep through the use of an empirical correlation factor K, which corresponds to the
"lift-interference factor" K . A complete analysis was not accomplished; however, based on a limited

( amount of rolling-moment kata, K appears to be approximately one.

The rolling moment due to sideslip for this class of composite wings is obtained using equation 5.1.2. 1-f in
"the following manner:

1. The term KL is replaced by the term K, where K = 1.0.

2. The product of the normal-force-curve slope and the ratio of basic-wing area to total-wing area is
repiaced by the expression shown in sketch (d).

3. The aspect ratio, taper ratio, and sweepback of the basic wing arv considered to be those of the
extended basic wing, which corresponds to panel ( in sketch (d).

4. The glove has the same geometry LS in cases where the glove sweep is greater Zhan the outboard

wing sweep.

Sample problem 2 on page 5.1.2.1-18 illustrates the use of the non-straight-tapered-wing method.

A comparison of test values of supersonic wing rolling moments due to sideslip with results calculated by
V4  using this method is presented as table 5.1.2. I-D (taken from reference 14). A specific comparison of test

values with calculated results fer a cranked wing is shown in sketch (e). Also shown is a comparison of
test values and results calculated by using the straight-tapered-wing method for the case where the basic-

-* 'wing and the glove sweep angles are the same.
It is suggested that this method be restricted to Mach numbers above 1.4 and to glove leading-edge sweep

"angles less than 800. At high leading-edge sweep angles the terms tan ALE./P and tanALE/4)1/3[ becomne excessively large and equation 5. 1.2. 1-f overpredicts Cl (t3

i'(i 5.1.2.1-15
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CRANKED-WING PREDICrIONS
DATCOM STRAIGHT-WING PREDICTION

-. 8A- OUTBOARD PANEL LEADING-
LEO• SYMBOL EDGE SWEEP ANGLE, A

750ý LED

300
450

-. 6 - . ... ..... 0 650

Y 750

-. 4 GLOVE LEADING-EDGE
SWEEP ANGLE =650

(per deg) - [ --- -

-.2 - - --- - --.- -

450

300o . I>..

1.21 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2

MACH NUMBER

COMPARISON OF CRANKED-WING ROLLING-MOMENT-
COEFFICIENT PREDICTIONS WITH TEST DATA

SKETCH (e)

Sample Problems

I. Straight-Tapered Wing

Given: A wing-body configuration with a midwing location from reference 25.

A 3.0 X 0.250 ALE 30.970 0.540 rad r 0o

M = 2.01; j3 = 1.744 Airfoil section: 4-percent circular arc

* Compute:

y = 0.47 (figure 2.2.1-8)

*5.1.2.1-16 ,



I. -. - . .,- z'y 0.47.

' '0.47 0.548 (Section 4.1.3.2)cos A 0.8575

-1 6YjL
81- tan = tan-1 0.09368 .5350;?i~ •- tan5.85

tan ALE 0.6002 03442

1.744

MI 2COS 2A
M2 COS2 :.ALE (2.01)2 (0.8575)2

A 3.0 0.990

t=LE) .0/ = 0.0797
42 4 4.0/

CN a (Section 4.1.3.2)

A tan A - (3.0) (0.6002) 1.80

,(CN) 3.83 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-56c)

• - (CM) 2 .2 0 per rad

"NL)thi (figure 4.1.3.2-60)

":.CNChe •

C

CM~~ -C) 10) (2.20) = 2.2 0 perradi

Solution:

= +,- -)tan A [M 2 cos2A (tanALE 4/3

(equation 5.1.2.1-e with r' 0)
-0.C61 L2.0 +0.25(1 + 0.540) ( + 0.540)(0.3442) 0.990+

57.3 10.9+0.77

-0.00152 per deg (based on Swbw)
This result compares with a test value of -0.00143 from reference 25.

5.1.2.1-17
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2. Non-Straight-Tapered Wing

Given: A hypothetical cranked wing

Total Wing Characteristics:

.E ALE Sw 7.05sqft - = 2.50ft
7 

2i
= 0.608 ft =7H 0.400 A = 600

'bw

.ALEA =450
AE AL

bw o Glove Characteristics:

Ag = 2.31 X; =0 S 1.732 sq ft

b8MSa 
b2 b = 0.246 2 1.0 ft

bbw ...~.fSW2
2

ALE = ALE = 600 = 1.047 rad

Basic Wing Characteristics:
,:-..b tb b w

:-.s Abw = 3.97 %bw - 0.407 Sbw = 6.30 sq ft -= y = 2.50 ft:.-:2 2

ALEbw ALE = 450 = 0.785rad SbW 0.894
SW

Additional Characteristics:

M= 2.96; p = 2.79

Compute:

ALE$
1 + = 1.524

2

tan ALE 1.732
= 1 = 0.621

p 2.79

M 2 cos 2 ALE8  (2.96)2 (0.50)2

= 0.948
A8  2.31
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a 3 0.3276

(cK ) (Section 4.1.3.2)

0;2

2.79 1.1
tan A 1.732

0.624 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-63)
Ak

(CN.) =1.44 per rad

"KL (Section 4.1.3.2)

1 S
N) = 2.9 (1.44)(0.246) 0. 27 per rad

KL 0.873 (figure 4.1.3.2-6)

F: AL%,
1k 1.7852.1 + 1.393

tan A ..- 1.00
-- = 0.358

13 2.79

MCos Ab - (2.96)2 (0.7071)2-
3.7 1.103

_L)4/34/
(ta -% 0.1575

4.0)

i CNj)b (Scin4132

tan AL

=0.358; A tan AL 3.97

* ~~~~~4.07 per rad (figures 4.1I. 3.2 -56c through 5einrpltdPCa 5e nepltd



(C 1.46 per rad

"Solution:

V L CN a) Ž 1  A tn FM2 COS2ALE 'tan AL 4I

"C" " LE A g b

(CN)57.3 A 'a".2 ) .3 b

573O bw 
L'bw/ 2(

=-0.061 +0.83 ( 4 (0.246)1 +0

1 57.31(52)(62)1.450

= 0.6 10.0026(1144 - (0.0461 12.216

= -0.00148 per deg[!-:,::'REFERENCES
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TABLE 5.1,2,1-A

LOW-4PELD ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

C x 13 C ×0 10 3 ACPx 10 3
-~ ~~ 10 x1

"" ••A,/2 R•l• \L=°\L/' p••
.6 \cL/L Caeper dog)

"" Ref. A (deg) M x 10 (per deg) (per deg) (Calc-Test)

8 1.34 0 1.0 0.1 1.f - 8.8 -8.0 -0.8

45 . -11.8 -11.6 -0.2

t 60 -- 13.5 -14.6 1.1

S2.61 0 1.1 - 4.3 - 4.4 0.1

45 - 8.0 - 8.0 0

60 -11.0 -11.3 0.3

5.16 0 0.8 - 1.8 -1.2 -0.6

.345 46.3 3- 5.6 -0.7

607 -10.2 -10.0 -0.2

9 325 58.3 0.25 0.13 8.0 - 7.8 - 8.2 0.4

Il 2.31 40.9 0 0.17 2.1 - 5.0 - 4.5 -0.5

11 2 -7.1 0.6 0.13 1.0 4,0 4.2 0.2

3 4 3.2 0. 7 1 14 -40

6 -27. 06 - 0.5 - 0.7 0.2

12• 2 41.2 0.6 0.1i3 1.0 - 7.5 - 7.5 0

6 43.8 0.6 -- 5.0 - 4.5 -- 0.5

13 0.25 83.2 0 0.13 1.0 -46.5 --40.0 -- 6.5

0.53 75.3 [-22.0 -- 20.0 -- 2.0

1.07 61.7 - 9.9 -11.6 1.7

2.31 40.9 - 5.0 - 4.1 -0.9

4.0 26.6 2.3 - 2.0 -0.3

S6.93 16.1 -1.0 - 1.0 0

29 2 58.0 0.6 0.13 1.0 -10.1 -10.6 0.5

4 59.2 0.7 - 8.8 - 9.4 0.6

6 59.4 0.6 8.7 -9.4 0.7

- IAc ý o 30
Average Error = 0.7 x 10"3 per deg

n
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TABLE 51.2.1-8

LOW-SPEED ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP
OF NON-,TRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS

DATA SUMMARY

C ~CI(x 1o0 x 1o0xA - (3

ALE ALE R eMAC CL / CL

"Ref. Config. Planform (dog) (dog) M x 10 (per dog) (per dog) (per dog)

30 WB Cranked TE 60 60 0.18 1. -5.60 -5.03 -0.6

Cranked LE 59 48.5 0.18 -6,52 -6.28 -0,24

31 W Crankedla) 46 30.25 0.132 0.84 -2.45 -2.97 0,G2

32 W Cranked(a) 45 30.20 0.07 0.48 .2.97 -2.20 -0.77

(a) Two brooks in leing-edge -AmpC
: A'CL x10

Average Error= 0.65 x 10* per dog

ni
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TABLE 6,1.2.1-C

"SUPERSONIC WING HOLLING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

03 x 10 3 C x103

ALE ( )calc .0 t t(per dog)
flef. A (dog) M R, x 10"6 (per dog) (per deg) (Calc.-Test)

21 3.5 20.v 0.200 2.01 2.20 -0.85 -0.80 -0.05

41.7 -1.78 -1.00 -0.78

61.6 q i .34 -1.80 -0.54

I 23 3.0 38.3 0.140 4.06 2.7 -I.50 -1.00 -0.50

24 4.0 49.4 0.200 2.01 1.84 -1,84 -2.02 0,18

25 3.0 31.0 0.250 2.01 1.84 -1.66 -1.43 -0,23

26 3a0 38.7 0.143 2.29 2.10 .1.75 -1.33 -0.42

2.98 -1.o6 -1.66 0

3,96 -1.57 -1.77 0.20

4.66 -1.73 -1.86 0.13

27 3.0 50.7 0.200 1.62 0.64 -3.06 -1.49 -1.56

2.62 0.72 -2.20 -1.56 -0.64

4.0 49.4 1.62 0.64 -2.43 -1.27 -1,16

I 2.62 0.72 -1.70 -1.87 0.17

I 3j a 2.9 1.62 0.64 -4.90 -3.10 -i.9

2.62 0.72 -2.70 -2.41 -0.29

Note: In calcting C( •/CN for this tWble, expeirnental vlues of CN. wer umd.

~I A~clp.10~ 31
Averep Error - 0.54x 10"Pe dog
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TABLE 5.1,2,1 .D
SUPERSONIC ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP OF

NON-STIRAIGHT-TAPERED WINGS

DATA SUMMARY

A.LE. ALE 0  C ale. i..(. .). c 3 L x

Confio. Planform (dov1 (deg) M x 106 (per dg) (per del) (per deg)

33 WO Cranked 60 75 2 50 3.0 -6.38
2.96 *4.40

, | 3.96 -3.37

34 WS Cranked 65 30 1.41 3.0 -1.19
4645 1 -2.27

2.20 -1.31
36 2.60 -1.14

2.96 -1.06
I I 3.95 ' 0.99 (a)

34 75 1.41 -12.60

2.20 .6.61

35 I I 260 -r.41
1 2,96 I I-4.79

3.95 -3.68

WSN Doublo Delta 81 s0 2.01 1.10 .8,74j j73 50 2.01 -3.68

37 WON 83.5 50 1.41 1.45 -17.90
2.20 2.26 -10,30

"--" (a) This iofurr,rilton is classified CONt-ILbNTIAL.

-Cl X 103. • CL

Avorage Error -" 1.61 x 10. per deqg
n

,*

V
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5.1.2.2 WING ROLLING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT C1 AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

A. SUBSONIC

In Section 5.1.2.1, the wing rolling moments due to sideslip were discussed in terms of the parameters .. a and
- These parameters imply that the rolling moment is a linear function of both lift coefficient and dihedral angle.

r
This linearity holds true only if the flow is everywhere attached. Once separation takes place, the rolling-moment

S* derivatives may vary considerably from the linear-range value, even changing sign in certain cases.

Because of the nonlinear nature of the separation effects governing Cl., no theoretical analysis ot this parameter at
the higher angles of attack has been successful. An empirical approach along the lines of Section 4.1.3.4 appears to be
feasible. However, until a systematic method is developed, the presentation of this Handbook will be limited to a
qualitative discussion of the important parameters governing C:p at high angles of attack, including certain repre-
sentative examples.

Effect of Planform

As was mentioned in Section 4.1.3.4, planform shape plays an important part in determining the place at which separation
first appears on a wing and how it subsequently progresses with increasing angle of attack. The manner in which the
various separation patterns influence the rolling-moment characteristics is illustrated in figure 5.1.2.2-4.

For the unswept wing of figure 5.1.2.2- 4 , separation occurs first at the wing trailing edge and then progresses07' forward with increasing angle of attack. When this wing is yawed, the separated area is displaced toward the downwind
wing tip (presumably the result of spanwise boundary-layer flow). The size of the separated area on thz downwind panel
also increases with increasing angle of attack. The resulting lift differential between the upwind and downwind panels
then gives rise to a powerful negative rolling moment (positive dihedral effect).

For swept and delta wings, separation occurs first at the wing leading edge. The separated Pfow rolls into two strong
vortices lying along the wing leading edges. Changes in magnitude and distribution of the lift force on the wing are
associated with these vortices. When these wings are yawed, the decrease in sweep angle of the upwind wing panel causes
the leading-edge vortex on this panel to lose strength and to turn away from the leading edge farther inboard than the
corresponding vortex on the downwind panel (see figure 5.1.2.2-4 ) This asymmetry results in a relative loss in
lift on the upwind wing panel, even though there is a partially compensating effective increase in angle of attack due to
the geometry of combined sweep and yaw. At angles of attack beyond the stall, flow over the wing is completely separated
akid all wing planforms have basicatly similar rolling-moment characteristics.

The trends presented in figure 5.1.2.2- 4 are valid only for small sideslip angles (L 5- ). At larger-angles of sideslip,
the curves of C, as a function of # for the swept and delta wings reverse, and these wings then show positive-dihedral
characteristics, as shown in figure 5.1.2.2- 5.

Effect of Leading.Edge Shnape

Since leading-edge shape is shown to have an important effect on the strength of the wing leading-edge vortex, and hence

on the wing lift (Section 4.1.3.4), it is to be expected that wing rolling moments that also depend on vortex character-
!. istics are influenced by wing leading.edge shape.

5.1.2.2- 1
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The effect of wing airfoil section (leading-edge shapI on Cia is illustrated in figure 5.1.2.2-6.

BOieAy summarised, this figure shows that the sharper the wing leading edg the lower the lift coefficent at which C-0
"* deviates from the linear-theory value (fiures 5,12.2-6a and 5.1.2.2-6bl Reducing the Reynolds number tends to promote

leading-edge separation and thus produce. the same efects as sharpening the leading edge (figure 5.1.12-6c).

Under certain circumstances, introduction of leading-edge roughnes also triggers leading-ed separation and therefore
causes the rollinz-moment characteristics to deviate from linear values.

Very Low Aspect Ratios

For very low-aspect-ratio wings, C,, at high angles of attack is not only highly nonlinear but may also be non-
symmetrical with respect to sideslip: Experimenmal data-showing this effect for low-aspect-ratio triangular wings is
given in reference 3. This unusual characteristic may be related to ih. formation of unsymmetrical leading-edge vortices
similar to those observed for bodies of revolution at high angles of attack in references 4 and 5. In these two references
it is shown that as the angle of attack is increased for bodies of revolution, the vortex system changes from a steady
symmetric pair to a steady aymymetric configuration of two or more vortices and, finally, at large angles of attack, to an
unsteady asymmetric arrangement. Experimental tests with free flying low-aspect-ratio-wing models have shown that
undesirable lateral characteristics are present for aspect ratios considerably larger than those at which static asymmetric
rolling moments cease to be apparent (reference 6). However, in this test the static rolling-moment characteristics may
be obscured by the dynamic coupling effects of free flight.

Geometric Diedral

hne effects of geometric dihedral on wings at high angles of attack are directly related to the lift-curve slope at the
same angle of attack. This ivlationship is

r( )r,. r (Ct.. 5..'-

It is evident that near maximum lift, where the lift-curve dope is small, a variation in geometric dihedral is not an
effective way to change the wing rolling-moment characteristics.

B. TRANSONIC

The transonic rolling-moment characteristics of wings at high angles of attack generally show considerable variation
with Mach number. ( reference 2).

The changes in rolling-moment characteristics are roughly related to changes in panel lift characteristics. At transonic
Mach numbers 4M > -91) the. wing lift-curve slope and maximun.-lift characteristics undergo marked changes (see
Sections .1.1.3.2 and t.1.3-4), which are reflected in changes in the wing rolling moments.

For sWept wings, the negative-dihedral effects at high angles of attack are reduced or eliminated with increasing Mach
number. This is due to changes in the leading-edge vortex characteristics with Mach number that permit the leading wing
panel to carry more lift.

For unswept wings, the increased compressibility effects on the force-break characteristics of the more highly loaded
leading wing Jend to reuce or even reverse the positive-dihedral characteristics in evidence at lower speeds. Mach
number effecta on the rolling moment due to geometric dihedral of any wing at high angles of attack are small.

* i5.1-2.2-2



"C. SUPERSONIC

NExperimental data on wing rolling motmenta due to sideslip at supersonic speeds and high angles of attack are relatively

scarce, but the following general trends are observed.

Effect of Planform

For swept wintr, the positive-dihedral effects that are in evidence at low angles ol attack increase in magnitude with
increasing angle of attack. This characteristic is relatively insensitive to Mach number variations (reference 7).

For unswept wings at Mach numbers below 2 the value of CQ, tends toward zero with increasing angle of attack. This
is true for the high-wing, midwing, and low.wing configurations tested in reference 8. At Mach numbers above 2 the same
"configurations show a trend toward increasingly positive dihedral effects with increasing angle of attack. At the higher
Mach numbers the unswept-wing characteristics are similar to the swept-wing characteristices.

Geometric Dihedral

The experimental data of reference 7 show that up to 12' angle of attack the rolling.monsent increment due to dihedral
is essentially the same as at zero angle of attack. This result is somewhat unexpected, since a calculation of the local
angles of attack of the left and right wing panels individually would predict a variation in dihedral effect (see reference 7 1.
Possibly the discrepancy is due to sweep and/or wing-body interference effects.

If the geometric dihedrsl effects a•re assumed to be independent of angle of attack for all configurations at supersonic
speeds, then the methods of Section 5.1.2.1 intended for low angles of attack are also applicable at the higher angles
of attack.
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5.1.3 WING SIDESLIP I)ERiVATIVE C.,

5.1.3.1 WING SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE C. IN THE LINEAR ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE

The yawing moment of a wing in sideslip is primar;ly caused by the asymmetric~al induced-drag
distribution associated with the asymmetrical lift distribution. 7he wing contribution to the
derivative C, is inportant only at large incidences.

Methods are presented in this section for estimating tile wing yawing moment due to sideslip in the
subsonic and supersonic speed regimes. Methods for estimating this derivative in the transonic speed
regime are not available.

A. SUBSONIC

The Datcom method presented herein is based on the same theory as that used to determine wing
side force due to sideslip, and the general discussiun of Paragraph A of Section 5.1. 1.1 is directly
applicable here. The method is valid in the linear angle-of-attack region.

DATCOM METHOD

The yawing moment derivative at low speeds is given in Reference I as

-. tan A ,/4  / ~ A A 2  y sin AC1,_.4)CL2  57.3 wA(A +4 cos, 4 ) os Ac/4 2 8cos A + 6

(per deg) 5.1.3.1-a

where 3F is the longitudinal distance (positive rearward) frors the coordinate origin (usually the
center of gravity) to the wing aerodynamic center.

The wing contribution to the yawing moment due to sideslip at low speeds is shown to be
independent of both, taper ratio and dihedral in References 2 and 3, respectively.

IF,-. subcritical speeds, the low-speed derivative can be modified by the Prandtl-Clauert rule to yield
approximate corrections for the first-order three-dimensional effects of compressibility. The
resulting expression from Reference 4 is

(Cn, ~+ 4 cos A4 A2B2 + 4AB cos A c/ 4 - 8 cos2 Aci4  C

where

"C 2). + 4 1 M cos _ 2 A/.

5.1.3.1-1

• . - ),

A44A +4 osA 8c 1M c/4 lo
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Calculated values for the wing yawing moment due to sideslip at low subsonic speeds obtained bythe Datcom method for the wing configurations of References 5, 6, and 7 are compared with
* - experimental data in Figure 5.1.3.1-5. The comparison indicates that the calculated values are fairly'i reliable over a range of lift coefficient (starting from zero) that decreases as wing sweep increases.
.' Large discrepancies are noted ior highly swept wings at lift coefficients for which the flow is

* believed Eo be partially separated.

Sample Problem

Given: The wing of Reference 5

A 4. /4= - = 0.037 M 0.13

. Compute:

sin A,/ 4  = 0.866
cos A-- =0.500
tan?.t,4 = 1,732

Solution:

C P l tan A /4  A A2  sinAA c/4)\
CL2  5 4A LA(A + 4 cosA/ 4 ) A2 8 osA/ 4  A8o6

(per deg) (equation 5.1.3. 1-a)

= L.- 1.732 4. (4)2 0. 66\]
- 4v (4 + (4) (0.50)] 0.50 - 8)00 + (6) (0.037) -4

=57.3 (0.01989) - (0.02297) (-5.452)]

- .(0.01989) + (0.1252)]
V57.-

0.00253 per deg

2 Cý x10
3

C.L CL 0
(Per deg)

0.0S 0.0025 0.00633

0.10 0.010 0.0253

0.20 0.040 0.1012
0.30 U.090 0.2277
0.40 0 .160 0.4048
0.50 0.250 0.6325
0160 0.360 0.9108

5.1.3.1-2
S=



These results are compared with experimental values in Figure 5.1.3.1-S.

B. TRANSONIC

There are no methods available for estimating the wing yawing moment due to sideslip in the
"transonic regime and none are presented in the Datcom. Furthermore, there are no experimental
data available in the transonic speed regime.

C. SUPERSONIC

No general method has been developed for estimating the wing yawing moment due to sideslip at
* -- supersonic speeds. However, theoretical methods are available for discrete planforms over certain

speed ranges. A comprehensive summary of the available theoretical methods for calculating the
wing yawing momentt due to sideslip is presented in Reference 9. Datcom methods are based on the
same theory as that used to determine wing side force due to sideslip, and the general discussion of
Paragraph C of Section 5.1.1.1 is directly applicable here.

DATCOM METHODS

The Dat-om methods are taken from References 10, 11, and 12 and present the wing yawing
moment due to sideslip for rectangular planforms, triangular planforms, and fully tapered
sweptback planforms with sweptforward or sweptback trailing edges. The results are mainly
functions of planform geometry and Mach number. The general trend of the variation of C,, with
Mach number and aspect ratio is a reduction in the magnitude of the derivative with an increase in
these parameters.

Rectangular Planform: A# > 1.0

"The wing yawing moment due to sideslip for rectangular planforms referred to an arbitrary moment
center is given in Ref-rencel 0 as

+_ [ 82-lM2X _ (per deg) 5.1.3.1-c

•& vA2 p2 [3 3 3ý7.J
4

where tv is in radians, P = I/.- 1 and x is the distance of the origin of moments from the
midctnord point, measured along the longitudinal axis, positive ahead of midchord point.

Equation 5.1.3.1-c is valid for Mach number and aspect ratio greater than that for which the Mach
line from the leading edge of the tip section intersects the trailing edge of the opposite tip section
(AP > 1.0).

Sweptback Planform (N = 0): ft cot ALE 'l 1.0

The wing yawing moment due to sideslip for fully tapered sweptback planforms is derived in
Reference I I for triangular planforms and in Reference 12 for planforms with sweptforward or
sweptback trailing edges as

5.1.3.1-3
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°" I (" ) !
a2 • E'(•C)Fg(N) + "•" FII(N)+-- M2Q(• ') 5=•,3 (perdeg) 5.I.3oi=d
w Sj

where a is in radians and

Q(/•C) is obtained from Figure 5. !. 1. I-6
E"(•C) is obtained from Figure 7.1.1.1-8
Fz z (N) is obtained from Figure 7.1.1.2o8
F9 (N) is obtained from Figure 5.1.3.1-6

is the distance of the origin of moments from the 2/3 CrB point of the basic

triangular wing, measured along the longitudinal axis, positive ahead of the 2]3 crB

point. (See Sketch(a) of Section 7.1.1.1 for definition of basic triangular wing.)

For a triangular planform the factors F9 (N) and Fl ] (N) are equal to 1.0.

Equation 5.1.3. l-d is valid for Maeh number and aspect ratio for which the wing is contained within
the Math cones springing from the apex and the trailing edge at the center of the wing.
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5.2 WING-BOOY COMBINATIONS IN SIDESLIP

5.2.1 WING-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Cy,6

5.2.1.1 WING-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Cy8 IN THE LINEAR ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE

The wing-body side force due to sideslip can be considered as the sum of the side forces of the body, the wing, the
wing-body interference, and the wing dihedral effect. The wing side force due to sideslip at low lift coefficient is
small in comparison to that due to the body and is neglected in the Datcom methods of this Section.

Wing-body interference, which is primarily a function of wing vertical position on the body, is presented as a frac-
tion of the body contribution. Experimental investigations show that the contribution of wing-body interference to
the sideslip derivative Cy. is essentially independent of sweep, wing planform, taper ratio, and Mach number.

The body is the chief contributor to the side force of a wing-body combination. Experimental results for the body
alcie show a negative lateral force which increases as the body fineness ratio is decreased.

The range of applicability of the method is limited to the linear angle-of-attack range.

A. SUBSONIC

The wing-body side force due to sideslip is estimated by the following method.

DATCOM METHOD

The wing-body side force due to sideslip, based on wing area, is given by

Body Reference Area )

=C,)W K1 (Cy~~&d SW s + (ZLCYPI- 5.2. 1. 1-a

where

" K, is the wing-body interference factor obtained from figure 5.2.1.1-7

.(Cv)B is the body side force due to sideslip obtained from paragraph A of Section 4.2.1.1 as

(Cyd) - (CL,)B

•(6C_/)r, is the increment in side force due to wing dihedral and is approximated by (ACy' }"-' -0.0001 IF1
(rF and 8B in degrees) (equation 5.1.1.1-b)

For a rapid but approximate estimation of the body side force due to sideslip, slender-body theory can be used,
which gives (Cyý)B = -2 (per rad), where (C YPB is based on the body cross-sectional area at x0 (see page
4.2.1.1-1 for definition of x0 ).

4 A comparison of experimental data and values of wing-body side force due to sideslip at subsonic speeds calcu-
lated by equation 5.2.1.1-a is presented as table 5.2.1.1-A.

SOmpl! Problem

Given: The wing body configuration of reference 3.

•' 5.2.1.1-1- -%--
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113 = 3 .45 ft d =0.5 ft f =6.90 zw = 0, ±0.1667 ft Sw =2.25 sq ft

X14
= 0.50 VB = 0.542 sq ft = 0

Is
*Bxo
So = 0.175 sq ft (area distribution curve at -)

IB

Compute:

zid = 0, ±0.667
2

K, High = 1.57 1
K, Mid 1.00 (figure 5.2.1. 1-7)

Ki Low = 1.33

"(k2 - ki) = 0.890 (figure 4.2.1.1-20a)

_x = 0.640 (figure 4.2.1.1-20b)

i'• [ 2(k2 .-_ k,) So]

-C = - 1.2?A'• 0](per rad) (equation 4.2.1. 1-a)

(2)(0.89)(0.175) Vs
0.4 -_____=-0.575 per rad (based onV )i•'-: •0.542

Solution:

(C_•6)•= Ki (CYB)ody Reference AreaW + (A CYp)F (equation 5.2.1.1-a)Sw /

= fK(-0.575)0.-i + 0

-0.1385 K1 per rad

= -0.00242 K, per deg

Wing (CYd)WB
Position K, (per deg)

High 1.57 -0.00380

Mid 1.0 -0.00242
Low 1.33 -0.00322

These results compare with experimental values of -0.004 per deg, -0.0024 per deg, and -0.0034 per deg for the
high-, mid-, and low-wing configurations, respectively, obtained from reference 3.

B. TRANSONIC

The contribution of wing-body interference to the side force derivative is essentially independent of Mach number.

Furthermore, slender-body theory states that body force characteristics are not functions of Mach number.

DATCOM METHOD

The method presented in paragraph A is applicable throughout the trmasonic speed regime.

5.2.1.1-2
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C. SUPERSONIC

The contribution of wing-body interference to the side force derivative is essentially independent of Mach number.
Several of the theoretical methods that have been developed for estimating body force characteristics at supersonic
speeds are discussed in paragraph C of Section 4.2.1.1.

The experimental results of reference 6 indicate a negative lateral force increment due to wing camber at super-
sonic speeds; however, no method is available to predict this effect.

DATCOM METHOD

The method presented in paragraph A is applicable throughout the supersonic speed range. The body side force due
",. to sideslip is obtained by conversion of the body lift-curve slope of paragraph C of Section 4.2,1.1.

A comparison of experimental data and values of wing-body side force due to sideslip at supersonic speeds calcu-
lated by the Datcom method is presented as table 5.2.1.1-B.

Sampie Problem

Given: The midwing-ogive-cylinder body configuration of reference 12.

d

d = 0.0625 ft Oiq 0.2188 ft A= 0.4062 ft SW = 0.0506 sq ft Sb 0.00307 sq ft

F 100 M = 1.62, 2.62

Compute:

fN =- = 3.5
d

fA -• =6.5
fA 6.5

S... . 1.857
fN 3.5

. 1.62 --- 1.275
Ad M2.62 =V 2-1= 2.42

1.275 0 . 4
('/8fN)M z 1.62  3.5 0364

2.42/18fN) = 2.62 019
3.5

(CZB]m -1.82 = -2.78 per rad (based on Sb) O

(figure 4.2.1.1-21a; (C•)B = -(C
[(Cy8)B ] 2.6 = -3.06 per rad (based on Sb)

K, = 1.0 (figure 5.2.1.1-7; mid-wing configuration)

( (CACy) = (-0.0001)(10) -0.0010 per deg (equation 5.1.1.1-b)

5.2.1.1-3



Solution:

':• " C v •). • r, • U, o y R e fe re n c e A re a
=Aw KI (cYA)B(n Ara)+ ( Cyp)[- (equation 5.2.1.1-a)

= 1.0 (CrY, Bko.o,. + (-0.0010)

= 0.0607 (CWY,) -0.0010

(CyG), (CY3)B 0 . 0 6 07 (C B (C

M (per red) (per deg) (per deg) (per deg)

1.62 -2.78 -0.0485 -0.00294 -0.00394

2.62 -3.06 -0.0534 -0.00324 -0.00424

These results compare with experimental values of -0.0038 per degree and -0.0042 per degree at Mach numbers 1.62

and 2.62, respectively, obtained from reference 12.
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TABLE 5.2.1,1-A

LOW SPEED WING-BODY SIDE FORCE DUE TO SIDESiIk"

DATA SUMMARY

Wing r, 10 %I v~ ~ Iy 0 C'/ I.,tl per deg
Ref MI Position (deg) in II Nk2 'd i's ft ft K, per deg per deg (Cale -Tent)

S0.13! 5.00 Mid 0 0.50 0.64 0.825 k..KWi0.415 :25 .00 -2"0(. - -2.20 0.11
0..6 0.8(1' 1 2: . 0.415 I -2.200 -2.21 0.01

.00 0.940 0.16i 0.ti52 -2.240 -2.25 0.01

6.67I 0.880 RI 620..5 Ai -2.210 -2.28 0.07
.1 7 Md.80 0 l~l 9 | 2'/ -2.20 -0.19

2g 0.17 12.0---High 0 0.40-.5-t 6'-'5 -1.445 -2.00 0.55
Mid -0.I20 -1.20 0.28

19.00 High 0.925 0. 9 01 1.57 -2.510 -3.00 '0.49
"Mid 1.00 -1.600 -2.00 0.40

L w1.33 -2.125 -2.00 -0.125

6. - High 0.6 0.440 1.174 1.57 -5.180 .- 5.60 0.42

S Mid Ih1.00 -3.300 -2.40 -0.90MiLow 0. -1.33 -4.390 -4.60 0.21

3 0•-6 .90- --High 0 0.5. 0.64- 8 0.7 05 2.25 - -3760 -4.00 0.24

MiH~d K1 : .0 2:400 -2.40 0
1r ~ r _ 1.331 -3,11K - 3I_-.4j0 0.21

r lo i. Mid 10 0..1 0....' 0.93. 71 .36 :0.522 2.25 1.00 -2. 0 W -3.100 (1.12
-2,480 -2o000 -0.48

S-248Q -2.000W -0.48

"" I - -2.980. _ _ -3.000 o.02
". Mid 0 0.345 i 0.94 0.180 0.798 4.014 1.0 -1.470 -1.40 -0.07

0.90; 1 I I 1 1 I -1.40 -0.07
.) .,9041o...L, o--oi• o. i • .o 14 -1.40 -0.09

0O.60 10.45 0.95 0.090 0.410 2.007 -1.49 -1.40 -0.09__ 0-0.61-0.70 0 0 1. 0 -1.40 -0.09

- 4 Mi-d- 0 . 0.40 j Ij 0.9037 0.136 0.622 2.25 1.0 -2.-54 -22 -0.05

* ' r e s t r e s u l t a t a 0 2 0 .C1 x

Average Error ---- 0.217 lO (per deg)

5.2.1.1-5
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TABLE 5.2.1.1-B

SUPERSONIC WING-BODY SIDE FORCE DUE TO SIDESLIP

DATA SUMMARY

1 i ~ ' J 1AC. 10-1
Wing F S, I S c•. 0 10,, ' * , I0s per deg

Rer M Position K, (dog) fn fA sq ft sq ft per deg per deg I (Calc-Test)

id 1.X) -2.(,i -1.60 -0.46 /A,

2.01 High 1.7 -3.68 -:.50
Mid 1 .00X -2-14 I -AX) -0).34
ow 1.42 -------... . - -3.50 0.46

1217 1 6 70 (i -2.%4 -2.80-01
1217 id 10 3Sj650.005 .5M -31.44 -3.20 -0.24

-10 3-.94 -380 -0.14
2.0 0 -3.24 -3.20 -0.04

-3.70 -3.70 0
-1 1 -4.20 -4.20 0

13 2.01 High 1.73 4.30 6.67 .060. .00 -4.90 -4.60 -0.30
Mid 1.00 -2.85 -2.90 0.05
Low 1.43 -4.08 -5.00 0.m2
Mid 1.00 3 -3.15 -3.00 -0.15I 1 1 -3.15 -.3,00 -0.15

*rest result at a 0. -x IAC.•I
Average Ere.r r = 0.275= 10o 3(per deg)

n

5]
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5.2.1.2 WING-BODY SIDE-FORCE COEFFICIENT

Cy AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The wing-body side force developed at combined angles is nonlinear with respect t both sideslip and angle of
attack due to viscous cross-flow effects and cross-coupling of upwash and sidewash velocities. To obtain the side.-
slip derivative Cy,, it is recommended that Cly'. be calculated at several angles of attack for a small side-
slip angle (,8< 40). Then at each angle of attack the side force is assumed linear with sideslip for small values
of /3 so that

C y tw I -- /3

A. SUBSONIC

No method is presently available for determining the viscous cross-flw effects and cross-coupling of upwash and
sidewash velocities at angles of attack and subsonic speeds.

The method presented herein is restricted to first-order approximations at relatively low angles of attack.

DATCOM METHOD

It is recommended that the method of paragraph A of Section 5.2. i. 1 be used in the linear-lift
angle-of-attack region.

B. TRANSONIC

The comments of paragraph A for the subsonic case also apply to wing-body combinations at combined angles and
0 ' transonic speeds.

DATCOM METHOD

"It is recommended that the method of paragraph B of Section 5.2.1.1 be used in the linear-lift
angle-of-attack region.

* C. SUPERSONIC

Although higher order slender-body solutions which account for cross-coupling of upwash and sidewash velocities
at supersonic speeds are presently unavailable, an approximate method is developed in reference I which accounts
for the effects of angle of attack on wing-body interference,

, 4 Two types ot interference forces are considered significant at combined sideslip and angle of attack. One effect is
due to the influence of the forebody on cross flow. The resulting asymmetric wing loading causes interference pres-
sures on the sides of the body that increase the body side force. The other effect is produced by the wing inhibiting
the viscous cross flow occuring along the body at large angles of attack. This phenomenon is termed "viscous cross-
flow suppression" in that it reduces the body side force. No attempt is made to estimate the magnitude of wing
sweepback effects on wing-body interference and the effect of body vortices on wing-body interference is considered
negligible.

DATCOM METHOD

The method presented in this Section for estimating the wing-body side-force coefficient is that of reference 1. The
determination of the body-alone contribution is adapted from the method of reference 2 which is discussed in See..
tion 4.2.1.2. For combined angles the method is valid only for circular bodies. In addlition reference I specifies that
the wing leading edge be supersonic. But fair accuracy is obtained for configurationa with subsonic leading edges
when the aspect ratio is not too low. The wing-alone contribution to side force is usually very small and is there-
fore neglected.

5.2.1.2-14
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Reference I gives two expressions for winig-body interference effects, one for midwing and one for tangent-wing
configurations. The forebody cross-flow effect in zero for the midwing case since the wing plane then coincides

with a body-alone cross-flow streamline and no change in cross flow takes place. rherefore, the midwing ease. is

based on the premise that the sote effect of the wing is to inhibit thu nonlinear effects of the viscous body cross

flow.

The wing-body contribution to the side-force coefficientt at combined sideslip and angle of attack is given by

CYwB = CYB + C+,WH 5.2.1.2-a

where Cy, is the body-alone side-force contribution given by

SB 2/3 S--S Ain. 5.2.1.
CY SW "de Sw

where

S'_ is the ratio of the body frontal area to the total wing area
SW

13 is the sideslip angle in radians

Odc is the cross-flow dhag coefficient, obtained from figure 4.2,1.2-23b),with M. Masin

SBBS-_w is the ratio of the body side area to the total wing area

SW

a' is the angle of inclination, a' Vafr 7 , in radians

CYwB) is the side-force contribution of the wing due to the presence of the body, given by

CY~) ~ Id) (3Cd0 Cr, dCyw,ý)= -2"-qB K5) k(a) L ° -1 .. -W 5.2.1.2-c

where the first term on the right-hand side is the forebody cross-flow effect and is taken as zero for the midwing
case, and the second term on the right-hand side is an approximate effect of the wing inhibiting the viscous cross
flow occuring along the body at large angles of attack.

7)B is the Mach number correction to the wing-body interference coefficient, from figure 52.1.2-7

K vB) is the wing-body interference coefficient, or apparent-mass ratio, from figure 5.3.1.1-25oo. For
wing positions other than midwing (Kya) = 0) or tangent, a nonlinear interpolation is described in
Method 3, paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1.

k(a) is the angle-of-attack correction to the wing-body interference coefficient. Values of this param-
eter for high- and low-tangent wings are presented in figure 5.2.1.2-8. For wing positions other
than midwing (k(a) = 0) or tangent, a nonlinear interpolation is described in Method 3, paragraph
A, Section 5.3.1.1.

* d is the average body diameter at the exposed wing root

c'. ib the exposed root chord of the wing

Values for the incremental. coefficient resulting from the addition of wings in the mid- and high- and low-tangent
positions on circular bodies, calculated using equation 5.2.1.2-c, are compared with experimental results in figure
5.2.1.2-5.

The incremental coefficient resulting from the addition of a wing in the midbody position is presented in figure
5.2.1.2-5a. The Datcom method does not account for- additional differential load on the body resulting from unequal
panel loading ocouring with yawed sweptback wings. This neglected effect, in conjunction with the approximate
account of viscous cross-flow suppression may account for the lack of better agreement between experimental and
calculated results at higher angles of attack.

5.2.1.2-2



The incremental coefficient resulting from the addition of sweptback wings in the high- and low-tangent positions
on a body are presented in figure 5.2.1.2-5b through -Sd. The agreement between experimental and calculated values
is surprisingly good in view of the fact that the angle-of-attack correction to the wing-body interference coefficient,
k(a), applies strictly to unswept two-dimensional wings. The additional differential load on the body occuring v',ith
yawed sweptback wings tends to compensate for the reduction in k(o) resulting from wing sweepback.

Sample Problem

Given: The wing-body configuration of reference 3. Find the side-force coefficient developed by the wing-body
con'ination at a 12" and J3 4'.

Wing Characteristics

High-tangent wing Sw 144.0 sq in. bw = 24.0 sq in. c'. 8.90 in.

Body Characteristics

0 Ogive-cylinder body d 3.33 in. Sa = 8.70 sq in. S1 3 110.0 sq in.

Additional Characteristics

MN. 2.01 a 12- 0.209 rad 8 40 0.070 rad

a' V--7' 112.65 deg = 0.221 rad

Compute:

Body-along contribution

M,= M,•sin a' = 2.01 sin 12.56" = 0.440

ed. 1.30 (figure 4.2.1.2-23b)

CY L- B? - - cý ,L.B1 a' (equation 5.2.1.2-b)
SW SW

_ 8.70 (2) (0.070) - (1.30) 110.0 (0.070) (0.221)
144.0 144.0

z -0.0238 (based on Sw)

Wing interference contribution

, -d - /2.01)2 _ .3-3 0.6,51

:28 =0.81 (figure 5.2.1.2-7)

5.2.1.2-3
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W. I I V -u- : - .

d 3.33 0.139
bw 24.0

K%ýý :1.22 (figure 5.3.1.1-25oo)

CF 8.90 2.67

d 3.33

k(a) = 2.27 (figures 5.2.1.2-8d, 5.2.].2-8e, and 5.2.1.2-8f by irnterpolation)
SB Cd ,

CyB) = - 2 77B KwB) k(a) -8 - Cds ( a) (equation 5.2.1.2-c)

- -2(0.81) (1.22) (2.27) 8.70 (0.070) - (1.30) (8.90) (3.33) (0.70) (0.070 - 0.221)
144.0 144.0

- -0.0162 (based on Sw)

Solution:

CyB = Cy, + Cy ) (equation 5.2.1.2-a)

= -0.0238 - 0.0162

- -0.0400 (based on Sw)

This compares with an experimental value (based on Sw) of Cvw7 -0.0480 from reference 3.

A comparison between calculated and experimental results for this configuration at sideslip angles of 2, 4, and 8
degrees and over an angle-of-attack range to 16 degrees is presented in figure 5.2.1.2-6.
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5.2.2 WING-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE C

5.2.2.1 WING.BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE C,, IN THE
LINEAR ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE

A. SUBSONIC

"" The addition of a body to a wing in sideslip is shown experimentally to change the wing rolling moment in
two ways. First, there is the well known change in effective dihedral as a function of wing height on the
body. This occurs because the cross flow around the body induces changes in the local angle of attack of
the wing (see sketch (a)). The resulting change in lift distribution has a significant influence on CI.. The
simplified expression presented in the Datcom for determining the body-induced effect on wing height is
based on a fuselage of circular cross section, and is presented in such sources as references I and 2. The sign
of the value of this effect is dependent upon whether the wing is located above or below the center line of
the fuselage. A high location of the wing results in more positive effective dihedral and a low location
results in less positive effective dihedral than a midwing location.

b
Ad

,C.

SKETCH (a)

For wings with geometric dihedral, the body-induced effect on wing height must be modified, since the
vertical position of the wing relative to the fuselage varies along the span (see sketch (b)). The method
presented in the Datcom to account for this modification is taken from reference 3. The method is
applicable only for wings with dihedral that intersect the vertical plane of symmetry of a body of
circular cross section at or near the midfuselage height. In reference 3 the wing with dihedral is replaced

6 • with a wing without dihedral at some effective height relative to the fuselage, and the fuselage flow
- effect for the equivalent wing is then evaluated. The vertical position of the equivalent wing was taken

to coincide with the wing with dihedral at the spanwise position equal to 0. 7d.

La b

L-EQUIVALENT 0.7d
WING

ACTUAL WING

SKETCH (b)

5.2.2.1-I
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The second fuselage effect on rolling moment is a decrease in wing.-body positive effective dihedral with
increasing fuselage length. This effect is discussed in reference 3, where it is suggested that this may be
the result of the fuselage reducing the wing effective sideslip angle (see sketch (c)).

SKETCH (c)

In reference 3 an empirical study of limited scope shows that the fuselage effects may be correlated as a
If

function of the ratio of fuselage length ahead of the wing-tip half-chord point and the wing span
A

More extensive studies indicate that the parir.. r is also important. There may be additional
cos Ac/2

parameters, such as the ratio of the body diameter to wing span and fuselage cross-sectional shape that

if A
also exert an influence. The design chart presented herein is limited to the parameters -- andb COS AC/2'

and is based on experimental data from configurations employing fuselages of circular cross section.

The increments in Ca due to the body-induced effects on wing. height and the effect of fuselage length
have been derived for configurations with fuselages of circular cross section. Not enough test data exist

- to determine any effect the fuselage cross-sectional shape may have on the fuselage-length parameter. On
the other hand, both theory and experiment indicate that the body-induced effects on wing height are

*• strongly influenced by the cross-sectional shape of the fuselage.

It is suggested that for non-body-of-revolution configurations the equivalent diameter be used in
I determining the increments in Cl due to the body induced effects on wing height.

The subsonic method is valid for configurations with straight-tapered wings for sideslip angles between
...-50 and +50 at speeds up to the force-break Mach number and at low angles of attick. The

5.2.2.1-2
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fuselage-effect parameters do not include the effect of either nonuniform geometric dihedral or
non-straight-tapered planforms.

DATCOM METHOD

The rolling moment due to sideslip, based on the product of the wing area and span Sb, for straight-tapered
wing-body combinations at low angles of attack is given by

C, = cL[() KMA Kf + ( r] r[f+ KM + " ]

L A / ACL

+ (ACI,) + 0 tan AC/4 tan Aq 4  (per degree.) 5.2.2.1-a

where

9 0CL is the wing-body lift coefficient.

(•O) is the wing-sweep contribution obtained from paragraph A of Section 5.1.2.1 (figure
\C L/ 5.1.2.1-27)

c/2

KM A is the compressibility correction to the sweep contribution obtainel from paragraph A of
Section 5.1.2.1 (figure 5.1.2.1-28a)

Kf is the empirical fuselage-length-effect correction factor obtained from figure 5.2.2.1-26.

. k~is the aspect ratio contribution obtained from paragraph A of Section 5.1.2.1 (figure

r' is the geometric dihedral angle in degrees, positive for the wing tip above the plane of the
root chord.

"* CpI

- is the wing dihedral effect for uniform geometxic dihedral obtained from paragraph A o.
r• Section 5.1.2.1 (figure 5.1.2.1-29).

KM is the compressibility correction factor to the dihedral effect obtained from paragraph A

Mr of Section 5.1.2.1 (figure 5.1.2.1-30a).

5.2.2.1-3



f~ W,

•. ACl

is the oody-induced effect on wing height due to uniform geometric dihedral given by*
• Y F

AC,
= -0.0005 /-A d (per degree 2 ) 5.2.2. 1-b

where d/b is the average fuselage diameter at the wing root divided by the wing span. For
non-body-of-revolution configurations, the average equivalent diameter at the wing root

average cross-sectional areashould be used, where (dequiv)a, 0.85

SACj is the increment in CIO due to the body-induced effect on wing height for configurations
zw with wings located above or below the midfuselage height. I tjs increment is given by

1 (ACI) 2 (per degree) 5.2.2.1-c

where

"is the vertical distance from the center line of the fuselage to the quarter-chord
b point of the root chord divided by the wing span, positive for the wVng located r

below the center line of the fuselage.

d
.- is defined under equation 5.2.2.1-b

-. b

ACIb
is the wing-twist correction factor obtained from paragraph A C~f Section 5.1.2.1 (figure

0 tan Ac/4  5.1.2.1-30b).

0 is the wing twist between the root and tip sections in degrees, negative for washout

(see figure 5.1.2.1-30b).

For the case of a wang with dihedral mounted on a body at a location other than at or near the

midfuselage height, both the modification of the body-induced effect on wing height due to dihedral

(equation 5.2.2.1-b) and the body-induced effect on wing height (equation 5.2. 2 .1-c) should be

considered.

A comparison of test values with results calculated by using the Datcom method for wing-body

configurations without dihedral and with the wings mounted at the midufsclage location is presented as

table 5.2.2.1-A. Comparisons of test values with results calculated by using the IDatcom method for the

"effects of dihedral and wing height are presented in tables 5.2.2.1-B and 5.2.2.1-C, respectively.

*Equation 5.2.2.1-b Is daived by replacing zW in equation 5.2.2.1-c with the exrd'eshon for the height aboie the fuselage cente. line of an

equivalent wing at a height oirr•eonding to the height of the .0.7d spanwis station oi a vying with dihedral (we sketch (b)).
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Test data are not available to permit substantiation of the effect of wing twist on the wing-body rolling
moment due to sideslip.

Sample Problem

I. Midwing, no dihedral, no twist

Given: The wing-body configuration of reference 8 designated 60-4-0.6-006.

A 4.0 X= 0.6 A,/ 2  59.08o b 36.0 in. if 49.58 in.

zw = 0 (midwing) F 0 0 0 M 0.60

Body of revolution

Compute:

CA
( (C•5) -0.00723 per deg (figure 5.1.2.1-27)

A c/2

C ) \ LA -0.00180 per deg (figure 5.1.2.1-28b)

M cos A•/ 2 = (0.60) cos 59.080 0.308

A/cos Ac/2 = 4.0/cos 59.080 = 7.785

"KM 1.02 (figure 5.1.2.1-28a)

-f/b = 49.58/36.0 1.377

-Kf - 0.685 (figure 5.2.2.x-26)

Solution:
4

'CaL K^K+ KCI (equation 5.2.2.1-a)
I", L c/2 'A K C

CL ((-0.00723) (1.02) (0.685) + (-0.00180)1

= Ct (-0.00505 - 0.001801
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Clo
= -0.00685 per deg

CL

This result compares with a test value of -0.0074 per degree from reference 8.

2. High wing, dihedral, no twist

Given: A wing-body configuration of reference 16.

A = 6.383 X = 1.0 Ac/2 =0 b 60.0 in. if 15.7 in.

d 6.70 in. (average over root chord) zw= -2.66 in. (high wing)

F = 5o 0 0 M = 0.105 Body of revolution

Compute:

- • (~ ) = 0 (figure 5.1.2.1-27)
\CL )A!

C,,

C-) -0.0013 per deg (figure 4.1.2.1-28b)

M cos A,•72  (0. i05) (cos 0) = 0.105

A/cos AcI2 = 6.383/(cos 0) ; 6.383

K = 1.0 (figure 5.1.2.1--28a)

If/b - 15.7/60.0 = 0.262

1.0 (figure 5.2.2.1-26)

Determine dihedral-effect paýrametets

Geometric dihearal

C 
2

- -0.dC0224 p'er deg2 (figure 5.1.2.1-29)
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Kr = 1.0 (figure 5.1.2.1-30a)
Mr

Body-induced effect on wing height due to dihedral

AC -0.0005 -/K d (-) (equation 5.2.2.1-b)

= -0,0005 Vf6. 8 1.

= -0.000016 per deg2

Determine the effect of wing height

zw/b -2.66/60.0 -0.0443

2d/b 2(6.70)/60.0 = 0.223

AC1  = 2. (W-')() (equation 5.2.2.1-c)
p57.3 \b \b

1.2 ,/6.33 (-0.0443) (0.233)
57.3

- -0.000547 per deg

Solution:

AI
L Zc, ). WA^ C, r.c_. .

+ ACi 1  (equation 5.2.2.14)

Midwing, no dihedral

Cl'

C-CL Ac/2. ,

-ff[(0) (1.0) (1.0) 4+ (-0.0013)1

- -0.0013 per deg
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Dihedral effect

r[f KMr + ;j (5.0) [(-0.000224) (1.0) + (-0.000016)] -0.0012 per deg

This compares with a test value of -0.00115 per degree from reference 16.

Wing-height effect

(c) = -0.000547 per deg

This compares with a test value of -0.00053 per degree from reierence 16.

B. TRANSONIC

Test data show that the variation of wing-body rolling moment due to sideslip is similar to that of the

lift-curve slope. This correspondence should be expected, since C1a has been treated by using effective
lift-curve slopes in reference 3.

The similarity in Mach number characteristics between rolling moment and lift-curve slope suggests a

transonic interpolation method, based on lift-curve slope, for calculating roiling moment. An interpola-
tion equation is presented that is based on the square of the lift-curve-slope values at the force-break

Mach number Mfb and at M = 1.4.

Since no reliable method exists for predicting the variation of the wing-body lift-curve slope with Mach
number over the transonic speed range, wing-alone lift-curve slopes ore used in the Datcom method. For
slender wing-body configurations, the aerodynamic interference effects are relatively insensitive to Mach
number, and the use of the wing-alone lift.curve-slope values in the interpolation method should give
satisfactory results. However, for nonslender configurations transonic interference effects can become
quite large and sensitive to minor changes in local contour. For these configurations the interpolation

V method cannot be expected to provide satisfactory results unless wing-body test values of the Vift-curve

slope are used.

The method is limited to configurations with straight-tapered wings and is applicable over the
"* sideslip-angle range of P = ±50.

0J

.1

DATCOM METHOD

The wing-body roiling moment due to sideslip of straight-tapered wing-body configurations, based on the
product of the wing area and span Sb, may be approximated through the transonic region from Mn, to
M = 1.4 by means of the interpolation formula

5.2.2. 1-8



CC

C1 F 'PA 1 /CL\ M ~ __
2)~~m ±N (per degree)

2) , ,. , 4 -M L a,
Na) Mpb 5.2.2.1d

where

q ( "/ is the wing-body sideslip-derivative slope at the force-break Mach number Mm,
\CLY "M obtained by using the method of paragraph A. The force-break Mach number is

defined in paragraph B of Section 4.1.3.2.

(C 1 ) •is the wing-body sideslip-derivative slope M = 1.4, obtained by using the method of

V-C- M 1.4 parpgraph C.

.La 2 is the square of the wing-alone lift-curve slope at Mfm, obtained by using the method2)Mmi of paragraph B of Section 4.1.3.2.

CN 2) is the square of the wing-alone normal-force-curve slope at M = 1.4, obtained by

using the straight-tapered-wing method of paragraph C of Section 4.1.3.2.

~CL 2) is the square of the wing-alone lift-curve slope at pre-determined Mach numbers,M obtained by using the methods of paragraphs B and C of Section 4.1.3.2. The pre-
determined Mach numbers consist of those at the end points of the method
(M = Mf and M = 1.4) and two intermediate Mach numbers defined in paragraph B
of Section 4.1.3.2 as Ma = Mfb + 0.007 and Mb = Mfb + 0.14.

i -increments in C1, due to fuselage transverse flow and wing height may be approximated byliil ,',otiorl.s 5.2,2.1-b and 5.2.2.1-c, respectively.

-tie cation 5.1.2.1l-d for determining the effect of geometric dihedral at supersonic speeds is also

a•plicable at transonic- speeds. However, no known method exists for determining transonic values

".,�r required for this method. It is sugges!ed that reference be made to table 7-A for tran-
... st'J (,i test data.

tW data are not available the supersonic method of paragraph C of Section 7.1.2.2 should be used to

-ppn iiroXilatc Cjp,
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Sample Problem

Given: A wing-body configuration of reference 6.

Wing Characteristics:

A 2.0 X 0 ALE =63.40  ATE = 0 Aci 2  450

b = 34.0 in. SW 578.0 sq in. zw = 0 (midwing)

NACA 0005-63 airfoil 0 - 0 P = 0 t/c 0.05

Body of revolution

Body Characteristics:

d = 6.12 in. if= 55.12 in.

Additional Characteristics:

K= 1.0 (assumed) Mfb < M C 1.4

Compute:

Determine Mt, Ma, Mb,(CQ ,(CL ) and (CLA) (pararph B, Section 4.1.3.2).

(M,)^ = 1.0 (figure 4.1.3.2- 53a)

(M,) A = 1.0 (figure 4.1.3.2-53b)

(CL )f,

0 = 9 M = 0

A [(pf) 11 ])+jjjA fa) 2 + tan2 Ac/2  
= 2 [(0) + (1)11/2 = 2.0

1.0

* (C L)]a
' 1.30 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

A

C LO)M] = (1.30) (2) 2.60 per rad

theory

5.2.2.1-10
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1.08 (figure 4.1.3.2-54a)
*K .. CL&1)Mf]

theory

(C) = (2.60) (1.08) = 2.81 per rad = 0.049 per deg
Lb

.- : Lot fb

Ma= Mfb + 0.07 = 1.07

(CL )M

aa

a-- -0.07 (figure 4.1.3.2-54b)
C

(CIL) = i )(CLa)M

= [1 - (-0.07)] (2.81) = 3.00 per rad = 0.0524 per deg

Mb = Mfb +0.1 4 = 1.14

(CL )b

b
- = 0.11 (figure 4 .1.3 .2-54c)
c

bb

= [1 -(0.11)] (2.86) = 2.55 per rad 0.0444 per deg

Determine (CNc)M-1. 4 (paragraph C, Section 4.1.3.2)

(3 --/ 0.98

3/tan ALE = 0.98/tan 63.40 0.491

"tan ATE/tan A, = 0

(C a) theory

= 1.31 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-63)
A
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(CN) = (1.31) (2) = 2.62 per radN theory

Ay -- 1.37 (figure 2.2.1-8)

CNa

1.0 (figure 4.1.3.2-60)

(CNa) M=1.4 (1.0) (2.62) = 2.62 per rad 0.0457 per deg

Determine (C)M/ and (%i
Mfb

•CL iMb

C / =-0.0035 per deg (figure 5.1.2.1-27)\ -cL/)A c/2

(C.) -0.0022 per deg (figure 5.1.2.1-28b)

M• cosAc/ 2 = (1.0) (cos 450) = 0.7071

A 2A 2 2.83
cos Ac/ 4  0.7071

KMA 1.015 (figure 5.1.2.1-28a)

f/b = 55.12/34.0 = 1.62

Kf = 1.0 (figure 5,2.2.1-26)

K +K (equation 5.2.2.1-a)

L.. -12Ac2 M A (7L)A

5,2.2.1-12



[(-0.0035) (1.015) (1.0) + (-0.0022)1

= -0.00575 per deg

(\ ,)M.1.4 = -o.o61 [ ) ( •

"M2~ (tan ALE)a t

[M2 CS 2 ALE+ (tanAL)413 " (equation 5.2.2.1-e)
A + 4

57.362 63.4/57.3\ a 03.98
-3.061 2.62 + 01 1+ 2/5 (tan 63.40).

1.4)2COS2 63.40 + (tan 63.40 4/3]

- -0.061 (0.0457)[11(1 + 0.5532) (2.038)[0.i965 + (0-3965)]

- -0.00523 per deg

Solution:

I •'N)M M. I # 10

CL C2)1. MLJM (CL 2 )

(equation 5.2.2.1 -d)

r(000523) _(-0.00575)1 M - 1.0 +(-0.00575)
(0.49) 1.4 .0 (0.049)2 (CLCa m

4=I--0.10] (m±') - 2.309 ((CL"2)M
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I./ I

YCL)m "1.07

[.7 -0.1001 -. 2.309

() 0.4(0054)a

= [-0.100] (0.175) -2.309 (0.002745)

- -0.00639 per deg

CLM 1.14

C 1.14-1.0\
[-.1 0.4 _2.309 (0.0444)2

1-0.10.4

-0.00462 per deg

The calculated results are compared with test values in sketch (d). Additional points have been calculated
at M =0.6. 0.9, and 1.7.

MACH NUMBER

0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0

0 Tetpoints

7-.002 -Calculated -______-

* ~~CL -04

-. 006~

* -. 008-

SKETCH (d)
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C. SUPERSONIC

The present status of supersonic rolling-moment theory is discussed in paragraph C of 'Oection 5.1.2.1.
As indicated therein, insufficient experimental data exist at the present time to distinguish between the
supersonic rolling moments for wing-alone and for wing-body configurations where the wing is mounted
on the fuselage center line. Therefore, for configurations with the wing mounted on the fuselage center
line the supersonic wing-alone method of paragraph C is employed.

Experimental data indicate that for wings located at positions other than on the fuselage center line
there is a considet-able variation in effective dihedral with wing height on the body. Furthermore, the
effect of geometric dihedral on the body-induced effect due to wing height, discussed in paragraph A,
must also be considered at supersonic speeds. No methods have been developed to account for the
body-induced effects on wing height at supersonic speeds. The subsonic methods of paragraph A
(equations 5.2.2.1-b and 5.2.2.1-c) are applied at supersonic speeds.

DATCOM METHOD

The supersonic rolling moment due to sideslip for wing-body configurations with straight-tapered wings at
low angles of attack and at M = 1.4 and higher speeds is approximated by

CN~ta ALAtn 2C'AL /31

C1  =-0.061 CN + MI A.E)(tanA•) [ A A _

,. CI# N 57.3 2 A 4

I.-~ ~ r0 1 1
0 + +1 + ACI (per degree) 5.2.2. 1-e

-- zW

where

ALE is the wing leading-edge sweep in radians.

' . CNa is the wing normal-force-curve slope per radian, obtained by using the straight-tapered-
wing method of paragraph C of Section 4.1.3.2.

C1
is the wing dihedral effect for uniform geometric dihedral, calculated by using equation

r 5.1.2.1-d with C1.P (per radian) obtained by using the method of paragraph C of

Section 7.1.2.2.

ACt

r 0 is the body-induced effect on wing height due to uniform geometric dihedral obtained by
using equation 5.2.2. 1-b.

'AC/# is the increment in C1, due to the body-induced effect on wing height for configurations
I , with wings located above or below the fuselage center line, obtained by using equation

5.2.2.1-c.
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A comparison of test values with results calculated by using the Datcom method for wing-body
configurations without dihedral and with wings mounted at the midfuselage location is presented as
table 5.2.2.1-D. A comparison of test values with results calculated by using the batcom method for the
effects of dihedral is presented as table 5.2.2.1-E.

It is difficult to assess the validity of the Datcom method for establishing the value of C10/CL, even at
small lift coefficients. Test data show that for many configurations the variation of C1 with CL at
supersonic speeds is nonlinear throughout the lift-coefficient range. Some of the test values listed in
table 5.2.2.1-D are questionable, and those configurations for which no test values are listed exhibit
nonlinear rolling moment due to sideslip throughout the lift-coefficient range.

Although the data of table 5.2.2.1-E are limited, it appears that the method provides relatively good
results for the effect of dihedral on C1. at supersonic speeds.

Not enough experimental data are available to assess the validity of equation 5.2.2.1-c applied at
supersonic speeds for determining the effect of wing vertical location. Equation 5.2.2.1--c has been
applied to the configurations of references 19 and 20; the results of these calculations are compared
with test values in table 5.2.2.1-F. The calculated values are somewhat less than the test values in all
cases.

Sample Problem

Given: The wing-body configuration of reference 19.

Wing Characteristics:

A = 4.0 X = 0.2 ALE = 49c4/ A, 2 = 42.50

b 24.0 in. P 30 zw 0 (midwing) NASA 65A004 airfoil

Body Characteristics:

d 3.33 in. d/b = 0.139 Body of revolution

Additional Characteristics:

M = 2.01; 3 = 1.74 CN 2.235 per rad (test value)

Midwing, no dihedral

Compute:

49.4(I +, = 1+ = 1.86257.3

[1 + A(l + ALE)] [ I1 + 0.2 (1.862)] = 1.372

+ = [+ 2 (+ 73] 1.431
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(tan AL/P) = tan 49.40/1.74 0.6705

[McsA (�.U4)1-] = (2.01)2 C032 49.40 (tan 4

J..-4.0 + "0.621

Solution:

C1  CA A\tan A, \[M2cos2A taA 4/
P = -6 U +W(1 +A) I + I+

7.3 a '
(equation 5. 2 .2.1-e with r o, zw - o)

"," 2.235
= -0.061 22 [1.372J(1.431) (0.6705)[0.6211

= -0.00195 per deg

This compares with a test value of -0.0019 per degree from reference 19.

Dihedral effect

Compute:

PA = (1.74) (4°0) - 6.96

A tan Ac/2 = (4.0) (tan 42.50) = 3.67

C'
P theory

A = -0.0665 per rad (figure 7.1.2.'!-38, interpolated)

Ayj 0.80 (figure 2.2.1-8)

4y.. y1 0.80
= tan- 1  

- tan- 1 
- = 7.80

5.85 5.85

c,
4 = 0.918 (figure 7.1.2.2-40)

(C )ter
.C . theoryeo

CI = Ao A (equation 7.1.2.2-d)

= [-0.06651 (4.0) (0.918) = -0.244 per rad
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C 2 (1_+_2X ( (equation 5.1.2.1-d)

r = (57.3)2 \' ( 'p

2(57.3) ( )1.4 (-0.244) -0.000130 per deg2

AC, d 2
-' -0.0005 VA ( ) (equation 5.2.2.1-b)

- -o.oo0o04- (33)2

= -0.0000193 per deg2

Solution:

P- + - ) (dihedral effect term of equation 5.2.2.1-e)

3.0 [-0.000130 + (-0.0000193)1 -0.000448 perdeg

This compares with a test value of --0.00046 per degree from reference 19.
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U _ TABLE 5.2.2.1-A
SUBSONIC WING-BODY ROL.LING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP

Midwing Configurations

No Dihedral

DATA SUMMARY

i f2  '0 L a

ACaIC. Test Calc.-Test Percent
-/Rsf. A h deg) 6 M (per dsgi (per dog) (per dog) E rror

4 2.0 0.6 58.1. 0.962 0.13 -0.0102 -0.0092 -0.0010 10.9

4.0 69.1 0.6810 -0.0083 -0.0089 0.0006 -6.7

6.0 59.__ 0.55__ ____ -0.0079 -00 1 0.00,04 -4.8
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a Il i il

TABLE 6,'-2.1-A ICONTD)

I C _ I4fIF;,
A~c/2 • C•€ TetPd.-• Pc•

Ref, A 4 d) b m fpw dew (per ýsw (; o&'. , ror
e/2--Cole-Tei

5 4.0 0.6 033 0.0 -0.0018 -0.0016 -0.0 12.5
0.80 --0.0018 -0.0020 0.0002 -10.0

0.93 -0,00"18 -0.0020 0.0002 -10.0

432 O. --0.0056 -0.0063 -0.0003 5.7

0,80 -0,009 -0.0057 -o.0002 3.5

"0.93 .-0.061 -0.00,0 -0.0001 1.7

6 2.0 0 4.0 1.62 0.00 --0.0057 --0.0052 -0.0005 9.6

"0.90 --0.0057 -0.0064 -0.0003 5.6

7 4.0 3.58 00713 0.13 -G.U0155 -0.0020 0.00045 -- 22.5

035 1.2-0134 -,05 -0.O 3.8

4,0 0.6 0 O60 -0.0018 -0.0014 -0.0004 28.6

0.93 -o.W08 -0.00188 0.00006 - 4.3

30.0 1.05 0.60 -0.0043 -0.0030 -0 0004 10,3

0.93 -0.0045 -0.0042 -0.0003 7.1

59. 1.38 0.60 -0.0069 -0.0074 0.0015 - 6.8

0.93 -0.0072 -0.0078 0.0006 - 7.7

9 4.0 0.3 40.9 1.i9 0.60 --0.0467 -0.00344 -0.00113 32.8

10 4.0 0.3 40.9 1.19 0.80 -0.00467 -0.00606 0.00039 - 7 7

11 4.0 0.6 43.16 0.873 0.13 -0.00655 -0.00506 -0.00047 9.3

4.0 C 26.6 1.06 0.40 --0.0024 -0.00"2i 0.00050 -17.2

13 2.31 0 40.9 1.53 0.40 -0.0049 -0.0049 0 0

2.0 0.6 41.2 1.30 0.60 -0.0076 -0.0079 0.0003 - 3.8
0.93 -0.007t -00.0060 0.004 . 5.0

6.0 o0.6 43.8 1.02 o.6 -00046 -Q.00504 o.00044 - 8.7

I -43.3 .40)52 -0.0064 0.0012 -18.8

18 4.0 ~03 40.9 1,1517 0.40 --0,0044 -0.0047 00003 - 64

""1 ! 0.80 -0.0047 -0.0052 0.0005 - 9.6

0.95 -o.o04 -0.0046 -o.0"12 4.3

4.U 1.0 45.0 1.146 0.40 -00 62 -0.0060 --O.OOD2 3.3

I I 0.80 -0.0086 --0.0063 0.0001 1.5

SI 0.95 -0.0067 -C.O00 0.o001 -15

Avwp Eeror .... 8.9%
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TAtE 5.2.2.1-0

EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL ON SUBSONIC ROLLING
MOMENT OUC~TO SIDESLIP

a. 0

DATA SUMMARY

Aci (C) A [(ACi)]

Re. A A~ (dso) b (do@) M per dw lper des) Ipardu) Enrw

5 4.0 0.6 0 0.139 50 01 .am F 4017 000022 -18.8

5.0 01 -00009 -0.00117 -. 0nA .

1:.0 0.09 -0.002 0.0003 -13.6

-1. A0.019 0.0022 '-0.0003 -13.6

4J 10.0 0"0 -0O.Om -0.002 0.000 -20.0

-10.0 0.0020 0.003 -0.0003 -13.0

10.0 0.93 -0.0021 -'1.002S 0,000P -26.0

-10.0 0.0021 0.0026 -00006 -10.2

0*432 6.0 00 -0.0000 -00~m 000011 -11.3

QZ05 bW7 -0.00011 -1`13

10.0 I -4=0073 -0.0096 0.0002 -11.3

-10.0 0.00173 00101687 -0.0014 - 7.6

I10.0 0*110 -0-0016 -0.00214 0.00034 -15.9

-10.0 0.W01 0.009 -0.000 - 5-3

10.0 0.93 -0.001 -0.0023 OAK*%4 -19.1K 10A ' 079v 00024 OA014

to 6.11 . 0 0.1 12 6.0 0.105 -0.002 -0.00116 -0.0 mm -4.2

Avm Er - 12

J...12



TABLE 522.1-C

EFFECT OF WING HEIGHT ON. SUBSONIC
ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP

DATA SU#tMARY

Ac 2 C.Ic Tact Cew. -Tat Pinramt
"ROf. A (dq) b b M lper dql (perdo tper o Errog

*17 3.0 0 33.6 0.144 -0.0601 0.25 -0.00W62 --0.0D005 j -0.00002 4.0

OBO -01100052000 520.0006 j 0.00006 13.3
0.90 -0.00052 --O.O0S6S 0.00014 -21.2

18 231 0 56.6 0.115 -0.0411 0.17 -0.0003 -,..OCA3 0.00m 14.3

0 -0.0r -0.0012 -0.0011 -0.0001 j 91
1 022 90.0012 0.0006 0.00025 26.3

. 513 --0.0-48 --0.00053 --00.0045 --00.0006 17.8

0W.08 o 0.00o63 0.00066 -o0000`12 -.18..

16 610 0.=O. 0 0.10170 -0.(1JA 0 10. -o.0_nr00 -0.00070 0.00dW(r.5 -'j.9

4 4 00622 o.D0072 0.00073 -0.00001 1.4

6.30 1.0 0.112" -00628 -0.00074 -0.00108 0.00034 -31.5

0j""6 I .000Th 0 00070 0.00006 11.4

0.112 -0.0443 -0.00047 -0.0•053 -0.000017 3.2

i 0.0496 0.000w 0.00064 -0.00005 - 71

6.10 0,333 -0.0376 -O&00044 -0.00062 0.00018 -29.0

0.0447 0 00052 0.00065 -0.00003 - 5

--9 .4 J -00382 -0.rJU•" -0.0D055 0.00011 -20.0

000443 0.00051 0.00040 0.00011 27.6

"E"liptical xor action, d d d8 uiv Average Error 15.0%
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TASLE 6.2.2. 1-t)

SUPERSONIC WING-4ODY ROLLING MOMENT DUE TC SIDESLIP

Midwing Configumtaions
No Dihedral

DATA SUMMARY

1 *C 'CL C /C1  A 0/CL)ALE Cmk- TWI Cakl.et-Ti tm

A.Re(. A (deq M t(perdiq (pwrdq) (per dqj Error

t9 4.0 0.2 49.4 2.01 -0.00161 -40019 0.00029 -15.3

.V 3.0 0.28 30.97 1.41 -0400231 -0.0023 -400001 0.4

2.01 I-,&0017 -40.009 0.0002 -10.5

16 4.0 0 45.0 1,40 -AD"-- -

2.0 0 e3.43 -. 00524 -0005- o.o,0 -1.1

2 30 021.70 -.4X --Q0040 0.00006 1.6
4 3.0 0.2 0.41 1.2 -. 00• -&. o 0o

S1 1 282 -00217 - - -

4.0 0.2 4.4 1.62 O--Q0-0- -

3.0 0.2 62.9 1,62 -0.04*9 - --

1 2.62 -- 00270 -400207 -0.003 30.4

22 3.0 0.25 31.0 2.60 -000179 -410012 --0.0005 46.2

I 2.• --00017 -0.00122 --0. M 30.3

3.0S -a0.01164 -).0014 --0, X)2 17.1

4.63 -4-00163 -0.00144 -0.00019 13.2

* 1.313 0.15 73.0 1* -6.00w -4)00&31 -0.0m &3

2.16 -40.0975 -060 -. 01 2A

I2.50 --400676 -000562 -0.00014 2.5

21 -0.0044 -0.00464 -x0.00000 65

#yjg " Wg of CNa wIN WW in CIPI CN/CL. AIerqe Aw oEr - - 12.7%
n
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TABLE 5.2.2.1-E

EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL ON SUPERSONIC ROLLING
MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP

Midwing Configurations
a- 0

DATA SUMMARY

("el ir (AIId (Cr

ALE d C ole. Test Plc.-TrcPI~ tLRef. A x (do@) (dOg) M (per d*) (pr deg) (per d4u) Error _"

[1 4.0 0.2 49.4 0.139 3.0 2.01 -0.00045 .-... 0046 0.00001 - 2.2

S-3.0 • 0.00045 0.00046 -0.00001 - 2.2

21 3.0 0.2 50.71 0.160 - 5.0 1.62 0.00086 0.00091 -0.00005 - 5.5

-10.0 0.00173 o.015 0.00023 15.3

j.0 2.62 0.00059 0.0o00 -0.0D001 - 1.7

o-10.0 00119 0.00116 0.00003 2.6

4.0 0.2 4.4 0.139 - 5.0 1.62 0.00002 L0000 0.00002 2.2

-10.0 0.00185 0.0016 0.00026 15.6

-5.0 2.62 0.00060 0.00056 0.00005 9.1

-10.0 0.00120 0.00106 0.00015 14.3

3.0 0.2 62.9 0.160 - 5.0 1,62 0.00071 0.00085 -0.00014 -16.5

-10.0 0.00143 0.0018 -0.00037 -20.6

-. 0 2.62 0.00081 0.0006 0.00001 1,7

--10`0 0.00123 0 ,0011 0.00013 11.8

3.0 0.25 31.0 0.146 3.0 2.50 -. 00035 -0.00041 0.0 -14.6

3.0 2.66 -0.000327 -4100036 0.000033 - 9.2!I
3.0 4.63 -0.00018 -0.00019 0.00001 - 5.3

1.313 0.15 73.0 0.233 3.0 1.80 -0.00027 -0.000 -000002 8.0

- 3.0 0.00027 0.00023 0.00004 17.4

3.0 2.16 --0.000282 -000026 -0.000022 6.5

"- 3.0 0.000282 000030 -0.000018 - 6.0

-3.0 2.50 -0.000273 -0.00022 -.00006•3 24.1

- 3.0 0.000273 0.00026 0.000023 9.2

3.0 2.846 -0.O002* -- :.00019 -0.00006 26.3

3.0 0.00021 0.00024 -0.00003 -12.5

S

"Avqera Error - - - 19.5%
n
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TABLE 5.2.2.1-F

EFFECT OF WING HEIGHT ON SUPERSONIC ROLLING

MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP

DATA SUMMARY

ALE __ Clio. Tast

Ref. A X (dog) b b M 4per dvW (pw lefd

19 4.0 0.2 4.A 0.139 -0.588 2.01 -0,00068 -0.00103

0.598 0.00GWB 0.00103

20 3.0 0.2 30.97 0.139 -0.398 lAI -0.00059 -0.00 10

0.388 0.0009 0.00120
I

I -0.588 2.01 -0.(X000 -0.0(0W

M 0.00068 0.00080

I2.12
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5.2.3 WING-BODY SIDESIP DERIVATIVE

5.2.3.1 WING-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE C,, IN THE
LINEAR ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE

The wing-body yawing moment due to sideslip can be considered as the sum of the yawing moments of
the body, the wing, and the wing-body interference. The wing contribution is important only at large
incidences and is deleted from the solution of wing-body yawing moment due to sideslip. The method
provided herein gives the total wing-body sideslip derivative Ca, as the sum of the body and wing-body
interference contributions.

The unstable directional stability contribution of the fuselage is dominant in this analysis, and since
"sknder-body theory predicts the body contribution to be essentially independent of Mach number, the
Smethod presented is considered to be valid for all speeds.

4 Experimental investigations have shown that the wing-body interference contribution to the yawing-
moment derivative is essentially independent of sweep, taper ratio, and Mach number. Furthermore, the
evidence of references 1, 2, and 3 is that the effect of wing vertical position on wing-body yawing
moment is small.

The maximum angle of applicability is limited to the linear-lift region. Above this angle-of-attack limi-
tation, separation occurs and both the wing and wing-fuselage interference have an appreciable effect on
the wing-bxdy sideslip derivative C,0 as a result of the changes in the magnitude and orientation of
the resultant force on the two wing semispans

DATCOM METHOD

All Spoeds

"The total wing-body sideslip derivative C39 , based on the product of total wing area and wing
wpan Sb,and referred to an arbitrary moment center, is given by

(C,,)W = -N KX1 .I -- (per degree) 5.2.3.1-a
-i:

where

KN is an empirical factor related to the sideslip derivative for body plus wing-body interfer-
ence, obtained from figure 5.2.3.1 -8 as a function of the body geometry.

K R1  is an empirical Reynolds-number factor obtained from figure 5.2.3.1 .9 as a function of
the fuselage Reynolds number.

SIS is the projected side area of the body.

is the length of the body.

5.2.3.1-1
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A comparison of results calculated by using this method with test data is presented as table 5.2.3.1-A.

It should be noted that the upper limit of the fuselage Reynolds number of the test data is 49.2 million.
For configurations at higher full-scale Reynolds numbers the method is expected to give results that are
satisfactory for preliminavy design.

Sample Problem

1. Given: The wing-body configuration of reference 12.

Body Characteristics:

li 4.1 ft SB = 1.35 sqft xm = 2.Sft h 0.416ft

w = 0.416 ft hI = 0.315 ft h2 = 0.388 ft

Wing Characteristics:

SW 2.25sqft b = 3.Oft

Additional Characteristics:

M 0.91 R1 = 3.87x 106 per ft

Compute:

* Xm 2.5

ID£ 4.1

1B 2 (4.1)2
- =- 12.45

Ss 1.35

00. .902
I h2 0O.388

h 0.416

w 0.416

5.23.31-2



KN = 0.00105 per deg (figure 5.2.3.1-8)

SRf • (3.87 x 106) in (3.87 x 106) (4.1) 15.87 x 106

K 1.567 (figure 5.2.3.1-9)

Solution:

(Cn,) W = -KN K, S-r - (equation 5.3.2. 1-a)

- -(0.00105) (1.567) 12.3 4.---0
2.25 3.0

= -0.00135 per deg (based on Sw b)

This compares with a test value of -0.00130 per degree from reference 12.r
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TABLE 5.2.3.1-A

WING-BODY YAWING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP

DATA SUMMARY -ALL SPEEDS

/bC-) 
(Cn\,W8 .R XmsS h KN Swb Kpi Cmlc. Test Percent

Ref M x 10-6 (ft) (ft) ( ft) h2  w (per dog) (cu ft) KR (per dog) (per dog) Error

4 0.13 3.09 1.93 4.0 1.76 1 1.008 1.0 0.0012 12.18 1.27 -0.00088 -0.00090 - 2.2

1.77 1.01 0.0012 1.27 -0.00090 -0.00090 0

5 0.13 2.32 1.26 2.5 0.833 1.0 1.0 0.00155 6,75 1.172 -0.00056 -0•0003 5,7

3.10 1.67 3.34 1.11 0.00145 1,232 -0.00099 -0.00090 10.0

4.64 2.5 .0 1,67 0.00000 1.316 --0.00130 -0.00170 -23.5

3.10 1.67 3.34 1.30 1.147 0.0016 1,232 -0.00127 -0.00140 - 9.3

1.25 0.93 0.00113 1.232 -0.0010 -0.0010 0

6 0.13 3.09 1.67 3.33 1.117 1.0 1.0 0.00120 6.76 1.232 -0.00081 -0.00090 -10,0

7 0.13 3.48 2.00 3.75 1.43 1.02 1.0 0.00130 6,75 1.257 -0.00129 -.0.00133 - 3.0

2.12 1 0.00138 1.257 -0.00138 -0.00150 - 8.0

- 2.00 1.29 4 0.00115 1.257 -0.00104 -0.00150 -30.7

2.12 0.00130 1.267 --0.00117 -0.00145 -19.3

2.00 1.738 2.213 0.00190 1.267 -0.00230 -0.0020D -11.5

2.12 V 0.00210 1.257 .-0.00255 -0.00270 - 5,6
8 0.13 49.2 23.91 56.16 181.33 1.0 1.0 0.00045 712.5 80 -000106 -000120 -11.7

1 0.17 5.27 2.26 4.5 1.29 1.02 1.0 0.00096 12.18 1.343 -0.00060 -0.00090 0
.7 I 0.00110 1.343 -0.00066 -0.00096 0

2.57 0.00140 1.343 -0,00179 -0.00200 -10.5

2 0.17 3.96 1.67 3.46 1.25 0.96 1.0 0.00106 6.75 1.283 -.0.00006 -0.00090 - 4.4

9 0.17 5.35 2.25 4.5 1.63 1.0 1.0 0.00100 10.94 1.345 -0.00090 -0.00100 --10.0

10 0.17 9,20 3.97 7.39 3.75 0946 1.0 0.00073 36.00 1.486 -0.00082 -0.0010 -18.0

11 0.20 10.8 72.0 152.9 1730.0 1.06 1.10 O.C*08 434,337 1.49 -0.00071 -0.00086 - 9.4

12 0.20 21.2 83.08 163.0 2800.0 1.03 1.0 0.00137 547,66 1,625 -0.00185 -0.00190 - 2.6
32..0, 1.., -0.00195 -0.00170 14.7

"46.0 4 4 4 4 1.79 -0.00204 -0,00187 9.1

13 0.2S 9.74 3.30 6.0 2.44 0.86 1.0 0.00092 13.86 1.468 -0.001421 -0.00120 18.3

- 8.80 5.42 2.17 0.83 0.00090 1.447 -0.00110 -0.00109 10.0

14 0.40 9.5 2.5 4.1 1.35 0.89 1.0 0.00106 6.75 1.464 -0.00126 -0.00130 - 3.1
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TABLE 6.2.3.1-A (CONTO)

-u , CO n"dwa (ý"PWB
R1  •n 18 s h. KN S.b O C.O Test Percent

Ref M x 1-6 (ft) IN (eq ft) 2 w (per dog) (cu ft) 1 (pmr dog) (per dog) Error

15 0.60 11.4 2.5 4.1 1.35 0.89 1.0 0.00106 6.76 1.408 -0.00129 -0.00130 -0.8

0.70 14.42 0.00105 1.548 --0.00133 -0.00130 2.3

o 15.38 0.00105 1.558 -0.00134 -0.00130 3.1

91 .87 15.80.00105 1.567 -0.00135 -0.00130 3.8

093 15.92 , 0.00106 1.567 -0.00136 -0.00130 3.8

16 0.80 8.0 3.18 5.04 2.03 0.8 1.0 0.00110 11.36 1.427 -0.00140 -0,00130 7.7

108 0.00110 1.483 -0.00147 -0,00135 8.9

517 0.80 .11 0.87 1.62 0.189 0.95 i. 0.00110 0.25 1.336 -0.00168 -0.00110 52.7

0.94 6.38 0.00110 1.380 -0,00174 -0.00160 8.7

0.0 5.11 0 .181 0.00098 1.336 -0.00144 --O0,006 - 4.0

0.94 6.38 f 0.0009 1.380 -0.00149 -0.00180 -17.2

18 0.90 13.88 2.60 4.56 1,64 0.98 1.0 0.00110 6.75 1.537 -0.00188 -0.00170 10.6

0.92 16.63 0.00110 1.576 -0.00192 -o.018o0 6.7

16 1.4 7.61 2.265 3.78 1.07 0,87 1.0 0.00095 .6.9 1.417 -0,00096 -0.00097 - 1.0

1 168.0 3.18 5.04 2.03 0.85 1. 0.00110 11.36 1.573 -O.On,16 -o.00130 20.0

1 . o 2.00 0.00110 1.62 -0.00160 -0.00140 14.3

20 1.41 S% 2 1.56 3.06 0.74 0.99 1.0 0.001 2.67 1.46. -0.00123 -0.00115 6.9

2.01 7.62 0,001 1 1.413 -0.00120 -0.00094 27.7

19 1.41 6.04 2.08 3.37 1.118 0.98 1.06 0.0015 5.10 1.37 -0.00152 -0.00150 1.3

I I 6.76 I 0.0015 1,36 -0.00151 -0.00165 - 8.6

2.0 6.00 • 0.0015 1 1.331 -0.00148 -0.00160 -75

20 14 9.11 1.73 3.4 0.738 0.97 t 0.00116 2.0 1.462 -0.00189 -0.00150 2,

8.79 8.790.00115 1.447 -0.00188 -0.00170 10.6

1 7.64 1.60 2.6 0.820 1.04 10 0.00170 2.35 1.416 -0.00227 -0.00253 -10.3

22 0.39 0.625 0.032 0.97 1.0 0.1 0.03 1.204 -0.00130 _0.0o0,5 36.8

2 3.215 0.0012 0.020 1.2 -0.j152 -0.0145 4.8

i ~ 1 1 1~0.00122 1.228 -0.00152 -0.00152 0 -
0.00122 0.023 1.228 -0.00132 -0.00127 3.9

3 2.01 9.747 1.734 3.04 0.717 0.95 1.0 0.00106 2.0 1.468 -0,00170 -0.00170 0

23 2.01 8.42 1.357 2.626 0.66 1.07 1.0 0.00130 1.07 1.437 -0.00297 -)0.00346 -13.9

24 2.01 3.38 1.50 2.74 0.71 1.06 1.34 0.00160 1.26 1.26 -0.00298 -0.00296 2.4

25 2.01 9.78 1.73 3.04 0.736 0.98 1.0 0.00115 2.0 1.468 -0.00189 -- 0,00175 8.0
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TABLE 5.2.3.1-,A (CONTD)

h -)W -"'w

NB h KN Swb K Co. Tat Prcent
Ref M x 1O- 6  Ift) (t) f(ift) 2 w (pow do) (cu ft) RI (per dq) (per dec) Error

26 2.01 7.02 1.385 2.09 0.3568 0.99 1.0 0.000150 3.43 1.40 -0.001116 -0.00625 9.8

27 2.29 10.6 1.968 3.43 0.962 0,966 1.0 0.00115 1.6d 1.485 -0.00255 -0.00273 - 6.6
,' II2.98I ] -0.00280 - 9.9

123 1 1 -0.00262 -2.7
4.65 - 0.0•"•,1 75 7.3

Avrage Error - -- 9.7%
n

I
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5.2.3.2 WING-BODY YAWING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT

C, AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

"The wing-bxdy yawing moment developed at combined angles is nonlinear with respect to both sideslip and angle
"of attack because of viscous cross-flow effects and cross-coupling of upwash and sidewash velocities. To obtain
the sideslip derivative C,,n, it is recommended that Cn " be calculated at several angles of attack for a small

sideslip angle (/36< 4O). Then at each angle of attack the yawing moment is assumed linear with sideslip for
small values of /6 so that

Cn.

A. SUBSONIC

No metwd is presently available for determining the wing-body yawing moment at large angles of attack and sub-
sonic speeds. The method presented herein is restricted to first-order approximations at relatively low angles of
attack.

DATCOM METHOD

It is recommended that the method of Section 5.2.3.1 be used in the linear-lift angle-of-attack range.

B. TRANSONIC

• No method is presently available for determining the wing-body yawing moment at large angles of attack and tran-
sonic speeds. The method presented herein is restricted to first-order approximations at relatively low angles of
attack.

DATCOM METHOD

It is recommended that the method of Section 5.2.3.1 be used in the linear-lift angle-of-attack range.

C. SUPERSONIC

'Me method for estimating the wing-body yawing-moment coefficient C.W. is based on the theory involved in esti-

mating Cy,. presented in Section 5.2.1.2. Therefore, the comments in that Section applying to the aerodynamics
of wing-body interference also apply to this Section but are not repeated here.

To obtain the wing-body yawing-moment coefficient it is necessary to apply the appropriate moment arm to the side-
,- force coefficient of Section 5.2.1.2. The center of pressure of the aerodynamic torces on the body at angle of attack

establishes one moment arm. No simple method is available for estimating the body-alone center of pressure. The
method suggested herein is necessarily tentative and will be updated cs information becomes available. Of course,
test values at the appropriate angle of attack are to be preferred. The position at which the wing-body interference
side force acts on the body establishes a second moment arm. In the method that follows, this position is expressed
as a fumction of the vertical location of the wing on the body and is based on the assumption that both the pressure
and viscous force components of interference act at the same location.

The same limitations apply to the estimation of the yawing moments as to the estimation of the side force: although
the wing leading edge should be supersonic, fair resuu' s are obtained for subsonic leading edges if the aspect ratio
is not too low. Furthermore, correlation of experimental and estimated values of the wing-body interference moment
indicates that the Oatcom method is in actuality only warranted for cases in which the mid-point of the wing root
chord is substantially displaced from the moment reference point.

S""5.2.3.2-1
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DATCOM MEMOD

The ynwing-moment coefficient for wing-body combinations at supersonic speeds is given by the equation

C, C. x. Cy'M 5:2.3.2-a

where

C.H is the body-alone contribution given by

I½,C 5.2.3.2-b
n Is - b

where

xW is the distance from the body nose to the moment center

Is is the body length

xC.P, is the distance from the body nose to the body center of pressure, measured in body lengths.
C.

This parameter is approximated by x,.,.
CL

where C. and CL are obtained from parar Aph C of Sections 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.1.2, respectively,
at a a!. The pitching-moment coefficient from Section 4.2.2.2 is referred to the body nose
(X,. 0).

bw is the wing span

Cya is the body-alone side-force coefficient obtained from Section 5.2.1.2

CV is the side-force interference contribution obtained from Section 5.2.1.2

""~m) is the distance from the body nose to the center of pressure of the wing-induced body side force

For midwing configurations

I. + 1, A c, 5.2.3.2-c

where

11 is the distance from the body nose to the juncture of the wing leading edge and body

For tangent wing configurations

Ism) A. + ~ *]5.2.3.2-d

where

x* is the distance to the center of pressure of the wing-induced body side force from the juncture of
the wing leading edge and the body at the prop', ingle of attack

xio- is the distance to the center of pressure of the wing-induced body side force from the junctue of
the wing leading edge and the body at zero angle of attack

x'" is obtained from figure 5.2.3.2-6

is obtained from figure 5.2.3.2-8
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Values for the incremenii"! coefficient resulting from the addition of wings in the mid and histh- ar•d lw-tjmgent
positions on circular bodiea, calculated using the second term on the right-hand side of equation 5.2.3.2-a, are

compared with experimental results in figure 5.2.3.2-5. This correiction is somewhat inconclusive in that for the

"* ' conventional wing locations considered the centers of pressure of the wing-body interference side forces are

close to the moment reference point. The resulting small yawing moments are likely no larger than the yawing

moments of the wing alone which are neglected in the method. Furthermore, exact knowledge of the wing effects

on the body cross-flow load distribution is precluded since the center of pressure of the body cross-flow loading

is not accurately known.

Sample Problem

Given: Configuration of the sample problem, paragraph C. Section 5.2.1.2. This configuration is also tested in

reference I of this Section. Some of the characteristics are repeated. Find the yawing-moment coefficient

developed by the wing-body combination at a = 12 and 3- 4.

Characteristics

In - 36.5 in. 1. - 15.62 in. x, 20.81 in. c,. 8.90 in. c,./d = 2.67

bw = 24.0 in. x,. = 0.36 at a! 12.650 (test results) M = 2.01 a' 12.65W

Compute:
Body-alone yawing-moment coefficient Cn,

q • C, 8 = -0.0238 (based on SO) (sample problem. paragraph.C, Section 5.2.1.2)

Cnn j[• - x t.o.J - CyB (equation 5.2.3.2-b)

= (0.57 - 0.36) 36.5 (-0.0238)

24.0

= -0.0076 (based on Swbw)

Wing interference yawing-moment coefficient

0.77 (figure 5.2.3.2-6)

xkG,', 0.90 (figure 5.2.3.2-8)

I~ =1.M (equation 5.2.3.2-d)

= 15.62 + 8.90 (0.71) (0.90)

z 21.78

4Cy -0.0162 (based on Sw) (sample problem, paregrph C•, Section 5.2.1.2)
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Solution:

Can C b= C+VW (equation 5.2.3.2-a)

= -0.0076 + .-- 1,78 (-0.0162)

24.0

-0.00695 (based on Swbw)

This compares with an experimental value (based on Swbw) of C.w3 ` -0.0070 from reference 1.

A comparison between calculated and experimental results for this configuration at sideslip angles of 2, 4, and
8 degrees and over an angle-of-attack range to 16 degrees is presented in figure 5.2.3.2 -4.
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5.3 TAIL-BODY COMBINATIONS IN SIDESLIP
5.3.1 TAIL-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Cy.K ii 5.3.1.1 TAIL-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Cy IN THE LINEAR ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE

The contributions of panels present in the empennage to the vehicle sideslip derivative Cy. are presented in this sec-
tion for speeds ranging from low subsonic to hypersonic. The methods presented include the mutual interference
effects of the wing, body, and the horizontal panels.

A. SUBSONIC

" "L- At subsonic speeds the vehicle body and horizontal tail affect the flow on the vertical tail in such a way as to in-

crease the effectiveness of the vers ,cal tail. This phenomenon, known as the 'end-plate effect," is frequently repro-
sented by an effective change in panel aspect ratio required to give the sane lift effectiveness as the actual panel
in the presence of the other vehicle components. Interferences also exist between the vertical tail, the body, and
any forward lifting surface.

In the literature, these mutual interference effects are treated in various ways. In some cases, the -wing-body wake
and sidewash effects are treated independently of the body and horizontal-tail end-plate effects. The British are
notable for this approach. In other cases, all the interference effects are lumped into a single vertical-tail elfec-
tiveness parameter. One of the methods presented herein uses this latter approach.

The effect of each of the vehicle components on the subsonic vertical-tail effectiveness is discussed in the follow-
ing paragraphs.

Effect of Body Cross Flow

A body in sideslip exhibits a flow characteristic similar to a cylinder in cross flow. For potential fiow the peak
local velocity occurs at the top af the cylinder and is equal to twice the free-stream cross-flow velocity. Actually,
sepastion e..ists on the leeward side, reducing the peak velocity from the potential-flow value. In either case,
the velocity decays to the free-stream cross-flow value with distance from the body surface, Thus, it is to be ex-
pected that tail-body combinations with large bodies and small tails have a greater effectiveness per unit area
than combinations with large tails and small bodies. This trend is exhibited by test data. The vertical panel itself
causes a load carry-over from the panel onto the body. This carry-over increases the effectiveness of the vertical
panel and is included in the methods presented.

Effect of Horizontal Surface

The presence of a horizontal panel in the vicinity of a vertical panel causes a change in the pressure loading of
the latter if the horizontal panel is at a height where the vertical panel has an appreciable gradient, i.e., at a
relatively high or low position. Test data substantiate the greater effectiveness of horizontal panels in these
positions and the relative ineffectiveness of a horizontal panel at the midspan position on the vertical panel.

Effect of Wing-Body Wake and Sidewanh

The effect of wing-body wake and sidewash on the effectiveness of the vertical panel is discussed in detail in
Section 5.4.1. This effect is implicitly included in only one of the methods presented herein (Method 3).

everal approaches to this problem have been taken in the literature. Reference 1 presents a method accounting
for the effects of body size relative to vertical-panel size, and dealing with horizontal-tail height ranging from
positions on the body to the top of the vertical. This method apears to be the most accurate one available. It is
presented in tdis Section as Method 1.

Reference 2 contains a method which is also widely used. Included in this method is a chart for twin tails that is
*. presented in this stction. The charts give the average lift-curve slope of the two panels. (The interferences and

: hence the individual lift-curve slope of the panels differ somewhat.)

A different approach is given in reference 3. This method is based on the assumption that the ratio of the
increment in side force due to the addition of a vertical panel to the side force developed by the panel alone
is the same as the ratio of the increment in apparent mass of the cross section at the base of the empenriage
with panel added to the apparent mass of the panel alone. The development of the aplyarent-mass concept is
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given in many places in the literature, e.g., reference 4. The panel alone is taken to be the actual panel
reflected about a reflection plane. This assum,)tton implies two-dimensionad flow and a slender
configuration with all surfaces of the empennage lying in the base plane of the configuration. It is shown in
refercice 3, however, that good accuracy is o0t3ined for nonslender configurations where the longitudinal
locations of the separate surfaces are not in .e base plane. This method is limited to configurations in
which the horizontal surfaces are mounted on the body or configurations with no horizontal surface. The
charts for this method arm also used for the supersonic method.

There are sow..; adiitional effects that are not accounted for by these methods. For instance, dorsal fins
may cause a ionsiderabic error in the values obtained, although the effe..t of dorsal fins is more pronounced
at the higher angles of sideslip. The use of lift-curve slopes for double-delta wings may decrease this error. A
method for calculating the lift-curve slope of double-delta wings is presented in Section 4.1.3.2 under the
nonstraight-tapeced-wing methods. Dihedral in the horizontal surfaers is known to change the pressure
loading on the vertical panel and hence its effectiveness. For rapidly converging bodies, flow separation
frequently exists at the juncture of the vertical panel with the body. This effect generally decreases the
effectiveries of the vertical tail and is not accounted for by the methods included herein. Similar effects
can result when the maximum thickness of two orthogonal panels are made to coincide.

Method I 
DATCOM METHODS

Vertical Panels on Plane of Symmetry

The contribution of the vertical panel to the sideslip derivative Cy. is detennined by the following steps
(reference I).

Step 1. The effective aspect ratio of the vertical panel is determined by means of the equation

(A)v()(A
= (Ak H [ (A)v(B) - J ...-

where (A)v(5)(A- is die ratio of the aspect ratio of the vertical panel in the presence of the body
(A)v to that of the isolated panel. This ratio is given in figure 5.3.1.1-22a as a

function of span-to-body-diameter ratio and tail taper ratio.

(A)v is.the geometric aspect ratio of the isolated panel with the span and area of the

panel measured to the body center line.
(A)v(Hn) (A)V(HE)""(Ak "B - is the ratio of the vertical-panel aspect ratio in the presence

(A)v(B() (A)vm of the horizontal tail and body to that of the panel in the

(A)v presence of the body alone. This ratio is given in figure
5.3.1.1-22b as a function of the horizontal and vertical

position of the horizontal tail on the vertical panel.

KH is a factor accounting for the relative size of the horizontal and vertical tails,
obtained from figure 5.3.1.1-2 2 c.

Step 2. The lift-curve slope of the vertical panel is determined from paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2, with
the effective aspect ratio of the vertical panel determined from equation 5.3. 1,1I-a,

Step 3. The wake and sidewash effects as represented by the parameter I + -- are presented
q_

in Section 5.4.1 for the appropriate Mach number and vehicle geometry.

5,3.1.1-2



Step 4. The increment in Cvy due to the vertical panel is given by the equation (based on wing area)
"(ACYd(wl z -k(CL)4")v + aqS 5.3.1.1-b

\1 a/ q Sw

where (C,,)v is obtained from Step 2

1 1- is obtained from Step 3

k is an empirical factor obtained from figure 5.3.1.1-22d

_., is the ratio of the vertical panel area (measured to the body centerline) to the total
S, wing area

This method is substantiated by test data in table 5.3. 1. I-B.

Method 2

Twin Vertical Panels

The contribution of twin vertical panels mounted on the tips of a horizontal tail or wing is given by the following
steps. This method (from reference 2) includes the effects of the wing-body wake and sidewash.

Step 1. Determine the ratio of the effective to actual aspect ratio, AL, from figure 5.3.1.1-24a as a function
of the geometric variable shown. A

Step 2. Determine the lift-curve slope of the equivalent rectangular vertical panel (Cwv,, from figure 5.3.1.1-2.1b;
use the effective aspect ratio tound in Step I and the total trailing-edge anglo of the airfoil section.

Step 3. The increment in vehicle sideslip derivative Cy c due to the twin panels (based on total wing area) is
given by the equation

- (09 %(SWO) 5.3.1. 1-c
).X(Cp,)veff )v S Sw

where - is obtained from figure 5.3.1.1-24c for the appropriate geometry shown( C Y 'd) V ~ t r

'a(Cp)•) is obtained from Step 2 above

"S". is the area of a single vertical panel

There are not sufficiatt data existing to substantiate the accuracy of this method, although reference 2 indicates
that the method is accurate to within ± 10 percent.

-- Method 3

A third ge(eral method is based on the v,-rk in reference 3. This method is limited to configurations in which the
horizootal tail is mounted on the body or configurations with no horizontal tail. It is discussed in the introduction
to this Section. The charts of this method are also used in the supersonic method of paragraph C.

The method as presented for the vertical panel estimates the increment in Cy. due to the addition of one panel in
the m-il•,inage mid includes the effects of all existing panels on the added panel. An extension of the method to
determine the total empennage side force due to sideslip at subsonic speeds which results from the addition of all
panels present in the empennage is presented in paragraph A of Section 5.6.1.1.

6.3.1.1-3



Contribution of Vertical Panel

The side force-curve slope (based on total wing area) of a vertical panel added to an empennage is given by the
equation

-S. 5.3.1.1-d

Where the subscript l refers to the added vertical panel (either an upper vertical stabilizing
surface V or a lower vertical stabilizing surface U)

(CLQ), is the lift-curve slope of the isolated vertical panel mounted on a reflection plane from
paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2. For this calculation the aspect ratio must be taken as
twice the aspect ratio defined by the average exposed span and exposed area.

8,. is the area of the exposed vertical panel

K is the apparent mass factot from figures 5.3.1.1-25a through 5.3.1.1-25nn. When using
these figtres the vertical panel for which the contribution to Cyp is desired is termed
the 'added panel' and other panels existing in the empennage are termed the 'existing
panels" as shown schematically in sketch (a).

The body radii dimensions r. and r2 are defined in the region of the tail panels. If
these dimensions change in this region the average values should be used. In general
interpolation procedures must be used since the geometry rarely coincides with that of
a specific figure. Since the variation of parameters between figures is generally non-
linear, graphical interpolation using at least three points is recommended. An index of
the K charts and the range of variables covered by each is presented as table 5.3.1.1-A.

EXISTING
VETICAL

bH /2

of rg
b,/2

+t
ADDE
VERTICAL
PANEL

SKETCH (a)

Although the sketches on the figures show only the upper vertical panel as the added
panel, the added panel can be either the upper or lower vertical panel. Special mention
is made of figures 5.3.1.1-25g through 5.3.1.1-25p. Figures 5.3.1.1-25g through 5.3.1.1-25k
are used to estimate the 1i value due to adding an upper ;ertical stabilizing surface to a
body with the horizontal surface in the high tangent position. These figures also apply in
estimating the K value due to adding a lower vertical stabilizing surface to a body with
a horizontal surface located in the low tangent position. Figures 5.3.1.1-251 through
5.3.1.1-26 are used in the same manner as figuree 5.3.1.1-25g through 5.3.1.1-25k
except tlat the horizontal surface is tangent to the body on the side opposite to which
the panel is added.
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Apparent mass factor solutions for bodies other than circular or elliptic cross sections
are not available. In treating bodies of other cross-sectional shapes the assumption is
made that the ratio of height to width, rl/ru, is the important parameter and that details
of the body contour are of secondary importance. This assumption has been ised in
reference 3, where the body was other than circular or elliptic, and the resulting corre-
lation with experiment was as good as for the cases to which the figures apply directly.

The case of a vertical tail added to an empennage consisting of a horizontal panel lo-
cated at other than the mid-position on the elliptical body is not covered by the K charts
(see table 5.3.1.1-A). To handle such a case, either the body must be considered cir-
cular and an interpolation made for horizontal panel height, or the horizontal panel must
be assumed located at the mid-position and an interpolation performed between r1 /r2
ratios. A comparison of the effect of both horizontal panel location and body shape on
the K factor should be made in determining the proper approach to the K factor solution.

Contribution of Horizontal Tail

"" In determining the total empennage side force due to sideslip which results from the addition of all panels present
*.' ic the empennage the horizontal tail must be added first (see method 3, paragraph A, Section 5.6.1.1). Although

. the horizontal tail contribution to Cy. is usually small and for most calculations can be neglected; it can provide
a significant contribution to the sideslip derivative C,.

The contribution to the sideslip derivative C, (based on total wing area) of a horizontal tail added to a body is
given by

(AC YI8H)B - Km)(CYA)B 5..Sw -

- ( )where is the side force due to sideslip (based on body reference area, SBB.!) obtained from Section

4.2.1.1 by conversion of the body lift-curve slope i.e.; (Cy -L

KHM) is the apparent mass factor due to the addition of a horizontal tail in the.presence of a body for
the appropriate tail span aid vertical position from figure 5.3.1.1-25oo.

For a horizontal tail mounted at an intermediate position on the body (between mid- and high- or
low-tangent position), the following second order interpolation using the equation of an ellipse

should be applied

K K) KHigh or jLo"'*() 2
"A substantiation table comparing experimental data with results calculated by this method is shown in table 5.3.1.1-B.
A comparison is made in this table of the relative accuracy of Method 1 and Method 3.

4 • Sample Problems

1. Method 1

Given: The configuration of reference 6 consisting of wing, body, horizontal tail, and vertical tail. Find the effect
of adding the vertical tail to the wing-body-horizontal tail combination.

Wing Characteristics

Aw 3.0 Sw 576.0 sq in. bw = 41.56 in. Zw 0 Av 4w =450
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Horizontal Tail Characteristics

Al = 4.0 SH = 121.6 sq in. - b = 22.42 in. ZH1 0

Vertical Tail Characteristics

AV 1.50 Sv= 153.7 sq in. by = 15.23 in. Cry = 17.40 in. xv = 0.160

Ac,,v - 41.90 Airfoil: NACA0003.5-64

Adih ona Characteristics

M = 0.25 r1 :2.8 in. d 6.0 in. x/Cv 0.55

Compute:

(c L)v = 6,18 per rad (Section 4.1.1.2)

K c 0.984
27T

bv/2r1 = 2.72

(A) vcn) 1.47 (fi'gure 5.3.1.1-22a)
(A)v

(A) '/(1)
(A)vca) ( (A)v = 2.20( A)v

SH/SV = 0.820
KC. = 0.83 (figure 5.3.1.1-22e)

ZH1 /bv -0

(A) vM)
= 1.10 (figure 5.3.1.1-22b)(A) v(B)

Sv/Sw= 0.267

* ~~zw/d 0 FA i

A.,1  (A)v(B) 1 + KH -) 1 2.38. (equation 5.3.1.1-a)
[(A) v(B) J

A,,, [A2 + tan2  /'v = 3.193

CLa

A,- = 1.08 (figure 4.1.3.2-49)Aerr

( Ci.0 .2 + C.0> &2 p /w 0.4 0.009 Aw = 1.230 (equation 5.4.1-a)

k 0.87 (figure 5.3.1.1-22d)
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Solution:

(A Cyk•)vo V =B -k (CI, v( ( + X (equation 5.3.1.1-b) *,. Sw

=-0.734 per rad

This compares with an experimental value of - 0.76 per radian obtained from reference 6.

2. Method 2

Given: A configuration consisting of wing, body, and twin vertical panels mounted on the tips of a horizontal tail.
Find the effect of adding the twin vertical panels to the configuration.

: " Twin Vertical Tail Characteristics
AV 1.39 by- 5.0f bv = 4.0uft Sv = 18.0 f 5TE-v - 10'

Additional Characteristics

Sw =144.0 sq ft AB 55-0 ft bH =12.0 ft r,- 1.50 ft

Compute:

bV,/bv = 0.80

B(51.20 (figure 5.3.1.1-24a)
A

AT A.ff = 1.67

(CY/)Votf, = 2.40 (figure 5.3.1.1-24b)

k 2r,/be 0.6

bH/In = 0.22

(CY•)v•a)= 0.61 (figure 5.3.1.1-24c)
(CGyp)v~tf

Solution:
(C-Y,8) vCBM 2 Sv

iii'i:(ASCYi6)v(WBa)= (y3%f S (equation 5.3.1.1-c)

Sw 0. 366 per rad

3. Method3

Given: A configuration of reference 10 consisting of wing, body, horizontal tail, and vertical tail. Find the effect
of adding the vertical tail to the wing-body-horizontal tail configuration.

Vertical Tail Characteristics

Av =1..37 Sv -= 48.6 sq in. Sv 1 = 36.2 sq in. Al2v l 39.4

XSv = 0.645 kv. = 0.60 bv = 8.25 i, NACA 65W08 airfoil

12(ir 35.3.1.--7
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Additional Characteristics

M =0.13 rl =1.20 r2 =2.65 = 6.70 in. Sw = 324 rcin.
2

Compute:

(cta)v = 6.67 per rad (Section 4.1.1.2)

K (c- )v 1.06 (ratio of section lift-curve slope to 27T)27T

2Av. 2.74
2 Av. 

:K [A82 + tan',A2v]= 3.26

(Ct)v

2 A = 1.08 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

(CL,)V= (1.08) (2A44) 2.96 per rad (based on Svo)

Determine Lhe apparent-mass factor due to adding the upper vertical stabilizer to the wing-body-horizontal tail
configuration. In this case the empannage consists of the body, horizontal tail, and upper vertical stabilizer."". he apparent-mass factor to be found is that due to adding the upper vertical stabilizer to the combination of
body and horizontal tail, Kv(HB)

0,451, (2/=) 0.396, (b) = 1.000, = 0.1455

exiating dd
panel panel

Using the above parameters and table 5.3.1.1-A it is seen that KvasB) is obtained by interpolation from figures

5.3.1.1-25s, -25t, -25u for r,/r 2 = 0.333, 5. 3 -1.1-25y, -25z, -25aa for rI/r 2 = 0.667; 5.3.1.1-25c, -25d, -25e for
rl/r 2 = 1.000. An interpolation between those values of Kv(WO gives, for r,/r 2  0.451

Ka 1.13L.

K .K

Solution

(AC, ) -K(CI.•) L" (equation 5.3.1.I-d)

Svo

(AC '8 o V(WBH) -Kvqx ) (C S)v SW

-- (- 1.135) (2.96)\32

- -0.375 per rad (based on Sw)

This corresponds to an experimental value of -0.367 per radian obtained from reference 10.
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B. TRANSONIC

The side force on a vertical panel depends on three general factors. These are the lift characteristics of the panel
itself, the effect of the wing-body wake and sidewash, and the interference effects of the body and horizontal curface.

The lift characteristics of the isolated panel at transonic speeds can be estimated by methods such as that described
in paragraph B of Section 4.1.3.2. The wake and sidewash, on the other hand, are affected by the detailed geometry
of the flow field, which can be radically changed by relatively rsiinor variations in the vehicle geometry. This is
true because of the sensitivity of transonic flow to local contour and area distribution changes and because of shock-
induced boundwy-layer separation. In addition, the vertical panel is usually contained in a small segment of the
"flow field so that local variations in the field can have pronounced effects upon the resultant forces on the tail.
The interference effects of the body and horizontal tail at txansonic speeds are likewise sensitive to local configu-
ration geometry and cannot be eliminated.

Because of the above reasons, the vertical tail contribution to the siderlip derivative Cy. is difficult to estimate
reliably, and its value is usually obtained by wind-tunnel testing or estimated irbm comparison wit similar con-
figurations.

DATCOM M*ETHOD

No method is available in the literature tar estimating this derivative and none is presented in the Daicom. How-
ever, some data in this speed regime can be found in references 11, 12, and 13.

C. SUPERSONIC

The problem of estimating the effectiveness of panels in the empennage in generating side forces due to sideslip
at supersonic speeds is complicated by the presence of shock waves. These shock waves cause marked regions

. of differentiation on the surfaces of an added panel (see sketch b). Each region is characterized by different Mach
numbers, pressures, and velocity directions. In addition, vortices from the body and the wake from the forward lift-
ing surfaces can have important effects on the forces generated. The method presented herein, taken from reference
3, doea not account for the effects of voitices and wakes. However, these effects are small at low angles of attack.

DATCOM METHOD

The method of this Section is for estimating the increment in Cy. due to the addition of a panel (either a vertical
stabilizer or a horizontal tail) in the empennage. The vertical panel coit-ribution includes the effects of all exist-
ing panels on the added panel. An extension of the method to determine the total empennage side force due to side-
slip at supersonic speeds which results from the Mdditin of all panels present in the empennage is presented in
paragraph C of Section 5.6.1. 1.

The method is based on the same apparent mass concept as used in Method 3 of paragraph A. A weighted apparent
mass factor is obtained for each region defined by a system of Mach lines characteristic of the configuration. The
total effective apparent mass K' is then determined and used to obtain the desired force contribution of the added
panel.

This method is limited to configurations in which the horizontal tail is mounted on the body or configurations with
"no horizontal tail.

Contribution of Vertical Panel

When adding a vertical panel to a configuration, the following general procedure is used. However, a more thorough
understanding will be gained by studying the sample problems.

"Step 1. Construct the Mach lines sin7' 1)emenating from the exposed root chord leadin- and trailing edges

of all panels other than that to be added, as shown in sketch (b). (This is an approximation to the hori-
zontal panel flow field boundaries strictly applicable to a flat plate airfoil at zero argle of attack and does
not account for the effects of vortices and wakes.)

65.3.1.1-9
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(r 1)
SKETCH (b)

Step 2. Determine the areas or regions on the added panel affected by each vehicle component, S1 , S2, S1, etc.

Step 3. Determine the body-radius-to-semi-span ratios for each region for both the horizontal and vertical surfaces.
The vertical span of a given regivn is taken as the total span of the added panel measured to the body centi
line, as shown in sketch (b). The semi-span of horizontal surfaces (wings and horizontal tails) is the max-
imum semi-span of these surfaces. The radius of the body for a given region is taken to be the average
radius for that region.

Step 4. The apparent mass factors K for each region are determined from figures 5.3.1.1-25a through 5.3.1.1-25nii
using the geometry ot each region as determined in Step 3. In determining the K factors for each region any
poin lyig forw•ard of the Mac.h line from the letiding-edge body juncture of a panel does not feel the

presence of the panel, and any point lying behind the shock wave drawn from the trailing-edge body junc-
ture of a panel does not feel the presence of the panel. For example, referring to sketch (b), the upper
vertical panel is divided into three regions of influence. Region S I senses the presence of the body and
the wing; region S2 only the body; and region S3 the body and ,' c lower vertical stabilizer. Interpolation
for the appropriate geometry must frequently be made when using these charts. It ia recommended that at
least three points be used in these interpolations because of the nonlinearities of the characteristics in-
volved. (See Method 3 of paragraph A for a general discussion on the use of the K charts.)

Step 5. Each apparent mass factor is reduced by the ratio of the area of its region on the added panel (Step2) to
the total exposed panel area.

Step 6. The total effective apparent-mass factor for the added panel K' is then the sum of those calculated for
each region (Step 5). For example in the case illustrated in sketch (b), K' of the upper vertical panel in
the presence of wing, body, horizontal tail, and ventral is given as

S S2 S
K' K v(wa) . + K vm) -- + Kvu B -

Step 7. 'Me side-force curve slope(based on total wing area) of a vertical panel added to an empennage is given
byJ

(ACv• = -K' (C)p -1-t

where the subscript p and S-. are as defined in Method } of paragraph A, and (Cri.)P is the normal-force-
curve slope of the isolated vertical panel mounted on a reflection plane, from paragraph C of Section
4.1.3.2, based on twice the aspect ratio defined by the average exposed span aid exposed area.

I
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Contribution of Horizontal Tail

In determining the total empennage side force due to sideslip which results from the addition of all panels present
in the empennage the horizontal tail must be added first (see paragraph C, Section 5.6. 1.1). Although the horizontal
tail contribution to Cy. is usually small and for most calculations can be neglected; it can provide a significant
contribution to the sdeslip derivativeC

The contribution to the sideslip derivative C• (based on total wing area) of a horizontal tail addeti to a body is
.- given by

(CKS-• SBR 5.3, 1. 1-g

V H() 'CP)BS..t SW

where K H(1), ( CYO)B' and SBRet are as defined in Method 3 of paragraph A

SaetFu is the ratio of the actual projected side area of the fuselage to that of the extended fuselage as deter-

Sext mined by Mach lines (u= sin- 1originating from the leading and trailing edge of the exposed root

chord (see sketch (c)

- S,,, measured to termination of actual body

St measured to end of extended body

SKETCH (c)

This method is substantiated in table 5.3.1.1-C (from reference 3).

Somple Problems

1. Given: The configuration of reference 16 consisting of wing, body, horizontal tail, and upper vertical stabilize
Find the effect of adding the vertical tail to the wing-body-horizontal tail combination.

bv

2

Vertical Tail Characteristics

AV = 1.59 Av. = 1.48 Sv = 35.3 sq irt. Sve = 21.9 sq in. ALEV - 50.40

Xv = 0.153 X;v = 0.192 bv = 7.48 in. NACA 65A005 airfoil

5.3.1.1-11
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Additional Characteristics

M =1.61 sin-' 38.5 rF, 1.78 in. r2= 1.78 in.

H= 6.06 in. Sw 160.4 sq in. 81 = 19.9 sq in. 82 = 2.0 sq in.

zH =0 (horizontal tail on body centerline)

Compute:

2Av. tan ALto = 3,575

/3~~ =M - 1. 265

tan ALE 0.955

ff(CN;)v .3.90 per rad (figures 4.1.3.2-56a,.-56b, -56c interpolated for Xv, 0.192)

(CN,)v = 3.08 per red (based on Syo)

Determine the effective apparent mass ratio due to adding the vertictl stabilizer to the wing-body-horizontal
stabilizer combination. The empennage in this case consists of body, horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabil-

izer. The effective apparent mass ratio to be found is that due to adding the vertical stabilizer to the body and
horizontal tail, K

Referring to the configuration sketch, the region S, senses only the body, while S2 senses both the body and the
horizontal stabilizer. Therefore, the effective apparent mais ratio is given by

K vain) = K va, S" + K VIHlB,

Determine KvW)

(,tf'000 y;~ 1-1=028;1K(r, 1000• added eb]xisting•

panel panel

using the above parameters and table 5.3.1.1-A it is seen that KvB) is ubtained from figure 5.3.1.1-25a

Kv(B) = 1.25

Determine Kv( ".j

(72% i ýoo;Q/2) o. a d('4 d existing

added

panel panel

Using the above parameters and table 5.3.1.1-A it is seen that K vmHB is obtained from figures 5.3.1.l-25b,

. -25c, and -25d interpolated for (r2/bH-) = 0.2932

.. ,. KVaB) = 1.3-15

= (l.25)(! t)+ (1.375)(2.3= 1.26".-1.9 21.9/

53.1.1-2
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Solution:

0 (t s) S ( - (equation 5.3.1.1-0
SW 

S
(AC Y) 2._.(CN)v

.: . • = ( - '1 .2 6 ) ( 3 .0 8 ) 6 .

= -0.529 per rod (based on w)

This compares with an experimental value of -0.486 per radian from reference 16.

• ", 2. Given: The confiriration of reference 18 consisting of wing, body, upper vertical stabilizer and lower vertical

stabilizer. Find the effect of adding the upper vertical stabilizing surface to the wing-body-lower verti-
cal stabilizer combination.

2 I

Up'er Vertical Tail Characteristics

Av = 1.29 Ave 1.12 $v 43.5 sq in. Svo = 31.6 sq in. ALy 32.50

X = 0.42 kv= 0.482 by 7.48 in. airfoil: wedge nose, slab sides (constant thickness)

Additional Characteristics

M = 2.01 u= sin' =29.80 r, = 1.50 in. r2 1.50 in.

Sw = 144 sq in. -- = 12.0 in. S, = 16.35 sq in. S2 = 14.10 sq in. S3  1.15 sq in.

zw 0 (wing on body centerline) bu = 3.05 in.

41.J.1.1-13
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Compute:

2Avo tan A Lxv 1.425

8 - VM•-- 1 1.744

tan A L E,=v 0.365

(CWN)v = 3.68 per red (figures 4.1.3.2-56c, -56d, -56e interpolated for XVo 0.482)

(CN.)v = 2.12 per rad (based on Sv.)

Determine the effective apparent mass ratio due to adding the upper vertical stabilizer to the wing-body-lower
vertical stabilizer combination. The empennage in this case consists of body, upper vertical stabilizer and
lower vertical stabilizer (ventral). The effective apparent mass ratio to be found is that due to adding the upper
vertical stabilizer to the body and ventral, KTBmt.

Referring to the configuration sketch, the region S senses the wing and the body, S2 senses only the body and
S8 senses both the body and the ventral. Therefore, the effective apparent mass ratio is given by

K' K v =Kvw)-L +KvC S + K v( S

Determine KvW)

(r) 1.00;/ )2 0. 125;( r, 0.200
addedpeanl

The ventral surface is not felt in region SI, therefore

( 1=.0
existing
panel

Using the above parameters and table 5.3.1.1-A it is seen that K-YVB) is obtained from figures 5.3.1.1-25b,

-25c, -25d interpolated for (r2/-) 0.125

K vo) -- 1. 36

Determine K vM)

1.000; = 0.200; r 1.000 (region S2 does not sense the ventral)

added oxiatlng
panel panel

Using the above parameters table 5.3.1.1-A it is seen that Kvyr) is obtained from figure 5.3.1.1-25a

K v~M= 1.13

5.3.1.1-14



", .Determine K%.Mtr,

1.) i0o;1jL 0.206;(L) =0.492
i..2 ("):; v bV.,.

added existing
panel panel

Using the above parameters and table 5.3.1.1-A it is seen that , is obteined fi~nm figure 5.3.!.1-25a
interpoiated for (r1/b)u = 0.492

K vcauo = 1.24

(1.36)(163 M+ ;1,13,I410 Lo + (1.24),1.)
J1.60) 3.60/)/

-"1.253

Solution:

(A Cy•)= -K' (CNd)p S, (equation 5.3.1.1-f)
SW

S\.
(A C Y 1) .'BL : - K ' . ta (C N 4)v

1.253) (2.12) 31.60\
(144.0/

-0.583 per rad (based on Sw)

This compares with an experimental value of -0.601 per radian from reference 18.

D. HYPERSONIC

A general discussion of hypersonic flow is given in paragraph D of Section 4.1.3.3 and in the references cited thereiin.
The application of theories to tail components is complicated by the flow disturbances of fbrward componcnts (body
and wings) in the form of vortices, shock waves, and wakes. In generai. these effects have not been generalizvd and
specific configurations must either be compared to similar configurations for which data exist or be submit.ted to a
test program. The recommendations of the Datcom for this speed regime are ihecessarily tentative and will be up-
dated as information becomes available.

DATCOM METHOD

For configurations in which the tail panels are mounted on the body, it is recommended that the supersonic inethod
described in paragraph C be applied at the higher Mach numbers. However, this method has. not been substantiated
beyond a Mach number of 6.86 (see table 5.3.1.1-C).

Alternatively, the vertical-panel contribution to Cy• maý be estimated by the hypersonic small-disturbance theory,
which gives a local pressure coefficient of

.Cp 1-'6+1) 48)"".'(3±s) ± 4  (M2 -1)(.3 _3±)2

where 6 is the local slope of the surface ofthe vertical panel with respect to the vertical plam of ,ymmetrv in
radians

y is the ratio of specific heats

-8 is the sideslip angle in radians

-.: . , -1-1-



The sign of (6 ± 8) should be chosen to give the correct local angle of sideslip.
The plus sign before the radical in equation 5.3.1.1-h applies to the compression side of the surface and the minus
sign to the expansion side. The equation is strictly valid only for sharp-edged sections and for 8 << 1. For a slab-
sided section the pressure coefficient becomes the side-force coefficient directly (based on exposed panel area).
For very high Mach numbers, Newtonian flow can be assumed. The pressure coefficient for this case is

Cp = 2sin2 (3 ± 8) 5.3.1.1-i

Care must be taken to assure that portions of the panels that are *blanketed" by forward components, i,e., are not
"seen" from the free-stream direction, are not included in the calculation. In these regions the pressure coefficient
is assumed to be zero. The pressure coefficient is also assumed to be zero on the leeward side of the panel when
the sideslip angle 6 is greater than the local panel slope S.

T'cse methods have not been substantiated, since not enough test data are available.

Sample Problem

Given:

_ . S. 3  .2 S2 .3 M 5.0 y =1.4
Sv $v Sv

Compute (for/ = 10):

= 1 1.20 L
2 C*

+ 1.44iE"'cl

M2 -1=24 
SECT AA

S± I (rad)

Region Compression Side* Expansion Side*

1 .04240 .+.00750
2 .01745 -. 01745
3 -. 01396 -. 04886

Values of pressure coefficient, Cp, calculated for each region by means of equation 5.3.1.1-h are listed in the fol-
lovw'Ing table (plus signs are used for flow compressions and minus signs for flow expansions in both tables).

C,

Region Compression Side Expansion Side
1 .01960 +.00300
2 .00748 -. 00674
3 -. 00546 -. 01728

•I-'nr a• i,nilar slab-,idld surface. In actuality. both sides of region I are In compression and both sides of region 3 are In an expansion field.
• it.



Solution:

The sum of the pressure coefficients acting on the two sides of a given region is given by the difference of the
two pressure coefficients

(Cp)o•npreualon - (C') eýxenh•-' n ACP
aid, ide

Thus, combining the pressure coefficients for each region and converting to side force coefficient gives

ACy =ACP S1 +AýCps&L2+ ACa S3

8V SV $r

= .0166 x .5 + .01422 x .3 + .01182 x .2

= .015

Therefore

(A C )v = -. 015 per degree or -. 86 per radian

This is essentially the configuration of reference 19.

.5
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TABLE 5.3.1.1-A

APPARENT MASS FACTOR INDEX

r2

tHorizontal or
Figure r1  Surface br 2  (b addede existing

5.3.l.1-25( ) r Position b w b/2i I r) vetia

C~~ 1 o' .1 to 1.0
1.000___ Ta Mi Otol.0 I Oltol.O

Oto0.0 0 to 1.0
0.2 0.1 to 1.0

d 1.000 Mid 0.4 0 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0
sd0.6 0.1 to 1,0

______..panel 0.8 0.1 to 1.0

1 Tangent to 0 0 to 1.0
""h body on 0.2 0.1 to 1.0
i 1.000 same side 0.4 0to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0
o as added 0.6 0.1 to 1.0
p__k panel 0.8 0.1 to 1.0
I .331 Tangent to .00to 1.0
m body on .2 .1 to 1.0

S. side opposite 0.4 0 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0
0 added 0.6 0.1 to 1.0
v- __ _ _panel 0.8 0.1 to 1.0
q 0.33366- 0 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0
r 060 0 to 1.0I" : I .20.1 to !L0

"1.t00 Mid 0.4 0 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0
-u0.6 0.1 to 1.0
v 0.8 0.1 to 1.0

w 0.667 F0 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0

x 0 0 to 1.0
y 0.2 0.1 to 1.0
z 0.667 Mid 0.4 0 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0

aa 0.6 0.1 to 1.0
bb 0.8 0.1 to 1.0

c 1.500 p to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0
dd 0 0 to 1.0

Lec 0.2 0.1 to 1.0 -

Lff 1.500 Mid 0.4 0 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0

gg 0.6 0.1 to 1.0
hh 0.8 0.1 to 1.0
ii 3.000 -0 to 1.0 0.1 to 1.0

0 0 to 1.0
kk 0.2 0.1 to 1.0 i
11 3.000 Mid 0.4 0 to 1,0 0.1 to 1.0

mm 0.6 0.1 to 1.0
nn 0.8 0.1 to 1.0

oo 1.000 ~Mid or tangent0to,1.10
00 1.000 ~position 0t .
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Configuration I I.Ref. 4qet ch Surface A 61-1 X" \v, Mheg) Airfo il

W 10 ,11.56 531 1

i 4.0 2 .12 . . . . .

6.• 1.50 1128 .160 .195 54.0 NACA 0001.5-64

V1  1.50 B.23 .160 .180 54.0 NACA 0003.5-64

W 2.31 36.50 --.. ...

V 2.18 10.37 0 0 42.5 NACA 65.006

W 2.31 36.50 -.- - -

8 V 2.18 11.74 0 0 42.5 NACA 65-006

Wt 2.31 36.50 -- -- 60.0 --

W, 2.31 36.50 .. .. 60.0 --

W, 2.31 36.50 - --- 60.0

V 2.18 14.23 0 0 42.5 NACA 65.006

W 4.0 36.00 -- -- 46.7 --

H 4.0 16.0W -- -. - ....

1.18 10.19 .500 .61 57.5 NACA 63(10)A009

W 4.0 36.00 .- .- 3.6
H 4.0 16.10 . . ......--S 2.02 9.90 .600 .647 3.5 NACA 6SA008

W 4.0 36.00 -.- -- -.-.

10 H 4.0 16-10 -- --

V 2.02 9.90 .600 .678 3:5 NACA 65A(XO8

W 4.0 36.00 --.. -..- -..-

H 4.0 16.10 -.- -- --

V 2.02 9.90 .600 .630 3.5 NACA 65A008

"ihis table is a condensed form of that appearing in reference 3. Additional sub-tantiation can be obtained from this r

/



TABL,\1,, 5.3.1.1-IH*

SUBSONIC CONTRIBUTION OF VERTICAL I'ANEIS TO Cv
DATA SUMMAR'Y AND SUBSTANTIATION

b ,.i hI.,! 1
b ALE Panel k(C O)v( l, (_.a _ A (AC- )

A (n.O ,v 0x 0 (dtg) Airfoil r1 /r, I/C, Ardded! M I ';/! Cjh.
(per rad) (jler rad)

.50 BWIIVS.BW .25 .431 1.115 -. 181

3.0 41.56 - -- 53.1 1.000 .55 BWliV,-BW .25 .597 1.2130 -. 73-1

4.0 22.42 - - -- s -.- RVVB .25 .428 1.0 -. 428

1.50 13.28 .160 .195 54.0 NACA 0003.5-64 -- BVL.B .25 .578 1.0 -. 578

1.50 15.23 .160 .189 54.0 NACA 0003.5-64 .55 BHVL-B .25 .597 1.0 -. 597

.50 BlIVs-B .25 .431 1.0 -. 431

2.31 36.50 -- .. -- 1.000 -- BV-B .17 .254 1.0 -. 254

2.18 10.37 0 0" 42.5 NACA 65-006

2.31 36.50 -- -- -- 1.000 -- BV-B .17 .317 1.0 -. 317

2.18 11.74 0 0 42.5 NACA 65.006

2.31 36.50 .. .. 60.0 1.000 -- BWIV.BWI .17 .446 1.050 -. 468

2.31 36.50 .. .. 60.0 ..... BW 1V.BW2  .17 .446 .918 -. 409

2.31 36.50 .. . 60.0 ---- BWsV.BW3 .17 .446 1.184 -. 528

2.18 14.23 0 0 42.5 NACA 65-006 -- BV-B .17 .446 1.0 -. 446

4.0 36.00 -- -- 46.7 -- 1.000
- - - - - 1.00 BWHV-BW .6 .461 1.247 -. 575

4.0 16.08 . . . ..... _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _

------- BV-B .6 ......-

1.18 10.19 .500 .61 57.5 NACA 63(10) A009

4.0 36.00 .. .. 3.6 --- 1.000
- - - - - .25 BWHV.BW" .13 .430 .990 -. 426
4.0 16.10 -.- -- -- I

.25 BHV-BH .13 -
2.02 9.90 .600 .647 3.5 NACA 65A008

'4.0 36.00 -.- -- -. -. 2.210

4.0 16.10 -.- -- -.-. .25 BRtV-BH .13

2.02 9.90 .600 .678 3:5 NACA 65A008

4.0 36.00 .. -

40 6.10 .. .. ....... 451 .25 BItV.BII .13'

•2.02 9.90 .600 .630 3.5 NAC..A 65A003 [

aring in reference 3. Additional substantiation can be obtained from this reference.

5.3. 1.1-)9
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TABLE 5.3.1. -B3*

BUTION OF VERTICAL PANELS TO C:¥,
IMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

M,{himl I •|q-rhod 3 Percent Error

Panel A().~1  ACv,) 4C1.1 AC,") (
Added M, CAIC. K Cdlr. Tr-t

(per tad1) (per rad) (per rad) (,per rad) (per rad) Metho. I lethod 3

.50 HW HVs.BW .25 .431 1.1IS -. 481 .. 5 .14 1-.`) - -

.SS BWHVL-BW .2S .597 1.230 -. 734 ...... .

---- Vs-B .25 .428 1.0 -. 428 .370 1.16 -. 429 -. 44 2.7 2.5

BVL.D .25 .S78 1.0 -. 578 .514 1.07 -. 550 -. 50 3.2 1.8

.AS BIIVL.B .25 .S94 10. -. 597 .514 1.25 - .(12 -. 63 5.2 1.9

.50 3h1$v.B .25 .431 1.0 -. 431 .370 1. t -. 406 -. 47 f. 5.5

-- BV-B .17 .2S4 1.0 -. 25S .239 .9$ -. 225 -. ?5 1.6 10.0

*i

-- DV-B .17 .317 1.0 -. 317 .293 1.01 -. 246 -. 30 I. 13

-- BWnV.BW1  .17 .446 I.050 -. 46R . -. -. 43 8.8

-- DWtV.BWq .17 .446 .918 -. 409 ... .. - -. 34 203 --

-- BWsV.BWs .17 .446 1.184 --. S2zs .. ...- -. 49 7.8 --

-- BV.R .17 .446 1.0 -. 446 .4nI1 1.1. -. 4.61 -. 42 6.2 9.9

1.00 BWHV--W .6 .461 1 247 -. 575 .. - -. 46 25.0

-- BV.B .6. - -- .460 1.07 -. 492 -. 49 -- 0.

.25 BWHV.BW .13 .430 .990 -. 42(6 - - -- -. 51 16.5 --

.25 BHV.BH .13 -- -- -.. 400 L.26 -. 504 -. 53 -- 4.9

.25 RHV.BH .13 .331 1.53 -. 506 -. 53 -- 4.5

.25 RHV-BH .13 .44u 1.11 -. 497 --. 49 -- 1.4

5./. !.I-1 3



"•t\BF"i 5.1. ('"

.- II.SO P1 )NI:CO\ "ITI 111 T"IOF W\ FIRTI(:.-\, PANINELS T1O Cy.

AVTA SUMMAt-Y ANiD SI TA!S'..NTIATION

Ref. Co nf ratinn r /r, i r,,fce A I. x., 1\.1, V-, NI 1Cj v
Ske ltIiII 1L) Adde Id (per r.t,11

W 245 WAR .42-. 27-115 1.000 1\\R• .152 -..418
SV 11"2 3.8o .3-, I 4 o0.ti

//7 W 4.0 251 .538 381
- Vl.bl --.-420

16 1.O00 1 3.5 12. 12 .511 358.5 5
7IWIIV *BW 1.61 -. 420

w7 _" 3.18 19Q08 .483 -t8.1

1.170 t! 3.06 9,12 .517 48.0 BWHI'.BWt 2.01 -. 021

V 1.73 7.08 .3"92 49.2 BWI!IIt.BWtlU 2.01 -. 398

U -- 2.56 .00 70.2
BWV0 -BW 1.61 -. 247

W 3.86 22.41 .313 49.7 BWI1V.B 1.61 -. 247

- - BWV,.BW " 2.01 -. 195

II 3.54 15.74 .402 49.6
8WIivo-BWi 1 !.61 -. 247

17 .940 V, 1.10 7.20 .416 23.5
ABWIIWV 0 .BWH 2.01 -. 9

Veal 1.61 8.66 .260 23.5

B-!-' B tV,,-BWII 1.61 -. 321

V12% 1.45 8.74 .290J 23.5

W 4. 24.00 .225 49.4 BWV-BW 1.41 -. 788
18 1000

V 1.29 8.59 .235 20.6 BWV-BW 2.01 - 470

18 ___W 4. 24.00 .225 49.4 BWV.BW 1.4! -. 81018 ~1.000
V 1.29 8.59 .235 41.6 BWV.BW 2.01 -. 482

W 4. 24.00 .225 49.4 BWV.IIW !.11 -. 761
i8 1.000

v 1.29 8.59 .235 52.1 BWV.BW 2.01 -. 512

1 W 4. 24.() .225 49.4 H\v"-BW 1.41 -. 679

V 1.29 9.59 .235 62.5 BWV.HW 20l -. 55.5

SW 3.00 4,33 140 38.83 IN 6t11V.B'., LV 1,, 6 .0R070

20 1.0 If 3.52 2.69 .261 22.63 B11X IIUV.tlwlt 6.86 .1110

V = U 1.50 1.35 .333 22.63 B'IIUV.HW 6,.H16

*Thi% table i. a cnd-rnsed form of that appearing in reference 3. Additinal substantiation carn he obtain-,I fron, this reference.
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C*
RTICAL PANELS TO Cyo
ISTANTIATION

4 tC,,) ( AC.1 Percent
Panel m (CI.)V K' Cale. Te-t Er-,,r
Added (per rid) (per rad) (per rid) e

BWV.F1W 1.82 -. 418 1.41 -. 589 -. 56 5.2

IJV.- .oI -. 420 1.2 -. 525 -s.52 0.96

bWHV -BWf 1.61 -. 420 1.26 -. 529 -. 487 8.6

BWHU.BWIH 2.01 -. 021 2.76 -. 056 -. 057 1.8

BWHUV.BWIlU 2.01 -. 398 1.32 -. 525 -. 52 1.0

BWVrBW 1.61 -. 247 1.45 -. 35.9 -. 33 8.5

BWVrBW 2.Ol -. 195 1.72 --. 33.; -. 30 11.7

BWHV.BWH 1.61 -. 247 1.49 - .31A -. 37 .5

BWIVrBWH 2.01 -. 195 1.72 -. 335 -. 30 11.7

BWliV,,.BWtt 1.61 -. 321 1.32 -. 421 -. 41 3.4

BWHVq,,.BWH 1.61 -. 349 1.35 -. 471 -. 41 7.0

BWV.BW 1.41 -. 7a 1.06 -. 836 -. 92 9.1

BWV.BW 2.01 -. 476' 1.16 -. 545 -. 65 16.2

BWV.BW 1.41 -. 810 1.04 -. 842 -. 88 4.3

BWV.BW 2.01 -. 432 1.12 -. 540 -. €) 10.0

BWV.BW 1.41 -761 1.04 -. 7.92 -. 83 6.8

BWN'.BW 2.01 -. 512 .O0 -. 542 -. 53 2.3

BWV.BW 1.41 -. 67q 1.0 - .7(w, - .67 5.$

RWV.Bw 2.o1 -. 554 1.01 -. 51•, -.. ', 17.2

BX'i] Ul -.H' LV 6.86 f.( .O00 i.710 -. 12o - -...

SWII1V.BI% II r'86 .1110 \ 7,8 --.1% ] 1,-"....

I from Ihis referes.-,. •"Sum of tile Iw, 't' -b,.

. .
, , ,,. -,. . .,...-.'.., ---..... . . .-.. ,- ...... -..... -. -.. .... .... ...... . .-. .. .- ..
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SUBSONIC
METHOD I-SINGLE VERTICAL TA ILS

(A)

.8),

'by = VERTICAL TAIL SPAN MEASURED FROM FUSELAGE
* CENTERLINE

2 = FUSELAGE DEPTH IN REGION OF VERTICAL TAIL
. v= VERTICAL TAIL, TAPER RATIO BASED ON SURFACE - -

MEASURED FROM FUSELAGE CENTERLINE
he A) v~s = RATIO OP THE ASPECT RATIO OF* THE VERTICAL

(A) Y PANEL IN THE PRESENCE OF THE BODY TO THAT
- OF THE ISOLATED PANEL

hv/2r1

(b),

(Av)

a.OF
(A) v(HB) RATIO OF THE VERTICAL PANEL HORIZONTAL-
(A) vos) ASPECT RATIO IN THE PRESENCE OF TAIL

THE HORIZONTAL TAIL AND BODY
4TO THAT OF THE PANEL IN THE -l

PRESENCE OF THE BODY ALONE

x/vPARAMETERI ACCOUNTING FOR ______________

RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE FUSELAGE CENTERLINE

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL TAILS

zir/bv

FIGURE 5.3.1.1-22 CHARTS FOR ESTIMATiNG THE SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE
(CT)v~B~~FOR SINGLE VERTICAL TAILS
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SUBSONIC
METHOD 1---SINGLE VERTICAL TAILS

K• t = FACTOR ACCOUNTING FOR RELATIVE
SIZE OF HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL:';.8- /001 TAILS

S~Sn = HORIZONTAL TAIL AREA

Km - S VERTICAL TAIL AREA, MEASURED
FROM FUSELAGE CENTERLINE

.4- by = VERTICAL TAIL SPAN. MEASURED"Z1. /FROM FUSELAGE CENTERLINE

SVERTICAL DISTANCE BETWEEN
-- HORIZONTAL SURFACE ROOT CHORD

A AND FUSELAGE CENTERLINE, POSITIVE
FOR SURFACE BELOW FUSELAGE
CENTERLINE

1.2 1.6 2.0

S19/SV

10.1

(dl

.4

0-
• 6

FIGURE 5.3.1.1-22(CONTD) CHARTS FOR ESTIMATING THE SIDFSLIP DERIVATIVE
(Cvp)v(wsH) FOR SINGLE VERTICAL TAILS
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SUBSONIC

METHOD 2-TWIN VERTICAL TAILS

(a)

AAt

-11 -.2 .4__ ~ .

00

S. b*1

2r,1h

FIUE5..1 12 HAT ORETMAIGTH hESI LRVTV

FOR TWN VERICAI~TAIHS
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

8,•7 -,r" . ...... I --

6""(tdb). or (r./b)w0O

2.8m- .1 .15 .2 .3 _ 5 .6 (r,/b) NxuSmq I '•URTCAL VAIMM

2.4'
APPARENT I !

MASS RATIO

_ t
1.65 .

7PANFI.

(r~i/1) ADDED VMP.!ICAL PAFXL

FIC-URE 5.3.1. l-25a APPARENT MASS FACTORS
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-• , r r • "•' • + + . I• r t, +•-r -+ f, • . + + - •- r, +÷ . '7 •. -'r r, r r r"-• r ru' r," . -

SUBSONIC AND SUPERSIONIC

4.110
S{ ;~

n/r, 1.0

3.2p --- --- - --

2.8 - - -

APPARENT
MASS RATIO _ ____

K 1 ALL VALUES OF
"2.0m (rd/b) I9XISTING N R.ThICAt PAKJL

16.o -

1.6• . .

ADDED\PANEL
6."lilt /2 I I+

.8---,-|

"0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

(riA) AVD*P TZITICtAL PAPF51,

FIGURE 5.3.1.1-25bAPPARENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD)
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I7

SUBSONIC AND) SUPERSONIC

----1~ ~r/r 1.0~ .______-

. .15) .2 .3 10 (ri/b) ZX18-1 . lXitTICAL PAKEL

2.4_ _

.4.6.81.

(r 1 b) DDEJ ~ETADDEDNE

0.3 1. 1-,

4r/ )A~RA'RiA AU



SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

I r,/r 1.0

S(ior 
, 

10

.•, I ! LIII!40 
.8 00.0

.00

AIUEP..1PAREAPAETNASTATOS(CND

* 5.3.1.1-2

*r

'- 
~0

S~(rs/b) 
At,ý--h vzikrCAL, PAMM]•

• " FIGURE 5.3.1.1-25d APPARENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD)
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

3,0 __ __

2.8--

APPAR.ENT
MASS RA:TIO

K

by

..481.

(r/b !)XT VRTICA?. PAWRL.

FIGURE 5.3.1.1-25e APPARENTr MASS FACTORS (CONTD)
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

7or (r.ý =08

3.0-

.1.15/.2y .3/ .. 610 (r1/h) EXIATI.1o VERTICAL PANELI

APPARENT
MAS RATIO

K

71>

ADDED
PANEL

b~/2

(ri/b) ADDED VERTICAL PAPNEL

FIGURE 5.3. 1. 1-25f APPARENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD) -
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC
ADDED--. ,,.

"":"•'" "" ~PANEL •h,/

b11t2 Il
2.4p IN

2 ! 11.0

APP AB ENT
MASS RATIO -- - - - - - - - - -

K
__ ALL VALUES OF__r/b,•,,.8 •, V•,l• AL ,A

F /

0.- C. .4 .6 .8 1.0

(r,/b) ADDED v" TWA J.&ME

FIGURE ,5.3.1. 1-25g APPARENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD)
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

ADDED
PANEL

2.8/

r1/r,= 1.0
4~~~ or 2 -0/~~'02- - __

2.0 __

APPARENT r/)XITN "I& ALMASS RATIO -(,b XSIGVRIA LZ
K .

1.60

.. 2

1.0

00

0.4 .6 .8 1.0

(rl/b) ADDElD VERTICAL PANEL

FIGURE 5.3.1. 1-25h APPARENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD)

A~
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

3.2 --- _ _

1.0
A,2~~ o(r /)0.4

(rib) RXIS1TI'G "WITCAL ?ANZL

2.8--

APPARENT
MASS RATIO .2_

K

1.63

1.2'

(r 1/) ADEDV~TADDEDN~

FIGRE .31.125IPPRE MAS PACTORS ---NT_

4A

Ayrlb3



SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

4.0 - __ __

Sr,!n- 1.0

(r,/.• I. or (r,/- ), 0. = 6A --
K2

(rM/b) EXASAtTO VORTC.,. PANEL

2.4_ _ _ --- b

2.0-F

APPEAR.1.ENT PARN AS ACOS(CND

1..-

h! iir __ T
I t

.4- ' 'T bu

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

FIGURE 5.3.1.1-25i APPARENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD)
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

4.0-/r= 1.0

. 1.0

(A)or (r/.b)"ý 0 .8

3.2 2_ __

.2

2.,-. __ --- ---

2.40 . .4 .68 1.0

"APPARENT
MASS RATIO - ____ _ __

K

2.0 - __

5.3.1.1-35
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bUISONIC AND SUPERSONIC

V6

5 1

ALL VALUIES OF
ri/Ib) rJ.XHJTINOU VERTICAL. 1ANYl,

3.0.

-. ,. 2,B=1

APPARENT II

MASS RATIO __ -- .- . --2.0

1.2 b,2/

APIV'."or

UR .. 5 A

5;1 00 -

-•'<i pAb

l"'" K
i'0 ,-71.0!.;:-: ) • I ,1.0

(r/ ) DW; ZLTCL.AU

HGUR 5..11-5 APARN MASFC/S CND
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

(r2/2),~or -r2 ), 0.

-..-3.0, "r s/b) x TI NO VERTICAL PFAN --

2. ./ V) 2 3 111

APPARENT
MASS RATIO ,

K
2.0. N

i/if/ PANEL •ADDED

urr

I I b.

7~T
.4,

"0 - - - .- -

0 i .4 .6 .13 1.'0

(r1 /b) ADDID VEITICAL PA•AL

.- - FIGURE 5.3.1.1-25m APPARENT MASS FACT'ORS (CONiD)
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SUBSONIC AND SUPE~RSONIC

2.8 __ _ _. 15 / .2 .3 .5 U. r1 b XSTI U ' : r c L IA rL

(ri/b)~.' F. ' IY

APPARENT

MASRAI

2.0.

0.2- -/ - - - -.

i ...

.4-.

.43..611.



SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

rL/rs 1.0

or(0.

6 -T - -- -.-

4~~ /' .2- - __

3.0w

MASS RATIO -----

K

1.2-- - - A E "~.~

I b,

.8. /2--

- r

S0.4

0 .2 -. 4 - - ~

(rdb) ADIDID 1*-ThW.L PAM&~

FIGURE 5.3.1. 1-250 APPARENT MASS FACT ORS (CONTD)



SUIBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

7.0 rd/r, 1.0

5.0"

4.06 15 .2.3 .

APPARENT{
MASS RATIO

1.611

1.21

FIGUE 5.. 1 1-2p APARET MAS FATOR (COTby
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

3.6 - - -

.333

3.2(ri/b) ZiiaiiVo 1'UT1CAL PAMMZ

APPARENT
MASS RATIO .

K

11.0

5..112

~ -.~.- --.--. ,---~-. . - --~- -"..- - - -ADDED



SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

2.8--)or (b-0

.,/r , ý.3

2.4 -_ _ _ _ ~

ALL, VALUES OF
'4 3 (ri/b) TXXSTI.N; 'EI"I(AL PAYE

1.6'_-

APPARENT
MASS RATIO -

1.2- -- -- v---

.8 j

-F.-- --- o_ _ _-- 4

o -"--I

(r 1/b) ADDFý I'•••CAL PA?'FL

FIGURE 5.3.1.1-25r APPARENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD)
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

a ~2.8 -

i= .33

14 --

-q(ri/b) R~XINTW.'O TZILTCA1 PAIrM

2.0 - .I_

APPARENT
MA56 KAIU IV .15 -

K

O .. 3
i:: : .... ,1.....L "._,_.. . .. .... ._1.__

1.2

AD1)F.D--
PANEL

[a... u " °-

5+l ,4i rt

1.2 .4 6 .8 1.0

(ri/b) AMMn Iri TICAL VAY-LLt

FIGUREý I t.1-25:-;APPAKENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD)

4 41

i'• "
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SUBSONIC AND St IFIRSt)NIC

3.2 -. . . .- -1 1 -

I r,/r: .333
!(r./-- or

2.8 - - -"-

( I -- NFI,
2............. ..........4 - - -- .---- ;- . .

I' _

I i

2,4 - (r,/b) E~xls~T1.. '•:nTi+'U. PANE•PL+

APPARENT
MASS RATIO 2.,

K

I.4

1)~~ .2..1..6

.,4 + . __ .1.... ~ i- -I
'4 I................ ......- ~ ..... ra... .14L- - . .

- . I

.I LIss FACTORIS (CONTD)
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

3.6-

rr =.333 - -- - -

(2/ 2 2 0.

3.2: - /___

2.8,

(r,/b) Z.XI$TI.NG YXRTICAL ?AMMZ

"2 .4" '"

APPARENT
MASS RATIO - _

K ! r

1.6' _____-

1.2= i• • - i•'--ADDED

.8 = --. - b./2•
4r, b,

0 .2 .4 .6.8 T.O

(r,/b) ADDED VPTW'AL PA.NEL

,IGURE 5.3.1.1-25u APPARENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD)
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.4 W -

SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

4.01___ __ _ _ _

3.6 Ar H1 or(,A 0.8. ---

- -(ri/b) EXl!3ril" A'ERTICA~L PA.NEL-

APPARENT
MASS RATIO ________

K

2.0--~

.5f
* 1.6-

-~ 5.31.1-46(ri/b)A~flP~ VF~-.6 r! rMI
FIUEz31 -2vAPRN AS ATR CND



SUBSONIC AND SUJPERSONIC

8.0....................I(ri/b)* xtr vNISINONR..iI. i PNELK

5.0-I

4.0, 
.--.. _t.-

APPARENT
MASS RATIO.--...

Ki

2.0- I -

4-

0 .63.1.1147



SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

3.2-

r/r. = .667
2.8 --(r, )Hr2 ---/2 " 2(/). ,

ALL VALUES OF
2.0.- (ri/b) ZXXETIN -RTr•CAL PANEL

APPARENT
MASS RATIO --

K

1.6 ...14

\-ADDED
PANEL

1.2 - __

.8. or_ ___ __

I-I b 0

* 1 E H I CADDED 9ERIALPAE

FIGURE 5.3.1.1-25X APPARENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD)
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

rl/r2 .667

3.6, 2 r( 2 /)

3.2.--
(ri/b) NIST1NU VNXIVATrr. PANEFL

2.8 - - 1 1

APPARENT
MASS RATIO 0- ___

1.6

I0

(r,/h) AfDDXD rI-XIMAL FAffEL

FIGURE 5.3.1.1-25y APPARENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD)
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

____dr = .6677.0- . . . . 2•• I, ••./ ' o

6.0" .

5.0 -~(r,/b) NX13TzNG N-ETICAL PAPCIZ .

/ ~.15 ,

4.0-z___
K .2

2.0

S." ,5

ý_--1

APPARENT.-zAPAEN MASFATRS(ON 0

['•, ~~MASS RATIO ..

" :I/I

5.",.1..1-AD0 .

KK ley

-:, 0.2 . .6 811.

/'• IGUR 5..1.125zAPPAENTMASSFACORS COND) DDED,

• ?. PA"EL

FIUR 5.3.1.1-25z APARN MAS FACORS.COT
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

8.0'
n/. .667

7.0 T)or (rb -0 6 _

4 ~~~~~6.00 -*--__

(r1 /b) NXISTING TURTIVAL PA141CL

~~4[0

0000

'.4 -2.4w
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ADE
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

(r 2  or ) 2

6.0)- ___ - ___--:

(ri/b) UZIHTINQ VERTI CAL VAWZEL

3.00- __

APPARE~NTel
MAsS RAI~O ___

K

2.0 2.

(rib) DDED ERTICADDAED
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77.

6.01

4,0

2.8 -T- --- -__

(ri/b) WXISrTI'o N-VTICAL PAr4XL

APPARENT
MASS RATIO ---- _ _

K

-ADDED

I (rib) ~ UTKCPANELE

1.2114
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC

8.0' --

7.0 ......

6.0 .. . .-

4.0m ..... /rs - 1,500.. ...-- '-.. ....

(r 2 / . o r r ~2 / 2 ) 0 I_ _

2.8, . . .

-. . ALL VALUES OF

(r,/b) NX8TINO VKIiTI'AL AfMM

2.4

APPARENT
MASS RATIO - . . .. .

K

2.0 -- - - - I

1.'1
.-- ADDED

]kPANEL

1.2 - by

*.41
-' -- J-? -. t

0.2 .4 .6 .8, 1.0

(ri/b) ADD=D VnMTICAL I ,

FIGURE 5.3.1.1-25dd APPARENT MASS FACTORS (CONTD)
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSNIC

5.0 (2/) %tia/ -

(rs/b) xxxiouxG Y~aTIA~ FNIt .r

COP OF

APPARENT
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SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC *
8.0-

7.0p r1/r = 1.500 -/

(ri/b) RX!SýING UNXTICAL PANm,

I _ _

APPARENT2.
MASS RATIO 

__

K

1.61

(rb)AflD CT[ALIADDED

5.3.1.1156
ror



SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC
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"5.3.1.2 TAIL-BODY SIDE-FORCE COEFFICIENT
"Cy AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The tail-body side force developed at combined angles is nonlinear with respect to both sideslip and angle of
attack because of the body-vortex induced sidewash on the upper vertical tail and the cross-coupling of upwash
and sidewash velocities. To obtain the sideslip derivative Cy , it is recommended that Cy be calculated at
several angles of attack for a small sideslip angle (/3 •40). Then at each angle of attack the side force is as-
sumed linear with sideslip for small values of /3 so that

C-

A. SUBSONIC

The analysis of tail-body combinations at subsonic speeds and zero angle of attack is described in paragraph A of
Section 5.3.1.1. At combined sideslip and angle of attack, however, two other phenomena must be considered: the
body-vortex interference, and the cross-coupling effect of sideslip and angle-of-attack induced cross-flow velocities.
Unfortunately neither of these phenomena can be estimated at other than supersonic speeds.

The method presented herein is restricted to first-order approximations at relatively low angles of attack,

DATCOM METHOD

It is recommended that the methods of paragraph A of Section 5.3.1.1 be used in the linear-lift

angle-of-attack region.

B. TRANSONIC

S 9' As stated for the subsonic case the body-vortex interference and cross-coupling of upwash and sidewash velocities
due to combined angles cannot be estimated at other than supersonic speeds.

Furthermore, as stated in paragraph B of Section 5.3. 1.1, no method is available for estimating the side force on a
vertical panel at zero angle of attack.

DATCOM METHOD

No method is available for estimating this coefficient and none is presented in the Datcom.

C. SUPERSONIC

The method of this Section is an extension of that presented as Method 3 of paragraph A and in paragraph C of See-
tion 5.3.1.1. The discussion appearing there also applies here and will not be repeated. At combined sideslip and

. angle of attack, however, two additional effects must be considered. The cross-coupling effect of sideslip and angle
"of attack induces cross-flow velocities at the tail panels, and at angle of attack the body sheds vortices which
proceed downstream to cause interference at the tail.

The method presented herein does not account for interferences existing between a wing and tail surfaces. If a wing
is present in the configuration three additional types of interference exist between the wing and tail panels at super-
sonic speeds. These interferences produce additional nonlinear effects which are accounted for in paragraph C of
Section 5.6.1.2.

DATCOM METHOD

The method presented in this Section for estimating the tail contribution to the sideslip coefficient Cy is from
reference 1, aid uses the apparent-mass concept described in Method 3 of paragraph A in Section 5.3.1.1. The
method prescribes the order in which the tail panels should be added to the configuration for analysis purposes.

5.3.1.2-1
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This order is:

The horizontal tail is always added first, but the method is valid only for configurations with a horizontal
tail mounted onl the body or for configurations with no horizontal tail.
The remaining tail panels are then added, starting with the most aft and working forward (the position is
measured in a streamwise lirection to the leading edge of the exposed root chord).

The proper weighting of the api, vrent-mass ratios, which accounts for partial-panel areas affected by existing
panels, is outlined in paragraph C of Setion 5.3.1.1. The res, t is an effective apparent-mass factor K'.

For tail-body configurations at angle of attack, the horizontal-tail pressure field is not delineated by Mach lines
alone. The pressure field produced is bounded by shock waves at the upper trailing edge and the lower leading
edge (at positive angles of attack). If tihe airfoil is assumed to be thin, it is an easy metter to define the expan-
sion and compression fields by direct application of shock-expansion theory. We assume that the flow in the
region of the tail is the two-dimensional shock-expansion field corresponding to the exposed root chord of the
horizontal surface. Any effects of horizontal surface-body interference or horizontal surface section in distorting
the shock-expansion field are neglected. This method is also used in Section 5.6.1.2 to define the pressure field
produced by a wing. The method is described below:

Upper surface 'of panel:

1. Find the leading-edge Mach line 4t = sin- (measured relative to the free stream).

2. Find Mach number MI aft of expansion from figure. 4.4.1-82,Read v at M.. Then read M1 at v + a = v1.

3. Find trailing-edge shock angle. Enter figure 4.4.1-81 at - &' = a and read 01 at M, (measured relative to
the chord plane of the horizontal surface).

Lower surface of panel:

1. Find leading-edge shock angle. Enter figure 4.4.1-81 at - 6' = a and read 0 at M. (measured relative to
the free stream).

2. Find Mach number M2 beneath wing from figure 4.4.1-82. Read v at M... Then read M 2 at v - a = v2.

3. Find trailing-edge Mach line (end of expansion), y = sin-i (measured relative to the free stream).M

For a specified initial Mach number there is a maximum value of the angle of attack for which there exists an
oblique shock solution. Or, conversely, for a specified angle of attack there is a minimum initial Mach number for
which there is an oblique shock solution. The relation between Mach number and angle of attack below which no
oblique shock solutions may be obtained is indicated in sketch (a).

SKETCH (a)

6_ I

Mach I

Number, 4 -

M I
3r1

2'-
F - No Solution 1

0 10 20 30 40 50
Angle of Attack, a deg
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The pressure-field boundaries produced by a horizontal tail arc deitned in sketch (b) which shows the body area
influenced by the horizontal tail. Comipare this with skcclih (c) of Se-etion 5.3.1.1.

S8,t measured to end

of actual body

S.t measurd to end

~ of extended body

SKETCH (b)

The pressure-field boundaries of a typical ýail-body configuration are illustrated in sketch (c). For this example
the vertical tail exposed root-chord loading edge is aft of the ventral fin exposed root-chord leading edge; there-
fore, the ventral fin has no effect on the vertical tail since it is added later. At the angle of attack and Mach num-
ber represented the horizontal tail influences both the vertical'tail and the ventral fin; however, the vertical tail
does not influence the ventral fin.

SI b i, b2 .

SKETCH (c)

The modifying efftct of magle Gl attack ou the tail contribution to the side-force coefficient is accounted for by the
cross-coupling interference factor Ks, developed from sleider-body theory in reference 2.

The efl'xt of body-vortex iindut ed sidewash on the upper vertical tail side-force coefficient is calculated usilig
interference factors from references 3 and 4, and vortex strengths and positions from Section 4,3.1.3. A simplified
niodel of body-vortex separation is shown in sketch (d). At some distance x. behind the body nose a pair of vortices
separates from the body. As the vortices progress downstream, they iiierease in strength as a result of small vortex
filoments originating on the Ix)dy and feeding into the voitex cores. The positions and vortex strengths of a bodly
of revolutiom are delp-ndcnt upon angle of attack and the axial distance x behind the body nose. These vortex
strengths and positions are presented in Section 4.3,1.3 as functions only of a single nondimensional parameter
and the rostilts are presented in the .v - z coordi|natL system. !n the method that follows these vortex strengths and
positious are resolved into vertical tail reference coordnatos for the configuration at combined angle of attack and
sideslip. The estimation procc:leire for finding vortex positions and strengths is restricted to circular bodies; there-
fore, thi Diatcom method is not valid for other body shapes.

5.3.1.2-3
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-Vortex tiepartion pnt z Path of vortex cores as
2 they progress downstream

Vortex separaton model
SWF.TCH (d)

The contribution of the tai. panels to the side-force coefficient is determined from the following equation

C'JIm•• CY' + Cyv + CTv 5.3.1.2-a

where

C_• is the contribution of the horizontal tail in the presence of the body, calculated by equation
5.3.1.2-b

C"v is the contribution of the vertical tail, including body and.horizontal tail interference effects,
effects of ceross-coupling of a and 6, and effects of body vortices, and may include ventral
fin interference. Calculate by equation 5.3.1.2-c.

C'o is the contribution of the ventral fin, including body end horizont'l tail interference effects, and
effects of croes-coupling of a and 63, and may include vertical tail interference. Calculate by
equation 5,3.1.2-g. (Ventral fins are not affected by body vortices.)

The following procedure is used in determining the contributions of the tail panels:

Step 1

Detemine the contribution of the horid-zmtal taii in the presence of the body. The procedure is completely analo-
gous to that for determining thl contribution of the wing in the presence of the body in Section 5.2.1,2. This is
always calculated first but cwani, be analyzed if the panel is not body-mounted. The equation is

* Y = 27)n K-,f k()c( ) 5.3.1S2-b

where the first term on the right-hand sidr. is the foreLody cross-flow effect and is taken as zero for the midtail "1
case, and the second termn on the right-hand side is an approximate effect of the horizontal in-
hibiting the viscous cross-flnow occuring along the body at large angles of attack.

is the Mach number correction to the horizontal tail-body interference coefficient from figure
S5.2.1.2-7 using the exposed too chord of the horizontal tail and the average body diameter at

the horizontal tail

Kigi is the horizontal tail-body interference coefflcic..t, or apparent-mass ratio, from figure 5.1.1-25oo.
For rma.I pooitions other than midtail (KHt) = 0) or tangent, a nonliNear interpolation is descri',d
in MthOd 3, parsgriph A, Section 5.3.1.1.

Ik(a) is the engle-of-Mtack ýorrecion to the horizontal tail-body interference coefficient obtained from
* figuwe 5.2.1.2A- using the exposed root ch-rd of the horizontal tail and th'ý average body diameter

at the horizontal tail. For tail position.' other th;in midtail (k(a) 0) or tangent, a nonlinear inter-
poiation in uescribed in Metdod 3, p.-agraph A, S-ection 5.3.1.1.
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"Sact is the ratio of the actual projected side area of the fuselage to that of the extended fuselage as
S~xt illustrated in sk~etch (b). These areas are bounded by the shock waves and expansion fans of the

horizontal tail.

Cdc is the cross-flow drag coefficient, obtained from figure 4.2.1.2-35b,with Mc M,.. sin a'

(cr) is the exposed root chord of the horizontal tail

/3 is the sideslip angle in radians

a0 is the angle of inclination, aý' = /a2 + /32 , in radians

Step 2

Determine the vertical tail contribution by

CYv - CYV(K,c)+ CYV(F') 5.3.1.2-;

where

CYv(K 0,) accounts for horizontal tail-body interference and cross-coupling of a and /3 acting on th( verti-
cal stabilizer, given by equation 5.3.1.2-d

Cyv(F) accounts for the effect of body vortices on the vertical stabilizer, given by equation 5.3.1.2-e

Compute:

S Vv[K - KO, 5.3.1.2-d

where

Ký is the effective appE ent-mass ratio of the vertical tail, as described in parag-'aph C of Section
5.3.1.1, but refers to sketch (c) of this Section. This factor includes the presence of the hori-
zontal tail; but does not include the presence of the ventral fin if the ventral fin is farther forward
than the vertical tail as measured from the leading edges of the exposed root chords.

KOv is the cross-coupling interference factor of the vertical tail, from figure 5.3.1.2-12

a is the angle of attack in radians

ALE•v is the sweepback angle of the vertical tail leading edge

(CNa)V is the normal-force-curve slope of the vertical tail aa defined in paragraph C of Section 5.3.1.1

Compute:

-[F [ Ii B (-CN )v a'v 5.3.1.2-e

~Yvf'5  V[T77 aVr b ) S.
where

___13 is the nondimensional vortex strength obtained from figure 4.3.1.3-15 of Section 4.3.1.3 with a
27na' Vr replaced by a' in all cases and x taken as the distance from the body nose to the midpoint of

the MAC of the exposed panel.

a! is the angle of inclination in radians: a! -- +

r is the average radius of the body along the vertical tail exposed root chord
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Air is the vortex interference factor:
Ai, = iv - i,2. The values of i, 1 and i, are given in figure 5.3.1.2-13, where they are pre-
sented as functions of the positions of the body vortices at the vertical tail

2 ' and -- (see sketch (e)). These are given by

by' by' bv by

Zv. r Z Cos (ý --- sin

bv by r r J
YVt r [.siO Y0_ osq

bv bv r r
1 5.3.1.2-f

Z•2 r [Zo Y
2..- . cos q - _2 sin q.

bv b, r r

Uyv 2  r z0  Y
by bv r r

where ( t tan -
(1.

- is the vertical position of the body vortex in the y -z coordinate. system from
r figure 4.3.1.3-13b

is the lateral position of the body vortex in the y- z coordinate system from tigure
r 4.3.1.3-14

In reading these last two figures a must be replaced by a' in all cases and x is taken
as the distance from the body nose to the midpoint of the MAC of the exposed panel.

z

by

0r "ta -b =Y
tn -- V'sin a ai

Sv V' sin /3
W V Vsill.

V1 Vv2 + W2

TYPICAL ORIENTATION OF BODY VORTICES WITH RFSPEC'T
TO TAIL PLANE FOR CONFIGURATION AT COMBINED ANGLES

SKETCH (e)
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Step :3
Determine the ventral fin contribution by

CYL. " Cyvt•.) -- K,. + Kd.t, at tan A,\r-t (-C"')t' P' SU. 5.3.1.2-g

where

K'1  is the effective apparent-mass ratio of the ventral fin, as described in paragraph C of Section
5.3.1.1, but refers to sketch (c) of this Section. This factor includes the presence of a hori-
zontal tail; but does not include the presence of the vertical tail if the vertical tail is farther
forward than the ventral fin, as measured from the leading edge of the exposed root chords.

K4, 0 is the cross-coupling interference factor of the ventral fin from figure 5.3.1.2-12

ALFU is the sweepback angle of the ventral fin leading edge

(C"ý)t, is the normal-force-curve slope of the ventral fin as defined in paragraph C of Section 5.3.1.1

Step 4

All terms are now available for substitution into equation 5.3.1.2-a for finding CyHaI.).

Values for the incremental coefficient resulting from the addition of upper vertical tails to ci:cular bedaes, calcu-
lated using equation 5.3.1.2-c, are compared with experimental results in figure 5.3.1.2-1 1. It is evident from the
experimental data that a strong destabilizing effect occurs with increasing angle of attack and that this effect is
accurately predicted by the Datcom method over the angle-of-attack range of the tests.

SapeProblen

Given: The configuration of reference 5 consisting of body, vertical tail, and .:entral tail. This is the same con-
figuration as that of sample problem 2, paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1. Find the sidý-force coefficient devel-
oped by the vertical and ventral tails in the presence of a body at a 120 and 15 4'.

--..

Body Characteristics

Ogive cylinder, with slight boattail d = 3.33 in. r, r2  1.5 ,n. (average values
in region of tail panels)

Vertical rail Characteristics

Sv. 31.6 sq in. b,, 7.48 in. AI,Ev 32.5' Av: 1.12

xv,. 0.482

5.3.1.2-7
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Venfzal Tail Characteristics

Su. = 8.54 sq in. bu =&05 in. A Lz 70O Au. 0.35

Xu: = 0.428

Additional Characteristics
rM =2.01 a= l2e 0.209raid j6= 4a 0.070 rad

a! -=a +//÷ • 12.W5 . 0.221 rnd Sw =144.G sq in. -

x/r = 21.87 (x measured frm nose to 50-percent-chord point of MAC uf exposed vertical pand)

At positive angle of" attack, vertical-tail exposed root,-chord leading edge i•, aft of ventral-fin exposed root-
' ~chbd leafing edge.

Vnmtral fin is not influenced by presence ofvertical tail at this angle of attack and Mach number.

QCospute:

Step 1. Determine the horizontal-tail contlbution Cy,,

Cyli'm = 0 (herzonts! tail oft)

Step 2. Determine the vertical tail contribution Cy.

Vertical tail interference u. cross-coupling term Cvv1•,.)

Determine K'y = 1.13 (fig we 5.3.1.1-25a) at (r,/r2) = 1.000; (ra/b)v 0.200; (r'b)u =.000:
owed exl~as*- penal

Determine KO, = 0.687 (figure 5.3..2-12 at (rj/b)v 0.200)

Determine (Cm.)v u•sing 2Av.

tCN.*)v = 2.12 per rad (based on Svo) (sample problem 2, paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1)

=YOL0 IKv - K,,, . an A~ -C,,.), 6 (equation 5.3.1.2-d)S,.

"1.13 - (0.687) (0.209) tan 32.5o (-2.12) (0.070) /- 316)

0 =-0.0339 (based on Sw)

Effect of body vortices on vertical tail contribution Cyw(ro

-- 10.6 (filgre 4.3.1.3-13& at a' 12.6e)
r

a'," =, -0.221 (21.87 - 10.6)= 2.49

,.a, (s 0.86 (figure 4.3.1.3-15 at o 12.0u)
27Y a! Vr

Yo - 0.71 (figure 4.3.1.3-14 at a• 12.6e0)

1.53 (figure 4.3.1.3-13b at a' 12.650)

* 65.3.1.2-8
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ptan' -tan-4 1.4
K 2a 12

Calculate position of vortices at vertical tail

! - b0 [ Lco t -sain ( (equation 5.3.1.2-")

-150 (1.53 coo 18.40 + 0.71 sin 18.4*).:. 7.48

- 0.336
__ I o (
bl b , -0 co Y5 (equation 5.3.1.2-4

1.50 (1.53 sin 18.40 - 0.71 coo 18.4C)

.:: 7.48

I""O 008 !0 o € - sin g6, (equation 5.3.1.24)

1-5__ (1.53 * os 18.40 -0.71 sin 18.40),--, 7.48
(i.,: =0.246

I I
sin + co 15 (equation 5.3.1.2-0

(1.53 sin 18.40 + 0.71 cos 18.40)S~7.48

, = 0.232

Find vortex interference factor

i,,A - - 1.4

0.9 (figure 5.3,1.2-13a)

=iv i I - i1 2 = (-1.4) - (-0.9) = -0.5

CY,,4 8 ) Ai, C')•a(_ ! Sv (equation 5.3.1.2-e)

j27vaIdVrj Gv 9 8 )S
-(0.5) (0.86) (- 2.12) (0.221) (31.6)

,-- 5• -1 (144.0)

- 0.01104(based on Sw)
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Total vertical tail contribution:

CY\, = CYVvK.4,) ' CYvj) (equation 5.3.1.2-c
= (-0.0339) + (0.01104W

-- -0.0229 (based on SO

Step 3 Determine the ventral tail contribution Cy.
Ventral fin interference and cross-coupling term C.u,, *,

Determine Kl = 2.11 (figure 5.3.1.1-25a) at (ri/r 2) 1.000; (r1/b)u 0.492; (rt/b) 1.000
added existing
panel panei

(no horizontal tail, and ventral fin is out of vertical tail influence),

Determine KO u-. 0.535 (figure 5.3.1.2-12 at (rj/b)tj = 0.492)

Determine WCN.). using 2Au.

(CNa)U = 1.09 per rad (Section 4.'.3.2; based on Sue)

Total ventral fin contribti.on:

Sue
[KG + K4, atan A,1,1] (-CN 0)u 13 (equation 5.3.1.2-g)

U 2.11 + (0.535) (0.209) tan 700] (-1.09) (0.070)( %)

- - 0109 (based on Sw)

Solution:

C = Cvmk) t CY, Cy (equation 5.3.1.2-a)

= 0 4 (-0.0229) (-0.0109)

-- -0.0338 (based on Sw)
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5.3.2 TAIL-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE

5.3.2.1 TAIL-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Cl, IN THE LINEAR
ANGLE-OF-A'I'ACK RANGE

The method of estimating the contribution of panels in the empennage to the s'leslip derivative
Cza is similar to that for estimating the contribution of panels in the empennage to C',,. That is,

the side force generated by an added panel is multiplied by an appropriate moment arm in order to
obtain the rolling-moment contribution.

A refinement is required in the case of the contribution of a vertical panel (either an upper or lower
vertical panel), since the pressure field that is generated by the vertical panel is reflected on the
surface of the horizontal tail. These induced loads on the horizontal tail are perpendicular to this
surface and therefore do not significantly affect the vehicle yawing moments or side forces. TheyFT' do, however, contribute to the rolling moments and hence must not be neglected. The
rolling-moment contribution of the horizontal tail is positive (opposes that du- to the vertical
panel) when the horizontal surface is in the low position with respect to the vertical panel. The

rolling-moment contribution has no effect when the horizontal tail is mounted near the midspan of
the vertical panel and is negative for the horizontal surface in the high position.
At subsonic speeds these contributions are usually small, and reasonable results are obtained when

they are neglected. (Actually they would be quite difticult to estimate.) At transoniC speeds they
can be quite pronounced, because the pressure field of the entire horizontal surface is strongly
influenced by the presence of the vertical T.anel. At supersonic speeds the interferences are
restricted to regions on the horizontal surfaces with~n the boundaries defined by the shock-wave
patterrn of the vertical panel. As the Mach number increases, the region of influence decreases
because the shock pattern becomes more swepi. It is to be expected, therefore, that this
horizontal-tail effect will become less significant as the supersonic Mach number increases.

Because of the complexity of the problem, no method for predicting the effects of panels in the
empennage at transonic speeds is presented, and the method presented for supersonic speeds does
not account for the horizontal-tail contribution. However, the effect of the presence of a horizontal
tail is accounted for at supersonic speeds in computing the contribution of a vertical panel.

A. SUBSONIC

The contribution of panels in the empennage to the vehicle sideslip derivative C1, is based on the
vallies of the panel contribution to Cy, estimated by the methods of Paragraph A. of Section
5.3.1.1.

In addition to the pressure forces induced on the horizontal tail by the vertical tail, there can be
other forces for a cor-figuration having either significant twist and/or dihedral on the horizontal tail.
If the horizontal tail is large relative to the wing, the effects of twist and/or dihedral may be worthy
of consideration. To considar these effects on the horizontal tail, the method of Section 5.1.2.1 is
used; i.e., treating the horizontal tail as an isolated wing. (Caution should be exercised to make
certain that the horizontal-tail contribution to C1, is converted to the same reference area and

5.3.2.1-1
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length Sw bw as the wing-body contribution, before adding them together.) However, since the
horizontal-tail contribution is very small for most configurations in the subsonic speed regime, the
method presented here neglects this contribution.

As mentioned above, reasonable results are obtained at subsonic speeds when the horizontal-tail
cAntribution is neglected. However, in using Method 3 of Paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1, if a
horizontal tail is present in the empennage, its effect on the vertical-tail contribution must be
accounted for by proper use of the apparent-mass factor (K) charts. If Method ; or Method 2 of
Paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1 is used, the effect of a horizontal tail on the vertical-tail contribution
is implicitly accounted for by the method.

DATCOM METHOD

The contribution of a vertical panel to the sideslip derivative C1. is estimated by

zp cos i -- sin ct
(AC. 5.3.2. 1 -a

where

p is the subscript referring to the added vertical panel (either an upper vertical
stabilizing surface V or a lower vertical stabilizing surface U).

ACy)t is the side force due to sideslip 6f the added vertical panel determined as
follows:

For configurations with horizontal panels mounted on the body or with no
horizontal panels, use Method I or Method 3 of Paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1.

For configurations with horizontal panels mounted on the vertical panel, use
Method I of Paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1.

For twin-vertical-panel configurations, use Method 2 of Paragraph A, Section
Vt 5.3.1.1.

z is the distance in the z-direction (normal to the longitudinal body axis)
between the moment reference center (usually the vehicle center of gravity)
and the MAC of the added panel, positive for the panel above the body.

9 P is the distance parallel to the longitudinal body axis between the moment
reference center (usually the vehicle center of gravity) and the quarter-chord
point of the MAC of the added panel, positive for the added panel behind the
moment reference center. The aerodynamic center of the vertical panel could
be used, but the inaccuracies of the basic method do not warrant this degree of
refinement.

bw is the span of the wing.

5.3.2.1-2



All geometry used in determining the moment arms for the above method is based on the vertical
panel extended to the body center line.

For a wingless configuration, bw is replaced by the vehicle reference length and (ACy )p is based
on the vehicle reference area.

Results calculated at zero angle of attack by this method are compared to experimental data in
Table 5.3.2.1-A. The detailed geometry of the configurations used in this table is given in Table
5.3.1.1-B. It should be noted that the values of ACy. used in Table 5.3.2.1-A are not test data,
but are calculated by the method of Section 5.3.1.1. The errors inherent in estimating ACy. are
therefore implicitly included in Table 5.3.2.1-A. However, the errors due to ACy. and those due
to the moment arm can be separated by comparing the errors for a given configuration from Table
5.3.1.1-B (for ACy.) with those of Table 5.3.2. I-A (for AC 15).

Sample Problems

1. Given: The configuration of Reference 1 consisting of a wing, body, horizontal tail, and
upper vertical tail. This is the same configuration as that of Sample Problem 1,
Paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1. Some of the characteristics are repeated.

Wing Characteristics:

Sw - 576.0sqin. bw = 41.56 in. zw = 0

Additional Characteristics:

M- 0.25 tv W 24.89 in. (c.g. to (E'4 )v) zv = 5.78 in. (c.g. to (MAC)v)

a - r,,40, 6

Compute:

(ACX p)V - -0.734 per rad (based on SO) (Sample Problem 1, Paragraph A, Section
9, (W 1) 5.3.1.1)

Solution:

(AcoC ) - R sin a (Equation 5.3.2. i-a)

zv cos of- e~v sin a
(ACIO) V(WH)= Acy 0) V QVBH) bw

cos a -24.89 sin a per rad (based on Sw bw
-73 (57 41.56

5.3.2.1-3



Test results from Reference 1 are listed in Colamn 6 of the calculation table.

Z co, c, RV sinc z coat su (A-lA ýC WBHn

(in.) (in.) bw -0.734 ) (test)

__j - 3 1/41.56 (per rod) (per rod)

0 5.780 0 0.1390 -0.1020 -0.0877

2 5.777 O.70 0.1180 --O.Oe5 -0.0802

4 5.766 1.740 0.0967 -0.0710 -0.0053

6 6.750 2.800 0.0768 -0.056 -0.0404

2. Given: The configuration of Reference 2 consisting of a wing, body, horizontal tail, and
vertical tail. This is the same configuration as that of Sample Problem 3, Paragraph
A, Section 5.3..1 1. Some of the characteristics are repeated.

Wing Characteristics:

Sw - 324sqin. bw 36.0 in. Zw 0

Additional Characteristics:

M 0.13 RV 16.70 in. (c.g. to (U]4 )v) zv= 3.78 in. (c.g. to (MAC)Q

= 0, 20, 40, 60

Compute:

-0.375 per rad (based on Sw) (Sample Problem 3, Paragraph A, Section
*ACY) riH) 5.3.1.1)

Solution:

.7. z cosa- R Psin a
=bw (Equation 5.3.2. 1-a)

zv cos a - k. sin o-

*(~ACPVWI) (ACP)V(WBH) bW

- (-3.78 cos a - 16.70 sin ve
-0.375 36.0 per rad (based on SW bw)

• ' 5.3.2.1-4
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Test results from Reference 2 are listed in Column 6 of the calculation table.

e Vco z~ s~in a b~wsae mie (Cl),WS..) 'ý(ACI,
0) (in.) fin.)w -0.375 (G (test)

--_ _ 3 -- j]/36.0 (pw red) (per red)

0 3.780 0 0.106 -0.0304 -0.0401

2 3.778 0.612 0.0=87 -0.0333 -0.0287

"4 3.771 1.166 0.0723 -0.0271 -0.0115

6 3.756 1.745 0.0660 -0.0210 -0.0067

B. TRANSONIC

A brief discussion of the flow phenomena associated with a vertical panel at transonic speeds is
given in Paragraph B of Section 5.3.1.1. The rolling moments due to the vertical panel are partly
determined by the transonic lift-curve-slope characteristics of the isolated tail and partly by the
wake and wash characteristics of the wing-body combination. In addition, the impingement on the
horizontal-tail surface of the pressure field generated by the vertical panel can cause rolling
moments. This latter effect can be large, since the pressure field at transonic speeds is frequently
strong and is propagated to large distances from the source. The entire horizontal surface is
therefore usually immersed in the field of the vertical panel.

DATCOM METHOD

Because of the complexity of the problem, no explicit method is available in the literature for
estimating the contribution of a vertical panel to CQ5 at transonic speeds and none is presented in
the Datcom. Some examples of the limited data available in the literature are shown in Figure
5.3.2.1-13.

C. SUPERSONIC

The procedure for estimating the rolling-moment contribution due to vertical panels at stpers )nic
speeds is essentially the same as that at subsonic speeds. That is, the roiling-moment contributirr cf
a vertical panel is based on the sideslip derivative ACy, as obtained from Section 5.3.1 .1. The
problem of estimating the forces generated on vertical panels is complicated by the presence of
shock waves. This effect is discussed in Paragraph C of Section 5.3. .L.

As stated in the introduction to this section, no method is available for determining the
horizontal-tail contribution to the derivative C,,. However, the effect of the horizontal tail on the
vertical-tail contribution is accounted for by proper use of the apparent-mass factor (K) charts in
determining the vertical-panel side force.

This method is limited to configurations in which the horizontal tail is mounted on the body or
configurations with no horizontal tail.

S.3.2.1-S



DATCOM METHOD

"TThe contribution of a vertical panel to the sideslip derivative Cl, at supersonic speeds is given by
Equation 5.3.2. 1-a.

Z PcCos(0it)RzP sisa-%
bw

where the subscript p, zP, and bw are defined in Paragraph A, and

* 1ACy p is the side force due to sideslip of an added vertical panel obtained from
Paragraph C of Section 5.3.1.1. (If a horizontal panel is present, its effect on
the vertical panel must be included.)

2p is the distance parallel to the longitudinal body axis between the moment
reference center and the 50-percent-chord point of the MAC of the added
vertical panel, positive for the panel aft of the moment reference center. The
aerodynamic center of the vertical panel could be used, but the inaccuracies of
the basic method do not warrant this degree of refinement.

All geometry used in determining the moment arms of the vertical panels is based on the exposed
panel.

For a wingless configuration the remarks following the Datcom method of Paragraph A above are
also applicable here.

Results calculated at zero angle of attack by this method are compared to experimental data in
Table 5.3.2. I-B. The detailed geometry of the configurations used in this table is given in Table
5.3.1.1-C. It should be noted that the values of ACy 4 used in Table 5.3.2.1-B are calculated by the
method of Paragraph C of Section 5.3.1.1.

Sample' ims

1. Given: The configuration of Reference 3 consisting of a wing, body, horizontal tail, and
upper vertical stabilizer. This is the same configuration as that of Sample Problem 1,
Paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1. Some f the characteristics are repeated.

"Wing Characteristics:

Sw 160.4sq in. bw = 25.31 in. zw = 0

Additional Characteristics:

M 1.61 Rv 11.40 in. (c.g. to (C12)v e = 4.0 in. (ceg. to (MACk e

a = 0, 2, 40, 60

5.3.2.1-6



Compute:

(ACy) -0.529 per rad (based on Sw) (Sample Problem I, Paragraph C, Section

Solution:

z PCosa Psin a
(dci) = bw - (Equation 5.3.2.1-a)

Cos of - sin(Ac, )(B) =(Crpv~B) bW

4. 0.294.0 cos a- 11.40 sin c
0.529 25.31 per rad (based on Sw bw)

Test values from Reference 3 are listed in Column 6 of the calculation table.

2 Cos a• - Qv sin a CC

a V CoS a 2vsin a 2(WV (WBH)
;: Rll| (in.) (in.) bw --0.529 @Iet

____.__/25 - 126.31 (per red) (per red)

0 4.000 0 0.1o8 --0.0836 -0.1010

2 3.9W 0.398 0.143 -0.0756 -0.0930

4 3.90 0.796 0.126 -0.0667 -0.0803

6 3978 1.191 0.110 -0.0582 -0.0647

2. Given: The configuration of Reference 4 consisting of a wing, body, upper vertical
stabilizer, and lower vertical stabilizer. This is the same configuration as that of
"Sample Problem 2, Paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1. Some of the characteristics are
repeated.

Wing Characteristics:

SW 144.0sq in. bw 24.0 in. zw= 0

Additional Characteristics:

M = 2.01 2v,, 12.0 in. (c.g. to (c/2k) Z = 4.15 in. (c.g. to (MAC)v

= 0,20,40, 6'

5.3.2.1-7



Compute:

(CY , -0.583 per rad (based on Sw) (Sample Problem 2, Paragraph C, Section

Solution:

Zp -os of - p sin at

bAC (Equation 5.3.2.1-a)

zv cos a - Rv sin a
(ac:-") Acy u)

( 4.15 cos a - 12.0 sin a\
-0.583 24.0 per rad (based on Sw bw )

Test values from Reference 4 are listed in Column 6 of the calculation table.

a zV COS a- sin a (ACl,

(dog) fin.) (in.) bw --0.83(b (test)

[02 - @0 12,4.0 (per red) (per rod)

0 4.150 0 0.173 -0.1010 -0.0745

2 4.147 0.419 0.155 -0.0606 -0.0774

4 4.140 0,838 0.13B -0.0m06 -0.0603

6 4.127 1.264 0.120 -0.0700 -0.0630

D. HYPERSONIC

A general discussion of hypersonic flows is given in the introduction to I'aragraph D of Section
4.1.3..> and in several standard texts. No explicit method exists for estimating the contribution of
an added tail panel to the sidmlip derivative C1, at hypersonic speeds.

The supersonic method for estimating the derivative (ACy,), (Paragraph C, Ser-ion 5.3.1.1) has
been substantiated to reasonably high Mach numbers (6.86)and can be used for estimating the
contribution of an added vertical panel, as in Paragraph C above. However, the method should be
applied with caution, since the basic assumptions are increasingly violated as the Mach number
increases. The hypersonic small-disturbance theory and Newtonian theory can also be used to
estimate the forces and therefore the moments on the vertical panel. Newtonian flow, however, is
limited to the upper range of hypersonic Mach numbers.

5.3.2.1-8



DATCOM METHODS

Method 1

"Extended Supersonic Method

The method described in Paragraph C of this section can be used up to Mach numbers of
approximately 7.

"Method 2

Hypersonic Small-Disturbance Theory

Equation 5.3.2.1-a can be used to estimate hypersonic values of the vertical-panel contribution
(&rýi, where (ACy5), in this equation is obtained from Equation 5.3.1.1-h, and £ is

deternined as in ParagrapliC above.

Method 3

Newtonian Theory

Equation 5.3.2.1-a is again used, but the vertical-panel contribution IACYv in this equation is
based upon the use of Equation 5.3.1.1-i for this case, and 9P is d termined as in Paragraph C
above. This method is most successful in the upper range of hypersonic Mach numbers.

Because of the general lack of test data in this speed regime, no substantiation tables are presented.

Un Problem

Method 2

Given: The configuration of Reference 5. This is the same configuration as that of the sample
problem, Paragraph D, Section 5.3.1.1. Some of the characteristics are repeated.

Wing Characteristics:

SW = 19.15isqin. bw = 5.60in. Zw - 0

Additional Characteristics:

M = 5.0 zv= 0.795in.(c.g.to(MAC~v) a = 0

Compute:

zV 0.795
""- 560 -0.142

5.3.2.1-9
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(Act) V -0j.86 per rad (based on SW (Sample Problem, Paragraph D, Section 5.3.1.1)

Solution:

z PCosa of 9 silla

("CIO) ( ACYP) p " (Equation 5.3.2. 1-a)

ZY
(AC, ) (ACY) V - (a 0)

-- 0.86 (0.142)

-- 0.l122 per rad (based on SW bw)

This corresponds to an experimental value (based on S~ bw) of -0.1146 per radian obtained from
* Reference 5.
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TABLE 5.3.2.1.Al

SUBSONIC CONTRIBUTION OF VERTICAL PANELS TO C,

-- ..• DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Configuration Panel (ACYO)( C1/8)v (AGCi)v Percent
Ref.' Sketch M Addd a. - Calc. Test Error

S (per rad) (per rad) (per rad) e

.25 BWHVs.BW -. 481 .121 -. 058 -. 060 3.3

.25 BWHV1 .BW -. 734 .139 -. 102 -. 091 12.1

4.25 BV,-B -. 428 .121 - .052 -. 065 20.06 '

6 .25 BVL-B -. 578 .139 - .080 -. 102 21.6

.25 BHVL.BH -. 597 .139 -. 083 .095 12.6

.25 BHV,-BH --.431 .121 -. 052 -. 058 10.3

-.17 BVB -. 254 .095 -. 024 -. 023 4.3

8 .17 BV.B -. 317 .107 -. 034 -. 03-A 0

• .17 BV-B -. 446 .130 -. 058 -. 071 18.3

.17 BWV.BW, -. 468 .130 -. 061 --. 069 11.6

f= .17 BWV.BW, --. 409 .130 -. 053 --. 052 1.9

'17 BWV.BW, -'.528 .130 -. 069 -. 080 13.7

9 6 BWHV-BW -. 575 .125 -. 072 --. 069 4.3

1 0 .13 BWHV-BW -. 426 .126 -. 054 -. 057 6.3

1. Refer toTable 5.3.1.1-B for configurfition data
2. These references are found in Sectioni 5.3.1.1

5.3.2.1-1 1
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TABLE 5.3.2.1-BI

SUPERSONIC CONTRIBUTION OF VERTICAL PANELS TO Cie

DAT^ SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Ref Configuration Panel (AC v V (A6Cj8) (6 Ci1)v Percent
M Cale. Caoc. Test ErrorSSketch Added bw

(per rad) (per rad) (per rad) e

S1.61 BV-B -. 525 .158 -. 083 -. 083 0

1.61 BWHV -BWH -. 529 .158 -. 084 -. 101 16.8

1.61 BWVo-BW -. 358 .145 -. 052 -. 049 6.1

"2.01 BWVo-BW -. 335 .145 -. 048 -. 034 41.2
1.61 BWIIV.,-BWH -. 368 .136 -. 050 -. 043 16.317---

, 2.01 BWHVo.BWH -. 335 .145 -. 048 -. 034 41.2

1.61 BWHV,,,.BWH -. 424 .151 --. 064 -. 054 18.5

1.61 BWHV, 7, ,.BWH -. 471 .146 '-.069 -. 060 15.0

18 1.41 BWV.BW -. 836 .182 -. 152 -. 126 20.6

2.01 BWV-BW -. 545 .182 -. 099 -. 103 3.9

18 1.41 BWV-BW -. 842 .182 -. 153 -. 126 21.4
n 2.01 BWV.BW -. 4 .182 -. 098 -. 100 2.0

4 1.41 BWV.BW -. 792 .182 -. 144 -. 126 14.3
18__ 4, j 2.01 BWV-BW -. 542 .182 -. 099 -. 092 1.6

4 1.41 BWV.BW -. 706 .182 -. 128 -. 097 32.0S 18__ _ _

"" 2.011 BWV.BW -. 586 .182 -. 107 -. 086 24.4

9\

"" 5.0 BWV09W -. 803 .142 -. 122 -. 123 .8

1. Refer toTAble 5.3.1.1-C for configuration data
2. These references are found in Section 5.3.1.1

3. Refer to SampleProblem, Paragraph D, Section 5.3.1.1

5.3.2.1-12
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3.3 TAIL-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE C.,

5.3.3,1 TAIL-BODY SIIESLIP DERIVATIVE C.,, IN TIlE LINEAR ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RAN(GE

The contribution of panels present in the empennage to the vehicle sideslip derivative C, is estimated by the meth-

ods of this Section. The methods generally include the interference effects of other vehiere components.

Detailed discussion of the various aerodynamic aspects of adding tail panels to flight vehicles is given in Section
5.3.1.1 and is not repeated here.

"A. SUBSONIC

The methods of estimating the contribution of ponels prxsemt in the empennage to the sideslip derivative C.
atebased on the methods for estimating the contribution of panels present ir: the empennage to the sideslip deriva-
tive Cy,8 in Section 5.3, 1. 1. The moment arm through which the panel side fvrcc acAts can be taken as (a) the dis-
tance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the vehicle center of gravity and the quarter-chord point of the mean
aerodynamic chord of the panel or (b) the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the vehicle center of
gravity and the actual aerodynamic center of the panel. In most cases the former approximation is used, since the
inaccuracies of estimating the side force of the panel do not warrant the refinements of (b). For short-coupled

9 configurations, however, where the tail-length distance is relatively short and the size of the panel may be large,
siagnificant differences between results estimated by (ap and (b) may result; in such cases (b) is recommended.

DATCOM METHOD

Method I

Simplifi.d Method

The contribution of a panel to the sideslip derivative C,,, at subsonic speeds is given by

.. (A C•?I (A Cvý,)P b- 5.3.,}11-

where the subscript P refers to panels present in the empennage

(AC/ yi. is the side force due tA) sideslip of the added panel determined as follows:

For configurations with the horizontal panel mounted on the body, or with no hori.eontal panel,
use Method 1 or Method 3 of paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1.

For configurations with the horizontal panel mounted on tlo V'ertical, use Method i of para-
graph A, Section 5.3.1.1.

• =•'• For twin-vertical panel configurations, use Method 2 of paragraph A, Soction 5,3.1.1.

1 p is the distance parallel to the lohgitudiial axis betweten the moment rc.feren•tc center (ui.tally
the vehicle center of gTavitý.. and the quarter-chor- point of the MAC of t(e added panel, posi-
tive for the added panel behind the moment reference center.

b, is the span of the wing

Method 2

Refined Method

In this case the contribution of a panel to the sideslip derivative Cn,, is given by

(A[.. -(C • + (x....)•] 5.3.3.1-b

5.3.3.1-1
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where (AC y)P, 1, and bw are defined in Method 1 above, and
(Xr..c)p is the diiAtance between the quart"r-chord point of the MAC of the added panel as determined

from paragraph A of Section 4.1.4.2, positive for the a.c. behind the quarter-chord point. (in
detemining the vertical panel a.c. use the aspect ratio of the panel mounted on an infinite
reflection plane.)

All grnieWry for the added panel of these methods is based on the panel extended to the body centerline.
Methods 1 and 2 of paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1 lunp the total .mperinage increment in Cy into a single parameter.
On the other hand, Method 3 gives the increment due to the addition of one panel (either a gorizontal or verticalpenel) including the mutual aerodynamic interference effects of all ot her panels present. An extension of Method 3
to determine the total empennage side force due to sideslip at subsonic speeds which results from the addition ofall parels prescnt in the empennage is pretented in paragraph A of Section 5.5.1.1.
For a wingless configuration, bw is replaced by the reference length for the vehicle, and (ACre)p is based on the
vehicle reference area.

Table 5.3.3.1-A compares results calculated by Method 1 with test data. The test cases for this table are the sameas those used for table 5.3.1.1-B. Pertinent detailed information for table 5.3.3.1-A is therefore found in table
5.3.1.I-B and is not repeated.

Sample Problems
1. Method 1
Giveni: The configuration of referernce 1, consisting cf wing, body, horizontal tail, and upper vertical tail. This isthe same configuration as that of sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1. Some of the characteristics

are repeated. Find the effect of adding the vertical tail to the wing-b6dy-horizontal tail configuration.

Wing Characteristics

OW -76.0 sq in. bw 4i.56 in. ZW 0

Additional Characteristics

M 0.25 Jv 24.89 in. (e.g. to (F/4),)

Compute:

.v = 2A-89 0.599
bw 41.56

(ACvp)v(1a -0.73,. per rad (based on Sw) (sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1)

Solution:

(iC. )- (A CyA)P bk (equation 5.3.3. I-a)Pbw

( C.#)vom W = -(Acy.dvt(• b

- (-0.734) (0,599)

0.440 per rad (based on Swbw)
.his compares with an exwrinient&l value of 0.415 per radian obtained from reference 1.

2. WehWdI
Given: The confgumation of reference 2, consisting of wing, body, horizontal tail, and vertical tail. This is the

same cnflgurstiwe as that of sample problem 3, paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1. Some of the characteristics
are ~mpeate, Find the effect of adding the vertical tail to the wing-body-horizontal tail combination.
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Wing Characteristics

"Sw 324 sq in. bw 36.0 in. zw = 0

Additional Characteristics

M = 0.13 rv 16.70 in, (e.g. to (5 /4)v)

Compute:

•L = L6.7 0.464bw 36.0

(ACv)voB = -0.375 per rad (based on Sw) (sample problem 3, paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1)

Solution:

(AC~p) = -(ACyp) (equation 5.3.3.1-a)
3p bw

(AC)v _ (6CY•v

-(-0.375) (0.464)

- 0.174 per rad (based on Swbw)

SThis compares with an experimental value of 0.178 per radian obtained from reference 2.

B. TRANSONIC

A brief discussion of the flow phenomena associated with forces generated on a vertical panel at transonic speeds
is given in pm:agraph B of Section 5.3.1.1. As in the case for the vertical tail contribution to Cy', the transonic
characteristics of the sideslip derivative Cn,, are closely associated with the transonic lift-curve-slope character-
istics of the isolated panel (set• introduction to paragraph B of Section 4.1.3.2).

DATCOM METHOD

No method is available for estimating the contribution of a tail panel to the sideslip derivative Cnp and nune is
presented in the Dateom. Figure 5.3.3.1-11 presents some available information for this derivative.

C. SUPERSONIC

As in the subsonic case, the method of estimating supersonic values of (ACCnp•) is based on the values of
(ACyv) estimated by the method of Section 5.3.1.1. The problem of estimating the forces generated on vertical

panals is complicated by the presence of shock waves. See paragraph C of Section 5.3.1.1 for a detailed descrip-
tion of this method. The moment arm through which the added vertical panel side force acts can be taken as (a) the
distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the vehicle center of gravity and the 50-percent-chord point of
the mean aerodynamic center of the vertical panel, or (b) the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the
vehicle center of gravity and the actual aerodynamic center of the vertical panel. For short-coupled configurations
the latter approximation is, of course, more accurate. At supersonic speeds the centroid of area of the region of
interierence approximates the moment arm in the case of the increment gained by adding a horizontal surface.

This methcd is limited to configurations in which the horizontal tail is mounted on the body or configurations with
no horizontal tail.

5.3.3.1-3



DATCOM MFTHODS

Method 1

Simplified Method

The contribution of an added panel (either a horizontal or vertical panel) to the sideslip derivative C, at super-
sonic speeds is given by equation 5.3.3.1-a

(AC )P -(ACy)p bw i-

where the subscript p and bw are defined in paragraph A, and

(A C.Y )P is the side force due to sideslip of an added panel obtained from paragraph C of Section
5.3.1.1

* A, is the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the vehicle moment center and the
50-percent-chord point of the MAC of an added vertical panel, positive for the vertical panel
aft of the vehicle moment center. In the case of the increment gained by adding a horizontal
panel, t, is the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the vehicle moment center
and the centroid of area of the region of interference, positive for the horizontal panel aft of
the vehicle moment center. (See sketch (c) of Section 5.3.1.1 for definition of area of region
of interference.)

Method 2

Refined Method

For a more refined estimate of the contribution of an added panel to the sideslip derivative CnO, equation 5.3.3.1-
is ustd

(AC) -(ACo).

bw

where (ACy)p, t4, and bw are defined in Method 1 above, and

(x..'.)p is the distance paralle! to the longitudinal axis between the 50-percent-chord point of the
MAC of an added vertical panel and the aerodynamic center of the added panel obtained from
paragraph C of Section 4.1.4.2, positive for the a.c. behind the 50-percent-chord point. (in
determining the vertical panel a.c. use the aspect ratio of the isolated panel mounted on an
infinite reflection plane.)

In the case of the increment gained by adding a horizontal panel, the moment armi is treated as iu Method 1 above.

All geometry used in determining the moment arms of the vertical panels in the above methodp is based on the
exposed panel.

For a wingless configuration the remarks following the Dat( nm methods of paragraph A above are also applicable
here.

Table 5.3.3.1-B compares results obtained by Method I with experimental data. The test configurations used in
this table are the same as those used in Table 5.3.1.1-C. Detailed geometric variables are given in this latter
table.

Sample Problems

1. Method I

Given: The configuration of refe;ence 3 consisting of wing, body, horizontal tail, and upper vertical stabilizer,
This is the same configuration as that of sample problem 1, paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1. Some of the char-
acteristics are repeated. Find the effect of adding the vertical tail to the wing-body-horizontal tail combi-
nation. ,

5.3.3.1-4
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Wing Characteristics

Sw 160.4 sq in. bw 25.31 in. zw = 0

Additional Characteristics

M- M 1.61 Iv 11.40 in. (e.g. to (E/2)v.)

Compute:

IV, = 1" z 0.45
bvi 25.31

(ACy.am6 -o -.. s per rad (baeed on Sw) (sample problem 1, paragraph C, Section 5.3. 1.1)

Solution:

""' •C,), -(ACm) -A_ (equation 5.3.3.1-a)V bw

(AC,•),.., =-(ACYl)ovm

= -- 0.529) (0.450)

0.23B per rad (based on Swbw)

This compares with an experimental value of 0.218 per radian obtained from reference 3.

2. Method 1

"Given: Thee configuration of reference 4 consisting of wing, body, upper vertical stabilizer, and lower vertical sta-
bilizer. This is the same configuration as that of sample problem 2, paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1. Some of
the characteristics are repeated. Find the effect of adding the upper vertical stabilizer to the wing-body-
lower vertical stabilizer combination.

Wing Characteristics

"Sw 144.0 sq in. bw = 24.0)n. Zw = 0

Additional Characteristics

M =2.01 k 12.00 in. (e.g. to (6/2) v.)

'41 Compute:
n -00 0.500

bw 24.0

(6C -0.583 per rad (based on Sw) (sample problem 2, paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1)

* ,Solution:

,(AC.)- -(AC Y) A-. (equation 5.3.3.1-a)P bw

""~~. ( n)vo"M -"(A CYeO voM

"-(-0.583) (0.500)

0.2915 per red (based on Swbw)

This compares with an experimental value of 0.277 per radian obtained fiom reference 4.
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D. hYPEMSONIC

A gencral discussion of hypersonic flow.s is given in the introduction to paragraph D of Section 4.1.3.3 and in sev-
" ' (in] standard texts. No explicit method exists for estimating the contribution of an added tail panel to the sideslip

"derivative Cn at hypersonic speeds.

The supersonic method for estimating the derivative (ACyo)p (paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1) has been substantiated
to reasonably high Mach numbers (6.86) and can be used for estimating (AC.)P as in paragraph C above. However,
the method should be applied with caution, since the basic assumptions are increasingly violated as the Mach num-
ber increases. The hypersonic small-disturbance theory and Newtonian Theory can also be used to estimate the forcer

"-'sand therefore the moments on the vertical panel. Newtonian flow, however, is limited to the upper range of hyper-
sonic Mach numbers.

DATCON METHODS

Method I

Extended Supersonic Method

The method described in paragraph C can be used up to Mach numbers of approximately 7.

Method 2

Hypersonic Small-Disturbance Theory

Equation 5.3.3.1-a or 5.3.3. 1-b can be used to estimate hypersoaic values of (t Cn.)V, where (ACy 8 ), is obtained
from equation 5,3.1.1-h and 1, is as defined in paragraph C above. This method is generally limited to small angles
of flow deflection.

Method 3

Newtonian Theory

Equation 5.3.3.1-a or 5.3.3.1 can be used, but (ACv )v is obtained by using equation 5.3.1.1-i to determine C,
in this case. I1, is as defined in p&ragraph C above, ;his method is most successful at the high hypersonic Mach
numbers.

Because of the general lack of test data in this speed regime, no substantiation table is presented.

Method 2 S@aple Problem

Given: The configuration of referenef 5. This is the same configuration as that of the sample problem, paragraph
D, Section 5.3.1.1. Some of the characteristics are repeated. Find the effect of adding the vertical stabilizer
to the wing-body configuration.

Wing Characteristics

Sw 19.15 sq in. bw 5.60 in.

Additional Characteristics

M 5.0 Iv 2.79 in. (e.g. to (6/2)v.)

Compute:

v :2.7_9 zo.499
bw 5.60

0 C V1 V -0.86 per rad (based on Sw) (sampie problem, paragraph D, Section 5.3.1.1)

Solution:

(ACnj)p -(ACnj) ).(2 (equation 5.3.3.1-a)
53bw

(AC n )v _ (ACY•v•
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S~~-(--36 ();li0.499)

0.4:30 per rad (based on Swbw)

This corresponds to an experimental value of 0.59 per radian obtained from reference 5.
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TABLE 5.3.3.1-A"'2-3

SUBSONIC CONTRIBUTION OF VERTICAL PANELS TO C,,

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Cngrt)vae (ACYAC)v v1 , C) (6 CnB) Percent

Sketch Add (per rod) Method 1 (per rod) (per red) e

.25 BWHVrBWH -. 481 .463 .223 .24 7.1-4 .2S BWHVL.BWH --.734 .443 .32Z .31 4.8

.25 BV.-B -. 428 .620 .265 .31 14.5

"6"25 BV,,B -. 578 .599 .346 .39 11.3

".25 BHVL-BH -. 597 .599 .358 .41 12.7

.25 BHVm-BH -. 431 .620 .267 .32 16.6

--. 17 BV.B -. 254 .58 .147 .14 5.0

8 .17 BV.B -. 317 .57 .181 .18 .6

S.17 BV-B -. 446 .56 .250 .26 3.8

.17 BWV-BW, -. 468 .56 .262 .25 4.84- .17 BWIV.BW, -. 409 .56 .229 .18 27.2
.17 BW.,V-BW, -. 528 .56 .29% .30 -. 3

* % .6 BWHV-BW - .575 .425 .244 .23 6.1

.6 BV.B -. 492 .425 .209 .24 12.9

t • . .13 BWI'V-BW -. 426 .464 .198 .21 5.7

4 .13 BHV-BH -. 504 .464 .234 .22 6.4

10 ....

.13 BHV-BH --. 506 .464 .235 .21 11.9

.. 5.3.3.1-8
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TABLE 5.3.3.1-A','* (CONTD)

Configuration Panel (6Cy/( (C' Pervent
Ref... oketch M Calc. bw Calc. Test Error

ee (per red) Method I (per rmd) (per rad) e

10 .13 BHV.BH -. 497 .464 .230 .20 15.0

1. This table is a condensed form of that appearing in reference 2.
Additional sub4antiation can be obtained from this reference.

2. Refer to table 6.3.1.1-B for configuration data.

3. These references are found in Section 5.3.1.1.

TABLE 5.3.3.1-B''"

SUPERSONIC CONTRIBUTION OF VERTICAL PANELS TO C,

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Configuration Panel (ACy,), I (ACa)v (ACna v Percent
ROL Sketch MAdded Cale. -- V C4lc. Test Error

(per rad) (per radT (per rad) e

15 1.82 BWV-BW -. 589 .768 .453 .43 5.3

16 1.61 BV.B - .525 .450 .236 .22 7.3

1.61 BWHV -BWH -. 529 .450 .238 .218 9.2

14 2.01 BWHU-BWH -. 056 .439 .025 .03 26.5

12.0-1 - 1-iWHUV-BWHiU -. 525 .575 .302 .30 .7

1.61 BWV,,-BW -. 358 .403 .144 .14 2.9

2.01 BWV,,.BW --. 335 .403 .135 .12 12.5

17 1 .61 BWHV,,-BW -. 31 .403 .1481 .15 1.3

S2.01 BWIIV,,.BWH .403 .135 .12 12.5

1.61 RWHV,...-BWH --. 424 .414 .176 .17 3.5

. o' BWHV,.... .BWH - .471 .410 .193 .17 13.5

5.3.3. 1-9
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TABLE 5.3.3.1-B1.1.3 (CONTD)

Cugu oPne c(AC,, (8o, P ircen
""efr M Caget a -" C&I 6c. Tt Error

sketch Added tperrad) (per rad) (pwr rad) e

1.41 BWV-BW -. 836 .465 .389 .37 5.1
18 2zol BWV-BW -. 545 .469 .256 .31 17.4

_1.41 BW.Bw -.842 .504 .475 .42 13.1
8 2.01 BWV-BW --.5W .5m .305 .30 1.7

- 1.41 BWV-BW - .792 .630 .499 .45 10.9

2.01 BWV-BW -. 542 .630 .312 .30 14.0

1.41 BWV-BW .706 .748 .528 .36 46.7

18 .=--:2.0• L1 BWVIVDW -- -. 586 .748 .438 .32 3.

_. - •

20 6.86 BWHUV.BW --. 315 .645 .203 .18 12.8

NOTES:

1. This table in a onodesaed form of that appeMaing in refermnce 2.
....Additional substanti n can be obtained fim this refeaice.

"2. Refer to table 5.3.1.1-C ko configuration data.

"3. These nfermoes e fomud in Section 5.3.1.1.

I 5
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Section 5.3.1.1
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0.8.
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"S Iection 5.3.1.1

". -- I I I
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MACH NUMBER

1.2

(AC96)v
per rad

__Refexence 13 of
Section 5.3.1.1

0.6 0 .8 1.0 J1.2 1.4
MACH NUMBER

FIGURE 5.3.3.1-11. TYPICAL TRANSONIC DATA
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5.3.3.2 TAIL-BODY YAWING.MOMENT COflFFICIENT Ch AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The tail-body yawing moment developed at combined at.gles is nonlinear with respect to both
sideslip and angle of attack because of the body-vortex induced sidewash on the upper-. ertical tail
and the cross-coupling of upwash and sidewash velocities. To obtain the derivative C,,, it is
recommended that CL be calculated at several angles of attack for a small sideslip angle (0 < 40).
Then, at each angle of attack, the yawing moment is assumed linear with sideslip for =mall values of
Sso tlat

Cn

-C i

A. SUBSONIC

The comments appearing in Paragraph A of Section 5.3. 1.2 apply here also. The method presented
herein is restricted to first-order approximations at relatively low angles of attack.

DATCOM METHOD

* It is recommended that the method of Paragraph A of Section 5.3.3.1 be used in the linear-lift
"angle-of-attack range.

B. TRANSONIC

The comments appearing in Paragraph B of Section 5.3. 1. 2 apply here also and Will not be reper ted.

DATCOM METHOD

No method is aN ailable for tEtimating this coefficient at angle of attack and none is presented in the
Datcom.

C. SUPERSONIC

The comments in Paragraph C of Section 5.3.1.2 apply here also. As noted therein, the method for
determining the side-force coefficient at angle of attack does not account for wing-tail interference
effects. The yawing-moment coefficient at angle of attack for a configuration including a wing at
supersonic speeds must be obtained from Paragraph C of Section 5.6.3.2.

DATCOM METHOD

The method for estimating the empennage contribution to the yawing moment at combined angles
* 4is essentially that of Section 5.3.1.2. The yawing-moment coefficient is obtained simply by applying

the proper moment arms to the various side-force coefficients that comprise the total tail
contribution. As noted in Section 5.3.1.2, the method is limited to circular bodies, and to the
analysis of horizontal-tail effects only when the surface is body-mounted.

5.3.3.2-1



"The contribution of the tail panels to fie yawihg-nonient coefficient is given as

Q H Cos of+ 71 sin (X R•V CosoCy+ Z V sill a•

R cos a + zu sin ca

(B)B

- (Cy)5.3.3.2-a

where

-(Cv) is defined under Equation 5.3.1.2-a.
*(C), is defined under Equation 5.3.1.2-a.tV

e.(C y) is defined under Equation 5.3.1.2-a.

* is the distance from the moment reference center to the center of pressure of the
horizontal-tail interference side force, measured parallel to the longitudinal axis. The
c.p. is taken at the centroid of the interference area, indicated by shading in
Sketch (a) of Section 5.3.1.2.

z" is the distance to the center of pressure of the horizontal-tail interference side force,
measured from, and normal to, the longitudinal axis. z1 is positive when the c.p. is
above the longitudinal axis. (The c.p. location is as assumed above.)

kv is the distance from the moment reference center to the center of pressure of the
upper vertical tail, measured parallel to the longitudinal axis.

zv is the distance to the center of pressure of the upper vertical tail, measured from,
and normal to, the longitudinal axis. zv is positive when the c.p. is above the
longitudinal axis.

is the distance from the moment reference center to the center of pressure of the
ventral fin, measured parallel to the longitudinal axis.

zo is the distance to the center of pressure of the ventral fin, measured from, and
normal to, the longitudinal axis. z is negative when the c.p. is below the
longitudinal axis.

For the vertical panels the center of pressure is taken as the 50-percent-chord point of the mean
aerodynamic chord of the exposed panel.

Values for the incremental coefficient resulting from the addition of upper vertical tails to circular
bodies, calculated using the Datcom method, are compared with experimental results in Figure
5.3.3.2-4. It is evident from the experimental data that a strong destabilizing effect occurs with
"increasing angle of attack, and that this effect is fairly accurately predicted by the Datcom method
over the angle-of-attack range of the tests.

5.3.3.2-2'e



Sample Problem

Given: Configuration of Sample Problem, Paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.2. No horitiontal tail. Some
characteristics are repeated. Find the yawing-moment coefficient developed by a vertical tail
and a ventral fin.

Wing Characteristics:

a 120 Sw 144.0sqin.

Additional Characteristics:

Rv = 12.0 in. 9u = 12.0 in. bw 24.0 in. zv = 4.15 in. zu -2.15 in.

=C~ -0.0229)
V -0 (based on Sw) Sample Problem, Paragraph C, Section 5.3,1.2)

(C,)u = -0.0109f

M - 2.01

Solution:
O Rv cosa+zV sino, QU cosa(÷zU sina

w Vhorizontal tail off)

1:2.0 cos 120 + 4.15 sin 12' (-0.0229)- 12.0 cos 120 -. 2.15 sin 12* (-0.0109)
24.0 24.0

0.0171 (based an Swbw)

REFERENCE

7 1. Kuatadi, G. E.: Estimation of Directional Stability ODrivtwve$ at Moderate Anglas and Supersonic Speeds. NASA Memo
12-1.8A, 1950. (U)
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"5.4 FLOW FIELDS IN SIDESLIP

5.4.1 WING-BODY WAKE AND SIDEWASH IN SIDESLIP

For a wing-body combination there are two contributions to the sidewash present at a vertical tail -

that due to the-body and that due to the wing.

The sidewash due to a body arises from the side force developed by a body in yaw. As a result of
this side force a vortex system is produced, which in turn induces lateral-velocity componients at the
vertical tai.. This sidewash from the body causes a destabilizing flow in the airstream beside the
body. Above and below th- ",iselage, however, the flow is stabilizing.

"The sidewash arising from a wing in yaw is small compared to that of a body. The flow above the
wak- center line moves inboard and the flow below, the wake center line moves outboard.

For conventional aircraft the combination of the wing-body flow fields is such. as to cause almost no
sidewash effect below the wake center line.

At subsonic speeds an empirical equation is presented that gives The total sid-wash effect directly,
i.e., the combined sidewash angle and dynamic-pressure loss. ,

At supersonic speeds no generalized method is available.

DATCOM METHOD

A. SUBSONIC

A simple algebraic equation is presented that predicts the combined sidewash and dynamic-pressure

parameter:
• / aat qv/+ ao.) q_

This empirically derived expression is

Sv
~ I I au qV

+- - = 0.724 + 3.06 1- + .4- + 0.009A 5.4. 1-aa~q. I + cosAC/4 W, d .l-

where

a is the sidewash at the vertical tail, positive out the left wing

Sv is the vertical tail area, including the submerged area to the fuselage center line, square
feet

zw is the distance, parallel to the Z-axis, from wing root quarter-chord point to fuselage
center line, feet. This value is positive for the quarter-chord point below the fuselage cen-
ter li-ae.

d is the maximum fuselage deptn, feet

A comparison of test data with results calculated from Equation 5. 4 .1-a is shown in Table 5.4. I-A.
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TABLE 5.4.1-A

K. . (14Peme t
Ref. (deg) Aw/d S w Tetl CIC. Err=

1 45 4 0 2172 1.233 1.246 1.1

2 0 4 -. 333 .150 .925 .89 &.9

0 4 0 .150 L004 .989 1.5

0 4 .333 .150 L090 1.089 0.1

45 4 -. 333 .150 .994 .929 6.5

45 4 0 .150 L067 1.029 &3

45 4 W33 .150 1.210 L129 6.7

3 45 3 390 .150 1.210 1.176 2.8

43 3 .39D .244 1.140 1.34W 18.0

4 60 2 0 .150 1.068 1.48 1.9

60 6 0 .150 1.10 L.OU4 U3

45 2 0 .150 .996 1.021 2.3

45 6 0 .150 1.0=3 1.057 3&3

6 0 2 0 .150 LO07 .971 3.6

0 6 0 .150 .968 .989 2.2

7 0 4 0 .150 1.010 .989 2.1

0 4 0 .150 .902 .989 9.6

0 4 0 .150 .966 .589 2-4

4S 4 9.150 1.040 1.029 , 1.1

45 4 0 .150 .950 1.029 83

"451 4 0 .150 1.037 1.029 0.8

. 45 3 0 .203 1.170 1.124 3.9

45 3 0 .203 1.13 1.124 .5

45 3 0 .267 1.203 1.237 3.1

45 3 0 .267 1.252 1.237 12

46 3 -. 354 .203 Lm30 .973 5.5
45 3 -- 203 1.060 .973 8.2

45 3 -. 354 .267 1.152 1.6 5.7
45 3 -3$4 .267 1.082 1.336 0.4

9 52. 2.31 --. 333 .04 .743 .777 3.9

52.5 2.31 -. 333 .127 .79,2 .854 7,8

52.5 2.31 --. 333 .110 .740 .811 9.6

52.5 2.31 -. 333 .145 .792 .874 10.3

52.5 2.31 -. 333 .136 .7z2 .995 2.3.0

5.5 2.31 .333 .034 I.155 J.0= 10.1
* 52.5 2.31 .333 .121 1.374 1.110 1.-

1.07 1.110
, "52.5 2.31 •3.110 LOW') I.Ti7 1.6

52.5 22.31 .333 146 ISM; I, 3.9

S2.31 .333 .156 1.147 1.161 1.2
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Ref. (deg) A z,/d S. Test Cail.

10 45 4 0 .150 1.09 I1379 $.A

45 4 0 .150 .963 1.029 6.4
45 4 10 .3 .029.

4,5 4 0 .150 1"03 1.029 .

it &3 315 0 .Im 1.130 !.W0 U

12 56.5 2 0 26 1.136 M.24 .

13 45 6 0 .151 1.06 !.•O 3.4

45 6 0 .151 1.= 1.049 68

14 0 5.9 .003 .160 1.030 L047 L7

15 40 2.5 .125 .165 1.070 I.S 1.2

16 35.92 6.95 -. 387 .307 1.140 1.152 IA

17 33.21 2.91 .417 .266 1.263 1.364 &0

Average A = L 4.7
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5.5 LOW-ASPECT-RATIO WINGS AND WING-BODY COMBINATIONS IN SIDESLIP

During recent years much work has been done on problems associated with the design and operation of
advanced flight vehicles. These vehicles include re-entry configurations and those designed for hypersonic
cruise. The requirement that these vehicles operate within the atmosphere at hypersonic speeds
necessitates the use of configurations that are not well suited for subsonic flight at low altitudes. For
the most part, the configurations proposed for this type of mission feature extremely low aspect ratios
of the order of two or less, and thick, generously rounded lifting surfaces. These configurations also
often have large blunt bases.

The use of conventional subsonic theories and related test data does not result in adequate estimates of
the aerodynamic characteristics for this type of •hicle. The methods presented in this section for
estimating the aerodynamic characteristics of advar. ,.! flight vehicles at subsonic speeds are necessarily
semiempirical in nature. The methods are based on test data, which have been correlated with the aid of
the extension of available theory. A large portion of the material is related to delta or modified-delta
configurations, since a major portion of the pertinent theory and test results relates to these planforms.

In the following group of sections (5.5.1, 5.5.2, and 5.5.3) methods are presented for estimating the side

force, rolling moment, and yawing moment on specific types of advanced flight vA',icles over the linear
sideslip-angle range and at angles of attack up to 200.

The pertinent aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the vehicle are illustrated on figure 5.5-6.
SThese forces and moments are presented in a normal-force axis system that is introduced in Section 4.8.

The reference axes are oriented with respect to the particular configuration under consideration such
that the normal force is zero at zero angle of attack and also so that the rolling moment due to sideslip
is zero for zero normal force.

The axis designated X' - X' in figure 5.5-6 is the zero-normal-force reference axis defined in Section
4.8 as the axis passing through the centroid of the base area and the most forward point on the vehicle
nose. If this axis is parallel to the free stream, the normal force acting on the body is zero by definition,
and the zero-normal-force angle of attack CeN 0 is specified (see Section 4.8.1.1).

Although the position of the axes such that the normal force is zero at zero angle of attack is readily
determined, there is no accurate way of establishing the position of the axes for an arbitrary

•.4 configuration such that the rolling moment due to sideslip is zero at zero normal force.

-.- In the sections that follow, the position of the axis which results in zero rolling moment due to sideslip
at zero normal force has been defined by using available test data. The required axis position,
represented by axis 0 - 0 of figure 5.5-6, is parallel to the X' - X axis and located at a

distance A from X' -- X', where A is given by

L KY N o

The data in the following sections are presented with respect to this "zero normal force - zero rolling
moment" axis system. In this axis system the normal-force coefficient, angle of attack, side-force

"* derivative with respect to sideslip, roiling-moment derivative with respect to sideslip, and yawing-moment
"derivative with respect to sideslip are designated by CN, a Ky 0, K 1, and K' respectively.
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The lateral-directional characteristics for the defined body-axis system are related to the more familiar

"stability-axis system by

K'10 C 10 cos a'- C sin &'.- K
flP b

K' = Cn cos a'+ C, sin a'

For symmetrical configurations (symmetry about the Z 0 plane)

a* a

K'10 =K1

A general notation list is included in this section for all sections included under Section 5.5.

. Sketches showing planform geometry for nearly all configurations analyzed in Sections 5.5.1.1 through

5.5.3.2 are presented in table 4.8-A

NOTATION

SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTION

A aspect ratio of surface Several

b surface span Several

cr surface root chord 5.5.3.1r .5.5.3.2

hb maximum height of base Several

total length of body Several

""N1 uniform distribution of normal force acting cn a pure delta wing 5.5.2.1

" Nurconcentrated component of normal force acting on leading edge of a 5.5.2.1
pure delta wing

Ný left taading-edge component of concentrated normal force 5.5.2.1

5.5-2



SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTION

SN ; right leading-edge com ponent of concentrated normal force 5.5.2.1

R1 effective radius of round leading-edge wing, perpendicular to leading 5.5.1.2
- LE edge at c,/3 from the nose (see figure 4.8.1.2-1ib) 5.5.2.2

5.5.3A1
5.5.3.2

_ . S planform area Several

SBs projected side area of configuration Several

,2c1  projected side area of configuration forward of .2c 5.5.3.1

V. free-stream velocity 5.5.2.1

(xC.P.)P chordwise distance from the configuration nose to the center of 5.5.3.1
pressure of the pressure component of the side force, positive for c.p. 5.5.3.2
aft of nose

9. 3 x chordwise distance from the nose of the configuration to the centroid 5.5.3.1
"C.'. location of the projected side area, positive aft of the nose 5.5.3.2

x chordwise distance from the nose of the configuration to the centroid 5.5.3.1
location of the wing planform, positive aft of the nose 5.5.3.2

aN0  angle of attack at zero normal force 5.5

Sa angle of attack (0 - aN), (see figure 4.8-12) 5.5
5.5.2.2

4 angle of sideslip, positive nose left Several

A 1. perpendicular distance between zero-normal-force reference axis 5.5
X'-X' and "zero normal force - zero rolling moment" reference
axis 0 - 0, positive for 0 - 0 below X '-X '(see figure 5.5-6)

4 2. distance of c.p. of leading-edge component of normal force on a 5.5.2.1
S. .pure delta wing, measured from and normal to the root chord (see

sketch (b), Section 5.5.2.1)

Sj total wedge angle of sharp-leading-edged wing, perpendicular to leading 5.5.1.2
"edge at c,/3 from nose (see figure 4.8.1.2-1 a) 5.5.2.2

effective wedge angle of sharp-leading-edged wing, perpendicular to 5.5.1.2
leading edge at c,/3 from nose (see figure 4.8.1.2-1 la) 5.5.2.2
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTION

6L. average lower-surface angle of sharp-leading-edged wing, perpendicular 5.5.1.2
to wing leading edge at c,/3 from nose (see figure 4.8.1.2-1 la) 5.5.2.2

0 wing semiapex angle 5.5.2.1
5.5.2.2

ALE sweepback angle of wing leading edge Several

tip chord
- taper ratio, root--ho.--Severalroot chord

C skin-friction coefficient for incompressible flow 5.5.1.1
: "- 5.5.3.1

rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with sideslip angle, 5.5

8C (stability axes)
N'

CN, normal-force coefficient - measured with respect to zero-normal- 5.5.1.2
. .q 5.5.2.1

force reference plane 5.5.2.2

5.5.3.2

(CN') value of coefficient at a'= 200 5.5.1.2
5.5.2.2

Ca/ rate of change of yawing-moment coefficient with sideslip angle, 5.5

-"(stability axis)

ap.,

Cy rate of change of side-force coefficient with sideslip angle, 5.5
[CyI•

(stability axes) a

K1  rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with sideslip angle, 5.5

referred to the defined body axes 5.5.2.25.52.21

(" valve of parameter for a pointed-nose delta wing 5.5.2.2
\N'

(K z calculated valve of parameter at &i' 200 
5,5.2.2

K; value of derivative referred to zero-normal-force axis 5.5
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SYMBOL DEFINITION SECTION

Kj value of derivative near zero-normal-force 5.5.2.1
KONq0 5.5.2.2

"" ONO
"[ Movalue of parameter for pointed-nose delta wing 5.5.2.1

CM' 5.5.2.2

A increment in value of - of thin delta wing due to nose blunting 5.5.2.1
CCN'J' 5.5.2.2

(Kip ICN)ý
sideslip-derivative correlation factor for Ký, at a' = 200 5.5.2.2

"A increment in correlation factor at c' = 200 due to thickness effects 5.5.2.2

K' rate of change of yawing-moment coefficient with sideslip angle, 5.5
,K 5.5.3.1
77 , referred to the defined body axes 5.5.3.2

K' value of derivative at zero normal forc.e 5.5.3.1
MN04

aKy
K, rate of change of side-force coefficient with sideslip angle, - 5.5

referred to the defined body axis 5.5.1.1
5.5.1.2
5.5.3.2

value of derivative at zero normal force 5.5.1.1"" "•"• KY~ o5.5.lI.Ž

0 
5.5.3.1

4 (Kyr,) value of derivative at a'= 200 5.5.1.2

A (Kyp) increment in derivative accounting for change in a' from 0 to 200 5.5.1.2

F_ sidesiip-derivative correlation factor for Ky, at a' = 20° 5.5.1.2
CN']3.
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5.5.1 WING, WING-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Kyp

5.5.1.1 WING, WING-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Ky, AT ZERO NORMAL FORCE

A. SUBSONIC

This section presents a method, taken from reference 1, for estimating the sideslip derivative Ky. at
zero normal force for delta and modified-delta configurations at subsonic speeds.

The side force at zero normal force is assumed to be composed of two parts, side force due to skin
friction and side force due to the pressures acting on the configuration. For thin configurations
(essentially zero side area) the side force can be taken as equal to the skin-friction drag of the wing. As
the thickness is increased, the influence of pressure distribution is introduced and the side force
incrmases. However, this increase would be expected to be relatively small until the thickness becomes
large enough so that the flow separates, causing the pressure drag to become appreciable. It is reported
in reference 1 that many attempts were made to relate this phenomenon to existing theories, but
without success. The available theories are usually appropriate only when the flow is attached or when
the point of separation is known, as in the case of a thin, sharp-leading-edged delta wing. For the case
of a moderately thick delta wing, the cross-flow components associated with sideslip tend to induce
separation in an unpredictable manner. Therefore, the method presented is based on an empirical
correlation of available test data.

The design chart presented was obtained by relating the sideslip derivative at zero normal force to the
side area of the configuration. For zero side area, Ky.,0 is taken to be equal to the incompressible

skin-friction coefficient of the wing. For the purpose of the Datcom, the skin-friction coefficient of the
wing is taken as Cf = 0.006. Therefore, for a wing with zero side area, Ky,,NO = -0.006 per radian.

Factors which might be expected to influence side force, but which are not isolated in the analysis,
include planform geometry, aspect ratio, section thickness, and camber.

DATCOM METHOD

The zero-normal-force sideslip derivative Ky ON0  of a delta or modified-delta configuration, based on

planform area, is obtained from the procedure outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. From the configuration geometry determine the projected side area of the
configuration SBS and the planform area S.

Step 2. Obtain KyON0 as a function of SBS/S from figure 5.5.1.1-6

Values of the zero-normal-force sideslip derivative calculated by using this method are compared with
test results in table 5.5.1.1-A. It should be noted that a considerable amount of scatter was involved in
the data correlation used to define the design chart. A more accurate correlation was not obtainable
because of the limited availability of test data and the uncertainties in the test results.

Sample Problem

Given: The delta-series configuration of reference 6 designated D-2. This is a sharp-edged delta model with
a symmetrical diamond-shape cross section and a blunt trai'ing edge.

5.5.1.1-I



=23.0 in.

b -12.374 in.

lb 4.32 i.

Compute:

S

1 a

-(23.0X12.374) =142.3 sq in.

=B I Bht, +(23.0)(4.32) 49.68 sq. in.

___ 49.68
-S = 1423 0.349

Solution:

K -0.110 per rad (based on S) (figure5.5.1.1-6)
* 0S

This compareds with a test value of -0.122 per radian from reference 6.
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TABLE 5.5.1.1A

SUBSONIC ZIERO-NORMAL-)ORCE SIDE-FORCE DERIVATIVE WITH RESPECT TO SI!ESLIP

DELTA PLANFORM CONFIGURATIONS

R .DATA SUMMARY

0y

ASLE N 0  ON0 ON0
-LE - Caic.-Test

Ref, Configuratioo A (dog) S (per rIi (rwr red) (pcr red)

,'.4 D-50 1,076 75 0,386 .- 0.150 -0.227 0.077'D- 1.075 75 0.3B6 -0.150 -0.107 -0.043

D-2"1.076,1 75o1 7 0349 -0.110 -0.122 0.012

D1 4.6 1,076 75 0.386 -0.150 -0.219 0.069

0.6 1.868 65 0,236 -0,030 -0.021 -0.009

D-10 1.702 75 0.296 -0.060 -0.060 0

we-3 1,074 75 0.282 --0.051 -0.137 0,086

7 Wing Alone 2.00 614 0.050 -0. MA -0,0 0.0O6

8 2 2.31 60 0.116 -0.008 -0.015 0.007

9 1 3.00 53 0.045 -0.003 0 -0.003

4 2.00 63 0.050 -0.004 0 -0.004

3 6 1.00 76 0.050 -0.004 0 -0.004

,"I80.50 83 0.070 -0.005 0 -0.005

10 Wing AIo,,w 0.75 Golhic 0.125 -0.0u9 0 -0.009

S11 Wing Alone 2.31 60 0.045 -0.003 0 -0.003

12 Wing Alone 2.31 60 0.145 -0.011 -0.017 0.006,4
13 1 0.742 79.5 0.491 -0.325 -0.335 0.010

14 a 0.783 79.5 0.535 -0.412 -0.413 0.001

b(baslcl 0.783 79.5 0.491 -0.325 -0.344 0.019

-R - 1.5 in.) 0.81 79.5 0.500 -0.337 -0.321 -0.016

4d 0,783 79.6 0.518 -0.35 --0.372 -0.003

15 1 0,780 79.4 0.528 -0.396 -0.401 0,006
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5.5.1.2 WING, WING-BODY SIDESLIP-DERIVATIVE
Ky, VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

A. SUBSONIC

This section presents a method for estimating the effects of angle of attack on the sideslip
derivative Ky, of a delta or modified-delta planform re-entry configuration.

The Datcom method is taken from reference I. An empircal correlation is presented for estimat-
ing Kyo at c' =200, and this correlation has been related to the normal-force coefficient to
estimate Ky, at intermediate angles of attack.

Leading-edge shape was shown to have an important influence on the side force as well as on its
variation with angle of attack. A lifting delta wing is characterized by two vortices that extend aft of
the nose, at or somewhat inboard of the wing tips. These vortices move with respect to the wing as it is
sideslipped, tending to remain fixed with respect to the free stream. Minimum pressures and, as a result,
maximum local lifts, are observed in the area immediately below the cores of these vortices. It would,
therefore, be expected that the side force produced by sideslipping a delta wing would depend to a
significant degree upon the shape of the wing below the vortices. For example, if the minimum pressure
acts on a region where the surface of the wing is sloped so that the contribution to side force is large,
the value of Ky, would be expected todiffer from that observed on a configuration with flat upper
surfaces During the study reported in reference I available test results were analyzed in an attempt to
isolate this phenomenon; however, the results were not conclusive. Therefore, the influence of
cross-sectional shape other than that related to leading-edge rounding or leading-edge angle is not
included in the correlation curve presented in the Datcom method.

Test data show that Ky, tends to become more negative as angle of attack is incieased for wings with
small leading-edge radii, while the opposite is true for configurations with generously rounded leading
edges. This phenomenon can be explained as follows: On a lifting delta wing the upper-surface pressures
on the up-stream leading edge decrease as the sideslip angle is increased and the upper-surface pressures
acting on the down-stream edge increase. If the leading-edge radius is large so that the, flow does not
separate readily, and so that these pressures are effective over a relatively large area, the change
in Ky. due to increases in CN' is positive. For sharper leading edges, the combination of the flow
separating readily at the leading edges and the small side area in the vicinity of the minimum pressures
at the up-stream leading edge results in a reduction in Ky . as CN I is increased. This observation led to
the development of the estimation procedure. Since the change in Ky, with CN depends upon the
pressure distribution produced by the lifting process, it was assumed that a correlation procedure could be
developed that relates Ky , to the normal-force coefficient. The expression used in the correlation proce-
dure is

I- , 2
= + (KyP0 - K )f Tj]

Semiempirical correlation curves based on the above expression and test values at ce'= 200 are presented
in the Datcom method for delta, and modified-delta wings with either round or sharp leading edges.
"These design charts are considered valid for sideslip angles between ±50 and angles of attack up to
200.

5.5.1.2-1



OATCOM METHOD

The variation of the sideslip derivative Ky, with angle of attack for a delta or modified-delta configuration
at low speeds, based on planform area, is obtained from the procedure outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. Determine the effective leading-edge angle Sl for sharp leading edges or the effective
leading-edge radius RI for round leading edges. These parameters are functions of

-LE

the configuration geometry in a plane normal to the leading edge at -cr from the nose.

The applicable configuration geometry is illustratea on figures 4.8.1.2-1 la and 4.8.1.2-1 lb.

Step 2. Determine the variation of sideslip derivative with angle of attack by

K Ky• + (C)2 5.5.1.2-ayo_- "PO 7(Ný 20 N)

where

is the side force due to sideslip at zero normal force obtained by using the
KYNO method of Section 5.5.l.1.

CN' is the normal-force coefficient at angle of attack obtained by using the
method of Section 4.8.1.2.

[K Y is the semiernpirical correlation factor for the sideslip derivative Ky 0 for

N' 2 delta and modified-delta configurations. It is presented as a function of""[K.] effective leading-edge radius R and SB /S for configurations with

TLE
round leading edges in figure 5.5.1.2- 8, and as a function of effective
leading-edge angie 5,1 and SBs /S for configurations with sharp leading
edges in figure 5.5.1.2-9.

SBs/S is the ratio of the projected side area of the configuration to the

planform area.

It should be noted that a considerable amount of scatter was involved in the data correlation used to define
the design charts. In the case of sharp-leading-edged configurations it was necessary to estimate the nature

K of the effect of leading-edge angle on the basis of very few test data. Therefore, the accuracy of the design
chart for sharp leading edges (figure 5.5.1.2- 9) is questionable.

Nonlinearities in the variation of side force with sideslip may appear if the upper-surface slope is such
that spanwise components of normal force, due to the negative pressures under the vortex, appear only

- for a limited range or sideslip angles. As indicated in the introduction, the available data are not
sufficient to allow isolation of this effect. However, it should be realized that a constant value
of Ky, valid for P = ±50 may not be a useful representation of the physical phenomena involved.

5.5.1.2-2



The variation of the sideslip derivative Ky,, with nornai force calculated by this method is compared
with te.t data in table 5.5.1.2-A.

Sample Problem

Given: A delta model with a symmetrical diamond cross section, a blunt trailing edge, and round leading
edges. This is model D-6 of reference 6. This is the configuration of sample problem I of Section
4.8.1.2.

I A = 1.868 b = 22.116in.

_.._bS 
2 61.95 sqin.

R. = 0.525 in.

S B 6 1.82 sq in.
' ' 25in. radius

S"• -• < (constant) s ,BS

.525-in. radius

The following variation of CN' with a' from sample problem 1 of Section 4.8.1.2:
:;.a 0 ~ . 5" 1l0 * 15° 20=o

CN, 0 0.2017 0.4122 0.6323 0.8618

Compute:

"" SB /S = 61.82/261.95 = 0.236

K o -0.030 per rad (figure S.5.1.1-6)

YO 0

"R1  /b = 0.525/22.116 = 0.0237
-LE

F "• -9 0.095 per rad (figure 5.5.1.2- 8)

. 5.5.1.2-3
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Solution:

K
+ (C) 2 (equation 5.5.1.2-a)

= -0.030 + (-0.095) (c,)2

Kv

CN. (CN 2  -0.095(CN) 2  (based on S)
( d o ( given) • --o 6 ( .-0 ,030 +

0 0 0 0 -0.03o

5 0.2017 0.041 --0.004 -0.034

10 0.4122 0.170 -0.016 --0.046

s1 0.6W23 0.400 -0.03R -0.068

20 0.8618 0.743 -0.071 -0.101

The calculated results are compared with test values in sketch (a) and in table 5.5.1.2-A.

0 Test Points
--- Calculated

K/
y/

-.08 -- - -

.0

0 4 8 12 20

ANGLE OF ATTACK, a (deg)

SKETCH (a)
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TABLE 5.5.1.2-A

SUBSONIC SIDE-FORCE DERIVATIVE WITH RESPECT TO S;DESLIP -- VARIATION WITH NORMAL FORCE

DELTA PLANFORM CONFIGURATIONS

DATA SUMMARY

*1 SB Ky Ky AKY

ALE I LJ~ding Ceic. Test Calc.-Test

FRie Conafgurtion A (deg) S Edge CN (rer rod) (per red) (per rad)

" 1076 Round i O -0.150 -0.224 0.074.. D-50 1.076 75 .8 R 1 -1.05 in. 0 -'5

LE .2 1 -0.124 -0.215 0.091

77 .4 -0.044 -0.205 -0.161

'. 6 0,088 _0"'E

Round 0. - 0 - 0

;" • 6 D-1 1.075 75 0.386 0 -0.150 -0.107 -0.043

R1--LE .2 -0.150 -0.100 -0.050

j.4 -0.150 -0.117 -0.033

-LE ;s, .6 -0.150 --0.157 0.007

5.5.1.2-6
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TABLE 5.5.1.2-A (CONTD)

I y
I ALE Leading CSic. Test Celx.-Test

Re. Configuration A (dog) S Edge CN' (per rad) (per red) (per red)

6aD-2 1.076 5 L349 rp 0 -0.110 -0.122 0.0126e=580

"' " SI .2 -0.097 -0,070 -0.027

.4 -0.056 -0.003 -0,053

,6 0.012 0.057 -0.045
Round

0-5 1.076 75 0.386 R = . in. 0 -0.150 -0.219 0.069

-LE .2 -0.124 -0.208 0.084

.4 -0.044 -0.196 0.152

.6 0.0,8 ....

Round 0 -0.030 -0.021 -0.009
0-6 1868 65 023 .25 In. -0.01

--LE .2 -0.034 -0.051 0.017

3

RA-d .41 -0.043 -0,(61 0.0,5

I .63 -0.068 -0.043 -0.025

.86 -0.101 00

Round
W4-3 1.074 75 0.4821 .2 50in. 0 -0.051 -0.137 0.086

-LE .2 -0.053 -0.184 0.129

I .6 -0.059 --0.253 0.162

Round
, b(roin) 080 79.5 0.401 1 0 -0.325 -0.324 0.016

I R1  .2W0 In.

-LE .2 -0.36• -0.482 0.110
3 .4 -0.435 -0.521 0.086

0 7"u.6 -0.573 -0.539 -0.034

Round

--LE 2 -0.365 -0.401 0.110

1 3 1 n I
.4 --0.451 -0.548 0.097

"' 6 -0-0593 -0.557 -0.036

. Round
is5 0.780 !79.4 0.528 0 -- 0.395 -0.401 0.0•6' . :r jR1 =.50 in.

S-LE 2 -0.416 -0.476 0.060
3

__ ,4 -0.480 -0.548 0.0o8

...6 -0.586 -.0.586
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FIGURE 5.5.1.2-8 SIDE-FORCE-DERIVATIVE CORRELATION FACTOR FOR Ky AT
I. -= 200 - DELTA AND MODIFIED-DELTA CONFIGURATIONS WITH

ROUND LEADING EDGES
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5.5.2 WING, WING-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE K10

5.5.2.1 WING, WING-BODY SIDESLIP l)ER•VATIVE 1.4
* ¼ NEAR ZERO NORMAL FORCE

A. SUBSONIC

This section presents a method for estimating the sideslip derivative K10 near zero normal force for
delta and modified-delta configurations at subsonic speeds.

"The subsonic rolling moment due to sideslip of a thin delta wing of vanishing aspect ratio (A < 1) with
sharp leading edges and a pointed nose can be satisfactorily predicted at low lift coefficients by using
the method presented in Section 5.1.2.1. However, this procedure is inadequate for proposed re-entry
configurations. These configurations range in aspect ratio from low values of the order of 1/2 up to 2,
and, for the most part, have thick, generously rounded lifting surfaces and blunt nose shapes.

The Datcom method is taken from reference 1. The method is semiempirical and was developed by first
describing the pertinent aerodynamic phenomena in terms of a conceptual model and then using
available experimental data to adjust the final theoretical results.

In determining the rolling moment due to sideslip of thin delta wings near zero normal force, it was
necessary to define the spanwise variation of the normal-force loading due to sideslip, the longitudinal
and lateral shifts in the configuration center of pressure due to sideslip, and the effect of sideslip on the

C_ total normal force. Briefly, the analysis proceeded as follows: From symmetry considerations and
experimental results it was concluded that the total normal force is independent of sideslip angle near
zero sideslip. Experimental data also show that the longitudinal position of the center of pressure does
not change as the wing is sideslipped through small sideslip angles. Therefore, it was concluded that the
change in K1, results because of the spanwise shifts in normal force. It was then assumed that the
normal force acting on a pure delta wing at zero sk.eslip can be divided into two components, one

distributed uniformly over the planform and the other concentrated at the leading edge.. The magnitude
of the concentrated component at any spanwise station is proportional to the local chord. In accordance

-with this concept; the resultant of the uniform load acts at a point 2/3 of the root chord aft of the
wing apex, and the resultant of the leading-edge component .acts at a point 1/3 of the root chord aft o~f
"the wing apex (see sketch (a)). It was further assumed that when the wing is sideslipped, the center of

N...

2er/3 c

SKETCH (a) Nf 2/3cr

Cr

Wig

b/2

:•.' 5.5.2. I-1
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pressure of the uniform load moves normal to the root chord so as to maintain a line from the trailing
edge of the root chord to the center of pressure in a plane parallel to the free stream. It was also
assumed that the center of pressure of the leading-edge component moves normal to the root chord
some distance A that is a function of the angle of sideslip (see sketch (b)). Any rolling-moment

1/3 c

2/3 cUV

.- GEIOMETRY FOR DEFINING THE EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ON
CENTER-OF-PRESSURE POSITION - PURE DELTA WING

SKETCH (b)

•... ,ontribution from the leading-edge component results from a normal-force differential between the right

and left leading-edge components. The lateral position of their center of pressure is determined by
baancing their rolling moments about the roll axis. By using the results given in reference 2 for the
variation of the leading-edge component of normal force and the configt;.ration geometry described bysketches (a) and (b), an expression was derived for the rolling moment'due to sideslip of a thin delta

wing near zero normal force. Finally, test data were used to refine the 4erived expression.

he final correlation is presented as figure 5.5 .2 .1-8a in the DatcTo./

Tht effect of nrse blunting was determined by analyzing yV/implified model wherein a portion of the
*nose of a pure delta wing is removed by a straight-'cut normal to the root chord. The lateral
center-of-pressure movement predicted by this tech•i e is different from that observed, since actual
nose blunting usually consists of rounding the fXward part of the wing rather than cutting it oft
sharply. Therefore, an empirical factor was aprktd, based on the resalts of reference 3, to compensate
for this difference.

" it would be expected that thicknessmiuld influence rolling raonient due to sideslip. The difference in
the pressure distribution onl the u er and lower surfaces of a lifting delta wing and the variation of the
center-of-pressure locations dt to thickness should result in an increment of rolling momnent due to

*-. sideslip. However, during the study reported in reference l,it was not possible to isolate the expected
thickness effects with any degree of confidence. Therefore, the Datcoi method does not include an

* increment showing the effect of thickness on rolling moment.

The Datcom method is considered valid for normal-force coefficients up to 0.3.

5.5.2.1-2



DATCOM METHOD

The rolling moment due to sideslip near zero normal force for delta and modified-delta configurations,
based on the product of the planform area and span Sb, at low speeds is given by

Nion CN' /FCN A4Ci (per radian) 5.5.2. 1 -a

where

CN' is the normal-force coefficient.

- His the ratio of the sideslip derivative Ki, at zero normal force to the normal-force coeffi-
CN' cient for .a pointed-nose delta configuration. This parameter is obtained from figure

5.5.2.1 -8a as a function of the wing semiapex angle 0.

_ is the increment of the ratio of sideslip derivative Kj, to the normal-force coefficient,

LCNiB due to nose blunting. This parameter is obtained from figure 5.5.2.1-8b as a function of
the configuration semiapex angle 0 and the aspect ratio. The semiapex angle is measured
as illustrated on figure 5.5.2.1-8b and the aspect ratio is that of the blunt-nose
configuration.

A comparison of the rolling moment due to sideslip near zero normal force calculated by this method with
test data is presented as table 5.5.2.1-A.

Sample Problem

Given: A blunt-nose delta-wing model with a symmetrical cross section and a blunt trailing edge. This is
model D-5 of reference 7,

A 1
: , A = 1.076 0 15° S = 160,19sqin. b = 13.13 in.

5.5.2.1-3



Compute:

[1j"'l] =-0.65 per rad (figure 5.5.2.1-8a)

4 tan 0 4 tan 150
4tan - 4 - = 0.0041

A 1.076

. , = 0.033 per rad (figure 5.5.2.1-8b)

Solution:

* K'

- CN CN CN (equation 5.5.2.1)-a)

-0.65 + 0.033

-0.617 per rad (based on Sb)

This compares with a test value of -0.556 per radian from reference 7.
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TABLE 5.5.2.1-A

SUBSONIC ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP NEAR
ZERO NORMAL FORCE

DELTA PLANFORM CONFIGURATIONS

DATrA SLMARY

g •NN

0 Note Cage. Test (Cal.-Test)Rof, Conftouration A (dig) Configuration (par red) (per red) (Wer rod)

5 04.0 1.076 15,0 blunt -0.617 -0.586 -. 031
7 0-1 1.076 15.0 blunt -0.617 -0.544 -. 073

D-2 1.075 shwp -0.617 -0.500 -. 117
016 1.076 sharp -0.617 -0.566 -. 061
D-6 1,86 25.0 blunt -0.345 -0.368 .023

W.-1 1.094 15.0 blunt -0.5- 7 -0.585 .028
'D-3 1.074 btunt --0.60 -.0,500 -.040

"P4 1.147 blunt -0,504 -0.468 -. 048
8 Wing alone 2.00 26.17 *ap -0.330 -0M320 -. 010

1 1 2.31 30.0 *ap -0.236 -0.636 .30
"2 sharp -0.2184 -0.585 .299

"3 sp --0.286 -0.586 .299
4 1.07 15.0 'harp -0.630 -0.970 .340
7 4.00 45.0 shrp -0.172 -0.320 .148

"10 1 3.00 37.0 "hVp -0218 -0.186 -. 032
4 2.0.ý 27.0 sharp -0.323 -0.246 -. 077
6S 1.00 14.0. 'alp -0.675 -0.825 .150* 8 0.50 7.0 ~hrp -1.370 -2.060 .690

" 11 1'inalone 2.31 30.0 hrP -0.286 -0.370 .064
13 Wing alone 2.31 30.0 sharp -0.285 -0.390 .094
14 11 3.00 37.0 shap -0.218 -0.225 .007

12 2.00 26.2 Shap -0.330 -0.262 -.068
13 1.00 14.0 mharp -0.675 -0.520 -. 165
14 0.50 7.1 vfmep -1.35 -0.938 -. 414
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TABLE .5,.2. I.A (CONTO)

2 -4.330 -0.190 -.'06
* 

3- 1.00 14.03sap-.75 1 -. 2313 18.03 *p -0.503 -0.404 -. 0

114.0 *P --0.675 -0.528 -.-147
"16 Ws, alone 2.31 00.0 sharp -0.286 -0.320 .OJ4

17 1 0.742 1015 brunt -0266 -1.00 .134
a 0.783 10.5 blunt -0.721 -0.670 -. 051

b(balJ 0.783 blunt --0.721 -0.71001
Sb(f-.5 in.) 0" 

blunt -0.878 -0.690 .012d 0.783 
blunt -0.721 -0.800 .07,19 Deta wing 

0.740 12.0
boot-gtilda •*40 -0.800 -0.w .14020 Rt. triangulor 0.780 10.6 blunt-.72050-.4pyromid 

-0.722 ...4.58 --. 142"21 Wing alone 2.0 26&6 sharp -0.330 -0.186 -144

I " - -- -- - - -- - ' --- 
--- 

- - - - - - - - - - -- 
. - --_- - - - - - ---- -
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5.5.2.2 WING, WING-BODY SIDESLIP-DERIVATIVE K;,
VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

A. SUBSONIC

This section presents a method, taken from reference 1, for estimating the sideslip-
derivative KI, variation with angle of attack for delta and modified-delta configurations at subsonic
speeds.

"The variation of K4', with angle of attack for a thin delta wing is based on the conceptual model
described briefly in Section 5.5.2.1, and the semiempirical technique used to obtain the variation of
normal force with angle of attack is that described in reference 2. it is shown in reference 2 that the
longitudinal position of the center of pressure and the distribution- of the load over the surface of an
unyawed, thin delta wing are both independent of angle of attack. As noted in Section 5.5.2.1,
experimental data also show that the longitudinal position of the center of pressure does rlot change as
the wing is sideslipped through small sideslip angles. Therefore, it was concluded that the ratio of the
normal-force component that is considered to act at the leading edge to that uniformly distributed over
the wing (see discussion in Section 5.5.2.1) does not change, and that the change in K4 with angle of
attack results because of the spanwise shift in one or both of these normal-force components as the
angle of attack is increased. In accordance with these considerations, the variation of the sideslip
derivative K 0, with angle of attack is related to the normal-force coefficient by

(>/C')iinear (CN )linear

(K0 CN) (CN l)online&r

The technique used to obtain a correlation of normal force in reference 2 (see Section 4.8.1.2) was then
applied to determine a reference value for Kj' at a'= 200. The correlation parameters used were
leading-edge radius and leading-edge angle for thin delta wings with round and sharp leading edges,
respectively. It was then assumed that the variation of KI'O/CN ' within the angle-of-attack range from 0
to 200 is parabolic. It should be noted that as the leading-edge radius pproaches. zero, the
rolling-moment coefficient with respect to sideslip approaches the same value as for a sharp /eading edge.

* - -. Therefore, a configuration with a small leading-edge radius can be analyzed as one having d sharp leading
edge.

As wing thickness is increased, the pressure distribution on the upper arid/ ower surfaces of a
sideslipping delta wing at angle of attack become significantly different. A couple will be introduced due

A to this pressure distribution and a corresponding rolling-moment increment will result. An empirical
correlation, taken from reference 1, is presented to account for this thickness effect. This correlation is

' .based on data at cr'= 200 only; however, it is applied over the angle-of-attack range from 0 to 200 in
the Datcom.

The increment in rolling-moment coefficient with respect to sideslip due to nose blunting is assumed
invariant with angle nf attack. Therefore, the effect of nose blunting is taken as that presented in

. Section 5.5.2.1.

The Datcom method is considered valid for sideslip angles between ±100 and angles of attack up to 200.

4 5.5.2.2-1
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DATCOM METHOD

The sideslip-derivative K'g, variation with angle of attack for a delta or modified-delta configuration at
subsonic speeds, based on the product of planform area and span Sb, is obtained from the procedure out-
lined in the following steps:

Step 1. Determine the effective leading-edge angle 6q. for sharp leading edges or the effective lead-
ing-edge radius R for round leading edges. These parameters are functions of the

S-- : LE

configuration geometry in a plane normal to the leading edge at 3 cf from the nose. The

applicable configuration geometry is illustrated on figure 4.8.1.2-1 la and 4.8.1.2-11 b.

Step 2. Determine the ratio .- of the sideslip derivative K'I near zero normal force to

the normal-force coefficient for a thin, pointed-nose delta wing. This parameter is obtained
from figure 5.5.2. l-8a as a function of the wing semiapex angle 0.

Step 3. Determine the calculated value of K /CN, at a' 200 by

K0Il; [c' J (per radian) 5.5.2.2-aCN' ~ 0.152 C

where 0 is the semiapex angle in degrees and -. is obtained from step 2."CN"

Step 4. Obtain the empirical correlation factor for the ratio of Ki) to normal-force coefficient at

* (K'I /CN")
c - 200. This parameter is expressed as / and is presented as a

(K' ICN.)

function of the effective leading-edge radis for configurations with round leading edges in
figure 5.5.2.2-1 2a, and as a function of leading-edge angle for configurations with sharp lead-
ing edges in figure 5.5.2.2-12b.

Step 5. Obtain the empirical correlation factor for the increment in the ratio of K'Ip to normal-
force coefficient due to thickness effects at ae' = 200. This parameter is expressed as

(Kf ICNe)2
A and is presented in figure 5.5.2.2-13 as a function of the ratio of the

* K'~ ICN')

projected side area of the configuration to the plartform area Sns/S,.

5.5.2.2-2
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Step 6. Determine. the ratio of the increment in sideslip derivative K'/10 to the iononal-for'ce coeffi.

cient due to nose blunting A from figure 5.5.2.1-8b as a fujictioj, of the con.

figuration semiapex angle 0 and the aspect ratio. The semiapex angle is measured as
illustrated on figure 5.5.2.1 -Sb and the aspect ratio is that of the blunt-nose configuration,

Step 7. Using the terms obtained in steps 2 through 6 determine the variation of the ratio of
K'l0 /CN' with a' by

a'i]pI (K'10 /CN'

200

(t + AL(per radian)

F(K jbg /CN') a ] j CNI/ a c 2  LN'] s/ 2 0 )

5.5.2.2-b

1 % ! where a' is in degrees.

Step 8. Determine the variation of K'/ with angle of attack by

g( CN' 5.5.2.2--c

where (K'II/CN') is from step 7 and CN' is the normal-force coefficient at angh; of

attack obtained from Section 4.8.1.2.
'6

The variation of the sideslip derivative KiC with angle of attack calculated by this method is cornpaied

with test data in table 5.5.2.2-A. The variaf'ions of CN' with angle of attack, used to obtain the calculvtkd

values of K'1 in table 5.5.2.2-A, were calculated by using the method of Section 4.8.1.2.

It should be noted that a considerable amount of scatter was involved in the data correlation used 'to
def*.ie the design charts. In the case of sharp-leading-edged configurations it was necessary to estixnote
the nature of the effect of leading-edge angle on the basis of very few test data. Therefore, the accuray
"of the design chart used for sharp leading edges (figure 5.5.2.2-12b) is questionable.

The lift distribution over a lifting delta wing is such that maximum local lifts oocur in the area
immediately below the cores of the shed vortices (see discussion in Section 5.5.1.2). Since these vorrk.e.s
do not move with the wing as it is sideslipped, the region of high local lift may act on the surtac':; ,i
one sideslip angle while the wing-vortex which produces it may be outbuard of the leading edg. at

U 
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another. Therefore, nontinearities in the variation of rolling moment with sideslip may exist with
low-aspect-ratio delta planforms. The available data are not sufficient to allow isolation of this effect.
However, it should be realized that a constant value of Kio valid for 0=±100 may not be a useful
representation of the physical phenomenaa involved.

Sample Problems

1. Round Leading Edge

Given: A delta wing model of reference 6 designated D-6. This is the configuration of sample problem 1
of Section 4.8.1.2.

.525-in. radius

:'i'.:i.525-in. radius

"A 1.868 b 22.116 in. S 261.95 sq in. S = 61.82 sq in

- 0.525 in. 0 250 h,0  4.32 in.

LE

"The following variation of CN0 with a' from sample problem 1 of Section 4.8.1.2:

1' 0 50 100 15O 200

CN' 0 0.2017 0.4122 0.6323 0.8618

Compute:

= -0.36 per rad (figure 5.5.2.1-8a)

* 5.5.2.24



!';.. S,,.

~~~~~'1110.152K I (quation 5.5,2,2-a);20 tan' 6

- 1 (-0.36)
0.152

tan 25Q

-0.271 per rad

R1  /b 0.525/22.116 = 0.0237

"(K4 ICN -) 2)

[(ICjp-/CN~)caJ 2  0.655 (figure 5,5.2.2-12a)

SB IS = 61.82/261.95 = 0.236

(K / CN .)2 0.10 (figure S.5.2.1~13)

4tanO 4tan 25 0 0 .0015
A 1.868

0.005 per rad (figure 5.5.2.1-8b)

-- + A - j I1
CN LCN' J KýP/CN') ,

1-21 :,i' t': O /C,, 2°/ ( K, .,.•.. :,
[+ K [(ýaN ]

) (equation 5,5.2.2-b)

5.S2.2-2-



F

( -036)[i ()'J+ (0.655 + 0.10) [-0.2711 + 0.005)

20,

-0.36 + 0.36 - 0.200 1,-1/k20
-0.36 + 0.160 \201 pdr rad

Solution:

Cfg cN, (equation 5.5.2.2-c)

[-0.36 + 0.160 (-0)]CN per rad

.2K' K' :

Ki K i p

,.®2 Wes (bad on Sb)
0.10 s .20 1. .,2.2c

&/(per rod) (perrad)
(dog) (gien . 1 9D @ 2 -0.36+® @ 0

0 0 0 0 0-0.360

5 0.202 0.25 0.010 -0.350 -0.071

10 0.412 0.50 0.040 -0.320 -0.132

15 0.75 0.090 -0.270 -0.171

200,8-2 1.00 0.160 -0.200 -0.172

The calculated results are compared with test values from reference 6 in sketch (a) and in table 5.5.2.2-A.

2. Sharp Leading Edge

Given: The hypersonic boost-glide configuration of reference 8 without tip cones and ventrals.

0.74 b 35.40 in. S = l .70sq ft SB = 3.39 sq ft

be.- 10.1° 120

P" 5.5.2.2-6
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The following variation of CN' with at', calculated by using the method or Section 4.8.1.2:

a' 0 50 100 150 200

CN 0 0.9 0.276 0.471 0.704

Compute:

LTi~ -N 0.800 per rad (figure 5.5.2.1 -8a)

F/KiQ\ [K IKtN]
I '0.12 C (equation 5.5.2.2-a)

L\CN calc20 1 + C

0.152 (-0.800)
1+

tan 1210

-0.466 per rad

(K' C~
~ I1  N,~ =0.950 (figure 5.5.2.2-12b)

[k113N) caicJ

SB /S = 3.39/11.70 =0.290
S

(K,3/C)2 0.12 (figure 5.5.2.2-13)

5.5.2.2-7



L j 0 (no nose bluntness)

K' L(K',, /c.) __

NN'- 2. K' c[Cl]
(K'10/CN')2 K'10

[(, ICN 2)] 2

4!Pj) D2, (equation 5.5.2.2-b)

= (-0.800) L1 - + (0.950+0.12)[-0.4661+0) J I

Lz , 2
-0.800 + 0.800 0,499(a)

-0.800 + 0.301 per rad

"Solution:

"K' CN (equation 5 .5.2.2-c)t \CN,/

[-0.800 + 0.301 (') CN, per rad

S.5.2.2-8



(D 05 (D

a 2 (based on Sb)
al C~ a/20 0.301 (TO CNf sl. 6.5.2.2-c

"N (per rad) (per rad)
(dog) (given) /20 0.301 . 2 -0.80 +

0 0 0 0 --0,800 0

5 0.119 0.25 0.019 -0.781 -0.093

10 0,276 0.50 0.075 --0.725 -0,200

15 0.471 0.75 0.169 -0.631 -0.297

20 0.704 1.00 0.301 --0.499 -0,315J

The calculated results are compared with test values from reference 8 in sketch (a) and in table 5.5.2.2-A.

Sample Problem I (round leading edge) -

0 Test Points
-- Calculated
Sample Problem 2 (sharp leading edge) 10

- Test Points

- -Calculated ____.

(per rad)

7-.-... .-.4( 7

K ~~~~~~~0- - - - - - - - - - - -

0 4 8 12 16 20

ANGLE OF ATTACK, a '(deg)

SKETCH (a)
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TABLE 5.5%.2.2-A

SUBSONIC ROLLING MOMENT WITH RESPECT TO SIDESLIP -'VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

DELTA PLANFORM CONFIGURATIONS

DATA SUMMARY

IdLoading a I Cslc. Test Cale.-Test
Ho, Coitfiguretion A do S Edg (dog (per rod) (per red? (pmr red)

40w0 1.076 15 0.386.0 0:01

-013 1 -0.010

I15 -0.710 -0.183 0.027

01_ _ _ .__ _ _I '20 0.257 -027 -. 4
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TABLE 5.5.2.2-A (CONTD)

"SB-" Ki' K' 4K'.
6 - Leading Caic. Test Calc..TtRof. CoAfisurion (dAg) S Edgm fJe,1 (per rad) (per rod) (per red)

I ~Sharp." 0-2 1.07 15 0.349 - 0 0 0 0

S -0079 --0.070 -0.009

10 -0 24Z7 -0.148 -0.014

Is 15 -0 1k 1-0.210 0.025

20 -0.111 -0.274 0.156

I Round
04. 1.070j 15 0.36 R 1 1.05 in. 0 0 0 0I A -1.Oin

, -LE 5 -0.076 -0.4,7 -0.009
3

10 -0.147 
-0.132 

-0500015 -0.210 -0.195 -0.015

20 -0.257 -0.250 -0.007

-. 06 1"~d 25 0.238 Round 25in 0 0 0 0

I I 10 -0.132 --0.137 0.005

15 -0.171 -0.155 -0.016

S0 20 -0.172 -0.143 -0.029

7 d 0.783 10.5 0.518 - .50 0 0 0 0
-. 5 in. 0000

- LE 5 -0.086 --0.090 0.004
3

I 10 -0.160 -0.172 0.012

15 -0.208 -0.246 0.038

20 -0.173 -0.215 0.042

Hyppinir-. 0.74 12 0.29 Sharp 0 0 0 0
bow°t-lide . " 10.10
wit hoAr tip J15 -0.093 -0r091 -0.002Soonst andYtntr an 10 -0.200 -0.174 -0.02611 ~.,15 -0.297 -0.267 -0.030

20 -0.351 -0.392 0.041

5.5.2.2-1 1
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FIGURE 5.5.2.2-121, ROLLING-MOMENT-DERIVATIVE CORRELATION FACTOR AT
ai'= 200 - DELTA CONFIGURATIONS WITH SHARP LEADING
EDGES
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5.5.3 WING, WING-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Ký,

5.5.3.1 WING, WING-BODY SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Ký, AT
ZERO NORMAL FORCE

A. SUBSONIC

"This section presents a method, taken from reference 1, for estimating K"ON the yawing-moment

coefficient with respect to sideslip at zero normal force, for delta and modified-delta configurations at
subsonic speeds.

The yawing moment due to sideslip is estimated by determining the side force due to sideslip and
determining its effective point of application. The side force due to sideslip at zero normal force is
estimated by using the method of Section 5.5.1.1.

The nature of the side force, and consequently the location of the center of pressure, is basically
different for thin and for thick wings, As noted in Section 5.5.1.1, the side force at zero normal force is
"assumed to be composed of two parts, side force due to skin friction and side force due to the pressure
acting on the configuration. For thin wings the side force is produced primarily by skin friction, and the
side-force center of pressure can be related to the wing planform. As the wing thickness is increased, the
side force is produced primarily by the difference in pressure distribution between the right and left

(I sides. While the wing planform area would be expected to influence this pressure distribution, the
side-area distribution has a major effect. In accordance with these considerations, the skin-friction drag
component is assumed to act at the centroid of the planform area and the pressure-drag component at

Sthe center of pressure of the side area of the configuration.

An empirical correlation was used to determine the position of the resultant of the side-force
components. It was assumed that the center-of-pressure position of the pressure component depends
primarily on the shape of the side area and that the influence of other geometric parameters can be
neglected. Test data indicated that nose shape has an important influence on this center-of-pressurte
location, and the final correlation is presented as a function of the ratio of the side area forward of the
20-percent root-chord point (see figure 5.5.3.1-6) to the total side area.

* The zero-normal-force sideslip derivative Ky ON for very thin wings is taken to be equal to the

incompressible skin-friction coefficient of the wing, which is taken as Cf =0.006, so
"that Ky ~ohi =-0.006 per radian, based on planform area. This value is maintained constant for

wing

4 thicker wings, since the side force due to pressure is much greater than that produced by friction and a
more accurate value of it is not required.

DATCOM METHOD

The zero-normal-force sideslip derivative K' ON of a delta or modified-delta configuration, based on the

"product of planform area and span Sb, and taken about an axis at the nose of the configuration, is deter-
mined from the procedure outLined in the following steps:

5.5.3.1-1
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Step 1. From the configuration geometry determine the following:

SS ) the projected side area of the configuration

Bs).2r the projected side area of the configuration forward of 0.2 c,

xcentroidw the distance from the nose of the configuration to the centroid location ofctnI dw the wing planform, positive aft of the nose

---Xcenoid the distance from the nose of the configuration to the centroid location of
f s the projected side area, positive aft of the nose

Step 2. Determine K ° by

K' (Ky +0.006) (x.. .0 (pe radian)s
SB' ONon Xcntroid b bB S 5.5.3.1-a

- .where

KY is the side-force coefficient due to sideslip at zero normal force, obtained 4..

AN 0 from Section 5.5.1.1.
r.

_XC'_)p') is the ratio of the center-of-pressure location of the pressure component
XcentroidB of side force to the centroid location of the projected side area.

BS

This parameter is obtained from figure 5.5.3.1 -6 as a function of
.(SB), "S,,1 .

* b is the wing span.

A comparison of KA UN0 calculated by using this method with test results is presented as table 5.5.3. 1-A.

The sideslip derivatives Ky¥ 8 , used to obtain the calculated values of KhAN in table 5.5.3.1-A,

were calculated by using the method of Section 5.5. 1.1.

It should be noted that a considerable amount of scatter was involved in the data correlation used to define
the center-of-pressure location of the pressure component of side force. For configurations with values
of (Ses) .2c,/SES greater than approximately 0.15, the location of (xc.p.)4 is not well established.

Sample Problem

Given: A delta-series configuration of reference 6 designated D-2.

5.5.3.1-2
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*-S =142.3 sql in. SB = 49.68 sq in. (S) 1.99 sq 1in.

Cr 23.0 in. b 12.374 in. hb =4.3 2 in.

Compute:

SBs /S =49.68/142.3 =0.349

K -0. 110 per ra d (figure 5. 5.1.1 -6)

XcetrodW 2c,/3 2(23.0)/3 =15.33 in.

Xc~twi =2c 1 3 15.33 in.
Bs

(Se /5B 1.99/49,68 0.040

x - = 1.04 (figure 5.5.3.1-6)
centroid

5

Solution:

a' 0006'~~~ ~ cntroidS 5 'cJtid

K' K + 006-0.006 - - (equation 5.5.3.1 -a)
n,, b b

Bs

5.5.3.1-3



15.33 15.33
=(-0. 110 + 0.006) (1.04) - 0.006

12.374 12.374

-0. 1414 per rad (based on Sb)

This compares with a test value of -0. 1485 per radian from reference 6.I
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TABLE 5.5.3,1-A

SUBSONIC YAWING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP AT

ZERO NORMAL FORCE

DELTA PLANFORM CONFIGURATIONS

DATA SUMMARY

I (s4 , f N40OSes BU Cr Xcentrolds x 0! ; 0 N

sb - S B S xcetrodw Cabl. Test Cmlc.-Test
Ref. Configuration A (in.) S S (in.) (In.) (per red) i(per red) (per red)

4 D.60 1.076 26.26 0.386 0.102 27.66 29.78 -0.164 -0.2407 0.0767

D D-1 1.078 13.13 0.386 0.102 13.83 14.89 -0.164 -0.109 -0.065

D-2 1.076 12.37 0.340 0.040 15.33 15.33 -0.141 -0.1485 0.0075

0-6 1.076 13.13 0.386 0.102 13.83 14.89 -0.164 -- 0.223 0.069

D-6 11.86 22.12 0.236 0.102 13.83 15.11 -0.020 0.0138 -0.0338

WB-1 1.094 12.44 0.282 0.129 11.00 12.65 -0.041 -0.0705 0.0295

W-3 1.0-14 i 1.10 0.282 0.089 12.31 12.57 -0.069 -0.152 0.093

"WB-4 1.147 14.17 0.293 0.189 10.00 12.11 -0.005 -0.073 0.068

9 1 300 34.00 0.045 0.215 10.46 15.09 -0.003 0 -0.003

4 2.0 0 27.20 0.050 0.215 10.46 14.72 -0.003 0 -0.003

6 1.00 17.00 0.050 0.215 10.46 13.81 -0.006 0 -0.006

"0.50 27.70 0.070 0.212 13.00 18.47 -0.004 0 -0.004

a 10 Wing Alone 2.31 38.50 0.046 0.167 14.40 21.07 -0.0033 -0.0114 0.0081

11 1 3.00 59.06 0.108 0.207 16.54 26.24 -0.003 -0.012 0.000

2 2.00 48.23 0.162 0.207 20.28 32.15 -0.004 -0.0287 0.0247

3 1.33 38.37 0.244 0.207 24.82 39.37 -0.006 -0,0372 001

4 1.00 34.06 0.325 0.207 28.66 45.48 -0.008 -0,0344 0.0264

17 a 0.783 21.10 0.536 0.061 36.38 35.38 -0.718 -0,743 0.-16

S b(basic) 0,783 21.10 0.491 0.051 36.38 35.38 -0.568 -0.585 0.019

b(R-1.6 in.) 080 21.10 0.500 0.072 31.65 31.56 -0.524 -0.572 0.048

d 0.783 21.10 0.581 0.051 35.38 38.38 -0.653 --0.708 0.08)6

16 1 0.780 21.10 0.528 0.051 35.36 36.36 -0.6"8 -0.615 -0.073

S Wing Alone 200 250( 0.060 0.129 10(fti 1.67(•)t -0O.3 0 -0o003
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5.5.3.2 WING, WING-BODY SIDESLIP.DERIVATIVE Kpi
VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

A. SUBSONIC

This section presents a method, taken from reference 1, for estimating the sideslip-derivative K,, varia-
tion with angle of attack for delta and modified-delta configurations at subsonic speeds.

Although the pressure distribution over a configuration is altered as a 'result of the lifting process, test
"data show that side-force center-of-pressure location is not affected appreciably by normal force.
Therefore, the change in directional stability is attributed to the change in side force due to sideslip as
"angle of attack is increased.

Because the location of the side-force center of pressure is considered to be independent of angle of
attack, the relationships established in Section 5.5.3.1 for determining the location of the side-force
center of pressure at zero normal force are also applicable to this section. Furthermore, the nature of
the breakdown of the side force at zero normal force may also be applied at any angle of attack, and
the expression for determining the directional stability at angle of attack is the same -as that presented in
Section 5.5.3.1 for determining KA, at zero normal force.

The Datcom method is considered valid for sideslip angles between ± 50 and angles of attack from 0 to
WI 200.

DATCOM METHOD

The variation of the sideslip derivative Kg with angle of attack, based on the product of planform area
and span Sb and referred to a moment center at the nose of the configuration, for a delta or
modified-delta configuration at subsonic speeds is given by

X p XcentroidSs Xcntroid

K'= (Ky + 0.006)- -0.006 - (per radian) 5.5 3 .2 -a
n ntoid b b

Bs

"where Ky 0 is the side force due to sideslip at angle of attack, obtained from Section 5.5.1.2, and all the
remaining terms are described in Section 5.5.3.1.

A comparison of the variation of K,, with normal-force variation calculated by using this method will,
test data is preserted as table 5.5'.3.2-A.

The comments pertaining to nonlinearities in the variation of side force with sideslip in Section 5.5.1.2 also
apply to the side-force center-of-pressure location.

Sample Problem

Given: A delta-series model of reference 6 designated D-2. This is the ( rnfiguration of Ithi simple pr,)hk'"
of Section 5.5.3.1.

5.5.3.2-1
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S 142.3 sq in. S 49.68 sq in. S= 1.99 sq in.

c= 23.0 in. b 12.374 in. 6e, 580

The following results from the sample problem of Section 5.5.3. 1:

Ky = -0.110 per rad 1.04
PN 0oXan tro ld S B S

Xo=ntroid X .. tro=dw 15.33 in. SBs/S = 0.349
SBSSB

Compute:

FAK, 1FC- I =0.335 per rad (figure 5.5.1.2-9)

L I20

AK1,
K~ =K + .-.. 2J(C,)2 (equation 5.5.1.2-a)

K K 0 L J20

-0.110 1• (0.335) (CN) 2

--. . _ .. ..Ky/];

(C 4,)2 (0.336) (C )•,
CNI 02 o.(o o S),

0 0 0 -0.110

0.2 0,04 0.0134 -0 097

0.4 0.16 0.0536 -,0.056

0.6 0.36 0.1206 0.011

Solution:

" (xc.P.) XcntiroidS Xceftld
S'n 0.006) b - 0-006 W (equation 5.5.3.2-a)X cg n t Soid

- 5.5.3.2-2



S 15.3315.33
=(K~ +0.00, (1,04) 05. .006 3O K12.374 - 0.006 12.374

1.288 Ky + 0.0003

K'
K•n

Yo 1.288K (based on Sb)
(basd on S) (per red)

N (per rmd) 1.288 +2( 0.0003

0 -0.110 -0.1417 -0.1414

0.2 -0.097 -0.1249 -0.1246

0.4 -0.056 -0.0721 -0.0718

0.6 0.011 0.0142 0.0145

The calculated results are compared with test values in sketch (a) and in table 5.5.3.2-A.

",,.1 ~ I1

0 Test Points
- Calculated

0.2 .. 6 .8

(per rad) C

-. 2

SKETCH (a)

5.5.3.2-3
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TABLE 5.5.3.2-A

SUBSONIC YAWING MOMENT WITH RESPECT TO SIDESLIP
VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATIACKI

DE.TA PLANFONM CONFIGURATIONS

DATA SUMMARY"

K' K' AK'

CaT. Coic.-Test
Ref. Configuretkn A '(per rid (per ed)

4 0-80 1.076 0 -0.164 -0.2407 0.0767

0.2 -0.154 -0.2196 0.0656

0.4 --0.164 -0.2036 0.0395

0.6 -40.164 - --

6 D, 1.075 0 -0.164 --O, 109 -0.055

0.2 -0.164 -0.1024 -0.0616

0.4 -0.164 -0.1257 -0.03841 0.6 -0.164 -0.1786 0.0146

0-2 1.076 0 -0.1414 000,7.

0.2 -0.1246 --4.0947 -0.0299

0.4 -0.0718 -0.0040 -0.0678

0.6 0.0146 0.0662 -0.0S' -7
0-5 1.076 0 -0.164 1 -0.233 0.069

"0.2 -0.135 -0.214 0.079

0.4 -0.r)489 -- 0.1963 0.1474

' 0.6 0.084 - -_

0-6 1.868 0 -0.07200 0.0138 -0.0338

0.2 -0.0224 0.031 --00b34

0.4 -0.0309 0.03ME - -0.0677

0.6 -0.0452 0.0279 -0.0731

14 a 0-783 0 -0.718 -0.743 0.025j 0.2 -0.744 -0.937 0.193

0.4 --0.941 -1.0C6 0.65
0.6 -1.220 -1.0'1 - 0.20"2

5.kl 3 I,5



TABLE 5.5.3.2-A (CONTO)

K' K' AK,

n. ffo
Ceic. Tea Colc.-Tmt

Ref. Configwauion A CN Iper rod) (pm red) (pw red)0,6 - -0i61 -0.760 0.145
0.4 -0.762 --0.875 0.113

CA. -1 .06 ..-G.0• -0.056

(R1.5 in.) 0.8" 0 -0.524 --0.572 0.048

0,2 -0.5 --0.75 0.197

!j0.4 -0.700 -0.912 0.212

0.0 -0 921 --0.82 0.041

r

* • 5.5.32-6



5.6 WING-BODY-TAIL COMBINATIONS IN SIDESLIP
5.6.1 WING-BODY-TAIL SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE C.Y,

5.6.1.1 WING-BODY- FAIL SIDESUIP D)ERIVATIVE (, IN THE LINEAR
AN(GLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE

The information contaifled in this Section is for estimating the side-force-curve slojx' U, of' ý ing-bed ' -tail com-
binations at low angles of attack. In general, it consiisits of a synithesis of 'niatcjrial presented ir' ýther Sections.
The ngthod of Section 5.~3. 1 1 based on the apparent-mass concept for the determination of increments in C.", due
to the addition of one panel to an emjprlnage is exteinded herein to determniie the total empennage sideslip deriva-
tive Cy,. at low anglesi of attack.-i('sulting from the addition of all the panels present in the enmpennage. The meth-
ods presented include the mutual interfereilev effects of other vehicle component~s.

The main contributions to the derivative Cy,* will come fror, the fuselage and the vertical stabilizers. Tlhe wing
contribution is a function of a. and carl usuallN be neglected at low angle of attack. A discussion of tho various

.1 aerodynamic aspects associated with the build-up of vehicle components in relation to) side force are discussed
in Sections 5.2. 1. 1 and 5.3. 1. 1 and are not repe'ated her~e.

- - The methods presented herein are based on the proceodure of totAling the co~fticient of the wving-b Aiv conifigurattion
and the increme-ntal coefficient of the total kernpennage resulting from the addition of all paknelsý present in the em-i
penn age.

A. WSUB$N IC'

Three methods of estimating the subsonic derivative Cy, of a complete configuration are presented, differing in
their treatmyent of the incremnwrtal coefficient of the iotal empennage, Methods 1 and 2 txeat the mutual interference
effects of the wing-bodys wake aud sidewash independentlY of the body :ýd horizontal tail eiid-platc effect., and
lump the total empennage increment intlo a single parameter. On the oth( hand, Method 3 utilizes a build-uip pro-

t b c#dure to determine the total empennage increment wkherein the mutual interference effects are lumped into a single
effectiveness parameter for each panel ini the empe~nnage.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1

For configurations with a single vertical stabilizer arid with horizontal-stabilizer heigimt ranging from Positions onl
the bod ' to the top of tho vertical stabilizer or configuraitions w ith ;, single vertical stabilizer anti with no horizontf.l
stabilizer the side force due to sideslip is given by

where

611 )t 1 11i obt i i iieo from !Sec t ion 5.2. 1. 1

CI > is the total vimj Jianage, increment in Cy, oh~iiied fromi Method 1, paragraph A, Section 5.3. 1. 1

M.ethod 2,

I-or cotnfiguratioIn% withi twin vertical panels mountvd 00 the tips of a horizontal taii or wing the side force duel( to
side-Iip is given by equation 5.6,1.1-a

cl., (cy ) ,

where

C)' ( i 1)~ i s the total emnpennage increment in Cy, obtained fronm Method 2, paragraph A. Sectioin .3. 1. 1

Sý



Method 3

The estimation of the total empennage side-force derivative by this method is based on the apparent-mass concept
for the determination of increments in Cy, due to the addition of one panel to an empennage, presented as Method
3 of paragraph A of Section 5.3.1.1. That method is extended herein to determine thv total sideslip derivative Cy,
resulting from the addition of all panels present in the empennage. The method is limited to configurations in which
the horizontal tail i3 mounted on the body or configurations with no horizontal tail.

The total empennage contribution to C Y is obtained by adding the increments gained by successive additions of
the panels in the empennage to the wing-body configuration. The order of build-up should proceed as follows:

1. Determine the increment in CV due to adding the horizontal stabilizer to the wing-body configuration,
(ACY1) H")

2. Determine the increment in Cy. due to adding the upper vertical stabilizing surface to the combini-tion of
wing, body, and horizontal stabilizer, (ACY,),) • t

3. Determine the increment in C due to adding the lower vertical stabilizing surface to the combination of
wing, body, horizontal stabilizer, and upper vertical stabilizer, (AC /)•.nM

The side force due to sideslip for the complete configuration is given by
Cy,ý = (CY,3)w- + 1p (ACY,3)p 5.6. 1. 1-b

where the subscript p refers to the panels present in the empennage

(C Y3), W is obtained from Section 5.2.1.1

(AC y) is the increment in Cy, gained by successive additions of the panels in the empennage obtained
from Method 3, paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1

For a wingless configuration, (A Cy3) is based on the vehicle reference area and the contribution of the body to the

total derivative can be obtained from' ection 4.2.1.1 as (Cv)A -(CL-),; based on the vehicle reference area.

Sonple Problems

1. Method I

Given. A configuration of reference 1 consisting of wing, body, horizontal tail, and vertical tail.

0 -"--

L |

Wing Characteristics

A 4.() WS :36.0 sq in. 45" - 0 Zw

Horizontal Tail Characteristics

Al 2.78 S,1  9.0 sq in, z- -3.30 in.

5.6.1.1-2
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"Vertical Tail Characteristics

Av 1.835 Sv 5.94 sq in. A./2v = 0 bv 3.30 in. NV 1.00

NACA 65A006 airfoil

"Body Characteristics

1 , 18.25 in. x, 5.83 in. VB 2./ 10.4 sq in. d 1.667 in.

Additional Characteristics

M = 060 r, = 0.8335 in. x/c, 0.25

Compute:

Step 1. Determine the wing-body contribution to Cy, using the method of Section 5.2.1.1.

K, = 1.0 (midwing)

f - = 10.95

d

(k2 - kI) = 0.95 (figure 4.2.1.1-20a)

Sx1/1j = 0.319

XO/la = 0.545 (figure 4.2.1.1-20b)

xo = (0.545) (18.25) = 9.95 in.

so -d N z 2.18 sq in.

=K (Bo~(dy Seernc Area) A~)
(C K, Reference (AC (equation 5.2.1.1-a)

* -K- v B + (AC Y) 1-

= 1.00((-2) (0.95) (2.18!X 10. 4 )+0
10.4 3.

* -0.115 per rad (based on SwO

Step 2. Determine the total empennage contribution to Cy,3 using Method 1, Paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1.

(cfa)v = 6.57 perrad (Section 4.1.1.2)

(cf,,)v

= 1.05 (ratio of incompressible section lift-curve slope to 27)2r1T

bv/2r, - 1.98

k = 0.76 (figure 5.3.1.1-22d)

(A)v(,)
A_ 1.50 (figure 5.3.1.1-22a)

-(A)v,) 1.50(Av) 7 2.75

SI/Sv = 1.518

"KH 1.06 (figure 5.3.1.1-22c)

5.6.1.1-3



ZH/bv -1.00

= 1.70 (figure 5.3.1.1-22b)(A) v(M

Sv/Sw= 0.165

zw/d 0

A,f- (A)v(B) 11 + KH (A)vA 13 (equation 5.3.1.1-a)

=2.75 {1 + 1.06 [1.70-1] } 4.79

S[1+2 + tan 2Ao/2] = 3.65

• 1.02 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

(CL )v 4.88 per rad

1 + Lo = 0.724 + 3.06 1 +s 0.4 L--- + 0.009 Aw (equation 5.4.1-a)
q I 93 + cos A4 ,ý4w d

"0.724 + 3.06 (0.165) + 0 + 0.036
(1.707)

1.056 e

(ACy~)~~.= -k (CL,)V ( ) qv 8v (equation 5.3.1.1-b)(AYP M)v0 --- (Cav1 - q.• Sw

-(0.76) (4.88) (1.056) (0.165)

= -0.645 per rad (based on SO)

Solution:

.C = (CYA)WB + (AC Y0)V645) (equation 5.6.1.1-a)

"-' = .-0.115 - 0,645

•:a =-0.760 per rad (based on Sw)

"-The experimental results (based on Sw) from reference 1, are (C Y)w :0. 143 per radian, (ZIC yP) v"MB

0.716 per radian, and C -0.859 per radian.

2. Method 2

"*Given: A configuration of reference 1, consisting of wing, body, horizontal tail, and twin vertical tails mounted o

the tips of the horizontal tail. The wing and body are identical to those of sample problem 1 mid their

characteristics are not repeated.

Vertica) Tail Characteristics

bv = 2.00 in. bv 1.00 in. Sv = 3.60 sq in. Av= 1.11

NACA 65A006 airfoil O/TEV =7

5.6.1.1-4
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qi

71 Tz b7W7

hbnwb

Additional Characteristics

r 0.8335 in. bu = 4.80 in. M 0.60

Compute:

Step 1. Determine the wing-body contribution to Cy/ using the Method of Section 5.3.1.1.

(CY 13)m = -0.115 per rad (sample problem 1)

Step 2. Determine the to-.. eýmpennage contribution to Cy. using Method 2, paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1.

Obv,/bv =0.50

A 1.0 (figure 5.3.1.1-24a)
A

Aeff -1.11

(C Y)vetf = 1.78 per rad (higure 5.3.1.1-24b)

2r,/bv = 0.8335

,4-8.0 = 0.263
.I 18.25

(C4 -3(V/ 4B4)v - 0.595 (figure 5.3.1.1-24c)

(Cy )Ve

.(Cy_)_vO 2Sv

(ACY/)voA - (Cy3) (Cyd) Vofj - (equation 5.3.1.1-c)

= -(0.595) (1.78) 3.60_ ,

36.0

-0.212 per rad (based on Sw)

Solution:

SCva :(Cy/3)wB + (ACy;3)vo8, (equation 5,3.1.1-a)

= -0.115 - 0.212

= -0.327 per rad (based on Sw).

5.6.1.1-5
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The experimental results (based on Sw) from reference I are (Cv/)w 5 = -0.143 per radian, (ACvpv~m

-0.258 per radian, and Cy• = --0.401 per radian.

3. Method 3

Given: The configuration of reference 2, consisting of wing, body, horizontal tail, and upper vertical tail.

• Wing Characteristics

A : 3.0 S1w S176sqin. zw = 2.0in. F = 0

Horizontal Tail Characteristics #;

AH = 4.0 b8 /2 = 11.21in. Zb 0 0

Vartical Tail Characteristics

Ay = 1.50 A%* = 1.43 Sv = 153.7 sq in. Sv. - 109.7 sq in.

Aav 41.9° Xv 0.16 X'v = 0.189 by = 15.23 in.

NACA 0003.5434 airfoil
Body Characteristics

= 72.0 . in. V576 - l3.sqin. d = 6-0 in.

Additional Characteristics

MH = 0.25 r, 2.76 in. r2  2.76 in

Compute:

Step 1. Determine the wing-body contribution to Cy1 using the method of Section 5.2.1.1.

* Zw -- 2.08-

A, = 410.694 v 01 ' .39b 52

d/2 3.0

* K1 -- 1.58 (figure 5.2.1.1-7)

f I 72.0
d

- = 0.955 (figure 4.2.1.1-20a)

It 2 0.690.75 4
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,Xo/ 11 0.765 (figure 4.2.1.1-20b)

xO : (0.765) (72.0) =- 55.08 in.

SO7(i) =28.28 sq in.

Ki(C,)~ Body Reference Area)
(C )WB K, (CY9 / 'B2 ) . (ACy1)p (equation 5,2.1.1-a)

-- :-0.1480 per rad (based on Sw)

Step 2. Determine the total empennage contribution to Cyf• using Method 3, paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1 to deter-
mine thle contributions of individual panels.

(ck9~v 6.l8 per rad (Section 4.1.1.2)

"' = = 0.984 (ratio of incompressible section lift-curve slope to 2ir)

2ir

2AV. 2.86

• .2- e [/32 + tan2Ao,~v] 3.84

(C 0.995 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-49)
,. 2 

0vB
S(0.995) = 2.85 prrad (based

• Determine the increment in Cy• due to adding the horizontal tail to the wing-body configuration. In this case the
,. empennage consists of thle body and the horizontal tail. The apparent-mass ratio to be found is that due to adding

the horizontal tail to the body, KH•).

1.58• + 0

SKHc) =0 (figure 5,3,1.1-25o0)

S(SCvJ)•m - KH.1 (C)80 (equation 5.3.1.1-()

Step Determine the increment in Cye due to adding the upper vertical stabilizer to the wing-body-horizontal tail con-
figuration. In this case the eipennage consists sf body, horizontal tail, and upper vertical stabilizer. The apparent-mass ratio to be found is that due to adding the upper vertical stabilizer to the combination of body and horizontal

tail, K

rl/r 1.000; 0.246; (r1 /b)t, 1.000= (r2/b)v = 0.181

-the hin titpnel

5. 6. 1. 1-7
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By using the above parameters and Table 5.3.1.1-A, KvcBm can be obtained from figures 5.3.1.1-25b, -25c, and
-25d interpolated for a value of r 2  - 0.246.bHt/2

Kv(Blo= 1.225

Vs C Y'8,-) = KVB) (CLa )' (equation 5. 3 .1.l-d)-
SW

- -(1.225) (2.85) 1.7

576
= -0.665 per rad (based on S,)

*" Solution:

Cy 8 z (Cy )'• + Jp (ACy'a) (equation 5.6.1.1-b)

= (Cyf)w + (A ) ) +( )

- -0.1480 + 0 -0.665

- -0.813 per rad (based on Sw)

The experimental results (based on SO) from reference 2 are (Cy,)w 8  -0.149 per radian, (AC w
= -0.556 per radian, and Cy. -0.705 per radian.

B. TRANSONIC

A brief discussion of the flow phenomena associated with forces generated on a vertical panel at transonic speedsis given in paragraph B of Section 5.3.1.1. The effect of wing-body wake and sidewash, and the mutual interferenceeffects between component combinations at transonic spw. are extremely sensitive to changes in local contour.
At the present time these effects cannot be predicted with accuracy and the vehicle sideslip derivative Cy. isusually obtained by wind-tunnel testing or estimated from comparison with similar configurations.

DATCOM METHOD

No method is available in the literature for estimating the vehicle sideslip derivative Cy. at transonic speedsand none is presented in the Datcom. Some typical transonic data for this derivative are presented as figure 5.6.1.1-14.

"C. SUPERSONIC
The procedure for estimating the supersonic sideslip derivative Cy, of a wing-body-tail configuration is essentiallythe same as that at subsonic speeds. The problem of estimating the contribution of the empennage is complicatedby the presence of shock waves. This effect is discussed in paragraph C of Section 5.3.1.1.

DATCON METHOD

The side force due to sideslip for the complete config,'Jration at supersonic speeds is given by equation 5.6.1.1-b

"8Cy = (CY 1)wB + Xg (AC Y)p
where the subscript P i.iers to panels present in the empennage

(C ) is obtained from Section 5.2.1.1

(AI, C 3 ) are the increments in Cy, gained by successive additions of the panels in the empennage obtainedSfrom paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1

The order of configuration build-up will generally proceed as outlined for subsonic speeds (Method 3, paragraph A).The one exception to that build-up procodure is the case at supersonic speeds where the vertical panels are stag-
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gered along the body so that their ieading edges intersect the body at different locations. In this case, the panelwhose leading edge intersects tile body farthest aft is added first.
This method is limited to configurations in which the horizontal tail is mounted on the body or configurations withno horizontal tail.
For a wingless configuration the remarks following the Datcom methods of paragraph A above are also applicableat supersonic speeds.

Sample Problem
Given: The configuration of reference 3 consisting of wing, body, horizontal tail upper vertical tail, and lowervertical tail.

bSI

NI-

S3

Wing Characteristics
Aw 3.18 Sw 114.5 sq in. bw = 19.08 in. zw 0 F 3.5

Horizontal Tail Characteristics
"A -- 3.06 bH 9.12 in. z1 j = 0.84 in.

Vertical Tail CharacteristicsA v. 1.48 Sv, 19.20 sq in. A LEV Z 49.20 by = 7.08 in. xv. = 0.392Ventral Tail Characteristics

A•je 0.2025 Su" r 3.24 sq in. AI, = 70,20 bu 2.56 in. XU 0

Additional Characteristics
NI 2.01 Az sin - lI I 29.8 ' r z 1.75 in. r2  1.496 in.

rj/r2 z 1.170 S, 4.63 sq in. S2 = 14.56 sq in. S3  2.74 sq in.

.4 0,.50sqin. S!•L-0.875
Se5t
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*. Compute:

Step 1. Determine the wing-body contribution to Cy•.

The Datcom does not present methods at supersonic speeds that will predict the side-force characteristics
of the wing-body configuration of this sample problem. In such cases it is suggested that test results of a
similar configuration be used, if available, and corrected for the difference in relative size of the fuselage
and wing for the two configurations. If the vertiual location of the wing ;,n the fuselage is not similar, a cor-
rection for wing-fuselage interference must also be made.'

An experimental result for (Cy.),,, is not available for this configuration. Use is made of the experimental
*3result for (Cy/)gN . However' the increment due to adding the horizontal tail to the wing-body configuration
will be computed for the sake of completeness.

" (Cy,)wa11  -0.315 per rad (based on Sw)
test

Step 2. Deterniine the total empennage contribution to Cy. using the method of paragraph C, Section 5.3. 1. 1 to
determine the contributions of individual panels.

% Upper Vertical Panel Lower Vertical Panel

2Av. tan ALSV = 3.42 2Au. tan ALpU 0  1.125

tan ALEV 1.1585 3.664 ' = 0.628

. 1.744 tan A L•;U

"/3(CN9)v 4.10 per rad tan AL•y, (CN 5 )e = 1.73 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-56a)

(figures 4.1.3.2-5 6c,-5 6d, -5 6e interpolated (C N,,U 0.622 per rad (based onl Snj)
for tv, = 0.392)
(CN,)N, 2.35 per rad (based on S 9 '*

Determine the increment in Cy, due to: adding the horizontal tail to the wing-body configuration. Ih this case
the empennage consists of the body mid the ýiurizontal tail. The apparent-mass ratio to be found is that due
to adding the horizontal tail to the body, tu).

( ZaY 0.14 0. 480.4 .32
r1 / 1.75 b0, ;( ) 4.56 0.328

From figure 5.3.1.1-2Soo, values of KKf) are obtained for 1.0, 0, -1.0 at( 0.328

Since K charts are not presented for the case of a horizontal surface added to an elliptical body the body
is considered circular and an interpolation is performed to obtain

K at( ) - 0.48,A "

K 0.•) 0130

The side-force-Curve slope of the body is given by slender-body theory. (Cr 3 ( 2 per rad (based on
"'; ~Sn, S, •

.(AC 3 l• )V i• i • (CY W e S xt (equation 5.3.1. l-g)

(0.130) (-2)L7r--.- (0.875)

*See reference 5 for discussion of design corrections.

-- See Method 3, paragraph A, Section 5.3. 1.1 for interpolation procedure,

5.6.1.1-10



"" =(0.130) (-2) (77) (1.75) (1.496) (0.875)
1 114.5

-0.0163 per rad (based on Sw)

Determine the increm3nt in Cy due to adding the upper vertical stabilizer to the wing-body-horizontal
stabilizer combination. The empennage in this case consists of the body, horizontal tail, and upper vertical
stabilizer. The apparent-mass ratio to be found is that due to adding the upper vertical stabilizer to the body
and horizontal tail, KvHB).

In the configuration sketch part of the upper vertical panel S, senses only the wing-body combination, while
S2 senses only the body. Therefore, the effective apparent-mass ratio is given by

,S, S2
Klvam) -- K v~w) +v K v(B) Sve

Determine KvOm):

( r2  0.157

T2/ added existing
panel panel

By using the above parameters and table 5.3.1.1-A it is seen that KvoM) can be obtained from figures
5.3.1.1-25b, -25c, -25e, and 5.3.1.1-25x, -2 5y, -25z, and 5.3.1.1-25dd, -25ee, -25ff, interpolated for

r2  0.157 and r 1/r 2 = 1.170.
bw/2

K voM) = 1.49

Determine KvM):

1.170;1 v 0.247 =1.000r21 b b/added b existing
panel panel

By using the above'parameters and table 5.3.1.1-A it is seen that KvB) can be obtained from figures5.3.1.1-25a, -25w, and -25cc, interpolated for r1 /r 2 = 1.170

Kv(9) = 1.27

92)+ (1.27)(14.7I 13
K'vMB) = (1.49)(,4-.63 -+(.7{457) 1.32

\19.20 / 19.20/

0 (ACy)vcwm = -K'vm) (CN)v,, v', (equation 5.3.1.1-f)
SW

= -(1.32) (2.35) 20

114.5

. 0.520 per rad (based on Sw)

Determine the increment in Cy0 due to adding the lower vertical stabilizer to the wing-body-horizontal
stabilizer-upper vertical stabilizer combination. The empennage in this case consists of body, horizontal
tail, upper vertical stabilizer, and lower vertical stabilizer. The apparent-mass ratio to be found is that due
to adding the lower vertical stabilizer to tee combination of body, -horizontal tail, and upper vertical stabilizer,
'5K.u.1Hv).



In the configuration sketch part of the lower vertical stabilizer S senses only the body, while 8 4 senses both
the body and horizontal tail. Therefore, the effective apparent-mass ratio is given by

S3  S4
KU+H) = + S--K .

Determine K tH:.

=1.170; 0. 6 85; = 1.000
added existing
panel panel

By using the above parameters and table 5.3.1.1-A it is seen that KuB) can be obtained from figures
5.3.1.1-25a, -25w, and -25cc, interpolated for r,/r 2 = 1.170.

K W) = 3.0

Determine Ku(Bm:

(r)r 1.170;(b) 0.685; (= 1.000; r2 0.328; (z) 0.480
added existing
panel panel

"Since the horizontal tail is located below the body centerline and the body is elliptical, we have a hori-
zontal tail-body combination not covered by the K charts of Sectioi, 5.3.1.1. To handle this case, either
the body has to be considered circular and an interpolation made foi horizontal tail height, or the hori-
zontal tail has to be assumed to be located at the mid-position and an interpolation made between r1 /r 2
ratios. A comparison between figures 5.3.1.1-25d, -25z, and 25ff shows that a small variation in cross
section has a significant effect on the apparent-mass ratio in the region of (r1 /b)u -- 0.685. Therefore,
an interpolation for body shape will be made rather than for horizontal tail height. "

From figures 5.3.1.1-25c, -25d, -25e and 5.3.1.1-25y, -25z, -25aa and 5.3.1.1-25ee, -25ff, -25gg obtain

KvKnf interpolated for ._r-_ = 0.328. An interpolation between those values of KvK8 H gives, for
(rl/r 2 ) - 1.170 bH/ 2

Ktu(B =3.04

K~ = (3'0)(-2"74 ) + (3.04) (0.503
(3.24/ L3241

= 3.01

P SuK"H" C (equation 5.3.1.1-f)

= -(3.01) (0.622) 3.24
114.5

= -0.053 per rad (based on Sw)
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Solution:

Cy/O = (C /8)wn + ZP (ACY1)p (equation 5.6.1.1-b)

= (C Y8)WB + (ACY3)H(WB) + (ACGy 3 ) ) 1H + (ACY )U(WBHV)

For this sample problem use is made of the test result for (Cr13 w ' so

CY3= (Cy )YwBH + (AC Y18 )v'VBH) + (A )UOVv

-0.315)+ (-0.520) + (-0.053)
- -0.888 per rad (based on Sw)

FThe experimental result from reference 3 is Cyp = -0.888 per radian (based on Sw).
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5,6.1.2 WING-BODY-TAIL SIDE-FORCE COEFFICIENT
Cy AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The wing-body-tail side force developed at combined afgles is nonlinear with respect to both sideslip and angle of
. attack for the reasons cited in the introductory rexa of Sections 5.2.1.2 and 5.3.1.2, and as in those Sections, to
. obtain Cy , it is recommended that Cy be calcuLatW at several angles of attpck for a small sideslip angle

(13 _ 4"). TKhen at each angle of attack the side farce is assumed linear with sideslip for small values of /3 so that
Cy

A. SUBSONIC

No method is presently available for determicing the wing-body-til side force at large angles of attack and sub-
sonic speeds. The method presented herei is rega d to list-order ap--!ximations at relatively low angles of
attack.

*A." METrOD

It is recommended that the method of paragraph A: f gSection 5.6.1.1 be used, with consideration given to the angle-
of attack restriction presented in figure 5.1.1.1-4.

B. TRANSONIC

The comments appearing in paragraph B of Sectio, 5.6.1.1 are equally appropriate here.

D&AI METHOD

• •No method is available for estimating this coefficient ad none is presented in the Datcom.

C. SUPERSONIC

The analysis of wing-body-tail configurvaions at b•i algles is taken from reference 1 and is accomplished
thro igh a combination of the methods of Sections 5.2.1.2 and 5.3.1.2. Therefore, the discussions in paragraph C of
thosc Sections apply to this Section as well. Note in 9action 5.3.1.2 that the method is limited to configurations
with 6rcular bodies, and to the analysis of horizontol tail effects only when that surface is body-mounted.

In addit'on to the phenomena previously discussed, three types of interference exist between the wing and tail sur-
faces. If the vertical tail panels are in the wing-flow field, mutual interaction occurs in the same way as that be-

tween horizontal and vertical tail panels. This effect is takon into account through the apparent-mass factor con-
cept. Se-,ondly. there is interference due to the wiug-flow field which alters the local dynamnic pressure and Mach
number acting on the vertical tail surfaces. This is a nonlinear effect of angle of attack and is taken into account
by a tail effectiveness parameter "qw based on two-dimensional shock-expansion theory. Wing-vertical tail inter-
ference also results from the effect of the wing-flow field on the body vortices. The positions and strengths of the
body vortices are both influenced by the wing. The wiag-flow field cuts off the body feeding vortex sheet along the
length of the exposed wing root chord and the body vatex path is curved as it passes through the wing-flow field.

. The effect of the wing is taken into account hereui by an approximation to the method of reference 2. It is assumed
that both vortex strengths and positions are those about a body alone, foreshortened by the length of the exposed
wing root chord. This assumption satisfactorily accounts for the effect of the wing-flow field on vortex strength
but neglects the effect of the wing-flow field in altering the path of the vortices; however, the error introduced at

*. small angles of sideslip is negligible.

Two methods are discussed in reference 2 for approximating the effect of the wing-flow field on the body vortex
4 positions. One method is based on two-dimensional shock-expansion theory which precludes accurate prediction of

lateral vortex positions and also restricts tfr r•e.iAs 0 comfigurations with slender wing panels. A second method
applicable to slender configatioas is swlest@0 iw w•ch tke calculation of the vortex paths with the wing panels

"5.6.1.2-1
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" present can be made by using slender-body theory and proceeding step by step. However, the practical calculation
of the paths with any degree of accuracy requires the use of automatic computing methods.

Sections 5.2.1.2 and 5.3.1.2 have considered separately wing-body and tail-body configurations. Wing-body-tail

configurations may be classified as either uncoupled, coupled, or partially coupled, depending on the physical

relationship between the wing-flow field and the tail. The three classes of configurations are illustrated in sketch
(a). For the uncoupled configurations a body section separates the wing from the empennage so that the wing-flow

field does not directly impinge on the tail surfaces. For the coupled configuration the tail surfaces are totally en-

veloped in the wing-flow field. Partially coupled configurations have partial coupling between the wing-flow field

and the tail. The primary difference between the three classes of configurations in so far as the present theory is
concerned is that the shock-expansion effects of the wing on the tail are neglected when dealing with uncoupled
configurations.

The wing-flow field at angle of attack and supersonic speeds is defined by the method outlined in Section 5.3.1.2
for determining the horizontal tail-flow field at angle of attack and supersonic speeds.

Uncouple/ C l P/i /y
.,-/ / / / //

,/ i/ // // ,,

N N

Uncoupled Coupled Partially Coupled

SKETCH (a)

DATCOM METHOD

"The method for determining the wing-body-tail side-force coefficient at combined angles is given by

C£wBrw = CYwB + CYHVUOM) 5.6.1.2-a

where

,CTwB is the wing-body contribution obtained from equation 5.2.1.2-a

" Csvumm is the empennage contribution obtaiiled from equation 5.6.1.2-b

The contribution of the empennage is given by

. CY(B) + CYv(?) + CyWLK) 5.6.1.2-b
K:f• where

.Cm) is the horizontal tail contribution obtained from equation 5.3.1.2-b

.C is the vertical tail contribu ion obtained from equation 5.6.1.2-c

C is the ventral fin contributik Thtained from equation 5.6.1.2-d

l The order in which the tail panels should be added to the wing-body configuration for analysis purposes parallels

that prescribed in Section 5.3.1.2 for a tail-body configuration.

The contributionof the vertical tail is given by

CYv(1) = C0 'vt.,) + CYV(rh) 5.6.1.2-c

for uncoupled configurations, and by

CYv [Cyvac,¢ + CYv(F)J)] .wv 5.6.1.2-c

for coupled or partially coupled configurations;

5.6.1.2-2
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where

CYv(K,,) accounts for a and 8O cross-coupling and any mutual interaction between the vertical tail and
other surfaces in the empennage and is given by equation 5.3.1.2-d. In addition, any impinge-
ment of the wing-flow field on the vertical tail must be considered in determining the effective
apparent-mass factor KQ. The method for defining the wing flow field is the same as for the
horizontal tail, and is given step-by-step in paragraph C, Section 5.3,1.2. Note that the upper

- -;: -trailing edge is marked by a shock wave rather than a Mach line.

Cyv(f-5 ) accounts for the effect of body vortices on the vertical stabilizer, and includes influence of the
wing on the vortex strength. The wing effect is approximated by foreshortening the body length
by the exposed wing root chord cer when finding vortex strength and position from figuresa!d(x - x re-°)

4.3.1.3-13b, 4.3.1.3-14, and 4.3.1.3-15. That is, the figures are entered with (
r

rather than a(x - x5 ) * The results are then applied to equations 5.3,1.2-f and 5.3.1,2-e to
r

obtain C BV)".

77Wv is the tail effectiveness parameter of the upper vertical stabilizer obtained from figure 5.6.1.2-9
as a function of angle of attack and Mach number. These charts take into account the changes in
dynamic pressure and Mach number at the tai!. by direct application of two-dimensional shock-
expansion theory. Any effects of wing-body inter 'erence or wing section in distorting the shock-
expansion field are neglected.

For a specified initial Mach number there is a maximum value of the angle of attack for which
there exists an oblique shock solution. Or, conversely, for a specified angle of attack there is
a minimum initial Mach number for which there is an oblique shock solution. The relation between
Mach number and angle of attack below which no solutions for 7w may be obtained is indicated

93 in sketch (a) of Section 5.3.1.2.

The procedure for using these charts is
Step 1: Draw on transparent paper the relative positions of the wing exposed root chord and the

vertical surfaces. Choose the scale so that the exposed chord length coincides with that
shown in figure 5.6.1.2-9.

Step 2: Overlay the drawing on the figure to locate the tail in the proper influence zone.

Step 3: The vertical tail is divided into several areas. The average value of i7Wv in each area
is multiplied by the ratio of its arda to Se.

Step 4: Sum the weighted values of qWv to obtain the total tail effectiveness parameter t7 wv.

Step 5: Interpolation for angle of attack and/or Mach number may be necessary. If so, a three-
point interpolation for a should be made using weighted values of iOwv.- Two points
are sufficient for Mach number interpolation.

The contribution of the ventral fin is given by

Cyun) =CyU 5.6.1.2-d

for uncoupled configurations, and by

"-"; Cyu07  
C y U I7wu 5.6.1.2-d'

for coupled or partially coupled configurations;

*If x s Indicates vortex separation aft of the exposed wing root-chord leading edge. then only that portion of Or, aft of the Indicated separation

point in subtracted.

*The vortex positions given by equation 5.3.1.2-f are the positions at a given longitudinal Atation about the body alone foreshortened by 
0

r
and do not include the effects of the wing-flow field in altering the paths of the vortices.

5.6.1.2-3
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where

CYU accounts for a and /3 cross-coupling and any mutual irttcraction between the vertical tail ano
other surfaces in the empennage, and is given by' equation 5.3.1.2-g. In addition, any inpi•ne-
ment of the wing flow field on the ventral tail must be considered in determing the effect]ve,
apparent-mass factor KU.

7w WU is the tail effectiveness parameter of the ventral fin and is obtained from figurer 5.6.1,2-9 by
following the steps describing the determination of qw v.

As noted in paragraph C of Section 5.3.1.2, the body vortices do not affect the ventral fin.

Values for the incremental coefficient resulting from the addilkon of vertical tails to wing-body configurations, 'al-
culated using the Datcom iethod, are compared with experimental results in figure 5.6.1.2-8. Trh correlation be-
tween experiment'and estimate iscelativelv.good at /3 - 5.1' and poor at i3 ý 10". The poor correlation at> -! 0'
can be attributed to the astmption that * body vortex position. are those about a body foreshortened by t1e
length of the exposed wing root chord. Tbi. assumption neglects the effects of the wing-flow field on the l)xiv
vortex positions and poor correlatiou can be expected at-higher sideslip angles where viscous lateral cross-flo'.
effects become important.

Sample Problem

Given: Configuration of sample problem, paragraph C, Sections 5.2.1.2 (with slight boattail) wnd 5,3.1.2. rhere is
no horizontal tail on this configuration. Some of the characteristics are repeated. Find the side-force coef-
ficient developed by the wing-body-tail combination at a = 12, /8 = 40, and M 2.01,

'?I'

Characteristi.s S4

= 0.200 Mr = 0.492, ALEv 32.50 ALEV = 70' Sw 144.0 sq in.

bw 24.0 in. c,, = 8.90 in.

Sv= 31.6 sq in. Su= 8.54 sq in. S, 0.40 sq in. S2 = 31.2 ,q in. S3 =Su. :8.54 sq in.

x = 32.8 in. (x measured from nose to 50.yercent-chord point of MAC of exposed vertical panel)
CYw,3 = -0.400 (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 5.2.1.2)

CYW) = 0 (no'4VntaL tail on this configuration)

At positive Angle of attack, vertical-tail exposed root-chord leading edge is aft of ventral-fin exposed root-
chord leading edge.

5.6.1.24
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ciVentral fin is not. influenccd by presence of upper vertical tail at this angle of attack mid Mach nuiilxor.

"Configuration is partially leoupled at this angle of attack and Mach nu mber.

Compute:

Determine the vertical tail contribution Cy,..)

1.13 (method of paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1 with S, 0.40 sq in. and S2  31.2 sq in.)

K¢h -- 0,687 figure 5.3.1.2-12 at (ri/b)\ = 0.200)

(CN,). - 2,12 per rad (based on S%,) (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.2)

Cy'K() [K\. - KO,, atan A,.,.,,] (-CNO), 6 (equation 5.3.1.2-d)
SW

[1.13 - (0.687)(0.209) tan 32.5°] (-2.12) (0.070)(---L'-)
\144.0/

= -0.0339 (based on Sw)

"For the purpose of finding vortex characteristics:

__ = 10.6 Mfigure 4.3.1.3-13a at x' = 12.650)

r

Vortex separation is forward of exposed wing root-chord leading edge.

a(x - X8 - C re) 0.221( "25~-8 10,6 -599)=1.180r 1.50 -1- - 110

Y-Oz- 0.63 (figure 4.31,-14)

1 , N 8"r.

-•- 1.25 (figure 4.3.1.3-13b) at

r r

= 0.62 (figure 4.3.1.3-15)
27n!Vr .

18.40 (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.2)

then the positions of the body vortices at the vertical tail (neglecting the effect of the wing-flow field in
altering the paths of the vortices) are:

Z V r_[ -Z cos ¢ + !- sin (f (equation 5.3.1.2-f).,by by r r

14 - 1._ (1.25cos 18.40 + 0.63 sin 18.4 0 j 0.2787.48

I r [z sin - Cos (equation 5.3.1.2-f0

by bv r r

11-• 0 1.25 sin 18.40 -0.63 cog 18.40] =-0.0408

748

5.6.1.2-5
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*,= r O--co s--Yo sin (equation 5.3.1.2-D
* by r r

-50 (1.25 cos 18.4° - 0.63 sin 18.40] 0.198
7.48

!v2 r v Yo
YV .-rtLOsin • + -cos p (equation 5.3.1.2-)

bv bv r r

E (1.25 sin 18.40 + 0.63 cos 18.4) 0.199
7.48

i I -(figure 5.3.1.2-13a)i. iv• = -0.6 ..

Ai = i- i (-0.9) - (-0.6) = -0.3

C~CNýr) a ti, ] e (equation 5.3.1.2-c)

=(-0.3) (0.62) (0.221) (31.6) ]
?1.5

"= 0.00478 (based on Sw) 5.

* Determine tail effectiveness parameter 7) wv

By interpolation using fi,,ures b56.1.2-9g, -9h, and -9i, obtain ,7wv, 0.98 (see steps I through 5,
page 5.6.1,2-3)

SG~v( = [CYyvK.0) + CYvBF) 7 7WV (equation 5.6.1.2-c')

= [(-0.0339) + (0.00478)] (0.98)

= -0.0285 (based on Sw)

Determin, the venaral fin contribution CyU.,,)

Ku= 3.15 (method c, paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1 with Ss Su= 8.54 sq in.)

K = 0.535 ifigure 5.3.1.2-12 at (r1/b)x = 0.492)

:"Crt = 1.09 per rad (based on Su.) (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.2)

CvU [Kut + ht atanALSU] Su. (equation 5.3.1.2-g)
Sw

= (3.15 + (0.535) (W.209) tan 700] (-1.09) (0.070)(8.54)
'. \144.0/

= -0.0156 (based on Sw)

*'!I 5.6.1.2--
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. Determine the tail effectiveness parameter 77wu

By interpolation using figures 5.6.1.2-9g, -9h, and -9i, obtain l7wu = 1.20 (see steps 1 through 5,

"CYL)M, = CmU '7wIt (equation 5.6.1.2-d') page 5.6.1-2-3)

(-0.0156) (1.20)

: -0.0187 (based on Sw)

Determine total empennage contribution

CYW(WB) = CY,,B) + Cyv(7) + CyUC,) (equation 5.6.1.2-b)

"= 0 + (-0.0283) + (-0.0187)

-0.0472 (based on Sw)

Solution:

CYWSHVU = CYwB + Cy .M0) (equation 5.6.1.2-a)

= (-0.0400) + (-0.0472)

-0.0872 (based on Sw)

This compares with an experimental value (based on 8 w) of C0 w '.vu -0.096 from reference 3.
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5.6.2 WING-BODY-TAIL SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE C1.

5.6.2.1 WING-BODY-TAIL SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE C1, IN THE LINEAR
ANGLE-OF-ATrACK RANGE

The information contained in this section is for estimating the rolling moment due to sideslip C,,
of wing-body-tail configurations at low angles of attack. In general, it consists of a synthesis of
material presented in other sections. Discussions of the various aerodynamic aspects of vehicle
components and component combinations in sideslip are presented in other sections and are not
repeated here.

The effect of a horizontal tail is more important in estimating C1, than Cy , and C" , since the
taA itself contributes to C1. in addition to affecting the vertical-panel contribution. The effect of
the horizontal tail on the vertical.panel contribution and a discussion regarding the effects of the
induced pressure field on the horizontal tail that is generated by the vertical panel are discussed in
the introduction to Section 5.3.2.1 and are not repeated here.

For most configurations at subsonic speeds the horizontal-tail contribution is usually very small,
and reasonable results can be obtained when it is neglected. However, for configurations employing
a large horizontal tail with either significant twist and/or dihedral, the contribution may be worthy
of consideration. For such a configuration the contribution of the horizontal tail may be estimated
by using the method of Section 5.1.2.1; i.e., by treating the horizontal tail as an isolated wing.
"(Caution should be exercised to make certain the horizontal-tail contribution to CQ0 is converted
to the same reference area and length Swbw as the wing-body contribution, before adding them
together.) However, since the horizontal-tail contribution is very small for most configurations in
the subsonic speed regime, the method presented here neglects its contribution.

At transonic and suversonic speeds the horizontal-tail contribution should not be neglected. At
transonic speeds the pressure field of the entire horizontal surface .s affected by the presence of the
vertical panel; while at super .')nic speeds the effects are restricted to regions on the horizontal
surface within boundaries defined by the shock-wave pattern of the vertical tail. Because of the
complexity of the problem, no method is presented at transonic speeds. The method presented at
supersonic speeds does not include the contribution of a horizontal tail; however, the effect of the
horizontal tail on the vertical-tail contribution is accounted for as in Section 5.3.2.1.

The methods presented are similar to those of Section 5.6.1.1, in that the derivative of the
configuration is given as the sum of the contributions of the wing-body combination and the
empennage combination. The method of estimating the empennage contribution to C1 , is similar

- to that for-estimating the empennage contr'bution to C,0 in Section 5.6.3. 1. That is, the side-force
contributions of the panels of the empennage are multiplied by an appropriate moment arm to
obtain their individual contributions to the derivative Ct0-

A. SUBSONIC

* The method of estimating the subsonic values of the empennage contribution to the derivative C1.
is based on the values of Cy. estimated by the methods of Paragraph A of Section 5.3.1.1. If the
apparent-mas, -concept method (Method 3, Paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1) is used, the build-up

5.6.2.1-1



procedure outlined in Method 3 of Paragraph A of Section 5.6.1.1 must be applied in determining
* , ! the individual side-force derivatives, with one exception. That is, the horizontal-tail increment is not

to be expressed explicitly as a contributing term in the total empennage contribution; however, the
Y .• effect of the presence of the horizontal tail must be considc ed in computing the contributions of
7 the vertical panels.

For most configurations, the presence of flaps at d given lift coefficient causes C1. to become a
larger negative value (see References I through 7). The exceptions to this are a few cases at low lift
coefficients where C1. becomes a lower negative value (References 8, 9, and 10). However, the
"incremental changes in C1, vary dramatically with variations in lift coefficient for different
configurations. This variation in the incremental change in C1. with flaps extended prevents the
formulation of a hand procedure to estimate the flap effects on C.ta.

Comparison of the subsonic method presented here with available flight-test data (References 11
through 15) supplements the substantiation of the method based on wind-tunnel data that is
presented in Sections 5.2.2.1 and 5.3.2.1. A typical comparison of flight-test data (Reference 11)
with the predicted variation of C1, as a function of CL trim iS shown in Sketch (a).

Crm

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7if).. , I p I p

CALCULATED
-.. - WIND-TUNNEL-TEST DATA *

- - - - FLIGHT-TEST DATA

(per rd

-. 12-

.16

SKETCH (a)

As implied in the introduction to this section, the Datcom method at subsonic speeds is applicable
to a configuration with a horizontal tail in the empennage.

DATCOM METHOD

The rolling moment (about the longitudinal stability axis) due to sideslip of a wing-body-tail
configuration, referred to an arbitrary moment center and based on wing area and wing span, is

given by

5.6.2.1-2
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zP Cosa-2R sina
C1  (C1 ) + I 5.6.2.1-a

where
I

p is the subscript referring to the vertical panels present in the empennage (either
an upper vertical stabilizer V or a lower vertical stabilizer U).

(% WB is the contribution of the wing-body configuration to the total rolling moment

due to sideslip, obtained from Paragraph A, Section 5.2.2. 1.

is the side force due to sideslip of the added vertical panel determined as
follows:

For configurations with the horizontal panel mounted on the body or for
configurations with no horizontal panel, use Method 1 or Method 3, Paragraph
A, Section 5.3.1.1. If Method 1 of Paragraph A of Section 5.3.1.1 is used, the
total empennage increment is given by a single term. If Method 3 of Paragraph
A of Section 5.3.1.1 is used, the build-up procedure outlined in Method 3 of
"Paragraph A of Section 5.6.1.1 must be applied to determine the individual
increment of each added vertical panel*.

"For configurations with a horizontal panel mounted on the vertical panel, use
Method 1, Paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1. The total empennage increment is
given by a single term.

For configurations with twin vertical panels mounted on the tips of a
horizontal panel, use Method 2, Paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1. The total
empennage increment is given by a single term.

Z is the distance measured normal to the longitudinal body axis between the
moment reference center and the MAC of the vertical panel, positive for the
panel above the body.

is the distance parallel to the longitudinal body axis between the vehicle
moment center and the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the vertical panel,
positive for the panel aft of the vehicle moment center.**

bw is the span of the wing.

All geometry used in determining the moment arms for the above method is based on the vertical
panel extended to the body center line.

7 Sam rearn'ks of Paragproph A above, reprding horizontdl-lpen effecft when 'sing Method 3 of Paragraph A of Sectioni 5.3.1.1.
""The aerodynamic center of the vertical panel could be used, but the inaccuracies of the basic method do not warrant this dogrte of

"refinemrnent,

5.6.2.1-3



For a wingless configuration, bw is replaced by the vehicle refeivi.o klength, (ACYfi)p is ba-,ed on

the vehicle reference area, and the contribution of the body alone to the total derivative may be

ignored.

Somple Problems

1. Given: A configuration of Reference 16 consisting of a wing, body, horizontal tail, and

vertical tail. This is the same configuration as that of Samrle Problem 1, Paragraph

A, Section 5.6.1.1. Some of the characteristics are repeated.

Wing Characteristics:

Aw 4.0 SW 36.0 sq in. bw 12.0 in. w= 0.30

A 40,9 P 0 zW= 0 (midwing)

Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.60 kv 6.035in. zv = 1.65 in. if 14.3 in.

a (dog) .
cL (test)

"'o 0

0.1 1.55

0.2 3.20
0.3 4.66

Compute:

if
- = 1.192

bw

= -0.0035 per deg (Figure 5.1.2.1-27)

0C

cOS A0 /2 W = 0.755
Wi

M cos AC/2W 0.453

Aw
5.30

cos Ar1COSAt/2 W

5.6.2.1-4
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KM A 1.035 (Figure 5.1. 2.1-28a)

K-1  0.91 (Figure 5.2.2,1-26)

-.-0.01 (Figure 5.1.2.1-28b)
A

"(CI)O 3  f CL L(CL )AKu K K ( per dog (EquationS52.2.1-O

C1 V(-0.0035)(1.035) (0.91) + (-0.00l)]

=-00043CL perIde

ACYv • = -0.645 per rad (Sample Problem I, Paragraph A, Section 5.6.1.1)

= --0.01125 per deg (based on SW)

Solution:

Iz 'Cosa- RP
C, I w (Equation 5. 6 .2. ]-a)

P (c1) + (Acy cos of- 2via

' 
-=-0.0043 C, + (-0.01125) (1.65 cos a - 6.035 in )

" C 12.0 per deg (based on Sw bw)

40

C a z sO O V cn iV |n a C[IL oo) (per d og bw (pr dog) (per dog)-[0-0]/12.o -0.01125® 0
o 0 0 1.660 0 0.1375 -0.00155 -0.0015

0.1 1.55 -0.00043 1.649 0.163 0.1235 -0.00155 -0.00182

0.2 3.20 -0.00086 1.647 0.337 0.1090 --0.00123 -0.002090.3 4.66 -0.00129 1.644 0.490 0.0962 -0.00108 -0.00237

These results are compared with experimt'ntal results from Reference 16 in Sketch (b).

5.6.2.1-5
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"a, deg
024

-0.001,
C WB

per de = .

03 Calculated-"

-0.004

SKETCH (b)

2. Given: The configuration of Reference 17 consisting of a wing, body, horizontal tail, and
vertical tail. This is the same configuration as that of Sample Problem 3, Paragraph

A, Section 5.6.1.1. Some of the characteristics are repeated.

Wing Characteristics:

Aw -- 3.0 Sw - 576sq in. bw = 41.56in. xw 0

A./2w = 33.6" P =0 zw = -2.08 in.

Additional Characteristics:

M 0.25 Rv = 24.89 in. zv = 5.78 in. 5f 5 1.13 in.

d 6.0 in. h = 6.0 in.

c ci (tdeg)

o o

0.1 2.0

0.2 4.0

0.3 6.)

Compute;

If
if 1.23
bw
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. CL/ -0.00 2 7 per deg (Figure S.1.2,1-27c)
AC/2w

os/ 2w 0.8329

M cos AC/, 0.2082

A
= 3.60cos A,/ 2 w

KM A ' 1.000 (Figure 5.1. 2 .1-28a)

Kf = 1.000 (Figure 5.2,2.1-26)

S-.0-001 (Figure 5.1.2.1-2%b)

(ac,) zw 57,3 (- b per deg (Equation 5.2 .2,1-c)

57/.3 \4i.56! (0.2885)

- -0.000524 per deg

(C) cL ( K.m K~ -( per deg
, A(Equation 5. 2 .2 .1-c)

CL U(-0.0027)(1.00)(1.00) + (-0.00III + (--0.00052)

-0,0037 CL -- 0.00052

cy 1) V (WflI) 0.665 per radi (SýM)ple Problem 3, Paragraph A, Sel..tion 5.6. 1.1)

S-0.0116 per deg (based oS*)
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- . ~ . - -- . - - r rr- .' .-. -. - -. - . . .,
'.'-.. ....-. . . . ,-, - .. ..- ,

Solution:

I g co c~ RP sinc 1
C,= ( ) + 22 (ACY) [ b j (Equation 5.6.2.1 -a)

.(CI) a+ (,CY) [ ZvCOS • y-2sink

= -0.0037 CL- 0.00052 + (-0.0116) (5.78 cos a - 24.89 sin a
- L 41.56/

per deg (based on Sw bw)

00 _ 0 07 G
1 zv CS a -- RV sin of,

CL V C Q b sin aog) ( dP
(dWO) (per dog) (in.) (in., bw (per deg) (Par deg)

-0.003 1 -®]141,.5 -0.011o 5 3+)
-0.00052 _

-0 0 -0.00052 6.780 0 0.1390 -0.00161 -0.00213

0.1 2.0 -0.00089 5.777 0,870 0.1180 -.0.00137 -0.00226

02 4.0 --0.00126 5.766 1.740 0.0969 --0.00112 -0.00238

0.2 ,7 -0.00163 5.752 2.475 G.0790 -0.00012 -0.00255

These results are compared with experimental results from Reference 17 in Sketch (c).

1,O0 2 a, deg 4 6 i
60

* per --de
- O.002=

.. - • WBIiV

- 0.003 . Calculated -

SKETCH (c)
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B. TRANSONIC

A brief discussion of the flow phenomena associated with the forces generated on vertical panels at
transonic speeds is given in Paragraph B of Section 5.3.1.1. At the present time there are no
methods available to predict the effect of wing-body wake and sidewash or the mutual interference
effects between vehicle components on the sideslip characteristics at transonic speeds. In addition,
the effects of the impingemenc of the pressure field generated by the vertical panel on the
horizontal-tail surface are difficult to evaluate.

DATCOM METHOD

No explicit method is available in the literature for estimating the vehicle sideslip derivative C1. at
transonic speeds and none is presented in the Datcom. Some typical transonic data for this
derivative are presented as Figure 5.6.2. 1- 15.

C. SUPERSONIC

The procedure for estimating the supersonic sideslip derivative C1, is essentially the same as that at
subsonic speeds. That is, the rolling-moment contributions of vertical panels are based on the
sideslip derivative Cy.. The problem of estimating the forces generated on vertical panels is
complicated by the presence of shock waves. This effect is discussed in Paragraph C of Section

•'I 5.3.1.1.

As stated in the introduction to this section, no method is available for determining the
horizontal-tail contribution to the derivative C:,. However, the effect of the horizontal tail on the
vertical-tai! contribution is accounted for by proper use of the apparent-mass factor (K) charts in
determining the vertical-panel side force.

DATCOM METHOD

[ft The rolling moment (about the longitudinal stability axis) due to sideslip of a wing-body-vertical-tail
configuration, referred to an arbitrary moment center and based on wing area and wing span, is

.i given by Equation 5.6.2. l-a:

I:C, /CY [ Pp

[:•where Cl., (C,O)w 1;, zp, and bw are defined in Paragraph A above, andK -#

(A- is the side force due to sideslip of an added vertical panel from Paragrape C of
Section 5.3.1.1. The build-up procedure outlined in Paragraph C of Section

L 5.6.1.1 (neglecting the contribution of a horizontal tail) must be applied in
determining the individual increment of each added panel. The effect of the
Spresene of a horizontal tail must be considered in computing the contributions
of the vertical panels.

5.6.2.1-9



Rp is the distance parallel to the longitudinal body axis between the moment
reference center and the 50-percent chord of the MAC of the added vertical
panel, positive for panel aft of the vehicle moment center.*

All geometry used in determining the moment arms of the vertical panels is based on the exposed

panel.

For a wingless configuration the remarks following the Datcom methods of Paragraph A above are
also applicable at supersonic speeds.

Sample Problem

Given: The configuration of Reference 18 consisting of a wing, body, upper vertical tail, and
lower vertical tail. This is the same configuration as that of the sample problem of
Paragraph C, Section 5.6.1.1 with the horizontal tail removed. Some characteristics are
"repeated.

U/

Wing Characteristics:

A = 3.1L Sw = 114.5sqin. zw = 0 r -3.5 0

Xw= 0.468 ALEw 48.080 No twist bw = 19.08 in. ,

Vertical-Tail Characteristics:

Av 1.48= 19.2l0sq in. A 49:2' bv 7.08 in. .,

""Scc footnote at bottom of Pap 5.6.2.1-3.
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.•..,

xv = 0.392
C

Ventral-Tail Characteristics:

Au e 0.2025 Su 3.24 sqin. AL 70.20 bu 2.56 in.AEU

0

Additional Characteristics:
• M 2.01 - sin-I(I/M)= 29.80 r, = 1.75 in.

r2  " 1.496 in. rl/r 2  1.170 S = 4.63 sq in.

S2 14 .56sq in. S3 S = 3.24sq in. d/bw = 0.157

Rv 10.65 in. = 4.05 in. ku 8.40in. z -2.05in.

CN 0.l10, a 2.200~ (test)

Compute:

Step 1. Determine the wing-body contribution (C,.)w'

: .v/' 21 = 1.744

••ALE 
wALF, W 0.84rad; 1 + ALE = 1.84; 1 + 2 1.42

I + ?X, It ALEW) =1.860

"tan ALE

".4 "" 
M + 2, 1 -- A~

4 ALw -0.639

"M2 cOs 2 ALW (4.04) (0.445)
= = 0.565

A 3.18

/tan ALE \ 4/3

W) =(0.2785)4/' 0.182

" 5 •5.6 .2 . 1 - 1I



Dihedral effect

AwV M 5.55; M/I cotALE 1.5

C =-0.28 per rad (Figure 7.3.2.2-6)

,.I + +2X
=0.805;-'-C + 3X w 

.

C,
. (573)2 3 -0.000137 (per deg) 2  (Equation 5.1.2.1-d)

=, -0.0005 /2 --0.000022 (per deg)2  (Equation 5.2.2.1-b)

S P + 0 -0.0005159

(CN) w 0.041 per deg (based on Sw) (Section 4.1.3.2)

(C,) W .-0.061CN (CN [1 + ±(12+ Aw)(1+A

M2 
' 2 S( Ata

(Equation 5.2.2. 1-d)

-. (-0.061)CN (0.041) (1.860)(1.420)(0.639) [0.565 + 0.182]

* -, -"+ (-3.5) (-0.000159)

, - -0.00315 CN + 0.000556 per deg (based on Swbw)

Step 2. Determine the empennage contribution

(LCy) = --0.520 per rad (based on Sw) (Sample problem of Paragraph C,
Section 5.6.1.1)

= 0.00OI per deg
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The vertical tail in the sample problem of Paragraph C, Section 5.6.1.1 does not "see" the
horizontal tail; therefore the increment in Cy. of the vertical tail in the presence of a
wing and body is identical to Cy V(WBB),.YAV WBI • alculated in Section 5.6.1.1.

Calculate the increment in Cy, due to adding the lower vertical panel to the
wing-body-upper-vertical-panel combination. In the configuration sketch the ventral panel
"senses only the body. The effective apparent mass ratio is

K'utV) KU(B) 3.0 (Section 5.3.1.1 with (r,/r 2 ) =1.170,(r,/b)u 0.685,

-. , ad d ed
panel

F- .and (r,/b)v = 1.000)
existing
panel

"(C,,) = 0.622 per tad (based on Su)) (Sample problem, Paragraph C, Section

5.6.1.1)

isue

(CY ) =-K'U(BV).(CN)U Sw (Equation 5.3.1.1-1)

• ,(-3.0) (0.622) _j.L_

"= -0.0527 per rad (based on Sw

= -0.00092 per deg

Solution:

C, (C + CY ( bw (Equation 5.6.2. 1-a)

'. [ Zu Cos a- 2 sin ct"" (CP,) + ( Wc ) b 1
+ (A~) I ~u sin jx

+ 
62wv) 3bW

, 5.6.2.1-13



-.

- -003 + 0.000556)+4.05 - 10.65 sin o-0Ft = (-0.003 15 CN +0056)+(0.009 1)[40 co 198j

- + ~0009l I(-2.05) cos a - 8.40 sin a2.0+ .050 221
' ~ L 19.08

[-0.00315 (0.1) + 0.0005561 + [(-0.00193) cos 2.20 + 0.00508 sin 2.2°]

+ [0.00010 cos 2.20 + 0.000405 sin 2.201

= 0.00024 + (-0.00173) + (0.000116)

- -0.001374perdeg (based on Swbw)
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5.6.3 WING-BODY-TAIL SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE C,,

:55.6.3.1 WING-BODY-TAIL SIDESLIP DERIVATIVE Cnj IN THE LINEAR

ANGLE-OF-ATTACK RANGE

The information contained in this Section is for estimating the yawing moment due to sideslip Cn of wing-body-
% tail combinations at low angles of attack. In general, it consists of a synthesis of material presented in other See-

* tions. Discussion of the various aerodynamic aspects of vehicle components in sideslip is given in other Sections
of the Datcom and is not repeated here.

The methods presented are based on the procedure of totaling the wing-body contribution and the total empennage
increment as was done in Section 5.6.1.1 for the determination of side force due to sideslip for a complete configu-
ration. The yawing moment of the complete empennage is determined by applying the appropriate moment arm to each
of the incremental values of side force which make up the total, as determined in Section 5.6.1.1.

A. SUBSONIC

The methods of estimating the subsonic values of the empennage contribution to the derivative Cn are based on
the values of Cyp estimated by the methods of paragraph A of Section 5.3.1.1. If the apparent-mass-concept method
(Method 3, paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1) is used, the build-up procedure outlined in Method 3 of paragraph A of Sec-
tion 5.6.1.1 must be applied in determining the individual panel side-force derivatives.

Two methods of determining the moment arm through which the empennage panel side force acts at subsonic speeds
are presented in Section 5.3.3.1. The moment arm can be taken as (a) the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis
between the vehicle moment center and the quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chorci of the added panel
or (b) the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the vehicle moment center and ti e aerodynamic center
of the added panel. For most cases the simplified approximation (a) is used. However, for short coupled configura-

-tions where the tail length distance is relatively short and the size of the added panel large the refined approxima-
tion (b) is recommended.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1

Simplified Method

The yawing moment due to sideslip of a wing-body-tail configuration, referred to an arbitrary moment center and
based on the wing area and wing span, is given by

Ap
C,, = (C,)w + ,L-(A Cy) - 1 5.6.3.1-a

I3W P~ bw

where the subscript p refers to panels present in the empennage

r (C.A)wH is the contribution of the wing-body combination to the total yawing moment due to sideslip, obtained
from Section 5.2.3.1

"(ACvg)• is the side force due to sideslip of the added panel determined as follows

* For configurations with the horizontal panel mounted on the body, or for configurations with no hori-
-:. zontal panel use Method 1 or Method 3, paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1. If Method 1 of paragraph A of

Section 5.3.1.1 is used, the total empennage increment is given by a single term. If Method 3 of para-
graph A of Section 5.3.1.1 is used, the build-up procedure outlined in Method 3 of paragraph A of
Section 5.6.1.1 must be applied to determine the individual increment of each added panel.

"For configurations with a horizontal panel mounted on the vertical panel, use Method 1, paragraph A,
*"I Section 5.3.1.1. The total empennage increment is given by a single term.

For configurations with twin vertical panels mounted on the tips of a horizontal panel use Method 2,
paragraph A, Section 5.3.1.1. The total empennage increment is given by a single term.

'.'-•5.6.3.1-1
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AP is the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the vehicle moment center and the quarter-
chord point of the MAC of the added panel, positive for the panel aft of the vehicle moment center

Sbw is the span of the wing

Medhod 2

Refined Method

In this case the sideslip derivative Cr,,, referred to an arbitrary moment center and based on wing area and wing
span, is given by

C.8 = (Cn•)wB + 1, [(ACY5)p bw 5.6.3.1-b

where (Cnp)", (AC,,d)', 1p, and bw are defined in Method 1 above, and

(x..".)p is the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the
added panel and the aerodynamic center of the added panel obtained from paragraph A of Section
4.1.4.2, positive for the a.c. behind the quarter-chord point of the MAC. (In determining the vertical
panel a.c. use the aspect ratio of the panel mounted on an infinite reflection plane).

All geometry used in determining the moment arms for the above methods is based on the panel extended to the
body centerline.

For a wingless configuration, bw is replaced by the vehicle reference length, (A Cy ) is based on the vehicle
reference area, and the contribution of the body to the total derivative can be obtain 4 from Section 4.2.2. 1 as
(CA),B -(Cmna)B, based on the vehicle reference area.

Sample. Probloms .
1. Method 1

Given: A wing-body-horizontal tail-vertical tail configuration of reference 1. This is the same configuration as
that of sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 5.6.1.1. Some of the characteristics are repeated.

Wing Characteristics

SS 36.0 sq in. bw = 12.0 in.

Body Characteristics

I1 = 18.25 in. x,, = 10.42 in. SBs = 25.6 sq in. h1 /h 2  0.950

h/w 1.000

Additional Characteristics

M =0.60 H= 7.43 x 106 (based on IB) Iv = 6.035 in.

a =0

Compute:

S- - 0.572
IB

""\h" 0.975

. _ = 13.00

"5.6.3.1-2



Using the above computed parameters and the Reynolds number obtain Kr from figure 5.2.3.1-5

"KN = 0.0014

(C1v3) m = -KN S11 LB per deg (equation 5.2.3. 1-a)
Sw bwS--2-(.6)(8.25

= -0.00151 per deg (based on Swbw)

= -00865 per rad (based on Swbw)

-. (ACv•)v~ -"0.645 per rad (based on Sw) (sample problem 1, paragraph A, Section 5.6.1.1)

Solution:

Cn (C )ng + Y" -(ACy3)p (equation 5.6.3.1-a)

-CnlWB " -CYPl V(W]3) b,

-0.0865 + L(0.645) (6)035

S- 0.0865 + 0.324

= 0.2375 per rad (based on Swbw)

j4 The experimental results (based on Swbw) from reference 1 are (Cý,)w = -0.063 per radian, (AC, )

0.350 per radian, and C,,, = 0.286 per radian.

2. Method 1

Given: The wing-body-horizontal tail-vertical tail configuration of reference 2. This is the same configuration as

that of sample problem 3, paragraph A, Section 5.6.1.1. Some characteristics are repeated.

Wing Characteristics

Sw= 576 sq in. bw = 41.56 in.

Body Characteristics

1B 72.0 in. x,= 39.60 in. Ss= 349.9 sq in. h,/h 2 =0.730

h/w 1.000

Additional Characteristics

M = 0.25 R1 = 9.73 x100 (based on 10) tv = 24.89 in.

1H = 26.2 in. a 0

Compute:

xM-. .2 =0.550
Is

""'0 - 0.854

SBS 14.80
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Using the parameters computed above and the Reynolds number obtain KN from figure 5.2.3,1-5

KN - 0.0013

(Cn )ýM =KN Sw LB per deg (equation 5.2.3.1-a)
SW bw

: -(o ~la349.9 172.0 ,

= -0.001365 per deg (based-on Swbw)

-0.0782 per rad (based cu Swbw)

From sample problem 3, paragraph A, Section 5.6.1.1S~~(ACv/ 4 •) 0

(ACv#)vOMH = -0.665 per rad,(based on Sw)

Solution:

Cng = ((np3ws + Sp [(ACyg) j (equation 5.6.3.1-a)

(C"~~j + -(A Cy),W) bJ + [-itCYp)v"wii L>

*- 0.0782 + 0 + [-0o.665)(1.f9

-0.0782 + 0.398

0. 03198 per radl (based on Swbw)

The experimental results (based on Swbw) from reference 2 are (Cnp3)w= -0.057 per radian, (ACnfl)v, H,
= 0.409 per radian, and C., 0.352 per radian.

B. TRANSONIC

A brief discussion of the flow phenomena associated with forces generated on vertical panels at transonic speeds
is given in paragraph B of Section 5.3.1.1. At the present time there are no methods available to predict the effect
of wing-body wake and sidewash or the mutual interference effects between vehic!e components on the sideslip
characteristics at transonic speeds.

DATCOM METHOD

No explicit method is available.for estimating the vehicle sideslip derivative CnA at transonic speeds and none is
presented in the Datcom. Some typical transonic data for this derivative are presented as figure 5.6.3.1-8.

C. SUPERSONIC

The procedure for estimating the supersonic sideslip derivative C. 3 of a wing-body-tail configuration is essentially
the same as that at subsonic speeds. The problem of estimating the forces generated on vertical panels is compli-
cated by the presence of shock waves. This effect is discussed in paragraph C of Section 5.3.1.1.

The moment arm through which an added vertical panel acts can be taken'as (a) the distance parallel to the longi-
tudinal axis between the vehicle moment center and the 50-percent.chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord of

* the added vertical panel or (b) the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the vehicle moment center and

5.6..31-4



the aerodynamic center of' the added vertical panel. For short-coupled configurations with a large vertical paiel the,
latter approach is recommendled. At supersonic speeds the centroid of area of the region of interference approximates
the center of pressure in the case of the increment gained by adding a horizontal so'rface.

'['his method is limited to configurations in which the horizontal tail is mounted on the body or configurations with

* no horizontal tail.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

Simplified Method

The yawing moment due to sideslip of a wiig-body-tail configuration, referred to an arbitrary moment center and
* based on wing area and wing span, is given by equation 5.6,3.1-a

+ I. [ I..(AC,,), .!2PC "03 = (C nfP w +R bp.. A yf

where (Cn)n is defined in paragraph A above, and

(ACy/) is the side force due to sideslip of an added panel obtained from paragraph C, Section 5.3.1.1. The
YP build-up procedure outlined in paragraph C of Section 5.6.1.1 must bx, applied in determining the

individual increment of each added panel.

AP is the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the vehicle moment center and the 50-
percent-chord point of the MAC of an added vertical panel, positive for the vertical panel aft of
of the vehicle moment center. In the case of the increment gained by adding a horizontal panel,

* Z~lp is the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the vehicle moment c, nter and the
0- centroid of the area of the region of interference, positive for the horizontal panel aft of the

vehicle moment center.

Method 2

Refined Method

In this case the sideslip derivative C,,, referred to an arbinary moment center and based on wing area and wing
span, is given by equation 5.6.3.1--b

C', :(CI3) wH + XP -(ACvf)p b +

"where (C. 1 )w , (AC p)l, and 1, are defined in Method 1 above, and

.Nx....) is the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the 50-percent-chord point of the MAC of
an added vertical panel and the aerodynamic center of the added panel obtained from paragraph C
of Section 4.1.4.2, positive for the a.c. behind the 50-percent-chord point. (In determining the verti-
cal panel a.c. use the aspect ratio of the isolated panel mounted on an infinite reflection plane.)

In the case of the increment gained by adding a horizontal panel, the moment arm is treated as ini Method 1 above.

All geometry used in determining the moment arms of the vertical panels in the above methods is based on the ex-
posed panel.

For a wingless configuration the remarks following the Datcoin mnetiods of paragraph A above are also applicable
at supersonic speeds.

5
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Samplo Problem

Method 1

Given: The wing-body-horizontal tWi--uppcr vertical tailI-lower vortical tail configuration of reference 3. This is the
same configuration as that of the sample problem of paragrapIh C, Section 5.6.1. 1. ')me characteristics are
repeated..

Wing Characteristics

Sw = 114.5 sq in. bw = 19.08 in.

B1ody Characteristics

1B = 32.88 in. xm m 18.00 in. 611,; i 92.24 sq in. h1 /112 1.1175

h/w = 1.340

Additional Characteristics

M --2,01 3.38 10 (based on fi)0

1v 10.65 in. lu = 8.40 in. (1, 11.45 in. (e.g. to centroid of region of interference)

Compute:

___.- 0.548
La

\h.)

11.72

Using the parameters computed atxve and the Reynolds number obtai) Kj frowa figure 5.2.3.1-,5

KN -= 0.0017

- NS l per deg (equation 5.2.3.1-a)
SwB--- Sw bw

(0.0017)K92.24102.88
\114.5 I\19.08)

-0.00236 per deg (based on Swbw)

- -0.135 per rad (based on Swbw)

(AC.,•) -0.0163 per tad (based on Sw)

(A C/) v(wM 0.520 per rad (based on Sw) (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 5.6.1.1.)

(AC) C J)W~ir) 0.053 per rad (based on Sw) J
Solution:

C,-[ (CP)w + 1 -(ACv,) jy (equation 5.6.3.1-a)

(.. + 5 .(Acy6). k + [AcYy. Z\ Cv -(AC ).

* 5.6.3.1-6



- -0.135 + -(0.016,)(11"45i [ -(-0 520)10-65) -(0.053)(8.40-'1
T19.081 ' \19.08/ ' \19.08/1

- -0.135 + 0.0098 + 0.290 + 0.0233

,_1881 per rad (based on S"bW)

The experimental results from reference 3 (based on Swbw) are (Cn w n -0.169 per radian, (ACno v"H

0.338 per radian, (6C 0n) 0.0286 per radian, and C, 0,1975 per radian.

REFERENCES

1, Sleeinan, W. C.. Jr.: An Experimental Study at High Subsonic Speeds of Several Tail Configurations on a Model Having a 450 SweptbaokSWVeg. NACA RM L57CO8, 1967. tU)

2. Savage, ii. F... and Tinling, B. E.: The Subsonic Static Aerodynamic Characteristics of an Airplane Model Having a Triangular Wing of

Aspect Ratio 3. 11 - Lateral and Directional Characteristics. NACA TN 4042, 1957. (U)

3. Spear•an, M. L.. Robinson. R. B., and Driver, C.: Tho Effects of the Addition of Smali Fusel-sge-Mounted Fins on the Static Directional

Stability Characteristics of a Model or a 450 Sweptback Wing Airplane at Angles of Attack up to 15-o° at a Mach Number of 2.01.

NACA RM L563DI6a. 1956. (V)
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5.6.3.2 ITNG-BODY.TAIL YAWING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT
Cn AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

The wing-body-tail yawing moment developed at combined angles is nonlinear with respect to both
sideslip and angle of attack for the reasons cited in the introductory remarks of Sections 5.2.1.2 and
5.3.1.2. To obtain the derivative Cn it is recommended that C, be calculated at several angles of
attack for a small sideslip angle (/C 40). Then at each angle of attack the yawing moment is
assumed linear with sideslip for small values of P so that

7 :: Cn

C. P

A. SUBSONIC

No method is presently available for determining the wing-body-tail yawing moment at large angles
"of attack and subsonic speeds. The method presented herein is restricted to first-order
approximations at relatively low angles of attack.

DATCOM METHOD

It is recommended that the method of Section 5.6.3.1 be used in the linear-lift angle-of-attack
range.

B. TRANSONIC

The comments appearing in Paragraph B of Section 5.6.1.1 are equally appropriate here.

DATCOM METHOD

No method is available for estimating this coefficient and none is presented n the Datcom.

[ C. SUPERSONIC

- The discussion of Paragraph C in Section 5.6.1.2 applies here also a,-,d will not be repeated.

-•DATCOM METHOD

The method for estimating the wing-body-tail yawing moment at combined angles is basically that
of Section 5.6.1.2. The yawing-moment coefficient is obtained simply by applying the proper
moment arms to the various side-force coefficients calculated in that section. The restrictions noted
in Section 5.6.1.2 also apply here.

The wing-body yawing-moment coefficient is given by

,(C4  = (C,• +(C , 5.6.3.2-a

where

is the wing-body contribution obtained from Equation 5.2.3.2-a

5.6.3.2-1
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S(C 4  B is the empennage contribution obtained from Equation 5.6.3.2-b.

The contribution of the empennage is given by

£H cos a + zH sin a Rv cos a + zv sin a

•,.-.C.-. (C41 VWB bw '14(B) bw Wi

cu Cos u + zU sin a
"C) 5.6.3.2-b

bw (y

where

i(CYr) is from Equation 5.3.1.2-b.

I.'\ (Cis from Equation 5.6.1.2-c.

* (Cv) is from Equation 5.6.1.2-d.
U07)

"are deflned under Equation 5.3.3.2-a.
LV

•_ Values for the incremental coefficient resulting from the addition of vertical tails to wing-body
configurations, calculated using the Datcom method, are compared with experimental results in
Figure 5.6.3.2-4. The assessment of the correlation parallels thst of the incremental side-force
coefficient, and the comments appearing in Section 5.6.1.2 are equally applicable here.

Sample Problem

Given: Configuration of Sample Problem, Paragraph C, Sections 5.2.3.2 (with s!ight boattail) and
5.6.1.2. There is no horizontail tail on this configuration. Some of the characteristics are
repeated. Find the yawing-moment coefficient developed by the wing-body-tail
conilguration at ac 120, = 40, and M 2.01.

Characteristics:

Lv 12.0 in. zv 4.15 in. Ru = 12.0in. z= -2.15 in. bw 24.0 in.

5.6.3.2-2
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-0.00695 (Sample Problem, Paragraph C, Section 5.2.3.2)

(Cy) 0 (no horizontal tail on this configuration)H(B
ý W'"n = -0'02851 (Sample Problem, Paragraph C, Section 5.6.1.2)

(Cy) = --0.01871

Compute:

SRK cos a + zH sin c £V Cos a + Zv sin a
(C~ (Ci) k-y

LU cos a + z sin at

(Cv) (Equation 5.6.3.2-b)

(12.0) cos 120 + (4.15) sin 1200- . (-0.0285)24.0

''(12.0) cos 120 + (-2.15) sin 120
24.0 (-0-0187)

0.0238 (based on Swbw)

Solution:

(C Bvm U "(C,ýWB +(Ci4wfv B) (Equation 5.6.3.2-a)

- -0.00695 + 0.0238

0.01685 (based on Swbw)

This compares with an experimental value (based on Sw bw) of 0.0175 from Reference2.

REFERENCES

"I. Keatteri, G. E.: EAtimation of Directional Stability Derivatives et Moderate Angles and Supersonlo Speeds. NASA Memo 12-1-58A, 1059. (U)

2. Spemnarm, L. M., Driver, C., and Hughes., W. Q.: Investigation of Aerodynami Characterlstios in Pitch and Sideslip of a 450 Sweptback-
Wing Airpane Model with Varlous Vertical Locations of Wing and Hotizontal Tail -Baslo-Data Prosentation, 1A 2.01. NACA RM L1,4LS,

- .. 1955. CU)
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6.1 SYMMETRICALLY DEFLECTED FLAPS AND CONTROL DEVICES ON WING-BODY
AND TAIL-BODY COMBINATIONS

6.1.1 SECTION LIFT WITH HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

Conventional aerodynamic high-lift and control devices, and jet flaps are similar in that each
functions by changing the lift generated by the portion of wing ahead of and/or behind it. Although
their stability-and-control and performance applications are quite different, no distinction is made
in this section between the aerodynamic characteristics of these devices. The fundamental
aerodynamic characteristics of each are discussed in the appropriate sections.

The methods of this section provide the section lift characteristics of the following:

High-Lift Devices

Split flaps Fowler flaps

Plain flaps Jet flaps

"Single-slotted flaps Leading-edge flaps

"Double-slotted flaps Slats

"Control Devices

Trailing-edge flap types

Spoilers (plug and flap types)

In general, sufficient information is presented in the Datcom to permil the complete lift
characteristics of a given device to be calculated. The complete lift characteristics can then be
constructed as in the following sketch.

cR AcLmax from Section 6.1.1.3

" -Cmax 'from Section 4.1 .1.4

ack from Section 4.1.1.4
max

aC* from Section 4.1.1.3

AR cQ6 6
"frm S 6 from Section 6.1.1.2 SKETCH (a)
jfrom Section 6.41.1 1.

SI% from Section 4.1.1.1

._ 6.1.f-1
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6.1.1.1 SECTION LIFT EFFECTIVENESS OF HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

Lift effectiveness is defined and used in the literature in several ways. For linear systems, the rate of
change of lift with control or flap deflection at constant angle of attack is frequently used. This
parameter is defined as

In cases where nonlinear effects must be accounted for, it is customary to use lift increments for
flap deflections at constant angle of attack. Another convention frequently used is the rate of
change of zero-lift angle of attack with flap deflection.( a ) = - )___ 6.1.1.1-b

Again, for nonlinear characteristics, increments in angle of attack at zero lift are used. Several of
these definitions of lift effectiveness are used in this section, depending upon the particular device
being discussed.

In the linear-lift range, % can be obtained from cý, and vice versa, by means of Equations
6.1.1.1-a and 6.1.1.1-b.

The methods presented in this section are limited to subsonic flow.

A. TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

Trailing-edge flaps operating in the linear-lift range change the lift of the basic airfoil by changing
the effective airfoil angle of attack. The means by which each type of flap accomplishes this end is
discussed in the following paragraphs. Various types of flaps in common usage are illustrated in
Section 6.1.1.3.

Plain Trailing-Edge Flaps

For plain, sealed trailing-edge flaps the theoretical derivative c2, is a function of flap-chord-to-
wing-chord ratio and airfoil thickness ratio. Increasing airfoil thickness increases the theoretical lift
increment for a given flap deflection.

The boundary layer for plain flapped airfoils is shed at the trailing edge of the flap. Lift increments
are therefore sensitive to the conditions of the boundary layer - the thicker the boundary layer the
lower the value of ce derived from the flap. Since boundary layers are thicker on thick airfoils than
on thin airfoils, actual cQ, values tend to be lower for the thick airfoils.

In general, for a given increase in airfoil thickness ratio the reduction in ce 6 due to viscous effects is
greater than the increase in c26 as predicted from inviscid-flow theory In the charts of this section,
"viscous effects are accounted for by using the experimental lift-curve slope as a parameter, since ce
is influenced by viscous effects in the same manner as c%.

Because of the sensitivity of plain flaps to the boundary layer, the flow separates over the flap
surface at relatively small deflection angles. The linear range of ce, for plain flaps is therefore
limited to the range from 0 to 100 or 150 of flap deflection. An empirical correction factor is
applied in this section to account for the nonlinear effects at high flap deflection.

6.1.1.1-1
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Slotted Trailing-Edge Flaps

For efficiently designed slotted trailing-edge flaps the airfoil boundary layer is shed at the slot lip
and a new boundary layer forms over the flap surface. The lift derived from efficiently designed
slotted flaps is therefore not affected by the boundary layer of the basic airfoil. Experimental data
for slotted flaps support this observation.

Fowler Flaps

Many flap designs have been developed in which the instantaneous center of rotation moves
rearward as the flap deflects. An example of such a flap is the Fowler flap.

Aerodynamically, Fowler flaps function in the same way as single-slotted flaps. Additional lift
benefits are derived from such flaps because of the increase in planform area due to flap translation.

The effect of translation can be approximated by calculating the increase in airfoil chord as a
function of flap deflection.

Split Flaps

The deflection of split trailing-edge flaps causes a wide wake to appear behind the airfoil. This wake
prevents the realization of the full increase in circulation due to flap deflection. The rate of increase
of lift with flap deflection is therefore lower than that for the corresponding plain flap. The rate
also decreases continuously with increasing flap deflection,because the wake widens as the flap
deflection is increased.

B. JET FLAPS

The term jet flap has been used to describe a propulsive jet emitted from the wing trailing edge as a
plane jet at an angle of inclination to the mainstream. In three dimensions, the jet is distributed in
the spanwise direction on a wing. Such an integrated jet-flap system is depicted schematically in
Sketch (a), along with a definition of the section jet momentum coefficient CM.

In order that the Datcom user may better understand the jet-flap concept, a brief discussion
covering the salient aspects of the jet-flap principle is presented. This general discussion is taken
essentially from References 1 and 2.

Th6 primary objective of a jet-flap system is to increase significantly the lift component beyond
that which a conventional mechanical flap system can possibly attain. The lift of a jet flap can be
attributed to three different sources as follows:

1. Direct-Jift component of the jet reaction. This is directly proportional to the jet
momentum emitted at the trailing edge.

2. Circulation generated around the airfoil. Since the amount of circulation greatly exceeds
that of a corresponding pure airfoil, it is sometimes termed supercirculation. Physically;
this additional increase in lift may be explained as follows: The air on the upper surface
of the airfoil is drawn down by the deflected jet, creating a suction, while the air flow
below is blocked by the jet, producing pressure. Both effects tend to increase lift on the
airfoil. Scientists investigating jet lift prefer to call this circulation effect the
magnification of the direct jet lift.

3. Automatic boundary-layer control. The jet tends to prevent the flow above the airfoil
from separating by reducing the adverse pressure gradient which the boundary layer must
negotiate. Some reduction of the adverse pressure gridient can be attributed to the jet
entrainment.6.1.1.1-2
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m .
and,,

1/2 p V' c 1/2 c' qc'

where

C, is the section nondimensional trailing-edge jet momnentum coefficient.

mi is the mass-flGw rate of the gas efflux (per section),

V. is the velocity of the gas efflux leaving the trailing edge of the airfoil.

J is the jet momentum; i.e., the product Jf n. and V..
S it

p is the density of the free stream.

V is the velocity of the free stream.

c is the airfoil chord.

c is the extended airfoil chord (see Figures 6.1.1.1-44 through -46 and Figure 6.1.1.148).

q is the free-stream dynamic pressure.

SKETCH (a)

The above effect that dominates the lift contribution depends on the magnitude of the jet
momentum. The boundary-layer control effect is most significant when the jet momentum is small
(C, < 1), while the supercirculation effect predominates when the momentum is moderate or large.

With respect'to the supercirculation, the downward extending jet acts generally in a manner similar
to that of a mechanical flap. Although the jet sheet extends downstream to infinity, only its initial
portion, before it has been curved around so as to become almost straight, could significantly affect

6.1.1.1-3
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the flow. Therefore, its* effect is analogous to some specific mechanical flap of finite extension. As
the jet momentum is increascd, the jet would penetrate farther into the mainstream, corresponding
to a larger mechanical flap. The name "jet flap" was derived from such analogy.

The basic jet-flap scheme, often referred to as an internal-flow system, essentially requires the gas to
be ducted through the wing either to the trailing edge or to a slot at the knee of a flap which is used
for varying the jet angle. Several alternatives to the basic jet-flap scheme have been devised for
directing the gas efflux to the trailing edge. Some of these concepts are shown in Sketch (b). For
the external-flow system shown in Sketch (b), the gas from the engine is ducted or directed outside
the wing. With an underslung podded engine, the round jet may be guided to impinge on a
mechanical flap system and form a flattened jet sheet. Alternatively, with the engine mounted on
the top, the exit nozzle may be elongated spanwise to generate a plane jet sheet. Another approach
shown in Sketch (b) is the augmentor-wing concept. With this scheme the jet efflux can also be used
to drive an ejector system that will, in turn, augment the thrust by the entrainment of the
free-strearfi flow.

The fact that all these concepts exhibit a flat jet sheet at the trailing edge, which characteristically
has the same effect of inducing supercirculation, provides the basis for a common theoretical
analysis.

The analysis of jet-flap problems inherently requires that the wing and jet be treated as an
integrated system. Thus far, theoretical treatments of jet-flap aerodynamic problems have been
based on linearized small-disturbance concepts. In the context of linearized theory, the basic
difference between the jet wing and a conventional wing is that, in addition to the wing planform,
the jet sheet itself should be regarded as a discontinuity sheet in longitudinal velocity. Roughly
speaking, the jet-flapped wing may be treated as if the wing planform were extended to infinity.
Unfortunately, the shape of the jet sheet, unlike that of the wing, is not known. Thus a dynamic
boundary condition must be introduced for the jet, in contrast to the kinematic boundary
condition for the wing. Therefore, the development of an analytical solution for aerodynamic
characteristics of a jet-flapped wing encounters two difficulties. One is due to the m ixed boundary
conditions; the other is due to the fact that the boundary conditions are prescribed over a region of
semi-infinite extent. An elegant solution for the two-dimensional jet-flap problem has beeri obtained
by Spence in References 3 and 4. His approach is based on the assumptions that the flows inside
and outside the jet are irrotational and at constant, although not necessarily equal, densities. Since.
entrainment into the jet is neglected, it can be regarded as if bounded by streamlines. These
simplificatioils enable a relation between the pressure differences across the jet and its curvature to
be found. The limiting case of a thin, high-speed jet is considered by assuming that the jet has zero
thickness but finite momentum. Airfoil thickness is neglected, the airfoil and jet are assumed near
zero angle of attack, and the airfoil and jet boundary conditions are transferred to the semi-infinite
line through the trailing edge and parallel to the undisturbed flow. The result of these
approximations is the representation of the flow by a mixed-boundary-value problem on this
semi-infinite line. Spence has obtained three basic solutions: angle of attack, flap deflection, and jet
deflection. Close agreement has been obtained between Spence's theory and the experimental
results of Dimmock (Reference 5) over the range of jet momentum and jet deflection angles of
practical interest.

Several experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted to investigate the effects of
ground proximity on jet-flapped wings. Insofar as theoretical methods are concerned, however, only
a simple mathematical representation of the two-dimensional jet-flap airfoil has been formulated
(Reference 6).

•. 6.1.1.1-4
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C. LEADING-EDGE FLAPS AND SLATS

Leading-Edge Flaps

Leading-edge flaps change the lift of an airfoil by changing the effective angle of attack in the same
way that trailing-edge flaps do. Unlike trailing-edge flaps, however, a positive leading-edge-flap
deflection (nose down) causes a loss in lift instead of an increase in lift. In general, the change in lift
per degree of flap deflection is smaller for leading-edge flaps than f6r trailing-edge flaps.

Leading-edge-flap effectiveness is not affected by the airfoil boundary layer.

Leading-Edge Slats

The lift parameter ce, for leading-edge slats is affected by two factors. First, the deflection or
rotation of the slat causes a loss in lift similar to that of leading-edge flaps. Secondly, slat extension
or translation increases the planform area.

D. SPOILERS

Spoilers are generally used for two reasons -- for roll control when deflected asymmetrically and for
high drag generation when deflected symmetrically. Only the section-lift aspects of spoilers are
discussed herein.

Many types c:f spoilers have been developed, depending upon control-power limitations, structural a"

limitations, and aerodynamic requirements. Some of the more commonly used types are illustrated
in Sketch (c).

PLUG SPOILER FLAP SPOILER SLOTTED SPOILER

SKETCH (c) TYPICAL SPOILER ARRANGEMENTS

Unlike flaps, spoilers operate by causing a loss in airfoil lift - rather than an increase - by
separating the flow downstream. The effective angle of attack is decreased and the lift
correspondingly reduced. There are two viewpoints that can be used in explaining the operation of
spoilers. One is to consider the pressure field over the airfoil and the other is to consider the effect
of the spoiler on the wake pattern. These viewpoints are discussed in the following paragraphs.

For flap- and plug .type spoilers the pressure loading forward of the spoiler (difference in upper- and
lower-surface pressures) is reduced, and the local lift is reduced accordingly. Aft of the spoiler the
pressure loading is increased because of high suction pressures behind the spoiler on the upper
surface. The increase in lift aft of the spoiler, however, does not offset the decrease in lift forward
of the spoiler, and a total loss in lift results. These phenomena are illustrated in Sketch (d).

-" 6.1,1 .1-6
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i-UNDEFLECTED SPOILE-R. r
• .... SPOILER DEF '-ECTED

SKETCH (d) TYPICAL AIRFOIL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION FOR PLUG-TYPE SPOILER

For large spoiler deflections a wide wake exists behind the spoiler, the width of which depends
upon spoiler height, locationand airfoil angle of attack. The lift generated from the airfoil is related
to the width and direction of the wake with respect to the five stream.

S..=•At subsonic and transonic speeds the wake characteristics vary nonlinearly with angle of attack and
It,,: •_!lspoiler deflection. Therefore, the corresponding lift characteristics are also nonlinear, as shown in

Sketch (e). The loss in effectiveness at high angles of attack should be noted. This loss, which is
particularly pronounced for thin win-gs, cimt bc greatly allevia•ted by thae use or leading-edge flaps
(Reference 7) or by incorporatin~g a slot behind the spoiler, as discussed below (Reference 8).

,, SPOILER DEFLECT'ED

q

• ~CL / _UNDEFLECTED SPOILER

-- SPOILER EFFECTIVENESS

-SKETCH (a) TYPICAL LIFT CURVES FOR PLUG-TYPE SPOILER

For small deflections of plug- and flap-type spoilers, the flow reattaches behind ti.e spoiler and the
Sspoiler becomnes ineffective. This generally occurs for spoiler deflections less than one percent of the

.-- airfoil chord. This problem is discussed in detail in Reference 9.
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One commonly used variation of the flap-type spoiler is the slotted spoiler with a deflector on the

lower surface (see. Sketch (c)). This system has several advantages. First, the air that is ducted from

the underside of the airfoil relieves the upper-surface suction pressures behind the spoiler and

*- increases the spoiler effectiveness. Secondly, the problem of flow reattachment does not occur for

small spoiler deflections. Thirdly, the opposing aerodynamic loads on the spoiler and deflector can

be used to achieve low actuation power requirements.

The information presented in this section is limited to the region near zero lift, where the spoiler lift

characteristics are essentially linear with angle of attack.

DATCOM METHODS

A.. TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

Plain Flaps

The section lift increment due to the deflection of plain trailing-edge flaps with sealed gaps, based

on the method of Reference 10, is given by

Ac, 8fc K' 6. 1.1. 1-cL'~~( aC fC )theory

where
is the theoretical flap-lift effectiveness from Figure 6.1.1.1-39a for a given airfoil

(ca ,er thickness ratio and flap-chord-to-airfoil-chord ratio.

'c is an empirical correction factor obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-39b

(cQ)Uieory

The parameter cja/(cýa)teor, used in reading this chart is obtained from Section

4.1.1.2 (Figure 4.1.1.2-8a).

6"f is the flap deflection.

K' is an empirical correction factor from Figure 6.1.1,1-40. This factor has been
derived from a large body of test data (References 11 through 28). It corrects Ac2

"K for nonlinear effects at high flap de"1ections.

This method does not include the effects of unsealed gaps, beveled trdiling edges, or compressibility.

In general, the effectiveness of the control is reduced when the gap is unsealed. This effect is more
pronounced for airfoils with beveled trailing edges than for airfoils with true-contour trailing edges.

The method may be applied to true-contour airfoils or -'.irfoils with slightly modified trailing-edge
,7. contours. The method should not be applied to airfoiis with bQveled trailing edges. Not enough

r . experimental data are available to allow a quantitative prediction of the effect of bevel. However,
the data do show a decrease in control effectiveness with increasing bevel.

p'g 6.1.1.1-8
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Compressibility will have serious effects on the lift effectiveness of plain trailing-edge controls.
Experimental data (References 17, 18, and 57 through 59) show decreases in lift effectiveness up to
one half the low-speed values at high subsonic speeds. Although there are not enough data to allow
a quantitative prediction of compressibility effects, they do demonstrate significant effects of airfoil
thickness, control size, and trailing-edge angle on the control effectiveness as the Mach number is
increased. The onset of an abrupt loss in control effectiveness is delayed to higher Mach numbers by
a reduction in airfoil thickness (References 58 and 59), an increase in control size (Reference 17),
or a reduction in trailing-edge angle (References 56 and 57).

A comparison of low-speed test data with Ac, of plain-flapped airfoils calculated by this method is
presented as Table 6. 1. 1. 1-A.

Single-Slotted Flaps

Two methods are presented for estimating the section lift increment due to the deflection of
single-slotted flaps. Both methods are applicable in the high-flap-deflection range and limited to the
low-speed regime. Method I is preferable when test data are available for the section lift-curve slope
of the unflapped airfoil. When no section lift-curve-slope test data are available, Method 2 should be
used.

Method I

The section life increment due to the deflection of single-slotted flaps is given by

Act = -ce,.a 6.1.1.1-d

where

C-,a is the section lift-curve slope of the unflapped airfoil, including the effects of
compressibility, obtained from test data or Section 4.1.1.2.

a is the section lift-effectiveness parameter of single-slotted flaps obtained from the
empirical correlation of Figure 6.1.1.1-41. This parameter, based on the data of
References 29 through 50, is presented as a function of flap deflection for several values
of the ratio of flap chord to airfoil chord cf/c.

6f is the flap deflection.

A comparison of test data with Act due to single-slotted flaps calculated by this method is
presented as Table 6.1.1.1-B.

Method 2

This method (Reference 70) uses the theoretical lift effectiveness of a simple trailing-edge flap as
obtained from thin-airfoil theory, modified by an empirical lift-effectiveness paramneter. The
section-lift increment due to the deflection of single-slotted flaps is given by

Cf
Ace= c2•8 5 f7 - 6. 1. 1. 1-e
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where

is the theoretical lift effectiveness from thin-airfoil theory of a simple trailing-edge flap,
obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-42 as a function of flap-chord ratio cl/c (see
Figure 6.1.1.1-44 for a geometric representation of cj /c).

6f is the flap deflection in degrees.

ij7 is the empirical lift-efficiency factor for single-slotted flaps, obtained from
Figure 6.1.1.1-43a as a function of the effective turning angle 0,

where

= 6 f + OTE 6.1.1. 1-f
upper

where

Y90 -Y100
OTEupper = tan- 0

Y is the upper-surface ordinate of the flap at 90% chord in the
retracted position, in fractions of the chord.

Y is the upper-surface ordinate of the flap at 100% chord in theretracted position, in fractions of the chord. i')

C- is the ratio of the extended-wing chord to the basic wing chord. (See Figure 6.1 .1.1-44
C for a schematic definition.)

A comparison of te3t data with Ac2 due to single-slotted flaps calculated by this method is
presented as Table 6.1.1.1 -C. These data are the same data that appear in Table 6.1.1.1-B.

It is virtually impossible to present quantitative information on the effects of the various geometric
and aerodynamic variables involved because of the lack of systematic experimental data. Although a
large body of test data is available, the data consist of a large number of unrelated combinations of
airfoils and slotted ". aps. The configurations listed in Table 6.1.1.1-B include wide variations in
chordwise position of slot lip, slot-entry shape, slot-lip shape, flap-nose shape, and position of the
flap with respect to the slot lip.

Because of the number of variables involved and the design parameters not considered in the
Datcom methods, the comparison between theory and experiment cannot be analyzed by
examining the isolated effect of any one variable.

Fowler Flaps

* Stection lift increments for Fowler 'flaps are obtained by using the methods presented for

"single-slotted flaps. Fowler flaps are included in the empirical correlation of slotted-flap lift
effectiveness in Figure 6.1.1.1-41 of Method 1. It should be noted, however, that this design chart

6.1.1.1-10



applies only when the Fowler flap is near its fully extended position and the slot is property
"developed. Method 2 predicts an increase in lift increment that is directly proportional to the ratio
of the extended chord to the retracted chord.

Not enough test data for airfoils are available to fully substantiate these methods. However, the
accuracy of the methods when applied to Fowler flaps near their fully extended position and with a
properly developed slot should be comparable to that shown for the single-slotted flap methods in

"-"S Tables 6.1.1.1-B and 6.1.I.1-C.

Double-Slotted Flaps

Two methods, taken from Reference 70, are presented for estimating the section lift increment due
to the deflection of a double-slotted flap. Both methods are applicable in the high-flap-deflection
range and limited to the low-speed regime. Method I is applicable to the conventional
vane-plus-aft-flap configuration as shown in Figure 6.1.1.1-45 where cl /C2 < 0.60. Method 2 is
applicable to a double-slotted configuration where the two flap-chord segments are approximately
equal (see Figure 6.1.1.1-46). This configuration is referred to as a double-deflected flap in several
references.

Method 1

The section lift increment due to the deflection of double-slotted flaps of the conventional
vane-plus-aft-flap combination is given by

=A - fl ( c +ci) •82 Cf2 ( JSf + • (2 6.1.1.1-h

where

171,112 are the empirical lift-efficiency factors for the vane and aft-flap segments
obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-43a, based on c, /c and c2 /c, respectively, and the
effective turning angle $,

where

* = l+ OTEuer (vane segment)

S-- f2 + 4 TEupper (flap segment)

and OTEuppe is defined in Equation 6.1.1.1-g.

Cgs fare the theoretical lifting-efficiency factors for the vane and aft-flap segments
"f't f2 obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-42 and based on c1 /c and c2 /c, respectively.

All remaining parameters are illustrated and defined in Figure 6.1.1.1-45.

A comparison of test data with Ac. due to double-slotted flaps calculated by this method is
presented in Table 6. l. 1. 1-D.

6.1.1.1-li
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". Method 2

The section lift increment due to the deflection of double-slotted flaps with approximately equal
flap-chord segmnats is given by

Ca
Z:,":,A Ac2 =7 1/ cRf +f ('7c + 72rt f 6. 1. 1. 1-i

where

"71) 1?2 are the empirical lift-efficiency factors for the forward- and 4ft-flap segments
obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-43a, based on cl1/c and c2/c, respectively, and the
effective turning angle 4),

where

(P = +f + "OTuper (forward segment)

) f2 + TEupper (aft segment)

and OTE upper is defined in Equation 6.1.1. l-g.

upe

c96 f,cRSf2 are the theoretical lifting-efficiency factors for the forward- and aft-flap
segments obtained from Figure 6.1.l.1-42,based on c'1/c and c2/c, respectively.

?It is the turning-efficiency factor of the aft flap obtained from Figure 6.1.1 .1-43b,

based on the forward- and aft-flap-deflection angles.

All re.maining parameters are illustrated and defined in Figure 6.1.1 .1-46.

No substantiation table is presented for this method because of the lack of test data for this type of
configuration. However, for those cases that have been evaluated, the accuracy of the method isF,. analogous to that of Method 1 above.

The double-slotted flap mny be defired as a single-slotted flap with a turning vane in the slot.
Consequently, the important design parameters for double-slotted flaps are more complicated than" those for single-slotted flaps, particularly in relation to determining the efficiency of fnow throgh1

the slot. As in .the case foi sing!e.-slotted flaps, a lack of systematic test data precludes quantitative
"examination of the effects of the various geometric and aerodynamic variables involved.

Becaue of the design pprameters not considered in the Datcom method, the comparison between
theory and experiment cannot be analyzed by examining the isolated effect of any one variable.

6.1.1.1-12



Split Flaps

The section lift increment due to the deflection of split flaps is given by

Ace = -c 2  5  f 6.1.1.l-j

where

ca is the section lift-curve slope of the unflapped airfoil, including the effects of
compressibility, obtained from Section .4.1.1.2.

cat is the section lift-effectiveness parameter of split flaps obtained from the empirical curves
of Figure 6.1.1.1-47. This parameter, based on the curves presented in Reference 53, is
presented as a function of flap deflection for several values of the ratio of flap chord to
airfoil chord cf/c.

af is the flap deflection, measured tangent to airfoil lower-surface contour at trailing edge.

A comparison of test data with Ac2 due to split flaps calculated by this method is presented as
Table 6.1.1.I-E.

B. JET FLAPS

Methods that are adaptable to a handbook application are not available for all jet-flap schemes. The
method presented below is applicable to the pure jet-flap concept and the internally-blown-flap
(IBF) and externally-blown-flap (EBF) concepts with "a plain trailing-edge flap. For an IBF or EBF
concept with a single-slotted or multislotted flap configuration, this method should be used only as
a first approximation. No handbook method is currently available to analyze the section lift
increment due to an augmentor-wing concept.

The method presented herein is a combination of methods presented in References 2 and 70 (based
on Spence's theoretical results). The pertinent geometrical parameters are defined and illustrated in
Figure 6.1.1.1-48. No substantiation of the method is presented herein; however, the method has
been acknowledged as being substantiated in the literature (References I and 4).
This method is capable of estimating the lift increments in the linear-lift range (preferably at zero

angle of attack) for three types of configurations:

I. Pure jet flap

2. IBF or EBF

3. Combination jet-flap and plain-flap deflection (see Figure 6.1.1.1 -48)

It is of particular interest to note that the factor [I + kt(t/c')] in Equation 6. 1. 1. 1-k below corrects
the pressure lift contribution for thickness effects, under the constraint of no trailing-edge
separation. No values for the lifting-efficiency factor are available as a function of flap setting and
jet momentum coefficient. For this reason, the user must exercise caution not to apply the method
to conditions where trailing-edge separation exists and/or low values of jet momentum coefficient
prevail.

6.1.I.1-13
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It should be noted that the flap-chord value cf/c' used in Figure 6.1.1.1-49 is not the true
mechanical flap length for flaps with Fowler-type motion. For Fowler-type flaps, the flap chord is
the length from the flap trailing'edge to the intersection of the flap-chord and wing-chord lines.

The section lift increment due to flap deflection and jet efflux of a jet-flap combination, based on
the retracted airfoil chord c, is given by

iAce + kt - f R6, C, C)+C,

+ [+k(t) 6 1 c( -C +CO, 6j 6.1.1.1-k

where

kt is the airfoil-theory thickness factor; i.e.,

kt = 1.0 for elliptic airfoils

= 0.637 for parabolic airfoils

For airfoil sections other than elliptic or parabolic, a value of 0.80 for kt is suggested
(Reference 70).

t
-- is the airfoil thickness ratio, based on the extended chord; see Figure 6.1.1.1-48.

ce6, is the rate of change of section lift coefficient with respect to flap deflection obtained
from Figure 6.1.1.1-49 as a function of the trailing-edge jet momentum C 'and the ratio
of the flap chord to the extended wing chord cf/c'. (The term c, appearing in
Figure 6.1.1.1-49 is the jet-flap lift-curve slope uncorrected for thickness effects.)

As noted above, the flap-chord value cf is the length from the flap trailing edge to the
intersection of the flap-chord and wing-chord lines.

CP' is the section nondimensional trailing-edge jet-momentum coefficient based on the
extended airfoil chord (defined in Sketch (a) of this section).

Bf is the flap deflection in radians, see Figure 6.1.1.1-48.

cgj is the rate of change of section lift coefficient with respect to the jet deflection obtained
from Figure 6.1.1.1-49 as a function of the trailing-edge jet momentum C,'.

a is the trailing-edge jet momentum angle in radians, with respect to the trailing-edge

camber line, see Figure 6.1.1.1-48.

" + is the ratio of the extended wing chord to the retracted wing chord.
% C



C. LEADING-EDGE FLAPS AND SLATS

The available experimental section characteristics for leading-edge devices (References 15, 69, and
76) are insufficient to allow substantiation of the methods presented. However, the methods should
provide results that are suitable for first approximations for flapped airfoils with geometric
parameters within the boundaries of thin-airfoil theory. Consequently, the methods are considered
applicable for airfoil-flap configurations with t/c < 0.10 and with small flap deflections, in the
linear-lift range (preferably at zero angle of attack).

It should be noted that the cg, values for all leading-edge devices are of opposite sign from the
values for trailing-edge flaps.

Leading-Edge Flaps

The method presented below is taken from Reference 70 and is based on thin-airfoil theory. The
section lift increment due to leading-edge flap deflection is given by

Acg = c2 6f 6.1.1.1-8

where
C is the leading-edge flap-effectiveness parameter obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-50 as a

function of the nose-flap-chord to wing-chord ratio cf/c.

if is the nose-flap deflection in degrees, as shown in Figure 6.1.1.1-51.

Krueger Flaps

The method presented below is a modification of the method presented immediately above
(Reference 70), to account for the chord extension associated with Krueger leading-edge devices.

No substantiation of this method is presented because of the lack of test data. The section lift incre-
ment due to a Krueger leading-edge flap deflection is given by

c°
Ac2 = 6- 6.1.1.1-m=C6 cf"

where

ce 6 is the leading-edge flap-effectiveness parameter obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-50 as a

function of the Krueger flap-chord to wing-chord ratio cf/c.

if is the Krueger flap deflection, in degrees, as shown in Figure 6.1.1.1-5 1.

c is the ratio of the extended wing chord to airfoil chord as shown in Figure 6.1. 1. 1.-51.
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Leading-Edge Slats

The method presented here is a modification of the method presented for leading-edge flaps
(Reference 70); i.e., it is modified to account for the chord extension associated with leading-edge
slats. The section lift increment due to a leading-edge slat deflection is given by

C0
Ac, 2 6 f 6.1.1. Pm

where

C25 is the leading-edge flap-effectiveness parameter obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-50 as a
function of the leading-edge-slat-chord to wing-chord ratio cf/c:

: f is the slat deflection, in degrees, as shown in Figure 6. 1.1.1-5 1.

C
is the ratio of the extended wing chord to airfoil chord as shown in Figure 6.1.1.1-51.

D. SPOILERS

The section lift increment due to either plug or flap spoilers is given by

Ac2 = -C2 Aa' 6.1. 1.-n

where

cR, is. the lift-curve slope of the basic airfoil, including compressibility effects, from Section
4.1.1.2. /

A01s is the spoiler lift-effectiveness parameter expressed in terms of change in zero-lift angle of
attack, from Figure 6.1.1.1-52. This design chart, taken from Reference 55, was
developed from data obtained by testing a series of airfoils with various plug-spoiler
con figurations.

In Figure 6.1.1.1-52, the parameter x, is the distance from the nose of the airfoil to the spoiler lip,
and h, is the height of the spoiler measured from and normal to the airfoil mean line at xs-

$ S".

Experimental section characteristics (Reference 77) for airfoils with plain or plug spoilers are too
meager to allow substantiation of this method. However, if a reliable value of cQa is used, the
method should provide results that can be used with confidence within the limitations of the design
chart for determining Aos.

"The lift effectiveness of a slotted spoiler with a deflector on the lower surface is greater (causes
larger lift loss) than that of plug and flap spoilers, No known method is available for predicting the
section lift effectiveness of slotted spoilers.
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Smnple Prolems

1. Plain Trailing-Edge Flap

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 13.

711 NACA 0009 airfoil cf/Ic = 0.20 =f 500 Re 2.76 x 106

tan $TE = 0.099 (streamwise airfoil geometry)

"Compute:

(C2) ae = 3.61 per rad = 0.063 per deg (Figure 6.1.1.1-39a)

= 0.837 (Figure 4.1.1.2-8a)

(C.)

=is 0.725 (Figure 6.1.1.1-39b)
(Cts)fer

K' = 0.543 (Figure 6.1.1.1-40)

Solution:

Ac, Bf [ ] (cgs) djoyK' (Equation 6. 1. 1.1-c)

- (50) (0.725) (0.063) (0.543)

= 1.24

This compares with a est value of 1.15 from Reference 13.

2. Single-Slotted Trailing-Edge Flap (Method 1)

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 41 with the slot lip at 0.84 c.

NACA 65-410 airfoil c1/c = 0.25 6= 500

Low Speed; = 1.0. R= 6.0x 10I

tan ~j 0• TE = 0.084 (streamwise airfoil geometry)
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Compute:

C. (Section 4.1.1.2)

a

,'_-_ -= 0.879 (Figure 4.1.1.2-8a)
"(CR2 )theory

(CR) theory 6.78 per rad (Figure 4.1.1.2-8b)

(= 1.05 ) cc (Equation 4.1.1.2-a)

,,1.05

"T- 1 (0.879) (6.78)/57.3 ; 0.109 per deg

a - -0.300 (Figure 6.1.1.1-41)

Solution:

AcT -c 2 as 6t (Equation 6, 1. 1. 1-d)

"=.-(0.109) (-0.300) (50)

"1.64

This compares with a test value of 1.73 from Reference 41.

3. Single-Slotted Trailing-Edge Flap (Method 2)

Given: The flapped airfoil of R ... cnce 41 with the slot lip at 0.84 c
(same sample problem as presented for Method 1)

Cf. C

NACA 65-210 airfoil - 0.25 - = 1.078 a 0
c C

Y 0.01327c = 0 5 = 500

Low Speed; f = 1.0

Compute:

c2 = 0,0668 per deg (Figure 6.1.1.1-42)
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,kTEuper =tan-1 (Yoto (Equation 6.1.1.l-g)

=taxf t (0.01327 -0)

= 7.560

,. = 5 f +TE (Equation 6.1.1. 1-f)
upper

= 50+ 7.56 = 57.560

t = 0.455 (Figure 6.1.1.1-43a)
Ct

Ac2 = c2 f• 71jc (Equation 6.1.11 I-e)

= (0.0668) (50) (0.455) (1.078)

= 1.64

This compares with a test value of 1.73 from Relerence 41.

4. Double-Slotted Trailing-Edge Flap (Method 1)

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 64.

NACA 64-208 airfoil c1 /c = 0.056 c2 /c = 0.25 c'/c 1.127

M 0.18 6 = 25o =250 ay 0

Y' 0 = 0.01067c = 0

Compute:

c2  = 0.0327 per deg (Figure 6.1.1.1-42)

c 2  = 0.0668 per deg (Figure 6.1.1.1-42)

"OTEE tan-I (Y 0 (Equation 6.1.1.l-g)
* upper /.1

(0.01067-0)=tan-I 0.10

6. 10
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= + (vane segment)
+1 f Tupper

= 25+6.1 = 31.10

(D 8f +6 + f TE (flap segment)
I f2 upper

= 25+25+6.1 56.1°

=0.640 }(Figure 6.1.1.1-43a)

72= 0.470

ACR =7, cRS 6f (I C +CI + 172 cf (8f + 86) (-- (Equation 6.1.1. 1-h)
fc C f I- r'2,\C

12

. (0.640) (0.0327) (25) (1.056) + (0.470) (0.0668) (50) (1.127)

= 0.552 + 1.770

=2.32

This compares with a test value of 2.07 from Reference 64.

5. Double-Slotted Trailing-Edge Flap (Method 2)

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 78.

NACA 23012 airfoil cl/c 0.40 c2 /c 0.2566

C•/c = 1.10 c'/c = 1.14 = 300 6 f2 200

Low Speed; • = 1.0 Y = 0.0168c Y = 0.0013c

Compute:

c = 0.082 per deg (Figure 6.1.1.1-42)

'c6f = 0.0672 per deg (Figure 6.1.1.1-42)
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L

OTEUPper = tair- .10O (Equation 6.1.l.l-g)

t.:.'..0.0168 - .00131
•." . =tant-I-

0.10/

8.80

= Sf + T. (forward segment)
1 upper

30 + 8.8 = 38.80

64 2 = +TE uppr (aft segment)

= 20 + 8.8 28.80

(Figure 6.1.1.1-43a)
'72 - 0.71

t = 0.84 (extrapolated from Figure 6.1,1.1-43b)

/C' C C-

AC = 7-- 2 -- + 2 'it c2  1 + (Equation 6.1.1. 1-i)C f c6 f2

"(0.69) (0.082) (30) (1,10) + (0.71) (0.84) (0.0672) (20) (1 + (1.14 - 1.10)]

= 1.867 + 0.834

- 2.70

This compares with a test value of 2,69 from Reference 78.

6. Split Trailing-Edge Flap

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 75

•= 600 NACA 23012 airfoil cric 0.40

c - 0.107 per deg (test data)

Compute:

cir= -0.30 (Figure 6.1.1.1-47)
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Solution:

Acp = -cQ as 6t ' (Equation 6. 1. 1. 1-)

-(0.107) (-0.30) (60)

1.92

"This compares with a test value of 1.71 from Reference 75.

. 7. Jet Flaps

Given: The pure jet-flap configuration of Reference 5.

-'-"t ¢'Elliptic airfoil - 0.125 C 4.0 - 1.0
c c

ef-=0 8f 0 .= 0 6 j 31.4 0
C

Compute:

kt= 1.0 (elliptic value)

c =9.60 per rad (Figure 6..1.1-49)
S6

't'' I C?) + 1ic
+ l +k )j 6cL - -S (Equation 6.1.1.1-k)

Since 6, 0, the first two terms drop out.

LI +(31A(.125) 31.A4c, I + 1.0) (0.125) -- (9.60 - 4.0) + 4.0 k i7.'

3.452 + 2.192

5.64 (based on c)

This compares -%!h a test value of 5.59 from Reference 5.
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8. Leading-Edge Flaps

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 15.

NACA 0006 airfoil Cf/C 0.15 f 200

M = 0.15

Compute:

cQ -0,00286 per deg (Figure 6.1.1.1-50)

- AC = 5 f (Equation 6.1.1 1-.-)

= (-0.00286) (20)

= -0.057

This compares with a test value of -0.07 from Reference 15.

S -9. Leading-Edge Slats

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 69.

NACA 65A010 airfoil cf/c 0.17 6f 25.60

3 Low Speed R 2 7.0 x 106 cc = 1.12

Compute:

CR -0.00350 per deg (Figure 6.1.1.1-50)

Ac Q Of (Equation 6.1.1.l1-n)
C

"= (-0.00350) (25.6) (1.12)

-= -0.100

This compares with a test value of -0. 19 from Reference 69.

i 
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Langley 8-Foot High-Speed Tunnel. NACA TN 1596, 1949. (U)

"19. Spearman, L.M.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Control-Surface Characteristics. XXIII - A 0.25-Airfoil-Chord Flap With Tab Having a
Chord Twice the Flap Chord on an NACA 0009 Airfoil. NACA WR L-47, 1945. (U)

20. Street, WG., and Ames, M.B., Jr.: Premaire-Distrilbutlon Investigatlon of an N.A.C.A. 0009 Airfoil With a 50-Percent-Chord Plain Flap
and Three Tabs. NACA TN 734, 1939. (U)

21. Ames, M.B., Jr. and Sears, R.l.: Preawre-Distribution Investigation of an N.A.C.A. 0009 Airfoil With a 30-Percent-Chord Plain Flap
and Three Tabs. NACA TN 759, 1940. (U)
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22. Ames, M.B.,Jr., and Saerem R.I.: Determination of Control-Surface Characteristics From NACA Plain-Flap and Tab Data. NACA TR 721,

1941. (U)

23. Bralow, A.L.: Two-Dimensional Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Sealed 0.22-Airfoil-Chord Internally Balanced Ailerons of Different

Contour on an NACA 65,1112j-213 Airfoil. NACA TN 1099, 1946. (U)

24. Lockwood, V.E.: Wind-Tunnel Invgstigation of Control-Surfaoi Characteristics. XVII Beveled-Trailing-Edge Flaps of 0.20, 0.30, and 0.40

Airfoil Chord on an NACA 0009 Airfoil. NACA WR L-666, 1944. (U)

25. Klein, M.M.: Pressre Distributions and Force Tests of an NACA 65-210 Airfoil Set-ion With a 50-Percent-Chord Flap. NACA TN 1167,

1947. (U)

26. Abbott, IH., and Greenburg, H.: Tests in the Variable-Density Wind Tunnel of the NACA 23012 Airfoil With Plain and Split Flaps.

. -• NACA TR 661, 1949. (U)

27. Ames, M.8vJr.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Two Airfoils With 25-Percent-Chord GwInn and Plain Fiaps. NACA TN 70.3, 1940. (U)

28. Cahill, J.F.. at al: Aerodynamic Forces and Loadings on Symmetrical Circular-Arc Airfoils with Plae.i Leading-Edge and Plain Trailing-
Edge Flaps. NACA TR 1146,1953. (U)

29. Harris, T.A., and Puiar, P.E.: Wind-Tunnel investigation of an NACA 23012 Airfoil With Two Sizes of Balanced Split Flap. NACA VR
L-441, 1940. (U)

30. Underwood, W.J., and Abbott, F.T., Jr.: Test of NACA 66,2-116, a . 0.6 Airfoil Section Fitted With Presure Balance and Slotted Flaps

for the Wing of the XP-63 Airplane. NACA WR L-701, 1942. (U)

31. Holtzclaw, R.W.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of the Effects of Spoilers on the Characteristics of a Low-Drag Airfoil Equipped With a 0.25-

Chord Slotted Flap. NACA WR A-92, 1945. (U)

9) 32. Hoki.claw, RW., and Weisman, Y.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of the Effects of Slot Shape and Flap Location on the Characteristics of a

Low-Drag Airfoil Equipped With a 0.25-Chord Slotted Flap. NACA WR A-8-,. 1944. (U)

33. Swanson, AS., arid Schuldenlrei, M.J.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of an NACA 23021 Airfoil With Two Sizes of Balanced Split Flaps
NACA WR L-449, 1941. (U)

34. Bogdonoff, S.M.: Tests of Two Models Representing Intermnediate Inboard and Outboard Wing Sections of the XB-36 Airplane. NACA

WR L-662, 1943. (U)

35. Abbott, I.H.: Tests of Four Models Representing I ntermediate Sections of the XB-33 Airplane Including Sections With Slotted Flap n:id
Ailerons. NACA WR L-704, 1942. (U)

36. Dusohlk, F.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of an N.A.C.A. 23021 Airfoil With Two Arrangements of a 40-Percent-Chord Slotted Flap.
NACA TN 728, 1939. (U)

37. Recant, I.G.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of an N.A.C.A. 23030 Airfoil With Various Arrangements of Slotted Flaps. NACA TN 755,
1940. (U)

38. Harris, T.A.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of an N.A.C.A. 23012 Airfoil With Two Arrangements of a Wide-Chord Slotted Flap. NACA
TN 715, 1939. (U)

39. Lowry, J.G.: Wind-Tunnel Invertigation of an NACA 23012 Airfoil With Several Arrangements of Slotted Flaps With Extended Lips.
NACA TN 808,1941. (U)

40. Racizz, S.F.: Investigation of NACA 65( 1 1 2 )Al 11 (Approx.) Airfoil With 0.35-Chord Slotted Flap at Reynolds Numbers Up to
25 Million. NACA TN 1463, 1947. (U)

41. Cahill, J.F.: Two-Dimensional Wind-Tunnel I rNivestigation of Four Types of High-Lift Flap on an NACA 65-210 Airfoil Section. NACA

TN 1191, 1947. (U)

42. Goodwin, M.D.: Single-Slotted Trailing-Edge Flap Combined With Plain or Slotted Leading-Edge Flap. WADC TR 6356, Part 3, 1953. (U)
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44. Jones, R., and Boll, A.H.: Further Experiments on an NACA 23021 Aerofoil With a 15-Percent Handley Page Slotted Flap in the Com-
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45. Harris, T.A., and Lowry, J.G.: Pressure Distribution Over an NACA 23021 Airfoil With a Slotted and a Split Flap. NACA TR 718,

* 1941 (U)

46. Wenzinger, C.J., and Harris, T.A.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of an N.A.C.A. 23012 Airfoil With Various Arrangements of Slotted

Flaps. NACA TR 664, 1939. (U)

47. Wenzlnger, C.J., and Gauvain, W.E.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of an N.A.C.A. 23012 Airfoil With A Slotted Flap and Three Types of

Auxiliary Flap. NACA TR 679, 1939. (U)

48. Wenzinger, O .J., and Delano, J.5.: Pressure Distribution Over an N.A.C.A. 23012 Airfoil With a Slotted and Plain Flap. NACA

TR 633, 1938. (U)

49. Abbott, I.H., and Fullmer, F.F., Jr.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of an NACA 63, 4-420 Section With 25-Percent-Chord Slotted Flop.

NACA ACR 3121, 1943. (U)

5o. WAninger, R .o.y and Anderson, W.B.: Patra Distribution Over Airfoils With Fowler Flaps. MACA TA 620,1938. (U)
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52. Anon: Royal Aeronautical Society Data Sheets - Arrodynamics. Vol. IV (Flaps 01.01.09), 1959. (U)

53. James, H, A., and Hunton, L. W.: Estimation of Incremental Pitching Moments Due to Trailing-Edge Flaps on Swept and
Triangular Wings. NACA TN 4040, 1957. (U)

54. Roshko, A.: Computation of the increment of Maximum Lift Due to Flaps, Douglas Aircraft Company Raept., SM 23626, 1959. (U)

s5. Franks, R.W.: The Application of a Simplified Lifting-Surface Theory to the Prediction of the Rolling Effectiveness of Plain Spoiler
Ailerons at Subsonic Speeds. NACA RM A54H26a, 1954. (U)

56. Stevenson, D.B., and Adler, A.A.: High-Speed Wind-Tunnel Tests of an NACA 0009-64 Airfoil Having a 33.4-Percent-Chord Flap
With an Overhang 20.1 Percent of the Flap Chord. NACA TN 1417, 1947, (U)

57. Stevenson, D.B., and Byrne, R.W.: High-Speed Wind-Tunnel Tests of an NACA 16-009 Airfoil Having a 32.9-Percent-Chord Flap With an
Overhang 20.7 Percent of the Flap Chord. NACA TN 1406, 1947. (U)

58. Lindsey, W.F.: Effect of Compressibility on the Pressures and Forces Acting on a Modified NACA 65,3-019 Airfoil Having a 0.20-Chord
Flap. NACA WR L-76, 1946. (U)

"59, Stivers, L.S., Jr.: The Effectiveness at High Speeds of a 20-Percent-Chord Plain Trailing-Edge Flap on the NACA 65-210 Airfoil Section.
NACA RM A7A17, 1947, (U)

60. Underwood, W.J., Braslow, A.L., and Cahill, J.F.: Two-Dimensional Wind-Tunnel Investigation of 0.20-Airfoil-Chord Plane Ailerons of
Different Contour on an NACA 651-210 Airfoil Section. NACA WR L-151, 1945. (U)

61. Wenzinger, C-.I.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Ordinary and Split Flaps on Airfoils of Different Profile. NACA TA 554, 1936. WU)

62. Purser, P.E., Fischel, J., and Riebe, J.M.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of an NACA 23012 Airfoil With a 0.30-Airfoil-Chord Double
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* 63. Fischel, J., and Riebe, J.M.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of an NACA 23021 Airfoil With a 0.32-Airfoil-Chord Double Slotted Flap. NACA
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65. Quinn, J.H., Jr.: Tests of the NACA 64 1 A212 Airfoil Section With a Slat, a Double Slotted Flap, and Boundary-Layer Control By
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66. Bogdonoff, S.M.: Wind-Tunnel investigation of a Low-Drag Airfoil Section With a Double Slotted Flap. NACA WR L-697, 1943. (U)
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67. Quinn, JH. Jr.: Wind-Tunnel lnvestigaelon of Boundary-Layer Control By Suction on the NACA 653T418, a 1.0 Airfoil Section With a
"0.29-Airfoil-Chord Double Slotted Flap. NACA TN 1071, 1946. (U)

68. Quinn, J.H., Jr.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of the NACA 654421 Airfoil Section With a Double Slotted Flap and Boundary-Layer
Control by Suction. NACA TN 1395, 1947. (U)

69. Kelly, J.A., and Heyter, N-L.F.: Lift and Pitching Moment at Low Speeds of the NACA 64A010 Airfoil Section Equipped With Various
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73. McKee, P.S., Jr.: Double Slotted Trailing-Edge Flap Combined With a Plain or Slotted Leading-E[dge Flap. WADC TR 6356, Part 2,1952. (U)
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TABLE 6.1.1.1-A
PLAIN TRAI LING-EDGE FLAP EFFECTIVENESS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Scl Acl
A irfoil Ptl *xCt AYK

Ref. Section M RjlO 10-(q K' Calc Test Error

47 23012 .105 35 0.10 10 1.000 0.257 Q265 0.8

20 .0 0.478 0.430 11.2

30 .710 0.566 0.545 3.9

40 .640 0.680 0.685 - 0.7

50 .59 0.790 0.795 - 0.6

60 .560 0.893 0.895 - 0.2

61 6lark Y .105 0.61 0.10 10 1.000 0.18 0.22 -18.2

30 .710 0.39 0.40 - 2,5

45 .616 0.501 0.546 5 8.1

60 .560 0.61 0.60 1.7

13 0009 .10 2.76 0.15 10 1.000 0.37 0.39 - 5.1

20 .8 0.65 0.57 14.0

30 .695 0.76 0.73 4.1

40 .616 0.90 0.84 7.1

5o .567 1.03 0.97 6.2

60 .631 1.16 1.09 6.4

0009 .09 3.4 0.15 10 1.000 0.37 0.40 - 7,6

20 .890 0.68 0.60 10.0

30 .695 0.77 0.73 5.5

7 00 .3 1.0 0.16 5.5 1.000 0.21 0.24 -12.5

t 10.5 1.000 0.39 0.45 -13.3

30 66.2- 116 - 6.0 0.167 10 .887 0.66 0.62 6.5
a 0.6

30 .685 0.762 0.845 - 9.8

40 .610 0.905 1.045 -13.4
50 .560 1.038 1.180 -12.0

13 000 .10 2.76 0.20 10 1.000 0.43 0.42 2.4

20 .880 0.76 0.74 2.7

30 .670 0.87 0.85 2.4

40 .592 1.02 0.99 3.0

50 .540 1.19 1.15 3.5

1 60 .501 1.30 1.24 4.86 1 .1 .1 -2 8 . .



TABLE 6.1.1.1-A (CONTDI

Percent

Airfoil f l A l0 e1 n
Ref. Section M * 1 Cf/C (dog) K' Calc Test Error

"48 23012 .106 3.5 0.20 15 .979 0.595 0.660 9.8
I I

30 .670 0.815 0.860 - 5.2-

46 23012 .105 3.5 0.20 10 1.000 0.407 0.355 14.6

I 20 .880 0.714 0.655 9.0

30 .670 0.815 0.797 2.3

II 45 .565 1.031 1.025 0.6

60 .501 1.219 1.245 - 2.1

61 23012 .105 0.61 0.20 15 .978 0.43 0.50 -14.0

30 .670 0.58 0.67 -13.4

45 .565 0.74 0.89 -16.9

, 60 .501 0.87 1.02 -14.7

28 Circular Arc .15 6.0 0.20 20 .880 0.82 0.87 5.7S~0.06c
0.-cI40 .592 1.10 1.07 2.8

j. . 60 .501 1.40 1.39 0.7

Circular Arc .15 6.0 0.20 20 .880 0.67 0.69 - 2.9
0.1Oc

40 .592 0.90 1.07 .15.9

60 ,501 1.15 1.37 -16.1

60 651 -210 .07 1.C 0.20 5 1.000 0.24 0.28 -14.3

10 1.000 0.49 0.60 -18.3

.17 9.0 0.20 5 1.000 0.28 0.25 12.0

10 1.000 0.55 0.48 14.6

15 .978 0.81 0.67 20.9

20 .880 0.97 0.81 19.8

16 63, 3- 618 .2 6.0 0.20 10 1.000 0.45 0.45 0

20 .880 0.79 0.654 20.8

30 .670 0.90 0.80 12.5

4 40 .592 1.06 0.97 9.3

"50 .540 1.21 1.09 11.0

60 501 1.356 1.20 1.1.1



TABLE 6.1.1.1-A (CONTD)

Airfoil -6f6f Percent

Ref. Section M RI x 10- Cf /C (deg) K' CaIc Test Error

12 66 (215) - 216 .2 6.0 0.20 10 1.000 0.40 0.43 - 7.0

a-1.0

,, 4 20 .880 0.71 0.70 1.4

16 66 1215) - 216 .2 6.0 0.20 10 1.000 0.40 0.44 9.1

40 .592 0.95 1.10 -13.6

50 .540 1.08 1.34 -19.4

6 r 0 .501 1.21 1.50 -19.3

23 65(112) - 213 .15 8.0 0.22 10 1.000 0.53 0.58 - 8.6

1 .97 0.7 0.6 14.7
11 0009 .09 2.58 0.25 5 1.000 0.246 0.235 4.0

i:., 10 1.000 0.493 0.473 4.2

"15 .978 0.720 0.680 5.9

20 .840 0.825 0.800 3.1

:."5 .701 0.860 0.835 3.0

30 .640 0.943 0.850 10.9

27 23015 .106 0.61 0.25 10 1.000 0.29 0.287 1.0

30 .640 0.56 0.530 5.7

45 .540 0.703 0.725 - 3.0

.. 60 .4AO 0.833 0.933 -10.7

" 14 Double Wedge .17 5.8 0.25 10 1.000 0.57 0.60 - 5.0

20 .840 0.96 1.08 -11.1

40 .569 1.30 1.30 0

50 .518 1.48 1.50 - 1.3

0 60 .480 1.65 1.65 0

13 0009 .10 2.76 0.30 10 1.000 0.55 0.59 - 6.8

30 .607 1.00 0.96 4.2

0005 .15 4.5 0.30 20 .800 0.95 1.10 -13.6

I 35 .607 1.26 1.32 -4.5 -J

50 .495 1.47 1.62 - 9.3
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TABLE 6.1.1.1-A (CONTDI

Airfoil If CI Percent
IRef. Section M "I xf0 / C (dll) K' C.ab Tet Error

21 0000 .00 3.4 0.30 10 1.oo0 0.56 0.55 1.8

20 .600 0.89 0.80 11.3

30 .607 1,02 0.90 13.3

40 .540 1.21 1.07 13.1
•'1 45 .615 1.15 1.28 -10.2

13 0015 .10 2.76 0.30 20 .80 0.75 0.78 - 3.8

30 .0 .5 09 -14.1
61 Clerk Y .105 0.61 0.30 10 1.000 0.391 0.475 -17.7

30 .607 0.712 0.7.5 - 5.7

45 .540 0.951 0.935 1.7

60 .460 1.080 1.040 3.8

13 66-009 .105 1.43 0.30 10 1.000 0.56 0.57 1.8

20 .800 0.90 0.80 12.5

S30 .607 1.03 0.90 14.4

57 16-00" .4 1.1 0.329 10.3 1.000 0.43 0.47 . 8.6

56 0009.64 .4 1.1 0.334 5.9 1.000 0.288 0.332 -13.3

7.9 1.000 0.386 0.415 7.0

9.9 1.000 0.483 0.495 2.4
17 0006 .3 1.0 0.35 4.9 1.000 0.30 0.34 -11.8

14 44 10.2 1,000 0.62 0.68 - 8.6
11 0009 .08 2.58 0.50 5 1.000 0.37 0.36 2.8

10 ,998 0.74 0.71 4.2

15 .910 1.01 0.99 2.0
S

20 .685 1.01 1.02 1.0

25 .590 1.09 1.05 3.8

30 .542 1.20 1. i4 5.3
20 0009 .09 3.4 0.50 10 .998 0.75 0.80 6.3

20 .685 1.03 1.02 1.0

30 .542 1.22 1.25 - 2.4

440 .85 1.46 1.52 - 3.9
- 45 .466 1.58 1.65 - 4.2

25 65-210 et .15 6.0 0.50 4 1.000 0.33 0,31 6.5

__7 1.000 0.57 0.65 -12.3

_ _10 1.000 0.82 0,85 - 3.5

Average Error - 7.75%
n
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TABLE 6.1.1.I-B.
SINGLE-SLOTTED TRAILING-EDGE FLAP EFFECTIVENESS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

c: AA i fcj

Airfoil 6 f (per Percent
Ref. Section Config.41) M j F Rt x 10- Cf/C (dog) dgg) -C Cale Test Error

29 23012 2o' 0.105 0.995 3.5 0.15 30 0.104 .322 1.00 1.60 0

33 23021 2m* 0.106 0.995 3.5 0.15 60 0.097 .150 0.87 1.20 -27.5

44 23021 2b Ls 1.0 7.1 0.15 60 0.097 .150 0.87 0.83 4.8

34 63 (420) - 222 lb LS 1.0 9.0 0.243 30 0.118 .445 1.58 1.41 12.1" 0 -0.1 I

40 .385 1.82 1.58 15.2

45 .345 1.83 1.46 25.3

I-20 .480 1.13 1.12 1.0

30 .445 1.58 1.40 12.9

41 65-210 2c LS 1.0 6.0 0.25 30 0.109 .453 1.48 1.46 1.4

40 .397 1.73 1.78 2.8

"45 .356 1.75 1.87 6.4

50 .300 1.62 1.73 -6.4

30 .453 1.48 1.54 - 3.9

36.3 .421 1.67 1.72 2.9

41.3 .388 1.75 1.82 3.8

46.5 .340 1.72 1.73 - 0.G

30 .453 1.48 1.41 6.0

35 .428 1.63 1.54 5.8

40 .397 1.73 1.81 - 4.4

29 23012 2a 0.105 0.995 3.5 0.26 40 0.104 .397 1.65 1.76 6.3

3'1 66,2-216 1c 0.19 0.982 5.1 0,25 10 0,106 .509 0.53 0.47 12.8

;,20 .490 1.03 0.995 3.5

I 30 .453 1.43 1.33 7.5

I40 .397 1.67 1.56 7.1

45 .356 1.68 1.63 3.1

32 66,2 - 216 2c 0.19 0,982 5.1 0.25 10 0.106 .509 0.53 0.48 10.4

a 0.6

20 .490 1.03 1.00 3.0

30 .453 1.43 1.335 7.1

40 .397 1.67 1.565 6.7

45 .356 1.68 1.63 3.1

2b 10 .509 0.534 0.495 7.9

I I20 .490 1.03 1.01 2.0

30 .453 1.43 1.53 - 6.5

40 .397 1.67 1.70 - 1.8

--- 2 45 ,3W6 1.68 1.61 4.3
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TABLE 6.1.1.1-B. (CONTD)

Airfoil 6f ACI Aq c

-(per Percent
"Ref. Section onfig M ) 10-M6 (deg) - 5 CaIc Test Error

.66,2-116 1 1S 1.0 6.0 0.25 15 0.110 .500 05.3 0.70 18.6
a- 0.6

345 .356 1.76 1.80 - 2.3

33 23021 2s 0.105 O.9 3.5 0.25 40 0.097 .397 1.54 1.76 -12.5

42 Mod. Double lb 0.25 0.97 6.9 0.253 40 0.101 .398 1.61 1.60 0.6

35 66,2-222 Is LS 1.0 6.0 0.256 20 0.120 .495 1.19 1.06 12.3. •~- 0.1I

f30 .460 1.66 1.50 10.7
40 .400 1.92 1.52 26.3

47 23012 lb 0.105 0.995 3.5 57 10 0.104 .515 0.54 0.48 12.5

20 495 1.03 1.00 3.0

30 .460 1.44 1.48 - 2.7

40 .400 1.66 1.64 1.2

50 .306 1.59 1.59 0

"43 23021 2b 0.106 0.9 3.5 0.257 10 0.097 .515 0.50 0.49 2.0

20 .495 0.96 1.05 . 8.6

30 .460 1.34 1.30 3.1

40 .400 1.55 1.52 2,0
50 .305 1.48 1.60 - 7.5

60 .220 1.28 1.71 -25.1
l 20 .495 0.96 0.98 - 2.0

30 .460 1.34 1,23 8,9

40 .400 1.55 1.17 32.5
50 .305 1.48 1.37 8.0
60 .220 1.28 1,46 -12.3

37 23030 lb 0.10 0.995 3.5 0,257 10 0.080 .515 0.41 0.41 0
20 .495 0.79 0.90 -12.2

30 .460 1.10 1.15 4.3

40 .400 1.28 1.18 8.5

50 .305 1.22 1.20 1.7
60 .220 1.06 1.40 .24.3

46 23012 2n 0.106 0995 3.5 0.267 30 0.104 .469 1,46 1.71 -14.6

2b 50 .313 1.63 1.53 6.5

39 23012 J 0.105 0.995 3.6 0,30 40 0.104 .440 1.83 1.84 -0.5I 10 .550 0.57 0.57 0

20 .531 1.10 1.02 7.8
30 .496 1.55 1.48 4,
40 .440 1.83 1.82 0.5

_.._ "50 .338 1.76 1.96 -10.2
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TABLE 6.1.1.1-8. (CONTD)

a ... ....

Airfoll f War Cerveg " .t

M, Stlon COnf j!1) M • x 10-- f/c Ideg) dog) -C Calc TMt Error

39 23012 lb 0.100 0.996 3.5 0.30 10 0.104 .550 0,57 0.54 5,6

I 20 .531 1,10 1.16 - 5.2

I30 .496 1.55 1.58 - 1.9

1 40 4.4 0 1.83 1.58 15.8

40 6( 1 112)AIl 12 0.20 0.98 9.0 0.36 35 0.106 .499 1.83 1.95 - 6.2

I I40 .466 1.96 1.85 6.9

/ 4 45 .425 2.01 2.13 5.6

23012 Ilb 0.106 0.995 3.A 0.40 10 0.104 .597 0.62 0.63 1.6

20 .583 1.21 1.32 8.3

30 .560 1.72 1.91 9.9

40 .492 2.05 1.76 16.5

50 .398 2.07 2.09 1.0

I. 10 .597 0.62 0.48 29.2

20 .583 1.21 1.24 - '

30 .550 1,72 1.78 3.4

40 .492 2.06 1.73 18.5

s .398 2.07 2.06 0.5

38 23021 lb 0.105 U,996 3a' 0.40 10 0.100 .597 0.60 0.65 - 7.7

F 20 .583 1.17 1.17 0

30 .550 1.65 1.53 7.8

40 .492 1.97 1.53 28.8

o0 .398 1.99 1.73 15.0

37 23030 lb 0,106 0,995 3.5 0.40 10 0.060 .597 0.48 0.52 - 7.7

20 .583 0.93 1.07 -13.1

30 .550 1.32 1.35 - 2.2

__ 40 .492 1.57 1.40 12.1

- -..... -_ 1 - .396 1.59 1.66 __ 4.2
"FowIorflop 2I6

W1 ISlotMfWOp onfigluratlon (see sketch below) Average Error - - - 7.9%

Flap Nose Shape

Sharp Rounded Closed

Slot-Entry Shape
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TABLE 6.1,1.1-C
SINGLE-SLOTTED TRAILING-EDGE FLAP EFFECTIVENESS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION
(See TABLE 6.1.1.1 -B for slot-flap configuration)

Airfoil -6f __ cQ6 Percent
Ref. Section M R k1-6 cf/C (dog) (deg) (per deg) '1 A ,c Acýtost Error

29 23012 0.105 3.5 0.15 30 1.149 38.80 0.0528 0615 1.12 1,00 12.0
33 23021 0.105 3.5 0.15 60 1.157 74.25 0.0528 0.350 1.28 1.20 6.7
44 23021 LS 7.1 0.15 60 1.03 73.9 0.0528 0.35 1.14 0.83 37.3

34 63(4201-422 LS 9.0 0,243 30 1.07 42.1 0.066 0.62 1.32 1.41 -6.4
a -0.1 I

. 40 52.1 0.52 1.48 1.58 -6.3
45 I 57.1 0.46 1.47 1.46 0.7
20 32.1 j 0.697 0.99 1.12 -11.6
30 $ 42.1 0.62 1.32 1.40 -5.7

41 65.210 LS 6.0 0.25 29.1 1.075 37.6 0.0668 0.66 1.38 1.45 -4.8

39.1 1.078 47.6 0.57 1.61 1.78 -9.4
44.1 1.076 52.56 0.51 1.63 1.86 -12.4

49.1 1.076 57.56 0.455 1.61 1.72 -6.4
28.2 1• I44 37.0 0.66 1.42 1.52 -6.6
34.5 1,141 43,3 0.61 1.60 1.71 -6.4

39.5 1.135 48.3 0.56 1.68 1.80 -6.7
44.7 1.146 53.5 0.50 1.70 1.73 -1.7

2.4 27.5 1.27 33.7 0.69 1.57 1.40 12.1
32.5 1.25 38.7 0.65 1.76 1,53 15.0
37.5 1.21 437 0.61 1.89 1.80 5.0

29 23012 0.105 3.5 025 40 1.25 48,1 0.0668 0.56 1.87 1.98 -5.5
31 66.2-216 0.19 5.1 0.26 10 1.029 21 0.0668 0.73 0.50 0.47 6.4

' 20 1.043 31 0,70 0.976 0.995 -1.9

30 1.058 41 0.633 1.34 1.33 0.8

40 1.068 51 0.53 1.51 1.56 -3.2
45 1.073 56 0.47 1.52 1.63 -6.7

32 662.2216 0.19 5.1 0.25 10 1.029 21 0.0668 0.73 0.50 0.48 4.2
a o 0.6

20 1.043 31 0.73 0.976 1.00 -2.4

30 1.058 41 0,633 1.34 1.335 0.4

40 1.068 51 0.53 1.51 1.565 -3.5
45 1.073 56 0.47 1.52 1.63 -6,7
10 1.014 21 0.73 0.495 0.495 0
20 1.029 31 0.70 0.96 1.01 -5.0
30 1.043 41 0.633 1.32 1.53 -13.7

40 1.058 51 0.53 1.50 1.70 -11.8
45 1.066 56 0.47 1.51 1.61 -6.2

30 66.2-116 LS 6.0 0.25 15 1.023 26.3 0.0668 0.718 0.74 0.70 5.7
a -0.6i

"""" 45 1.066 56.3 + 0.467 1.50 1.80 -16.7
33 2X021 0.105 3.5 0.25 40 1.255 54.25 0,0668 0.49 1.64 1.76 -6.8
42 Mod. Double 0.25 6.9 0.253 40 1.000 46.42 0.0672 0.58 1.57 1.60 -1.9

Wedge
36 65,2-222 LS 6.0 0.256 20 1.058 31.3 0.0675 0.70 1.00 1.06 -5.7

01 I I 30 I 413 0.63 1.35 1.50 -10.0

40 51.34 0.53 1.51 1.52 -0.7
47 23012 0.105 3.5 0.257 10 1.03 18.8 0.0676 0.73 0.51 0.48 6.3

20 1.05 28.8 0.71 1.01 1.00 1.0
30 1.06 38.8 0.65 1.40 6 ,2 --5,4
40 1.0705 48.8 0.56 1.62 1.64 -1.2
50 1.08 58.8 0445 162 159 .9
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TABLE 6.1.1.1-C (CONTD)

Airfoil f lc PercentSRef. Sect~or, M_ R2 x 10-6 c /C 'deg) - (deg) (per deg) 1 7,lc AC~te, Error

43 23021 0.105 3.5 0.257 10 1.035 24.25 0.0676 0.72 0.60 0.49 2.0
20 1.035 34.25 0.685 0.96 1.05 -8.6

30 1.07 44.2:5 0.603 1.31 1.30 -0.8
40 1.07 54.25 0.49 1.42 1.52 -6.6
50 1.07 64.25 0.405 1.46 1.60 -8.8
60 1.06 74.25 0.36 1.55 1.77 -12.4
20 1.037 34.25 0,685 0.96 0.98 -2.0

30 1.05 44.25 0.603 1.28 1.23 4.1

40 1.063 54.25 0.49 1.41 1.17 20.5

I 50 1.054 64.25 0.405 1.44 1.37 5.1
60 1.065 74.25 0.36 1.55 1.46 6.2

37 23030 0.105 3.5 0.257 10 1.02 29.57 0.0676 0.706 0.49 0.41 19.5

,.20 1.072 39.57 0.644 0.93 0.90 3.3
." 30 1.08 49.57 0.550 1.20 1.15 4.3

II40 1.103 59.57 0.438 1.31 1.18 11.0
6 50 1.122 69.57 0.403 1.53 1.20 27.5

"" 60 1.118 79.57 0.35 1.59 1.40 13.6
46 23012 0.105 3.5 0.267 30 1.26 38.8 0.069 0.65 1.69 1.86 -9.1
39 23012 0.105 3.5 C.30 40 1.31 48.8 0.0725 0.57 1.95 2.17 -10.1

10 1.20 18.8 0.743 0.65 0.78 -16.7
20 28.8 j 0.72 1.25 1.22 2.5
3 0 38.8 0.664 1.73 1.67 3.6

"40 48.8 0.57 1.98 2.01 -1.5
50 1. 58.8 0.458 1.99 2.16 -7.9
10 1.0 18.8 0.0725 0.743 0.65 0.73 -11.0
20 28.8 0.72 1.25 1.38 .9,4
"30 38.8 0.664 1.73 1.79 -3.3
40 . 48.8 0.57 1.98 1.79 10.6

40 6 12A1 0.20 2.4 0.35 35 1.186 43.13 0.077F, 0.64 2.06 1,95 5.6
40 1.2 48.15 0.49 1.83 1.85 -1.1

S45 1..2 53.15 0.525 2.20 2.13 3.3
38 23012 0.105 3.5 0.40 10 1.065 18.8 0.082 0.77 0.67 0.63 6.3

20 1.088 28.8 0.75 1.34 1.32 1.5
30 1.103 38.8 I 0.69 1.87 1.91 2.1
40 1.093 48.8 0.59 2.12 1.76 20.5
50 1.09 58.8 0.48 2.15 2.09 2.9
10 1.082 18.8 0.77 0,68 0.57 19.3
20 1.10 28.8 0.75 1.35 1.24 8.9

30 1.102 38.8 0.69 1.87 1.78 5.1
40 1.11 48.8 0.59 2.15 1.73 24.3

I5' 1.09 58.8 0.48 2.15 2.06 4.4
36 23021 0.105 3.5 0.40 10 1.032 24.25 0.082 0.791 0.64 0.65 -1.5

20 1.075 34.25 0.724 1.28 1.17 9.4
30 1.085 44.25 0.639 1,71 1.53 11.8

40 1.095 54.25 0.53 1.90 1.53 24.2
50 1.095 64.25 0.435 1.95 1.73 12.7

3*7 23030 o 'u5 3.5 0.40 10 1.04 29.57 0.082 0.745 0.654 0.52 23.0
Ij20 1.-08 39.*57 0.Vl4 1.21 1.07 13.1
I30 1.10 49.57 0.583 1.58 1.35 1.
IJ 40 1.15 59.57 0.475 1.79 1.40 27.9

*V 50 1.16 69.57 0.402 1.91 1.56 15.1

" iAverage Error = _c__ = 8.3j
r -'|n
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TABLE 6.1.1.1-0
DOUBLE-SLOTTED TRAILING-EDGE FLAP EFFECTIVENESS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

e

Airfoil ITEUPPER C' Cl ¢2 6f1  
6 f2  Perent

Ref. Section M (dug) c c " (deg) (dog) Acc Error

73 Wedge 0.25 7.2 1.085 0.04 0.25 20 30 2.04 1.96 4.1

64 64.208 0.18 6.1 1.127 0.056 0.25 25 25 2.33 2.17 7.4

41 65-210 - 7.6 1.139 0.075 0.25 15 25 2.14 1.99 7.5

1.146 1 20 2.29 2.14 7.0

.1.143 25 2.52. .26 6.2

"-1.148 30 2.51 2.30 9.1

1 4 1.133 4 , 35 4 2.57 2.23 15.2

64 1410 0.18 8.0 1.141 0.075 0)..5 25 25 2.36 2.49 -5.2
63-210 6.4 1.133 0.075 0.25 2.44 2.51 -2.8

65-210 7.6 1.143 0.075 0.25 1 2.36 2.23 5.8

66-210 8.9 1.144 0.075 0.25 30 2.36 2.36 0

64-208 6.1 1.148 0.075 0.25 30 15 2.62 2.364 10.8

641-212 7.4 1.152 "0.075 0.25 1 20 2.51 2.52 -0.4

64-210 6.8 1.139 0.075 0.25 25 2.53 2.61 -3.1

69 64A010 0.06 5.9 1.133 0.075 0.25 30 22.7 2.54 2.34 8.6

4 1 0.20 5.9 1 1 1 1 4 2.54 2.26 12.4
65 641A212 - 9.8 1.106 0.083 0.229 26 29 2.24 2.55 -12.0

71 65(216)-215 0.12 8.0 1.114 0.096 0.248 10 15 1.59 1.61 -1.2
a - 0.8

1.118 20 1.76 1.85 -4.9

1.121 25 1.92 1.98 -3.0

1.125 30 2.00 2.165 -7.6

1.133 40 2.01 2.37 -15.2

1.137 45 2.04 2.50 -18.4

1.151 60 2.29 2.55 -10.2
72 R-4,40-318-1 16.5 1.137 0.092 0.238 5 35 1.52 1.74- -12.6

4 j 1.155 20 20 1.96 1.68 16.7
R4,40.4136 1.216 25 35 2.33 2.50 -6.8

I * 1.180 4 40 2.32 2.63 -11.8

64 66-210 0.18 8.9 1.172 0.10 0.25 25 35 2.54 2.28 11.4

66 653118 0.105 9.0 1.175 0.10 0.245 23 42 2.51 2.83 -11.3

67 653-418 - 13.2 1.163 0.106 0.236 21 44 2.37 2.62 -9.6

62 23012 0.105 8.8 1.221 0.1165 0.2566 25 35 2.69 2.53 6.5

"68 654-421 - 14.1 1.166 0.109 0.235 20 31 2.17 2.23 -2.7

63 23021 0.105 14.3 1.229 0.147 0.2566 30 40 3.07 2.78 10.5

Average Error - - ,= 8.2%.
n
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TABLE 6.1.1.1-E
SPLIT TRAILING-EDGE FLAP EFFECTIVENESS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

e
Airfoil AcR Ace Percent

Ref Section M R Q x 10"-6 Cf/C 6f Calc Test Error

75 23012 0.105 3.5 0.10 15 0.38 0.37 2.7
30 0.62 0.64 -3.1
45 0.835 0.82 1.8
60 0.985 0.94 4.8

2075 1.05 1.02 2.9
2321 15 0.35 0.32 9.4

60 0.90 1.05 -14.3
75 0.96 1.15 -16.5

69 64A010 0.06 2 0.20 66 1.31 1.35 -3.0

0.761.43 1.36 5.10.20 7 1.43 1.36 5.1

2 23012 - 8 5 0.23 0.17 37.5
r10 0.39 0.32 21.9

15 0.51 0.45 13.3
I 20 0.615 0.58 6.0

I30 0.83 0.84 -. 1.2
I V 45 1.12 1.09 2.8

46 0.106 3.5 60 1.34 1.34 0
11 4 75 1.5.1 1.41 7.1

74 66,1-212 -0.15 6 40 0.99 1.09 -9.2
50 1.16 1.25 -7.2

. 60 1.29 1.37 -5.8 ,
70 1.41 1.42 -0.7 ...

65,-212 40 1.05 1.06 -0.9
!50 1.23 1.20r 2.1
60 1.37 1.36 0.7
70 1.50 1.36 10.3

66(215)-216 40 1.11 1.17 -5.1
I 50 1.29 1.37 -5.8

"60 1.44 1.44 0
1 70 11,58 1.54 2.6

45 23021 0.1085 3.56 15 0,47 0.51 -7.830 0.76 0.95 -20.045 1.03 1.27 -18.960 1.23 1.52 -19.175 1.38 1.65 -16.4
75 212 0.10 3.5 0.3 15 0.665 0.63 5.6

30 1.05 1.06 -0.9
45 1.41 1.37 2.9

S60 1.72 1.55 110,7
75 1.99 1.64 213.

2301 15 0.51 0.7 -9.0
30 0.96 1.20 -20.0
45 1.29 1.59 -18.9
60 1.57 1.84 -14.7

175 1.82 1.96 -7.1
23012 0.40 15 0.77 0.70 10.0

I30 1.21 1.22 -0.8
I45 1.59 1.55 2.6
V60 1.93 1.71 12.9

23021 15 0.70 0.80 -12.5
'"I 30 1.11 1.42 -21.8
I I.45 1.46 1.86 -21.5

* 60 1.76 2.12 -17.0

A E lel
Average Error .... 9.3%

" 6.1.1.1-38
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PLAIN TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS.• t/c
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FIGURE 6.:.1.1-39a THEORETICAL LIFT EFFECTIVENESS OF PLAIN TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
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*6 C6 .8 - • -- •_ . 8

26theory .8

.6 .4

/'- -- fce) theory

4 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5
Cf/C

FIGURE 6.1.1.1-39b EMPIRICAL CORRECTION FOR LIFT EFFECTIVENESS OF PLAIN
TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
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PLAIN TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
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S~cf, c
.6 -

.150"

.22

K'

0
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FLAP DEFLECTION, 6f (deg)

FIGURE 6.1.1.1-40 EMPIRICAL CORRECTION FOR LIFT EFFECTIVENESS OF PLAIN
TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS AT HIGH FLAP DEFLECTIONS
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SINGLE-SLOTTED FLAPS

LIFT-
EFFECTIVENESS
PARAMETER

'1~

FLAP DEFLECTION, bf (deg)

FIGURE 6.1.1.1-41 SECTION LIFT-EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETER OF SINGLE-SLOTTED FLAPS



10--

.08--

.06 -- -- _

LIFTING
EFFECTIVENESS -_ _

C,

(1/deg) -

.02

0o - .2 .3 .4 .

FLAP-CHORD RATIO, cf/c

Note: The Cf/c values needed for using this figure are defined under "Datcom Methods," based
*_ "on the geometric parameters shown in Figures 6.1.1.1-44 through -46.

FIGURE 6.1.1.1-42 THEORETICAL LIFTING EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

' " 6.1.1.1-42
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EMPIRJCAL . 10
LIFT

EFFICIENCY 
"1 1.

FACTOR

.2
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EFFECTIVE TURNING ANGLE, t (deg)

FIGURE 6.1.1.1-43a EMPIRICAL LIFTING-EFFICIENCY FACTORS FOR SLOTTED FLAPS

1.2- f
••8f•

FO R D U ED - 00 _

FACTOR 1.0- --

TO ACCOUNT
FOR REDUCED :..

EFFECTIVENESS 100OF -" " 10

AFT FLAPFLAPDEFL-CTION. .

220

" ~~~~.6- ..

0 20 406 ý40s 100
AFT FLAP DEFLECTION, 8f2

FIGURE 6.1oi.1-43b TURNING EFFICIENCY OF AFT FLAPS
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CC
x, //

ct ~/•

c wing chord (flap in neutral position).

cI flap chord.

c' extended wing chord due to flap extension. In measuring c', the flap trailing edge is
"rotated from its deflected position about the inte:section of the flap chord and the chord
of the airfoil section, until the two chords coincide.

bf flap deflection.

FICURE 6.1.1.A1-44 SINGLE-SLOTTELD FLAP GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS

6.1.1.1-44
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Ac

1c

'i-

c wing chord (flap in neutral position).

c' extended wing chord due to forward-flap extension. In measuring ca, first rotate the
forward flap from its deflected position about the point of intersection of the
forward-flap chord and the chord of the airfoil section, until the two chords coincide.

c' extended wing chord due to the double-slotted flaps. In measuring c', the aft flap is first
rotated from its deflected position about the point of intetr;ection of the aft-flap chord
and the chord of the forward flap, until the two chords coincide. Then both flaps are

I•! rotated from the deflection of the forward flap about the point of intersection of the
forward-flap chord with the wing chord, until these two coincide.

•Sf flap deflection of the forward flap.

4 5f, flap deflection or' the aft flap.

c1  forward-flap chord.

c2  aft-flap chord.

FIGURE 6.1. .t A-4S DOUBLE-SLOTTED FLAP GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS

6. 1.1. 1-45



rri

c] / 8f1

C---2

/

8f

c wing chord (flap in neutral position).

Ca extended wing chord due to complete forward-flap extension. In measuring c., first
rotate the complete forward flap (usually includes aft flap) about the point of
intersection of the lbrward-flap chord and the chord of the airfoil section, until the two
chords coincide.

c' extended wing chord due to the deflection of the double-slotted flaps. In measuring c',
the aft flap is first rotated from its deflected position about the point of intersection of
the aft-flap chord and the chord of the forward flap, until the two chords coincide. ThenV.1 both flaps are rotated from the deflection position-of the forward flap about the point of
intersection of the forward-flap chord with the wing chord, until these two coincide.

C1  forward-flap chord (actual).

c1  forward-flap chord (complete airfoil).

c2  aft-flap chord.

*ff flap deflection of the forward flap.

. 6f2 flap deflection of the aft flap.

FIGURE 6.1.1.1-46 DOUBLE-SLOfTED FLAP GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS

1, 6.1.1.1-46
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SPLIT FLAPS

LIFT-
EFFECTIVENESS
PARAMETER

-.5I-'-----i- --

\_40

SII

-.2-
S.1 ,,,.

0o 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

FLAP DEFLECTION, bf (deg)

FIGURE 6.1.1.1-47 SECTION LIFT-EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETER OF SPLIT FLAPS
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TRAILING-EDGE

,-... PURE JET FLAP •

I• c ::c' • ]EFFLUX•

----C ---

cf 8f

-TRAILING-EDGE
CAMBER LINE

PLAIN FLAP-JET-FLAP COMBINATION JET
EFLUX

Cf

q~x_/• 8f

TRAILING-EDGE
CAMBER LINE

SLOTTED FLAP-JET--FLAP COMBINATION JET
EFFLUX

si is the initial trailing-edge jet momentum angle in radians, measured with respect to the
trailing-edge camber line of the airfoil.

6f is the flap deflection in radians, measured with respect to the airfoil chord.

FIGURE 6.1.1.1-48 JET-FLAP GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
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FIGURE 6.1.1.1-49 TWO DIMENSIONAL JET-FLAP THEORETICAL RESULTS
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T _ _777...7

-.026-

-. 012- --- _

LIFTING
EFFECTIVENESSc- ., -

Cl8

(1/deg) -U -008- *

0 71.2 .3 .4 .5

LEADING-EDGE CHORD RATIO, cf/c or cf/c'

Note: The cf/c or cf/c' values, needed for using this figure are schematically illustrated in the

next figure.

FIGURE 6.1.1.1-50 THEORETICAL LIFTING EFFECTIVENESS OF LEADING-EDGE

DEVICES

6.1.1.1-50
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91, (,O NOSE FLAP

C-

CfC

6 '9_'

KRUEGER FLAP
C'

Cf

._____ AIRFOIL CHORD
-- - -FLANE

SC1000I
'0S'f1'VSLAT

C is the extended wing chord due to the deflection of the leading-edge device. In measuring
c' the leading-edge device is rotated to the wing-chord line from its deflected position,
about the point of intersection of the leading-edge-flap chord and the wing chord.

FIGURE 6.1.1.1-51 GEOMETRY OF LEADING-EDGE DEVICES
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FIGURE 6.1.1.1 -52 SPOILER LIFT EFFECTIVENESS - LOW SPEEDS
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Revised January 1974

6.1.1.2 SECTION LIFT-CURVE SLOPE WITH HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

Trailing-Edge Flaps

Thin-airfoil theory shows that the lift-curve slope of a cambered section is tne same as that of the
corresponding uncambered airfoil. Experimental data verify this theoretical prediction for the
angle-of-attack and flap-deflection ranges for which the flow is attached over both the wing and flap
surfaces.

Flow separation on the wing or flap causes the lift-curve slopt to be lower than the theoretical

value. Sketch (a) shows a typical set of lift curves for trailing-edge flaps at various deflections. The

approximate points at which the curves become appreciably nonlinear for a given flap deflection are
S .: shown by the arrows.

"ic

SKETCH (a) TYPICAL LIFT CURVES FOR TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

The sketch is typical of all types of trailing-edge flaps except split flaps, which have somewhat
different lift characteristics. When a split flap is deflected, a reduced pressure exists in the
wedge-shaped region between the flap and the wing. This reduced pressure creates a favorable

U= pressure gradient near the wing trailing edge, which causes the boundary layer at the upper-surface
trailing edge to be thinner for the flap-deflected condition than for the undeflected condition.
Consequently, lift-curve slope for small split-flap deflections is greater than that of the
unflapped airf(, nis effect is particularly pronounced on thick airfoils.

"4 For flaps that translate as they deflect, the lift-curve slope is increased because of the increased
- effective area of he flapped section, Fowler flaps are the most commonly used flaps of this type.

Reference I corn,.ns a comprehensive summary of two-dimensional trailing-edge control-surface

data, incl'ding data for the nonlinear angle-of-attack and flap-deflection ranges.

Jet Flaps

The lift-curve sl;--," for a jet-flap airfoil is dependent upon the jet momentum trailing-edge
coefficient CA. 'Ine method presented herein is Spence's adaptation of thin-airfoil theory as
presented in References 2 and 3. In summary, Spence. applies thin-airfoil theory to inviscid,
incompressible flow past a thin, two-dimensional wing at a small incidence, with a jet of zero
thickness and finite momentum emerging at asmall angle of incidence from the trailing edge. The
flow inside the jet is assumed to be irrotational and is bounded by vortex sheets that prevent mixing

6,1.1.2-1
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with the mainstream. For flaps that extend as well as rotate, a correction is applied to account for
the increased planforin area. For more details regarding the fundamental concepts of jet flaps, the
reader is referred to the discussion presented in Section 6.1.1. 1.

Leading-Edge Flaps

The lift-curve slope of an airfoil with a leading-edge flap is very nearly the same as that of the
unflapped airfoil. For slats that extend forward as well as rotate, a correction must be made for the
increased planform area. Typical lift curves are shown in Sketch (b).

/R

/ LEADING-EDGE SLATS

/ LEADING-EDGE FLAPS

BASIC WING

SKETCH (b) TYPICAL LIFT CURVES FOR LEADING-EDGE FLAPS AND SLATS

Spoilers

The lift curves of airfoils with spoilers extended are extremely nonlinear, particularly at subsonicH ' speeds. Sketch (c) shows a typical set of lift curves for an airfoil with and without plug and slotted
spoilers. Leading-edge flaps in conjunction with plug spoilers tend to linearize the lift curve at high
angles of attack. This effect is similar to that achieved by adding a slot and deflector behind a plug
"spoiler.

"C . SLOTTED SPOILER
WITH OR WITHOUT LEADING-EDGE FLAP

PLUG SPOILER

-/ BASIC WING

SKETCH (c) EFFECT OF SLOT AND LEADING-EDGE FLAP ON SPOILER LIFT CURVES

"The Datcorn methods presented below for trailing-edge flaps, jet flaps, leading-edge flaps and slats,
and spoilers are limited to subsonic flow.
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"DATCOM METHODS

The approximate flap deflections at which flow separation and appreciable lift-curve-slope losses
occur with increasing flap deflection are shown in Table 6.1.1.2-A for various types of flaps. Values
for both good and poor designs are shown. Flap design is very critical to airfoil section and flap
geometry. The effects of these variables on maximum lift are discussed in detail in Section 6.1.1.3.

1. Fixed-Hinge Trailing- and Leading-Edge Flaps

For these flaps the lift-curve slope is assumed to be the same as that of the unflapped section for

unseparated flow conditions.

2. Translating Trailing-Edge Flaps and Leading-Edge Devices (Slats and Krueger Flaps)

For devices whose hinge line translates with deflection, the lift-curve slope is given by

Co

where

(c) is the lift-curve slope of the unflapped airfoil, including compressibility effects, from
(c 6-0 Section 4. 1.1.2

(c 2 ) is the lift-curve slope at leading- or trailing-edge deflection 6.

c is the chord of tile untlapped airfoil.

c? is the effective chord of the flapped airfoil at any flap deflection. In measur-
ing c' of a single-slotted trailing-edge flap or a leading-edge device, the flap or
leading-edge device is rotated from its deflected position about the point of
intersection of the flap or leading-edge-device chord with the wing chord, until the
two coincide. In measuring c' of a double-slotted flap, the reader is referred to
Figures 6.1.1.1-45 and 6.1.1.1-46.

3. Jet Flaps

The method presented here applies to the same configurations as indicated for the jet-flap method

of Section 6.1. 1. 1; i.e., the pure jet flap and the internally-blown-flap (IBF) and externally-blown-
4 flap (EBF) concepts with plain trailing-edge flaps. For an IBF or EBF concept with a single-slotted

or multislotted flap configuration, this method should be used only as a first approximation.

No substantiation of the method is presented; however, the method has been acknowledged as being
substantiated in the literature (References 4 and 5).

It should be noted that the term [I + kt(t/c')] is used as a correction for airfoil thickness effects
and applies to the pressure lift contribution calculated by thin-airfoil theory. This correction can be
justified only if there is no trailing-edge separation.
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For jet-flap configurations the total section lift-curve slope, based on the retracted airfoil chord, is

given by

Ic + kt c'-)] C4 6.1.1.2-b

where

k1 is the airfoil-theory thickness factor, i.e.,

kt =1.0 for elliptic airfoils

0.637 for parabolic airfoils

For airfoil sections other than elliptic or parabolic, a value of 0.80 for kt is suggested

(Reference 2).

t is the airfoil thickness ratio, based on the extended wing chord

c. is the jet-flap lift-curve slope uncorrected for thickness effects obtained from Figure

"6.1.1.1-49, based on the extended wing chord, as a function of CI.I

C4 is the section nondimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient, based on the
C extended wing chord (defined in Sketch (a) of Section 6.1.1.1).

C

" is the ratio of the extended wing chord to.airfoil chord, where c' is obtained as described
c in Section 6.1.1. 1 for the appropriate flap geometry.

"4. Spoilers

"For the purposes of the Datcom the lift-curve slope of an airfoil with a spoiler, for the conditions

"a> 0 and c2 < 0, is assumed to be the same as that of the basic airfoil.

01

Sample Problems

1. Tianslating Trailing-Edge Flap

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 7.

NACA 23012 airfoil Sing'c•-slotted flap 5f 300 c'/c 1.154

- M 0.105; 0 0.995 R9 3.5 x 106

tan 1/2 OTv 0.132 (streamwise airfoil geometry)

S 6.1.1.24



- -.- Compute:

(c) 0. 102 per deg (Section 4.1.1.2)

Solution:

el(ce £ (Equation 6.1.1.2-a)

= (I.154) (0.102)

. = 0. 118 per deg

"This compares with a test value of 0.120 per degree from Reference 7.

12. Jet Flap

"Given: The pure jet-flap configuration of Reference 6.

t
"Elliptic airfoil t 0.125 C= 4.0

Cf C'
- = 0 8 f 0  3140 - = 1.0
C c

U Compute:

kt= 1.0 (elliptic airfoil)

c = 13.63 per rad (Figure 6.1.1.1-49)a

-c = [+kQjj' -C)+ cI + (Equation 6.1.1.2-b)

- ([I + (1.0)(0.125)] (13.63 - 4.0)+ 4,0) 1.0

4 - 14.83 per rad (based on c).

This compares with a test value of 16.) from Reference 6.
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TABLE 6.1.1.2-A

APPROXIMATE RANGE OF FLAP DEFLECTION FOR LINEAR-LIFT CHARACTERISTICS
- AT ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK

Flap Type 6f (dog)

Poor Design Good Desin

Plain 0 tO 10 O to 20

Single, Slotted and Fowler 0 to 20 0 to 30

Double Slotted 0 to 30 0 to 60

Split 0 to 30 or 45
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6.1.1.3 SECTION MAXIMUM LIFT WITH HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL1 DEVICES

The maximum-lift increments ohtainable by tile use of leading- and trailing-edge flaps are strongly
it iuenced by the flow characteristics of unflapped sections near the stall. TFile lift of Unflapped
sections near and at the stall is discussed in detail in Sections 4.1.1.3 and 4.1.1.4.

salient points of which are summarized in the following paragraphs.

Trailing-edge flaps increase the maximum lift of a section by means of' the camber effect.

Theoretically, the incremental load distribution due to flap deflection reaches a peak in the region
of the flap hinge line, has a smaller peak at the leading edge, and falls to zero ,!t the trailing edge.

Thus the pressure gradient of the upper surface forw ird of the flap is relieved, although the gradient
over the flap itself is greatly increar.ed. The flow over the flap therefore separates at moderate

angles, i.e., 100 to 150 for plain flaps. However, the separation is contained behind the flap hinge

line and does not progress forward over the wing until the flap deflections become large. Lift
continues to increase with flap deflection after separation takes place over the flap, but the rate of

increase is considerably less than that for the small flap-deflection range where the flow is

completely attached. Maximum lift is obtained just before the separation progresses forward of the

flap or the flow separates from the leading edge.

Leading-edge flaps increase the maximum lift of airfoils by lowering the high peak suction pressures
near the nose and thereby delaying leading-edge separation. Nose-flap deflection has only a

second-order effect on the flow near tile trailing edge. Maximum lift for a given flap deflection is

achieved when the angle of attack is increased to the point where the pressure distribution around

the nose approximates tile pressure distribution of the unflapped section just before the stall.
Leading-edge stall ensues as in the case of the unflapped section. This problem is treated
theoretically in Reference 2.

Thin airfoils stall as a result of leading-edge separation, and thick airfoils as a result of trailing-edge

separation (see Section 4.1.1.3). Since trailing-edge flaps primarily affect trailing-edge separation

without significantly altering the nose pressures, they are most effective on thick wings.

Leading-edge flaps, on the other hand, delay leading-edge separation without significantly altering

the trailing-edge flow and are therefore most effective on thin wings.

4

The stall angle of attack of an airfoil having a leading-edge flap is quite different from that of an
airfoil having a trailing-edge flap. Leading-edge flaps produce increases in lift by enabling the airfoil
to reach higher angles of attack. Therefore, the angle of attack at stall is considerably higher for an

airfoil having a leading-edge flap than that for the unflapped airfoil. Trailing-edge flaps, on the other

band, produce increases in maximum lift by means of the camber effect and actually stall at an
angle of attack below that of the unflapped airfoil. These trends are illustrated in the accompanying
sketch. A consideration of these stalling angles is often a critical item in practice.
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SKETCH (a) TYPICAL LIFT CURVES FOR LEADING-EDGE AND TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

Specific comments concerning high-lift trailing-edge devices in common use are given in the
following paragraphs. The accompanying sketch illustrates the various types of flaps. Not all of
those shown are explicitly discussed,

PLAMN FLAr SPLIT FLAP ' SINGLE-SLOTTED FLAP

*DOUBL-SOTTE FL P 'FOWLER FLAP

SKETCH (b) TYPICAL TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
7

Plain Flaps

The preceding discussion of trailing-edge flaps is applicable to plain nlaps and no further comments
are required.

Split Flaps

When a split flap is deflected, a region of reduced pressure exists between the upper surface of the
flap and the lower surface of the airfoil. This reduced pressure creates a favorable pressure gradient
over the top rear surface of the airfoil. Trailing-edge separation is thus suppressed, and final stall
often occurs at the airfoil nose.
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Slotted Flaps

The crucial factor in the design of a slotted flap is the slot. The slot sheds the boundary layer at the
slot lip and allows a new boundary layer to develop over the flap. The slot also directs air in a
directi tangential to the sumface of the flap. Flow attachment can therefore be maintained to
relativt;y large flap deflections. For inrwance, efficiently designed doublie-slotted flaps can prevent
flow separction at deflections as high as 600.

The design of slots for slotted flaps is very critical. Several rules of thunib have boen developed for
efficiently designing these flaps. First, the flap (and vane) and airfoil must overlap for all deflections
when viewed in planf'orni. Secondly, the jet issuing from the slot should also be directed in a
direction tangential to the flap surface. Long shroud lengths often show advantages, since they hiavc
better control over the direction of the jet.

The flaps (and vanes) of' a slotted flap carry considerably more lift than the corresponding plain iiflap
with the same chord and deflection angle. These surlaces are, in roality, in ftindcnll with the wing
and derive beneficial induced-catmber effects associated with tandemn configurations.

Fowler Flaps

Aerodynamically, 'Fowler flaps function in the same way as single-slotted flaps. Additional lift
benefits are obtained, however, from the increased chord due to translation of these flaps.

Jet Flaps

The recent developments in high-lift technology have led to the widespread consideration of the
[] jet-flap scheme (see Section 6,1 . I.1 for a sketch of the various types and a discussion of the salient

aspects). Comments regarding the maximum lift increment due to power effects of a jet-flap scheme
are given in the following paragraphs.

The increment in lift due to power effects of a jet-flap configuration is strongly dependent upon the
trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient C,. Since the jet-flap theory as developed by Spence
assumes inviscid flow, it cannot be utilized to predict the achievable maximum lift coefficient. An

expression has been developed in Reference 3 for the increment in maximum lift of a
two-dimensional jet-flapped airfoil with supercirculation. The analysis is limited to airfoils that
exhibit a leading-edge stall. Under these circumstances it is suggested that the pressure distribution
around the leading edge would be similar for the flapped- and plain-wing sections at stall.

I
Reference 4 summarizes an attempt to correlate test data with the method presented in
Reference 3. The predicted values of AcQmx due to power underestimated the experimental data
by a considerable margin. These results tend to indicate that an airfoil with blowing does not stall at
the same leading-edgc pressure coefficient as the airfoil without blowing, nut at considerably lower
pressure coefficients. The test data used for the attempted correlation indicated a wide scatter band

!1 as a function of C.. This scatter prevents the application of an empirical modification to the
method. Consequently, no method is presented herein. Further investigations are required and more
test data needed to yield a more accurate and reliable method.
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DATCOM METHODS

The following Datcom methods for trailing-edge and leading-edge flaps are limited to su tbsonic flow.

1. Trailing-Edge Flaps

An empirical method from Reference 2 for predicting maximum lift increments for plain, split, and
slotted flaps is presented in Figures 6.1.1.3-12a through 6.1.1.3-13b. The maxihnum lift increment is
given by

Ac2  = k1k2 k3 ("Ac 2  ' 6.1.1.3-a
weemax \ max /base

where

Q mx) is the section maximum lift increment for 25-percent chord flaps at the

Xmax/base reference flap-deflection angle from Figure 6.1.1.3-12a. (Reference flap-

deflection angles are denoted in Figure 6.1.1.3-13a.)

,:ki is a factor accounting for flap-chord-to-airfoil-chord ratios other than 0.25
from Figure 6.1.1.3-12b.

.k2 is a factor accounting for flap deflections other than the reference values from
1:'" Figure 6.1.1.3-13a. F'

rk3 is a factor accounting for flap motion as a function of flap deflection from
Figure 6.1.1.3-13b.

A comparison of experimental data with results based on these charts is shown in Table 6.1.1.3-A.

"2. Leading-Edge Flaps

A method is developed in Reference 5 for predicting the maximum lift increment for leading-edge
- flaps, slats, and Krueger flaps. The method is based on an extension of thin-airfoil theory, using -

empirical factors that were developed using available test data.

The available Krueger-flap test data were found to be dependent largely upon the trailing-edge flap
deflection. Consequently, the method for Krueger flaps from Reference 5 is not presented, since it

41 does not account for the trailing-edge flap deflections.

The method presented herein gives reasonable results when applied to leading-edge flap deflections
less than 300, as indicated by the comparison of test data with predicted results, shown in
Table 6.1.1.3-B.

For leading-edge slats it is n;,& advisable to use the method herein for deflections greater than 200.
The method tends to overpredict the maximum lift increment for larger deflections, as shown in
Table 6.1.1.3-B.
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L .. The maximum lift increment for leading-edge flaps and slats is given by

AC~x Ca ?rax 176 6.1.1.3-b
mmax C

S .where

c, is the theoretical maximum lifting effectiveness obtained from
bmax Figure 6.1.1.3-14 as a function of the leading-edge flap-chord ratio cf/c.

1ux is the empirical factor accounting for the maximum lifting efficiency obtained
from Figure 6.1.1.3-15 as a function of the ratio of the leading-edge radius to
the thickness ratio of the airfoil.

The reason for the discontinuity in the slat curve presented in Figure 6.1.1.3-15
is that older NACA test data are used to establish the left-hand portion of the
curve, while more recent test data (as indicated in Reference 5) are used for the
right-hand portion. An attempt was made to resolve this discontinuity;
however, no modifications were made because of the lack of test data in the
region of the discontinuity.

716 is the empirical factor accounting for changes in flap deflection from the
optimum deflection obtained from Figure6.1.1.3-16 as a function of
"deflection angle.

!f is the leading-edge deflection angle in radians (see Figure 6.1.1.1-51).

Cl is the ratio of the extended wing chord due to leading-edge flap extension to

c the retracted wing chord (see Figure 6. 1. 1.1 -51).

Sample Problems

1. Trailing-Edge Flap

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 6.

-. NACA 65-210 airfoil Double-slotted flap f= 1f 25

102c 4 = 400 cf/c 0.312 R2  6.Ox 106

Compute:

OCR ma(c 1.165 (Figure 6.1.1.3-12a)

Ski = 1.250 (Figure 6.1.1.3-12b, extrapolated)
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k2 = 0.950 (Figure 6.1.1.3-13a)

Actual Flap Angle 40
= - = 0.80

Reference Flap Angle 50

k3 = 0.870 (Figure 6.1.1.3-13b)

Solution:

'Ace kik 2 k3 (Ac 2 ) (Equation 6.1.1 .3-a)

= (1.250)(0.950)(0.870)(1.165)

= 1.20

This compares with a test value of 1.33 from Reference 6.

2. Leading-Edge Flap

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 7.

NACA 64A010 airfoil 4 Leading-edge radius = 0.687% c

t cf c-
- = 0.10 Nose flap f= 300 -= 0.15 - = 1.0
c c c

Compute:

ceSmax =1.44perrad (Figure6.1.1.3-14)

?/max = 0.99 (Figure 6.1.1.3-15)

r = 0.82 (Figure 6.1.1.3-16)

Solution:

C
Ac2  =c • 7.. rT 6 f (Equation 6.1.1.3-b)

max 6 max

30(1.44)(U.99)(0.82) -.. (1.0)

57.3

= 0.612

This compares with a test value of 0.56 from Reference 7.
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32. Weick, F. E., and Platt, R. C.: Wind-Tunnel Tests on Model Wing witt: Fowler Flap and Specially Developed Leading-Edge

Slot. NACA TN 459; 1033. (U)

33. Moss, G. F.: Systematic Wind-Tunnel Tests with Slats on a 10 Percent Thick Symmetrical Wing Section (EQ 1040 Profile).

ARC R&M 2705, 1952. (U)

34. Weonxinger, C. J., and Shortal, J. A.: The Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Slotted Clerk Y Wing as Affected by the Auxiliary

Airfoil Position. NACA TR 400, 1931. (U)

35. Kovan, W., and Graham, R, R.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of High-Lift and Stall-Control Devices on a 370 Sweptback Wing of

Aspect Ratio 6 at High Reynolds Numbers. NACA RM L8D29,1948. (U)
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TABLE 6.1.1.3-A

LOW-SPEED SECTION MAXIMUM-LIFT INCREMENTS FOR TRAILING-EDGE FLAP DEFLECTION
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

e

6
f Cmax ACQmax ACe max *Percent

Ref. Airfoil Flap Type Re x 10-6 cf/c (deg) (S = 0) Calc Test Error

9 NACA 0009 Plain 2.58 .25 10 .885 .27 .23 17.4

10 Double Wedge 5.8 .25 60 .84 .97 .89 9.0
t/c = 4.23%

11 NACA 0006 4.5 .30 50 .94 .91 .76 19.7

12 6-percent- 6.0 .20 60 .73 .24 .91 -7.7
thick circular arc

" 12 10-percent- 6.0 .20 60 .67 .75 .98 -23.5
thick circular arc

13 NACA 0009 2.76 .20 30 1.15 .56 .43 -30.2

13 NACA 0009 2.39 .30 30 .975 .134 .57 12.3

13 NACA D009 2.39 .40 30 1.0 .66 .53 24.5

6 NACA 65-210 Split 6.0 .20 60 1.29 .75 .78 --3.8

14 NACA 0012 8.0 .20 60 1.66 .84 .69 21.7

15 NACA 1410 6.0 .20 60 1.51 .74 .82 -9.8

16 NACA 23012 3.5 .20 60 1.55 .84 .98 -14.3

17 NACA 23012 3.5 .10 60 1.55 .59 .75 -21.3

17 NACA 23021 3.5 .40 60 1.36 1.73 1.54 12.3

18 NACA 66K2-116 Single 6.0 .2505 46 1.45 1.67 1.29 29.5
a =.6 Slotted

6 NACA 65-210 2.4 .25 30 1.22 .79 .90 -12.2

6 NACA 65-210 2.4 .25 30 1.22 .79 .84 -6.0

19 NACA 23012 3.5 .30 40 1.55 1.24 1.36 -8.8

20 NACA 66.2-216 5.1 .25 45 1.46 1.67 1.42 17.6
a -,6

21 NACA 23012 3.5 .2566 30 1.52 .88 1.03 -14.6

22 NACA 23012 3.5 .40 40 1.53 1.27 1.,'V -2.3

6 NACA 65-210 Double 2.4 .312 40 1.22 1.20 1.30 -7.7

6 NACA 65-210 Slotted 6 .312 40 1.29 1.20 1.33 -9.8

6 NACA 65-210 9 .312 50 1.4 1.47 1.20 22.5

23 Between 3.5 .238 40 1.39 1.37 1.35 1.5
R-4,40-318-1

and R-4,40-313-6
23 Between 14 .238 40 1.55 1.37 1.31 4.6

R-4,40-318-1
and R-4,40-313-6

24 NACA 65,3-118 6 .309 45 1.61 1.98 1.59 24.5
"a=1.0

25 NACA 23021 3.5 .32 50 1.35 2.30 1.86 23.7

26 NACA 23012 3.5 .30 50 1.55 1.65 1.63 1.2

27 NACA 23012 3.5 .40 40 1.55 1.82 1.91 -4.7

15 NACA 63-210 6 .25 50 1.52 1.17 1.38 -15.2

6 NACA 65-210 Fowler 2.4 .25 35 1.22 1.03 .99 4.0

"6 NACA 65-210 9 .25 35 1.4 1.03 1.04 -1.0

16 NACA 23012 3.5 .2667 40 1.55 1.47 1.09 34.9

19 NACA 23012 3.5 .30 40 1.55 1.65 1.75 -5.7

"28 NACA 23012 2.9 .40 30 1.16 1.71 1.70 0.6

- 28 Clark Y -2 .20 30 1.35 .84 1.16 -27.6

"based on flapped airfoil
-'el

Average Error - = 13.7%
n
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TABLE 6.1.1.3,B

LOW-SPEED SECTION MAXIMUM-LIFT INCREMENTS FOR LEADING-EDGE FLAP AND SLAT DEFLECTION
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

6f ACQmax AC2max A(ACQxclc -- ACQtxtt)
Ref. Airfoil Type tic cf/c (deg) Calc Test .

7 64A010 Flap 0.10 0.15 15 0.373 0.39 -0.017

III30 0.612 0.56 0.052
, 445 0.280 0.46 -0.180

29 Double Wodge 0.0423 0.12 5 0.068 0.145 -0.077

0.16 0.076 0.145 -0.069

0.20 0.085 0.155 -0.070

0.12 10 0.136 0.14 -0.004.

0.16 0.155 0.17 -0.015

0.20 0.170 0.20 -0.030

0.25 0 . 182 0.225 -0.043

0.12 15 0.204 0.185 0.019

0.16 0.232 0.26 -0.028

0.20 0.254 0.28 -0.026

0.12 20 0.272 0.256 0.017

0.16 0.310 0.335 -0.025

0.20 0.339 0.345 -0.006

0.25 4 0.364 0.445 -0.081

0.12 25 0.320 0.37 -0.050

0.16 0.364 0.445 --0.0-1

0.20 0.399 0.41 --0.011

0.25 4 0.428 0.515 --0.087

0.12 30 0.,335 0.41 --0.075

0.16 0.381 0.485 --0.104

0.20 0,417 0.465 -0.048

0.25 0.448 0.515 -0.067

0.12 35 0.314 0.43. -0.116

0.16 0.358 0.195 0.163

0.20 0.392 0.18 0.212

"0.25 0.421 0.515 -0.094

7 64A010 Slat 0.10 0.17 25.6 0.736 0.90 -0.164

30 0.11212 012 0.14 14.3 0.70 0.60 0.100

4 65A109 0.09 24.3 0.61 0.69 -0080

31 64A010 0.10 0.17 15 0.577 0.66 -0.083

32 Clark Y 0.117 0.13 11.5 0.456 0.76 -0.304

4 . 4 4' 14 0.556 0.79 -0.234
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"T.BLE 6.1.1.3-8 (CONTD)

6f ACRmax A•c2max 4(acemraxcalc -cQmaxtest)
Ref. Airfoil Tvpe t/c cf/c (deg) Calc Test

32 Clark Y Slat 0.117 0.13 16,5 0.646 0.76 -0.114

14 0.542 0.705 -0.163

19 0.685 0.77 -0.085

21.5 0.720 0.56 0.170

19 0.691 0,683 0.008

24 0.734 0.722 0.012

26.5 0.729 0.715 0,014

33 EQ 1040 0.10 0.20 5.1 0.204 0.340 -0,136

11.1 0.443 0.585 -0.142

16.4 0.641 0.600 0.041

1 20.7 0.946 0.190 0.755

0.30 16.2 0.780 0.785 -0.005

18.2 0.843 0.852 -0.009

20.3 0.880 0.910 -0.030

"22.3 0.907 0.642 0.265

8.0 0.403 0.630 -0.227

11.1 0.559 0.730 -0.171

15.1 0,760 0.755 0.005

13.9 0,656 0.682 --0.026

15.9 0.742 0,685 0.057

19.0 0.850 0.698 0.152

34 Clark Y 0.117 0.13 32.5 0.602 0.223 0.379

25 0.723 0.344 0.379

16.5 0.641 0.507 0.134

7.5 0.302 0.436 -0.134

20.5 0.680 0.213 0.467

is 0.573 0.472 0.101

8.5 0.332 0.521 -0.189

9.5 0.351 0.289 0.062
5.5 0.209 0.483 --0.274

35 641-2112 0.12 0.14 14 0.286 0.15 0.136

Average A Ace mxc&l c - ACg=aXtest- 0.116
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TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS

20 CURVE FLAP TYPE AIRFO IL

18A BEST 2-SI OT NACA

1.6 ~ C NACA 2-SLOT -NACA 6-SERIES----

(16C~max) base

K 1.4-

D
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AIRFOIL THICKNESS (17 wing chord)
* FIGURE 6.1.1.3-12a MAXIMUM-LIFT INCREMENTS FOR 25%o-CHORD FLAPS

AT REFERENCE FLAP ANGLE
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- :TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
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FLAP ANGLE (deg)

FIGURE 6.1.1.3-13a FLAP-ANGLE CORRECTION FACTOR

-C6-

"- ..' Note:

,2,For split or
.2. plain flap, -

" 0 use k3 = 1.0-

0 -L

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

ACTUAL FLAP ANGLE
"REFERENCE FLAP ANGLE

4 FIGURE 6.1.1.3-13b FLAP-MOTION CORRECTION FACTOR
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LEADING-EDGE FLAPS AND SLATS

2.0- . -

1.6 _.
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11:1max ."__

(per rad)

+
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FIGURE 6.1.1.3-14 THEORETICAL MAXIMUM-LIJ•T EFFECTIVENESS
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LEADING-EDGE FLAPS AND SLATS
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1.6 -

.4-
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I.\
SLEADING-DERAISTHCNS RATIO,-7•

"FIGURE 6.1.1.3-15 MAXIMUM-LIFT EFFICIENCY FOR LEADING-EDGE DEVICES
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LEADING-EDGE FLAPS AND SLATS
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Revised Jbnuarv 1974

6.1.2 SFC7ION PITCHING MOMENT WITh HIGH-LIF- AND CONTROL DEVICES

6.1.2.1 SECTION Ir'IIlN(;-MOMEN'T INCREMENT Acrn DUE TO HI';l-LIFT
AN I) CONTrROL DEVICES

The use of high-lift and control devices aters the basic airfoil load distribution, thus affecting the
section pitching moment, as well as the lift.

Methods are presented in this section for estimating the pitching-moment characteristics for most
common high-lift devices in use today and for sonic of the blown flaps being considered for STOL
aircraft. These methods are valid only in the subsonic regime in the linear-fift region (preferably
near zero angle of attack). The effect of these devices on the variation of pitching moment with
angle of attack is presented in Section 6.1.2.2, except for the jet flap, which is presented in this
section, Considerations of clarity and simplicity of prc-eitation dictated this deviation from
standard Datcom practice.

The assumption is made that the characteristics of a trailing-edge flap are independent of any
leading-edge device, and/or the characteristics of a leading-edge device are independent of any
mechanical trailing-edge flap. In reality this is not quite true, but the methods of this section are not
sufficiently refined to account for these interference effects. This assumption cannot be justified in
the case of the more powerful jet flap.

Trailing-Edge Mechanical Flaps

Sketch (a) shcows a typical loading on an airfoil with a plain flap deflected and undeflected. The
incremental !oad due to the flap exhibits a peak over the airfoil leading edge and a peak over the
hinge line. The higher loading at the hinge predominates, giving a nose-down moment.

I PLAIN AIRFOIL

1.0.. i -FLAPPED AIRFOIL

1.0

SKETCH (a)

For conditions where the flow is attached, the center-of-pressure location of the additional load due
to flaps does not shift position with flap deflection. Therefore, the pitching moment is directly
proportional to the lift increment. As the flow breaks down, the ctnter of pressure usually moves
forward by a small amount, causing a mild pitch-up. The Datcom method is fairly accurate, even for
high values of flap deflection.

6.1.2.1-1
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Sketch (b) illustrates typical flap pitching-moment curves plotted as a function of flap deflection
"for a given ratio of flap chord to wing chord. The lift and pitching-moment variation with flap angle
are usually linear as long as the flow is attached. Plain flaps maintain attached flow and exhibit
linear characteristics at small angles of attack and flap deflections. Single-, double-, and
triple-slotted flaps assure attached flow for increasingly higher angles of incidence and flap
deflections and give linear characteristics over a much larger range. Split flaps have no significant
range of linear characteristics as a result of the wide wake caused by the split trailing edge.

•" ~8f'

CmLA

PLAINStQ FLAP

• ~DOUBLE-SLOTTED F•LAP

Theoretically, the center-of-pressur, location is a function of the ratio of the flap chord to airfoil
chord, showing a forward shift wit.h increasing flap-chord ratios. Although test data for plain and

split flaps do not match the theoretical center-of-pressure location, they do show the same trend as
theory. Slotted flaps do not follow this trend, Data for slotted flaps were analyzed for extended .
airfoil chords of 10 to 40 percent. Virtually all of the data indicated a center-of-pressure location
between 41 and 47 percent of the extended airfoil chord, showing no dependence upon the ratio of
flap chord to airfoil chord. Therefore, an average center-of-pressure location of 44 percent has been
"assumed (see Figure 6 .1.2 .1-35a) for all slotted flaps, independent of the ratio of flap chord to
airfoil chord.

Leading-Edge Mechanical Devices

Leading-edge devices produce a nose-down pitching moment, similar to trailing-edge flaps, because
they delay the stall by lowering the high peak loading at the leading edge. The method presented is
for corventional leading-edge devices, based on thin-wing theory from Reference 1. Efforts to
substantiate this method by using available test data have proved unsatisfactory. The test data
exhibit nonlinear characteristics which linear theory is intrinsically unable to handle. Therefore, this
method should be applied only to thin airfoils with small leading-edge devices.

Jet Flaps

The pitching-moment increment for a jet-flap airfoil is dependent upon the jet momentum
"trailing-edge coefficient C' and the ratio of flap chord to the exteided wing chord. The method

S presented hf.'rein is Spence's adaptation of thin-airfoil theory as presented in Reference 2. In
summary, Spence applies thin-airfoil theory to inviscid, incompressible flow past a thin,
two-dimensional wing at small incidence, with a jet emerging at a small angle of incidence from the
trailing edge. The flow inside the jet is assumed to be irrotational. In addition, the jet is bounded by

.. vortex sheets that prevent mixing with the mainstream and maintains finite momentum as its
*. thickness decreases to zero. For flaps that extend as well as rotate, a correction is applied to

account for the increased chord length.

* 6.1.2.1-2
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The definitions of aerodynamic center xa.c and center of pressure x *are well established for
conventional aircraft. However, for jet-flap configurations the jet reaction is a new component that
must be accounted' for when considering the location of the aerodynamic center and center of
pressure. In order to maintain consistency, the Datcom defines the aerodynamic center for jet-flap
configurations as that point about which the total pitching moment is invariant with the total lift;
i.e., dCm /dCL = 0 at a given Mach number and trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient. In essence,
the aerodynamic center is a function of the trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient CA. For
conventional wing sections the aerodynamic center is located on the vWing chord line. However, for
jet-flap configurations it becomes necessary to define the measurement of X,.c. off the wing-chord
line, as shown in Sketch (c), to simplify the calculation of the pitching moment about any reference
location.

Xa•.' xr, and x, are located on this line rather thanoo. al... " ong the wing chord

bf

TRAILING-EDGECMBERI LINE

S~EFFLUX

C ef CM a i C126

where

CM 6 f is the flap pitching-moment effectiveness measured about the leading edge.

ces f is the rate of change of section lift effectiveness due to flap deflection.

cm 6 is the rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient measured about the leading
edge with respect to the jet deflection. (The parameters cm6. and cQ,. are due to the
jet efflux not being emitted at the same angle as the trailing-edge camber line,
i.e., the flap deflection.)

c26 i is the rate of change of section lift coefficient with respect to the jet deflection.

SKETCH (c) JET-FLAP AERODYNAMIC CENTER AND CENTER OF LIFT

6.1.2.1-3
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There are two additional paranmeters shown and defined in Sketch (c), xf and x.. The center-of-
lift term xf is analogous to the conventional flap center-of-pressur;e location, except that it also
includes the reaction component of the jet. For this reason it is not the true "center-of-pressure
location"; i.e., it is the location where the total lift increment due to flap deflection is assumed to
act, )

The term x. is analogous to a center-of-pressure location of the incremental load due to the jet
efflux acting at an angle to the trailing-edge camber line. However, it is not a true center-of-pressure
location for this incremental load, because of the inclusion of the reaction component; therefore, it
is also referred to as the center of lift.

For more details regarding the fundamental concepts of jet flaps, the reader is referred to the
discussion presented in Section 6.1.1.1. (Sketch (b) of Section 6.1.1.1 illustrates some of the
blown-flap concepts now being investigated for STOL aircraft.)

Spoilers

Pitching-moment changes due to spoilers are generally smaller than those for flap-type control
surfaces. For this reason they are useful on thin, swept wings where wing twist due to control
deflection isa problem. Many wind-tunnel programs have therefore been conducted on swept wings,
but few have been conducted on airfoil sections. Reference 3, published in 1953, contains a
comprehensive bibliography of spoiler studies made up to that time.

Because of the scarcity of two-dimensional spoiler data, no generalized methods are presented in
this section for section pitching moment due to spoiler deflection. A

DATCOM METHODS

1. Trailing-Edge Mechanical Flaps

Two methods- are presented for estimating the section pitching-moment increment due to the
deflection of mechanical trailing-edge flaps. Method 1 is applicable to plain, split, and multislutted
flaps with or without extensible flaps. Method 2 is applicable only to plain flaps.

In view of the ease of application of Method 2 and the fact that it predicts plain-flap section
pitching moments as accurately as Method I does, Method 2 is the preferred Datcom plain-flap
method.

Method I (Pltn, Split, and Multislotted Flaps)

This method is empirical in nature and limited to the low-speed regime. The section pitching-
moment increment due to trailing-edge flaps, based on the square of the wing chord c2 , is given by . -

Acm =ACV [f '.~ 6.1.2. 1-a

where

] •c 2  is the lift increment for a given flap type and deflection, from test data or as
determined by the appr-opriate method of Section 6.1. 1.1.
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ixref is the desired pitching-moment reference point expressed as a fraction of the basic
"* C airfoil chord, measured positive aft from the airfoil leading edge, parallel to the wing

chord.

xc.p.
-,- is the center-of-pressure location of the incremental load due to flapsexpressed as afraction of the extended airfoil chord, measured positive aft from the airfoil leading

edge, parallel to the wing chord. This parameter is obtained from Figure'6.1.2.1-35a
as a function of the ratio of flap chord to airfoil chord cf/c.

I - is the ratio of the extended wing chord to the airfoil chord as shown in- C Figures 6.1.1.1-44 through -46.

A cpmparison of low-speed test data with calculated values of Acm using this method is presented

in Tables 6.1.2.1-A and -C through -E.

Method 2 (Plain Flaps)

Pitching-moment increments for plain trailing-edge flaps are presented in Figure 6.1.2.1-35b. These
increments are given about the quarter-chord, based on the square of the airfoil chord c2 , as a
function of flap deflection and the ratio of flap chord to airfoil chord cf/c. This figure is limited to
the linear-lift range and subcritical Mach numbers.

A comparison of low-speed test data with Acm calculated by this method is presented intol Table 6.1.2. 1-B.

"2. Conventional Leading-Edge Devices

The section pitching-moment increment due to mechanical leading-edge devices, based on the
square of the wing chord c2, is given by thin-airfoil theory as

AC =•6LE [ FLE + (Xef c

""4 C) C

+c [ -1 +0.75c () ( - ) 6.1.2.1-b

where

cm5 is the theoretical flap pitching-moment effectiveness (about the leading edge),
obtained from Figure 6.1.2.1-36 as a function of the ratio of the leading-edge flap
chord to the extended airfoil chord CfLE/cI.

- is the ratio of the extended wing chord to the basic airfoil chord as shown in
c Figure 6.1. 1. 1-5 1.

* *fLE is the deflection of the leading-edge device in degrees (see Figure 6.1.1.1-51).

6.1.2.1-5



x ref
-' is the desired pitching-moment reference point expressed as a fraction of the basic
c airfoil chord, measured positive aft from the airfoil leading edge with the

leading-edge device retracted, parallel to the wing chord.

Ac2  is the lift increment due to a given leading-edge-device deflection, from test data or
as determined by the appropriate method in Section 6.1.1. 1, based on c.

.C is the section pitching-moment coefficient with the flaps retracted, based on c2 
-

This parameter should be obtained from the test data, if available, or from
* Section 4.1.2.1.

c2  is the section lift coefficient with the flaps retracted, based on c. This parameter
should be obtained from test daa.... available, or from Sections 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.2.

The use of this method is demonstrated in Sample Problem 3.

3. Jet Flaps

Methods that are adaptable to a handbook application are not available for all jet-flap schemes. The

* method presented below is applicable to the pure jet-flap concept, and the in rnaily-blown-flap
(IBF) and externally-blown-flap (EBF) concepts with a plain trailing-edge flap. For an IBF or EBF
concept with a single-slotted or multislotted flap configuration, this method should be used only as
a first approximation. No handbook method is currently available to analyze the section
pitching-moment increment due to an augmentor-wing concept.

For EBF flaps the user is cautioned that if the flap does not "capture" or "intercept" all of the jet
exhaust, the result of this method may be erroneous, Reference 57 considers a design where part of
the jet passes below the flap. Furthermore, a technique to be used in analyzing such a design is
proposed. Unfortunately, this technique is cumbersome, and no satisfactory cases to check its
accuracy have been found in the available literature. Thjrefore, it is not included in the Datcom. It

-* should be noted, however, that the lack of such a technique is not a serious restriction, since most
configurations avoid the problem by use of jet deflectors and/or canted thrust axes to ensure that

S,. the entire engine exhaust is flattened and directed at the flap knee.

"- It should be noted that the airfoil thickness correction used in the method of Section 6.1.1.1 in

determining the section lift increment of a jet-flap combination (see Equation 6. 1.1.1 -p) does not

*•, apply to the section pitching moment. Therefore, the lift coefficients calculated in this section for

use in determining section pitching moment are not the same as those calculated in Sections 6. 1. 1.1

and 6.1.1.2 and should be considered only as intermediate values generated during the calculation

of the pitching moment. The actual lift of the airfoil must be calculated by using the more exact

procedures of Sections 6. 1. 1.1 and 6.1.1.2.

The user is reminded that the theory on which this method is based is linear and as such cannot
predict any nonlinearities; e.g., those that may arise from separated flow.

"The flap deflection angles and the flap-chord values to be used in this method are not defined in the
conventional manner. Instead, the user must use his best judgment to approximate the particular
flap system by constructing a simple-hinged multideflected flap system. The primary goal of the

simple-hinged multideflected flap system is to duplicate the mean-camber-line distribution of the

actual flap system. A schematic illustration is presented in the following discussion (Sketches (d)

through (f)) that depicts the determination of the flap chords and flap angles for a triple-slotted-flap
.. system. The treatment of less complex flap systems follows from this example.

6.1.2.1-6
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Determine the mean-camber-line distributions of the flap components as in Sketch (d).

-WING CHORD LINE

SKETCH (d)

Approximate the actual mean-camber-line distribution with straight-line segments (keeping in mind
the total mean-camber-line distribution) as in Sketch (e). Extend the straight-line segments until
they intersect each other, so as to define the flap-chord lengths as shown.

WING CHORD LINE

SKETCH (e)

'.-.'Determine the flap detlection angles from the straight-line segments relative to the wing chord line

• ii as shown in Sketch (f).

.. 

6. 1.2.- 
, 

1-7 _

.WING CHORD LINE

, • 
,

SSKETCH (f)
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lThe determination of the extended wing-chord c86 in Sketch (f) is found by the following

procedure. The aft flap segment C3 is first rotated from its deflected position about the point of

intersection of c2 and c3 , until the two chords coincide. Then the total chord of c2 and c3 is
rotated about the intersection of c1 and c2 until these two chords coincide. Then the total chord of

c1 , c2 , and c3 is rotated about the intersection of the wing chord and c1 until it intersects the wing

chord.

In the method outlined below, the computation of the pitching moment is broken down into

components due to the leading-edge device, the angle of attack, the mechanical flap, and the jet

flap. This division can be somewhat misleading because in each term there appears the parameter
_. c6 /c, which is the ratio of the airfoil chord with all flaps extended to the basic airfoil chord. Thus

each term is actually dependent upon the total extended airfoil chord c6 ". For example, a change in

-.- 66C due to a deflection of the leading-edge device will affect the contribution of each component,

not just the component due to the leading-edge device.

No substantiation is given for the method presented below; however, the method has been

acknowledged in the literature as being accurate to within 10 percent (References 12 and 16).

"- Although an insufficient number of configurations have been analyzed to provide a meaningful

substantiation table, the ones that have been analyzed indicate that this method is more accurate in

estimating the pitching-moment change with flap angle than in estimating the variation of pitching

moment with angle of attack. This may be accounted for by the tendency of wings developing very

high lift coefficients to have significant flow separation even at low angles of attack. The variation

in the amount of separated flow with angle of attack may be affecting cm, significantly.# The section pitching-moment increment of an airfoil due to a trailing-edge jet flap at an angle of

attack, based on the square of the wing chord c2 , is given by 1]

"Ac""= (AD)f fE + ((+c(m)6 j 6.1.2. 1-c-. (c'' fcm (Acm)' •m6

where

(ACm)½E is the pitching-moment increment due to the deflection of a leading-edge

device. (If there is no leading-edge device, (Acm)6f = 0.)

P.4  (ACM). is the pitching-moment increment due to the angle of attack of the airfoil. (If
Sa: = 0, (Act) = 0.)

"-Acm is the pitching-moment increment due to trailing-edge flaps. The flap system is

• c. 6  treated as a series of plain flaps using the principle of superposition. The

pitching moments of all of these flaps are then summed to give the total. This is
*" illustrated schematically in Sketch (g) by using a triple-slotted flap. The

"treatment of less complex flap systems follows from this example. (For airfoils
with no trailing-edge mechanical flaps., (Acm)6f 0.)

(Acc)6. is the pitching-moment increment due to the jet sheet acting at an angle 6. to
"the trailing-edge camber line. This term may be present with a pure jet flap, or
in the case of EBF and IBF systems where the total turning angle of the jet
exceeds the total deflection angle of the mechanical flap segments. (If 6j = 0,
-(Acr)5 1  0.)
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The above terms of Equation 6.1.2.1-c are evaluated by usirg Steps 1 through 4, respectively, below.

Step 1. Determine (ACm) 6 L by

(ACm)fLE = AC1 X1 - AC2 x2 + Acr 3  6.1.2.1-

a. Evaluate the following expressions:

6 fLE
Aci -- K Cý, 6.1.2.1-e

8fLE
AC2 57.3 6.1.2. 1-f

where

AcI,Ac2 are terms analagous to section lift coefficients. However, the
thickness correction is not applied.

6 fLE is the deflection of the leading-edge device in degrees, as shown
in Figure 6. 1. 1. 1-5 1.

K is equal to c,5 /c, the ratio of the extended wing chord to the
retracted wing chord. (Note that the extended wing chord
includes the extensions of both leading- and trailing-edge flaps.
The definition of the extended chord lengths is shown in
Figures 6.1.1.1-44 through -46 for trailing-edge flaps and
Figure 6.1.1.1-51 for leading-edge flaps.)

c25a is the section lift effectiveness due to the deflection of a
hypothetical flap of chord ca.-

Ca = C66  CfLE 6.1.2.1-g

where CfLE is the chord of the leading-edge flap defined in
Figure 6.1.1.1-51. This parameter is obtained from Figure
6.1.1.1-49 as a function of ca/c 56 * and the trailing-edge jet
momentum C' . C' is the section nondimensional trailing-edge
jet momentum coefficient based on the extended airfoil chord

c
C, CA'= C. -(see Sketch (a) Section 6.1.1.1).

'A66

'When using Figure 6.1.1.1-49 in this section, it is necessary to substitute c /16 6 or cf/c 6 6 for c¢fc' on the figure.

6.1.2.1-10
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C90•I "is the jet-flap lift-curve slope obtained from Figure 6,1.1.1-49 at
Ccf/C66  1,* as a function of the trailing-edge jet momentum
coefficient C'

b. Determine the corresponding moment arms:

, c c6 , c 6.1.2.1-h

X M CLE ac.Ci5
x - +- 6.1.2.1-i',. 

Cc • c

where

HxM
-m is the desired pitching-moment reference point expressed as a

fraction of the basic airfoil chord, measured positive aft from
the basic airfoil leading edge, parallel to the wing chord.

cLE
"- is the ratio of the airfoil chord with only the leading-edge devicec extended to the basic airfoil chord.

is the center-of-lift location of the incremental load due to flap
"8 c•6 deflection. This parameter is obtained from Figure 6.1 .2. 1-37 as

a function of ca/c 66 and the trailing-edge jet momentum C'.. It
is measured positive aft from the extended-airfoil leading edge,, ,parallel to the free stream.

7 ,xa.c.

- is the aerodynamic-center location obtained from Figure
6.1.2.1-37 at cr/c66  = 1.0, as a function of C' . It is measured"* positive aft from the extended-airfoil leading edge, parallel to
the free stream.

is defined in Step la. (See definition of K.):i . C

'. c. Determine Acr 3 from

"CfLE
"ACr 3  C sin fLE 6.1.2. 1-jc

,*Whe using Figure 6.1,1.1-49 in this sftion, it is necesaery to subititute t Olc6 o f N/6 for c /c' on the figure.

I 
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where

•1CM is the section nondimensional trailing-edge jet momenlum
coefficient based on the basic airfoil chord (see Sketch (a)
Section 6.1.1.1).

CfLE

--- is the ratio of the chord of the leading-edge flap, as defined in
c Figure 6.1.1.1-5 1, to the basic airfoil chord.

8fLE is defined in Step la.

Step 2. Determine (Acr,)a by

(Acre)C' Ac 4 X2 + Acm4  6.1.2.1-k

a. Evaluate Ac4 from

-:-2 a

Ac4 = cK 6.1.2.1-R, -" ~57.3 ca

where

Ac is a term analagous to the section lift coefficient. However, the
thickness correction is not applied.

a is the angle of attack of the airfoil in degrees.

"K and c2 are defined in Step Ia above.

b. Evaluate Ace 4 from

ACm4 = -CM[ + (CL j -1 6.1.2.1--mCM4- c c 57.3

"O0 All terms have been previously defined in the preceding steps.

Step 3. Determine (Acr) 6 f from

*n
(ACm)bf = • (Ac5 )1 (xsN 6.1.2. 1-n

6=.

• ,. ,6 .1 .2 .1 -1 2
0

""-- - -



L

The subscript n refers to the total flap segments; i.e., in triple-slotted flaps, n = 3,
double-slotted flaps, n = 2, and single-slotted or plain flaps, n = 1. The subscript i
refers to a particular tlap segment, where the forward segment is I and the aft
segment is n.

a. Evaluate (Ac5)j from

bfi

(Acs)i 5 K c16fi 6.1.2.1-o

where

(Ac5 )i is a term analagous to the section lift coefficient. However, the
thickness correction is not applied.

5 is the deflection of the ith flap segment in degrees. The value of
the last flap segment used in this instance depends upon the
effective jet angle jeff, determined by using Equation 6.1.4. 1 -d

n

of Section 6. 1.4.1 or obtained from test data. If bjeff > ,
i~ I

then the last flap deflection is that determined from construct-
ing the straight line elements relative to the wing-chord line as

n
depicted in Sketches (f) and (g). If 5jeff fi then the last

,t i=l

flap deflection isgiven by

n-1

.8 fn = 8eff- 6 fi 6.1.2.1-p
:'. i=l

CI! cfi is the rate of change of section lift coefficient with respect to
flap deflection. The value is obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-49 as
a function of the trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient C'
and the ratio of the flap chord (of the ?th flap segment) to the
extended airfoil chord cfi!c 65. For flaps with Fowler-type

4 motion, the flap chord is defined as shown in Sketch (g).

K is defined in Step la.

b. Determine the corresponding moment arm

"" L Xfi C'56
- .(xs)i = + -c 1) . . . 6.1.2 , 1-q

c C56 C

6.1.2.1-13
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where

xfi
- is the center-of-lift location of the incremental load due to the

C66 deflection of the ith flap segment. This parameter is obtained
from Figure 6.1.2.1-37 as a function of the trailing-edge jet
momentum C' and the ratio of the flap chord to the extended
wing-chord cO cW6 •

All other terms have been defined in Step lb above.

Step 4. Determine (Acm),: from

(Acm) 6j. Ac 6 x6  6.1.2.1-r

a. Evaluate Ac6 from

6.

Ac6  - K cg 6.1.2.1-s

where

Ac 6  is a term analagous to the section lift coefficient. However, the
thickness correction is not applied.

6. is the deflection of a pure jet flap, in degrees, relative to the
trailing-edge camber line (see Sketch (g)). For ILF and EBF
systems if

6j, ff > Si, then
i,=1

II

= 6e-- 1fi 6.1.2.1 -t

If not, then 6, = 0. Terms are defined in Step 3a.

c261  is the rate of change of section lift coefficient with respect to
jet deflection, obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-49 at cf/c 66 = 0,
as a function of the trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient C'.

K is defined in Step I a.
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b. Determine the corresponding moment arm

1

x6 = -- + --( - I X- C8 6.12.1-uC C6 6 C

where

x.
-- is the center-of-lift location of the incremental load due to the
C86 jet deflection. This parameter is obtained from Figure

6.1.2.1-37 at cf/C65 = 0, as a function of the trailing-edge jet
momentum coefficient C'

All other terms have been defined in Step Ib above.

Theoretically, 'this equation, within the context of linearized theory, is exact only for an airfoil of
zero thickness. Unlike the lift equation, no comparable wing-chord thickness correction exists foy
the pitching-moment increment.

Sample Problems

1. Plain Trailing-Edge Flap (Method 1)

Given: A flapped airfoil from Reference 11.

Clark Y airfoil cf/c 0.30 6f = 450 t/c = 0.117
1',

Re= 0.61 x 106 tan 2T- = 0.142 xrf/c = 0.25 c'/c = 1.0

Compute:

(C26)theory = 4.51 per rad (Figure 6.1.1.1-39a)

(c2a)th eory- 0.721 (Figure 4 .1.1.2-8a)

(ce,)theory

K' = 0.518 (Figure 6.1.1.1-40)
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Ace = 8f /(tc'a (CE)hr K' (quation 6.1.1.1-c)

45
=- (0.516)(4.51)(0.518)

= 0.947

Xc.p./c' = 0.425 (Figure 6.1.2.1-35a)

Solution:

Acm ()] (Ecpqation 6.1.2. 1-a)

= (0.947) [0.25 - (0.425)(1)1

-0. 166 (based on c2 and measured about c/4)

This compares with a test value of -0.195 from Reference 11.

2. Plain Trailing-Edge Flap (Method 2)

Given: A flapped airfoil from Reference 40.

NACA 65 1-210airfoil cf/c = 0.20 a= 15° f/c = 0.25

Solution:

Acm -0.130 (based on c2 and measured about c/4) (Figure 6.1.2.1-35b)

"S This compares with a test value of -0.142 from Reference 40.

3. Plain Leading-Edge Flap

*- Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 9.

NACA 0006 airfoil cfLE/C =0.15 5 =200 M =0.15

Xrrf/(" = 0.25 Ac2 = -0.057 (Example 8, Section 6.1.1.1)

C'/c 1.0 a 0 c2 =0 cm =0

- 6.1.2. -16
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Compute:

CmSLE -.-0.00116 perdeg (Figure 6.1.2.1-36)

ACmLE CmLE ( f) LE + + C +Cm - + 0.75 C) --

(Equation 6.1.2. 1-b)

= -0.00116 (1.0)2 (20) + (0.25 + 0)(-0.057) + 0[(1.0)2 - 1.0] + 0.75 (0)(1)(1 - 1)

= -0.0232 - 0.0143

= --0.0375 (based on c2 and measured about c/4)

This compares with a test value of -0.026 from Reference 9.

4. Jet Flaps

Given: The IBF airfoil with a double-slotted trailing-edge Fowler flap and leading-edge Krueger
flap.

4 
CLE

F"50 1.174 "/-e- 0.10 _--1.0--

:: ~CHORD LINE

M c< c

C2  C 2

"" • :" :"AFT- FLAP/
."" CHORD LINE/

1 x•,c 
'- L• C Fg CLE•-, = 5.0 6b -- 1. 174 = 0.105 -- = 1.068

CC Cc , 2 cI x
- = 0.306 0.074 --a=0.2530
c t:c

6fLE 300 bfl 300 6r2 = 15° 6U 560 62 38)
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Compute:

Step 1. (Ac,,),

C6A

K - = 1.174
C

C. "C6-6 CfLE (Equation 6.1.2.1-g)

ca CfLE jO66

IC
8 5  C /C"

0.105
1.174

- 0.9106

ICctJ -. ,/=

5.0

1.174

= 4.259

* a 13.83 per rad

S(Figure 6.1.1.1-49)
CRa = 14.00 per rad

5fI.E

Ari, -3 K cg0 (Equation 6.1.2. 0-e)

57.3
= (1.174)(13.83)

= 8.501
6fLE

Ac2 =--'Kcga (Equation 6.1.2.1-f)
57.3

30
= - (1.174)(14.00)

57.3

= 8.605
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Xa
- 0.235' C66

(Figure 6.1.2.i-37)
xat.c.I

- 0.202
C55

x= - + (-CL 1) X. C66 (Equation 6.1.2.1-h)
C \ c C66 C

= 0.25 +(1.068 - 1) - (0.235)(1.174)

= 0.0421

x ILE .. aC6
x= -- + - ) (Equation 6.1.2.1-i)C cc 66

= 0.25 + (1.068 - 1) - (0.202)(1.174)

= 0.0809

•i CfL E
= - sin 5tLE (Equation 6.1.2.1-i)

= (5.0)(0.105)(sin 300)

- 0.2625

(ACm)L = Ac 1 X1 -- AC2 X2 + ACM3  (Equation 6.1.2.1-d)

= (8.501)(0.0421) - (8.605)(0.0809) + (0.2625)

- -0.0757

Step 2. (Acm).

oi

Ac 4  57.3K c90 (Equation 6.1.2,1-R)

3.0
-- (1.174)(14.00)
57.34

= 0.861

6.1.2.1-19
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Ac 4 - - 1 + (OLE W`c c (Equation 6.1.2. 1-m)

-(5.0)(0.25 + (1-068 1)] (3.0)

57.3

= -0.0832

(ACm) AC4 X2 + ACCm 4  (Equation 6.1.2.1-k)

(0.861)(0.0809)-. 0.0832
= -0.0135

Step 3. (ACm) 6f

n = 2, since there are two flap segmentsI.

jeff "- 2u + 6Q) (Equation 6 .1.4.1-d)

22 '-56 +3)

47o

nTherefore, since 6jcff >,5f fl + 2 ) 450, Sf 5 (see Step 3a)i=l

CfI C1  C2S= -+-- (See Sketch (g))c c c

= 0.074 + 0.306

0.380

Cfl f/ Cf

66 - 66

= 0.380/1.174

0.3237

For i = I (forward flap segment)

CQ6f 12.33 per rad (Figure 6.1.1.1-49)

6.1.2.1-20
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(Ac 5 )1  5. K c2 (Equation 6.1.2. I-o)

3--0"•:i = • (1.174)(12.33)

= 7.579

Si" 
Xfl 0.490 (Figure 6.1.2.1-37)

C C
) -- 1 Xfl C 66

(x 
- - (Equation 6 .1. 2 .1-q)

C6 6 C

= 0.25 +(1.068 - 1) - (0.490)(1.174)

= -0.2573

For i 2 (aft flap segment)

Cf2 Cf/88

- 0.306/1.174 = 0.2606

Cf2 = 12.05 perrad (rigure6.1.1.1-49)

6f2
(Ac 5 )2  5 K. (Equation 6.1.2, 1-o)

€ 15-15 (1.174)(12.05)

57,3

3.703

Xf 2
= -0.521 (Figure 6.1.2.1-37)

(x• c-\-" - 1 (Equation 6.1.2. I-q)C66 C

-- 0.25 + (1.068 - 1) - (0.521)(1.174)

= -0.2937
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(ACm)8f = = (Acs)i(x 5)i (Equation 6 .1.2. i-n)

= (Ac 5 )l (x 5) 1  (ac5)2(X5)2 I

= (7.579X-0.2573) + (3.703)(-0.2937)

= -3.0376

Step 4. (Acm)

C =j 10.07 per rad (Figure 6.1.1.1-49)

nSince 8Jeff >Z 5f, (Step 3), then

ril

5J= eff -V 6 fi

= 8Jeff - ( 6 fl + bf 2 ) " "

= 47-(30+ 15)I

=20

Ac6  57.3 K c (Equation 6.1.2.1-s)

-- (1.174)(10.07)
57.3

=0.4126

X.
- 0.658 (Figure 6.1.2.1-37)CS6

x6 = X + _- 1) -1 7- (Equation 6.1.2. 1-u)

- 0.25 + (1.068 - 1) - (0.658)(1.174)

= -0.4545
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(Ac.) 1 = Ac 6 x6  (Equation 6.1.2.1-r)

= (0.4164)(-0.4545)

= -0.1875

Solution:

ACm = (ACn)fLE + (ACm), + (ACm)6f + (ACM) 5. (Equation 6.1.2.1-c)

= -0.0757 - 0.0135 - 3.0376 - 0.1875

= -3.314 (based on c2)
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TABLE 6.1.2.1-A
PLAIN TRAILING-EDGE FLAP PITCHING.MOMENT EFFECTIVENESS

(METHOD 1)
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Ref. Airfoil /c 6f Acm Acm Percent

Section (deg) Calc. Test Error

36 23012 0.10 0.238 10 -0.063 -0.070 -10.0

I 20 -0.113 -0.105 7.6

i 30 -0.134 -0.130 3.1

I 40 --0.161 -0.160 0.6

I 50 -0,187 -0.180 3.9
60 -0,212 -0.195 8.7

11 Clark Y 0.10 0.250 10 -0.041 -0.070 -41.4

30 -0.088 -0.125 -29.6

45 -0.113 -0.159 -28.9

60 -0.137 -0.165 -17.0

35 23012 0.20 0.238 10 -0.086 -0.090 -4.4

2 I 20 -0.151 -0.150 0.79
30 -0.173 -0.180 -3.9

45 -0.219 -0.215 1.9
60 -0.258 -0.240 7.5

37 23012 0.20 0.250 15 -0.119 -0.122 --2.5

S1 4 4 30 -0.163 -0.170 -4.1

11 23012 0.20 0.250 15 -0.086 -0.130 -33.8

30 -0.116 -0.178 -34.8
! 45 --0.148! -0.220 --32.7

4 , 460 -0.174 -0.235 -26.0

22 Circular 0.20 0.250 20 -0.164 -0.133 23.3
Arc .06c 140 -0.220 -0.174 26.4

* 4 60 -0.280 -.0.220 27.3

Circular 0.20 0.250 20 -0.134 -0.130 3.1
Arc 0.10c 40 --0.180 -0.188 -4.3

"1 4 60 -0.230 -0.220 4.5

40 651-210 0.20 0.250 5 -0.048 -0.062 -22.6

"I 10 -0,098 -0.110 -10.9

i 5 -0,056 -0.051 9.8
10 -0,110 -0.101 8.9

, 15 -0,162 -0.142 14.1
* $ 20 -0.194 -0.166 16.9
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TABLE 6.1.2.1-A (CONTO)

Ref. Airfoil Cf/c Xref/ c 6f Acm Percent(deg) Calc. Test Error

18 Double Wedge 0.25 0.250 10 -0.107 -0.100 7.0

',I I 20 -0.180 -0.163 10.4

40 -0.244 -0.194 25.8

50 -0.278 -0.220 26.4
60 -- 0.309 -0.225 37.3

9 0006 0.30 0.250 20 -0.166 -0.180 -7.8

356 -10.201 -0.225 37.3

50 -0.267 -0.250 2,8

20 0009 0.30 0.250 10 -0,098 -0.100 -2,0

20 -0.156 -0.160 -2,5

30 -0.179 -0.170 5.3

40 -0.212 -0.200 6.0

45 -0.201 -0.220 -8.6

11 Clark Y 0.30 0.250 10 -0.068 -0.100 -32.0

z-o III-0.125 -0.170 -26.5

45 -0.166 -0.195 -14.9

' 60 -0.189 -0.185 2.2

39 16-009 0.329 0.250 10.3 -0.072 -0.075 -4.0

38 0009-64 0.334 0.250 5.9 -0.048 -0.059 -18.7

7.9 -0.064 -0.072 -11.7

9.9 -0.080 -0.089 -10.1

19 0009 0.50 0.250 10 -0.094 -0.086 9.3

II20 -0.129 -0.150 -14.0

30 -01153 -0.196 -21.9

40 -0.183 -0239 --23.4
45 -- 0.198 --0.258 --23.3

• ZElel
Average Error - - 14.2%

n
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TABLE 6.1.2.1-8
PLAIN TRAILING-EDGE FLAP PITCHING-MOMENT EFFECTIVENESS

(METHOD 2)
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Ref.Airfoil cf /c cm/4 Cmc/4 PercentSection (deg) Celc. Test Error

36 23012 0,10 10 -0,053 -0.073 -27.4

20 -0.103 -0.110 -6.4

30 -0.140 -0.137 2.2

40 -0.162 -0.168 -3.6

50 -0.173 -0.190 -8.9

60 -0.178 -0.206 -13.6

11 Clark Y 0.10 10 -0.053 -0.070 -24.3

I 30 -0.140 -0.125 12,0

i 45 -0.168 -0.159 5.7

f 60 -0.178 -0.165 7,9

"36 23012 0.20 10 -0.090 -0.094 -4.3

J20 -0.162 -0.158 2.5

I 30 --0.200 -0.190 5.3

, 45 -0.223 -0.227 -1.8

60 -0,236 -0.255 -7.5

- 37 23012 0.20 15 -0.130 --0.122 6.6

j 30 -0,200 -0.170 17.6

11 23012 0.20 16 -0,130 -0.130 0

30 -0.200 -0.178 12.4

* 45 -0.223 -0,220 1.4

"60 -0.236 -0.235 0.4

22 Circular 0.20 20 -0.162 -0.133 21.8
Arc 0.06c 40 -0.217 -0.174 24.7

S4 60 -0.236 -0.220 7.3

Circular 0.20 20 -0.162 -0.130 24.6

Arc 0.10c 40 -0.217 --0.188 15.4

60 -0.236 -0.220 7.3
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TABLE 6.1.2.1-9 (CONTD)

A i¢ 0 f (.14 C/4 PercentRef. Secton (dog) C e1¢c. TEet Error

40 65 -2 0 0,20 5 -0.048 -0,062 -22.6

10 -0.,390 -0.110 -18.2

5 -0.048 -. 0.051 -5.9

10 -0.090 -0.101 -10.9
15 -0.130 -0.142 -8.5

20 -0.162 -- 0.166 -2.4

18 Double Wedge 0.25 10 -0.110 -.0. I 00 10.0

20 -0.195 -0,163 19.6

I 40 -0.268 -0.194 38.1

50 -0.2,43 0.220 28.6
I 60 -0,292 -0.225 29.8

9 0 0 006 0.30 20 -0.167 -01180 -7.2

35 -0.237 -0.205 15.6

50 -0.258 -0,250 3.2

20 0009 0.30 10 --0,090 -0.100 -1o0.

70 -0,167 -0.160 4.4

30 --0.218 -0.170 28.2

40 -0.243 -0.200 21.5
45 -0.252 -0,220 14.5

Clark Y 0.30 10 -0.090 -0.100 -10,0

I I 30 -0,218 -0.170 28.2

I 45 -0.252 -0.195 29.2

60 -0.?65 -0.185 43.2

39 16090.329 103-0.093 -0.076 24.0

19 0009 0.50 10 -0.077 -0.086 -10.5

,j20 -0.144 -0 150 -4.0

,30 -0.195 -0.196 -0.5

.- 40 -- 0.235 -0.239 -1.7
S45 -- 0.250 -0.258 -3,1

"1ý lei
Averare Error - - 12.6%

6.n
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TABLE 6.1.2.1 -C
SINGLE-SLOTTED TRAILING-EDGE FLAP PITCHING-MOMENT EFFECTIVENESS

(METHOD 1)
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Ref. Airfoil 6 Acm Acm e

Section cf/c c'/c Xwe/c m Percent
f (deg) Caic. Test Error

23 2,3012 0.15 1.150 0.238 30 -0.300 -0.300 0

26 23021 0.15 1.150 0.223 60 -0.366 -0.380 -3.7

27 63(420).222, 0.243 1.070 0.210 40 .- 0.327 *-0.300 9.0
a-0.1

23 23012 0.25 1.250 0.238 40 -0.583 -0.620 -6.0

26 23021 0.25 1.250 0.223 40 -0.540 -0.520 3.8

24 66,2-216, 0.25 1.029 0.250 10 -0.101 -0.105 -3.8
a =0.6 1.043 20 -0.204 -0.240 -15.0

1.058 30 -0.289 -0.327 -11.6

1.068 40 -0.332 -0.384 -13.5
1.073 50 -0.338 -0.405 -16.5

25 66,2-216, 0.25 1.014 0.250 10 -0.097 --0.112 -13.4

a * 0.6 1.029 20 -0.194 -0.234 -17.1
1.043 30 -0.27^6 -0.360 -23.3
1.058 40 --.0.323 -0.410 -21.2
1.066 50 -0.331 -0.400 -17.3

6 65-210 0.25 1.144 0.250 28.2 -0.359 -0.425 -15.5
I 1.141 34.5 -0.404 -0.445 -9.2

1.135 39.5 -0.420 --0.500 -16.0
1.146 44.7 -0.428 -0.462 -7.4

1.075 29.1 -0.308 -0.360 -14.4
1.078 39.1 -0.361 -0.420 --14.1

* 1.076 44.1 -0.363 -0.445 -18.4

t 1.076 49.1 -0.359 -0.395 -9.1

36 23012 0.257 1.030 0.238 10 -0.110 -0.110 0

I I 1.050 20 -0.226 -0.240 -5.8
Ij 1.060 30 -0.320 -0.355 -9.9

1.070 40 -0.377 -0.395 -4.6
S1.080 50 -0.384 -0.355 8.2

21 23021 0.257 1.035 0.223 10 -0.116 -0,130 -10.8

1.035 20 -0.223 -0.270 -17.4
1.070 30 -0.324 -0.350 -7.4

* 1.070 40 -0.352 -0.400 -12.0
1.070 50 -0.362 -0.405 -10.6
1.060 60 -0.377 -0.405 -6.9
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TABLE 6.1.2.1-C (CONTO)

Ref. Airfoil Cf/C --- Xr•/C -f AcC A(re e
61 Am A% Percent

Section (deg) Calc. Test Error

21 23021 0.257 1.037 0.223 20 -0.224 -0.255 -12.2
I1.050 30 -0.306 -0.330 -7.3
I I 1.063 40 -0.345 -0.320 7.8

1 1.054 50 -0.347 -0.340 2.1
1.065 60 -0.381 -0.360 5.8

35 23012 0.267 1.260 0.238 30 --0.533 -0.600 -11.2

31 23012 0.30 1.200 0.238 10 -0.189 -0.205 -7.8
20 -0.363 -0.325 11.7
30 -0.502 -0.435 15.4
40 -0.574 -0.540 6.3
50 -0.677 -0.560 3.0

10 -0.189 -0.220 -14.1
20 -0.363 -0.395 -8.1

30 --0.502 -0.500 0.4
40 -0.574 -0.515 11.5

1.310 10 -0.236 -0.320 -26.3
20 -0.449 -0.525 -14.5
30 -0.602 -0.685 -12.1I 40 -0.661 -0.700 -5.6

28 23021 0.40 1.032 0.223 10 -0.148 -0.155 -4.5
1.075 20 -0.320 -0.310 3.2

1.085 30 -0.435 -0.400 8.8
1.055 40 -0.458 -0.390 17.5
1.095 50 -0.505 -0.425 18.8

29 23030 0.40 1.040 0.140 10 -0.203 -0.195 4.1

1.080 20 -0.406 -0.410 -1.0I I 1.100 30 -0.544 -0.545 -0.2{ 1.150 40 -0.655 -0.570 14.9S1.160 50 -0.707 -0.650 8.8

30 23012 0.40 1.065 0.238 10 -0.155 -0.145 6.9
1.088 20 -0.323 -0.300 7.7
1.103 30 -0,462 -0.440 5.0
1.093 40 -0,515 -0.355 45.1
1.090 50 -0.519 -0.420 23.6

1.082 10 -0.162 -0.150 8.0
1.100 20 -0.332 -0.300 10.7

1.102 30 -0.462 -0.405 14.1
1.110 40 -0.538 -0.400 34.5
1.090 50 -0.519 -0.420 23.6

I;Iel

Average Error . 11.2%n
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TABLE 6.1.2.1-D
DOUBLE-SLOTTED TRAILING-EDGE FLAP PITCHING-MOMENT EFFECTIVENESS

(METHOD 1)
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

"- 0,.,1

eRef. tAirfoil cl/c c2 1c c'/C xref/c f1  2 CM PercentSCn(dog) (deg) Caic. Test Error

- 41 23012 0.170 0.257 1.221 0.238 25 35 -0.804 -0.713 12.8

* 42 23021 0.147 0.257 1.229 0.223 30 40 -0.976 -0.773 26.3

43 64-208 0.056 0.250 1.127 0.250 25 25 -0.573 -0.641 5.9

1410 0.075 0.250 1.141 25 25 -0.595 -0.606 -1.8

63-210 1.138 25 25 -0.612 -0.578 5.9

65-210 1.143 25 25 -0.597 -0.584 2.2

-. 66-210 1.144 25 30 -0.598 -0.583 2.6

64-208 1.148 30 15 -0.668 -0.568 17.6

64-212 1.152 30 20 -0.645 -0.606 6.4

"64-210 1.139 30 25 -0.635 -0.633 0.3

66-210 0.100 0.250 1.172 25 35 -0.675 --0.563 19.9

6 65-210 0.075 0.250 1.139 0.250 15 25 -0,537 -0.550 -2.3

1.146 20 26 -0.582 -0,583 -0.2

1.143 25 25 -0.607 -0.590 2.9

1.148 30 25 -0.640 -0.590 8.5
S1.133 35 25 -0.639 --0.557 14.7

10 64A010 0.075 0.250 1.133 0.250 30 22.7 -0.631 -0.550 14.7

30 22.7 -0.631 -0.520 21.4

* 44 653S18 0.100 0.245 1.175 0.250 23 42 --0.670 -0.714 -6.2

7 23012 0.143 0.257 1.145 0.238 30 20 -0.737 -0.654 12.7

1.160 30 30 -0.806 -0.703 14.9

1.110 10 40 -0.509 -0.527 -3.4

1.110 20 10 -0.459 -0.472 -2.8

1.115 40 0 -0.545 -0.410 32.9

r 1.101 0 30 -0.358 -0.342 4.7

Average Error - = 9.8%
In
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TABLE 6.1.2,1 -E

"SPLIT TRAILING-EDGE FLAP PITCHING-MOMENT EFFECTIVENESS
(METHOD 1)

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

e

Ref. Airfoil / Xref/c Cm cACm Percent
Section (deg) Calc. Test Error

8 23012 0.10 0.238 15 -0.085 -0.085 0

* 30 -0,147 -0.145 1.4

" " I j 45 -0.185 -0.185 0

60 -0.211 -0.195 8.2

75 -- 0226 -0.185 21.6

a 23021 0.10 0.223 15 -0.123 -0.080 53.8

30 -0.207 -0.150 38.0

I 45 -0.267 -0.210 27.2

I 60 -0.305 -0.250 22.0

75 -0.328 -0.250 31.2

46 66,1-212 0.20 0.250 40 -0.204 -0.205 -0.5

50II -0.228 -0.219 4.1

1111 60 -0246 --0.235 4.7S70 -0.258 -0.234 10.3

46 651-212 0.20 0.250 40 -0.204 -0.191 6.8

I II 50 -0.228 -0.212 7.5

I I . 1 60 -0.246 -0.221 11.3

" 70 -0.258 -0,211 22.3

* 46 66(215)-216 0.20 0.250 40 -0.236 -0.232 1.7

5I 50 -0.264 -0.257 2.7

6I 0 -0.286 -0.262 9.21 4 70 -0.304 -0.264 15.2

21 23012 0,20 0.238 5 -0.036 -0.026 38.5

10 -0.070 -0.060 16.7

"15 -0.106 -0.090 17.8

20 -0.134 -0.116 15.5

30 -0.179 -0.170 5.3
"45 -0.228 -0.214 6.5
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TABLE 6.1.2.1-E (CONTD)

Ref. Airfoil rf /c Xrfc 9f Ac, ACM eOOnAgrfoi~Percent

Section reC (deg) Calc Test Error

34 23021 0.20 0.250 15 -0.134 -0.103 30.1

I 30 -0.224 -0.200 12.0

45 -0.292 -0.252 15.9

60 -0.332 -0.280 18.6

75 -0.358 -0.271 32.1

23012 0.30 0.238 15 -0.110 -0.115 -4.3

I 30 -0.185 -0.185 0

45 -0.236 -0.230 2.6

60 -0.267 -0,242 10.3

8 23021 0.30 0.223 15 -0.160 -0.140 14.3

30 -0.267 -0.245 9.0

45 -0.345 -0.325 6.2

60 -0.394 -0.360 9.4

75 -0.422 -0.365 156

8 23012 0.40 0.238 15 -0.110 -0.102 7.8

30 -0.188 -0.185 1.6

45 -0.238 -0.230 3.5

6 60 -0.269 -0.245 9.8

a 23021 0.40 0.223 15 -0.163 -0.153 6.5

30 -0.271 -0.272 -0.4

45 -0.350 -0.360 -2.8

60 --0.402 -0.407 -1.2

z£lei
Average Error - - = 12.5%

n
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6.1.2.2 SECTION DERIVATIVE Cm, WITH HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

Mechanical Flaps

According to thin-airfoil theory, camber, such as that due to flaps, does not affect the
moment-curve slope of an airfoil section. Experimental data verify this for the angle-of-attack and
flap-deflection ranges for which the flow is attached over the airfoil and flap surfaces. This aspect of
the subject is. discussed with respect to lift for various types of flaps in Section 6.1.1.2.

A typical set of data is shown in Sketch (a) for plain trailing-edge flaps.

(+) APPROXIMATE
LINEAR
RANGE

0 = -200 a-'•'• "

:ii•Cmc/4 0--' \' 8 " R' ()

2 20
•Xx X /t---600/

SKETCH (a)

The approximate linear range is noted in the sketch. At angles of attack above the linear range the
flow separates over the flap surface, and the additional loading due to the flap is lost. A pitch-up
tendency results. At angles of attack below the linear range the flow separates on the underside of
the airfoil, causing a forward shift in center of pressure and a nose-up moment change.

Theoretically, the pitching-moment-curve slope is affected both by leading- and trailing-edge devices
that extend beyond the chord of the basic airfoil. These changes, predicted by thin-airfoil theory,
along with a recommended empirical factor for trailing-edge devices, are presented in Reference 1.
Attempts to substantiate these equations by using available test data of References 2 through 8 have
proved unsatisfaclory. The test data from these references do not indicate a consistent dependence
of pitching-moment-curve slope upon airfoil-chord extension as prcdicted by thin-airfoil theory.

Jet Flaps

The aerodynamic-center location for a jet-flap airfoil is dependent upon the trailing-edge jet
.. momentum coefficient C. and upon the extent to which leading- and trailing-edge flaps extend

beyond the basic airfoil.

6.1.2.2-1
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Considerations of clarity and simplicity of presentation dictated a deviation from normal Datcom
practice in that the effect of jet flaps on cma was included in Section 6.1.2.1, which deals with the
pitching-moment increment Acm.

DATCOM METHODS

1. Leading- and Trailing-Edge Mechanical Flaps

-The parameter dcm/dc2  for various flap deflections is th( ie as that for zero flap deflection foi
angles of attack near zero. However, the linear range for t-. ,arameter becomes very small at the
higher flap deflections. N

2. Jet Flaps

The variation of pitching moment with angle of attack for airfoil sections equipped with jet flaps is
covered in the jet-flap method of Section 6.1.2. 1. The range of applicability and the limitations of
the method are discussed there and in Section 6.1. 1. 1.
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6.1.2.3 SECTION PITCHING MOMENT NEAR MAXIMUM LIFT WITH HIGH-LIFT
"AND CONTROL DEVICES

It is shown in reference 1 that near maximum-lift conditions the pitching-moment increment due to flap
deflection is a function of the corresponding lift increment and is nearly independent of flap and airfoil
geometry. The summary chart from this reference is presented in this section for estimating pitching-
moment increments due to flap deflection at high angles of attack. The flap types covered include plain,
slotted, and Fowler trailing-edge flaps and leading-edge flaps and slats. The chart is applicable only to that
part of the cm versus c. curve just below the moment break.

DATCOM METHOD

Section pitching-moment increments due to high-lift and control devices are obtained from figure 6.1.2.3-3.
The section-lift increment Ac2 used in reading this chart is obtained from the appropriate method of Sec-
tion 6.1.1.1. The section-lift increment for airfoils with both leading-edge and trailing-edge devices is
obtained by adding the individual increments calculated by the methods of Section 6.1.1.1.

"The design chart is based on the test data of references 2 through 28. The accuracy of the method, within
the boundaries of the test points on the chart, is dependent upon the accuracy, of the value of Ac2 used in
reading the design chart. The limitations of the method are the same as those of the methods of Sec-
"tion 6. 1. 1.1 for determining the section-lift increments.
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6.1.3 SECTION HINGE MOMENT OF HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

4, Hinge moments are affected by many factors, such as balance ratio, balance shape, basic airfoil
characteristics, trailing-edge angle, trailing-edge bluntness, gap size and geometry, tab controls and
trimmers, etc. Hinge moments are also nonlinear with angle of attack and flap deflection,
particularly at moderate to large angles. The hinge moments of trailing-edge controls are sensitive to
boundary-layer conditions and hence to Reynolds-number effects. All of the above items cause the
prediction of hinge moments to be very difficult. Test data on the particular configuration under
consideration or one closely resembling it should always be preferred to characteristics obtained
from generalized methods. (Summaries of early hinge-moment test data used in determining the
effects of various factors on hinge moments can be found in References I and 2.)

The methods presented in subsequent sections are limited to the range of flap deflections and angles
of attack for which the hinge moments are linear, i.e., those conditions for which the flow is
attached over the control surface. The angles of attack and flap deflections at which the flow
separates over a plain, sealed control are interrelated and depend upon the flap-chord-to-wing-chord
ratio. Approximate boundaries for linear control effectiveness are presented in Figure 6.1.3-2. This
chart, taken from Reference 3, is based on test data on an NACA 0009 airfoil.

The sign convention for hinge moments is that a positive hinge moment tends to rotate the
control-surface trailing edge down, i.e., a positive control deflection.

REFERENCES

. Sears, R. I.: Wind-Tunnel Data on the Aerodynamic Characteristics of Airplane Control Surfaces. NACA WR L-663,
1943. (U)

2. Axelson, J. A.: A Summary and Analysis of Wind Tunnel Data on the Lift and Hinge-Moment Characteristics of Control
Surfaces up to a Mach Number of 0.90. NACA RM A7L02, 1948. (U)

3. Ames, M. B., Jr., arnd Sears, R. I.: Determinntion of Control-Surface Characteristics from NACA Plain-Flap and Tab Data.
NACATR 721, 1941. (U)
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6.1.3.1 SECTION HINGE-MOMENT DERIVATIVE cel OF
HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

For the angle-of-attack range where the flow is attached over the control surface, the variation of
hinge moment with angle of attack is linear. At some angle of attack, depending upon the control
deflection and airfoil and control geometry, the flow separates from the flap surface. The rate of
change of hinge moment with flap deflection increases beyond this point at an increased rate. This
increase can be attributed to the increased loading at the trailing edge on the leeward side that
accompanies separation, i.e., the aft movement of the center-of-pressure location. The approximate
angle of attack at which the flow separates from the surface of a plain, sealed flap oil an
NACA 0009 airfoil is shown as a function of flap deflection angle and flap-chord-to-control-chord
ratio in Figure 6.1.3-2.

Those additional parameters that restrict the linear range are large trailing-edge angles, large
nose-balance ratios, blunt (control) nose shapes, and relatively large airfoil thickness ratios. The
linear hinge-moment range is generally smaller than the corresponding linear lift-increment range
due to control deflection.

Seal and Gap Effects

Unsealing the gap between the nose of the control surface and the basic airfoil affects the
hinge-moment derivative of both plain and balanced controls. For most cases, the hinge-moment
derivative ch becomes more positive when the gap is unsealed. Experimental data indicate that this
effect tends ?o be larger for balanced controls. The method presented herein does not quantitatively
account for the effect of unsealing the gap. In effect, seals or gaps produce a change in the pressure
distribution along the control surface. Therefore, many factors must be considered when analyzing
the effects of gaps or seals, i.e., type and/or location of seal, nose shape, balancing, and the
particular pressure distribution of the airfoil. Sketch (a) illustrates the pressure distributions for aSEAL

OL -___SEALED GAP

S-'--... • UNSEALED GAP

SKETCH (a)
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sealed and unsealed gap on a particular control. (This pressure distribution should not be construed
as being true for all configurations.) In viewing the change in the pressure distribution, the effect of
the hinge-line location (balanced control) becomes evident when determining the effect of the seal
or gap on the hinge-moment derivative.

In view of the difficulty of predicting the effects of seals and gaps, experimental data should be
used whenever possible. Figures 6.1.3.1-9 and -10 (from Reference 1) show the effects of fixing
transition and sealing the tab gap on a modified NACA 651-012 airfoil. For these data, the
flap-chord-to-wing-chord ratio is 0.25, the tab-chord-to-flap-chord ratio is 0.25, and the flap gap is
sealed.

DATCOM METHOD

A. SUBSONIC

The method presented for estimating the hinge moment of trailing-edge controls due to angle of
attack at low speeds is taken from Reference 2. It is based on the theories and data of References 3,

4, and 5, and applies to sealed controls (at the nose) in the linear hinge-moment range only. It is not

valid for horn-balanced controls. The hinge-moment derivative c,, is based on the control chord
squared c 2 (where the control chord cf is measured from the hinge line aft to the trailing edge).s fi

The method is broken down into a logical sequence of calculations that account for various factors
in the following order:

1. Radius-nose, sealed, plain trailing-edge control for which the thickness condition

OTE 0 TE OTE t
tan- = tan - =tan -

2 2 2 c

is satisfied.

2. Thickness distribution when

0TE 1T TE OTE t
tan - = tan - = tan- - I

2 2 2 c

is not satisfied.

3. Various control nose shapes and the effect of nose balance.

4. Effects of Mach number.

The semiemnpirical method for determining the section hinge-moment derivativ.e Ch is as follows:
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Step 1. Calculate the hinge-moment derivative C'h, for a radius-nose, sealed, trailing-edge flap for
the following thickness condition:

O#TE 0"TE OTE t
tan- = tan-- -2 2 2 c

by

C'hG (ch ahof ([hatheory (per radian) b,6.1.3.1-a
theory

where

O'TE is the trailing-edge angle defined as the angle between straight lines
passing through points at 90 and 99 percent of the chord on the
upper and lower airfoil surfaces.

0"TE is the trailing-edge angle defined as the angle between straight lines
passing througly points at 95 and 99 percent of the chord on the
upper and lower airfoil surfaces.

OT E is the trailing-edge angle defined as the angle between tangents to the
upper and lower airfoil surfaces at the trailing edge.

C'h a
(ca) - is the ratio of the actual to the theoretical hinge-moment derivative

theory for a radius-nose, sealed-gap, plain trailing-edge flap, obtained from
Figure 6.1.3. 1-1 la.

(ca) is the theoretical hinge-moment derivative for airfoils havingtheory 'TE "TE T•E t

tan - = tan -= tan- =--
2 2 2 c

This parameter is obtained from Figure 6.1.3.1-1 lb.

The parameter c.A/(ce ) used in reading this chart is obtained
from Figure 4.1.1.2-8a. theory

Step 2. If the thickness condition in Step I is satisfied, Step 2 may be omitted. However, if the
thickness condition in Step 1 is not satisfied, correct the hinge-moment derivative C'h, of
Step I to account for the particular thickness distribution by

h h + 2(q 1 - oftan- (per radian)
" theory (c•theory 2 c

6.1.3.1-b
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where

C'ha is obtained from Equation 6.1.3.1-a in Step 1.

(c,) is the theoretical section lift-curve slope obtained from
theory Figure 4.1.1.2-8b as a function of airfoil thickness ratio.

t IT E

The parameters ce,/(cQth and - are obtained as noted above in Step 1.
Stheory 2

For a beveled trailing edge, &"TE should be taken as equal to the angle of the bevel.

It is stated in Reference 2 that under the restriction that there is no separated flow, cha
for a radius-nose control can be determined by using the above equations with an
accuracy of ±0.05 per radian.

"Step 3. Correct the hinge-moment derivative to account for nose-shape and nose-balance effects
by using the following equation (taken from Reference 5):

= ~ ~ O ~ C balance
(Ch = , (per radian) 6.1.3.1-cbalance h•L Cohat'

where

cih is obtained from Step 2, or is equal to C'h, from Step I if the
thickness correction is not required.

(Ch)
balance is obtained from Figure 6.1.3.1-12a for noses of various shapes. The

tlc h. nose shapes corresponding to the curves in Figure 6.1.3.1-.12a are

shown in Figure 6.1.3.1-12b. The balance ratio used in Figure
6.1.3.1-12a is defined by

Balance ratio = -)•6.1.3.1-d

where

cb is the chord of the balance.

* cr is the chord of the control aft of the hinge line.

tc is the thickness of the control at the hinge line.
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Figure 6.1.3.1-12a is taken from Reference 6 and is based on a limited amount of
experimental data on sealed controls. Small changes in nose shape, trailing-edge contour,
and air flow may have significant effects on the hinge-moment derivative of balanced
control surfaces.

Step 4. Mach-number effects should be approximated by the use of test data whenever possible.
However, when no test data. are available, the Mach-number effects may be roughly
approximated by using the Prandtl-Glauert correction; i.e.,

(c) alow speed

Sample Problem

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 7.

NACA 0015 airfoil Plain trailing-edge flap cf/c = 0.30

Round-nose control cb /cf = 0.35 tc/(2cf) 0.1527

O'T B0TE O"T E
Sealed gap tan - 0.164 tan-- 0.169 -tan- = 0.169

"2 2 2

Low speed Re = 2.76 x 106

Compute:
Determine the hinge-moment derivative for a radius-nose, sealed, trailing.edge flap

(Ch) = -0.507 per rad (Figure 6.1.3.1-1 Ib)
theory

I.Q

_= 0.760 (Figure 4.1.1.2-8a)-" (ce=)
theory

C~h
- 0.320 (Figure 6.1.3.1-1la)

(Ch theory

Cph I [(ch.'h'] (ch (Equation 6.1.3.1-a)

= (0.320)(-0.507)

S.-= -0.162 per rad
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Determine if the thickness condition is satisfied; i.e.,

O'T E O"rTE OTE t
tan2 = tan - tan- =-

2.2 2 c

0.164 0.,169 = 0.169 0.15

Determine the hinge-moment derivative accounting for the thickness distribution

(ce) 7.04 per rad (Figure 4.1.1.2-8b)
theory

cha + 2 (C) [I tan T )E t (Equation 6.1.3.1-b)'•:-!f! hery (ezatheory 2 c'

- -0.16z + 2(7.04)[ 1 - 0.760](0.169 - 0.150)

- -0.0978 per rad

Determine the effect of nose shape and nose balance

Balance ratio = c/_) - (Equation 6.1.3.1-d)

= V(0.35)2 - (0.1527)2

0.315

(ch)
Ibalance = 0.50 (Figure 6.1,3.1-12a)

C ha

(,,)[(Ch balan ce

-.(Ch a C he " (Equation 6.1,3.1-c)•[ •at. b ela n c e C ffh ct

= (-0.0978)(0.50)

= -0.0489 per rad

= -0.000853 per deg

This compares with a test value of -0.00 145 per degree from Reference 7.
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B. TRANSONIC

* No method is available for predicting the section hinge-moment derivative Ch. at transonic speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

The method for determining Ch at supersonic speeds is based on the theory of Reference 8. The
theory applies to airfoils with asharp leading and trailing edges, where the angles of attack and
flap-deflection angles are small. In addition, the flow field is assumed to be everywhere supersonic
and inviscid.

DATCOM METHOD

The hinge-moment derivative ch, at supersonic speeds for a symmetric, straight-sided flap with
c1/c < 1/2, regardless of the airfoil section ahead of the flap, is given by

Ch -CI +C 2 
4 TF 6.1.3.1-e

where C1 and C2 are thickness correction factors to the supersonic flat-plate derivative.

2

C1  per radian

(_Y+ I)M 4 - 4(M2
- I)

C2 = per radian2(M2 -1)2

*TE is the trailing-edge angle in radians.

7 is the ratio of specific heats, y = 1.4.

For a symmetric, circular-arc airfoil with cr/c < 1/2, ch is given by

-. - / c_.ChCh:' = C1 I / -- 6.1V.3.1-f

where C1 is defined above, and

adh. . Acha

"-c- is a thickness correction factor for symmetric, circular-arc airfoils obtained from
"tic Figure 6.1.3.1-13.

The method becomes somewhat complicated for more general airfoil shapes. Other airfoil shapes are
* treated in Reference 8.

6.1.3.1-7
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Sample Problem

Given: Symmetric, circular-arc airfoil.

t/c 0.06 cf/c 0.30 M 2.0

Compute:

2 1
C1  0.020 per. deg

Ach

t/c = 0.0008 per deg (Figure 6.1.3.1-13)

Solution:

"AC
""(C-hI - (Equation 6.1.3. 1-f)

=* + t/c / c

" = -0.020 + (0.0008.)(0.06)

= -0.01995 per deg
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6.1.3.2 SECTION HINGE-MOMENT DERIVATIVE Ch6 OF HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

For small control deflections, where the flow is attached over the control surface, the variation of
hinge moment with control deflection is linear. At some deflection angle, depending upon the angle
of attack and airfoil and control geometry, the flow separates from the flap surface. The rate of
change of hinge moment with flap deflection increases beyond this point at an increased rate, as
shown in Sketch (a). This increase can be attributed to the increased loading at the trailing edge on
the leeward side that accompanies separation; i.e., the aft movement of the center-of-pressure
location. The approximate deflection angle at which the flow separates from the surface of a plain,
sealed flap on an NACA 0009 airfoil is shown as a function of angle of attack and
flap-chord-to-control-chord ratio in Figure 6.1.3-2.

UM

-20 -10102

I.-)

TYPICAL CURVE OF HINGE MOMENT
SKETCH (a)

The additional parameters that restrict the liniear range are large trailing-edge angles, large
nose-balance ratios, blunt (control) nose shapes, and relatively large airfoil thickness ratios. The
effect of large nose-balance ratios is shown in Sketch (b) (from Reference 1).

c'h

"-010 20

8 (deg)

* ()

HI'4GE MOMENT WITH VERY
LARGE NOSE BALANCE

SKETCH (b)
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The effect of beveled trailing edges is shown in Sketch (c) (from Reference 1). The linear
hinge-moment range is generally smaller than the corresponding linear lift-increment range due to
control deflection.

TRAILING -
EDGE BEVEL

*-0 -10 10 20
6 (deg)

BEVELED
O..4TE' 400

(-) TE 200

I_ -UNBEVELED
HINGE MOME•.•lT WITH BEVELED TE= 7'

TRAILING EDGE
SKETCH (c)

Unsealing the gap between the nose of the control surface and the basic airfoil affects the
hinge-moment derivative of both plain and balanced controls. The method presented herein does
not quantitatively account for the effect of unsealing the gap (see Section 6.1.3.1 for a discussion of
the salient aspects). Figures 6.1.3.2-10 and -11 (from Reference 2) illustrate the effect of fixing
iransition and sealing the tab gap on a modified NACA 651-012 airfoil. For these data, the
flap-chord-to-wing-chord ratio is 0.25, the tab-chord-to-flap-chord ratio is 0.25, and the flap gap
is sealed.

DATCOM ME;HOD

A. SUBSONIC

The method presented for estimating the hinge moment due to trailing-edge control deflection at
low speeds is taken from Reference 3 and closely parallels the method presented in Section 6.1.3.)!
for predicting the hinge-moment derivative ct,.. This method is based on the theories and data of
References 4, 5, and 6. The method applies to sealed controls (at the nose) in the linear
hinge-moment range only. It is not valid for hoin-balanced controls. The hinge-moment derivative
ch5 is based on the control chcord squared cf 2 (where the contr6l chord cf is measured from the
hinge line aft to the trailing edge).

6.1.3.2-2
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The method is broken down into a logical sequence of calculations that account for various factors
in the following order:

* ". Radius-nose, sealed, plain trailing-edge control for which the condition

OTE F"TE OT E ttan- --tan --- = tan - -
2 2 2 c

is satisfied.

2. Thickness distribution when

O'TE O"TE 'T.n.TE ttan- 2 tan--•- " tan-2
2 2 2 c

is not satisfied.

3. Various control nose shapes and the effect of nose balance.

4. Effects of Mach number.

The semiempirical method for determining the section hinge-moment derivative ch is as follows:

Step 1. Calculate the hinge-moment derivative c'b for a radius-nose, sealed, trailing-edge flap for
the following thickness condition

T E OT E t
tan - tan- tan- =--

2 2 2 c

by

- 6 ; ___ JLe, 3 y (Ch45)theory (perradian) 6.1.3.2-a

where

r 4' is the trailing-edge angle defined as the angle between straight lines,
passing through points at 90 and 99 percent of the chord on the
iupper and lower airfoil surfaces.

O"TE is the trailing-edge angle defined as the angle between straight lines
S-I passing through points at 95 and 99 percent of the chord on the

upper and lower airfoil surfaces.

6.1.3.2-314



'O E is the trailing-edge angle defined as the angle between tangents to the
upper and lower airfoil surfaces at the trailing edge.

Cth6 is the ratio of the actual to the thbortical hinge-moment derivati•ie

(Cht) for a radius-nose, sealed-gap, plain trailing-edge flap, obtained from

Figure 6.1.3.2-12a.

The parameter c, /(ce ) used in reading this chart is obtained

from Figure 4.1.1 .2-8a,

Ch 68) is the theoretical hinge-moment derivative for airfoils having
theory

0T 'TE 0TE 'TE t
tan- = tan tan-• -

2 2 2 C'
This parameter is obtained from Figure 6.1.3.2-12b.

Step 2. If the thickness condition in Step 1 is satisfied, Step 2 may be omitted. However, if the
thickness condition in Step 1 is not satisfied, correct the hinge-moment derivative C'h, of
Step I to account for the particular thickness distribution by

r T Cg2  0T TE t
h h + 2(c6 ) I tan -2- (per radia'i)C 6theory (Cstheory] c

6.1.3.2-b

where

*C'h6  is obtained from Equation 6.1.3,2-a in Step 1.

(cQ) is the theoretical lift due to flap deflect.*on, obtained from
theory Figure 6..1.1-39a.

is the rat'o of the actual to the theoretical lift due to flap deflection,
)theory obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-39b as a function of c,,/(c,,)

and Cr/C. theory

0T E

The parameters c, /(c t) and tan- - are obtained as noted in Step 1.
theory2

For a beveled trailing edge, 0"T E should be taken as equal to the angle of bevel.

It is stated in Reference 3 that under the restriction that there is no separated flow, ch6
for a radius-nose control can be determined from the above equations with an accuracy of
±0.05 per radian.

* 6.1.3.2-4
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Step 3. Correct the hinge-moment derivative to account for nose-shape and nose-balance effects
(taken from Reference 5) by

(ch.) a lance ch [(C" ] (per radian) 6.1.3.2-c
.. hs

where

coo is obtained from Equation 6.1.3.2-b, or is equal to C'h in Step I, if
the thickness correction is not required.

(Ch1 )balance

is obtained from Figure 6.1.3.2-13 for noses of various shapes. The
coh 6  nose shapes corresponding to the curves in Figure 6.1.3.2-13 are

shown in Figure 6.1.3.1-12b of Section 6,1.3.1. The balance ratio as
used in Figure 6.1.3.2.1 is defined by Equation 6.1.3.1-d of
Section 6.1.3.1.

Figure 6.1.3.2-13 is taken from Reference 6 and is based on a limited amount of
experimental data on sealed controls. Small changes in nose shape, trailing-edge contour,
and air flow may have significant effects on the hinge-moment derivative of balanced
"control surfaces.

Step 4. Mach-number effects should be approximated by the use of test data whenever possible.
However, when no test data are available, the Mach-number effects may be roughly
approximated by using the Prandtl-Glauert correction; i.e.,

(Ch8 )

(ch 6 ) = 6.1.3.2-e

"Sample Problem

Given: The flapped airfoil of Reference 8. This is the same configuration as that of the sample
problem of Paragraph A, Section 6.1.3.1.

NACA 0015 airfoil Plain trailing-edge flap cf/c = 0.30

Round-nose control Ch/cf 0.35 tc/(2cf) = 0.1527

4'TE O"T E OTE
Sealed gap tan- 0.164 tan- 0.169 ta 0.1692 2 2

Low speed Re 2.76 x 106

4 6.1.3.2-5
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Compute:

Determine the hinge-moment derivative for a radius-nose, sealed, trailing-edge flap

(Ch= -0.825 per rad (Figure 6.1.3.2-12b)
theory

ca

0.760 (Figure 4.1.1.2-8a)(c 2a)
theory

Ch

-- 0.780 (Figure 6.1.3.2-12a)

(Ch )t Cdter Eqain6132a(6hh oth eo ry

Ch6 L [Ch 8 ;j or] (Ch6)theory (Equation 6.1.3.2-a)

= (0.780)(-0.825)

, -0.644 per rad

Determine if the thickness condition is satisfied; i.e., Dj,

OTTE O"r E OT E t
tan-2 = tan-2 = tan -

2 2 2 c

0.164*:0.169 = 0.169*0.15

Determine the hinge-moment derivative accounting for the thickness distribution

(cQ) = 4.60 per rad (Figure 6.1.1.1-39a)
"theory

Cg
= 0.605 (Figure 6.1.1.1-39b)

(ce theory

C'+ ) 1 ta (Equation 6.1.3.2-13)ch6 46 2(c 1 ty a6hor 6""theor

* = -0.644 + 2(4.60)[1 - 0.605](0.169 - 0.150)

- -0.575 per rad

6.1.3.2-6
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Determine the effect of nose shape aid nose balance

Balance ratio (Equation 6.1.3. 1 -d)

"= V(0.35)2 -(0.1527)2

= 0.315

(ch 5 )
balance
balnce- = 0.42 (Figure 6.1.3.2-13)

Cb(h8

bala c L6 balance 6...-c)
(ch 5) = C"h I (Equation 6.1.3.2(CSbalance C hs

= (-0.575)(0.42)

-0.2415 per rad

= -0,00421 per deg

This compares with a test value of -0.0030 per degrec from Reference 8.

B. TRANSONIC

No mnthod is available for predicting the section hinge-moment derivative cl• at transonic speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

4! The method for determining ch8 at supersonic speeds is based on the theory of Reference 7. The
. . theory applies to airfoils with sharp leading and trailing edges, where the angles of attack and flap

deflection angles are small. In addition, the flow field is assumed to be everywhere supersonic and
inviscid.

DATCOM METHOD

The hinge-moment derivative ch at supersonic speeds for a symmetric, straight-sided flap with
cf/c < 1/2, regardless of the airfoil section ahead of the flap, is given by

S 1 2-Cl O2TE. 6.1.3.2-d

where C1 and C2 are thickness correction factors to the supersonic flat-plate derivative.

6.1.3.2-7
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2
C, - per radiin/ 12

(.y+ I)M4 -4(M2 -1)
C2 =pe. radian

2(M2 
- 1)2 prai

34 E is the trailing-edge angle in radians.

'y is the ratio of specific heats, -y = 1.4.

For a symmetric, circular-arc airfoil with ce/; < 1/2, ch8 is given by

p., -,

VA he- t 6.1.3.2-eCh = -c, t-T "

where C1 is defined above, and

ACh 6
S- is a thickness correction factor for symmetric, circular-arc airfoils, obtained from

Figure 6.1.3.1-13..

The method becomes somewhat complicated for more general airfoil shapes. Other airfoil shapes are I
treated in Reference 7.

Sample Problem

Given: Symmetric, circular-arc airfoil.

t/c 0.06 cj/c = 0.30 M = 2.0

,. Compute:

2 1
-. C - 57 - 0.020 per degZ~V~ C1x'TL_ 1 57.3

• • Ach6

S 0.0008 per deg (Figure 6.1.3.1-13)
t/c

6.1.3.2-8
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Solution:

= -CI+ ( A -h t (Equation 6.1.3.2-e)

= -0.020 + (0.0008)(0.06)

= -0.01995 per deg

REFERENCES

1. Anon.: Royal Aeronautical Society Data Sheets - Aerodynamics, Vol. IV. (Controls 04.01.00), 1950. (U)

2. Brewer, J. D., and Quoijo, M. J.: Wind-Tunnel Investiption of the Effect of Tab Balance on Tab and Control-Surface
Characteristics. NACA TN 1403,1947. (U)

3. Anon.: Royal Aeronautical Society Data Sheets - Aerodynamics, Vol. IV, (Controls 04.01.02), 1956. (U)

4. Garner, H. C.: Charts for Low-Speed Characteristics of Two-Dimensional Trailing Edge Flaps. ARC 18,528, 1956. (U)

5. Woods, L. C.: TheTheory of Aerofoils with Hinged Flaps in Two-Dimensional Compressible Flow. ARC CP 138, 1952. (U)

6. Anon.: Royal Aeroneutial Society Data Sheets - Aerodynamics, Vol. IV. (Controls 04.01.03), 1949. (U)

7. Lock, C. N. H.: Examples of the Application of Busemann's Formula to Evaluate the Aerodynamic Force Coefficients on
Supersonic Aerofoils. ARC R&M 2101, 1944. (U)

B. Sears, R. I., and Hoggard, H. P., Jr.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Control-.urfikak Characteristics. VII - A Medium
Aerodynamic Balance of Two Nose Shapes Used with a 30-P,,cent-Chord F'ip on an N?-CA 0015 Airfoil. NACA WR L-448,
1942.. (U)
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6.1.3.3 SECTION HINGE-MOMENT DERIVATIVE (ehf)6 OF CONTROl, SURI"AF'ACE

DUE TO CONTROL TABS t

A deflected tab on a control surface causes pressure changes on the surfaces of the tab and control.
Because of the large moment arms associated with these incremental pressures, largc changes in
control-surface hinge moments result. In addition, these incremental changes in the pressure
distribution can be influenced by a sealed or unsealed surface where the tab meets the control.

DATCOM METHOD

The following method is taken from Reference I and is based on the two-dimensional NACA 0009
airfoil test data for round-nose, unbalanced controls with sealed flap and tab gaps. This method is
limited to the low-speed linear hinge-moment range and should be restricted to tab deflections of
approximately ±-180 and the combinations of control deflection and angle of attack as indicated in
Figure 6.1.3-2.

The change in the low-speed section hinge-moment coefficient of a control due to tab deflection,
measured at constant values of angle of attack and flap deflection, car, be expressed as

1 . ... 6.1.3.3-a

f Rf 6 t. 6 f f \ tQ , f

where

/actf\
36f is the change in control section hinge-moment coefficient due to rtb deflection,

•t C, 6 f measurcd at constant values of lift and flap deflection. 'This value is obtained
from Figure 6.1.3.3-4a.

4 aChf) is the change ir, control section hinge-moment coefficient due to lift variation.
ace ] f measured at constant values of tab and flap deflection. This value is obtaincd

t' s from Figure 6.1.3.3-4b (modified from Reference I to reflect the characteris-
tics of a flat-sided flap contour -- like a conventional elevator).

-- J is the section lift-curve slope ofthe primary panel (wing, horizontal tail, etc.) at
( I6t, 6f constant values of tab and flap deflection. 'This value can be obtained from

Section 4.1.1.2.

S(is the rate of change of angle of attack due to a change in tab deflection in the
\ , 6f linear range at constant values of lift and flap deflection. This value can be

obtained from Figure 6.1.3.3-5.

6.1 3.3-1



"The above method does not quantitatively account for the effect of unsealing the tab gap. In viewof the difficulty of predicting the effects of seals and gaps, experimental data should be usedwhenever possible. Figure 6.1.31.3-6a (from Reference 2) shows the effects of fixing transition andsealing the tab gap on a modified NACA 65,-012 airfoil. For these data, the flap-chord-to-wing-
chord ratio is 0.25, the tab-chord-to-flap-chord ratio is 0.25, and the flap gap is sealed.

The effects of tab nose shape are also not accounted for in the above method, and exp ...mentaldata should be used whenever possible. However, the effect of tab nose shape as a function of nosebalance is presented in Figure 6.1.3.3-6b (from Reference 2) for a NACA 651-012 airfoil with a tab
"gap of 0.004c and transition strips at 0.01 c.

Other parameters not accounted for in this method include the effects of airfoil thickness andtrailing-edge angle. Unfortunately, not enough data are available to evaluate the effects of either ofthese variables on the section hinge-moment derivative. Additional test data, including the effects ofthese variables on a limited number of flapped configurations, are presented in References 3
"through 9.

Sample Problem

"Given: The flap and tab configuration of Reference 2.

NACA 651-012 airfoil Plain trailing-edge flap (sealed)

"cf/c t 0.25 Round-nose flap

"Plain trailing-edge tab (sealed) ct/cf = 0.25 Round-nose tab

Low speed Re 4.59 x 106

Compute:

-0.0124 per deg (Figure 6.1.3.3-4a)

(. acQ) - -0.046 (Figure 6.1.3,3-4b)
':," :.6 t, 6 f

.� (= - --0.255 (Figure 6.1.3.3-5)

f

-...cR = 0.11 per deg (Table 4.1.1-B)

6.1.33..2
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Solution:

/ O(Chf \ (Lc2 / _

k ol ad ~ac )~ P.t~ Ce

"(Equation 6.1.3.3-a)

= -0.0124 - (-0.046)(0.11)(-0.255)

= -0.0124 - 0.0013

- -0.0137 per deg

This compares with test values of -0.0115 per degree with transition strips and -0.0138 per degree
without transition strips, from Reference 2.

REFERENCES

1. Ames, M. B., Jr., and Sears, R. I.: Determination of Control-Surface Characteristics fromn NACA Plain Flap and Tab Data.
NACA TR 721, 1941. (U)

2. Brewer, J. D., and Queijo, M. J.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of the Effect of Tab Balance on Tab and Control-Surface
Characteristics. NACA TN 1403, 1947. (U)

3. Batson, A. S., and Skelton, 1,0. C.: Lift and Hinge Moment on Two-Dimensional Tabbed Controls at Low Speeds. ARC 17285,
1955. (U)

4. Sears, R. I., and Liddell, R, B.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Control-Surface Characteristics. VI -- A 30-Percent-Chord Plain
Flap on the 0015 Airfoil. NACA L-454, 1942. (U)

5. Sears, R. I., and Hoggard, H. P., Jr.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Control-Surface Characteristics. VII - A Medium
"Aerodynamic Balance of Two Nose Shapes Used with a 30-Percent-Chord Flap on an NACA 0015 Airfoil. NACA L-448,
"1942. (U)

6. Sears, R. I., and Clarence, G. L.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Control-Surface Characteristis. VIII - A Large Aerodynamic
i -- Balance of Two Nose Shapes Used with a 30-Percent-Chordi Flap on an NACA 0015 Airfoil. NACA L-378, 1942. (U)

7.- Clarence, G. L., and Lockwood, V. E.: Wifd-Tunnel Investigation of Control-Surface Characteristics. XIII - Vurious Flap
S.Overhang Used with a 30-Percent-Chord Flap on an NACA 66-009 Airfoil. NACA L-314, 1943. (U)

8. Wright, K. C.; Measurements of Two-Dimensional Crrivatives on d Wing-Aileron-Tab System with a 1541 Section Aerofoil.
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9. Ames, M. B., Jr.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Control-Surface Characteristics. Ill - A Small Aerodynamic Balance of Various
NoseShapes Used with a 30-Percorit-Chord Flat on an NACA 0009 Airfoil. NACA L-301, 1941. (U)
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6.1.3.A SECTION HINGE-MOMENT DERIVATIVE (cht) OFCONTROL

TAB DUE TO C9NTROL SURFACE

A deflected flap or control surface causes pressure changes on the surfaces of the tab and control.
These pressure changes on the tab generally result in a change in the tab hinge moment.

DATCOM METHOD

The following method is taken from Reference 1 and is based on the two-dimensional NACA 0009
airfoil test data for round-nose, unbalanced controls, with scaled flap and tab gaps. This method is
limited to the low-speed linear hinge-moment range and should be restricted to flap deflections of

* approximately ±180 and the combinations of control deflection and angle of attack as indicated in
Figure 6.1.3-2.

The change in the low-speed tab section hinge-moment coefficient due to flap deflection, measured
at constant values of angle of attack and tab deflection, can be expressed as

qi ~ ~c a\ht) 3,S 05 CR) f' c) ~ CS 6.1.3.4-a

where

a -c is the change in tab section hinge-moment coefficient due to control deflection,asf measured at constant values of lift and tab deflection. This value is obtained
CR. t from Figure 6.1.3.4-4a.

h (-t) is the change in tab section hinge-moment coefficient with respect to lift
5c2 P 6, coefficient, measured at constant values of flap and tab deflections. This valueK" is obtained from Figure 6.1.3.4-4b.

(.a-) cis the section lift-curve slope of the primary panel (wing, horizontal tail, etc.) at
)of, 6t constant values of tab and flap deflection. This value can be obtained from

Section 4.1.1.2.

is the rate of change of angle of attack due to a change in flap deflection in the
2 linear range at constant values of lift and tab deflection. This value can be

CR It obt,.hned from Figure 6.1.3.4-5.

6.1.3.4-1
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The above method does not quantitatively account for the effect of unsealing the tab gap. In view
of the difficulty of predicting the effects of seals and gaps, experimental data should be used
whenever possible. Figure 6.1.3.4.6a (from Reference 2) shows the effects of fixing transition and
sealing the tab gap on a modified NACA 651 -012 airfoil. For these data, the flap-chord-to-wing-
chord ratio is 0.25, the tab-chord-to-flap-chord ratio is 0.25, and flap gap is sealed.

The effects of tab nose shape are not accounted for in the above method and experimental data
should be used whenever possible. However, the effect of tab nose shape as a function of nose
balance is presented in Figure 6.1.3.4-6b (from Reference 2) for a NACA 651-012 airfoil with a tab
gap of 0.004c and transition strips at 0.01 c.

Other parameters not accounted for in the above method include the effects of airfoil thickness and
trailing-edge angle. Unfortunately, not enough test data are available to evaluate the effects of either
of these variables on the section hinge-moment derivative. Additional test data, including the effects
of these variables on a limited number of flapped configurations, are presented in References 3
through 9 of Section 6.1.3.3.

Sample Problem

Given: The flap and tab configuration of Reference 2.

NACA 651-012 airfoil flain trailing-edge flap (sealed)

cf/c = 0.25 Round-nose flap Plain trailing-edge tab (sealed)

ct/cf = 0.25 Round-nose tab Low speed R5 = 4.59 x 106

Compute:

(.e \ i)• c2  = -0.00188 per deg (Figure 6.1.314-4a)t1
"(a th"--" i = -0.011 (Figure 6.1.3.4-4b)

" (a:) = -0.569 (Figure 6.1.3.4-5)
r• ,,i 'C 2 , a1

* c2  = 0. l per deg (Table 4.1.1-B)

6.1.3.4-2



Solution:

\aa' / -0005 peradeg
0, 6 t Q.E 6 t( f t Q

|f

(Equation 6.1.3.4-a)

A -. 00 188 -(-0.01 1)(0.11l)(-0.569)

=-0.00 18 8 - 0.00069

- ....- 0.00257 per deg

This compares with test values of -0.0012 per degree with transition strips and -0.0026 per degree
without transition strips, from Reference 2.
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS
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6.1.4 WING LIFT WITH HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

6.1.4.1 CONTROL DERIVATIVE CL 6 OF HIGH-LIFT AND '- Y,; f DEVICES

A. SUBSONIC

Mechanical Flaps

The method used to estimate lift due to flap deflection at subsonic speeds is designed to make
maximum use of experimental airfoil section data whe-n such data are available. This approach is
taken from Reference 1, wherein various existing methods have been combined to obtain a simple
procedure with general application.

Jet Flaps

Two methods are presented for estimating the jet-flap lift increment at small angles of attack (see
Section 6.1.1.1 for a sketch of the various jet-flap types and a discussion of the salient aspects).
More 2ccurate and sophisticated lift 'methods than those presented here have been developed for
analyzing jet-flap configurations (such as the method presented in Reference 2). However, the more
sophisticated methods are not amenable to a handbook solution; i.e., they require the use of a
computer. Other modifications and approaches to the jet-flap problem are presented and discussed
in detail in Reference 3.

The first method (taken from Reference 4) evaluates the lift increment due to both flap defledion
and power effects for an internally-blown-flap (IBF) configuration. This method is based on the
theoretical two-dimensional jet-flap lift increment modified by Maskell's theoretical correction

factor for finite-aspect-ratio effects and a crude part-span factor to account for partial-span flaps.
This method has not been substantiated because of the lack of published three-dimensional IBF
data. However, the method has yielded results within ten percent of test data for those cases that
have been evaluated (References 4 and 5).

The second -nethod (taken from Reference 6) is used to evaluate the lift increment due only to
power effects for an externally-blown-flap (EBF) configuration. This method is based on Spence's
two-dimensional jet-flap lift increment, modified by Hartunian's theoretical correction factor for
finite-aspect-ratio effects and the ratio of flapped wing area to reference wing area to account for
partial-',pan effects. Substantiation of this method has not been presented here; however, a
substantiation of the method does appear in Reference 6 with an indicated average error of about
10 percent.

The rondimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient for three-dimensional jet-flap configu-
rations is denoted by C3 . The relationship to the two-dimensional jet momentum coefficient C
(see Section 6.1.1. 1 for definition) can be expressed as

SI fb/2C3  - ' It J/2 dy
qS 

b/2

Sb12 cC dy
S - c-b/2 6.1.4.1-1

b1



where

L tis the jet momentum at the trailing edge.

dy is the spanwise wing increment.

q is the free-stream dynamic pressure. 4

S is the reference wing area.

b is the wing span.

c is the wing•chord.

DATCOM METHODS

.I Mechanical Leading- and Trailing-Edge Devices

The lift increment develod by deflection of a control surface is given by

AC CL.~ (Cae8)C L1K
- Kb 6.1.4.1-a

where

Acg is the section lift increment due to control deflection. Test data on the particular

flapped airfoil are preferred, but the increment can be estimated by the applicable
"method of Section 6. 1. 1. 1.

is the lift-curve slope of the wing with the flap retracted, based on the wing reference"area, obtained from the appropriate wing method of Paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2.

is the section lift-curve slope of the basic airfoil, including the effects of
compressibility, obtained from Section 4.1.1.2.

is the ratio of the three-dimensional flap-effectiveness parameter to the two-
dimensional flap-effectiveness parameter, obtained from Figure 6.1.4.1-14 as a*i function of wing aspect ratio and the theoretical value of (a6 ),,. The theoretical
value of (0 )e• is obtained from the inset chart of Figure 6.1.4.1- 4.

When experimental values of the section lift increment Ac. are used in Equa-
tion6.1.4.1-a, the value of (a 6 ),• used to obtain (% )C L /(C4)12 from Fig-
ure 6.1.4.1-14 should be calculated using

(Acs )experiment

(c.Q bf

6.1.4.1-2S



• ' .with one exception; i.e., for area-suction- and blowing-type flaps, use the inset chart
of Figure 6.1.4.1-14.

Kb is the flap-span factor obtained from Figure 6.1.4.1-15 as illustrated in Sketch (a).
control span ordinate

(Note: r? is the span station, r? = .)
b/2

1.0-

Kb

, " Kb

I I

20 1.0

ti SKETCH (a)

It should be noted that the control deflection angles and all dimensions are measured in planes
parallel or perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.

This method is restricted to the limitations of the methods used to evaluate the section lift
increments from Section 6.1 1.1.

Equation 6.1.4.1-a is applicable to leading-edge flaps and slats, and plain, split, and slotted
trailing-edge flaps. The lift increment due to combinations of leading-edge and trailing-edge devices
may be estimated by applying Equation 6.1.4.1-a to each device separately and adding the

- individual increments.

For the case of arbitrary spanwise distribution of control chord (constant-chord controls on tapered
wings or tapered controls on untapered wings), the control can be divided into spanwise steps and
the lift increment found by the summation of ACL values due to each spanwise step based on the
average values of Ac, and (a 6 ),C over that spanwise step.

Low-speed values of ACL at a = 0, calculated using the Datcom method, are compared with test
values in Figures 6.1.4.1-16a, - 16 b, and -16 c for wing-control combinations employing plain, split,
"and slotted trailing-edge controls, respectively. All parameters used in the calculations were
estimated by using methods from the appropriate sections of the Datcom. The values

- of used in the calculations were obtained from the inset of Figure 6.1.4.1-14. The ranges of
. Reynolds numbers and geometric parameters of the test configurations are noted on the correlation
"* 'charts.

6.1.4,1-3
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2. Jet-Flap IBF Configuration

The lift increment due to flap deflection and power effects for an IBF configuration is given by

2C;'
AtWf - 5

ACL c A - 6.1.4.1-b

where

Ac2  is the section lift increment due to flap deflection and power effects. Test data on
the particular flapped airfoil are preferred,-but the increment can be estimated by
the jet-flap method of Section 6.1.1.1. (When using Section 6.1.1.1 the value
of CJ is substituted for the value of C')

At is the aspect ratio of the wing based on the total wing area St, including any increase
in wing area due to flap extension.

Cj' is the three-dimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient, based on the
blown-flap affected wing area Swf, i.e.,

Sw
C; = Cji SSwf

Sw,w1 is the ratio of the blown-flap affected wing area (schematically illustrated in
SW Section 2.2-2) to the wing reference area. The blown-flap affected area includes any

increase in wing area due to flap extension.

As indicated above, this method .Aas not been thoroughly substantiated and therefore should be
applied with caution.

It should be noted that the total lift coefficient for an IBF configuration can be found by adding
the lift increment from Equation 6.1.4. 1-b to the flaps-retracted power-off lift coefficient, obtained
from test data or the appropriate methods of Section 4.

3. Jet-Flap EBF Configuration

The effective jet deflection angle 6 Jeff and the trailing-edge momentum coefficient Cj are not
specifically defined for EBF configurations. This is due to the jet sheet being somewhat diffuse
rather than infinitesimally thin as assumed in jet-flap theory. For this reason it becomes necessary
to obtain the effective jet angle from static force tests, or to relate the jet angle to the trailing-edge
flap geometry. From correlation of test data (indicated in Reference 6), the best results are

* obtained when the engine exhaust jet momentum is used directly to define the trailing-edge
momentum coefficient. Any losses in thrust must therefore be considered in the determination of
drag.

6.1.4.1-4



The lift increment due to power effects for an EBF configuration is given by

rAt + 2C' 1. SW

ACL 4id - 6.1.4. 1-c]
ACL 4 rdo rt+ cý+ 2.01C'J 57.3 Sw

where

4wrd is the theoretical effect of blowing on the lift derivative. This parameter is obtained
from Figure 6.1.4.1-18 as a function of the flap chord ratio cf/c' and trailing-edge
jet momentum coefficient Cj. (See Figure 6.1.4.1 -1% for a schematic definition
of cf/c'.)

At is the asrc, ratio of the wing based cn the total wing area St, including any increase
in wing aw :ýa due to flap extension.

C'J j,, the three-dimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient, based on the blown-
flap-affected wing area Swf, i.e., Cj = Cj Sw /Swf.

"R• is the two-dimensional jet-flap lift-curve slope uncorrected for thickness effects. This
term is obtained from Figure 6.1.1.1-49, using the trailing-edge jet momentum
coefficient Cj in place of C>.

6, is the effective deflection angle with respect to the airfoil chord, in degrees. If6jeff i h fetv ,
possible, this value should be obtained from static force tests. When test data are not

availableý the effective flap deflection angle may be approximated by using
I

- (5u + 62) 6.1.4.1-d1cff 2J

where the values for 8. and 6R are shown schematically in Figure 6.1.4.1-19b.

Swf
iis the ratio of the flap-affected wing area (schematically illustrated in Section 2.2.2)SW to the wing reference area. The flap-affected area includes any increase in wing area

due to flap extension.

It should be noted that the total lift coefficient for an EBF configuration can be found by adding
the lift increment from Equation 6.1.4.1-c, the power-off mechanical-flap lift increment from
Equation 6.1.4.1-a, and the flap-retracted power-off lift coefficient, obtained from test data or theappropriate methods of Section 4.

Sample Problems

1. Mechanical Flaps

Given: The sweptback wing of Reference 7.

A 3.78 X = 0.586 At 12 = 45.460

6.1.4.1-5
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NACA 65A006 airfoil Plain trailing-edge flap Cf/c = 0.224

bf/b = 0.469 i= 0.141 77o = 0.610 bf 22.10(streamwise)

Low speed; fi = 1.0 Rý = 6.1 x 106

tan(OT,' £/2) 0.0717 (streamwise airfoil section geometry)

Compute:

CR2 and Ac2  (Sections 4.1.1.2 and 6.1.1.1)

ca
= 0.887 (Figure 4.1.1.2-8a)

( theory

('~a theory = 6.58 per rad (Figure 4.1.1.2-8b)

[ ] (CRU)h (Equation 4.1.1.2-a)

t (1.05.1(0.887)(6.58) - 6.13 per rad

(crstheory = 3.77 perrad (Figure 6.1.1.1-39a)

= 0.817 (Figure 6.1.1.1-39b)

(2 theory

K' = 0.780 (Figure 6.1.1.1-40)

ac t heo K' (Eouation 6.1.1.1-c)

= (22"1 -(0.817)(3.77)(0.780)
57.3

= 0.927

Wino3 lift-curve slope (Section 4.1.3.2)

cQ0  6.13
IC . . . .= - = 0.976

27 27

6.1.4.1-6
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. 2 , 1 3.9 [1.0+(1.0162)2J 1  5.52

K 2 \" 0.976

CLe

S: 0.798 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)A

S- CL. = 3.016 per rad

= -0.576 (Inset, Figure 6.1.4.1-14)

((Xa)C L

- =-1.083 (Figure 6.1.4.1-14)

(Kb),, 0.190 1

(Figure 6.1.4.1-15)
(Kb) = 0.740

Kb = (KbI--(Kb)n. 0.550

-:i Solution:

SoL ution) 100, Kb (Equation 6.1.4.1-a)

~~CL (LaQ L(~)

= (0.927) 13 (1.083)(0.550)

= 0.272

This compares with a test value of 0.25 5 from Reference 7.

2. Jet-Flap IBF Configuration

Given: The IBF configuration of Reference 5.

NACA 4424 airfoil f 300 . 220

cf C'
- = 0.11 - = 1.0 A= o.0 At = 6.0
C c

t SWf St
"C3  2.80 - = 0.24 - = 0.783 SW =1.0

6.1.4.1-7
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Compute:

SW
* j Cj

1
- (2.80)

- 3.576

kt =0.80 (average airfoil)

c26f = 10.0perrad

Figure 6.1.1.1-49
c2 =- 8.9 per rad

Ac2  {f1l+kt(4)Jf(c2Sf-c2)+C' 6f

AC I r tc )C2 eC,+$t, (tC }<
+ +kt 66j(c i- C)+c 6ij : (Equation 6.1.1.1.-k)

c c

30 30 0,
= [1 r(0.80)(0.24)] -L (i0.O- 3.576)+3.576 573

57 57.3

22 22
+ [1 + (0.80)(0.24)] - (8.9 - 3.576) + 3.576 7

5.3 5897.3

= 4.01 + 1.87 + 2.44 + 1.37

=9.69

Solution:

At +• .
hr Swf

ACL c AcA + (Equation 6.1.4.1-b)
A +-2-+0.604(CI)1 /2 + 0.876 C w

F 6.0 +2(3.576)]

= 9.69 - 1 0.783
6.0 + 2.0 + 0.604 (3.576)' /2 + 0.876 (3.576)

= 5.12 (lift increment due to flap deflection and power effects)

This compares with a test value of 5.03 from Reference 5.

6.1.4.1-8



3. Jet-Flap EBF Configuration

Given: The EBF configuration of Reference 8.

"* Cf c' t-- 0.556 - 1.336 (without leading-edge extension) --t 0.12C C C

Sw= 8.43 ft2  Sw f 9.58 ft2  St = 10.84 ft 2

A 7.23 At= 5.62 C1 = 1.74

S--=610 6e =500

Compute:

C', C= t

= 48.43 \
• 1 '74-. = 1.53

o ff= 2(6 u + 6e) (Equation 6.1.4.1-d)

' -61 + 50)
2

= 55.50

Cf Cf

7=
0.556

- 0.4161.336

ca= 9 .66 per rad (Figure 6.1.1.1-49)

4rdo= 3.48 (Figure 6.1.4.1-18)

Solution:

"" rAt + 2C S•
ACL = 41rd[ M+ + 2C J5. (Equation 6.1.4. 1-c)

7r(5.62) + (2)(1.53) 1(55.5 (9.58

7. .48;(5.62) + 9.66 + (2.01)(1.53)J k57-3) 8.43/

2.61 (lift increment due to power effects only)

6.1.4.1-9
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This compares with a test value of 2.45 from Reference 8.

B. TRANSONIC

No accurate method is available for predicting the control derivative CL6 at transonic speeds.
Mixed flow conditions and interrelated shockwave and boundary-layer-separation effects cause
extreme nonlinearities in this parameter in the transonic regime. The method presented herein is
based on the observation that experimental data indicate that CL, follows the same trend as the
lift-curve slope through the transonic regime.

DATCOM METHOD

A first-order approximation to the control derivative CL, at transonic speeds for mechanical
trailing-edge flaps is given by

CL SLM0. 6.1.4.l-e
(CIS M-0.6

where

Cr6M=0.6 is the lift effectiveness, calculated by the method of Paragraph A of this section,
at M = 0.6, i.e.,

ACL

CL6 =-

is the ratio of the rolling-effectiveness parameter at the Mach number in question to

CI6M-t. 6 that at M 0.6, obtained by the method of Paragraph B of Section 6.2.1.1.

C. SUPERSONIC

At supersonic speeds, the lift effectiveness of plain trailing-edge controls is predicted by the
"theoretical method presented in Reference 9. The restrictions used in the derivation of the method
"are as follows:

1. Leading and trailing edges of the control surface are swept ahead of the Mach lines from
the deflected controls.

* 2. Control root and tip chords are parallel to the plane of symmetry.

* 3. Controls are located either at the wing tip or far enough inboard so that the outermost
Mach lines from the deflected controls do not cross the wing tip.

"4. Innermost Mach lines from the deflected controls do not cross the wing root chord.

5. Wing planform has leading edges swept ahead of the Mach lines and has streamwise tips.

O* 6.1.4.1-10
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6. Controls are not influenced by the tip conica? flow from the opposite wing panel or by
the interaction of the wing-root Mach cone with the wing tip.

DATCOM METHOD

"The trailing-edge flap effectiveness CL, at supersonic speeds for a symmetric, straight-sided flap is
given by

SCL6 (1-E-#TE)• 6ioSw 6.1.4.1-f

where (i'- tT is a thickness correction factor to the supersonic flat-plate derivative.

2
C1  (per radian)

("ty + 1 )M 4 -4(M I 1 )C2 1 )M - 1) (per radian)
2 • '•2(M 2 

- 1)2

*¢TE is the trailing-edge angle in radians, measured normal to the control hinge line.

-y is the ratio of specific heats, -y 1.4.

Cq8 is the lift effectiveness of one symmetric, straight-sided flap, based on the area of the
flap. This parameter is obtained from Figures 6.1.4.1-20a through 6.1.4.1-20j for
flaps located at the wing tip and from Figure 6.1.4.1-25 for flaps located irboara
from the wing tip.

LS
- -w is the ratio of the total flap area (both sides of wing) to the total wing area.

SW

It should be noted that control deflection angles are measured streamwise.

Not enough supersonic test data are available to allow substantiation of this method.

Sample Problem

Given: A wing-flap configuration with the following characteristics:

* 46.5sqft -= 4.0ft bw = 12.0ft

Xw =0.55 ALE =420 ATE = 27.70

e • 6 .'.4 .1-11



Symmetric, straight-sided inboard flap

AHL 30.80 Sf = 4.71 sqft b= 6.5 ft Xf 0.715 OTE 30

Additional Characteristics:

M = 1.90; 3 = 1.62

Compute:

2
C- = = 1.235 perrad

"('Y + 1)M4 - 4(M2 - 1)
.C2 = ( 1per rad

(2.4)(1.90)4 -4 [(1.90)2 11 20.84 1.53 perrad

2 [(1.90)2 -- 1]2 13.62

"tan ATE 0.5250
"""0.324

1.62

OC•.= 0.074 per deg (Figure 6.1.4.1-25)

CL8 = 0.0457 per deg

Solution:

""-2CL = -- TE) CIL,, (Equation 6.1.4. 1-f)

•'@ [ [ 1.3•( .0)34.71

:3 = [1 - .23 A ((57. 0457) 46.5

= 0.00433 per deg
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6.1.4.2 WING LIFT-CURVE SLOPE WITH HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

According to linear wing theory, camber, such as that due to flaps, does not affect the lift-curve
slope. Linear theory also predicts that, for translating types of leading- or trailing-edge flaps, the
lift-curve slope will increase as a result of the additional wing area. Recently, linear theory has also
been applied to wings with blown flaps and shows an increase in lift-curve slope with increasing
trailing-edge jet momentum. Within the limitation that the flow does not separate from the surface
of the wing or flap, experimental data verify these predictions.

The effects of these devices on the two-dimensional airfoil section lift-curve slope are discussed in
Section 6.1.1.2. The discussion and methods of that section are directly applicable to the
three-dimensional win#.

DATCOM METHODS

I. Leading- and Trailing-Edge Mechanical Flaps

For wings with nontranslating leading- and trailing-edge flaps, the lift-curve slope of the flap-
deflected wing is assumed to be the same as that of the flap-retracted wing, as given in Section
4.1.3.2. This assumption is valid for the linear-lift range of angles of attack and flap deflection.

For wings with translating leading- and trailing-edge flaps, a correction is made to the flaps-up
lift-curve slope by neans of the equation

(C ) = ) .Jw L ) ( 6.1.4.2-a

where

(CL) is the lift-curve slope of the flap-deflected wing, based on the area of the
flap-retracted wing.

(CL) is the lift-curve slope of the flap-retracted wing from test data or Section 4.1.3.2.

SWf
is the ratio of the flap-affected wing area to the wing reference area. The area Swf
is schematically illustrated in Section 2.2.2, and does not include any increase in
wh.c due to flap extensions.

C, is the ratio of the extended wing chord to the chord of the flap-retracted wing. In
measuring c' of a single-slotted trailing-edge flap or a leading-edge slat, the flap or
slat is rotated from its deflected position about the point of intersection of the flap
or slit chord with the. wing chord until the two coincide. In measuring c' of a
double-slotted flap, the aft flap is first rotated from its deflected position about the
point of intersection of the aft-flap chord and the chord of the forward flap until
the two chords coincide; then both flaps are rotated from the deflection of the

6.1.4.2-1



forward flap about the point of intersection of the forward-flap chord with the wing
chord until these two coincide. (See Figures 6.1.1.1-44 through -46, and -51.)

For the case of arbitrary spanwise distribution of flap chord (constant-chord flaps on tapered wings
or tapered flaps on untapered wings), the flap can be divided into spanwise steps and the correction
factor to be applied to the flaps-up lift-curve slope found by the summation of the colrection
factors due to each spanwise step based on the average value of c'/c and Swf /Sw over that
spanwise step.

2. Jet Flaps

The method presented herein for estimating the lift-curve slope of a wing with a blown flap is a
modification of the method presented in Reference 1. Similar methods appear in References 2
and 3. The assumptions made in the development of the method are as follows: inviscid flow,
elliptical loading, high-aspect-ratio configuration, full-span trailing-edge flaps, and constant spanwise
sectional momentum coefficient. Despite these limitations, the theory has been successfully adapted
to handle configurations outside the range of these assumptions. Specifically, this method is strictly
valid only for the pure jet-flap and the internally-blown-flap (IBF) systems; however, it has been

applied with good success to wings with externally-blown flaps (EBF).

This method uses an aspect-ratio correction factor based on Hartunian's work (Reference 4).
Mathematically, the aspect-ratio correction factor allows the method to be applied to wings of any
aspect ratio. However, the validity of the method for aspect ratios less than five is unknown. The
fact that the data presented in Figure 6.1.4.2-9 allow the method to be applied to low-aspect-ratio
configurations must not be construed to mean that the Datcom recommends such use.

The corrections of the method for part-span blowing and large trailing-edge flap deflections are not
inherent in Hartunian's aspect-ratio correction factor.

An implicit assumption of this method is that the flow on the unblown wing is attached.
Unfortunately, the blown-flap systems now being tested do not always exhibit attached flow for an
unblown condition. However, such designs are acceptable, since blowing provides a type of
automatic boundary-layer control that causes the flow to reattach. But it does prohibit the use of

experimental data to determine the lift-curve slope of the unblown flap-deflected wing where
separation is a possibility.

The lift-curve slope (near zero angle of attack) of a wing with a trailing-edge jet flap, based on the
flap-retracted wing area, is given by

CJ (Cos - 1)
CLa (CL) 6 K(At~ C;) -I] Kb + 11 + 3  57.3~ 6.1.4.2-b

where

(C) is the lift-curve slope of the unblown flap-deflected wing, with attached flow. This
parameter can be obtained from experimental data if no separation exists, or from
the mechanical-flap method of this section.

K(AtCJ) is the jet momentum aspect-ratio correction factor obtained from Figure 6.1.4.2-9
as a function of At and C, where.

"6.1.4.2-2
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At is the aspect ratio of the wing based on the total wing area St , including any
increase in wing area due to flap extension.

Cr is 'the three-dimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient based on the
blwn-flap affected area Swr; i.e.,

SW
C; = Cj,

where

SWf /Sw is the ratio of the blown-flap affected area (schematically
illustrated in Sketch (a)) to the wing reference area. The
blown-flap affected area includes any increase in wing area due
to flap extensions.

SKETCH (a)

Kb is the flap-span factor from Figuret6.l.4.1-15,using the A = I curve, as illustrated in

Sketch (a) of Section 6.1.4. 1.

Ci is the trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient based on the flap-retracted wing area.

6 Jeff is the effective jet deflection angle with respect to the airfoil chord, in degrees. If
possible, this value should be obtained from static force tests. When test data are not

available for an externally-blown-flap (EBF) configuration, the effective flap
deflection angle may be approximated by using Equation 6.1.4. l-d, i.e.,

6. = 1 (6U +6e)
herr 2

where the values for 6u and 82 are shown, schematically in Figure 6.1.4.1-19b.

A data summary and substantiation of this method are presented in Table 6.1.4.2-A.
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Sample Problmns

1. Leading-edge slat

Given: The wing of Reference S with a 50-percent-span leading-edge slat.

A = 6.0 Aq2 32.80 X 0.50 c'/c = 1.10 Swf/Sw 0,429

Low speed;13 = 1.0 = I.O(assumed)

Compute:

A 1/2
+ tanA/21 = (6.0) 1.0 + (0.6445)2J = 7.14

7K

- - 0.67 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)
A

(CLa)6- 0  4.02 per rad = 0.0702 per deg

Solution:

(CL) = (-i- -i) - ~ + (CL)0 1 C) 0  (Equation 6.1.4.2-a)

= [(1.10 -- 1.0)(0.420)1 0.0702 + 0.0702

0.0732 per deg (based on Sw)

This compares with a test value of 0.()720 per degree from Reference 5.

2, Jet Flap

Given: The sweptback wing-body configuration of Reference 6 with a trailing-edge double-slotted
EBF systern.

* ~ WING SEGMENT NUMBER
1-2- 3 ý4 -- 6

Note: All leading-edge and

- [trailing-edge devices are showi,

rotated into tie wing plane,
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Wing Characteristics:

A 7 7.75 Sw = 7.87 ft2  b = 95.08 in.

= 0.336 cr , 19.49in. ct = 6.54in.

=Z 13.22 in. YE 19.33 in.

To facilitate calculations, the wing has been divided into segments as shown in the
preceding sketch. The divisions are made at the sweep discontinuity and at the
discontinuities in leading- and trailing-edge flaps.

S(ft2 ) St(ft2 )

Sections (flaps retracted) c'/c (flaps extended)

1 1.253 1.000 1.253

2 0.909 1.421 1.311

3 1.650 1.253 2.069

4 0.617 1.521 0&933

5 2.076 1.521 3.178

6 1.365 1.268 1.847

Value for the 7.870 10.59 ft2

entire wing

Flap Characteristics:

Double-slotted trailing-edge flap:

Forward segment: cf/c = 0.22 6 = 300

Aft segment: cf/c = 0.24 f2= 300

ti = 0.102 = 0.720 SJeff = 600

Krueger leading-edge flap:

Inboard segment: cf/c = 0.168

Outboard segment: cf/c = 0.268
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Additional Characteristics:

RQ = 0.35 x 106 V = 50 ft/sec C 3.18

Low speed; /3 1.0 K 1 1.0 (assumed) Ac/ 2 = 21.10 (average value)

Compute:

Determine the unbtown lift-curve slope for both leading- and trailing-edge flap extension.

[02 + tan2 A/ 2 ] 112 .75 [1.0 + (0.3859)2] 2 8.307
K c 1.0 8.307

( =0 0.602 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)

A

(CL)0 = 4.666 per rad = 0.0814 per deg

Since the wing has been divided into 6 segments, Equation 6.1.4,2-a should be written as
6

(CL,) 6  3 I (CL")6- 0 + (CL )6• 0  (Equation 6.1.4.2-a)
n=I 

.'

0 0.909 1650 00.617
1.0- 1.0) -7+(1.421-1.0) 7-.8 +(1.253-1.0)-160+(1.52!-l

7.87 .87 7.87 7.87

2.076 1.3651
+ (1.521-1.0)-- + (1.278-1.0) - 1 0.0814 + 0.0814

7.87 7.87 Jl

= (0.3264)(0.0814) + 0.0814

= 0.108

Determine the blown lift-curve slope for both leading- and trailing-edge flap extension.

(95.08)2 59
(144)(10.59)

The value of Sw f is found by adding the flap-extended wing area for segments 2 through
5; i.e., Sw 7, 4 9 1 ft 2 .

Sw
C' = Cj S

7.87
= 3.1877.491

= 3.34
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* .. h Sm

K(AtCj) = 1.795 (Figure 6.1.4.2-9)

(K),Ii = 0.13
(Figure 6.1.4.1-15)

(Kb) = 82

Kb = 0.82-0.13 0.69

Solution:
C,(cos 8Jeff - 1)

"CL. = (CLa) ([K(At,C) - 11 Kb + 1 57.3 (Equation 6.1.4.2-b)

1 3.18(0.50 -1)

- (0.108) {[1.795 - 11(0.69) + 1) + 57.3

- 0.167 - 0.0277

= 0.139 per deg

This compares with a test value of 0.130 per degree from Reference 6.
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TABLE 6.1.4.2-A

EFFECT OF JET MOMENTUM ON LIFT-CURVE SLOPE
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

SUBSONIC

A,2C~a CL Percent
Ref A (deg) (degi Flap Type C.j Calc Test Error

6 7.75 21.1 60 Double-slotted EBF with 1.06 0.122 0.110 10.9

I I IL, E. Krueger 2.12 0.133 Or.130 2.3
I3.18 0.141 0.130 8.5

. 1' V 4.24 0.146 0.139 5.0

7* 7.0 0 35 Double-slotted EBF with 2.75 0.153 0.178 -- 14.0

I I L.E. slat 4.13 0.168 0.200 -16.0
I j., 5.W0 0.181 0.220 -17.7

55 4.13 0.167 0.160 4.4
15.50 0.179 0.192 -6.8

8 6.0 0 30 Plain 18F 0.95 0.097 0.100 -3.04"$ 1 4' 2.07 0.115 0.116 -0.9

9 7.82 32.4 20 Double-slotted EBF with 2.0 0.128 0.145 -11.7
+ t 50 L.E. slat 2.0 0.118 0.114 3.5

10 7.0 21.3 60 Double-slotted EBF with 2.0 0.120 0.120 0
- + t L. E. slot 3.0 0.127 0.127 0

13 7.0 21.8 23 Double-slotted EBO with 2.0 0.125 0.147 -15.0

t 60 L. E. slat & flap 3.0 0.124 0.144 -13.9

7.0 3.1 60 L. E. slat 2.9 0.158 0.133 18.8

11 7.0 31.9 18.8 Plain IBF 3.09 0.125 0.149 -16.1

12 6.32 26.9 60 Single-slotted EBF 2.95 0.103 0.112 --8.0

•oo

Average Error " = 8.8%
n

*t"he data Indicate that the flow Is probably unattached, which may account for the large errors In this case.
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6.1.4.3 WING MAXIMUM LIFT WITH HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

The estimation of wing maximum-lift coefficient is at best approximate. The stalling characteristics
of various kinds of wings often take on an entirely different character from the stalling
characteristics of airfoil sections. Stall may begin at the wing tips or may occur initially at the
inboard flapped sections, depending upon the amount of sweep, taper ratio, and the difference in
stall angle between the flapped and unflapped sections. Leading-edge devices can markedly alter the
character of the stall. Large crossflow components on the wing at the stall make estimates based on
section data inaccurate.

Tabulated data from 142 reports are presented in Reference 1. Results are shown for many
planforms with and without various configurations of leading- and trailing-edge flaps, fences, and
slats. Values of CLmax and &CL ax are given in tabular form. Summary data from Reference 1 are

shown in Figures 6.1.4.3-7 through 6.1.4.3-9.

Figure 6.1.4.3-7 illustrates the effect of sweep on the maximum lift effectiveness of trailing-edge
flaps. It can be seen that at high angles of sweep, flap deflection can actually decrease maximum
lift. This results partially from the additional induced effects when flaps are detlected, causing the
tips to stall. Figure 6.1.4.3-8 shows representative effects on CLmax of two sweptback wings with
varying flap-span ratios.

Because of their boundary-layer-control properties, double-slotted flaps are capable of producing
larger CLmax increments.

Maximum lift increments of leading-edge and trailing-edge flaps cannot, in general, be added when
these devices are used in combination. A brief summary of maximum lift coefficients for swept
wings is presented in Figure 6.1.4.3-9.

Separate methods are presented herein for estimating the wing maximum lift due to each of the
following: mechanical trailing-edge flaps, slats, and jet flaps (externally-blown flaps only).

Mechanical Trailing-Edge Flaps
The Datcom method for trailing-edge flaps is semiempirical and converts two-dimensional data into
three-dimensional characteristics as affected by wing planform, airfoil section characteristics across
the span, flap type and geometry, and flap span. The method is intended to be used as a first-order
approximation of wing maximum-lift coefficients when experimental data are not available.

Slats
The Datcom method for slats is an empirical method that assumes a section maximum-lift value of
1.28. This method estimates the maximum obtainable lift increment for a particular slat span,
slat-chord-to-wing-chord ratio, and wing quarter-chord sweep. If a test value for the slat section
maximum lift is available, it can be substituted for the assumed value of 1.28. Attempts to use the
predicted section maximum-lift value from Section 6.1.1.3 have been unsatisfactory, as the resulting
estimates underpredicted the test values. The method has not been substantiated beyond the test
data that were used to formulate the method (which indicated a variation in agreement). Therefore,
the method is intended to be used only as a first approximation of the slat maximum-lift increment
when experimental data are not available.

Jet Flaps
The jet-flap method presented is for predicting the maximum-lift coefficient for an externally-
blown-flap (EBF) configuration; no method is currently presented for an internally-blown-flap
(IBF) configuration. The Datcom method for EBF configurations is an empirical approximation

6.1.4.3-1
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taken from Reference 2. The maximum-ift coefficient therein is reasoned to be a function of the
total camber of the wing, and blowing is considered to act as an effective camber increase. The
measurement of the increase in camber is taken to be the component of thrust normal to the airfoil.
This method is intended to be a first-order approximation of the maximum-lift increment due to
power effects. Substantiation of this method is not presented here; however, a substantiation of the
method does appear in References 2 and 3.

A semiempirical method for an EBF configuration, based on the assumption of a leading-edge stall
and the use of basic jet-flap theory, is given in Reference 3. The method provides good correlation
with measured values when an empirical factor is added. However, the use of this method depends
upon the availability of test data for the effective jet deflection angle, the measured turning
efficiency, and the power-off stall angle of attack. If these test data are available, this method is
preferable to the Datcom method presented herein.

DATCOM METHODS

1. Mechanical Trailing-Edge Flaps

The increment in maximum-lift coefficient due to trailing-edge flap deflection is given by the
equation

ACL AC S "KA 6.1.4.3-a
Lmax max S.

where

AcR is the increment in airfoil section maximum-lift coefficient due to trailing-edge flaps,
max obtained from Section 6.1.1.3.

Swf
Sw is the ratio of the flap-affected wing area to the total wing area. The flap-affectedS ¾ wing area does not include any increase in wing area due to flap extension.

K is an empirically derived correction factor that accounts for the effects of wing
- ,- A

planform. This parameter is obtained from Figure 6.1.4.3-10 as a function of the
sweepback of the wing quarter-chord line.

It should be noted that the flap deflection angles and all dimensions are measured in planes parallel

or perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.

2. Slats

The increment in maximum-lift coefficient due to leading-edge slat deflection, based on the wing
reference area, is given by

ACL 1.28 1 cs 2 A/4 6.1.4.3-b
max 01

where

C

6.1.4.3-2
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- is the ratio of the total slat span to the exposed wing span. For a segmented
be leading-edge slat, b-t,, is the total span of the segments. (See Section 4.3.1.2 for the

definition of the exposed wing span.)

Ac/ 4  is the sweep of the quarter chord.

3. Jet Flaps

fhe increment in maximum-lift coefficient due to power effects for an EBF configuration is
approximated from Figure 6.1.4.3-12, as a function of the thrust normal to the airfoil, defined as

.,- s in .e ff

where

77t is the static turning efficiency defined as the resultant force divided by the gross
thrust. This value should be obtained from test data if available, or it may be
approximated for double- or triple-slotted flaps from Figure 6.1.4.3-1 1, as a
function of the effective jet deflection angle. (See Sketch (a).)

FR FN

FAJOý

8 eff can (FObT/FA)

L qt= FR/T

SKETCH (a)

Cj is the nondimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient based on the gross
engine thrust and the wing reference area. (See Section 6.1.4.1 for a definition.)

6. is the effective jet deflection angle with respect to the airfoil chord. If possible, this
1eff value should be obtained from static force tests. When test data are not available, the

effective flap deflection angle may be approximated by using Equation 6.1.4.1-d;
i.e.,

jeff 2 U

where 6u and 6. are defined in Section 6.1.4.1.

4 6.1.4.3-3
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Swnple ProM

1. Mechanical Trailing-Edge Flaps

Given: The wing-flap configuration of Reference 2.

A = 5.1 X =0.383 Aci4 =460

NACA 64-210 airfoil (I.k86c) (c)streamwis= 0.072

Single-slotted flap cf/c = 0.258 f= 15.60
Swf
S =. 0.378 R = 6.0x 106

S W

Compute:

AcQ (Section 6.1.1.3)
max

(Ac 2 ) 1.045 (Figure 6 .1.1.3-12a)
ban

ki 1.010 (Figure 6.1.1.3-12b)

k2 0.605 (Figure 6.1.1.3-13a)

Actual flap angle 15.6- - 0.347
Reference flap angle 45

k3= 0.445 (Figure 6.1.1.3-13b)
Ac2 max klk2 k3 (z•c2  (Equation 6.1.1.3-a)

max (4 max tbase

= (1.010) (0.605) (0.445) (1.045)

= 0.284

KA = 0.730 (Figure 6.1.4.3-10)

Solution:

Swr

ACLmax = Ac 2  -- KA (Equation 6.1.4.3-a)max ax Sw

= (0.284) (0.378) (0.730)

- 0.0784 (based on SW)
6.1.4.3-4



" ".- -This compares with a test value of 0.075 from Reference 2.

2. Slats

Given: The wing-body configuration of an A4D-1 Flight Trainer

:! :? fC bslat
- = 0.177 Ac4= 33.20 be 0.535

SC be

ACLonput 1.28 c0--18\ cs2 Ac/4 (Equation 6.1.4.3-b)

= (1.28) ( / (0.535)- (0.700)

= 0.252 (based on Sw)

This compares with a test value of 0.295.

r 3. Jet-Flap EBF Configuration

Given: The wing-body configuration of Reference 5.

Ci 3.18 6f 600 6U 730 O- 520

Double-Slotted Flaps

Compute:

6. = (8+ ) (Equation 6.1.4.1-d)
Jeff 2

- - (73 + 52)
2

-62.50

17t 0.583 (Figure 6.1.4.3-11)

••Fj sin 6 = (0.583) (3.18) (0.887) 1.644

ACLmaC 4.65 (Figure 6.1.4.3-12, lift increment due only to power effects, based on Sw)

This compares with a test value of 5.35 from Reference 5.

6.1.4.3-5
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(a)

NACA 23012 (perpendicular to leading. edge)

1.0 half-span split flap
A 5.03

A 4.36

ACLmax
[• .2,
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Ac/ 4 (deg)

(b)
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A 4 Xk .6 half.span split flap

.6

-. 
CLmax
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"R 6.0 x 106 (based on MAC)
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0 10 2b 30 40 50 610
A. 14 (deg)

FIGURE 6.1.4.3-7 TYPICAL EFFECTS OF WING SWEEP ON MAXIMUM-LIFT INCREMENTS
DUE TO SPLIT TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
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FIGURE 6.1.4.3-9 SUMMARY CHART OF MAXIMUM LIFT COFFFIC'IuNTS OBTAINED WITH1
VARIOUS TYPES OF TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
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6.1.5 WING PITCHING MOMENT WITH HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

The followring sections give the effect of flap deflection on wing pitching-moment coefficient at subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic speeds. Sect in data from other portions of the Datcom are used. Although the
methods are developed for trailing-edge flaps, they can be applied to leading-edge flaps, slats, and spoilers,
provided the proper section data are available or can be estimated. However, the methods presented are
applicable to the angle-of-attack and flap-deflection ranges for which linear aerodynamic control character-
istics exist. A chart showing the linear-lift range for a particular airfoil is shown in Section 6.1.3. In general,
"the linear-lift range for wings is considerably shorter than that shown in this chart, particularly for swept and
low-aspect-ratio wings. For swept wings, the effects of spanwise boundary-layer flow, induced camber, and
leading-edge vortices are pronotunced and tend to nonlinearize the control or fap characteristics. For low-
aspect-ratio wings, section chaidcteristics are not important and, generally, the linear range is shorter than
those of their section counterparts.

Leading- and trailing-edge flaps frequently have a pronounced Affect upon the longitudinal stability charac-
teristics of wings. Reference 1 gives a summary of these effects. Figures 6.1.5-2a and 6.1.5-2b are reproduced
from this reference. Figure 6.1.5-2a shows the increase in stability that can be obtained from leading-edge
flaps, slats, and fences. The basic curve is also shown in Section 4.1.4.3. Figure 6.1.5-2b shows the effect of
spanwise extent of leading- and trailing-edge flaps on longitudinal stability for a particular wing.

"REFERENCE

A l~l• 1. Furlong, G.C., and McHugh, JG.: A Summary and Analysis of the Low-Sbad Longitudinal Characterlitics of Swept Wlngs at High
14-7 Reynolds Number. NACA TR 1339,1957. (U)
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* 6.1.5.1 PITCHING-MOMENT INCREMENT ACm DUE TO HIGH-LIFT
AND CONTROL DEVICES

A. SUBSONIC

Methods are presented in this section for estimating the pitching-moment characteristics for most
"common high-lift devices in use today and for some of the blown flaps being considered for STOL
aircraft. These methods are valid only in the linear-lift region (preferably near zero angle of attack).
The effect of these devices on the variation of pitching moment with angle of attack is presented in
Section 6.1.5.2, except for the jet flap, which is presented in this section. Considerations of clarity
and simplicity of presentation dictated this deviation from standard Datcom practice. The reader is
referred to Sections 6.1.1.1 and 6.1.2.1 for a discussion of the salient aspects regarding the various
types of high-lift devices.

The assumption is made that the characteristics of a trailing-edge flap are independent of any
leading-edge device, and/or the characteristics of a leading-edge device are independent of any
mechanical trailing-edge flap. In reality this is not quite true, but the methods of this section are not
sufficiently refined to account for these interference effects. This assumptiot, cannot be justified in
the case of the more powerful jet flap.

Trailing-Edge Mechanical Flaps

Two methods arm presented for estimating the pitching-moment increment due to trailing-edge
mechanical flaps at small angles of attack and low speeds. Both methods are applicable to all types
of flaps and to high-flap-deflection ranges, provided proper section data are used.

Method 1 (Reference 1) is substantially easier to apply than Method 2 (Reference 2). A data
summary and substantiation of Method I are presented in Table 6.1.5. I-A. The resulting mean error
of the pitching-moment increment due to flap deflection is ±0.053. For configurations with
quarter-chord sweep angles greater than 450, caution should be exercised, since the accuracy of the
method is questionable in this range.

Method 2 uses linear theory for subsonic compressible flow, together with two-dimensional airfoil
data adjusted for the effects of sweep. The additional feature of this method is that it tequires the
determination of the spanwise loading of the wing due to flap deflection. It is this feature that
makes this method cumbersome to use. This method is not substantiated here; however, a
substantiation of the method does appear in Reference 2 with a reported mean error of
pitching-moment increment due to flap deflection of ±0.02.

Leading-Edge Mechanical Devices

Although the second method desc-ibed above should be equally applicable to leading-edge devices,
no substantiation of such use has been found. The use of a method as complex as this one cannot be
justified when the small pitching moments and nonlinear characteristics of leading-edge devices are
considered. Therefore, a simpler method is presented for estimating the effect of conventional
leading-edge devices on the pitching moment. This method is based on the thin-airfoil,
two-dimensional method, uncorrected for three-dimensional effects. Although the accuracy of the
method is not as good as desired, no trends in three-dimensional parameters, such as aspect ratio,
"taper ratio, ir sweep, have been observed that would improve the accuracy,

6.1.5.1-1
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The lack of accuracy is to be expected, since the linear theory is intrinsically unable to handle the
large deflections typical of leading-edge devices or to predict the nonlinear characteristics evident in
the test data.

Jet Flaps

-": The method presented herein (taken in part from Reference 3) adapts the jet-flap method for
airfoils, presented in Section 6.1.2.1, for use on finite-aspect-ratio wings. As such, it applieg to the
same concepts and is subject to the same limitations that are listed in that section. The user is
referred to the discussions in Sections 6.1.1.1 and 6.1.2.1 for a complete understanding of this
method.

The jet-flap method assumes that the entire flap is immersed in a uniform-jet-flow field. For
externally-blown-flap (EBF) systems on swept wings, where this assumption is obviously not valid,
the method contains a procedure for making an approximate estimate of the spanwise distribution

.. of the jet. However, this cannot be expected to yield better than a rough estimate of the true
"pitching moment. This is due to the fact that the pitching moment cannot be accurately estimated
without a detailed knowledge of the spanwise extent of the wing influenced by the jet.

, Unfortunately, the jet spreading problem is very difficult to treat, and to date little in the way of
analytical or empirical methods has been developed. Solution of the problem, which is simply to
determine the spanwise distribution of trailing-edge jet momentum, requires that the flow details of
the impingement, spreading, and iurning process be known. Such a flow solution, which involves
the visci(&/inviscid interaction of the jet impinging on the wing-flap system, is clearly beyond the
"scope of the Datcom.

The wing pitching moment is calculated by applying correction factors for finite aspect ratio to
Spence's adaptation of thin-airfoil theory to the two-dimensional jet-flap problem. The correction
factors adjust the center-of-lift location and the magnitude of the lift increment. The first is from
Reference 4 and is based on conventional flap data; the second is from Reference 38 and is based on
Maskell's theoretical correction for three-dimensional effects. This method does not account for
sweep or taper effects, except insofar as they affect the geometric relationship between the center
of gravity and the wing. This should not be a serious restriction, since the jet-flap system is usually
applied to high-aspect-ratio wings with low to moderate sweepback. The maximum sweep angle and
taper ratio for which this method is valid have not been determined.

DATCOM METHODS

1. Trailing-Edge Mechanical Flaps

Method I

S0 This method assumes a constant flap-chord-to-wing-chord ratio. In the case of arbitrary spanwise
distribution of flap chord (constant-chord flaps on tapered wings or tapered flaps on untapered
wings), the flaps should be divided into spanwise steps. The pitching-moment contributions from
each spanwise step are then calculated and added together to obtain the total increment for the
flap.

'- At low angles of attack, the change in pitching-moment increment due to flap deflection based on
S w~ taken about w /4 is given by

6.1.5.1-2
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ACtmf =ACM +KA(--ACL tan A,/ 4  6.1.5. 1-a

where

, IA'\ c 2  C 'c x r' 2

m KPj (ifý) ACL½) -0.25 CI, 7  Ip 1 + Cm F;) 6.1.5. 1-b

where

Kp is the flap-span factor as a function of taper ratio and flap location, obtained
from Figure 6.1.5.1-61 as illustrated in Sketch (a). Note: r7 is the span

station, ~ control span ordinate
b/2

j1.0"

, I
[K 1, -1- I

'IQ? II

b i
(2 I

2 0 7 1.0

SKETCH (a)

"AC'm"-•2 is the ratio of the pitching-moment increment to lift increment for a full-span
ACL flap on a rectangular wing, obtained from Figure 6.1.5.1-60 as a function of

wing thickness and flap-chord-to-extended-wing-chord ratio.

ACL is the lift increment due to flap deflection, obtained from the appropriate
equation (determined by the particular flap type) of Section 6.1.4.1 using the
following assumptions:

I. full-span flap

2. wing aspect ratio of 6

3. no sweep, Ac/ 2 = 0

(Note: tile above assumptions are to be used for all calculations involved in
calculating ACL.)

6.1.5.1-3



C.- is the ratio of the extended wing chord to the retracted wing chord (seec Figures 6.1.1.1-44 through -46 for a graphical illustration).

CL is the wing-body lift coefficient with the flap retracted. This value should be

"obtained from test data if available, or from Sections 4.1.3.1 * and 4.3.1.2.

* Cm is the wing-body pitching-moment coefficient with the flap retracted. This

value should be obtained from test data if available, or from Section 4.3.2.2
supplemented with a test-data value for (Cm 0), ,- WB

KA is the conversion factor for a partial-span flap on a sweptback wing obtained
from Figure 6.1.5.1-57 in a similar manner as Kp; i.e., see the illustration in
Sketch (a).

A is the wing aspect ratio.

Ae/4 is the sweep of the wing quarter-chord.

Method 2

This method requires the determination of the span loading due to flap deflection (Reference 5)
and the chordwise center-of-pressure location for stations across the span. Once these quantities are
determined, the irv'remental pitching moment can be calculated by an integration process. The
pitching-momeiit i).-rment ACm f is obtained by using the procedure outlined in the following
steps:

Step I. Determine the spanwise loading coefficient G/6 of full wing-chord flaps. The
spanwise loading coefficient G/5 of full wing-chord flaps is obtained as a function

span ordinate
of span station, s7 = bda , from Figures 6.1.5.1-62a through 6.1.5.1-62db/2

for appropriate values of PA/K, Ao, and X, where K = cQ,, /(21r/0) and
A tan- 1  (tan Ae/ 4 / ).

It should be noted that Figures 6 .1.5.1-62a through 6.1.5.1-62d present the

spanwise loading coefficients for full wing-chord flaps that extend from the plane of %
symmetry out to span stations of to = 0.195, 1?. = 0.556, and 77o = 1.0
(Figure 6.1.5.1-62a also includes i7o = 0.831). The results for other flap spans are
obtained by interpolating the results of the particular flap spans presented in Figures
6.1.5.1-62a through 6.1.5.1-62d. The final step in the interpolation procedure is to
cross-plot the results of the variation of the loading parameter at given stations as a
function of flap span 77f for desired values of the parameters PA/K, A , and X
(see Sketch (b)).

**The wing-body zero-lift angle of attack is obtained from the wing-alone data of Section 4.1.3.1. Test date from a similar
configuration should be used if available. Wing surface velocity is increased by the presence of the fuselage; therefore, when the
fuselage is below the wing, the lift is reduced, and with the fuselage above the wing, the lift will be increased. This effect is generally
small, unless wing-mounted bodies, such as stores or nacelles, are close to the fuselage or to each other.

6.1.5.1-4
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SKETCH (b)

The spanwise loading is then read from this cross plot at the desired values of 77f (i7i and i~o).

Note that for cases whereFigure 6.1.5.1-62a applies, i.e., where 3A/K = 0, the cross plot
represented by Sketch (b) is obtained directly, since no intermediate steps are required to
interpolate for X or Ap.

The following procedure is used to determine the spanwise loading of the actual flap:

a, For flaps that extend from the plane of symmetry outboard, tabulate the loading for
an inboard flap extending from the plane of symmetry to the outboard station of the
actual flap, as shown in Sketch (c).

G
,•. -, FLAP

•'•i -il. ESPAN

1| 7i r7?

0 17 1.0

SKETCH (cD

(- b. For partial-span flaps that extend from the wing tip inboard, the charts are used as
follows: Tabulate the loading G/6 for a full-span flap. Tabulate the loading G/6 for an
inboard flap extending from the plane of symmetry to the inboard station of the actual
flap. Subtract the loadings of the above tabulations at each span station to obtain the
loading of the actual flap (see Sketch (d)).

4 6.1.5.1-5
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SKETCH (d)

c. For partial-span flaps that have outboard ends inboard of the wing tip and inboard ends
outboard of the plane of symmetry, the charts are used as follows: Tabulate the loading
function G/6 for flaps extending from the plane of symmetry to the outboard station
of the actual flap. Tabulate the loading function G15 for a flap extending from the
plane of symmetry to the inboard end of th, actual flap. Subtract the loadings of the
above tabulations at each span station to obtain the loading of the actual flap (see
Sketch(e)).

S~ACTUAL
-. ,.I • ------- FLA P
".'-• .___.._..SPAN

G

0 7i 71.0

Ili 710 no 7i

"SKETCH (e)
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Step 2. Determine the incremental section lift coefficient as a function of span station 17
by*

2b G
cA c 6.1.5.1-c

where

CQA is the incremental section lift coefficient due to flap deflection.

b is the total wing span.

c is the local chord at the span station in question.

9 is the loading coefficient of a full wing-chord flap at the span station in
6 question, obtained from Step 1.

a6 is the two-dimensional lift-effectiveness parameter expressed as

-6 (c•), (Equation 6.1.1.1-b)

$ where

c26  is the lift effectiveness of the flapped airfoil from the
appropriate method of Section 6.1.1.1.

cý, is the airfoil section lift-curve slope (including the effects ofS compressibility) from Section 4.1.1.2.

For area-suction and blowing-type flaps the theoretical value of a6 is
presented as a function of cf/c in the inset of Figure 6.1.4.1-14.

When experimental values of the section lift increment Ac2 are available
for plain, split, or slotted flaps, the lift-effectiveness parameter should be
calculated using

) experimentas--4 (c 2.)6

5 is the streamwise flap deflection in radians. This value may be obtained
from

6 = tan-' (cosAHL tan nL) 6.1.5.1-d

*In the theory, sections of a yawed infinite wing are dealt with. See Reference 2 for details of the theoretical treatment of sweep and

taper.

6.1.5.1-7



where

A , is the sweep angle of the flap hinge line.

.I.HtL is the flap deflection measured normal to the flap hinge

line.

The product (G/5)k 6  in Equation 6.1.5.1-c converts the spanwise loading
distribution of full wing-chord flaps, cf/C = 1.0, to the spanwise loading distribu-
tion of partial wing-chord flaps. For the case of arbitrary spanwise distribution of
flap chord (constant-chord flaps on tapered wings or tapered flaps on untapered
wings), the flap can be divided into spanwise steps and a new value for ax for each
segment determined. The load distribution due to each spanwise step is then
determined by the product of G/5 and the average value of a6 over that spanwise
step.

Step 3. Determine the chordwise center-of-pressure location x,.p. for stations across the
span.

For this calculation the wing span is divided into not more than three types of
regions. These regions are illustrated schematically in Sketch (f), and consist of:

a. Span stations included in the flapped section.

b. Span stations adjacent to the flap ends where the distance from the ends of theflap An/ is less than 10.201. .

c. Span stations not influenced by the flap span, Al > 10.201.

,

SKETCHt (f)

The chordwise center-of-pressure location in each region is obtained as follows:

a. For the span stations included in the flapped section

SXcp. = 0.25< 106.1.5.1-1

10 21 1.

-Q 0
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where

ACm is the section incremental pitching moment obtained
from Section 6.1.2.1 by the appropriate trailing-edge

mechanical-flap method using Cf/c and 5', where 8' is
the flap deflection in the plane normal to the
constant-percent chord line through Xc.p.b, given by

tan 8
5' = tan- 1  6.1.5. -f

cos Ab

where Ab is the sweepback of the constant-percent
chord line through the center of pressure of the basic
loading, given by

4 1-'
tan Ab = tanA/ 4 -. (x, -0.25)

6.1.5. 1-g

where Xc.p.b is the chordwise center-of-pressure
position (basic loading) for a plain flap from
Figure 6.1.5.1-67b.

= 0 is the incremental section lift coefficient as a function
of span station, referred to the basic load line, by

c =0 = 0 - 6.1.5.1-hco2 A1,

where CeA is obtained from Step 2.

b. For the span stations adjacent to the flap ends where the distance from the
ends of the flap Aq is less than 10.201,

xr-..= 0. 25 - K ( -c 6.1.5.1-i

A= O/edge of

where

K is obtained from Figure 6 .1.5.1-67a as a function of
distance from the end of the flap.

6.2.5.1I-9
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Acm( -) is the value determined in Step 3a at the span station
.\CQA - 0 e corresponding to the edge of the flap.

flap

c. For span stations not influenced by the flap span, i.e., A7? > 10.201, the
theoretical chordwise center-of-pressure position is assumed to be the quarter-
chord point.

A typical variatign of chordwise center-of-pressure location for stations across the
span is illustrated in Sketch (g).

.80-
Eq. 6.1.5.1-i

/ -Eq.6.l.5.l-e

.60.

. X c.p6. 6 . . .- i

.'-. . .40' //

.20-
.i'- : FLAP EXTENT--

0'
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

SKETCH (g)

K. Step 4. For wings with swept quarter-.chord, the chordwise center-of-pressure position at
each span station must be referred to the quarter-chord of the MAC by

S• x b/2 c(Xcp. 0.25)
- = (17 -- _ )-- -tan A / - 6.1.5.1--
c 7 c c4C

where

.i is the lateral distance of the wing MAC from the body center line in
B. semispans.

x'is the distance of the local center of pressure aft of the quarter-chord of
the MAC.

" •6.1.5.1-10
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Step 5. With the local centers of pressure and the span loading known, determine the change
in pitching moment due to flap deflection, based on SwZw taken about the

quarter-chord of the wing MAC, by integrating across the span as follows:

ACmf =f - CQ^ -- dr/ 6.1.5. 1-k
0 ~ Car

where c2A is from Step 2, (x/c-) is from Steps 3 and 4, and C/Car is the ratio of the

local chord at a given span station to the average chord (Ca. = Sw /bw).

2. Leading-Edge Devices

This method assumes a constant flap-chord-to-wing-chord ratio. In the case of an arbitrary spanwise

distribution of leading-edge flap chord, the flaps should be divided into spanwise steps. The

pitching-moment contributions from each spanwise step are then calculated and added to obtain the

total increment for the leading-edge device.

The pitching-moment increment due to mechanical leading-edge devices, based on Sw w, is given

by (Z--) x; XLES -fACM = [ 'LE(C) + (X XE c'J SW

jC.m[I( Y)2 I] +O0.75 CL(T ( Cj..jAi ..-

where

CmU6LE is the theoretical two-dimensional, flap pitching-moment effectiveness about theleading edge, obtained from Figure 6.1.2.1-36 as a function of the ratio of flap
chord to the extended airfoil chord cf/c'. (See Figures 6.1.1.1-51 for the definition
of flap chord cf.)

is the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing segment affected by the leading-edge
device (see Sketch (h)). The wing chord is the extended-wing chord due to an
extension of the leading-edge device. The trailing-edge flaps, if any, are considered
retracted.

is the wing mean aerodynamic chord (MAC).

c is the retracted or basic-airfoil chord at the spanwise station of the MAC of the wing
segment affected by the leading-edge device (see Sketch (h)).

Xm
- is the moment-reference-center location in fractions of the wing MAC, measured

c positive aft from the aircraft reference-axis origin (usually the aircraft nose or wing

apex) parallel to the longitudinal axis.

6.1.5.1-1Il



* XLE
* isthe location of the leading edge of the mean aerodynamnic chord of the wing

c segment affected by the leading edge ekriice, in fraclions of the winga MAC. This
parameter is measured positive aft fromn the aircraft reference-ayis origin (see
Sketch (h)).

*CQ6 is the two-dimensional leading-edgc flap efterc'.venes!; parameter obtained ftom
Figure 6.1.1.1-50 as a function of the flap- chord iatio c*j /' ?, ii ', wad of ,f 1c.

S is the area of thc wing segmeont affected by the leading-cedge device (see Sketch (h)).

SSW is the wing reference area.

is flt, lead ing- edge-device d'ýflecticin, rnn~-:uied p~allto the free; streairi in degrees
(see Figure 6.1.1.1-5 1).

Cm is the wing-body pitching-moment coefficient at a given angle. of attack, with the
leading- and trailing-edge flaps retracted. This parameter should be obtained from
test data, if available, or by using Section 4.3.2.2 supplementedA with a tLest-data
value for (C,,),.

* CL is the wing-body lift coefficient at a given angle of attack, with the leading-edge and
trailing-edge 'flaps retracted. TEhis parameter should be obtained from test data, if
available, or from Sections 4.1.3. 1*, 4.1.3.2, ?'nd 4.3.1.2.

A? is the flap span in fractions of the wing semispa-i (see Sketch (h)).

r.- ASSUMED REFERENCE-AXIS ORIGIN

KK

SKTH b14

'Th- wving-body zero--li t arigl0 Ot attFIC is A.)!Tamr." .,;,r , ,- -. - , -.h. . ,r- "

lilon should be used if available.
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3. Jet Flaps

The method presented herein pertains to the same concepts as noted in Section 6.1.1.1; i.e., the
pure jet-flap concept and the IBF and EBF concepts with a plain trailing-edge flap. For an IBF or
EBF concept with a single-slotted or multislotted flap configuration, this method should be used
only as a first approximation.

Because of the complexity of calculating the pitching moment due to a trailing-edge jet flap, the
method is presented in a stepwise procedure. This procedure assumes that the wing employs a
leading-edge device; however, it will also handle configurations without leading-edge devices. In
using the method, all flap-chord lengths and flap deflections are measured in a streamwise direction.

The computation of the pitching moment is broken down into components due to the leading-edge
device, the angle of attack, the mechanical flap, and the jet flap. This division can be somewhat
misleading because in each term there appears the parameter c,,/c, which is the ratio of the airfoil
chord with all flaps extended to the basic airfoil chord. Thus each term is actually dependent upon
the total extended airfoil chord c65. For example, a change in c6. due to a deflection of the
leading-edge device will affect the contribution of each component, not just the component due to
the leading-edge device.

No substantiation of the method is presented herein because of the scarcity of data for which
enough information is available to make a meaningful comparison. The available data indicate an
average error of approximately 120 percent. For those configurations that have been analyzed by
using this method, the results indicate that this method is more accurate in estimating the
pitching-moment increment due to flap deflection than in estimating the variation of pitching
moment with angle of attack. This may be accounted for by the tendency of wings developing very
high lift coefficients to have significant flow separation even at low angles of attack. The variation
in the amount of separated flow with angle of attack may be affecting Cmn significantly.

The wing pitching-moment increment (omitting the zero-lift pitching moment at Co = 0) due to a
trailing-edge jet flap with or without a leading-edge device is obtained from the following procedure.
All of the area terms are assumed to be total values, not semispan values, i.e., to include both the
left- and right-wing contributions.

Step 1. Divide the wing into spanwise sections that exhibit the same geometric and flow
characteristics, i.e., no geometric discontinuities.

a. The blown wing area will determine one or more spanwise sections. The blown
wing area is defined as the basic wing area that is affected by the jet flap,
excluding any increase in wing area due to Fowler motion of the leading-
and/or trailing-edge devices. For a pure jet-flap configuration with the efflux at
the trailing edge, S, is defined as the streamwise basic wing area ahead of the
jet flap. For EBF configurations, the jet spreading angle -y must be considered
before S, can be determined. Therefore, it is suggested that the user
determine the spreading angle for his particular configuration from test data on
a similar configuration. However, if no such test data are available, the Datcom
recommends that a value of 120 be used for the spreading angle Y. An
example for determining SJ for an EBF configuration is presented in
Sketch (i). In this example the value of S, has been increased slightly so as to
include that portion of the wing ahead of the inboard tip of the flap. The
reason for this adjustment is explained in part (b).

6.1.5.1-13
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SKETCH (i)

b. The basic criterion for dividing the wing is the avoidance of discontinuities. The
sections are determined such that the ratio of the extended wing chord
(including both leading- and trailing-edge devices) to the basic wing chord is
constant or approximately constant, and the ratio of the flap chord to the basic
wing chord is constant or approximately constant; i.e., c66 /c is constant and
cf/c is constant. A schematic illustration for determining these spanwise

sections for an EBF configuration is presented in Sketch (i). In order to
minimize the number of spanwise sections, it is suggested that small changes are
assumed to be made to the actual configuration. In Sketch (i) some of the
assumptions made were: I) the outboard wing slat station was assurned to be at
the wing tip, 2) the inboard tip of the slat was neglected, 3) the jet spreading
was assumed to extend to the inboard station of the flap, and 4) no
discontinuity was assumed in the slat due to the engine pylon.

Step 2. The pitching-moment increment of each spanwise section is now calculated byK ¢treating each wing section as a two-dimensional airfoil. The calculation of the
pitching-moment increments is performed by strictly applying the jet-flap method of
Section 6.1.2.1 (not the mechanical leading- or trailing-edge methods) to evaluate
"each section individually. To prevent a duplication of effort, the material of
Section 6.1.2.1 is not repeated here. It is therefore advised that the reader become
familiar with the jet-flap method of Section 6.1.2.1 before proceeding further.

* However, before the jet-flap method of Section 6.1.2.1 can be applied to the
three-dimensional wing sections, the following terms xrn/c, C, K xji/c 6 , x,/c 66

and cx, (for a) must be redefined as follows:

6.1.5.1-14
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xMXm

- redefined as the ratio of the distance from the wing leading edge to the unique
c unswept reference line (which may lie on or aft of a conventional wing

configuration) to the local chord, such that Xm /C has a constant value for
straight-tapered wings. (This reference location eliminates the need for
calculating the spanwise center-of-pressure location for each wing section.) For
non-straight-tapered wings there can be more than one value. Sketch (j)
presents an example of a non-straight-tapered wing where two values of x. /c
are required. The determination of xm/c is defined by

Xm +A\
c ( j-tan ALE 6.1.5. 1-n

where

X is the taper ratio of the particular spanwise wing section.

As is the aspect ratio of the particular spanwise wing section.

ALE is the sweep of the leading-edge angle of the particular spanwise wing
section.

Xm

Ref erence lines defined

SKETCH (j)

However, a problem arises in the case of untapered wings (X = 1), sirnpe xm /c
ilA Equatiopi 6.41,5.1-m becomes indeterminate. Therefore, for an untapered
wing or wiig'section, Equation 6.1.5.1-rn is modified to the following:

Xm AXr

6.1.5.1-n
c c
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where;

'Ax, is the distance between the wing apex and the desired moment
reference center, measured positive aft.

"C is the basic wing chord.

CU is the section nondimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient. For
those sections that are outside of the blown area, C = 0. For those sections
within the blown area, the following approximation is used to determine the

*". relationship between Cu and C1 :

.C C S 1 Wt S 6.1.5.1-o

J

where

C3 is the nondimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficient 'used

on the gross engine thrust and the wing reference area. (See
Section 6.1.4.1 for an exact definition.)

17t is the static turning efficiency defined as the resultant force divided
by the gross thrust (see Section 6.1.4.3, Sketch (a)).This value should I'

F be obtained from test data if possible, or from Figure 6.1.4.3-11 for
i slotted flaps. Although Figure 6.1.4.3-11 represents a reasonable

average of the available data, the data scatter is large. Since this
method cannot be expected to yield good results if the error in rt is
large, it is imperative that test data be used if available.

Sw
"is the rAtio of the wing reference area to the blown wing area.

Si

K redefined here to apply to each wing section individually, based on the
following expression

K i .,,6 .1.5 .1-p
At + 2 + 0.604 (C')1 /2 + 0.876 C'

S-"where

is the ratio of the extended wing chord, including the extensions of
c both the leading- and trailing-edge devices, to the basic wing chord of

the particular spanwise wing section.

6.1.5.1-16



At is the aspect ratio of the total wing based on the extended wing
chord, i.e.,At = A(c/c65 ), using the particular section value for
C/c 6 5 .

C', is the section nondimensional trailing-edge jet momentum coefficientU

based on the extended wing chord c66 i.e., C' = C (c/c I

Xr X3

-9 - are the center-of-lift location of the incremental load due to the deflection
c66 c66  of the ith flap segment and the center-of-lift location of the incremental

load due to the jet deflection, respectively. In this section these terms are

applied to each spanwise wing section and are corrected for three-

dimensional effects by

Xr x 1c ~ x . . 3 6 .1.5 .l1-q
c6 c66 2D (XC'P')2D

where

xfi) is the two-dimensional center-of-lift location of the incre-
ct 2D mental load due to deflection of the ith trailing-edge flap

segment. This parameter is obtained, as defined in Sec-
tion 6.1.2.1, from Figure 6.1.2.1-37 as a function of the
ratio of the flap chord to the extended airfoil chord
Cfi/Cs8 and C'.

(Xc'p)3D is the ratio of the center-of-lift location for a finite-aspect-

(Xc-P.)2D ratio wing to the center-of-lift location for an infinite-

aspect-ratio wing for the incremental load due to

deflection of the fth trailing-edge flap segment. This
parameter is obtained from Figure 6.1.5.1-68 as a function
of cfi/c 66 and I/At.

(x-) is the two-dimensional center-of-lift location of the incre-
66 6 2D mental load due to the jet momentum acting at some angle

to the trailing-edge camber line. This parameter is obtained
from Figure 6.1.2.1-37 at cf/c 66. = 0, as a function of the
trailing-edge jet momentum C'.

6. 1.5. 1-17



::(? (C.p~.)3D I

is the ratio of the center-of-lift location for a finite-aspect-"(xc.p.)2D ] ratio wing to the center-of-lift location for an infinite-

aspect-ratio wing for the incremental load due to the jet
momentum acting at some angle to the trailing-edge
camber line. This parameter is obtained from Fig-
ure 6.1.5.1-68 at cf/c86 = 0, as a function of 1/Aj.

aL is the local angle of attack for the particular spanwise wing
section under consideration. For wings with twist, this
value will change from section to section. It is suggested
that the change be approximated by using the average
twist incidence for each section.

Step 3. Compute the sum of the wing section pitching-moment increments from Step 2
according to the following:

p
Cmm - Acm (Kbk -Kbkl) 6.1.5.1-s

k I

where

k is the number of the wing section (numbered from the
fuselage center line outboard).

"p is the total number of wing sections.

Acm is the section pitching-moment increment for the particu-
lar spanwise section, obtained from the jet-flap procedure
of Section 6.1.2.1.

-KbkKbk_! are the values of the span factor for the outboard and
inboard ends, respectively, of the kth wing section. This
parameter is obtained from Figure 6.1.4.1-15 as a function
of basic-wing taper ratio X and the span stations ?7k and

of the streamwise cuts defining the kth wing section

nondimensionalized by the wing semispan (see Sketch (i)).

Step 4. Calculate the lift contribution to the pitching-moment increment for each wing
section according to

CXk Acl -Ac 2 +Ac 4 +S (Ac) 6 (Kbk - Kbk. 1 ) 6.1.5.1-t

where

Ac 1,Ae2,Ac 4,(Ac 5 ), are the terms analogous to lift generated during the execu-
and Ac 6  tion of the jet-flap procedure of Section 6.1.2.1.

6.1.5.1-18



Kbk,Kbk-l are defined in Step 3 above.

Step 5. The total wing pitching-moment increment due tQ a jet flap at some angle of attack
is calculated by using one of two equations presented below. For a tapered wing,
Equation 6.1.5.1-u is used; while for an untapered wing, Equation 6.1.5.1-v should
be used. Both equations convert the pitching moments for each wing panel about

"xm/c6 to the desired moment-reference-center location, based on Sw 'w"

Az P OL Sk k
ACM Cm. +7tCj c[C 57.-S Cxk 6.1.5.1-u

k..{ I..-57.3Sw

where

Az
is the vertical distance between the desired moment-reference-center

C location and the quarter-chord of the MAC, positive for the wing below
the desired location. (This is an approximation because an exact solution
would require accounting for the vertical distance for each blown wing
section.)

Axk
- is the longitudinal distance between the moment-reference-center locationP C and the location of the chord station for zero sweep. This parameter is

measured positive aft from the moment reference center as illustrated in
Sketch (k).

MOMENT REFERENCE CENTER

6M

C ,c
.',

Reference lines defined
by Equation 6.1.5.1-mr

SKETCH (k)
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For an untapermd wing thii ht,;uaw c,.,A be iound by using

Axk 7?k - b tan A
S..... ... . ..... 6.1.5.1-v

Sk is the area of the kth wing secticTo with all flaps retracted.

All remaining temis have been defined in the pre,,ious steps.

Sample Prob.lemrs

1. w:ie-Slotted Trailing-Edge Flap (Method 1)

Given: The swoptback wing-body configuration of R:;I:n-encc 32. with a single-slotted flap.

.,2 !

Y99~

/,€

•:":2 / !/

0.04%Wic Ci0"('acle0 istics:

A =5.1 b/2 1= 4. bin. X. 0.383 AC/ 4 =44.6°

c1  42.36 in. ct=16.24 in. Sw= 30.35 ft2  = 31.22 in.

t Y9 o•0
NACA 6•4-21IC) L 0.2.86 C - = 0.015 (stre~amwise) 2 0.671% c

... 0.04 %c a=0( ---. u034 (test data)

( -, 0.025 ( st ts ta).
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Flap Characteristics:

Single-slotted flap 0. )8 .286 Qlteamwise) -- 1.05

1ri 0.144 045 ,(f 30.68' (strearawise)

Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.14; 0.99 6x 6

Compute:

Y9 0  Y 9 9

1 2 2
tan2- TE 9

0.671 -0.04
= -- 0.07

9

. = 0.873 (Figure 4. 1. 1.2-8a)
(Ce a)theory

( e)ter = 6.66 pr rad (Figur
""ttheory

.- - (0.873) (6.66), ..- i"0.99

6.167 pet tad

ýx -:--0 .4 8 3 (F:ig u w b . ! .i , - ,0 )

.1L.S.1 -21
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SA 6.0
Method 1 assumptions for calculating ACL

SAc/ 2  0

"CR. 2.. 6.167
-= / -'- 0.9815 *1A j 1

+ tan 2 Ac62 (0.99) = 6.05
.c/2 i •0.9815

CLO
0.747 perrad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)

"CL, 6(0.747) = 4.48 per rad

"(as ) ==-0.655 (Figure 6.1.4.1-14 insert)

, ,,7" = 1.04 (Figure 6.1.4.1-14)

"Kb = 1.0 (assume full-span flaps for calculating ACL)

SACLL K (Equation 6.1.4. 1-a)

4.48
(1.595) (6.167) (1.04) (1.0)

1.205

cf cf c

c c c

. 0.286
"- = 0.272

1.05

ACM
-C -0.271 (Figure 6.1.5.1-60)
ACL

6.1.5.1 -22
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K) 0 0.27 (Figure 6.1.5.1-61)

(Kp),-0.45= 0.72 (Figure6.1.5.1-61)

- (K")K

0.72 - 0.27 0.45

K p( ) ACL(Z 0.25 CL I +C 2

(Equation 6.1.5. 1-b)

0.45{(-0.271) (1.205) (1.05)2 - 0.25(0.025) (1.05) (0.05)- 0.034 1(1.05)2 -

= 0.451-0.36 - 0.0003 - 0.00351

K -0.164

(KA) t=0.144 0.0365 (Figure 6.1.5.1- 5 7a through -57d, interpolated)

(KA) 0.0615 (Figure 6.1.5.1-57a through'-57d, interpolated)??=0.4S

K A = ( K 10- (KA) n

= 0.0615 - 0.0365 = 0.025

Solution:

gA

" •ACmf =ACm + KA - ACL tan A/4 (Equation 6 .1.5. 1-a)

= -0.164 + (0.025) 5(1 (1.205) (0.9874)

= -0.164+0.10]

=- -0.063 (based on the product of wing area and wing mean aerodynamic chord and
referred to a moment center at E/4)

This compares with a test value of ACmf = -0.074 from Reference 3z.
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2. Plato T!railing-Edge Flap (.MethodI 2)

S 
lii,:l sweptbacdt wing of Reference 13 with a partial-span plain trailing-edge flap. This is the

L ~ same conhigurat'.or as Sample Problem 1 of Paragraph A of Section 6.1.4.1.

Wing Ch;iracteristics:

A r 3.78 b/2 16.97 ft X 0.586 AC!4 47.350

c, 11.315 ft = 0.456 = 9.09 ft Cay = 8.98 ft

NACA 65A006 airfoil (streamwise)

Flap Characteristics:

Plai- trailing-edge flap AHL = 43' c1/c 0.224 (streamwise)

0.10 0.58 6 = 300 6 = 22.10 (streamwise)

Additional Characteristics:

Low speed; 1 = 1.0 R = 6.1 x 106

Comliite:

Step I. Determine the spanwise loading coefficient G/6 (see Step Ic of Datcom Method 2)

"C2 "-6.13 per rad (Sample Problem 1, Paragraph A, Section 6.1.4.1)

c1  6.13
K- - = 0.976

27r 2r

PA (1.0) (3.78)
- = -3.87

K 0.976

(tan /4) = (tan 47.350) = 4735°A q U ta'1 . tan-1 47..0

"Obtain the spanwise loading coefficient G/6 for a full wing-chord flap extending from the

plane of symmetry to the inboard station of the actual flap (-qi = 0.10), and for a full wing-

chord flap extending from the plane of symmetry to the outboard end of the actual flap

*(n0 -- 0.58). Since the span loadings for these pa;ticular flap spans are not presented in

Figures6.1.5.1-62a through 6.1.5.1-62d, the interpolation procedure described in Step I
* . of Uatcom Method 2 must be hpplied. The cross-plotted results of the variation of the

"loacding: parameter at given span stations as a function of flap span for the desired values

of NHA/K, A0, and X aict presented in SketchhZ.

"rhe :p.mnwise loading coefficients for a full wing-chord flap that extends from the plane of
syrnnmiry to the inboard stallion ?i = 0, 100 and for a full wing-chord flat) that extends
fromn the plane o( symr, .try to the outboard station "no = 0.58 are read from Sketch(h)

at qi and no. These spanwise loading coefficients are presented in Sketch (i)0
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.5.

VIO FACTUAL FLAP SPAN

.4, .

. - G ..2• - 3 8

5K

.2;

.17

09

*0 1.01

VARIATION OF SPNWE LOADING COEFFICIENT WT LPSA

SKETCH (i)
6. 1.0.586

- F - A

G .. 4,.38 .

VARIATION OF SAWS LOADING COEFFICIENT WT LPSA

SKETCH (h)



Step 2. Determine the incremental section lift coefficient as a function of span station 17.

2b G
C9A - a66 (Equation6.1.5.1C)

ck= 0.927 (Sample Problem 1, Paragraph A, Section 6.1.4.1)

US - (Equation 6.1.1.1 -b)

AcR 0.927 -0.392

22.1U (c() 6 5 (6.13) 57.3

INCREMENTAL SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT

c C
G Loeal Chord -2b 4 / C

660.58 64 @0.10 - G ift) Eq. 6.1.5.1. c

0 0.404 0.180 0.224 -0.151 11.315 0.203

1 7i 0.404 0.163 0.241 10.847 0.228

.2 0.404 0.103 0.301 10.379 0.297

S.3 0.405 0.057 0.348 9.911 0.360

.4 0.366 0.045 0.341 9.443 0.370

.5 0.344 0.036 0.308 8.975 0.352

0.265 0.031 0.234 8.600 0.279

.6 0.260 0.030 0.220 8.507 0,265

.7 0.180 0.025 0.155 8.039 0.198

.8 0.129 0.021 0.108 7,511 0.146

.9 0.068 0,016 0.072 7.103 0.104

1.0 0 0 6.635 0

Step 3. Determine the chordwise center-of-pressure location Xc.p. for stations across the span.

xcp" 0.665 (Figure 6.1.5.1-67b)

tan Ab tan Ac/4 - (xc.p.b 025) (Equation6.1.5.1-g)
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1.086- -(0.665-0.25) (0.41

=1.0856- 3.78 \61.5 6) 0,9710

Ab = tan" 1 (0.9710)= 44.150

Cos Ab = 0.7175

cos 2 Ab = 0. 148

I(Ltan 6
6' =atan (Equation 6.1.5.1-0)

cos Ab

= tan- -( )an = tan- 1 (0.5660) 29.50

ACmf -0.205 (Figure6.1.2.1-35b at 6' and cf/c)

CHORDWISE CENTER-OF-PRESSURE LOCATION

FLAPPED SECTION ADJACENT TO FLAP ENDS, ATL'7 I 0.201

Flap 104= / A/1.o

C coo .c.p. n x C.IA-o A0 CP

F/cp2 A b Se--J (- A T) < 10.201 o
(/02Ab -0.205 SetonKa 0.25-(9@ C.PSEq. 6,1.5.1- 0.25- ( Fig. 6.1.5.1-67a flap Eq. 616.11-i Summary

0 - - - 0.33 -0.463 0.403 0.403

0.443 -0.463 0.713 .... 0.713

.2 0.577 -0.355 0.605 ..... 0.605

.3 0.699 -0.293 0,543 .... 0.543

.4 0.719 -0,285 0,535 ...... 0.535

.5 0,684 -0.300 0.550 ..... 0.550

* .6...0 55-0 7806106 1
I -

.7 ...... ... 0.210 -0.378 0.329 0.329

.8 . ...... .. . 0.250

•..9 . ... .... .. 0.250

1.0 0.250

The calculated variation of chordwise center-of-pressure location for stations across the span is
plotted in Sketch (j)
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.8- L -:

.6 - ----- _ _ . ,\ -

Ix

C.P. \
.4p.

.2 .... . ______

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
7?

VARIATION OF CHORDWISE CENTER-OF-PRESSURE LOCATION

SKETCH (j)
Solution:

A~~m 11.0 f((J7ACMf " cA ( c' di? (Equation 6.1.5,1-k)

x b/2 C(Xc.p. - 0.25)
(-•) -- tan A (Equation 6.1.5.1-j)

c mce (x" -. I Acx

0 1.260 1.245 -0.924 0.190 -0.734 0.0093V

17. 1.208 1.193 -0.721 0.552 -0.169 0.00465

.2 1.156 1.142 -0.519 0.405 -0.114 0.00391

•3 1.104 1.090 -0.316 0.319 0.003 -0.00012

.4 1.051 1.039 -0,113 0.296 0,183 -0.00712

.5 0.999 0.987 0.089 0.296 0.385 -0.01354

" ?70 0.958 0,946 0.251 0,358 0.60-9

.6 0.947 0.936 0.292 0.338 0.630 -0.01581

.7 0.895 0.884 0.494 0.070 0,564 -0.00999

.8 0.843 0.833 0.697 0 0.697 -0.00858

S.9 0.791 0.781 0.899 0 0.899 -0.0074t,

1.0 0.739 0.730 1.102 0 1.102 0

Acf = = -0.0473

6.1.5.1-28
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This compares with a test value of ACmf = -0.040 from Reference 13.

3. Krueger Leading-Edge Flap

Given: The sweptback wing-body configuration of Reference 35 with a leading-edge Krueger flap.

8f- 33.3'
IJ

SECTION A-A

Wing Characteristics:

A = 5.1 b/2 = 74.75 in. = 0.383 Ac/ 4 = 45.35 ALE = 47.7120

Cr 42.36 in. ct = 16.24 in. SW 30.35 ft2 ' = 31.22 in.

y. = 31.81 in. a 20

Flap Characteristics:

!. ~Krueger leading-edge flap Cr.E=3.05 in. 5fL 33.30

" Constant flap chord 77i =0.50 17( 0.975

,-. Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.14; /3 = 0.99 R =6x 10 6  CL =0.17

."xm = 42.79 in. (aft of wing apex) (?I = --0.040 (flaps retracted)

._ f is defined according to Figure 6.1.1.1-51, not as defined in Reference 35.
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EL".

Compute:

Determine c

CfiLE 3.05
ý-6 -4.53inCfLE cos ALE 0.6727 in.

c = Cr- 17 (cr - c) (see Section 2.2.2)

At i7 , c = 42.36- (0.50)(42.36- 16.24) 29.30 in.

c' + cf = 29.30 + 4.53 = 33.83 in.

At /, c 42.36- (0.975) (42.36-- 16.24) 16.89 in.

c= 16.89 + 4.53 21.42 in.

(c'),o 21.42

(c'),? 33.83 0.633

2
c " (c),i "+X (Section 2.2.2)

2 (33 .8 3) 1 + 0.633 +

= 28.09 in.

Determine cm' and c26 (assuming constant flap-to-chord ratio)6LE

CtL E 4.5 -3
-- = = 0.161

.c 28.09

CiLE -0.00127 per deg (Figure 6.1.2.1-36)

cQ6 =-0.00320 per deg (Figure 6.1.1.1-50)

Determine XLE

S(Av?)(b/2) (+ (i,)(b/2) (Section 2.2.2)31

f

' L+ 2(0.633)) +.4
3 (0.975 0.50)(74.75) !+ 2.0.633/' ~3 1 + 0.633 /.

= 16.42 + 37.375 = 53.80 in.
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XLE Ey ftanALE -c

= 53.80 (1.0998) - 4.53

= 54.64 in.

: iDetermine Swf

Swf = [(c'),,i + (c')., ] (An7)(b/2)

"= (33.83 + 21.42)(0.975 - 0.50)(74.75)

"= 1961.72 in. 2 = 13.62 ft2

Determine 6f (streamwise)

S tan- 1 (tan flLE cos ALE) (Equation 6.1.5. 1-d)

= tan-' [(0.6569)(0.6727)]

= 23.840 (streamwise)

"Determine c

At tn_', c = Cr - ý-2 (c, - c,) (Section 2.2.2)

53.80
= 42.36 - (42.36 - 16.24) = 23.56 in.

74.75

Solution:

') ý'E CQSW!f
ACm = +fCSLE Sw 8 f

- 1 +0.75 CL ( ( 1)1 An (Equation6.1.5.1-)
cC C

"-" -"[/28 8.09• /42.79 54.64) 13.62.28

- (-0.00127)I--' + 42. 9 54.61) (-0.00320)1 11-(23.84)
1\31 .22/ \31.22 31.22 /-.0 30.35

+ (-0.0 40 )[ .09r2 11 + 075 (0.17) 2 8.09 28.09 1) (0.975-0.50)

~I\23.56/ \23.56/ 23.56

"" (-0.00114 + 0.00121)(10.70) + (--0.0169 + 0.0293)(0.475)

- 0.00075 + 0.00589

= 0.00664

This compares with a test value of AC,, 0.003 from Reference 35.
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4. Trailing-Edge Jet Flap

Given: The wing with the EBF system shown below.

-4: -- r .....

AA

I t

INTERSECTION OF 1
WING CHORD LINEB
AND FLAP CHORD LINE
LEADING EDGE
OF FORWARD FLAP
INTERSECTION OF FORWARD-
FLAP CH4ORD LINE AND
AFT-FLAP CHORD LINE C

LEADING EDGE OF AFT FLAP

--. 1404c ----4 "

I 20r

SECTION A-A S.SECTION B-B

--• • ;6735c--

"SECTION C-C
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A = 7.0 X 0.3714 b 5.93(0 ft ,

cr 14.84in. c 10.8886 in. SW =1 (2

xc. = 10.72 in. aft of wing apex Azc.g " 1.922 in. (below MAC ("uarter-chord)

w 
50 C3 3,0 0.81 (from static torce-test data)

21•,8ef 
--57. 50

. .- 4 0 0 6 f 2 2 0 0

TWIST
.. 1RELATIVE 

2 '

TO WING
REFERENCE

PLANE

(deg) 0 - i.020 40 60 80 100•

PERCENT SEMI-SPAN, 7

Wing section, k 1 2 3 4

Span station of outboard streamwise cut, 0.1443 0.5076 0.7515 1.0

Span station of inboard strearnwise cut. q k-1 0 0.1443 0.5076 0.7515

Leading-edge device None Drooped Slat Slat

leading edge

SfLE 0 200 250 5 0

Trailing-edge device None- Double-slot Double-slot None

Fowler flap Fowler flap

CtL/C 0 0.1376 0.1 4D4 C.1404

C LE /c 1.0 1.019 1.100 1 1.100
fL 

7

C 1 /c 0 0.3505 0.3505 0

c I/c 0 0.3080 0.3080 0

c6"- -_/C 1. 1.351 1,432 1.100

"6.1.5.1 33I
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Compute:

Step 1. Divide the wing into four sections as indicated in the drawing. The wing-tip is
squared off and the slats extended to avoid definition of additional small wing
sections. It was assumed that blowing affects the entire trailing-edge flap.*

Find Si = S2 + S3 (the area ahead of the flap)

ct Xcr= (0.37 14)(14.84) 5.5 12 in.

c = , C-77k(C,-ct)

Atr n,c = 14.84- 0.1443(14.84- 5.51)= 13.49in.

Atn 2 , c , 14.84- 0.5076(14.84- 5.51) = 10.10 in.

At773 ,c 14.84- 0.7515(14.84- 5.51) = 7.83 in.

2 1(13.49 + 10.10) (0.5076 - 0.1443)(5.9360) = 2.120 ft2

22 12

1 (10.10+7.83)
$3 = 12 (0.75 15- 0.5076)(5.9360) 1,082 ft 2

Si = 2.120-r 1.082 = 3.202 ft2

Because of the lengthiness of the calculations for various parameters in Steps 2 through 5, the
calculations for only wing section 2 will be presented in detail. However, the calculated components
for each wing section are listed in summary tables with the detailed calculations for wing section 2.

*For purposes of illustration only, an additional division,G3 in the sketch, is shown. It is made at the intersection of the jet and the
extended flap trailing edge, b% 'ssurning that the jet spreading is 12 degrees. If the wing had been equipped with a full-span trailing-
edge flap, division A would have been Used as T73 instead of 7?3  0.7515.
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y--q.-, •*l "'.. •hU ,v•' ,'"r-." -,$w - r -. . -.. fl rrrrr r-r, r . . . . . .* , * C " • ' • •

Step 2. Acm (Section 6.1.2.1. Note, however, that several tern's have been redefined in

Section 6.1.5.1; e.g., CM, K, -,aL, -, and )
C 66 C6 6

Find (ACm) (Wing Section 2)

6fLE = 200
(given)

= 0.1376
'... C

ca = C6 6 - CfLE (Equation 6.1.2.1-g)

Ca CfLE /%c

C ( / C

0.1376I = 1-
1.351

0.8981

r! Sw
= C3 jrt (Equation 6.1.5.1-o)

K S 5.0337
= (3.0)(0.81) 3

= 3.820

L c

= C - (defined in Section 6.1.2.1 Step la)TM
JC 66

= 3.820/1.351

= 2.828

c26  11.6perrad (Figure 6.1.1.1-49)

cea 11.8perrad (Figure6.1.1.1-49)

""c 7.0
At =A-=-- 5.181

- c6  1.351

6.1.5.1-35
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K =I ~ 2~A~ + 2C'/ir 6 llp
AK I -L (Equation 6.1.5.1l-p)

At + 2 + 0.604(C,)'/ 2 + 0.876 C (uo
Cli,

= ~~5.181 + 2(2.828)/i1(.31

5.18 1 + 2 + 0.604(2.828)1/2 + 0. 7 ( .

6.981(1.351)

10.674

0.8836

6fLE
Ac, = Kcý (Equation 6.1.2.1--e)

20--•(0.8836)(11.6)
57.3

= 3.5776

-AC- 2 yfL Kce (Equation 6.1.2.1-f)' ~57.3 c•

20
- 20 (0.8836)11.8)

57.3

= 3.6393

tan ALE tan A./ 4 - -A (Section 2.2.2)

04 4 1~ 1- 0.3714
"--- ~ ~~~= 0.4663 - -- - 41- 1"-'0313 1

7 4/ 1.3714

= 0.5318
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"" Ij ) -/ tan ALE (Equation 6.1.5.1-m)

h •:::1.370-14 
7 (0.5318T05 18)

= 2.0304

x
- 0.245 (Figure 6.1.2. 1-37)

. 865

a.c.
- 0.215 (Figure 6. 1.2.1-37)"C66

xcCLE xX, + C -1 6 (Equation 6.1.2. 1-h)
c c C66 C

= 2.0304+(1.0o9 1)-90.245 (1.351)

0~= 1.718

XrCI CLE \)X'"C8X 2 = C +\ "-1 - •8 C (Equation 6.1.2. l-i)

- 2.0304+(1.019- 1)- 0.215(1.351)

- 1.759

CfL E
Acm3 = - sin 6 -LE (Equation 6.1.2.1-j)

= 3.820 (0.1376(0.3420)

= 0.1798

= Acl xt -Ac 2 x2 + Acm3 (Equation 6.1.2. l-d)

= (3.5776)(1.718) - (3.6393X1.759) + 0.1798

= -0.0754 (for Wing Section 2)
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(ACm) 6 f Summary

Wing Section 1 2 3 4

6 fLE (given) 0 20 0 25 0 25 0

"CfLE
-- (given) 0 0.1376 0.1404 0.1404

C

- (From Eq. 6.1.2.1-g) 0.8981 0.9020 0.8724c 66

C (Eq. 6.1.5.1-o) 0 3.820 3.820 0

0 2.828 2.668 0

CQ (per rad) 11.6 11.4 6.1
a (Fig. 6.1.1.1-49)

C (per rad) 11.8 11.6 6.3

cQ (Fig. 6.1.1.1-49)

At 7.0 5.181 4.888 6.364

K (Eq. 6.1.5.1 -p) 0.7778 0.8836 0.9237 0.8370

ACI (Eq. 6.1.2.1-a) 3,5776 4.594 2.228

Ac2 (Eq. 6.1.2.1-f) 3.6,'93 4.675 2.301

x
m

(Eq. 6.1.5.1-m) 2.0304 2.0304 2.0304
c

x
xa(Fig. 6.1.2.1-37) 0.245 0.246 0.274

c6 6

(Fig. 6.1.21-37) 0.215 0.216 0.249
c66

x1 (Eq. 6.1.2.1-h) 1.718 1.778 1.829

x2 (Eq. 6.1.2.1-i) 1.759 1.821 1.8565

Acr 3 (Eq. 6.1.2.1-j) 0.1798 0.2267 0

(ACm) 6  (Eq. 6.1.2.1-d) 0 -0.075A -0.1183 -0.1968
(no LE
device)

6. 1.5.1-38
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Find (Acm).

aL v+ 0

= 0+0

Oing Section 1 2 3 4

aL - 0 (from given plot) 291 2.30 1.19 -0.42

OK 0.7778 0.8836 0.9237 0.8370

"cea (per rod) 6.3 11.8 11.6 6.3

Ac4 - -K cg (Eq. 6.1.2.1-) 0.2489 0.4185 0.2225 -0.03865

57.3 a

"C"m 0 3.820 3.820 0

Cx
m

2.0304 2.0304 2.0304
C

"LAE
-(gjwn) 1.0 1.019 1.100 1.100

hc 14 ' - 0 -0,-42 -0.1690 0

(Eq. &.I1-m)

"x2 1.781 1.769 1.821 1.8565

(Acm)a a Ac4 x.+ 4cre4 0.4433 0.4219 0.2362 -0.0717

(Eq. 6.1.2.1-k)

*From preceding (ACm) 6  ccultion
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Find (Acm),, (Wing Section 2)

n 2

Forward flap

8f= 40o

= c1 +c 2  (Sketch(g) Section 6.1.2.1)

Cf1  C,_+2 /c-h 
.4+c2 

6

ct cl + c /c._

66

= (0.3505 + 0.3080)/1.351

0.4874

,C = 2.828 (previous (Acm)l calculations)fLE

-. C " = 10.6 per rad (Figure 6.1.1.1-49)

K r- 0.8836 (see previous table for (Acm),)

(Ac5),= 7 K c2f, (Equation 6.1.2.1-o)

40
- -- (0.8836X10.6)

"57.3

= 6.538

( .= 0.402 (Figure 6.1.2.1-37)- • ' • - \ C 6 8 8 2 D.-

At =5.181 (previous (Acm)6 calculations)
fLE

1y _ 1 -0.1930
6At 5.181

6.1.5.1-40
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a. " . .,• ..- - - -- a .- .w .- r .-i- r +, - - ••.r.L •w . - r.r• .r• r ry . h r *•r ., r r . ,

"(xP---- = 1.085 (Figure 6.1.5.1-68)
(xc'p.)2D 1

C = 1(x ' j (Equation 6.1.5. 1-q)
66 66 2D c.p. 2)D

= (0.402)(1.085)

= 0.436

(X5)I= - + -1 (Equation 6 .1.2.1-q)c \c C66 c2

= 2.0304 + (1.019 - 1) - 0.436(1.351)

= 1.460

Aft flap

f2 Jff -- W 6 fi (Equation 6.1.2. 1-p)

57.5 -40

17.50

Cf2= c2 (Sketch (g) Section 6.1.2.1)

Cf2 C2

= 0.3080/1.351

"0.2280

-C = 2.828 (previous (ACm) 6 fLE calculations)

= 9.5 per rad (Figure 6.1.1.1-49)

K = 0.8836 (see previous table for (Ac,),)
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- ' --%---v~ ,-'---~-r'-?C

(A'C)2 = 57.3 K (Equation 6.1.2.1-o)

::"':17.5
= ". (0.8836)(9.5)

1 -- 2.564

I 
-I(. - 0.518 (Figure 6.1.2.1-37)

: /2D

At =5.181 (previous (,&cm)sf" calculation.)
~LE

1 1930

At 5.181

D 1.140 (Figure 6.1.5.1-68)

'..'.)

LXv-P.)2D]

(,-)-( -- :] (Equation 6.1.5.1-q)

.c" "b 6 2D L(X-P.)2DJ 2

= (0.518)(1.140)

= 0.5905

(CXm Xf2 C6
(--- 2  -(xs)2-=--1)+-- 1 (Equation 6.1.2.1-q.
(X5)2 c + c c6 c.66

"= 2.0304+ (1.019 - 1) - 0.5905(1.351)

= 1.252

n

"(ACm)6 f = E (Ac 5 )i(X5)i (Equation 6.1.2,1-n)

L~. 4)(6.538)(1.460) + (2.564)(1.252)

12.7556 (for Wing Section 2)
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(ACm).6 f Summary

Wing Section 1 2 3 4

"2.828 2.668

"*K 0.8836 0.9237"

"IIAt 0.1930 0.2046

Formrd Flap

c€b (per rad 10.6 10.4

(Fig. 6.1.1.1-49)

(Ac 531 (Eq. 6.1.2.1-o) 6.538 6.706

/Xf I
j-) (Fig. 6.1.2.1-37) 0.402 0.400

\c" 2D

(x rc.p.- )3 J (Fig. 6.1.5.1-68) 1.085 1.090

Xfi
- (Eq. 6.1.5.1-q) 0.436 0.438
Ca'

(XN02 (Eq. 6.1.2.1-q) 1.460 1.5060

Aft Flap

6 f2 per tad) 9.5 9.25

(Fig. 6.1.1.149)

(ACs)2 (Eq. 6.1.2.1-o) 2.564 2.609

(x- (Fig. 6.1.2.1-37) 0.518 0.515\ c612)2

( 1 (Fip. 6.1.5.1.8) 
1.140 1.147

'From preceding (ACm) 8 LE calculations
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Wing Section 1 2 3 4

xf2

(Eq. 6. 15. 1-q) 5905 0.5907
C6 6

(x5)2 (E. 6.1.2. I-q) 1.252 1.2845

n

(ACm) 6 f " (AC15))(x 5 )l 0 12.7556 13.4505 0
(no TE (no TE
flops) flaps)

(Equation 6.1.Zl-n)

Find (Acn)63

[, n

6Jeff < E fi
ij1

For 57.5 < 40 + 20, then Sj 0

Ac 6  A K cg, (Equation 6.1.2.1-s) '3
0 (all wing sections)

(Acm)6. = Ac6 x6  kEquation 6.1.2.1-r)

=0

ACr =(ACm)LE + (ACm)6f + (ACm)Sj (Equation 6.1.2.1-c)

• "W ing S ecion 1 2 34 '

(ACm) 6  (Eq. 6.1.2.1-d) 0 -0.0754 -,0.1183 -0.1968

F. (Acm) (Eq. 6.1.2.1-k) 0.4433 Q.4219 0.2363 -0.0717

(ACm) 6 f (Eq 6.1.21-n) 0 127566 13.4505 0

(ACm) 6 (Eq. 6.1.2.1-r) 0 0 0 0

Acrn (Eq% 6.1.2.1-c) 0.4433 13.10 13.57 -0.2685
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Step 3. Cmm

Wing Section, k 1 2 3 4

tOk 0.1443 0.5076 0.7515 1.0

"Ilk- 0 0L1443 0.5076 0,7515

Kbk (Fig. 6.1.4.1-15) 0.205 0.650 0.880 1.0

Kb,__ (Fi, 0.1,4.1-15) 0 0.205 0.650 0.580

Kbk- Kbý__ 0.205 0.445 0.230 0.120

ACm (frornpreceding Step 2) 0.4433 13.10 13.57 -0,2673

p

Crm = M ACM (Kbk - Kbkl) (Equation 6.1.5.1-s)
k-1

(0.4433)(0.205 )+( 13.1 0)(0.445)+( 13.57)(0.230)+(-0.2673)(0. 120)

9.009

1n
"Step4. CkC = [Act -- Ac 2 +Ac 4 +5 (Ac5)i+Ac 6 ](Kbk- Kbk-l) (Equation6.1.5.l-t)

i=l

Wing Section, k 1 2 3 4

*Ac 0 3.5776 4.594 2.228

*Ac 2  0 36393 4.675 2.301

*Ac 4  0.2489 0.4185 0.2225' --003865

n
-*_ (Ac)0 6.538+ 6.706+ 0

"", 2.564 2.609

O'60 0 0 0

"*(Kbk - Kbkl) 0.206 0M445 0.230 0.120

""Cxk (E%. 6.1.5.1-t) 0.0510 4,212 2.175 -0.01340

*Fromn pecedlng Step 2

"**From preceding Step 3
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"Step 5. ACm

z - -0.1765
"- ' 10.8886

C

1.30 14.84 10.72
= 2.0304 ,10.8886 10.8886

"1.783

Wing Section, k 1 2 3 4

Ckk (precedingStep 4 0.0510 4.212 2.176 -0.0134

C (preceding Step 0) 3.820 3.820 0

- (prcding Stop 2) 0Q04014 0.0207757.3

kS

S(preceding Step 1) 0.4212 0.2150Sw

aL Sk

5730 0.0546 0.0171 0
E-.'.CM 57-3 Sw

Az IC L !k J~
A•Cm Cm + 17t - Sw CZ "ý- (Equation 6.1.5.1-u)

k-I

= 9.009+(0.81X3.OX--0.1765)

",+(0-0.0510)+(0.0646-4.212)+(0.0171-2. 175)+[0-(--0 01340)1) (1.783)

= 9.009-0.4289- 11.310

= -2.729 (based onSw.)
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B. IRT'A NSONIC

The following method for the estimation of C.. at transonic speeds is based on a procedure similar
to that of Rt erencc 6 and is developed empirically from test data of References 'I through 10. The
only readily ,vailable test data for pitching-moment effectiveness at transonic speeds are those of
References 7 through 10. Therefore, the method has not been substantiated independently of these
test data.

DATCOM METHOD

A first-order approximation to the pitching-moment effectiveness at transonic speeds is given by

C- 6.6.5.1-W

whtre

CL, is the lift effectiveness of the control surfaces from the method of Paragraph B of Section
6. 1.4.1.

x. is the distance, in percent of MAC, of the chordwise center-of-pressure location aft of the
c wing moment reference point.

I + -2 (6)M = 0.61 xc.p-ý Cc.p. XMRP
x Y-tan ALE 1+)"2.+ 6.1.5.1-x

6(1[6 +IX) (CL8) M 0. XMRP/c

where

(C 1 )• is the roll effectiveness of the control surface at M = 0.6, based on
M 0.6 the total wing span with one control deflected. This parameter is

one-half the value of C1, obtained by the method of Paragraph A of

Section 6.2.1.1.

(CL3) is the lift effectiveness of thecontrol surfaces at M = 0.6 from Para-
SM =0.6 graph A of Section 6.1.4.1.

r-

XMRP is the distance, in percent of MAC, from the leading edge of the MAC
to the moment reference point, positive for the moment reference

c point aft of the leading edge of the MAC.

..c.p. is the empirically derived chordwise center-of-pressure location of the
incremental load due to surface deflection determined by

i: Cc.p.

- = +K -0.2 1.5.-y
-Cc 'p. (C''/

"6.1.5.1-47
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where (xc'p/cc'p) and K are empirically derived factors pre-

sented as functions of Mach number and A./ 4 in Figures6.1.5.1-69a
and 6.1.5.1-69bN respectively. The flap-chor4 ratio Cf/c is measured
in the stream wise direction.

C.p. is the wing chord at the spanwise center-of-pressure location, in per-

cent of MAC given by

S',Cc.p. Cr (16) M =0.6
• -c = •c 4I -4( -X) --- .. .5.1.5.-Z

M 0.6,

where (C,)M 0.6 and (CL 6 )M 0.6 are defined above.

The planform parameters of the empirical data used to derive Figures6.1.5.1-69a and 6.1.5.1-69b are:
A 4.0, X 0.6, t/c 0.06, 0 • Ac/ 4 z 600, and a 0.30c plain scaled flap.

Sample Problem

Given: The configuration of Referemn e 8 with a partial-span plain trailing-edge flap.

Wing Characterstics:

A = 4.0 b/2 4.243 in. = 0.60 Ac/4 - 350 ALE= 37.330

NACA 65A006 airfoil (streamwise) ---T4 Cr/16 = 1.183 E 3.918

Flap Characteristics:

Plain trailing-edge flap cf/c 0.30 AHL 30,440

-ri 0.57 o 1.0 6 160 (streamwise)

Additional Characteristics:

M (C) - 0.0014 per deg (test value for semispan model, based on SW
M 090.6 and bW)

C) --0.00135 per deg (test value for semispan model, based on SW and bw)S, M =0.9pe

(C0.) 0,0105 per deg (test value for full-span model, based on Sw)61M ---0.6
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Compute:

Chordwise center-of-pressure location

CcM Cr= O.C

[M 0.004

=1. 183 1' -4(.4 0.00141

1 0.0105,

= 0.931

xp. = 0.880 (Figure 6.1.5.1-69 a)

K = -0,690 (Figure 6.1.5.1-69b)

xc.p. \cCf!
=cp YllýP + K 1 C 0.2) Jqain615 y

= (0.880) + (-0.690) (0.30 - ).20)

= 0.811

x b 2Xj'1) /. c.p. XR
x- b - - )2 c I= + (-cp -.P. (Equation 6.1.5.1-x)

2 0+c t n ALE L[.;(11) ( 0.2

= (-3.9J8) (0.7626) -2 0.6105)] + (0.811) (0.931)- 0.25

= 0.112+0.755-0.25

= 0.617

Lift effectiveness at M = 0.9 (Section 6.1.4.1)

CL6  (CL16) Y 1(Equation 6.1 .4. 1- e

=0.0105 O.O013--

= 0.0101 perdeg
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Solution:

C1116- CL6 -A (Equation 6 .1.5.1-w)
KC

= - (0.0101) (0.617)
- 0.00623 per deg

The test value at M = 0.90 from Reference 8 is - 3.0065 per degree.

C. SUPERSONIC

The procedure for estimating trailing-edge control effectiveness at supersonic speeds is based on the
method presented in Reference 11. The restrictions used in the derivation of the method are listedbelow.

1. Leading and trailing edges of the control surface are swept ahead of the Mach lines from the

deflected controls.

2. Control root and tip chords are parallel to the plane of symmetry.

3. Controls are located either at the wing tip or far enough inboard so that the outermost Mach
lines from the deflected controls do not cross the wing tip.

4. Innermost Mach lines from the deflected controls do not cross the wing root chord.

5. Wing planform has leading edges swept ahead of the Mach lines and has streamwise tips.

6. Controls are not influenced by the tip conical flow from the opposite wing panel or by the
interaction of the wing-root Mach cone with the wing tip.

DATCOM METHOD

The pitching-moment effectiveness Cm, at supersonic speeds for symmetric, straight-sided controls,

. based!, on total wing area and c, is given by

I bf Sf Xf Sf
Cm K bf crf K 1 -b-fC' 1 -I 3  6.1.5.l-aaCm =K 3 _C- Sw Cm5K 2 6- Sw 6 - SW LS

where

K, (lOyTF) 2 f+XKt = -C-• ¢q• (l+Xf+Xf)

K2 = "C±&ET tan AHL

C2
K3  =0

(1, E)-5



where I _C 2rE is a thickness correction factor to the supersonic flat-plate derivative.

2
CI = per radian

(y,+ 1) M4 - 4(M 2 - 1)

C2  = per radian

2 (M2 - 1)2

"TE is the trailing-edge angle in radians, measured normal to the control hinge line.

7 is the ratio of specific heats, y' = 1.4.

bf is the control span (both sides of wing).

Sf is the control area (both sides of wing).

Xf is the taper ratio of the control.

AHL is the sweep of the control hinge line.

crf is the root chord of the control.

Xf is the distance of the leading edge of the control root chord behind the wing axis of pitch.

Cý6 is the pitching-moment effectiveness of one symmetric, straight-sided control, based on tw ýceits moment area about the hinge line, from Figures6.1.5.1 -70 through 6.1.5.1-73b, accordivg

to the control planform as follows:
(a) Tapered controls with outboard edge coincident with wing tip, use Figure

6.1.5.1-70.

(b) Tapered controls with outboard edge not coincident with wing tip, use
Figure 6.1.5.1 -73a.

(c) Untapered controls with outboard edge coincident with wing tip, use Figure
6.1,5.1 -73b.

(d) Untapered controls with outboard edge not coincident with wing tip, use
Figure6.1.5. t-73a.

SCL is the lift effectiveness of one symmetric, straight-sided control, based on the area of the con-
trol, obtained from Paragraph C of Sr-ction 6.1.4.1.

C'6 is the rolling-moment effectiveness of one symmetric, straight-sided control about its root
chord line, based on the area and span of one control, obtained from Paragraph C of
Section 6.2.1. 1.

* . It should be noted that control deflection angles are measured streamwise,
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For swept-forward wings and controls with inverse taper, see Reference 11 for the proper values of
C- 6, C'L, and C8 .

Thickness correction factors for other than symmetrical, straight-sided controls can be determined
from Reference 11.

The computation of pitching-moment effectiveness for leading-edge controls and trailing-edge
controls with subsonic leading edges can be accomplished with the aid of Reference 12.

Not enough test data are available to allow substantiation of the method.

Sample Problem

Given: A wing-control configuration with the following characteristics:

Wing Characteristics:

SW = 46.5 sq ft E = 4.0 ft b 12.0 ft ALE 420

AE = 27.70

Control Characteristics:

Symmetric, straight-sided inboard flap

Sf = 4.71 sq ft (both sides of wing) bf= 6.5 ft (both sides of wing)

Xf = 0.715 c = 0.85 ft Xf= 1.768 ft I'E= 30

AHL= 30.80

Additional Characteristics:

M= 1,90; f3 1.62

Compute:

CI - 1.235

V ( (,+ l)M4 4(M 2 - 1) (2.4)(1.90)4-4 (1.90)2 11 _ 20.84,_- C2 =---= 1.532 (M2 -1) 2  2(1.902.1J2 13.62

;- 1( M 2C2 .90E2( 11f

K, C2

-K = "(1 (1 + Xf f2)
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1.53)( 30)] (1 0.715 (0.715)2J (0.93-5) (2.226) 2.8=

• .- ' K2 (= "g -1 •. )-' (tan A H L) (0.935) (0.596 1) - 0.557

/ C2  \
K3  y: --CTEr = 0.935

ta• ATE 0.5250--- •= 0.324
$1 1.62

tan AHL 0.5961
-.... 0.368t31.62

-0.0360 per deg (Figure 6.1.5.1-73a)

¢o'a = -0.0222 per deg

K C, = 0.0750 per deg (Figure6. 1.4.1-25)CL6

CL5  = 0.0463 per deg

tCrn 8  = 0.0340 per deg (Figure 6.2.1.1-28, interpolated)

Cl 16 = 0.0210 per deg

Solution:

C-' 1 bf Crf 1 bf Sf xf Sf

SK 2 1  -3 - C (Equation6.1.5.1-aa)

46i 16/(0.85) 1 6.5 /4.71
(08 ) (-0.0222) - (0.557)" 6 47 0(20>- \4 k 465 2 -4. 6.5) 00 0

3 k4.71

-(0.95) 5)(0.0463)

. - (-0.000457) - (0.000)63) - (0.00194)

- -0.00336 per deg

6 .1 .5 ,1-5 3
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TABLE 6.1.5.1-A
EFFECT OF FLAP DEFLECTION ON PITCHING MOMENT

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION
______ METHOD 1 SUBSONIC _f I Cm\f :

Ac/4 Flap bf A~Cm A~c a
Ref. A x /4 t/c rn,6f 6f rb

(deg) Type (deg) '
calc. test calc.-test

13 3.78 0.586 47.35 0.06 Plain 30 -0.065 -0.04 -0.025

J4 Jr 45 -0.087 -0.05 -0.037

14 3.5 0.3 45 0.10 Double Slotted 50 -0.370 -0.280 -0.090

tUnpub.a 6.8 0.3 35 0.115 Double Slotted 45 -0.351 --0.418 0.067

15 d, 0 56.3 0.05 Plain 59 -0.258 -0,185 -0.073
16 2.31 0 52.4 0.03 Plain 30 -0.146 -0.196 0.050

17 3.0 0.143 36.9 0.10 Split 60 -0.228 -0.184 -0.044

18 4.5 0.25 45 0.14 Split 6 - 0.091 -0.103 0,012

"" Jr 3.0 -• -0.150 -0.123 -0.027

19 2.0 0.33 36.87 0.05 Single Slotted 40 -0.329 -0.263 -0.066

. Jr 0.20 45 , I -0.330 -0.260 -0.070

20 2.31 0 52.4 0.03 Plain 54 -0.254 -0.165 -0.0139
I I Split 60 -0.154 -0.164 0.010

"" " I Single Slotted 59.75 -0.252 -0.172 -0.080

" + Double Slotted 64 -0.547 -0A13 -0.134

21 2.31 0 52.4 0.03 Single Slotted 40.3 -0.249 -0.336 0.087

21 2.31 0 52.4 0,03 Double Slotted 61.3 -0.440 -0.622 0.182

22 35 0.5 44.9 0.074 Plain 52.2 -0.092 -0.072 -0.020
+ -0.329 -0.183 -0,146

23 2. 0.625 5.27 006 Plain so -0.031 -0.089 0.058

" r- 4 •t -0.221 -0.151 -0.070

24 8.0 0.45 45 0.12 SPI so -0.068 -0.008 -0.060

25 4.0 0 36.9 0.05 Single Slotted 40 -0.244 -0.153 --0.091

26 9.86 0.5 0 0.17 Plain 40 -0.080 -0.170 0.090

27 4.0 0.6 40 0.08 Plain 41.7 -0.063 -0.060 -0.003

28 2.88 0.625 50.24 0.08 Split 48.1 -0.033 -0.021 -0.012

" Jr -0.072 -0.082 0.010

I"j -0.048 -0.021 -0.027

-0.121 -0.080 -0.04142 5.1 0B3 45.35 0.075 split 50.: -0.028 -0.020 -0.008
I 6.0 0.313 +-0.039 -0.027 --0.012

S5.1 0.383 Double Slotted 365 -0.114 -0.050 -- 0.064.-

6.0 0.313 0.078 -- 0087 0.009

30 2.84 0.616 49.9 0.053 Split 493 -0.103 -0.135 0.032
"" -0.029 -0.033 0.004

31 10.0 0O4 40 0.10 SpIA. 23w -0.023 +0.010 -0.033
S53 +0.027 +0.039 -0.012

32 5.1 0.383 44.6 0.075 Single Slotted 30.7 -0.063 -0.07- 0.011

"33 2.31 0 52.4 003 Double Slotted 40.3 -0.303 -0.328 0.025

"34 2.0 0 56.3 005 Split 44.5 -0.229 -0.4 74 -0.055
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6.1.5.2 WING DERIVATIVE Cm, WITH HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

Mechanical Flaps

According to lifting-line or lifting-surface theory, camber, such as that due to flaps, does not affect
the variation of pitching moment with angle of attack over the region where there is no flow
separation. The theory is substantiated by experiment over the linear angle-of-attack and
flap-deflection ranges (References I and 2).

Theoretically, the pitching-moment-curve slope of both wings and airfoils is affected by leading-
and/or trailing-edge flaps that extend beyond the basic airfoil chord. However, the changes in Cm0
for airfoils (as predicted by linear theory) cannot be substantiated with test data (see
Sýction 6.1.2.2). In addition, the effect of extended flaps on Cm, for a wing of finite aspect ratio
is not treated in detail in any of the literature surveyed for Datcom. Therefore, no method is
presented to account for the effects of extended flaps on Cm,.

Jet Flaps

The aerodynamio.center location for a wing with a jet flap is dependent upon the trailing-edge jet
momentum coefficient Co and upon the extent to which leading- and trailing-edge flaps extend
beyond the basic wing.

Considerations of clarity and simplicity of presentation dictated a deviation from normal Datcom
practice in that the effect of jet flaps on Cm,. was included in Section 6.1.5.1, which deals with
the pitching-moment increment AC,.

DATCOM METHOD

1. Mechanical Flaps

The variation of wing pitching moment with angle of attack for various flap deflections is assumed
to be the same as that for zero flap deflection over the linear-lift range (see Section 6.1.3,
particularly Figure 6.1.3-2).

2. Jet Flaps

The variation of pitching moment with angle of attack for wings equipped with jet flaps is covered
in the jet-flap method of Section 6.1.5.1. The range of applicability and the limitations of the
method are discussed there and in Sections 6.1.1.1 and 6.1.2.1.

REFERENCES

1. Sod I. W,, and Wfyl. F. A. Experinm•tl I lntwo on of Aerodynsmically blancd Tralling-Edge Control Surfac on an
Aspect Ratio 2 Triarguar Wing at Skemonic and Supersonic Speeds. NACA RM A52L04, 1953. (U)

2. Furlong. G. C, wd McHugh, J. G.: A Suenr and Anysis of the Low4ped Longitudinal Characteristics of Swept Wings at
NO RRevnW Numle. NACA TR 1331, 97. (U)
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6.1.6 HINGE MOMENTS OF HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

This section prescrnts approximate methods for determining hinge-moment derivatives at subsonic
and supersonic speeds. At subsonic speeds the methcd, based on lifting-line theory, is believed to be
of sufficient accuracy to be used for preliminary-design work. This method is best suited for
higher-aspect-ratio wings.

The methods presented for supersonic speeds have one stringent restriction: the leading edges of the
wing planform must be swept ahead of the Mach lines. The methods are based on conical-flow
solutions. Since hinge-moment variation with Mach number at transonic speeds becomes somewhat
erratic, no method is presented for calculating transonic hinge moments. However, some trends in
the transonic range can be noted from References I through 4. As the critical Mach number is
passed, a shock forms on tile upper surface of the airfoil and moves rearward with increasing Mach
number. The airfoil pressure distribution changes from one that is approximately triangular, with a
peak negative pressure forward, to one more nearly rectangular, with lower pressures at the trailing
edge. In general, this causes Jhinge moments to become more negative. Sketch (a) presents some
typical hinge-moment-derivati•'e variations with Mach number.

It should be noted that in the more normal or stable case, where Ch and Ch are negative at

subsonic speeds, hinge-moment derivatives decrease in a somewhat regular fashion through the
transonic range and then increase slightly to their supersonic value. Most of the very erratic
variations of Ch and C occur when these values are near zero or positive at subson'c speeds. It

can also be seen that in the transonic region some hinge-moment derivatives can change sign.

.04 04

.02 .02
Cho

Ch6 0 .0,

-.02, -.02'

-.04 1 .... , . - -.044 . . 1

.6 .8 M 1.0 1.2 .6 .8 M 1.0

- SKETCH (a)

REFERENCES

1. Thompson, R. F.: Investigation of a 42.70 Sweptback Wing Model to Determine the Effects of Trailing - Edge Thickness on the
Aileron Hinge-Moment and Flutter Characteristics at Transonic Speeds. NACA RM L50J06, 1950. (U)

2. Lord, D. R., and Czarnecki, K. R.: Recent Information on Flap and Tip Controls. NACA RM L53117a, 1953. WU)

3. Thompson, R.F.: Hinge-Moment, Lift, and Pitching-Moment Characteristics of a Flap-Type Control Surface Having Various Hinge-
Line Locations on a 4-Percent-Thick 600 Delta Wing - Transon;c Bump Method. NACA RM L54808, 1954. (U)

4. Hieser, G.: Transonic Investigation of the Effectiveness and Loading Characteristics of a Flap-Type Aileron With ind Without
Paddle Balances on an Unswept-Wing--Fuselage Modal. NACA RM L56B02, 1956. (U)

"" 5. Runckel, J. F., end Hieser, G.: Normal-Force and Hinge-Moment Characteristics at Transonic Speeds of Flap-Type Ailerons at
Three Spanwise Locations on a 4-Percent-thick Sweptbeck-Wing- 'Body Model and Pressure-Distribution Meosurerments on an
Inboard Aileron. NACA RM L57123, 1957, (U)
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6.1.6.1 HINGE-MOMENT DERIVATIVE Ch OF HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES
a

A. SUBSONIC

The hinge-moment derivative due to angle of attack can be approximated from the method of
Reference 1. The method is based on lifting-line theory, with additional lifting-surface corrections
to account for sweep.

The method is based on equations in terms of section parameters; therefore, the accuracy of the
method is dependent upon the accuracy with which the section characteristics can be estimated.
Test data on the particular airfoil-flap combination under consideration or one closely resembling it
should always be preferred to characteristics obtained from generalized methods. Calculated values
and test data for several different configurations are presented in Table 6.1.6.1-A to illustrate the
accuracy of the method and summarize available test data.

The method is directly applicable to control surfaces having constant, chord ratios and constant
airfoil contours across the span. For configurations with variable chord ratios or variable airfoil
contours across the span, it is suggested that average values of the section characteristics be used.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the method in predicting the effects of finite-wing parameters
decreases as the wing aspect ratio decreases. Application of the method to wings with aspect ratios
of three or less should be avoided.

Experimental data have shown that for sweptback wings the shape of the ends of the control
surface can have a critical effect on the hinge-moment parameters. The Datcom method is
applicable to controls with the control-surface ends cut parallel to the plane of symmetry. For
configurations with wing cutouts, or with control surfaces that do not have ends parallel to the
plane of symmetry, it is suggested that empirical procedures be used to estimate Ch

The effect of subcritical Mach-number corrections on hinge moments appears to be small for
control surfaces having trailing-edge angles less than approximately 120. Therefore the Datcom
method, which neglects subcritical Mach-number effects, may be applied over a large portion of the
subcritical Mach-number range.

DATCOM METHOD

The hinge-moment derivative due to angle of attack of a sealed, plain trailing-edge control at
subsonic speeds, based on the product of the control-surface area and the control-surface chord
Sc~c (area and chord aft of the hinge line), is approximated by

A cos Ac/
Ch A ++2 cosAL- (ch. +AC;1 6.1.6.1-a

c (4 balance

where

hc) is the section hinge-moment derivative due to angle of attack. Test data on the
balance particular flapped airfoil are preferred, but the derivative can be approximated

by the method of Paragraph A of Section 6.1.3.1. (This term could be C'h, or

C. hoh from Section 6.1.3.1.)
6. 1.6. 1-1



ACh is an approximate lifting-surface correction which accounts for induced-camber effects.
ACh

"It is obtained by multiplying the quantity cJ B2 Ka cosAc/ 4  from Figure

6.1.6.1-19a, by its denominator

where

c2 is the airfoil section lift-curve slope obtained by using the medhod of Section
" 4.1.1.2.

B2 accounts for the effect of control-surface and balance chord ratios. This

parameter is obtained from Figure 6.1.6.1-19c.The primed values of the
control-surface and balance chord ratios. used in reading Figure 6.1.6.1-19c,
refer to measurements normal to the wing quarter-chord line.

Ka accounts fcir the effect of control-surface span. This parameter is defined by

(K a) i (I (K- 77i 0-( a n (1 - 0lo
K= (6.1.6. 1-b

where

7?i is the inboard span station of the control,
inboard span ordinate

77i =b/2

(Kcd),i is obtained from Figure 6.1.6.1-19b as a function of the inboard
spanwise location (i) of the control panel.

is the outboard span station of the control,
outboard span ordinate

o= b/2

(K ) is obtained from Figure 6.1.6.1-19b as a function of the
outboard spanwise location (i%) of the control panel.

Sample Problem

Given: The flapped wing configuration of Iference 8

Wing Characteristics:

A 3.43 = 0.44 Ac/4 = 48.70

STE

0.086 (streamwise) tan 2 0.0697 (streamwise)

6.1.6.1-2



:7; 7/'.- . I..- *-*i/ ;-_ -* -* / • . -.* . r ... " 7 *-( , y. r r . r-- * " ." r-

tan E 0NACA 65-012 airfoil (normal
tan2-- = 0.0523 (streamwise) to .50c of unswept wing)

Flap Characteristics:

* . Plain trailing-edge flap Sealed gap AHL =410

cfc = 0.167 (streamwise) c'K/c' = 0.20 (normal to .25c)

C/CF 0.090 (streamwise) c'/c' = 0.115 (normal to .25c)

* .. t /(2cf)= 0.090 (streamwise) Round-nose2 2ontrol

I = 0.586 o= 0.99

Additional Characteristics:

Low speed R = 2.2 x 106

Compute:

Section hinge-moment derivative cha (Section 6.1.3.1)

(Choz) -0.384 per rad (Figure 6.1.3.1-11 b)

= 0.855 (Figure 4 .1.1. 2 -8a)

0.60,0 (Figure 6.l.3.1-11a)(Ch a•theory

' = ( -h (Equation 6.1.3.1-a)

cQ )) th or

Sl = (0.600) (-0.384) = -0.230 per rad

(c theory 6.715 per rad (Figure 4.1,1.2-8b)

Balance ratio= 0 (Equation 6.1.3.1-d). \ cf ] 2cf/

"h(c) h/c 1.0 (Figure 6.1.3.1-12a)

"6.1.6.1 -3
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- .j..-r 5.--1-- .

c 2 t(c) t an -i-- (Equation 6.1.3.1-b)h.~ ~ ~~Ot th cateoy (~ heor

"-0-0.230+2 (6.715) [1- 0.8551 (0.0523 - 0.086)

- -0.296perrad - -0.00516perdeg

h.c= I ch) C" /c" (Equation 6.1.3.1-c)
(Cha~~jl~ ha [\Cha) balance haj

- 0.00516 per deg

Induced camber effect ACha

11.05 R

•i." " = 1.05(k° (Equation 4.1.1.2-a)
c ~ ~ ~ O /3 ethoy

( '-.' (0.855) (6.715)
\1.0/

- 6.03 per rad

0. 105 per deg

B2  0.885 (Figure 6 .1.6.1-19c)

(K ) = 2.18 (
(K =4.20 (

i " K.) i ( •r/) - (K,,)77 0(0 - no)

K = (Equation 6.1.6.1-b)a77o - 77i

• (2.18) (1 - 0.586) - (4.20) (1 - 0.99)

0.99 - 0.586

=2.13

" ocr B2 K. cos A 14 (0. 105)(0.885)(2. 13)(0.66) = 0.1306 per deg
ba

C1I

BK = 0.0125 (Figure 6.1.6.1-19a).... %B2 K, cos A, 14

ACh (0.0125)(0.1306) = 0.00163 per deg

6.1.6.1-4
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Solution:

SA cosAe,/4 (ch + ACh (Equation 6.1.6.1-a)

ChA+ 2 cos Acl balane J

(3.43) (0.6600)(3.43) (0.6600) (-0.00516) + 0.00163(3.43) + (2) (0.6600)

- -0.00083 per deg

This compares with a test value of -0.0014 per degree from Reference 8.

B. TRANSONIC

No method is available for the prediction of the hinge-moment derivative Ch at transonic speeds.

Because of the mixed-flow conditions and interrelated shock-wave and boundary-layer-separation
effects encountered at transonic speeds, the prediction of Cha by theoretical means is extremely

difficult. Experimental results for Che at transonic speeds are presented in References 2 through 5.

C. SUPERSONIC

The supersonic three-dimensional hinge moment due to angle of attack can be computed for
trailing-edge control surfaces by the method presented in Reference 6. The method is based on
linearized theory and applies to tapered and untapered trailing-edge control surfaces, with the
following restrictions:

1. Control root and tip chords are parallel to the plane of symmetry.

2. Wing planform has leading edges swept ahead of the Mach lines and has streamwise tips.

3. Controls are not influenced by the tip conical flow from the opposite wing panel or by
the interaction of the wing-root Mach cone with the wing tip.

Calculated values and test data for several different configurations are presented in Table 6.1.6. 1-Bto illustrate the accuracy of the method and summarize available test data.

For leading-edge 6ontrol surfaces or for trailing-edge control surfaces with subsonic leading edges,

reverse-flow techniques (see Reference 7) can be used.

DATCOM METHOD

The- method consists of determining the pressure-area-moment for an infinitely thin flat-plat,
control by assuming two-dimensional loading and then subtracting the losses in loading resulting
from the interference of the wing-root and wing-tip conical flows.

Combinations of wing-root and wing-tip conical-flow cases for a typical wing-planform-control

configuration are illustrated by the relative positions of the Mach lines in Sketch (a).

6.1.6.1-5
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ROOT MACH CONE TIP MACH CONE

SKETCH (a)

For a given Mach number and wing-control combination (which determines the wing-root and
wing-tip conical-flow case). the conical-flow losses are obtained by dividing the conical regions into
a series of triangular segments, each having its origin at the apex of the Mach cone, and summing the
loss in pressure-area-moment P'S x for those segments. The procedure to be followed in summing
P'S Lx for the triangular segments is illustrate6 for the most general wing-root and wing-tip
conical-flow case (Case 1) in Figure 6.1.6.1-21. Table 6.1.6.1-C is a general computing form for
summing a pressure-area-moment parameter representing a loss in loading from the two-dimensional
loading of he triangular segments of the conical-flow region defined byCase 1.

Figure 6.1.6.1-21 and Table 6.1.6.1-C can be adapted to compute the pressure-area-moment
parameter for wing-root and wing-tip conical-flow Cases 2 through 5 by determining the proper

regions that will be affected by the Mach cones. For wing-root and wing-tip conical-flow Case 6,
there is no loss in loading from the two-dimensional loading value.

The hinge-moment derivative Ch at supersonic speeds for a symmetric, straight-sided control,
hO

based on the product of the control-surface area and the control-surface chord S~cc (area and chord
aft of hinge line), is given by

c C TE Ch 6.1.6.1-c

where

( C1TE is a thickness correction factor to the supersonic flat-plate derivative.

2
C1 = M- 1 per radian

6N42 -I
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(y,+ I)M 4 -4(M 2 -1)
C2  2 per radian•ii?:i ~2 (MI )

-TE is the trailing-edge angle in radians, measured normal to the control hinge line.

is the ratio of specific heats, 3y = 1.4.

For a symmetrical biconvex airfoil the thickness correction factor in Equation 6.1.6. 1-c is

• . ",.2 C 2 L)2
2C (t)2'h

3C 1,(l + k) cos(ALE-AHL) 2 [k+2 -k

where

(t) is the maximum airfoil-thickness ratio, measured in a plane normal to the control
hinge axis.

x•h\ is the chordwise location of the control hinge axis, measured in a plane normal to

the control hinge axis.

k = tan (ALE - AHL) tan (ALE - ATE )

Thickness correction factors for other airfoil sections can be determined fromReference 6.

Ch( ) is the supersonic flat-plate hinge-moment derivative.
tic =0

The procedure for calculating fCh) is outlined in the following steps:
t/c = 0

Step 1. Construct the wing-root and wing-tip Mach lines on a layout of the wing-control con-
figuration, and determine the wing-root and wing-tip conical-flow case by referring
to Sketch (a).

If the wing-root and wing-tip conical-flow case isCase 6, there is no loss of loading
from the two-dimensional value. For this case calculate 0 and g as presented in
Step 2, then

h(C) -2 (per degree) 6.1.6.1-d" hot/tC 0 57.3 F l.g2

Step 2. Compute the following geometric and Mach-number parameters (see Sketch (b)):

.'•--' = x/ M 2 -

tan ALE

6.1.6.1-7



tan AHL
a ---- T •-xt"

tan ATE a

d = Py M

K2= 1Yi Cf bf b 2

lb ALE YO
K3= (2~ - Yi) ALe~T .J 1
K 4 =13 " Yo)

K,= 13(yo) 2  c-•....-lA

K- 1dSKETCH (b)

K f-3(1-a) K° f~ <)"

4 2
KK 10

K86= SKTC (yb)Kl

S1(-a) 13 (1 + d)

KStep 3.D r the regions ta rs;)e t onFigure 6.1.6.1-21 )

!.'.- tat areaffected by the wing-root and wing-tip conical 'ow case determined in Step 1.

p 3. Dt e regions affected for each case are:

Conical-Flow Case Wing-Root and Wing-Tip Conical
(Sketch (a)) Flow Regions Affected

1 1, 2,3,4,5,6, 7, 8

2 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8

3 3,5,7,8

4 1,3,4,7

5 3,7

6 None

6.1.6.1-8



" Step 4. Calculate the pressure-area-moment parameter representing a loss in loading from the two-
dimensional loading value for each of the wing-root and wing-tip conical-flow regions affected
by using the computing procedure presented inTable 6.1.6. 1-C.

Step 5. Sum the values of the pressure-area-moment parameter calculated in Step 4 for the affected
"regions and obtain C \ by

""/tic = 0

-2 2; P' (3x I + a2) 2S,
(Ch) 7 2 (per deg) 6.l.6.l-e

t/C 5.3 1- g22M. 3 \ý j3i 7  a2J

where

2M (3 V i +i a2J = br 6.1.6.1-f

for tý_pered controls, and

2Ma 13 vTl+2a2J = 3 bf (Cf) 2  6.1.6.1-g

for untapered controls.

SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS USED IN COMPUTATION OF (Cha)

n,r' nondimensional coordinates useAin integration of wing-root and wing-tip conical pressures.
Equations are given in column (1 of Table 6.1.6.1-C for calculating n and r', Values of n
are required to enter the design charts for P' and t for conical-flowRegions 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Values of r' are required to enter the design charts for P' and t for conical-flowRegions
1, 2, 7, and 8.

,P' the loss of loading of the average value of the local pressure ratio (C /C ) over the conical-
p PO

flow region. This parameter is obtained from Figure 6.1.6.1-22 for conical-flow regions inter-
secting the wing-root Mach cone and from Figure 6.1.6.1-34 for conical-flow regions inter-
secting the wing-tip Mach cone.

.C is the pressure coefficient (Ap/q) for a three-dimensional wing.

C is the two-dimensional pressure coefficient.

S• t. nondimensional parameter used in calculating the moment-arm parameter 3x Vl +p2 a2.
t, is obtained from Figure 6.1.6.1-22 for conical-flow regions intersecting the wing-root
• "M J cone, and from Figure 6.1.6.1 -34 for conical-flow regions intersecting the wing-tip
Mach cone.

6.1.6.1-9



Sx distance of the center of loading of a conical-flow i,...n from the control hinge axis
measured normal to the hinge axis (see Sketch (c) ). Equations are given inColumn D of

Table 6.1.6.1-C for calculating the moment-arm parameter 3x I I + 02 a2 for the appropriate
conlcal-flow region; hence, explicit values of x are not required.

CENTER OF•N

PRESSURE OF
CONICAL-FLOW
REGION

"SKETCH (c)

re.P. angle of a ray in the conical-flow field which passes through the center of
pressure.

.r angle denoting an arbitrary position of the ray in the conical-flow field.

SL area of a loaded region. Equations are given in Column Q of Table 6.1.6.1-C for determining
•.._, 2S •

Ma area moment of a control surface about its hinge axis.

*(Cf,) 2bf
Ma 6 cosAHL (X2 f+ X+l)

* where Xf is the control-surface taper ratio.

7 7 arigle of sweep of the line intersecting conical-flow regions of the wing at angle of attack. In
reading values of P' and tc*p' fromFigures 6.1.6.1-22a through 6.1.6.1-22j, and from
Figures 6.1.6.1 -34a through 6.1.6.1-34d, i? = AHL for conical-flowRegions 5 and 6, and

i? = ATE for conical-flowRegions 3 and 4.

The sample problem below illustrates use of the method for obtaining (Ch)t/c

6.1.6.1-10
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Sample Problem

Given: A wing-control configuration with the following characteristics:

SAX = 6.19 = 0.55 b/2 = 6.0ft ALE 41.9

ATE = 27.57 A 30.850 ct = 2.75 ft Cr 5.0 ft

xt= 2.20 ft x = 4.0 ft cft = 0.606 t cf = 0.850 ft

bf = 3.25 ft y= 2.0 ft Yo= 5.25 ft

Additional Characteristics:

M 1.80; 13 1.4967

Compute:

Step 1. Determine the xv ng-root anc_' wing-tip conical-,flow case.

'01

!1= sin-j;[ 1 = sini O

41.90
33.750

From Sketch (a) (Page 6.1.6.1-6):I
Root case: 3

Tip case: 3

Step 2. Compute the required geometric and Mach-number parameters.

tan ALE 0.8972
g--,p 1.4967 0,5995

tan AHL 0.5973
a - -. . . . 0.3991

S1.4967

tan ATE 0.5221
d ... 0.3488

1.4967
!f:! 6,1.6.1-11
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in . **•:'.L.• .,q*.•**U**-- • . • .* I . . .. . J,,1: ?* ?• •• 7 : . . . .• . .. . . .. -

K1 = y = (1.4967)(5.25) = 7.8577 ft

K = P = (1.4967) (2.0) = 2.9934 ft

2!
13K =/( -3. (1.4967) (6.0 -2.0) =S5.9868 ft

K4 = P ") = (1.4967) (6.0 - 5.25) = 1.1225 ft

= p(Q)2 (1.4967)(5.25)2 = 41.2528 sq ft

iK6. 1.026
.0(1 - d) (1.4967)(1 - 0.3488) = 1.0260

1 1
K= ( -a) (1.4967)=(1 - 1.1119KK8-(1,4967) (2.0)2 c 5.9868 sq ft

•...-.K9 =3 "Yi =(1.4967) (6.0 - 2.0)2 23.9472 sq ft

1 1
K0 +d 0.4954

SK 3(1 + d) (1.4967) (1 + 03488)

1 _1 = 0.4775
Kl 3(1 + a) - (1.4967) (1 + 0.3991)

+ a)
K12 ) - = (1.4967) (6.0- 5.25)2 = 0.8419 sq ft

Step 3. Determine the wing-root and wing-tip conical-flow regions affected.

From the chart of Step 3 of the Datcom method the affected wing-root and wing-tip conical-flow

regior.s are: 3, 5, 7, and 8.

Step 4. Using the computing form, presented as Table 6.1.6.1-C, calculate the pressure-area-moment
parameter representing a loss in loading from the two-dimensional loading value of the
affected conical-flowRegions.

r. 6.1.6.1-12
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Conical- n or r P 3x 2S L3x 2S L
Flow SeeColumrj) SeeTable SeeTable SeeColumn® SeeColumnQ Q)Q)

"Region Table 6.1.6.1-C 6.1.6.1 -C 6.1.6.1-C Table 6.1.6.1-C Table 6.1.6.1-C )

LU
Z 3. 0.6101 0.258 0.736 -2.4978 15.649 -1"0.085

S5 0.5503 0.245 - 4.00 9.7901 9.5943

• 7 1.0191 0.300 0.645 5.1073 6.1011 9.3480

8 0.7354 0.277 0.695 -5.7755 4.4027 . - 7.0435

LU 3 0.4495 0.280 0.662 -0.9512 1.6840 0.4485

0
U

5 0.2862 0.224 - 2.20 0.6614 0.3259

S7 1.1011 0.314 0.609 2.0177 0,9270 0.5873
0.

S8 0.5608 0.236 0.751 -2.7147 0.4721 - 0.3025

SP'(3x 1F 5-3a2 )2SL 1,9760

Solution:

2Ma) [ (ft)3

2M& j +72I bf ( Equation 6.1.6. 1-f)
Cf - f

r t

(0.850)3 - (0.606) -

= 3.25 ( 5.22 cu ft
(0.850) - (0.606)

- te= -25\i3/31 '(- g I (Equation 6A1.6.1-e)
57.33 J 7 2a[3 Il +f32a

...- 2'' 1.9760

(57.3) (1.4967) 2 -1(0.5995)1 -

; -0.0181 per deg
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TABLE 6,1,6.1-A

SUBSONIC HINGE-MOMENT DERIVATIVE DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Ref. M A Ac/4 X Type of h4 IC hCh
I Control I h

(dog) Surface Calc Test CalcI ast

9 0.23 6.0 5.7 0.5 1 Elevator -0.00268 -0.0030 0.0003

10 0.21 4.5 35.3 0.5 Elevator -0.00273 -0,0034 0.0007

0.6 1 -0.00209 -0,0028 0,0007

0.8 -0.00310 -0.0022 -0.0009

0.85 -0.00365 --0.0016 -0.0021

0.9 . -0.00460 -0.0015 -0.0031
11 0.25 3.0 45.6 0.5 Elevator .-0.00167 -0,0030 0,0013

0.6 --0.00 45 -o.o030 0.0015
0.8 -0.00231 -0.0027 0.0004

0.8 , -0.00360 -0.0025 _0.000I

12 0.55 3.04 35.0 1.0 F lap --0,00211 -0.0057 0.0036

0.8 I 0,00368 -0.0045 0.0008p
0.9 I -0.00558 -0.0044 -0.0012

13 0.3 4.7,5 35.22 0.513 Aileron 000296 --0.0024 0.0054

0,6 I 0.00234 -0.(9022 0.0045

0.8 0.00233 0 0.00233

0.875 0.0023.00 0.00438

0.875 0.00241 0 0.00241

0.9i 0,00249 -0.004 0,00649

0.3 4.65 35,59 0.450 Elevator 0.00154 0 0.00154

0.6 I 0.00101 -0.0015 0.0025

0.8 I 0.000889 -0.0028 0,0037

0.85 0.000866 --0.0026 0.0035

0.875 I 0.000851 -0.0042 0.0051

0.9I 0.000847 -0.0041 0.0055

4 0.7 4.0 4.8 0.6 Aileron -0.00418 -0.0013 -0.0029

0.8 I i 0.00546 -0.0030 00025
0.9 I -0.00842 0.0013 -0.0097

14 0,25 5.515 45,0 0.532 Aileron -0,000982 -0.00244 0.00146

0.8 -0.00280 -0.00195 -0.00025
0.9 -- 0.-O)3S2 --0.00280 -0,00112

0.25 1 --0.000986 -0.00244 0.00145

0.8 I -- 0.00280 -0.00195 -0.00085

"0.9 I -0.00393 -0.0028 -0.(011

15 0,6 3.50 10.8 0.25 Elevon --0.000858 -0.0039 0.0030

0.9 I I -0.00166 -0.0059 0.0042

16 0.328 3.06 38.7 0.49 Aileron -0.()0753 .. 0.0002 -0.0006

0.328 I j .Aileron 0.000920 0.0011 --0.0002

.1 6.1.(6.1-1,
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TABLE 6.1.6.1-A (CONTD)

Ref. M A Type of C -C hot

(deg) Control a
Surface Calec Teat Calc-Test

17 0.302 3.06 38.7 0.49 Aileron -0.000713 --0.001 0.0003

0.499 -0.00113 -0.001 -0.0001

0.7 -0.00184 -0.001 -0.0080 A
0.8 -0.00265 -0.001 -0.0016

8 0.12 3.43 48.6 0.44 Aileron 0.000427 -0.0024 0.0028

0.000661 -0.0015 9.0022
0.00124 -0.0011 0.0023

-0.000303 -00025 0.0022

0.000143 -0.0011 0.0012

0.00472 0.0015 0.0032

-0.0,0214 -0.0015 0.0013

18 0.12 3.58 48.7 0.44 Aileron -0.00141 -0.0035 0.0021

0.0000304 -0.0016 0.0016

"0.00351 0.0022 0.0013

--00.(0123 -0.0026 0.0014

0.000207 -0.0011 0.0013

0.00369 0.0026 0.0011

-0.000754 -0.0019 0.0011

0.000683 -0.0008 0.0015

0.00417 0.0027 0.0015

19 0.17 4.5 7.6 0.5 Elevator -0.00240 -0.0020 -0.0004

I I 35.3 I -0.00158 -0.0021 0.0005
20 0.12 3.36 13.5 0.4 Flap, -0.00186 --0.0016 -0D.0003

Ij-0.000532 0 -0.0005
I -0.00118 -0.0003 -0.0009

3.30 40.0 0.4 Flap -0.00b81 -0.0028 -0.0030
-0.000417 -0,0012 0.0008

0.00109 0.0040 -0.0029

0.000920 0.0039 -0.0030

3.36 13.5 0.4 Flap -0.00262 -0.0036 0.0010

-0.000660 1 -0.0037 0.0028
-0.00169 -0.0038 0.0021

---0.00104 0 -0.00104

J.00001 77 -0.0002 0.0002'

-0.000520 --0.0003 -0.0002

0.000369 0 0.00037

0.600800 0.0006 0.0002

I 0.000511 0.0004 0.0001

3.36 13.5 0.4 Flap 0.000181 -0.0022 0.0024

0.000u26 -0.0034 0,0040

0.000325 -0.0044 0 0047

0.00374 0.001 0.0027

0.00283 0.0013 0.0015

0.00317 0.0008 0.0024

Average A Ch, Cale- Cho test = 0.0020
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TABLE 6.1.6.1-B

SUPERSONIC HINGE-MOMENT DERIVATIVE DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Ref. M A ALE C C (C

(deg) Calc Test Caic-Test

21 1.61 3.1 23 0.4 -0.0193 -0.0183 -0.001

22 1.9 4.0 42.7 0.5 -0.0177 -0.010 -00077

I I I I -0.0177 -0.014 -0.0037
23 1.9 1.06 45 0.31 -0.0056 -0.003 -0.0026

"24 1.61 3.1 23 0.4 -0.0278 -0.0133 -0.0145

UI -0.0203 -0.020 -0.0003

-0.0222 -0.019 -0.0032

-0.0193 -0.0175 -0.0018

-0.0215 -0.023 0.0015

-0.0236 -0.0217 -0.0019

2.01 -0.0168 -0,0163 -0.0005

-0.0172 -0.015 -0.0022

-0.0154 -0.0146 -0.0008

25 1.59 4.0 42.7 0.5 -0.0108 -0.012 0.0012

-0.0108 -0.012 0.0012

-0.0108 -0.013 0.0022

-0.0108 -0.017 0.0062

26 1.93 3.14 9.33 0.59 -0.0127 -0.009 -0.0037

27 4.04 1.33 0 1.0 -0.00479 -0.006 0.00121

28 1.59 1.0 42.7 0.5 -00107 -0.0163 0.0056

1.59 1.17 40.6 0.337 -0.0041 -0.0043 0,0002
Chacalc -Chctest 0.00301

p..
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TABLE 6.1.6.1-C
COMPUTING FORM FOR SUMMING PRESSURE-AREA-MOMENT PARAMETER OF TRIANGULAR

SEGMENTS OF WING-ROOT AND WING-TIP CONICAL-FLOW REGIONS

- - ® I fin®

Figures for Enter Figure Value of P 3x L
Determining Conical-Flow at Following 3K 1 Value of

Columnnso&o Region Value of n or r P tc.p. 2SL cu ft)1 r 2K1I (I • atc.0 )
6.1.6.1 -22k 1 r - - 1-d) -. 3xr tK

through K 1  tc.p.
6.1.6.1 -221 - -

I x, 2K I (1-atc~p.)

2 r -. II-ai 3x, -0K5
K 1  1c.p.

K2  2c, i -, tc.p)

6.1.1-22a 3 n - i- (1-d) - 3x, (oCr )2K6
through er (I - dt¢.p,)
6.1.6.1 -22i 

P.

K 1 2¢r (1 • arc.p,)
4 n - 1 - (1 •1d) 3x - 2( i(c ) 

2
K6

o c (1 - dtc.p.)

o~K2
K2  l

2
K

< 6.1.6.1-22a 5 n 1-- l-a) - 0 (xr2K7
( through 7r

0 6.1.6-1-2
2

1
K 1

n - 1.- (1-8) -- -X (Xi
2

K
Kr

c' 2K 2 i1 - atc. . )

6.1.6.1 -22k 7 r ' - -(1-d) 3xr -K 6
through K8 2c P.

6.1.6.1 -221 
-a

thrug 2K2K - t 1C.
8 r 2K2(1 3 c ,K 1 _ (1-) 3r DK 8

ct 2K3 (1 + at o.p.
6.1.6.1-342 r - ( l+ d)-3x t I K
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6.1.6.2 HINGE-MOMENT DERIVATIVE C OF H!IGII-LIFT AND CONTROL, EV ICES
h6

A. SUBSONIC

The hinge-moment derivative due to control deflection can be approximated from the method of
Reference 1. The method is based on lifting-line theory, with additional lifting-surface corrections
to account for sweep.

The method is based on equations in terms of section parameters; therefore, the accuracy of the
method is dependent upon the accuracy with which the section characteristics can be estimated.
Test data on the particular airfoil-flap combination under consideration or one closely resembling it
should always be preferred to characteristics obtained fromn generalized methods. Calculated values

and test data for several different configurations are presented in Table 6.1.6.2-A to illustrate the
accuracy of the method and summarize available test data.

The method is directly applicable to control surfaces having constant chord ratios and constant
airfoil contours across the span. For configurations with variable chord ratios or variable airfoil
contours across the span, it is suggested that average values of the section characteristics be used.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the method in predicting the effects of finite-wing parameters
decreases as the wing aspect ratio decreases. Application of the method to wings with aspect ratios
of three or less should be avoided.

Experimental data have shown that for sweptback wings the shape of the ends of the control
surface can have a critical effect on the hinge-moment parameters. The Datcom method is
applicable to controls with the control-surface ends cut parallel to the plane of symmetry. For
configurations with wing cutouts, or with control surfaces that do not have ends parallel to the
plane of symmetry, it is suggested that empirical procedures be used to estimate Ch.

The effect of subcritical Mach-number corrections on hinge moments appears to be small for
control surfaces having trailing-edge angles less than approximately 120. Therefore, the Datcom
method, which neglects subcritical Mach-number effects, may be applied over a large portion of the
subcritical Mach-number range.

DATCOM METHOD

The hinge-moment derivative due to the deflection of a sealed, plain trailing-edge control at
subsonic speeds, based on the product of the control-surface area and the control-surface chord Secc
(area and chord aft of the hinge line), is approximated by

2 cos Ac/1"h C ca L e +AC 6.1.6.2-a
C cosAc/ 4 csA H + (h balaceb+l nce A+2cosA 4  6" baanc balance A/

6.1.6.2-1
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where

ch a is the section hinge-moment derivative due to angle of attack. Test data on tile
h, balance particular tlapped airfoil are preferred, but the derivative can be approximated

by the method of Paragraph A of Section 6.1.3.1. (This term could be c orI

c " from Section 6.1.3.1.)
Ia

(cj is the section hinge-moment derivative due to control deflection. Test data on
I balance the particular flapped airfoil are preferred, but the derivative can be

approximated by the method of Paragraph A of Section 6.1.3.2. (This term "
could be " or ",' from Section 6.1.3.2.)h6 6

•a is the two-dimensional lift-effectiveness parameter expressed as

(cQ)

a 6 = - (Equation 6.1.1.1-b)
(c)

where

Q6 is the lift effectiveness of the sealed, plain trailing-edge control obtained -
by using the method of Section 6.1.1.1.

ca is the airfoil section lift-curve slope (including the effects of
compressibility) from Section 4.1.1,2.

When experimental values of the section lift increment Ac, are available,
the lift effectiveness parameter should be calculated using

( 6 ) ) experiment
C6  (~c 2  6 "'

101

ACh is an appfoximate lifting-surface correction which accounts for induced-camber
ACh

effects. It is obtained by multiplying the quantity
Ssre B 2 K6 cosA/ 4 cOSAJIL,

from Figure 6.1.6.2-1 5a, by its denominator. The primed values of the control-
surface and wing chord ratios, used in reading Figure 6.1.6.2-15a, refer to
measurements normal to the wing quarter-chord line.

The terms in the denominator are defined below, except for c, , which is
defined above.

6.1.6.2-2.14



B2  accounts for the effect of the control surfacc and balance chord
ratios. This parameter is obtained from Figure 6.1.6.1-19c,where the
primed values of the control-surface and balance-chord ratios refer to
measurements normal to the quarter-chord line.

K accounts for the effect of control-surface span. This parameter is
defined by

)':i ~ ~(K5)Ili t7,-r~) ... (K5)o(1- 17,

"6.1.6.2-b

where

is the inboard span station of the control,

inboard span ordinate
i -b/2

'(K6 )i is obtained from Figure 6.1.6.2-15b as a function of
the inboard spanwise location (Ti) of the control
panel.

is the outboard span station of the control,
outboard span ordinate

b/2

(K5 )no is obtained from Figure 6. 1.6.2-15b as a function of
the outboard spanwise location (n70 ) of the control

panel.

Sampie Problem

"Given: The flapped wing configuration of Reference 8. This is the configuration of the sample
, problem of Paragraph A, Section 6.1.6. 1. The characteristics are repeated.

Wing Characteristics:

A = 3.43 X " 0.44 AC14  48.70 NACA 65-012 airfoil (normal
to .50c of unswept wing)

TE
t/c = 0.086 (streamwise) tan - 0.0697 (streamwise)2

6.1.6.2-3
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¢TE
tan- = 0.0523 (streamwise)

2

Flap Characteristics:

Plain trailing-edge flap Sealed gap AHL = 41 1

Cf/C = 0.167 (streamwise) c'f/c' 0.20 (normal to .25c)

Cb/cf = 0.090 (streamwise) C'b/C'f = 0.115 (normal to .25c)

tc/(2cf) = 0.090 (streamwise) Round-nosed control

7?i = 0.586 70o = 0.99 5 = 0

Additional Characteristics:

Low speed R9 = 2.2 x 106

-0.00516 per deg

"balance

q = 0.105 per deg (Sample Problem, Paragraph A, Section 6.1.0. )

= 0.855

(c 2 )theory

Compute:

Lift effectiveness (Section 6.1.1.1)

(cR5) = 3.29 per rad (Figure 6.1.1.1-39a)

- 0.745 (Figure 6.1.1.1-39b)

(0.745)

(C)theory

K ' 1.0 (Figure 6.1.1.1-40)

= = • 8 . C it r K ' (Equation 0. 1.1. -1
C• f LC• theory

(0.745) (3.29) (1.0) = 2.45 per rad

6.1.6.2-4
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(c26
o - (Equation 6.1.1.1-b)

(c

2.45 I-.. . . . 0.407
(0.105) 57.3

Stction hinge-moment derivative ch (Section 6.1.3.2)

(ch6 t = -0.810 perrad (Figure 6.1.3.2-12b)

Ch

I = 0.883 (Figure 6.1.3.2-12a)
(ch 6)theory

Ch 6 = h )theory (c) htheory (Equation 6.1.3.2-a)

"- (0.883) (-0.810) = -0.7i 5 per rad

Baane ato J .i ~b.) 0 ~Equation 0. 1.3, 1-d)(h)Balance ratio 
cf

= 1.0 (Figure 6.1.3.2-13)
Ic h

c = c h +2 (c-5) theory (tan--2 (Equation 6. 0.3.2-b)

(-0.715) + 2(3.29) (1 -0.7451 (0.0523 - 0.086)

= -0.7715 per rad = -0.0135 per deg

hc" (Equation 6.1.3,2-c)

= 1-0.0135 per deg

6.1.6.2-5



Induced camber effect ACh

B, 0.885 (Figure 6.I.6.!-19c)

Figure 6.1.6.2-15b
(Kb = 4.25

(K ,, 1 17j) (K ,, 0 I),)

Kb (Equation 6.1 .0.2-b)

(2.0) 1 0586) (4 25) (I 0.99)

0.99 0.586

1.944

245
c B, K cos A. 4 cos A -- 7 )0.885) I.944j(0.660) (0.7547)

(0.60(hW.i47 0035 L ( 0.407)1 .44 0.051

000.030(,5 per deg

A('I

B 0.02 6. (F:igure 0.1.6.2-15a)
Q 2 6 A 4 fit

AC' h 0,.0218) (0.0300,S5} 0.000799 pcr dcg

' ""Solu.1ion:

C'h Coil'.- "A• O S All.+ 6+•(4 fI alln) + 0al(nce A + 2 o A ,4

0(j KItatiOnl 0.1 .6.2-it)

210.0600)
=(0.6600o)(0.75471 f: 0.0135)+(1 0.407)( 0.0)051o)34- 2 0-(0 +0,000799

s = 0.001563 per (leg

The test vahlue Cromn Reference 8g 1,, W003.1 per degree.

'• •' 6.1!.6.2-6



B. TRANSONIC'

No mrcthod is available tor the prediction of the hinge-moment derivative C at transonic speeds.

Because of the mixed-flow conditions and interrelated shock-wave and bound ary-layer-separation
*effects encountered at transonic speeds, the prediction of Ch by theoretical means is extremely

difficult. Experimental results for C h at transionic speeds are presented in References 2 through 5.

C. SUPERSONIC

The supersonic three-dimensional hinge moment due to control dullection can be Computed for
trailing-edge surfaces by the method of Reference 0, The method is based on linearized theory and
applies to tapered and untapered control surfaces with the following restrictions:

SI. Leading and trailing edges of the control surface are swept ahead of the Mach lines from

the deflected controls.

2.Control root andl tip) chords are pa Miel to the plane of symmnetry.

3. Controls are located either at the wing tip or far enough inboard so that thc outermost
Mach lines from the deflected controls do no! cross the wing tip.

14. Innermost Nfach lines from the deflected controls do not cross the wing root chord.

5. The wing planform Ims leaiding edges swept ahicad of' t~he jkacli lines and has strea~nmise
tips.

{,. Controls are not intluenccd by the tip conical flow from the opposite wing panel or by
the interact ion of the wing-root Mach cone with the wing tip.

('aCLclated values and test data for several different configurations are presented in Table 6.1.2-
to illustrate the accuracy of the miethod and summarize available test data.

[-or leading-edge control Surfaces and for trailing-edge control SUrfaces With subsonic leading edges.
reverse- flowv lec11irIiCS Oiw se Reference 7) can be used.

V DATCOM METHOD

-The liingc-nionien t derivaitive U h at supersonic speeds for zý synitmetric. straight-sid cd control.

* ~~based on the product Ot thle con trol-surlace area anid the con I mI-surface chord S.c, (area and
4 ~chord a ft of the hiingze line), is, approximated by!

C h (f - 2 OTI.)PC~h 6.1.6.2- c

o. 1.6.2-7



where

( I -- OTFl; is a thickness correction factor to the supersonic flat-plate derivative.

2
C, - per radian

t. - (.Y+l)M 4 - 4(M2 - I) perMradia

2(M 2 - 1)

" OT• is the trailing-edge angle in radians, measured normal to the control hinge line.

"ly is the ratio of specific heats, -y = 1 .4.
For a symmetrical biconvex airfoil the airfoil thickness correction factor in Equation 6. 1.6.2-c is

3 C1\c

where
L

(t' is the maximum airfoil-thickness ratio, measured in a plane normal to the control
c hinge axis.

/ h is the chordwise location of the control hinge axis, measured in a plane normal to
the control hinge axis.

-Ch

Thickness correction factors for other airfoil sections can be determined from Reference 6.

O' h i s the supersonic flat-plate hinge-moment parameter obtained from Figure 6.1.6.2-17.
h6 For tapered controls this parameter is a function of tan AN L/• tan ATE !/, and the

"control taper ratio Xf. For untapered controls it is a function of tan AH L/• tan
" • AT/ F and the control aspect-ratio parameter OA,

Sample Problem

Given: Wing with a tapered, trailing-edge control.

.. ' AHL 310 ArE 27.60 Xr 0.713 3TE

Symmetric, flat-sided section M 1.80 ; i3 = 1.50

* ' 6.1.6.2-8



q~q~w~t w.."-"--*u .. : ........' -. vrv4rrrr Wr r .rrrrr.r WI

Compute:
2 2

C1  .. . 1.33 per rad.• 1.5

- (7+1) M4  4 (M2  1). (2.4) (1.8)1 - 4(2.24)C2  ) 1.62 per rad2(M2 - 1) 2(2.24)2

I' C2  FT 1.62) 3.0 0.3C-- -1 TE)= [ (- •Bis.. 1=0.936

tan AHL 0.6009 = 0.401

/3 1.5

tan ATE 0.5228
S... . = 0.349

/31.5
N C'h =-0.0335 per deg (Figure 6.1.6.2-170)

Solution:

a C ="A I (Equation 6.1.3.2-c)

= ,936 (-0.0335) =-0.0209 per degS1.
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TABLE 6.1.6.2-A

SUBSONIC HINGE-MOMENT DERIVATIVE DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTION
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Ref. M A Ac/ 4  Type ofl aC(deg) Control Ci0 %•nh

Surface Cale Test Calc-Test

9 0.23 6 5.7 0.5 Elevator -0.0118 -0.0104 -0.0014

10 0.21 4.5 35.3 0.5 Elevator -0.00830 -0.0081 -0.0002

0.6 .-0.00976 -0.0094 -0.0004

0.8 -0.0132 -0.0118 -0.0014

0.85 -0.0151 -0.0128 -- 0.0023

4 0.9 IF -0.0184 -0.0147 -0.0037

11 0.25 3 45.6 05 Elevator -0.00608 -0,0067 0.0006

0.6 -0.00725 -0.0079 0.0006

"0.8 -0.00991 -- 0.0083 -0.0016

0.9 -0Q.0139 -0.0087 -0.0052

12 0.55 3.04 35.0 1.0 Flap -0.00956 -0.0085 -0.0011

0.8 I -0.0136 -0,010 -0.0036

0.9 -0.0190 -0.010 -0.0090

13 0.3 4.785 35.22 0.513 Aileron -0.00431 -0.0057 0.0014

0.6 -0.00586 -0.0046 -0.0013

1.8 -0.00829 -0.0043 -0.0040

0.85 -0.00962 -0.0040 -0.0056

0.875 -0.0106 -0.0040 -0.0066

0.9 4,. -0.0119 -0.0055 -- 0.0064

0.3 4,65 35.59 0.450 Elevator -0 00593 -0.0063 0.0004

0.6 -0.00755 -0.0040 -0.0036

0.8 Ij -0.01 03 -0.0024 -0.0079

G.85 -0.0119 -0.0020 -0.0099

"0.875 .4 -0.0130 -0.0006 -0,0124

0.,j -0.0144 0 -- 0.0144

4 0.7 4.0 4.8 0.5 Aileron -0.0164 -0.0110 -0.0054

0.8 1 -1-0.0199 -0.01o30 --0.0069

0.9 44 -0.0281 -0.0185 -0.0096

14 0.25 5.515 45.0 0,532 Aileron -0.00554 -0.005 -0.0005

0.8 1 -0.00945 -0.006 -0.0035

0.9 -- 0.0131 -0.006 --0.0071

0.25 -0.00552 -0.005 -0.0005

0.8 -0.00941 -0.006 -0.0034

4 0.9 -0.0130 -0.006 -- 0.0070

15 0.6 3.50 60.8 0.25 Elevon -0.00337 -0.0029 -0.0005

0.9 I 1 -0.00626 -0.0035 -0.0028

16 0.328 3.06 38.7 0.49 Aileron -0.00571 -0.0031 -0.0026

I 0.328 0.00363 -0.0013 0.0049
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TABLE 6.1.6.2-A (CONTO)

Ref. M A Ac 4  Type of C C AC
c Control h6 6 h 6

(deg) Surface Calc Test Calc-Test

S17 0.302 3.06 38.7 0.49 Aileron -0.00566 -0.0043 -0.0014

0.499 I...-0.00633 -0.0043 -0.0020

0.7 -0.00787 -0.0047 -0.0032

0.8 -0.00955 -0.0048 -0.0048

18 0.6 3.0 0 1.0 F lap -0.00225 -0.005 0.0027

0.7 -0.00262 -0.004 0.0014

0.8 -0.00327 -0.0026 -0.0007

0.85 -0.00383 -0.0095 0,0057

0.9 -0.00478 -0.005 0.0002

0.6 -0.00301 -0.005 0.0020

0.7 -0.00347 -0.004 0.0005

0.8 --0.00429 -0.005 0.0007

0.85 -.0.00499 -0.0055 0.0005

0.9 -0.00619 -0.002 -0.0042

0.6 -0.00390 -. 0.0053 0.0014

0.7 -0.00447 -0.0043 -0.0002

0.8 -0.00547 -0,001 -0.0045

0.85 -0.00634 -0.004 -0.0023

0.9 -0.00782 -0.0043 -0.0035

0.6 -0.00564 -0.012 0.0064

0.7 -0.00641 -0.011 0.0046

0.8 . -0.00779 -0.011 0.0032

0.85 -0.00901 -0.012 0.0030

0.9 -0.0111 --0.0145 0.0034

0.12 3.43 48.6 0.44 Aileron -0.00477 -0.0064 0.0016

I -0.00469 -.0.0060 0.0013

-0.00447 -0.0057 0.0012

I J -- 0.00504 -- 3067 0.0017

-0.00489 -0.0064 0.0015

I-0.00178 --0.0035 0.0017

, -0.00543 -0.0069 0.0015
19 0.12 3.58 48.7 0.44 Aileron -0.00592 -0.0071 0.0012

38-0.00494 -0.0056 0.0007

-0.00219 -0.0025 0.0003

-0.00586 -0.0073 0.0014

0 
-0.00488 -0.0058 0.0009

1-0.00214 -0.0028 0.0007

-0.00568 -0.0070 0.0013
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TABLE 6.1.6.2.A (CONTD)

Ref. M A Ac/ 4  A Type of C hc
Control C(deg) Surface Calc Test Calc-Test

"19 0.12 3.58 48.7 0.44 Aileron -- 0.00471 -0.0057 0.0010

-0.00199 -0.0023 0.0003

20 0.17 4.5 7.6 0.5 Elevator -0.0109 -0.0095 -0,0014

35.3 -0.00775 -0.0069 -0.0oo0

21 0.12 3.36 13.5 0.4 F lap -0.0102 -0.0068 -0.0034

-0.00558 -0.0032 -0,00244 -0.00768 -0.0041 -0.0036
3.30 40.0 0.4 F lap -0.00698 -0-0078 0.0008

-0.00376 -0.0049 0.0011

--0.00455 -0.0012 -0.0034

-0.00251 0.0005 -0.0030

3.36 13.5 0.4 F lap -0.00735 -0.0100 0.0026

-0.00392 -0.0082 0,0043

-0.00550 -0.0086 0.0031

-0.00608 -0.0059 -0.0002

-0.00318 -0.0054 0.0022

-0.00452 -0.0054 0.0009

-0.00536 -0.0048 -0.0006

-0.00335 -0.0036 0.0002

-0.00412 -0,0040 -0.0001

-0.00539 -0.0110 0.0056

-0.00279 -0.0094 0.0066

-0.00426 -0.0112 0.0069i-0.00197 -0,0019 -0.0001
I-0.000815 -0.0022 0.0014

S-0.00149 -0.0027 0.0012
Ch"1 - ,"00002Average I C6- C0 2 test 00014
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TABLE 6.1.6.2-B

SUPERSONIC HINGE-MOMENT DERIVATIVE DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTION
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Ref. M A ALE x Ch Ch AC )

(deg) Calc Test Calc-Test

22 1,61 3.1 23 0.4 -0.0209 --0.0210 0.0001

23 1.9 4.0 42.7 0.5 -0.0122 -0.010 -0.0022

-0.0122 -0.014 0.0018

24 1.9 1.06 45 0,31 -0.0151 -0.010 -0.0051

25 1.61 3.1 23 0.4 -0.0192 -0.021 0.0018

I4-0.0196 -0.019 -0.0006

II 0,007-0.0207 -0,0007

-0.0209 -0.021 0.0001

-0.0232 --0.0245 0.0013

-0,0255 -0.026 0.0005

2.01 -0.0146 -0.015 0.0004

-0.0152 -0.016 0.0008

-0.0153 -0.016 0.0007

26 1.59 4.0 42.7 0.5 -0.0169 -0.012 -0.0049

-0.01 69 -0.012 -0.0049
-0.0169 -0.016 -0.0009

-0.0169 -0.017 0.0001
27 1.93 3.14 9.33 0,59 -0.01 24 --0,011 -0.0014

28 4.04 1.33 0 1.0 --0.00464 -0.0056 0,001

29 1.59 4.0 42.7 0.5 -0.01 66 --0.015 7 -0.0009

S1.59 1.17 40.6 0.337 -0.0149 -0.0031 -0.0118

Average A Ch - Ch test 0.0020

6calc 1te-t
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6.1.7 DRAG OF HIGH-LIFT AND CONTROL DEVICES

There are two types of movable control surfaces. Control surfaces or flaps may exist as movable portions of primary
lifting surfaces, such as ailerons on a wing or elevators attached to stabilizers. A control surface may also exist as an
independent lifting surface, such as an "all-flying" horizontal tail. The drag due to deflection of the latter type of control
is treated simply as the drag of the surface at a different angle of attack. This section of the Dtcom is therefore con-
cerned only with the drag due to deflection of flaps or control surfaces that are movable parts of primary lifting surfaces.

The deflection of flaps or control surfaces causes two increments of drag. First, the profile drag of the primary-surface -

movable-surface combination is changed. Second, if the two surfaces are producing a force normal to the-local flow
direction, the deflection of the control surface will produce a different span-loading distribution and may therefore change
the induced drag of the surfaces, Both profile-drag and induced-drag effects are considered in the Datcom.

A. SUBSONIC

The changes of both induced drag and profile drag due to control or flap deflection are c( dered. The change of induced
drag is caused by a change in span-loading distribution. The induced drag is calculated first without flap or control
surfaces deflected and then with these surfaces deflected. The increment of (Irag thus obtained is the change of induced
drag due to flap or control-surface deflection.

The method of calculating induced drag used in this Sectirn iz limited to the flap deflections and angles of attack for
which the flow is attached over the control surface. The approximate maximum control deflections for linear control
characteristics are given in figure 6.1.3-2. This chart, based on test data for an NACA 0009 airfoil, is intended only to
serve as a gLAde.

DATCOM METHOD
To calculate the induced drag for a spanwise symmetrically loaded wing, the span-loading distribution is determined by

the method of Section 6.1.5.1. A finite number in of spanwise stations on the full.span wing is chosen. Each station
is indicated by the integers v and n, which are related to span location by the equation

V7r pn7r
;Tcos m - cos m+ 6.1.7-a

The number of s-an stations m must be an odd integer. If the span loading is a smooth curve, m may be relatively
small, for exampie, 7, 9, or 11. If the span loading is not smooth, m should be larger, for example, 13, 15, or 17.

For a given flap deflection 8, the span loading is given by

G, =-(• ) (6) S 6.1.7-b

where a, is obtained from Section 6.1.1.1, 6 is the streamwise control deflection, and (G/6), is determined as outlined in
step I of Method 2 in paragraph A of Section 6.1.5. 1.

The induced drag can be expressed, by the method of reference 1, as

kýW I (1- G,,(sinC - + G bC (1- 8,,)B,, G, + 2 G. b,,- (1- )B.,G, sin 6.1.7-c

L n v {l n

"where
'i m4- 1

ink - 6.1.7-d

612

6.1.7-1
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m+l

b-= for n mv 6.1.7-c
4 sin for

bkk forv=n k

b, csi On /1 1o) n,),

cn 2(m+1) forn-76:v 6.1.7-f

8,n I forv =n 6 .1.7-g

ft = 0 for v # n 6.1.7-h
m+l

Bn = br, for n - = k 6.1.7-i
2

m+-1

B,.n bvn + b,.n••-n for -n k 6.1.7-j

U 05cor1 1 6.1.7-k

VOW_ v 6.1.7-1r• m+l

On m+ 6.1.7-m

C=- (a,) 8 (equation 6.1.7-b)

Gn for n v

Gk for n k

The sample problem at the end of this section demonstrates the 'use of equation 6.1.7-c. Step 1 of the sample problem is
an evaluation of the terms of equation 6.1.7-c that are functions only of m, and hence of n and v. Once calculated
for a given number of span locations m, Step 1 need not be repeated. Therefore, when using m= 11 or m 21,
one may utilize the results of Step I in the sample problem, and begin the calculations at Step 2.

Equation 6.1.7-c gives the induced drag coefficient at a given angle of attack and a given flap deflection. The correspond-
ing lift coefficient is

k-I 1

Cr, -m+l G,+2 2 Gsin, 6.1.7-n

n=1

where the terms of equation 6.1.7-ri are defined as in equa' 6.1.7-c.

;C.

SKETCH (a) FLAPS UP
/FLAPS DOWN

. / 0 FROM SAMPLE PROBLEM

Cr:1
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£quations 6.1.7.c and 6.1.7-n are evaluated at several angles of attack, both with flaps up and with flaps down. The
induced drag coefficient CD, is then plotted versus C1, for flaps up and flaps down, as shown in sketch (a). The
increment of C01  between these curves, at constant CL , is the induced drag due to flap deflection at a given lift
coefficient.

The increment of profile drag due to control or flap deflection can be expressed as a change of the minimum drag co.

efficient for the polar of the primary surface with undeflected control or flap. The minimum drag coefficient is then

( , (Co i,)f tap lp + ACD rn l6.1.7-o

where

&Cv.. =_ Acdt Kb + K' (AC 6.1.7-p

Acd f is the airfoil section drag coefficient with deflected flap given in figures 6.1.7.22 and 6.1.7.23 as a func-

tion of deflection and of f-' for plain and for single-slotted flaps.c

Kb is given in figure 6.1.4.1-15 as a function of taper ratio and flap span ratio.

K' is the flap span factor given in figures 6.1.7-24(a), (b), and (c), taken from reference 2.

ACL1  is determined by the mechanical flap method of Section 6.1.4.1

The shift of the polar without flap or control deflection can now be drawn (figure 6.1.7-27). The increment of induced
drag due to flap or control deflection is added to the basic polar. The resulting curve is then translated parallel to the
C-.exis until the minimum CD agrees with the value given by equation 6.1.7-o.

Sample Problem

Given: The flapped-wing configuration with the following characteristics.

Wing Characteristics:

A = 6.35 X = 0.50 Ac/,•= 40 0 Sw =,67sq ft

Cr = 12.6 ft V =. 9.8 ft bw/2 30.0 ft

rTE
NACA 63,012 airfoil (streamwise) tan - = 0.073

Flap Characteristics:

Plain trailing-edge flap Sealed gap

0.195 0.556 6 11.30 (streamwise)

c1/c = 0.20 (streamwise)
6.

'i 6. 1.7-3
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Additional characteristics:

Low speed; 13 = 1.0 (Dmill) -0= 0.0203 100

R = 9.0 x 106

Compute:

Step 1. Parameters that are functions of m are evaluated. These parameters remain constant for
any particular value of m. Tables are presented in this section for m = 11 and 21, (tables
6.1.7-A through 6.1.7-F), In case it is desired to use some other value of m , the procedure
for calculating these parameters is outlined below. Equations 6.1.7-a tnrough 6.1.7-m are
used.

'Let m 11

m+1 = 12

k . . .6
2

v I tok(l to6)

n Iltok(lto6)

lO(c)(1) (2) i
v OV sin 0. Cos OV (Cos #, - Cos •• •'

2 2 3 4 5 6

3 Equation 6.1.7-1 1

42
2

5 3

6 4

5

6

6.1.7-4



. . " . . . -�x- -""

(3) (4)

".': "" I~ - (-I)"- b.

2 (m+) -- 1)
n

V 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

"1 2

2 3 Equations 6.1.7-e and 6.1.7-f

3 4

4 5

6

6

(5) (6)

L". (co,~..,- - co,#,.)' ( (- 2)

2 (m + 1)

v v
n n

1 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

U6_ 6

6.1.7-5



(7) (8)

b(8) [I... .. I- ,

U- V Un n 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 ----- 5 6
"- 1

1
2

2

3 Equations 6.1. 7-g and 6.1,7-h
3 Equations 6.1.7-c and 6.1,7.f, with

(m I- 1 - n) substituted for n 4
4

5
5

6
6

(10)(9)

B,,o(1 - S-) B,

v v
n . n

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

2 2

3 Equations 6.1.7-i and 6.1.7-j 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

*6.1.7-6
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Step 2. Spanwise loading coefficient G.

The following spanwise loading coefficients must be obtained:

1 Basic loading without flaps

2. Incremental loading due to flap deflection

3. Basic loading with flaps

1. Basic loading without flaps:

"The variation of G/6 with 1v is determined as outlined in step I of Method 2
in paragraph A of Section 6.1.5. 1.

ct, = 0.116 per deg = 6.65 per rad (table 4.1.1-B)

cia _ 6.65 1
K •- .. . .- 1.06

2wt 2wr

_ (1.0)(6.35) = 6.0

K 1.06

/tan A /4./tan 40Q'
AP-- tan" = tan* 40 0

The variation of G/6 with i/, is then the spanwise loading from figure 6.1.5.1 .62c

with = 1.0 (wing treated as a full-span flap). The desired loading coefficient
G is calculated as follows:

Gv =- a6 6 (equation 6.1.7-b)

a 6 = -LO (wing treated as a full wing-chord flap)

" 6i = t (radians) =a0.175 rad

Then

The calculation is shown below.

6.1.7-7
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'1 Y vL rad

per rad

0 .32 .175 .0560

.1 .33 .175 .0578
"".2 .34 .175 .0595

.3 .34 .175 .0595

.4 .34 .175 .0595

.5 .33 .175 .0578

.6 .32 .175 .0560

.7 .30 .175 .0525

.8 .26 .175 .0455

.9 .21 .175 .0568

1.0 0 .175 0

2. Incremental loading due to flap deflection:

The variation of G/6 with %v may be read directly from figure 6.1.5.1-62c at
17i = 0.195 and qo = 0.556. Then, the difference in the spanwise loading of
those tabluations at each span station is the spanwise loading of the actual full-
chord flap. (See sketch (b), Section 6.1.5.1.)

Flap effectiveness av

cla /0.899 (figure 4 .1.1.2- 8a)
i.-:" (`A°ttheory

0.836 (figure 6.1.1.1-39b)
•I'0 :.(c tlf)theory

CIS) c3.68 per rad (figure 6.1.1.1-39a)

•. ,.\ theory

' K' 0.999 (figure 6.1.1.1-40)

A 6 (CI) K' (equation 6.1.1.1-c)

•-• 11.3
11 -.- (0.836) (3.68) (0.999) = 0.606
57.3

6.1.7-8
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.:Ac

So6 = (c) 6 (equation 6.1.1.1-b)

-- 0.606

(0.116) (11.3)

S- (•)a066 (equation 6.1.7-b)

- _ (Gi) (-0.462) (11.3/57,3) 0.0911 G

(G) 0~~* ( 0) 195()

I7 (fig. 6.1.5.1-62c) (fig. 6.1.5.1-62c) ( )7 - ( )i

0 0.30 0.22 0.08 0.0073
.1 0.31 0.21 0.10 0.0091
.2 0,32 0.15 0.17 0.0155
.3 0.32 0.10 0.22 0.0200
.4 0.30 0.07 0.23 0.0210
.5 0.23 0.05 0.18 0.0164
.6 0.17 0.04 0.13 0.0118
.7 0.11 0.03 0,08 0.0073
.8 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.0046
.9 0.65 0.02 0.03 0.0027

1.0 0 0 0 0

3. Basic loading with flaps:

The incremental loading due to flap deflection is added to the basic loading without
flaps to obtain the basic loading with flaps,

GGG" Gv G

basic loading incremental lc, ading basic loading
17 without flaps due to flaps with flaps
0 0.0560 0.0073 0.0633

.1 0.0578 0.0091 0.0669
.2 0.0595 0.0155 0.0750
.3 0.0595 0.0200 0.0795
.4 0.0595 0.0210 0.0805
.5 0.0578 0.0164 0.0742
.6 0,0560 0.0118 0.0678
.J 0.0525 0.0073 0.0598
.8 0.0455 0.0046 0.0501
.9 0.0368 0.0027 0.0395

1.0 0 0 0

6.1.7-9
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The above loadings are plotted in sketch (b), in order that values of GV may be read for

any desired v.m"

-BASIC LOADING WITH FLAPS

.08 ... --

.04-C QALO•DNG Q) J L
.04

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

SKETCH (b)

Step 3 C0D due to flaps

wA
Let C0  + N1 + N2 1 (equation 6.1.7-c)

where

k

N Gk Bk C k 8nG

k-I k

N 2 E (Gv b G BGzi

V= n=I

Sm+I = 12 k 6 -irA _ ir(6.35) - 1.662
m+1 12

CD must be calculated for the following loadings:

Case 1, Basic loading without flaps

Case 2, Basic loading with flaps

S 6.1.7-10



Case 1. (Calculations for basic loading without flaps)

TabulateGv for v - I to k

I G,
v (table 6.1.7-A.) (from Aketc (b)]

1 .9659 .025

3 .7071 .AND

4 . 000 .0578

5 .2588 .0595

6 1 0 .0660

Calculate NI

for v = k 6, n - k - 6

table 6.1.7-B = Q (D

DW 3.000 .1680

for v k - 6

I® ®____
i.(1.....2

i', a (I - ale.) B.G. Q
toble 6.1.7-C

1 .04622 .0205 .0009

2 0 .0400 0

3 .2356 ,0520 .0123

"4 0 .0578 0

5 2.404 .0695 .1430
0 0"6 0 .0560 0

- -___--____ 2~®=0.1562

N1  J.560 10.1680- 0.15621 = 0.000661

6.1.7-1l
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Calculate N2

for v - 1

v n~~ (l-- a,) B,, G.®
table 6.1.7-C

1 0 .0205 0

2 4.187 .0400 .1675 **.j

3 0 .0520 0

4 .3660 .0578 .0212

5 0 .0595 0

6 .08931 .0560 .0050

k

s = 0.1937
ii -= 1

Repeat the above calcuiation for v = 2 through 5. The summations are listed
below.

I 8v ,,G for v = Ito k-I .

n= I

2 4 5

.1937 .1838 .176. .'664 .1544

•, sin S,,,b. , b-,O Gý ®R C"- 0] (> 0,
table 6.1.7-A table 6.1.7.B T___ __ ... _ _i

1 .2588 11.59 .0205 .2376 .1937 .01439 .000233

2 .5000 6.000 .0400 .2400 .1838 .0562 .001124

3 .7071 4.243 .0520 .2206 .1762 .0444 .001633

4 .8660 3.464 0578 .2002 .1664 .0338 .001692
5 .9659 3.106 .0595 .184 .1544 .0304 .0-01747 ..

k-1

2 E 0.01286

v=1

l* 6.1.7-12



Solution for Case I

C wA
D C - N 1 +N 2 1 - 1.662 [0.000661 +0.012861

- 0.0225 (basic loading without flaps)

Case 2. (Calculations for basic loading with flaps at c - 100)

Tabulate G, for v I I to k

G,,

v n sketch (b)

1 .9659 .0220
2 .8660 .0432
3 .7071 .0590
4 .5000 .0747
5 .2588 .0784
6 0 .0635

Calculate N1

Q' for v k = 6, n k 6

Gk bk k bk k Gk

table 6.1.7-B Q
.0635 3,00 .1905

for v k =6

(I - 6"d) BI M Gn (1 -6 6k,) Bk. G

n table 6.1.7-C

1 .04622 .0220 .00102
2 0 .0432 0
3 .2356 .0590 .01390
4 0 .0747 0
5 2.404 .0784 .1885
6 0 .0635 0

k

S® = 0.2034

N, =0.0635 10.1905 - 0.20341 = -0.000819

6.1.7-13
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Calculate N2

for v =

(1 -n• )•3• Gn (1 6-- ,) By,, C,,
(table 6A.;4.-C) v(3 ()

1 1 0 .0220 0
2 4.187 .0432 .1809 ;:
3 0 .0590 0
4 .3660 .0747 .0273

"5 1 0 .0784 0
1 6 .08931 .0635 .0057

k

(D®= 0.2139

n--1

Repeat the above calculation for v = 2 through 5. The summations are
listed below.

5,n 2 n for'v I to k-I
n!

1v 1 23 4 i

.2139 .2089 .2121 .2052 .1873

Sv &in 0, b. G., b7-®2

table6.1.7-A table6.1.7-B

1 .2588 11.59 .0220 .2550 .2139 .041i .000234
2 .5000 6.00 .0432 .2592 .2089 .0503 .001086
3 .7071 4.243 .0590 .2503 .2:21 .0382 .001595
4 .8660 3.464 .0747 .2588 24052 .0536 .00346.5
5 .9659 3.106 .0784 .2435 1 .A37 .0562 .002456

N2 = 2 ®= 0.02127

C ir - l[N 1 +N 1.662 [---0.000819+0.02127)

= 0.0340 (basic loading with flaps deflected I 1.3 at a- 100)

6.1.7-14



Step 4. Determine the lift coefficient CL for Cases 1 and 2.

Case 1. (Basic Loading without flaps)

Case 2. (Rasic Loading with flaps)

Gk 0.0635 for v k 6

__@ © 0
n G nn sin 0,G, sin On

"table 6.1.7-A (59 (5

1 .0220 .2588 .00569
2 .0432 .5000 .02160
3 .0590 .7071 .04172
4 .0747 .8660 .06469
5 .0784 .9659 .07573

k-I

2 0.4189
n= 1

CL G k + 2 G n sinf (equation 6.1.7-n)

n1

= 1.662 (0.0635 + 0.4189]

= 0.8017 (basic loading with flaps deflected 11.30 at at= 100)

Step 5. Determine the profile drag increment due to flaps AC 0
min

Ac = 0.0050 (figure 6.1.7-22)

K.b (=,o0 0.s8) 0.688
(figure 6.1.4.1-15)

K." = 0.265
47-0.195)

- K =0.424

K' -1,'•I- (figures 6.1.7-24a through -24c, interpolated)

ACL (Section 6.1.4.1)
f
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Act = 0.606

-0.462 (Step 2, above)

C, 6.65 perrad

= 1.056 (figure 6.1.4.1-14) (at (a)c = 0.55 from inset of
figure 6.1.4.1-14)

A +1/2 6.35 /2
p2 + ta c1/21 /2 1 + (0.7866)2 1/ 7.62S~1.06

CL /A 0.640 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

CLOZ (0.640) (6.35) = 4.06 per rad

A/ CLL f)" Kb (equation 6.1,4.1-a)

"(0.606) 166) [1.0561 (0.424)

0.166
AC L )2

ACD i Ac K + K'- (equation 6.1.7-p)
mi f irA

= (0.0050) (0.424) + (1.31) (0.166)2

ir(6.3 5)

= 0.00212 + 0.00181

= 0.00393

Step 6. Determine the minimum drag coefficient with flaps deflected

CC 0 C + AC (equation 6.1.7-o)CD min \min/5-, ACmin

= 0.0203 + 0.0039

= 0.0242
At this point, the lift coefficients and induced-drag coefficients are known at a= 100 for flaps deflected
11.30. The minimum drag coefficient with flaps deflected is also known. Steps 2 through 4 must now be
repeated at several angles of attack to determine the variation of C. with CL, as shown in sketch (a)

*" 6.1.7-16
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on page 6.1.7-2 for flaps undeflected and flaps deflected 11.3 0 . These values are plotted in the form of
figure 6.1.7-27 to give a flap-deflected drag polar.

B. TRANSONIC

At L-ansonic Mach numbers, the drag increment due to control deflection is extremely difficult to estimate. The transonic
flow about an airfoil, which has locally subsonic and supersonic regions, is very sensitive to changes in.airfoil section.
The supersonic flow regions frequently terminate with a nearly normal shock wave, causing an abrupt increase in pres-
sure at that point. The location of this shock wave can be greatly influenced by control deflection, which results 11 changes
to the preoure distribution, and hence causes an unpredictable drag increment. The complexity of the mixed flows
prevents the use of either simple theory or empirical analysis for general treatment of the problem.

DATCOM METHOD

Because of the extreme sensitivity of the mixed flows at transonic Mach numbers, no Datcom Method is given to estimate
the drag increment due to control deflection.

C. SUPERSONIC

At supersonic speeds, the drag due to control-surface deflection can be considered in two parts - a change of wave or
pressure drag, and a change of skin-friction drag.

DATCOM METHOD

The increment of wave drag of the primary surface with control surface deflected is

(•' ACD... ) L•.,-)1= (CDW . )a=0 6.1.7-q

where C is determined by the method of Section 4.1.5.1.

The ratio can be estimated by linear theory and is approximated by

+ _ + [I ] 6.1.7-r

"-• where

Cu.-6 is the ratio of mean flap chord to primary-surface chordc

Sa is the angle of attack of the primary surface with a.o

a is the deflection of the control surface relative to the primary surface, positive for trailing edge down

S,! is the part of the primary-surface planform area forward of and including the flap area that is not influenced
by the primary-surface tip [see figure 6.1.7-28 (b) ]

S, is the part of the primary-surface planform area forward of and including the flap area that is influenced by
"the primary-surface tip [see figure 6.1.7.?8 (b)]

The effect of control surface or flap deflection on drag is

(CD), = (C",,=. + A(C 0 .... ) + A(C-') 6.1.7-a

Although procedures can be devised for estimating the change of skin-friction drag due to control surface or flap deflec.
.- * - tion, the estimated changes are so small as to be of the order of the reading accuracy of the charts of reference 3 that

are used in the calculations. Therefore the change of skin-friction drag due to control deflection will be assumed to be zero.

6.1.7-17
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Sam ple problem

Given:

Configuration of sample problem 1, Method 1, paragraph C, Section 4.1.5.1.

A,14 = 350 A =4.0 t/c 0.06

Smooth surface Stabilized flight

Rf = 10" Round-nose airfoil
M = 2.0 (CD,), 0.00521 (C ... ),. (ACo.)6,1 0.0171

Additional characteristics:

S--200 a1 ft = 20 ftSw _

x 0.3 c, 15.40 ft

fl.,, flo p -- c 0.20

" a = 5* 8= -80 (Cn) , 0.0395 (at e = 50)

"The pertinent Mach line is shown below.

[:•'•MACH LINE

S, slOsqft

.S,, 190 sq ft

" ."Compute:

AC-...," calculation:

1 - 0.8

eB 6.1.7-18
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= 0.36

.. 5 = -= 0.975
200

+ 1 + 1- - S] (equition6.1. 7 -r)

= 0.8 + 0.2 (0.36) (0.975)

= 0.8702

ACDw,*, I[CD,,v, l ]y° (Cr) .. (equation 6.1.7-q)

= [0.8702 - 1] (0,0171)

= -0.00222

Solution for drag with flap deflection:

For a 50

(CD) . = (Co)a o + ACD ... + ACD, (equation 6.1.7.)

= 0.0395 + (-0.00222) + 0

0.03728
TABLE 6.1.7.A

v O, $in , con O,
"deg =1'

1 15.0 .2588 .9659

2 30.0 .5"00 .8660
3 45.0 .7071 .7071

4 60.0 .8660 .5000
5 75.0 .%59 .2588

"" 6 90.0 1.0 0

TABLE 6.1.7-B

b.,.

m 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 11.59 2.161 0 .09934 0 .02311

2 4.175 6.o0o 1.650 0 .1130 0
3 0 2.334 4.243 1.374 0 .1178
4 .3324 0 1.683 3.464 1.240 0

5 0 .2183 0 1.3a3 3.106 1.202
6 .08931 0 .1667 0 1.244 3.000
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TABLE 6.1,7.C

(1 --

n - _.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 0 2.167 0 .1094 0 .04622

2 4J187 0 1.667 0 .1459 0

3 0 2.358 0 1.414 0 .2356

4 .3660 0 1,733 0 1.365 0

5 0 .2819 0 1.523 0 2.404

6 .08931 0 .1667 0 1.244 0

Note: m = 11 for tables 6.1.7-A, -B, and .C

mn 21 for tables 6.1.7.D, -E, and .F

TABLE 6.1.7.D

#• sn 6+coo OY
deg sin ,

1 8.18 .1423 .9898

2 16.36 .2817 .9595

3 24.54 .4153 .9097

4 32.73 .5407 .8412

5 40.91 .6549 .7557

6 49.09 .7557 .6549

7 57.27 .8412 .5407

8 65.40 .9097 .4153

9 73.64 .9595 .2817

10 81.82 .9898 .1423

11 90.00 1.0 0

6.1.7-20
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TABLE 6.1.7-E

b."a

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 38.65 7.04. 0 .2929 0 .05764 0 .01959 0 .0W)004 0

2 13.95 19.52 5.163 0 .3083 0 [07300 0 .02787 0 .01391

3 0 7.611 13.24 4.023 0 .2907 0 .07723 0 .03205 0

4 1.113 0 5.238 10.17 3.362 0 .2721 0 .07851 0 .03473

5 0 .7167 0 4.072 8.398 2.930 0 .2568 0 .07910 0

6 .3061 0 .5291 0 3.381 7.278 2.634 0 .2466 0 .08008

7 0 .2180 0 .4234 0 2.932 6.538 2,431 0 .2409 0

8 .1253 0 .1692 0 .3567 0 2.628 6.046. 2.316 0 .2397

9 0 .09493 0 .1393 0 .3131 0 2.443 5.732 2.244 0

10 .06263 0 .07639 0 .1195 0 .2835 0 2.315 5.557 2.222

11 0 .04937 0 .06423 0 .1060 0 .2635 0 2.244 5.500

TABLE 6.1.7-F

G 1.

"n "

1 2 3 4 51 6 8 9 10 11
1 0 7.046 0 .2948 0 .06003 0 .02287 0 .01405 0

2 13.95 0 5.167 0 .3127 0 .07869 0 .03618 0 .0278.

3 0 7.616 0 4.029 0 .2984 0 .08798 0 .04910 0

4 1.120 0 5.246 0 3.372 0 .2850 0 .09800 0 .06946

5 0 .7268 0 4.084 0 2.945 0 .2785 0 .1160 0

6 .3188 0 .5431 0 3.398 0 2.658 0 .2858 0 .1602

7 0 .2310 0 .4384 0 2.951 0 2.459 0 .2883 0

8 .1463 0 .192i 0 .3869 0 2.673 0 2.401 0 .4794

9 0 .1232 0 .1739 0 .3628 0 2.533 0 2.487 0

1o .09772 0 .1170 0 .1753 0 .3799 0 2.565 0 4.444

11 0 .04937 0 .06423 0 .1060 0 .2635 0 2.244 0

REFERENCES

1. DeYoung, J.: Theoretical Symmetric Span Loading 0ue to Flap Deflection for Wings of Arbitrary Plan Form at Subsonic Speeds. NACA
Report 1071, 1952. (U)

"2. Young, A. D.: The Aerodynamic Characteristics of Flaps. British Report No. Aero 2185, February 1947. (U)

3. Ames Research Staff: Equations, Tables, and Charts for Compressible Flow. NASA Report 1135, 1953. (U)
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SINGLE.SLOTTED FLAPS
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FIGURE 6,1.7.23 TWO.DIMENSIONAL DRAG INCREMENT DUE TO FLAPS
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BASIC POLAR WITH NO CONTROL OR FLAP DEFLECTION

- -.- BASIC POLAR WITH INDUCED.DRAG INCREMENT DUE TO FLAPS

- - -. . BASIC POLAR WITH INDUCED-DRAG INCREMENT DUE TO "LAPS
SHIFTED TO THE PROPER f

/1

CL

C,,GIVEN BEQAIN6.1.7-a

/ ,

GIVEN BY EQUATION 6.1,7.p

FIGURE 6.1.7.27 CONSTRUCTION OF FLAPS-DEFLECTED DRAG POLAR
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FIGURE 6.1.7.28 (a) CROSS SECTION OF AERODYNAMIC SURFACE

• 
. .

,S',

-- •MACH LINE

"FIGURE 6,1.7-28 (b EXAMPLES OF S., AND S,
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6.2 ASYMMETRICALLY DEFLECTED CONTROLS ON WING-BODY
AND TAIL-BODY CONTROL COMBINATIONS

6.2.1 ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO ASYMMETRIC DEFLECTION OF
CONTROL DEVICES

6.2.1.1 ROLLING MOMENT-DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTION

Methods are presented in this section for eqtimating tiu ,lling moment due to control deflection at sub-
sonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds. Plain trailing-ed0: flap-type controls and spoilers are included. The
fundamental means by which each of these devices changes the lift of a wing, and hence the rolling moment,
is discussed in Section 6.1.1.1.

A discussion of the aerodynamic aspects of spoilers on three-dimensional wings is given in reference 1.
This reference also contains an extensive bibliography of spoiler tests. The following discussion summarizes
the conclusions of this reference.

At subsonic and transonic speeds, spoilers do not, in general, provide linear variation c . effectiveness with
spoiler projection, particularly at small deflections (see sketch (z)). This deficiency can be corrected by the
use of a slot or slot-deflector behind the spoiler.

L M = 0.6 .05 / M 0.0 •= 40 M 0.6
.05 0= 10% chord

.04-
-_ .04' .03- ••.

.03" CI
C1  .02-

.02 .01
' .01 �0

.a01 01 w • •

0 - 0 5 10 15 20 25
"0 -2 -4 -6 -8 -10 a (deg)

- (% chord)
c

SKETCH (a)4

For thin wings at high angles of attack plain spoilers are ineffective. This ineffectiveness can be partially
overcome by the use of a slot behind the spoiler and by the use of leading-edge devices. Sketch (b) shows the
effect of a drooped leading-edge extension on the rolling effectiveness of a plain and of a slotted spoiler.

S~6.2,1.1-1
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M = 0.85
M 0.85

8s"' =8% chord ,8 = 8% chord
.04- .04- d = 7.5% chord

.02 -20 0

0 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20
a (deg) a (deg)

EFFECT OF DROOPED WING LEADING-EDGE EXTENSION ON SPOILER EFFECTIVENESS

SKETCH (b)

In order to achieve maximum effectiveness, spoilers should be located toward the rear portion of the wing
for the following reasons:

1. The ineffectiveness of spoilers at small deflections increases with distance from the trailing edge.

2. The lag time at low speeds becomes excessively long for forward-mounted spoilers.

The optimum spanwise extent and position of spoilers are determined primarily by wing sweep. The higher
the sweep angle, the farther inboard the spoilers should be placed. Sketch (c) shows the spoiler rolling
moment for a spoiler extending from the wing tip to any inboard station yi, The ineffectiveness of tip-
located spoilers on swept wings is apparent.

S.= 90"

09

.A 0 60-
"M-0.9 A OPTIMUM

C1  (deg) 30, REGION -

[A= 500

M = 1.41 0

ROOT TIP

* ROOT TIPr.Y

SKETCH (c) SKETCH (d)

The optimum spanwise location of spoilers as a function of wing sweep is shown in sketch (d).
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A. SUBSONIC

Plain Trailing-Edge Flaps

A simplified lifting-surface theory is used in reference 2 to obtain the rolling-moment effectiveness C '6 for

plain trailing-edge controls at subcritical Mach numbers. The theory is applicable to wings for which
PA k 2 and AP < 600, where AP  = tan"' (tan A0/4 /03). The Prandtl-Glauert compressibility correc-
tion is used to account for subcritical compressibility effects. In this section the theory of reference 2 is used
up to M = 0.6. Since the theory is based on potential flow, the results are valid for attached-flow conditions
only, i.e., wing angle of attack and surface deflection where no flow separation exists.

Two-dimensional lift-curve slopes for specific wing sections are used to adju:;t the wing lift distribution. It
should be noted that the design charts from reference 2 give results for two full-chord controls anti-
symmetrically deflected. Then, absolute values of the section-lift effectivt.ness I a6 I for a specific con-
figuration are used to adjust the theory to realistic values. This results in positive values of C1, for anti-

symmetric control deflections. The proper sign of the rolling-moment coefficient will result from the

expresion C co 2

Spoilers

The method for predicting the effectiveness of plug and flap type spoilers is taken from reference 3. The
method is based on the simplified lifting-surface theory developed for flap-type controls in reference 2, used
with section spoiler data and an empirical correction for the effective spanwise location on swept wings. The
results are valid for attached flow conditions only.

A design chart based on the empirical results of reference 4 is presented for the prediction of the subsonic
rolling effectiveness of spoiler-sot-deflector controls.

DATCOM METHODS

Plain TrailingEdge Flaps

The wing trailingoedle control derivative Ci 8 at subcritical Mach numbers, based on the total wing area and

wing span, is obtained from the procedure outlined in the following steps:

Step I. Obtain the rolling-moment effectiveness parameter P(C' 18 /K of two full-chord controls

(cr/c 1.0) antifmmetricaIly deflected, as a function of PA/K and Ap, from figure
6.2.1.1-23.

The parameter K is the ratio of the two-dimensional lift-curve slope at the appropriate
Mach number to2u/PLe., (rCQ 2/Z ,.The two-dimensional lift-curve slope is obtained
from Section 4.1.1.2. For wing with airfoil sections varying in a reasonably linear manner
with span, the lift-curve slope of the section at the MAC of the flapped portion of. the
wing is adequate.

The parameter Ap is the compressible sweep parameter, given as Ap = tan"I (tan Ac/ 4 /0).

' "Tlhe usual ol is kmplid. Poetive rolling momen is rist wino dowu. Positive control deflection Is trailing edgp down.
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Figure 6.2.1.1-23 gives directly the effe.,tiveness parameter for control spans measured
from the plane of symmetry outboard. For partial-span controls having the inboard edge
of the control at spanwise station i, and the outboard edge at s7, the effectiveness
parameter is obtained as illustrated in sketch (e).

control I

r7i r1o

SKETCH (e)

Step 2. Determine the rolling effectiveness of two full-chord controls antisymmetrically deflected by

\-- ]~- 6.2.1.1-a

Step 3. Determine the rolling effectiveness of the partial-chord controls (cwe 1.0) of constant-
percent-chord (cf/c - constant) antisymmetrically deflected by

= 6.2.1.1-b

where C'1 is obtained from equaticn 6.2.1.1-a and a6l is the absolute value of the sectionV6
lift effe,: tivoness. aS is obtained from Section 6.1.1 .1 for the particular control under con-
sideration. For antisyminetric control deflections the value of u6 is based on the deflection
of one surface.

t The effect of a differential control deflection is taken into account by considering C16 of each control as

* one-half the antisymmetric value (equation 6.2. 1.1-b) where I is considered separately for each control
:" and based on its respective deflection. Then, the total tolling-moment coefficient for differential-control

deflection is obtained by
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For arbitrary spanwise distribution of control chord (constant-chord controls on tapered wings or tapered
controls on untapered wings), the control is divided into spanwise steps, and the total C16 value is found

by summing the C I, values due to each spanwise step, based on the average I o6I values over that span-
wise step.

It should be noted that in applying this method the control deflection angles and all dimensions are
* -7 - measured in planes parallel and perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.

The relationship between streamwise control deflection 6, control deflection measured normal to the
control hinge line 6I L and sweep of the flap hinge line AHL is

HLLHtan 8 = 00s AHL tan/i 1H~L

The relationship between a C1  value defined for a streamwise deflection and the corresponding value

defined n'ormal to the hinge line is

C16  C16  COS AHL

Sample problem I on page 6.2.1.1-7 illustrates the use of this method.

There are not enough experimental data available to substantiate this method. However, for con ifigurations
within the limitations of the method it is expected that the accuracy of.the calculated results will be within
£-10 percent.

Spoilers

Plug or Flap-Type Spoilers

The rolling-moment coefficient of a plug or a flap-type spoiler deflected on one wing panel only, based on
the total wing area and wing span, is given by

C1 = 6.2.1.1-c

C 2,

where

C, 5 is the rolling-moment effectiveness of two full-chord controls antisymmetrically deflected,
"obtained as outlined in the above method for plain-trailing-edge controls, but with effective
locations of the inboard and outboard ends of the control used in place of their geometric
locations in reading figure 6.2.1.1-23.

SA' 5  is the spoiler lift effectiveness expressed in terms of the change in zero-lift angle of attack.
•4 This parameter is presented as a function of effective spoiler height for four spoiler chord-

wise locations in figure 6.1.1.1-52. In using this figure, x, is the distance from the nose of
- ' "the airfoil to the spoiler lip, and h is the height of the spoiler measured from and normal

to the airfoil mean line at x. (see $sketch (f)).

SKETCH (f) -- _---

2c
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The effective locations of the inboard and outboard ends of the spoiler, used in reading figure 6.2.1.1-23,
ae given by

ef -
6.2.1.1.-I

noeff = 10 +_

where t? and i are the spanwise locations of the inboard and outboard ends of the spoiler, respectively,
and A. , and M,7. are effective increments in the spoiler spanwise locations due to the spanwise flow of the
spoiler wake for partial-span spoilers. These increments in spoiler spanwise locations are given by

4 (1 x~s) cos A sin 0

A A( = X) cos (ATE +0)

"6.2.l1.1.-e

Il(-X 0  cos A sin 0
A71 Al 1-X) cI cos (A +0)

where 0 is an empirically determined angle obtained from figure 6.2.1.1-26a as a function of the spoiler
sweepback. The spoiler sweepback is determined from the expression

tan A. tan A,/ - 4[ A7 -+1

In using this method, if t? exceeds 1.0, which would be the case for the spoiler extending almost to the
0 eff

wing tip on a highly swept wing, the value of C% at n•0 = 1.0 is used.

The effective spanwise extent of an arbitrarily located spoiler as used in this method is illustrated in sketch
(g).

,.(c - X •) . SKETCH (g)

-. -no

b w '°eff

"' ~2

6.2.1.1-6
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Sample; problem 2 on page 6.2.1.1-9 illustrates the use of this method.

Comparisons of test data with results calculated by using this method are presented as table 6.2. 1. l-A. Addi-
tional comparisons between test and calculated values are given in reference 3.

Only spoilers of constant-percent-chord height (h1/c = constant) were included in the analysis of reference
3; however, it is implied therein that the method should give acceptable results f'or arbitrary spanwise distri-
bution of spoiler control chord,

Spoiler-Slot-Deflector

The rolling-moment coefficient of a spoiler-slot-deflector on one wing panel, based on the total wing area
and wing span, is given by

(CI K(C 1 ) 6.2.1. 1-f
spoiler-l1ot-deflector plain oiler

where

(C is the rolling-moment coefficient of a plain flap-type spoiler deflected on one wing
panel, based on the total wing area and wing span, determined by using equation

spoiler 6.2.1. 1-c.

K is the ratio of the rolling-moment coefficient of a spoiler-slot-deflector to that of a
"plain spoiler, obtained from figure 6.2.1.1-26b, as a function of the ratio of spoiler
deflection to deflector deflection 8$/S . The spoiler and deflector deflections are
illustrated in figure 6.2.1.1 -26b. Note t&e difference between the spoiler-height
measurement h. used in determining C I of the plain spoiler and the 6s and Sd
measurements for the spoiler-slot-deflector control.

Figure 6.2.1.1-26b is based on the empirical results of reference 4. The wing planform of the test con-
figuration is a straight-tapered wing witi A = 4.0, X = 0.6, Ac/ 4  = 32.60, and with an NACA
65006 airfoil section in the streamwise direction. The method has not been verified by comparison with
other test results. Nevertheless, the method is expected to give acceptable results over the linear-lift range
for configurations with P3A a 2 and AP < 600, and at Mach numbers up to 0.6.

The use of this method is illustrated in sample problem 3 on page 6.2.1.1-12.

Sample Problems

1. Plain Trailing-Edge-Flap Ailerons

Given: The following wing-aileron configuration:

r , Wing Characteristics:

- . Aw 3.78 ýw 0.586 Ac/ 4  47.350

NACA 65009 airfoil (streamwise) tan 0TE/2= 0.0776 (strearnwise airfoil section geometry)

4d Aileron Characteristics:

Plain trailing-edge flap cf/c 0.30 17 = 0.75 flo 0.95

,4 6.2.1.1-7
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6 = 150 6 R .150

Additional Characteristics:

M 0.40; P = 0.917 RR 9x 106

Compute:

C'1

= 0.893 (figure 4 .1.1.2-8a)
(Ca) theory

(cg 6.58 per rad (figure 4.1.1.2-8b)

(ce) P ((equation 4.1.1.2-a)

1.05

0•917 (0.893) (6.58) 6.73 per rad

(c0) 6.73

K - - -2- 0.981
2wr/P 2v/P

PA _ (0.917) (3.78)

S0.981 
3

tan A~,
c tan( A (1.0856\

AP tan" tan" -- 49.80

-=0.320 per rad\ • /1i-- 0.75

(figures 6.2.1.1 -23a through -23c, interpolated)

0.95 0.420 per rad

16  rf(7-/) . (equation 6.2.1. I-a)

0.981

0.917 10.420 -0.3201 = 0.107 per rad

6.2.1.1-8
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- Section lift effectiveness aS (Section 6.1.1.1)

(c26 )t 4.35 per rad (figure 6 .1.1.1-39a)

(c26  - 0.840 (figure 6.1.1.1-39b)(c£) theory

K' 0.98 (figure 6.1.1.1-40)

S= [( 1( t K' (equation 6.1.1.1-c)

15.0""5.3-j- (0.840) (4.35) (0.98) = 0.937

- -- (equation 6.1.1.1-b)
(c 2a)a

AcR (0.937) -0.532

6 15.0
(6.73)-5.57.3

Solution:

C = C', 6  (equation 6.2.1.1-b)

= (0.107)(0M532) = 0.0569perrad

The rolltxig-moment coefficient is given by

C,: L L I 2 )R

0.0569
- [15 -(-15)] = 0.0149 (based on SwNb)2(57.3)

2. Spoiler

Given: The wing-,body configuration of reference 4 with a partial-span constant-chord spoiler hinged at the
55-percent-chord line.

Wing Characteristics:

Aw =-4.0 w= 0.60 Sw 324.0 sqin. bw = 36.0 in.

Ac/ 4  32.60 ATE 24.30 NACA 65006 airfoil (streamwise)

6.2.1.1-9



Spoiler Characteristics:

Y yo Cs
0.139 .639 0,150'Ii t -- 3 •,/2"

Spoiler projection 6, measured from the airfoil surface at 0.70c, and corresponding spoiler
chordwise location i• ,

4-I'= O~lO

-,0.55c -"

-= 0.662 J0.70c--
C c

-*- Additional Characteristics.

M 0.40; j = 0.917

Compute:

"Determine C'

= 0.105 per deg 6.02 per rad (table 4.1.1-B)

•: "•)_ % 6.02
/ (ca)Mc W 5- = 6.56 per rad

K: (c= 6.5 0.95827r/P 27r/O

tan Ar/4 0,6395
AP taW1 an- 1 34'

fiA 0.917 (4.0)

K 0.958

Determine 7 and 0

ieff eff

, . ~ 4 0 .7 5 - -

tanA, = tan A 4- F. (1) 1L)

4 0.40
"=0.6395 - . [0.75 - (1 - 0.662)) 1

4.0 1.60

6.2.1.1-10



w -

= 0.6395 - (0.412) (0.25) 0.5365

As --tanr1  0.5365 = 28.2°

0 = 28.3° (figure 6.2.1.1-26a)

COS ATE. 0.9114 (0.4741)
.- , , = = ,0. ,,a7114

cos (ATE +0) 0.6074

4 '"1 4 (1 -0.662)

- .= 0 .2 1 1
"A(1 + X) 4.0(1.60)

I [- (I- X),qj 11 -(1-0.6) (0.139)] 0.944

[1-(1-X) no = 11 -(1 -0.6) (0.639)] = 0.744

4 (1 .- ) csX~m
4 (1 - ) cosATE sin 0

A( + X)Cos (AE+ )
i~ =(b3.211) (0.944) (0.7114) 0.142. (equation 6.2.1.1-e)

7W,

AU = 0 -(I X)Iq ]A(1 + 1X) cos (AT + 0)

= (0.211) (0.744) (0.7114) = 0.112

= +A7i = 0.139+0.142 = 0.281

(equation 6.2. 1. 1 A)

effl = f., + 0  - 0.639+0.112 = 0.751

0.061 per rad

(figures 6.2.1.1-23a through -2.c, interpolated)

= 0.350 per rad

-I w

." . 6.2.1.1-1 i
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= ff 1( (equation 6.2. 1. 1-a)

L• 0.958 8[0.350-0.061] = 0.302 perrad .>
. . 0.917

Determine Aa'.

.1
• . The upper-surface ordinate of the NACA 65006 airfoil section at 0.70c is 0.01 94c. (see reference 5)

= --+0.0194 = 0.100+0.0194 = 0.1194
c C

Aas = 0.134 (figure 6..1.1-52at xs/c,hs/c)

Solution:

C-16

-..C1  5• (equation 6.2.1.1-c)

= (0302) (0.134)

0.0202 (based on Swbw )(Spoiler deflected on one wing panel)

This result compares with a test value of 0.0215 from reference 4.

3. Spoiler-Slot-Deflector

Given: The wing-body configuration of reference 4 with a partial-span constant-chord spoiler-slot-deflector
on one wing panel. This is the configuration of sample problem 2 with the addition of a slot opening
between the 55- and 70-percent-choid lines extending from r"i 0.139 to 1j. = 0.639, and a

, 0.15c deflector hinged at the 0.70 chord line. s

0W55c Sw =324.0 sq in.

S"d l bw =36.0in.

6s I 0.70c-
. = 0.100 i = 0.139 o= 0.639

(CI) = 0.0202 (sample problem 2)
plain spoiler

, 6~d"
d- 0.025, 0.050, 0.075, 0.100

c

6.2.1.1.-12S0



Solution:

(C1 ) =K(C 1 )euto 6211f
spoiler-dot-defle.tor plain polr (equation 6.2.1.1p-i)

= (0.0202) K (based on Sw w)

S(C pollCr-ot-defle 1or ( )oiler-Iot-d)flecto"

"6d K
Qi 0( figure 6.2.1.1-26b (.0200)0 (Tat)

0.100 0.025 4.00 1.35 0.0273 0.0290

0.100 0.060 2.00 1.70 0.0343 0.0350

0.100 0.075 1.33 1.57 0.0317 0.0360

0.100 0.100 1.00 1.34 0.0271 0.0300

B. TRANSONIC

No accurate method is available for predicting C15 at transonic speeds. Mixed flow conditions and inter-!- related shock-wave and bounuary-layer-separation effects cause extreme nonlinearities in this parameter.
The discussion of peragraph B of Section 4.1.3.2 gives some insight into these effects for plain wings.

The method presented here is intended to give a first-order approximation only and to providt a guide
to aid in fairing between subcritical and supersonic speeds.

Published experimental data in the transonic speed range are available for only a spocific flap-type control
tested on a wing-planform series in which only the wing sweep was varied (references 6 through 9).

DATCOM METHOD

No specific charts are presented for determining the tranronic rolling effectiveness of lateral-control devices.
"The best source of information of this type is experimental data on similar configurations. If such informa-
tion is not available, the following approach may be used as a guide in fairing between subcritical and super-
sonic speeds.

A first-order approximation of the transonic rolling effectiveness of lateral-control devices is given by

(C 4d
C1 (C1).1 0.6. 2 .1.1I-g

-0.6

where

(C1  is the rolling effectiveness of the control at M 0.6, obtained by using the appropriate
M - 0.6 method of para&Taph A of this section.
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CL) is the transonic wing-lift-curve slope, obtained from paragraph B of Section 4.1.3.2.

CLog) is the wing-lift-curve slope at M 0.6, obtained by using the straight-tapered wingSM -0.6 method of paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2 (figure 4.1.3.2-41).

C. SUPERSONIC

Plain Trailing-Edge Flaps

- Supersonic linear theory is used in reference 10 to derive conical-flow solutions for the rolling effectiveness
of wing trailing-edge flap-type control surfaces. The theory is based on the following assumptions (see sketchS.I (h)):

<,/ / /

* / \

/ N

S/ ,

"SKETrCH (h)

1. The leading (hinge line) and trailing edges of the control surface are supersonic (swept ahead of
the Mach lines).

2. The control surfaces are located at the wing tip or are far enough inboard to prevent the outer-
most Mach lines from the control surface from crossing the wing tip.

3. The innermost Mach lines from the deflected control surface do not cross the root chord.

S-4. The root and tip chords of the control surfaces are streamwise.

5. Controls are not influenced by the tip conical flow from the opposite wing pancl or by the inter-
action of the wing-root Mach cone with the wing tip.

An approximate correction is given in reference 10 to account for the effect of airfoil thickness in the case
of slab-sided controls.

Spoilers

The method presented for determining the supersonic rolling moment due to spoilers is taken from
reference 11. The derivation is based on an analysis, presented in reference 12, of the pressure distributions

* -adjacent to the spoiler. Although data on spoiler rolling characteristics at supersonic speeds are limited,
the method appears satisfactory for both plug and flap-type spoilers within the Mach number range of the
available data (M 1.6 to 3.0).

6,2,1.1-14



No method is presented for determining the supersonic rotluig moment due to spoiler-slot-deflectors.
Published test data on spoiler-slot-deflector characteristics at supersonic speeds are extremely limited.
References 13 and 14 present test data on spoiler-slot-deflector controls at supersonic speeds.

DATCOM METHODS

Plain Trailing-Edge Flaps

The supersonic rolling effectiveness of plain trailing-edge flap-type controls is given by

f ... 6.2 1. 1 ,-h

where

C is the control-surface rolling effectiveness of one control surface deflected on one wing6 panel, based on the total wing area and span.

• Cl is the theoretical rolling-moment derivative based on total control area Sf for thin

wings for the following cases:

(a) Tapered control surfaces with outboard edge coincident with wing tip
(use figure 6.2.1.1-27).

(b) Tapered control surfaces with outboard edge not coincident with wing tip
(use figure 6.2.1.1 -28).

(c) Untapered control surfaces with outboard edge coincident with wing tip
(use figure 6.2.1.1 -29a).

S(d) Untapered control surface with outboard edge not coincident with wing tip
(use figure 6.2.1.1 -29b).

SfS is the ratio of the total control area (both sides of wing) to the total wing area.
Sw

bf
b f is the ratio of the total control span (both sides of wing) to the total wing span.

w

is the distance from the wing root chord to the control root chord in wing spans.

S." .C2  ) is a thickness correction factor to the supersonic flat-plate derivative.

2
C1  - (per radian)
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(3y+ 1) M4 -4(M 2 - 1)
C2 2 (M2 - 1)2 (per radian)

0 TE is the trailing-edge angle in radians, measured normal to the control
hinge line.

is the ratio of specific heats, -y = 1.4.

CL is the lift-effectiveness of one symmetric, straight-sided control, based on the area of the
control. This parameter is obtained from figures 6.1.4.1-20a through 6.1.4.1-20j for
controls located at the wing tip, and from figure 6.1.4.1-25 for controls located inboard
from the wing tip.

It should be noted that in applying this method the control deflection angle and all dimensions (with the
exception of 'rTE) are measured in planes parallel and perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.

The limitations of this method are noted in the introduction to paragraph C. A comparison of test values
with results calculated by this method is presented as table 6.2.1.1-B.

Sample problem 1 at the conclusion of this paragraph illustrates the use of the method.

Spoilers

Plug and Flap-Type Spoilers

The supersonic rolling-moment coefficient of a plug or a flap-type spoiler deflected on one panel, based on
the total wing area and span, is obtained from figure 6.2.1.1 -30 as a function of Mach number and configu-
ration geometry.

A comparison of test values with results calculated by using this method is presented as table 6.2.1. 1-C.

Sample problem 2 at the conclusion of this paragraph illustrates the use of the method.

Sample Problems
L

1. Plain Trailing-Edge-Flap Ailerons.

Given: The wing-body-tail configuration of reference 18, with plain trailing-edge ailerons.

Wing Characteristics:

Sw 166.8 sqin. bw 25.86 in.

2wX -0.50 Aw =4.0

LW A./4 400 ATE 30.50

ALE = 42.70

6.2.1.1-16



Control Characteristics:

Symmetric, straight-sided outboard control AHL 33.260 = 0.666

bf = 12.93 in. (both sides of wing) Sf = 13.89 sq in. (both sides of wing)

"- = 0.25 OT= 60 cf/c 0.20

Additional Characteristics:

*, ' . M --- 1.61; j3 1.262; M2
- 1 1.592

Compute:

1 1
C, - - 0.792 per rad

~ 1.262

.•C2  ='(,y + 1) MI4 
- 4 (M2 

- 1) (2.40) (1.61)4 - 4 (1.592) - 1.925 perrad

2 (M 2- 1)2 2(1.592)2

tan AHL 0.6558 tan = 0.5891
- - - =0.520; -i =~ 0.467

P 1.262 p 1.26,

PC' = 0.0745 per deg (figures 6.1.4. 1-2Og through -20i, interpolated)

C'P L 0.0590 per deg

PC Is= 0.0370 per deg (figure 6.2.1.1-27)

C 0.0293 per deg

Solution:

1 Sw 2 -2 
. .1 -17 (equation 6.2.1.1-h)

'L~ ~ C1 ~ / S 2 [w \2bw/C' 6 j
195(6 \11.9 1X16450.0293

1- -I 1.1,(0.0590) - 89 -1) 0.25+ .6-( II51 0.792 \57.3/ 166.8 \2/ 25.8 009/

-0.000686 per deg (based on SW bw) (one control surface deflected on one wing panel)

This compares with a test value of 0.00056 per degree from reference 18.
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2. Plug and Flap-Type Spoilers

Given: The wing-body-tail configuration of reference 18, equipped with plug and flap-type spoilers.

Wing Characteristics:

Aw = 4.0 w =0.500 A = 40

Spoiler Characteristics:

y. Yo ChordwiseS• ~Location I

Case Type bwJ2 bw/ 2  %c c

1 Plug 0.15 0.95 0.55 0.05

2 Flap 0.15 0.95 0.55 0.05

3 Plug 0.15 0.95 0.65 0.02

4 Plug 0.15 0.55 0.65 0.05

5 Plug 0.15 0.55 0.65 0.02

Additional Characteristics:

M- 1.61

Compute:

Yl+ Y0  b 1ca)c (C'1) test
figure

bW/2 bW/2 6.2.1.1-30 @a- 00

1 1.10 0.80 0.0070 0.0085

2 1.10 0.80 0.0070 0.0080

3 1.10 0.80 0.0030 0.0017

4 0.70 0.40 0.0030 0.0045

5 0.7Q 0.40 0.0016 0.0006
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TABLE 6.2.1.1A
SUBSONIC flOLLING-MOMENT EFFECTIVENESS OF PLUG

AND FLAP-TYPE SPOILERS

DATA SUMMARY .

Airfol A4 - b cI C, A I

R. c A M ca Tm Cak-Ts

15 NACAfA006 3.00 0.40 40.6 0.10 0.1174 0.70 0.15 0.60 0.45 0.13 0.010 0.0156 0.00071 0.00 0.65 0.020M 0.0216 -0.0007

I !.00 0.95 0.0225 A01111 -0.0063
0.15 0.167'4 I 0.15 0.6O 0.41,FI 0.0102 0.0219 40.0027

: 0.80 0.05 ox0.02 0.00 `0.0031

0.0291 0.0344 -0.0053
j0.10 0.1174 0.0c. Q.16 0.66 U.'s 0.01141 0.0112 0.00V7

0.10 0.1174 0.68J . 0,6x_ '1., 0.00'd 0.') 0 -0.0030
NACA0012-64 4.78 0.61 35.0 0.10 0.1366 0.7C '.I0 0.60 0.5G 0.13 0.0287 0.0300 -0.0013

0.40 0.00 0.40 0.0231 0.0267 -0,0026
16 NACAGGAQOS 4.0 0.60 32.6 0.15 0169W4 0.70 0.139 0.639 O1.S 0.40 C.12801 0.0322 -0,0041

S1 , t11 1 . 0 020.00 0.0290 0.0350 -0.00W
0.0 0.0206 0.0341 -0.0043

NACA65A006 4.0 0.60 32.6 0.05 0.0694 0.692 0.139 0.639 0.50 0.40 0.0112 0.0100 0.0012
0.075 0.0944 0.681 0.0169 0.0160 0.0009

0.10 0.1194 0.662 0.0220 0.0215 0,0005

17 NACA64AO1O 4.13 1.00 0 0.02 0.0483 0.07 0.376 0.976 0.5 0.26 0,0077 0,0065 .00006

L .L.L 0,06 0.0083 __ 1 I 1 I 0.0233tO0.070 `.03 7

214c 1
Aveafag Error 0 0027
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TABLE &2.1.1-0

SUPERSONIC ROLLING EFFECTIVENESS OF PLAIN TRAILING-

EDGE-FLAP AILERONS

DATA SUMMARY

A c Aci
Asf (e (PAW (per 1 g)

W.ll) (w M Col Tu Cale-Tem

Is 0.0" 33.2 30.6 & moo 0.6W 0.25 1.61 0.000616 ocoos5W 0.000126

22 1.00 0 0 7.62 0.536 0.0746 0.006 1.6 0,000242 0.000223 0.000010

1.41 0.000401 0,000313 0.)00006

23 1.00 0 0 9.2 0.331 0.0615 0.0776 2.01 0.000161 0.000140 .0.0002g

24 1.00 0 0 .2 0636 0.0401 0.066 1.16 0.000130 0.000066 0.000032

11.41 0.000216 8 .0001,0 0.00003

25 1.00 0 0 ?.64 0.402 0.0?5 0.150 1.96 0.00"J312 0.000270 0.000042

1. 1 1 .0=1 0.000415 0.000100

Avea Eoru - - 0.000m6
A

r TABLE 6L2.1.1-C

SUPERSONIC ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO SPOILER DEFLECTION

DATA SUMMARY

A, chwdi, 6, c' c, Ac1
Rf. $Wk1 A ), (due) ¢ •W.ton - Coo To COk..rTot

4.0 O.W 4 0.015 0.:a 0i5 O05 1.01 0.0070 0.0065 .0.0010

Flo 3.50 0.300 46. 013 0.8 .0
06 0 0.0 0.02 0.00017 0.0013

•-|0`S6 |0.00 0.003D 0.0045 -0.0015

0' .02 0.0016 0.00s06 .0011

1 l4 lop 3.50 0 45.0 0.13 0.78 75 0.04 1.61 0.0040 0.0066 -0.0006

0.06 0.00 00100 -0.0034

0.075 0.00 0.0115 -0.0028

0.04 2.01 0,0040 0.0mJO 0.0010

0.06 0.006 0.0062 0.0003

-0.07s 0.0m6 000 .00006
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TABLE 6.2.1.1-C (CONTO)

ALt4  I v0  o 8, c c AcI
Md SIpoiler A deq) - M Cole Tout Cole-Tou

I ~I
it Plug. 2.60 0.626 6.3 0.20 0.96 0.75 0.05 1.90 0.0067 0.0075 -0.0008

0.02 0.0019, 0.0030 ,0.0011

0.45 0.05 0.0052 0.0060 -0.0008

0.02 0.0019 0.0017 0.0002

0.70 0.06 0.0024 0.0033 -O.O000

0.02 0.0020 0.0015 0.0002

0.45 0.70 0.0 0.0024 0.0032 -0.0009

01 0.02 0,0012 0.0013 .0.000

20 Flop 3.20 0.40 19.2 0.29 0.75 0.77 0.037 1.5 0.0031 0.0035 0.0004

o0.095o 00084 0.0078 0.0006

0.037 1.90 0.0028 0.0026 0.0003
0.0915 0.0069 0.0053 0.0016

0.037 2.35 0.0027 0.0011 0.0016

""q0,1095 0,0055 0.0037 0.0028

21 Plu6 2.50 0,625 47.16 0.20 0.95 0.65 0.04 1.41 0.0075 0.0084 -0.0009

0.06 1 0.0013 000 020

0.05 0.0062 000D92 -.00030

00.4 1.96 0.0029 0.0036 0.0006

0.05 1 0.0043 0.0060 -0.07

0.45 0.04 1.41 0.0020 0.0034 -0,0014"

* - IoWM 0.0 MO3M o.0000

S0.04 1.965 001 0,0020 _ .0.009

S0,06 0,0020 0.0040 -0.0020

.. AC I

Avoros Error 0.0012
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6.2.1.2 ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO A DIFFERENTIALLY DEFLECTED
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER

A large amount of theoretical and experimental work has been directed toward the development of
efficient roll-control devices. The initial studies and tests concentrated on ailerons, optimizing their
size and location to maximize the available roll-control power. However, the more recent studies
have investigated auxiliary surfaces or techniques that supplement aileron control to improve
aircraft maneuverability. Among these auxiliary devices considered is the differentially deflected
horizontal stabilizer.

Methods are presented in this section for estimating the rolling moments generated by a
differentially deflected horizontal tail, at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds. These methods
are valid only for body-mounted horizontal tails (due to the empirical tail-effectiveness parameter)
and are applicable throughout the angle-of-attack range until separation is encountered on the
horizontal tail. No provisions are made to estimate the effects of flap deflections, horizontal-tail
dihedral, or the rolling-moment contribution of the vertical tail; i.e., they are assumed to be
negligible. Comparisons of the estimated and experimental values indicate relatively good
correlation to moderate angles of attack (see Tables 6.2.1.2-A and -B).

Body vortices can have a strong influence on the horizontal-tail loading at high angles of attack. For
body vortices, the flow separates just above or behind the area of minimum pressure along the side
of the body near the nose and wraps up, into a pair of symmetrical vortices that proceed
downstream. The point at which separation first takes place depends upon the angle of attack (the
higher the angle of attack, the nearer the nose separation occurs), the nose-profile shape (the
blunter the nose, the nearer the nose separation occurs), and body cross-sectional shape (sharply
curving lateral contours promote early separation). The vortices increase in size and strength with
increasing downstream distance. These body vortices are accounted for in the methods herein by
using the vortex interference charts found in Section 4.3.1.3. However, the effect of the wing
shock-expansion field on the body vortices is neglected in the supersonic method.

Wing vortices are of equal interest in determining the horizontal-tail loading at high angles of attack.
For closely-coupled configurations having wings and tails of nearly equal span, the wing-vortex
effects can be of particular significance. The wing-vortex effects are accounted for in the downwash
gradient parameter aK/ac calculated in Section 4.4.1. (Care should be used to select the method
best suited for the configuration.)

To familiarize the reader with the more salient aspects associated with horizontal-tail roll control, a
basic discussion is presented. The discussion is supplemented by graphical comparisons of
tail-roll-control and aileron-roll-control characteristics to illustrate similarities and differences. (Both
the discussion and the illustrations are taken from Reference 1, except where noted.)

The interest in evaluating roll control for a differentially deflected horizontal tail is, in general, due
to the inadequate roll-control power provided by conventional roll-control systems; i.e., ailerons
and/or spoilers in the transonic and supersonic speed regimes. This inadequacy is due primarily to
wing twist and shock-induced separation of the boundary layer ahead of the control surface. For a
thin flexible wing of a high-speed airplane, the deflection of conventional outboard ailerons .can
produce a substantial amount of wing twist that can result in a significant reduction in roll-control

6.2.1.2-1



effectiveness. The boundary-layer separation results in a loss of roll-control effectiveness, as well as
an increase in buffet and drag and a decrease in lift.

The most recent results of tail-roll-control investigations (Reference 2) indicate that tail roll control
is best suited as an auxiliary roll-control device, where only moderate differential deflections are
required.

In general, three basic consideratjons should be kept in mind when desq- "rg a tail-roll-control
system:

(1) The tail must provide adequate effectiveness without excessive deflections (large tail and
good effectiveness).

(2) The longitudinal trim requirements of the tail should be minimized to avoid interaction
of roll and pitch controls.

S(3) The horizontal tail should be positioned vertically to avoid excessive favorable or adverse
yawing moments.

The first item requires no discussion, as the advantages are apparent. The second item can be a
critical factor and is worthy of careful consideration. For a specific configuration, a wind-tunnel
"test is required to determine the interaction effects, since no methods presently exist for estimating
this effect. Both the effects of roll control on pitching moments and the variation of roll control

with angle of attack for different stabilizer settings must be considered. It is necessary to avoid
stabilizer trim settings where the roll control might be limited or significantly reduced because of
separation on the horizontal tail as a result of high angles of attack. For example, the landing
configuration for some aircraft may produce control interaction problems. The effects of Item 3
abovc are discussed in detail in Section 6.2.2.2.

Mach Number Effects

From the limited available test data (References I through 8), it can be concluded that the variation
of tail-roll-control effectiveness C,. with Mach number is small. Within the subsonic regime, the
effectiveness is relatively constant. In the supersonic regime, a slight increase in C1. is noted at a
Mach number of approximately 1.2, and then a progressive decrease in effectiveness is noted with
increasing Mach number because of the decreasing lift-curve slope of the horizontal tail.

In the subsoni- regime, values for C1. due to tail roll control are approximately one-half toone-thii,: of those produced by conventional ailerons at comparable speeds. In the supersonic speed

regimn1, alues for C1. due to tail roll control are comparable to those obtained by using ailerons.
* . However, since there will usually be more control deflection available for the ailerons, they will
* -provide more roll control, assuming no aileron reversal is encountered due to wing twist.

"Angle-of-Attack Effects

"For subsonic Mach numbers, the variation of C1 , with angle of attack is not large for most
configurations. However, for some configurations C1 , can decrease to one-half its original value at

"6.2.1.2-2



a - 16* to 20* (Reference 8). For aileron control at subsonic speeds, the effectiveness generally
drops off rapidly with increasing angle of attack, so that at high angles of attack the values of C1.
can begin to approximate those for tail roll control (Reference 3). Sketch (a) presents representative
trends for both aileron and horizontal-tail deflcctions at four different Mach numbers as a function
of angle of attack. (These results were obtained on wind-tunnel models with essentially rigid wings.)
In contrast to the subsonic speed regime, at M = 1.61 the aileron effectiveness increases with
angle of attack while the tail roll control decreases with angle of attack.

HOIONTAL TAIL
SAULERONS

M-=-.19 M= 1. M= 1,1

C 1. O -- "-,,

AAOS

0 iS 30 0 10 20 0 10 20 0 10 20
a (d) a (d ) a (dsg) a (do)

S (a)

Flap Effects

The effects of flaps on the tail roll control are shown in Sketch (b) for two different configurations.
Both configurations show a detrimental effect of flaps at low lift coefficients. However, as the lift
coefficient is increased, the tail roll control increases to equal or exceed the flap-retracted value of
C11* Insufficient data exist to determine if this trend is consistent for all configurations.

FLAP RErRACED FLAP RZTRACTED
- -FLAP EXTENDED ..... FLAP EXTENDED

.0010-

0 A .8 1.2 0 .4 .8 1.2, 1.6
CL CL
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Dihedral Effects

Reference 6 presents the results of a systematic variation of dihedral angle from 0 to -30" on the
lateral-control effectiveness and the stabilizer characteristics for tail roll control at subsonic speeds.
The results of the investigation show a small variation in the roll effectiveness C16 with negative
tail-dihedral angle. These small variations did iot form a set pattern, but rather were dependent
upon the initial stabilizer angle prior to differential deflection.

Aeroelastic Effects

The effects of wing flexibility are analyzed in the literature (References 1 and 4) through an overall
rolling effectiveness parameter (pb/2V)/6, which can be expressed as C1 6 iCp . Thus, for a
flexible-wing airplane in comparison to a rigid-wing airplane, greater rolling effectiveness will be
realized for the flexible-wing aircraft because of the reduction in the wing contribution to roll
damping CQ.. Sketch (c) presents a comparison of data for a stiff and a flexible wing for both tail
roll control and aileron roll control as a function of Mach number. These data illustrate the
wing-twist problem encountered for thin flexible wings employing ailerons at supersonic speeds. In
contrast, the horizontal-tail roll control shows no adverse effects, but rather an increase for the
flexible wing. Thus one can conclude that for certain cases, i.e., a thin flexible-wing configuration at
supersonic speeds, the tail-roll-control contribution may be superior to that of conventional
ailerons.

HORIZONTAL TAIL AILERONS

--- RIGID WING RIGID WING
- - - - FLEXIBLE WING ---- FLEXIBLE WING

.004 .004

* L2-V .002 .02

01 0

.0 1.2 1.6 .A 1.2 1.6

M k

SKETCH (c)
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A SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

The following method is a modification of the method found in Reference 1, with the additional
terms accounting for the effects of downwash, body vortices, and tail effectiveness. At angles of
attack less than six degrees the body vortex interference Iactor i'B ]) can be neglected. The
-oil-control effectiveness of a body-mounted differentially deflected horizontal stabilizer, based on
Sw bw, is given by

C,6  2 57.3 / HV)(H) L 6.2.1.2-a
i1(H1/2) 17! nY)WW(LH)6.12-

The proper sign of the rolling-moment coefficient will result from the expression
•C1 =C~6 (•L -- 8R The subscript e refers to the exposed surface (see Section 4.3.1.2 for a
definition of exposed surfaces), and

Aw is the aspect ratio of the total wing.

a? is the average rate of change of downwash with respect to angle of attack at the
act 0horizontal tail, obtained from Section 4.4. 1. Care should be exercised to select

the method of Section 4.4.1 best suited for the aircraft configuration.

iB (H) is the vortex interference factor for a lifting surface mounted on the body
center line. This parameter is given in Figures 4.3.1.3-7a through-7ý fur various
exposed-tail taper ratios, relative exposed-tail sizes, and vortex center-line
positions.

The vertical and lateral vortex positions required to obtain 1VB(H) are r and
' "• Yo

r respectively. At any given station x, they may be obtained from FiguresT

4.3.1.3-13b and 4.3.1.3-14, respectively, as functions of the parameter
ae(x - xS)

where

cx is the angle of attack in radians.

x is the distance from the body nose to the quarter-chord point of the
MAC of the exposed horizontal tail for subsonic flow. (However, for
supersonic flow x is measured to the mnidchord point of the MAC
of the exposed horizontal tail.)

r is the average body radius in the region of the horizontal tail. For

noncircular bodies use the average body depth in the region of the
horizontal tail.

*it should be noted that the definition of C16 bes•d on ttia total differential deflection (Wonsistent with the Iiterature) doe not a&rft
with C16 in other sections.
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xf
Sis A the nondirnensional position of vortex separation, from

Figure 4.3.1.3-13a.

It should be noted that Figures 4.3.1.3-7a through -7k give the vortex
interference factors for a lifting surface mounted on the body center line. If the
lifting surface is not mounted on the body center line, the vertical distance of
the body vortices from the body center line, obtained from Figure 4.3.1.3-13b,
must be corrected to their distance from the tail before obtaining ivB(H). This
is illustrated in the sample problem following the subsonic method,

In using Figures 4.3.1.3-7a through -7/ a possible problem can develop when
r

interpolation must be made with respect to X and bw/2 . For positions of
Wq

r
the vortex near the body, the interpolation in - can carry the vortex

inside the body. Under these circumstances, it is recommended that the

interpolation be made using yr2 r for the vortex lateral position in
9b-/2 -rYo

place of bw/2 to avoid vortex positions inside the body.

For noncylindrical bodies, caution must be exercised in using the curves in
Section 4.3.1.3 as they are based entirely on cylindrical body shapes. 1

r is the nondirnensional vortex strength trom Figure 4.3.1.3,15.2awVr

r
-/ is the ratio of the average radius of the body (or average fuselage depth for

be" noncircular bodies) in the region of the tail to the semispan of the exposed tail.

(q. is the tail-effectiveness factor for configurations with body-mounted horizontal
H) tails. obtained from Figure 6•'. 1-2-. (from Reterence 9).

Sbw is the total wing sl n.

* SIH1 e is the ratio of the area of the exposed horizontal tail to the total wing area.

SW

-iYj is the lateral c.p. -coordinate of the horizontal tail, measured from and normal
to the longitudinal axis. This parameter is given by

.r 6.2.1.2-b

6.2.1.2-.6
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where

71rc,p P. is the spanwise location of the c.p. of the exposed horizontal tail
(based on the exposed aspect ratio, sweep, and exposed taper ratio),
obtained from Figure 6.2.1.2-23 (from Reference 10).

bile is the semispan of the exposed horizontal tail.

2

r is the body radius in the region of the horizontal tail. For noncircular
bodies use the average body depth in the region of the horizontal
tail.

(CLa) is the lift-curve slope of the exposed horizontai stabilizer, obtained from
e Section 4.1.3.2. Care should be exercised to use the appropriate method in

determining this parameter because of its significant influence.

The total angular deflection of the control surfaces 6 is measured in a planie parallel to the plane of
symmetry, and is positive for the left control surface deflected trailing edge down and the right
control surface deflected trailing edge up.

Sample Problem

Given: The configuration of Reference 3

Wing Characteristics:

Sw = 66637 sq in. bw 47.56 in. Aw 3.39

Xw = 0.247 Ac/4 420 Root Section NACA 65-006

Tip Section NACA 65-005

6.2.1.2-7



Horizontal-Tail Charac2teristics:

-He 102.4sqin. bH = 18.24in. bH) = 24.11in.

AH = 3.25 AH = 3.50 H= 0.187

xH = 0.148 Ac/4 = 450 A,/ 2  38.20

hH1  = -3.0 in. v = 18.25 im.

Additional Characteristics:

Low speed: 3 1.0 d1 = 5.87 in. x = 66.0 in.

r 2.935 in. z' = 0.49 in.

Compute:

Calculate (CL) from Section 4.1.3.2

cw,= 0.105 per deg (Table 4.1. 1-B, for 65-006)

(cQ,) M C2i 57.3 (0.105)

K-- - -- 0.9576
2r/r1 27r/1 17r

"A - 132 + tan 2 A c/2 112 3.9576 11.0 + (0.788)211/ = 4.32

(CL )e

A 0.3 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-49)AHe

CI 3.039 per rad

= 0.0530 per deg

Calculate 7 (7H)

dH 5.87
-. .. 0.243

bH 24.11

0.789 (Figure 6.2.1.2-22)

6.2.1.2-8



CalculateYu

A = tan- t = A-.- = 450

.Ane (1)(3.25)
... = =3.394

K 0.9576

7C., = 0.429 (Figure 6.2.1.2-23)

YR =1C.P. _- +r (Equation 6.2.1.2-b)

- (0.429) 8.24 + 2.935 6.85

SSH, 6.85 102.4
- = 0.0221

bw Sw 47.56 666.7

Calculate T from Section 4.4.1. (Method 2 is used because this configuration is similar to

Wiother configurations used in the substantiation of the method present'd in Table 4A4. 1-B.)

111.19I." -4.44 K, KA K1 (cos A,14 )J/2 (Equation 4.4.1-li)

K A 0.183 (Figure 4.4.1-69a)

KX= 1,324 (Figure 4.4.1-69b)

29 H 2(18.25)
S= = 0.767

b 47.56

2hH 2(-3.0)
_= -- 0.126

b 47.56

K = 1.16 (Figure 4.4.1-70, extrapolated)

- 4.44 1(0.183) (1.324) (1.16) (0.862)1 .9

- 4.44 10.24231]19 = 4.44 [0.18511

0.822

6.2.1.2-9
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Calculate the body vortex interference factors from Section 4.3.1.3

r 2.935( - = 0.322
bi./2) 9.12

(x- x, a .66.0 .) x22.5
( 57.3 2.935 r 57.3 r

a X /r ) YoIr Zo/r zo/r
57.3 (r2wVr bHe/2'

(deg) (Fig. 4,3.1.3-13a) (Fig. 4.3.1.3-14) (Fig. 4.3.1.3-13b) (corrected)* (Fig. 4.3.1.3-15) (0.322)

0 .......

4.. - - -

"8 16.9 0.782 0.600 1.13 1.297 0.55 0.193

12 11.25 2.356 0.705 1.62 1.787 0.895 0.227

16 8.55 3.895 0.747 1.90 2.067 1.215 0.241

20 7.0 5.410 0.762 2.075 2.242 1.58 0.245

12 -B(H) VB(H)

(deg) (0.322) (Fig. 4.3.1.3-7a-9) @1 0 (0.322)

0 -

8 0.418 -0.190 -0.03365

12 0.575 -0.300 -0.08646

16 0.666 -0.296 -0.1158

20 0.722 -0.297 --0.1511

"The vertical location of the body vortex must be adjusted to account for the true location of the horizontal tail (Figures 4.3.1.3-7a

through -72 assume the horizontal tail is mounted on the body center line). Since the horizontal tail is located below the body

center line, the vertical distance of the vortex is increased; i.e.,( -z=) + + where z' is the distance of the
r corrected r r

horizontal tail below the center line.

6.2.1.2-10



Solution:

- )( ~1 7(2' ( CL2L\ ='A + ia vB(H) (2r)r\(CL"HH

"(Equation 6.2.1.2-a)

if-- 1 lir(3.39). / r

2 .. 57.3 (0.822) + .B(H) r H /2)] (0.789) (0.0221) (0.0530)

0000391 0.000462 iV)

(deg) (per deg)

0 0.000391

4 - 0.000391

S318 -0.03365 0.000376

L 12 --0.08646 0.000351

16 -0.1158 0.000338

20 -0.1511 0.000321

The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 3 in Sketch (d).

C-- c i-..
C18L

4 (per deg) .0002
CALCULATED

0 EXPERIMENTAL

l0- 0 1 2 1+6

a (deg)
SKETCH (d)

"'I.2.1.2-1



B. TRANSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

Because Mach number effects on roll-control effectiveness are very small, no separate solution is
"' presented in the transonic regime. The existing methods are considered to be applicable in the
" transonic regime; i.e.,the subsonic method forM < 1.0. and the supersonic method for M > 1.0.

However, it should be emphasized that tfie transonic methods must be used to calculate the various
components of the roll-control-euec~ix.,ess equations; i.e., the values of ay/aa, CL.H)' and
"1CN ). in the transonic speed regimen. He

. ; C. SUPERSONIC

""-\T=1 METHOD

The following method is a modificatio:n of the method found in Reference I, with the additional
terms accounting for the effects of hod\y vortices and tail effectiveness. In contrast to the subsonic

* >, method, this method accounts for Hi :.u-l effectiveness and the downwash due to wing vortices in
the empirical factor of 0.35. At angles of attack less than six degrees the body vortex interference
factor iVB(Hi) can be neglected. The roll-control effectiveness of a body-mounted differentially
"deflected horizontal stabilizer, based on Sw bw, is given by

SFi r \/ YH
Cis 0.35 (H) b H (kH(B) +kB(H) N H) bwSw 6.2.1.2-c

r .- ?

The proper sign of the rolling-moment coefficient will result from the expression
Ct = C6 ( 6 L -- 6R). The subscript e refers to the exposed surface (see Section 4.3.1.2 for a
definition of exposed surfaces), and

kH(B) and are tail-body interference factors obtained from Figures 4.3.1.2-12b and -12a,

k respectively, of Section 4.3.1.2. Care should be taken to use the appropriateSkBB(H)
"empennage geometry with these figures; i.e., the average body diameter in the
region of the horizontal tail and the horizontal-tail span.

"(C H 'e is the normal-force variation with angle of attack of the exposed horizontal tail
I e obtained from Paragraph C of Section 4.1.3.2. Care should be exercised to use

the correct method for the specific geometry and to apply the appropriate

correction factors where applicable, e.g., those on Figure 4.1.3.2-60.

is the lateral center-of-pressure coordinate of the horizontal tail measured from
and normal to the longitudinal axis. For the supersonic case, it is assumed that
the lateral center-of-pressure coordinate is located at the 40-percent position of
the semispan of the exposed tail; i.e.,

r . /bH,\

YH 0.4 + r 6.2.1.2-d
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All remaining terms have been previously defined in the subsonic method of this section. (It
should be noted that the c.p. of the horizontal tail at supersonic speeds is assumed to be
located at the midchord point of the exposed tail MAC in defining the parameter x.)

The total angular deflection of the control surfaces 6 is measured in a plane parallel to the plane of
symmetry, and is positive for the left control surface deflected trailing edge down and the right
control surface deflected trailing edge up.

Sample Problem

Given: Model 2 of Reference 8

,-- X

Wing Characteristics.'

Sw = 144.0 sq in. bw = 24.0 in. Acl 4 = 450

Horizontal-Tail Characteristics:

S = 18.24 sq in.- bH = 10.73 in. bH e = 7.4 in.

AH = 4.0 AH = 3.0 ,H = 0.6 Xe = 0.685

Acl4 = 450 ALE = 46.70 Airfoil: Double Wedge; t/c = 0.04

Additional Characteristics:

M = 2.01; 1 = 1.744 r = 1.665 in. x = 36.59 in.

6.2.1.2-13
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Compute:

Calculate (CN H)e froin Section 4.1.3.2

tan ALE 1.0625
=__ " -=0.609

/3 1.744

AHe tan ALE (3.0) (1.0625) 3.1875

3(CNa) = 4.02 per rad (Figure 4.1.3.2-56 (d), (e), (f), interpolated)

CNa = 2.305 per rad

fl cot ALE = (1.744) (0.9424) = 1.64 (supersonic leading edge)

The supersonic wing lift-curve-slope correction factor will be applied because of the
supersonic leading edge.

t/c = 0.04 and double-wedge airfoil

Ay 0.25 (Figure 2.2.1-8)

Ay 0.25 0.365
AY1  cos ALE 0.6858

CN - 0.995 (Figure 4.1.3.2-60)
( CN ) theot,

(CN) = (0.995) (2.305) 2.293 per rad = 0.040 per degree

Calculate the tail-body interference factors from Section 4.3.1.2

dH 2(1.665)
-= - 0.3103

bH 10.73

kB(H) = 0.324 (Figure 4.3.1.2-12a)

PAHe = (1.744) (3.0) = 5.232

kH (B) - 0.983 (Figure4.3.1.2-12b)

kB(H) + kH(B) = 0.324+0.983 = 1.307

"6.2.1.2-14



Calculate the lateral center-of-pressure coordinate

ýH=0.4 (T ) + r (Equation 6.2.1.2-d)

= (0.4) (3.7) + 1.665 = 3.145 in.

YiHSHe = (3.145)(18.24) 0.0166

b Sw (24.0) (144.0)

Calculate the body vortex interference factors from Section 4.3.1.3
r 1 .665

- = 0.45

bHe /2 3.7

I (36.59 -- = ( xS
S / 5 1.665 r /( -" 21.98--

-73 (36\ r Yo

x ,Ir -r /..?• - y oar Y OI
7.32Vr bi /2

(dog) (Fig. 4.3.1.3-13) (Fig. 4.3.1.3-14) (Fig. 4.3.1.3-13b) (correted)W (Fig. 4.3.1.3-15) (0.45)

4 ...... -

8 17.0 0.6M5 0.500 1.110 1.110 0.54 0.265

12 11.15 2.268 0.700 1.600 1.600 0.87 0.315

G6 8.52 3.758 0.742 1.880 1.880 1.18 0.334

0 63V)- " i !-" l-
bil/ 2  p80VB) 2wI)HN 2

(doW) WS .4) (Fg. 4.3.1.3-7a.) (0.45)

0

4-

8 0.499 -0.125 -0.0304

12 0.720 -0.226 -0.0685

16 0A846 -0.242 -0.1285

"() - --z° - 0 z° (ta- locatd on body center line).
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Solution:

C. - = 0 .3 5 
- + k H ( B ) 4 k B ( )) C N ) b s

;,. [•iVB(H) (2r• bH,2 CcH € bWaw

(Equation 6.2.1.2-c)

0.35 ([ + 1.307 (0.040) (0.0166)

(HW \2lr aV r/ \ / 2

0.000232 iVB r + 0.000303

VB(H 27.-., b H 12. j

',"•(deglH 0  (per deg)

0 0.000303

4 0.000303

8 -0.0304 0.000296

12 -0.0885 0.000282

"16 -0.1285 0.000273

The calculated results are compared with test values from Reference 8 in Sketch (e).

CALCULATED
0 EXPERIMENTAL

.o004

(per deg)- _ -

0 1

0 8 12 16
a (deg)

SKETCH (e)
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TABLE 6.2.1.2-A
SUBSONIC TAIL.ROLL-CONTROL EFFEOCTIVENESS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Ref. M A-W ',W bW A A a b# ALE 1 C4 AH a
ALE HZ 6 H~

(in) n.) Calc, Test

*2 0.7 4.07 0.3 22,52 31.5' 2.146 0 13.06 57.50 0 0.000872 0.00114 -0.000268

I4 0.000872 0.00116 -0.(Aj0288 .-

8 0.000836 0.00132 -0.000484

I12 0.000784 0.00112 -0,000336

. 16 0,0007411 0.00112 -0.000379

3 0.05 3.39 0.247 47.56 47.20 3.25 0.187 24.11 50.50 0 0.000391 0.00039 0

4 0.000391 0.00039 0

8 0.000375 0.000361 0.000014

12 0.000351 0.000336 0.000015

16 0.000338 0.000352 --0.000014

. 20 0.00032 1 0.000445 -0.00)0124

6 0.6 3.0 0.14 27.39 38.70 3.084 0.588 16.12 18.80 0 0.000575 0.00069 -0.000115i

5 0.000575 0.00069 -0,W0 l 15

10 0.000544 0.00074 -0.000196II15 0.000506 0.00077 --0.000264

11 0.13 2.99 0 367.7 53.20 3.977 0.50) 221.4 100 0 0.000787 0.00055 0.000237

4 0.000787 0.00066 0.0001 37

8 0.000740 0.00081 -0.00007

12 0.000720 0.000814 -0.00012

16 0 00069r6 0.00078 -0.000084

- --. __-2D 0.000674 0.00072 -0.000046
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TABLE 6.2.1.2-A (CONTO)

Ref. M AV, ?w bw ALEW Ai n.) bc LE . Test

0 
.6 40 06 7. 6? 3.275 0.68 30.7 40606 0 0.ý000358 0.000315 0.000043

7 06 40 .6 2.0 467 .664 0.000358 0.00040 -O.000042

0 o.0oo367 0.000325 0.000042

004 0.000367 0.000373 -0-00000"

a 0.000345 0.00045 --0.0001O5

12 0.000327 0.000386 --o.000068

16 0.0003111 0.000325 -0,000014

0.80 
0 .032 0005 0.(000048

4 0.000352 0.00040 -0008

8 0.000332 0,00035 -0.000018\ 12 0.()00315 0.000415 -.0.0001

16 0.000299 0,000368 -0.000069

20 0.000284 0,000265 ().OOC019

I.2 
0.9 4.07 0.3 22.52 31.50 2.140 0 13.06 550 0 00054 0).00119 -0.000236

8 0.00914 0.00130 --0.00038r'

12 0,000856 0,00112 -0.000264

16 0.0)00813 0,00088 -0,0000M7

080 
.0000913 0. ý00124 - -0.00 )0327

0-8 4 0.000913 0,00122 -0.CA)ol3

8 0.000875 o.00126 .-.0.01(3

12 0.000820 0.00122 -0.0004

16 0.000774 0.00096_ .000~
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TABLE 6.2.1.2-8
SUPERSONIC TAIL-ROLL-CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

Ref. IM Aw 1w bW ALEW AHO I '& bH A tEH C4 At

(in.) (in.) C.,lc. Test

8 1.61 4 0.5 2531 j38.10 3.0 0..468 12.1? 39.50 0 0.000455 0.00049 -0,000035

Mod0el4 0004 ~.0A0
MdlI4 0.000455 0.00049 -0.000035

I12 C.0004A35 0.000425 0.000010

16 0.000423 0.,00036 0,0000163

2.01 0 0.000371 0.0004 -0.000029

*4 0.000371 0.00040 -0.000029

B 0.000370 0.0003 - 0.000020

I 2 0.000354 0.00034 0.000014

1 16 0.000345 0.00025 0.000095

8 1.41 j4 0.2 24.0 49.4' 3.0 0.685 1073 46.70 0 0.000402 0.00042 -0.000018

2ie 4 0.000402 1 0,00036 0,000012

8 (1.0003931I 0.00035 0.000043

12 0.000374 0.00034 0.000034

16 0.000j362 j0.00028 0.000082

2.01 0 0.0003031 0.06029 0.000013

4 0,. C000303 0.00028 0.000023

I0 L1.000296 0.00028 0.000016

I,12 0.00026? -0.00021 0.000072

16j 0.000273 0.00015 0.000123
12 2.01 1.196 0.1326 600 2.3 0.197 5.4 60 0 0.090V,, 0.00050 0.000144

I4 0.0006414 0.0005. 0.000094

j8 I.00I6 ____-005 0.000105
120.010580 0.00043 0.00015

?.f 'ooOi~l 0.00038 0.000171

o. ( . m2
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TABLE 6.2.1.2-B (CONTD)

Ref. M A b A A bW ALE C a C16

w ALEW He He H C/6 C16
(4n.) 004 00Cale. Test

7 1.00 4.0 0.6 72.0 46.70 3.275 0.668 .7 46.70 0 0.000387 0.000350 0.000037

I 4 0.000387 0.000365 0.000022

8 0.000370 0.000300 0.000070

1.05 0 0.00036 0.00036 0.00001

4 1 60.00036 0.00040 -0.00004

2 1.20 4.07 0- 22.52 31.50 2.146 0 13.06 57.5 0 0.00148 0.00135 0700013

I4 0.00148 0.00137 0.00011

18 0.00143 0.00140 0.00003

12 0.00138 0.00131 0.00007
16 0.00121 0.00112

5 0.000872

10 0,000840

15 0.0008110

20 0,0O0769

2. 6 0 0.000703

5 0.000703 (a)

15 0.000655

2.50 0 0.000CE1

101

"(a) This Informaiton Is classified CONFIDENTIAL.
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

1.0 -

.6

.4

dH Average fuselage width in region of horizontal tail

bH Span of horizntal tail
- Ref: NASA TR-R49

0- tt
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5

dH/bH

* i FGURE, ...'Z-22 TAIL EFFECTIVENESS FOR BODY-MOUNTED
HORIZONTAL TAILS

i' • -.21.2-22



SUBSONIC SPEEJIS
jiAH

11c.p.0

.36

-- 50 -40---30 -20 -- o 0 10) 20 30 40 so 60 70

.4 -(A 
#) (deg) _ _ _ _1 *

.40-(tan Ac/ 4 )

-- 10 -40 -- 30 -20 -4-0 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

62.51.2-2
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2.5
( d) X p , r z 1 .0 6 4 .2.5 1. 5

.46-4
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(A#) H (deg)

.52.

.1.5
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6.2.2 YAWING MOMENT DUE TO ASYMMETRIC DEFLECTION OF CONTROL DEVICES

6.2.2.1 YAWING MOMENT DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTION

Yawing moments due to aileron deflection arise from two sources. The first is the asymmetric change in
the induced drag of the wings; the induced drag of the wing with the down-going aileron increases and that
of the wing with the up-going aileron decreases. The second is the increase in profile drag due to flap deflec-
tion. The profile drag increases almost equally for positive and for negative flap deflections. The yawing
moments due to the profile-drag increments of antisymmetrically deflected ailerons therefore tend to cancel.
The methods of this section for estimating the yawing moment due to aileron deflection are derived from
induced-drag changes and neglects contributions due to profile drag.

For spoilers that deflect on one wing panel at a time, the profile drag cannot be neglected. The methods
presented for estimating the yawing moment due to spoiler deflection therefore include the contributions
due to induced-drag and profile-drag changes.

Additional discussion on the aerodynamic aspects of aileron and spoiler controls is found in Sections
6.1.1.1, 6.1.1.2, 6.1.1.3, and 6.2.1.1.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHODS

Aileron-Type Controls

The method for determining the yawing moment of plain trailing-edge-flap controls is taken from Reference I
The method is empirical in nature and is based on a limited amount of test data.

For aileron-type controls that extend to the wing tip, the yawing moment due to aileron deflection resulting
from the unsymmetrical change in induced drag may be approximated by

C* = KCLC L 2SR) 6.2.2.1-a

where

K is an empirical factordepending upon planform geometry, obtained from Figure 6.2.2.1-9. This
design chart is taken fromReference I and is based on the data of References2 through 7.

C16 is the rolling effectiven,-.ss of the aileron (per radian), obtained by using the methtd of Paragraph

A of Section 6.2.1.1 for the appropriate subcritical Mach number.

CL is the lift coefficient for zero ai!eron deflection.

8R is the right-hand control deflection in radians (positive trailing edge down).

81 is the left-hand control deflection in radians (positive trailing edge down).

For aileron-type controls not extending to the wing tip, Equation 6.2.2. 1-a is used to compute the difference
in the yawing moments of two hypothetical ailerons-one extending from the inboard location of the actual
aileron to the wing tip and the other extending from the outboard location of the actual aileron to the wing
tip. The difference in the yawing moments of these two hypothetical ailerons gives the yawing moment of
the actual aileron.

6.2.2.1-1
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The method is valid for attached-flow conditions only; i.e., wing angle of attack and control deflection where
"no flow separation exists.

"A sample problem illustrating the use of this method is presented on Page 6.2.2.1-3.
7-i

-' Not enough test data are available to permit either an independent verification or an extension of this
method. Therefore, caution should be used in applying the method to configurations whose geometric
parameters fall outside the ranges of those of the configurations of References2 through 7 (see Figure*] ]" ". 6.2.2.1-9).

Spoilers

S Plug and Flap-Type Spoilers

The subsonic yawing moment due to spoiler deflection is obtained from Figures 6.2.2.1-10 and 6.2.2.1-11
for straight wings and swept wings, respectively. The charts are from Reference 1 and are based on the data of
References 6 through 11. They are applicable to plug and to flap-type spoilers at zero angle of attack and for
spoiler heights above the wing surface between 2 and 10 percent of the local wing chord. However, the
applicability of the charts to inboard spoilers on swept wings is questionable.

Not enough experimental data are available to permit either an independent verification or an extension of
* • this method. Therefore, the method is limited to the ranges of parameters presented on the design charts.

It should be noted that the swept-wing design chart is based on test data from configurations with a con-
"stant spoiler chordwise location of 0.70c.

' The design chart values of Cn are for a spoiler deflected on one panel based on the total wing area and
wing span.

Sample Paroblem 2 on Page 6.2.2.1-4 illustrates the use of this method.

Spoiler-Slot-Deflector

The use of spoiler-slot-deflector combinations increases the effectiveness and hence the yawing moment due
to spoiler deflection. The yawing moment due to a spoiler-slot-deflector combination at zero angle of attack,
where the spoiler deflection is equal to the deflector deflection (8 S/6 = 1.0) is given by

""() spoiler-slot-deflector - K (C.) plain spoiler 6.2.2.1-b

where

K is the ratio of the yawing-moment coefficient of a spoler-slot-deflector to that of a
plain spoiler, obtained fromFigure 6.2.... 1- 12 as a function of the compressible sweep
parameter M cos A This chart is based on data from References 12 through 14.

(Cn) plain is the yawing-moment coefficient of a plain flap-type spoiler deflected on one wing panel,
spoiler based on the total wing area and span, obtained from either Figure 6.2.2.1-10 or

6.2.2.1-11.

For higher angles of attack, a decrease in Cn due to piug and to flap spoilers is experienced. As the stall is
"approached, the yawing moment for these spoilers becomes zero. The use of a slot and deflector in combina-
tion with a plug or a flap spoiler improves its effectiveness at high angles of attack (see Section 6.2.1.1 ) and
hence gives a significant yawing-moment increment for these angles.

Not enough test data are available to extend this method to configurations employing differential spoiler-
deflector deflections.

6.2.2.1-2
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-~ Application of this method is illustrated bySample Problem 3 on Page 6.2.2.1-4.

Sample Problems

I Aileron-Type Control

Given: The wing-control configuration ofReference4.

Wing-Control Characteristics:

AW = 3.94 x = 0.625 ALE 420 bw 11.38 ft

SW ='32.8sqft b~/ =i OS 8L I o6150 5

Additional Characteristics:

Low speed

a (deg) CL C16 (per rad)

2 0.110 0.1180

4 0.230 0. 115 8 Test results

6 0.350 0.11261
Compute:

K =-0.261 (Figo e 6.2.2.1-9 )

L - 150 -0.262 rad
2

Solution.

CI 2 KC (Equation 6.2.2.1I-a)

= (-0.26 1) (O. 26 2) CL C16

=-0.068 4c L C16

(C~ n CNI
(deg) -L(e id ))0.0684Q (Cn test

2 0.110 0.1180 0.01298 -0.000M9 -0.0010

4 0.230 0.1158 0.02663 -0.00182 -0.0018

6 0.360 .1260.03941 -0.00270 -0.0026

6.2.2.1-3



These test data have been used in the derivation of Figure 6.2.2.1-9; therefore, the sample problem is
"not an independent verification of the method.

2. Spoiler

"- Given: The wing-control configuration of Reference 15.

Wing-Control Characteristics:

"S'= 324sq in. xW = 0.60 Aw =4.0 bw =36.0 in. ALE =35.10
.

LEb

Flap-type spoiler x/c = 0.70 bw 0.50

= 0.639 - 0.025, 0.05, 0.075,0.100,'"-'bw/2 c

Solution:

Cn

eS/C Cn

n n.

c Fig. 6.2.2.1-11 Calc Test

.025 0.04 0.0010 0.00085

.050 0.04 0.0020 0.0020

.075 0,04 0.0030 0.0031

.100 0.04 0.0040 0.0034

3. Spoiler-Slot-Deflector

Given: The wing-control configuration of Reference! 5. This is the configuration of Sample Problem 2
with the addition of a slot opening and a hinged deflector.

Wing-Control Characteristics:

SW ' 324.0sqin. bw = 36.0 in. A/4 32.t0
:. .:c c

The following test values of (C.1 ) pin spouted"

r;:2:4:6 . (Cn)phadn

' • spoiler

C (test results
_ _ _ _ frornRef. 15)

.025 0.00085

.050 0.0020
* ' .075 0.0031

f .100 0.0034

6.2.2.1-4



"Additional Characteristics:

M =0.40

Compute:

M cosA01 4 = 0.40 (0.8425) = 0.3370

K = 2.33 (Figure 6.2.2.1-12)

Solution:

" (Cn) spoiler- = K (Cn) plain (Equation 6.2.2.1-b)
$lot- spoiler
deflector

ns spoiler-slot-deflector T spoiler-slot-def lector-(n (cC)

C (Cn) plain spoiler Calc Test

.025 0.00085 0.0020 0.0025

.050 0.0020 0.0047 0.0042

.075 0.0031 0.0072 0.0080

.100, 0.0034 0.0079 O.D000

B. TRANSONIC

Force and moment characteristics at transonic. speeds are difficult to generalize because of the nonlinear
rature of the flow equations and interacting shock-wave-boundary-layer separation effects (see Section
4.1.3.2). The method presented here is intended to give a first-order approximation only and to provide
a guide to aid in fairing between subcritical and supersonic speeds.

"DATCOM METHOD

No specific charts are presented for determining the transonic yawing moment of lateral-control devices. The
fr best source of information of this type is experimental data on similar configurations. If such information is

not available, the following approach may be used as a guide in fairing between subcritical and supersonic
speeds.

A first-order approximation of the transonic yawing moment of lateral-control devices is given by

CLa
_ (C 6.2.2.1-c

C~ (Ce) (C a)M=o. 6

where

(Cn) M= 0.6 is the yawing moment of the control at M =0.6, obtained by using the appropriate
method of Paragcaph A of this section.

6.2.2.1-5
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CL) is the transonic wing-lift-curve slope, obtained from Paragraph B of Section 4.1.3.2.

is the wing-lift-curve slope at M = 0.6' obtained by using the straight-tapered-wing
\WQ M "0.6 method of Paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2 (Figurc4,1.3.2-49f.

It should be noted that this approximation applied to spoilers neglects the effect of transonic wave drag,
which can be very significant. Therefore, when applied to spoilers, the method should be considered only
for the purpose of establishing the trend through the transonic region, and not as an approximation of
the magnitude of the yawing momenc.

C. SUPERSONIC

Methods are presented at supersonic speeds for approximating the yawing moment due to aileron-type
controls and to plug or to flap-type spoilers. No method is presented for estimating the supersonic
yawing moment due to spoiler-slot-deflectors. Published test data on spoiler-slot-deflector characteristics
at supersonic speeds are extremely limited. References 1 6 and 17 present test data on spoiler-slot-
deflector controls at supersonic speeds.

DATCOM METHOD

Aileron-Type Controls

Super:,onic values of yawing moment due to flap deflection are obtained from Figure 6.2.2.1-13. This chart
is tak .n from Reference I and is based on the method of computing drag due to lift in Reference 18 and on
a limited amount of test data from References 19 and 20.

Not enough test data are available to permit either an independent verification or an extension of this
method. Therefore, caution should be used in applying the method to configurations whose geometric
parameters fall outside those of the configurations of References 19 and 20 (see Figure 6.2.2.1-13).

Spoilers

Plug and Flap-Type Spoilers

The supersonic yawing-moment coefficient due to spoiler deflection of a plug or a flap-type spoiler,
deflected on one panel, based on the total wing area and span. is obtained from Figure 6.2.2.1-14 as a
function of Mach number and configuration geometry. The design chart is based on the data from
References 10 and 21 through 23.

A comparison of test values with results calculated by using this ineth'od is presented asTable 6.2.2. 1-A.

REFERENCES

1 Decker, J., et al: I ;AF Stability and Control Handbook. M-03671, 1956. (W) Title Unclassified

2. Fitzpatrick, J.E., and Woods, R.L,: Low-Speed Lateral-Control Characteristics of an Unswept Wing With Hexagonal Airfoil Sections and

Aspect Ratio 2.5 Equipped with Spoilers and With Sharp- Lnd Thickened-Trailing-Edge Flap-Type Ailerons at a Reynolds Number of
7.6 x i06. NACA RM L52815, 1952. (1)

3. Graham, R.R., and Koven, W.: Lateral-Control Investigation on a 370 Sweptback Wing of Aspict Ratio 6 at a Reynolds Number of
6,800,000. NACA RM L8K 12, 1949. (1U)

4. Spooner, S.H., end Woods, R.L.: Low-Speed Investigation of Aileron and Spoiler Characteristics of a Wing Having 420 Sweepback of the

&.eadlng Edge and Circular-Arc Airfoil Sections at Reynolds Nubers of Approximately 6.0 x 106, NACA RM L9A07. 1949. (U)
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5. Bollech, T.V., and Pratt, G.L.: Inrvestigation of Low-Speed Aileron Control Chariacteristics at a Reynolds Number of 6,800,000 of a
Wing With Leading Edge Swept Beck 420 With and Without High-Lift Devices. NACA AM L9E24. 1949. (U)

6. Pasaamanick, J., and Sellers. T.B. Low-Speed Investigation of the Effect of Ssvoral Flap end Spoiler Ailerons on the Lateral Charac-
teristic; of e 47.5 0 Sweptback-Wing-Fuselage Combination at a Reynolds Number of 4.4 x 106. NACA AM L50J20, 1950. (U)

of Untapered Low-Aspect-Ratio Wings Equipped With Flap and With Retractable Ailerons. NACA TA 1091, 1952. 11U)

8. Franks, R.W.: Tests in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel of the Aerodynamic Ch 'ractaristics of Airplane Models with Plain Spoiler
Ailerons. MACA AM A54H26, 1964. (U)

9. Fischal, J., and Hammond, A.D.: investigation of Effect of Span anid Spanwisa Location of Plain and Stepped Spoiler Ailer-ons on
Lateral Control Characteriatics of a Wing With Leading Edge Swept Back 51.30. NACA RM L9K02, 1950. (U)

10. Johnson, H.S.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation at High Subsonic Speeds of the Etfect of Spoiler Profile on the Lateral Control Character-
istics of a Wing-Fuel~se Combination With Quarter-Chord Line Swept Back 32.60 and NACA 65A006 Airfoil Section. NACA AM
L53JO~a, 1953. (U)

11. Fischel, J., and Tamburello. V.: Investigation of the Effect of Span. Spanwise Location, and Chordwise Location of Spoilers on Lateral
Control Charac~teristics onea Tapered Wing. NACA TN 1294, 1947. (U1-)

12. Vogler, A.D.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of Transonic Speeds of a Spoiler-S lot-Delflector Combination on an Unavwept NACA 65A006
Wing, NACA AM L53J21, 1953. (U)

13, Hammond. A.D.. and Brown. A.E.: Results of an Investigation at High Subsonic Speeds to Determine Latetral-Control and Hinge-
Moment Characteristics of a Spoiler-Slot-Deflaoctor Configuration on a 350 Sweptback Wing. MACA AM L57C20. 1957. (U)

14, Hammond. A.D.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation of the Effect of Aspect Ratio and Chordwise Location on Effectiveness of Plain Spoilers
on Thin Untspored Wings at Transionic Speeds. NACA AM L56F20, 1966. (U)

S15. Vogler, AC).: Nind-Tunnel I nvestigation at High Subsonic Speeds of a Spoi ler-S! ot-Def lector Combination on an NACA 65A006 Wing
With Quarttr-Chord Line Swept Back 32,60. NACA AM L53D1 7, 1953. (U)

16. Foster, G.V.: Effects of Spoiler-Sioet-Ceflector Control on the Aerodynamic Characteristics at a Mach Number of 2.01 of a Variable-
Wing-Sweep Configuration with the Outir Wing Panels Swept Back 750. NASA TM X-273, 1960. (U)

17. Lord. DR.A., and Moring. A,: Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Spoiler-Slot-Deflac~tor Control on a 450 SweepIback Wing st Mach
Numbers of 1.61 and 2.01. NACA AM L57E 16a, 1967. (U)

18. Polhemus. E.C.: Drag Due to Lift at Mach Numbers up to Two. NACA AM L53122b, 1953. (U)

19. Mitchell. M.H., Jr.: Ef~octs of Varying the Size and Location of Trailing-Edge, F~pp-Type Controls on the Aerodynamic Characteristics

of an Unswept Wing at a Mach Number of 1.9. MACA AM L50F08, 1950. (U)

20. Jacobsen. C.R.: Effects on Control Effectiveness atl Systematically Varying the Size and Location of Trailing-Edge Flaps on a 450
Sweptback Wing at aMach Number of 1.9. NACA AM L51126, 1951. (U)

21. Kindlell. W.H.: Effects of Span and Spanwisa and Chrodwise, Location on the Control Effectiveness of Spoilers on a 500 Sweptback
Wing at Mach Numbers of 1.41 and 1.96. NACA AM L53809, 1953. (U)

22. Conner, D.W., and Mitchell. M.H., Jr.: Effects of Spoiler o-n Airfoil Pressure Distribution and Effects of Size and Location of Spoilers
on the Aerodynamic Characteristics of as Tapered Unaveept Wing of Aspect Ratio 2.5 at a Mach Number of 1.90. MACA AM 1_501-20,
196 1. (U)

23. Wong, N.D.: An Investigation of the Control Effectiveness of Tip Ailerons and Spoilers on a Low-Aspect-Ratio Trapezoidal-Wing

* Airplane Model at Mach Numbers from 1.55 to _35. NACA AM A57l26s. 1957. (U)

24. Hamilton, C.V., iond Driver. C.: An Investigation of a Supersonic Aircraft Configuration Having a Tapered Wing with Circular-Arc
Sections and 400 Sweepback -Stability and Control Characteristics at a Mach Number of 1,61 of the Complete Configuration
Equipped With Spoilers. NACA AM L54F 15, 1954. (U)
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TABLE 6.2,2.1-A

SUPERSONIC YAWING MOMENT DUE TO SPOILER DEFLECTION

DATA SUMMARY

SpoilerA 14  'i h, wsLocation M Cn Cn0

* Ref- Spoiler A A deg) bW/2 %0 C M alc Test alc Test

Plug 4.0 0.50 40.0 0.15 0.95 0.55 0.05 1 0.0052 0.0053 /-0.0001

Flap 0.0052 0.0062 -0.0010

0.65 0.0052 0.0070 -0.00"S

0.55 0.0021 0.0020 0.0001

40.02 0.0010 0.0010 0

j g 2.0 0.625 6.3 020 0.95 0.75 0.05 1.90 0.0040 0,0056 -0.0016

0.02 0.0018 0,0021 .0.0003

0.45 0.05 0.0030 0.0049 -0.0019

U 0.02 0.0015 0.0012 0.0003

0170 0.0!5 0.0015 0.0026 -0.0011 .

0.02 0.0008 0.0008 0

0.46 0.05 0.0030 0.0020 0,0010

0.02 0.0015 0,0004 0.0011

L 23 Flp 3.20 0.40 19.2 0.28 0.75 0.77 0.037 1.55 0.0025 -0.0008 0.0033

I Ii0.095 0.0060 -0.0008 0.0068

0.037 1.90 00016 0 0.0016

0.095 I 0.0040 0 1 0040

0.037 2.35 0.0011 0.0025 -. 0014

0,095 0 0030 0.0025 O.UO05

2,1 Pug 2. 0625 47.16 0.20 0.95 0.65 0 0033 0.0026 00007

0.06 0.0045 0.0043 00001

0.70 0.04 ' C I018 3.000 14 0004

0.01" ur 0.9019 C .0006

00.04 0.0
0  

0 [(.0005 0.0005

n . .00 0,001;210.0011 0 9001

Av.rage Error . .... 00012

6.2.2.1-8
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6.2.2.2 YAWING MOMENT DUE TO A DIFFERENTIALLY DEFLECTED
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER

No methods are available for estimating the yawing moments due to a differentially deflected
horizontal stabilizer, and the data available for correlation are limited. However, a brief discussion,
taken essentially from Reference 1, is given pertaining to the qualitative and quantitative aspects of
yawing moments associated with tail roll control.

Associated with tail roll control are yawing moments, varying in magnitude and direction as a
function of Mach number, angle of attack, and vehicle geometry. These yawing moments can be
attributed to (I) the pressure differential induced on the vertical tail as a result of the differentially
deflected horizontal tail, (2) the drag component associated with each horizontal-tail panel, and
(3) the dihedral of the horizontal tail. For most configurations and test conditions, the differential
pressure on the vertical tail is the dominating factor.

Yawing-nmoment data are generally presented in the form of the parameter Cn6 /CQ (ratio of
yawing moment to rolling moment produced by roll control). For low-horizontal-tail configura-
tions, tail roll control up to M f 1.0 produces very large favorable yawing moments, which
decrease with increasing angle of attack but tend to remain positive over the angle-of-attack range
(a - 0 to 2r) for which test data are available. These large yawing moments are duc primarily to
the induced pressure differential on the vertical, panel. This pressure differential on the vertical tail
also tends to reduce the rolling moment for a low-tail configuration.

At supersonic speeds, the load carry-over from the horizontal tail to the vertical tail decreases with
increasing Mach number. The attendant result is that at supersonic speeds the tail roll control will
produce smaller favorable yawing moments at low angles of attack and possibly adverse yawing
moments at high angles of attack. For a specific configuration, if the Mach number is high enough,
adverse yaw due to tail roll control is a possibility throughout the angle-of-attack range. Sketch (a)
presents representative yawing-moment data produced by roll control for a low-tail configuration as
a function of Mach number and angle of attack.

HORIZONTAL TAIL
AILERONS

M=0.19 M=0.8O M= 1.0 M 1.61
2

-2I ___J__

0 10 20 0 10 20 0 10 20 0 10 20a (deg) a (deg) a (deg) a (deg)

SKETCH (a)

The vertical position of the horizontal tail is the most important parameter in determining the
relative magnitude and direction of the yawing moment due to roll control (References I and 2).
The varations in yawing moment due to roll control shown in Sketch (b) are representative of the

6.2.2.2-1



effect of the horizontal-tail location. These variations would enable the designer to position the

horizontal tail to avoid large undesirable yawing moments, longitudinal stability permitting. In this
connection, it may also be pointed out that it a ventral fin is used on the airplane for high-speed

stability, the yawing moments for a low tail position would be smaller. If the yawing moments

cannot be adjusted to a satisfactory value by positioning the tail, it might be necessary to adjust

them by linking the rudder in with the tail roll control.

K TAIL POSITION

Cac - L OW .....LO

C1 INTERMEDIATE

Aa (deg)

SKE TCH (b)

Dib'dral Effects

The results of dihedral variation on yawing moment due to roll Cn8/CI, are of significant
importance. The lateral component of the horizontal-tail loads increases with negative dihedral, and
the load induced on the vertical tail by differential horizontal-tail deflection is reduced by increases
in negative dihedral. The combined effect of these 1 o phenomena is a substantial increase in the
yawing-moment parameter Cn ICl, with increasing negative dihedral angle over a large
angle-of-attack range. The variation of the yawing moment due to tail roll control is shown in
Sketch (c) (Reference 3). Consequently, if negative tail dihedra! is employed on a low-tail
configuration to improve the linearity of the pitching-moment cUrves, for example, and differential
tail deflection is utilized to augment low-speed roll control; then the favorable yawing moment
associated with tail roll control will be aggravated further. Of coursr,, if a ventral fin is employed on
the configuration, the loads induced on the ventral would be increased, tending to offset the
additional yawing moment due to negative dihedral; however, this effect would not be strong
enough to cancel the effect created by negative dihedral. On the other hand, for low-tail
configurations at supersonic speeds where the yawing moment due to tail roll control is adverse,
negative tail dihedral would be favorable.

SUBSONIC SF EEDS

6- F=0 F::- r 5° r=-300 ]

Ca- 4

2--

0 20 4 09 20 920 V4
I u(deg) i u(deg) I a (deg) "

SKETCH (c)
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C! Flap Effects

The effects of flaps on yawing moment due to roll control are shown for two different
configurations in S? etch (d). Both configurations show a substantial increase of Cr56 ICI, with flap
deflection at low lilt coefficients. This increase is primarily the result of a decrease in roll
effectiveness Qj.

FLAP RETRACTED FLAP RETRACTED

b FLAP EXTENDED FLAP ]EXTENDED

0.~g I0 A4 A 1.2 0 14 . 1.2 1.6
CL CL

SKETCH (d)

REFERENCES

1. Campbell, J1. P.: The Use of the Horizontial Ta"! fx R~oil Control. NACA RM 1_55066, 1956. (U)

2. Boisseeu, P. C.: LovrSpeed RolIl rEff,ic~svanahs of a Differentially Deflected Hor~izontal-Tail Surface on a 42 0 Swp-Wn
M~odel. NACA flM L56E03, 1956. (U)

f's4 3. Fournier, P. G3.: Effect of Tail Dihedral or. Lateral Control Effectiveness at High Subsonic Speeds of Differentially Deflected
7, ~Hor-izontal-Tail surfaces onea Configuration Having a Thin Highly Tapered Wing. NASA Memo 12-1-58L, 1959. (U)
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6.2.3 SIDE FORCE DUE TO ASYMMETRIC DEFLECTION OF CONTROL DEVICES

The side-force increment due to the asymmetric deflection of control devices on a plain wing is usually
small enough to be neglected. At supersonic speeds, however, strong shock waves can be generated from
deflected controls. These shock waves frequently impinge on vehicle components and cause considerable
forces and moments by means of their direct pressure effect and by boundary-layer-separation effects.

For the purpose of the Datcom, it is assumed that the side force due to asymmetric control deflection is
sufficiently small to be neglected. Some data on the side force due to asymmetric control deflection on
wing-body combinations at supersonic speeds may be found in reference 1.

REFERENCE

1. Smith. W. G., &Wd Intrirl. P. F.: Some Aspects of Aileron Deflection on the Static Lateral and Directional Aerodynamic Characteristics
of Four Contempor*Vy Alrolane Mod. NACA RM A57E?2. 1957. (U)
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6.3 SPECIAL CONTROL METHODS

6.3.1 AERODYNAMIC CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS AT HYPERSONIC SPEEDS

The interest in aircraft and re-entry vehicles operating at hypersonic speeds has created the need for
establishing preliminary-design methods for predicting the effectiveness of L.!rodynamic controls of such
vehicles at hypersonic speeds.

This section presents a procedure, taken from reference I, for applying the ,orrelation results prcsentcd in
reference I to the prediction of hypersonic control effectiveness.

The development of efficient hypersonic vehicles involves solutions of complex problems associated with the
severe environment of hypersonic flight. Control characteristics, particularly at hypersonic speeds, are
greatly affected by flow separation phenomena. Flow separation can occur ahead of deflected flaps, on the
lecward side of a surface inclined at large angles of attack, near the impingement of a shock wave upon the
boundary layer of a body, and on a curved surface. Control effectiveness may be increased, limited, or com-
pletely nullified because of boundary-layer separation. Pressure distributions over the control and the basic
configuration can be greatly altered because of separation effects. Heat-transfer rates are changed on the con-
trol surfaces and the basic configuration both upstream and downstream of the control. The interaction
region is characterized by a reduction of local heating rates in the separated region and a substantial heating
rate increase at the reattachment point. It is therefore essential to understand the flow-separation phenomena
and to describe the flow conditions in the separated region.

In reference l,semiempirical correlations are developed for the characteristic parameters of a separated flow
at hypersonic speeds. These correlations describe the pressure and heat-transfer distributions in terms of local
flow properties by defining characteristic magnitudes and distance parameters. Knowing these quantities.
relations for incremental aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are developed.

In order that the Datcom user may better understand the control effectiveness methods presented in this
section, general discussions of hypersonic flow separation and the effects of the influence of separation on
controls are presented. These general discussions are essentially quoted from reference 2 and present only
the salient aspects of hypersonic-flow separation and its influence on aerodynamic controls. The reader can
obtain a more thorough review of hypersonic-flow separation phenomena from references I and 3.

HYPERSONIC-FLOW SEPARATION

Separated flows are characterized by the prevailing type of boundary layer: laminar, turbulent, or transi-
tional. The pressure rise and the extent of the separated region depend upon the characteristics of the
boundary layer.

In general, boundary-layer separation occurs whenever the streamwise pressure increase along a surface is
sufficient to overcome the forces acting to accelerate a fluid particle, or when the streamline curvature
necessary to follow the surface contour cannot be sustained by the pressure gradient normal to the surface.
In steady-flow aerodynamic problems the only forces acting to accelerate the low-momentum fluid near the
wall against a pressure graCient are the shear forces between layers of fluid. Because the momentum of the
fluid near the wall is quite low, a relatively small amount of deceleration by the pressure gradient is suf-
ficient to bring about separation. Turbulent flow helps to delay the occurrence of separation, because the
turbulent fluctuations increase the effective shear forces and thereby increase the adverse pressure force
necessary to reverse the flow of the fluid near the wall.

The greatly increased effective viscosity due to turbulent fluctuations enables the equilibrium between
pressure and shear too,% near the wall to occur at much greater adverse pressure rises in turbulent boundary
layers. Because of the connection between pressure rise and flow turning angle, this higher pressure corres-
ponds to a much shorter, thicker separated zone for the same initial boundary-layer thickness. Cases pre-
sented by Schlichting (reference 4) and Howarth (reference 5) show turbulent pressure rises twice the lami-
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nar ones, while the laminar separation zone extends 10 times farther than the turbulent one. A similar

tickening (and simultaneous pressure rise) occurs in a transitional separation when the mixing zone becomes

turbulent, and the downstream flow soon approaches a condition very similar to the equivalent turbulent

separation. Upstream of the transition point, the flow has the character of the corresponding laminar

separation zone. The location of the transition point therefore plays a distinct role in determining the pres-

sure distribution (see references 6 and 7).

Present indications are that shock-induced laminar separatiorn pressure distributions, and to a limited extent

turbulent ones, are independent of the type of geometry producing separation (see reference 6). However,

the turbulent peak pressure rise often depends significantly on geometry (references 6 and 8 through !I).
This difference in dependence can probably be attributed to the greatly increased effective viscosity in

turbulent flow enabling the wall contour within the separated zone to transmit its effect more strongly to

the outer tlow.

Typical surface pressure distributions for laminar and turbulent boundary layers are presente6 in

sketches (a) and (b . respectively.

INVISCID PRESSURE RISE . OVER-ALL
(NO SEPARATION)- - PRESSURE

RISE
PRESSURE
RISE PLATEAU PRESSURE RISE
RATIO DUE TO SEPARATION I 9)
P/Po (PLATEAU PRESSURE)

REATTACHI-IMNT
I r PRESSURE RISE

S D SEPARATION PRESSURE RISE

• • ~~SH OCKS -- • •t, ,

PO X$ PP X

WALL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE VICINITY OF LAMINA R SEPARATION

SKETCH (a)

The laminar boundary layer has a characteristic plateau where the pressure remains almost constant over

most of the separated flow region. The separation pressure coefficient is based on the pressure rise from the
undisturbed stream to the separation point. As explicitly mentioned by Love (reference 1 2), this is not to be
confused with the pressure rise needed to cause separation.
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( R ) m o- 

SHOCKS

X 1  x XRs o Cs c R

WALL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE VICINITY OF TURBULENT SEPARATION

SKETCH (b)

The separated turbulent boundary-layer pressure distribution has no plateau region but rises to an inflection
value. The final pressure 3fter reattachment is usually that given by inviscid theory. Occasionally, a situation
arises wherein there is a pressure rise above the inviscid value followed by an expansion to the inviscid value.
This is caused by a lower local entropy level due to the multiple-shock compression of the inviscid flow near
the separation and reattachment points. The multiple-shock compression is a more efficient process than the
single-shock compression, resulting in a higher local total pressure. It has been observed occasionally in three-
dimensional hypersonic separation, and there is good reason to expect it in other situations at high Mach
numbers where multiple oblique-shock compression can exist.

The critical pressure-rise coefficient, referred to herein as the incipient pressure-rise coefficient C Pinc, cor-

responds to the minimum over-all pressure for which separation will occur (see references 4, 7, 9, 10, 12,
and 13). The current indications are that it is independent of the particular geometry causing the pressure
rise (see references 11 and 14), although this may not prove to be a general rule. C is much greater and

pinc
is a much weaker function of Reynolds number for turbulent boundary layers (Cpine - (R)11)'") than for

laminar boundary layers (CPic -r (RI) 1 /4 ). Recent correlations presented in reference I substantiate this

1/4-power Reynolds-number dependence for laminar boundary layers; however, the range of Reynolds
numbers of the available test data is too small to validate the I/!C power relation for turbulent boundary
layers. Nevertheless, this dependence does correlate the available turbulent data over the ranges of the test
conditions.
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The pressure rise due to separation (plateau pressure) is of the same order of magnitude as the critical
precsvre rise, had exli:Jits the same type of dependence on Mach and Reynolds numbers. Detailed
correlation fornulas for predicting the pressu''e-distribution parameters in various situations are developed
in reterc'ice I, L'nJ1 are presented in t;c Datcom method in the form of design charts.

"Two frther points should be made concerning the general characteristics of laminar and turbulent separa.'
tions. First, the high altitudes and large stream-to-wall temperature ratios characteristic of hypersonic flight
greathl increase the probability of finding laminar flow. And second, the large viscous interaction associated
with high Mach number and low Reynolds number will often make it very difficult to determine experimentally
or theoretic.lly whether separation has even occurred, let alone the separation location. For those conditions
where separation is difficult to detect, the effect of separation on loads is quite small, but the undLrstanding
of the flow ,nr.d the prediction of heat transfer and flow stability become uncertain.

The stability and steadiness of separated flows cannot be predicted with certainty using present information.
In general. cavities appear to be the most unstable type of separated geometry. Unsteadiness can result from
a hysteresis between laminar and turbulent separated-zone conditions if the flow conditions and geometry
are of certain types, e.g., a sharply deflected ramp near the transition point of a flat plate. Whether all
separated-zone instabilities are associated with transition or whether other mechanisms participate must be
determnined by future investigations. The resonant frequency of a cavity would be one important parameter
in such an investigation. Violent macroscopic flow fluctuations affect heat-transfer rates and wall shear forces
niar th, separation and reattachment points because of the Reynolds stress effect.

i i.e -elationships between heat transfer and separation in laminar and turbulent flow are poorly understood.
Chrnian (reference 15) theoretically estimates a ratio of heat transfer in a laminar separated zone to that in
the attached layer, of 0.56. The experiments of Larson (reference 16) substantiate this estimate. Chapman
m.'entions that turbulent separation regions can have heat-transfer rates as high as six times the equivalent
rates for the attached layer at low Mach numbers, but this ratio decreases greatly with increasing Mach
nu-mer. The turbulent-flow measurements of Larson do not show this high ratio at low Mach numbers, but
the theory arepears to approach the measurements at high Mach numbers. Larson states that the discrepancy
is )robhaby due to the failure of the theory to include the proper temperature - heat-transfer relationships

oix the exp;:iiments. It appears doubtful whether very large increases in heat transfer will ever be found in
steady, srep•r'ted regions. In short, turbulent and transitional separations may lead to heat-transfer rates
higher than the equivalent attached boundary layer, but at high Mach numbers the ratio appears to be a,,out
• .50 to 0.70, which is not indicated satisfactorily by present theory. Local increases in heat-transfer rate near
reat:achment are mentioned in reference 16, but these were not always found by the other investigators
• r•x.tir~ned in reference 16.

The c.onverse c-ffect. i.e., the effect of heat-transfer on separation characteristics, is also not understood (sce
references 16 through 25). Sogin states in his survey report (reference 24) that there is much disagreement
hetween theorv and experiment regarding the effects of heat transfer on either laminar or turbulent
svparated flo':. Thus, theoretical results tor laminar boundary layers (refererc,:s !7 through 23 and 32 and
33' indicate separation should be delay'ed by cooling; experimental rcsulLs in references 32 and 33 tend to
s:bstai,!iitc this theory, whlile those in references 16 and 26 through 28 do ne;t Gadd further states that if
• th. tt-rl-,,lent I:un.iar3 Iayer could be treated analytically it should also show separation delayed by cooling
(,'ef.ere 2 e i 2 nd 27.., but poor experimental agreement is obtained. The resolution of this uncertainty is
very impo| tain. as it hears directly on the application of wind-tunnel data (equilibrium wall) to flight
problems (ustnaily cold wa;J).

I.FL!FJENCE OF 17.SP.ARATION ON CONTROLS

Control chiracteristics, particularly at hypersonic speeds, are often greatly affected by separation. As pre-
viously noted, control effectiveness may be increased, limited, or completely nullified because of
boundary-layer separation. Pressure distributions over controls and on the basic tonfiguration may be
greatly altered due to separation effects, changing drastically the r.icment coefficients p-edicted by inviscid
theory. Heat-tran,.Ser rates are changed on the control surfaces and on the basic configuration both upstrea'n
and downstream of the control. Separation effects must therefore be considered in both the design and !•c.
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tion of controls. In general, separation tends to smooth out the sharp changes in pressure distributions pre-
dicted by inviscid theory, and can cause local "hot spots" which have heat-transfer rates many times higher
than those that would exist for attached boundary layers. Separated flow phenomena are frequently
unsteady and three-dimensional in nature, and undergo large changes with transition from laminar to turbu-
lent flow, further complicating the analytical treatment of a design. Thus, for example, hysteresis effects are
noticeable in the Cm versus z curves for some control configurations.

Aerodynamic forces and moments on a vehicle may be chinged as much by changing the pressure distribu-
tion on the basic configuration as they would be by changes in the normal forces acting on controls. Leading-
edge controls, for example, usually are not directly influenced by separation but, by causing separation, they
can affect the pressures and heat-transfer rates over the-eniir cc;nfigurntinn.-Some effects of separation
associated with controls on windward anid leeward surfaces and some important three-dlimti oi6a!l a.nd
unsteady flow effects of separation on control characteristics are presented below.

Leading-Edge Controls

Leading-edge controls contemplated for hypersonic vehicles include flaps, spoilers, fins, spikes, and
all-movable noses. The importance of separation for such controls is in the influence on the entire
flow field downstream of the control. Separation behind a deflected leading-edge flap makes any
control or stabilizing surface downstream of the flap ineffectual. Heat-transfer rates on the surface
are reduced in the separated-flow legion, but if the boundary layer reattaches on the surface the
heat-transfer rate at reattachment can be several times larger than that for an attached boundary
layer. The control forces and hinge moments of leading-edge fins and flaps would not be directly
influenced by separation. Fins, which may be canards, create strong vortices which can cause
boundary-layer transition and contribute to the possibility of unsteady flow over the downstream
surfaces of the configuration. Comparable effects would be expected for large amounts of all-
movable nose deflection which, neverwclSe:&, is arnticipated to be a very effective trimming device
at high angles of attack. The importance of leading-edge controls in influencing the entire afterbody
is epitomized by the use of spikes. Flow-separation spikes in front of blunt bodies may reduce the
total drag of the body by effectively streamlining it. Average heat-transfer rates in the separated-
flow region created by the spike are significantly reduced in laminar flow, although the local heat-
transfer rate at reattachment may be quite high. Deflectable spikes might be used as control devices
because they alter the pressure distribution in the forward region of a body. The separated-flow
region caused by spikes, however, is frequently unsteady, which is a most unsatisfactory control
characteristic. If these problems can be worked out, spike controls could become a very effective
system for blunt vehicles.

Downstream Controls

Frequently control surfaces located downstream cf t,1e leading edge are also used as stabilizing
devices. Their effectiveness, however, may be greatly affected by-upstream separation of the
boundary layer. The inviscid estinmate of the pressure rise due to deflecting a control into the local
stream is a discontinuous jump in the pressure distribution on the surface at the leading edge of
the control. A similar sudden increase in the inviscid pressure distribution occurs at the trailing-
edge shock required to recompres, the flow over an expansion surface. In the actual flow, the
sudden pressure rise may be transmitted upstream through the subsonic portion of the boundary
layer, and separation may occur far upstream as a result. This is particularly likely for
hypersonic flow, where shocks are highly swept, and for laminar boundary layers, which have
thicker subsonic portions than turbulent boundary layers. Depending upon flow conditions,
the boundary layer may be separaited over the major portion of the surface, thereby greatly
influencing the effectiveness of controls located downstream on either compression or
expansion surfaces.
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Laminar boundary-layer separation ahead of a deflected flap on the windward surface of a vehicle
spreads the flow-deflection pressure rise over a much larger region than does turbulent separation.
The effectiveness of the flap in creating a moment is lessened both by the decrease in the pressure
distribution on the flap and by any pressure increase occurring on the surface upstream of the
moment reference center. These effects tend to restrict the desired rearward movement of the
center of pressure and reduce the effectiveness of the control. In extreme cases the center-of-
pressure location with laminar separation may be well forward of that for a turbulent boundary
layer.

The extent of the separated-flow region and tihe pressures imposed on tlhe surface depend on the
flap deflection, flow conditions, and nature of the boundary layer ahead of the flap. Reattachment
of the separated flow on the flap is usually accompanied by a local heat-transfer rate several times
larger than that corresponding to an attached boundary layer; the average heat transfer to the
separated-flow region, however, is reduced. Similarly, separation affects the pressure distribution
on vehicles havin- flared-skirt-type stabilizing surfaces. Laminar boundary-layer flow ahead of
small protuberances yields pressure distributions closer to the inviscid predictions than does turbu-
lent flow. A small step on a surface is effectively streamlined by laminar separation far ahead of it,
whereas for turbulent separation, a strong shock exists ahead of the step and there is a large
increase in the local pressure.

Separation on th6 leeward side of a vehicle may make shielded controls (i.e., controls which do not
"see" the free stream) useless. Several factors combine in making leading-edge separation from the
leeward surface of hypersonic vehicles particularly probable. Large angles of attack may be desir-
able for many hypersonic flight paths. Because high Mach number flows have small limiting exparn-
sion angles, much of the tipper surface feels only the leakage flow from the boundary layer where
the Mach number is lower. The pressure rise due to the strong trailing-edge shock may be propa-
gated far forward through the thick hypersonic boundary layer, thus increasing the possibility of
leading-edge separation.Anotht.r factor enhancing the probability of separation is the likelihood of
the boundary layer being laminar with consequently thicker subsonic regions and at the same time
less able to overcome an adverse pressure gradient than the corresponding turbulent boundary
layer. The effectiveness of controls located entirely within the separated-flow region, such as
trailing-edge flaps or fins, would be nullified. On the other hand, flow separation over notches
(cavities) may advantageously be used to control the drag of a hypersonic vehicle; for essentially
the same average rate of heat transfer to a hypersonic vehicle, the drag may be increased by an
order of magnitude by the employment of notches in the surface of the vehicle. Separation influ-
ences both the type and the location of control devices. Spoilers, for example, would be ineffectual
on leeward surfaces of hypersonic vehicles evtn if they were near the leading edge. Positive
controls that always "see" the free stream are required.

Three-Dintensional and Unsteady Flow Effects

Separated-flow regions rarely are purely two-dimensiomal and usually are unsteady. Although much
insight into separation phenomena nmay be gained by using two dimensional flow analyses, there
are important effects that must be considered three-dimensionally. One such effect is the large
venting of the separated region in front of a ramp of linite span. The fluid in the separated
region, having low velocity and relatively high pressure, expands readily into the low-pressure
stream at the tip, and the mass balance of the two-dimensional separation is upset. Another case is
that associated with the streamwise flow in the corner at the juncture ofa fin and the surface of
the configuration. A strong vortex may be set up in such a corner with extreme rates of heat trans-
fer associated with the vortical motion. Another important three-dimensional effect is the coupling
effect of a control on another surface. The shock wave ahead of a blunt control or ahead of a
separatcd-fhow region may impinge on a transverse surface. Thus, the deflection of a vertical fin or
rudder may cause nonsymmetrical separation or' the horizontal surface and create an undesired
rolling or pitching moment. Particularly for separation occurring near the point of transition of a
laminar to turbulent boundary layer, the point of separation and the associated shock wave may
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oscillate about some mean position. Large buffeting loads may be experienced on the surface and
on adjoining surfaces of the configuration. Unsteady flow in cavities in the surface of a missile may
also cause structural failure. Laminar boundary-layer separation with large center-of-pressure shift
may be experienced at a small control deflection, while if the deflection is increased and then
decreased to its initial value, the separation may be turbulent with a far different value of pitching
"moment because of the different center-of-pressure location. This hysteresis is extremely difficult

*5 to predict, and can be quite dangerous.

In high Mach number flows, the pressure loads produced by compression surfaces are much greater than
those produced by expansion surfaces. Consequently, the most effective aerodynamic controls usually
employ deflections which involve compression of the local flow. Therefore, shock-induced separation,
either ahead of a compression surface or due to an incident shock, is the type most prevalent with hyper-
sonic controls and has been treated most extensively in the literatire.

When separation occurs in high-speed flight, the changes in the pressure distribution and heat-transfer rate
can have catastrophic effects. Trim and stability are radically affected by sudden center-of-pressure shifts
and changes in pressure magnitude. Local hot spots at separation and reattachment points can cause failure
of thermtal protection. Heat-transfer rates can also be greatly increased by streamwise vortices originating
from three-dimensional separations.

HYPERSONIC CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

The method presented in this section to determine the aerodynamic control effectiveness at hypersonic
speeds is taken from reference 1. The method is intended for use over a broad range of flight conditions
encountered by a typical hypersonic cruise/glide vehicle. However, it should be noted that the semiempirical

r icorrelation charts used in the method are based on presently available data covering a limited range of test
- 9 Iconditions and that the validity of extrapolations for conditions outside the experimental range has not

been established. The range of variables covered by experimental data is indicated on the correlation charts.

The flight conditions encountered by a typical hypersonic vehicle are illustrated by the altitude-velocity
envelop presented as sketch (c).

* AERODYNAMIC

ALTITUDE 200,
i: ~ ~(ft x l0-3) ...

CJ

)::". • Z/ HEAT BARRIER I

b., .0 10 20 30
MACH NUMBER

SKETCH (c)

For a given velocity the maximum attainable altitude is determined by the minimum dynamic pressure whichwill sustain flight, and tihe minimum altitude is a function of the vehicle's capability to withstand aerodyna-mic heating. The Datcom method is restricted to free-stream flight conditions in the flight envelop for Mach

numbers greater than 5.0.
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Thu angle of attack of the vehicle is limnited b-,y• vehicle performance and structural heatng conditions. The
angle of attack below which the L/D ra.sc ftavorable and structural heating is not excessive is approxi-
mately 200. Therefore, the angle-of-<,iack range of the Datcom method is 3 -s a -s 200. Since the study
conducted in connection with refeý, F-ice I was concerned primarily with flat-plate surfaces, the angle of
attack also represernts the flow-;.JrkitIon angle in the method that follows.
The prediction method has b.-,;) derived on the basis of compression-corner flow separation, It is limited to

the analysis of cont'ols on vAwdard surfaces, and is applicable only to regions where the assumption of two-
dimensional flow is vwAid.

In applying the method ýu complex three-dimensional configurations, the degree of deviation from two-
himensional flow shoul, b,ýe established so that the proper method of determining the local-flcw properties
can be selected. Then ihe correlations presented herein can be applied to the separated-flow region. For such
approximations exact streamline direction is not -s important as static pressure and Mach number. However,
tiiere can be substantial reductions in control effectiveness due to finite span. Section V of reference 1 pre-
sents some insight into methods that can be employed to determine the degree of deviation from two-
dimensional flow when the actual flow is three-dimensional. The use of flow-visualization studies, aad length-

wise and spanwise pressure distributions on similar models are suggested. Reference 1 presents brief sum-
iaries of separated three-dimensional flow on fin-plate configurations, flat surfaces with compression flaps
and end plates, and delta wings with variations (blunt leading edges, pyramidal configurations with and with-
out flat-bottom surfaces, etc.)

Since leeward surfaces in hypersonic flow are generally ineffective, the restriction of the method to the
analysis of controls on the windward surface is not a serious limitation.

For many practical cases the control surfaces are located near the trailing edge ofessentially planar surfaces
and are sufficiently tar from the leading edge for bluntness effects to be negligible. For such cases, the local-
Plow properties upstream of the control surface are approximately the same as flow conditions behind an
oblique shock, and oblique-shock properties can be used to define the local-flow propertias. The Datcom
method is restricted to cases of this sort.
The Datcom method consists of first determining the local-flow properties upstream of the control surface.
'I ien by using the local-flow properties, a complete pressure distribution is defined for compression-corner

flow separation in terms of interaction parameters and pressure levels for either laminar or turbulent
separated-flow conditions. Finally, the pressure distribution is integrated to obtain the two-dimensional force
and moment increments produced by separated compression-corner flow. Force and moment equations have
been developed in terms of the distances and pressure levels which define the pressure distribution. These
equaticns are presented in the Datcom method.

The local-flow conditions have been determined by using oblique-shock properties for a number of condi-
tions in the flight envelop. The design charts presented in this section include local-flow properties based on
both perfect-gas and equilibrium-real-gas assumptions. For the flight regimes where flow properties-deviate
from those given by oblique-shock theory for a pertect gas, equilibrium-real-gas effects have been aetermined
by means of similarity parameters from approximate theory and the effective ratio of specific heats presented
in refercncc 29 (see Sections III and VI of reference 1). In using the local-flow charts (figure 6,3.1 -31
:hrouoh -49) the equilibriuni-real-gas curves are used for velocity-altitude conditions and flow-deflection
ingles where the equilibrium-real-gas value differs from the perfect-gas value.

1 he equations used for the prediction of the separated-flow pressure distributions are developed in reference 1.
Where applicable, the final equations are presented on the design charts of this section; however, the develop-
. lents of thle semiempirical correlations for laminar and turbulent separated flows are not discussed herein.

i • hin reference I the transition phenomenon is investigcted and a criterion for establishing the location of

transition based on the results of Deem and Murphy (reference 30) is established. The minimum pressure

rise required to cause flow separation, and incipient-separation criteria for both laminar and tu:bulent flow,
31at" based on test data.
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Thie characteristics of the separated-flow region of a typical pressure profile are illus :.aVed in sketch Wd. The
distance pa~rameters are based on a common reference line which is defined for varions viý-Jzi ;ccmifcurations
as a geometrical shock impingement point, hinge line (for corner flow), or the forwvard fact, ýf a 4;iep.

REFERENCE LINE

P 0PI

-a X.H4L N-

WIND WARDi SIDE)A

SKETCH ()

NOTATION

Sym~bol Dtfmnilior.

*e b'-inning off pret~ire in~era:tion (poin#t whize~p.2-I jus! !Nrgins to ri~e

dt up-t~reazn ptessurL* interaclit-a !engjlt (dist-rice. f-in ?I~~~tz~uo ,.:r.:i,.r .!;c ti

ence line)

free interaction !,!neth (dist~tntx foin the beginnir~g of intetucti~jel to if.( fo:'r *.h:'r !fi
pressure distributio~n ti~aclies the straight section oif the pressuire platcu 'I

downstmrea interaction length (distance Fio-ni the rcference lire to the poiri:
of two lines tangent to the pressure curve it lthe dcwnst,-'arn. rcgion. ii~~;..I,

- (soe sketch td))

di distance from the reference line to the point of insteisectioii or two lie :rrto to ' pi ro,:.-

sure. curve as illbstrated in sketcti (d)

separation length (distance from the separation point to the refere.nce :inw)
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Symbol Definition

" length of the control (undeflected)

C f control chord~

d LE diameter of leading edge

XHL distance of the control hinge line measured from the nose of the configuration

6•f control deflection, positive trailing edge down

b span of surface

"CA axial-force coefficient

C P pressure coefficient

Cm pitching-moment coefficient

CN normal-force coefficient

HM hinge moment

L reference length

P pressure

q dynamic pressure

Rj Reynolds number

S reference area

T temperature

V velocity

x longitudinal coordinate, measured from leading edge to point of interest

a angle of attack or flow-deflection angle

ratio of specific heats

boundary-layer thickness

0 shock-wave angle measured from upstream flow direction

0 angle associated with geometry of separation

A LE leading-edge-sweep angle
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Symbol Definition

SUBSCRIPTS

HL hinge line

inc incipient

MRP moment reference point

P plateau

a local condition upstream of interaction

o point where interaction begins

cc free stream

2 peak value, downstream portion of pressure distribution

t transition point

C.p. center of pressure

w wall

s separation

SUPERSCRIPT

I * reference condition

DATCOM METHOD

The control effectiveness at hypersonic speeds of a deflected control located on the windward surface is
obtained from the procedure outlined in the following steps:**

S -' Step 1. Determine the local-flow conditions:

The ratios of pressure, temperature, Mach number, and Reynolds number behind an oblique
shock to their respective values in the free stream are obtained from figures 6.3.1-31, -37,
-43, and -49,mpcctively.

k-I

**lhe subscript 01 used throughout the Datcom method has two different meanings as follows: (1) The value of the parameter being

considered is Its local value upstream of IntelractIon, 6-•' 4ml being (Cpi. ' Pa ' MP ,M , R• ;(2) The vwlvo of the paraeter being

consldered Is Its value at wcm specific location downwsrem of Interaction, referred to local conditions upetream of IntelactIon, example

being(clCpQ)2 (Ria)HL (CP )P.
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The pressure coefficient upstream of the cointol stirface. r -ecl to fi-e-s!r'-im C.litiovs.
is given by

2

SUp 2. Determine if the flow is laminrr or turbulent:

It is t.. "hat tbe state cl the 5ynundirý layer .-s 1.r.m;ni,: if . > x , an, t•,b,,nt if
Xt < XIL. Bastd on the results of D,.em and Murphy (rcfe-ence 291 and rFecent experimentAl
data, the foliewing expression for transition 0islanc" is giver. it, re. ne

5.38 x 102 + 1.94 x 102 1M - 3 1312 (cos A)1/ 2

xt(feet) = 6.3.1--
(RQin.)0 ' 6

For configurations .itli no swcepback (A = 0), tire state of the boundary layer at the birgf-
line is obtain.d from figute 6.3.1 .55 as a function ofRV ) and ,where

. ( ilHL
(NOLL = XHL (Re

Of course. i" the transit;,.n Reynolds number is kitowa, then the transition di.;tar.cc i• Fiv-n
by xt i ) / Rk , wIec t is the R--;ynold, nuinber per foot.

Step 3. Determine if fow separation exists:

Obtain the presure moefficicnt for iticipient %epiration (CA) from figure 6,3.1-56 for
lam u.-ar lI il, (i1 fls.ur! 6.3.t-. .' -,fr :-ibNuent tlow. -

Obtain .. e fitiJ pressur.-r;se cv t ij-.t by

-. ~6.3.1e

where i'•, ,s nbtaiw',d tzr. figiare 6.3.!-58 ad a Aunctio,1 of Ma. For lamina. Hiow tKe
average if the iscitropic ,"d .tn.g'-Ohock Valuest shou!d be ued for 6, a ,n the
shock vai.e shouWd he useA . .a > •- Fri t,'jklet. t flow use the single-shock valu.e-. if
(0e)2 (CP ' , the fit~ i .

Step 4. Detertrnt: .th-. seplration IP O.ion if sepzirated •l-. w exists:

If flow separation .ex;.M.-.r ileativc procedure is required (.) determine thl .ce'rarioi Ioca..tion. jFc" a gi-ien Ioc?.I Mach nm.iunhtr M, tht upstream intractiox, distance e- is E lunctioi;

of the plateau-pressure level PT,, which is a function of the Reyaolds number at the interac-
tion point R(R.
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"Therefore, for any interaction point x a corresponding plateau-pressure level and upstream
interaction distance must be defiu-d, ?dl solving for the interaction location, the upstream
interaction distances corresponding to a number of assumed inte:action locations are calcu-
lated until the point is found for which the sum of the downstream distance to the interaction
point and the upstream interaction distance is equal to the distance to the hinge line; i.e.,
xo+d 1  = xHL. The procedure is as follows:

a. Assume an interaction location xo (For vehicles of practical dimensiong the differ-
ence between x. and XHL will be small).

b. Calculate the Reynolds number for the assumed x. by ( -ai x( R2 )i

and obtain the plateau-pressure level (CP) as a function of (R 2 ) and Ma

from figure 6.3.1-59 or figure 6.3.1-60 for laminar or turbulent flow, respectively.

c. Obtain the upstream interaction distance, nondimensionalized by boundary-layer
thickness dI /Bo, as a function of (CP) and Ma from figure 6.3.1-61 or fig-

ure 6.3.1-62 for laminar or turbulent flow, respectively.

d. For a given wall temperature, obtain the reference temperature Reynolds-number
ratio (R*/R RR) as a function of Tw /To and Ma from figure 6.3.1-63 or fig-

ure 6.3.1 -64 for laminar or turbulent flow, respectively.

e. Calculate the reference temperature Reynolds number by R£ = RR*/R Q)R 2 a,

and obtain the corresponding boundary-layer thickness S. from figure 6.i. 1 -65 or
figure 6.3.1-66 for laminar or turbulent flow, respectively, by 8o = (6 0o/o) 'f-Xo

f. Calculate the upstream interaction distance by d, = (d1 /6o)6o-

g. Sum di and x0 . If d1 + x 0 XHL repeat the procedure until

d 1 + x0 = XHL.

Step 5. Having determined the separation point x., define the windward pressure distribution (see

sketch (d)) as follows:

a. Calculate the Reynolds number for xo by (RR)o= x. (Rqo).

"b. Obtain the plateau-pressure level (Cpap as a function of (R Ro and Ma from

4 figure 6.3.1-59 or figure 6.3.1-60 for laminar or turbulent flow, respectively.

c. Calculate the plateau pressure, referred to free-stream conditions; by

c (C) ( 2 P + (Cp) 6.3.1-d

where Ma/Ma,, Pa/P,, and (Cr) are obtained from step 1.
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d. Obtain the free interaction length nondimensionalized by boundary-layer thickness
r./5. as a function of CP ), and Ma, from figure 0.3.1-07 or figure 6.3.1-08

for laminar or turbulent flow, respectively.

e. Calculate the free interaction length by 2 ( ti/%) 6. where 6. is the

boundary-layer thickness determined as outlined in step 4e.

f. Obtain the upstream interaction distance nondimensionalized by boundary-layer
thickness dI /6b as a function of'(C ) and Ma from figure 6.3.1-61 or fig-

ure 6.3.1-62 for laminar or turbulent flow, respectively.

g. Calculate the upstream interaction distance by d1 = (d /5. )6,

h. Obtain the downstream interaction length d2 from figure 6.3.1 -69 or fig-
ure 6.3.1-70 for laminar or turbulent flow, respectively.

i. Determine the downstream interaction length to the pressure rise d3. For turbulent
flow d3  0. For laminar flow the ratio d3 /dI is obtained from figure 6.3.1 -71
"as a function of flap deflection 6f and the equivalent flow-deflection angle ¢ for

The equivalent flow-deflection angle for (CPr) may be obtained as a

function of the shock-wave angle 0 and MW. The shock-wave angle is
given by

i / 6 (Pp/Pa)+ i

"e = sill' V 2  6 .3.1-e1 ~7(Ma)

where

P
,a (Cpo) -2 (MQ) + 1 6.3.1-f

Enter figure 4.4.1-81 with 0 and Ma and read = I 6'1 .

j. Calculate the peak flap pressure, reierred to free-stream conditions, by

S(CP)2 = (CPr)2 (Ma) + 6 .3 .I-g

"where Ma/M, Pt/P and C ' are obtained from step I, and C is

obtained from step 2 (equation 6.3.1-c)

-,- Step 6. *rhe windward pressure distribution may now be constructed as illustrated in sketch (e).
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- WINDWARD PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
t~~X i' *(pW) 2

--ow d

x - -

SKETCH (e)

"Step 7. The two-dimensional force and moment increments produced on the windward surface of a
deflected control are given by

Normal-force increment:

ACN SRd i0
bd 2 Orc i

6.3.1-h

Increment of pitching moment about HL due to normal force incremc nt:

S[(ACm)HtLSLJ- (C N) !-2 (f)IPd) _ (dL 22 cos 26•cf) 2

2 2
--"((C))2 f) •d7 2 6 6"- 2 1 (ft) 2  6.3, 1-i

Center of pressure of normal-force increment, measured from the MRP, negative aft:

•!]n {~~(ACre) HL L JACN(t6.1"

(Xc.p.)Ac = - (XHL - xR) + N () L.A
ACN

Axial-for( e increment:

AC A S d2 d
b (sin 6f) cf + -CP ()2 [C " -T "Cf 2 2jj (ft) 6.3.1-k

6.3.1-I5
'I
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Increment of pitching moment about IlL due to axial-force increment:

2
rn HL. 1(e

L--- -(sin 6 ) 1 (C P)e - (CP.)aI '2

[c)' (2 d2 d3  (d 0'

_____ (P- (ft) 2  6.3.1-1

Center of pressure of axial-force increment, measured from the MRP, positive down:

(Z (zcp)AC -- L " (ft) 6.3.1-rm

fr'-: Increment of pitching moment about vehicle MRP:

L b b AC N b b
":"" b I14b x+)an ' • (•p)•+ (ft) 2  6.3.1-n

Windward component of control hinge moment (based on absolute pressure):

IIM --(Cp, (cC)2  - 1(d 2)+ dd --- () 6.3.1-o
bq 2 63

An approximate correction for the effect of finite control span on the two-dimensional pressure distri-
bution in the separated region over the control is presented as figure 6.3. 1-72. This empirical correlation,
taken from reference I, is based on a limited amount of test data. Unfortunately, not enough test data
are available for pariial-span control effect to identify the effects of Mach number, Reynolds number,
or control position.

"Two sample problems are presented at the conclusion of this section. The first sample problem is straight-
forward in that the Datcorn method is directly applicable. The second sample problem illustrates an applica-
tion of the mnetbtN.! to a flight condition where the separated region extends forward to the leading edge of
the ccnfiguration. ]
It should be recalled that the use of oblique-shock relations implies small lead ing-edge-blun tness effects and
"negligible viscous effects. On bodies with a blunted leading edge, pressure near the leading edge will be higher
than that predicted by the oblique-shock theory. When leading-edge bluntness is not zero, the actual value
for Ma will be between that given by oblique-shock and shock-loss theories. Values of Ma on surfaces with
leading edges of various bluntness dimensions were obtained from test data during the analysis conducted in
connection with reference 1. It is suggested therein that oblique-shock properties result in acceptable values
of local Much number Ma for

XHL

0.1375 -- +2.0dLE

__________- >1.0 **jl

14 ,' 6.3.1-16
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,t' the Icadir -edge bhurtness is comparatively large, the local- flow pi opcrties should be calculated by other
available methods, such as tangent-wedge, blast-wave, or the Mueckel shock-loss theory (reference 31 ). Blunnt
"leading edges or large viscous-induced pressure gradients also reduce the bouundary-layer thickness. " Ie effects
of leading-edge bluntness and viscous interaction on the flow properties along a body surface are discussed in
Section Ill of reference I.

Sample Problems

I.

Givenl: A two-dimensioaal flat plate with negligibl, thickness.

h.... X l-- - 8 , - ----_ _, _ ---

-" 5.0 x 05..0

L = 10.0ft XMRP =5.OIL XHL = 8.0 ft 2
H 1, 0 o = 2.0 ft

6, = R1.0o x 105 per ft

Altitude: 150,000 ft Px - 2.84 lb/(ft)2  T"O = 4800 R

Tw= 1500OR a = 150 Negligible viscous interaction (assumed)

NI = 10.0

Compute:

Determine the local flow conditions:

O = 13.5 (figure 6.3.1-31c)

Ta

S= 3.0 (figure 6.3.1-37c) (equilibrium real gas)

Moa = 5.5 (figure 6.3.1-43c) (equilibrium real gas)

Rz

Re M = 1.94 (figure 6.3.1- 4 9c) (equilibrium real gas)

Ta
a _T = 14400oR

RR Rol .6xf perft'R9 R -- = 2.00 x 10



K,.

-"- 0.0215 (figure 6.3.1-65)x

60 - (V76)•(0.0215) 0.057 ft

= 68 -- (0.057) (20.0) = 1.14 ft

d1 +X0  - 1.14+7.0 = 8,14 ft >xHL Try a second iteration,

Second iteration (assume x, = 6.5 ft)

(R) (Re.~ (6 .5) (2.06 x 10 5) 1,339 x 106

C1, 0.0 19 (figure 6.3.1-59)

dl

6 • 21.5 (figure 6.3.1-61)

60

w 0.0215 (calculation to determine /ýx-, is same as first iteration)

60 /67 .(Uo.0215) =0.055 17

di ( 8. 1 (0.055)(21,5) = 1.183ft

di +x0 - 1.183+6.50 - 7.6836ft < xHL

The flow separation point is now determined graphically. x. 6.85 ft

+ ~~FIRST~ITERATION -

8.0 - XHL-
FLOW SEPARATION
AT x6.85

7.8- . - --

0I. SECOND ITERATION
7.6 1~

6.0 6.5 x0 7.6

6.3.1-19)



Define the windward pressure distribution:

,R = (6.85) (2.06 x 10 ) 1.41 X 106

S(Cp = 0.019 (figure 6.3.1-59)

I-O
t ) (C (equation 6.3.1-d)

P( Mpc ) 2 c)'

r--q (0.019) (13.:) + 0.179= 0.257

8.0 (figure 6.3.1 -67)

-= 6 . ( 0 2 15 ) _ 0 .0 5 6 ft

S.t =6 = (0.056) (8.0) = 0.448 ft
f. 0L

.. dI

" - 21.4 (figure 6.3.1-61)

d1  j\di= (0.056) (21.4) = 1.20 ft

C,. 2.0 d2  d2,-' -. . . . > 1; therefore,7•dd 1.20 d1  0,506 (figure 6.3.1-69)

m",

.d, ( d = (1.20) (0.506) = 0,607 ft

Equmivlent flow deflection ',ngle for C ,

k Pair

pPpot {(cV•Y (MU) 2 +1 (equation 6.3.1-f)

(0.019) (5.5) + 1 = 1.402

i 6.3.1-20
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0 sin"l* (equation 6.3. I-e)
7(Ma)2

-1"V I6-(1.402)+ 1.. = sin'l -7-(5.5_)2 12 °

= 2.6°0(t)= I 'Iat MC and 0 from figure 4.4.1-8 1)

d 3
.; 0.35 (figure 6.3.1-71)d I

d 3 = d ) = (1.20)(0.35) = 0.42 ft

(C~o)z = (Cpoa)z(Mo) --- + pof )a (equation 6.3.1-g)

"" (0.100) (50)2 (13.5)+(0.179)= 0.587

1.0 1

c XHL
POO x

.6s 0 0.587

"4 .4 -- f o

""_ _ _-0.257
•.2 1 00.

.0.179

0 2 4 x 6 8 10
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Solution:

Normal-force increment:

rC S 1R d2  d3
bcos + )- (cos 6-) t22 2 2"

(equation 6.3.!-h)
[ 0,448]

[(0.257)-(0.179)] 1.20- 0.448 (2.0)1

12 0.607 0.421
[(0.587)- (0.257)] (0.985) 2.0 2 -

= 0.713 ft

Increment of pitching moment about HL due to normal force increment:

I(~C~HSL A r - C ) 1II~~ -,f Q)(d 1) 2 +() 2 
- OS 6 cs2

(A SL f) (d,2

1C-62 6 6]

c o (2 (d2f)2 (d 2d 3 ) (d )2
(CO6S2 6 f) - - _ - -.. ,,- Ll

(equation 6.3. i-i)

[(0.448)2. (0.448) (1.20) (1.20)2
[(0.257)-(0.179)] 

°+
(0,985) (2.0)2 2

2.21K- [(0.587) - (0.257) (0.985).607)2

2 2 0) 6

(0.607) (0.42) (0.42)2

6 6J

= -0.713 (ft) 2

Center of pressure for normal-force increment referred to MRP:

I(AC)H L] Ac !

(x p)Ac -(XHL - XMRp ) + (equation 6.3. -j)ACN

-0.713~~= -(8.0- 5.0) + -- I

= -4.00 ft (4.00 feet aft of MRP)

6,3.1-22
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Axial-force increment:

ACA S 1 r1r d2  d3
-6 (sin 8,) Cf f PJP C - -~ (equation 6.3.1 -k)

"= (0,174) r(0.257)-(0.179)1 (2.0)+ [(0.587)-(0.257)] 20 2.0 -

0= .1125 ft

Increment of pitching moment about HlL due to axial force:

2)2

d 3(d 3)'
-6 - (equation 6.3.1-Q)

= -(0.174)2 [(.57-(0.179)1 (2.0)2

1  0.257)- ( . + [(0.587) - (0.257)1

(2.)2_ "'-(0.607)2 (0,607) (0.42) (0.42)21-

[2 " 6 6 6 J
-0.0234 (ft)

2

Center of pressure of axial-force increment:

[(ACr )HLL]ACA

(z.p.)AA l "A (equation 6.3.1-rm)

"- 0.208(ft)

Increment of pitching moment about vehicle MRP:

(t&C.)MRPS (~N) ~AL] = F(AO (Xr~ (a A~ )S . (equation 6.3. 1-n)
b cb P. b (z • i

= (0.713) (-4.00) - (0.1125) (0.208) = -2.875(ft) 2

Windward component of control hinge moment (based on absolute pressure):

bq =2 _2 "16 [C) - P(CP [(d2) 2 +d 2 d 3 +(d 3)21 (equation 6.3,1-o)
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.0 1j

(0.587(2) -1 [(0.587) - (0.257)1[(0.607)2 + (0.607) (0.42) + (0.42)21
2 6~

" 1.- - .130 (ft) 2

2.

Given: A two-dimensional flat plate with negligible thickness.

8.0 -

XHL
*--5.0

- 1-1-MRP S- 2 70

z
iL = 10.0 ft xMRP = 5.0 ft XHL - 8.0 ft ZHL - 0

Cf= 2.0ft 6f= 100 R = 3.27x 104 perft

Altitude: 200,000 ft P.= 0.413 lb/(ft) 2  T. 4580 R

T, 20000 R a 100 Negligible viscous interaction (assumed)

*M = 20

, Compute:

Determine the local-flow conditions:

=t. Pa

= 21 (figure 6.3.1-31d)(equilibrium real gas)

': T- = 4.30 (figure 6.3.1-37d) (equilibrium real gas)

'-! Moa =9.80 (figure 6.3.1-43d) (equilibrium real gas)

a 1.87 (figure 6.3.1-49d) (equilibrium real gas)
Rgc

TUl TT-• 1970OR

6.3.1-24
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R•

R• = R ,- 6.11 x 104 per ft

(PW/PI) - 1 21.0-1

Pc• 1.4 0.071 (equation 6.3.1-a)
•M•, -f- ( 20)2

Determine if the flow is laminar or turbulent:

Z(R) XL (R2)= (8.0) (6. 11 X 104) 4.9 x 10

At ) and Moi figure 6.3.1-55 indicates a laminar boundary layer.

Determine if separation exists:

(Cp) =0.019 (figure 6.3.1-56)

P2

- 6.80 (figure 6.3.1-58) (single-shock value)

(P2/P)- 1 6.80-1
(c") = 1.4 = 0.0863 (equation 6.3.1-c)

a/2 2yM2 1.4(9.8)2
2

Since (ce) > (C) n , the flow is separated.

Determine the separation ¼')cation (see step 4 of Datcom methoa for iteration procedure):

First iteration (assume x, = 7.0 ft)

R)x = x0  = (7.0) (6.11 x 104) 4.277 x 105

(Cr 0.0185 (figure 6.3.1 -59)

dId1 = 110 (figure 6.3.1-61)

T 2000
-' - 9 = 1.015

1970

R*

"= 0.079 (figure 6.3.1-63)
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Re - Rea\I-•/ (6.11 x 10')(0.079) = 4.83x 103

6aa

= 0.075 (figure 6.3,1-65)

8 '0 .0/7 (0.075) 0.199 ft

dt , a'-o (0. 199) (110) =21.89 fit

d, + x = 21.89 + 7.0 = 28.89 ft > XtL . Try a second iteration.

Second iteration (assume X. = 4.0 ft)

(R2  X0 (R) (4.0) (6.11 X 104) 2.444 x 10

(Cpa) - 0.023 (figure 6.3.1-59)

- = 230 (figure 6.3.1 -61)

80

... = 0.075 (calculation to determine 80/4tx'o is same as first iteration)

d II
d= 6° = (0.150)(230) = 34.50 ft

d + = 34.50 + 4.0 = 38.50 ft > XHL. Try a third iteration.

Third iteration (assume xo = 2.0 ft)

R .) x (R2) = (2.0)(6.11 X 104) 1.222x 105

(C-. 0.0255 (figure 6.3.1-59)

.1

- =350 (figure 6.3.1-61)

06
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Ilk1

v/i. 0.075 (calculation to determine 6,/V/_x is same as first and second iteration)

60"-" (0.075) 0.106 ft

dI = (.o = (0.106) (350) = 37.10 ft

di +x 0  37.10+ 2.0 = 39.10 ft >XHL

The magnitudes of d1 from the iterations indicate that the -egion of separation extends forward to
the leading edge of the plate. For this case it is assumed that the plateau-pressure region extendsforward to the leading edge. Then, d, XHL and 9, 0 (see sketch (d)).

Define the windward pressure distribution:

Assume the plateau pressure corresponds to the wedge pressure for a local flow deflection angle of
0 degrees as illustrated below.

d1

Then, by using dp, dV, and 6, the angle 0 can be defined. Knowing • the plateau-pressure

level is obtained by using oblique-shock relations.

Assumed - XHL = 8.0 ft

, Cf 2.0 d2  d2
S- - = 0.25 < 0.25; therefore, 2 - 0.475 (figure 6.3.1-69)
S8.0 (c f) (dI)

0.475
5d2  2 =1.90 ft

d tan" = tan 1

ta- d2 sin 6f (1.90) (0.174)

"d + d0 cos 6f 8.0 + (1.90) (0.985)

= tanl 0.0335 = !,90

0 = 7.250 (0 is obtained from figure 4.4.1 -81 at MC 9.8 and 6= 18'1)
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, 7M 2 sin 2 0-I
- - (equation 6.3. 1-e)

Pa6

7(9.8)2 (sin 7.250)2 - 1
= = 1.62

6

(Pp,/Po) -
(ce) (equation 6.3.1-f)

2
(1.62) - 1

1.4---}-(9.8)-

= 0.00922

(Cp) p P (Cp) (equation 6.3. 1 -d)

(0.00922) (21) + 0.071= 0.117

-]ý 

d

(7 0.250 (figure 6.3.1-71) v

d3 = d1 (-d) = (8.0) (0.25) = 2.0 ft. However, d3 must be less than or equal to d2

(see sketcn (d)). Therefore, let d3 = d2  1.90 ft

(Maý2 po

(Cro)2= (cr) ()2 M + (CPr) (equation 6.3.l-g)

[9.8 \
(0.0863) (21)+ 0.071= 0.506

The windward pressure distribution is illustrated in the following sketch. The solutions for the force and
moment increments are not shown,since the use of equations 6.3. 1-h through 6.3. I-o is illustrated in sample

AI 6.3.1-28
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.2 C.

.2 (C ) = 0. 117

02 4 X 6 810
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(f) Altitude 300,000 ft
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(b) Altitude = 100,000 ft
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(f) Altitude = 300,000 ft
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(a) Altitude = 50,000 ft
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(c) Altitude 1 50,000 ft
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(d) Altitude 200,000 ft
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(e) Altitude 250,000 ft
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(f) Altitude 300,000 ft
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(b) Altitude 100,000 ft
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(d) Altitude 200,000 ft
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(e) Altitude 250,000 ft
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(f) Altitude 300,000 ft
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6.3.2 TRANSVERSE-JET CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS

The interest in evaluating the feasibility of using transverse-jet control systemis Cai, high-speed
flight vehicles within the a:tnispherz has created the :ieed for estahisliing p-e~i-minar'k-resjgn
methoids for predictillig transverse-jet control effectiveness.

This sectioi presents a procedure, takent from reference 1 . for siting 3 ~tX~
ver~eict control system -in hypersonic flow.

A transverse-jet control system is a control system that uses nne or mmee lets a:s~r'cs %
separ-itoio generally limits the use of conventional flap-type systems: hiswcm'r, i., s-rveŽs a; the
basic phenomenon in achieving wi effe.aive trartsverse-jet coistrol systemn. Trhe jet spo;!Lr creates
flow separation in the region suirrounding !he jet by forcing the primary flow to tuni a round the
obstruction created by the jet exhauist. Transverse-jet control systems. are. often rellerred to as
jet-interaction control systems to emphiasize tile important contribution provided by the jet-
interaction phenomenon.

Transverse-jet control systems consist of a variety of different types and sizes of thrust u'mits
mounted on aerodynamic surtaces. The thrust can be provided by solid or !liquid Prrpeliant
rocket engines or bleed-thrust control units. These thrust units may be large single un~its or a
group of small units strategically located.

lit analyzing the performance of transverse jets, several theories have been devcloped that. provide
estimates of the principal par~ameters lkpstream and downstream of the niczzle. Howvever, the
complexity of the interaction has prevented obtaining a detailed physical description of the flow
field. This has restricted investigator% to limiting the scope of their analyses until fundamentals
of the flow have been firmly established. Thus, the Datcom method presented herein is subject
to limitations. The primary restriction limits analyses to two-dimensional nozzles. Considerable
effort (references 2, 3. 4, and 5) has been directed towards analyzing the three-dimrensional
problem; however, no acceptable, design methods arm currently available. The other !iIIi'ing
condition pertains to the pressure forces downstream of the nozzle exit. Because o'f thc
conflicting theories regarding the merits of the downstream forces, all noz7.les are- assu~med t;.c be

* located at the aft end of their respective surfaces. Thus, no consideration is g~vCn to pos.;ible
* ~aft-end forces in the Datcom method, however, they are considered in the dis.. USWt1' if

interaction forces.

The advantages (reference 6) of transverse jets in high-speed flow in comnparisoii with com~en-
tional aerodynamic control systems have provided the impetus for investigating the pcssibl.e
implementation of transverse-jet control systems: The primiary advantigc is tht.r bii of
achieving control forces greater than the impulse provided by Oz je! reaictic-ii. Thi :, 'x~

force or amplification is due to the tfi-vorable interaction of the transvetsv' j(! '0011 Ite Joci;
stream flow. The jet interaction substantially alters the surface pressure distril'atlion ~aid Iesaits.
in large additional surface loads, which augment the simple reaction lorce If :1 jet. Expderi-
mental tests have in~dicated that properly designed systems .all a.chieve iaeato~forcci !1,.:t
exceed the reaction jet force by factors of four or rive.

6.3.2-1



*A second advan age is the possible reduced control response time tot transverse jets in compari-
son to conventional systems. This reduced response time enables the vchicic to be designed with
less static stability. A potential increase in reliability provides a third advantage, since redundance
zs more readily achieved with a less severe weight penalty than for conventional systems and
because rocket technology is felt to be more advanced than the technology involved in building
high-speed actuators and the integral components required to operate in an extreme temperature
environment. Another benefit is the wide range of flight conditions in which transverse jets can
provide control forces, as compared with the limited envelope for conventional systems. Improve-
ments are also derived from the elimination of structural problems associated with control
surfaces and related heat-transfer problems prevalent in hypersonic flow.

Inherent with transverse jets are many problems and disadvantages which must be solved or
accounted for before successful implementation can be achieved. The most crucial problem is the
lack of a thorough knowledge involving the jet-interaction process. This prevents formulating a
completely reliable prediction technique. Distinct disadvantages are the weight penalties imposed
by the propulsion system and the limited quantity of propellant available for a given mission.
Associated problems are also encountered in the growth potential when mission requirements
change.

An evaluation and design comparison of transverse-jet controls and conventional aerodynamic
control systems are presented in reference 6. The conclusions of the report are: (1) high L/D
re-entry vehicles with the vehicle trimmed to maximum L/D are favorable to transverse-jet

control systems, if trajectory control by roll control is tised; (2) if a winged re-entry vehicle is to
be maneuvered in pitch to angles appreciably different frorn the angle of attack required for
maximum L/D, conventional flap-type aerodynamic controls are preferable. Additional compari-
sons regarding transverse jets, solid spoilers, and flap deflections can be found in references 6

In order that the Datcom user may better understand the control-effectiveness methods

picsented in this section, a general discussion of hypersonic-flow separation and the effect of the
jet-interaction phenomena upon augmenting the control force is presented. This general
discussion is essentailly quoted from Section 6.3.1 of the Datcom and from reference 1. A more
detailed description of hypersonic-flow separation and jet-interaction phenomena can be found in
references 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8. A summary of the literature pertaining to transverse jets can be
found in reference 9. A summation of the contents of each document is given, along with a
qualitative discussion of the data and/or theory presented.

Hypersonic-Flow Separation

Separ4tLd flows are characterized by the prevailing type of boundary layer: laminar, turbulent,
or transitional. The pressure rise and the extent of the separated region depend upon the
characteristics of the boundary layer.

In general, boundary-layer separation occurs whenever the streamwise pressure increase along a
surface is sufficient to overcome the forces acting to accelerate a fluid particle, or wizen the
streamline curvature necessary to follow the surface contour cannot be sustained by the pressure
gradient normal to the surface. In steady-flow aerodynamics the only forces acting to accelerate
the low-momentum fluid near the wall against a pressure gradient are the shear forces between
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layers of fluid. Because the momentum of the luid near the wall is quite low, a relatively small
amount of deceleration by die pressure gradient is sufficient to bring about separation. Turbulent
flow helps to delay the occurrence of separation, because the turbulent fluctuations increase the
effective shear forces and thereby increase the adverse pressure force necessary to reverse the
flow of the fluid near the wall.

The greatly increased effective visccsity due to turbulent fluctuations enables the equilibrium
between pressure and shear forces near the wall to occur at much greater adverse pressure rises in
a turbulent boundary layer. Because of the connection between pressure rise and flow turning
angle, this higher pressure corresponds to a much shorter, thicker separated zone for the same
initial boundary-layer thickness. Cases presented by Schlichting (reference 10) and Howarth

. (reference 11) show turbulent pressure rises twice the jaminar ones; whereas the laminar
separation zone extends much farther than the turbulent one.

A similar thickening (and simultaneous pressure rise) occurs in a transitional separation when the
mixing zone becomes turbulent and the downstream flow soon approaches a condition very
similar to the equivalent turbulent separation. Upstream of the transition point, the flow has the
character of the corresponding laminar separation zone. The location of the transition point
therefore plays a significant role in determining the pressure distribution (see references 12
and 13). -SHEAR LAYER

SECONDARY SHOCK

V .- SEPARATION SHOCK -y .- E SONIC LINE

. REATTACHMENT
S, • /JET SHOCKS

7 -77

UPSTREAM OVER-ALL
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prcsent indica itmns are that :1hock-Ind (Ied laminar-separation pressure distributions, and to a A

* limited extent Wtubldent ones, are independent of' the type of disturbing force that produces

* i3cparation (see reference 1 2). However, the turbulent ppeak pressure rise often depends signifi-

* cantly' on the diSturbing t'orcc (references 12 and 14 throu~gh 17). Thiis difference in dependence

can probably be attributed to the greatly increased effective viscosity in turbulent flow, enabling

the wall kcontcur within the sep~irated zone to transmit its effect more strongly to tile outeýr

flow.

Typical jet-interulctilon flow fields for lamninar anid turbulent boundary layers are presented in!

sketches (a) a~nd ( b., respectively (reference I )

6,- SHYAF LAYER.

SECONDARY SHOCK -- JTBUD~

SEPARATION SIIOC-KX- -- SONIC;

e 'REA1TTAC1MFNT
0 h SHOCK
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PRESSURE. 21PRESSURE RISE, P/P

1.0 - - _ _

SKETCH4 (b)whrte

JET NTEACTON LOWMODEP. FOR TURBULENT SEPARATION

*12). The uipstream turbldent bo:uiidary.4iiyer-sqeparation)t prcssure &J.stribution is not charactem-ced

by a 10ong preSSm~ie plateau region as in the case of laminar separation. lnstcadl, the turbulen't

separation produces an increasing pressurre gradient that exhibits an inflection point or a very
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short plateau presuue, Wi6ch Appears to be dependent only upon the Mait number. Although
some discrepancies exist in the literature (references 1, 4, and 18) regarding upstream pressure
trends with boundary-layer condition, the majority of the later references indicate that larger
upstream-forces are exhibited for laminar separated boundary layers. These larger forces can be
attributed to the integrated loads. for the longer., lower presswre regions of laminar flow, being
larger than those for the shorter, higher pressure .regions of turbulent flow.

The problem of locating the.boundary-layer transition point is oe that has received wide-spread
attention from theoreticians and. experimentalists. However, no universally applicable prediction
technique has been obtained. The best approach for predicting the transition point is to examine
wind-tunnel data that most nearly approximate the actual flow conditions. Techniques for
correlating the transition data from various sources are available. Reference 19 presents one such
technique for correlating data for cone-shaped configurations. In the absence of similar wind-
tunnel 4ata, the method presented in the Darcom can serve as an approximate estimation for
determining the state of the boundary layer or transition point.

Jet-Interaction Phwmwrena

The most prominent featurt of' jet-interaction phenomena is the formation of a strong jet shock
that is nearly normal to the jet flow direction, resuiting in a recompression and subsonic flow on
the downstream side of the nozzle. Reference 8 indicates that because the injected stream must
be turned by the prinmary flow, it acts as an obstruction, and as such, produces a strong shock in

t the primary flow. This shock interacts with the boundary layer on the wall and causes it to
separate. Both the initial shock and the resulting boundary-layer separation produce a region of
high pressure near the point of injection. This is the source of the interaction force that
augments the simple reaction force of the jet.

Kaufman, in reference 20, describes the interaction pressure downstream of the nozzle as
characteristically having a low-pressure region followed by a pressure rise to the reattachment
value. At reattachment, the pressure can be either larger or smaller than the undisturbed
free-stream pressure. Downstream of reittachment, the pressure approaches its undisturbed value
asymptotically.

The low-pressure region downstream of the nozzle can have an adverse effect on the interaction
force if the nozzle is not located at the aft end. However, the increasing pressure at reattachment
can in some cases predominate, yielding a favorable force if the aft end of the surface is of
sufficient length to capture the major portion of the positive pressure region.

"The reattachment of the boundary layer downstream of the jet is not well understood.
Experiments have indicated a pressuxe rise similar to that at separation, with the gradient at
reattachment usually being in excess of that at separation.

The downstream pressure distributions have frequently been compared to pressure distributions

behind rearward-facing steps. These presSure distributions have been estimated by using various
base-flow analyses. As indicated by Kaufman (reference 20), determining the proper start

conditions for the base-flow models has been difficult. This is due to the existence of large
gradients in the flow and no detailed flow-field measurements in this region to guide the
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selection of the proper jet-flow conditions to be utili7zed as the initial conditions in the base-flow
analyses.

As stated earlier, the Datcom method does not account for aft-end forces,because all nozzles are
assumed to be located at the aft end of their respective surfaces.

Three-Dimensional Effects

Three-dimensional flow fields result from low-aspect-ratio jets located on both flat plates and

more complicated bodies. Reference 2 presents a description of the flow field and the relative
differences between two- and three-dimensional flow. The more salient aspects are presented here
for the reader's benefit.

Three-dimensional effects in the jet-interaction flow field are not well understood quantitatively.
* This is partly due to the fact that less effort has been devoted to the three-dimensional problem,

but more significantly because of the general complexity of three-dimensional flow. The
boundary-layer-separation problem alone is not very well understood for three-dimensional flow.
Unfortunately, the more significant differences between two- and three-dimensional flow fields
are observed to be the extent of the boundary-layer separation and the geometry of the shocks.
In contrast to two-dimensional flow, the three-dimensional boundary-layer separation is greatly
reduced as a result of the lateral flow component, allowing the boundary layer to bleed off
around the sides of the plunm. This minimizes the viscous effects and creates a largely inviscid
phenomenon.

The most obvious concern with three-dimensional flow is the possible loss in effectiveness due to
end effects. However, reference 5 points out that integration of the pressure distribution over a
7-degree cone shows that the normal-force coefficient obtained is the same as the normal-force
coefficient per unit span of a two-dimensional jet with the same jet mass flux. This behavior is
attributed to a favorable interaction between the cross flow and the main stream, which increases
the effective span of the jet. However, this conclusion was based on limited test data and has not
been corroborated for various flow conditions.

Unlike a jet on a flat plate, an adverse interaction has been observed to occur frequently on
three-dimensional bodies. This is attributed to the effect of "wraparound," i.e., the propagation
of the disturbance to the sides or the underside of the body. Much of the interaction force
created by three-dimensional nozzles results from the high-pressure region immediately behind
the bow shock, which forms a hyperbolic high-pressure ridge on the surface of the body
extending out from the region of the nozzle. In addition, the low-pressure region directly
downstream of the nozzle, which has an adverse effect on the interaction force, is virtually as
effective on a cylindrical body as on a flat plate; therefore, negative interaction forces commonly
occur on such vehicles.

Although the existing method of analysis in reference 2 provides fair agreement with
experimental data, additional sophistication in the shock-body interaction analysis is
contemplated, and improved correlation is expected. References 4, 5, 18, and 21 offer additional
information regarding the pressure distributions and jet-interaction phenomena for three-
dimensional flow.
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Jet-lnturaction Control EffCtiveYNS

For obvious reasons it is desirable to obtain the highest possible jet-interaction forces. This leads
to the consideration of various nozzle inclination angles. Figure 6.3.2-41 (reference I) presents

the amplification factor versus injection angle for various values of nozzle exit velocities and
normal sonic amplification factors. From this figure it can be seen that substantial gains in
performance may be achieved by inclining the nozzle upstream, provided that large amplification
factors (control force normal to wall normalized with respect to vacuum thrust of sonic nozzle)
are realized from a normal sonic nozzle. The reason for this is apparent when it is realized that
inclining the nozzle upstream tend! to increase the interaction force and to decrease the normal
component of thrust. Hence, if only a moderate interaction force is realized for a normal sonic
nozzle, then little may be gained by upstream injection because of the loss in the normal
component of thrust. However, if injection normal to the wall produces a large interaction force
relative to the thrust, then substantial improvement may be realized by inclining the nozzle.
Maurer in reference 22 states that the optimum injection angles against the main stream were in
the range of 15 < * < 45'

Inherent with obtaining the maximum control-force effectiveness is locating the nbzzle to achieve

the most desirable pressure distribution. Unfortunately, many discrepancies and questions are
found in the literature regarding the contribution of aft-end forces. Pressure distributions
downstream of the nozzle can be found in references 1, 8, 20, 23, and 24; to list a few. Barnes

(reference 1) found that the aft interaction forces due to a laminar boundary layer are
rq -•j considerably smaller than the forward forces (see sketch (c)). In contrast, he found that for
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JET INTERACTION FORCES FOR A LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
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turbulent flows the aft-end forces added significantly to the total force, as is evident in
sketch (d). However, the contribution of downstream forces in turbulent flow was found to

decrease rapidly as the mass-flow rate increased. Although these sketches do not hold true for all
nozzle configurations and flow conditions, they do indicate the relative contribution available
from aft-end forces. Kaufman (reference 20), in addition to corroborating the findings of Barnes,

found that the reattachment pressure increased strongly with increasing Mach number. Spaid and
Zukoski, in reference 8, indicate a dependence of downstream pressure on Mach number,
mass-flow rate, and hijectant fluid properties. With helium as an injectant, higher downstream
static pressure levels were obtained in comparison with those for nitrogen.
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JET INTERACTION FORCES FOR A TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

AAn iterative method, utilizing experimental data classified according to nozzle aspect ratios

(span/width), is presented in reference 20, which predicts upstream and downstream pressure
distributions. The results of the method agree qualitatively with experimental data, although
more theoretical analyses must be developed before it becomes a reliable predicting technique.

- In general, because of the complexity involved in the interaction phenomena, no consistent
nozzle angle or location yields the optimum design for the large range of possible applications
a.id environments; each case must be considered separately.
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Altho'tgh the supersonic jet experiences an increase in reaction force over the sonic jet, it also
experiences a decrease in the interaction force; it is not obvious which occurrence dominates.
The decreased interaction force is a result of a lower pressure at the exit fc! a supersonic jet.
This prevents the jet from expanding into a full plume upon leaving the nozzle, consequently the
interaction force decreases, An example of the relative effect of nozzle exit velocity on surface
pressure is shown in sketch (e), from reference 1. The Datcom method predicts improved

-- performance by obtaining supersonic velocities at the nozzle exit. Although experimental data
indicate that supersonic nozzles exhausting normal to a wall produce virtually no change in
control force, the Datcom method predicts a moderate gain. Experiments show that a beneficial
effect occurs principally at positive upstream injection angles.

P S R E *__MACH 
3 NOZZLE

PRESSURE II

RATIO __._P/PC0•
SONIC NOZZLE-

r I

*

0-
16 12 8 4 0 -4

DISTANCE F•ROM NO'ZZLE (in.)

SKETCH (e)

COMPARISON OF NORMAL SONIC AND NORMAL MACIH 3 CIRCULAR NOZZLE
CENTER-LIFE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

Experimental data show that jet-flow parameters are dominating factors in the jet-interaction
phenomena. The more prominent fea.ures of the flow are determined by the strength of the jet.
For very weak jets (jets with very low pressure ratios (P0j/Pl )), the jet behavior has been
described by Kaufman in reference 20 as similar to film cooling of the surface. There are no
separated flow regions, and boundary-layer analysis can describe the resulting flow. In reference
25, Kaufman considers weak jets and focuses his work on the downstream pressure distributions.

Because the Datcom method applies only to strong jets (jets sufficient to induce separation of
the boundary layer), it is pertinent to ascertain if separation exists. Available data are not
conclusive, but it appears that the minimum nozzle exit pressure P, to achieve separation must
be of the order of twice the plateau pressure P2 in the separated boundary layer. Turbulent
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flow yields a higher plateau pressure, hence it is the determining contdition for establishing a
minimum jet-strength requirement. The minimum jet-pressure ratio (P0 j/Pi) required to induce

separation is presented in figure 6.3.2-43 (reference 1). At pressure ratios substantially below
those in figure 6.3.2-43, the Datcom method is probably not valid.

When pressure ratios are above the minimum required, some discrepancy exists in the literature
regarding the effect on the amplification factor. Werle in reference 26 concludes that a slight loss
in effectiveness is displayed as P0j/P 1 approaches infinity, while Barnes in reference I indicates
virtually no change in amplification factor. Reference 20 contains a summary of available

7.: jet-interaction data wherein pertinent flow parameters along with the various slot geometries are
tabulated.

The Datcom method does not explicitly account for variations in angle of attack. These changes
in angle of attack must be accounted for in evaluating local flow conditions and the state of the
boundary layer. At high angles of attack, with the jet on the leeward side, caution must be used.
The flow will begin to separate, and the jet will essentially be exhausting into a dead-air region
that results in the interaction force decreasing to zcro. Pressure distributions for small variations
in ar•,Je of attack can be found in references 1 and 20 for flat plates, and in reference 3 for an
ogive-zylinder.

Several methods for modulating the control force have been suggested. The more pragmatic
methods are: pulsing the jet with a constant jet pressure with a pulse duration proportional to
the impulse required, using multiple nozzles which are individually actuated, varying the jet
plenum pressure, and combinations of these.

The Datcom equations describing the upstream jet interaction have been obtained from a
momentum balance method. Several other techniques have been used by investigators in their
attempts to establish the most complete and reliable prediction scheme. Blast-wave analogy has
been used in references 2 and 27. Other investigators (references 5 and 28) employ finite

*: difference techniques in conjunction with various methods in an attempt to describe the flow
field.

NOTATION

SYMBOL DEFINITION

a speed of sound

b span of slot nozzle (normal to flow direction)

c nozzle discharge coefficient

Cf vacuum-thrust coefficient
10

CF control-force coefficient
F

C

Cp pressure coefficient, CP = (P - Pl)/q,
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

CX drag coefficient

de width of nozzle exit in the flow direction

dLE diameter of surface lepding edge

dt width of nozzle throat

. F control force

Fj vacuum thrust

S-. h maximum height of sonic line above surface (effective jet height)

-hs maximum height of separated boundary layer above the surface

Is jet vacuum specific impulse

K upstream amplification factor (control force normal to the surface normalized
with respect to vacuum thrust of sonic nozzle)

K° upstream amplification factor of normal sonic nozzle

L distance of nozzle from plate leading edge

M Mach number

ii nozzle mass-flow rate

P pressure

P0F jet plenum pressure

q dynamic pressure, q pV2/2

R1 L Reynold number based on length L (dimensionless)
L

Re. Reynolds number based on the distance to the separation poir.t (dimensionless)

Rg unit Reynolds number based on free-stream.conditions

SF safety factor
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SYMBOL DEFINITION

V velocity

xc center-of-pressure location measured relative to leading edge

a angle of attack (positive with jet on lee side of model)

-y specific-heat ratio of jet gases

o angle of secondary shock

X mean free path (average distance traveled between molecular collisions)

pressure ratio across secondary shock

p density

boundary-layer separation angle

* inclination of nozzle center line relative to an axis normal to surface

SUBSCRIPTS

cr corrected

e nozzle-exit conditions

max maximum value

min minimum value

R reattachment conditions

s separation conditions

t throat conditions

trin. trim condition

1 ambient conditions on plate in the absence of a jet

2 conditions in the region of the separated boundary layer

2' conditions at the second peak pressure in the separated boundary layer

3 conditions in the separated region just before the reattachment shock

4 conditions in the region cort.nsponding to the peak downstream pressure after
the reattachment shock
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SYMBOL , DEFINITION

00 undisturbed free-stream conditions

SUPERSCRIPT

"* sonic conditions

DATCOM METHOD

A method for sizing a two-dimensional transverse-jet control system, modulated by varying the
jet plenum pressure, is presented in. the following procedure. This method is based on a
continuum concept and is valid in the Mach number .range of 2 to 20. When the mean free path
of the surrounding flow X approaches 0.1 of the jet width dt, the method begins to break
down. The method is completely invalid when the mean free path equals the jet width. The
method is invalid because of angle-of-attack effects when (1) the angle of attack is such Lhat the
leading-edge shock interacts with the jet-interaction region, or (2). the boundary layeA is separated
at the jet location prior to jet discharge.

For a transverse-jet control system that is modulated by pulsing the jet with a constant jet
plenum pressure, the sizing procedure is similar to the Datcom method. The primary objective is
to determine the maximum jet plenum pressure required to satisfy the trim and separation
requirements. This enables the nozzle throat width to be calculated.

The Datcom method consists of first obtaining a time history of the local-flow parameters at the

nozzle exit prior to jet discharge. These parameters are then used in conjunction with the time
history of the control force required to trim the vehicle, to obtain a control-force coefficient.
This control-force coefficient is then corrected, and the sonic amplification factor is obtained as
a function of the state of the boundary layer and the Reynolds number. The true value for the
amplification factor is then obtained from design charts that account for the nozzle inclination
angle and nozzle exit Mach number. From the local Mach number and the nozzle exit
conditions, values for the minimum jet plenum pressure required to induce flow separation are
obtained. This minimum jet plenum pressure and the vacuum thrust, calculated using the true
amplification factor, allow calculation of the nozzle throat diameter. This in turn permits the

1* calculation of the jet plenum pressure and propellant weight requirements to trim the vehicle.

Step 1. Determine if the boundary layer is separated at the jet location prior to jet discharge.

Because of the complex nature of boundary-layer separation at hypersonic speeds, no
single criterion is available to accurately determine the location of separation. Exact
locations can only be determined through wind-tunnel testing. However, for
preliminary-design conditions, the simple Newtonian-shadowing criterion may be used.
For a nozzle located on the leeward side, this criterion assumes the location of the
separation point io be just downstream of the leading edge when the leeward surface is,
not directly visible to the free stream. Thus, using the Newtonian-shadowing criterion
restricts the Datcom method to transverse-jet control systems located on the windward
surface.
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If the boundary layer is separated prior to jet discharge, the jet-interaction force is
probably nil. For this case, the only force is that due to the reaction of the jet,
nullifying the Datcom method.

Step 2. Determine the time-history values required for the control force F, to trim or
maneuver the vehicle, the associated free-stream Mach Number M.•, and the associated

angle of attack ot .

These parameters must be obtained from an outside source because of the numerous
possibilities for vehicle design and mission trajectories. The jet-interaction center of
pressure can be assumed to be located at the nozzle for determining the time history
of the control force.

Step 3. Determine the time-history values of the local-flow parameters: PI,ql, M1, and R9L in

the absence of jet exhaust. The ratios of pressure, dynamic pressure, Mach number,
and Reynolds number behind an oblique shock to their respective values in the free
stream can be obtained from figures 6.3.2-30, -31, -32, and -33, respectively. T17hese
oblique shock ratios are valid so long as the following relationship holds:

L
0.1375 - + 2.0

dLE

> 1.0M

For a thick leading edge and for high Mach numbers, the above relationship becomes
invalid, disallowing the calculation of the local-flow parameters by oblique-shock
theory. This requires calculating the local-flow properties by other available methods,
such as tangent-wedge, blast-wave, Newtonian-impact (reference 29), or the Moeckel
shock-loss theory (reference 30).

Step 4. Determine the time history of the state of the boundary layer from wind-tunnel data

that approximate the actual flow conditions, or as a function of M, and RQL from

figure 6.3.2-34.

Step 5. Make the following initial choices regarding nozzle geometry, if not already established.

a. Assume a nozzle span b that is as large as the vehicle geometry permits.

b. Choose a nozzle injection angle 0, where 0 < 0 < 45?

Step 6. Determine the nozzle exit Mach number M. and the jet vacuum specific impulse Isp.

The calculation of these parameters requires knowledge of the propellant as well Ps of

the plenum temperature and nozzle shape. It is therefore advisable that these

parameters be determined by the propulsion engineer and designer.
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Step 7. Determine the time-history values of the control-force coefficient CFp by

Fe
CF = 6.3,2-aC ql bL

Step 8. Calculate the value of the vacuum-thrust coefficient using the value of specific-heat ratio
associated with the propellant by

C (7 + 1) 6.3.2-b

Step 9. Calculate the time-history values of the corrected control-force coefficient by

F F q /!.268)
C) 6.3.2-c

Step 10. From the Reynolds number and the state of the boundary layer at each time interval,

select the appropriate figure from the sizing charts (figures 6.3.2 -35 a through -35 e and

-40) an'! determine the time-history values of the amplification factor K. for a normal
sonir, nozzle. For a laminar boundary layer interpolate between figures 6.3.2-35a

= 14- through -35 e. For a turbul,-nt ntoundary layer, which is independent of Reynolds
number, use figure 6.3.2-40.

Step 11. Determine the time-history values of the true amplification factor K from figure 6.3.2-41
or 6.3.2-42, or by

K = (K 1) 1 + sin + - - 6.3.2-d0 y + I a t a t2

where

"V [ ( lM 1/2

( =]6.3.2-c

a, 2 + l)Me 2

Step 12. Calculate the time-history values of the vacuum thrust by

Fj0 K 6.3.2-f

Step 13. Determine a time-history value of the minimum jet plenum pressure required to induce

separation (P~j)mm as follows:
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a. Obtain the time history of the minimum jet plenum pressure ratio P°j/P I )n as a
function of V,/at and M, from figure 6.3.2-43.

b, Multiply these pressure ratios by the corresponding value of local pressure P1  to
obtain (Po)j i~e.,

Step 14. From the time-history values in steps 12 and 13, determine the maximum value of the
vacuum thrust Fj and the maximum value of plenum pressure (Pl)o

Step I5. Calculate, using experimental data if available, a value for the nozzle discharge
coefficient c (defined as the ratio of the actual nozzle flow to the flow calculated by
isentropic laws). In reference 31, relations are given relating the nozzle discharge
coefficient to the velocity coefficient, polytropic efficiency, and other nozzle
parameters. However, all these relationships require some experimental k, owledge of
the nozzle.

If no experimental data are available for the nozzle, a value of 0.90 can be assumed
with concurrence of the nozzle designer. This value was the lower bound foc nozzle
discharge coefficients experienced by the investigators in reference 1. However, caution
must be used because values as low as 0.7 1 for nozzle discharge coefficients have also
been reported (reference 3).

Step 16. Calculate the nozzle throat width required to provide a vacuum thrust at least as large as
the peak value predicted to trim the vehicle. The use of a safety factor to allow for
dynamics and contingencies may be desirable (see sample problem). Compute the nozzle
throat width as follows:

(FO) SIF
d='c b"~ a 6.3.2-h

0 Cfo(Poi

Step 17. Calculate the time-history values of the jet plenum pressure required to trim the vehicle by

F.
P~j cc= b d 6.3.2-i

The jet plenum pressure required to trim the vehicle should always exceed the
minimum jet plenum pressure required to induce separation (Poj)mn in step 13.

4 When the jet plenum pressure required to trim the vehicle is less than the minimum jet
plenum pressure required to induce separation, two choices are avaii!b.-7: ka) the throat
width can be reduced with a corresponding increase in jet piena-n pressure; (b) no
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change can be made, with a loss in effectiveness (amplification factor) for a short
period of time. The second choice is preferable because economically and structurally
it is advantageous to keep the jet plenum pressure as low as possible.

Step 18. Calculate the time-history values of the mass-flow rate by

F.
ri = 1 6.3.2-j

sp

Step 19. Calculate the required propellant weight by integrating the time histoly of the•": mass-flow rate.

Step 20. Revise the preliminary estimates made in step 5 and reiterate to obtain an optimum
configuration based on trade-offs between system weight, jet-plenum-pressure require-
ments, and the available control force.

The approach described above is based on the assumption that the jet-interaction center of
pressure is located at the nozzle (step 2). In many practical applications this assumption
introduces only a small error, particularly for turbulent boundary layers and for relatively
low-aspect-ratio nozzles. Present knowledge of jet interaction does not allow an accurate
determination of the center of pressure, particularly for laminar boundary layers. However, an
approximate method from reference I is presented.

The most extreme forward location of the center of pressure results from a two-dimensional
nozzle located at the end of a plate. This location can be evaluated and used as a guide in
estimating the true center-of-pressure location.

For three-dimensional nozzles the longitudinal extent of the separated boundary layer is much
closer to the nozzle than for the two-dimensional .-'ise. Experimental data indicate that for most
three-dimensional configurations one-half of the calculated value will be conservative and should
suffice for preliminary-design purposes.

Step 21. Determine the time-history values of the center-of-pressure location for each time incre-
ment as follows:

a. For laminar flow

(1) Assume a value for the separation Reynolds number RQs of approximately
one-fifth the Reynolds number based on the nozz!e location RgQ,. (It shoud
be noted that although Rk1 is based on the separation location, it does not give
an accurate value for the separation location,)

(2) Calculate the plateau-pressure coefficient C by
P2

1.60
C 1.0 6.3.•2-k

P2 [RVI6M322 - 1/4
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where

P2 - P1
C =

(3) Calculate the total drag coefficient of the interaction phenomena by

Cx = 4.75 C 6.3.2-R
P 2

(4) Calculate the normalized effective jet height by

hL /Pjdt\/ 2Cfo 6.3.2-m

(5) Calculate the plateau pressure by

P 2 = Cp q, +PI 6.3.2-n

(6) Calculate the tangent of the boundary-layer separation angle by "

tan 5(/ - 1) 1)] 7 M1 2 - (6+ 1)
tan a(..... 6.3.2-o7 Mil 5( - 1)Q+I

where

2P

6.3.2-p
P1

(7) Calculate a new value for the normalized effective jet height by

(-/h = RR-s- tan a 6.3.2-q
new /

(8) If given by equation 6.3.2-q is not equal to given by equation

6,3.2-n(, i.e., /h\ choose a new value for R, in step 21.a.(l) and

iterate until =n.
L3new.2)
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"(9) Calculate the normalized center-of-pressure location with respect to the nozzle
"locatie•n by

lop [ G •CFc

xCK G( A)
(1 - G)+G I 6.3.2-r

where

G I K6.3.2-s
-. K

and CP2 is based on the correct value of RQ,9. (step 21.a.(2))

b. For turbulent flow

(1) Calculate the plateau-pressure coefficient CP2

For M S5

0.41 + 0.481 M1 -0.0509 M1
2 + 0.0061 M1

3  6.3.2-t

For MI > 5

C 0.2257 - 0.0232 M1 + 0.0014 M 2 - 0.00003 Mt 3  6.3.2-up2 *
iF"2

(2) Calculate the normalized center-of-pressure location with respect to the nozzle
location by

P-, - c,1: - I C

(I ~ ~ 1!+GF (equation 6.3.2-r)

VAi where

G ! 1 - (equation 6.3.2-s)•'., K

If the calculated value for the center of pressure appears to introduce a significant error into the
determination of the required control force in step 2, a new cohtrol force should be calculated and
the procedure repeated for sizing the nozzle.
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Sample Problem

Given: A transverse jet located at the trailing edge of a flat plate

[L 10.0 ft b = 2.0 ft 300 Ve/at = 2.0

me= 2.39 'y = 1.2 sp= 225.0 sec c = 0.90

The sample problem presents a hypothetical case which serves to illustrate tP- Datcom method.
The time-history values of' the control force F, must be calculated or established prior to the
application of the Datcom method. For a real problem, the time-history values of the free-stream
Mach number M and the angle of attack a., must also be determined prior to the application

of the DatQom method, in order to obtain the time-history values of the local-flow parameters.

TABLE 6.3.2-A

SAMPLE TRANSVERSE-JET SIZING CALCULATIONS

1. Time (see) 1 2 3 4 5

2. Control Force, Fc (Ib) 1000 2000 1000 500 200

3. Local Mach No., M1  10.0 9.0 8.0 7.0 6.0

4. Reynolds N.,RQx 1x10 8  5lx 1 7  1 x 107 5 x 106  1 x 106

5. Local Prr•-urt P1 (lb/in.2 ) 1.70 0.65 0.25 0.10 0.04

6. Dynamic Presutk?,q1 (lb/in. 2 ) 119 36.8 11.2 3.43 1.01

7. Boundary Layer turb turb turb turb lam

8. Control-Force Coafl., CFc - Fc/(q 1 b L) 0.00292 0.0189 0.0310 0,0506 0.0688

9. Corrected Force Coeff., (CFc) 0.00296 0.0192 0.0314 0.0513 0.,0698

10. Sonic Amplification Factor, Ko 2.53 2.15 2.10 2.05 2.80

11. Amplification Factor, K 3.44 2.86 2.78 2.70 3.86

12. Vacuum Thrust, Fjo (Ib) 291 700 360 185 51.8

13. Min. Pressure Ratio, (Poj/P1)min 560 510 465 420 375

14. Min. Jet Pressure, (POj)min (lb/in.2 ) 950 332 116 42 15

215. Jet Pressure, (P0j)trn (b/in.2) 316 760 391 201 56.3

16. Mass-Flow Rate, rh (Ilb/sec) 1.29 3 . 1 2 1.60 0.82 0.23

With the time-history values of the local-flow parameters completed in items 3 through 7 of table
6.3.2-A, the calculation for the sample problem continues for t 1 second with step 4.
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Determine the state of the boundary layer from wind-tunnel test data or as a function of M,

and RRL from figure 6.3.2-34.

Determine the control-force coefficient

F.
CF q b (equation 6.3.2-a)

1000

(119) (2) (10) (144)

= 0.00292

Determine the vacuum-thrust coefficient

,Vfo2 -/-I

C,0= ( ,Y + 1) (equation 6.3.2-b)

1.2

2 (1.22 +1)= 1.2 + I(12+)

"- 1.25

Determine the corrected control-force coefficient

(CFcr (Cf) 0 6 (equation 6.3.2-c)

/ '268

(0.00292) (1.268-

0.00296

Determine the sonic amplification fa,

Ko = 2.53 (figure 6.3.2-40)

Determine the true amplification factor

S. ,K 3.44 (figure 6.3.2-41)
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Determine the vacuum thrust

F

17, k (equation 6.3.2-1)'J 0 K

1.000 i-:-
3.44

= 291 lb

Determine the minimum jet plenum pressure required to induce separation

() 560 (figure 6.3.2 -43)

)min

(poj) ) P iiiP 1  (equation 6.3.2-g)

= (560) (1.70)

= 950 lb/in.2

The remaining steps cannot be based on one time segment; i.e., the total time history of the various
parameters must be considered.

Determine the throat width

F. SF
0 max

d (equation 6.3-.2-h)

(700) (1.25)

(0.9) (1.25) (24) (950)

= 0.0341 in.

The safety factor is determined from the maximum thrust and the maximum jet
plenum pressure. The maximum thrust required is 700 lb; however, a value of 900 1b
should allow for contingencies. If the design value for the maximum jet pressure
required to induce separation is chosen to be 1000 lb/in.2 rather than the value of 950
lb/in. 2 in table 6.3.2-A, the safety factor can be expressed as
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_(Fjoýma (0ja

(P~jmax d (P (F),

ilx design ma

(900) 1950)ý "=

1.21, use 1.25

, The jet plenum pressures required to trim the vehicle are calculated based on the throat width
V. ,by using equation 6.3.2-i. These calculated plenum pressures must always exceed the plenum

pressure required to induce separation (950 lb/in.2 at the initial time period of one second). The
jet plenum pressures required for trim (item 15 in the table) were computed as follows:

F.o

Li](P\it - C b d (equation 6.3.2-)

F.o

(0.9) (1.25) (24) (0.0341)

= 1.086 Fjo

It is seen that the jet plenum pressures required for trim (item 15) are less than the specified

minimum value at the initial time of one second. Two choices are available: either the throat
width can be reduced with a corresponding increase in jet pressure or, if this proves- to be
detrimental to the system weight, then some loss in effectiveness can probably be accepted for a
short time period in order to avoid increasing the jet pressure. The proper choice depends upon
the sensitivity of the control-system weight to an increase in jet plenum pressure.

The propellant weight required to trim the vehicle is obtained from the integral of the mass-flow
rate rh in item 16. For the sample problem, the required propellant weight to trim the vehicle is
7.06 lb.

In order to arrive at an optimum nozzle design in any particular application, several iterations of
the above procedure should be made with systematic variations in the initial assumptions. If
"extensive sizing studies are required and if suitable computing facilities are available, a computer
program, described in reference 1, should be used.

Determine the center-of-pressure location.

K Two cases are presented to illustrate the procedure: one where the boundary layer is turbulent

and one where the boundary layer is laminar.
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Case I t = 4 seconds (turbulent flow)

M, =7.0

CF 0.0506 (table 6.3.2-A)
FC

K = 2.70

C = 0.2257 - 0.0232 M1 0.0014 M1 2 __ 0.00003 M 3 (equation 6.3.2-u)

= 0.2257 - 0.0232 (7) + 0.0014 (49) - 0.00003 (343)

= 0.1216

1
G - (equation 6.3.2-s)6 K

1
2.70 - 0.63

xCP G/C F\
0 (1 -G)+G [ - r )J (equation 6.3.2-r)

L2

= (1- 0.63) + 0.63 1 0.63 (0.05 0 6J

= 0.917

"xCp (0.917) L

= (0.917) (10)

9.17 ft trom leading edge

Case II t 5 seconds (laminar flow)

M - 6.0

C 0.0688 (table 6.3.2-A)

. K =3.86
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P = 56.3 lb/in. 2

PI P1 0.04 lb/in.2  (table 6.3.2-A)

(1' q 1.01 lb/in. 2

First iteration (assume R = 1 x 10o)

1.60
C [R.s (Ml 2 

- 1)] /4 (equation 6.3.2-k)

1.60

1105 (36 -- 1)11/4

= 0.037

C = 4.75 C (equation 6.3.2-2)
P 2

= (4.75) (0.037)

= 0.1758

h [Pojdt] ' 2C+° 2 (equation 6.3.2-m)
'Y Cx ] +2

[(56.3) (0.0341) (2) (1.25)

(0,-04 (10) (12) 1.2) (0.1758) (36) +2

= (0.400) (0,2605)

0.104

"P2  Cp q, + P1  (equation 6.3.2-n)

= (0.037) (1.01) + 0.04

= 0.0774 lb/in. 2

P2 0.0774
"*- = - P -0.074 1.93 (equation 6.3.2-p)P1  0.04
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tan a 5 Q - 1) 7 [ (6 +1 1 (equation 6.3,2-o)
7M1

2 
- 5(•- 1

5(0.93) 1 (36)-[6 1.93) + 11 112

7 (36) - (0.93) 7 6 (1.93) + I ]

= (0.0188) (4.36)

0.082

h = 1 R tan a (equation 6.3.2-q)

= 1 (0.0819)
106

= 0.0738

Since 0.0738 #= 0.104, try a second iteration.

Second iteration (assume R = 5 X 104)
S

1.60
C - 0.044 (equation 6,3.2-k)

P 2 [(5 x 104) (36 - 1)]114

Cx= (4.75) (0.044) = 0.209 (equation 6.3.2-k)

h (56.3) (0.0341)] [ 2 (1.25) 1 (equation6.3.2-r)
L (0.04) (10) (12) (1.2) (0.209) (36) + 2

(0.400) (0.227)

= 0.0908

P2  (0.044) (1.01) + 0.04 0.0844 lb/in.2  (equation 6.3.2-n)

-P2 0.0844
= = - = 2.11 (equation 6.3.2-p)

PI 0.04
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5 ( .11 25 - [6 (2 11 +---- 11 1/2-

tan a [= 2si1) / (equation 6.3.2-o)i tan a = ~~252 - 5 (1.11) 6 (2.11) + 1Ieuton6320

= (0.0225) (4.18)

, 0.094

n x1ew) (0.094) 0.0893 (equation 6.3.2-q)

Since 0.0893 zA 0.0908, try a third iteration.

Third iteration (assume Rg = 4.85 x 104)

," 1.601.6 0.0443 (equation 6.3.2-k)

Cx,- (4.75) (0.0443) = 0.210 (equation 6.3.2-p)

• h -h r(56.3) (0.0341)1 (2) (1.25) (equation 6.3.2-r)
L [(0.04) (10) (12) [(1.2) (0.210) (36) + 2

(0.400) (0.226)

0.0904

P2 = (0.0443) (1.01) + 0.04 - 0.0847 lb/in. 2  (equation 6.3.2-n)

P 2 0.0847
= == 2.118 (equation 6.3.2-p)

0.04

5(.18) 25 - [6(211) 1/2
tan a - -- 1 (equation 6.3.2-o)

252~~ -I 118 6(2.118)+ 1

= (0.0227) (4.17)

= 0.0947

(h) = 4.9 (0.0947) 0.0901 (equation 6.3.2-q)

L 63w 1062
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0.0901 E 0.0904; therefore Rs = 4.85 x

CP = 0.0443p2

1 1
G , 1--- - 1- 3.8 0.741 (equation 6.3.2-s)

K 3-.8-6

x
1 G) + G (equation 6.3.2-r)

- (I - 0.741) + 0.741 [1 0.741 (o.0683h2 \ o.044•3r

- 0.574

Since the value of x fp/L = 0.574 is a conservative estimate of the most extreme forward
position for a two-dimensional nozzle, the actual value is probably close to 0.75 or 0.80 (see
discussion prior to step 21). Since the center of pressure for t = 5 seconds is not close. to the

nozzle location, it would be advisable to calculate a new control force based on the approxi-
mate value of xp 7.5 ft and repeat the sizing calculation for t 5 seconds.
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6.3.4 AERODYNAMICALLY BOOSTED CONTROL-SURFACE TABS

Aerodynamically boosted control-surface tabs have been successfully used to reduce the forces on
reversible-controi systems many years. Linear methods from Reference I are presented hereir.
for estimating the stick forcs for a variety of the most commonly used control-surface-tab systems.
Because of the compressibility effects on tabs at high speeds, the application of these methods
shold be restricted to subsonic flow; i.e., speeds below the surface critical Mach numrber or not
above a Mach number of 0.90, whichever is least.

In order that the Datcom user may better understand the complex design considerations fo, a tab
system, a general discussion (essentially taken from Reference 1) of pertinent design parameters for
control-surface-tab systems is presented. For more details regarding tab systems the reader is
referred to References 1 through 6. For a discussion and method of springy tabs or downsprings,
the reader is specifically referred to Reference 6.

System Description

Aerodynamically boosted control 3ystems can be divided into two distinct classifications:
direct-control systems and indirect-control systems. Aerodynamic boost in direct-control systems
includes nose aerodynamic balance, internal pressure balance on the main control surface, and may
also include a tab "geared" to the main control surface. Sketch (a) illustrates the simple form of
direct control without a tab, called "pure direct control."

TO PILOT CONTROL

CONTROL SURFACE

SKETCH (a) PURE DIRECT CONTROL

Sketch (b) illustrates the simple form of direct control with a tab, called a "geared tab."

TO PILOT CONTROL

CONTROL SURFACE

SKETCt fb) GEARF'D TAIB

0.3.4-1



The most commonly used aerodynamically boosted control systems* fall into the indirect-control
classification. Indirect-control systems may be subdivided into two types, one in which the pilot has
direct control over both the tab and the main control surface and one in which he controls only the
tab. Those systems in which the pilot has direct control over both the tab and the main control
surface are referred to as link-tab systems. The three types of link-tab systems are plain linked tab,
spring tab, and geared spring tab, shown schematically in Sketch (c).

I.,

PLAIN LINKED TAB

I-I

•J SPRING TAB

GEARED SPRING TAB

SKETCH (c)

"The control surface may be either an elevator, aileron, or rudder, throughout the discussion.
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The fundamental relationship of the three tab systems is depicted in Sketch (c). It is evident tha :
spring-tab system is a plain linked tab with a spring added. The geared spring tab includes all the
components of a spring tab, but with the spring arranged in series with a geared tab link.

The second type of indirect-control system is distinguished from the link-tab systeris in that the
pilot controls only the tab and is therefore called the pure-flying-tab system. The three types of
flying-tab systems are the pure flying tab, spring flying tab, and the geared flying tab as shown
schematically in Sketch (d).

PURE FLYING TAB

SPRING FLYING TAB

GEARED FLYING TAB

SKETCH (d)

6.3.4-3
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Again, the fundamental relationship of the three tab systems is evident in Sketch (d).

It should be noted that both the plain linked tab and the pure flying tab have been called

"servo-tabs" in much of the literature. However, since they are not identical systems, because of the

different location of the cockpit control connecting point, it is important to maintain some

distinction between the two.

In making any comprehensive analysis of aerodynamically boosted control-surface-tab systems, it is

desirable first to reduce the special cases to be considered to the minimum ntunber. Such a study

reveals that all of the previously mentioned systems are but special cases of one general system. A

schematic illustration of this general tab system is shown in Sketch (e). Table 6.3.4-A which
accompanies the generalized control system, describes the specific tab system as a function of the

cockpit control connecting point, along with the presence of a spring and its location.

GENERALIZED CONTROL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
SKETCH (e)

TABLE 6.3.4-A

Cockpit Controi Tab Spring
Connecting Point Configuration Type of Control System

A No Spring Pure Direct Control
Af Geared Tab

No Spring Plain Linked Tab

8 I Spring Tab

B r[ Geared Spring Tab
C Geared Flying Tab
C 1 Spring Flying Tab

__C No Spring Pure Flying Tab

For a complete understanding of this general control-tab system, it is essential that the system
kinematcs are clearly understood. The key feature of the tab linkage is the fact that point C in
Sketch (e) is not fixed to the control surface; i.e., it is free to translate; -whereas, point A in
Sketch (e) is fixed to the control surface and can translate only with movement of the control. It
should also be noted that the spring configuration I in Sketch (e) corresponds to the case where the
tab gearing link is connected to the hinge bracket at the main control-surface hinge line.
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Key Linkage Parameters

The tab-system designer determines the type of tab system and the system force characteristics by
his selection of three key linkage parameters. These key linkage parameters are:

o The aerodynamic boost link ratio RL, which is an index to the relative location of the
pilot connecting point (A, B, or C in Sketch (e))

o The tab spring effectiveness k

o The tab gearing f3, which is determined by the connecting linkage between the tab and the
hinge bracket

Boost Link Ratio RL

The boost link ratio RL is specifically defined as the rate of change of the ab deflection with
respect to control-surface deflection with the control column fixed; i.e.,

RL 6.3.4-a
L ý c ) stick

f Ixed

For a general tab system as shown in Sketch (f), the value of RL can be approximated by the
system geometry by

k2
"RL 6.3.4-b

2

itt

"SKETCH (f)

From this relationship, the value of RL can be seen as a direct indication of the cockpit control
connecting point. Thus, when the value of RL is zero, the tab systern corresponds to a pure flying
tab as shown in Sketch (d). Likewise, when the value of RL is infinite, the tab system becomes a
direct-control system (with a free-floating tab).

r '6.3.4-5



Tab Spring Effectiveness k

The tab spring effectiveness k is defined as the rate of change of moment on the tab due to the
spring with respect to tab deflection, based on the product of tab area and chord; i.e.,

_*3-Mtc 1 6.3. 4 -c

sring

Thus, typical units of k could be lb/ft2 -deg or lb/in. 2 -deg.

Control Tab Gearing Ratio

The control-tab-gearing ratio j is specifically defined as the rate of change of the tab deflection with
respect to control-surface deflection with k = oc and the stick free; i.e.,

( t ctick with k 6.3.4-d

free

So, for a tab system without any connecting linkage between the tab and the hinge bracket, the I i
value of g is zero, i.e., no gearing. For a geared system, the specific value of • is determined by the
location of the connecting linkage relative to the control-surface hinge line.

Linkage-Parameter Effects on Forces

For discussion purposes, consider a plain-linked-tab system on a control surface that requires a pilot
force of two hundred pounds to control the main surface, tab free, and a two-pound pilot force for
a pure-flying-tab control. By applying one pound oc pilot force to the tab, one-half the total work
required to move the main surface is performed by the tab itself. Then by applying one hundred
pounds of force to the main surface, the remaining ov.-half of the work is made up by the pilot
directly, and the total pilot effort is 100 + 1 or 101 pounds. Thus, the link ratio RL defines the
proportions of the force division. At infinite link ratio, the pilot force will be two hundred pounds;
at zero link ratio, two pounds. Therefore, a reduction in link ratio RL results in a reduction of pilot
force.

Thc use of a spring on the tab increases the tab hinge moments, and therefore increases the forces of
a plain-linked-tab system. In the preceding example the force required to move the tab may be
increased to, say, twenty pounds. For the same linkage, then, the total pilot force would be 100 +
10 or 1 10 pounds. Essentially, the spring effect adds an element of locked-tab hinge moment and
reduces slightly the free-tab contribution. (This concept may be more clearly understood by
referring to Equations 6.3.4-k and -o, which divide the control column force into contributions due
to the free-tab, locked-tab, and gearing components.) Since the increase due to the locked-tab
element is always greater than the corresponding decrease in the free-tab contribution, the pilot
force will increase with increasing tab spring effectiveness.

6.3.4-6
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Tab gearing f3 in the boost direction always reduces the pilot forces (by an increment rather than by
a percentage), although the magnitude of the effect depends upon the values of the tab spring
effectiveness k and the link ratio RL. The effects of the spring and link ratio, however, are not so
simply stated. Here both the magnitude and direction of the effect of one depend upon the value of
the other and also on the tab gear ratio. In order to understand the interrelations between these

V parameters, it is necessary first to examine the "aerodynamic" characteristics of a spring. By this is
meant the relationship of aircraft speed to the spring effect.

Normal aerodynamic coefficients are of course independent of speed if compressibility and
aeroelastic effects are neglected. However, the spring characteristics are represented aerodynam-
ically as (k/q) where q is the local dynamic pressure of the airstream. At zero airspeed the
aerodynamic spring characteristic is infinite for all finite values of k. However, at infinite airspeed
the aerodynamic spring characteristic is zero for all values of k. Hence, the characteristics of any
system incorporating a tab spring correspond to those with the tab locked as in pure direct control
(or geared as a geared tab) at zero airspeed, and to a system with no spring at infinite airspeed.

The individual effects of the linkage parameters are interrelated, but are nevertheless independent of

the type of system used. It may be surmised that "special tab arrangements" are in themselves not
that -significant. What is more important is the matter of choosing proper values of the linkage
parameters for a design application, rather than choosing a particular type of system. To illustrate
this point, Sketch (g) shows three different tab systems for a particular control surface on an
aircraft. Each tab system has been adjusted to yield nearly equivalent force characteristics over the
speed range considered.

70
GEARED
FLYIN:G
TAB--
iR.

PEDAL k=O 10
GEARED "

FORCE 40 SPRING
GRADIENT TAB

(lb/deg) 3 RL=2

Sk7= 5 L= 10.2
20 ' 2 - -- SPRING TAB k=1

10 7'

0
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED, Ve (mph)

SKETCH (g)
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DATCOM METHOD

The Datcom Method presents the fundamental relationship between the pilot forces and the tab and
control-surface moments from which the control-column forces are evaluated.

Thu control-column force equations are presented in such a manner that the individual
contributions of the various factors, i.e., tab-free, tab-fixed, and gearing contributions can be readily
identified. It should be noted that two control-column force equations are presented, both of which
define a general tab control system for an elevator, rudder, aileron, or other control system having
linear characteristics. The two equations presented are based on different independent variables for
the convenience of the user (they provide identical values of control-column force).

Because of the lengthy control-column force equations, a summary table and shorthand notation
i has been used to simplify the presentation of equations. In order to facilitate this presentation, the

following general notation list is provided.

NOTATION*

SYMBOL DEFINITION

Stc'atc
AcSc- "SE

S" ' tc' as' Itt
B2  = (ach/atc)a

2. hc/a t C, as, ttt

B3  .= Ch /3Q ,t
c' tc' tI

*B 4  = (achaaf t

c( ) surface mean aerodynamic chord (movable surfaces are defined by their area aft of the
hinge line, and the MAC is of that area)

Ch is the hinge-moment coefficient of the particular control surface, i.e., HcAqS~czd(either
c an elevator, rudder, or aileron)

I Chtc is the hinge-moment coefficient of the control tab, i.e., HtcA(qStcZtc)

* CL lift coefficient, positive up or to the right

*Units are not specified for derivatives, lengths, or areas. It is up to the user to choose his units ond be consistent throughout.

6.3.4-8



"SYMBOL DEFINITION

CL lift coefficient of surface to which the main control surface is attached, i.e., CL H
CLV, or CLw (total lift, including lift due to control deflection, tab deflection, and
angle of attack)

CLH is the horizontal-tail lift coefficient (total lift, including lift due to control deflection,
tab deflection, and angle of attack)

CLv is the vertical-tail lift coefficient (total lift, including lift due to control deflection, tab
deflection, and angle of attack)

CLw is the wing lift coefficient (total lift, including lift due to control deflection, tabdeflection, and angle of attack)

CLS airplane lift-curve slope

CLIH airplane lift-curve slope with respect to the tail angle of attack

C2 (aCL /86C)SC N

C3  - (aCL/aaS)

C4  - (acLa6,t),,

D2  M (ach c/as6 o.

D3  =a

El II B]Cl

"E2  B2 - C2E1

E3  : B3 - C3 El

E4 = B4 - C4 E!

Fe control-column force in lb (pull force is positive)

6.3.4-9



SYMBOL DEFINITION

F elevator stick force in lb (pull force is positive)

rudder-pedal force in lb (push on left pedal is positive)

F1  = /CI

F2 = D2 -CF 1

F :3 D 3 - C3 F1

[4 -- 4 F1

G) pilot gearing factor (see Equations 6.3.4-f and -f')

G. maximum stick gearing (see Equation 6.3.4-i)

H control hinge moment

k tab spring effectiveness, in lb/ft2 -deg (see Equation 6.3.4-c)

n' airplane normal acceleration or load factor in g's

q local dynamic pre"'sure (lb/ft 2 )

q00 free-stream dynamic pressure (lb/ft2 )

RI, R2  shorthand notation for tab and main surface hinge. moments and key linkage

parameters, obtained from Table 6.3.4-B

RL aerodynamic boost link ratio (see Equations 6.3.4-a and -b)

S ) surface area (movable surfaces are defined by their area aft of the hinge line)

"T1, T 2  shorthand notation for tab and main surface hinge moments and key linkage

parameters, obtained from Table 6.3.4-C

V airspeed

W aircraft weight

*,fore and aft displacement of control colamn, positive forward

x maximum displacement of control column, positive forward

6.3.4-10



SYMBOL DEFINITION

x fore and aft displacement of right rudder pedal, positive forward

a angle of attack, positive for lift increase

" as angle of attack of the surface to which the main control surface is attached, i.e., aH,
aV I or ot

aiH angle of attack of the horizontal tail

av angle of attack of the vertical tail

aw angle of attack of the wing

K(3 control-tab gear ratio (see Equation 6.3.4-d)

e downwash at the horizontal tail

A1  -6-tr /6 x for a maximum control deflection (the value of Ar is positive because

ttcra and 6 will have opposite signs)max C ax

6C ax the maximum deflection of the main control surface, in degrees
nim a X

6( surface deflection, positive for trailing edge down or to the left, in degrees

a air density ratio, p/p0

lift efficiency factor for a geared tab system, I + 3C2 /C 1

SUBSCRIPTS

c main control surface (elevator, rudder, aileron, etc.)

e elevator

H horizontal tail

. p control pedal

r rudder

s surface to which the main control surface is attached, i.e., horizontal tail, vertical tail,
or wing

tc control tab

tt trim tab

6.3.4-11
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Fundamental Relationships

The following relationship from Reference I is derived from basic considerations of system
equilibrium and fundamental laws, giving a relationship between pilot forces and the tab and
control surface moments, as

F= GHI,: Gtct1 tc -GeRLItc o.3.4-e
SC C c

where the control-surface stick gearing Gc and the tab stick gearing G are defined asC1

G = x6.3.4-f

57.31-

Gtc 6.3.4-f'

57.31-I

Using Equation 6.3.4-e, the aerodynamic boost link ratio RL can be expressed as a function of the
stick and tab gearing, i.e.,

-GtC

L

Since the aerodynamic boost link ratio must be positive, it becomes evident that the control surface
stick gearing Gc and the tab stick gearing Gtc must have opposite signs.

The particular form of Equation 6.3.4-e that is used is dependent upon the value of the boost link
--ratio; i.e.,

Fc GcHc for RL 00

F = GtcHt for RL =

Fc =-GcR1 1 t for 0 < RL <•oo
C c L t

* The control surface moments Me for a general tab system (see Sketch (e)) can be expressed as*

k
H' . 'c q =S q[B1 5c + B2 6to + B3 as + B4 6tt +q-Ac(tc g5 - I 6.3.4-g

*These moment equations are applicable for symmetrical, untwisted control surfaces that vield a value of zero for Hc and Ht. when

6c, 5to' 6tt' and a. are all zero,

6.3.4-12



and the tab surface moments Mtc for a general tab system can be expressed as*
k

Htc = St(tcq[Dl 8 ,; + D2 6tc + D3 ts - k (tc -10d)] 6.3.4-h
q

Equation 6.3.4-e is the primary aerodynamic relationship from which the stick forces are evaluated.
It defines not only the force-moment relationships, but also the system equilibrium Therefore,
analysis of any control system can be made if the control-surface and control-tab hinge-moment
characteristics and the system motion characteristics are known.

Another significant parameter is the maximum stick gearing Gmax defined by

G = /ax\ 6.3.4-i

\ c/m a X

The stick gearing GC is related to the maximum stick gearing by the following:

Gc RL + r6.3.4
Gemax RL

From this equation it is evident that the value of the ra.io Gc/Gcm ax is greater than one. This
simply means that the cockpit control travel must be greater than that required to bottom the
control with the tab fixed. Sufficient control travel must exist to bottom the control surface and
the control surface tab simultaneously, while allowing for cable stretch.

Control Column Forces

The analysis of a typical tab system requires detailed knowledge of the tab and control
hinge-moment characteristics as a function of the main-control-surface angle of attack. For a
particular angle of attack, Sketch (hi) illustrates the typical hinge-moment and gearing data required
to analyze any tab control system.

These data should preferably be obtained from wind-tunnel-test data or may be estimated by using
the hinge-moment methods of Section 6.1.6. Because of the lengthy control-column force
equations, a summary table and shorthand notation will be used to simplify the presentation of the
equations. The format in which the control-column force equations are presented, i.e., tab-free,
tab-fixed, and gearing contributions, is used so that the contribution of the various factors can be
more readily identified.

IThes moment equmtions me applicable for synmetrical, untwisted control surfaces that yield a value of zero for Hc and Ht. when
&C. at" &a." and a. we all zero.
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The two control-column force equations pre,,ented herein are modifications of Equation 6.3.4-C,
with the variable 6t, being eliminated. These equations are for a general tab control system on an
elevator, rudder, aileron, or other control system having linear aerodynamic characteristics. (For
example, when evaluating an elevator tab system, the terms "c ,, 6" Ch1 , 01s, etc., become ce, 6e,
Che, tetc., respectively.) The first equation is bas-d on the inldependent variables 6,. ,a,, and 8
while the second equation is based on the independent variables C1 , X,, and 6t. Either equation
may be used depending upon the preference of the user.

The first equation for estimating the control-column force characteristics, based on the independent
variables •, a,, and 8tt is

"" c 8 .q[Ch Ch R2] 6.3.4-k
max Ccq tab 't, b t a b

ftree locked gea In g

where

tilG, is the maximum stick gcaring available as defined by Equation 6.3.4-i. The
fi ax value of GC is finite for all tat syster,s with a finite boost link ratio.

nifl a x
However, for flying-tab systems where RL = 0, the value of G', in ax is zero. To
avoid a problem wheni using Equation 0.3.4-k, the user should realize that the
R and R2 terms for flying-tab systems in Tble 6.3.4-B contain the parameter
Ar. The product of G. ma and Ar yields a or tlhr maximtum gearing of
the tab, which has a finitC value. Thus, for flying-tab systems a finite value of

Gcax is not possible, however, Equation 6.3.4-k is still applicable when
GtC ax is used to replace the prod uct of . and

6.3.4-14



q is the dynamic-pressure ratio. This value must be consistent with whatever
value is used to nondimensionalize the hinge-moment coefficients in
Equations 6.3.4-2, -in, and -n. If the hinge-moment coefficients are based on
wind-tunnel-test data, they are probably nondimensionalized with rcspect to
the free-stream dynamic-pressure ratio. If the Datcom is used to estimate the
hinge-moment coefficients, the local dynamic-pressure ratio should be used.
(Local dynamic-pressure ratio may be obtained from Section 4.4.1 for an
empennage panel.)

Ch B2 \ B2\
Ch = I -- DI 8c + 3 - D3 W s + B4 8tt 6.3.4-4Ctab 2

free

Ch = Bi6 c + B3cis + B4 Stt 6.3.4-mCtab

locked

ACh -= (3B 2 + PAcDj + p2 AcD 2 )8c + (qArD3)Cs 6.3.4-nCgearing

The values for R1 and R2 are found from Table 6.3.4-B as a function of the specific type of tab
system. This table also summarizes values for the three key linkage parameters RL, k, and 3 for each
specific type of tab system, using an "F" to denote finite values for the parameters.

The second equation for estimating the control-column force characteristics, based on the
independent variables CL , s and S is

Fc =~+C T1 T2 + ACh T2  6.3.4-o[ hctab Cgearing

L free locked

where

G max is the maximum stick gearing available as defined by Equation 6.3.4-i. Thesame comments made about Gcm.ax for spring tab systems, when using

Equation 6.3.4-k, also apply to the application of Equation 6.3.4-o (see
discussion following Equation 6.3.4-k).

q is the dynamic-pressure ratio as defined ab~ove for Equation 6.3.4-k. Consistent
with whatever value was used to nondimensionalize the hinge-moment
coefficients in Equations 6.3.4-p, -q, and -r.)
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TABLE 6.3.4-8

Specific Type Linkage

of System RL k T R1 R2

LA

Geared Tab F- 0 1

Pure Direct Control 00 1

(RL + A) -(k/qD 2)(RL + A&
Geared Spring Tab F F F

BF2 k 62 k

I AR-+ A - (R -0) R + A -q- R -0)
L - AD oD L L A D qD L2 c 2 2

(RL + A2 -(k/qD2)(RL + 4r
Spring Tab F F 0

62 k 62 k

R + - (R) R + --.-- (R)L AD qD2 L LAD qD L
C 2 2 c2 2

MR L + A

Plain Linked Tab F 0 0 0
62

RL A AcD 2

_______ -(k/qD 2 ) 'tr -'

Geared Flying Tab 0 F F

B2 k B2 k+ • +
AcD 2 qD 2/ AcD 2 qD 2

'• ~-(k/qD2)A
,•Spring Flying Tab 0 F 02a

A D A
c2

S" .•Purin Flying Tab 0 F 0r

A D
c22

l F" L5 + 3 4- F0 0 6.3.4-p
4 ttab

; - 'free

C h LIL+E3 4 t6.3.4-q

_______ .1____ t. c

E'n te a fiit V8U

locked

o F(L0.3.4-136

bt . F~iC+~ 3
3 j\ 4

4Ft



i~hF 2  E F F 2
gearing c1 CI ('1

E2  \a pE2. F E
C3 OOCF as P(E4 AC 4 ~ C 4-C W "' 4)0 A 6t t

1 3) s 4  C C

6.3.4-r

The- values for T1 and T2 , along with values for the key linkage parameters, are found from
Table 6.3.4-C as a function of the specific type of tab system.

"TABLE 6.3.4-C

-- I Linag

Specific Type Linkage

of System RL k 0 TI T2

Geered Tab F' 0

Pure Direct Control 0 0 1

(RL + r) -(k/qF 2 )(RL + A)

Geared Spring Tab F F F(2 )

R ( +A) -((k/qF )(R +)L 'i I
SSpring Tab F

2 E k(RL L AcF2 --('-2 2L )(R Lc-" -- +' AdSpigTbF F 0E2 k 2p 1-
A RL + + -( L R L+-- (R L)

c 2 2

Plain LinkedTab F 0 0 0

E2
cF2

Ar -(k/qF 2) Ar

Geared Flying Tab 0E2 k E2 k

"AcF qF2 A qF

Ar -(k/qF2) ar

Spring Flying Tab 0 F 0 2 F

A cF A F
c 2 c 2

•r

Pure Flying Tab 0 0 0 0
E2
Ac2

*Dpnotei a finite value.
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Tab Lift Loss

In achieving large control-column force reductions, tabs generate loads opposite to those on the
main control surface. Thus, the net lift or efficiency of the main control surface is reduced by some

amount. A typical value for loss in lift efficiency for a transport-type aircraft is 15%. The majority
of the lift losses range from 5 to 20%. The maximum loss '-'ill occur for the pure flying-tab system.

The efficiency of a control surface employing a tab may be expressed as

ACLtc (lift loss due to tab)

I = 1- 6.3.4-s
ACL (lift increment due tocontrol surface)

This can also be expressed as

CLe ac 6tc

I 1+ --- 6.3.4-t
as, CL/SC

[or most cases, the critical case occurs when the trim tab angle and the angle of attack are zero,
allowing 6 tc,/c to be expressed as

6 tc 13 +RLAcD1 + k0AcRL -kA 'P2
q q 6.3.4-u
k k

5c B2 +R AcD 2 -- ACRL +qA'O
q q

Thus, the efficiency of a tab system can be evaluated by using Equation 6.3.4-t where
Equation 6.3.4-u is used for the relationship of 6tc/6c.

Design Criteria

The design of tab boost systems can be a complex iterative process involving many variables. The
mechanical limitations vary for various aircraft designs. However, Table 6.3.4-D (from Reference I)
presents a summary of the practical design criteria that will apply to most systems.
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TABLE 6.3.4D
SUGGESTED DESIGN CRITERIA

FOR AERODYNAMIC BOOST SYSTEMS

!711
Parameter Maximum Range of Values Design Limitations

Link Ratio R L 0, .1 to 10, oo Mechanical-Linkage Design

Spring Rate k Any Minimum Value Depends on Preload

Gear Ration O0to - 02 + 36Nonlinearmsy and Overbalance
. . a ( tc /

Spring Preload Min. Value: As required to overcome tab system friction Good Tab Centering

Max. Value: No more than required to obtain desired Minimize Variation of Elevator
force level Control Forces with Speed

"Tab Size Minimum; To control main surface to maximum Adequate Tab Power
, deflectionL .-

Maximum: To give Overbalance with Free Tab

/ aCh

- -
0.5

".c / tc

ach
C

- = -Bi > 0.002 Overbalance and Nonilmnearity

The following sample problem illustrates the use of the control-column force equations as applied;. i to a given elevator spring-tab control system. No attempt is made herein to present a numerical

example of the design of a tab boost system.

Sample Problem

Given: An elevator spring-tab control system on a transport-type aircraft.

ELEVATOR,:, _ _H IN G E LIN E

S• • -- ;• l• -•--ELEVATOR

S"• --- R IM T A B S
I '~-'CONTROL
"" "- TAB

"HORIZONTAL TAIL
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Horizontal Tail Characteristics:

Se, UGe 162.0ft 2

max

= 2.50 6t =-3.0o = 100

ac

"" B, = a = -0.0040 per deg B2 = = -0.0046 per deg

"ach aC,,• e a Ch-

B3  -O.0017 per deg B4 h- =-0.0044 per deg

;'- e =150, -300 q = 150 lb/ft2 (sea level)

max(salv)

Tab Characteristics:

RL = 4.1 k 0.244 lb/ft2 -deg 6 = 0 max = 200

3 C3h

"'S- Stcutc a htc
Ae S = 0.0169 D1 385 •0.0025 per deg-.'"

tc htc
=D2 St = -0.0085 per deg D3 - = -0.0014 per deg

Compute the control-column force required to deflect the elevator 100 TED at a free-stream
dynamic pressure of 150 lb/ft2.

0,• Determine the values of R1 and R2 for a spring-tab system

-Z RL + AR= (Table 6.3.4-B)
B2  k

"RL"AD q DA RL

20.0
4.1+

15.0
-0,0046 (0.244) (4.1)

4.1 + --
(0.0169) (-0.0085) 150.0 (-0.0085)

'5.433

- = 0.1472
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L.

k
M -- (RL +Ar)

qD 2  k
,. :R2B 2  k - - y- R1  (Table 6.3.4-B)S'B2 k qD2

"- .[ •i•.RL + - RL
AeD 2  qD2  L

-(0.244)

(150.0) (-0.0085)
. 0.02817

Determine the tab-free hinge-moment coefficient

Chee (B 1 - D -62 /e+ (B 3 -D 3 D H + B4 6t (Equation 6.3.4-2)
'tab 2 246tfree

I-0.0046 \o _o o1 oo,4 -o0.0046
t-0.0040 + 0.0025 1-10+ 0.0017 + 00.4.5

[ ~-0.0085 j 1 -0.0085

Pq q + (-0.0044) (-3.0)

= -0.01563

Determine the locked-tab hinge-moment coefficient

Che = BI e +B 3 H+ B4 tt. (Equation 6.3.4-m)

locked

= (-0.0040) 10 + (-0.0017) 2.5 + (-0.0044) (-3.0)

-0.03105

Solution:
F=Gea x q t R + C + j~C (Equation 6.3.4-k): .m a h e I h e'e t a b + 2 + A h e t R 2

•-, etab

•• free locked gearing

F ' = (162.0) (150) [(-0.01563) (0.1472) + (-0.03105) (0.02817) + 01

= (162.0) (150) (-0.003175)

6_ .-- 77.16 lb

Therefore, for the given tab system, a push force of 77.16 ib is required to achieve an elevator
deflection of 100 at a free-stream dynamic pressure of 150 lb/ft 2 .

6.3.4-21
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7 DYNAMIC DERIVATIVES

% Dynamic derivatives are associated with those aerodynamic forces and moments caused by the
angular velocities and linear accelerations of the vehicle motion. A detailed discussion of wing,
body, and wing-body dynamic derivatives is given in the introduction to each of the subject
sections. In most cases the methods presented are based on theories that necessarily assume
attached-flow conditions. They are thus limited to low angles of attack except for high-aspect-
ratio wings below stall at subsonic speeds.

"In general, dynamic derivatives for attached-flow conditions are smaller and of less importance
than those for separated-flow conditions. For separated-flow conditions the derivatives become
functions of the amplitude and frequency of oscillation. Such conditions exist on low-aspect-
ratio wings and bodies at all speeds and at all angles of attack except for a narrow range around
zero.

Becauoc of the limited amount of data at high angles of attack and the complexity of deriving

adequate generalized methods, particularly for the frequency and amplitude variations, no
methods are presented that cover separated-flow conditions. Rather, a literature summary is

presented in table 7-A and a bibliography on pages 7-1 through -10.
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TABLE 7-A

DYNAMIC DERIVATIVES

SRef. Oerwtiw A IdegI x M Freq. Ampi. Config.

2 Cm +C - - .S*1,5 X X

3Cmq, + Cm 4 45 LE 0 .10 -ý1. x x We

4 Cmr + Cm. C%. Cnp, 2.2 60 LE .03 .25-"96 X X WS

C% -C.,CCnr, Cn.

C 10 2 c/4 . Low speed W
52 421
2.5 62

6 Cm + Cm 45 c/4 .2 .70 -1.15 X X WBHV, BHV,
I. -, WBH, WaV

Cnr - Cn* coS %X

7Cy CnC, Cer 2.63 45 c/4 1.0 .13 - W. W

8 Cy.Cn, Cer 2.61 45 c/4 1in .13 W. wa
r r r

9Cg Cn, .Cy 2,61 45 c/4 1.0 .17 W, We
p p p

10 Cn (theor.) 1.5,3.5,6 0, 30,45.60 c/4 0, .5,1.5 Low ipeed W
r

II Cp ltheer.) 1.5,3.5,6.10 0, 30,45.60 c/4 0, .5, 1.0 Lowspeed W
p

12 CnC C C 4.51 35 c/4 1.84 .17 We

Cnr' Cf CYr [ .3
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TABLE 7-A (CONTD)

"Ref. Derivative A (dog) A M Freq. Amni. Config,

13 CR Cy.Cn 2.A3 48 LE 1.0 .17 - - weW
p p p

14 Cp 4 45 LE 0 -+ 1,- W, we

15 Cep 3.7 0, 45 LE 1.0 W .- bw.e WWa

16 Cp 4.0 45 LE 0 W8-+1.7 WW8
0 c/2 .5

•, Cm +Cm- - - 1.1 -2A X -

19 C,C , Cep 2.61 0 c/4 .5, 1.0 .17 - - w
p p 45 c/4 5,25,! 0

""20 PCCp 1.47-0,4.0 0 "*45 LE 1.0,0 1.62,1.92 - - We"p,(12 configuratioi)

Cm.4 rot ALE tan-I 4-LE 0 Supronicn€ W
21 C Lq ! m 

A
"C2p (thoor.)

22 Cm: , Cep, Cnp, 2.44 27 LE .38 25 -+" .94 X X WBHV, WBV8, WB, BV,

"" : Cir - CC , CCn. 2 OE 0

Cnp, C 2.2 60 LE

Cr,. CR (theo,.)i

24 Cn 6 OLE 1.0 Lowup.d - .W
6.7 - .40 WB

26 Cn - Cn 231 60 LE 0 Low speed x K W
2.61 45 c/4 .25

C2 - C24 3.0 0 c/2 .

26 C r 1 "346 i E0 L 1 Low s e WLW Bi

2.61 45 hO. .25
4 45 .6

2.31 52.2 c/4 0

7 C +C 2 1,3 50.6604 0 .70-1.374
q 7W

29Cmq + C 
14,2

q Cn
CL.,C (theor.) PA-3-20 cot ALE .1 -400 0.25,6_,76 Suprsonrc W

PA -2 "*20 P cot AL El- - 1.0

30 2 63.4 LE 0 1.35-• 2.03 X x W eV

11 C 9.20 6 c/4 .40 Low speed xw, w e,

. ~WBV, WSHV
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rABLE 7-A (CONTO)

Rot. Derivative A (dog) A M A . Config.

Cmq C + Cm 2 6343 LE 0 .80 -1.35 - - We
3 53.07 LE

34 Cm + Cm .4 45 LE 0 .7-"1.35 - - We
3 37,51I .6. '

3.6 38.$ .4

35 Cmq + Cmi 4 40 €/4 .5 .80 " 1.36 - - WS

36 Cmq +Cma, -k
2 

Cml 1.56 70/75 LE - 2.4, 28, 3.6 X X WBHV,
q Wey,

C2 . co ,a + k
2 

C., WBH

Cn -c Cos 0ý

Cn •cos a+ k2Cn in

37Cp 4.5 0 LE 1.0 25-+1.45 - - We

38 CL.'"m.•CL' *Cm - Supersonic X X B

(theo.)

3
9Cm + -m- - .7-5.0 X X a

40 Cp 3.71 0 LE 1 .85 -+ 1.40 - - We

41 Cmq m 2 63,4 LE 0 .6-*1.18 X X We
"3 - .4065

""mqmq a , - .25"+ X XA

"Cry- Z;2 Cm

43 Cmq + Cm.- - 5,6,7,8 --

44- Cp, Cnp, Cp 2.61 -45 LE 1.0 .17 - - W

... p. p 5.16 0

2.61 45

1.34 600

45 Cm. + C Cm .4 (exposed) 0LE 1 4.8,8.08,10, X - I, Wa
q 0 q .aI 79 0 17

1.6 70 0

16 CL C C2 . 4 30 c/4 - 0"1.0 - - W
q , ,4 50 - o-1.o

Ce, 'nCp 2, 0 1.0 .

CRp (theor.) 30

4 0 1.0, 5

30

45

47 Cn 4 45, 0 c/4 .6 Low speed - - We
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TABLE 7-A (CONTD)

Rif. Derivative A (dog) M Fre,4. Ampl. Config.

48 CLq* Cm (theor.) -- Hypertonic i
49 Cr. Cnr, 2.31 60 LE 0 .13 W

. - CnC- -C 4 0, 45 c/4 ,6

r - r -

0 C 2.31 60 LE 0 .13 X X w
r,. 4 O, 45 c/4 .6

51 cGnp, 2.31 60 LE 0 .13 X X W, WB

52 Cy C CQ 3.60 41.57 LE .455 .13.16 W, W8
rp, pp

53 Cyp, Cnp CQ, 2 c/4 .5 .13 X x we

54 Cn - Cn ,Cer - Cký 2.31 60 LE 0.3 W

55 Cm + Cm 3 16 c/4 .49 "*1.3 6 W S ]

56 C7 + 1,87-6.02 1.9- 60 c/4 0-1.63 .6-*1.7 - WS

(18 configurations)

57 Cm + Cm 3 16c/4 .4 .8 - 1.4 - WB

58 CNq (theor.), C.nq, 1.456 70 LE 0 8.08 x 8,W

Cmq + Cm•

59 C , CnC 2.31 60 LE 0 .17 W, WB

p p p

60 Cp 1.34 459 0 -60 c/4 0-'1.0 0- 1.3 W

p -(22 configurations)

61 OQpCnp. Cyp 1.34 0 LE I. .13,.17 W
•" " 1451

P.p 60

"4 2.61 0= •€ I45

5.16 0

."62 O~,nCy .40LE 1f0 .17 -w

.. .. 2.81 0I 45

60

2.
5 6  0 .

7-13
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TABLE 7-A (CONTO)

Ref. Osrivative A (deg) ? M Freq. Amp|. Config.

63 Cý,Cyr' Cnr 1.34 0 LE 1.0 .13 - - W
r r

60
2.61 0

I45
60

5.16 0

60
1 '5

64 Cn,..r Cr2.61 .- 45 LE I.D .13 IN"

5.16

2.61 45

1.34 60

SCm +C (theor.) 2.83 45 c/2 .333 .92-1.35 X - w

•q

1 C24, Cmp, c~p.

CLI + .263 CL a i

other combinations

67 C Lq'C *CQC *A i 1 -20 0 LE 1.0 Supersonic W
Cq cmq' P, ,y
Cn~p'c r'CYr' Cn r. 

1•'

(theor.)

6B % or C,". C y orQ yr P. 0"-20 - Supersonic - -

C. Or Cn Itheor.)
p nr

69 % (theor.) 2,4 63 LE .5 1.2 - 2.6 W

2.4 0-60 .5 2

0-10 53 .5 2

24 53 0-1.0 2

PA - 3,4.5,6. 0coz A I1 0..25,.5.

8.10, 12,16, 20 .75,1.0

70 C .*Cm: (theor.) 1.07 75 LE 0 1 -5 W8
0 2.31 I6) 1 -+3

4 45 1 - 1.8

6.93 30 1 - 1.5

71 CR + Cqi wn a, 2.2 60LE 0 Lo" speed W-

Cn• Cn• cos 0

72 CQr.C (zneor.) 6,1.25 0 LE 1.0 W

73 Cm + Cm 3.57 35 .3c .565 .6-.96 W aI

74 CLC (thoor.) 2 60LE 0 .13 - -

75 CG 2.3 45,60 LE 0 .8-12 M R WB
p

7-14
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TABLE 7-A (CONTD)

A(

,, f. Derivative A (dog) M Freq. Am6WI. Config.

76 CLCm CLCm.• - - - .6,1.2 - - WBHV

q q a a
C C,'C Cnp

Yr' r r
(theor.)

77 Crn (theor.) - 7C -88 LE 0 10,17 - - W
m

78 Cm q + Cm .C~p o Cnr 1.96 -0.74 -+ 1.4 X X WVBHVq

S3.12 -45 c/4 .38 Low speed,
C+mC4.69 .30 40 high speed

4.62-0" .55

4.84 430 .44

3.64 45A2

81 Cr + Cm 2.01,3.02,4.56 X - B
q

82 Cyp, Cnp, .CQp 2.31 60 LE 0.13 - - W, WB

83 CYrCnCr 2.31 60 LE 0 .13 - -B

84 Cy, .Cnp CR 2.31 60 LE 0 .13 - W
1.07 75

454 0
3 .15

2 .36
I .58

85 C, ,Cn, 2.2 60 LE 0 LOw speed - WB
pp rhi8, C~p .Cnr 2.31 60 LE 0 Low speed X W

p r 2.61 45 c/4 .25
3.0 0 c/

2  
.50

87 p (theor.) 0 LE 1.0,0 Supersonic - W

8 Cm + Cm 3 36 c/4 .6 High sIubonic, - - W
q trmnsonic

"89 Cm + Cm. 2.309 60 LE 0 Supersonic - WB
q a

Cmq + Cm (theor.)

90 Cm4 + Cm, 2.0 63.4 LE 0 Transonic X x WO

. C + CMi (ther.)

91 Cmq + Cm. .904 62 LE .418 .8,,9,1.0,1.2 X x WB

Crir - Cn c lt, ait

5- -92 CLC 0m e'. 8ti, .e8 ~ B
qI

"K 7-15
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TABLE 7-A (CONTU)

R-ef. Derivative A (deg) M Frvq, Ampl, Config.

93 Cp 4 3.6, 32.6,46 c/4 .6 .4-".91 w- W

94 C% 4 3.6,32.6,45c614 .6 .2-6-.91 - WE
2.31 6o LE 0

96 C 2  4 4 6 
c/4 .6 4 .9." - W

,: ~9 Cn- +Cyp

Q C. m&' 2.44 27 LE .38 2.5, 3 0D, 3.5 X X W Be, '

C -C cos, WHV

C,: CR, sion Q,

Cn + C.n, si Ct

97 CL a, C.CLq Cmq, 1.0 75.9 LE 0 Transonic X X W
C + 1,5 69.50

m m 6t.theor.1 2.0 63.4
q

2,5 68.

"3.0 53.1
3.5 48.8

4,0 45

' L 
0

mb, CLq mq, 1.5 e69. LE 0 Transonic X X 8, W,
2 .0 6 3 .4C m + Cm (lheor,) 25 

W8.

.
0
LQm, L&, mt 1.2 68.2 L .143 Subsonic X x wS2.0 I Subsonic x x

S3.0 -.. 9 x x
.389 Subsonc x x

10 C%% 2,81 45 L 1.0 .17 - W

101 CrC Cf 2.61 45 LE 1.0 .13 - W

102 C QCr,C 2,31 60 LE 0 Low speed X x W, Wr 4 45,0 c/4 .0

103 C . C C 4 46. c/4 .6 13 -w

104 (yr, Cnr, C 2.61 45 c/4 1.0O .M0..25 .13 - Wr 
:r

105 C , C n Cp 4 0/4 .6 ,17 -- W, WB

106 C, nr, Cr 4 46 c/4 .6 .13 -- W, WB

107 CR, -C 2  .53 8'2.5 LE 0 .1 K
1.07 7b 13

ell, Cn 2.31 60

7-16
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TABLE 7-A (CONI'D

.. A ll

Ref. Drstliw, A (do@) M Freq. Ampl. Config,

2.CYr. I C; Cyp 2.1 60LE 0 .13 X X

.- r - CI

109 C , Cnr Cyr 2.61 45 LE 1.0 .13 W

110 Cp 4 42.7 LE .61.15 W

111 CRO 4 0 c/4 .6.,.,.,WB
351 2 5, .9, 295, 1.0,

112 Cgp (theOr.) Low 46 LE 0, "1.0 Low W. we

113 Ck,,CnC•.cC , 3.56 45c/4 .3 .23-.94 x X 8,w,P p F rWBH, BN,

C, +0C N -C
niq m Cnr " hif WOHV,

CO - Cf. BHV, BV

114 C 6.38 0 LE 1.0 Subsonic -

6. 18.44 .333

115 Cmq, CL 1
.3

4  
OLE 1 .13 w

2.611
6S16 0

2.61-5

lie 2 42 LE .793 Lowspeed -W

p 3 -38, 42 LE .707

5* -30,42 LE .50

11p 0A - 2A-2-'10 - .25,.50,.75 Supenonic W
S q 2.4 53 LE .5 Supersonic

CL (theor. 29 .5 1.5
q2.4 46-N l .5 1.414

2.4 .3 0-4.75 1.414

lie 1 C8 C .C 1 (•thaoi PiA - 2A-10 ft cot ALE - 01 .25, .0,.75 Supersonic W

119 Cep (theor.) 2.4 53 LE 1.2,+1.6 W

I ,6 "* .4 63 1 1.5

2,4 45` 556 1.414

Ile 120 Cg(theor.) 2,4 63 LE .6 1.2-- I A W

"2,4 456-D .5 1,44
1(.,5A 53 .5 1.5

2,4 53 0..? 1.414

PA *2.3,4. 5. .P cn A 0 -O".0 0,.25..50

N, 7-17



TABLE 7-A (CONTD)

"RO. Derivae A ides) X M Freq. Ampl. Config.

121 CC L- Cl . C q 'A< q4 -<co ALE 41 0 Supersonic - W

a q 4
r. ,Cyr (themr.) 4 4Cot ALE

I A

122 CL., Cm CLqo Cm, 
4 

cOt ALE tan-I 2LE 0 Sulbonic, X x W
A tansic,

Cmq + Cm (theow) t.upesonic

123 Cgp/(AR)
3  

.6, 1,2 0 1.2 2 - W

124 C (AR) 3  
S,1,2 0 -- - W

126 Cm + C (thtor.l 320 5 LE 0 1.414 3.0 - WOH
q a

126 C L, Cq (theo,.) oA - 3-+20 cot ALE 1-o 0, .25,_,7 Supeorson i- W

qA -A2 -020 1.0

127 CQ•I Cnp (theor.) 4 - .6 - - W

9.021 - .4

128 Cp 1D2- 3.4 21.2"- 70 LE 0,25 1.62.1.93,2.41 - W
p (28 configurations)

129 Cm (theor.) - Supemonic X x W
q

130 Cmq +CM 2.31 60 LE 0 .7b 1.70 - - We

131 Cmq + Cm 3.07 40 c/2 1.628 .55"-11.2 - - we

132 C3 35C/4 .6 .4A.9l - - We
lp

133 CCn C (thew.) 3U8 45 L.E02 ,2"+.9 X - WBHV
t 3.0 147

" Cnr 2.3 .274

134 CN4 N6,' Cmq, -, - 1.1-45 - -

Cm +- C.( (theor)q a

136 C Nq'C CN .Cmq - 1.1-.5 - ,.- C

(theor.)

136 Cm +Cm. (theor.) 87,84,81 LE 0 9.17 - - W

137 C.CLm 3. 49.1 LE .072 1.22-'2, X X W

6 ,2 60 | 5 -1.t4i, 2.
1.25 70.1

3 49.1

2. 60 I
1.25 7,0,01
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TABLE 7-A (CONTD)

Rf. Derivatile A 
M Freq, Ampl. Config,

13 Cm +Cm. 6.02 0.c .5 .O-+l.17 ;c -A Wq x

13D Cmq Cm 4 45 704.6 .63 -11.16 - - WI

140 Cn CR C CRP 6.10,16 0 c4 1.50,.;.5 - _

(thoor.)

141 C +C 2.31 W LE 0 .9- 1.37 - - We

142 Cfp (theor.) 2 "+8 0 "#69.4 LE 0 1.0 Supersonic - W
(44 configurations)

143 Cp .75,1.0 - 0 Low ap~d - -_ W

144 C + CN (theor.), 
- .7-8.2 , - _

C 4 C-1.12
m q

145 Cmq +Cm 
- 1.2-3,0 - -

CN. +CN (theor.)

146 C (theor.) 1.0 -5 0 - c/4 0-1.0 - - -

17 CPCnC
2  2.61 45 LE 1.0 Low speed - - W

148 C nr, Cyr 2.61 45 LE 1.0 .13 - - W

149 CnrC Cr 2.31 O0LE 0 Low pwd - .- W
4.0 0, 45 c/4 .6

150 C Cnp .CQ~ *CYr 3.57 35 c/3 .565 .13,.17 - - We

Cn r' C Rr

151 C% (theor.) .- 
14 -- --

152 CLc; C mqCQ CR. <.5 0 Subsonic - - WCnqCnr. Cq CYr 
Supersonic

(theor,)

1 L3 , C f Crc -< A cot ALE 4Lit1 0 Supersonic w

L~~r r 4- 
-W

Cn. Cyp (theom.)

Cmq +VCmis 
Varies .5"21 X X B

155 Cr 'Cn (theor.) 
W+fin

r r 
0 L o w V oe e d I-W i
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TABLE 7-A (CONITD)

Rof. Dorivotive Ad. M .rq X. Config.

S C + C m 3.6 41.57 LE .456 ,4- ".88 - Wa
"16 Cm+q C

167 4 42.7 LE ,5 .7-+1,•4 - WB
16 •3.5 16.5 ,56

2.9 23.1 .41

I 4 37A, 46.7.60.9 .6

3.5 63 .26

6 46.2 .6

158 CRp 3.71 0, 45 c/4 1,.6,.3,0 A .45 - - WB

p

159 CL 1.2 68.2 LE .143 Subsonic x -

q 'm 1.6 0
1.32 .389

14o4 0 1 1.37 -2.43 x - w

181 Cm (theor.) S alon•€ - - B
q

,5 • .8- 6-- WBHV1 02 C L ' c ma , c L q .cm q

163 C 1 .L m4' CLq. Cm 2.46 - .70-+1.10 X - WBHV

q q qq

164 C L c• CLqCm - .30,.50,,70,.75 x X WBH

165 % 3.7 1 .0 .6"+1.4 WB

166 Ithoor.) _5_- -

167 C•,Cr. Cn, Cnr 4,6,8 - - W

(theor.)

'Go -n. Cn 0 cosa• .92 74 LE 0 .094 -. 267 X - WBV

Cy - CYo cos

rC~r -C Q Ii• cos 4%

Cn p + Cný sin O.

C y + CyY4 sin (t,

p

Cep * Cg sn C

log Cm + Cm 2 63.4 LE 0 1.2-"1.9 - -W

L q 03

4 45 1
3 45 .403
3 19.1 .407

7-20
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TABLE 7,A (CONTD)

A Idog) PAM An'I, Config.

170 CLa'Cm6" CLC"C0< 4 tn --- E 0 0 -1.0 1W
Cin + Cm (theor.)

q a

"171 Cmq +Cr 0  4 45 LE 0 1.16 - 1.70 WW8

172 CL.' C CL., CCmq - Supersoni, -

(thebor.) hype"lOnic

173 C9 ,Cn .Cy 2.61 -45 LE 1.0 Low sWp6.160
C~r;Cnr CY;' 2.61 45

15C +CC
1748 R -1 2.8 80.45,5 /4SSQ 1.0 Low1. -. - WB

11 97 co fiurtins

160 Cm q +m2 4.79 323 c/4 A1 .65- 1.04 we

1768 C (theor.) 1J- - W.

p

173 C + C .8- 73. LE'22 0 x S i

078 rR 2283 2 7.95, 53.55 LiE ,JU7 +1. B
P49.97 .066 a

179 ina.1 0/3816 LE 1 ." 2,6

ISO Ctmq + Cm• 2,24 60 c/4 .3 3.75 "+1.50 w e

!18' C (theor.)

q a

186 CyP, Cn, Cp 4 3.6. 32.6, 45, 60 c/4 .6 .5--.95 WB
p pp

186 C9.P, CPl 4 45 LE 0 .5 .95 WB
2.31 6"

187 cy,. CR 5.90 0 LE .473 .13.17 Wa

..CYr Cnr'Cer - J

7-21



TABLE 7-A (CONTO)

R f. rirotiw A (doq ) FreM A rvl. Config.

188IyO . Cn % 4 45 d4 .6 .17 - - W

139 C LC Cm , Cm C Superonic - -

(fheor.j

190 Cm 1.484 0 .09,.18 x X
Q

191 C +Cm. 7.035 41.5I37.5 LE (.33) .20-..94 x x we

aq q

1.5 695 LE 0 Supersonic a - . W,
n- q 2.0 63.4 W8[,Cm q+C Mit Ih°°r') 2.5 so

r.

L"

7-22
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7.1 WING DYNAMIC DERIVATIVES

The methods presented in this section are to be used for the estimation of pitching, acceleration,
rolling, and'yawing dynamic derivatives of isolated lifting surfaces. The methods and charts

applicable to this section are based on lifting-surface theory for subsonic speeds and on linearized
theory for supersonic speeds. The charts are thus limited to conditions for which the flow is
essentially attached over the surface of the wing, i.e., the linear lift-curve range. This means that

at subsonic speeds the methods are valid for high-aspect-ratio wings up to stall angles of attack
but ace limited for low-aspect-ratio wings to low angles of attack.

For wings operating uwder conditions of partially separated flow, such as low-aspect-ratio wings

at moderate to high angles of attack, experimental data, e.g., references I and 2, show that
substantial nonlinearities exist in the dynamic derivative,-:. in, add,-tion, tests made by, wind-tunnel

oscillating-mode techniques show that the dynam.c derivatives are functions of both the
amplitude and frequency of oscillation. In general, dynamic derivatives for separated-flow
conditions are larger and therefore more significant than for attached-flow conditions. Because of
the complexity of the separated-flow case, no quantitative information on these effects is

presented in the Datcom. Instead, a qualitative discussion of the characteristics of dynamic
derivatives under partially separated-flow conditions is given.

1 w 0'Flow separation on wings at angles of attack below stall is discussed in Sections 4.1.3.3 and
4.1.3.4. The dominant feature of flow over low-aspect-ratio or swept wings, i.e., wings for which
flow separation below stall is important, is the leading-edge vortex. The strength of the

leading-edge vortex is determined by wing planform and airfoil leading-edge geometry.

m In general, large leading-edge sweep angles and sharp airfoil sections are conducive to high vortex

strengths. The strength of the leading-edge vortex, in turn, determines the nature and magnitude
of the nonlinear static force, moment, and dynamic-derivative characteristics. The effects of
geometry on the dynamic derivatives of a triangular wing at low speed are presented in

reference 3.

r q'-Partially separated flow over a wing causes the dynamic derivatives to be frequency-dependent.
The reason is that a change in wing attitude changes the boundary-layer conditions, which, in

turn, alter the flow-separation pattern. The time required for the flow to adjust to a change in
"attitude is appreciable, and the dynamic derivatives become functions of the rate changv' of
attitude (or frequency). The flow about wings with essentially attached flow is less dependent
upon the boundary layer and therefore adjusts more rapidly to attitude changes. Hence the

_ _dynamic derivatives for these conditions are not frequency-dependent over the practical
frequency range.

For wings that exhibit nonlinearities in their static forces and moments (partially separated flow
"exists), the dynamic derivatives also depend upon the amplitude of the attitude changes. For
instance, sketch (a) ( reference 2) shows the rolling moment in sideslip for a triangular wing at

L high angles of attack. It is clear that the rotary derivative C1r depends upon the amplitude of

oscillation about the Z-axis.
L

i•! 7.1-1
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7. 1.1 WING PITCHING DERIVATIVES

7.1.1.1 WING PITCHING DERIVATIVE CLq

The wing pitching derivative CLq is generally small compared to other terms in the equations of
motion and is frequently neglected. However, methods are presented for determining CLq of the

wing in subsonic and supersonic speed ranges. The supersonic value of CLq is used in estimating
supersonic values of Cmq in Section 7.1.1.2.

"If the wing pitching derivative CLq is to be used in method 1 of Section 7.3.1.1 to obtain
(CLq)WB, the exposed wing planform area should be used for all calculations in the D1atcon)

methods. Using the exposed planform area will yield CLq based on the product of exposed wing
area and exposed wing MAC, rather than the product of total wing area and 'Ving MAC is
indicated.

DATCOM METHODS

A. SUBSONIC

The equation for estimating the subsonic pitching derivative C' (derived in reference 1), based on
the product of wing area and wing MAC SW dw, is given. by q

C +2 7.1 1.1-aLq a

where --- can be expressed asc

a.c. 7.1.1.1-b

and

is the distance between the center of gravity and the aerodynamic center, positive for
aerodynamic center behind center of gravity.

"xa' (x~�\ k--), the longitudinal distance from the wing leading-edge vertex to
"C2\.Cr')4.1.4.2 C )

the aerodynamic center measured in mean aerodynamic chords, positive aft.

xc'g.
--- ~ is the longitudinal distance from the wing leading-edge vertex to the center of gravity

c measured in mean aerodynamic chords, positive aft.

L 7.1.1.1-1
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Ca is the wing lift-curve slope (Section 4.1.3.2) at the Mach number under consideration,based on the total wing area.

Sample Problem

Given:

c r

A 4.0 X= 0.68 ALE 46.30 - - 1.18

Xc.-1.04 (from planform geometry with c.g. at ý/4) M = 0.20
Cr

CL = 3.20 per rad (Section 4.1.3.2)

Compute:
x

Calculate using the method of Section 4.1.4.2
cr

tan ALE = 1.046

Atan ALE 4.18

S= 0.98

3/tan ALE 0.937

Xa.c.
- 1.05 (figures 4.1.4.2-26d, -26e, -26f)

Cr

C,•culate the distance between the center of gravity and the aerodynamic center

Xa.c. xc.7 "- (equation 7.1.1. l-b)

Cr

7.1.1.1-2
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= (1.05 - 1.04) 1.18

= 0.0118

Solution:

Calculate the wing pitching derivative

= + 2 CL (equation 7.1.1.1-a)Ctq c'ý C a

T 2+ 2(0.0118 3 .2 0

- (0.52) (3.20)

- 1.66 per rad (based on SW c)

B. TRANSONIC

There are few data and no theory available on the derivative CLq in the transonic region. For
Pg the purpose of the Datcom, it is suggested that equation 7.1.1.1-a be applied in the transonic

region.

C. SUPERSONIC

The supersonic value of CLq , based on the product of wing area and wing MAC SW•ýw, is given by

L Lq'+2 )N~C C C (per radian) 7.1.1.1 -c

where

x x
aC" xC " 7.1.1.1-b

and

CL is referred to body axis with the origin at the wing aerodynamic center and is obtained
as indicated below, based on the product of total wing area and wing MAC SW cw"

SCN is the wing normal-force-curve slope (Section 4.1.3.2) at the Mach number under
consideration, based on the total wing -area (per radian).

7.1.1.1-3
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Methods of estimating CLLq

1. Wings with subsonic leading edges (0 cot ALE < 1.0)

For wings with subsonic leading edges, CLq is obtained by the method of reference 3 for
LX = 0 and by the method of reference 4 for X = 0.25 to 1.0. The following methods are
not valid if the Mach line from the trailing-edge vertex intersects the leading edge or if the
wing-tip Mach lines intersect on the wings or intersect the opposite wing tips.

a. Zero-taper-ratio wings (. 0)

CLq' is derived in reference 3 as
L

11 (d - Xac.)

CL - A[3G(Q3C) F3 (N) - 2E"(PC) F4 (N)1 + 2 CN (per radian)
q 2 c (N]+2aN (e ain

7.1.1.1-d

where

E"(P3C) and G(3C) are obtained from figure 7.1.1.1-8.

F3(N) and F4 (N) are obtained from figure 7.1.1.1-9.

d is two-thirds the basic triangular wing root chord (d = (See sketch (a).)

A is the aspect ratio of the wing.

r

Cr
BASIC Brj

TRIANGULAR _
WING

0 *

S..SKETCH (a)

L7.1.1.1-4



b. Wings with X , 0.25 to 1.0

CLq' is derived in reference 4 as

"CL' CL" - 2 CN (per radian) 7.1.1. 1-e

where

C " is referred to body axis with the origin at the wing leading-edge vertex and isZ: Lq
q.obtained from figures 7.1.1.1-10a,7.1.1.1-10b,and 7.1.1,1-10c, for X=0.25,0.50,

and 0.75, respectively, and from the equations of reference 4 for X > 0.75.

2. Wings with supersonic leading edges (, cot ALE > 1.0)

For wings with supersonic leading edges, CL q' is obtained from figures 7.1.1.1-11 a through
7.1.1.1-1 1k. This method, derived in reference 5, is valid for the range of Mach numbers for
which the Mach lines from the leading-edge vertex intersect the trailing edge. An additional
limitation is that the foremost Mach line from either wing tip may not intersect the remote
half of the wing.

Sample Problem

Given:
C~r

A 3.46 A.. 600 - = 1.50 M = 1.50 X 0

b = 16 ft c.g. at - cr 9.25 ft = 6.17 ftp 4

Compute:

Scot ALE 0.647 (subsonic leading edge)

4 cot ALE
N= 1- -0.333

A

E"(O3C) = 0.770E"G(C) = 0.570k (figure 7.1.1.1-8)
G(PQ = 0.5701

_.F3 (N) = 0.913}"' F4(N) = 0.913 (figure 7.1.1 1-9)

F4 7(N) = 1.12



,. N, ý

Obtain C\ from Section 4.1.3.2

o3/tan ALE = 0.647

A tan ALE 6.0

tan ALE C = 5.40 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-56a)

CN 3.12 per rad

4 i

NO x
Obtain - from Section 4.1.4.2

ac

xa.c. (~ r 3

-" .a c 0 .9 0 (figu re 4 .1.4 .2 -2 6 a)
Cr

x x x
-c a-) 1.3eq5in .. 11b(C)

c C

xa.c. 1.35 ( 0 1.35)(6.17) 0 8.33

Calculate ds

bc r

*0.67 (from planform geometry with e.g. at U/4)

• .....
(equation 7.1.1.1l-b)

- . -Xa..c. -XcC,.) C,

: - =(0.90 - 0.67) 1.50 =0.345 
.i •?-Calculate d from the characteristics of the basic triangular wing (see sketch (a))

b2• 4 4AB- =- =-- = 2.3 1I• 1 b tan A L 1.732 
.

2 rb



2b 2(16)
Cr b = = 13.85 ft
"C AB 2.31

2 2
d = -c - (13.85) 9.233 ft

Solution for Cq'Lq

irA (d - Xa.c.)
CL=q - [3G(,3C) F 3(N) 2E"(3C) F4(N)] + 2

(equation 7.1. 1.1-d)

•r(9.233 - 8.33)h!-=- (3.46) [3(0.57) (0.913) - 2(0.77) (1.12)J + 2 ( .23 (3.12)
2 6.17

= -0.891 + 0.913

= 0.022 per rad (based on SW w)

Solution for CL
Lq

CLq Lq 2 y N" (equation 7.1.1.l-c)
q -

= 0.022 + 2(0.345) 3.12

= 2.175 per rad (based on SW CU)

REFERENCES

1. Tol, T., and Qusijo, M.. Approximate Relations and Charts for Low-Speed Stability Derivatives of Swept Wings. NACA
TN 1581, 1948. (U)

2. MacLachlan, R., and Fisher, L. R.: Wind-Tunnel Investigation at Low Speeds of the Pitching Derivatives of Untapered
Swept Wings. NACA RM L8G19, 1948. (U)

3. Malvestuto, F. S., Jr., and Mergolis, K.: Theoretical Stability Derivatives of Thin Sweptback Wings Tapered to a Point with
Sweptback or Sweptforwaid Trailing Edges for a Limited Range of Supersonic Spgds. NACA TR 971, 1950. (U)

4. Malvesturto, F. S., Jr., and Hoover, D. M.: Lift anl Pitching Derivatives of Thin Sweptbeck Tapered Wings with Streamw'se
Tips and Subsonic Leading Edges at Supersonic Speeds. NACA TN 2294, 1951. (U)

5. Martin, J. C., Morgolis, K,, and Jeffreys, I.: Calculation of Lift and Pitching Moments Due to Angle of Attack and Steady
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and Trailing Edges. NACA TN 2699, 1952. (U)
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7.1.1.2 WING PITCHING DERIVATIVE C" q

When a wing rotates in pitch about a given center of gravity at an angular velocity 0 in a
free-stream velocity V0.. , changes in local angle of attack are produced that are proportional tow/V (w is the local vertical disturbance velocity). For wings having sweepback, an additional

increment in angle of attack is produced that is a function of spanwise wing station. These local
changes in angle of attack produce an effective angle-of-attack increment for the complete wing
that results in a pitching-moment increment. This pitching-moment increment is expressed as the
wing contribution to the derivative Cmq.

If the wing pitching derivative Cmq is to be used in method 1 of Section 7.3.1.2 to obtain
(CM, q ) w, the exposed wing planform area should be used for all calcu;ations in the Datcom
methods. Using the exposed planform area will yield Cmq based on the product of exposed wing
area and the square of exposed wing MAC, rather tIlhn the product of total wing area and the
square of wing MAC as indicated.

DATCOM METHOD

A. SUBSONIC

The low-speed value (M -0.2) of Cm q based on the product of total wing area and the square of
'i wing MAC Sw cw 2 , is given by

A [1 .+2(.g)] 12A 3 tan 2 Ac,4

(C m ) -0.7 cj, cos Ac/ 4  A2cZ A + ) / I
mq M- 0.2 A + 2 cos Ac/4 24 A+6cosA,/ 8

(per radian) 7.1.1.2-a
where

- is defined in Section 7.1 .1.

cQ is the wing sec ion lit. -.urve slope from Section 4.1.1, (per radian).

This equation is a modified foJrm of that derived in reference 1. The equation was modified in
reference 2 by the empirical factor 0.7. It is strictly applicable to aspect ratios between I and 6.
For aspect ratios of about 10 or 12 the empirical factor should be approximately 0.9, but there
are no experimental data available to show how this empirical factor should vary for inter-
mediate aspect ratios. It is suggested that a smooth fairing be used.

For higher subsonic speeds the derivative Cm q, based on tW'e product of wing area and the square.
of wing MAC SW cw 2, iL oI tamed by applying an approximate compressibility correction derived
in reference 3:

K 7.1.1.2-1



A3 tan2 Ac/ 4  + 3
AB + 6 cos Acl4 B

M>)C q )m - B+c0 1  B(per radian) 7.1.1.2-b
(C q M> 0.2 A3 tan2 AMl4

-+3
A + 6 cos A,/4

where

(Cmq) is obtained from equation 7.1.1.2-a.

B = V/1 - M2 cos2 At/4

Sample Problem

Given: Same wing as in sample problem of paragraph A, Section 7.1.1.1.

Cr
A = 4.0 X = 0.68 Ac14  450 1.18

Additional Characteristics:

Airfoil: 64-006 Smooth airfoil surface M 0.2, 0.6

- 0.0118 (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.1.1.1)

Compute:

cga 0.109 per deg (table 4.1.1-B)

cos Ac/ 4  0.707; tan Ac/ 4  1.0

At M - 0.6, B = 11 M2 cos 2 Ac/ /1 - (0.36) (0.50) 0.905

Solutiuo. (M = 0.2):

Ic\.~~ cYA~ 2( '/A 3 tan2 A,,,)
q M, 0.2 cA 2 c A./4  24 A + 6 8 Ac14  8

(equation 7.1.1.2-a)

"7.1.1.2-2



___77_7 - - .. -

4- (00118) + 2(0.0118)2

"(-0.7) (0.109) (57.3) (0.707), --

+72(0.707)

' J . 1( 4 ) ' 1 1

24 4+6(0.707) 8

-. 9 0.0247 1 64: -•= -3.090 LS-i +2 (• +
[5.414 24 k8.242) 8]

= -3.090(0.00456 + 0.3235 + 0.125)

= -1.400 per rad (based on Sw Z'w 2)

Solution (M = 0.6):

A3 tan2 A,,4 3
AB + 6 cos A B

(c)CAt A ( )Cmq (equation 7.1.1.2-b)
M > L0.2 A3 tan2 A,4M

' 3
A ' 6 cos Ac/4

(4)3 (1) 3

4(0.905) + 6(0.707) 0.905 (-1.40)

(4)3 (1) + 3

L 4 + 6(0.707)

1 64
-- + 3.31

7.862
04 (- 1.40)

+ 3
8.242

(8.143.) (-1.40)

- -1.49 per rad (based on Sw ý 2 )

7.1.1.2-3
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B. TRANSONIC

At transonic speeds the derivative Cmq based on the product of wing area and the square of wing

MAC Sw zw , is estimated by

C q+=(CL) .- cr [Cq)il -- ) +(C'q)Mcr (per radian)

Cmq ( CZ o 7 1 .2  (C m ) . - Cn \rj

7.1.1.2-c

*• where

CL is the wing lift-curve slope (Section 4.1.3.2) at the Mach number under con-
sideration, based on the total wing area (per radian).

C is obtained from the supersonic method of paragraph C of this section, based
, 1.2 on the product of wing area and the square of wing MAC SW c 2 (per radian).

(C is obtained from equation 7.1.1.2-b at the critical Mach number, based on the
,q/ product of wing area and the square of wing MAC Sw w 2 (per radian).

* For this purpose the critical Mach number M., is taken equal toa the force-break Mach number Mtb

defined in paragraph B of Section 4.1.3.2.

C. SUPERSONIC

The supersonic value of Cm,, referred to body axis and for any center-of-gravity location and
based on the product of wing area and the square of wing MAC Sw Zw 2, is given by

Cmq -- Cmq- (x)CLq (per radian) 7.1.1.2-d

where

CLq is obtained from Section 7.1.1.1, based on the product of wing area and wing MAC
q (per radian).

- is defined in Section 7.1.1.1.

C is referred to body axis with the origin at the wing aerodynamic center, based on theproduct of wing area and the square of wing MAC SW Cw and obtained as indicated

below.

i 7.1.1.2-4



Methods for estimating Cm
q

I Wings with subsonic leading edges (j3 cot ALE < 1.0)

S '"For wings with subsonic leading edges, Cm,,' is obtained by the method of reference 4 for
X = 0 and by the method of reference 5 for X 0.25 to 1.0. The following methods are
not valid if the Mach line from the trailing-edge vertex intersects the leading edge or if the
wing-tip Mach lines intersect on the wings or intersect the opposite wing tips.

" a. Zero-taper-ratio wings (X = 0)

Cm q' is derived in reference 4 as

C ' - 3 rF N)6 " F(PNC

q)( 3(N)
d - x. + 2 (per radian) 7.1.1.2-e

-- C CL q' C N

where

G(PQC) and E"(PC) are obtained from figure 7.1.1.i-8.

F5 (N), F 7 (N), and FI(N) are obtained from figure 7.1.1.2-8.

- is defined in paragraph A of Section 7.1.1.1.

SCN is the wing normal-force-curve slope (Section 4.1.3.2) at the Mach number under
consideration, based on the total wing area (per radian).

d is defined in paragraph C of Section 7. 1. 1. 1.

CL is obtained from paragraph C of Section 7.1.1.1, based on the product of wing
q area and wing MAC (per radian).

b. Wings with X = 0.25 to 1.0

Cm ' is derived in reference 5 as
q

Cmq'-Cm q" + C (per radian) 7.1.1.2-f

7.1.1.2-5



where

C " is referred to body axis with the origin at the wing leading-edge vertex and is
Sq obtained from figures 7.1.1. 2 -9 a, 7.1.1.2-9b, and 7.1 1.2-qc,for X = 0.25, 0.50,

and 0.75, respectively, and from the equations of reference 5 for X > 0.75 (per
radian).

CL " is obtained from paragraph C of Section 7.1.1.1, based on the product of wing
area and wing MAC (per radian).

X is defined in paragraph A of Section 7.1.1.1.

2. Wings with supersonic leading edges (0 cot ALE > 1.0)

For wings with supersonic leading edges, C, 'is obtained from figures 7.1.1.2-10a through

7.1.1.2-lOk.This method is derived in reference 6 and is valid for the range of Mach
numbers for which the Mach lines from the leading-edge vertex intersect the trailing edge.
An additional limitation is that the foremost Mach line from either wing tip may not
intersect the remote half of the wing.

Sample Problem

Given: Same wing as in sample problem of paragraph C, Section 7.1.1.1.

A = 3.46 X 0 ALE 600 1.50 b = 16ft

C.g. at4 M 1.50 6 6.17 ft c7 9.25 ft

4

From sample problem of paragraph C, Section 7,1.1.1:

f cot ALE = 0.647 (subsonic leading edge)

N = 0.333 E"(PQC) 0.770 G((IC) 5.70 CN 3.12 per rad

Sd-x.c.
"C 0.022 per rad CL 2.175 per rad - 0.146 - 0.345q q

Compute:

SF(N) =0133 01

F7(N) = -0.200 (figure 7.1.1.2-8)
F, (N) = 0.660

7.1.1.2-6

...



Solution:

q3 irA G(jC) F7 (N) + 1- E (PC) LF IM T
C ~ 1 = . 1 (N)l

(d ,.,)- CL q' + 2 (d Xac (equation 7.1.1.2-e)

[(057.16 0.1331

S7r(3.46) 0.570) (-0.200) + L- (0.770)
16 3 0.660]

- - (0.146) (0.022) + 2(0.146)2 (3.12)

= -2.038(-0.1140 + 0.8276) - 0.0032 + 0.1330

= -1.325 per rad

C ( CLq (equation 7.1.1.2-d)

K. ISq mq \CCI

= -1.325 - (0.345) (2.175)

= -2.075 per rad (based on SWzw 2 )
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7.1.1.3 WING PITCHING DERIVATIVE CDq
q

This scction presents a method for estimating the wing contribution to the pitching derivative CDq
at subsonic speeds. This derivative is the change in drag coefficient due to a change in pitching
velocity at a constant angle of attack and is defined as

CCq

C - where CD is based on Sw.

In general, this derivative is small and has a negligible effect on longitudinal stability; hence, it is
usually neglected.

A, SUBSONIC

K The method presented herein uses the Weissinger method of Reference I to calculate the section lift

due to angle of attack, twist, and pitch rate. The lift is then rotated through the local downwash
angle due to each of these effects to produce a chordwise component of force.

DATCOM METHOD

Design charts for predicting the wing contribution to CD are available only at Mach numbers of
0.2 and 0.8. The wing pitching derivative CjDq is given by

C~~~ ~ DC(O+ (L
ICDI qC~ (q

C ) D "0a+ . F + 2V 7.1.1.3-a

where

C is the contribution due to zero-angle-of-,attack loading obtained from Figures
D0  7. 1. 1.3-3a through -3f as a function of wing aspect ratio, taper ratio, and sweep.

o is the wing twist in degrees between the root and tip sections, negative for washout
(see Figure 5.1.2.1-30b).

aCD
is the contribution due to angle of attack obtained from Figures 7.1.1.3- 7 a through

3OF - 7f as a function of wing aspect ratio, taper ratio, and sweep.

at; is the fuselage angle of attack in degrees.

'acJ)
is the contribution due to the rate of change of pitch obtained from Figures

-c N q(V 7.1.1.3-12a through -12f as a function of wing aspect ratio, taper ratio, and sweep.

" 
7.1.1.3-1
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q is the pitch rate in degrees per second,

C:- is the wing mean t *)dynarnic chord.

V is the free-stream velocity.

Sample Problem

Given: The following wing-body configuration

Wing Characteristics;

A 7 A = 0.25 ALE 35°

2 25.0 ft Sw = 3500 ft2  0 = -5.0

Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.8 aCF = 10 q 5 deg/sec

V = 796 ft/sec (h1 30,000 ft)

Compute:

CD 0.00036 per deg 2 (interpolated using Figures 7.1.1.3-3d, -3e, and -30)

q- 0.000876 per deg 2 (interpolated using Figures 7. 1. 1.3- 7d, - 7 e, and - 7 f)

aCo
=- 0.00061 per deg 2 (interpolated using Figures 7.1.1.3-12d, -12e, and -12f0

q# (5)(2S)
S.. . 9 .- 0.0785 deg2V 2(796)

Solution:

q3 I~CDq Cl)q ( 0) + -- A-31 a[; . _}q-A \'-] (Equation 7.1.1.3-a)

(0.00036)(+5.0) + (0.00087(1)(1.0) + (0.0001)(0.0785)

0.0027,1 per deg

7.1.1.3-2



B. TRANSONIC

No method is presented.

C. SUPERSONIC

No method is presented.

REFERENCE

1. Do Young, J., and Harper, C. W.: Theoretical Symmetric Span Loading at Subsonic Speeds for Wings Having ArbitraryU Planform. NACA TR 921, 1948. (U)
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7.1.2 WING ROLLING DERIVATIVES

7.1.2.1 WING ROLLING DERIVATIVE CyP

This section presents methods for estimating the wing contribution to the rolling derivative CyP at
subsonic and supersonic speeds. This derivative is the change in side-force coefficient with change in
wing-tip helix angle and is expressed as

acy

A. SUBSONIC

The wing rolling derivative Cy results from the angle-of-attack distribution and the tip-suction effects
of rolling wings.

The angle-of-attack distribution caused by rolling produces incremental changes in aerodynamic forces.
"For wings having sweep and/or dihedral, these incremental changes have components in the lateral
direction, causing a side force. The contribution to Cy due to the angle-of-attack distribution caused
by rolling is derived in reference 1, based on simple sweep theory. This result is limited to swept,
untapered wings at low lift coefficients. The effect of taper ratio has been derived based on tc

experimental results presented in reference 2. The effect of dihedral is taken from reference 3. Although
the expression for the dihedn•' effect has been derived specifically for untapered wings, it should be
reasonably reliable for wings o"' any taper ratio over the range of wing dihedral angles of practical
interest.

The side force due to rolling of unswept wings is not accounted for by the theory of reference 1. This
value is presumed to be caused by tip suction and is given by the empirical expression developed in
reference 4. Experimental results show that the tip-suction effect is independent of sweep and varies
inversely as the aspect ratio.

The method of reference 5 is applied to extrapolate the potential-flow values to high lift coefficients by
using experimental values of the lift and drag at high lift coefficients. If experimental lift and drag data
for the particular planform of interest are not available at the chosen Mach number, no attempt should
be made to estimate the variation of Cyp with lift coefficient. The negligible importance of this
derivative does not warrant the effort involved in estimating the wing lift and drag variation.
Furthermore, no known general method for estimating the variation of drag coefficient will give results

-. reliable enough to use in determining the correction factor for extrapolating the potential-flow values to
higner lift coefficients.

DATCOM METHOD

The variation of the wing rolling derivative CGy with lift coefficient, based on the product of the

wing area and wing span, is given by

e7.1.2.1-1



Kyp CL + (per radian) 7 .1.2.1-a

+ (ACY )r1C L /) L .O
M

where

y(.3!) is the slope of the side force due to rolling at zero lift given by
\-(CL ) O

ML

AB+4cosA AB+cosA/ 4 A Cy

c/4 c/4 L CLý

LCL) MC, AB +4 cos A c4 A +cos A,4 j C LMM "0

where B V -- M2 cos 2 AC/4 and

cyp14

is the slope of the low-speed side force due to rolling at zero
CL=O lift, obtained from figure 7.1.2.1-9 as a function of
M i0 aspect ratio, sweep of the quarter-chord, and taper ratio.

This chart has been derived by using the results of refer-
ences 1, 2, and 4. Equation 7.1.2.1-b modifies the
low-speed value by means of the Prandtl-Glauert rule to yield
approximate corrections for the first-order three-dimensional
effects of compressible flow up to the critical Mach number.

CL is the wing lift coefficient.

(ACy ) is le increment in Cy,1 due to dihedral given by

(ACY) [3 sin r (1 -2 sin I) (C ) (per radian)

CLO 7.1.2.1-c

where

F is the geometric dihedral angle in degrees, positive for the wing tip
above the plane of the root chord.

z is the vertical distance between the c.g and the wing root
quarter-chord point, positive for the c.g. above the wing root
chord. (This parameter is independent of angle of attack.)

7.1.2.1-2



b is the wing span.

(CI ) is the roll-damping derivative of the wing without dihedral and at
- c L 0 zero lift. This value is obtained from paragraph A of Section 7.1.2.2

and is given by (see equation 7.1.2.2-a)*

( )3C/ / C: 
(per radian)

CL =0

K is a dimensionless correction factor used to extrapolate the potential-flow values to
high lift coefficients. At zero lift this factor is taken as 1.0. At lift coefficients other
than zero this factor accounts for the variation of profile drag with lift coefficient
and is given by

a]
"a (CL tana --f-- (CD - CD)

K a 7.1.2.1-d

•- (CL tana) -(---

Test values of lift and drag at the chosen Mach numbae for the particular planform
of interest must be used in evaluating equation 7.1.2.1-d. The terms of equation
7.1.2.1-d are evaluated by taking the slopes of CL tan a, CD - CD0 ,
and CL 2 /(irA), plotted versus angle of attack.

If reliable values of the static-force coefficients are available, the method should provide results within
±20 percent accuracy throughout the lift-coefficient range to the st.ll.

Sample Problem

Given: The wing designated 32.6-4-0.6-006 of references 5 and 8.

Wing Characteristics:

A = 4.0 X = 0.60 Ar/ 4  32.60 = 0

S = 2.25 sq ft

Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.7

The following test values from reference 8 at M 0.7

CD0 = 0.01
CD0

"The effact of profile drag on the roll damping at zero lift Is neglected.

7.1.2.1-3



CL .05 1. .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7

a .75 1.50 2.95 4.30 5.60 7.20 8.80 11.20

C D Oil .0115 .015 .021 .033 .0535 .078 .145

Compute:

Determine Cv p/CL at zero lift
P

(CY) = 0.42 per rad (figure 7.1.2.1-9)
\ /L=0

M=O

B"c 4  1 (0.7) (cos 32.60)2 0.808

A + 4 cos Ac/ 4  4.0 + 4 cos 32.6 0
'•-• = = 1.116

AB + 4 cos Ac/ 4  (4.0) (0.808) + 4 cos 32.60
k. -. " ;"

AB + cos A 1/4  (4.0) (0.808) + cos 32.60
'- = = 0.8414

A + cos Ac/ 4  4.0 + cos 32.60

A + 4 cos A c/4 AB + cos A c/4A s A = (1.116)(0.8414) = 0.939

AB +4 cosAc/4 A + cos Ac/4

S  A +4 COS Ac 4  AB + COS Al 4  pI (equation 7.1.2.1-b)

"- AB t 4 cos Ac/ 4 A + cos Ae/ 4  L =C

14ýY P 14=0L 0 .

= (0.939) (0.42) = 0.394

Determine the K factor

-(CL tana) - (C -D CD

K---- (equation 7.1.2.1-d)

a" (CL tana) -- a ArA)

7.1.2.1-4



- . - V-- - 7--

Test ton Ot CL tanc.C - C0 CL 2/IorA)
cc

cL ton 02 D T"r.s D - 0.01 (D 2 /(4,r)
(dog)

.06 .75 .01309 .0007 .011 .001 .0002

.10 1.5 .02619 .0026 .0115 .0015 .0008

.20 2.95 .05613 .0103 .015 .005 .0032

.30 4.30 .07519 .0226 .021 .011 .0072

.40 5.60 .09805 .0392 .033 .023 .0127

.50 7.20 .1263 .0632 .0535 .0435 .019

.80 8.80 .1.548 .0929 .078 .068 .0287

.70 11.20 1980 .139S 14 .135 .oaDo

Plot CL tan a, CD - CD 0 , and CL 2 /(wA) versus angle of attack (see sketch (a)).

.16

CL TAN a

.12 C C:D -CDo

f(ci) .08

0 1
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

c (deg)

SKETCH (a)
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2 K

CL -' L tana (C 0 - o) L 0 -

0 - - - 1.000

.05 0018 .00095 .0002 .531

.10 .0040 .0012 .00115 .982

.20 .0066 .0030 .0022 .818

.30 .0105 .0066 .00325 .538

.40 .0136 .0116 .0044 .228

.50 .0168 .0152 .0049 .135

.60 .0184 .0195 0052 - 083

.70 .01865 .0279 .0031 - .596

Solution:

CY, =K[(- ) CLI + (ACY ) r (equation 7.1.2. 1-a)

M

K R(0. 3 9 4 ) CL] + 0 = 0.3 9 4 KCL

cvyp
(based on SWbW)

(plr rad)
CL K (eq. 7.1.2.1-a)

0 1.000 0

.01 .531 .0105

.10 .992 .0387

.20 R18 .0645

.30 .538 .0636

.40 .228 .0359

.60 .136 .0266

.60 - .083 -. 0196

.70 - .595 -. 1641

The calculated results are compared with test values from reference 5 in sketch (b).

7.1.2.1-6



r.2-

-0 Test pointsJ - Calculated

CY I
-P .??. ...

(per rad) 0
C\

-. 1 -

0 .2 .4 .6 .8

C.L

SKETCH (b)

B. TRANSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the rolling
derivative Cy P. Furthermore, no known e.xperimental results are available for this derivative at transonic
speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

At supersonic speeds a design chart based on theoreticw. calculations is presented for estimating the
rolling derivative Cy at low values of the lift coefficient. The design chart is based on the results of
reference 6 for wings with subsonic leading edges and supersonic trailing edges, and the results of

reference 7 for wings with supersonic leading edges and either subsonic or supersonic trailing edges. The
-. results of both references 6 and 7 are based on linearized-supersonic-flow theory and are therefore

restricted to thin, swept-back, tapered wings with streamwise tips. The lateral force due to rolling is
taken as that arising entirely from suction forces on the wing edges. For wings with supersonic leading
edges no suction forces are induced along the leading edges, and the determination of Cy involves
only the unbalanced suction forces along the wing tips. Therefore, for zero-taper wings with supersonic
leading edges the theory gives Cyp = 0.

No experimental data are available for this derivative at supersonic speeds. Therefore, the validity of
linearized-supersonic-flow theory for estimating Cy1  cannot be determined.

DATCOM METHOD

.-- The wing contribution to the rolling derivative Cy , at supersonic speeds and at low values of the lift
"coefficient is obtained from figure 7.1.2.1-10 as a function of the wing aspect ratio, taper ratio,
leading-edge sweep, and Mach number.

7.1.2.1-7
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Sample Problem

Given: Tapered, swept-back wing.

A = 3.22 A = 0.25 ALE = 55.20

M =2.41; 2.19

Compute:

PA = (2.19) (3.22) = 7.07

Solution:

C! =0.50 per rad2 (based on Swbw) (figure 7.1.2.1- 10)
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7.1.2.2 WING ROLLING DERIVATIVE C1

This section presents methods for estimating the wing contribution to the rolling derivative C1 P at
subsonic and supersonic speeds. This derivative is the change in rolling-moment coefficient with change
in wing-tip helix angle and is expressed as

a C1

"C P pb

A. SUBSONIC

The wing rolling derivative C Ip at subsonic speeds is a function of the wing lift-curve slope, the wing
drag, and geometric dihedral. The effects of dihedral become significant when the displacement of the
rolling axis from the wing root chord is moderate or large.

For unswept wings of moderately high aspect ratio the lift-curve slope undergoes only small changes

throughout the lift-coefficient range, and the drag contribution is relatively unimportant. Therefore,
potential flow values of Cj p at zero lift are generally satisfactory at all lift coefficients below the stall
for these planforms.

'7
Several methods are available for estimating the potential flow value of Clj P. Reference 1 presents
design charts for Clp at zero lift of unswept wings based on lifting-line theory. An effective
edge-velocity correction is applied to the lifting-line theory results of refcrcnce 1 in refeience 2. Finally
the results of reference 2 are modified for the effects of sweep in reference 3. A similar method that
accounts for the effects of sweep on the edge-velocity correction is presented in reference 4. Reference
5 presents a more rigorous method of estimating C for wings of arbitrary planform at zero lift, based
on the simplified lifting-surface theory of Weissinger for determining the additional span loading due to
rolling. The Datcom method for estimating Cj IP at zero lift is taken from reference 6. It is essentially
that of reference 5 corrected for compressibility effects and extended to a wider range of planform
parameters.

For wings of moderate to high aspect ratios and with moderate sweep, the value of C1 in the
nonlinear-lift range is estimated to a first approximation by assuming that variations in tlme tift-curve
slope will affect Clp in the same proportion as CL,,.

On low-aspect-ratio and/or highly swept wings, the flow separates and forms a stable leading-edge vortex
that is responsible for the generation of considerable ad&..tional lift on the outer portions of the wing.
The drag associated with these high lift coefficients cames significant changes in C1 P. The increment
in Cl due to drag is derived in reference 7, based on the strip-theory procedure of reference 3. Since
the effects of drag due to lift and of profile drag on the roll-damping derivative are not of equal
importafice, they are considered separately in determining the increment due to drag.

The correction for geometric dihedral is considered in detail in reference 8. Although the expression for
the dihedral effect has been derived specifically for untapered wings, it should be reasonably reliable for
wings of any taper ratio over the range of wing dihedral angles of practical interest.

The Datcom method accounts for the variations in wing lift-curve slope, drag due to lift, and profile

7.1.2.2-1
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drag, as well as the effect of dihedral. The method requires knowledge of the variation of lift and drag
over the angle-of-attack range to the stall for the particular configuration at the appropriate Mach
number. Therefore, this method is quite readily applied if experimental lift and drag data are available.

DATCOM METHOD

The value of the wing rolling derivative C- at a given lift coefficient at subsonic speeds, based on the

product of the wing area and the square otfthe wing span SWb 2, is given by

(we IC L +CLa)CL (C 1 ) + (AClP)drg (per radian) 7.1.2.2-a 7
where

/-P)c is the roll-damping parameter at zero lift, obtained from figure 7.1.2.2-20 as a function
CL0 of A, and PA/K.

The parameter K is the ratio of the two-dimensional lift-curve slope at tile appropriate
Mach number to 21r/3; i.e., (cla) M /(2ir/P). The two-dimensional lift-curve slope is

obtained from Section 4.1.1.2. For wings with'airfoil sections varying in a reasonably
linear manner with span, the average value of the lift-curve slopes of the root and tip
sections is adequate.

The parameter Aa is the compressible sweep parameter given as

(tan AC/4'

AP tan- ),where 3 I ---- M .

(CLOC . is the wing lift-curve slope at zero lift, obtained from test data or estimated by using
~aC~L O the straight-tapered wing method of paragraph A of Section 4.1.3.2 at the appropriate

Mach number.

(CL) is the wing lift-curve slope at any lift coefficient below the stall, obtained from test

CL data or estimated by using the straight-tapered wing method of paragraph A of Section
4.1.3.3 at the appropriate Mach number.

is the dihedral-effect parameter given by

( P)r.0

(Cip~r = 2 ' sin r + 3Q ~ sin2 1'] 7.1.2.2-b
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where

F is the geometric dihedral angle, positive for the wing tip above the plane of
the root chord.

z is the vertical distance between the c.g. and the wing root chord, positive for
the c.g. above the root chord.

b is the wing span.

-- p) is the incre.ment in the roll-damping derivative due to drag, given by

DL 2 I
ACl) C 2L - C (per radian) 7.1.2.2-c

where

is the drag-due-to-lift roll-damping parameter obtained froom figure
CL2  7.1.2.2-24 as a function of A and Ac/4.

CL is the wing lift coefficient below the stall.

K Co is the profile or total zero-lift drag coefficient. If e7xperimental data
are not available, CDO may be estimated by the method of para-
graph A of Section 4.1.5.1 at the appropriate Mach number.

This method includes the effects of compressibility and may be applied up to the critical Mach number.
(The drag-due-to-lift term does not include a Mach number correction; however, it is small except at
high CL where the Mach number is generally low.)

The most important factor considered in this method is the variation of the wing lift-curve slope. If
reliable values of this parameter are. available ov& the lift-coefficient range, the method will in most

"� �-;ases give satisfactory results over that CL range for configurations with aspect ratios of approximately
2 or greater.

For wings of low aspect ratio and/or high sweep the accuracy of the method rapidly deteriorates with
increasing CL, even when experimental values of lift and drag are used. The error results from the fact
that the high values of (C p)C L obtained from figure 7.1.2.2-24 for these configurations are not

realized in practice. Therefore, as Ct, increases the calculated values of the roll-damping derivative
become progressively smaller than those given by experiment.

A comparison of the roll-damping derivative calculated by using this method with teat results is
presented as table 7.1.2.2-A. Experimental values of lift and drag have been used in evaluating the
roll-damping derivative of all the configurations listed in the table. Several additional references

.7 containing test results of the damping-in-roll characteristics of straight-tapered wings are lsted in table
7-A.

7.1.2.2-3
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Sample Problem

Given: Model 8 of reference 17.

Wing Characteristics:

A = 3.0 X =0.15 A =/4 36.90 != 0

Airfoil Characteristics:
Y90  Y99

NACA 0012 airfoil = 1.448 = 0.2602 2

Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.13; • = 0.992 R = 1.254 x 106 C = 0.036(testvalue)

The following test values from reference 17:
C J 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8

CL I .0525 .0525 .0525 .053 .053 .054 .0541 .050 .030

Compute:
/PC. %

Determine the roll-damping parameter at zero lift CL = 0

Yo Y9
Y90 99

tan 2 2 1.448.-0.26 0.132a 9- -09

c. - = 0 768 (figure 4.1.1.2-8a, extrapolated by plotting vs log1l R1 "

(cq Cory

,(cj) = 6.88 (figure 4.l.1.2-8b)
, theoWy

1.05 cho
3(Cl (Cj) (equation 4.1.1.2-a)

)hory'

1.05
- (0.768) (6.88) 5.59 per rad

0.992

(cla)m 5.59

t• = = =0.883
2r/2 2w/0.992

7.1.2.2-4



L3A (0.992) (3.0)= = 3.37
K 0.883

AO = tan-' a tan-' 0,75 = tan-' 0.7569 = 37.120
*DV 0 09-92/

( )C = -0.251 per rad (figure 7.1.2.2-20, interpolated)K I CL.O

Determine the dihedral-effect parameter

(e - 1.0 (equation 7.1.2.2-b at1 = 0)

Determine the increment in roll damping due to drag (AC p)drag

(Ci,)\

C 2

C - 0.034 (figure 7.1.2.2-24)

(C

(ACLp)I g CL2 
- - CD (equation 7.1.2.2-c)Au CL 2 0

=-(-0.
0 3 4 )CL 2 0.036 per rad

CL C 2  { o A.LCD"L L 0 -. 34 n

0 0 0.0045 --0.0045

0.1 0.01 -0.0048

0.2 0.04 -0.0059

0.3 0.09 -0.0076

0.4 0.16 -0.0099

0.5 0.25 -0.0130

0.6 0.36 -0.0167

6 0.7 0.49 -0.0212

0.8 0.64 -0.0263

7.1.2.2-5
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Solution:

L "L
I.-

(PC1  \LQC (C )

cC 'C. K L p)P (equation 7.1.2.2-a)
K ." "C p (CLo. C 

.0 ( ) C ACP n

0.883 L e/CL[1 =(-0.25 1) -10 +~C C n0.992 (: C (1.0) + (AC 1p)

(CL)

[ (~=-0.223) ~

CLO

0C.2 L 0 0C P_ 
__a

•( 
()CL

i..-L C~ L

AC (C)d (basedn

CL ( L~X L01per rod) (per red)
L (test results) (0)/0.0525 (eq. 7.1.2.2-0) -0.223 (ý)+()

"0 0.0525 1.00 -0.0045 -0.2275

0.1 -0.0048 -0.2278

ps0.2 -0.0069 --0.2289

0.3 0,063 1.01 -..0.0076 -0.2328 '~

0.4 -009 -0.2361
r0.5 0.064 1.03 -0.0130 -0.2427

0.6 -0.0167 --0.2464
_- - 0.7 0.050 0.952 -0.0212 -0.2335

0.8 0.030 0.571 --0.0263 -0.1536

" The calculated rewuts are compaed with test values in sketch (a) and in table 7.1.2.2-A,

7.1.2.2-6
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0 Test points
-- Calculated

-. 2 _

C,

.2 .4 CL .6 .81.

SKETCH (a)

B. TRANSONIC

There are no reliable methods for estimating the derivative Cl p in the transonic region. Although this
derivative might be expected to vary with Mach number in the same manner as the lift-curve slope, this
trend is not exhibited by experimental data. A considerable quantity of test data is available, however,
and reference should be made to table 7-A.

C. SUPERSONIC

At supersonic speeds design charts based on theoretical calculations are presented for estimating the
rolling derivative CIp of wings of vanishing thickness.

h The design charts are those of reference 9 and are based on the results presented in the following
references:

Reference 10 - in the region of supersonic leading and trailing edges

Reference 11 - in the region of subsonic leading edges and supersonic trailing edges

Reference 12 - for values of P3A < 2

The results presented in references 10 and 11 are based on linearized supersonic-flow theory whil,. :ho
of reference 12 are based on slender-wing theory. The slender-wing-theory value of C/r ; *(
PA = 0 was used to establish a straight-line relationship between slender-wing theory and the low
limit of the linearized supersonic-flow theory. Thin airfoils have been assumed in these theori(.,
Thickness effects are not important except for conditions where the Mach lines lie on or near the wif.
leading edge. Under these conditions the wing-leading-edge shock position is displaced forward from if',
theoretical position by the finite thickness effects of the leading edge. Thlis displacement results in
substantial losses in normal-force-curve slope and consequently, in roll damping.

-- The empirical chart presented in Section 4.1.3.2 for determining the leading-edge-thickness effect on the.
"normal-force-curve slope of straight-tapered wings has been adopted in this section to determine tli
leading-edge-thickness effect on the roll damping. This chart is presented as figure 7.1 .2.2-27 in the forni

7.1.2. 2-7
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of a ratio of the actual roll-damping derivative to the theoretical roll-damping derivative. For
straight-tapered wings with sharp leading edges, the airfoil nose semiwedge angle (measured normal to

the wing leading edge) determines the shock position relative to the wing. Experimental data indicate
that the parameter corresponding to the nose semiwedge angle is Ayn = Ay/cos ALE, where sy is the
difference between the upper-surface ordinates at the 6-percent- and 0.15-percent-chord stations. The
parameter Ay is presented for several airfoil shapes in figure 2.2.1-8. For double-wedge and biconvex
airfoils there is a linear relationship between AyL and the leading-edge semiwedge angle, given by

Ay1 = 5.85 tan 6L

Either Ayj or 5j1 may be used to calculate the thickness effects.

The Datcom" method is applicable to straight-tapered wings of arbitrary taper ratio with wing tips

parallel to the free stream and with subsonic or supersonic leading edges and supersonic trailing edges. A
further restriction is that the foremost Mach line from the tip may not intersect the remote lialf-wing.

Wings with inverse taper (A > 1) have not been considered. Wings with swept-forward leading edges are

included through the use of the reversibility theorem (references 13 and 14). The reversibility theorem
states that the roll-damping derivative Clp of the wing in forward flight equals the roll-damping
derivative of the same wing in reverse flight.

DATCOM METHOD

The wing zontribution to the roll-damping derivative C1 at supersonic speeds, based on the product

of wing arxa and the square of the wing span SW bw,,is given by

CP) thory A P

CC e A (per radian) 7.1.2.2-d
(CIP) theory

* where

A is the wing aspect ratio.

*(C)theory is the theoretical roll-damping parameter obtained from figures 7.1.2.2-25a through.

* A 7,1.2.2-,25e.

CL* is the empirical thickness correction factor obtained from figure 7.1.2.2-27.
C 1 )

The sonic trailng-edge boundaries on figures 7.1.2.2-25a through 7 .1.2. 2 -25e represent an upper limit
for the true theoretical values of the derivatives. Values below the sonic trailing-edge boundary are for

wings with subsonic trailing edges and are in violation of one of the basic assumptions of the theory.

For configurations with subsonic trailing edges (iCot ATE < 1) the design charts will overestimate the
roll-damping derivative.

7.1.2.2-8
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It should be noted that the "kinks" in the curves of figures 7.1.2.2-25a through 7.1.2.2-25e correspond
to the conditions of sonic leading or trailing edges. Experimental evidence shows that these "kinks" do
not occur in practice.

"Comparisons of the supersonic roll-damping derivative in the linear-lift range calculated by this method
with test results are presented in tables 7.1.2.2-B and 7.1.2.2-C. The configurations listed in table
7.1.2.2-B have supersonic leading edges, while those of table 7.1.2.2-C have either sonic or subsonic
leading edges. The roll damping is predicted quite accurately by the Datcom method when the wing
leading edges are supersonic. However, when the wing leading edges are sonic or subsonic, the calculated
roll damping is in almost all cases considerably greater than that given by experiment. Application of the
"thickness correction factor presented as figure 7.1.2.2-27 improves the agreement between the calculated
and experimental values of roll damping in almost all cases presented in table 7.!.2.2-C, since this factor
represents a reduction in roll damping. For wings with subsonic leading edges the theoretical results
presented in figures 7.1.2.2-25a through 7.1.2.2-25e show the poorest agreement with experiment at the
lower values of P Dot ALE for a given value of PA.

nplrobem

Given: Wing 14 of reference 23.

AL = 600 Ae, 4 = 53.40 A = 3.12 = 0.25

Airfoil: Constant 3/16-in. thickness with symmetrical 50 bevel on all edges in a direction parallel to
the root chord.

B= 100

M = 2.41; P = 2.19

Compute:

PA = (2.19) (3.12) = 6.83

A tan A/2 = (3.12) (tan 53.40) = 4.20

= -0.0716 per rad (figure 7.1.2.2-25b)
A

P cot ALE 2.19 (cot 600) = 1.265 (supersonic leading edge)

t ALE tan 600
=- 2 = 0.791P 2.19

C1P
= 0.865 (figure 7.1.2.2-27)

7.1.2.2-9



Solution:

= A theo°iJ A (equation 7.1.2.2-d)
p • (C, P)theory

- (-0.0716) (3.12) (0.865)

= -0.193 per rad (based on Sw

This compares with a test result of -0.188 per radian from reference 23.
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TABLE 7.1.2.2-A

SUBSONIC WING ROLLING DERIVATIVE C1

DATA SUMMARY

R1CL& D C I C
Ac4 Airfoil r 1  (per deg) 0 C.tlc. Test Percent

Ref. A X (deing Section (dog) M X 10-6 CL (test) (test) (per rod) (per red) Error

15 4.0 0.60 3.6 65AODS 0 0.13 0.72 0 0.065 0.033 -0.322 -0.345 6.7

0.1 0.072 -0.356 -0.346 - 2.9

0.2 0.072 -0.357 -0.347 -2 9

0.3 0.072 -0.367 -0.348 -2.6

0.4 0.067 -0.334 -0.355 5.91
0.5 0.067 -0.334 -0.370 9.7

0.6 0.063 -0.316 -0.370 14.6

I0.7 0.047 --0.240 -0.275 12.7

32.6 0 0.062 0.033 -0.306 -0.330 6.7

0.1. 0.062 -0.06 -0.330 6.7

0.2 0.062 -0.309 -0.336 8.0

0.3 0.066 -0.329 -0.360 8.

0.4 0.066 -0.330 -0.387 1.7

0.5 0.066 -0.332 --0.370 10.3

0.6 0.061 -0.309 -0.295 -4.7

0.7 0.046 -0.234 L-0.195 -20.J0

- - - -I -0.8, 0.027 - -0.145 -0.0B5 .1
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TABLE 7.1.2.2-A (CONTD)

L C C

"" Airfoil F (per dog) 0 Ca8c. Test Percent

Hof. A A (dog) .Sectioni (dog) M x 10-6 CL (test) (test) (per red) (per red) Error

15 4.0 0.60 46.7 66Ao06 0 0.13 0.72 0 0.062 0.033 -0.287 -0.300 4.3

. 0.1 0.062 -0.288 -0.305, 5.6

0.2 0.062 -0.288 -0.335 14.0

0,3 0.056 -0.309 -0.378 18.3

0.4 0.066 -0.312 -0.392 20.4

0.5 0.066 -0.315 -0.382 17.5

0.6 0.059 -0.285 -0.350 18.6

0,7 0.046 -0.230 -0.297 22.6

0,8 0.036 -0.193 -0.256 24.6
416 2.31 0 52.2 65 .006.5 0 0.13 1.624 0 0.045 0.020 -0.172 -0.165 - 4.2

0.1 -0.173 -0.175 1.1

0.2 -0.176 -0,180 2.2

0.3 -0.180 -0.180 0

0.4 -0.106 -0.182 -2.2

0.5 -0.195 -0.182 -7.1

0.6 -0.20M -0.180 -13.9

0.7 -0.218 -0.179 -21.8

0.8 -0.233 -0.172 -35.5

17 30 0.115 36.9 0012 0 0.13 1.254 0 0.025 0.036 -0.228 -0.230 0.9

0.1 0.0625 -0.228 -0.230 0.9

0.2 0.0525 -0.229 -0.232 1.3

0.3 0.053 -0.233 -0.235 0.9

0.4 0.053 -0.235 -0.232 -1.3

0.5 0.064 -0.243 -0.232 -4.7

0.6 0.054 -0.246 -0.228 -7.9

0.7 0.050 -0.234 -0.198 -18.1

0.8 0.030D0.5 -0.090 -71.1

2.31 0 52.2 1.624 0 0."il 0.033 -0.168 -0.150 -12.0

0.1 -0.169 --0.10 -12.7

0.2 -0.172 -0.150 -14.7

0.3 -0.176 -0.149 -18.1

0.4-0.183 -0.143 -28.0

0.5 -0.191 -0.138 -38.4

0.6 0.0435 -0.212 -0.128 -66.6

0.7 0.0435 -0.225 -0.120 -87.5

0.81 0.046 -0.245 -0.127 -92.9
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TABLE 7.1.2.2-A (CONTO)

R! CL CD CIP Clp

0 Cac. rrest Prcent
Ri. A k ud Setimm (deg M x 10-4 CL (esmt) (tat) Iper rmd) (per raoo Error

4.0 31.6 1 .23 0 0.056 0.037 -0.230 -0.227 - 5.3

0.1 -0.239 -0.230 -3.9

0.2 -0.240 -0.230 -4.3

0.3 -0.241 -0.235 -2.6

0.4 -0.243 -0.=2 -6.6

0.5 -0.245 -0.200 -22.5

0.6 0.0546 -0.242 -0.160 -51.2

0.7 0.047 -0.214 -0.117 -82.9

0.8 0.037 -0.178 - -

2.0 0.36 ,M 1.335 0 0.036 0.041 -0.183 -0.228 19.7

0.1 0.041 -0.208 -0.221 5.9

0.2 0.044 -0.224 -0.231 a0
0.3 -0.226 -0.232 2.6

0.4 -0.229 -0.222 -3.2

0.5 -0.233 -0.228 -2.2

0.6 1 -0.239 -0.242 1.7

0.7 0.043 -0.239 -0.250 4.4

,0 0.063 -0.295 -0.240 -22.9

is 2.61e I.O 45.0 0121J.E) 0 0.17 1.40 0 0.04W 2 0.023 -0.218 -0.230 5.2

0.1 -0.218 -0.232 6.0

0.2 -0.219 -0.235 6.8

0.3 -0.223 -0.240 7.1

0.4 g -0.227 -0.242 6.2

0.5 0.048 -0.245 -0.256 4.3

0.6 0.050 -0.260 -0.275 5.5

0.7 0.065 -0.339 -0.318 --6.6

0.8 0.0745 -0.393 -0.385 -2.1

19 3.60 0.481 36.16 0010.64 0 0.16 1.138 0 0.0515 0.018 -0.271 -0.266 - 1.9

0.1 0.055 -0.290 -0.261 -11.1

0.2 -0.290 -0.279 -3.9

0.3 -0.292 -0.290 -0.7

OA 0.056 -0.300 -0.299 -0.3
0.5 0.054 -0.292 -0.292 0

0.6 0.046 -0.254 -0.248 -2.4

0.7 0.035 -0.200 -0.150 -33.3

' 1 1 0.8 0.017 1 -0.110 -0.125 12.0
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TABLE 7.1.2.2-A (CONTO) a1 Ip !P e
AC C/D

A./4 Airfoil r '(Per dg) 0 COIc. Test Percent

R A X (dog) Section IdOg M x 10- CL (tutl) (to (pe red) (per red) Error

20 2.31 0 52.4 I AOo3 0 0.17 2.06 0 0.042 0.01h -0.170 -0.160 6 6.3

0.1 -0.171 -0,155 -10.3

0.2 -0.175 -0.158 -10.8

0.3 0.0455 -0.193 -0.165 -17.0

0.4 0.047 -0.205 -0.165 -24,2

0.5 0.048 -0.218 -0.162 -34.6

0.6 0.048 -0.228 -o.155 -47.1

0.7 0.047 -0.236 -0.150 -57.3

0.8 0.047 -0.250 -0.157 -59.2

21 4.0 0.6 0 9C5K~iP8 0 0.166. 0.88 0 0.06.1 0.027 --0.317 -0,330 3.9

0.1 -- 0.317 -0.340 6.8

% 0.2 -0.318 -0.370 14.1

0.3 -0.318 -- 0.392 18.9

0.4 -0.320 -0.384 16.7
0.6 I -0.321 -. 0.355 9.6

Average Error - e__. = 115%

"'..22-n
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TABLE 7.1.2.2-8

SUPERSONIC WING ROLLING DERIVATIVE I

SUPERSONIC LEADING EDGES

DATA SUMMARY

,, E Airfoil -A (C 1P) Cole. Teot Percent
Re. A() M pcot AL section (dog) (pra) theory (per red) (per rad) Ero

23 3.07 0 60.0 2.41 1.27 Beveled 10.0 -.0.0536 0.866 -0.142 -0.139 2.2

1.90 0.26 60.0 2.41 1.27 - 10.0 -0.0982 0.866 -0.161 -0.163 - 1.2

1.91 0.26 55.0 1.93 1.16 8.75 -0.1126 0.860 -0.185 -0.195 - 5.1

2.41 1.54 -0.0980 0.913 -0.171 -0.188 - 9.0.

2.37 0.25 55.0 1.93 1.15 8.75 01 01 0.860 -0.207 -0.210 - 1.4

2.41 1.54 -0.0834 0.913 -0.181 -0.200 - 9.5

3.12 0.25 60.0 2.41 1.27 10.0 -0.0716 0.865 --0.193 -0.188 2.7

3.22 0.25 55.2 1.93 1.15 1 8.75 -0.0853 0.850 --0.234 -0.225 4.0

2.41 1.53 -0.0669 0.916 -0.197 -0.211 - 6.6

3.2 0.26 46.0 1.62 1.27 7.08 -0.1010 0.896 -0.282 -0.272 3.3

311.93 1.65 -0.0839 0.94 -0.248 -0.253 -2,0

42.41 2.20 -0.0642 1.000 -0.200 -0.190 5.3

1.83 0 65.0 1.93 1.16 8.75 -0.0972 0.860 -0.153 -0.160 -4.4

1 2.41 1.54 -0.0756 0,913 -0.127 -0.138 -8.0

1.82 0 50.0 1.62 1.07 7.8 -0.1070 0.863 -0.166 -0.185 ~-10.3

1 11.93 1.39 -0.0960 0.902 -0.158 -0.176 -10.2

24 1.4-0.0765 0.966 -0.132 -0.138 - 4.,

2.34 0 54.9 1.93 1.16 8.7 -0.0615 0.860 -.0.164 -0.170 - 3.5

2.41 1.5-0,0625 0.913 -0.133 -0.155 -14.2

2.31 0 46.0 1.62 1.27 7.06 -0.0882 0.896 --0.203 -0.210 - 3.3

1.93 1.65 -0.0790 0.945 -0.172 -0.187 - 8.0

2.1 2.20 -0.0610 1.000 -0.141 -0.140 0.7

2.4 0 404 f62 1560 6.57 -0.0862 0.933 -0,210 -0.229 - 8.3

404 1.93 j1.94 -0.0775 0.996 -0.180 -0.170 5.9
2.4 I 2.I -00 1,0M0 -0.140 -0.165 - 9.7

--. 4 2.6 -0.0699-- j ______
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TABLE 7.1.2.2-8 ICONTD)

ALE Airfoil A - CIC. T int Pecent

f. A e m P cot Section (per d) per red) (per rd) Error

23 3.07 0 45.0 1.62 1.27 04WOled 7.08 -0.0795 0.895 --0.218 -0.214 1.9

3 0 1.93 1.65 -0.0627 0.945 -0.181 -0.200 49.5

K1 1 2.41 2.20 -0.0483 1.000 -0.148 -0.144 2.8

3.02 5 33.4 1.62 1.93 6.08 -0.0778 1.000 -0.235 -0.224 484

1.93 2.50 0.0613 1.000 -0.185 -0.178 30 9

1 2.41 3.34 -0.0480 1.000 -0.145 --0.134 8.2

1.88 0.2 33.5 1.62 1,93 6.0 -0.1292 1.000 1-0.243 -0.257 -5,4

S 1.93 2.50 -0.1163 1.000 -0.219 -- 0.210 4.3

2.33 0.25 46.0 1.62 1.27 7.08 -0.1163 0.895 -0.243 -0.240 1.3I 1.93 1.65 0,1032 0.945 -0.227 -0.235 - 3.4

2.41 2.00 --0.0823 1.000 -0.192 -0.186 3,2

2.410 273 1.62 2.46 5.64 -0.1172 1.000 -0.282 --0,275 2.5

VI

3.22 0 1.93 3.28 -0.099 1000 0.23 -0 - 70.225 1.2

"2.41 4.25 -0.0780 1.000 -0.188 -0.178 3.6

. 2.37 0.25 27 4 1.62 2.46 5.65 -0.1185 1.000 -0.281 -0.267 5.2

2.8 0 1.93 3.19 -0.0998 1.000 --0.237 -0.218 8.7

I 2.41 1.5 .-0.0790 1.000 -0.187 -0.173 8.1

3.22 40 21.2 1.62 3.28 7.36 -0.0965 1.000 -0.311 -0.317 - 1.9

S 1.93 4.25 0 0775 1.000 -0.250 -0.220 1306

S2.4' 6.66 -0.0606 1.000 -0.195 -6.175 11.

"m2.32 0 50,0 2.41 1.27 10.0 -0.0651 0.865 -0,131 -0,138 5.1

2.81 0 55.0, 1.93 1.16 8.75 -0.0868 0.861 -0.207 -0.167 24.0

..- 2.41 1.54 -0.0611 0.013 -0.167 -0.160 4.4
3.40 0 50.0 1.62 1.07 7.8 -0.0778 0.865 --0.226 --0.20}6 10.2

m'[ ; I 1.93 1.39 I 0.0595 0.905 -0.183 -0.205 -10.7

- * • • 2.41 1.84 -0.0453 0.966 -0.149 --0,156 4.5

7.1.2,2-16
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TABLE 7.12.2-B CONTO)

(C ' P) th eor y C I P C l c 'p
ALE Airfoil A (C)Cic. Tat Prce

Hof. A X (deg) M Cot ALE Section Ay. (per red) heory (per red) (per red) Error

24 4.00 0 45.0 1.485 1.097 Symmetrical 3.24 -0.075 0.934 -0.280 -0.20 0
dbl. wedge
t/c = 0.04

4.00 0 46.0 1.485 1.097 Symmetricel 7.3 -0.075 0.867 -0.260 -0.230 13.0
dbl. wedge
t/c = 0.09

4.00 0.50 9.5 1.70 . 8.21 Symmetical 2.67 -0.084 1.000 -0.336 -0.350 - 4.0

dbl. wedge
t/c - 0.046

1.485 6.56 -0.100 1.000 -0.400 -0.406 - 1.2

1.414 5.98 -0.106 1.000 -0.424 -0.440 - 3.6

25 3.70 1.00 0 1.60 o 65A009 16.6 -0.101 1.000 -0.374 -0.342 9.4

1.50 -0.1075 1.000 -0.306 -0.360 10.6

1.414 -0.1140 1.000 -0.423 -0.376 12.5

1.30 -0.1236 1.000 -0,467 -0.390 17.2

13.70 1.00 46.0 1.60 1.25 66A00 16.6 -0.101 0.812 -0.303 -0.310 -- 2.3

M1.50 1.12 -0.105 0.792 -0.30B -0.307 0.3

Avmege Error &=6.2%
n
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TABLE 7.1.2.2-C

SUPER3ONICWING ROLLING DERIVATIVE C~r

SUBSONIC OR SONIC LEADING EDGE

DATA SUMMARY

1p hoy Cl e+ Cp

ALE P cot A Airfoil A ICec, Test Percent

Ref. A A (dog) M Section (Perrod) (peo r ed) (perrad) Error
-• 1 ... .. . ____ -_________ _-7 -1o 01.82 0 70.0 1.62 0,466 B eveled -0.0810 1.000

1.5 I-.47 -0.120 22.5* I Flat Plate

S1.3 0 ,600 -0.0795 0.922 --0.134 -0.114 17.5

2.41 0.8W0 -0.0769 0.820 --0.115 --0.090 27.8

2.34 0 699 132 0.4665 1.52 -0.0707 1.000 -0.165 --0.092 79.3
1 1.93 0.605 -0.0698 0.920 -0.150 -.0.098 53.1

2241 .805 -0.0m 0.818 -0.128 -0.080 60.0

2.33 .0 1.62 0.595 1.22 -0.0797 0.914 --0.175 -0.140 25.0

1.93 0.770 -0.0770 0.850 -0.162 -0.116 31.0

•--2.41 t .0m0 -0.0683 0.800 "--0.127 --0.118 7.6

3.07 0 60..0 I1.62 0.795 1.03 -0.0752 0.840 -0.207 -0.1743 16.7

1,93 0,770 .-0.062 0.850 .-0.173 -0.116 49.1

2.41 1.000 -0.0587 0,800 -0.144 --0.109
3.0•7 0 80.0 11.62 0,735 1.03 -0.0752 0.880 .-0.203 .- 0.174 1.

I I 1.93 0.,9 5 -0.0705 0.820 -0,17 -0.158 1.

1.87 0.25 70.0 1.62 0.406 1.52 -0.0937 1,000 -0.175 -0.098 78.6

1.3 0I0 -,0.0943 0.922 -0.162 -0.116 3.

2.41 0.800 -0.0916 0.820 -0.140 -0.086 IC.8

1.84 0.25 .7 1.62 0.604 1.21 -0.1058 0.938 -0.183 -0.187 2.1

1.93 0.782 -0.1046 0.845 -0.162 -0.135 20.0

S2.41 1.000 -0.0988 .807 -0.147 -0.113 30.1

1.90 0.25 60.0 1.62. 0.736 1.03 -0.11115 0.880 -0.187 -0.219 -14.6

1.93 0.955 -0,1097 0.820 -0.171 --0.176 - 2.0

1.91 0.25 55.0 1.62 oJego 0.90 -0.11176 0.840 -0.188 -0.222 -15.3

2.37 0.25 70.0 1.62 0.466 1.52 -0.0805 1.000 --0.191 -0.142 34.5

1.93 0.600 --0.0833 0.922 -0.182 -0.118 54.2

2.41 0.8W0 _ :-0022 0.820 -0.160 -0.098 66C7
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TABLE 7.122-C (CONTD)

(ct),~v c, cz cs

ALE Airfoil A )th CaIc. Test PercuntRot. A X Id@0 M pC" A LE Sedion Avi (1• m1m ( my__ Ipm red) (per red) Enw

23 2.34 0.25 5.0 1.82 0.5 BMWled 1.22 - 0.940 -0210 -0.183 14.8

123 0.770 -0.034 41.50 -0.186 -0.127 46.5

2A 1 000 * )0070 0600 -0.163 -0.127 28.3

2.37 0.25 15.0 12 O62 0.0 -0.1002 0.840 -0218 -0.221 - 1.4

3.06 0.25 05.1 1.62 0.502 1.22 -0.062 0.950 -0.239 -0.155 54.2

1, 0.70 -0.0818 0850 -0.213 -0.132 61.4

2. 1 .000-0*75-G 7 0.300 -0.185 -0.120 64.2

312 0.25 6 1.2 0.75 1.03 --0.00 0.800 -0.248 -0230 7.8

1 1 1 113 0.995 -0.070 0.820 -0.222 -0.2"5 8.3

3.22 025 12 1.2 GUS 0.30 -0.0043 0.840 -0256 -0226 12.3

1.83 0 1. 1.62 0.33 . 00 -*.1040 0.40 -0.160 -0.156 2.6

2.34 0 54. 1.62 0 O65 -0=67 0.3 -0.187 -0.187 0

2.32 0 6. 12 0735 1.03 -0.00 0.3 -0.181 -0.156 14.6

1 1 1 1 23 0.15 I -0*5 0.20 -0.163 -0.155 52

2.31 0 55 12 0.300 080 -0 0 0.840 -0.210 -0.172 22.1

24 4.00 0 45 1.414 1.00 Sgmmmrol 0.=32 -4 0.810 -0.300 -0.210 10.4

I .~ -t/c .0.04

4.00 0 45 A14 10 Syvmnmm8ica 0.75 -0.O00 0.343 -0233 -0230 25.2;dbL win cw
4t t I i

I25 3.WO 0I 45.0 1.A14 1.000 GAO0S 1.74 -0.106 0.770 -0.302 - 14.0

I 1 0 03o -0.10565 .,0o , -0.312 -0.311 0.3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _

AmwwrqEror - 20.4
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS
(a) X =0

P3A

CL10
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

Li(b) ?,= 0.25
P3A

CL 4

(per rad)

b2.
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SUBSONIC SPEEDS

Mc X 0.5 0

101

FIGUE 7..2.20 (CNTD
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SUBSONIC S,'EEDS
(d) X 1.0

-. 10

4.51
____L__ 0



SUBSONIC SPEEDS

(deg)

70

60

(C,)

C 2
L

(per rad) -2 -__

50

A

FIGURE 7.1.2.2 -24 DRAG-DUE-TO-LIFT ROLL-DAMPING PARAMETER
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

k -. 10

-. 03

-A /SONIC T. E.

-. 097
(per rad)5 s

-. 06 - _ ____ _ 6

-. 05 w

c/2' (b).X.0.25



-. 14 --- SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

-. 3A TANA,/ 2  (c) X =0.50 _ __

2/_

( ) -. 10

A4
- .09

(per rad)

-. 08 - __ __ __

-. 07~

V.0

-.05

-.123 y

-. 11-

A -. 09--- ~

Ki: (per rad)

FIGUR 7.12.2-2 (COTD)AA 10
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SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

A TAN A,,/2  (e)X =1.

-. 12 7~I -_

FIGUR 7.12,25(CND

1.081.

-.06-.

(CGU) (...22 t pOTD )Ahe

C,

.8' - .8

.7-

* .6 -*For wedge leading edge onlyI

0 .2' . 6 . 1.0 .8 .6 .4 .2 (
#i/TAN AL TAN ALE~

FIGURE 7.1.2.2-27 DAMPING-IN-ROLL CORRECTION FACTOR FOR
SONIC-LEADING-EDGE REGION
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Revised June 1969

7.1.2.3 WING ROLLING DERIVATIVE Cnp

This section presents methods for estimating the wing contribution to the rolling derivative C. at
subsonic and supersonic speeds. This derivative is the change in yawing-moment coefficient with change
in wing-tip helix angle and is expressed as

acn
Cn. P pb

A SUBSONIC

The wing rolling derivative Cn, results because the unsymmetrical lift distribution causes a difference in
drag between the wing panels when the wing is rolling.

The method for estimating the wing rolling derivative Cn- , is derived from an analysis of references I
through 5. The method is applicable over the lift-coefficient range up to the stall, providing reliable
values of lift and drag are available over this range.

The value of C. near zero-lift coefficient is the potential-flow value based on simple-sweep theory
from reference f. The effects of linear wing twist and symmetric flap deflection are taken from
references I and 3. Geometric dihedral also causes an increment in yawing moment that is associated
with the increment in lateral force. The empirical results of reference 4 show that this increment is
independent of lift coefficient over the low to moderate lift-coefficient range and increases at the higher
vilues of lift coefficient. However, over the range of wing dihedral angles of practical interest the
increment in C,, due to dihedral is very small and may be neglected.

At moderate or high lift coefficients, a comparatively large change in Cnp/CL occurs, especially for
swept wings, due to the rise in drag associated with the increase in lift. In references 2 and 5, methods
are presented for evaluating Ca over the lift-coefficient range up to the stall by using a correction
factor to account for the variation of profile drag with lift coefficient. Results obtained by using the
methods of both references 2 and 5 for estimating C, over the lift-coefficient range have been
analyzed and the method of reference 5 selected for the Darcom.

Theoretically, the tip-suction contribution to the lateral force also contributes to the yawing moment.
Since this contribution is inversely proportional to aspect ratio, the increment in Cp due to tip suction
becomes quite significant for highly swept and/or low-aspect-ratio planforms. A comparison has been
made of C., calculated with and without the tip-suction effect of reference 5 with test results. In all
cases better agreement was obtained when the tip-suction effects were neglected. The analysis indicates a
loss in tip suction particularly at the higher lift coefficients. Therefore, the effect of tip suction has been
omitted from the Datcom.

If experimental lift and drag data for the particular planform of interest are not available at the chosen
Machi number, no attempt should be made to estimate the variation of Cp with lift coefficient. No
known general method for estimating the variation of drag coefficient will give results reliable enough to
use in determining the correction factor for extrapolating the potential-flow values to higher lift
coefficients.

7.1.2.3-I



"DATCOM METHOD
S'

Tlh variation of the wing rolling derivative CA, with lift coefficient at subsonic speeds, based on the
product of the wing area and the square of the 'ing span SW b, is given by

CA K1  \C / ae- tan~ ce C CL] + A~n
: " M

I + L -f (per radian) 7.1.2.3-a

where

C1  is the roll-damping derivative at the appropriate Mach number estimated by using the
SCpmethod of paragraph A of Section 7.1.2.2.

is the angle of attack in degrees.

CL is the lift coefficient.

( n,,, )CL is the slope of the yawing moment due to rolling at zero lift given by\ L ' L0

A+cs~ 4  AB + i(AB +cos A. 'CA
2AP + 4cosan/4 /4 (C/4

M( •-P)CL. (AB+4cosAc 4 'LA + (A+c4A cos)tan 2 A, 4 j CL__P 7.

M 2ttj, . M-•0

7.1.2.3-b

where B =/ --M2 cos2 Ac/4 and

is the slope of the low-speed yawing moment due to iolling at zero lift
CL-)c=Lo given by

M-0

R tanA tan2 A
(C+v) _ +6(A + cos Ac, 4 ) 4A + 12

\ CL O ) .0 6 A + 4 cos Ac 4
M-0 (per radian)

7.1.2.3-c

7, 1.2.3-2



where I is the distance from the center of gravity to the aerodynamic
center, positive when the a.c. is aft of the c.g. and c is the wing mean
aerodynamic chord. Equation 7.1.2.3-b modifies the low-speed value of
equation 7.1.2.3-c by means of the Prandtl-Glauert rule to yield approxi-
mate corrections for the first-order three-dimensional effects of compress-
ible flow up to the critical Mach number.

ACS-. ac
is the effect of linear wing twist obtained from figure 7.1.2.3-12.

9

0 is the wing twist between the root and tip stations in degrees, negative for washout
(see figure 7.1.2.3-12).

Ac P is the effect of symmetric flap deflection obtained from figure 7.1.2.3-13.

act

6( is the streamwise fap deflection in degrees.

(-) is the two-dimensional lift-effectiveness parameter as obtained from Section 6.1.1.1.

K is a dimensioniess correction factor used to extrapolate the potential-flow values to
high lift coefficients. This is the same correction factor used in Section 7.1.2.1 to
account for the variation of profile drag with lift coefficient. At zero lift this factor
is taken as 1.0. At lift coefficients other than zero this factor accounts for the
uistioe of profile drag with lift coefficient and is given by

a a

K %( tanc) - --CD0) 7.1.2.3-d

S(C tan a) - z

Test values of lift and drag at the chosen Mach number for the particular planfornii
of interest must be used in evaluating equation 7.1.2.3-d. The terms of this equation
are evaluated by taking the slopes of CL tana, (CD - CD 0 ), and CL 2 /(wA), plotted
versus angle of attack.

, If reliable values of the static-force coefficients are available, the method should provide results within

±20 percent accuracy throughout the lift-coefficient range to the stall.

7.1.2.3-3



Sample Problem

Given: The wing designated 45-4.0-0.6-006 of references 5 and 8.

Wing Characteristics:

A=4.0 X= 0.6 Ac/ 4 =450 0 =0

E S = 2.25sqft b 3.0ft

NACA 65A006 Airfoil Y 0 [origin of moments (c.g.) located at xac.]

Additional Characteristics:

M = 0. 7 0; 3 = 0.714 R ; 3.1 x 106

The following values of a and CD are test results from reference 8. The variation of C1 P
with C, has been calculated using the method of paragraph A of Section 7.1.2.2.

CLC 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .75

a 01 1.70 3.30 4.90 6.55 8.00 9.60 11.80 13.20

CD .011 .0121 .016 .024 .040 .063 .094 .138 170

C -. 314 314 12 .326 -. 325 - .280 -. 181 -. 156

Compute:

Determine the slope of the yawing moment due to rolling at zeru lifi• \CL /)c .o

M
I( tan A tan2'A

c/4 /14

1 A+6(A+cosA,/ 4 )kE A + 12 /
(equation 7.1.2.3-c)

CL CL= +cs
M=0

L an2 45°•,
M4.0+6(4.0+ cos,450) 0+-d

11

6 4.0 + 4 cos 450

' i 4.0 + 6 (4.7071)+

6 4.0-+2.828 - --. 5 rr

•..r...7.1,2.3-4
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B =/1- M 2 cos 2 A,, - (0.7)2 (0.7071)2 0.87

A + 4 cos Ac/ 4  4.0 + (4.0) (0.7071) 6.828
.. . . 1. 1082

AB AB+4cosAc/ 4  (4.0) (0,87) + (4.0)(0.7071) 6,308

AB2+I (AB +cos A.4) tan2Ac14 (4.0) (0.87) + - 1(4.0) (0.87) + 0.70711 (1)

A + I (A + cos A!4 tan2 A¢ 4.0 + -L 14.0 + 0.70711 (1)
2 c4 c42

5.7- 0.877
6.354

[AB+ I (AB +cosAc 4 ) tan2 Ac/4 -C

C L = AB +4 cosAc/ 4  -A. (A +cos A~ tan2 A 1 4

(equation 7.1.2.3-b)

= (1,082) (0.877) (-0.155) -0.147 per rad' •-'
Determine the K factor

8
-•(c taa) - (E ( -D

K = (equation 7,1.2.3-d)
n/c

Tiaa a CL.tnC00 L P

CL (dog) tan Q Test •p-o,1

0 0 0 0 .011 J 0

• 1 70 .02968 .00297 .012 .001 00

.2 3,30 .05766 .01153 .016 .000 .. 0318

.3 4.90 .08573 .02572 .024 .013 .00716

A4 6.55 .1148 .04592 .U40 .029 .01273

- 8.00 .1405 .07027 .063 .062 .01990

.6 9.60 .1691 .1015 .094 .083 02860

.7 11.80 .2089 .1462 .138 .127 .03900

. 1 !3.20 .2346 .1760 .170 .159 .04476

7.1.2.3-5
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Plot CL tang , CD -CD 0 , and CL2 /(rA) versus angle of attack (see sketch (a)).

.18 4
C TAN 7Q

.16- CD -CD 0

.14-

.10-

.08-

.06-
C L2K ~.04 ir

.02 -'

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

a (deg)

SKETCH (a)

a/C 2\ K
* ~ ~ ~ (c~~tanx) .. (c- car (cc) (.C)~L} a& To, -- 0Aa\ (eq. 7.1.2.3-d)

.10033 .0014 .0010 .826

.3.005.09.00.8

.4 .01440 .0128 .0040 .154

.6 .01720 .0173 .00616 --. 008

.6 .0195 .0195 '0051 0

.7 .0212 .0215 .0041 -. 018

.7 .0216 .0220 WO3

7.1.2.3-6



Solution:
Ci - C tan -e K -C, tan a - C (equation 7.1.2.3-a)P .P) p0 \ / L=

- tane- K [-C1  tana -(-0.147) CL -Cl tan a 0 K) -0.147 CL K
Q -C(D

•c¢p p p

00 CSec. 7.1.2.2 IP tana - K c I tancv(1-K) basd on swtý

C L (per redi ) tan K 1- p 0,147K e•. 7.1.2.3.a
0.147 prad

0 -. 314 0 1,00 0 0 0 0

.1 -. 314 -. 0093 .826 .174 .00162 .0121 -. 0105

.2 -. 313 -. 0180 &99 ,301 .00542 .0206 -. 0152

.3 -. 312 -. 0267 .483 .517 .0138 .0213 -. 0075

.4 --.32 -. 0374 .1,54 ..846 .0317 .0091 0226. .5 -. 325 -. 0467 -. 008 1.008.400.06

I D460 0.0460
.6 -. 280 -. 0474 0 1.00 .0474 0 .0474

.7 -. 181 -. 0378 -. 018 1.018 .0385 -. 0019 .0404

.75 -. 156 -. 0368, -. 023 1.023 .0374 -. 0025 .0399

The calculated results are compared with test values from reference 5 in sketch (b).

S.1 0 T estp o ints, Calculated

C.

(per rad)

-10

.2 .4 .6 .8CL

SKETCH (b)

7.1.2.3-7
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B . TRANSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the rolling
derivative Cnp. Furthermore, no known experimental results are available for this derivative at transonic
speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

At supersonic speeds design charts based on theoretical calculations are presented for estimating the
rolling derivative CP at low values of the lift coefficient.

The design charts are based on the results of reference 6 for wings with subsonic leading edges and
supersonic trailing edges, and on the results of reference 7 for wings with supersonic leading edges and
either subsonic or supersonic trailing edges. The results of both references 6 and 7 are based on
linearized-supersonic-flow theory and are therefore restricted to thin, swept-back, tapered wings with
streamwise tips. The yawing moment due to rolling is taken as that arising entirely from suction forces
on the wing edges. For wings with supersonic leading edges no suction forces are induced along the
leading edges; consequently, the determination of Cnp involves only the unbalanced suction forces
along the wing tips. Therefore, no design chart is presented for zero-taper wings with supersonic leading
edges, since the theory gives C,, = 0.

The design charts for wings with subsonic leading edges give values of C,. that are referred to body
axes with the origin located at the wing apex. The design charts fur wings with supersonic leading edges
give values of Cnp that are referred to body axes with the origin located at the projection of the
leading edge of the tip on the wing root chord. The Datcom method presents transformation fo1mulas
for conversion from body axes to stability axes with the origin located at an arbitrary distance from the
leading edge.

r No experimental data are available for this derivative at supersonic speeds. Therefore, the validity of
linearized-supersonic-flow theory for estimating CP cannot be determined.

DATCOM METHOD

* - Subsonic Leading Edges (P cot ALE < 1)

• For wings with subsonic leading edges the contribution to the rolling derivative C,, at supersonic
speeds, and at low values of the lift coefficient is given by

Cn n.. 2 xcg

bo dyI) + ( - (C - c) (per radian 2 ) 7.1.2.3-e
body A(]+ Q
axis

where

-'n"- is the supersonic yawing moment due to rolling teterred to stability axes with the
origin at the center of gravity.
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(Cn
" od is the supersonic yawing moment due to rolling referred to body axes with the

body origin at the wing apex, given by
axis

C 
,P .€PC0 

C ,2
= + _ (per radian2 ) 7.1.2.3-f

body 1 2
axis

where

( ) is obtained from figure 7.1.2.3i-14a through 7.1.2.3 14d as a function of
1 A, P cot ALE, and taper ratio. For X = 0, (Ci/a) 1 = 0.

Cn p

-4( /2) 2and( 3.) are obtained from figure 7.1.2.3.16 as a function of

13 cot ALE.

xC." is the distance from the wing apex to the center of gravity in root chords, positive
n• when the e.g. is aft of the wing apex.

Cy
is the supersonic side force due to rolling obtained by using the method of paragraph

C of Section 7.1.2. 1.
is the supersonic roll-damping derivative obtained by using the method of paragraph
C of Section 7.1.2.2.

is the supersonic yaw-damping derivative. It is negligible except for very low-aspect-
ratio wings. References are noted in paragraph C of Section 7.1.3.3 that outline

approximate methods that may be used to determine this derivative.

a is the angle of attack in radians.

Supersonic Leading Edges (P cot ALE > 1)

For wings with supersonic leading edges the contribution to the rolling derivative CP at supersonic
speeds and at low values of the lift coefficient is gi.'en by

-- P a Pbody + X) 2 tan ALE] - -- C1  (per radian2 )
"Lody xA

axis 7.1.2.3-g

L



where

'f-" C

4- is the supersonic yawing moment due to rolling referred to stability axes with the
origin at the center of gravity.

"(". ,is the supersonic yawing moment due to rolling referred to body axes with the

body origin at the projection of the leading edge of the tip on the wing root chord. It is
axis obtained from figures 7.1.2.3-17a through 7.1.2.3-17d as a function of P3A, P3 cot

ALE, and taper ratio. No design chart is presented for zero-taper wings
since (Cnpll/)body = 0 for these planforms. For wings with taper ratios less than

axis0.25 O, < 0.25) values of (Cnp/a!)bo~dy should be obtained by extrapolating values
aXIS

from figures 7.1.2.3-17a through 7.1.2.3-17d.

The remaining terms in equation 7.1.2.3-g are defined under the subsonic-leading-edge case.

Sample Problem

Given: Tapered, swept-back wing

"-A ,.22 X = 0.25 ALE 55.20 A• 2  = 46.80

r M = 2.41; 1 2.19 Xc.g. 0.742

Compute:

,•cot ALE= (2.19) (cot 55.20) 1.522 (supersonic leading edge)

9A = (2.19) (3.22) = 7.07

7= 0.50 per rad2  (figure 7.1.2.1-10)

-.-. = -0.0114 per rad2  (figure 7.1.2.3-17a)
body
axis

A tan Aq = (3.22) (tan 46.80) = 3.433

"" -0.066 per rad (figure 7.1.2.2-25b)

A
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C1  -- (-0.066) (3.22) - -0.213 per rad
P

S -' Solution:

Cn (Cp) [ 2 x.... 1 C_S=+tan A.L FC
=e + AG + tan AL I Cr -C (equation 7.1.2.3-g

a! a body LA(1+X) 2 jP
axis

r 2(0.742) 11
= -01.014 + - tan 55.20 0.50 - (-0.213)

L3.22(1 +0.25) 24
= -0.0114 + [0.3687 - 0.71941 0.50 + 0.213

= 0.026 per rad 2  (-efened to stability axes with origi at x,.,. and based on Swbwz)
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7 ,"•- ... .. .1. WN Y IVATIVES

7.1.3 WING YAWING DERIVATIVES

7.1.3.1 WING YAWING DERIVATIVE Cv

This section recommends methods for estimating the wing contribution to the yawing derivative
Cy, at subsonic and supersonic speeds. However, at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds
no generalized methods are available for estimating the wing contribution to Cy ,. This derivative
is the change in side-force coefficient with variation in yawing velocity and is expressed as

aCv
C -yr a rb "

rVv

A. SUBSONIC

The wing contribution to Cy, is best evaluated from available experimental data (see table 7-A
and references 1, 2, 3, and 4), since no generalized method is availab;e in the literature.

However, a method is available in reference I for wings with a taper ratio of one and moderate
sweep at low subsonic speeds. The range and accuracy of th-is method arr limited and generally

U - • inadequate for making reliable estimates of the wing contribution.

Since the wing contribution to Cy, is usually quite small in comparison to the vertical-tail
contribution, it is somiktimes neglected.

B. TRANSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the wing
contribution to the yawing denvative Cy ,. Furthennore, there is a scarcity of experimental data
for this derivative at transonic speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

No generaiized method is available in the literature for estimating supersordc values of the wing
contribution to the yawing derivative Cyr. A few theoretical methods are available for specific
configurations (see table 7-A). Although the use of experimental data for a similar configuration
is preferable to theoretical methods, experimental data are so scarce that the use of the limited
theoretical methods becomes the only alternative for most configurations.

REFERENCES

1. Toll, T. A., and Oueijo, M. J.: Approximate Relations end Charts for Low-Speed Stsbilit Derivetive& of Swept Winp. NACA
TN 1581, 1948. (U)
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7.1.3.2 WING YAWING DERIVATIVE C1,

This section presents a method for estimating thei wing contribution to the yawing derivative C4 -at
subsonic speeds. No generalized methods are available for estimating C/, at transonic and supersonic
speeds; however, theoretical methods for determining this derivative at supersonic speeds for special
classes of wing planforms are discussed. This derivative is the change in rolling-moment coefficient with
change in the yawing-velocity parameter and is expressed as

ac1

A. SUBSONIC

The wing yawing derivative C1, results from the lift differential between the wing panels when the
vehicle is yawed about its vertical axis.

Over the range of lift coefficients for which C1, is linear with CL, the derivative Cj. for wings without
geometric dihedral, twist, or flaps is based on the lifting-line theory of reference I for aspect ratios
greater than three and on the experimental data of references 2 and 3 for aspect ratios less than three.
The increment in C1, due to geometric dihedral is taken from reference 4. The effects of symmetric
flap deflection and wing twist are taken from reference 1.

In addition to the increments in C1, due to dihedral, twist, and flaps, an additional increment
in C1. arises due to Cy, if the center of gravity does not lie at the same height as the quarter-chord
point of the wing MAC. This contribution is obtained from the expression

(AClr)etorce =-C

where z is the vertical distance between the center of gravity and the quarter-chord point of the wing
MAC, positive for the c.g. above U/4. The side force due to yawing Cyr is small except at high angles
of attack. Therefore, this increment in C1r is omitted from the Datcom method.

The fore and aft movement of the center of gravity also affects C1,, but this effect is neglected because
of the questionable accuracy of the basic effect of wing sweep.

The method of reference 5 is applied to extrapolate the potential-flow value of C4 to higher lift
coefficients. The method is semiempirical in that it requires test values to determine the correction
factors to be applied to the theory. Analysis of experimental data shows that the discrepancies between
theoretical and experimental values of C1. for wings are similar to the discrepancies between theoretical
and experimental values of the static derivative ClD, Based on this analysis, a correction factor is applied
in reference 5, which is the increi, -ntal value of C1. obtained by subtracting the experimental value
from the theoretical value.

7.1.3.2-1



Experimental data indicate that for unswept wings C11 is nearly proportional to the lift coefficien• until
maximum lift occurs. For sweptback wings, a linear variation is obtained over only a limited lift range,
which is reduced as sweep increases. At high lift coefficients C1, decreases, and for sweptback wings
may become negative near maximum lift.

If reliable values of the rolling moment due to sideslip Q, are available, the method should provide
results within ±20-percent accuracy over the lift-coefficient range for which C1. is approximately linear
with CL.

DATCOM METHOD

The variation of the wing yawing derivative C1, with lift coefficient, based on the product of the wing
area and the square of the wing span Swb, , is given by

La 8k•-, 7.1.3.2-a

whereC C + r + + (per radian)

_r ] is the slope of the rolling moment due to yawing at zero lift given by
MM

A(IB2) AB + 2 cos A tan 2 AX/

1+L A(l -B) c/4 ___c/4

( 2B(AB + 2 cos A,/ 4) AB+4 cos A,/ 4  8
=~ 7.1.3.2-b

\L A + 2 cos Ac/ 4 tan2 AC/4 a1+1A+4cos Ac./4 8

where B [/l-M2 cos 2Ac! 4 and

is the slope of the low-speed rolling moment due to yawing at zero lift,
CLc0 obtained from figure 7.1.3.2-10 as a function of aspect ratio, sweep of

M =o the quarter-chord, and taper ratio. This chart has been derived by using
the results of references 1, 2, and 3. Equation 7.1.3.2-b modifies the low-
speed value by means of the Prandtl-Glauert rule to yield approximate
corrections for the first-order three-dimensional effects of compressible
flow up to the critical Mach number.
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CL is the wing lift coefficient.

(AC, ) is a semiempirical correction factor used to extrapolate the potential-flow values of
CL C 1, to higher lift coefficients. This parameter is given by

(AC1 ) = CL CL )- (Ca)t (per radian) 7.1.3.2-c

where

Cl,
- is the theoretical value of the slope of the rolling moment due to sideslip

CL at zero lift obtained by using the method of paragraph A of Section
5.1.2. 1, neglecting the effects of twist and dihedral. In applying this
method the compressibility correction to the sweep contribution should be
considered.

C,) is the experimental value of the rolling moment due to sideslip at the
test appropriate Mach number.

Aq,

is the increment in Cr1 due to dihedral, given byr

AC/r ' urA sin Ac/4
- = - v (per radian2 ) 7.1.3.2-d
r 12 A + 4 cos Ac/4

r is the geometric dihedral angle in radians, positive for the wing tip above the plane of
the root chord.

ACI

g r is the increment in CIr due to wing twist obtained from figure 7.1.3.2-11.

O is the wing twist between the root and tip sections in degrees, negative for washout
(see figure 7.1.3.2-11).

AC1 I is the effect of symmetric flap deflection obtained from figure 7.1.3.2-12.

8f is the streamwise flap deflection in degrees.

7.1.3.2-3
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(-.) is the two-dimensional lift-effectiveness parameter a6 obtained from Section 6.1.1. 1.
f

The expression given for the effect of dihedral (equation 7.1.3.2-d) is based on an extension of the
simple-sweep theory of reference 6. It has been shown by comparison with test data thai the increment
in C1r due to dihedral is underestimated by equation 7.1.3.2-d. However, it has not been possible to
improve upon the simple-sweep-theory result because of a lack of experimental data.

Furthermore, not enough data are available to examine the validity of the lifting-line-theory results
presented for the increments in C4r due to either twist or flap deflection.

A comparison of the slope of the rolling moment due to yawing at zero lift, obtained by using figure
7.1.3.2-10, with test results is presented as table 7.1,3.2-A.

The sample problem illustrates the application of the method over the lift-coefficient range to the stall.

Sample Problem

Given: The sweptback, untapered wing of reference 4.

Wing Characteristics:

A = 2.61 X = 1.0 A1c/4  450 AC/2 = 450 r 100 0 0

Additional Characteristics:

Low speed; M - 0

The following test values from reference 4:

.. L 0 .1 .. 1.
CL0 . 2 . 4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1

0 -. 0458 -. 1031 -. 140 -. 17T6-.206 235 -. 260 -. 274 -. 260 -. 211 -. 102 .0287
(per rad)

Compute:

VC

0.419 per rad (figure7.1.3.2-10)
V /CL 0

M=0
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Determine the theoretical value of Cia/CL (Section 5.1.2.1)

- 0.0038 per deg (figure 5.1.2.1-27)

= -0.0044 per deg (figure 5.1.2.1-28b)

KM ; 1.0 (figure S.1.2.1-28a for M 0)A

I C KMA KM + 0 tan A c/4

cL/2AcI \L/A] \J r) 0 tanlA c/4

(equation 5.1.2. l-a)

Neglecting the effects of twist and dihedral

Km C

CI FL A/2 LM C/A

= (-0.00 38)(1.0) + (-0.0044)

"- -0.0082 per deg

- 0.470 per rad

(AC,) =C -(CI (equation 7.1.3.2-c)
I CLI

= C1, (-0.470) -- (CI) (see calculation table)
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IAC

ACI r 1 r A sin A,/4
(equation 7.1.3.2-d)

r" 12 A+4cosAc/ 4

I vr(2.61) (sin 450) 1 vr(2.61) (0.707 1)

12 2.61 +4cos450  12 2.61 + 4(0.7071)

= 0.0884 per rad 2

Solution:

C = CL '+ (AC )L +)c r r (equation 7.1.3.2-a)
CL =0 L

M=0

10
C (0.0884) 10= L(0.419) + ICL (-0.470) - CIOts 008)5.-•

L L test57.3

0.419 CL + -0.470 C C + 0.0154

L L test

) L \MrL./)L (based on SWbw)C[, \-CLT -C L 0 \ CL' (eq. 7.1.3.2-c) (q7.1.3.2-a)

(tes)M (m &"- G•( +W& + 0.0154
""CL (per red) 0.419 -0.470 ( (per red) (per rod)

0 -. 0458 0 0 .0458 .0612

.1 -. 1031 .0419 -0.0470 0.0561 0.1134

.2 -. 1400 .0838 -0.0940 0.0460 0.1452

.3 -. 1760 .1257 -0.1410 0.0360 0.1761

-. 2060 .1676 -0.1880 0.0180 0.2010

.5 -. 2350 .20,15 -0,2350 0 0.2249

.6 -. 2600 .2514 -0.2820 -0.0220 0.2448

.7 -. 2740 .2933 -0.3290 -0.0650 0.2537

.8 -. 2600 .3352 -0,3760 -0.1160 0.2346

.9 -. 2110 .3771 -0,4230 -0.2120 0.1805

1.0 -. 1020 .4190 -0.4700 -. 0.3680 0.0664

1.1 0287 .4609 -0,5170 -0.5457 --0.0694
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The calculated results are compared with test values from reference 4 in sketch (a).

.3-W. U 0 Test points
Calculated

IQ S:i-i- .2 o-

Ci

(per rad)

4(9

.2 .4 6.81.0 \ 12
C

SKETCH (a)

B. TRANSONIC

In the transonic speed regime no theoretical methods are available for estimating the wing yawing
derivat ve C,,. Furthermore, no known experimental results are available for this derivative at transonic
speeds.

0

C. SUPERSONIC

No g i.eral method is available for evaluating the wing contribution to the yawing derivative C1. at
supersonic speeds. However, methods are presented in references 7, 8, and 9 for evaluating C1. ,for
special classes of wing planforms. The results presented in these references are based on supersonic linear
theory. The methods are restricted to estimating C1. over a limited range of Mach numbers for
zero-thickness wings with no dihedra!. Furthermore, the methods are considered tentative, since the
spanwise variation of Mach number in the case of yawing has been neglected.
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TABLE 7.1.3.2-A

SUBSONIC WING ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO YAWING

DATA SUMMARY

I•- iCl /rCL C r/CL

Ac/ 4  CaIc. Test Percent

Ref. A x (dog) (per red) (per rad) Error

10 2.61 1.0 45.0 0419 0.415 1.0

11 4.00 0.60 46.0 0.413 0.396 4.3

2 5.90 0.473 --3.5 0.240 0.225 6.7

13 1.34 1.0 60.0 0.445 0.470 5.3

5.16 1.0 0 0,260 0.220 18.2

1.34 1.0 a 0.195 0.161 21.1

46.0 0.353 0.350 0,9

2.61 0 0.230 0.260 -11.5

60.0 6.525 0.558 - 5.9

5.16 45.0 0.475 0.480 - 1.0

S60.0 0.596 0.550 8.4

5 2.61 0.50 45.0 0.365 0.300 21.7

*.0.25 45.0 0.302 0.315 - 41

2.31 0 52.2 0.295 0.185 3.5

Averup Error -- - 8.1%
n
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7.1.3.3 WING YAWING DERIVATIVE Car

This section presents a method for estimating the wing contribution to the yawing derivative C3 r at
subsonic speeds. No generalized methods are available for estimating C.r at transonic and supersonic

speeds; however, theoretical methods for determining this derivative at supersonic speeds for special

classes of wing planforms are discussed. This derivative is the change in yawing-moment coefficient with

change in the yawing-velocity parameter. It is commonly referred to as the yaw damping and is

expressed as

Can
nr a( rb

A. SUBSONIC

The wing yawing dteivative Ca, is due to the antisymmetrical lift and drag distributions over the wing
resulting from the yawing velocity.

The wing contribution to the yaw damping in the range of lift coefficients for which Car varies linearly
with CL is composed of two major contributions; namely, that resulting from the drag due to lift and
that resulting from the profile drag. The contribution resulting from the drag due to lift is given to a
first approximation by the simple-sweep-theory result of reference 1. It is a negative quantity except for
highly swept wings in which case it can become positive.

The increment in C,,r due to profile drag is also taken from reference 1. Although the spanwise
distribution of profile drag is required for an accurate determination of the effect of profile drag
on C,,, the profile drag has been assumed constant over the wing surface in the analysis reported in
reference I. This approximation greatly simplifies the analysis, since it allows the profile-drag effect to
be expressed as a function of only the wing geometry.

Flaps and wing twist will also induce increments in Car, primarily as a result of their influencing the lift
distribution across the span. However, the technique of the superposition of lift distribution propor-
tional to angle of attack, which was used to determine the effects of either flaps and/or twist on the
rotary derivatives C.P and CQ,, cannot be applied in this case. The contribution of the drag-due-to-lift
component to C., increases as the square of the angle of attack. Therefore, a breakdown of the lift
distribution proportional to angle of attack is not possible. No methods are available in the literature for
estimating the effects of flaps or wing twist on the wing contribution to C,,. Ftirthermore, not enough
test data are available to allow derivation of an empirical method.

The wing side force due to yawing Cy, will also produce a yawing moment when the center of gravity
does not lie at the same longitudinal station as the quarter-chord of the wing MAC. However, the side
force due to yawing is small except at high angles of attack; consequently, this increment in Cn, is
omitted from the Datcom.

Experimental data indicate that for unswept wings the yaw damping is nearly proportional to the lift
coefficient until maximum lift occurs. On the other hand, for sweptback wings linear variations
of Car are obtained over only a limited lift coefficient range, which is reduced as sweep and/or aspect
ratio in=tease. Experimental data also show that, in general, the yaw damping of a sweptback wing

7.1.3.3-1
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changes sign and becomes positive at some moderate lift coefficient. The lift coefficient at which this
change in sign occurs is reduced as wing sweep and/or aspect ratio increase.

Results obtained by using the Datcom method agree reasonably well with test data over the range of lift
coefficients for which C'Ir varies linearly with CL.

Since the wing contribution to the total Cn, of the airplane is small, no method has been developed to
account for the effects of compressibility. For the purpose of the Datcom the effects of compressibility
are accounted for by evaluating the wing profile-drag coefficient at the desired Mach number,

Experimental data show that the effect of wing dihedral on the yaw damping is negligible.

Because of the insignificance of the wing contribution to the total yaw damping and the approximate
nature of the Datcom method, the method is applicable to wings with twist and/or symmetric flap
deflection as well as to plain wings,

DATCOM METHOD

The variation of the wing yawing derivative Cn, with lift coefficient at subsonic speeds, based on the
product of the wing area and the square of the wing span Sb b, is given by

VC
H. 1  =QL)C L Z jr)C (per radian) 7.1.3.3-a

where

CL is the wing lift coefficient.

C

-Z is the low-speed drag-due-to-lift yaw-damp. ,arameter obtained from figure 7.1.3.3-6
as a function of wing aspect ratio, taper ratio, sweepback, and c.g. position.

Cn

- is the low-speed profile-drag yaw-damping I- meter obtained from figure 7.1.3.3-7 as

C 0D a function of the wing aspect ratio, sweep-back, and c.g. position.

C 0  is the wing profile drag coefficient evaluated at the appropriate Mach number. For this
application Co0 is assumed to be the profile drag associated with the theoretical ideal
drag due to lift and is given by

C 2
C C L

CD = CD A

where CD is the total drag coefficient at a given lift coefficient, obtained from experi-
mental data.

7.1.3.3-2



Sample Problem

"Given: The delta-wing model of references 5 and 6.

Wing Characteristics:

A=2.31 = 0 = 52.40 0;0

:/U =0 (c.g. at U/4)

Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.13

The following test values from reference 6.

C 0 .1 .2 .5 6 .7 .8

K CD .017 .020 .029 .047 .074 .105 .141 .184 .235

Compute:

C
nr

- 0.0080 per rad (figure 7.1.3.3-6)
CL2

C
r- = -0.68 per rad (figure 7.1.3.3-7)

-CD0

Solution:

Cn L CL2  CDir CD (equation 7.1.3.3-a)

S+ 0.008 CL 2 + (-0.68) CD

7.1.3.3-3
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0C /C r 0_
('I) IrL 2/c (based onSWbý)

L CC -CL 2/W ) _ C 0  (eq. 7.1.3.3-a)

CL (j 2 (0002) Q 2MA)(tesD () Dw 2.1 Q ®+G
CL (D 1-06)4-) .3) )(-0.56)6) (per red)

0 0 0 .017 0 .0170 -. 0116 -. 0116

.1 .01 .00006 .020 .00138 .0186 -. 0127 -. 0126

.2 .04 .0003 .029 .00651 .0236 -. 0160 -. 0157

.3 .09 .0007 .047 .01240 .0346 -. 0236 -. 02_n

.4 .16 .0013 .074 .0220 .0520 -. 0364 -. 0331

.5 .25 .0020 .106 .0344 .0706 -. 0480 -. 0460

..6 .36 .0029 .141 .0496 .0914 -. 0621 -,0692

i .7 .49 .0039 .184 .0675 .1165 -. 0792 -. 0753

.8 .64 .0051 .235 .0882 .1468 -.08 -.0947

The calculated results are compared with test values from reference 5 in sketch (d).

-. 2
0 Test points

-Calculated

, •nC

(per rad)

0 .2 .4 .6 .8

CL

SKETCH (a)
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B. TRANSONIC

In the transonic speed regime no theoretical methods are available for estimating the wing yawing
derivative. C,,~. Furthermore, no known experimental results are available for this derivative at transonic
speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

No general method is available for evaluating the wing contribution to the yawing derivative C., at
supersonic speeds. However, methods are presented in references 2, 3, and 4 for evaluating C. r for
special classes of wing planforms. The results presented in these references are based on supersonic linear
theory. The methods are restricted to estimating Ct over a limited range of Mach numbers for
zero-thickness wings with no dihedral. Furthermore, the methods are considered tentative, since the
spanwise variation of Mach number in the case of yawing has been neglectedt.
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7.1.4 WING ACCELERATION DERIVATIVES

7.1.4.1 WING ACCELERATION DERIVATIVE CL&

Methods are presented for estimating the wing contribution to -he derivative CL at low angles of
attack for a triangular planform the subsonic and low transonic speed ranges and for planfornis
with the leading edge swept back and the trailing edge swept back or swept forward in the
supersonic speed range. In addition, the supersonic results are directly applicable to wings with
sweptforward leading edges, in view of the reversibility theorem (see reference 5). This derivative is
used in estimating Cm&, in Section 7.1.4.2.

If the wing acceleration derivative CL& is to be used in method I of Section 7.3.4.1 to obtain
(CL&)WB, the exposed wing planform area should be used for all calculations in the Datcom

methods. Using the exposed planform area will yield CL& based on the product of the exposed
wing area and the exposed wing MAC, rather than the product of wing area and wing MAC as
indicated.

DATCOM METHODS

A. SUBSONIC

An equation for estimating the subsonic acceleration derivative CL & of a triangular wing (derived in

reference 1), based on the product of wing area and wing MAC Sw Cw, is given by

CL. 1.5(c/ CL + 3 CL(g) (per radian) 7.1.4.1-a

where

CL is the wing lift-curve slope (Section 4.1.3.2) at the Mach number under considewation,La

.. based on the total wing area (per radian).

r - is obtained from Section 4.1.4.2.
Cr

CL (g) is the lift-coefficient correction term obtained from figure 7.1.4.1-6 (per radian).

Because of the restrictions placed on the lift-coefficient correction terni, this method is valid only

for 0 < OA < 4.

Explicit expressions for estimating CL , of other wing planforms in the subsonic region are not
available at this time.

F 7.1.•4.1-1
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Sample Problem

Given:

A 4.0 ?,=0 ALE 45- CL 4.0perrad (Section 4.13.2)

M = 0.6

Compute:

/= =-M2 0.80

tan AE L 1.t tIULE

$/tan ALE = 0.80

PA = 3.20

A tan ALE 4.0

x - 0.570 (figure 4.1.4.2-26a)

Cr

-P2 CL(g)

- 0.1245 per rad (figure 7.1.4.1-6)
irA/2

CL(g) = -1.22 per rad

Solution:

0x

C = 1.5 (Ic-•"-) CL + 3 CS() (equation 7.1.4.1-a)

= (1.5) (0.570) (4.0) + (3) (-1.22)

= -0.240 per rad (based on Sw W )

B. TRANSONIC

The value of CL& of a triangular wing from the critical Mach number to M 1.0 is given by the
method of paragraph A, provided 0 < PA < 4.

7.1.4.1-2
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There is no general theory available in the literature that gives the transonic values of Cr&,eitlher
for additional w'ng-geometry parameters or for Mach numbers greater than 1.0. Furthermore,
there is a scarcity of test data in the transonic region for any wing planform.

C. SUPERSONIC

K . The supersonic value of CL&, based on the product of wing area and wing MAC SwEw, is
del-ived in references 2 and 3 for wings with subsonic leading edges and in reference 4 for wings
with supersonic leading edges.

I. Wings with subsonic leading edges (P3 cot ALE < 1.0)

For wings with subsonic leading edges, CL& is obtained by the method of reference 2 for
X =- 0 and by the method of reference 3 for X ý 0.25 to 1.0. The following methods are
not valid if the Mach line from the vertex of the trailing edge inttrsects the leading edge or

if the wing-tip Mach lines intersect on the wings or intersect the opposite wing tips.

a. Zero-taper-ratio wings (K = 0)

CL& is derived in reference 2 as

CLM - [3GOC) F3(N) + 2E"(OC) F 2 (N) + E"(3C) FI(N)]
a m2

(per radian) 7.1.4.1-b

where

E"(PQC) and G(JC) are obtained from figure 7.1.1.1-8.

F,(N), F 2 (N), and F 3 (N) are obtained from figure 7.1.4.1-7.

b. Wings with A r- 0.25 to 1.0

CL. is derived in reference 3 as

M2

CL - ICL)I - 2 (c 19 (per radian) 7.1.4.1-c

where

(CL J) and (C L.) are obtained from figures 7.1.4.1-8a through 7.1.4.l-8f for

X 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 and from the equations of reference 3 for X > 0.75.

7.1.4.1-3



2. Wings witth supersonic leading edges (0 cot ALE > 1.0)

For wings with supersonic leading edges, CL& (derived in reference 4) is given by equation

7.1.4.1-c with (Cia)I and(CL&)2 obtained from figures 7.1.4.1-1 Ia through 7.1.4.1-11o.

Figures 7. 1.4.1-1 la through 7.1.4.1--I 1o are valid for the range of Mach numbers for which

the Mach lines from the leading-edge vertex intersect the trailing edge. An additional
limitation is that the foremost Mach line from either wing tip may not intersect the remote

half-wing.

Sample Problem

I. Wing with subsonic leading edge

Given:

A = 5.80 0 =0 ALE 60 0  M =.50

Compute:

*F_~ -- l = 1.12

cot ALE = 0.5774

ý4 cot ALE 0.647

4 cot ALE
N i 1=0.602

A

E"(3C) = 0.770 -8
GOC) =0.570 (figure 7.1.1.1-8)

F) (N) = 0.520

F2 (N) 1.090 (figure 7.1.4.1-7)
F3 (N) =0.907

Solution:

r 7rAM' [I
232 3G3C) F3 (N)2E'(OC)F(N) + - E"(3C) F (N)CL 202 2 m2

(equation 7.1.4. 1-b)

ir(5.80) (2.25) 3(0.570) (0.907)+ 2(0.770) (1.090) + (0.770) (0.520
2(1.25) 2.25

7.1.4.1-4



= -5.22 ir(-1.551 + 1.679 + 0.178)

- -5.02 per rad (based on Swc)

2. Wing with supersonic leading edge

Given:

A =4.0 = 0.25 ALI =450 M =2.0

Compute:

M2= v -1 = 1.732

PA = 6.928

cot ALE = 1.00

P cot ALE = 1.732

qT cot- (( cot ALE) = 300

P (CLJ) =-0.390 per rad (figure 7.1.4.1-11d)

(CL.) = -0.225 per rad

O(CL,) = 4.200perrad (figure 7.1.4.1-lif)

(C) J 2.425 per r

Solution:
.M2MI

CL - (Ct.) -- 2 (CLt) (equation 7.1.4.1-c)

4 1
(-0,225)-• - (2.425)

-1.108 per rad (based an S•w)
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SUPERSONIC WEEDS
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7.1.4.2 WING ACCELERATION DERIVATIVE C,6a

Methods are presented for estimating the wing contribution to the derivative Ca for a
triangular planform in the subsonic and low transonic speed ranges and for planforms with the
leading edge swept back and the trailing edge swept back or swept forward in the supersonic
speed range.

If the wing acceleration derivative Cma& is to be used in method 1 of Section 7.3.4.2 to obtain
(C a&)WB , the exposed wing planform area should be used for a!) calculations in the Datcom
methods. Using the exposed planform area will yield Cm& based on the product of the exposed
wing area and the square of the exposed wing MAC, rather than the product of the wing area
and the square of the wing MAC as indicated.

DATCOM METHODS

A. SUBSONIC

The subsonic value of Cm based on the product of wing area and the square of wing MAC

w�r Wde 2, referred to body axis and for any center-of-gravity location is given by

Cm =C.& +Q -) CL 6 (per radian) 7.1.4.2-a

where

Cm al is referred to body axis with the origin at the wing leading-edge vertex and is obtained
as indicated below (per radian).

is the longitudinal distance from the wing leading-edge vertex to the center ofgr vity,

measure I in mean aerodynamic chords, positive aft.

CL is obtained from Section 7.1.4.1, based on the product of wing area and wing MAC(per radian).

A method of estimating the subsonic acceleration derivative C " of a triangular wing is derived in
reference 1 as

8 9
C 3" 8 c C-L + C m(g) (per radian) 7.1.4.2-b

732 c,42 o
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where

CL is the wing'lift-curve slope (Section 4.1.3.2) at the Mach number under considera-
*i tion, based on the total wing area (pex radian).

X..
- is obtained from Section 4.1.4.2.

C 0(g) is the pitching-moment-coefficient correction term obtained from figure 7.1.4.2-8
(per radian).

Because of restrictions placed on the pitching-moment-coefficient correction term, equation
7.1.4.2-b is valid only for 0 < OA <4.

Explicit expressions for estimating Cm& of other wing planforms in the subsonic region are not
available. An approximation may be made by subtracting the value of Cm q (Section 7.1.1.2)
from the appropriate test value of total pitch damping (Cmq + Cm&) taken from table 7-A. Tests

indicate that the relative importance of body damping of a conventional configuration in
subsonic flow is small; therefore the use of wing-body test data of total pitch damping in this
region is acceptable for an approximation, provided the test data are for a conventional design.

Sample Problem

Given: Same wing as in sample problem of paragraph A, Section 7.1.4.1

A 4.0 X = 0 ALE = 450 CL a 4.0 per rad (Section 4.1.3.2)

-0.75 (from planform geometry with c.g. at ý/4) M = 0.6

From sample problem oi paragraph A, Section 7.1.4.1

Xe- =0.570 = 0.8 OA 3.20 CL& = -0,240 per rad

Compute:

P2 C (g)

7~ A/22 0.071 per rad (figure 7.1.4.2-8)

C (g) = 0.697 per rad

7. 1.4.2-2



Solution:

81 Xa.c. CL 9
"(C 3 - CL+ "2 Co(g) (equation 7.1.4.2-b)

81 9
-3 (0.570)2 (4.0) + - (0.697)
32 2

- - 0.153 per rad

Ix
Cm CM + )CL (equation 7.1.4.2-a)

- -0.153 + (0.75)(-0.240)

-0.333 per rad (based on Sw•)

B. TRANSONIC

The variation of Cm& of a triangular wing from the critical Mach number to M = 1.0 is given by
the method of paragraph A, provided 0 < PA < 4.

There is no generalized theory available in the literature that gives the transonic values of Cm a,
either for additional wing-geometry parameters or for Mach numbers greater than 1.0. An
approximation may be made by subtracting the value of Cq (Section 7.1.1.2) from the
appropriate test value of total pitch damping (Cmq +Cm&) taken from table 7-A. Although the
importance of body damping in this region is unknown because of a lack of experimental data,
wing-body test data of total pitch damping will probably have to be utilized if an approximation
of Cm& is to be made, simply because of the lack of sufficient wing-alone test data. This method
of analysis gives only a rough approximation and, is limited to conventional designs where test
data are available.

C. SUPERSONIC

The supersonic value of Cm&, based on the product of wing area and the square of wing MAC
SwZw 2 , referred to body axis and for any center-of-gravity location, is given by equation
7.1.4.2-a, i.e.,

Cm Cm" + CL. (per radian)

where the parameters are defined in paragraph A and the supersonic value of C,1  is obtained
as indicated below.

7.1.4.2-3



M'?thods for estimating Cm 1"

Wings with subsonic leading edges (13 cot ALE < 1.0)

For wings with subsonic leading edges, Cm,&" is obtained by the method of reference 2 for
X = 0 and by the method of reference 3 for X = 0.25 to 1.0. The following methods are
not valid if the Mach line from the vertex of the trailing edge intersects the leading edge or
if the wing-tip Mach lines intersect on the wings or intersect the opposite wing tips.

a. Zero-taper-ratio wings (A = 0)

C M is derived in reference 2 as

p ~FS (N)
Cm3AM 2  G(Q3C) F(N) + 1 E(FPC) -)

16P2  3F 1 1 (N)J

16AM2 [E"iC)F(N)] "c FN-
9+ 92 16p32 C ;

(per radian) 7.1.4.2-c

where

E"Q3C) and G(J3C) are obtained from figure 7.1.1.1-8.

F5 (N), F7 (N), and F, 1 (N) are obtained from figure 7.1.1.2-8.

F6 (N) and F8 (N) are obtained from figure 7.1.4.2-9.

2
d is two-thirds the basic triangular wing root chord, d = -C- c (see sketch (a),

Section 7.1.1.1).

CL& is obtained from paragraph C of Sectior 7.1.4.1, based on the product of wing
area and wing MAC.

b. Wings with A = 0.25 to 1.0
6-I

Cm, is derived in reference 3 as

Cm2 (Cm- ) - • (Cm (per radian) 7.1.4.2-d
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"where

(m)and (C') are obtained, from figures 7.1.4.2-l1Oa through7.42-1O

for X = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 and from the equations of reference 3 for X > 0.75.

i 2. Wings with supersonic leading edges (g cot ALE > 1.0)

For wings with supersonic leading edges Cm." is derived in reference 4 as

"M2  (M2(

""Cm - (per radian( 7.1.4.2-e

where

(Cm.)C and (Cm.) are obtained from figures 7 .1.4 .2 -13a through 7.1. 4 .2-13p.

Figures 7.1.4.2-13a through 7.1.4.2-13p are valid for the range of Mach numbers for which
the Mach lines from the leading-edge vertex intersect the trailing edge. An additional
limitation is that the foremost Mach line from either wing tip may not intersect the remote
half-wing.

Sample Problems

1. Wing with subsonic leading edge

Given: Same wing as in sample problem 1 of paragraph C, Section 7.1.4.1.

A =5.80 X 0 ALE 600 c.g. at - b 16 ft M 1.50
4

xcg
= 1.50 (from planform geometry with c.g. at Z/4)

From sample problem 1 of paragraph C, Section 7.1.4.1:

F 1.12 1 cot ALE = 0.647 N= 0,602

E"(43C) = 0,770 G(QC) = 0.570 CL. = -5.02 per rad

7.1.4.2-5



Compute:

Fs(N) = 0.251

F7(N) = -1.620 (figure 7.1.1.2-8)

L -FII(N) = 0.395

F6(N) = -2.600 •(figure 7.1.4.2-9)

F8 (N) = 0.880

Obtain d from the characteristics of the basic triangular wing (see sketch (a), Section 7. 1. 1.1).

4
AB tan ALE 2.31

2b
Cr B= AB 13.85 ft

2d- 9.233 ft
3 'B

-,:•,2b
c r -A = 5.517 ft

= 3.678 ft

Solution:

-- 3Am2  16 F NK'+ [16 q (N) + E "(-PC) - (I)

16AM2  7rA

9q32 16932

(equation 7.1.4.2-c)

_ 3vr(5.80) (2.25) 16 (0.21)13 )16(1.25)25 0.570) (-1.620) + 3 (0.770) (0-=35)

+1.(..8) [(0.770) (-2.600)]
9(1.25) [(0.770 (0.880)] + 16(1.25)

(9.233) (-5.02)
(3.678)

7.1.4.2-6



= -6.15(-0.9234 + 2.610) + 12.576 - 1.824 + 12.602

12.98 per rad

CM = Cm." + ' CL. (equation 7.1.4.2-a)

" 12.98 + (1.5) (--5.02)

= 5.45 per rad (based on Sw

2. Wing with supersonic leading edge

SGiven: Same wing as in sample problem 2 of paragraph C, Section 7.1.4.1.

A =4.0 = 0.25 ALE =450 c.g. at - M 2.0

Xcg.

0.964 (from planform geometry with c.g. at d/4)

From sample problem 2 of paragraph C, Section 7.1.4.1:

P- 1.732 PA 6.928 t cot ALE 1.732

cot-1 (•cot A ) = 300 CL. = --1.108 per rad

Compute:

(Cm1) = 11.80 perrad (figure 7.1.4.2-13d)

* (m.) 6.813 per rad

S(Cm) = -5.530 per rad (figure 7.1.4.2-130

(Cm. M *2-3.193 per rad

Solution:

"'"Cm," - - (C (I + m.) (equation 7.1.4.2-.)

7.1.4.2-7
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44
- -(6.813) + - 1(-3.193)
33

=9.08 -- 7.45

=1.63 per raci

x
=C~. i---~-CL. (equation 7.1.4.2-a)ai a + C a

= 1.63 +(0.964) (-1.108)

=0.562 per rad (based on SWý,z 2 )
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7.1.4.3 WING DERIVATIVE CD;

This section presents a method for estimating the wing contribution to the derivative CD, at
subsonic speeds. This derivative is the change in drag coefficient due to a change in & at a constant
pitch rate and is defined as

aCDCD- &/-- 'where C is based onSw.

k2V/

In general, this derivative is small and has a negligible effect on longitudinal stability; hence, it is
usually neglected.

A. SUBSONIC

DATCOM METHOD

From the two-dimensional unsteady-flow theory of Garrick (Reference 1), the perturbation section

drag coefficient of an oscillating surface can be approximated by

7rT
cd = c [I + 2C(k)] a& 7.1.4.3-a

d2 V

where

cd is the drag coefficient per unit span.

c is the wing chord.

V is the free-stream velocity

C(k) is Theodorsen's function, defined as

C(k) = F(k) + iG(k) 7.1.4.3-b

where

F(k), G(k) are Theodorsen's functions obtained from Table 7.1.4.3-A as a function of
the reduced frequency k, where k is defined as

"k = -- 7.1.4.3-c
2V

where c and V are as defined above, and w is the angular velocity (rad/sec)

7.1.4.3-1
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Only one part of the complex equation is needed. It is arbitrary whether to use the real or
imaginary part. If the wing oscillation can be defined as

"" c= &• et = cos Ot + ia,1 sin wt 7.1.4.3-d

4• where

a is the complex form of the angle of attack of oscillation

- aC1  is the amplitude of the oscillation (radians)

t is the time

then by substitution and expansion the imaginary part of Equation '7.1.4.3-a can be zhown to be
equal to the following:

7r c- t t
Cd - _a2cow l + 2F)(COS2 (.)t - 2wt) -AG si, wt Cos wt * 7.1.4.3-e

where all the terms are defined above and where the oscAkation il- give, by C al si ot.

The three-dimensional drag may be obtained by

C 2 J - dy 7.1.4.3-f., bw

where

Cd is the two-dimensional drag from Equation 7.1.4.3-e.

c is the local wing chord.

: Sw is the wing reference area.

If the derivative Coa is desired, variations in CD may be calculated for different values of &. For oc
as defined by Equation 7.1.4.3-d, the imaginary part of & (to be used in conjunction with Equation
7.1.4.3-e) may be expressed as

a W o cos Wt 7.1.4.3-g

where the terms are defined above. '

*The expression in brackets could diso be written as [(1 4 2F) cos 2w*t - 26 sin 2wtl, which would indicate that Cd varies at twice
"the angular velocity.
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Then CDý may be approximated by

3CD (CD)t2 - (CD)t

CD - 7.1.4.3-h
.'"i [(•)2 -- 2Ot ]V2

(TVV

where

CD is the three-dimensional drag coefficient obtained by application of Equation 7.1.4.3-f

Sis the rate of change of angle of attack obtained by application of Equation 7.1.4.3-g

and the subscript tn refers to a specified time such that t 2 - t1 is the time interval over which CD
and & are evaluated.

Sample Problem

Given: The following wing-body combination

Wing Characteristics:

r. A = 4 A = 0 X 1.0 Sw = 64.0 ft2  c = 4.0ft

Additional Characteristics:

V 200 ft/sec w = 27r rad/sec

a = c (cos wt + i sin wt) a1 = 10

Compute cd at t 1 sec:

Find the reduced frequency k

k = (Equation 7.1.4.3-c)2V

.)(2r(4.0)

2(200)

- 0.0628 rad

GF 0.887,5 J Table 7.1.4.3-A (linear interpolation)
G =-0.1451)

-C = -2 + 2F) (cost ct- sin wt) - 4G sin wt cos wtj' (Equation 7.1.4.3-e)

7.1.4.3-3
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--- !2 ()5 211r I +2(0.8876)](1.0 -0)- 4(-0.1451)(0)(14

7r .0(_•(5_.3 2 r [I1+ 2(0.8876)]1.}

= 0.000167

a, W1co cos Wt (Equation 7.1.4.3-g)

1 (21r)(1)

0.110

CD = 2 f w dy (Equation 7.1.4.3-0
f WS

Sc b c2 c b

S2 2 Cd (RectwingSw bc)

CD = 0.000167

Compute cd for t 1.1 sec.

cd= I- W G 1+ 2F)(cos2 tot - sin 2 t) - 4G sin llt cos wtt (Equation 7.1.4.3-e)

7r 14.0\ 1 2
27r [1 + 2(0.8876)] [(0.8090)2 - (0.5878)21

4(-0.1451)(0.8090)(0.5878)}

- 0.0000681

a = cos Wt (Equation 7.1.4.3-g)

__1

- 27r(0.809)

= 0.0887
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fb/2 cd c

CD f 2 cSw dy (Equation 7.1.4.3-f)

fSW

SCdC b CdC b
S 2 b-,2 2 Cd (Rect Wing Sw bc)Sw 2 bc 2

CDI 0.0000681

Solution:

3 CD (CD)t - (CD)t
C -& a C_ (Equation 7.1.4.3-h)C&• a\2/ [(&)t - (& ]

(0.0000681 - 0.000167)

(0.0887 - 0.110) 4.0

2(200)

= 0.464 per rad

= 0.0081 per deg

B. TRANSONIC

No method is presented.

C. SUPERSONIC

No method is presented.

REFERENCE

1. Garrick, I. E.: Propulsion or a Flapping and Oscillating Airfoil. NACA TR 567, 1936. (U)
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TABLE 7.1.4.3-A

THEODORSEN'S FUNCTIONS

k F -- G

0.5000 0

10.00 0.5006 0.0206

6.00 0.5017 0.0206

4.00 0 5037 0.0305

3.00 0.5063 0,0400

2.00 0.5129 0.0577

1.50 0.5210 0.0736

1.20 0.5300 0.0877

1.00 0.5394 0.1003

0.80 0.5541, 0,1165

0.66 0.5699 0.1308

0.60 0.5788 0.1378

0.56 0.5856 0.1428

0.50 0.5979 0.1507

044 0.6130 0.1592

0.40 0.6250 0.1650

(1.34 0.6469 0.1739

0.30 0,6650 0.1793

0.24 0.6989 0.1862

0.20 0.7276 0.1886

0.16 0.7628 0.1876

0.12 0.8063 0,1801

0.10 0.8320 0.1723

0.08 0.8604 0.1604

0.06 0.8920 0,1426

0.05 0.9090 0.1305

0.04 0.9267 0.1160

0.025 0.9545 0.0872

* 0.01 0.9824 0,0482

0 1.000 0
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7.2 BODY DYNAMIC DERIVATIVES

The -methods presented in this section are for estimating pitching and acceleration dynamic
derivatives of isolated bodies. The methods and charts of the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic
speed ranges are based on a combination of slender-body theory and the theories used in
predicting the body-lift-curve slope and pitching-moment-curve slope in Sections 4.2.1.1 and
4.2.2.1, respectively. Newtonian impact theory is used in the hypersonic speed range. The
methods are restricted to angles of attack near zero and should yield values suitable for first
approximations to dynamic stability.

No test data are available on body dynamic derivatives. Therefore, all theoretical methods must
be considered tentative until compared with experimental results. A brief discussion of available
theoretical methods is presented.

The starting point of almost all theories is the well-known linearized potential equation. Various
methods based on linear theory have been developed for obtaining the flow field about bodies in
supersonic flow. The: problem of determining the dynamic stability derivatives for bodies has
been treated principally within the assumptions of slender-body theory. The application of
Munk's slender-body theory to the calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients describing steady
motion has been made by a number of authors (seL references I through 4). In reference 5,
slender-body .values of the aerodynamic coefficients associated with nonsteady angle of attack
have been obtained as a by-product of a linear analysis of the potential equation for nonsteady
supersonic flow. However, approximations made in the analysis effectively limit its application to
bodies of vanishingly small thickness. The problem of determining the dynamic derivatives for a
smooth slender body of arbitrary cross section performing slow maneuvers is treated within the
assumptions of slender-body theory by Sacks in reference 6. This approach is novel in slender-
body theory in that the squared terms in the pressure relation for slender oonfigurations are
retained and all motions of the configuration are treated simultaneously. However, the derivatives
are obtained in terms of the mapping functions of the cross sections and are to6 complex for
inclusion in the Datcom.

A method is developed for estimating aerodynamic loads on slender, symmetrical configurations
performing small lateral oscillations of limited reduced frequency in sonic and supersonic flow in
references 7 and 8, respectively. This method is an extension of an iterative technique originally
proposed by Adams and Sears in reference 9, and is a combination of first-order and second-
order cross-flow solutions. The results consist of slender-body-theory terms plus higher-order
effects of fineness ratio. For sonic flow about a body of revolution, reference 7 shows that by
retaining only the first-order terms in reduced frequency the pitching derivatives are given by
simple slender-body theory; whereas the acceleration derivatives are influenced by the second-
order terms and contain logarithms of the reduced frequency. Under certain limitations on the
rapidity of the oscillations, all derivatives in supersonic flow prove to be independent of changes
in reduced frequency; consequently the method can be applied to slow time-dependent motions.
At present this method is limited to slender bodies of revolution, and in most cases requires a
considerable amount of mathematical manipulation to obtain a solution. This method can be

* applied to bodies of more general cross section; however, the practicality of such an analysis
would depend on the possibity of solving the integrals that appear.

7.2-1



In reference 10 an attempt has been made to overcome the slender-body limitation by adapting
hybrid theory to the calculation of the body dynamic derivatives. (This method, derived by
Van Dyke in reference 11, has proved successful in calculations for the static aerodynamic
derivatives.) This method is used to predict the dynamic derivatives of a cone, and the results are
consistent with those obtained by impact theory at the higher Mach numbers. In order to extend :1
this method to bodies of more general shape, it is necessary to satisfy the boundary conditions
corresponding to the specified body. Unfortunately, the analytical expressions required to do so
have been found only for the cone.

The application of simple slender-body theory appears to be the only method of solution
warranted at the present time, in view of the large effects of viscosity on the forces acting over
slender bodies, the mathematical complexity involved in solutioa of the linearized equations for
general planforms, and the lack of test data.

Since extensive use is made of slender-body-theory results throughout this section, the term
"slender" is clarified.* Tsien, in reference 2, pointed out that slender-body theory applies to the
flow about inclined, pointed projectiles at supersonic speeds. Subsequently, Jones, in
reference 12, indicated that his slender-wing theory (slender-body theory extended to wings)
applies to both subsonic and supersonic speeds, at least for pointed planforms. Actually, the
meaning of the term "slender" is somewhat different in the various speed regimes. For
supersonic Mach numbers "slender" implies that the body lies well within the Mach cone from

the body apex. This leads directly to the limitation to pointed bodies. It also leads to the
conclusion that relatively blunt bodies may qualify as "slender" at low supersonic speeds; while '5)
for hypersonic speeds the method must fail for practical shapes. At subsonic speeds the term
"slender" becomes less restrictive as the Mach number increases from 0 to 1, until at sonic speed
all bodies become slender. Thus, slender-body theory is seen to apply to at jeast some body
shapes throughout the speed range from low subsonic to hypersonic.

REFERENCES

1. Munk, M. M.: The Aerodynamic Forces on Airship Hulls. NACA TR 184, 1924. (U)

Z, Tsien, H, S.; Supersonic Flow Over an Inclined Body of Revolution. Jour. Aeto. Sci., Vol. 5, No. 12, October 193& MU

3. Laitorm, E, V.: Lineaized Sbsonic and Supersonic Flow About Inclined Slender Bodies of Revolution. Jour. Aero. Sol.,
Vol. 14, No. 11, November 1947. (U)

4. Tobak, M., Reese, D. E., Jr., and Boon, B. H.: Experimental Damping In Pitch of 450 Triangular Wings. NACA RM
ASOJ.26, 1950. (U)

5, Dorrence, W. H.: Nonsteedy Supersonic !ri.w About Pointed Boulies of Revolution. Jour. Aero. Sci., Vol. 18, No. 8,

August 1951. (U)

S Sacks, A. H.: Aerodynamic Forces, Moments, and Stability DOrivetNss for Slerile Bodies of General Cross Section. NACA
TN 3283, 1954. MU
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'This discussion is mesentially quoted 'rom reference 9
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7.2.1 BODY PITCHING DERIVATIVES

7.2.1.1 BODY PITCHING DERIVATIVE CLq

"The pitching derivative CLq is a measure of the lift proouced by rotational motion of the
airframe about a spanwhe axis. This derivative is generally small compared to other terms in the
equations of motion and is frequently neglected. However, methods are presented for
determining the body contribution to CL q in the subsonic, transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic
speed ranges. The value of CN in the hypersonic speed range is used to obtain the value of Cm q
in the hypersonic speed range mn Section 7.2.1.2.

In the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed ranges the Datcom methods are based on the
relatively simple results derived from slender-body theory and the assumption that a relationship
of corresponding slender-body derivatives may be employed with reasonable accuracy to the case
of steady pitching in a manner similar to that of reference 1. This approach to the calculation of
body dynamic derivatives has been applied with reasonable success by Walker and Wolowicz in
reference 2. It was shown in reference I that, although slender-body theory alone does not
accurately predict the characteristics of nonslender configurations, the ratio of corresponding
slender-body derivatives may be employed with reasonable accuracy in predicting the static
forces on nonslender configurations. The body contribution to CLq is thus given as the product
of the lift-curv slope CL, and the ratio of slender-body derivatives, Le.,

CL q - (LO L y . w
blender-body theory states that body force characteristics are independent of Mach number. The
effect of Mach number is taken into account by the static force coefficient. Therefore, the
limitations of these methods are determined by the limitations of the methods employed in
determining tfie static derivative CL, in the various speed regimes. Experimental data should be
used for the body lift-curve slope when available.

SA. SUBSONIC

There is no explicit method available in the literature for obtaining the body dynamic derivatives
for general planforns.

"The method presented is based on the application of the results of slender-body theory in the
manner previously discussed.

DATCOM METHOD

-The body contribution to CL.q, based on body base area and body length and referred to the
"center of rotation, is given by

7.2.1.1-1



CLq = 2 C - (per radian) 7.2.1.1-a

where

CLa is the body lift-curve slope from paragraph A of Section 4.2.1.1 multiplied by

(VB 2/3/Sb) (per radian).

xm is the longitudinal distance from the body vertex to the center of rotation, positive aft.

krB is the length of the body.

VB is the total body volume from Section 2.3.

Sb is the body base area.

Sample Problem

Given:

*1_
6d

X XO

+ 6.5d

V. XM

d 1.0 ft 2B = 6.0 ft Fineness Ratio = 6.0 xm 3.8 ft

CL 0.548 per rad (based on VB 213) (Section 4.2.1.1)

V /3 = 2.47 sq ft (Sect+.'on 2.3) =- 0.785 sq ft

Compute:

.(VB) 2/ •2.475)

CL = (0.548) i-(VS = (0;548) 0.7i = 1.724 per rad (based on Sb)

7.2. 1. -2
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3.8 0.367

Solution:

(equation 7 .2.1,l-a)"Lq 0L KB/

= 2(1.724) (0.367)

1.265 per rad (based on Sb B)

B. TRANSONIC

The linearization of the transonic flow problem has been accomplished by Landahl, in
reference 3, by introducing a small amount of unsteadiness into the motion. This theoretical
method is briefly discussed in Section 7.2. By neglecting the second-order effects of reduced
frequency the pitching derivatives of a slender body of revolution are those given by slender-
body theory. Since slender-body theory does not predict a dependence on configuration
parameters, this method cannot be expected to give reasonable approximations for the pitching
derivatives of nonslender configurations. Therefore, the method of paragraph A is applied
throughout the transonic speed range.

C. SUPERSONIC

Several of the theoretical methods that have been developed for estimating the body pitching
derivative CN in the supersonic speed range are briefly discussed in Section 7.2. The available
theoretical methods are limited to simple slender-body theory, theories treated within the
assumptions of slender-body theory, and hybrid theory. The method presented here is based on
simple slender-body theory. Theories treated within the assumption of slender-bodv theory are
mathematically complex and restricted to speciftc body shapes; therefore, no general quantitative
results are presented.

SThe supersonic 4 Nq for cones can be estimated by the hybrid theory solutions presented in
reference 4.

DATCOM METHOD

The method presented here for determining the body contribution to CNq, based on the
cone-cylinder or ogiee-cylinder maximum frontal area and body length and referred to the center
of rotation, is the same as that of paragraph A and is given by equation 7.2.1.1-a, i.e.,

"CN CN (per radian)

"7.2.1.1-3
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where CN. is the body normal-force-curve slope from paragraph C of Section 4.2.1,1, evaluated
*. at the appropriate Mach number and based on the cone-cylinder or ogive-cylinder maximum

"frontal area (per radian).

D. HYPERSONIC

Simple Newtonian theory is used in this section to estimate the contribution of cone frustum
bodies, with or without spherical noses, to the derivative CNq. Newtonian theory is discussed in
paragraph D, Section 4.2.1.1.

D•ATCOM METHOD

Charts taken from reference 5, based on simple Newtonian theory, are presented for determining

CNq of spherical segments and cone frustums at small angles of attack.

The coefficients of these charts are referred to the body base area and base diameter and to a
moment center at the forward face of the segment. By proper use of the data presented, the
total CNq may be determined for bodies composed of multiple cone frustums with or without
spherically blunted noses.

The Newtonian value of the derivative CNq for a complex body is obtained as follows:

Step 1. Compute CNq' for each body segment about its front face using figures 7.2.1.1-9a and
7.2.1.l-9b.

Step 2. Transfer the individual derivatives CNQ to a common reference axis by applying the
following transfer equation to each body segment

Cq =Cq - 2(.!)C,, 7.2. 1. 1-b

where

'"CN is the normal-force-curve slope for each segment based on individual base
areas from paragraph D, Section 4.2. 1. 1.

CNq is the pitching derivative for each segment based on individual base areas
and base diameters and referred to a moment center at the forward face
of the segment, from figures 7.2.1.1-9a and 7.2.1.1-9b.

n is the distance from the face of a given frustum to the desired moment
reference axis of the configuration, positive aft.

d is the base diameter of a given frustum.

Step 3. The transferred derivatives of the individual body segments are converted to a common
reference area and diameter and added. The total derivative is given by

7.2.1.1-4
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"CN q Nq 7.2. 1.1-c

Sample Problem

Given: Same multiple-segment body as sample problem of paragraph D of Sections 4.2.1.1 and

4.2.2.1.

dla2 12 a8  dsa4 4

to =0.55 ft (distance from moment reference center to body nose)

Spherical segment Forward cone frustum

Q -- 0.18 ft a2  = 0.62 ft

0.180 ft
r= 0.36 ft d2 = 1.20ft

d, 0.62 ft 2= 072ft

02 = 22.50

Cylinder Rear cone frustum

a3 = 1.20ft a4 = 1.20 ft

d3= 1.20Oft d4~ = 1.368 ft

L 23 = 1.20ft k4 = 0.96 ft

"03=0 04 = 50

7.2.1.1-5
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Compute:

Spherical segment

2Rl/d, = £1/r, = 0.50

CNq = 0.865 per rad (figure 7.2.1.1-9b)

n, =-o = -0.55 ft

dI ;a 2 = 0.62 ft

CN 0.75 per rad (figure 4 .2.1.1-23)

/n,•l CNa-- CN ' 2- No (equation 7.2, 1. 1l-b)

. 0.865 - 2\ ) / 0.75

= 2.195 per rad (basedon 4)

Forward cone frustum

=0.517
... ... a2 /d 2 = X 2 = 0 . 1

CN '= 1.22 per rad (figure 7.2.1.1-9a)
:'. q2

n2 = -(V0 + .) -0.73

CN ; 1.250 per rad (figure 4.2.1.1-26)

N U2

CN CNq2 - 2 C (equation 7.2.1.1-b)

= 1.22- -2 1.250

\1.20/

7.2.1.1-6
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2.7 pe1
- 274 er ad (based on 4$i

Cylinder

a3 /d3 = X3  1.0

CN ' = 0 (figure 7 .2 .1.1-9a)

n -(320 +Q1 +R2) = -1.45

CN = 0 (figure 4.2.1.1-26)

a 3 3

CN CN ' -2 N (equation 7.2.1.1-b)q3 q 3 d a

-0

Rear cone frustum

a4id4 = 4X = 0.877

Cxq' 0.36 per rad (figure 7.2.1.1-9a)

n +2R1 + x223 -2.65
n4 ; - (R~o + 1 + 2 + 3) = - . -

CN = 0.450 per rad (figure 4.2.1.1-26)

an4

CN Cq' 2(- 2 C (equation 7.2.1.1-b)N q4  \d 4 /'a 4

1-2.65\

0.36 2-0.45

7.2.1.1-7
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Solution:

Converting the derivative for each segment to a common reference area and diameter, the base
area and diameter of the rear cone frustum, and adding

C N (d) (equation 7.2.1.1-c)

C.q C~q5 + C~q(\) + C.q(\2) + C.q

q IIj4q ý 3(4qo.6, 1,.20o\
2. 1.368 + 2.74 . + 0 + (2.10)

2. 1950.36)3 (1.20)3

= 0.2043 + 1.8494 + 2.10

4.154 per rad (based on -
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7.2.1.2 BODY PITCHING DERIVATIVE Cm,

The derivative Cmq is a measure of the pitching moment produced by rotational motion of the
. airframe about a spanwise axis and is commonly referred to as the pitch-damping derivative.

Methods are presented for determining the body contribution to this derivative in the subsonic,
transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic speed ranges.

In the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed ranges the Datcom methods are based on the
S.same assumption that was made in regard to the body contribution to the derivative CLq' and

the general discussion of Section 7.2.1.1 is directly applicable here.

The body contribution to Cmq is expressed as

'4m qCu l dender-body theary

The limitations of these methods are determined by the limitations of the methods employed in
determining the static derivative Cm. in the various speed regimes. Experimental data should be

bq -t" used for the body pitching-moment-curve slope when available.

A. SUBSONIC

The comments of paragraph A of Section 7.2.1.1 are directly applicable here.

DATCOM METHOD

The body contribution to Cmq, based on body base area and the square of body length andreferred to the center of rotation, is given by

Xm\2 V

•C 7.2.1.2-aCm q - ma V
a Vs

r ~Skb £B

where

Cma is the body pitching-moment-curve slope from paragraph A of Section 4.2.2.1,
multiplied by V,/(SbR£B).

V3  is the total body volume from Section 2.3.

a 3.--. .7.2.1.2-1



Sb is the body base art.

x, is the longitudinal distance from tlic vertex to the cexitroid of the volume and is

given by

f0 S(x) x dx 7.2.1.2-b
VB

where

S(x) is the body cross-sectional area at any station. It is not feasible to present
generalized design charts of xc, but the equation can be integrated for
any arbitrary body of revolution.

P13 is the length of the body.

xm is the longitudinal distance from the body vertex to the center of rotation,
positive aft.

Sample Problem

Given: Same ogive-cylindei conligniration as sample problem of paragraph A rf S"%tion 7.2.1.1.

~~Od

Ax.5 f

666

d 1.0 ft s= 6.0 ft Fineness Ratio = 6.0 xm = 3.8 ft

x = 2.5 ft Sb - 0.785 sqft VB = 3.88 cuft

x = 3.6 ft (Section 4.2.1.1)

(k2 - kj) = 0.863

7.2.1.2-2



Compute:

Determine Cm

x

x Ax M -(x I -Nx) .x
Sttion d dx x dx n

1 0.4 0.126 0,126 3.467 0,4368

2 0.68 0.363 0.237 3.028 0.7176
3 0.89 0.622 0,259 2.539 0.6576

4 0.98 0.754 0.132 2,04G 0.2701
1x 1.0 0.785 0.031 1,549 0.0480,

x 0  1.0 0.785 0 0.75 0

Xo dS

(O x (xm - x) Ax = 2.1301

2(k2 -kI ) O Sxo
L x" x) Ax. (equation 4.2.2.1-a)

(2) (0.863) (2.1301)

3.88

0.948 per rad (based on V.)

r

Cm = 0.948)

= (0.948) \ _-.-/

- 0.781 per rad (bsed on SbRB)

*x is token to b• at dw centwr of vilume of each body wstont.
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0

Determine x

Station d Six) x* 8(x) x Ax

1 0.4 0.126 0.333 0,0210

2 0.68 0.363 0.772 0.1400

3 089 0.622 1.261 0.3920

4 0.98 0.754 1.754 0.6615

5 1.00 0.785 2.251 0.8836

6 1.00 0.785 2.75 1,0795

7 1.00 0.785 3.25 1,2755

3 1.00 0.785 3.75 1.4720

9 1.00 0.785 4.25 1,6680

10 1.00 0.785 4.75 1.8646

11 1.00 0.785 5.25 2.06M5

12 1.00 0.785 5.75 2,2670
I._..

RB

S(x)x Ax = 13.775

X JB SW x dx (equation 7.2.1.2-b)

13.775
. = = 3.55 ft

3.88

SVB (3.88)- = 0.824s "Ru£ (0.785) (6.0)

- =1 0.367
6.0

L

Solution:

(1 m2 VB X m

XX
Cm 2 CM b (equation 7.2.1.2-a)

i- Sb QB

"x it taken to be * the * abnw of volume of each body *Waent.
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(0.367)2 ( 0.824) 3.5 3.8'~
(2) 0.78) ~ ' 6.0 T.O)=(2) (0.781) 0.367 - 0.824

=0. 135 - (0.824) (-0.0417)1

L .2 -0.457

[0.693]

=1.562 _.0 54 7J

= -0.579 per rad (based on SbRB 2)

B. TRANSONIC

The comments of paragraph B of Section 7.2.1.1 are directly applicaoie here. The method of
paragraph A is applicable throughout the transonic speed range.

C. SUPERSONIC

The theoretical methods applicable for the estimation of the body contribution to the derivative
CM q parallel those of the body contribution to the derivative CLq.

Therefore, the general comments of paragraph C of Section 7.2.1.1 are also applicable here.

The supersonic Cmq for cones can be estimated from the hybrid theory solutions presented in

reference 1.

DATCOM METHOD

The method presented here for the body contribution to Cmq, based on body base area and the
square of body length and referred to the center of rotation, is the same as that of paragraph A
and is given by equation 7.2.1.2-a, i.e.,

B- SbQ B
C =2C 2 C

I l ( xB V B

S(1-- ) Sb B

where Cmc is the body pitching-moment-cur'e slope from paragraph C of Section 4.2.2.1
evaluated at the appropriate Mach number.

7.2.1.2-5
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D. HYPERSONIC

Simple Newtonian theory is used in this section to estimate the derivative Cmq of cone frustum
bodies with or without spherical noses. Newtonian theory is discussed in paragraph D, Section
4.2.1.1.

DATCOM METHOD

Charts based on simple Newtonian theory (reference 2) are presented for determining Cmq of
spherical segments and cone frustums at small angles of attack. The coefficients of these charts
are referred to the base area and the square of the base diameter and to a moment center at the
forward face of the segment. By proper use of the data presented, the total Cmq may be
determined for bodies composed of multiple cone frustums with or without spherically blunted

rg noses.

The Newtonian value of the stability derivative Cmq for a complex body is obtained as follows:

Step 1. Compute Cm,'for each body segment about its own front face using figures 7.2.1.2-12
and 7.2.1.2-13b if the body has a spherically blunted nose,and figures 7.2.1.2-12 and
7.2.1.2-13a if the body nose is a cone frustum.

Step 2. Transfer the individual derivatives Cmq' to a common moment center by applying the

folowing axis transfer equation to each body segment:

C,2n n /nd2
C q 2 Cm-' 2 +-CNq 21- C 7.2.1.2.<crnq Mq d mC d q d/ N a

where

CNa is the normal-force-curve slope for each segment based on individual base

areas from S('ction 4.2.1.1.

CNq' is the pitching derivative for each segment based on individual base areas
and base diameters and referred to a moment center at the forward face
of the segment. This derivative is obtained from paragraph D of Section
7.2.1.1.

Cm)' is the pitching-moment-curve slope for each segment based on individual

base areas and base diameters and referred to a moment center at the
forward face of the segment. This derivative is obtained from paragraph D
of Section 4.2.2.1.

Cnlq' is the pitching derivative for each body segment based on individual base
areas and the square of base diamete-s and referred to a moment center at

7.2.1.2-6



the forward face of the segment. If a complex body consists of
-. .. combinations of cone frustums, the derivative for the first frustum must

be obtained from figure 7.2.1.2-13a, which accounts for the front face
being exposed to the air stream. If the body has a spherically blunted
nose, the derivative of the nose is obtained from figure 7.2.1.2-13b. For
subsequent frustums the derivatives are obtained from figure 7.2.1.2-12.

Step 3. The transferred derivatives of the individual body segments are added after being
converted to a common reference area and squared diameter. The total derivative of
the individual body segments is given by

Znn
Cm q = 3(Cq)n (±d) 7.2.1.2-d

Sample Problem

Given: Same multiple-segrnient body as sample problems of paragraph D of Sections 4.2.1.1, 4.2.2.1,
and 7.2.1.1.

d 8. 19

d,33 dFa4

-0 0.55 ft (distance from moment reference center to body nose)

Spherical segment Forward cone frustum

1 =0.18 ft a2 = 0.62 ft

r= 0.36 ft d2  1.20ft

d= 0.62 ft R2 0.72 ft

02 = 22.50

7.2.1.2-7



Cylinder Rear cone frustum

a3  - 1.20 ft a4  = 1.20 ft

d3 = 1.20ft d4 = 1.368 ft

R3 = 1.20 ft 24 = 0.96 ft

03 = 0 04 = 50

Compute:

Spherical segment

221/dc = 21/r1 = 0.50

C ' -0.50 perrad (figure 7.2.1.2-13b)mq1

nl =- = -0.55 ft

d= a2 = 0.62 ft

CN = 0.75 per rad (figure 4.2.1.1-23)

C ' = -. 0.430 per rad (figure 4.2.2.1-20b)

CN '= 0.865 per rad (figure 7.2.1.1-9b)
ql

Cm =Cm -2-C + nC - CN ( (equation 7.2.1.2-c)ql qd I qm ,l qd

= -0.50 - (-1.774) (-0.43) + (-0.887) (0.865) - (1.574) (0.75)

= -0.50 - 0.763 - 0.767 - 1.180

= -3210 per rad (based on -4di)

Forward cone frustum

a2/d 2 = 2 = 0.517

7.2.1.2-8



Cm'= --0.68 per rad (figure 7.2.1.2-12)
q2

n= -(Ro +R1 ) = -0.73

CN2 = 1.250 per rad (figure 4.2.1.1-26)

C '=-0.590 per rad (figure 4.2.2.1-20a)m2

CN = 1.22 per rad (figure 7.2.1.1-9a)
q2

+= C ' c + (equation 7.2.1.2-c)
q2 q d2  a2 T2 Cq2 2 CN

- -0.68 - (-1.217) (-0.590) + (-0.608) (1.22) - (0.74) (1.25)

- -0.68 - 0.718 - 0.742 - 0.925

-3.065 per rad (based on -

Cylinder

Sa/d3 
= X3  = 1.0

Cm ' 0 (figure 7.2.1.2-12)
q3

L"3 A-(o + R1  = -1.45

C = 0 (figure 4.2.1.1-26)SN 0 3

C = 0 (figure 4.2.2.1-20a)

CN -= 0 (figure 7.2.1.1-9a)
q 3

C =0

7.2.1.2-9



Rear cone frustum

a4 /d 4  X ?4 .0.877

Cm ' -0.250 per rad (figure 7.2.1.2-12)* 
q4

"•4 = 0 + R = -2.65

"C =0.450 per rad (figure 4.2.1.1-26)
aN 4

C M -0.19 per rad (figure 4.2.2.1-20a)

CN ' 0.36 per rad (figure 7.2.1.1-9a)
""4

- 2 = Cm q -2 - (equation 7.2.1.2-c)C =C -2- + C -q•_-m 4  d Nq4 dqN

- -0.25 - (-3.87) (-0.19) + (-1.94) (0.36) - (7.53) (0.45)

- -0.25 - 0.735 - 0.698 - 3.388

- -5.072 per rad (based on

Solution:

Converting the derivative for each segment to a common reference area and square of the di-
ameter, the base area and diameter of the rear cone frustum, and adding gives

Cm+Cm + 3 (equation 7.2.1.2-d)q 1 0d. 2 4 / 1 q3 (d

.62 -3.210 t-- )-3.065 (-1. 36 + 0 + (-5.072)

\321. (368,) 36-8f

"" -0.1354 - 1.8148 - 5.072

"" -7.C22 per rad (based on 2 )
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HYPERSONIC SPEEDS
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NEWTONIAN THEORY
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q THE BASE DIAMETER

0 10 20 30 40 SC 60 70 80 90
SEMICONE ANGLE, 0 (dog)

- FIGURE 7.21.2-13& PITCHING DERIVATIVE C, FOR CONE FRUSTUMS

Per r -d NEWTONIAN THEORY 1 2
C' BASED ON BASE AREA] d . w

-AND THE SQUARE OF
THE BASE DIAMETER

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
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FIGURE 7.2.1.2-13b PITCHING DERIVATIVE C FOR SPHERICAL SEGMWNTS
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7.2.2 BODY ACCELERATION DERIVATIVES

7.2.2.1 BODY ACCELERATION DERIVATIVE CL&

Methods are presented for determining the body contribution to the derivative CL4 in the
subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed ranges.

Datcom methodb are based on the relatively simple results derived from slender-body theory in a
manner similar to that used to predict the body pitching derivatives. It is assumed that a
relationship of corresponding slender-body derivatives may be applied with reasonable accuracy
to the case of vertical acceleration in a manner similar to that of reference 1. This approach to
the calculation of body dynamic derivatives has been applied with reasonable success by Walker
and Wolowicz in reference 2. It was shown in reference I that, although slender-body theory
alone does not accurately predict the characteristics of nonslender bodies, the ratio of
corresponding slender-body derivatives may be used with reasonable accuracy to predict the
static forces on nonslender configurations. The body contribution to CLj is then given as the
product of the lift-curve slope CLa and the ratio of slender-body derivatives, i.e.,

=LZ CL()

Since slender-body theory states that body force characteristics are independent of Mach
number, the limitations of these methods are determined by the limitations of the methods used
in determining the derivative CL., in the various speed regimes. Experimental data should be used
for the body lift-curve slope when available.

A. SUBSONIC

There is no explicit method available in the iiterature for the estimation of body acceleration
K derivatives in the subsonic speed range. The method presented below is based on the application

7 of slender-body theory in the manner previously discussed.

DATCOM METHOD

The body contribution to CLa, based on body base area and body length, is given by

CL = 2 CL - (per radian) 7.2.2.1-a

7.2.2.1-1



where

CLoC is the body lift-,,urve slope from paragraphA of Section 4.2.1.1 multiplied by
S(VB 2 /3/Sb), based (n Sb (per radian).

VB is the total body v, ,lume from Section 2.3.

Sb is the body base area.

IB is the length of the body.

Sample Problem

"Given: Same ogive-cylinder configuration as sample problem of paragraph A of Section 7.2.1.1.

"2,- 5d

d I ft R13 6.0 ft Fineness Ratio 6.0

V 3.88 cu ft (Section 2.3) S = 0.785 sq ft

CL 1.724 per rad (based on Sb, Section 7.2.1.1)

Compute:

V YB (3.88)
;.. • -= = 0.824

Sb B (0.785) (6.0)

Solution:

CL - 2 C1  B (equation 7.2.2.1-a)
cx

. 2(1.724) (0.824)

= 2.84 per rad (based on S k)
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B. TRANSONIC

The only available method for determining the body dynamic stability derivatives at transonic
speeds is that of Landahl in reference 3. However, Landahl's results for the acceleration
derivatives are frequency-dependent and no quantitative information is presented. Since slender-
body theory states that body force characteristics are independent of Mach number, the method
of paragraph A is applicable throughout the transonic speed range.

C. SUPERSONIC

Several of the theoretical methods available for estimating the body acceleration derivatives in
the supersonic speed range are briefly discussed in Section 7.2. These include simple slender-body
theory, theories treated within the assumptions of slender-body theory, and hybrid theory. The
method presented here is based on the results of simple slender-body theory. Theories treated
within the assumptions of slender-body theory are mathematically complex and restricted to
specific planforms; therefore, no general quantitative information of their results is presented.

The supersonic CN& of cones may be obtained from the hybrid theory solution of reference 4.

DATCOM METHOD

The method presented here for determining the body contribution to CN6&, based on body base
area and body length, is the same as that of paragraph A and is given by equation 7.2.2.1-a, i.e.,

CN. = 2 CNa (-B)

where CNe is the body normal-force-curve slope from paragraph C of Section 4.2.1.1, evaluated
at the appropriate Mach number. The other parameters are defined in paragraph A of this
section.

D HYPERSONIC

The body contribution to the derivative CN&, in the hypersonic speed range is shown in
reference 5 to be zero when determined by the Newtonian impact theory.

REFERENCES
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2. Walker, H. J., and Wolowicz, C. H.: Theoretical Stability Derivtives for the X-15 Research Airplane at Supersonic and
Hypersonic Speeds Including a Comparison with Wind-Tunnel Reults. NASA TM X-287, 1980. (U)

3. Landahl, M. T.: Forces and Moments on Oscillating Slender Wing-Body Combinations at Sonic Speed. MIT Fluid Dynamic
Raeearch Group Report No. 56-1, 1956. (U)
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7.2.2.2 BODY ACCELERATION DERIVATIVE Cm&

Methods are presented for determining the body contribution to the acceleration derivative Cm&.

in the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed ranges.

Datcom methods are based on the same assumptions that were made in regard to the estimation
of the body contribution to the derivative CL&, and the general discussion of Section 7.2.2.1 is
directly applicable here. The body contribution to Cm& is expressed as

c a = Ci. a 
yt w

The limitations of these methods are determined by the limitations of the methods used in
estimating the static derivative Cma in the various speed regimes. Experimental data should be
used for the body pitching-moment-curve slope when available.

A. SUBSONIC

The comments of Paragraph A of Section 7.2.2.1 are" directly applicable here.

DATCOM METHOD

The body -contribution to Cm &, based on body base area and the square of the body length and
referred to an arbitrary moment center, is given by

V ~xm~

Cm Cm a V3 2B 7.2.2.2-a

where

Cme is the body pitching-moment-curve slope from ParagraphA of Section 4.2.2.1,
multiplied by VB/(SbRB).

xC is the longitudinal distance from the vertex to the centroid of the volume and is
given by Fquation7.2.1.2-b, i.e.,

0 9 S(x) x dx

7.2.2.2-1
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xm is the longitudinal distance from the body vertex to the center of rotation, positive
aft.

RB is the length of the body.

VB is the total body volume from Section 2.3.

Sb is the body base area.

Sample Problem

Given: Same ogive-cylinder configuration as sample problems of Paragraph A of Sections 7.2.1.2
and 7.2.2.1.

2.5d

4."t -- = I 71 .L

V 6.5d
• 1

m

d 1 ft B= 6.0 ft Fineness Ratio 6.0 Xm = 3.8 Ift
In1Fi. .

-,
. - 0.824 (Section 7.2.2.1)

rS " i

S . 0.781 per rad
* "'a (Section 7.2.1.2)

C = 3.55 ft )
I.!

- .Solution:

- 3.8- 0.367

7.2.2.2-2
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mf, 2 a (1 £[ ) VB (Equation 7,2.2.2-a)

t .2 3.55 3.8 1

2(0.781) L 0.367 - 0.824 J

1.56?(-0.0343)

- 0.117 per rad (based on SbR2)

B. TRANSONIC

The comments of Paragraph B of Section 7.2.2.1 are directly applicable here. The method of
Paragraph A is applicable throughout the transor.ic speed range.

C. SUPERSONIC

The theoretical methods applicable for the estimation of the body coatribution to the derivative
Cma parallel taose of the body contribution to the derivative CL6. Therefore, the general
comments of Paragraph C of Section 7.2.2.1 are also applicable here.

The supersonic Cm& for a cone can be estimated by the hybrid theory solutions presented in
Reference 1.

K • DATCOM METHOD

The method presented here for the body contribution to Cm,; based on body base area and the
square of the body length and referred to an arbitrary moment center, is the same as that of
Pparagraph A and is given by Equation 7.2.2.2-a, i.e.,

C 2C () 2.2-

72,2.2.-3



where Cma is the body pitching-moment-curve slope from ParagraphC of Section 4.2.2.1,

evaluated at the appropriate Mach number. The other parameters are defined in Paragraph A of
this section.

D. HYPERSONIC

The body contribution to the dertvative Cn& in the hypersonic speed range is shown in
Reference I to be zero when determined by the Newtonian impact theory.

REFERENCE

1. Tobak, M., and Wehrend, W. R.: Stability Derivatives of a Cone at Supersonic Speeds. NACA TN 3788, 1956. (U)
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7.3 WING-BODY DYNAMIC DERIVAi VES

7.3.1 WING-BODY PITCHING DERIVATIVES

"7.3.1.1 WING-BODY ?ITCHING DERIVATIVE CLq

The information contained in this section is for estimating the pitching derivative CLq Of
wing-body configurittions at low angles of attack. In general, it consists of a synthesis of material
presented in other sections; however, the method of application is new.

The Datcom methods are based on the assumption that the mutual interferences that occur
between components for angle-of-attack variations, determined in references I and 2 and
presented in Section 4.3.1.2, may be employed with reasonable accuracy to the case of steady
pitching. This approach to the calculation of wing-body pitching derivatives has been used with
reasonable success by Walker and Wolowicz in reference 3.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for determining the pitching derivative CLq of a wing-body
configuration, differing only in their treatment of the mutual interference effects.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

For wing-body configurations similar to sketch (d) of Section 4.3.1.2, the pitching derivative
CLa, based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total panel and referred to a
moment center at the assumed center of gravity or center of rotation, is given by

("KW(B) + KB<)w] +(L'q\ + (CLq S .3.1.1-a

where

Kw(B) and KB(w) are the appropriate wing-body interference factors obtaint.d from Section
4.3.1.2.

(CLq),. is the contribution of the exposed panel to the pitching derivative CLq, obtained
from Section 7.1.1.1. (See Section 4.3.1.2 for the definition of exposed surfaces.)

(CLq)B is the contribution of the body to the pitching deiivative CLq, obtained from

Section 7.2.1.1.

i 7 .3.1.1-1



is the ratio of the exposed to the total panel area.

SS is the ratio of the body base area to the total panel area.

-7- is the ratio of the mean aerodynamic chord of the exposed panel to the mean
C aerodynamic chord of the total panel.

_ is the ratio of the body length to the mean aerodynamic chord of the total panel.
c

Moment transfer calculations are included as an integral part of the wing and body derivative

estimation methods of Sections 7.1.1.1 and 7.2.1.1, respectively.

Method 2

For wing-body configurations similar to sketch (c) of Section 4.3.1.2, the pitching derivat.ve
CLq, based on tht. area 4,.u mean aerodynamic chord of the total panel and referred to a

moment center at the assumed center of gravity or center of rotation, is given by

(c\ K(WB) (CL\ + (L\J 7.3.1.1 -b
\C Lqw qW+ (qf B ) 1

where

K(wD) is the wing-body interference factor, obtained from figure 4.3.1.2-12c of Section

4.3.1.2.

.. (CLW is the contribution of the total panel to the pitching derivative CL q obtained from

Section 7.1.1.1.

The remaining terms are defined in method I above. Moment transfer calculations are included

S_"as an integral part of the wing and body derivative estimation methods of Sections 7.1.1.1 andr . 7.2. 1. 1, respectively.

Sample Problem

t - Method 1

Given: An ogive-cylinder-body-triangular-wing configuration

S" 7.3.1.1-2
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X M

ýA LE

..4 -

7 'm

EXPOSED PANEL

13 Wing Characteristics:

Total Panel Exposed Panel

A =5.0 = 0 A, =5.0 Xe = 0

A = 38.670 S = 414.0 sq ft be 38.37 ft So = 294.50 sq ft

iw 0 c= 18.20 ft Ac/2= 21.80 Cr 15.375 ft

- b = 45.50 ft = 12,133 ft = 10.25"ft

NACA 66-206 airfoil section

Body Characteristics:

' 25.0 ft LB = 77.20 ft d 7.127 ft

The following ratios based on total panel dimensions:

-Sl Sb
"= 0.7113 - 0.845 - = 0.0963 - 6.363

7.3.1.1
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Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.60 x= 43.70 ft (moment center at ý/4 of total panel)

d
j3 0.80 0.157

b

Compute:

Step 1. Pitching derivative CL for exposed panel (Section 7.1,1..1) >
6.19 per rad (table 4.1.1-B)

: -yr- =0.98527r

tan• 2 + t [0.64+0.161"' 4.54
K 0.985

(C)
r A € = 0.90 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

(CL)Q : 4.50 per rad

tan ALE
1.0

A tan ALE =4.0

( ' )~ =0.560 (figure 4.1.4.2-26a)

C

C r 0

( /- = 0.408 (from planform geometry of exposed panel with c.g. at Z/4 of total
Cre panel)

S.(equation 7.1.1.1-b)

L 1 7.3.1.1-4



" X (-0.-- X) () = (0.560 - 0.408) 1.50 = 0.228

(C~q~ =(-h + ~ CL) (equation 7. 1. 1. 1-a)

= (0.956) (4.50)

4.30 per rad (based on S,ý,)

Step 2. Wing-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

Kw(B = 1.125
KB) =0.215 (figure 4.3.1.2-10)

Step 3. Pitching derivative CL for body (Section 7.2.1.1)

k 77.20- - 10.83
d 7.127

- (k2 - k1) = 0.947 (figure 4.2.1.1-20a)

x= R = 25.0ft

xi 25.0
~- - 0.324£9 77.2

-B

~X

x= 42.46 ft

SO = S, = 39.88 sqft

IN 25.0
-- 7-27 =3.508d 7.127

VN--VN -=0.535 (figure 2.3-5, ogive)

SoN

VN = (0.535) (39.88) (25.0) = 533.4 cu ft
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V5 = (Ru -9 N) S + VN

= (77.2 -'25.0) (30.88) + 533.4

= 2615.1 cu ft

VB2/ 3 = 189.8 sq ft

2(k2 - k,)So

(CL) = V21 0(equation 4.2.1.1-a)

r2(0.947) (39.88)
189.8

= 0.398 per rad (based on VB2/3 )

V 2/3 189.8"

.(CLa.) =0.398 Sb 0.398 139.1s8/ - 1.894 per rad (based on Sb)

L b

(~ = 1- 0.434

(C) = 2 (C) (equation 7.2.1.1-a)

= 2(1.894) (0.434)

1 .644 per rad (based on Sb Q1)

Solution:

(CLa)W 5 = [KW(B) +) ZLq +C (equation 7.3.1.1-a)

CL JW 
.+-J

(1.1^3 - 0.215) (0.7113) (0.845) (4.30) + (1.644) (0.0963) (6.363)

= 3.46 + 1.007
= 4.467 per rad (based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total

panel and referred to a moment center at ý/4 of the total pane!)
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"B. TRANSONIC

The aerodynamic interference effects for slender wing-body configurations are relatively
insensitive to Mach number; consequently, the slender-body interference factors of Section
4.3.1.2 should give reasonable results. For nonslender configurations, transonic interference
effects can become quite large and sensitive to minor changes in local contour.

DATCOM METHODS

It is recommended that the methods presented in paragraph A for estimating the pitching
derivative CLq of a wing-body configuration be applied to the transonic speed regime. Care

should be taken to estimate the contributions of the lifting panel and body at the appropriate
Mach number. The interference factors should be obtained from paragraph C, Section 4.3.1.2.

L" C. SUPERSONIC

The information included in the Datcom accounts for most of the mutual interferences that
• --.. occur between components of a wing-body configuration at supersonic speeds. These interference

effects have been accounted for by the slender-body interference factors of Section 4.3.1.2.

DATCOM METHODS

-The methods presented in paragraph A for estimating the pitching derivative CLq Of a wing-body
configuration are also applicable to the supersonic speed range. Care should be taken to estimate
the contributions of the lifting panel and body at the appropriate Mach number.

Sample Problem

Method 1

Given: Same configuration as sample problem of paragraph A

M = 1.4 1=0.98

Compute:

Step 1. Pitching derivative CL for exposed panel (Section 7.1.1.1)

tan ALE

=0.816

At tan ALE = 4.0

"3(CNj) 4.0 per rad (figure 4.1.3.2-56a)
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(CN) 4.08 per rad

- - = 0.67 (figure 4 .1.4. 2 -26a)

•xc'g' = 0.408 (from planform geometry of exposed panel with c.g, at U/4 of total
panel)

1**-

e" (eqiiation 7.1.1.1-b)[ ( - c---/

(X - -(0.67 - 0.408) 1.50 =0,393_ ,car C _Xc..g.

vi cot ALE 1.225 (supersonic leading edge)

3Ae =4.90

cot- 1 ( cot ALE) = 39.230

= 0 (figure 7.1. 1.1 -11a)

(Cy. =) (CLq +~ 2 (CNe ) (equation 7. 1.1. 1-c)

= 0 + 2(0.393) (4.08)

= 3.21 per rad (based on V.)

Step 2. Wing-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

KW(B) = 1.125 (figure 4.3.1.2-10)

:d (0.98) (7.127) =0.455
Cre 15.375

K ( C N) (X, + 1) 1. )] 3.90 (figure 4.3.1.2-11a)
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01

+ b
[~ CN ( +1) -~. i] (0.98) (4.08) (1) (6.38 -- 1) 2 1.51

3.90
K - 0.1812,•. "'w) 21.51

Step 3. Pitching derivative CL for body (Section 7.2.1.1)

£A f77.2 - 25.0
fA 7.32

RN 25.0fqfN =- = - =.2 3.51
di 7.127 -

SfA /fN = 2.09

13 0.98f 0-98 - 0.279
'Q fN 3.51

CN) 2.74 per rad (figure 4.2.1.1-2 1a, extrapolated)

- = 0.434 (sample problem. oaragraph A)

(Cq) 2 (CN)~ (equation 7.2.1.1 -a)

= 2(2.74) (0.434)

= 2.378 per rad (based on SbRB)

Solution:

(Cjq)ý 1KWB KB(W)l (-)()Cq + (CLq)B ( ) (c
4 (equation 7.3.1. 1-a)

- (1.125 + 0.181) (0.7113) (0.845) (3.21) + (2.378) (0.0963) (6.363)

= 2.520 + 1.457

- 3.977 per rad (based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total
panel and referred to a moment center at 6/4 of the total panel)

7.3.1.1-9
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7.3.1.2 WING-BODY PITCHING DERIVATIVE Cmq

The information contained in this section is for estimating me pitching derivative Cmq of
wing-body configurations at low angles of attack. The derivative Cmq is a measure of the
pitcning moment produced by rotatiorial motion about a spanwise axis and is commonly referred
to as the pitch-damping derivative,

The Datcorn methods are based on the same assumption that was made in regard to the pitching
derivative CLq of a wing-body configuration, and the general discussion of Section 7.3.1.1 is
directly applicable here.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for determining the pitching derivative Cmq of a wing-body
configuration, differing only in their treatment of the mutual interference effects.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1

6 For wing-body configurations similar to sketch (d) of Section 4.3.1.2, the pitching derivative

Cmq, based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic chord of the total panel and
referred to a moment center at the assumed center of gravity or center of rotation, is given by

(Cm R cn [W(a) KBjw)] (Cm \-\ 7.3.1.2-a

where

(Cmq)c is the contribution of the exposed panel to the pitching derivative C,,, obtained
from Section 7.1.1.2. (See Setion 4.3.1.2 for the definition of exposed surfaces.)

(Cmq)8 is the contribution of the body to the pitching d ;ivative Crmq, obtained from
Section 7.2.1.2.

The remaining terms are defined in paragraph A of Section 7.3.1.1. Moment transfer calculations
are included as an integral part of the wing- and body-derivative estimation methods of Sections
7.1.1.2 and 7.2.1.2, respectively.

"Method 2

For wing-body configurations similar to sketch (c) of Section 4.3.1.2, the pitching derivative
Cnq, based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic chord of the total panel and
referred to a moment center at the assumed center of gravity or center of rotation, is given by

7.3.1.2-1
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S/

S-- + (Cm ) q 7.3.1.2-b

where.

(Cm q)w is the contribution of the total panel to the pitching derivative Cm q, obtained from
Section 7.1.1.2.

The remaining terms are defined in method I above and paragraph A of Section 7.3. 1. 1. Moment
transfer calculations are included as an integral part of the wing- and body-derivative estimation
methods of Sections 7.1.1.2 and 7.2.1.2, respectively.

Sample Problem

Method I

Given: Same configuration as sample problem of paragraph A, Section 7.3.1.1. The characteristics
are repeated below.

Wing Characteristics:

Total Panel Exposed Panel * '

A =5.0 X = 0 Ae =5.0 X. = 0

ALE :' 38.670 S = 414.0 sq ft be = 38.37 ft So = 294.50 sq ft

iw 0 cr-- 18.20 ft Ac14 = 30.960 c, = 15.375 ft

b - 45.50 ft = 12.133 ft z= 10.25 ft

NACA 66-206 airfoil section

Body Characteristics:

£ = 25.0 ft = 77.20 ft d = 7,127 ft

The following ratios based on total panel dimensions:

Se

S 0.7113 = 0.7140
VS

S 0.0963 =40.49
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* .-Additional Characteristics:

M = 0.60 xm = 43.70 ft (moment center at Z/4 of total panel)

d
S-=0.80 0=0.157

b

Compute:

Step 1. Pitching derivative Cm for exposed panel (Section 7.1.1.2)
q

ca 6.19 per rad}

-) = 2(sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.1.1)

cs A,, 4 = 0.8576

tan Ac/4 = 0.600

B = /1-M 2 cos2 Ac,4 " 0.8575

rA cI+24
I(C . 2 ]a -0.7 cg, cos Ac/4  As +2 cos Ac/4

"+ (A+ 6 0 a cs Ac/4) +- (equation 7.1.1.2-a)

5 (0.228) + 2(0.228)21
-- 0.7(6.19) (0.8576) 12S 2(0.576

•5 + 2(0.8576)

4+ [ 5+ 6(0.8576).[
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= 372[1.090 1 /45 11
6.715 24 10. 146) -8

= -3.72(0.472 1)

-1.76 per rad (based on So 02)

H '. ' A e3  tan 2  A c/4
04 + -

ABB+6cosAc/ 4  B
S A 3 tan2 A Cmq)M .e (equation 7.1.1.2-b)

SCm~e e3 tnAc/4 3

A +6cosA, 4

(5)3 (0.6)2 3
(5) (0.8575) + 6(0.8576) 0.8575 (-1.76)

(5)3 (0.6)2,i .. + 35 + 6(0.8576)

(4.77 + 3.499Sk" ~~~~~4,,435 + -3 - - .6.,,

.="269 (-1.76)k7.435)

= -1.96 per rad (based on Seie2)

Step 2. Wing-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

Kw(B) = 1.125 )
.. (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.1.1)

K•t "= 0.215

"Step 3. Pitching derivative Cm for body (Section 7.2.1.2)
q

", 0 1 a' 34 0 67a9x __x_

7.3.1.2-4
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Ax = 2.5 ft

From sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.1.1:

(k2 - k1 ) = 0.947 V4 = 2615,1 cu ft -Sb 39.88 sq ft

x, = 25.0 ft x = 42.46 ft

Determine (Cm a)B

d S dSx dS

AS x (xx*N )A
Station ft I1 ft ASx dx m dx m

1 1.137 1,016 1.016 42.033 42.71
2 2.W0 5.300 4.293 39.787 170.81

3 3.725 10.898 5.5w9 37.376 208.89

4 4.650 16.982 6.064 34.904 212.36

6 5.450 23.328 6.346 32.417 206.72
6 6.150 29.706 6.378 29.925 190.86

7 6.625 34.472 4.766 27.425 130.71
8 6.950 37.937 3.405 24.940 86.42
9 7.100 39.592 1.685 22.446 37.15
x 7,127 39.8C0 0.288 19.949 5.74

x0  7.127 39.880 0 9.970 0

dS

""T . (Xm -x)AX = 1291
x-0

2(k 2 - k) X0  dS(
2 (C ) " 5O x (xm - x) Ax (equation 4.2.2.1-a)

2(0.947) ( 1291)=- 2 970.935 per rad (based on VB)
Z76 15.1

VB (2615.1)(Cm) = (0.935) -b- = 0.935 (21.1) 0.794 per rad (based on SbQ)
\ý a/BSbB (39.88) (77.2)

"x is taken to be at the center of vau'm. of each body SMOnt.
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Determine x

d S(x)
Station ft sq ft x* SWxl x Ax

1 1.137 1.016 1.667 4.23

2 2.600 5.309 3.913 51.94

3 3.725 10.898 6.324 172.30

4 4.650 16.982 8.796 373.43
5 5.450 •23.328 11.283 658.02

6 6,150 29,706 13,775 1023.00
7 6.625 34.472 16.27b 1402.58
8 6.950 37.937 18.760 1 779.24
9 7.10O0 39.592 21.254 2103.72

10 7.127 39,880 23.751 2 367.97S7.127 39.880 61.100 106,377.

Z S(x) xAx = 116,313X- X

fO S(x) x dx 116,313
xC V 2615.1 44.48 ft (equation 7.2.1.2.b)

i.• i B 2615.1
S.. S k• (39.88) (77.2-) 0.4

= 0.434 (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.1.1)

;mb -

(C =2( ) ~ ~ ~ -(equation 7212a( 2'

(44.48 - 43.71(0.434)2 - 0.849 L4.8-4.0)l[ - .849 77.20
2(0.794) 0.4(0. -4 3•4

*x is taken to be at the center of volume of each body sagent.

"7.3.1,2-6
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[ 1.59 0 -0"849 (0.0101)]

(0.1798-1.59(2-

- -0,689 per rad (based on Sb B 2)

Solution:

(M q)WB =[W(B) + B(& f)\) (Cq, + (Cmt)B KS T3
(equation 7.3.1.2-a)

= (1.125 + 0.215) (0.7113) (0.7140) (-1.96) + (-0.689) (0.0963) (40.49)

- -1.334 - 2.687

= -4.021 per rad (based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic
chord of the total panel and referred to a moment center at E/4
of the total panel)

ý-.
B. TRANSONIC

The comments of paragraph B of Section 7.3.1.1 are directly applicable here.

DATCOM METHODS

It is recommended that the methods presented in paragraph A for estimating the pitching
derivative Cmq of a wing-body configuration be applied to the transonic speed regime, Care
should be taken to estimate the contributions of the lifting panel and body at the appropriate
Mach number. The interference factors should be obtained from paragraph C, Section 4.3.1.2.

C. SUPERSONIC

The comments of paragraph C of Section 7.3.1.1 are directly applicable here.

DATCOM METHODS

The methods presented in paragraph A for estimating the pitching derivative Cmq of a wing-body
configuration are also applicable to the supersonic speed range. Care should be taken to estimate
the contributions of the lifting pane! and body at the appropriate Mach number.
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Sample Problem

Method 1

Given: Same configuration as sample problem of paragraph C, Section 7.3.1.1 and paragraph A of
this section.

M = 1.4 (3=0.98

Compute:

Step 1. Pitching derivative Cm for exposed panel (Section 7.1.1.2)
q

) 0.393

"- cot ALE 4_ 1.225 (supersonic leading edge)

A0 p = 4.90 (sample problem paragraph C, Section
7.3.1.1)

cot-' 1 ( cot ALE) = 39.230

(Lq 3.21 per rad

.-- (Cm) = 1.018 per rad (figure 7.1.1.2-10a)mq
(Cmq'). = -1.039 per rad

*•' (Cm q)C = (Cmq) - (equation 7.1.1.2-d)
Je (C Je De L e

- -1.039 - (0.393) (3.21)

"=.-2.301 per rad (based on S Z 2)

Step 2. Wing-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

Kw(B) = 1.125
(sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3.1.1)

7.1KB2) = 8181 )
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Step 3. Pitching derivative Cm for body (Section 7,2.1.2)
q

fN = 3.51

f4 /f?= 2.09

"(sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3. 1. 1)
= 0.279fN

(CN ) = 2.74 per rad

xC= 44.48 ft

V B
= 0.849 (sample problem, paragraph A)Sb Q

1 / -0.434

XC.,,.
- 0.195 (figure 4.2.2.148a, extrapolated)

xM 43.70
B - -0.566

2B 77.20

(Cm) = (CN) (equation 4 .2.2.1-c)

= (0.566 -- 0.195) 2.74

1.017 per rad (based on Sb B)

-'BSb RD £

(Cmq)B = 2(Cm) 1 -RI (equation 7.2.1.2-a)

Sb R

7.3.1.2-9
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(0.434)2 - (0.849) 1-- I

=2(.017) 0.434 - 0.849

0.1798\
= 2.034 I%. 17)

-0.415/

= -0.881 per rad (based on SbRB 2)

Solution:

(Cq) [ KW(D) + KB ~ i (nq(°)W., Se '•,,+•-, T W -). + (C°,)B I\t/

(equation 7.3.1.2-a)

= (1.125 + 0.181) (0.7113) (0.7140) (-2.301) + (-0.881) (0.0963) (40.49)

-- 1.526 - 3.435

= -4.961 per rad (based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic
chord of the total panel and referred to a moment center at Z/4
of the total panel)

hi
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7.3.2.1 WING-BODY ROLLING DERIVATIVE CyP

This settion presents methods for estimating the wing-body contribution to the rolling deriva-
tive Cy at subsonic and supersonic speeds. This derivative is the change in side-force coefficient with
change in the wing-tip helix angle.

A. SUBSONIC

Experimental evidence indicates that the effect of the fuselage on the side force due to rolling is
negligible throughout the angle-of-attack range up to the stall. Therefore, the method of Section 7.1.2.1
for estimating the wing-alone derivative at subsonic speeds is also applicable to wing-body configurations.
Available test data are limited to wing-body configurations with body diameters less than about 30
percent of the wing span. Therefore, the application of the wing-alone method is limited to values
of d/b < 0.3.

The method consists of determining the value of Cy at zero lift and extrapolating this result to high
lift coefficients by using experimental values of lift and drag at high lift coefficients. The method also
includes the effect of geometric dihedral.

DATCOM METHOD

The variation of the wing-body rolling derivative Cy with lift coefficient at subsonic speeds is
obtained by using the method of paragraph A of Section 7.1.2.1. In using this method experimental
values of wing-body lift and drag are used in evaluating the dimensionless correction factor K. This
method is limited to configurations with body diameters less than about 30 percent of the wing span,
i.e., d/b < 0.3.

If experimental wing-body lift and drag data are not available, wing-alone test data may be used. If
experimental lift and drag data are not available, no attempt should be made to extrapolate the zero-lift
value to higher' lift coefficients. The negligible importance of the derivative does not wzrrant the
complexities involved in estimating the lift and drag characteristics. Furthermore, no known general
method for estimating the variation of the drag coefficient will give results reliable enough to use in
determining the correction factor for extrapolating the potential-flow values to higher lift coefficients.

The sample problem presented at the conclusion of paragraph A of Section 7.1.2.1 illustrates the use of
this method.

B. TRANSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the rolling
derivative Cy p. Furthermore, no known experimental results are available for this derivative at transonic
speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature i'or estimating the effect of the fuselage on the
rolling derivative Cy

For the purposes of the Datcom the fuselage effect is considered to be negligible for wing-body
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configurations with body diameters less than abort 30 percent of the wing span. Therefore, for
configurations with d/b < 0.3 the wing-body rolling derivative Cy is estimated by the wing-alone
method of paragraph C of Section 7.1.2. 1.

No known experimental data are available for this derivative at supersonic speeds. Therefore, the validity
of the Datcorn application cannoL be determined.

DATCOM METHOD

The wing-body rolling derivative Cy at supersonic speeds and at low values of the lift coefficient is
obtained by using the method of paragraph C of Section 7.1.2.1.

This method is limited to configurations with body diameters less than about 30 percent of the wing
span, i.e., d/b < 0.3.

The sample problem at the conclusion of paragraph C of Section 7.1.2.1 illustrates the use of this
method.

r
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7.3.2.2 WING-BODY ROLLING DERIVATIVE Clp

This section presents methods for estimating the wing-body contribution to the Tolling derivative Cp at
subsonic and supersonic speeds. Mhis derivative is the change in rolling-moment coefficient with change
in the wing-tip helix angle and is commonly referred to as the roll-damping derivative.

A. SUBSONIC

Experimental evidence indicates that in general for configurations with the ratio of maximum body
diameter to wing span less than about 30 percent, i.e., d/b 1 0.3, the effect of the fuselage on the roll
damping is negligible over the angle-of-attack range up to the stall. Therefore, the method of Section
7.1.2.2 for estimating the wing-alone derivative at subsonic speeds is applied in this section to estimate
the wing-body roll damping at subsonic speeds.

The method consists of first determining the value of C1P at zero lift based on simplified lifting-surface
theory, then assuming that variations in the lift-curve slope will affect C1  in the same proportion
as CL 2 , and finally accounting for the drag associated with the additional lift on the outer portion of
the wing resulting from flow separation and the attendant formation of a stable leading-edge vortex. The
method also accounts for geometric dihedral.

The Datcom method accounts for the variations in wing-body lift-curve slope, drag due to lift, profile
drag, and the effect of dihedral. The method requires knowledge of the variation of lift and drag over
the angle-of-attack range to the stall. Therefore, the method is quite rc adily applied if experimental lift
and drag data are available.

This method is restricted to configurations with values of d/b < 0.3.

Although all the bodies of the wing-body configurations analyzed were bodies of circular cross section,
the method should give reasonable values for configurations with noncircular cross-section bodies,
provided reliable values of the wing-body lift-curve-slope variation are available.

DATCOM METHOD

The variation of the wing-body rolling derivative C1  with lift coefficient at subsonic speeds is obtained"by using the method of Paragraph A of Section 7.1.2.2. In using this method experimental values of

wing-body lift and drag are used in evaluating the variations of lift-curve slope and profile drag.

The limitations of the method as applied to wing-alone configurations are equally applicable to the
method when applied to a wing-body configuration.

A comparison of the roll-damping derivative calculated by using this method with test results is
presented as Table 7.3.2.2-A. Experimental values of wing-body lift and drag have been used in
evaluating the roll-damping derivative of all the configurations listed in the table.

If test data for wing-body lift and drag are not available, the wing-alone result should be used for tne
wing-body roll damping of configurations with d/b < 0.3. In this case wing-alone test data are preferred,
but if they are not availablethe wing-alone lift and drag should be estimated as outlined in Section 7.1.2.2.
The Datcom methods for estimating the wing-body lift and drag variations with angle of attack have not
been substantiated and, therefore, should not be used in evaluating the wing-body roll damping.
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The sample problem presented at the conclusion of Paragraph A of Section 7.1.2.2 illustrates the use of
this method.

B. TRANSONIC

There are no reliable methods for estimating the derivative Cl in the transonic region. Although this
derivative might be expected to vary with Mach number in the same manner as lift-curve slope, this
trend is not exhibited by experimental data. A considerable quantity of wing-body test data is available,
however, and reference should be made to Table 7-A.

C. SUPERSONIC

Reference I presents a linear-theory method for estimating the roll damping of thin supersonic-
leading-edge triangular and rectangular wings mounted on cylindrical bodies. The roll damping of thin
subsonic-leading-edge triangular wings mounted on cylindrical bodies is presented in Reference 2 based on
slender-wing theory. These theoretical results show that for most of the range of variables the net effect
of the body is to decrease the roll damping. The body effect is small for body diameters less than about
30 prcent of the wing span (d/b < 0.3) for both triangular and rectangular wing configurations.
However, the body effect increases rapidly as the ratio of body diameter to wing span increases beyond
this vaiue. Unfortunately, at the higher values of d/b the theory does rot show the same trend with
Mach number for the body effects of configurations with triangular and rectangular wings. At these
higher values of d/b the body effect increases with increasing Mach number for configurations with
rectangular wings; whereas, the body effect decreases with increasing Mach number for configurations
with triangular wings. Therefore, at higher values of d/b the theoretical results for triangular and

- rectangular wings cannot be applied to indicate the general trend of the body effect for configurations
with other planforms.

The Datcom uses a design chart, based on the theoretical results of References 1 and 2 and a limited
amount of experimental data, to account fo1 the effect of a circular body on the roll damping of a
wing-body configuration at zero lift. This chart is applicable to all straight-tapered wing configurations at
values of d/b < 0.3, but is restricted to triangul r wing configurations at higher values of d/b.

DATCOM METHOD

The wing-body roll-damping derivative at supersonic speeds, based on the product of the wing area and
the square of the wing span SW bjw, is given by

C1
p(C/P)W (Cp) (per radian) 7.3.2.2-a

O " (Clow (C 1 )
P dlb=O

where (Ct,)w is the wing contribution to the roll-damping derivative at supersonic speeds, obtained by
using the method of Paragraph C of Section 7.1.2.2, including the effects of wing thickness, and

Ct

- is the semiempirical body-correction factor obtained from Figure 7.3.2.2-13 as a
C /b function of thc ratio of maximum body diameter to wing span and the Mach

number normal to the leading edge.
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Figure 7.3.2.2-13 is applicable to all straight-tapered wing configurations with circular bodies over the

range 0 < d/b < 0.3. For values of d/b > 0.3 this chart is applicable only to configurations consist-
ing of triangular wings mounted or c yhindrical bodies.

Experimental results cc,:o,, ted in Reference 15 for triangular wing-body configuratVns
with d/b 0.4 and 0.6, ;tLAd ror subsonic, sonic, and supersonic leading edges, show good agreement
with the values given by !-;i.ra-e 7.3.2.2-13.

No experirr.ental dz;ti uae presently available to substantiate the theoretical results of Reference I for
rectangulaxr wing-oy configurations with values of d/b > 0.3.

As noted atx'qz, the triangular- and rectangular-wing results of References I and 2 at values
of d/b > 0.3 c.<nnot be used to indicate the general trend of the body effects for other planforms.

The supersonic roll-damping derivative m the linear-lift range calculated by this method is compared

with test results in Table 7.3.2.2-B. Although all configurations listed in Table 7.3.2.2-B have cylindrical

bodies, the method may be applied to configurations having bodies which are not true cylinders, but
which are almost cylindrical.

Sample Problem

A triangular wing-body configuration of Referencel4.

gALE = 44.90 Ac/ 2 = 26.70 A = 4.05 N = 0

d/b 0.20 M = 1.92 ; 3 = 1.639

Airfoil: Hexagon, 61 = 4.90

Compute:

0A = (1.639) (4.05) = 6.64

A tan At/, = (4.05) (tan 26.70) = 2.04

(C)
- - 0.0505 per rad (Figure7.1. 2 .2 -25a)

A

Scot ALE = (1.639) (cot 44.90) = 1.642 (supersonic leading edge)

tan ALE tan 44.90
- 6 0.608S1.639

Cv
=0.970 (¶igure7.1.2.2-27)

(C 1 )
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Cl 0.970 (Figure7.3.2. 2 -13)

(C,)

Solution:

-:-- L-o.osos] (4.05) (0.970)

K - -0.198 per rad

C,

(Cp) = (Cp) (CP (Equation 7 .3.2 .2-a)

1W \L A A d/b0

= (-0.198) 0.970

= -0.192 per rad (based on Swbý)

This compares with a test value of -0.182 per radian from Reference 14.
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7.3.2.3 WING-BODY ROLLING DERIVATIVE Cnp

This section presents methods for estimating the wing-body contribution to the rolling derivative Cnp at
subsonic and supersonic speeds. This derivative is the change in yawing-moment coefficient with change
in wing-tip helix angle.

A. SUBSONIC

Experimental evidence indicates that the effect of the fuselage on the yawing moment due to rolling is
negligible throughout the angle-of-attack range up to the stall. Therefore, the method of Section 7.1.2.3
for estimating the wing-alone derivative at subsonic speeds is also applicable to wing-body configurations.
Available test data are limited to wing-body configurations with body diameters less than about 30
percent of the wing span. Therefore, the application of the wing-alone method is limited to values
of d/b < 0.3.

The method consists of determining the value of Cp at zero lift and extrapolating the result to high
lift coefficients by using experimental values of lift and drag at high lift coefficients. The method also
includes the effects of wing twist and symmetric flap deflection.

DATCOM METHOD

The variation of the wing-body rolling derivative Cn, with' lift coefficient at subsonic speeds is obtained
by using the method of Paragraph A of Section 7F1.2.3. In using this method experimental values of
wing-body lift and drag are used in evaluating the dimensionless correction factor K. This method is
limited to configurations with body diameters less than about 30 percent of the wing span, i.e.,
d/b < 0.3.

If experimental wing-body lift and drag data are nct available, wing-alone test data may be used to
determine the wing-body rolling derivative CnP. No attemipt should be made to extrapolate the zero-lift
value to higher lift coefficients using estimated lift and drag results. No known general method for
estimating the variation of drag coefficient will give results reliable enough to use in determining the
correction factor for extrapolating the potential-flow values to higher lift coefficients;

The sample problem at the conclusion of Paragraph A of Section 7.1.2.3 illustrates the use of this
method.

B. TRANSONIC

No generalized mrethoC is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the rolling
derivative Cnp. Furthermore, no known experimental results are available for this derivative at transonic
speeds. -

C. SUPERSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating the effect of the fuselage on the
rolling derivative Cnp at supersonic speeds.

For the purpose of the Datcom the fuselage effect is considered to be negligible for wing-body
configurations with body diameters less than about 30 percent of the wing span. Therefore, for

7.3.2.3-1



configurations with d/b • 0.3 the wing-body rolling derivative C,,p is estimated by the wing-alone
method of Paragraph C of Section 7.1.2.3.

No known experimental data are available for this derivative at supersonic speeds. Therefore, the validity
of the Datcom application cannot be determined.

DATCOM METHOD

"The wing-body rolling derivative Cn at supersonic speeds in the range of lift coefficients for

which Cnp varies linearly with CL is obtained by using the method of Paragraph C of Section 7.1.2.3.

A This method is limited to configurations with body diameters less than about 30 percent of the wing
span, i.e., df-b < 0.3.
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"7.3.3 WING-BODY YAWING DERIVATIVES

7.3.3.1 WING-BODY YAWING DERIVATIVE Cy,

This section recommends methods for estimating the wing-body contribution to the. yawing
derivative. Cy, at subsonic speeds. However, at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds no
generalized methods are available for estimating the wing-body contribution to the yawing
derivative Cy,. This derivative is the change in side-force coefficient with variation in yawing
velocity.

A.. SUBSONIC

Experimental evidence indicates that the effect of the fuselage on the side force due to yawing is

negligible throughout the angle-of-attack range up to the stall. Therefore, the recommendations

of Section 7.1.3.1 for estimating the wing-alone derivative at subsonic speeds are also applicable
to wing-body configurations.

The recommendations of Section 7.1.3.1 consist of using available experimental data, when
applicable, or the method of reference 1 to estimate CYr.

B. TRANSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the
wing-body contribution to the yawing derivative Cyr. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of
experimental data for this derivative at transonic speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating supersonic values of the

wing-body contribution to the yawing derivative Cyr. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of
experirnen.•; data for this derivative at supersonic speeds.

REFERENCE

1. Tall, T. A., and Queijo, M. J.: Approximate Relations and Chats for Low-Speed Stability Derivatives of Swept Wings. NACA
TN 1581, 1948. (U)
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7.3.3.2 WING-BODY YAWING DERIVATIVE C1,

"This section presents a method for estimating the wing-body contribution to the yawing
derivative C(r at subsonic speeds. However, at transonic and supersonic speeds no generalized

S7. methods are available for estimating the wing-body contribution to the yawing derivative Clr.
This derivative is the change in rolling-moment coefficient with change in the yawing velocity.

A. SUBSONIC

Experimental evidence indicates that the effect of the fuselage on the rolling moment due to
yawing is negligible. Therefore, the method of Section 7.1.3.2 for estimating the wing-alone
derivative at subsonic speeds is also applicable to wing-body configurations. Available test data
are limited to wing-body configurations with body diameters less than about 30 percent of the
wing span. Comsequently, the application of the wing-alone method to estimate the wing-body
contribution to Cjr is limited to values of d/b < 0.3.

DATCOM METHOD

The variation of the wing-body yawing derivative CI, is obtained by using the method of Section
7.1.3.2. The method consists of determining the value of Clr at zero lift and extending this value
to high lift coefficients by using a serniempirical correction factor and test data for CIa. The:u 'O, method also includes the effect of geometric dihedral, wing twist, and flap deflection. The
method is limited to configurations with body diameters less than about 30 percent of the wing
span; i.e., d/b < 0.3.

The sample problem presented at the conclusion of paragraph A of Section 7.1.3.2 illustrates the
use of this method.

B. TRANSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the
wing-body contribution to the yawing derivative Cl,. Furthermore, there is a scarcity ofexperimental data for this derivative at transonic speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating supersonic values of the
F4 wing-body contribution to the yawing derivative Clr. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of

experimental data for this derivative at supersonic speeds.

7.3.3.2-1
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7.3.3.3 WING-BODY YAWING DERIVATIVE Cn1

6

This section presents a method for estimating the wing-body contribution to the yawing
derivative Cnr at subsonic speeds. However, at transonic and supersonic speeds no generalized

methods are available for estimating the wi-..body contribution to the yawing derivative Cn,.
This derivative is the change in yawing-mor .,A coefficient with change in the yawing-velocity

L- parameter and is commonly referred to as the yaw damping.

A. SUBSONIC

In general, the wing-fuselage contribution to damping in yaw is small in comparison to the

vertical-tail contribution. The contribution from the fuselage depends upe' the relative size of
the fuselage in comparison to the wing. For configurations in which the .aselage is large relative.
to the wing, the fuselage contribution is important. Fuselages having flat sides or having a
flattened cross section with the major axis vertical can also make a significant contribution
(reference 1). Experimental data have also shown that a flattened cross-section fuselage with the
major axis horizontal can have negative damping in yaw at moderate and high angles of attack.

No generalized method exists in the literature for predicting the fuselage contribution to yaw
damping. Therefore, for the purposes of the Datcom, fuselage effects are considered to be
negligible. Consequently, the Datcom method of Section 7.1.3.3 for estimating the wing-alone
derivative at subsonic speeds is also applicable to wing-body configurations.

DATCOM METHOD

The estimated value of the wing-body yawing derivative C,, is obtained by using the method of
Section 7.1.3.3. In using this method experimental values of wing profile drag coefficient,
evaluated at the appropriate Mach number, are used in conjunction with the lift coefficient.
These coefficients are used to evaluate the two major contributions to C, namely, that
resulting from the drag due to lift and that resulting from the profile drag. The method does not
account for the effects of wing flaps, wing twist, or wing dihedral.

The sample problem presented at the conclusion of paragraph A of Section 7.1.3.3 illustrates the

use of this method.

B. TRANSONIC

N3 generalized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the
wing-body contribution to the yawing derivative Cnr. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of
experimental data for this derivative at transonic speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating supersonic values of the
L wing-body contribution to the yawing derivative Cr. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of

experimental data for this derivative at supersonic speeds.
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7:3.4 WING-BODY ACCELERATION DERIVATIVES

7.3.4.1 WING-BODY ACCELERATION DERIVATIVE CLS

The information contained in this section is for estimating the acceleration derivative CL& of
wing-body configurations at low angles of attack. In general, it consists of a synthesis of material
presented in other sections; however, the method of application is new.

Datcom methods are based on the relatively simple results derived from slender-body theory in a
manner similar to that used to predict the wing-body pitching derivatives. It is assumed that the
mutual interferences that occur between components for angle-of-attack variations, determined in
references I and 2 and presented in Section 4.3.1.2, may be applied with reasonable accuracy to
the case of normal acceleration. This approach to the calculation of wing-body acceleration
derivatives has been applied with reasonable success by Walker and Wolowicz in reference 3.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for determining the acceleration derivative CL& 1f a wing-body
configuration, differing only in their treatment of the mutual interference effects.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

For wing-body configurations similar to sketch (d) of Section 4.3.1.2, the acceleration derivative
CL&,j based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total panel, is given by

(C.)wl=[KW(B) + K ~ E* (? L)(L (). 7.3.4. 1-a

where

(CL&4 is the contribution of the exposed panel to the acceleration derivative CL&, obtained
from Section 7.1.4. 1. (See Section 4.3.1.2 for the definition of exposed surfaces.)

(CL&) is the contribution of the body to the acceleration derivative CL&, obtained from
Section 7.2.2.1.

The remaining terms are defined in paragraph A of Section 7.3.1.1.

Method 2

For wing-body configurations similar to sketch (c) of Section 4.3.1.2, the acceleration derivative

CL&, based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total panel, is given by

7.3.4.1-1



(CL&)W K(fl) (La)W + (CL) JO C 7.3.4. 1-b

where (Cyj)w is the contribution of the total panel to the acceleration derivative CL&, obtained
from Section 7.1.4.1, and the remaining terms are defined in paragraph A of Section 7.3.1.1 and
method 1 above.

Sample Problem

Method 1

Given: Same configuration as sample problems of paragraph A, Sections 7.3.1.1 and 7.3.1.2. Some
of the characteristics are repeated below.

The following ratios based on total panel dimensions:

Se c Sb RB
- 0.7113 -- 0.845 - 0.0963 - = 6.363

S c S

Additional Characteristics:

d
M 0.60 p=0.80 A 5.0 -= 0.157 B= 7 7 .2 ft

Compute:

Step 1. Acceleration derivative CL . for exposed panel (Section 7.1.4.1)

(Ž±) = 0.560

(sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.1.1)

(CILa) 4.50 per rad

PAC 4.0

CL C )
= 0.140 per rad (figure 7.1.4.1-6)irA/2

CL(g) -1.718 per rad

7.3.4.1-2



(L&. 1.5 (CLj) + 3 CL(g) (equation 7.1.4.1-a)

- (1.5) (0.560) (4.50) + 3(-1.718)

= 3.780 - 5.154

-1.374 per rad (based on S, Z)

Step 2. Wing-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

"Kw(B) " 1.125
(sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.1.1)

KD(w) = 0.215

Step 3. Acceleration derivative CL& for body (Section 7.2.2.1)

Va = 2615.1 cu ft
(sample problem,

Sb = 39.88 sq ft paragraph A,
Section 7.3.1.1)

(CLC)B 1.894 per rad (based on Sb)

VB\ 2615.1 0.849

(39.88) (77.20)

" - 2- (equation 7.2.2. 1-a)

- 2(1.894) (0.849)

- 3.216 per rad (based on S Re)

Solution:

* (~~CL&)" I KW(Bj) + KB~,I(-w .. (CL.) (CLi)B~ ~

(equation 7.3.4.1-a)

= (1.125 + 0.215) (0.7113) (0.845) (-1.374) + (3.216) (0.0963) (6.363)
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- -1.107 + 1.971

= 0.864 per rad (based on the area and mean aerodynamic criord of the total
. panel)

B. TRANSONIC

The aerodynamic interference effects for slender wing-body configurations are relatively
insensitive to Mach number; consequently, the slender-body interference factors of Section

- 4.3.1.2 should give reasonable results. For nonslender configurations transonic interference
K>". effects can become quite large and sensitive to minor changes in local contour.

DATCOM METHODS

It is recommended that the methods presented in paragraph A for estimating the acceleration
derivative CL& of a wing-body configuration be applied to the transonic speed range. Care should
be taken to estimate the contributions of the lifting panel and body at the appropriate Mach
number. The interference factors should be obtained from paragraph C, Section 4.3.l.2.

C, SUPERSONIC

The information included in the Datcom accounts for most of the mutual interferences that
occur between components of a wing-body configuration at supersonic speeds. These interference
effects are accounted for by the slender-body interference factors of Section 4.3.1.2.

DATCOM METHODS

The methods presented in paragraph A for estimating the acceleration derivative CL& of a
,"- wing-body configuration are also applicable to the supersonic speed range. Care should be taken

to estimate the contributions to the lifting panel and body at the appropriate Mach number.

Sample Problem

"Method I

Given: Same configuration as sample problems of paragraph C, Sections 7.3.1.1 and 7.3.1.2, and
paragraph A of this section.

d
M =1.4 /3=0.98 -- =0. 157

b

•Compute:

Step 1. Acceleration derivative CN . for exposed panel (Section 7.1.4.1)

7.3.4.1-4



'3 cot ALE = 1.225 (supersonic leading edge)

PAC= 4.90 (sample problem, paragraph C,
Section 7.3.1.1)

"cot-1 ' cot ALE) 39.23°

ff[(CN.)] = 0 (figure 7.1.4.1-11a)

9[(CN 2)J =4.00 (figure 7.1. 4 .1-I1c)

[(CN&)2. - 4.08 per rad

SQT• (CN)e= ( ) [(CN ),]- (-)[(CN.)] (equation 7.1.4.1-c)

N /e . N& [ CN1 1

S\o.4/ (o)- ( (4.08)

= -4.25 per rad (based on S

Step 2. Wing-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

KW(B) = 1.125

(sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3.1.1)
KB () = 0,181

Step 3. Acceleration derivative CN. for body (Section 7.2.2.1)

VB
- Q 0.849 (sample problem, paragraph A)

b •B

(CN) = 2.74 per rad (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3.1.1)

7.3.4.1-5



(CNa)B 2(CN )B V" (equation 7.2.2.1-a)

= 2(2.74) (0.849)

= 4.653 per rad (based on Sb2B)

Solution:

C (N &)IB [KW(D) + KB ) + (CN)
/(W Ts/ /\T/

(equation 7.3.4,1-a)

= (1.125 + 0.181) (0.7113) (0.845) (-4.25) + (4.653) (0.0963) (6.363)

= -3.336 + 2.851

= --0.485 per rad (based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total
panel)

REFERENCES
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7.3.4.2 WING-BODY ACCELERATION DERIVATIVE C,..

The information contained in this section is for estimating the acceleration derivative Cm& of
S ,wing-body configurations at low angles of attack.

The Datcom methods are based on the same assumption that was made in regard !0 the
acceleration derivative CL& of a wing-body configuration, and the general discussion of Section
7.3.4.1 is directly applicable here.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for determining the accelerattivn derivative Ca& of a wing-body
configuration, differing only in their treatment of the mutual interference effects.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1

For wing-body configurations similar to sketch (d) of Section 4.3.1.2, the acceleration derivative
Cm&, based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic chord of the total pan',1 and
referred to a moment center at the assumed center of gravity, is given by

(Cmi)W [Kw(B) + K ) -/I C (Ci&) + (C/) ) 7.3.4.2-a

where

(Cm,&)•. is the contribution of the exposed panel to the acceleration derivative Cm&,
obtained from Section 7.1.4.2. (See Section 4.3.1.2 for the definition of exposed
surfaces.)

(Cm &)B is the contribution of the body to the acceleration derivative Cm,& obtained from
Section 7.2.2.2.

The remaining terms are defined in paragraph A of Section 7.3.1.1. Moment transfer calculations
are included as an integral part of the wing- and body-derivative estimation methods of Sections
7.1.4.2 and 7.2.2.2, respectively.

Method 2

For wing-body configurations similar to sketch (c) of Section 4.3.1.2, the acceleration derivative
Cm6, based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic chord of the total panel and
referred to a moment center at the assumed center of gravity, is given by

(m (C &)+w(Cm &) (S) ( ) 7.3.4.2-b
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where (Cm&)w is the coniribution of the total panel to the acceleration derivative Cm,, and the

remaining terms ate defined in paragraph A of Section 7.3.1.1 and method I above. Moment
transfer calculations are included as an integral part of the wing- and body-derivative estimation ,.
methods of Sections 7.1.4.2 and 7.2.2.2, respectively.

'1

Sample Problem

Method I

Given: Same configuration as sample problems of paragraph A, Sections 7.3.1.1, 7.3.1.2, and
7.3.4.1. Some of the characteristics are repeated below.

The following ratios based on total panel dimensions,

.sc / 2 c.
.0.7113/ 0.7140 1.50

Sb R)
- = 0.0963 = 40.49

Additional Characteristics:

dJ

m M - 0.60 A, 5.0 -- 0.157 Ra 77.20 ft
b

0.80 xM = 43.70 ft (moment center at ý/4 of total panel)

Compute:

Step I. Acceleration derivative Cm. for exposed panel (Section 7.1.4.2)

X•. 0

*= 0.560

.(xc.• (sample problem, pararaph A, Section 7.3.1.!)

= 0.408

(C.) 4.50 per rad
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(jgi)c X7e~7 (0.408) (1.50) 0.612

(L6~) =-1.374 p(, rad (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.4.1)

I3Ae =4.0

gA2C
=0.0767 per rad (figure 7.1.4.2-8)

Cm0 (g) =0.941 p'er rad

27 /a\
(Cm I)p - (CL) 3C 0 g (equation 7.1 .4.2-b)

27
-- (0.560)2 (4.50) + 3(0.941)

= -2.381 + 2.823

=0.442 per rad

(Cm. = C~ (C+ (equation 7.1.4.2-a)

0.442 + (0.612) (-1.374)

-0.399 per rad (based on S' E 2)

Step 2. Wing-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

Kw) 1,125

(sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3. 1. 1)
KBw 0.215
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Step 3. Accel1eration derivative Cm for body (Section 7.2.2.2)

=0.849

Sb B

(I -B 0.434 (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.11.2)

=C 44.48 ft

SC11) 0.794 per rad

VB c m

Sb B B
(Cm 2(Cm)B (-x) (equation 7.2.2.2-a)

AI

108944.48 - 43.70\

=2(0.794) .L 720 ]

-0.415 1

=-0.0328 per rad (based on Sb B 2 )

Solution:

(cm.) [KW(B)+KBwI(m)+( )()( \

(equation 7.3.4.2-a)

=(1. 125 + 0.215) (0.7113) (0.7140) (-0.399) + (-0.0328) (0.0963) (40.49)

=-0.272 - 0.128

7.3.4.2-4
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- -0.400 per rad (based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic
chord of the total panel and referred to a moment center at Z/4
of the total panel)

B. TRANSONIC

The comments of paragraph B of Section 7.3.4.1 are directly applicable here.

DATCOM METHODS

It is recommended that the methods presented in paragraph A for estimating the acceleration
derivative Cm& of a wing-body configuration be applied to the transonic speed regime. Care
should be taken to estimate the contributions of the lifting panel and body at the appropriate
Mach number. The interference factors should be obtained from paragraph C, Section 4.3.1.2.

C. SUPERSONIC

The comments of paragraph C of Section 7.3.4.1 are directly applicable here.

DATCOM METHODS

The methods presented in paragraph A for estimating the acceleration derivative Cm& of a

wing-body configuration are also applicable to the supersonic speed range. Care should be taken
to estimate the contributions of the lifting panel and body at the appropriate Mach number.

Sample Problem

Method 1

Given: Same configuration as sample problems of paragraph C, Sections 7.3.1.1, 7.3.1.2, and
7.3.4. 1, and paragraph A of this section

r, M 1.4 (3 0.98 d 0.157
b

"Compute:

Step 1. Acceleration derivative Cm . for exposed panel (Section 7.1.4.2)

(3 cot ALE = 1.225 (supersonic leading edge)

cot 1 (j3 cot ALE) 39.230 (saniple problem, paragraph C,
4Section 7.3.1.1)

.. PAO 4.90
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Ix .
(----) =0.612 (sample problem, paragraph A)

(CN.) = -4.25 per rad (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3.4.1)

ýrc fnC 1, e= 9.05 (figure 7 .1.4 .2 -13a)

(Cm~e)1 = 9.235 per rad

Fl[(Cm.)] = -4.52 (figure 7.1.4.2-13c)

[(C ) -4.612 per rad

/M2\ M(" = )(C)] + + 1) [Cm&)] (equation C .4.2-e)

/1.4\ (1.42
-09 (9.235) + 0-98 + 1 (-4.612)~0.98 I 0.982

= 18.85 - 14.03

= 4.82 per rad

(Cm) (Cm.') \-(-!. (CL.) (equation 7.1.4.2-a)

4.82 + (0.612) (-4.25) (CN. is assumed to be equal to CLa)

2.219 per rad (based on Se• 2 )
44

Step 2. Wing-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

Kw(D) = 1.125 ]

(sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3.!.1)

KB(w) = 0.181

7.3.4.2-6
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Step 3. Acceleration derivative Cm. for body (Section 7.2.2.2)

- = 0.849

sb2

- = 0.434 (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.1.2)

"xc= 44.48 ft

( Cm ) = 1.017 per rad (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3.1.2)

VB (Cx x~n

(Cm.j) = 2(Cm,) SA /R (equation 7.2.2.2-a)

' ~x 
VB

[0.89, 44.48 -43.70)1
2(.07)(0.849) - 77.'20 '

= 2(1.017) 0.434 - 0.849

r(0.849) (0.0101)
2.034 -0.415

= -0.0420 per rad (based on Sb s 2)

"Solution:

(Cm ),. = IKW,, , + K ,, S (C )j . + (C m. ) a

(equation 7.3.4.2,a)

= (1.125 + 0.181) (0.7113) (0.7140) (2.219) + (-0.0420) (0.0963) (40.49)

= 1.472 - 0.164

= 1.308 per Tad (based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic
chord of the total panel and referred to a moment center at Z/4
of the total panel)
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7.4 WING-BODY-TAIL DYNAMIC DERIVATIVES

7.4.1 WING-BODY-TAIL PITCHING DERIVATIVES

7.4.1.1 WING-BODY-TAIL PITCHING DERIVATIVE CLq

The information contained in this section is for estimating the nondimensional pitching derivative
CLq of wing-body-tail combinations at low angles of attack. This derivative represents the lift
due to pitching velocity at a constant angle of attack and is defined as

_ aCL
CLLCL q 2-•E

In general, the methods presented consist of a synthesis of material presented in other sections,
although some new information is presented.

The derivative is presented in a manner similar to that used in reference I to calculate the lift of
a wing-body-tail combination. The complete derivative is the sum of contributions of individual
components, treated as isolated surfaces or bodies, and mutual interference effects. The mutual
interference effects are assumed to correspond to those due to angle-of-attack variations,
established in references 1 and 2 and presented in Section 4.3.1.2.

The horizontal-tail contribution to the derivative CLq is based on the assumption that
instantaneous forces on the tail correspond to the instantaneous angle of attack. This assumption
is also the basis used in estimating the horizontal-tail contribution to the derivative Cmq in
Section 7.4.1.2. The effect of this assumption is presented in numerous aerodynamic texts, for
example, reference 3. The effects of CLq are generally small and frequently neglected in dynamic
analyses.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for determining the pitching derivative CLq of wing-body-tail
combinations, differing only in their treatment of the effect of the flow field of the forward
surface on the aft surface.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1. (b'/b" > 1.5)

For configurations in which the span of .the forward surface is large compared to that of the aft
surface, the following approach can be used. This mhethod is to be used when the ratio of the
forward-panel span to the aft-panel span is 1.5 or greater. The equation of the nondimensional
pitching derivative CLq of a wing-body-tail configuration, based on the area and mean

7.4.1.1-1



aerodynamic chord of the total forward panel and referred to a moment center at the assumed

center of gravity or center of rotation, is given by

KwB) + K (CL 7.4.1. -a

where the primed quantities refer to the forward panel, the double-primed quantities refer to the
aft panel, and the subscript e refers to the exposed panel. (See Section 4.3.1.2 for the definition
of exposed surfaces.)

(CLq)WB is the contribution of the wing-body configuration to the pitching
derivative CL., obtained from Section 7.3.1.1.

[Kw(B) + KB(w)]" is the appropriate wing-body interference factor obtained from
Section 4.3.1.2 for the aft panel.

(CLoe" is the lift-curve slope of the exposed aft panel, obtained from Section
4.1.3.2.

is the ratio of the exposed aft panel planform area to the total
SI

pianform area of the forward panel.

xc.:.- x" is the distance parallel to the longitudinal axis between the moment
reference center (usually the vehicle center of gravity) and the
quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord of the total aft
horizontal panel.

This parameter is approximated in Section 4.5.2.1 as x-x" - " C
(equation 4.5.2.1-e) where xc 4 and 2" are defined in figures 4.5.2.1-7a
and -7b.

q"

q is the average dynamic-pressure ratio acting on the aft surface,
qoo obtained from Section 4.4.1.

Method 2. (b'/b" < 1.5)

For configurations in which the span of the forward surface is approximately equal to or less
than that of the aft surface, the vortex shed from the forward surface interacts directly with the
aft surface and the resulting interference effects must be accounted for in the tail terms. This
method is to be used when the ratio of the forward-panel span to the aft-panel span is less than
1.5. The equation for the nondimensional pitching derivative CLq of a wing-body-tail configura-
tion, based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total forward panel and referred to
a moment center at the assumed center of gravity or center of rotation, is given by

7.4.1.1-2



x -x Se°q"
CL q = (CLq) + 2. (Le.-. {[Kw(B) + KBLe)] ( ( ') )e + (CLO))W"(v)

7 .4.1. I-b

The parameters in the first two terms on the right-hand side are the same as those in equation
7.4.1.1-a. The last term represents the effect of the forward-panel vortices on the aft panel and is
given by

(CLC()w(.(L) L L ( ) 'W'(W") =22- .2 ) 7.4.1.1-c

where

d' and d" are the body diameters at the midchord points of the MAC of the forward and
aft surfaces, respectively.

b"# is the span of the total aft panel.

(-!2!- ) is obtained from figure 4.4.1 -71 as a function of forward-panel geometry.

"lvWW(W") is the vrtex interference factor, obtained from Section 4.4.1.

Ae" is the aspect ratio of the exposed aft panel.

(CL4Ce is the lift-curve slope of the exposed forward panel, obtained from Section
4.1.3.2 (per radian).

-(Cte)e°' is the lift-curve slope of the exposed aft panel, obtained from Section 4.1.3.2
(per radian).

The remaining terms are defined in method 1 above.

The quantities (CL.)e' and (CLje" in the last term of equation 7.4.1.1-b must be expressed in
radians. If the result of this term is desired per degree, the conversion must be applied after the
term is evaluated.

Because of the similarity of the two methods a sample problem of method 2 is not included.
However, evaluation of the term (CLa)w"(v) for a wing-body-tail configuration is presented in
Section 4.5.1.1.
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Sample Problem

Method I

Given: An ogive-cylinder-body--triangular-wing and triangular-tail configuration. The wing-body
configuration is the same as that of the sample problem of Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.4. Many
of the characteristics are repeated below.

PAAt

L E.

rDT

ce~~

b

EXPOSED

PANELS

Although a tail has been added to the wing-body configuration of Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.4, for
the sake of simplicity the vehicle center of gravity is taken at *'/4. Therefore, x.g - x" = 2",

the longitudinal distance from the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the forward surface to the
quarter-chord point of the MAC of the aft surface.

S 7.4.1.14



* Wing Characteristics:

Total Panel Exposed Panel

A' =5.0 A' =0 Ae' =5.0 Xe' =0

A =E = 38.670 1" = 0 be' = 38.37 ft Se' = 294.50sqft

i= 0 cr = 18.20 ft Cr'= 15.375 ft

b' = 45.50 ft Z' = 12.133 ft de' = 10.25 ft

'S' = 414.0sqft

NACA 66-206 airfoil section

Horizontal-Tail Characteristics:

Total Panel Exposed Panel

A" =4.0 X" = 0 A," =4.0 Xe =0

A"LE = 450 r" = 0 be" = 12.788 ft Se" = 40.90 sq ft

i"= 0 c," = 9.958 ft A,= 26.560 = 6.394 ft

b"= 19.915 ft V" = 6.638 ft e" 4.263 ft

S" = 99.16 sq ft

NACA 66-206 airfoil section

Body Characteristics:

RN = 25.0 ft B = 77.20 ft d = 7.127 ft

The following ratios based on total forward-panel dimensions:

R, , Se"
"- 2.26 - 0.0988

71 S4
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• ~ ~ ~- .- .-. .-- . - . + ,, _ ,'. - , . - - . . i

Additional Characteristics:

hH 7.18 ft d" -2.794 R 5.16 x 107 (based on

4..'

k" 27.425 ft M 0.60 Sea level

x 18.32 ft* (3 0.80 Smooth surfaces

Swet
. a' =40 -- 2

Sref

Compute:

Step 1. Wing-body CL (Section 7.3.1.1)Lq

(CLq)w -=Kw(B) + KB(W)Ii\'•' j-C Lq)€' +(CLq)B
JWH 

"+ 
K ()ý e)(Cq s -

(equation 7.3.1 .1-a)

-'\ ] 4.467 per rad (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.1.1) ,,\~q)WB

Step 2. Lift-curve slope for the exposed horizontal tail panel (Section 4.1.3.2)

6.19 per rad (table 4.1.1-B)

CRa

S-2= 0.985

",+,A,"[lA".1/ 4.0 1/
- 2 + tan2 A" 112 4 [0.64 + 0.25 3.83
X.mL tan" 2  0.985

"A" = 1.00 (figure 4.1.3.2-49)
A

~CL.). 4.00 per rad
I.I

*x is the longitudinal distance measred from the wing root trailing edge aft. For this problem it is taken equal to k2 defined in
Section 4.4.1.

7.4.1.1-6
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Step 3. Tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

d° 7.127d 7.12 = 0.358
b 19.915

KW(.)" - 1.315

(fgure 4.3.1.2-10)
Kg(w)" - 0.550

Step 4. Dynamic pressure ratio (Section 4.4.1)

"Obtain value at a' - 40

CL' - 0.391 (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.4.4.1)

1.62 CL
e = A (equation 4.4.1-k)

1.62 (0.391)
5T

= 2.3°

-= tan -t = tan-4  - 21.40 (mee sketch (d), ction 4.4.1)
x ~ 18.32i

+yee-a'= 21.4+2.3-4 a 19.70

z - x tan (- + e - a') (equation 4.4.1 -)

- 18.32 (0.3581) - 6.56

Cf = 0.00236 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

CDo = Cf 1 + L(L) + 100 ( ) RE3 L (equation 4.1.5.14)

"L+ ) + 10 )] = 1.072 (figure 4.1.5.1-2 ka)

cos A(t/€C). = cosA.4S. = cos 23.76* = 0.915

.RI-' = 1.14 (figure 4.1.5.1-28b)
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CD =(0.00236) (1.072) (1.14) (2) =0.00577

/Aq 2.42 (CD )/2

(Do) (equation 4.4. 1-rn)
+ 0.30

2.42 (0.00577)1/2 . 0
1.51 + 0.30

0.68 (5- + 0.715ý (equation 4.4.1-j)UD =

=0.68 ý0.00577 (1.51 + 0.15) =0.0666

*z = /Z 6.56/12.133 =81

zw zw /Z 0.0666

=(-.COS2 (equation 4.4.1-n)
q ~q,

I,=(0. 10291) C2[(.4 (8.12) (57.3)

=(0.102) (0.9834)2

* 0-.099

-= 1 - -L. (equation 4.4.1-o)
q. q

=1 -0.099 =0.901

Solutionl:

CLq (CL)~ + 2 [KW(B) + KDW]()( . x).i(L F(equation 7.4.1.1 -a)

q~~ JW J)J



= 4.467 + 2(1.315 + 0.550) (0.0988) (2.26) (0.901) (4.00)

"4.467 + 3.002

= 7.47 per rad (based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total panel and

"referred to a moment center at F'/4)

B. TRANSONIC

- * No accurate methods are available for estimating the characteristics of isolated panels or the
dynamic-pressure ratio in the transonic speed regime. The aerodynamic interference "KI" factors

for slender configurations are relatively insensitive to Mach number; however, for nonslender
configurations transonic interference effects can become quite large and sensitive to minor
changes in local contour.

DATCOM METHODS

It is recommended that the methods presented in paragraph A above be applied directly to the
transonic speed regime. Care should be taken to estimate the various parameters of equations
7.4.1.1-a and -b at the appropriate Mach number. The interference "K" factors should be
obtained from paragraph C, Section 4.3.1.2.

C. SUPERSONIC

The information included in the Datcom accounts for most of the mutual interferences that
occur between components of wing-body-tail configurations at supersonic speeds.

DATCOM METHODS

The methods presented in paragraph A above are also applicable to the supersonic speed range.
Care should be taken to estimate the various parameters of equations 7.4.1.1-a and -b at the
appropriate Mach number. Method 3 of paragraph C of Section 4.4.1 should be used to evaluate
the last term of equation 7.4.1.1-b.

Sample Problem

Method 1

"Given: Same configuration as sample problem of paragraph A. Some of the characteristics are
repeated below.

The following ratios based on total forward-panel dimensions:

= 2.26£, So."

=2.26- 0.0988
4. S'
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Additional Characteristics:

M = 1.40 c•' = 40 Sea level

0.98 A" = 450 1.2 x 108 (based on C)

16 "
A' = 5.0 K - (page 4.1.5.1-1.6) Smooth surfaces3

cg at Z'/4

Compute: 2

Step 1. Wing-body C (Section 7.3.1.1)CLq

(cL 9 )WB = KW(B) + KB~) (w '('(~~'+(~)

(equation 7.3.1 .1 -a)

(C) = 3.977 per rad (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3.1.1)

Step 2. Lift-curve slope for the exposed horizontal-tail panel (Section 4.1.3.2)

___- =0.98
tan ALE

SA"tan A"E 4.0

A'tan A LE 4.025 (figure 4.1.3.2-56a)

'0

C )e" 4.025 per rad

Stp 3. Tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

d"

0.358 (sample problem, paragraph A)b"

""W(B)" 1.31' (figure 4.3.1.2-10)

O3d" 0.98 (7.127)
- -- 1.092

Cr 6.394
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cot A"E = 0.98

KB(W)" N)" (" + I) -- 1 = 2.85 (figure 4.3.1.2-11a)

+ 1) 0.98(4.025) (1) (1.794) =7.076

2.85
KB(w) 7.076 = 0.4028

Step 4. Dynamic pressure ratio (Section 4.4.1)

Obtain at a' = 40 Viscous flow field

a0 ' = -1.60 (table 4.1.1-B)

CN 0.07-12 per deg (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3.1.1)

CN (o'- a') = 0.071214 - (-1.6)1 = 0.399

Cf = 0.0018 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

Swc
C C -wet

CD Cf f (equation 4.1.5.1-i)f S~e

= (0.0018) (2) = 0.0036

j cot ALE (0.98) (1.25) = 1.225 (supersonic leading edge)
bw

K f2  \
CD - - -) (equation 4.1.5.1-k)

16- (0.06)2 (1); 3(0.98)

- 0.0196

C =C + C (equation 4.1.5. 1-h)
D 0  D f D W

" 0.0036 + 0.0196 = 0.0232
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2.42 (co0)1/2

(equation 4.4.1-m)

0.30
C

2.42(0.0232)1/2= = 0.204
N 1.51 + 0.30

Wz-

=0.68 [CDO (X +0.15) (equation 4.4.1 -j)

0.68 v/(0.0232) (1.51 + 0.15)

0.1334

1.62 CN
e A (equation 4.4.1-k)iTA'

(1.62) (0.399)
51r (57.3)

= 2.360

y =21.40 (sample problem, paragraph A)

y,+e-a' = 21.4+2.36-4 = 19.76'

z = x tan (-' + e - a') (equation 4.4.1-9)

= 18.32(0.3592) = 6.581

z z/ 6.581/12.133- - = 4.07
z z/c" 0.1334

w w

- ( ) co522z (equation 4.4.1-n)q q k-/ 2Zw)

= (0.204) cos2 3k.-4)(4.07) (57.3)

(0.204) (0.9943)2 = 0.20
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q A
1 - L- (equation 4.4.1-o)

- 1.0-0.20 = 0.80

Solution:

CLq =(CL)W + 21KW(B) + (W K !I"(~)(~ 5 -X).q C )
q, ,,(C_ Ne. -

(equation 7.4.1 .1-a)

= 3.977 + 2(1.315 + 0.4028) (0.0988) (2.26) (0.80) (4.025)

= 3.977 + 2.47

= 6.447 per rad (based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total panel
and referred to a moment center at E°/4)
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7.4.1.2 WING-BODY-TML PITCHING DERIVATIVE Cmq

The information contained in this section is for estimating the nondimensional pitching derivative

Cm q of wing-body-tail combinations at low angles of attack. The derivative Cmq is the change in
pitching-moment coefficient with varying pitch velocity and is commonly referred to as the
pitch-damping derivative. It is expressed as

acm
C=m q -

This derivative is very important in longitudinal dynamics, since it represents a major portion of

the damping of the short-period mode for conventional aircraft.

The Datcom methods are based on the same assumptions that were made for the total pitching

derivative CLq of wing-body-tail combinations, and the general discussion of Section 7.4.1.1 is
directly applicable here.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for determining the pitching derivative Cmq of wing-body-tail

combinations, differing only in their treatment of the effect of the flow field of the forward

surface on the aft surface.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1. (b'/b" > 1.5)

For configurations in which the span of the forward surface is large compared to that of the aft

surface, the following approach can be used. This method is to be used when the ratio of the

forward-panel span to the aft-panel span is 1.5 or greater. The equation for the nondimensional
pitching derivative Cmq of a wing-body-tail configuration, based on the area and the square of

the mean aerodynamic chord of the total forward panel and referred to a moment center at the
assumed center of gravity or center of rotation, is given by

Cmq=( q)~- 2 1KwB KwJ L(xu q") ) ( C)( L~ 7.4.1.2-aM q + (W S'c )e

where the primed quantities refer to the forward panel, the double-primed quantities refer to the

aft panel, and the subscript e refers to the exposed panel. (See Section 4.3.1.2 for the definition

of exposed surfaces.)
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(Cmq)WB is the contribution of the wing-body configuration to the pitching derivative
Cmq, obtained from Section 7.3.1.2.

The remaining terms are defined in paragraph A of Section 7.4. 1. 1.

Method 2. (b'/b" < 1.5) 7 1

For configurations in which the span of the forward surface is approximately equal to or less
than that of the aft surface, the vortex shed from the forward surface interacts directly with the

aft surface, and the resulting interference effects must be accounted for in the tail terms. This

method is to be used when the ratio of the forward-panel span to the aft-panel span is less than

1.5. The equation for the nondimensional pitching derivative Cm q of a wing-body-tail configura-
tion, based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic chord of the total forward
panel and referred to a moment center at the assumed center of gravity or center of rotation, is
given by

Cm- =m (Cmq) w [Kw(B) KB(w)] (CL. + (CL)"

7.4.1.2-b

All the above terms are defined in paragraph A of Section 7.4.1.1 and method 1 above.

Because of the similarity of the two methods, a sample problem for method 2 is not included.
However, evaluation of the term (CLa)w"(U ) for a wing-body-tail configiiration is presented in

Section 4.5.1.1.

Sample Problem

Method 1

"Given: Same configuration as sample problem of paragraph A, Section 7.4.1.1. Some of the

"characteristics are repeated below.

The following ratios based on total forward panel dimensions:

2 " S'"

S• -~. =2.26 f 0.0988•. , C S'

Additional Characteristics:
I"I

M = 0.60 = 0.80 a' 40 cg at '/4
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Compute:

Step 1. Wing-body Cm (Section 7.3.1.2)
q

S(C) =-4.021 per rad (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.1.2)

Step 2. Lift-curve slope for the exposed horizontal tail (Section 4.1.3.2)

(CL)" = 4.0 per rad (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.4.1.!)

Step 3. Tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

Kw(B)" 1.315
(sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.4.1.1)

LKW)" K 0.550

1  -Step 4. Dynamic pressure ratio (Section 4.4.1)

q 0.90) (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.4..1.1)q.

Solution:

Cmq (M q)WB 2fW B M BWJ S)x 5

(equation 7.4.1.2-a)

- -4.021 - 2(1.315 + 0.550) (0.0988) (2.26)2 (0.901) (4.0)

- -4.021 - 6.78
ri

" -10.80 per rad (based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic
chord of the total forward panel and referred to a moment center
ata '/4)

4 .B. TRANSONIC

The comments of paragraph B of Section 7.4.1.1 are directly applicable here.

7.4.1.2-3
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DATCOM METHODS

It is recommended that the methods presented in paragraph A above be applied to the transonic
speed regime. Care should be taken to estimate the parameters of equations 7.4.1.2-a and -b at
the appropriate Mach number. The interference "K" factors should be obtained from
paragraph C, Section 4.3.1.2.

C. SUPERSONIC

The comments of paragraph C of Section 7.4.1.1 are directly applicable here.

DATCOM METHODS

The methods presented in paragraph A above are also applicable to the supersonic speed range.
Care should be taken to estimate the parameters of equations 7.4.1.2-a and -b at the appropriate
Mach number. Method 3 of paragraph C of S,:ction 4.4.1 should be used to evaluate the last term
of equation 7.4.1.2-b.

Sample Problem

Method 1

Given: Same configuration as sample problem of paragraph C Section 7 paragraph A "
of this section. Some of the characteristics are repeated below.

The following ratios based on total forward panel dimensions:

S'°T
' =0.0988 - = 2.26

S' c'

Additional Characteristics:

M = 1.40 = 0.98 = 40 cg at ý'/4

Compute:

Step 1. Wing-body C1n (Section 7.3.1.2)
q

Cm q) wB = -4.961 per rad (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3.1.2)

Step 2. Lift-curve slope for the exposed horizontal tail (Section 4.1.3.2)

(CN)' 4.025 per rad (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.4.1.1)
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Step 3. Tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

Kw(B)" = 1.315

• (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.4.1.1)
.KBW)= 0.4028

"Step 4. Dynamic pressure ratio (Section 4.4.1)

= 0.80 (sample problem, paragraph C. Section 7.4.1.1)

ItSolution:

Cm Cq~ 2[KW(B) + KW(B)IJ-(t xJ •(N.

(equation 7.4.1.2-a)

= -4.961 - 2(1.315 + 0.4028) (0.0988) (2.26)2 (0.80) (4.025)

= -4.961 - 5.583

= -10.54 per rad (based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic
chord of the total forward panel and referred to a moment center
at Z/4)

A.
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7.4.1.3 WING-BODY-TAIL PITCHING DERIVATIVE CD
q

This section presents a method for estimating the wing-body-tail derivative CDq at subsonic speeds.
"This derivative is the change in the drag coefficient due to a change in pitching velocity at a
constant angle of attack and is defined as

ac
-• aCD

CDq ,where CD sed on S.

In general, this derivative is small and has a negligible effect on longitudinal stability; hence, it is
usually neglected.

A. SUBSONIC

The wing-body-tail derivative is obtained by adding the horizontal-tail contribution to the
wing-alone contribution developed in Section 7.1.1.3. The body contribution is negligible and has
been neglected. The horlzontal-tail contribution to CDq was computed from the tail-damping angle
"of attack and also from wing-induced downwash at the tail due to pitch rate. The horizontal-tail lift
was taken to act normal to the local flow direction at the tail to produce a force component in the
direction of the free-stream flow.

"DATCOM METHOD

The wing-body-tail derivative CD is given by
q

aCD

CDq =CDq 
Dq

where

CD is the wing contribution from Section 7.1.1.3-a

~C ) is the horizontal-tail contribution due to zero-angle-of-attack loading given byDqoH

= L - SH\[S 2 (QH COS aF +zH Z nF 2 Eq q

C q0\H /H H3 w zH si

4 + - (per degree) 7.4.1.3 -b
..... \lf1/\c
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where

CL is the horizontal-tail lift-curve slope (based on SH) obtained from
test data or Section 4.1.3.2 (per degree).

iH is the incidence of the horizontal tail with respect to the fuselage
reference line in degrees.

SH is the horizontal-tail reference area.

Sw is the wing reference area.

ae
Eq is the variation in downwash with respect to pitch rate, eq

(at ý/4 of the horizontal tail). Design charts are presented in Figures
7.4.1.3 -4a through -4x for Mach numbers of 0.2 and 0.8. These
charts are presented as a function of wing geometry and the spanwise
location of the horizontal-tail MAC relative to the wing span.

QH is the distance from the moment reference center to the centet-of-
pressure location of the horizontal stabilizer, measured parallel to the
body center line. For Datcom purposes, the horizontal-tail center-of-
pressure location is assumed to be at 7H /4,

ZH is the distance from the moment reference center to the center-of-
pressure location of the vertical stabilizer, measured normal to the
body center line, positive for the stabilizer above the body.

U iis the fuselage angle of attack.

c is the wing MAC.

6 is the downwash of the wing at E/4 of the horizontal tail, excluding
the contribution due to pitch rate. This may be obtained from test
data or from Section 4.4.1.

ac
D

is the change in horizontal-tail contribution with angle of attack, obtained by

aCD S 2(HF]

aOtF CL Swc57.3 7.4.1.3-c

where all the terms are defined above.
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Sample Problem

Given: Same configuration as sample problem of Paragraph A of Section 7.1.1.3.

Tail Characteristics:

CL 0.08 per deg SW
aH ~H I ideg -=03

RK~£1 60.0Oft ZH=8.0Oft e 1.6 deg

L~ U! .=0.19

Compute:

Eq =-0.02 (interpolated using Figures 7.4.1 .3-4p, -4q, and -4r)

8Cu4q (R2 ,2 cosa c +Z1 sin aF)

aM S 573 ](Equation 7.4. 1.3-c)

4008 C2[(60.0) (0.99985) + (8.0) (0.01 745)I

-. - = 91. [-0.02--- 25.0 '
0.0549perdeg 2

.a4

:2~~ L (Sapl Problemn PargrphA1ecio371..3

57. 7.4..3-

-0029prKg

Solution:__ *~



CD C ++ (X (Equ~ation 7.4.1.3 -a)-

=0.00272 + 0.00549 -(0.00249) (1.0)

0.0O057 2per ceg

B. TRANSONIC

No method is presented.

* .~ C. SUPERSONIC

No method is presented.

M=.
N= 0

A LE 0
2.0-------------------------

1.6-

Elq

01

b/2

FIGURE 7.4.1.3-4 VARIATION IN DOWNWASH WITH JPITCH RATE
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7.4.2 WING-BODY-TAIL ROLLING DERIVATIVES

7.4.2.1 WING-BODY-TAIL ROLLING DERIVATIVE CyS

This section presents methods for esti~nating the nondimensional rolling derivative Cyp of

wing-body-tail combinations at subsonic speeds. However, at transonic and supersonic speeds no
generalized methods are available for estimating the wing-oody-tail rolling derivative Cy p. The
derivative Cy is the change in side-force coefficient with change in wing-tip helix angle and is
expressed as

Cyp =

In general, the Datcom methods consist of a synthesis of material presented in Sections 7.1.2.1 and
7.3.2.1, and the vertical-tail contribution based on the methods of reference I.

The derivative Cy p arises mainly from the wing and vertical tail. At high angles of attack the
vertical-tail contribution predominates. The resultant side force on the vertical tail is generated
when the aircraft has a rolling velocity p about its longitudinal body axis and the vertical tail is
located either above or below the longitudinal axis. Generally Cy is of little importance inplateral dynamics, hence is frequently neglected.

The side force at the vertical tail is created by the effective angle of attack due to the rolling
velocity p and the sidewash generated from the wing and fuselage. The sidewash at the vertical
tail can significantly alter the tail contribution. This effect is discussed more fully in reference 2.
Studies have indicated that the effect of the sidewash varies considerably with tail size, location,
and to some extent with wing planform.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for determining the rolling derivativ'e Cy p of the wing-body-tail
combination,. differing only in their treatment of wing sidewash on the vertical tail. The first
method- is applicable to conventionally located vertical tails, and the second method applies to
tails located directly above, or above and slightly behind the wing. Both methods are based on
the assumption that the vertical-tail contribution to Cy , is zero at a = 0 and varies with angle of
attack.

For an, isolated-tail configuration the vertical-tail value of Cy is approximated by

7
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For a conventionally located vertical tail the effect of wing sidewash on the vertical tail has been
approximately accounted for by

\ - z
b //

For configurations with tails located directly above or slightly behind the wing, the effect of
wing sidewash has been approximated by using the average of the isolated-tail and conventional-
tail values.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

For conventionally located vertical tails, the equation for the nondimensional rolling derivative

Cy of a wing-body configuration, based on the product of wing area and span Sw bw, is given
by

CY P (r)w + 2 [brl ( WBH) (per radian) 7.4.2. 1-a
y P ( C Y ) W + bA y #) W H

where

(tVp )WB is the wing-body contribution to Cy obtained from test data or
Section 7.3.2.1 and based on the product of wing area and span (per
radian),

bw is the wing span.

is the distance from the moment reference center to the center-of-
pressure location of the vertical stabilizer, measured normal to the body

center line, positive for the stabilizer above the body. For Datcom
purposes, the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be
the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

Rp is the distance from the moment reference center to the center-of-
pressure location of the vertical stabilizer, measured parallel to the body
center line. For Datcom purposes, the vertical-tail center-of-pressure
location is assumed to be the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the
total added panel.

z is the vertical distance of the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location
above or below the moment-reference-center location. This value must
be calculated for each angle of attack (see sketch (a)). From sketch (a),
z may be expressed as

z zP Cos a - VP sin ct 7.4.2. 1-b
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('acy O)V(WBH) is the tail-body sideslip derivative from test data or Section 5.3.1.1,based on the wing area (per radian). This derivative should include the

end-plate effects of the horizontal tail.

f P VERTICAL-TAIL
CENTER.OF-PRESSURE
LOCATION

SKETCH (a)

Method 2

For vertical tails located either directly above, Cr above and slightly behind the wing, the
equation for the nondimensional rolling derivative Cyp of a wing-body-tail configuration, based
on the product of wing area and span SW bw, is given by

CYp -- (Cp)wB + I Cy')W"H) (per radian) 7.4.2.1-c

where the components are described in method I above.

Sample Problem

Method I a.. OF
HORIZONTAL

Gi -n: Model of reference 3 TAIL
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Wing Parameters:

Sw = 428.0 sq in. bw= 38.84 in. Aw 3.57

X = 0.565 Ac/ 4 = 36.2' zw = 0

Horizontal-Tail Parameters:

SH = 97.10 sq in. bH = 18.66 in. A 3.59

X= 0,50 -ZH = 6.60 in.

Vertical-Tail Parameters:

S 140,5 sq in. bV 12.68 in. Av : 1.15

X = 0.176 cv 11.0 in. Ac/ 2 =450

z = 5.0 in. RP 24.3 in. x - 7.25 in.

Additional Parameters:

.r.8.0' M 0.17 CYP) 0.52 per rad (test data)

2r, = 4.0 in. d = 7.5 in.

*.., Compute:

Calculate the tail-body sideslip derivative (zCy ) BH) from Section 5.3.1.1

. 1

bv 12.68
- - - =3.17

2r 1  4

AV (B)
A 1.29 (figure 5.3,1.1-22a)Av .

Z11 -6.60
- - 0.52

bV 12.68

x 7.25- -0.659•
11.0
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Av (OiB)

AV = 0.90 (figure 5.3.1.1-22b)

SH 97.1
-= . • = 0.691

140.5

KH = 0.76 (figure 5.3 .1.1-22 c)

Aeff AV 1 + K1 [Y! 1( (equation 5.3.1.1-a)A • , tAv (B)

= (1.29) (1.15) 11 + 0.76 [0.90 - 1.01,

= (1.29) (1.15) (0.924)

= 1.37

1 = K (assumed)

A,,ff [2. a2 ]/ S+ A t2  = (1.37) 10.971 + 11 2 1/

= (1.37) (1.404)

= 1.923

CL

= 1.315 (figure 4.1.3.2-49)

CL = (1.315)(1.37)

1.80 per rad (based on Sv)

/ q, &,rISw 0.4 zSq 0.724 + .06 + + 3.06 0.009A (equation 5.4 .1-a)

= 0.724 + 3.06 (140.5)/(428.0) (0.4) 00.72 + .06+ + (0.009) (3.57)
1.807 7.5

= 0.724 + 0.556 + 0.0321

= 1.312
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LI

k = 0.94 (figure 5.3.1.1-22d)

aa\ qV SV
\CI(WB) -k ( C - - (equation 5.3.1.1-b)

V (1i (C) q1 Si

140.5

= -(0.94) (1.80) (1.312) 48428.0

= -0.729 per rad (based on Sw)

Calculate the vertical distance z of the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location above or below
the moment-reference-center location

z = cos 0i - 2 sin a (equation 7.4.2.1-b)

= (5.0) (0.9903) - (24.3) (0.1392)

= 4.95 - 3.38

1.57 in.

Calculate the rolling derivative Cy for the wing-body-tail configuration
p

Cy (Cy + -2 -p [ C) (equation 7.4.2.1 -a)

0.52 + 2 38.84 (-0.729)

= 0.52 + (2) (---0.0883) (--0.729)

0.52 + 0.129

= 0.649 per rad (based on Swbiw)

This compares with a test value of 0.62 per radian from reference 3.

B. TRANSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values Jf the rolling
derivative Cy-¢. Furthermore, only limited experimental data a,.' available for this derivative at
transonic speeds (see table 7-A).
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L
C. SUPERSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating supersonic values of the rolling
derivative Cy P. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of experimental data for this d ývative at
supersonic speeds.

For the purposes of the Datcom the fuselage effect is considered to be negligible for wing-body
"configurations with body diameters less than about 30 percent of the wing span. Therefore, for
configurations with d/b < 0.3, the wing-body rolling derivative Cy is estimated by the
wing-alone method of paragraph C of Section 7.1.2.1.

Methods are presented in reference 4 for evaluating the vertical-tail contribution to Cy v The
stability derivatives presented therein are derived by using supersonic linearized theory for
families of thin, isolated vertical tails performing steady rolling motions. Vertical-tail families
(half-delta and rectangular planforms) are considered over a broad Mach number range. Also
considered are vertical tails with arbitrary sweepback and taper ratio at Mach numbers for which
both the leading edge and trailing edge of the tail are supersonic, and triangular vertical tails with

a subsonic leading edge.and a supersonic trailing edge.
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7.4.2.2 WING-BODY-TAIL ROLLING DERIVATIVE C1p

This section presents methods for estimating the nondimensional rolling derivative C1p of
wing-body-tail combinations at subsonic speeds. However, at transonic and supersonic speeds no
"generalized methods are available for estimating the wing-body-tail rolling derivative ClP. The
derivative Cl p is the change in rolling-moment coefficient with change in wing-tip helix angle and
is commonly referred to as the roll-damping derivative. It is expressed as

a(~
I!' .]Clp- aCt

In general, the Datcom' methods consist of a synthesis of material presented in Sections 7.1.2.2 and
7.3.2.2, and the vertical-tail contribution based on the methods of reference 1.

The derivative Cr1 is important in lateral dynamics, since it determines the damping-in-roll
characteristics of the vehicle. The derivative is composed of contributions, negative in sign, from
the wing, the horizontal tail, and the vertical tail, with the main contribution coming from the
wing. The contribution from the vertical tail is usually negligible at low and moderate angles of

014 attack. However, the vertical-tail contribution can become significant at high angles of attack,
when the effective moment arm of the tail (z/bw) becomes a large negative value.

The rolling wing produces a sidewash at the vertical tail, which can significantly alter the
vertical-tail contribution. This effect is discussed more fully in reference 2. Studies have indicated
that the effect of the sidewash varies considerably with tail size, tail location, and to some extent
with wing planform.

Conventional horizontal-tail effects on Clp are usually small and oftern neglected, although
unusually large horizontal tails can contribute significantly (see references 1 and 3). The
horizontal-tail contribution is obtained by using the horizontal-tail geometry and the method of
Section 7.1.2.2. The value from Section 7.1.2.2 is then multiplied by a constant, which accounts
for the flow rotation produced by the wing, and by the appropriate geometrical parameters to
refer the result to the proper reference base.

r , tA. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for determining the rolling derivative Clp of the wing-body-tail
combination, differing only in their treatment of wing sidewash on the vertical tail. The first
method is applicable to conventionally located vertical tails, and the second method applies to
tails located directly above, or above and slightly behind the wing. Both methods are based on
the assumption that the vertical-tail contribution to Cl p is zero at a = 0 and varies with angle of
attack.

7.4.2.2-1
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For an isolated-tail configufation the vertical-tail value of CIP is approximated by
2

ciP)~ v= 2( _~ (ACY () H

For a conventionally located vertical tail the effect of wing sidewash on the vertical tail has been

approximately accounted for by

(Cit)V = 2 b2 (ACY ) V(WBH)

For configurations with tails located directly above or slightly behind the wing, the effect of

wing sidewash has been approximated by using the average of the isolated-tail and conventional-

tail values.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

For conventionally located vertical tails, the equation for the nondimensional rolling derivative

ClP of a wing-body-tail configuration, based on the product of wing area and the square of wing

span Sw bw 2, is given by

, (CP)H+ 0.5 (7lp)H kSW \b W \bw [bw]) NH

(per radian) 7.4.2.2-at

where

(CIp)wB is the wing-body contribution to Cl , obtained from test data or

Secticn 7.1.2.2 and based on the product of wing area and the square

of wing span (per radian).

CI is the horizontal-tail contribution obtained from test data or Section
7.1.2.2, based on the horizontal-tail geometry 'per radian).

Si (b.il is the ratio of the horizontal-tail area to the wing area times the square
S W \bw/ of the ratio of the horizontal-tail span to the wing span.

is the vertical distance of the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location
above or below the moment-reference-center location. This value must
be calculated for each angle of attack. (See sketch (a) in Section
7.4.2.1.) From equation 7.4.2.1-b, z is expressed as

z = zp Cos a Q p sin a

7.4 .2...-2 p
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R £pis the distance from the moment reference center to the center-of-
pressure location of the vertical stabilizer, measured parallel to the body

-center line (see sketch (a) in Section 7.4.2.1). For Datcom purposes, the
vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be the quarter-
chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

Zp is the distance from the moment reference center to the center of
pressure of the vertical stabilizer, measured normal to the body center
line, positive for the stabilizer above the body. For Datcom purposes,
the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be the quarter-
chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

SACY )v(wBH) is the tail-body sideslip derivative obtained from test data or Section

5.3.1.1. It includes the end-plate effects of the horizontal tail and is
based on the wing area (per radian).

Method 2

For vertical tails located either directly above, or above and slightly behind the wing, the
equation of the nondimensional rolling derivative Cjp of a wing-body-tail configuration, based o"
the product of wing area and the square of wing span Sw bw 2, is given by

~'q ,I ~ , (,) + (C/,), W b;)
(CSW)Wb + (2b

(per radian) 7.4.2.2-b

where the components are described in method 1 above.

.iOe Problem

Method I

Given: Model of reference 4
a.c. OF
HORIZONTAL
TAIL

H.

7.4.2.2-3



Wing Parameters:

Sw 1.90sq ft bw= 2.16 ft Aw 2.44 X 0.38

F = --i0o = 0.94 ft A 18.0, z = 0

Horizontal-Tail Parameters:

SH 0.48 sq ft b = 1.20ft AH = 2.97 X 0.31

t
Ac14  10.50 r = 0 - = 0.05 Z = 0.44 ft -zH = 8.30in.

Vertical-Tail Parameters:

Sv= 0.56sq ft bv= 9.0 in. AV = 0.86 Xv= 0.37

cLi= 0.42 ft Z = 0.87 ft AC/ 2 = 23.250 zP = 0.308 ft.

p= 1.25 ft x = 0.25 ft

Additional Parameters:

ot 4.00 M = 0.25 (C1 ) w -0.30 per rad (test data)
pc P WB

CL = 0.3 RQ 1.5 x 106 2r, 4.88 in.

Compute:

Calculate for the horizontal tail from Section 7.1.2.2

(C1P)I * ! (B 1 ) cL- (:CL o (C ) + (AC P ,)
L) L O ( C I P) r

(equation 7.1.2.2-a)

(tanAc)

3 J1 - M2 = / -(.25)2 = 0.968

7.4.2.2-4



AO= t 0.1853
A tan- 0.968)/

= tan-' (0.1914) = 10.80

.: = 1 (assumed)
3AH (0.968) (2.97)

K 1.0

= -0.245 (figure 7.! .2.2-20b)

(CL)

(CL.) = 1.0(assumed)
CL C) 

0'

(C-p) =I (no dihedral)

( 1 (Cl)•LCL 2 -- 1° (equation 7 .1.2 .2 -c)

( /daC g CL2 2 ~ D
(CIp)rDL

(Cp)DL= 0.015 per rad (figure 7.1.2.2-24)
CL2

L

":•'•~~~~~ = f) l/+10__41 Swet

CD 0 ++100+RL.S. S-- (equation 4.1.5.1-a)

£ = = 0.44ft

Sk = 0.05 x 'i0- in (table 4.1.5.1-A, assume polished wood surface)

Q (0.44)(12) =1.056 x 101
k 5 x 10-s

Cutoff Reynolds number, RR 7 x 106 (figure 4.1.5.1-27)

7.4.2.2-5



Test Reynolds number, R2  1.5 x 106

Cf 0.00410 (figure 4.1.5.1-26)

L 1.2 (assume (t/c)max is located at x .50c)

[i tL +100 =1.06 (igure 4.1.5.1-28a)
c ,0

cos A cos 0 = 1.0
(t/Cmax

RLS 1.067 (figure 4.1.5.1-28b)

e- 2.0 (assumed) Sref = bortizontij"
Sref

CD IL + L + 100 ".S. S (equation 4.1.5.1-a)
0 fe

= (0.00410) (1.06) (1.067) (2.0)

- 0.00927

(c)-Cp)D L 1
k I C L _ -- (per radian) (equation 7.1.2.2-c)

ACtP p d-ag CL28 CD0

L

0.00927
= (0.015) (0.3)2 - 8

= 0.001350 -0.001159

= 0.000191 per rad

Sc

(C) p C L(3(Cip) (per radian)P)HK C C f(P CLQ CL= 0 (Cip)r-o (AC ,u (g

(equation 7.1.2.2-a)
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(C)t (--0.245) (1) (1) + 0.000191

= -0.253 + 0.000191

-0.2,53 per rad (based on product of horizontal tail area and the square

of tail span SHbH2 )

Calculate tLe vertical distance z of the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location above or below
g' the moment-reference-center location

z = zv cos a - k sin ot (equation 7.4.2.1-b)

= (0.308) (0.9976) - (1.25) (0,06976)

= 0.220 ft

i:: Calculate the tail-body sideslip derivative (ACY) from Section 5.3.1.1

• "bv 9.0
AV) = 1.842r, 4.88

Av B
- - 1.63 (figure 5.3.1.1-22a)

Av

zH --8.30
- --- -- -0.922

_ bv 9.0

x 0.25
-G E-. . 0.595!,., e~v 0.42

A V (HB)
-__,, = 1.39 (figure 5.3.1.1-22b)

L. AV (B)
1..

SH 0.48-.. = &- - = 0. 85 7S"- S v0 .5 6

KH 0.85 (figure 5.3.1.1-22c)

7.4.2.2-7
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AV (B)AVIB
A~ AV= I + K H ..... 1 (equation 5.3.1.1-a)Aeff H [vLVy(B

AV V()K = (1.63) (0.86) 1 + 0.85 1 l.39-11}

(1.63) (0.86) (1.33)

1.86

K= 1 (assumed)

-ff + tan 2 A20ta' /2 = 1.86 [0.9375 + (0.4296)2)1/2 = 1.86 (1.06) 1.97

CL
- = 1.30 (figure 4 1.3.2-49)t Acff

CL = (1.30) (1.86)

= 2.42 per rad (based on Sv)

\ qv Sv/Sw zw
I1 + . 0.724 + 3.06 + 0.4 - + 0.009A (equation 5.4.1-a)

q.) I + cos/AC14  d

0.56/1.90
0.724 + 3.06 + 0 + (0.003-,) (2 .)1.9511

= 0.724 + 0.462 + 0.022

= 1.208

k = 0.75 (figure 5.3.1.1-22d)

(ACy) -k (CLa) + - (equation 5.3.1.-b)

0.56
= (0.75) (2.42) (1.208)

i ip1.90

- 0.646 per rad (based on Sw)

7.4.2.2-8
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9 (C,P)W + 0.5~ 1 (C. (bj tW 2w t) bw As

(equation 7.4.2.2-a)

/0.48\ /_1.20\ 2

-0.30 + (0.5) (-0.253) \ 8 1.2

2 /0.22\ 22-0.308] (-0.646)
\.6/ 2.16 J

= -0.30 - 0.00986 - 0.00536

= -0.315 per rad (based on the product of wing area and the square of wing span
S 2)

This compares with a test value of -0.33 per radian from reference 4.

B. TRANSONIC

No generalized reliable method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the
roll-damping derivative Clz. However, a considerable quantity of test data is available and
reference should be made to tablt 7-A.

C. SUPERSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating supersonic values of the
roll-damping derivative ClP.

The wing-body roll-damping derivative at supersonic speeds is estimated by the wing-body
method of paragraph C of Section 7.3.2.2.

Methods are presented in reference 5 for evaluating the vertical-tail contribution to CIP. The
stability derivatives presented therein are derived by using supersonic linearized theory for
families of thin isolated vertical tails performing steady rolling motions. Vertical-tail families
(half-delta and rectangular planforms) are considered over a broad Mach number range. Also
considered are vertical tails with arbitrary sweepback and taper ratio at Mach numbers for which
both the leading edge and trailing edge of the tail are supersonic, Ind triangular vertical tails with
a subsonic leading edge and a supersonic trailing edge.

7.4.2.2-S
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7.4.2.3 WING-BODY-TAIL ROLLING DERIVATIVE Cp

This section presents methods for estimating the nondimensional rolling derivative C,, of
wing-body-tail combinations at subsonic speeds. However, at transonic and supersonic speeds no
generalized methods are available for estimating the wing-body-tail rolling derivative CP. This
derivative is the change in yawing-moment coefficient with change in wing-tip helix angle and is
expressed as

n
"Cnp b

In general, the Datcom methods consist of a synthesis of material presented in Sections 7.1.2.3 and
7.3.2.3, and thc vertical-tail contribution based on the methods of reference 1.

Contributions to this derivative arise from two sources, the wing and the vertical tail. The wing
contribution is usually negative; whereas the tail contribution may be positive or negative
depending on vertical-tail geometry, sidewash, and equlibrium angle of attack.

The rolling wing produces a sidewash at the vertical tail, which can significantly alter the
vertical-tail contribution. This effect is discussed more fully in reference 2. Studies have indicated
that the effect of the sidewash varies considerably with tail size, tail location, and to some extent
with wing planform.

The derivative Cnp is important in lateral dynamics because of its influence on Dutch-roll
damping. Although for most configurations Cn, is negative, positive values of Cnp are desired to
increase the Dutch-roll damping characteristics.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for determining the rolling derivative Cnp of the wing-body-tai
combination, differing only in their treatment of wing sidewash on the vertical tail. The first
method is applicable to conventionally located vertical tails, and the seccxd method applies to
tails located directly above, or above and slightly behind the wing.

Both methods are based on the assumption that the vertical-tail contribution to Cnp is zero at
a = (, and varies with angle of attack.

For an isolated-tail configuration the vertical-tail value of Cnp is approximated By

z 2 ) (AC' ) )p

7.4.2.3-1



For a conventionally located vertical tail the effect of wing sidewash on the vertical tail has been

approximately accounted for by n) = 2 (Ac,"),. For configurations with tails

located directly above or slightly behind the wing, the effect of wing sidewash has been
approximated by using the average of the isolated-tail and conventional-tail values.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1

For conventionally located vertical tails, the equation for the nondimensional rolling derivative
Cp of a wing-body-tail configuration, based on the product of wing area and the square of wing
span Sw bw 2, is given by

C (2,, cos a + Asin ) (ACv" ai (WDH) (per radian)

[A Sl a bwZP

7.4.2.3-a

However, if test data for (ACng)p of the empennage are available, the above equation can be
rewritten to include the effective tail length, i.e.,

=n (cap)W + 2 this!,z] &Acn) P(per radian) 7.4.2.3-b

where

(cnp )wi is the wing-body contribution to Cp,, obtained from test data or
Section 7.3.2.3 and based on the product of wing area and the square
of wing span (per radian).

2P is the distance from the moment reference center to the center-of-
pressure location of the vertical stabilizer, measured parallel to the body
center line (see sketch (a) in Section 7.4.2.1). For Datcom purposes, the

vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be the quarter-
chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

rf -"

bw is the wing span.

z is the vertical distance of the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location
"above or below the moment-reference-center location. This value must
be calculated for each angle of attack. (See sketch (a) in Section
7.4.2.1.) From equation 7.4.2,1-b, z can be expressed as

z = Z. Cosa RP sin a

FeD 7.4.2.3-2
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Zp is the distance from the moment reference center to the center of
K .pressure of the vertical stabilizer, measured normal to the body center

line, positive for the stabilizer above the body. For Datcom purposes,
tAi the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be the quarter-

chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

(ACy )v(WBH' is the tail-body sideslip derivative from test data or Section 5.3.1.1. It
includes the end-plate effects of the horizontal tail and is based on the
wing area (per radian).

Cn'P is the tail-body sideslip derivative from force-test data, where p refers to
panels present in the empennage; It is based on the product of wing
area and span (per radian).

Method 2

For vertical tails located either directly above, or above and slightly behind the wing, the
equation for the nondimensional rolling derivative Cap of a wing-body-tail configuration, based
on the product of wing area and the square of wing span SW bw 2, is given by

C = (Cn -- V O P sinP] [2z zp] AC ) (per radian)np Y~JW #L J 1 J ( D(WBH)w (A
7.4.2.3-c

However, if test data for (AC,, ' of the empennage are available, the equation can be. rewritten to

&-alde the effective tail length, i.e.,

(c~~) [2 z~ (-cz
S= (per radian) 7.4.2.3-d

where the components are described in method 1 above.

Sample Problem

Method 1 aLc. OF
HORIZONTAL

Given: Model of reference 3 TAIL-
x

_ __,1L

-~7.4.2.3-3 j



r t. _' ." • •. . . . pa a-? .- *, r ', . -. " .* " "* ~ *-- *- *'-r"-"- .-*. t* .* ., . " ' " ¸ . * * -. *. .. r

Wing farameters:

Sw = 1.90 sq ft bw = 2.16ft Aw 2.44

S0.38 A,/4 18.00

Horizontal-Tail Parameters:

S = 0.48 sq ft bH = 1.20 ft AH 2.97

= 0.31 -zH = 8.30 in.

Vertical-Tail Parameters:

Sv 0.56 sq ft bv 9.0 in. AV= 0.86

XV X : 0.37 cv = 0.42 ft AC/ 2 = 23.250

z 0.308 ft R= 1.25 ft x = 0.25 ft

Additional Parameters:

6.00 M 0.25 (Cj = 0.02 per rad (test data)
WIB

2r 1 = 4.88 in.

Compute:

Calculate thlý tail-body sideslip derivative Cy from Section 5.3.1.1

S 9.0 1.84

2r1  4.88

Av isj

1.63 (figure 5.3.1.1-22a)AV

z, 8.30
- 9_-0.922

Vbv 9.0

x 0.25
... . . 5 0.595

cv 0.42

7.4.2,3-4
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r

A V(HB)

A = 1.39 (figure 5.3.1.1-22b)- AV (B)

SH  0.48
S- = 0.857

Sv 0.56

KH = 0.85 (t5.;,e S.3.1.1-22c)

:"A f . . . A, I + K- (equation 5.3.1.1-a)eff V " AV (B)

-: (1.63) (0,86) 11 + 0.85 [1.39- 14

(1.63) (0.86) (1.33)

- 1.86

S= 1 (assumed)

__[Aeff 11121/cI2 + tan A 1.86 [0.9375 + (0.4296)2]
~ p2+ ta' A 

1/2
I: c/ 1.8 6 (1 .0 6 ) - 1.9 7

CLa
= 1.30 (figure 4.13.2-49)

Aeff

CL = (1.30) (1.86)

- 2.42 per rad (based on Sveau Sv / zw
)+ q = 0.724 3.061cosA 4 0.4 - + 0.009A (equation 5.4.1-a)

0.72 0.5Ac4

/0,56/1.90)
S0.724 + 3.06 0 + (0.009) (2.44)

= 0.724 + 0.462 +0.022

- 1.208

k = 0.75 (figure 5.3.1.1-22d)

7.4.2.3-5
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(ACv )V(WBH) = -k C/ / \ qv Sw (equation 5.3.1.1-b)

Y P)cj)C y + La) q.0 SW
-(0.75) (2.42) 2 0.56

(11.908/

-0.646 per rad (based on Sw)

Calculate the vertical distance z of the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location above or below the
moment-reference-center location

z cos a - sin a (equation 7.4.2.1.b)

- (0.308) (0.9945) -(1.25) (0.1045)

- 0.176 ft

2 [z- zp

C (c )V - ~ Cos a+z ZSinl a) [ p

(equation 7.4.2.3-a)

=6(0.02) -- 2 [(1.25) (0.9945) + (0.308) (0.1045)1 .16 A (-. 6 4 6)

= 0.02 - 216 (1.275) -2i 6/ (-0,646)

= 0.02 - 0.0466

= -0.0266 per rad (based on Sw bw 2 )

This compares with a test value of -0.048 per radian from reference 3.

B. TRANSONIC

No geineralized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the rolling

derivative Cn p.,

C. SUPERSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating supersonic values of the rolling
derivative CnP.

7.4.2.3-6



For the purpose of the Datcom the fuselage effect is considered to be negligible for wing-body
configurations with body diameters less than about 30 percent of the wing span. Therefore, for
configurations with d/b < 0.3, the wing-body rolling derivative Cnp is estimated by the
wing-alone method of paragraph C of Section 7.1.2.3.

Methods are presented in reference 4 for evaluating the vertical-tail contribution to Cn P. The
stability derivatives presented therein are derived by using supersonic linearized theory for
families of thin isolated vertical tails performing steady rolling motions. Vertical-tail families

i (half-delta and rectangular planforms) are considered over a broad Mach number range. Also

considered are vertical tails with arbitrary sweepback and taper ratio at Mach numbers for which
both the leading edge and trailing edge of the tail are supersonic, and triangular vertical tails with
a subsonic leading edge and a supersonic trailing edge.
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7.4.3 WING-BODY-TAIL YAWING DERIVATIVES

7.4.3.1 WING.BODY.TAIL YAWING DERIVATIVE Cy,

"This section presents a method for estimating the nondimensional yawing derivative Cy. of
wing-body-tail combinations at subsonic speeds. However, at transonic and supersonic speeds no
generalized methods are available for estimating the wing-body-tail yawing derivative Cy r This
derivative is the change in side-force coefficient with variation in yawing velocity and is

expressed as

CY aCy
Cy =~ b

In general, the Datcom method consists of a synthesis of material presented in Sections 7.1.3.1 and

7.3.3. 1, and the vertical-tail contribution based on the methods of reference 1.

Contributions to the derivative Cy arise from two sources, the wing and the vertical tail. The
vertical-tail contribution, which constitutes the major portion, is small and positive in sign.

Generally Cy, is of little importance in lateral dynamics, hence it is frequently neglected.

A. SUBSONIC
r.

For the oscillatory mode, the effects due to lag of sidewash in free oscillation are important and

hence should be considered. However, no generalized method is available in the literature to
account for oscillating sidewash effects on Cy ; therefore, only the aperiodic mode of Cy r is

presented here.

In the equation for estimating the yawing derivative Cy ,, the sideslip-derivative contribution of

the vertical tail should include the end-plate effects of the horizontal tail.

DATCOM METHOD

The equation for the riondimensional yawing derivative Cyr of a wing-body-tail configuration,
based on the product of wing area and wing span Sw bw, is given by

2
C (Cr)w3 bw (Rp cos Of + sinr ) (Sil ýC )v(w) (per radian) 7.4,3.1-a

However, if test data for (A C,) of the empennage are available, the above equation can be

rewritten to include the effective tail length, i.e.,

Cyr (Cyv)wB + 2 (AC.)p (per radian) 7.4.3. 1-b

7.4.3.1-1



where

CY )wB is the wing-body contribution to CYr obtained from test data or by
using the recommendations of Section 7.1.3.1, based on the product of
wing area and wing span (per radian).

bw is the wing span.

RP is the distance from the rmoment reference center to the center-of-
pressure location of the vertical stabilizer, measured parallel to the body
center line. (See sketch (a) in Section 7.4.2.1.) For Datcom purposes,
the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be the quarter-
chord point of the MAC of the total added panel,

zp is the distance from the moment reference center to the center of
pressure of the vertical stabilizer, measured normal to the body center
line, positive for the stabilizer above the body. For Datcom purposes,
the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be the quarter-
chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

ACya)VtWBH) is the tail-body sideslip derivative obtained from test data or Section
5.3.1.1. It includes the end-plate effects of the horizcontal tail and is

based on the wing area (per radian).

ACn ) p is the tail-body sideslip derivative from test data where p refers to

panels in the empennage. It is based on the product of wing area and
span (per radian).

Sample Problem

Given: Model of reference 2

a.c. OF

HORIZONTALTAIL .,

a 800 ,(Cvr) = -0.10 per rad (test data) (ACn = 0.42 per rad (test data)
YW)WB

rip "7.4.3.1-2
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Compute:

Calculate the yawing derivative Cy for the wing-body-tail configuration

C (Cyr ) + 2 cn) (equation 7.4.3.1I-b)

- -0.10 + 2 (0.42)

= 0.74 per rad (based on SW bw)

"This compares with a test value of 0.50 per radian from reference 2.

B. TRANSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the yawing
derivative Cyr. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of experimental data for this derivative at
transonic speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating supersonic values of the' yawing derivative Cyr. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of experimental data for this derivative at
supersonic speeds.

REFERENCES

1. Campbell, J. P., and McKinney, M. 0.: Sumrnmry of Methods for Calculating Dynuimic Lateral Stability and Response and for
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"7.4.3.2 WING-BODY-TAIL YAWING DERIVATIVE C1,

This section presents a method for estimating the nondimensional yawing derivative C1 of
wing-body-tail combinations at subsonic speeds. However, at transonic and supersonic speeds no
generalized methods are available for estimating the yawing derivative Cii. This derivative is the
change in rolling-moment coefficient with change in the yawing velocity and is expressed as

ac,
Cirr

in general, the Datcom method consists of a synthesis of material presented in Sections 7.1.3.2 and
7.3.3.2, and the vertical-tail contribution based on the methods of reference 1.

Contributions to this derivative arise from two sources, the wing and the vertical tail. The wing
contribution constitutes the major portion and is positive in sign. The lesser contribution of the
vertical tail can be positive or negative, depending upon tail equilibrium angle of attack. This
derivative is not of primary importance; however, it is not neglected in lateral dynamic
calculations.

A. SUBSONIC

The method presented here is based on the assumption that the wing and fuselage interference
effects on tail effectiveness can be determined floin geometric dimensions and the sideslip

derivatives. This is particularly true if experimental test data are available for .a&Y-p/VtwH) or

(ACIt) P in the equations given below.

DATCOM METHOD

The equation for the nondimensional yawing derivative CQ of a wing-body-tail configuration,
based on the product of the wing area and the square of wing span Sw bw 2 , is given by

2 a•) /z cos at 2 i AC~

Cr (Cl,) - - (2, Cos a + z P sin kzCos - 2P a)n CYO) 7.4.32-a

However, if test data for (AC,) , are available, the above equation can be rewritten to

approximate the effective vertical-tail center-of-pressure lo.ation (the height of the body center

line).

- 2 (R, Cos a+ sin a) "P7.4.3.2-b

if test data for (AC 0',)P and. .(CY V0) ivH) are available, *he above equation can be

rewritten to include the total effective vertical-tail center-of-pressure location.

7.4.3.2-1
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C +2 ( tc p (Actt (per radian) 7.4.3.2-c
S) 2(AC )(per

where

(Cir)wD is the wing-body contribution to C4, obtained from test data or Section
7.3.3.2, based on the product of wing area and the square of wing span
(per r.,dian).

bw is the wing span.

Rp is the distance from the moment reference center to the center-of-
pressure location of the vertical stabilizer, measured parallel to the body
center line. (See sketch (a) in Section 7.4.2.1.) For Datcom purposes,
the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be the quarter-
chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

zp is the distance from the moment reference center to the center of
pressure of the vertical stabilizer, measured normal to the body center
line, positive for the stabilizer above the body. For Datcom purposes,
the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be the quarter-
chord point of the MAC of the total added panel. p.

(AC V)(wBH) is the tail-body sideslip derivative obtained from test data or Section

5.3.1.1. It includes the end-plate effects of the horizontal tail and is
based on the wing area (per radian).

(ACIt) P is the tail-body sideslip derivative from test data, where p refers to the
panels in the empennage. It is based on the product of wing area and
span (per rwdian).

is the tail-body sideslip derivative from test data, where p refers to the
panels in the empennage. It is based on the product of wing area and
span (per radian).

Sample Problem
x.c. OF

Given: Model of reference 2 HORIZONTAL
TAIL

, -7.4.3.2-2



a 6.00 bw 38.84 in. RP 24.3 in. z = 5.0 in.

(CF)W = 0.10 per rad (test data) (CY •v(-0.64 per rad (test data)

Compute:

Calculate the yawing derivative C1. for the wing-body-tail configuration2

C, = (C )wB w (- k cos a+Z sina) (z cosa- - sina)(ACy )vwB)

-. .•(equation 7,4.3.2-a)

= 0 .10 - - (24.3) (0,0045) + (5.0) (0.1045)(
(38.84)'

k(5.0) (0.00451, (24.3)(0.1045) - 0.64)

0.10+0.051

= 0.151 per rad (based on Swbw 2 )

This compares with a test value of 0. 15 per radian from reference 2.

B. TRANSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the yawing
derivative Cir. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of experimental data for this derivative at
transonic speeds.

C. SUPERSONIC

No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating supersonic values of the
yawing derivative Cr. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of experimental data for this derivative at
"supersonic speeds.

REFERENCES
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7.4.3.3 WING.BODY-TAIL YAWING DERIVATIVE CA,

This section presents a method for estimating the nondimensional yawing derivative Cnr of
wing-body-tail combinations at subsonic speeds. However, at transonic and supersonic speeds no
generalized methods are available for estimating the wing-body-tail yawing derivative Ca . This
derivative is the change in yawing-moment coefficient with change in the yawing-velocity
parameter. It is commonly referred to as the yaw damping and is expressed as

' CA

\ -/ra rb

In general, the Datcom method consists of a synthesis of material presented in Sections 7.1.3.3 and
7.3.3.3, and the vertical-tail contribution based on the methods of reference 1.

Contributions to this derivative arise from the wing, the fuselage, and the vertical tail. The
vertical-tail contribution usually constitutes the major portion and is negative in sign (positive
damping).

The derivative CA, is very important in lateral dynamics because of the important contribution it
makes to the damping of the Dutch-roll oscillatory mode. Its contribution to the spiral-mode
damping is also important. It is desirable to have a large negative value of Cnr for each mode.

A. SUBSONIC

For the oscillatory mode, the effects due to lag of sidewash in free oscillation are important and
hence should be considered, However, no generalized method is available in the literature to
account for oscillating sidewash effects on CA,; therefore, only the aperiodic mode of Cnr is
presented here.

In the equation for determining the yawflq,; dcrivative Cer, the sideslip-derivative contribution of
the vertical tail should include the end-plate efft cts of the horizontal tail.

DATCOM METHOD

The equation for the nondimensional yawing derivative CA, of a wing-body-tail configuration,
. based on the product of wing area and the square of wing span Sw bw 2, is given by

=(Cn)w + cosoi+zp sin/ (ACY V (per radian) 7.4.3.3-a

However, if test data for AC,, are available, the above equation can be expressed as

Cn•= (CA i-w t2 (per radian) 7.4.3.3-b

7.4.3_3-1



where

(C" W 0 (s thpe wing-body contribu tion to Qr obtained from test data or Section
7.3.3.3, based on the prodi,,t of wing area and the square of wing spanl

(per radian).

bw is the wing span.

RP is the distance from the moment reference -enter to the centem-of-

pressure location of the vertical stabilizer, measured parallel to the body
center line. (See sketch (a) in Section 7.4.2.1.) For Datcorn purposes,

the vertical-tail center-ol-pressure location is assumed to be the quarter-

chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

TP is the distance from the moment reference center to the center of

pressure of the vertical stabilizer, measured normal to the body center

line, positive for the stabilizer above the body. For Datcom purposes, the
vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be the quarter-
chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

ACy V is the tail-body sideslip derivative from test data or Section 5.3.1.1 andV(WBH) is based on the wing area (per radian).

(AC) ) is the tail-body sideslip derivative from test data, where p refers to the

panels in the empennage. It is based on the product of wing area and

span (per radian).

Sample Problem

Given: Model of reference 2 aHR. OFHORIZONTAL
TAIL -

b,

4 ~~~~ ~ ~C -K :--- -____-----

"(Cr/) -0.15 per i, ktest dat.

(1C 0.) 0.43 per rad (test data) (AC Y)v --0.64 per (test data)

4 7.4.3.3-2
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[ .Compute:

"Calculate the yawing derivative C, for the wing-body-tail configuration

""= (C ) + 2 (equation 7.4.3.3-b)
= ( wr Y • V(WBH)

(0,43)2
= -0.15 + (2) (-0.64)

"= -0.15 - 0.578

= -0.728 per rad (based on Swbw2

This compares with a test value of --0.60 per radian from reference 2.

!1i B. TRANSONIC

F iI No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating transonic values of the yawing
derivative C,,. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of experimental data for this derivative at
transonic speeds.

S- C. SUPERSONIC

• .'No generalized method is available in the literature for estimating supersonic values- of the
yawing derivative Ca.. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of experimental data for this derivative at

supersonic speeds.

r
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7.4.4 WING-BODY-TAIL ACCELERATION DERIVATIVES

7.4.4.1 WING-BODY-TAIL ACCELERATION DERIVATIVE CL&

The information contained in this section is for-estimating the nondimensional acceleration
derivative CL& of wing-body-tail combinations at low angles of attack. This derivative is the
change in lift coefficient with rate of change of angle of attack and is expressed as

CLaCL

In general, the methods presented consist of a synthesis of material presented in other sections,
although some new information is presented.

This derivative is presented in a manner similar to that used in reference I to calculate the lift of
a wing-body-tail combination. The complete derivative is the sum of contributions of individual
components, treated as isolated surfaces or bodies, and mutual interference effects. The mutual
interference effects are assumed to correspond to those due to angle-of-attack variations,
established in references 1 and 2 and presented in Section 4.3.1.2.

The horizontal-tail contribution to the derivative CL& is based on the concept of the lag of the
downwash. The nonstationary character of the lift response of the tail to changes in tail angle of
attack is neglected, and the result is attributed entirely to the fact that the downwash at the tail
does not respond instantaneously to changes in wing angle of attack. This concept is also the
basis used in estimating the horizontal-tail contribution to the derivative Cma in Section 7.4.4.2.
The result of this concept is presented in numerous aerodynamic texts, for example, reference 3.
The effect of CL& on longitudinal stability is usually unimportant and is therefore frequently
neglected in dynamic analyses.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for determining the acceleration derivative CL& of wing-body-tail

combinations, differing only in their treatment of the effect of the flow field of the forward
surface on the aft surface

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1. (b'/b" > 1.5)

For configurations in which the span of the forward surface is large compared to that of the aft
surface, the following approach can be used. This method is to be used when the ratio of the
forward-panel span to the aft-panel span is 1.5 or greater. The equation of the nondimensional
acceleration derivative CLd of a wing-body-tail configuration, based on the area and mean

7.4.4.1-1



aerodynamic chord of the total forward panel and referred to a moment center at the assumed
center of gravity or center of rotation, is given by

C C ) + 2 [Kw() +KB C)I x¢ x)

7.4.4.1-a

where the primed quantities refer to the forward panel, the double-primed quantities refer to the
aft panel, and the subscript e refers to the exposed panel. (See Section 4.3.1.2 for the definition
of exposed surfaces.)

(CL a)WB is the contribution of the wing-body configuration to the acceleration derivative
CL&, obtained from Section 7.3.4.1.

8 • is the downwash gradient averaged over the aft surface, obtained from Section
4.4.1.

The remaining terms are defined in paragraph A of Section 7.4.1 .1.

Method 2. (b'/b" < 1.5) D

For configurations in which the span of the forward surface is approximately equal to or less
than that of the aft surface, the vortex shed from the forward surface interacts directly with the
aft surface and the resulting interference effects must be accounted for in the tail terms. This
method is to be used when the ratio of the forward-panel span to the aft-panel span is less than
1.5. The equation for the nondimensional acceleration derivative CL& of a wing-body-tail
configuration, based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total forward panel and
referred to a moment center at the assumed center of gravity or center of rotation, is given by

rg,
C.9 J

S( . 2 7.4.4. 1-b

All the terms are defined in paragraph A of Section 7.4.1.1 and method 1 above.

Because of the similarity of the two methods a sample problem for method 2 is not included.
However, evaluation of the term (CIC)w"(V,) for a wing-body-tail configuration is presented in
Section 4.5.1.1.

7.4.4.1-2



Sample Problem

Method I

Given: Same configuration as sample problems of paragraph A, Sections 7.4.1.1 and 7.4.1.2.

Some of the characteristics are repeated below. Note that for the sake of simplicity the
• i vehicle center of gravity has been taken at Z'/4 and x,.g.- x'" R ".

The following ratios based on total forward panel dimensions:

S2 eff hH
0.4377 - 0.8053 0.4026 - 0.1578:"b' b' b- b'

9" 3Q Se"
- 2.26 - 0.2667 - 0.0988

c' b' S'

Additional Characteristics:

hH 7.18 feet M = 0.60 R =- 5.16 x 107 (based on

£eff = 22 = 18.32 feet = 0.80 Sea level

3= ' = 12.133 feet a' = 40 Smooth surfaces

V' 27.425 feet r o NACA 66-206 airfoil sections

SA'/4 30.970

Compute:

Step 1. Wing-body CL. (Section 7.3.4.1)

-(CL wB = 0.864 per rad (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.4.1)

Step 2. Lift-curve slope for the exposed horizontal-tail panel (Section 4.1.3.2)

4.0 per rad (sample problem, paragiaph A, Section 7.4.1.1)

Step 3. Tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

Kw(B)" 1.315
. (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.4.1.1)

,KH(w' 0.550

7.4.4.1-3
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Step 4. Dynamic pressure ratio (Section 4.4.1)

qI - 0.901 (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.4.1.1)q.

Step 5. Downwash parameter (Section 4.4,1)

Obtain value for o' = 4' at M = 0.2 and correct for Mach number effects by equation
4.4.1 -g

ao' = -1.6° (table 4.1. 1-B)

tan Ae/2  0.4003 <1

A' ( 1) 2  0 5 [0.98 + (0.4003)2]1/2 = 5.43
S--32+tan' A¢/2)54

K 0.985

CL-,:, La

A A 0.80 (figure 4.1.3.2-49)
C

CLa = 4.00 per rad = 0.0698 per deg

CI = CL'- ai0 ') = 0.0698 [4 - (-1.6)] = 0.391

a' = 21.00 (Section 4.1.3.4)
CLmax

0- a o  4--(-1.6)= = 0.248
a CL -ao0  21.0 - (-1.6)

max

A'ff
- 1.0

A'

(figure 4.4.1-66)
b'eff

b = 1.0b'

A'f 5.0

b'ef = 45.50 ft

7.4.41-4
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=0.40

(figure 4.4.1-67)

• 0.49

Ay= 1.10 (figure 2.2.1-8)

Type of flow separation: Leading-edge separation is predominant (figure 4.4.1-68a)

0.4 1CL\ b

a hH (22 + 23) (a A- "/ - tan P (equation 4.4. 1-d)
/ 2

4 (0.41) (0.391) 45.50
= 7.18 -(18.32 + 12.133) 4 (3.14) (5.0)) 2 (0)

7.18 -(30.453) (0.0596) = 5.37

0.56 A' 0.56(5.0)-

Lru = , 0.3 -- 7.16 (See page 4.4.1-6)CL' 0.391'

b [0.78 + 0.10 (X' - 0.4) + 0.003 A' 4 bI (Ae/ 4 in deg) (equation 4.4.1 -f)

= (0.833) (45.50)

= 37.90 ft

22R I1/2
= b ff -(boff- b , (equation 4.4.1-e)

"ru) b'tr

F36.64 11/2
45.5 -(45.5 - 37.9) L - .1)

L(45.) (7.16)j

= 45.5- 2.5 = 43.0

bH b" _ 19.915
- = - 4-3.0 = 0.463b4 b. 43.0
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ta

2a _2(5.37)

- = 0.25
bv 43.0

- 0.93 (figure 4.4.1-68b)

•low -- I'a) = (0.93) (0.49) = 0.4557

speed w v
C ')

CL) M0.= 4.50 (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.1. 1)

\a4M---'' w (Lc'M=0" (equation 4.4. l-g)
)M 0 .6 aa0)ow C l

speed
spccd

= (0.4557)

- (0.513)

Solution:

CL (CL)WB, + 
2 [KW(B) + KB(W)] g) T (CLe

(equation 7.4.4. 1-a)

S0.864 + 2(1.315 + 0.550) (0.0988) (2.26) (0.513) (0.901) (4.0)

= 0.864 + 1.540

= 2.404 per rad (based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total
forward panel and referred to a moment center at g74)
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B. TRANSONIC

No accurate methods are available for estimating the characteristics of isolated panels, the
dynamic- pressure ratio, or the downwash gradient in the transonic speed regime. The aero-
dynamic interference "K" factors for slender configurations are relatively insensitive to Mach
number; however, for nonslender configurations transonic interference effects can become quite
large and sensitive to minor changes in local contour.

DATCOM METHODS

It is recommended that the methods presented in paragraph A above be applied directly to the
transonic speed regime. Care should be taken to estimate the various parameters of equations
7.4.4.1-a and -b at the appropriate Mach number. The interference "K" factors should be
obtained from paragraph C, Section 4.3.1.2.

C. SUPERSONIC

The information included in the Datcom accounts for most of the mutual interferences that
occur between components of wing-body-tail configurations at supersonic speeds.

DATCOM METHODS

- The methods presented in paragraph A above are also applicable to the supersonic speed range.
Care should be taken to estimate the various parameters of equations 7.4.4.1-a and -b at the
appropriate Mach number. Method 3 of paragraph C of Section 4.4.1 should be used to evaluate
the last term of equation 7.4.4.1-b.

Sample Problem

Method I

Given: Same configuration as sample problems of paragraph C, Sections 7.4.1.1 and 7.4.1.2, and

paragraph A of this section. Some of the characteristics are repeated below.

The following ratios based on total forward panel dimensions:

- = 2.26 S'- 0.0988

Additional Characteristics:

h11 = 7.18 ft M = 1.40 = 40

A'= 5.0 p 0.98 cg at -'/4

7.4.4.1-7



Compute:

Step I. Wing-body CN. (Section 7.3.4.1)

(C N. =KW(B) K KB(W )(\j L) CC.

(equation 7.3.4.1-a)

(CN) = -0.485 per rad (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3.4.1)

Step 2. Lift-curve slope for the exposed horizontal-tail panel (Section 4.1.3.2)

C " = 4.025 per rad (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.4.1.1)

Step 3. Tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

Kw(' 1.315

(sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.4. 1.1)
K B(w = 0.4028

Step 4. Dynamic pressure ratio (Section 4.4.1)

q,
__ - 0.80 (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.4.1.1)
q•

Step 5. Downwash parameter (Section 4.4.1)

Obtain value in the plane of symmetry at

9Z __

3652 ft

x, y, and z referred to wind axes:

X h1 sin ot + (36.52) cos c = 36.93

7.4.4.1-8



y =0 (plane of symmetry)

z hH 4:os U -(36.52) sin a 4615

2x 2z y
- 1.656 0.2029 -= 0

• " i-9/b' W bW

A'= 4.90

2h
= 1.0* (figure 4.4.1-74a)

_b4e 2z_ 2h
2 2z + 2h o'3 (a'in rad)

ff b= + 'b'

0.2029 + (1.0) (0.0684)

- 0.2713

- 0.29* (figure 4.4.1,-76a)

Solution: I( ) ( ~ x ~ ) 405 ... a

.• (equation 7.4.4. l-a)

I.-.
, =-0.485 + 2(1.315 + 0.4028) (0.0988) (2.26) (0.80) (0.29) (4.025)

"= -0.485 +.0.716

= 0.231 per rad (based on the area and mean aerodynamic chord of the total forward

panel and referred to a moment center at C'/4)

REFERENCES

1. Pitts, W., Neilson, J., and Kaettari, G.: Lift and Center of Pressure of Wing-Body-Tail Combinations at Subsonic, Transonic,
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1950. (U)

3, Etkin, B.: Dynamics of Flight. John Wiley and Sons, Inc., Now York, 1959. (U)

*The data obtained from figures 4.4.1-74a and 4.4.1-76a (or triangular plartforms have been extrapolated to pA' = 4.90. (See

reference 14, Section 4.4.1.)
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7.4.4.2 WING-BODY-TAIL ACCELERATION DERIVATIVE Cm'&

The information contained in this section is for estimating the nondimensional acceleration

derivative Cm& of wing-body-tail combinations at low angles of attack. This derivative is the

change in pitching-moment coefficient with rate of change of angle of attack and is expressed by

a 
*

This derivative is important in longitudinal dynamics, since it is involved in the damping of the

short-period mode.

The Datcom methods are based on the same assumptions that were made for the total pitching
derivative CL& of the wing-body-tail combinations, and the general discussion of Section 7.4.4.1
is directly applicable here.

A. SUBSONIC

Two methods are presented for determining the acceleration derivative Cm& of wing-body-tail
combinations, differing only in their treatment of the effect of the flow field of the forward
surface on the aft surface.

DATCOM METHODS

Method 1. (b'/b" >' 1.5)

For configurations in which the span of the forward surface is large compared to that of the aft
surface, the following approach can be used. This method is to be used when the ratio of the
forward-panel span to the aft-panel span is 1.5 or greater. The equation for the nondimensional

acceleration derivative C,& of a wing-body-tail configuration, based on the area and the square

of the mean .e-rodynamic chord of the total forward panel and referred to a moment center at

the assurned center of gravity or center of rotation, is given by

(C= - 2[I-C,) + qK)1 Lz•-(Xcui x) 2 A••X C \Le

7.4.4.2-a

where the primed quantities refer to the forward panel, the double-primed quantities refer to the

aft panel, and the subscript e refers to the exposed panel. (See Section 4.3.1.2 for the definition
of exposed surfaces.)
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(Crn&)wB is the contribution of the wing-body configuration to the acceleration derivative
Cm a, obtained from Section 7.3.4.2.

--. is the downwash gradient averaged over the aft panel, obtained from Section
4.4.1.

The remaining terms are defined in paragraph A of Section 7.4.1.1.

Method 2. (b'/b" < 1.5)

For configurations in which the span of the forward surface is approximately equal to or less
than that of the aft surface, the vortex shed from the forward surface interacts directly with the
aft surface, and the resulting interference effects must be accounted for in the tail- or aft-
surface-contribution terms. This method is to be used when the ratio of the forward-panel span
to the aft-panel span is less than 1.5. The equation for the nondimensional acceleration derivative
C,,j of a wing-body-tail configuration, based on the area and the square of the mean aero-
dynamic chord of the total forward panel and referred to a moment center at the assumed
center of gravity or center of rotation, is given by

C C,,, )WB + 2 C .-, 7.4.4.2-b

.7

All the above terms are defined in paragraph A of Section 7.4.1.1 and method I above.

Because of the similarity of the two methods a sample problem for method 2 is not included.
However, evaluation of the term (CL a)w"(v) for a wing-body-tail configuration is presented in

Section 4.5. 1.1.

Sample Problem

Method I

Given: Same configuration as sample problems of paragraph A, Sections 7.4.1.1, 7.4.1 .2, and
"7.4.4.1. Some of the characteristics are repeated below.

The following ratios based on total forward-panel dimensions:

Se
- 2.26 - 0.0988

c S

Additional Characteristics:

M 0.60 b 0.80 o' 4' cg at /4

7.4.4.2-2
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Compute:

Step I Wing-body Cm. (Section 7.3.4.2)

(Cm.) [KW(B) + KB(W)] (-)Q--) / Cm.)e + (Cm) (') C)

(equation 7.3.4.2-a)

= -0.400 per tad (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.3.4.2)

Step 2. Lift-cuive slope for the exposed horizontal-tail panel (Section 4.1.3.2)

L(C ) = 4.0 per rad (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.4.1.1)

Step 3. Tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

KW(B) = 1.315

(sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.4.1.1)
KB(w) = 0.550

'W - Step 4. Dynamic pressure ratio (Section 4.4.1)

- 0.901 (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.4.1.1)

Step 5. Downwash parameter (Section 4.4.1)

0 (.513 (sample problem, paragraph A, Section 7.4.4.1)

Solution:

Cm C = Cm)WB 2 [KW(B) + K B(W)I (S. ) C~ actL)(C

(equation 7.4.4.2-a)

-0.400 - 2(1.315 + 0.550) (0.0988) (2.26)2 (0.901) (0.513) (4.0)

= --0.400 -- 3.48

= -3.88 per rad (based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic chord
of the total forward panel and referred to a moment center at E'/4)
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B. TRANSONIC

The comments of paragraph B of Section 7.4.4.1 are directly apphcable here.

DATCOM METHODS

It is recommended that the methods presented in paragraph A above be applied to the transonic
speed regime. Care should be taken to estimate the parameters of equationis 7.4,4.2-a and -b at

the appropriate Mach number. The interference "K" factors should be obtained from

paragraph C, Section 4.3.1.2.

C. SUPERSONIC

The comments of paragraph C of Section 7.4.4.1 are directly applicable here.

DATCOM METHODS

The methods presented in paragraph A above are also applicable to the supersonic speed range.

Care should be taken to estimate the parameters of equations 7.4.4.2-a and -b at the atppropriate

Mach number. Method 3 of paragraph C of Section 4.4.1 should be used to evaluate the last term

of equation 7.4.4.2-b.

Sample Problem

Method I

Given: Same configuration as sample problems of paragraph C, Sections 7.4.1.1, 7.4.1.2, and

7.4.4.1, and paragraph A of this section. Some of the characteristics are repeated below.

The following ratios based on total forward-panel dimensions:

•., S "
- 2.26 0.0988

c S,

Additional Characteristics:

M 1.4 0,98 4' 40 cg at ý/4

Compute:

Step 1. Wing-body CM, (Section 7.3.4.2)

C (M )WB KW(B) +K 1 ~ 3 '(Se~ ) (cr. 6) +( B ) 1
(equation 7.3.4.2-a)
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(Cma) 1.308 per rad (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.3.4.2)

Step 2. Lift-curve slope for the exposed horizontal-tail panel (Section 4.1.3.2)

CN ) 4.025 per rad (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.4.1 .1)

Step 3. Tail-body interference factors (Section 4.3.1.2)

KW(B) = 1.315

(sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.4.I.1)
KB(W) 0.4028

Step 4. Dynamic pressure ratio (Section 4.4.1)

- 0.80 (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.4.1.1)

Step 5. Downwash parameter (Section 4.4.1)

=-0.29 (sample problem, paragraph C, Section 7.4.4.1)

Solution:

= (C ( 21KW(B) K KB(W)

(equation 7.4.4.2-a)

4 = 1.308 - 2(1.315 -i 0.4028) (0.0988) (2.26)2 (0.80) (0.29) (4.025)

= 1.308 - 1.619

= -0.3 1 per rad (based on the area and the square of the mean aerodynamic chord
of the total forward panel and referred to a moment center at U'/4)
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7.4.4.3 WING-BODY-TAIL DERIVATIVE CD&

This section presents a method for estimating the wing-body-tail derivative CD& at subsonic speeds.
This derivative is the change in the drag coefficient due to a change in & at a constant pitch rate and
is defined as

aCD
CD. - I where CD is based on Sw

In general, this derivative is small and has a negligible effect on longitudinal stability; hence, it is
usually neglected.

A. SUBSONIC

The wing contribution to CD& can be estimated using unsteady-flow theory. The body contribution

is small and has been neglected. The tail contribution is computed from conventional downwash-t-ag
theory. The horizontal-tail lift due to & was taken to act normal to the local flow direction at the
tail, to produce a fora.. component in the direction of the free-stream.

DATCOM METHOD

The wing-body-tail derivative is given by

S (CD) +(CD) + aC . 7.4.4.3-a

where

(C&CD is the wing contribution to CD. obtained from Section 7.1.4.3.
wa

*(C0) is the horizontal-tail contribution independent of angle of attack, obtained by

I S If (Q.-CO coaF sin cda'F

(CD)& - CL - (2e0 - ill 7.4.4.3-b
O) ý57.3 1HS W E/2 au'

4 where

CL is the horizontal-tail lift-curve slope (based on SH. obtained from test data or
a H from Section 4.1.3.2 (per degree).

*S14 is the horizontal-tail reference area.

SSw is the wing reference area.

7.4.4.3-1
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RH is the distance from the momen reference center to the center-of-pressureH
location of the horizontal stabilizer, measured parallel to the body center line.
For Datcom purposes, the horizonta!-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed
to be at the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

z H is the distance from the moment reference center tc the center-of-pressure
location of the horizontal stabilizer, measured normal to the body center line,
positive for the stabilizer above the body. For Datcom purposes, the
horizontal-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be at the quarter-chord

point of the MAC of the total added panel.

is the fuselage angle of attack.
F!

ae
-- is the downwash gradient at E/4 of the horizontal tail, obtained from test data

or from Section 4.4.1.

is the wing MAC.

C0 is the downwash angle at Z/4 of the horizontal tail at aF 0.

iH is the horizontal-tail incidence with respect to the fuselage reference line.

3C.1
- raý- is the change in horizontal-tail contribution with angle of attack, obtained by

H

( 1 SH H Co s U F + H sin F ( 2 7 .4 .4 .3-c

where all of the terms are defined above.

Sample Problem
Given: Same configuration as sample problem of Paragraph A of Section 7.1.4.3.

Tail Characteristics:

CL = 0.05 per deg SH 16 ft 2

RH = 8ft ZH = 0 ='
o 0.32

E0 = 10 iH = 0

Compute:

( D •0 lCLn H (RH COS a' l- U1 sin c F) 3C

( D 50  C - (2 cse0- i11) (Equation 7.4.4.3-b)

H.4 .3 L- SW

g 7.4.4.3-2



i? .... : Mc q

1 ~~16.0) [(8,0)(0.9998) + 0] 03)2(.)0-'
53 ( 64.0 4/2 - (o.32)2(1.o) -- 0

0.000558

aC~~\ S11  (2 oa + 1  i cF E 1) (Equation 7.4.4.3-c)

acF/ 57.3 aH SW -/2 k

= .3 (0,05) '6--". 0 " 4/2 (0.32)[2(0.32) - I]

-0.000100

Solution:

D.
CD& (CD) + (CD) + -t-. - F (Equation 7.4.4.3-a)i~~~ 0. 801Ca CDo \ (F )H

(CD ,0.0085 per deg (Sample Problem, Paragraph A, Section 7.1.4.3)(CD&# W

CD 0.0085 + 0.000558 + (-0.000100) 1.0

0.00896 per degree

B. TRANSONIC

No method is presented.

C. SUPERSONIC

No method is presented.

I
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7.4.4.4 WING-BODY-TAIL DERIVATIVE Cy.

This section presents a method for estimating the contribution of the vertical tail, in the presence of
the wing and body, to the derivative Cy4 at subsonic speeds. This derivative is the change in
side-force coefficient with variations in the rate of change of sideslip angle at a constant yaw rate
and is defined as

acy
CY. = _ , where Cy is based on Sw.

In general, at low to moderate angles of attack, this derivative is small and has a negligible effect on

lateral stability; hence, it is usually neglected.

A. SUBSONIC

A wing contribution to Cyý can be evaluated by using unsteady-flow theory, but at low to
moderate angles of attack it is generally considered small and is neglected. At low angles of attack
and for attached-flow conditions, the largest contributor to Cyv is the vertical tail. The method
herein applies a sidewash-lag theory in an analogous manner to the downwash-lag theory that is used
in finding the horizontal.-tail contribution to CL&,. The body contribution is small and has been
neglected,

411- For a brief discussion of the physical flow phenomena at high angles of attack, i.e., leading-edge
vortex sheets and flow separation, and a comprehensive bibliography on related subject matter, the
reader is referred to Reference 1.

DATCOM METHOD

Design charts for predicting the change of wing sidewash angle with the change of sideslip angle are
presented as a function of wing geometry, i.e., aspect ratio, sweep, and taper ratio, at Mach numbers
0.2 and 0.8. These design charts were generated from wing loadings in sideslip by using the theory
presented in References 2 and 3.

l The vertical-tail contribution to the derivative Cy4 at low to moderate angles of attack is given by

Sv ( P cos a F + z sin aF) 7.4.4.4-aCy 2 CL u 744.-

0a Sw bw

where

CL is the lift-curve slope of the vertical tail obtained from test data or Section 4.1.3.2.
aV

Sor, is the change of sidewash angle (due only to the wing, i.e., no sidewash due to
fuselage cross flow) with respect to the change in the sideslip angle. This factor can
be estimated by

7.4.4.4-1
a
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or13 = o/3jF +03 O+0 7.4.4.4-b*
'P '.F 57.3 P3O 1 WB

where

0a is the sidewash contribution due to angle of attack, obtained from Figures
Zv

7. 4 .4 .4-6a through -6p as a function of - and wing geometry. zv is the
b/2

distance between the wing Z/4 point and the vertical-stabilizer center-of-
pressure location, measured normal to the free-stream direction. For Datcom.
purposes the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be at the
quarter-chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

= z, cos Ot - V sin a- 7.4.4.4-c

where z P and P are defined below.

is the fuselage angle of attack in degrees.

%ar is the sidewash contribution due to wing dihedral, obtained from Figures

7.4.4.4-22a through -22d as a function of - and wing geometry.

r is the wing dihedral in degrees.

is the sidewash contribution due to wing twist, obtained from Figures
7.4.4.4-26a through -26p as a function of - and wing geometry.

o is the wing twist in degrees between the root and tip sections, negative for
washout (see Figure 5.1.2.1-30b).

a 0B is the sidewash contribution due to the body effect on the wing loading, It is
O3WB ZV

presented as a function of -7 and wing geometry, at three different body-

radius-to-wing-span ratios of 0.06, 0.12, and 0.24. In addition, the wing
position on the body has an effect on this term. However, for Datcom con-
siderations a low-wing position was assumed as shown in Sketch (a). For a
high-wing position as shown in Sketch(b), the sign of a in Figures
7.4.4.4-42a through -42p becomes negative. °WB

*A more accurate result can be'obtained from the equation

s J C' local cv dZ

0

7.4.4.4:-2

i* -• ;+: :+ • •'- .' ",,• •' .+'• -'.S-•'+.• ". J + ,- -.. .-..-....-..-. - " - - -' -
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SKETCH (a)

high-wing position as shown in sketch (b), the sign of j wB in Figures 7.4.4.4-42a through -4 2 p
becomes negative.

rz

SKETCH (b)

7.4.4.4-3
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Sv is the vertical-tail area, consistent with the vertical-tail area used to define
CL

aV

S is the wing reference area.

k P is the distance from the wing quarter-chord point to the center-of-pressure
location of the vertical stabilizer, measured parallel to the body center line. For
Datcom purposes, the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumes to be
at the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the total added panel, (See Sketch (a)
of Section 7.4.2.1.)

.z is the distance from the wing quarter-chord point to the center-of-pressure
location of the vertical stabilizer, measured normal to the body center line,
positive for the stabilizer above the body. For Datcom purposes, the
vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be at the quarter-chord
point of the MAC of the total added panel.

bw is the wing span.

-. =

Sample Problem

Given: The following wing-body-tail configuration

Wing Characteritics:

A 7 X = 0.25 ALE = 350 Low wing

Sw = 3500 ft2  bw = 156.52 ft 0 = r5 p = 30

Vertical-Tail Characteristics:

CL = 0.055 per deg Sv = 600ft2

z v
- = 0.242
b/2

Additional Characteristics:

k = 60.0 ft zP = 20.Oft a = jO

M =0.8 Body Radius
_______- =0.12
b/2

i a; 7.4.4.4-4
r.



Compute:

Deteriaine u

. . = t a + -• P -a 0+ (Equation 7.4.4.4-b)
0.F 57.3 06~ 'WB

= -0.013 (Figure 7.4.4.4-6k)

Y .=-0.56 (Figure 4.4.4.4.-22d)

a = -0.0113 (Figure 7.4.4.4-26k)

or = 0.07 (Figure 7.4.4.4-42k)

n = (-0.013)(1) + (0. 3 - (-0.0113)(-5) + (0.07)

- -0.013 - 0.0293 - 0.0565 + 0.07

= -0.0288

Solution:
Sv (2 P COS aF + zp sillF)

C.2C = b (Equation 7.4.4.4-a)

2(0.055)(-0.0288) 600I (60)(0.9998) + (20)(0.01745)j

= -0.000209 per deg

B. TRANSONIC

No method is prqsented.

C. SUPERSONIC

No method is presented.
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7.4.4.5 WING-BODY-TAIL DERIVATIVE C,

This section presents a method for estimating the contribution of the vertical tail, in the presence of
the wing and body, to the derivative C14 at subsonic speeds. This derivative is the change in
rolling-moment coefficient with variation in the rate of change of sideslip angle at a constant yaw
rate and is defined as

act
S- . where C, is based on Sw bw

/fOb\WW

In general, at low to moderate angles of attack, this derivative is small and has a negligible effect on
lateral stability; hence, it is usually neglected.

A. SUBSONIC

The wing contribution to C1ý can be evaluated by using unsteady-flow theory, but at low to
moderate angles of attack it is generally considered small and is neglected. At low angles of attack
and for attached-flow conditions, the largest contributor to Cl is the vertical tail. The rolling
moment produced on the airframe by the vertical tail is due to the sidewash. time-lag effects from
the wing. The body contribution is small and has been neglected.

For a brief discussion of the physical flow phenomena at high angles of attack, i.e., leading-edge
vortex sheets and flow separation, and a comprehensive bibliography on related subject matter, the
reader is referred to Reference 1. Reference I also discusses the inadequacy of osci!lating-airfoil
theory and sidewash-lag theory for predicting the vertical-tail contribution to C1 ý at high angles of
attack. However, a modified flow-field-lag theory is discussed in Refeience 1 that appears to give
qualitative agreement with experimental data for a current twin-jet fighter configuration.

DATCOM METHOD

The vertical-tail contribution to the derivative Clý at low to moderate angles of attack is given by
Ct• Cv (Z coaF~ - sin

Cb = C z PCos 1tF) 7.4.4.5-a

where

Cy. is the vertical-tail contribution to the derivative Cs, obtained from Section 7.4.4.4.

z P is the distance from the wing quarter-chord point to the center-of-pressure location
of the vertical stabilizer, measured normal to the body center line, positive for the
stabilizer above the body. For Datcom purposes, the vertical-tail center-of-pressure
location is assumed to be the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the total added
panel.

7.4.4.5-1



Q P is the distance from the wing quarter-chord point to the center-of-pressure location
of the vertical stabilizer, measured parallel to the body center line. For Datcom
purposes, the vertical-tail center-of-pressure location is assumed to be at the
quarter-chord point of the MAC of the total added panel. (See Sketch (a) of Section
7.4.2.1.)

oeF is the fuselage angle of attack.

bw is the wing span.

Sample Problem

Given: Same configuration as sample problem of Paragraph A of Section 7.4.4.4.

Compute:

Cy. = -0.000209 (Sample Problem, Paragraph A, Section 7.4.4.4)

CC COS atF b sin C1A (Equation 7.4.4.5-a)

C1. (0.00209)(20)(0.9998) - (60)(0.0175)]
C1. = (-0.000209) [i5 6 .5-I

= -0.0000253 per deg

B. TRANSONIC

No method is presented.

C. SUPERSONIC

No method is presented.

REFERENCE

1. Coe, P. L.. Jr., Graham, A. B., and Chambers, J. R.: Summary of Information on Low-Speed Lateral-Directional Derivatives

Due to Rate of Change of Sideslip J. NASA TN D-7972, 1975. (U)
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7.4.4.6 WING-BODY-TAIL DERIVATIVE Cn.

This section presents a method for estimating the contribution of the vertical tail, in the presence of
the wing and body, to the derivative Cn at subsonic speeds. This derivative is the change in
yawing-moment coefficient with variation in the rate of change of sideslip angle at a constant yaw
rate and is defined as

.C, - where Cn is based on Sw bw.

For most configurations at low to moderate angles of attack, Cný is rather small and can be
neglected in lateral dynamic calculations. However, at high angles of attack for swept- and
delta-wing configurations, Cný can approach the magnitude of Cn, and consequently have large
effects on the calculated dynamic stability of these configurations.

A. SUBSONIC

The wing contribution to Cn can be evaluated by using unsteady-flow theory, but at low to
moderate angles of attack it is generally considered small and is neglected. At low angles of attack
and for attached-flow conditions, the largest contributor to Cn• is the vertical tail. The yawing
moment produced en the airframe by the vertical tail is due to the sidewash time-lag effects from
the wing. The body contribution is small and has been neglected.

For a brief discussion of the physical flow phenomena at high angles of attack, i.e., leading-edge
vortex sheets and flow separation, and a comprehensive bibliography on related subject matter, the
reader is referred to Reference 1. Reference 1 also discusses the inadequacy of oscillating-airfoil
theory and sidewash-lag theory for predicting the vertical-tail contribution to Cn at high angles of
attack. However, a modified flov.-field-lag theory is discussed in Reference 1 that appears to give
qualitative agreement with experimental data for a current twin-jet fighter configuration.

DATCOM METHOD

The vertical-tail contribution to the derivative Cný at low to moderate angles of attack is given by

Cnt = -Cyý Cos •F s bw + 7.4.4.6-a

where

Cy. is the vertical-tail contribution to the derivative Cy, obtained from Section 7.4.4.4.

Qp is the distance from the moment reference center to the center-of-pressure location
of the vertical stabilizer, measured parallel to the body center line. (See Sketch (a) inSection 7.4.2.1.) For Datcom purposes the vertical-tail center-of-pressure loc;ition is

assumed to be at the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the total added panel.

7.4.4.6-1



z P is the distance from the moment reference center to t ie center of pressure of the
vertical stabilizer, measured normal to the body center line, positive for the
stabilizer above the body. For Datcom purposes, the vertical-tail center-of-pressure
location is a ,.sumed to be at the quarter-chord point of the MAC of the total added
panel.

bw is the wing span.

K . is the fuselage angle of attack.

Sample Problem

Given: Same configuration as sample problem of Paragraph A of Section 7.4,4.4.

Compute:

Cyx = -0.000209 (Sample Problem, Paragraph A, Section 7.4.4.4)

C / cos I, : ± Z p sin aFý

C= '. c 0 ) (Equation 7.4.4.6-a)
Y"- bw/

= (60)(0.9998) + (20)(0.01745)
-(---0.000209 -. 156.52

+= 0.0000805 per deg

B. TRANSONIC

No method is presented.

C. SUPERSONIC

No method is presented.

REFERENCE

1. Coe, P. L., Jr., Graham, A. B., and Chambers, J. R.: Summary of Information on Low-Speed Lateral-Directionai Darivatives
Due to Rate of Change of Sideslip/j. NASA TN D-7972, 1975. (U)
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8. MASS AND INERTIA

Performance, stability, control, and strength analyses of airborne vehicles depend not only on the mass of the vehicle
but on the distribution of the mass within the vehicle. This concept of mass distribution is reflected in the property of
the vehicle called moment of inertia. This Section discusses moment of inertia determination for two types of airborne
vehicles - manned aircraft and missiles.

8.1 AIRCRAFT MASS AND INERTIA

The purpose of this Section is to furnish the engineer with a method for rapidly but accurately estimating the moment
of inertia of manned aircraft during the preliminary-design period. Such inertias are needed in order that dynamic load
and stability characteristics of the aircraft may be evaluated.

The following pages present basic moment.of-inertia theory, a discussion of inertia m,.athods in general with the assump.
tions and conclusions used in evolving the Datcom method, and a discussion of the Datcom method in detail, with a
summary showing the step-by.step procedure to follow when using this method.

This method applies to all existing combat and transport aircraft including those of unconventional* design. If radically
different airplane configurations evolve, the present methods will have to be altered. The tools needed are a weight-and.
balance statement, a three-view drawing, and some knowledge of the design characteristics of the airplane. A total time

.of approximately three hours for one man is needed to estimate inertia by this method, and the accuracy obtained is
within the tolerance required for any preliminary.design project.

Basic Moment.of.inertia Theory

Moment of inertia is the measure of resistance to angular acceleration, as mass is the measure of resistance to linear
acceleration. Moment of inertia may be mathematically derived as follows:

If torque is expressed as the product of force and radius
T = Fr

and the following substitutions are made:
F=ma and a=er

"then
T - mar

or
T = mr'a 8.1.a

where
a is the linear acceleration
a is the angular acceleration
mn is the mais

The term mr' is defined as the moment of inertia (1) and equation 8.1-a may be written

T = la 8.-b

If a body of mass m is caused to rotate about a remote axis y (see sketch (a)) the following relationship exists:

I, = mr' m (xW + a') 8.1-c

However, since mass m not only offers resistance to rotation about the y axis but also offers resistance to rotation
about its own centroidal axis, the total inertia of m about y is

1, = nu' + 1, 8.1.d

where I., is the inertia of m about its own centroidal axis.

"*Th; term unconventional as used herein refers chiefly to extreme locations of the wing, fuselage, tail and power plhnt
sections with respect to each other, and to the size and mass of these sections. However, when the shape and rns.s' dis.
tribution of any of the sections change considerably over present state of the art design, the method for computing
inertia as described herein should be altered accordinly.
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SKETCH (a)

If mass m io divided into several parts, mi, M21,... .M., then the total inertia of the sum of these parts about y is

1, m1r1
2 + I., + m,r52 + L12 + . . . mr.' + lo,,

or n
I,= 2 (mer, 2 ±- Ior) 8.1-4

i=1

Finally, if the total inertia about a remote axis is computed from equation 8.1-e, the inertia of the tohtl mass about its
own centroidal axis can be computed from equation 8.1-d, or

I., = 1, - rrm2  
8.1-f

where Y is the distance, from the y axis to the centroid of the total mass.

nrmr

Mai
r 1  8.1-g

i---

Inertia Methods in General

As equation 8.1-d indicates, the inertia of a body about a remote axis depends on three basic factors: (1) mass, (2) the
distance of the mass from the remote axis, and (3) the inertia of the mass about its own centroidal axis. If any one

of these factors is ignored, the inertia derived will not be accurate.

A common method is to divide the airplane into many sections, so that the !o values may be calculated easily and
accurately. The total airplane inertia about the remote axis may then be derived by equation 8.1-e, and the total inertia
about the aircraft's centroidal axis by equation 8.1-f. lUnfortunately, however, this method requires a detail breakdown
of the masses and centroids of the components of the aircraft as well as a large time expenditure. Therefore the method
does not lend itself to successful application at the preliminary design level.

Another method for computing inertia is one in which the total mass and dimensional data of the aircraft arc used as
parameters in an empirical inertia equation. However, the equations have to be based on aircraft with mass distribution
similar to that of the proposed aircraft, since the mass and locations of the wing, fuselage, tail, and engines can vary
greatly between aircraft. This means that a large amount of statistical data has to be available, and this type of method
is alnost useless for aircraft of unconventional design, where there is a lack of statistical data.
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Obviously neither of these two methods fulfills the requirements for one rapid but accurate method independent of air-
plane type or conventional nature. Bit consideration of a few facts about inertia methods in general shows which method
is preferable in a particular sit•'ation. These facts are:

(1) When statistical data are not available -

(a) The time required to compute inertia and the accuracy of the answer are directly proportional to the
number of sections into which the airplane is divided.

(b) The number of sections into which the airplane is divided is dependent on the amount of detail informs-
tion available.

(2) When statistical data are available -

(a) rime is inversely proportional to parametric correlation, which is the mutual relationship of the inertia
of the proposed aircraft to statistical data by means of parameters such as size, shape, and mass.

(b) Accuraey is dependent upon the extent to which parametric correlation is applied. This means that. if
these correlations are carried beyond the bounds of mass distributioit similarity, the accuracy is affected
adversely; if carried only as far as these bounds, the accuracy is affected only slightly.

Therefore the method evolved is one that divides the airplane into the least number of sections necessary.to maintain
sufficient mass distribution similarity to permit valid parametric correlation. Thus the accuracy obtained is within the
tolerance required for preliminary-design studies. After careful consideration, these five major sections were chosen:

(1) Wing
(2) Fuselage
(3) Horisontal Stab illzer
(4) Vefical• Stabilizer
(5) Power Plant (Engine and Nacelle)

The inertias for fuel, cargo, and other variable items may also be added, as shown in the sample problem.

DATCOM METHOD

The method consists of determining the man and centroids for each of the major sections and then, by equations in.
volving the parmneters of aise, shape, nmas, and centroids, calculating the 1. values for each of these sections. Once
this is complIeted, the inertias about the remote axis may be derived by equation 8.1-e, and hence the inertias about the
airplane centroids by equation &8-f.

The 1. formulas are based on aircraft in a gear-up configuration with expendable and variable items, such as fuel,
cargo, and passengers, deleted. Since it is impossible to predict the aircraft configurations for which inertia will be
needed, the inertia for the expendable an variable items comprising these configurations must be added to the basic
inertia derived from the method.

a AXIS

a AXIS

PLANE OF SYMMETRY

x AXIS _ AXIS

y AXIS x AXIS

SKETC (b)
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Step 1. Selection of remote axes -- Three remote axes are chosen so that inertia in pitch, roll, and yaw may be cal.
culated. The origin of these axes should be located so that distances to the centroids of the major sections are
positive and should be located on the plane of symmetry of the airplane. This type of location simplifies calcu-
lations and minimizes errors. An example of a remote.axis selection is shown in sketch (b). The "x" axis is
the axis along which longitudinal distances are measured; the y axis is the axis along which the lateral
distances are measured; the z axis is the axis along which vertical distances are measured.

Step 2. Mass and centroid determinations for the major sections -With the aid of a weight.and-balance statement,
the thre-view drawing, and a knowledge of the locations of the group items, the mass and corresponding
centroids for each of the five sections are determined. These values are then recorded on a form similar to the
one shown in the sample problem.

For single-engine aircraft with the engine mounted on the aircraft plane of symmetry and with the nacelle
structure in part integral with the fuselage, only the engine is considered as a separate section, and the nacelle
and other engine items are considered with the fuselage section. Only x and z distances are recorded
for all sections mounted on the aircraft plane of symmetry. However, for noncenterline-mounted vertical stabi.
lizers and power.plant sections y distances are recorded in addition to x and z values, since the I,,
values are calc-lated alo.mt the certroids of cach section For exrmple, the kiower.plant sections for a four.engine
aircraft are analyzed as follows:

The masses of both inboard power-plant "ections are added together and recorded. The lateral distance
from the aircraft plane of symmetry to the centerline of one of the inboard power plants is recorded along
"with the distances from the other two axes. The outboard power plants are analyzed similarly, except that
the lateral distance recorded is measured from the aircraft plane of symmetry to the centerline of one of
the outboard power plant sections.

Care must be taken to use consistent units for mass and distance throughout the entire calculation. Since most
group components are listed by pounds, this unit of weight may be used for all crlculations. The resulting
inertias may then be converted to units involving mass by dividing by the acceleration due to the force of
gravity at the desired altitude. An example of such a conversion is included in the sample problem.

Step 3. Calculations of 1n for the major sections --- The 1. values for the major sections are determined by first
considering an "ideal" formula that closely correlates with the shape of the section. These formulas art labeled
"ideal," since thecy are based on sound mathematical principles, a prerequisite for any school, and since they
assume a homogemneous mass distribution throughout the section. The result from the "ideal" formula is then

O multiplied by a K factox that accounts for deviations in the homogeneous nature of the mass of the section.
These factors ar,ý based on statistical data. It is found that for some sections a constant factor may be used.
For other secticns, wherv the mass distribution may vary considerably, it is found that the K factor varies

"*-'1 primatil) with the centroid location of the section. Graphs showing the variable K factors, along with
substantiating correlation plots, are included as figures. The Io calculations for each section follow:

(a) Wing Pitching 1.

"The wing pitching I,, formulas are listed in the summary. The formulas are based on a consider-
-. -7 . ation of three basic wing shapt!s (see figure 8.1-22). A constant K factor (K. 0.703) is used

for all wing designs.

(b) Wing Rolling I1
Becausi of the large span of the wing with respect to other sections of the aircraft, the wing rolling
-1 calculations has the gieatest effect on the rolling inertia of the aircraft. The variable K factor
(K,) shown in figure 8.1-23 is based primarily on the lateral centroid of half the wing. As this
centroid approaches the. aircraft plane of symmetry, more weight must be concentrated in the inboard
se,-tio,( of the wing, thereby lowering its I. value.

8.1-4
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(c) Wing Yawing I.

As is ahown by statistcal data and by an analysis of the inertias of flat plates, the wing yawing I.
is equal to the saw of the wing pitching and rolling I.'a.

(d) Fuselage Pitching I.

The fuselage pitching I. formula is based on that of a iombination cylindrical shell and conical shell.
The formula provides that as the ratio of the fuselage wetted area to the theoretical wetted area of the
fuselage as a two-way cone increases, the inertia approaches that of a cylindrical shell. The fuselage
!. is probably the most difficult to correlate parametrically, since parameters are not available to
accurately predict the location of large mass items such as landing sear, electronic equipment, etc.
However, statistical data show that the longitudinal centroid location has a definite bearing on the
inera and therefore the variable K factor (Ks) uses this centroid location as its basic parameter
(an figure 8.1.2). It should also he noted that the fuselage pitching I. has the greatest effect on
the pitching inertia of the airplane.

(a) Fusslags Rolling I.

The formula is based on that of a cylindrical shell of an average diameter determined by consideration
of the fuselage wetted area. The fuselage diameter and the ratio of the fuselage structural mass to the
total fuselage section mass are the parameters by which K is computed. As the fuselage diameter
d- s the 1. approaches that of a solid cylinder. since the solidity of the equipment items is
more dective. Therefore the fuselage diameter is directly proportional to the I. value since the
roling I, of the solid circular cylinder is lees than that of a cylindrical shell.

"The ratio of the fuselage structural mas to the total fuselage-section mas is also directly proportional
to the I. result, since as the value of the ratio decreases, the effect ,f the solidity of equipment
item bcmmrses, which decrees the final l resuk. The praph for determining the variable K
factor (KO) is shown a iure &1.-2.

(I) Fuselage Yawing 1.

As is show by statistical data and by an anyal of the Inertias of cylindrical bodies, the fuselage
yawing I. isOqualtothefuselagepitching

(g) Tail Sec6tio L

The ta Seton 1. determinations are similar to those discussed for the wing. Note that the con-
sum K factor usd in evaluating tail section I.'s differs from the wing K. %alue. For hori.
mental or vertical stabilizers K. = 0.771.

(b) Power-Plant PMi•ing and Roiling I.

The powcr.plant pitching and roiling fonmults are based on that of a solid circular cylinder. The
pitching 1. formula accounts for dilferences in length between the nacelle structure and the engine.
Both formulas includ -t constant factor that may be used for all designs These formulas are given
in the Dtoe, Summary.

(I) Power-Plat Yawing I.

As is shown by statistical data and an analysis of the inertia& of cylindrical bodies, the power plant

ywn I.s equal to the power plant pitching 1..

Step 4 Total airplane inertia - When the data discussed above and similar data for the expendable or variable load
itma have been itemised, the total airplane inertias in pitch, roll, and yaw can be determined from equations
8I-. and &I-L For further illstration, se the sample problem.
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Ten aircraft were analyzed in detail, in order to substantiate the method and the choice of major sections. These aircraft
were chosen for their availability of data, for the degree in which they could be analyzed in detail, and for the large
CI'C33 dCCti(ln -:f Co- .LJ. C ) t.-. 'A A. . ;C~bdt 2knf if '10 1 V ' to 125,0( "' ".,(

swept and nonswept wing designs, (3) combat, cargo, and passenger types for Air Force, Navy, and commercial utea,
(4) reciprocal and jet, both multiple- and single.engine designs, (5) wing and fuselage engine locations, (6) wing and
fuselage niain-landing-gear locations, (7) fuselage and nonfuselage fuel locations, and (8) all types of tail configurations,
including those having wing-mounted elevons instead of horizontal stabilizers.

DATCOM METHOD - SUMMARY

., Notation

*; , pitching moment of inertia about % rcrnote axis

' rolling moment .f . z bout a':..

yawing moment of inertia about a remote axis

107 -pitching moment of inertia about the centroidal axis of the body

a•" "rollng momert o; inertip *bout the cenrro." axi of the bocv

109 ""o yawing moment of inertia about the centroidal axis of th, body

W. weight of wing section including wing carry-through structure

., lateral centroidal distance of half-wing from aircraft plane of symmetry

a Cb, C= wing paraneters measured parallel to plane of symmetry (see figure 8.1-22 and page 8.1-7)

C, root chord of wing (at ,)

Ct tip chord of wing

A,, sweepback angle of wing leading edge

Wt weight of fuselage section

Wt. weight of fuselage structure

ft longitudinal centroidal distance of fuselage from nose

, a length of fuselage

d average maximum diameter of fuselage max. ;n.meter + max. width
/•' 2

S. fuselage wetted area

WX weight of horizontal stubiliser section

'Fit lateral centroidal distance of half horizontal stabilizer from aircraft plane of synmetry

CI-i c root chord of horlsontai stabiliser (at 4.)

" "• tip chord of horizontal stabilizer

bm *span of horizontal stabilizer

A,.. sweepback angle of horizontal4tabiliser leading edge

WV weight of vertical stabilizer

.v vertical centroldal distance of vertical stabilizer from theoretical root chord (at fuselah)

4.• r V root chord of vetical stabiliaer (at fuselage

& Sinee the values used for W in this section are those of weight instead of mass, the solution of the equations is more
Vneral and applicable to any altitude. Consequently, the inertias throughout the problem are In lb-In.2 , bit are con-
vertd at the end of the problem to dlug-tt by usf the value of Sravity at the particular altitude.

&814
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cty tip chord of vertical stabilizer

b~1  span of vertical stabilizer (tip to fuselage)

AL% sweepback angle of vertical stabilizer leading edge

W. weight of power plant section

W, weight of engine and propeller (if applicable)

1. length of engine including propeller (if applicable)

d. average maximum diameter of engine

1, length of nacelle structure

0 ratio of weight to chord for wing shapes

2. Select three remote axm and an origin location for these axis.

3. Determine mass and centroida for all sections and applicable expendable and variable load items and record on a
convenient form.

4. From the information determined by item 3, calculate and record mass times centroid and mass times centroid squared.

5. Determine the 1. figures for the major sections as follows:

a. Wing pitching I. (se figure 8.1-22 for development of equations)

if: Ww -& (-C. + + QC) 8.1-h

W x = L (-C, + C.- + C. C + C,.) 8.1-i
6

1=2 (-C., + Cb' + C•' C. + C- C6' + C"') 8.1-j
S= [ (w•x)w 8.1-k

where:

K. = 0.703

C, is the smallest of the following values:

S; A ct + 2anA. 8.1.1
2 2 t

C. is the intermediate value

C. is the largest value

b. Wing Rolling I1

W. bw,' Kc, + 3c1  8.1-r
24 k-e C+Tct )

where K, is obtained from figure 8U-23.

c. Wing Yawing I.

102 M l07 + 10% 8.1-n
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d. Fuselage Pitching I.

~' 37.68 \ 21-WS , d 4 .-

where K, is obtained from figure 8.1.24.

e. Fuselage Rolling Io

Ko ," - 8.1.p

where K3 is obtained from figure 8.1-25.

f. Fuselage Yawing I,

Ilo 1., 8.1-q

g. Horizontal Stabilizer Pitching 1.

Use same equations as wing pitching I.

K= 0.771

h. Horizontal Stabilizer Rolling 1.

lox = W b.'K , b Cr +_3, 8.1-r24 H + CtH 4

where K4 is obtained from figure 8.1.26.

i. Horizontal Stabilker Yawing I.

in = I0 + Io, 8.1.s

j. Vertical Stabilizer Rolling I.

W, bl'i K., [ 2CrvCt 8l-tl o : -- - (C y + c tv ) ,

where K. is obtained from figure 8.1-27.

k. Vertical Stabilizer Yawing 1.

Use same equations as wing pitching 1. (use twice the vertical stabilizer span as the value
* K. 0.771 of b in the equations for wing pitching I0)

Vertical Stabilizer Pitching 1o

Iy = lox + Io. 8.1-u

m. Power Plant Pitching 1.

1,,, 0.W061 [2 Wpd.' + W.I.' + (W, - W.) I's 8.1-V

n. Power Plant Rolling I.

Ion 0.083 W~d.' &.-w
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a. Power Plant Yawing I.

8.1-x

6. Determine the I. value for the expendable and variable load Items by considering the conventional inertia formulas
which closely match the sape of these load itms. (See umple problem.)

7. Determine the total airplane inertias in pitch, ro4, and yaw by using equations 8.1e and 8.1.f. (See sample problem.)

Sample P..blem

Given:

A-A

A 
d

A

PROFILE VIEW FRONT VIEW

SMMETY I¢r,--- __AIRCRtAFT 7

PLANE OF

PLAN VIEW

a8.19



Wing Fuselage

A, 3  = 12.1°0 It = 1200 in.

bw = 10 d = 150 in. SECTION WEIGHT x a y

C, = 300 in. If = 500 in. (ibs) (in.) (i1',. (in.)

100 in. S. = 400.000 sq in. Wing 15,000 6&0 150

Yw = 150 in. Wt. = 8000 lb Fuselage 20,000 600 200

Hor. Stab. Power Plant H. Stab. 1000 1150 200
A 120200i^ V. Stab. 300 1200 300

•="LH=12° A, 200 in.

' P. Plant 10,000 520 150 200
b,, = 400in. 1. 100 in.,k--"Fuel 20,000 650 150
crH 1004n. d. = So in.

"""in. W, =70001b Cargo 10,000 5O0 200

S= 80 in.

Ver. Stab.

"-L .V= 370

by 200 in.
I ¢rv 250 in.

r-, = 100 in.

1.,=75

Compute:

"L. Calculate and tabulate the products of weight find centroid location and the products of weight and centroid location squared.

2, Determine the 1, values for the major sections.

a. Wing pitching I,
p- bw tan ALE I1000) tan 12.10

C, = 2 2 07in.

b"w tn ALF (equation 8.1-A)
' 2+ 100 + 107 207 in.

C cr = 300 in.

"K, 0.703 (constant for any wing)
LL, Ww

-, .5 (-C, + C + C, (equation 8.1.h)

"15,000 - 75 lb/in.
.5 (-107 + 207+ 3001

L :Wwx= -- [--C. + C,' + CoCb + C'] (equation 8.1-i)
6

12.5 -(107)' + (207)2 + (300) (207) + (300)] 2,293,750 lb-in.

8.1-10
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63

P" [-c + Co + C'C, + C.C,8 + C,') (equ.tion V-j)

2;: [ (107)3+ (207)' + (300)' (207) + (300) (207)' + (300)8] = 413,306,750 lb-i..'

r f (equation 8.1-k)

= (0.703) 413,308,750 - L J = 43,976,971 lb-In.

b. Wing Rolling 1,
-w 150 0 7

= = 0.72
b. c, + 2r,
6 Cr + C1

K, = 0.67 (figure 8.1.23)

w. b,'Kfc, + 3c,
- -= (e qj/) uation &1.m)

(15,000) (1000)1(0.67) _300 + 30\=
24 k300 + 100 = 62,2,000 lb-In,2

c. Wing Yawing I.

= I., + I.. (equation 8.1-n)

= 43,976,971 + 628,125,000 , 672,101,971 lb-in.2

d. Fuselage Pitching I.

ihL6 00
2

Ki = 0.83 (figure 8.1-24)

ley = 7" + (equation U.-0)
37.68 ý21. d/ e~t~l81.

(20,000) (400,000) (0.83) (450 1200\ =
37.A. + 150)/ 1.442,'o7,sss l' .

e. Fuselage Roiling I.

(d),/: =W - (150) 1/ (8,000) 9
Wt 20,000

K, = 0.97 (figure 8.1.25)

WtK, /S.S,\
I.= 4 kis) (equation a..-p)
(20,000) (0.97) 1400000\2'= 54.600,860 lb-in.2

4 12005G)

f. Fusdage Yawing 1.

I. = I.s -e 1,422,807,85 iLb-in.
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Horizontal Stabilimer Pitching 1.
b" tan A

2 K- (400) tanf12"'
C c, = - ý w 4S 3 In.

bh tanAnLEN- So + 43 = 93in, (equation U-1)
H 2

C, =CH= 100 in.

K. = 0.771 (constant for any tail sudace)
INH

.5 (-C. +c, + C.) (equation 8.l-h)

1000.5 (-43 + 93 +mo00 = 13.3 Ib/in.

Wx=l"[-C C,' + CC,, C] (equation 8.1 -i)

WHK= 2.2 -(,43)1 + (93) 2 + (100) (93) + (100)] 57,4201 Din.

12

=1.1 -If-(43)3+ (93) + (100)' (93) + (100) (93)' + (100)'] 3,871,725 lb.in.2

I., = K. (equation 8.1-k)
( 1 7 (57,420)'

(0.771) 3,871,725 - "3.070 lb-in.

h. Horizontal Stabilizer Rolling 1.

6 Cr cCH) 6 100+T5so

K, 0.740 (figure 8.1-26)

W, b,' K, (
S 24 \ -- ,H (equation 8.l-r)

H

(1000) (40011 (0.74) (100 + 150)t. -- :24. oo + 8= , 8 222, ~lbint.

i. Horigontal Stabilizer Yawing I.

""la = To, + I*,, (equation 8.1-s)

= 443,070 + 8,222,222 = 8,665,292 lb-in.'

j. Vertical Stabilizer Rolling I.

• "1• _ ~75 =08

+J cv ý V 250 +-200)
bv lclv~ ( 250+2100
3 KCIv + ctv/

K, 0.930 (figure 8.1.27)
p~b 2

W~',, r 2Cr ct
I""-" 18 - [ + C, ) 2 ] (equation 8.1.t)
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_(300) (2Jo) (0o9,)1 " I + (250 (100) 872,960 lb.in.0

k. Vertical Stabilner Yawing 1.

C.. =bv tanALEvz (200) tan 37 150 in.C4 =Ctv "*by tanALEvZ 100 + ISO -: 250 in ( uton 1 )(~ 1  b a A E l o. .' 0  in. ( tion 8.1-1)C. = ¢% = 250 in

K. = 0.771 (constr it for any tail surface)

Wv
(equation M.1.h).5(-C. + C, + C,)

300T- -•• I-Sou/,

Wvx= L"-[-C.s + C,' + C.C, + CQ'] (euation 8.1.1)

=0.28[ (150)+ (250)8+ (250) (250) + (2,1)'] = 46,200 lb-im

I = .i-2 [4 4- C,,' + C.C,, + C4C,' + C,'] (equation 81.j)
= 0.141410S)3 + (250)'-a+ (2)0)' (250) + (2.O) (250)'+ (250)'] = 8,277,SOO lb.in.2

r(Wv x)2jIn = K. - . (equation 8.1-k)

=.(0.771) 8,277,500-So 6,200)' 896,442 lb-in.-

L. Vertical Stabiliuer Pitching I.
I. =lI + Joe (equat!on8.1..u)

872,960 + 896,442 - 1,769,402 lb-in.,

m. Power Plant Pitching 1.

I*, -0'061I!W~d.2+ W.A.', (W-W,) ,13] (equation &l-v)

=0.061 13(10,000)(50)('+ (7000) (100)' + (10,000-7000)(200)t]

12,733,750 lb-in.0

n Power Plant Rolling 1.

l, = 0.083 W,d 2 (equation &l.w)

= (0.083) (10,000) (SO)' 2,075,000 IW.O.,

o. Power Plant Yawing 1.
!o. = 1., = 12,733,750 lb-in. (equation &.-X)
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3. Determine the 1, values for the expendable and variable loads items

a. Fuel t.

Estimate fuel volume as a rectangular flat plate

Span = 600 in. Chord = 150 in. Thkiknei = 8 im
Using the conventional inertia formula for a rectanlgular parallelopiped

1t 200
1T (c2 + t')= [(150)1 + (8)2] = 37,606,667 lb-in.=

2 12
101= W (b2 + t') = 20,__.( 1(600)' + (8)'] = 600,106,667 lb-in.

12

Wo c t 2 0 , 0~' 1212 [(150)' -F (600)'] -- 637,S00,000 lb-in.?

where W is the fuel weight

b. Cargo 1.

""Cargo Distribution

Car 100

Width

30
100 200 300 40o 50o

Cargo Length (WnJ

F15 (ISO-
Cro 1004 Curv i0Heigh~t Heiglht

" 100 200 300 400 0 0 50 100 150

Calfg ,nth OgW Cargo Width tinO

""ndicated a oampl ely to show aapprntc tocargo ihertia
81,1e4ematietk% and may Pat re&-ct tr.l carp distribotkas.



.' .

90 90

Weight Distribution

(.tations refer to Cargo) 70 70

600

W- 5. 504

400 in. 40 hl 40

,w4. 300 30.
"in. 2020 20

10100 10,

O' v L - 0 0 -
0 100 A0 A0 n 40 500 50100 150 so 100 ISO

x Station (in) z Station (iW. y Station (iW.

Centroids *

100 350 450
f 45xdx + f 20xdx+ f 5xdx
0 100 350

10,000 155.0

s. 50 100 150

90 J9zdz +f o80zdz +J 30 zdz
0 50 100T = =60.0

10,000

50 100 150
55 Sydy+Jf 90 ydy+j 55ydy

51,00 50 100 75.0i • = I10,000 7.

Second Moments

100 350 450
4.5 z'dx + 20 x2dx + 5 xzdx 374,583,333f f0 100 350

o50 100 150
WZ= 90 z2dz + 80 z 2 dz + 30 z2 dz =50,833,333

0 50 100

K - f 55 y2 d+ j 0 90 y2dy+ J 55y2 d 72,083,3133

"0 50 100

Io, t - W-2 (equation 8.14)

= Wx2 
- Wy 2 + WZ1 - %21 (Substituting equation 8.1-c in 8. -0)

= 374,583,333 - (10,000) (155)" + 50,833,333 - (10,000) (60)'

149,166,666 lb-in.'

' The x, y, and z distances, a well as the WX2 , Wz2, and Wy2 terms in the equations for Centroids and Second
Moments, refer only to these calculations and are not to be confused with the distances ard moment terms in
Table 8. 1-A.
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-*~ ~ ~ x *. W2 +7wq *y - r. rrr r- -r-q2-,r

0,33 - ( ( +

L. = I, - Wi2 (equation 8.1-f)

= Wa' - WY2 + Wy' - WRI

250,833,334 - (10,000) (60)' + 72,083,333 - (10,000) (75)' .1

==30,666,666 lb-in.'

h,. = 1, -- Wi4 (equation 8.1.f)

=Wyl -W5•' + Wx" - Wi"'

= 72,083,333 - (10,0o0) (75)' + 374,583,333- (10,000) (155)' 2•

150,166,666 lb -in.2 - "

4. Determine the total airplane inertias in pitch, roll, and yaw. All of the values calculated in 1, 2, and 3 are tabulated
in Table 8.1-A and each column is totaled.

a. Inertia about the remote axis

I = 2 (Wr' + IL,) (equation 8.1-o)
= [W(x' + Z') + Io,]

= (28,946,000+ 2,279,500)161 + (1,688,505)108

= 32,914,005 X 10' lb-in.'

I =- 2 (Wr' + I,.) (equation 8.l-e)

I [W(y' + a') + I01

= (400,000 + 2,279,500) 1W + (1,324,670)10'

= 4,004,170 X 103 lb-in.

1, = I (Wr' + I..) (equation 8.1-e)

= I LW(y' + x') + Io,]PP = (400,000 + 28,946,000) 10' + (2,924,872) 10'

= 32,270,872X 10'Illin,'

b. Inertia about the airplane centroid

Pitching 1. = I, -W. (equation 8.1f)

where? = 'Wr (equation 8.1-g)
1W

=~~~~ ~ 329405XB (46,460,000)1 + (13,040,000)3

176,30

= 2,395,352 X 10' lb-in.'

Rolling 1o = In - WP (equation 8.1-f)

I MY [2 (W )+I (Wa)']

=4,004,170 X 10'- (2,000,000)' + (13,040,000)'
76,300

8.1-16
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= 1.723,153,< 10,l b-in.2

Yawing =. = I. - W 2  (equation 8.U-f)

2 (Wx) 2 +IMy2

= 32.270.872X 103 - (46,460.000)' + (2,000,000)'
76,W00

= 3.928,387 X U0P lb-in.'

See Table 8.1-A for tabulated results and conversion to units of mans times distance squared.

TABLE. 8.1-A

SECTION WEIGHT a y Wx X O" Wz X 10" Wy X 10"' Wx 2 X 1-' Wz 2 X O' Wy 2 X 10

4ll.,l (is.) fie.) (in.) (lb-in.) (lb-in.) (lb-in.) (lb-in.') (b-in.') (lb-in.)

wing 15.000 650 150 9750 2250 6337,500 337.500

Fu-,-tla- 20.00 600 200 12A00 4000 74000 800000

H. Stab. 1000 1150 200 1150 200 l,22.•00 40,000

V.. %al. 1110 1200 300 360 q0 432.000 27.000

I'. Mlost 10.00 520 150 200 5200 1500 2000 2,704.000 225,000 400,000

FurI 20.00 60 1,50 13.000 3000 8.450,000 450,00

Ca. 1o.11o 500 200 5000 20 2,500,000 400.000

S.Ih 4kwi 7,.lm 608.91 17.90 -- 46.460 1 13A.o4 20 28.946,000 2,279.500 4o0,ooo

PITCH ROLL YAW
SECTION I. X 10- 1- X 10- I.-X to"

Sl-i.) (Ib-im.') OIb-in.')

Wing 43.977 21.12S 672,102

Fusew-se 1.442.808 54,601 1,442.808

H. -5ab. 443 a22 6665

.. -Sal,. 1769 873 8%

P. Plant 12734 2075 12.734

Fuel 37.407 600.107 637.500

corg, 149,167 30,667 150,167

Sabenal 1,688.505 1.324.670 2.924,872

Toal L- ~b-r.' 2,395,352 1,723,153 3,928,397

TMail L - slug-ftk 5 17 372 848

"For 'muewnsim to lh•g-ft'. mtaiply lb-ie" by 32.4i X (
(744 W (46348 in.'-ft/9ee)

This convenrs factor gives an inertia value at sea level since the value of 32.17 fit/lsc is the standard acceleration of
gravity at s level.
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8.2 MISSILE MASS AND INERTIA

Two methods of estimating missile mass and inertia, each limited by the initial assumptions and input data, are pre.
qvilteNd in this section. The method selected will depend on the desired accuracy related to the problem at hand.

The first method, more sophisticated than the second, requires an estimated weight and center-of-gravity breakdown of
thl vehicle. Although the results are presented in the Datcom for hand calculations, they are most expeditiously pro.
grail•ed for a small-capacity computer. The hand computations may be long ind tedious, but they are not complicated.

The second method presents the procedure, based on estimates of gross stage weight and profile, for determining the
order of magnitude of pitch and roll moments of inertia of a vehicle.

DATCOM METHODS

Method I

This method assumes that the hasio body being analyzed is symmetrical about one axis, as illustrated in the axis-system
diagram of sketch.(aI. This leads to the assumption that the center of gravity of the body lies on the longitudinal axis
of the vehicle. However, this assumption does not eliminate handling of missile components that ere not symmetrical.

SKETCH (a)

A %t-tond assumption is that the moment of inertia with respect to the z. axis is equal to the moment of inertia with
reslect to the y. axis. Iyaw moment of inertia = pitch moment of inertia). This assumption is reasonable for most
missile Ipvdiet and will be in the range of accuracy desired for moment-of-inertia values of vehicles in the preliminary.
design phase.

A third assumption is that all components can be approximated by a linear mass distribution along the longitudinal axis
as shown in sketch hli. This assumption forces the following limitation: 1/3 < I . !5 21/3, where -I is the length of
the component and 1kg is the center of gravity of the component measured from the beginn;ng station or the com-
,pnent. The weight per unit length of element is denoted by w.

w
Linear Mass Distribution

Ic

SKETCH (b)

8.2-1



A fourth assumption is that the diameters of any component can be approximated by a linear distribution along the
longitudinal axis as shown in sketch (c).

d.

14 i 4.

SKETCH (4)

It will be ussumed that W," L, f., d, ,d hind db are given or can be estimated and tabulated for each sym.
metrical component of the missile, where W is the weight of a given component and I is the longitudinal station
of the center of gravity of that component with respect to the missile nose apex.

The values w. and w, are then estimated for each component from the equations

w r 6(i-. ) 1w.- Wh -- , 4 - 6 R- .) 8.2-a

Wb -2 8.2-b

The pitch and yaw moments of inertia (1,' and I.,') of each solid (nonliquid) component can then be estimated from

= =(lb -_T)2 + ( 4 3 -+2 2mTN + T2)_tT'TK
~~~~~~~N +,. WN +, =(/-I.' I--• (1,,,' - 1.') +N 3Kt

+ (10, 12) (iN. +.2TN) _ - bN 8.2-c
_ .:. 2K K t L .--- l .-

where

"""4db- d.

b ". T1 -- W"l Ib - 4

"b d dw,, -d.

.K for elements symmetrical about the longitudinal axisI +F (L•e- (use figure 8.2-5)

. •= for unsymmetrical solid elemnents in pitch

.--. +(use figure 8.2-6)

(2- + d
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for unsymmetrical solid elements in yaw

d d.-) (use figure &.2-6)

X. y, I are measured to the c.g. of the element as shown in sketch (d)

P2., p,., p. are the radii of gyration of the element

de.

/

SKETCH IM b

The correpondin roll moment of inertia of a given solid element is

I = 2C a 2 T + - _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Pe. - 104) mT +_W____.2)_

inN, + 2bTN
+ (1 j.1) + (f ) bN") 8.2-d2J

where
16

C for symmetrical elements (same as K, use figure 8.2.5)

2 for unsymmetrical elements (use figure &2-7)
S+

and the other symbols are as defined for equation 8.2-c.

For liquid components, the pitch and yaw moments of inertia are

+ [(1 6 - 4,) + 1!2 N + ( 2mTNN+ br)

'1 mN' + 2TN +b1 . N2 _ W-
whr32 + (--3 1,)6- J 8.2-e

,,here

K, is given by figure 8.2-8 as a function of the fineness ratio of the element.

The corresponding roll moment of inertia of a liquid element is assumed to be zero.

I.' = 0 8.2-f
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The pitch and yaw moments of inertia of the complete vehicle are obtained by using the parallel.axis theorem to sum the
contribution of each element. Thus

4, 1, = 2,, + IwII - (YW)R 8.2.g

where the sums are taken over the entire set of clemeits comprising the configuration and X is the longitudinal posi.
tion of the vehicle center of gravity. This latter term is obtained from the equation

21~W S_ •W 8.2.h

The corresponding roll moment of inertia for the complete vehicle is

I IR., = Ix' 8.24

where again the sum extends over all components.

Certain common vehicle components not satisfying the basic assumptions can be handled exactly by replacing them by
equivalent shapes that do satisfy the assumptions.

The sphericai segment shell, which does not have a linear diameter variation, can be replaced by an equivalent
cylindrical shell as illustrated in figure 8.2.9. The moment of insrtia of the cylindrical shell can be computed by
,he derived equations.

The dimensions of an equivalent solid cylinder for a hemispherical solid are given as

d = 0.894 D 1 .= i - 0,2105 D

L = 0.421 D 1, = + 0.2105 D t.

where the symbols are defined in sketch (e).

aL

SKETCH We)

Method 2

* For order-of-magnitude determinations, figures 8.2-10 and 8.2.11 summ,-arize the pitch (and yaw) and roll radii of gyra-
tion, respectively, of a number of actual missile configurations. This information will allow a determination of these
: parameters within perhap, :t20 percent. The moments of inertia are then

Ivo ~ = I, PP2 2W 8.2.j

I= .. =Pa22W 8.2-k

where 2:W is the total weight of the vehicle

pP and p, are obtained from figures 8.2-10 and 8.2.11, respectively.
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9. CHARACTERISTICS OF VTOL-STOL AIRCRAFT

The interest in a wide variety of aircraft having VTOL-STOL capability has created the need for
establishing preliminary-design methods for the prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics of
such vehicles.

The terms VTOL, STOL, and V/STOL appear many times in the literature. VTOL meails "vertical
take-off and landing." STOL means "short take-off and landing," and vehicles of this classification
do not have vertical take-off and landing capability. VSTOL means the capability to perform both
vertical and short take-offs and landings. The many ways of achieving VTOL-STOL capability are
exhibited in the proposed and existing vehicles of this family. There are four basic VTOL-STOL
principles involved for accomplishing the conversion from hovering to cruise flight; namely, aircraft
tilting, thrust tilting, thrust deflection, and dual -propulsion. rhese four conversion principles are
coupled with four different propulsion methods; namely, rotor, propeller, fan, and jet, to give the
family of basic V/STOL types. In the broad sense the material presented in this section does not
include all V/STOL concepts. Specifically, the methods presented in Section 9 are applicable to
predicting the forces and moments on free propellers (Section 9.1), power-on lift and drag forces of
propeller-wing combinations (Section 9.2), and the forces and moments on isolated ducted
propellers as functions of power and angle of attack (Section 9.3). No discussion or methodology is
presented for rotor-type V/STOL aircraft. In addition to the material presented in this section,
there are additional methods pertaining to STOL aircraft given in Section 6. Specifically, these
methods pertain to jet-flap configurations; i.e., both internally-blown flaps (IBF) and externally.
blown flaps (EBF).

B.-czuse of the unusual low-speed configurations and the effects of power and high angles of attack
in the low-speed flight regime, which are typical of VTOL-STOL vehicles, conventional methods of
predicting aerodynamic characteristics at low speeds are not applicable in most cases. In cruise
flight, VTOL-STOL vhicles can usually be analyzed by conventional methods. Therefore, the
primary problem is the prediction of characteristics that exist as a result of high-velocity
slipstreams, high angles of attack, and geometry variations in the hover and transition flight regimes.

Because of the scope of VTOL-STOL aerodynamics and the scarcity of verified theoretical methods
and design charts, a literature summary is presented as Table 9-A, accompanied by a subject index
on page 9-34, a "key" to the summary table on page 9-35, and a bibliography on pages 9-3 through
9-33.

V/STOL aircraft are characterized by the following four basic and unique characteristics:

I . High power requirements in hover and transition

2. High-velocity slipstreams in hover and transition

3. Inherent deficiencies in aerodynamic stability and control in hover and low-speed flight

4. Special provisions for performing the conversion from the hovering to the cruise
configuration

The high power required in hovering and transition is not of primary concern to the stability and
control engineer and is not considered in the Datcom. However, it should be noted that the
engine-operation problems are extremely significant in the design of a V/STOL vehicle. The high
power required in hovering and transition results in both higher fuel consumption and greater noise.
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The magnitude of these increases depends on the type of propulsion system used. Both fuel
consumption and noise level progressively increase from the rotor to the propeller, the fan, and the
jet.

The high-velocity slipstream required in hovering and transition flight introduces problems due to
surfaco erosion, recirculation of dust and debris, ingestion of foreign objects, and slipstream
recirculation, which can result in adverse aerodynamic effects and ingestion of hot gases into the :1
engine, resulting in a serious reduction in engine thrust. Only the aerodynamic effects of the
slipstream are considered in this section. Slipstream recirculation can affect the pressure on the

airframe, which can cause significant changes in the vertical lift. When a single high-velocity
slipstream exhausts in still air, suctions are generated on the surrounding surface bect use of the
entrainment into tile high-velocity slipstream. This "suckdown" effect is a pressure reduction and
reduces the vertical lift. This lift loss is evident during hovering near the ground for a
configuration with a single vertical slipstream or a close cluster of vertical slipstreams. On the
other hand, when several vertical slipstreams are dispersed over the planform, the high-velocity
slipstreams tend to meet on the ground between the exits, and the consequent upflow can
produce positive-pressure regions between the exits to counterbalance the "suckdown" generated
by the entrainment. Unfortunately, this upward flow of air is not very steady or symmetrical
and can result in random upsetting motions. In addition, for configurations with a tail behind

.the slipstreams, additional interference effects on longitudinal trim and stability can occir during
transition flight. (Strong downwash and sidewash fields can develop in the region aft of the exits
as a result of the rearward deflection and distortion of the slipstrearns together with the
entrainment of the free-stream flow.) References pertaining to the aerodynamic effects of
high-velocity slipstreams are listed under one or more of the following specialized categories in , j
table 9-A:

5.5 Ground Effects

5.10 Jet-Wake or Propeller-Slipstream Effects

5.11 Jet-Induced Effects

An important aspect of V/STOL hovering and low-speed flight is the inherently low level of
aerodynamic stability and control. Aerodynamic control and static and dynamic stability vary
with dynamic pressure in the free stream, and they all drop off rapidly as the flight speed is
decreased. In hovering there is no aerodynamic control effectiveness (unless the control surface is
in a high-velocity slipstream), and it is usually necessary to provide an additional control system
for hovering and low-speed flight. In hovering flight the static stability is neutral (rio stability of

attitude) for all V/STOL types. The dynamic stability in hover is about neutral for jet-V/STOL
W types, but other types are usually dynamically unstable in the form of unstable pitching and

rolling oscillations. Almost any system that will provide control for the pilot under these
conditions can also be used to augment stability. However, the way in which this should be

accomplished has not been clearly settled for any V/STOL type. The cost, complexity,
reliability, and maintainability of any augmentation system must be weighed against the improve-
ments in handling qualities and the potential reductions in control requirements. The problem
immediately becomes more complex, since there is still a great deal of controversy regarding
control-system requirements and handling-quality criteria. References pertaining to the
aerodynamic stability and control deficienckes,in hovering and low-speed flight may be found
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under one or more of the following specialized categories in table 9-A:

5.1 General Static Stability and Control

5.2 Dynamic Stability

5.3 Handling Criteria

5.4 Handling Qualities

5.7 Stabilization

5.8 Zero or Low-Airspeed Control and/or Control Systems

Although wind-tunnel tests cover a wide variety of V/STOL configurations, they are often of
questionable accuracy because of wall interference effects and/or data-accuracy limitations at the
low tunnel velocities required to simulate low-speed flight. Large flow-deflection angles are
required for flight at very low speeds, and when these conditions are duplicated by a powered
model in a wind tunnel, the presence of the tunnel walls have a first-order effect on tunnel flow
conditions. Most existing low-speed wind tunnels are inadequate for the simulation of powered-
lift low-speed flight because of their size limitations. The test section must be large compared to
model dimensions to minimize the adverse effects of the wind-tunnel walls on the flow field.
Simply testing models of smaller scale in an effort to avoid wall-interference effects often has
not proved satisfactory, because of the significant errors in test data associated with low
Reynolds number and the problems encountered in the design and manufacture of a powered
model to a small scale. There appears to be a limit, which is a function of the tunnel test-section
size and shape, model size, flow deflection angle, and model configuration, at which the
tunnel-wall constraint causes a complete flow breakdown. The effects of all these variables on
the accuracy of the wind-tunnel data are quite complex and some are not yet clearly understood.
However, one fact has become very clear, and that is that most existing wind tunnels are simply
too small for simulation of V/STOL flight.* References pertaining to wind-tunnel test techniques
are listed under category 5.12 in table 9-A.
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VTOL-STOL SUBJECT INDEX

1. Propeller-Driven Aircraft and Component Combinations

1.1 Boundary-Layer Control
1.2 Tilting Wing
1.3 Deflected Slipstream
1.4 Ducted Propeller
1.5 Tilting Propeller
1.6 Tailsitter

2. Jet-Driven Aircraft and Component Combinations

2.1 Deflected Jet (Vetlured Jet)
2.2 Lift Plus Propulsion
2.3 Tailsitter
2.4 Tilting Engine
2.5 Boundary-Layer Control

3. Fan-Driven (Lifting System) ircraft and Component Combinations

3.1 Fan in Wing
3.2 Fan in Fuselage

4. Individual Components

4.1 Free Propeller
4.2 Ducted Propeller
4.3 Plane Wing
4.4 Annular Wing
4.5 Jet Flaps or Jet-Augmented Flaps

5. Specialized Categories

5.1 General Static Stability and Control
5.2 Dynamic Stability
5.3 Handling Criteria
5.4 Handling Qualities
5.5 Ground Effects
5.6 Gyroscopic Effects
5.7 Stabilization
5.8 Zero or Low-Airspeed Control and/or Control Systems
5.9 Propeller-Rotation-Direction Effects
5.10 Jet-Wake or Propeller-Slipstream Effects
5.11 Jet-Induced Effects
5.12 Wind-Tunnel Test Techniques
5.13 Miscellaneous Effects

6. Bibliographies and Compilations
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KEY TO VTO,-STOL SUMMARY TABLE

r

Column Heeding Abbreviation Definition

V/STOL Concept OLC Boundary-Layer Control

DJ Deflected Jet (Vectored Jet)

DP Ducted Propeller

OSS Deflected Slipstream

FIF Fen in Fuselage

FIW Fan in Wing

FP Free Propeller

HL High Lift (Flaps, Slots, Slats)

JF Jet Flap or Jet.Augmented Flap

L+P Lift-Plus-Propulsion Engine

RF Rotating Flap

S Several

TE lilting Engine

TP Tilting Propeller

"TS Tailsitter

TW Tilting Wing

Nature of Report Material A Analytical

BIB Bibliography

0 Description

IS Design Study

E Experimental

PR Pilot Report

R R*e.rch Summary

S Sevral

T Theoretical

Flight Regime or Air Flow Ax Axial Flow

C Cruin
H Hove

LS Low Speed

N-Ax Nonaxial Flow
S Serveral
St Stetic

T Tra.nsition

Test Article C Component

E Existing Aircraft (Production Aircraft)

M Model
P Prototype

PM Prototype Model
5 Several

Sim Simulator

Type of Test F Flight Test

S Several

Sine Simulator

St Static
T PIincaton Dynamic Modal Track

WT Wind Tunnel
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9.1 FREE-PROPELLER CHARACTERISTICS

The methods of this Section are for estimating forces and moments on propellers.
The primary purpose of this work is to provide information for analysis of direct
propeller effects during the transition flight phase of V/STOL aircraft.

Operation of a propeller in an unsymmetrical flow field results in unsymmetrical
loading on the blades as a function of their rotational position, which, in turn,
produces forces normal to the thrust axis resulting in pitching and yawing moments.
Flow field nsymmetries result from either thrust-axis tilt or from flow angles induced
by the airplane lifting surfaces. The propellers on V/STOL aircraft will encounter
greater asymmetries than those of conventional aircraft because of the greater thrust-
axis tilt and greater induced upwash of more effective high-lift devices.

Methods for the prediction of forces and moments on propellers inclined with respect
to the free stream are developed by DeYoung in reference 1. DeYoung has generalized
existinS small-incidence theory (references 2 and 3) using a propeller solidity
based on average blade chord. Simple expressions are thus developed for propeller normal
(or side) force and some of the principal derivatives. DeYoung develops these
expressions by first determining approximate equations of propeller geometry and
operating parameters from the theory presented by Ribner in references 2 and 3, and
then establishing by statistical means the equation constants and slightly altered
function3 from computed data of given blade shapes.

DeYoung also derives expressions for the ratio of normal force at high incidence to
normal-force derivative at zero incidence, and the ratios of thrust, torque, and
power at high incidence to the zero-incidence values.

Reference 5 presents results of a propeller test for three full.scale propellers of
different design at nine angles of incidence ranging from 0 to 85 degrees. The
operating conditions were selected to simulate the take-off, landing, and transition
regimes of V/STOL aircraft. From the data of this reference certain generalizations
can be made regarding propeller characteristics likely to be encountered in transition
flight. It is shown that the thrust coefficients for given values of blade angle
and advance ratio are nearly constant over a large range of thrust-axis angles of
attack and that this range decreases with increasing advance ratio. Furthermore, it
is shown that, over the same range of thrust-axis angles, the variations of propeller
normal force and pitching moment are nearly linear. Using these generalizations it
is possible to present approximate methods for the estimation of propeller forces
and moments at large angles of inclination from experimental data at small angles
of inclination for certain transition programs.

A general notation list is included in this Section for all free-propeller Sections.

The positive direction of forces and moments is shown in figure 9.1-4.

Notation List

A wing aspect ratio

ao blade section lift-curve slope, per rad

B number of blades

9.1-I



Notation List (continued)

bf 'propeller blade chord, ft

S b' averege blade chord, ft

b. blade chord atru .25, .50, ", ft

propeller disk area,

%jo Sp - .

N Xj 2

C normal-force coefficient, p n T Cu

thrust coefficient, Tc
p n 2 D 4

cr wing root chord, ft

D propeller diameter, ft

J -advance raio, V0 7

V' wodified advance ratio, J cos a

JOT advance ratio at zero thrust

JOT advance ratio at zero power

N propeller normal force, lb

n propeller rotational speed, rps

* q,• free-stream dynamic pressures, lb/sq ft

R propeller radius, ft

*I- maximum fuselage radius forward of propeller plane

r radil .distance to blade element, ft

Sp propeller disk area D2, sq ft

[-I 1T propeller thrust, lb

T T thrust coefficient based on free-stream velocity and propeller
* T 8

disk area, -. S . T

S x longitudinal cooidinate measured positive forward from wing

leading edge, ft

y lateral coordinate measured positive to right of plane of syimmetry, f

lateral distance from thrust axis of one propeller blade to element
of another, ft

-. 1-2



";:otation Litt (continued)

VCD free-stream velocity, ft/sec

a wing an,7le of attack measured from zero lift, deg

ain inflow angle at propeller disk, deg

blade angle at .75R blade station, deg

L zupvash induced by propeller slipstream, positive downward, degZslip

propeller solidity, ratio of blade element area to annulus
area at .75R

e' effective propeller solidity (propeller solidity based on

average blade chord)

5f force phase angle, deg

Subscripts

ain differentiation with respect to inflow angle, ain

L. 7 5  left blade position at three-quarters radius point

R. 7 5  right blade position at three-quarters radius point

fus fuselage
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1.1.1I PROIPELLER TilRUST VARIATION WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK

,* Two methods are presented in this Section for estimating the thrust of a propeller
at high angles of incidence. The first method is that of reference 1 and provides
thrust relative to the zero-incidence value. This ratio is approximately proportional
to the square of the tangent of the angle of incidence with a constant advance ratio,
determined from the velocity normal to the propeller disk. In the theory the thrust
is represernted by the phase-angle change of the resultant velocity at the blade and
takes into account both the angle-of-attack changes and the dynamic-pressure changes.
A 90-degree incidence level is formulated from helicopter theory to provide a rela-
tively SmLa correction to the propeller theory. This thrust ratio is dependent on
blade angle and advance ratio but, except for a small dependence on solidity, is
independent of propeller geometry.

In the absence of complete data on a particular propeller, a second method is given
that can be used to approximate the thrust at large incidence angles from experi-
mental data at small incidence angles. This approach Is formulated in reference 2,
wherein it is demonstrated that certain VTOL transition progrums can lie within the
region of linear slope of the propellar forces and moments.

The methods prsented herein are for an isolated propeller where the thrust-axis
angle of attack is the angle between the free-stream velocity and the propeller
thrust axis. For airplane installations this angle is often affected by flow induced
by the v.ng, fuselage, and other propellers; however, the results of references 3 and 4
indicate that the major effects of Induced flow on propeller thrust occur under con-
ditions that are not likely to be of practical interest (high forvard speed at high
anges of attack).

OATCOU METHODS
Nev~hod 1

The variation of propeller thrust with angle of attack is given relative to the value
at zero angle of attack, provided equal advance ratios exist as determined from the
velocity norml to the propeller disk. This thrust ratio is given in reference 1 as

* CT ()~

"(1 ÷1 + - tan ( +5) l - cos a) tan2 a 9.1.1-a

where all paramters are defined in the general notation list of Section 9.1 and
the positive direction of forces and angles is shown In figure 9.1-4.

The procedure to be fbllowed in evaluating equation 9.1.1-a is outlined in the
following steps..
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Step 1. Determine the propeller effective solidity a. by

bf 4---- •T -- - 9.1.1-b

.75

where

-0.8 12 b' dx', which may be approximated by

" o' -0.16 b'.25 +2b' .50 b' 9.

(4 2 + 5 715 .95,

b. , are obtained from the propeller blade planform curve
.25,0.25, 0.00,...

R

Step P. The advance ratio at zero-thrust JOT is obtained from figure 9.1.1-7

as a function of 15. This functional relationship is given in reference 1 as

J "2.2 tan(O + 5) 9.1.1-d

CT, (c,J')
Step 3. Using equation 9.1.1-a obtain (OJ') with the ae and J values

obtained in Steps 1 and 2. With this result values of the thrust ratio can
be computed for a range of angles of attack and modified advance ratios.

Step 4. Determine the propeller thrust coefficient at selected angles of attack and
modified advance ratios by

;.:.:.:CT (a,J,)
:: - x(a,J),') oC (o,J')

(OJ')

r where Or(O,J') is the propeller thrust coefficient at zero angle of attack,
but vith the velocity equal to V., con a. This parameter will normally be a
known quantity.

Figures 9.l.l-8a-g and 9.1.l-lla-d present a comparison of experimental data from
reference 2 vith the Datcom method as computed from equation 9.1.1-a.

Method 2

This method Is suggested in reference 2 for estimating propeller thrust at high angles
of attack when experimental data at zero angle of attack are available.

K 9.1.1-1
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.The experimental data of reference 2 show the. the thrust coefficient for given
values of blade angle and advance ratio is practically constant over a wide angle-

of-attack range at low advance ratios, and that this range diminishes with increasing
advance ratio. Using these observations, it is possible to identify these ranges in
VTOL transition programs.

The boundary of this region, presented in figure 9.1.1-13, has been determined
on the basis of five-percent thrust-coefficient increases from the zero-angle-of-
attack values for two propellers at a constant blade angle, tested in reference 2.
The region varies with blade angle. The boundary curve of figure 9.1.1-13 is
defined for a 12-degree blade angle, typical for maximum propeller efficiency in
very low-speed flight. The characteristics of the two test propellers are presented
in table 9.1.1-A.

As a simple rule of thumb, the propeller thrust at high angles of attack may be
assumed to equal the value at zero angle of attack if thc .molified advance ratio
falls below the boundary of figure 9.1.1-13.

A 1-g transition program for a hypothetical airplane described in reference 3 is also
shown in figure 9.1.1-13. This program is based on the data obtained for propellerl
of reference 2. The modified advance ratio lies well below the boundary curve. How-
ever, for conditions of steep descent or rapidly decelerating transition the boundary
could be exceeded.

SaMple Problor
Method 1

Given: The three-bladed propeller designated as propeller number 1 of reference 2.
The following example is based on four values of the modified advance ratio
over a thrust-axis angle-of-attack range from 0 to 850.

B = 3 D - 12 ft 13 12°

r/R 0.25 0.50 0.75 0.95 4' O.l 0.2 o 0.6
70.9 1.15 1.175 1.18 1 (COJ') 0.132 0.121 0.083 0.032

Comnpute:

Step i. Determine the effective propeller solidity 7e.

o .16 [ l.b2 5 + 2bW 50 +- W.7 + b'. 95 (equation 9.1.1-c)

0.16 (0.89) + (2)(1-115) + (2)(1.3,75) + 1.181

0.16 (6.87) - 1.10

9.1. 1-3
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i1

17 Db'i_ (4)(3)(l.i01 0.117 (equation 9.1.1-b)

e 30 (3)(12)l

Step 2. Determine the advance ratio at zero-thrust Jor from figure 9.1.1-7
"atf• 12.

- o.672.

Solution:

Determine the ratio of the thrust coefficient at inclination to the thrust
coefficient at zero angle of incidence.

CT (a,3') 1 + OT sn(5 + 5)ite( + 5)

+ '3e+ \/~t&.a(t +*YP1-08a) tan2a '
-2 (equation 9.1.1-t)

4(' .. 5)

+ .1(1 +V a+5. 2 a~ ) Ci-cosi) j tan2a

6.64 J,2 'a2C,
+i 9-5 Yr (0,2924) 1-05 -0(-~a

ri -__

L_-.1939J,(_os)ta•

S-- ÷ - J 0.3057 + 0.409

cT(-,J')
Using this result obtain as a function of J' and a. This is calculated,;TO- 1p I Cýrla'j ')

* below for ,-even angles of attack. Note that at J' = 0, = 1.0; and at

t cC(o,')

"9 ViA

[• 9.1.1-4



V14-5.95_' 1.3j23 88._ 1&.63G) 8.4655® 3.252® 1.531® .4255 ( d206(

3.7025 .0048 .00130 .1152 o24 .0111 .-0042 .0020 .00056 .00016

.10 3.405 .0194 .00570 .505 .1062 .0o82 .o185 .o087 .0024 .00069

15 3•1075 .o436 .0o1 1.245 .2619 .1190 .0456 -.0215 oo6o .0017
.0 2.81o °o776 .2760 2.447 .5142 .2336 .0898 .0423 .0117 ,0033
- o 2.215 • 1745 •.07879 6.987 1.h .6 •6669 •.2562 •.12o6 •.0335 • 0095

1.620 .3102 .1915 16.983 3.568 1.621 .6228 .2931 .0815 .0231
.50 1.025 , . .4729 41-934 8.811 4.003 1.538 .7239 .2012 .0570
o 0.30 .698o 1.6233 143.95 30.24 13.740 5.279 2.485 .6907 .1958
5 0.1325 .8192 6.18W9 58.30 115.19 52.340 20.107 9.464 2.631 .7457

The calculated values of the thrust ratio are compared with the experimental
results from reference 1 in figure 9.1.1-14.

The thrust coefficient at angle of inclination and given advance ratio is then

CT(cl,J') -CT(O,J') CTa~,

CT(oa,j')

S ' =.i J'=.2 J' =..I j'=.6

0 0.132 0.121 0.083 0.032
30 0.1321 0.121k 0.0849 0.0383

45 0.1323 o.1224 O. 00898 0.0541

60 0.1331 0.1261 0.1073 0.1115
67.5 0.134 0.1319 0.1347 0.2009
75 0.13814 0.1493 0.2175 0.4717

79.5 0.1462 0.1832 0.3791 0.9997

85 0.L1987  0.14171 1.A4926 •4.6384

9.1.1-.5
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The calculated values of the thrust coefficients are compared with the experimental
results from reference 1 in figure 9.1.1-15. The results may be converted to thrust
in pounds by

8
-T(a,,). cT(r , a') Sp
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"TABLE 9.1.1-A
Reference 2

No.1 No. 2
* Propeller Curtiss C6345-0500 Curtiss 06345-0300

- Diameter 12.0 ft 10.0 ft

"No. of blades 3 3

Airfoil section NACA 16 series NACA 64 series

- Blade designation 858-704-36 X1OO188

Activity factor/blade 150 188

Solidity 0.124 0.183

9.1.1--
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-j.I.2 PROPIELLER PITCHING-MOMENT VARIATION WITH POWER AND
ANGLE OF ATTACK

At the present there are no theoretical or semi-empirical methods available in the
K literature for the prediction of propeller pitching moments at high angles of attack.

The method presented herein is empirical and requires experimental data at two moder-
ate a•gles of attack.

Experimental data indicate that there is an appreciable direct pitching moment on the
propeller during operation at angle of attack. This pitching moment may be regarded
as being due to the fact that the center of thrust Is some distance away from the
center of rotation. Figures 9.1.2-3 and 9.1.2-4 show the direct propeller pitching
moment expressed as an effective thrust-axis shift for the propeller and the propeller-

ving combinstioi of reference 1 and for propeller 1 of reference 2, respectively.
These data indicate an increase in propeller pitching moment with increasing angle of
attack and a more pronounced shift of the effective thrust axis at the lover thrust
coefficients. The data of figure 9.1.2-3 further show that the propeller pitching

ment was approximately doubled when the propeller was operated in the presence of
the ving because of tbe upvash induced by the wing.

TM Dateom method which follows is based on observations of the large body of test
data presented in reference 2.

DATCOM METHOD

This method is suggested in reference 2 for estimating propeller pitching moment
at hIji thrust-axis angles of attack when experimental data are available at two
angles of attack, such as zero and 15 degrees.

The experimental data of reference 2 show that the propeller pitching moment for
given values of blade angle and advance ratio have nearly a constant slope over
wide angle-of-aotack ranges at low advance ratio and that the width of these ranges
diminishes with increasing advance ratio.

It Is not possible to define the limits of the regions of linearity or propeller
pitching moments from the experimental data as was done for the propeller thrust
in Section 9.1.1. However, in view of the fact that the angle-of-attack raLges of
pitching-moment linearity are essentially those over which the thrust is constant,
it is assumed that, to a first approximation, the boundary, defined in figure 9.1.1-13,

"2 also applies to pitching moments. As noted in Section 9.1.1, this boundary varies
, ,-- with blade angle. It is defined for a blade angle typical of maximum propeller

eff1clency in very low-speed flight.

An a simple rule of thumb, the propeller pitching moment at high angles of attack
my be obtained with accuracy acceptable for preliminary design analysis by a linear
extrapolation of experimental data at moderate angles of attack, provided the modified
advmce ratio falls below the boundary of figure 9.1.1-13

9.1.2-1
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9.1.1 PROPELLER NORMAL-FORCE VARIATION
WI'r11 POWER AND ANGLE OF ATTACK

Two methods are presented in this Section for estimating the propeller no.mal force
at high angles of attack

The first method, developed by DeYoung in reference 1, provides the normal-force

coef-ficient at high an-les of attack relative to the linear relation ( -dCN)

This ratio is equal to the tangent of the angle of attack, provided equal advance
ratios, as determined from the velocity normal to the propeller disk, exist. In
theory, the normal force is considered to be proportional to the torque difference
due to angle of incidence between the down-going blade ani the up-going blade.

The essential part of Datcom methol 1 is the estimation of (- _. This involves
determining the normal-force derivative with respect to the (c angle of attack,the local angle-of-attack gradient, and a correction for phase-angle shift.

DeYoung, in reference 1, has obtained a simple relationship for the normal-force
derivative with respect to local angle of attack in the manner described in Section
9.1. A general expression for this derivative as a function of propeller geometry
and operating parameters is obtained from the analysis of Ribner in references 2 and 3
and the assumption of a blade section lift-curve slope of cia = 0.95(2s) per radian.

The constants of the resulting expression are evaluated by statistical means from the
computed data of the given blade shapes of reference 4.

The normal-force derivative with respect to wing azgle of attack is given as the
product of the normal-force derivative with respect to the local propeller angle of

attack and the local angle-of-attack gradient dain obtained in reference 1 by an
da

analysis of the upwash due to the wing, fuselage, and other propellers.

Propellers operating at high angles of attack experience appreciable angle-of-attack
variation on the blades. Lift increases and decreases in a harmonic fashion. As the
angle of attack is increased, circulation increases, and a starting vortex is shed
which induces a downwash and changes the buildup of circulation. This unsteady motion
causes the lift cycle to be out of phase with the angle-of-attack cycle; consequently,
the propeller forces and moments have components in both the lateral and vertical
directions. The normal force at incidence is then the product of the normal force
computed for zero phase angle and the cosine of the phase angle. In Datcom method 1
the effect of this phase-angle shift is applied to the computed linear relation
(aCN\

In the theory of reference 1 the propeller phase angle Is approximated by an analogous
wing unsteady solution, assuming that the propeller forces and blade angle of attack
are analo@Dus to those of a wing that is harmonically pitching about its quarter-chord
line.

9. -. 3- 1
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A second method is given which, in the absen'e of complete data on a particular pro-
"peller, can be used to approximate the normal force at large angles of attack from
experimental data at small angles of attack. This approach is iormulated in refer-
ence 5, wherein it is demonstrated that certain VTOL transition programs can lie
within the region of linear slope of the propeller forces and moments.

SDAICOM METHODS
"Method 1

( Ne variation of propeller normal force with angle of attack is given relative to

(NjuaO, provided equal advance ratios, as determined from the velocity normal to

t' te propeller disk, exist. This ratio is given in reference 1 as

=CN (cr' - tan a 9.1.3-a

-• ck (0,J,)

The positive normal-force and angle-of-attack senses are shown in figure 9.1-4, and
the required parameters are defined in the general notation list of Section 9.1.

This method is essentially one of determining the denominator values in the form
of C0I where

i n • per rad 9.1.3-b
"6 fin V

In computing these values the 'J or thrust in the relation for Ck' must be takenkin

at J' and velocity at V., cos a.

The derivatives C and CNa are related by

c (o,0',) pe C (0,P) per red 9.1.3-c

The procedure to be followed in evaluating the normal force is outlined in the
, - following steps.

I* Step 1. Determine at zero phase angle the propeller normal-force derivative with

respect to the local angle of attack at the propeller disk by

* 4.25c, 3Ty_'¢

1+2 oe sin (P + 8) ( + +' =) per rad 9.1.3-d2 3'

* for single-rotation propellers, and by

3•, .86 cl 3T(1y
-4- sin (P + 14) + p2T r rad 9.1.3-d'

8 1 + -- e (1 8,-- -+ (2/3)T,-.



for counter-rotating propellers;

where ae is obtained as outlined in Step 1 of Datcom method 1 of

Section 9.1.1 and the thrust values are taken at J', with velocity equal
to Vocos a. The thrust values will normally be known.

Step 2. Determine the local angle-of-attack gradient •6n by
dc

2 \ 21
1+ 2A / Rfus - I I~u

7Mo 75+1+x 75 +\ 2+YR .75/)
S+\n cr 10 cr 0)o/

r9.1.3-e

~. -~~~ #R 2 _)2] de, slip

I other L .75 t d.7i

props

where the first tvo terms in the numerator are the average upwash at the
propeller .75R station due to the wing, and the third term in the numerator
Is the average upvash at the propeller .75R station due to the fuselage.

The summtion term in the denominator Is the average downvash in the pro-
peller slipstream at the propeller .75R station. For propellers operating
near each other this dovnvash must be considered in predicting the local
angle-of.attack gradient. This dovnvash may be neglected if a fuselage
separates the propellers or if adjacent propellers are sufficiently far
apart so that dW > 2R. The slipstream gradient is given by

dezolly TC (Cq e v/1 + 1 .3 T0  9.1.3-f

ain +i )4+ 2Tc+7 T.c

Step 3. Determine the propeller normal-force derivative with respect to wing angle
of attack at zero phase angle using the terms obtained in Steps 1 and 2
and equation 9.1.3-b

C~ C~ .- ~-per rad

Step 4. Correct the Va value obtained for zero phase angle (Step 3) for phase-
angle shift by

C40) Cos bf per rad 9.1.3-g

9.1.3-3



The phase angle is determined by

8f 0.825 tan"I 15 ae 9.1.3-h
BJVJOcý J,

where

16p _e\2• 9.1.3-1
JOp JO sin (P + 5) cos' (P + '5)

and J is obtained as a function of 0 from Figure 9.1.1-7.

Step 5. Convert the C results of Step 4 to CN using equation 9.1.3-c.

8(j)2 (OJ'
Ck (oJ') - N (oJ') per rad

Step 6. Determine the normal force at selected wing angles of attack and modified
advance ratios using

CN (a,J') ca (O,j') tan a

A comparison of normal-force derivative at zero thrust, computtd using equations
9.1.3-d and 9.1.3-d', with the theory of reference 4 is presented in Table 9.1.3-A.
The percentage difference shown has been taken with respect to the values of
reference 4. The comparison includes data with two blade shapes and wide variations
of solidity, blade pitch angles, and number of blades. The percentage difference is
considered to be within the accuracy of detailed propeller theory.
The normal-force ratio given by equation 9.1.3-a is compared with expeTimental data

from reference 5 in figure 9.1.3-14.

'@. Method 2

This method is suggested in reference 5 for estimating the propeller normal force at
"high angles of attack when experimental data are available at two angles of attack,
such as zero and 15 degrees. This is an empirical method based on observations of
a large body of test data in reference 5. The method is analogous to the method
"of Section 9.1.2 for estimating propeller pitching moments and provides acceptable

" accuracy for preliminary-design analysis. The method merely states that the propeller
-* •normal force at high angles of attack may be obtained by linear extrapolaticr of

experimental data, provided the modified advance ratio falls below the bounC: ry of
figure 9.1.1-13.

9.1.3-4
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Sample Problem

M4ethod 1

Given: The hypothetical four-propellertilt-wing airplane of reference 6 with linear

dimensions six times those of the model. The propellers are those designated
as propeller e of reference 5. The folloeing example is computed for four

P C r

Y..T (,j)values havt e beif en obtained from ther an (0J-f-t)talue ranven fru the

A JR.,

Th popl lesaetes. s hs ftesm proble, of Section 9.1.1.b

Tb/ (0y') 3.6n.7 0 2L..32 0.227S

Th r oplesaetesmea hs ftesmple problem of Section 9.1.1.b
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Airplane Characteristics

Cr = 10.0 ft A = 4.89 Rfus 1.25 ft

Propeller 1 (Inboard) Propeller 2 (Outboard)

XL 75 5.25 ft YL .75 - 3.25 ft XL .75 4.50 ft YL .75 = 11.75 ft

XR .75 = 5.60 ft YR .75 = 12.25 ft XR .75 4 .75 = 20.75 ft

YL .75 - 4.0 ft

&YR .75 - 13.0 ft

Compute:

Step 1. Determine the propelle, normal-force derivatives at zero phase angle with
respect to the local aagle of attack at the propeller disk CNI

Cn 4.25 0 (+ 8) 1 + per rad
in 1+ 2 ae 8,r,+ (2/3)T/

(equation 9.1.3-d)

(4.2)10.17) sin (12 + 8) + "
1 + 2 (0.117) 8 +

0.138 + 0.O517Tc

4/-+ WAh)

TABLE: I

(D 0 @

0o.o517c /Y(213 ) T C'• •,I -0.138 CN, (1/rad)

it Tc 0.0517 /lJ + W )(2)i ®/® 0.138 + Q)K0.1 33.61 1.74 4.84 o,36oo 0.W98

0.2 7.703 0.398 2.48 0.16oo 0.298

0.4 1.321 0.0683 1.371 0.O0498 0.1878

0.6 0.2267 0.0117 1.072 0.0109 o.1489

I.



Steo 2. Determine the local angle-of-attack 7,raaient dain/da.

For this configuration Ay < ?R and the propeller downwash effect on the local
angle-of-attack gradient must be considered.

2 1• 1 T _n 7_1 9--A+10)(tL-751 + \i[/ L7 R .75

& -cr 10 Cr 71)z .R /

R.75 R. 75 1 d in

prop 1 (equation 9.1.3-0)

Propeller 1 (Inboard)

\ q F "0 
+•z

9(1.8 e10) 5 V.25 13o- I\.2 2n510 102(.9 1.5- +[~.) (7(1)] .25

o91 * (0 .-89 + .-- ) + (o._60 + 0.010o_,)

1 - 0.25 (2.25 + 0.213) dalip

dain

1 + 0.073 (3•.115) + O.OiM2

1 - 0.25 (2.463) d aZ in

1.3067
"" 1 (.616)de7slip

1 - O.6i6d)lin

Propeller 2 (Outboard)

1 +0.073 1)•K) 2 + 1 + 252 + .25\ 2

daA10 10 10 10

- (0.616) deZsli
dain

,). i.3t-7



1.10 oo7\.550 +.8 +• " oo. .06

1 
-(o.616) 

ds ,

1.266

1- (0.616) -
dc~l

(c )in) - 0.138 (step 1 with TCUO)

de T (cmji)To- 11 + 1.3 TcSd'~zslip TC \
+ 4 + (equation 9.1-3-f)8 4+2T0

"'•dain 4 + ý Te

7

0.138vi + 1.3 Tc

+ 18 + 2T".' +7 Tc 4 + 2 Tc

TABLE 1I

814 Tc 0 .13 d ZSlip /dain"

7e Ce rl- 1i 3 T c 4 +2 Te - G +
0.1 33.61 42.41 0.7925 6.69 71.22 0.0130 0.8055
0.2 7.703 12.80 0.6018 3.32 19.41 0.0236 0.6254
o 0.4 1.321 5.51 0.2397 1.65 6.642 0.0343 0.274O

"- 0.6 0.2267 4.259 0.0532 1.14 4.453 0.0353 0.0885

dez
"Using the 6lR values from Table II calculate din for propellers 1 and 2.
9,Olin d



TABLE III
-i-i ® ____-,

Z sip(dajj 2 /da)1  (dain/dcO 2
, in 1 - (o.616)® 1.3o67/3 1.266/qJ

0.1 0.8055 0.5038 2.594 2.513
0.2 0.6254 0.61M48 2.125 2.059
o.4 0.2740 0.3312 1.572 1.523%
0.6 0.0885 0.9455 1.382 11.339

Step 3. Determine the propeller normal-force derivatives at zero phase angle
with respect to wing angle of' attack CN'

CN mN ____n

CNZa ai, per rad (equation 9.1.3-b)

TABLE IV

•C.,Il (1/r.d) ON ,)l (1/rad) (O,) (1/rad)

J1 Col.1.), Table I Co.b1Q~ Table III x ® Cal. ,Table III: x

0.1 0.498 1.292 1.251
0.2 0.298 0.633 o.0.
0.4 0.1878 0.295 0.286
0.6 o.1489 o.206 0.199

Step 4. Correct the CNo values obtained in step 3 for phase-angle shift.
a

-~m . ...*..).(equation 9.1.3-i)
"7 sin (P + 5) C084 (P + 5)

- o.6725+ 16 1..(o._U

sin (17) coo (17) 3
.16

. . 0.0-6725 + , 16 (o.oo152)

- 0.6725 + 0.0995

"-" - 0.772
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0.2 a-2 15 (,e

0o.825 tan- - - (equation 9.1.3-h)B2 J 'j - (J't t

= 0.825 tan'"1  15(0_117)
3v2"(O.772)(J) -WP,)

0.825 tan- 0.585

F.4 .j - (J0)82

TABLE V

i (JW) 2  1.544 j, 15.44 j; - (j,) 2  0.585 tiai-IQ 6f (deg)

0.1 2 0. 1-0.544 (D-3 (deg) 0.8250,I
0.1 0.01 0.154 o.0.40o 0. 3-800 .53 57.0 - 47.0
0.2 o 0.30.88 o.26-o 01.129 48.5 4o.o

0.4 o.16 o.6176 0.4576 0.6760 0.865 4o.9 33.7

, 0.6 0.36 I 0.9264 0.5664 0.7530 0.777 37.8 31.? ,

The CNe va',ues are corrected for phase-angle shift by

CNI N CNI Cos bf per rad (equation 9.1.3-g)

TABLE VI

Q 0?_ _) (a) 0
e (CN,',) (1/rad) (CN•a) (1/rad) Cos 6 (Cj',CCoS

Col.o(3), Table IV Col. Q, Table IV cos 6. ________ Q____G

0.1 1.292 1.251 0.6820 0.881 0.853
0.2 o.633 o.6j. 4 o.'66o 0.485 o.470
0.4 0-.95 o..86 0.8320 0.245 0.238
0.6 o.p06 0.199 0.8554 o. o176 0.170

Step 5. Convert the CN, values obtained in Step 4 to C.

*' Cp (0, J,) - m (J) 0N, (O, JP) per rad (equation 9.1.3-c)
"9 i.:ja



TABLE VII

j (s8) ( (x Col.(J, Table VI ()x Col. (Z), Table VI
0.1 0.01 0.00393 0.00346 0.00335
0.2 o.o4 0.0157 0.00761 0.00738

0.I 0.16 o.o628 0.0154 o.o0l49
o.6 0.36 0.11•) 0.0249 0.0240

Solution:

The variation of propeller normal-force coefficient with angle of attack
at the chosen values of J' is tabulated below using

C1 (a, J') - Clb (0, Jo) tan a (equation 9.1.3-a)

for both the inboard and outboard propellers.

C1 (ax, J')

Propeller 1 (Inboard) Propeller 2 (Outboard)

a tan o J' - 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 J'- 0.l 0.2 0.4 0.6

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0.1763 0.00061 0.00134 0.00272 0.00439 0.00059 0.00130 0.00263 0.00423
20 0.36NO 0.0o0126 0.00277 0.00561 0.00906 0.00122 0.00269 0.00542 0.00874
30 0.5774. 0.002-0 0.0o0439 0.00889 0.01438 0.00193 0.0o426 0.008*0 0.01.386
40 0.8391 0.00290 0.00639 0.01292 0.02089 0.00281 0.0o619 0.01250 0.020114
50 1.1918 0.00412 0.00907 0.01835 0.0297 0.00399 0.00880 0.0178 0.0286
60 1.7321 0.005-99 0.0132 0.0267 0.0431 0.00580 0.0128 0.02,8 0.0416
70 2.7475 0.009,51 0.0209 0.0423 0.0684 0.00920 0.0203 0.0409 0.0659
80 5.6713 0.0196 0.o432 0.0873 0.1812 0.0190 0.0419 o.0845 0.1361

The calculated values of the normal-force coefficients for both the inboard
and outboard propellers are plotted in figure 9.1.3-15.
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TABLE 9.1.3-.
COMPARISON OF NORMAL-FORCE DERIVATIVE AT ZERO THRUST
COMPUTED BY DATCOM METHOD I WITH THEORY OF REFERENCE 4

Hamilton Standard 3155-6 KACA 10-3062-0145

.25 .50 .75 .95 .25 .50 .75 .95
b'

.b'75 0.615 1.03 1.0 0.57 b.75 1.03

(CN'a )TI-. "(C an)T,.o

Datca. Datoa. ae (deg) ref. 414Metb- I Diff. a e (deg) ref. i Method 1 Dif.

a. .061 25 .079 .079 0 a- .083 20 .143 .139 -2.8
'e- .-0527 25 .. 11 .109 -1.8 a e - .081 25 .162 .161 -0.6

2 35 .134 .137 2.2 2 35 .204 .202 -1.0
Blades 45 .158 .160 1.3 Blades 45 .235 .236 O.4

55 .177 .179 1.1 55 .26C .263 1.1
a .. 091 15 .112 .112 0 i .124 20 .196 .1914 -1.0
- .079 25 .155 .156 0.6 .226

ale -. 122 25 .26 .225 -0.14
3 35 .194 .196 1.0 3 35 .284 .281 -1.0

Blades 45 .229 .230 o.14 Blades 45 .333 .330 -0.9
55 .258 .256 -0.8 55 .372 .368 -1.1

a- .121 15 .142 .144 1.4 am .165 20 .243 .244 o.4
e.a .1054 25 .198 .200 1.0 ae - .162 25 .280 .282 0.7

4 35 .249 .250 0.4 4 35 .352 .353 0.3
Blades 45 .295 .293 -0.7 Blades 45 .416 .414 -0.5

55 .332 .328 -1.2 55 .471 .462 -1.9

.- .182 15 .192 .197 2.6 C 1uneRotat ion

S• 158 25 .271 .276 1.8 a- .248 15 .363 .364 0.4

6 35 .346 .346 0 ae - .244 25 .478 .473 -1.0
Blades 45 .1413 .1406 -1.7 6 35 .567 .566 -0.2

55 ..471 .452 -4.0 Blades 45 .634 .642 1.3
_-_____iCounter-Rotation 55' .689 .699 1.4
a- .182 15 .250 .253 1.2

'- .158 25 .332 .329 -0.9
6 35 .393 .392 -0.3

Blades 45 .W46 .W8 0.4

L 55 .1490 .490 0
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FIGURE 9.1.3-14 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL NOFRAL-FORCE RATIO WITH
PROPELLER THRUST-AXIS ANGLE OF ATTACK FOR PROPELLER I OF REFERENCE 5
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FIGURE 9.1.3-15 VARIATION OF PROPELLER NORMAL.FORCE COEFFICIENT WIT"
ANGLE OF ATTACK AND MODIFIED ADVANCE RATIO FOR INBOARD
AND OUTBOARD PROPELLERS OF A HYPOTHETICAL 4-PROPELLER
TILT-WING AIRPLANE. SAMPLE PROBLEM. METHOD 1
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9.2 PROPELLER-WING CHARACTERISTICS

The methods of this section are for prediction of the power-on lift and drag forces of
propeller-wing combinations of V/STOL aircraft and deal primarily with the low-speed, high-
power flight regime where wing stalling tendencies at high angles of attack are delayed by power
effects.

The usual approach to attaining V/STOL capabilities is to use power plant thrust to obtain lift at
low speeds. Propeller-driven V/STOL configurations, other than those employing ducted propel-
lers, consist basically of three types:

I. Deflected slipstream

2. Tilt wing

3. Combination tilt wing-deflected slipstream

These configurations differ in detail, but each employs interacting wing and thrust systems. In
treating such configurations in the low-speed, high-power flight regime we must abandon the
familiar distinction between lifting and thrusting systems and combine them.

Several factors dealing with propeller slipstream flow over a wing are of special significance. The
local angles of attack of a propeller-wing combination in transition are determined by vector

-addition of the free-stream and propeller slipstream velocities. The propeller slipstream is a strong
factor in reducing the local angles of attack and thereby minimizing the tendency of wing stall.
Stalls may occur even in the presence of the slipstream if the slipstream velocity is low.

Since the velocity of the slipstream relative to that of the free stream is increased by increased
disk loading, stalling tendencies are decreased by increasing the propeller disk loading. Wing stall
can be avoided entirely by immersing the entire wing in the propeller slipstream, provided
sufficient thrust is generated by the propellers.

Experimental studies have been conducted to determine the spanwise distribution of the lift
increase due to the slipstream at different angles of attack with various free-stream-to-slipstream
velocity ratios. The results of these tests, reported in reference 7, indicate that the lift increment
due to the passage of a slipstream over a wing consists of two parts:

1. A direct lift gain which can be accurately predicted by potential flow theory.

2. A lift increment due to a "destalling" or boundary-layer- control effect. This
"destalling" effect extends to portions of the wing outside the propeller slipstream and
improves the wing stalling behavior.

The results also indicate that the limits of the direct slipstream influence are sharply defined and
do not vary with wing angle of. attack and slipstream strength.

9.2-1
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Both references 7 and 61 indicdte that the rotation of the propeller slipstream causes an upwash
over the wing behind the upward moving blade. This area will generally be the first to stall on a
wing that is fully immersed in propeller slipstreams. The effect of propeller rotation on
maximum lift was investigated in reference 20, wherein it is concluded that slightly larger values

of maximum lift can be generated when propellers rotate with the inboard tips moving up, This
lift increase is attributed to a reduction in tip losses resulting from the propeller rotating in such
a manner as to oppose the wing-tip vortex and to the fact that the upwash behind the upward
moving blade is not entirely cancelled by the downflow at the wing tip.

Propeller-wing combinations in the transition region do not lend themselves to theoretical
analysis. The Datcom methods for the prediction of lift and drag forces at forward speed with
power on comprise semiempirical expressions from reference 52. These methods employ momen-
tum theory as a starting point. They are based on power-off data and a correlation of
slipstream-deflection data at zero forward speed. The correlation of slipstream-deflection data is
based on numerous static investigations of a limited number of wing-flap systems. Effects of

various parameters on the slipstream-deflection characteristics are summarized in reference 52.

The methods are applicable only in the unstalled flight regime. Comparison of experimental
results with calculations made using the Datcom methods indicate that, in general, the estimation
procedures give reasonably good results for steady level flight and for climbing flight. Through
judicious use of the Datcom methods the lift and drag forces can be estimated for deflected-
slipstream, tilt-wing, and combination tilt-wing-deflected-slipstream configurations. At the *'
present time there are no methods available for the prediction of the pitching moment of a
propeller-wing configuration in the transition flight regime.

Numerous static and forward speed investigations have been conducted on propeller-driven
V/STOL configurations. However, the number of specific designs tested has been so limited that
the substantiation of any semiempirical method developed for the prediction of forces and

moments has not been possible. Furthermore, excessive wind-tunnel wall effects during simulated
low-speed, high-power flight conditions invalidate many investigations.

A comprehensive tabulation of pertinent propeller-wing experimental data is presented as table
9.2-A, This table provides a brief outline of the test data contained in each report and indicates
the basic parametric changes made. Additional reports, dealing with complete configurations, can
be found in the VTOL-STOL summary table of Section 9.

A general notation list is included in this section for all propeller-wing combination sections.

Coefficients are based on the dynamic pressure in the propeller slipstream unless otherwise
noted. The conversion from coefficients based on slipstream dynamic pressure to coefficients
based on free-stream dynamic pressure is presented at the end of the notation list.

The positive direction of forces and angles is shown in figure 9.2-9.
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NOTATION

c average wing chord, ft

ACD zero-lift drag increment due to flap deflection based on free-stream velocity

CDf power-off zero-lift drag coefficient ba-ed on free-stream velocity

Drag

CD power-off drag coefficient based on free-stream velocity,
S

cf average flap chord, ft

S nFr

CFX negative-drag coefficient based on free-stream velocity, -

S

F
CF negative-drag coefficient based on slipstream velocity, qS

L
CL power-off lift coefficient based on free-stream velocity,

qq S

C " lift coefficient based on slipstreamveoiy L

D propeller diameter, ft

e span efficiency factor

F resultant force, lb

- F horizontal force, lb

Fy thrust-recovery factor

i w wing incidence measured between thrust axis and wing chord plane, deg

V
advance ratio,

K number of propellers

9.2-3



SL lift, lb

Sq• free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft

+Tq slipstream dynamic pressure, qo + -h- b/sq ft

S wing area, sq ft

Sp propeller disk area, -- D2, sq ft

P '4

T thrust per propeller or total thrust when used in thrust-recovery factor, lb

WKT
Te propeller thrust coefficient based on free-stream velocity and wing area, q00  S

CPT" propeller thrust coefficient based on slipstream velocity and propeller disk area, qS

0i angle of attack measured between free stream and thrust axis, deg

6 flap deflection, deg

8 e equivalent flap deifection due to wing camber and incidence, deg

0 slipstream turning angle measured from thrust axis, deg

Of slipstream turning angle adjusted to the condition of zero camber and zero incidence, deg

AO increment of slipstream turning angle due to wing camber and incidence, deg

K Conversion betweeut systems:

(Unprimed coefficients are based on free-stream dynamic pressure.)

-CF -CD T" KS
:.."CO -I -T," XF' =1+ S T 1-T" S

KSp

S .. L = CL C " =CL T o" -_ _ T _

L CLCI I TL S KSP
l-TI + T + -

I, KS S
q.= q (1 -1Tc")
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FIGURE 9.2-9 CONVENTIONS USED TO DEFINE POSITIVE SENSE OF FORCES AND ANGLES
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9.2.1 PROPELLER-WING-FLAP LIFT VARIATION
WITH POWER AND ANGLE OF AT'rACK

The methods for calculating power-on lift and drag forces of tilt-wing and deflected-
slipstream configurations are those developed by Kuhn in reference 1. The methods
treat the flow system of a propeller-wing-flap configuration as two separate mass
flows, each deflected through a different angle by the wing. The two mass flows are
(1) the .aass flow deflected downward by the wing through small to moderate angles and
(2) the mass flow in slipstreams created by the action of the propellers and deflected
downward through large angles by either tilting the thrust axis or deflecting the
flaps. These flow systems are illustrated in sketch (a).

2 22

SKETCH (a)

The forces generated in deflection of these mass flows are the famiiiar lift, induced
drag, and profile drag of a wing in a free stream; the propeller thrust which acceler-
ates the propeller slipstream; and a force which accounts for deflection of the
propeller slipstream by the wing. Kuhn has analyzed the forces arising from the
deflection of each mass flow separately and combined them to arrive at a semiempiricel
method based on simple momentum theory to estimate the lift and drag forces of pro-
peller-wing-f]up configurations. The method uscs zt.t.c slipstream deflection data
and power-off wing-flap data as the basis for the calculations.

Kuhn develops expressions for both the lift and drag forces in cruising and high-speed
flight by neglecting the forces due to the propeller slipstream and treating the
deflection of the mass flow affected by the wing within the assumption of simple
momentum thoery. Using this assumption at very low cruising speeds requires that
the stream tube be deflected through large angles with a minimum loss in order- to
produce enough lift to support the airplane. Although the validity of extrapolation
of simple momentum theory to large angles appears to be a rather gross assumption,
the theory gives reasonable results as long as stall can be avoided.

At zero forward speed, only the propeller slipstreams are available to produce thrust
and lift. At this end of the speed range Kuhn develops expressions foK the lift and
drag forces from available static experimental data on the effectiveness of wing-flap
systems in deflecting propeller slipstreams. These expressions are presented in terms
of propeller thrust, slipstream characteristics, and the turning effectiveness para-
meters 9 and E. The slipstream characteristics are obtained using simple momentum

T
theory as applied to propellers.
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At transition speeds both flow regions art considered. The resulting expressions
approach the power-off wing expressions as velocity is increased and thrust reduced
to zero, and approach the zero-forward-speed expressions as the speed is reduced to
zero. The method thus provides a logical means of interpolating between these end
points.

In treating the flow in the two systems, the fact that the propeller slipstreams
occupy space within the large wing stream tube is compensated for by assuming the
propeller slipstream to be fully contracted at the wing and that the contraction does
not alter the diameter of the stream tube affected by the wing.

To determine the velocity increments necessary to calculate momentum changes, Kuhn
assumes that the propeller slipstreams are deflected through the turning angle e
obtained at zero forward speed, that the stream tube affected by the wing is deflected
through the downwash angle e obtained under power-off conditions, and that both 8
and e remain constant with changes in speed and power.

In order to apply the Datcom methods, it is necessary to have experimental results
for or to be able to estimate power-off lift and drag-force characteristics of the
wing, as well as slipstrean. deflection characteristics of the propeller-wing-flap
configuration at zero forward speed. The slipstream deflection characteristics for
a given propeller-wing-flap configuration require experimental static-thrust data,
which will more than likely not be available during the preliminary design phase.
Therefore design charts, taken from reference 1, for the slipstream deflection
characteristics are provided.

The method presented in this Section is for estimation of the lift of propeller-wing-
flap configurations at combined forward speed and power-on conditions. The method
is applicable only in the unstalled region of flight.

DATCOM METHOD

The lift of a propeller-wing-flap configuration at combined forward speed and power-on
conditions is given in reference 1 as

CL" - CO (1 - Tc") + T Tc" S sin (9 + a) 1 1 + 1.6 (1 - Tc")]'2 9.2.1-a

where all the parameters are defined in the general notation list of Section 9.2. The
coefficients, except for CI.., are based on the dynamic pressure in the propeller slip-
stream, and the positive direction of forces and angles is show-n in Figure 9.2-6.

The first term of equation 9.2.1-a represents the power-off lift contribution. The
last term represents both the direct propeller thrust contribution and the lift
augmentation of the wing due to the propeller slipstream. The significance of these
terms is illustrated in sketch (b).
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Lift augmentation

N,• " 1.6 T" K% sin (0 + a)(Q - %

CL

Direct thrust contribution
Power-off lift - F/T T" KS /S sin (8 + a)
CO QI - T"') -- ",

0 T" 1.0
C

SKETCH (b)

The procedure to be followed in evaluating equation 9.2.1-a is outlined in the

following steps.

Step 1. Determine the slipstream turning angle e by

e a Of + ke 9.2.1-b

where

Of is the slipstream turning angle under conditions of zero
incidence and zero camber

AO is the slipstream turning-angle increment due to wing camber
and incidence between the wing-chord plane and the thrust
axis

Of is obtained by
e

Of e 9.2.1-c

where is obtained from figure 9.2.1-18a as a function of the ratio of

the total extended flap chord to the propeller diameter C- and b is
the total flap deflection. For a multiple-flapped configgation the total
flap deflection is the sum of the flap deflection of each individual flap.

A is obtained by

S9.2.1-d

where 2 is obtained from Figure 9.2.1-18a as a function of the ratio
b c

of the wing chord to the propeller diameter ., and be is an equivalent

flap deflection angle defined as the angle between the thrust axis and the
mean camber line at the wing trailing edge (see sketch (c)).
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Mean camber line

Thrust axis

SKETCH (c)

In using this procedure to determine the slipstream turning angle, it is

necessary that the value be obtained over the linear part of the curve of

F "variation of turning angle with flap deflection.

In order Zo define the region of linearity for a given flap configuration,

L_'_ a curve of the variation of the maximum turning angle Omax with the ratio

of the total flap chord to the propeller diameter L is given as figure
[: D

9.2.1-18b. A comparison of Figures 9.2.1-18a and 9.2.1-18b indicates that

the slope is dependent only on the total flap chord; whereas the maximum

turning angle is dependent upon both the total flap chord and the type of

f~lap. The slope - will become nonlinear as emax for a given flap con-

figuration is approached. For the purpose of the Datcom the range of the

linear variation of e with 6 is defined as

. 0.95

Step 2. Determine the thrust-recovery factor - from figure 9.2.1-19 as a fwiction
V T

of the turning angle e (obtained in Step 1), the flap configuration, and

the propeller arrangement.

kS Step 3. Determine the power-off lift coefficient CL,.

A wing which is stalled in the power-off con4ition would frequently be

unstalled at some moderate to high propeller thrust coefficient. In order

to estimate the power-on data in this region, it is necessary to use the

lift values that would exist if the wing were unstalled in the power-off
condition. Where possible, experimental power-off data should be used and

extrapolated for this purpose. Under these conditions the power-off lift

coefficient can be estiated by

CLo - cx, 57.3 sin (a - a.) 9.2.1-e

where Ci,% is the extrapolated power-off lift-curve slope of the wing-flap

". configuratkfn, per degree, and a 0  is the extrapolated power-off zero-lift
angle of attack.
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If power-off data for the given configuration are not available or if the
power-off data do not exhibit any region of unstalled flow, the following
procedure can be used:

(a) Determine the unflapped wing zero-lift angle of attack from
Section 4.1.3.1.

(b) Determine the wing-flap incremental lift from Section 6.1.4.1.

(c) Determine the power-off lift-curve slope of the flapped wing
from Section 6.1.4.2.

(d) Using the parameters determined in (a), (b), and (c) construct
the power-off lift curve of the flapped wing to obtain ao.

(e) The power-off lift coefficient of the flapped wing at angle of
attack is then obtained using equation 9.2.1-e.

Step 4. The propeller thrust coefficient Tc" will usually be specified; however,
if necessary this parameter can be estimated using the method of Section

9.1.1. (Note that Tc 9 2 1 =Tc9 . 1 .1 S, and T" = Tc 9 ll K)

Step 5. The lift coefficient is then obtained from equation 9.2.1-a.

The sample problems illustrate the use of the Datcom method in estimating the lift
coefficients of both deflected-slipstream and tilt-wing configurations.

Comparison of experimental data, in the unstalled flight regime, with calculations
made using t)-e Datcom method is presented for deflected-slipstream and tilt-wing
configurations in Table 9.2.1-A.

Semple Problems

1. Deflected-Slipstream Configuration

Given: A propeller-wing-flap deflected-slipstream configuration of reference 2.

hr-



Wing Characteristics

S 10.96 sq ft A = 7.66 NACA 4415 airfoil section

i = 00 c 1.2 ft (flap retracted) c 1.68 ft (Fowler flap extended)

Flap .Characteristics

Fbwler flap - = 0.286 (flap extended) 8 a 500

Propeller Characteristics

K - 4 (2 propellers per semispan, no overlap) D - 2.0 ft

Sp w 3.14 sq ft

Additional Characteristics

Tc" - 0.90 6e = 7.4°

Compute:

Step 1. Determine the slipstream turning angle e.

Vf~ Cf c-~.8-c "L (0.286) ( ).

=0.24

o0.50 (figne 9.2.1-18a at 0- .24)
D

ef = 8 - (o.5o)(5o) (equation 9.2.1-c)

= 250

Assuming the wing to be a large-chord flap

c 1.2 0.6o
D 2.0

_ 0.803 (figure 9.2.1-18a at 0.6)
D

W - 8 -e (0'803)(7.4) (equation 9.2.1-d)

= 5.94

0 w Of + A9 25 + 5.94 (equation 9.2.1-b)

- 30.94°
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Dctermine if the 8 value for this wing-flap configuration is in the linear range.

emax = 26.50 (figure 9.2.1-18b at Cf = 0.24)

O .425 - 0.943 which is within the range of the linear variation
Omax 2*.5 of e with 5 as defined by the Datcom.

Step 2. Determine the thrust-recovery F

!- 0.96 (figure 9.2.1-19)
T

Step 3. Determine the power-off lift coefficient CLo.

The experimental power-off lift curve is extrapolated to obtain

30- oEstimated unstalledil CIC40 -0.1 4 5 per deg
i , The lift curve that would exist if the

liut wing were unstalled in the power-off

2.0- condition is estimated by
Ref 2
Rwin alone,e. Cfo C 57.3 sin (a ao) (equation 9.2.1-e)

0Fowlef, 9 (a - ao) sin (a -a9o) CLo
1.0 deg deg

___ -20 0 0 0
-10 10 0.1736 1.442

0 20 0.3420 2.8420-1 V i 10 30 0. 5000 4.154
-40 -20 0 20 4C 06428 5.341

a,deg

Solution:

CL" - CL (1 - Tc") +-Te s + a) 1 q 9.2.1-a)

- c% (1 -0.9) + (o.96)(o.9) (-)(3.14) sin (e + a) i + 1.6(1 o-.9).1/
(1o.96)

- 0.10 + 1.491 sin (e + a)
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-w~~~ ~~~~~ - -0* -' - -w----~-- -~ - -- -v -

L (e + a) sin (e + a) 0.L 1.491 ® CL"

deg o deg sin 0.10 +

-20 0 10.94 0.1898 0 0.2830 0.2830
-10 1.1442 20.914 0.3574 o.11442 0.5329 0.6771

0 2.842 30.94 0.5141 0.2842 0.7665 1.0507
lo 4.154 4o.94 0.6553 0.4154 0.9771 1.3925
20 5.341 50.94 0.7764 0.5341 1.1576 1.6917

These results are compared with experimental data in table 9.2.1-A.

2. Deflected-Slipstream Configuration

Givent A propeller-wing-flap deflected-slipstream contfiguration of reference 2.

Wioc Characteristics

S - 10.96 sq ft A - 7.66 MACA 4415 airfoil section

iW 0 c - 1.2 ft (flaps retracted)

c - 1.68 ft (sliding flap and Fowler flap extended)

Flap Characteristics

Combination sliding and Fowler flap

Cf 0.566 (sliding flap and Fowler flap extended; effective chord of sliding
c flap measured to flap knee)

* 5slIding - 300
bwler -300 J ~ 5sliding + bFowler 600

9.2.1-8
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Propeller Characteristics

K 4 4 (2 propellers per semispan, no overlap) D = 2.0 ft

Sp 3.14 sq ft

Additional Characteristics

T" - 0.90 b - 7.40

Compute:

Step 1. Determine the slipstream turning angle e.

- 0.475
O cf

0.72 (figure 9.2.1-18a at C-c 0.475)

ef = ! 5 , (0.72)(6o) (equation 9.2.1-c)

I3.20

Assuming the wing to be a large-chord flap

c , l.2, o.6o
D 2.0

0e

- 0.803 (figure 9.2..1-8a at -S 0.60)D

,W - be (0.803)(7.4) (equation 9.2.1-d)

S5.940

e w ef + w = 43.2 + 5.94 (equation 9.2.1-b)

. 49.140

Determine if the value for this wing-flap configuration is in the linear range.

Omax - 53.50 (upper curve of figure 9.2.1-18b at -. 0.475)

ef 3.2 0.807 which is within the range of linear variation of 9 with
emax 53.5 8 as defined by the Datcom.

9.2•. 1-')
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F
Step 2. Determine the thrust-recovery factor T,

_ = 0.90 (fgue 9.2.1-19)T

Step 3. Determine the power-off lift, coefficient CLo,

The experimental power-off lift curve is extrapolated to obtain

a0 = -350

. - L. T C =0.180 per deg
Estimateu unstalled

3.0- lift curve
!j3.0--1

I. , The lift curve that would exist if
[ Epeimental the wing were unstalled in the power-

: ., lilft artveli.. ijtve 1 off condition is estimated by

2.0 CL =C 57.3 sin (a - c0o)

0 (equation 9.2.1-e)

Reft2f
wing alone,

propellers off;
~F~lra a -a sin (

SI sldig- a 0) C
o-shding 300, deg deg 0 0Ob •Fowte 300

-i -- ,- -40 -5 -0.0872 -0.8990
I- I 5 0 0 0

o0.- ..... -20 15 0.2588 2.6693
-40 -20 0 20 D10 25 o.4226 4.3587

a .deg 0 35 0.5736 5.9161
10 45 0.7071 7.2930

Solution: 20 55 0.8192 8.4492
C t ci T KS 1/21

.LO" = 0L (1 - Tc,) + cF Te,, sin (e + Ca) ji + 1.6(1 - Tc")/2 (equation 9.2.1-&)

= CL0 (1 - 0.9) + (0.90)(0.90) (i)(3..4) (a + a) 1/2

(10.96) 1 + 1.6(1 o.

- 0.10 Cjo + 1.3978 sin (9 + a)

(.© ( 0_ 0 (
a CL (0 + a) sin (e +~ a) 0.10 C~, 1.3978 G CL"

0deg ob deg sin (3 0.10 (2
6 -4 -o.8990 9.14 0.1588 -0.0899 0.2220 0.1321

"-35 0 14.14 0.2443 0 0.3415 0.3415
-20 2.6693 29.14 0.4869 0.2669 0.6806 0.947
-10 4.3587 39.14 o.6312 0.4359 0.8823 1.318

0 5.9161 49.1.4 0.7563 0.5916 1.0571 1.649
10 7.2930 59.14 0.8585 0.7293 1.2000 1.929 .
?0 8.4492 69.14 0.9344 o.8449 1.3061 2.151

These results are compared with experimental data in table 9.2.1-A.

!t . 1-1l0
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3. Ti i.-.ig t;onfiguration

C•iven: The propeller-wing configuration of reference 5.

Wing Characteristins

S = 11.0 sq ft A 4.89 iW 50 NACA 4415 airfoil section

c = 1.5 ft

Propeller Characteristics

K = 4 (2 propellers per semispan, overlapped) D - 2.0 ft

S = 3.14 sq ft
P

Additional Characteristics

T" co 0.69 be = 12.40

Compute:

Step I. Determine the slipstream turning angle e.
S,.Ofr= o

•". c 1.5
D 2.0

e 0.89 (figure 9.2.1-18a at 0.75)

e 8 be (0.89) (12.4) (equation 9.2.1-d)

22

4 6 - ef + Lh (equation 9.2.1-b)

. .11.00

9.2.1-11
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Step 2. Determine the thrust-recovery factor

; - 1.0 (figure 9.2.1-19)

Step 3. Determine the power-off lift uoefficient CLO.

The experimental power-off lift curve is extrapolated to obtain

Io %- -6.50
Estimated unstalled
lift curve C 0.075 per deg

.Experimental The lift curve that would exist if the wing
liftCcuve were unstalled in the power-off condition is

1. esolutiodnb

.Ref5 C(O Cs .3 i n6(a -T o) (equation 9.2.1-',wing alone, 0. ) (O 57 1 0 0.-

(11.)o) sin na -+) 1
S Ca eg deg LO

0 -62-10 -3.5 -O.061l -0.26,•
-545 -6.5 0 0 0
0 0•. 8 1. 00 6.5 0.1132 o.4865

1-0 12205 16.5 2.5284 o 1.22053' ', a, deg 20 26. o.44h62 I.97

20 1.17 3.0 0.15 .594 .67 1.36175

S~Solution:

CL" Ts ru Tell) compa sin (e p ei ) n t 1.6(1 aTct (equation 9.2.1-a

9.2314 1112

LCo (l - 0.69) + (1.0)(0.69) )("1.) %---------

S..... = 0.31 Cib + .1.4897 sin (e + a) .,

a:': CL (e0 a) sin (0 + a:) 0.31 Ci 1'4897 CC!eL
..- deg CO deg sin (3 0.31 2( @+ @

i '-10 -0.2624 1.0 0.0175 -0.0813 0.0261 -0.0552
S'"-6.5 0 4.5 0.0785 0 O. 169 o. 1169

0 o.4865 11.0 o.19o8 0.1508 0.2842 o.4350
1, 0 1.2205 21.0 0,3584 0.3784 0.5339 0.9323

•O.20 1.9175 31.0 0.5150 0. 5944• 0.7672 1. 3616

S These results are compared with experimental data in table 9.2.1-A.
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TABLE 9.2. 1-A
DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

PROPELLER-WING-FLAP LIFT COEFFICIENT
• C L; CL," 'ýCL"

Ref. Configuration Characteristics Tc" deg Cj Caec Test (Calc-Test)

2 Deflected-slipstream configuration 0.6 -20 0 0.2520 0.34 -0.09Wing -10 1.442 1.0514 1.25 -0.20
S - 10.96 sq ft 0 2.842 1.8195 1.90 -0.08
A - 7.66 1O 4.154 2.5318 2.41 -0.12
Airfoil: NACA 4415 0.9 -20 0 O.z330 0.28 0AW W 0 -lo 1.442 o.6771 0 .71 -0.03
c-o.6o 0 2.842 1.0507 1.07 -0.02
D 10 4.154 1.3925 1.39 0
be = 7.40 20 5.341 i•6917 1.62 0.07

Propeller 0.95 -20 0. 0.269, 0.26 0.01
K - 4 (no overlap) -i0 1.442 0.5792 0.59 -0.01
D - 2.0 ft 0 2.842 0.8716 0.87 0

lap 10 4.154 1.1375 1.14 0
Fowler flap 20 5.341 1.3687 1.35 0.02

__ - 0.24 (flap extended)
D

Additional

- 0.96T

e - 30.96°

2 Deflected-slipstream configuration 0.6 -40 -0.8990 -0.162 -0.20 0.04
Wing -20 2.6693 1.674 1.56 0.11

S - 10.96 eq ft -10 4.3587 2.529 2.21 0.32AS=17.66 0q.f -o -o6693o o.13 -0.o1 0:018
A - 7.66 0.9 -40 -0.8990 0.132 -0.05 0.18
Airfoil: NACA 41 2 .63 o9! .1 ooiw = o -io 4.3587 1.318 1.28 o.o4
c10 5.9161 1.649 1.56 0.09

D 10 7.2930 1.929 1.71 0.22
6e = 7.40 20 8.4492 2.151 1.70 o.45

Propeller 0.95 -4o -0.8990 0.166 0.02 0.15
K = 4 (no overlap) -20 2.6693 0.781 0.68 0.10
D - 2.0 ft -10 4.3587 1.004 1i. 0

Flap 0 5.9161 1.302 1. ý6 0.04
Sliding + Fowler flap 10 7.2930 1.506 1.46 0.05
cf 20 8.4492 1.665 1.53 0.13
- 0.475 (flaps extended) 30 9.3476 1.773 1.48 0.29
8 sliding 30o
8 Fowler = 300

Additional
FF=0.90

o 49.14°

*Estimated unstalled power-off lift coefficient

* 9.2.1-14
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TABLE 9.2.1-A (CONTD)

a CL" CL" IWL"
Ref. Configuration Characteristics Tc" deg C• Calc Test (Calc-Test)

3 Deflected-slipstream configuration 0.5 -20 -0.1600 0.009 0 0.01

Wing -10 0.6380 0.515 0.50 0.01
S - 10.25 sq ft 0 1.4165 1.004 1.075 -0.03
A - 4.55 10 2.1522 1.464 1.575 -0.11
Airfoil: lACA 0015 20 2.8224 1.878 1.775 0.10

iw -0 30 3.40664 2.236 - -

c 0.71 -20 -0.1600 o.064 0.10 -. ox4
- 0.755 -10 0.6380 0.428 0.47 -0.04

be -0 o 1.4165 0.778 0.95 -0.17
Propeller 10 2.1522 1.105 1.24 -0.14

K =2 20 2.8224 1.398 1.375 0.02
D - 2.0 ft 30 3.4064 1.649 - -

Flap 0.91 -20 -0.1600 0.099 0.12 -0.02
Slotted flap -10 0.6380 0.305 0.325 -0.02
cf o 1.4165 0.502 0.55 -0.05
T o.226 10 2.1522 o.684 0.75 -0.07
5 - 600 20 2.8224 0.845 0.875 -0.03

Additional 30 3.4o64 0.980 0.895 0.08

, 0.96
e = 28.20

Deflected-slipstream configuration 0.5 -20 0.43 0.536 0.655 -0.12
Wing -10 0.81 0.929 0.93 0

S a 10.25 sq ft 0 1.162 1.293 1.30 -0.01
A - 4.55 10 1.482 1.618 1.52 0.10
Airfoil: MCA 0015 20 1.755 1.894 1.65 0.24
iw = 0 0.71 -20 0.43 0.522 0.600 -0.08
c a 0.755 -10 0.81 0.855 1.07 -0.18

- 0 1.162 1.220 1.23 -0.01

N . 0 10 1.482 1.518 1.565 -0.05

Propeller 20 1.755 1.769 1.515 0.25
X * 4 (overlapped) 0.91 -20 0.43 o.444 o.42o 0.02
D - 2.0 ft -10 0.81 0.735 0.70 0.04

Flap 0 1.162 1.004 0.935 0.07
Two plain flaps (60-percent- 10 1.482 1.242 1.175 0.07
chord flap ad 30-percent- 20 1.755 1.442 1.38 0.06
chord flap)

y 0-453

860.30P

b3o =200

Additional
F
f- 0.94
0 - 350

* Estimated unstalled power-off lift coefficient
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"•; TABLE 9.2.1-A (CONTD)

To" CI CL * CL" CL" - "
Ref Configuration Characteristics c deg o Cale Test (Calc-Test)

4 4 Tilt-wing configuration 0.5 -10 -0.6217 -0.538 -0.55 0.01
Wing 0 0 0 0.08 -0.08

S - 10.25 sq ft 10 0.6217 0.538 0,63 -0.09
A . 4.55 20 1.2248 1.059 1.08 -0.02
Airfoil- NACA 0015 30 1.7906 1.548 1.33 0.22
i- 0 0.7) -10 -0.6217 -0.461 -o.46 0
c= 0.75 0 0 0 0.08 -0.08

0 lo .6217 0.461 0.55 -0.09
8e 0 20 1.2248 0.909. 0.98 -0.07

Propeller 30 1.7906 1.329 1.27 o.o6
K = (overlapped) 40 2.3020 1.709 1.40 0.31
D= 2.0 ft. o.91 -l0 -0.6217 -0.342 - -

Additional 0 0 0 0.08 -0.08
F 10 0.6217 0.342 0.42 -0.08
T- 1. 20 1.2248 0,675 0.73 -0.o6
e - o 30 1. 7905 o0.986 1.OO -O.Ol

ho0 2.302C 1.260 1.21 0,07
- _,-_ __, 50 2.7432 1.511 1.27 0.24

2 Tilt-wing configuration 0.6 -20 -1.102 -0.7760 -

Wing -10 -o.418 -0.2651 -
"S - 10.96 sq ft 0 0.279 0.2548 0.17 0.08
A - 7.66 10 0.9676 0.7669 0.78 -0.01
Airfoil: NACA 4415 e0 1.627 1.256 1.23 0.03
iw a 0 30 2.237 1.707 1.44 0.27
a = 0.9 -20 -1,102 -0.4865 -o.56 0.07
S-10 -. 418 -0.1518 -0.28 0.13
; 5, 7.40 0 0.279 0.1886 o.o8 0.11

V Propeller i0 0.9676 0.5233 0.45 0.07
K = 4 (no overlap) 20 1.627 0.8421 0.78 0.06
D = 2.0 ft 30 2.237 1.135 1.05 0.09
ditionl 1•40 2.779 1.394 1.20 0.19
F 0.95 -2o -1.1o2 -o.4133
T -10 -. 418 -0.1256 - -

0 - 5.94• 0 0.279 o.1669 0.07 0.10
1o0 0.9676 0.4543 0.34 0.11
"20 1.627 0.7279 0.59 0.14

* 30 2.237 0.9796 0.8o0 0.18
40 2.779 1.201 0.97 0.23

. *Estimated unstalled power-off lift coefficient

* 92.1-16



TABLE 9.2.1-A (CONTD)

T T 9 CL* CL" CL" 6CL

Ref Configuration Characteristics " deg 0 Calc Test (Calc-Test)

5 Tilt-wing configuration 0.49 -10 -0.2623 -0.109 -0.20 0.09
wing 0 0.- 8%5 o. 81 o.4o o.o8

s = .1.0 sq ft lo 1.22o5 l.o56 0.11
A - &.85 20 1.9175 1.599 1.52 0.08
Airfoil: MACA 4415 0.69 -i0 -0.26214 -0.0552 -0.20 0.15
iv 0 50 0 o.A865 0.4350 0.32 0.12
a 0.75 10 1.2205 0.9123 o.86 0.05
u 20 1.9175 1.3616 1.29 0.07
5* - 12.400

Propeller

X a 4 (overlapped)
D - 2.0 ft

Additional
F

-r 1.0
e - U..0

*,stimated unstalled power-off lift coefficient Av error -• ICL"I = 0.092
n
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r . . . - .. -

TURNING 0.6,= I - .....
ANGLE

PER DEGREE I .

DFLACIO 0 ONE SLOTTED FLAP'
EFLECTION El TWO SLOTTED FLAPS

1/8 0.4,- 0 ONE PLAIN FLAP

,& TWO PLAIN FLAPS
0 ONE SLIDING FLAP
0 TWO SLIDING FLAPS

0.2- COMBINATION SLIDING-SLOTTED FLAPS

X WING INCIDENCE AND CAMBER

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
cf/D OR c/DO

TOTAL FLAP-CHORD--PROPELLER-DIAMETER RATIO

OR
TOTAL WING-CHORD-PROPELLER-DIAMETER RATIO

S0o

60 -- _-0-_

MAXIMUM ,
TURNING
ANGLE 40- )... . .

r_1
C.

0ma

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
' )TAL FLAP-CHORD-PROPELLER-DIAMETER RATIO, c/D

FIGURE 9.2.1-18 VARIATION OF TURNING ANGLE WITH THE RATIO OF TOTAL FLAP

CHORD TO PROPELLER DIAMETER FOR VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS
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ONE PROPELLER PER SEMISPAN
TWO PROPELLERS PER SEMISPAN, OVERLAPPED

TWO PROPELLERS PER SEMISPAN, NOT OVERLAPPED

1.0-

0.8-
THRUST-

RECOVERY

FACTOR 0.6.-±
F/T SLOTTED FLAPS

0.4.- - -- -- -

0 20 40 60 so

1.0 - "" " -. ,'l , . ..

0.6III
COMBINATION SLIDING-SLOTTED FLAPS

0.3

F/T

:' ".•0.64
COAIN FLAPS

0.4 1 1
0 20 40 60 s0

TURNING ANGLE, -"e

FIGURE 9.2.1-19 VARIATION OF THE AVERAGE THRUS+-
RECOVERY FACTOR FOR VARIOUS FLAP

AND PROPELLER CONFIGURATIONS
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9.2.3 PROPELLER-WING-FLAP DRAG VARIATION
WITH POWER AND ANGLE OF ATTACK

This Section presents a method for estimating the drag force of propeller-wing-
flap configurations at combined forward speed and power-on conditions. The method
is applicable only in the unstalled region of flight. The discussion in Section

9.2.1 is directly applicable to this Section, and the reader is referred to that
discussion for a general description of the fundamental phenomena.

DATCOM METHOD

The negative drag force of a propeller-wing-flap configuration at combined forward
speed and power-on conditions is given in reference 1 r-s

CFx" - .-CD (1 -Tc") + E Te" a cos(e + a)

F KS...1/2
-1.6 K Tc" - j - cos(e + 0) (i - Tc'e) 129.2.3-a

where all the parameters are defined in the general notation list of Section 9.2. The
coefficients, except for CD , are based on the dynamic pressure in the propeller slip-

stream, and the positive direction of forces and angles is shown in Figure 9.2-6.

The first term of equation 9.2.3-a represents the power-off drag contribution, the
second term represents the component of thrust opposing the drag, and the third
term represents the drag resulting from the lift augmentation due to the propeller
slipstream. The significance of these terms is illustra%;ed in sketch (a).

Power-off drag

0

Direct thrust contribution

Tx S

Drag due to lift augmentation
SF KS

__ -1.6-T- TL%-* [1 - cos(e + a)] (1 -)

0 T 1.

SKETCH (a)

The procedure to be followed in evaluating equation 9.2.3-a is outlined in the
following steps.

Step 1. Determine the slipstream turning angle S as in Step I of the method
outline of Section 9.2.1.

9.2.3-1
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In using this procedure tA letermine the slipstream turning angle it is

necessary that the value bc obtained over the linear part of the curve of
variation of turning angle with fluip deflection. The range of linear
variation is definei in Step 1 of the method outline of Section 9.2.1.

Step 2. Determine the thrust-recovery factor T as in Step 2 of the method outline

of Section 9.2.1.

Step 3. Determine the power-off drag coefficient CD.,

A wing which is stalled in the power-off condition would frequently be
unstalled at some uoderate to high propeller throst coefficient. In order
to estimate the power-on data in this region, it is necessary to use the
drag values that would exist if the wing were unstalled in the power-off
condition. Where possible, experimental power-off data should be used for
this purpose. Under these conditions the power-off drag coefficient can be
estilmated by

CDL- CDf+ * 9.2.3-t

where

CD is the power-off zero-lift drag coefficient. (For the purpose of * J
f the Datcom this coefficient it taken as the miniasm experimental

power-off drag coefficient in order to simplify the definition of

the drag polar.)'

CL is the pover-off lift coefficient obtained an in Step 3 of the method
outline of Section 9.2.1

Is is the spen efficiency factor for the configuration. For the purpose

of the Dstcom e - 0.85.

If power-off data for the given configuration are not available or if pover-
off test data do not exhibit any region of unstalled flow, the follo'ling
procedure should he used:

(a) Determine the power-off lift variation and % as in Step 3

of the method outline of Section 9.2.1.

(b) Determine the power-off zero-lift drag coefficient for the
unflapped wing from Sectijn 4.1.5.1.

(c) Determine the zero-lift drag increment due to flap deflection

from Section 6.1.7.

then

CD - f(kj.l.l.1) (1CiD)(6 :. 7 ) 9.2.3-c

(d) The power-off drag coafficient of the flapped wing at angle of
attack is then obtained from equation 9.2.3-b.

9.23"4
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Step 4. The propeller thrust coefficient T." will usually be specified; however,
if necessary this parameter can be estimated using the method of Section 9.1.1.

Note that TT and Tc" - Tc" 1 "
9.2.1 9.1.1 Tc0 .l.1 + K

Step 5. The drag force coefficient is then obtained from equation 9.2.3-a.

The sample problems illustrate the use of the Datcom method in estimating the
horizontal-force coefficients of both deflected-slipstream and tilt-ving configurations.

Comparison of experimental data, in the unstalled flight regime, with calculations made
using the Datcom method is presented for deflected-slipstream and tilt-wing configura-
tions in Table 9.2.3-A.

Smple PrO6l..s

1. Deflected-Slipstream Configuration

qiven: A propeller-wing-flap deflected-slipstream configuration of reference 2. This
is the same configuration as that of sample problem 1 of Section 9.2.1. The
characteristics are repeated below.

Wing Characteristics

S - 10.96 sq ft A - 7.66 NACA 4415 airfoil section

IV - 0 c - 1.2 ft (flap retracted) c - 1.68 ft (Fowler flap extended)

Flap Characteristics

Fowler flap !f - 0.286 (flap extended) 8 - 50°

Propeller Characteristics

K - 4 (2 propellers per semispan, no overlap) D = 2.0 ft

S -3.14 sq ft
p

Additional Characteristics

T0" - 0.90 me - 7T40

Compute:

Step 1. Determine the slipstream turning angle G.

0 - 30.940 (sample problem 1, Section 9.2.1)

Also note that the variation of e with 6 for this ving-flap omfieation
was shown to be within the raige of linear variation as defined by the ate=m.
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Step 2. Determine the thrust-recovery factor

- 0.96 (sample problem 1, Section 9.2.1)
T

Step 3. Determine the power-off drag coefficient CD.

The power-off drag coefficient is obtained using the experimental zero-lift drag
coefficient, arnd the power-off lift coefficient at angle of attack as determined
in sample problem 1 of Section 9.2.1.

Estimated unstal•led CDf 0.19 (minimum experimental power-off
.ra. ,pola, drag coefficient)

Experimental
2.0 .drag PO la The drag polar that would exist if the wing• ~~2.0- •. . .

were unstalled in the power-off condition is
eatimated by

C Re, 2, C1 o 2

C' :W-i / ng alone , ,--::' C + (equation 9.2.3-b)
10 IPopellersADo CDf e�e

6Fowler 5001

L.o- CLC2

a e Problem 1
0dg 9.2.1 sAe CD

-o.5 -20 "0 0 0.1900

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 -10 1.422 0.1017 0.2917
0 2.842 0.3949 0.5849

10 4.1514 0.8436 1.0336
20 5.341 1.3946 1.5846

, Solution:

CF_ - -CDf. (1 -Tel') T Tc S cos(e + a)
F": ,, 1•, /2

1.6- 1.6 . , - cos(O + ax) (1 T- el) (equation 9.2.3-

LO )( 3.14)
-CD' (1 0 - 0.9 (o.96)O ( .) (196) os (o + a)

•[ 0.9' (4)(3.14) 1/2
* ' -1.6 (96(.) I i - Cos(e + c)j (1 - 0o9)!

-0-.0 CD° + o.990 cos(e + a) -0.501 1] - cos(e + a)J
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2 _ _ Q _ _ _ _ _ 0 0~

e CD (9 + a) cos(e + a) o0.501 CFrX
Sdeg 0 deg con ] 0.10 •)0.99O Q• J11- 01) -0• + Q ()-

-20 0.1900 l0.94 0.9818 0.0190 0.9720 0.0091 0.9439
-10 0.2917 20.94 0.93o0 0.0292 0.9247 0.0331 0.8624
0 0.5819 309.4 0.8578 0.0585 0.8492 0.0712 0.7195
10 1.0336 0o.94 0.7555 0.1034 0.7479 0.1225 0.5220
20 1.586 50.94 0.6302 0.1585 0.6239 0.1853 0.2801

These results ae compered with experimental data in table 9.2.3-A.

2, Deflected-Slipstresm Configuration

Given: A propeller-wing-flap deflected-slipstream configuration of reference 2.
This is the same configuration as that of sample problem 2 of Section 9.2.1.
The characteristics are repeated below.

Ving Characteristics

S - 10.96 sq ft A a 7.66 EACA 4415 airfoil section

iW - 0 e 1.2 ft (flaps twacted) c 1. 6 8 ft (sliding flap and Powler
flap extended)

Flap Characteristics

_ 0.566 (sliding flap and Fowler flap extended; effective chord ofc sliding flap measured to flap knee)

asliding a I(Ia s:d + ywRa60
8Fovler a 3&o sli + % .v00

Propeller Charscteristics

K X 2 (2 propellers per semispan, no overlap) D - 2.0 ft

Sp 3.14 sq ft

Additional Characteristics

Tc -0.90 8 e - 7.-4

Compute:

Step 1. Determine the slipstream turning angle e.

0 a 49.1%P (sample problem 2, Section 9.2.1) Also note that the variation of e
with 5 for this ving-flap configuration was shown to be within the range of
linear variation as defined by the Datcom.
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Step 2. Determine the thrust-r.:,, -. factor T

_F =0.90 (sw;ple probl f,, Section 9.2.1)

T

Step 3. Determine the drag coefficient CDo.

The priver-off dra.j 4x'•.fficient is obtained using the experimental zero-lift drag
coefticient, and t• ffwer-off lift coefficient at angle of attack determined in
sar4 ple problem 2 of ý3ection 9.2.1.

' JT - CDf 0.14 (minimum experimental power-off
. j ..... E"Estited u1stalled drag coefficient)

diag pol if..5 .The drag polar that would ixis; if the wing
were unstalled ira the pover-off tonddtion is

impi mean l esiamated by

W.0"...ing t..
3* D 8

"d"' eg 9.2.1 I Ae 0

... 2.6693 0.3483 0.4883
1.0 4.3587cn 0-28 -- 68

S5.9161 1.7111 1.8511
0.2 0.4 0. 0.8 7.2930 2.6002 2.7402

coo 20 8.4492 3.4900 3.6301

Solution:

OCF. -CDo (1 Tc") + i T c" (e + C)

1- .6 T " " S I coo (E + a)] (i ,

(4..1)(equation 9.2.3-a)

D "o (1 - 0.9) + (0.90)(o.90) (10.96) cos(e + a)

1 . (zo. a] 09)
1- 16 (0.90)(0.90) (10.96) [ coa(e + (-

.- 0.10 CD + 0.9,28 co(e + cx) -o.4697 I - eos(e + C

r. 9.2.3-6r .

[" .- ,

.- * - ' - . . .. ... ... 4.-.- ... --- X-- . - -- -- - -- - ~-A--- -



""" (e+a) cos(e + a) 0.14697(X
de % deg Cos ( 0.10 ® 0.9282 .1 -0 -

-40 0.1795 9.14 0.9873 0.0180 0.9164 0.0060 0.892W4
-35 0.11400 14.1. 0.9697 o.Olho 0.9001 O.O112 0.8719
-20O 4883 29:114 o08731 0:.0488 0.8107 0.0595 0.7024•,:,•,-1o ]..o688 3.ah o.'rr56 o.io• .19 qz5 0.5076

0-I9 0.10514 05
0 1.8511 49.14 o.6542 0.1851 o.607m o.1621 0.2597

10 2.7,402 59.14 0.5129 o.270o o.4761 o.228 -0.0267
20 3.6301 69.114 0.3561 0.3630 0.3305 0.30241 -0.33149

These results are compared with experlimtal data in table 9.2.3-A

3. Tilt-Wing Configumtion

Given: The propefler-ving configuration of reference 5. This In the same
configuration as that of sample problel 3 of Section 9.2.1. The
characteristics are repeated below.

Wing Characterist ics

S - 11.0 sq ft A - 4.89 1 - 50o EACA 14i15 airfoil section

c a 1.5 ft

Propeller Characteristics

K I t (2 propellers per semispan, overlapped) D - 2.0 ft

Sp 3.114 sq ft

Additional Characteristics

Tc" - 0.69 6 -•M.e
Compute:

Step 1. Determine the alipatrea turning angle 0.

* - 11.0P (sample problem 3, Section 9.2.1)

Step 2. Determine the thrust-recovery factory.

F- 1
- 0. (sample problem 3, Section 9.2.1)

Step 3. Determine the pover-off drag coefficient CDo

The power-off drag coefficient is obtained using the experimental zero-lift drag
coefficient, and the power-off lift coefficient at angle of attack determined In
"smple problem 3 of Section 9.2.1.
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CDf = 0.035

Estinated The drag polar that woild exiot if the ving
'" nftaied were unstalled in the power-off condition is

..... '---- .ra. plr estimated by
C :.". ,*•-I"•"- 2

... E. ,xperimental CL.
drag . CD =CDf + x (equation 9.2.3-b)

0.5- . Wing alone
propellers Off

.d deg 9.2.1 x o
o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 -10 -0.2624 0.0053 0.0'403

C. -6.5 0 0 00.350
0 o.4865 0.0181 0.0531

10 1.2205 0.1141 o.1491
20 1 1.9175 0.2816 0.3166

Solution:

p" -CD (1 T,2) + T,," Coe +CO
0 T 8F .K r,.1/2

- 1.6 l To 11 Cos(e + a)] (1 - Ti,)

(equation 9.2.3-a)

-CDo (i o0.69) + (1.0)(0,69) ()(3.14) Cs e+ a)

S-(1.6)(l,0)(o.69) (11.) Ii - oos(e + a) (1. 0.69)1/

- -0.31 CD0 + 0.7879 cos(e + a) -0.7018 ji - Cos(e + a))

a C (e + a) eos(e + a) 0.7018 CFXdeg •Do de cos (o ) 0.31 1 o.'9 ® "i - 4.- + ( -Q
-10 o.0403 1.0 0.9998 0.0125 0.7877 0.0001 0.7751

-6.5 0.0350 4.5 0.9969 0.0109 0.7855 0.0022 0.7724
0 0.0531 11.0 0.9816 0.0165 0.7734 0.0129 0.744c

10 0.1491 21.0 0.9336 0.0462 0.7356 o.o466 o.6428
20 0.3166 31.0 0.8572 0.0981 0.6754 0.1002 o.4771

These results are compared with experimental data in table 9.2.3-A.
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TABLE 9.2.3-A

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

PROPELLER-WING-FLAP DRAG COEFFICIENT

S * CFxi" CFx,, 'FX,
U,

Ref Configuration Cha-acteristics Tc deg CDo Calc Test (Calc-Test)

2 Deflected-slipstream configuration 0.6 -20 0.1900 0.552 0.43 0.12
(See reference 2, table 9.2.1-A) -10 0.2917 0.448 0.37 0.08

"0 0.5849 0.229 0.19 0.04
10 1.0336 -o.o86 -o.19 0.10

0.9 -20 0.1900 0.944 0.84 0.10
-10 C.2917 0.862 0.79 0.07

0 0.5849 0.720 0.65 0.07
10 1.0336 0.522 0.43 0.09
20 1.5846 0.280 G.11 0.17

0.95 -20 0.1900 1.009 0.92 0.09
-10 0.2917 0.936 0,87 0.07
0 0.5849 0.813 0.75 0.06

10 1.0336 0.645 0.57 0.07
20 1.5846 0.44o 0.32 0.12

2 Defleeted-slipstream configuration 0.6 -40 0.1795 0.545 0.27 0.27
(See reference 2, table 9.2.1-A) -20 0.4883 0.323 0.18 0.14

-1o 1.o688 -0.012 -0.05 o.o4
0.9 -4C 0.1795 0.892 0.72 0.17

-20 o.4883 0.702 o.68 0.02
-10 1.0688 0.508 0.53 -0.02

o 1.8511 0.26o 0.30 -0.04
10 2.7402 -0.027 0 -0.03
20 3.6301 -0.335 -0.20 o.14

0.95 -40 0.1795 0.968 0.83 o.14
-20 o.4883 0.847 0.78 0.07
-10 1.0688 0.709 0.65 0.06

o 1.8511 0.526 0.45 m.08
10 2.7402 0.309 0.18 0.13
20 3.6301 o.o68 -o.o6 0.13
30 4.4117 -0.187 -0.21 0.02

*Estimated unstalled power-off drag coefficient

',. .1•

I*1
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TABLE 9.2.3-A (CONTD)

a * C 7 " Ccy7

Ref Configuration Characteristics Te deg CDo* Calc Test (Calc Test)

3 Deflected-slipstream configuration 0.5 -20 0.1521 0.212 0.17 0.04
(See reference 3, table 9.2.1-A) -10 0.1835 0.171 0.15 0.02

o 0.3151 0.062 0.045 0.02
10 0.5312 -0.1o6 -0.145 0.04
20 0.8056 -0.318 -0.37 0.05
30 1.1050 -0.555 -0.49 -0.06

0.71 -20 0.1521 0.366 0.285 0.08
-10 0.1835 0.326 0.275 0.05

0 0.3151 0.234 0.19 O.O4
10 0.5312 0.097 0.025 0.07
20 0.8056 -0.075 -0.15 0.07
30 1.1050 -0.271 -0.25 -0.02

0.91 -20 0.1521 0.513 0.425 0.09
-10 0.1835 0.479 o.1o 0.08
0 0.3151 0.1413 0.345 0.07

10 0.5312 0.318 0.23 0.09
20 0.8051 0.199 0.08 0.12
30 1.1050 0.061 -0.02 0.08

4 Deflecte-sllipstream configuration 0.5 -20 0.1652 0.4571 O.A6 0
(See reference 4, table 9.2.1-A) -10 0.2040 0.3638 0.36 0

* 0 0.2611 0.22W 0.23 0
10 0.3308 0.0532 0.08 -0.03
20 o.4035 -0.1487 -0.21 0.06

0.71 -20 0.1652 0.7261 0.72 o.01
-1o o.20o. 0.6232 0.65 -0.03
0 0.2611 o.4726 0.50 -0.03

10 0.3308 0.2799 0.275 0
20 0.1035 0.0534 0.18 -0.13

0.91 -20o0.1652 0.9910 0.97 O.0o2
-10 0.204o 0.8911 o.885 0.01
0 0.261 0.752,k 0.76 -0.01
10 0.3308 0.5703 0.6o -0.03
20 0.-035 0.3545 0.38 -0.03

*fttmated unstalleA pover-off drug coefficient
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rAPI.t 9.2., A (CONTO)

-.. " 'I I, I,

TC D * CFx CF'" x Xx
Ref Configurtion Chnracteristics c deg 0 Calc Test [0a1c-Test)

- 1q
4 Tilt-wing configuration 0.5 -10 0.04181 0.572 0.57 0(See reference 4, table 9.2.1-A) 0 0.01 o.6o08 0.62 -0.01

o o.o04181 0.57'2 0.58 -0.01
20 0.1335 0. 467 0.41 0.06
30 0.2739 0.301 0.1 0.20

"0.71 -10 0.04181 0.333 0.80 0.03
"0 0.01 0.867 0.82 0.05

20 0.1335 0.734 o.66 0.07
30 0.2739 0.574 0.42 0.15
4o o.4461 0.362 0.14 ..2

0.91 -10 m.O4181 1.086 1.08 0.01
0 0.01 l.1l4 1.O8 0.03
10 0.04181 1.086 1.05 0.04
20 0.1335 1.004 0.94 0.06
30 0.2739 0.869 0.76 0.11
ho o.4461 0.689 0.55 0.14
50 0.6294 0.469 0.32 0.15

Tilt-wing configuration 0.6 -20 0.0794 0.6145 - -
(See reference 2, Table 9.2.1-A) -10 0.0285 0.6727 0.56 0.11

0 0.0238 o.6706 0.57 0.10
10 o.o658 0.608 0.o46 o.19
20 o.1494 0.4885 0.21 0.28
30 0.2647 0.3183 -0.11 o.43

0.9 -20 0.0794 0.9770 0.76 o.22
-lo 0.0285 1.o247 0.86 o.16

o 0.0238 1.02o6 0.92 0.10
io o.o658 0.9650 0.86 o.11
20 0.1494 o.86o1 0.71 0.15
30 0.26147 0.7092 0.50 0.21
40 0.3976 0.5185 0.26 0.26

0.95 -20 0.0794 l.O405 - -
-10 0.0285 1.0836 - -

0 0.0238 1.0795 0.93 0.15
1o 0.0658 1.0285 0.88 0.15
20 0.1494 0.9324 0.79 0.14
30 0.2647 0.7910 0.65 0.14
40 0.3976 0.6186, 0.46 0.16

*Estimated unstalled pover-off drag coefficient

* .. @



TABLE 9.2.3-A (CONTOD)

C Ten CCx C7. " ce x"

Ref Confiuration Characteristics T" deg o Cale Test (Calc-Test)

5 Tilt-viM eofiguration 0.-9 -10 0.OhO3 0.539 0.54 0
(See reference 5, table 9.2.1-A) 0 0.0531 0.510 0.52 -0.01

10 0.1491 0.102 0.40 0
20 0.3166 0.2-25 o.16 o.o6

0.-69-0 0.0403 0.775 0.75 0.02
0 0.0531 0.744 0.71 0.03
10 0.1491 0.643 o.64 0
20 0.3166 0.177 0.43 0.05

*Bati"ted unstaUlled power-off drag eoefficient Av. Error - _ " - 0.082
n
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9.3 DUCTED-PROPELLER CHARACTERISTICS

The estimation of ducted-propeller aerodynamics can be approached in three phases, each
representing a VTOL aircraft flight regime. These are static operation (hovering), axial flow
(approximately zero duct angle of attack as in cruise or vertical climb), and nonaxial flow (high
duct angles of attack as in transition). The most important and most difficult problem is the
prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics in the presence of strong power effects at high
angles of attack and low speeds during transition.

The methods presented in this section are for predicting forces and moments on isolated ducted
propellers as functions of power and angle of attack. The static and axial-flow regimes are trivial,
and no attempt is made to deal with the characteristics in these regimes. It is virtually impossible
to present quantitative information on the effects of the various geometric and aerodynamic
variables involved because of the complexity. of the problem and the general lack of appropriate
data. However, a qualitative discussion of the ducted-propeller problem is given with primary
emphasis on the nonaxial flow regime.

A ducted propeller consists of a propeller enclosed in an axially sym5 metric duct as shown in
figare 9.3-12. The purpose of the duct is to increase the thrust-generating capability of the
entire unit in the static and low subsonic speed regimes for a given propeller diameter and power
input. If the chordwise cross section of the duct is reasonably faired, the unit can function as a
ring wing as well as a thrusting propeller.

Differing from flying platforms or "flying jeeps," ducted-propeller units are typically mounted
on the tips of low-aspect-ratio wings with the capability of rotating from 0 to 90 degrees. Since
much of the ducted-propeller work has been the application to particular vehicle designs, the
emphasis has been on propeller design and development of auxiliary devices to augment thrust
and to provide control moments. This work is thus of little interest here because the lift and
pitching moments are not affected significantly. The development of various auxiliary devices is
reported in reference 84, and additional information pertaining to experimental investigations is
given in table 9.3-A.

The duct complicates the problem of predicting the aerodynamic cha.-•cteristics because of the
strong mutual interference effects and the increased number of geometric variables. A prelimi-
nary list of geometric variables includes duct aspect ratio, duct section parameters (thickness
ratio, camber, leading-edge radius, etc.), diffuser angle, propeller activity factor, propeller pitch
setting, propeller solidity, propeller section parameters (twist, camber, taper, thickness, etc.),
blad-! tip clearance, center-body. location relative to the duct, center-body shape, ratio of hub
diameter to propeller diameter, and propeller location within the duct. Aside from this seemingly
"endless list of geometric variables, there are the aerodynamic variables of angle of attack,
Reynolds number, advance ratio, and Mach number.

The ducted propeller in the nonaxial flow regime has received very little theoretical attention in
comparison to that given to the static and axial-flow reginies. The theoretical work available in
the literature is generally classified under one of three general categories of analysis: (1) method

of singularities, (2) momentum considerations, and (3) methods which seek to avoid the
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mathematical complexities of the method of singularities and yet yield more detailed results thbn
simple momentum theory. The method of singularities is relatively complex, and almost all
solutions in the literature are restricted to special classes of duct profiles. The method involves
replacing the annular airfoil by a vortex distribution on its camber line, determining the axial
and radial velocity components induced by this vortex distribution, ;nd relating these velocity
components to the shape of khe airfoil by satisfying the potential flow streamline condition. Two
approaches to the problem can be defined: (I) given the vortex distribution, find the correspond-
ing shape and determine its aerodynamic characteristics, and (2) given the shape, find the
corresponding vortex distribution, from which the aerodynamic characteristics can be deter-
mined. In either case, an iteration process is required if other than a first approximation is
desired. The effects of geometric parameters and propellers are induced by the use of additional
distributed singularities. The theoretical basis on which the method of singularities rests is
developed and discussed in reference 57.

An approximate theory for nonaxial flow, based on the method of singularities, is developed by
Burggraf in ieference 1. Burggraf represents the ducted propeller as a short, thin, cylindrical duct
with a uniformly loaded actuator disk across its exit plane. Each section of the duct is treated as
a thin two-dimensional airfoil, and solutions are obtained by means of conformai transforma-

, tions. An analysis with less restricted geometry has been made by Kriebel and summarized in
reference 55. Kriebel treats the duct as a thin cylinder (but not necessarily short) and represents
the propeller as a uniformly loaded actuator disk located at the duct inlet. The vort.city
distribution bound to the duct and trailing from it is found in terms of a Fourier series by the
method of singularities. The results are obtained by solving for the coefficients of the Fourier
series representing the duct-bound vorticity distribution. Both Burggraf and Kriebel include the
nonaxial flow case by -ssuming the vorticity shed by both the actuator disk and the duct to be
concentrated on a circular cylinder which extends axially downstream, evon at angles of attack.
Because of this assumption, the exit velocity must be large relative to the cross-flow component.
of the free-stream velocity, i.e.,

V, >> V,, sin aD,

a restriction which requires high actuator disk loadings al high angles of attack.

Momentum theory in itself is not sufficient to. predict the performance of a ducted propellr,
since the relationships between thrust and power are in terms of the area and velocity of the
final wake. At the present time, there appears to be no available way of relating wake
characteristics to duct design without using the method of singularities. To avoid this difficulty
some assumption must be made which relates the duct exit characteristics to the final wake. The
most common assumption, forming what is generally termed "simple momentum theory," is !hat
the final wake area is equal to the duct exit area. This implies that the exit velocity profile is
uniform and the static pressure at the exit is equa, to that at infinity. The nonaxial flow case is
generally based on the additional assumption that the internal mass flow exits parallel to the
duct axis, an assumption which is valid only for low duct aspect ratios and high exit-velocity
ratios. Examples of simple momentum theory as applied to nona:ial flow are given in references
85 and 58.
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Moser and Livingston, in reference 70, develop semiempirical expressions for thi aerodynamic

characteristics of ducted propellers in nonaxial flow by adapting blade element theory and
modifications to it to take some account of duct influence. This method is shown to be
reasonable for analyzing ducted-propeller characteristics where the deflection of the airstream is

relatively small.

Minassian, in referrnce 65, treats the ducted propeller in nonaxial flow as a ring wing. He
assumes that the propeller causes the internal pressures on the duct to cancel one another and

then applies two-dimensional airfoil characteristics to predict normal-force variation with arngle of
attack. This work is restricted to -ough approximations at low angles of attack and high advance

ratios.

Wind-tunnel tests cover a wide variety of ducted propellers in the nonaxial flow regime; however,

the data are often of questionable accuracy because of wall-interference effects and data

accuracy limitations at the tunnel speeds required to simulate low-speed flight. Testing small
models in an effort to avoid wall-interference effects has not proved satisfactory because of the
errors associated with low Reynolds numbers and balance-system sensitivity. The uncertainties of

6 wind-tunnel test data, coupled with the geometric and aerodynamic -variables involved, preclude
generalization and verification of any valid prediction methods. Although a large number of
experimental investigations have been conducted, it is still difficult to draw any general conclu-

sion3 pertaining to the effects of geometric or aerodynamic variations. However, the results that
are available can serve at least to give a practical orientation to some aspects of the ducted
piopeller problem. Accordingly, a qualitative discussion of the effects of a number of the

important variables is given.

Duct Leading-Edp Radius

The duct leading-edge radius is critical in that it must be large enough te prevent inlet
flow separation at high power and/or angle of attack and yet not so large as to

produce an excessive drag penalty in cruise flight. Leading-edge lip stall reduces lift and

pitching moment and increases the power required.

Diffuw

A property designed diffuser increases the diameter of the fully developed stream tube,
thereby increasing the static thrust and efficiency of a given ducted propeller. Tests of
two unpowered ducts (eference 36) in nonaxial flow indicate that diffusion of the
dact afterbody results in an appreciable increase in lift-curve slope Znd maximum-lift

stall angle of attack. Reference 36 also indicates that diffusion causes the center of
pressure to move forward. These effects can be attributed to the increased internal

mass flow through the duct resulting from increased positive circulation.

Although substantial diffusion may be beneficial in the static flow regime, it can lead

to internal flow separation during "sentially axial flow with an attendant drag
increase.
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Exit Stators

In addition to pioviding r . tural tie between the center body and the duct, exit
stators, because of twist and camber, also serve as guide vanes to eliminate the
"slipstream rotation resulting from the high thrust loading of the ducted propeller. This
flow straightening converts the rotational kinetic energy to pressure and increased axial
velocity. If flow straightening is not provided, the propeller efficiency is severely
reduced.

Propeller Twist

The effect of propeller twist on static performnance has been a source of controversy.
The results repo~ted in references 12 and 64 indicate that a relatively flat, untwisted
blade is best for static and low-speed operation, because of the better match with the
theoretical ring vortex circulation abo-ut the duct, resulting in gains in static efficiency.

However, these reports make no statement regarding blade pitch optimization, and it is
difficult to distinguish between the effects of blade twist and those of blade pitch. On
the other hand, the results reported in references 19 and 56, which did use blade pitch
optimization, show no such corresponding improvement and indicate that blade twist is
relatively unimportant. Moser and Liv; igston, in reference 70, also indicate that the
effects of blade twist are relatively unimportant except at the highest collective pitch
tested.

Propeller Tip Clearance

Ducted-propeller efficiency increases with decreasing tip clearance. Excessive tip clear-
ance will aggravate a condition of flow reversal that occurs on the duct in the propeller
plane eve-i for small tip clearances. At moderate to high angles of attack, the flow

S~reversal condition on the lower inside surface of the duct can cause premature inlet lip
separation, resulting in reductions in both lift and pitching moment accompanied by

increased power requirements.

7ropeller Position

The effect of propeller position on ducted-rropeller forces and moments in nonaxial
flow is relatively undefined. Reference 19 indicates that at a given thrust level, moving
the propeller forward reduces the lift and pitching-moment coefficients. However, data
of reference 57 indicate that forward movement of the propeller plane increases the
radial variation in duct velocity distribution (greater velocities near the duct), which
would be expected to increase the pitching moments in nonaxial flow.

It is stated in reference 55 that analytical results indicate that in axi;, flow the
pressure jump acting upon the internal duct surface downstream of the propeller plane
is maximum when the propeller plane is located at the minimum duct internal
cross-sectional area. For this location of the propeller in axial flow, the disk area and
disk thrust are minimum for a given disk loading, and the duct-to-disk thrust ratio and
the propulsive efficiency are maximum.
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Exit-Velocity Ratio and Angle of Attack

The exit-velocity ratio and angle of attack d ermine the basic flow pi .a tor a given
ducted propeller. As the duct angle of atta is increased beyond the unpowered stall
angle, the exit-velocity ratio must be inc' ised to prevent stalling of the duct lower
leading edge. Because of the predominanc of power effects as duct angle of attack is
"increased, the separation that occurs on tLie top aft portion of the duct usually has a
minor effect on force and moment data.

Reymilds Number

Reynolds-number effects are of extreme importance in ducted-propeller design because

of the low airspeed of operation and the short streamwise lengths of ducted-propeller
elements. The separation that occurs on the lower inside surface of the duct leading
edge at high angles of attack and low exit-velocity ratios is a low Reynolds-number
characteristic. At low Reynolds number, laminar flow is followed by separation rather
than by attached turbulent flow, resulting in substantial losses in both lift and pitching
moment at a given power setting.

A comprehensive tabulation of pertinent ducted-propeller experimental data in the nonaxial flow
regime is presented as table 9.3-A. This table provides a brief outline of the test data contained
in each report and indicates the basic parametric changes. Similar tables pertaining to the static-
and axial-flow regimes are given in reference 84. It should be recognized that the ducted
propeller problem cannot be satisfactorily handled by treating isolated effects with all other
variables fixed. The effect of a geometric or aerodynamic variation on the characteristics of a
ducted propeller of different design will very likely be quite different from that indicated by the
test results of available reports.

A general notation list is included in this section for all ducted propeller sections. Figures
9.3-12 and 9.3-13 illustrate the geometric data required by the methods of these sections.
Figure 9.3-13 also illustrates the positive sense of forces, moments, and angles.

NOTATION

AD duct aspect ratio, -D c

c duct chord, ft

CDe external duct drag coefficient, qo. SD

CFx duct negative-drag coefficient,X q .. S D
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F,
e

CF external duct negative-drag coefficient,xe qo, SD

L
CL duct lift coefficient,

q SD

M

Cm duct pitching-moment coefficient,
qS SD c

dcB duct center-body diameter at the exit plane, ft

de duct exit diameter, ft

dp propeller diameter, ft

Fx duct negative-drag force, lb (rx = CF qco SD)

V
0 0

i advance ratio,
ndp

L duct lift force, lb (L = CL q0 SD)

M duct pitching moment, ft-lb (M = C q S c)

slugs
min duct internal mass flow, ssec

N ducted-propeller normal force, lb

n propeller rotatiunal speed, rps

lb
*q00  free-stream dynamic pressure,

sq ft

SD duct planform area, sq ft (SD = d. c)

T ducted-propeller thrust, lb

T. total internal thrust, lb

T*t total net thrust, lb (Tnet = T1 --CD q00 SD)
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ftVe duct exit velocity,
sec

Vi velocity increment of internal mass flow due to power, --sec

ft
Vi internal mass-flow velocity with power off, s

ft

V.o free-stream velocity, -

sec

Ve
- exit-velocity ratio

Vo0

x chordwise distance from the reference center to the unstalled duct center of pressure,
positive for the center of pressure ahead of the reference center, ft

xcp chordwise distance from the duct leading edge to the center of pressure of the unstalled
duct, positive aft of the duct leading edge. ft

xm chordwise distance from the duct leadrng edge tc the reference center, positive aft of the
duct leading edge, ft

a)D angle of attack between duct axis and free-stream direction, deg

a net turning angle of the internal flow including power effects, deg

6a turning angle of the internal flow with power off, deg
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9.3.1 DUCTED-PROPELLER LIFT VARIATION WITH

POWER AND ANGLE OF ATTACK

The primary purpose of enclosing a propeller in a duct is to increare the thrust-
generating capability in the static and low subsonic speed regimes for a given
propeller diameter and power input. Because of strong mutual interference effects,
the ducted-propeller aerodynamic characteristics are vastly different from those of
a free propeller and an annular airfoil. The forces and moments acting on a ducted
propeller may be considered as arising from the propeller forces, the duct forces,
and the mutual interference of the duct and propeller.

As a consequence of the input of mechanical energy to a propeller delivering positive
thrust, there is a pressure rise at the propeller disk, which is subsequently trans-
formed into kinetic energy in the slipstream. If the propeller is enclosed within
a fairing, a further velocity increment is produced at the propeller, which must be
superimposed on the propeller flow. If this velocity increment is positive, the mass
flow and consequently the total thrust are increased. This increase in force acts on
the duct, and its magnitude depends upon the velocity increment due to the duct and
the propeller loading. In addition, the mutual interference of the duct and pro-
peller and other bodies which may be present results in an induced circulation, which
my either increase or decrease the internal mass flow.

The Datcom metbods presented for estimating forces and moments on ducted-propeller
configurations require knowledge of only the total internal axial thrust rather than
the thrust due to the propeller and to the duct at angle of attack. However, the
fundamental phenomenon of ducted-propeller aerodynamics may be clarified somewhat by
an analysis of the division of loads between the duct and the propeller.

The results of an investigation of the division of the forces and moments between a
duct and a propeller of a ducted propeller are reported in reference 6. The investi-
gation covered an angle-of-attack range and an advance-ratio range typical of the
transition of a tilt-duct VTOL aircraft.

Figures 9.3.l-lOaand 9.3.1-10b, reproduced from reference 6, present a comparison
of the normal force, thrust force, and pitching moment on the propeller with the
total model forces and moments, for an unstalled and a stalled duct, respectively.
The unstalled configuration is the basic syimmetrical duct shape modified by the
addition of leading-edge fairings. These results show that the normal force and
pitching moment acting on the propeller and spinner are relatively small in compari-
son with the total normal force and pitching moment of either the stalled or unstalle
unit and that the duct is the primary source of normal force and pitching moment.

Figure 9.3.1-12, reproduced from reference 6, presents the variation of propeller
thrust relative to total thrust with angle of attack for both the unstalled and the
stalled duct configurations. In hovering (V/nd - 0), the propeller carries approxi-
mately 40 percent of the total thrust. At the Eighest value of the advance ratio
tested, the propeller carries approximately 70 percent of the total thrust when a
is near 00. For the unstalled operation, the propeller thrust ratio generally
decreases with increasing angle of attack at a constant advance ratio. Beyond the
stall the propeller thrust ratio increases with increasing angle of attack at a con-
stant advance ratio. The increase can be attributed to the reduction in duct thrust
caused by the lip stall.

9.3.1-1



Unpowered conditions correspond to a duct exit-velocity ratio of approximately 1.0.
The exact valuq depends on the circulation ab.ut the duct. Annular wing reports,
such as reference 2, may be used to estimate the forces and moments on an unpowered
ducted propeller at angle of attack.

For convenience, the methods presented in subsequent Sections provide wind-axis aero-dynamic force coefficients: conventional lift and drag coefficients normal and parallel
to the free stream. The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are referred to
free-stream dynamic pressure.

Ducted propeller forces and moments are compared with those predicted by the Datoom
methods in this and the following Sections. The experimental data represent a wide
variation of duct and propeller variables over angle-of-attack and advance-ratioranges typ'cal of the transition range of a tilting duct VTOL aircraft. Epermna
axial-thrust values have been used in the Datcom method calculations. A comparisonof some of the pertinent geometric and aerodynamic parameter variations of the test
configurations can be made by referring to the reference list of this Section and the
reference list and table 9.3-A of Section 9.3. The Datcom methods are based on modi-fications to simple momentum theory and do not account for the possible wide variation
in design parameters.

The lift predicte•d by the Dateom method of this Section compares favorably with test
results throughout the range of the investigation. On the other hand, the pitchingmoment aed drag predicted by the Datcom methods of Sections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3,respectively, vary noticeably from experimental results.

The method presented in this Section for the estimation of the lift of a ducted
propeller is expressed as the sum of the lift components resulting from the internal
and external mass flows. The internal-mass-flow component is estimated on the basis
of simple momentum theory with empirical flow-turning corrections as a function ofthe duct aspect ratio and the duct exit-velocity ratio. The external-mass-flow
component is estimated on the basis of empirical modifications of the data of
references 1 and 2.

DATCOM MET'HOD
The method presented for the estimation of ducted-propeller lift coefficient is
expressed as the sum of the components resulting from the internal and external
mass flows. This approach is suumarized by

L
CL -L SD CL± + CLe

= 1 -sin bif + L9.3.1-a2Jde 1Voo/ +Ce

where

CLi is the lift coefficient resulting from the internal mass flow

9.3.1-2
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CLe is the lift coefficient resulting from the external mass flow. It is
obtained from figure 9.3.1-13 as a function of duct aspect ratio and angle
of attack. Figure 9.3.1-13 is based on empirical modifications of the
data of references 1 and 2.

bif is the net turning angle of the internal flow including power effects.

The basic approach to the solution of equation 9.3.1-a is as follows:

1. Determine the turning angle of the internal flow neglecting the
effects of power.

2. Determine the exit-velocity ratio Ve/Voo.

3. Determine the net turning angle of the internal flow including power effects.

1. Evaluate the internal-flow lift contribution using the terms obtained in
steps 2 and 3 above.

The results of reference 2 indicate that the lift-curve slope of annular wings is
twice that of plane unswept wings of the same aspect ratio. Based on simple momentum
theory, the usual small-angle approximation, and the assumption of no lip separation,
the turning angle of the internal flow, neglecting power effects, is

b 0 sin' 1 (CLa 9.3.1-b

The unV-wered, internal-flow turning angle relative to duct angle of attack is
presented in figure 9.3.1-14 as a function of duct aspect ratio. Figure 9.3.1-14
is based on the unstalled test data of reference 2 and equation 9.3.1-b.

Addition of power causes further turning of the internal flow. This turning occurs
forward of the propeller plane because of the closed boundaries of the duct. The
flow is assumed to pass through the duct normal to the propeller plane, and the total
velocity increase Imparted to the internal flow (Vi) is assumed to be the difference
between the duct exit velocity and the free-stream velocity. This results in the
folloving expression for the net turning angle of the internal flow, including power
effects (see figure 9.3-11b).

btf =sin'l [vOO sin .t bi+ (Ve - Vo,) sin aD 9.3.1-c

VeI

The total lift contribution of a ducted propeller is obtained from the procedure
outlined in the following steps:

Step 1. Determine the turning angle of the internal flow, neglecting power
effects, by

bo= aD ( 9.3.1-d
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where -- it obtained from figure 9.3.1-14 as a function of duct

aspect ratio.

Step 2. Determine the cxit-velocity ratio V-e using

V- e -9.3.1-e

where

S is the flow area at the duct exit plane 
al

ST, is the total internal axial thrust (otD = 0), obtained as the sum of the
net axial thrust Tnet and the external duct drag.

Ti Tnet + CDe qaDSD'

Estimation of the net axial thrust is a ducted-propeller performance problem
and is consequently outside the scope of the Datcom. A propulsion engineer
should be consulted for this parameter.

The external duct drag CDe is obtained from figure 9.3.3-4 at aD - 00,![:" ~where Cbe -Cx
eD a CFxe 

V
Step 3. Using equation 9.3.1-oc, obtain 5if with the 81o nd V values

from Steps 1 and 2 above.

Step 4. Determine the internal-mass-flow lift-coefficient contribution by

0 fl~AD /C 1V~\
CLi , -e 1 . j / sin bif 9.3.1-g

Step 5. Obtain the lift coefficient CLe from figure 9.3.1-13 as a function of
the duct aspect ratio and angle of attack.

Step 6. The total lift coefficient is given by equation 9.3.1-a

"CL" CLi + CLe

A comparison of test data with ducted-propeller lift coefficients computed by this
method is shown in Table 9.3.1-A.
" 9.3.1
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SampIe Pmoblem

Given: The ducted propeller configuration of reference 1

de a 4.525 ft dCB = 1.208 ft c = 2.75 ft SD 12. 45 sqt

Additional Characteristics

Vo a 93.5 ft/sec aD a 300 Tnet - 635 lb Sea level qDa 10. 4 lb/sq ft

Compute:

Step 1. Determine the turning angle of the internal mass flow without power effects.

AD!!-u L'21.1.6145
c 2.75

- 0.830 (figure 9.3.1-14)

=i0  -a (equation 9.3.1-d)

- (3o)(o.830)

a 24.9 deg

Step 2. Determine the exit-velocity ratio

CDe - -CFxe a 0.022 (figure 9.3.3-., at aD - 0)

Ti - Tnet * CDe q SD (equation 9.3.1-f)

- 635 + (o.o22)(1o.4)(12.45)

- 637.7 lb
2 I 2

4 '-(Z- I -( 525

-16.1o (o.995)

14.97 sq ft

V 1 1 + _
e * (equation 9.3.1-e)

VcO 2
9.3.1-5



V (o.4) (14 .97)

2

Ve I
K - 2.02

Step 3. Determine the net turning angle of the internal mass flow, including
power effects.
a, sn IVs •i0 + (Ve " V0 ' sin ]D (equatIon 9.3"1-c)

sin 1in=sin-I F(93.5)(O.421) , (189-18 93.5)(O.50)] Q.:

- sa"n (0.4609)

- 27.45 deg

Step 4. Determine the lift-coefficient contribution of the internal mass flov.

C A 1.. d si " bif (equation 9.3.1-g)

_ !ý.645) 2) (o.9295)(2.02) (o.4604)

2

- 4.53

Step 5. Determine the lift-coefficient contribution of the external mass flow.

CLe =0.69 (figure 9.3.1-13)

Solution:

CL =CLi + CL (equation 9.3.1-a)

- 4.53 + 0.69

6 =5.22

,*.. IThs zorrespcnda to an experlimental value of 5.40 obtained from reference 1.

9.3.1-6
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TABLE 9.3. 1-A

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

DUCTED PROPELLER LIFT COEFFICIENT

VC) Tj Ve bi , CL CL
Reference deg J fps lb deg dei Caic Test Error

1* 15 o.62 165.5 251.6 1.21 12.4 12.85 1.31 1.3 .8
c - 2.75 ft o .48 128.o 456.3 1.52 f 13.28 1.79 1.8 -. 6

d •4.525 ft 30 0.62 165.5 251.6 1.21 24.9 25.78 2.23 2.6 -114.2
AD , 1.6.45 0.48 128.0 1456.3 1.52 26.61 3.16 3.6 -12.2

- 1.208 ft 0.35 93.5 637.7 2.02 27.145 5,22 5.14 -3.3
0.28 714.8 7143.9 2.149 27.93 7.69 8.3 -7.3

145 o.48 128.0 1456.3 1.52 37.3 39.82 14.17 5.3 -21.3
0.35 93.5 637.7 2.02 I 141.10 7.07 8.0 -11.6
0.28 714.8 7143.9 2:.49 ,41.80 10.59 12.4 -14.6
0.22 58.8 82o.0 3.13 *.2.4 16.52 18.0 -8.2

60 0.142 112.0 535.1 1.70 49.7 53.65 6.06 8.0 -214.2
0.28 714.8 743.9 2.149 I 55.514 12.77 114.8 -13.7
0.22 58.8 820.0 3.13 56.141 20.06 23.14 -114.3
0.17 145.4 894.0 14.03 62.2 57.18 33.26 32.0 3.9

75 0.35 93.5 637.7 2.02 67.77 9.28 11.2 -17.1
I 0.22 58.8 743.9 3.13 I 70.03 22.314 25.4 -12.0
90 0.22 58.8 743.9 3.13 714.6 81.30 23.28 27.5 -15.3

3
a - 0.794 ft 30 0.35 75.0 88.2 3.18 25.6 28.60 10.77 11.56 -6.8
de -1.16 ft 0.35 100.0 256.0 3.85 28.814 15.60 16.214 -3.9
AD .1 46 0.70 53.2 2.11 27.90 5.01 5.26 -4.8den- - 0.348 ft,

0.5 000 26 12.93 10.47 115 -9.14

60 0.0.89f 0..0 1146.14 5.59 5 2. 58.65 1459.68 .20. -1.5

de - 1.16 ft 0.70 4*5.0 1.99 281 4*.0 4.8-1.
AD a1.296 45 0.25 75.0 323.9 5-55 39.38 4*3.95 4O.ii 40.27 -.4
dcD - 0"34•8 ft1 0.35 / 147.6 3.93 I 43.52 20.26 21.59 -6.2

0.50 64.9 2.80 4 *2.93 10,47 11.55 -9.4*
60 0.20 50.0 146.4 5.59 52.5 58.54* 49.68 50.46 -1.5

0.30 57.7 3.7 57.8 22.12 23.0o4 -14.oII 2.80.7
0.o0 28.8 2.80 57.15 12.39 13.18 -6'.0

75 0.20 40.0 93.7 5.59 65.63 72.96 55.40 149.00 13.1
0.30 I 36.8 3.72 7173 214.39 25.39 -3.9
I .4o 18.5 2.80 71.114 13.90 114.55 -14.5

90 0.20 30.0 52.7 5.59 78.75 85.30 57.35 55.99 2.4
0.30 I 20.7 3.72 814.00 25.14 26.18 -3.0
0.40 10.4 2.W 83.2• 10.39 24.77 -2.6

5 20 0.39 100.0 75.53 2.2 15.10 17.81 5.53 5.73 -3.5
a ý5 flI 0.292 1141.20 2.86 18.27 8.62 9.31 -7.14

de a 1.246 ft 1 0.25 1914.86 3.25 18.48 11.08 12.48 -11.2
A m 2.15 30 0.39 75.53 2.26 22.65 26.69 7.85 7.59 3.14

d 0.3148 ft 0.292 141.20 2.86 27.38 12.39 12.99 -14.6
10.25 1194.86 3.25 . 27.69 15.99 17.60 -9.1

"*'Test results include ving-duct interference effects.

%'I &

* * .
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TABLE 9.3.1-A (CONTD)

CD VTb CL CL IC
Refernece deg J fPs lb I deg ideg CUlb Test Error

5 (Oon't) 20 0.39 100.0 73.89 2.37 15.56 18.11 5.64 5.21 8.3
c -0.58 f 0.292 132.35 2.96 I 18.49 8.59 8.61 -. 2

0.25 177.20 3.33 18.65 10.79 10.80 -. 1do -1.160ft 30 0.39 73.89 2.37 23.34 27.14 8.02 7.22 11.1
d 2.0 I 0.292 132.35 2.96 27.71 12.34 12.29 .14

4  o3 -0.348 ft 0.25 177.20 3.33 27.96 15.56 15.92 -2.3T 0.39 73.89 2.37 31.12 36.13 10.12 8.66 16.9
0.292 132.35 2.96 i 36.89 15.69 14.52 8.1

- 0. 170 A3 37.2 .19.84 18.60 6.76 00 0. 100.0 188 1.3 8.0 .0 1.0 1.06 1.7
6 0.8" 10 r 15 i 12.50 13.18 1.59 1.59 0

1 -111 20 16.6o 17.56 2.03 1.95 14.1AD -1.6k 30 24.90 26.30 2.75 2.75 0
0.358 1.0 33.20 35.00 3.32 3.39 -2.115 37.-40 39.37 3.58 3.59 -. 3

Average error. - ± - 7.1%
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9.3.2 I)UCTED-I'ROPELILER P'ITCHING-MOMENT VARIATION
WITH POWER .,) ANGLE OF ATTACK

This Section presents a mw!thod for estimating ducted-propeller pitching moments
as functions of pover and angle of attack. The basic discussion in Section 9.3.1
is directly applicable to this Section, and the reader is referred to that discussion
for a general description of the fundamental phenomenon.

DATCOM METHOD

The method presented for estimating ducted-propeller pitching moments is based
on ring vortex and simple momentum theories vith empirical modifications.

The pitching moment consists of three component parts:

(1) A circulation-induced moment vhich in effect causes a shift
in axial duct forces (essentially a shift in thrust axis.)

(2) A moment due to t * lift component
3 A moment due to the negative drag component

The circulation-induced moment is alvays positive (nose-up) and increases vith
increasing pover. The last tvrc enmponente also increase in magnitude vith pover
but my be positive or negative depending upon the location of the ducted-propeller
center of pressure. This method assumes the center-of-pressure location to be
Independent of pover and angle of attack and to be on the duct axis at the unstalled
center-of-pressure location of the undiffused annular ings of reference 2.

The pitching-moment contribution of a ducted-propeller configuration, based on the
duct planfbom area and duct chord and referred to an artitrary moment center, is
given by

2 (z - f)ia+(CL CrD -CIsince) 9.3.2-a

vhere the first term on the right-hand side is the circulation-induced moment as
derived by Sacks in reference 1, modified by the empirical relation for the net
turning angle of the internal flov, discussed in Section 9.3.1. The last tvo terms
are the components due to lift and drag.

ye
a is the exit-velocity ratio, obtained from equation 9.3.1-e

bif Is the internal-flov turning angle, including the effects of pover,
obtained from equation 9.3.1-c

iL ts the total lift coefficient of the ducted propeller, obtained frou
Section 9.3.1

C7  is the total negative drag coefficient of the ducted propeller, obtainedfrom Section 9.3.3

9.3.2-1



- ...B), the chordwise distance, in duct chords, from the reference center.

to the unstalled duct center of pressure, positive for the center of pressure
ahead of the reference center

is the chordwtse distance, in duct chords, from the duct leading edge to the
* reference center, positive aft of the duct leading edge

Xcp is the chordwise distance, in duct chords, from the duct leading edge to the

c center of pressure of the unstalled dunt, positive aft of the duct leading edge.
It i .,btained as a function of duct aspect ratio from figure 9.3.2-6.

A comparison of test data with ducted propeller pitching-moment coefficients computed
by this method is shown in table 9.3.2-A.

Because of the number o? variables involved in the ducted propeller problem and the
design parameters not considered in the Datcom method, the comparison between theory
waM experiment cannot be analyzed by examining the isolated effect of one variable.
Howe-r, it is felt that one important factor pertaining to the test conditions of
th,, available data, namely scale effect, should be considered before assessing the
accuracy of this method. The data presented in reference 1 of table 9.3.2-A are the
only available test results of a large-scale ducted propeller in the non-axial flow
regime. Although experimental data on similar models of different scale are needed
for the proper evaluation of the scale effect, it is felt that the low Reynolds numbers
of small scale tests will appreciably affect the stalling characteristics of the duct.
Therefore, comparison of calculated and large-scale experimental results of reference 1
in table 0..3.2-A is more indicative of the accuracy of the method than comparison with
the other reference data.

Sample Problem

* • Given: Same ducted propeller configuration as sample problem of Section 9.3.1. Some
of the characteristics are repeated below.

de -4.525 ft dC Pl.P08 ft c 2.75 ft

* AD , 1.645 SD - 12.45 sq ft

Additional Characteristics

Va)u 93.5 ft/sec aD-30 Sea level

Moment reference center at O. 49c qD 10.i4 lb/sq ft

Compute:

•Ve
v--"2.02

5if * 27.450 (sample problem Section 9.3.1)

CL CLi + CLe 5.22

8.32.-?



CF = w'.:.155 (sa.mple problem Section -.3.3)

x = 0.266 (figure 9.3.2-6)
c

C C C

l (0.49 - o.266)

S0.224

Solution:

Cm - eA CBV sin 0D + (CL COO C - CF sin 'D) (equation 9.3.2-a)
-2 (7; CX )

2(1"5) (2.02 - 0.8874)(0.50) + 0.224 1 (5.22)(0o866) - (3.455)(0"50)]

- (2.58)(1.1326)(o.5o) + 0.224 (2.792)

2 2.085

This corresponds to an experimental value of 1.899 obtained from reference 1.

REFERENCES

1. Sacks, A. H.: The Flying Platform as a Research Vehicle for Ducted Propellers.
Institute of Aeronautical Sciences Preprint No. 832, 1958. (U)

2. Fletcher, N. S.: Experimental Investigation of Lift, Drag, and Pitching Moment
of Five Annular Airfoils. NACA TX 4117, 1957. (U)
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TABLE 9.3,2-Aa

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

DUCTED PROPELLER PITCHING-MOMENT COEFFICIENT

CL CFe
b e- Table Table Cm  Cm %

Her deg J Vm 9.3.1-A 9.3.3-A c Calc Test Ermr

Ie 15 0.62 1.21 1.31 0.38 0.224 0.,2 0.50 -16.0

o0.48 1.52 1.79 1.61 0.67 0.70 -4.3
30 0.62 1.21 2.2? -0.135 0.84 1.00 -16.0

o.48 1.52 3.16 0.915 1.32 1.10 20.0
0.35 2.02 5.22 3.46 2.035 1.90 9.5
0.28 2.49 7.69 6.79 2.81 2.60 8.1

45 0.48 1.52 4.17 -O.OlO 2.02 2.10 -3.8

0.35 2.02 7.07 1.91 3.12 2.85 9.5
0.28 2.49 10.59 4.149 4.15 4.35 -4.6

1 0.22 3.13 '.-.52 9.22 5.52 5.20 6.2
6T 0.42 1.70 6.06 -0.724 3.29 3.30 -0.3

0.28 2.49 12.77 1.69 5.41 5.10 6.1
0.22 3.13 20.06 4.75 7.08 6.50 .9
0.17 4.03 33.26 '10.72 9.44 7.80 21.0

75 0.35 2.02 9.28 -1.90 5.03 4,456 13.0
0.22 3.13 22.34 -0.237 8.29 7.90 4.9

S0.22 3.13 23.28 ,4.60 8.72 8.,50 2.
3 0 0.35 3.1 0 10.77 12.70 0.283 3.40 2.9¾ 15.6

0.35 3.85 15.60 x.6o 4.29 3.24 32.4
0.70 2.11 5.01 3.80 2.02 1.71 10.1

4 30 0.35 3.93 14.49 17.33 C.353 4.48 3.86 16.1
0.50 2.80 7.59 .18 3.01 2.52 19.4
0.70 1.99 4.09 2. 42 1.95 1.68 16.1

45 0.25 5.55 40.11 30.2 9°43 7.93' 13.9
I 0.35 3.93 20.26 12.56 6.45 5.71 13.0

0.50 2.80 10.47 4,84 4.38 3.76 16.5
60 0.20 5.59 49.68 19.14 11.83 9.748 21.5

0.30 3.72 22.12 6.04 7.69 6.558 17.4
0.40 2.80 12.39 1.98 5.55 4.948 12.3

75 0.20 5.59 55.•40 5.89 13.45 10.08' 33.4I 0.30 3.72 24.39 0.435 8.79 7.15' 22.9
0.140 2.80 13.90 -1.205 6.53 5.548 17.9

90 0.20 5.59 57.35 -6.22 0.353 13.38 13.26 0.9
.. %_ 0.30 3:72 25. -4 82 9.08 8.40 8:10.40o 2.80 14.39 1 -4.08 1 -6.89 16.3.1 9.

a Refer to Table 9.3.1-A for additional characteristics
b These references are found in Section 9.3.1
c Test results include ving-duct interference effects
a Stalled
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TABLE 9. 3 .2-Aa (CONTD)

aD!e CL CFx e

b Table Table x Cm CM ;
Ref deg J Vco 9.3.1-A 9.3.3-A c Cale Test Error

5 20 0.39 2.26 5.53 7.79 0.208 2.01 1.59 26.4
0.292 2.86 8.62 15.17 2.79 1.91 46.1
0.25 3.25 11.08 20.76 3.32 1.99 66.8

30 0.39 2.26 7.85 6.69 2.99 2.20 35.9
0.292 2.86 12.39 13.19 1.15 2.90 43.1
0.25 3.25 15.99 18.53 4.91 3.31 48.3

20 0.39 2.37 5.64 8.20 2.05 1.33 54.1
0.292 2.96 8.59 15.01 2.78 1.82 52.70.25 3.33 10.79 20.23 3.24 2.19 47.930 0.39 2.37 8.02 7.05 3.o4 1.81 68.0

0.292 2.96 12.34 13.25 14.11 2.54 61.8
0.25 3.33 15.56 18.02 4.78 2.79 71.3

40 0.39 2.37 10.12 5.58 4.02 2.34 71.8
0.292 2.96 15.69 10.96 5.40 3.31 61.3
0 .2 . 84. . 15.11 6.27 5.72 6

6 10 0.595 1.39 1.08 1.19 0.174 0.4O3 0.21981.0
15 1.59 1.05 0.593 0.359 65.2
20 I 2.03 0.87 0.77 0.47 63.8
30 2.75 0.43 1.09 0.72 51.-4
40O 3.32 -0.90 1.41 0.914 50.0
4,5 3.58 -0.37 1.52 1.064 42.9

Average error i I 29.5%
n

a Refer to Table 9.3.1-A for additional characteristics
b These references are found in Section 9.3.1
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9.3.3 DUCTED-PROPELLER DRAG VARIATION
WITH POWER AND ANGLE OF ATTACK

This Section presents a method for estimating ducted-propeller drag as a function

of power and angle of attack. The basic discussion in Section 9.3.1 is directly
applicable to this Section, and the reader is referred to that discussion for a
general description of the fundamental phenomenon.

DATCOM METHOD

The method presented for estimating ducted-propeller drag is expressed as the sum

of the components resulting from the internal and external mass flows. The theoretical
basis of this method is the same as that of the Datcom lift-estimation method of
Section 9.3.1.

The negative drag coefficient of a ducted propeller is given by

ADft /eVe\
CFP U-~j 1 ()K~ coer- ]+ CF. 9.3.3-a

x 2[1 k)X

where the first term on the right-hand side is due to internal flow and it estimated
on the basis of simple momentum theory modified by the empirical relation for the net
internal-flow turning angle, discussed in Section 9.3.1.

Ve is the exit-velocity ratio, obtained from equation 9.3.1-e

bif is the net turning angle of the irternal flow, obtained from
equation 9.3.1-c

Ce is the external negative drag coefficiec4 , resulting from the external
flow, obtained from figure 9.3.3-!; as a f;t. tion of duct aspect ra&id and
angle of attack. Figure 9.3.3-4 is based on empirical modifications of
the data of references 1 and 2.

A comparison of test data with ducted-propeller drag coeffic.ints computed by this
method is shown in table 9.3.3-A. The measurement of drag invclves the difference
between the components of the thrust force and the normal force and is inherently
less accurate than the measurerent of the lift force. At a tunnel velocity near
that for steady level flight (CjFx = 0), slight errors in drag measurement can result
in test values with an opposite sign than that predicted by theory; and percent
error becomes incalculable, although the actual magnitude of the difference Tray be
less than that for lift. Consequently, a comparison of theory and experiment in
this area may be misleading when presented in terms of percent error. Therefore, a
summary of the results presented in table 9.3.3-A is presented as a weighted error.

Sample Problem

Given: Same ducted-propeller configuration as sample problem of Section 9.3.1.
Some of the characteristics are repeated below.

de = 4.525 ft dCE =1.20 ft c = 2.75 ft

AD - 1.645 SD * 12.45 sq ft

9.3.3-1



Additional Ciaracteristics

• - 93-5 ft/sec se levl."

300 3o .- 1 ' lb/sq ft

* 2Compte:

-e2.02 I

- 2O i5 (sample Problem Section 9.3.1)
Skf =27.450

S -() 0.9295

CXe - -0.395 (figure 9.3.3-i)

Solutiont

Cx --2- ýd •,% - % (eqution 9.3.3-9)

axi. (.5) (o.0-99) 1(2.02)2(o.8874)-(2.o2)1 + (-0.395)

- (2..1)(1.6o) -0.395

- (3.455)

T. •~orresponds to an experimental value of 3.785 obtained from reference 1.

REFERENCES
1. Mort, K. W., and .aggy, P. F.: Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Four-Foot

Diameter IFucted Fan Mounted on the Tip of a Semi-Span Wing. LASA TN D-1301,
S1962. (U)

2. Fletcher, 1. S.: Uxperimental Investigation of Lift, Drag, and Pitching Moment
of Five Annular Airfoils. NACA TI 4.117, 1957. (U)
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TABLE 9. 3 .3-Aa

DATA SUMMARY AND SUBSTANTIATION

DUCTED-PROPELLER DRAG COEFFICIENT

bD V. c1p CFX ve yCj CIPX

Re dFg W m Cal Tet Error Hef deg J Va WC~ Test ERrror

15 0.62 1.21 0.38 0o.4o -5.0 ol 6o 0. 2.80 1.98 1.02 9k.1

1 0.18 1.52 1.61 1.70 -5.3 71 0.20 5.59 5.89 2.40 1145.
30 0.62 1.21 -0.135 0.10 - 0.30 3.72 0.435 -0.63 -

o.48 1.52 0.915 1.30 -29.61 0.0 2.80 -1.205 -2.22 -I15.7
0.35 2.02 3.46 3.80 -9.1 90 0.20 5.57 -6.22 -12.33 :-9.6
0.28 2.4,9 6.79 7.50 -10.61 3.7 -k.82 -7.91 I-2.1

5 0.48 1.52 -0.01 0.2• - I I .100 2.80 -k.o08 -6. -3 5.7
0.35 2.02 1.91 2.10 -9.0 5 20 0.39 2.26 7.79 6.70 16.3
0.28 2-119 41.10 5.30 -15.3 j 0292 2.86 15.17 13.50 12.41
0.22 3.13 9-22 U.20 -17.7 0.25 3.25 20.76 19.09 8.7

)0 o.1o 1.70 -0.724o -0.50 4..8 30 0.39 2.26 16.69 4..66 13.6
0.28 2.4°9 1.69 1.0 20.7 0.292 2.86 13.19 10.80 22.1
0.22 3.13 k..75 5.90 -19.5 0.25 3.25 18.53 15.30 21.1
0.17 I..03 10.72 10.1.0 3.1 20 0.39 2.37 8.20 5.87 39.7

7r 0:352.2 3:13 -9023 -0.60 -20.8 0I29 2.96 15.01 12.10 .211.0
0-22 3.13 -0.237-0.60 I-60.5125 3.33 20.23 16.9k1 19.11

1 0.22 3.13 -1,.60 -7.30 -37.01 0.39 2.37 7.05 11.38 61.0
3 30 0.35 3.18 12.70 10.9016.5 0-292 2.96 13.25 9.73 36.2

0.50 3.85 20.60 16.90 21.9 0 0.25 .33 18.02 13.73 31.2
0.70 2..3-1 I1.3 0 9 2.37 5.58 2.70 106.7

4 30 0.35 3.93 17.33 17.39 -0.3 O .2112 2.96 10.96 7.03 55.9
0. 2.80 7.18 6.941 3.5 I.25 135.11 8.66 I7.
0.70 1.99 2.k2 2.63 -8.o 10 0.5 95 1.39 1.19 1.2i -1.2
0.25 5.55 30.2 28.65 5.41 15 1.05 1.126 -6.7

.35 3.93 1.86 12.50 2.9 20 0.87 1.00 -13.0

.50 2.80 1.81 1k.58 5.7 30 o.3 0.701k 39.8

.20 5.59 19.111 18.36 11.2 ho -0.90 0.188 -

.30 3.72 6.11 5.19 16.4 -5 -0.37 -0.303 18.2

Wegbe ero 100J )a, T 21.8%

Q lefer to Table 9.3.1-A for additional ebazueteristios

b These references are fouad in Section 9.3.1
e Test r*elto contain wvlg-dwt interference effects
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